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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western

Globe - Kearney& Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, OnL

Electric-Welded Logging Chains

are easily the Best kind of Chain for use where strength and

wearing ability are important requisites. Made from STEEL,

carefully welded and inspected, fully guaranteed by both makers

and jobbers.

Swell
Weld

McKinnorv Chain Company
BUFFALO, N. Y. ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

\

Swell
Weld

SAW MILL SUPPLIES
There is not a jobber or manufacturer, or any other person employed by either, in an official position

who should miss the chance of looking over our new Catalogue on Transmission Supplies.

If you are looking for "Quality and Service" in your mill supplies we know you will be impressed

with the lines shown.

Send a post card for it to-day and you will have it by return mail.

wars Leather Belting

Clutches

Wood Split Pulleys Shafting Hangers

Babbitt Wood-Working Machinery

Iron Pulleys

Steam Goods.

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
Montreal

Fairbanks Scales

Toronto

Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines

St. John, N. B. Winnipeg
Safes and Vaults

Calgary Vancouver

J. J. TURNER & SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in

Canada in

Lumbermens' Contractors' and Surveyors' Supplies

Tents, Awnings, Flags, Sails, Waterproof Covers, Oiled Cloth-

ing, Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags,

Coal Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snow-

shoes, Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the

Walsh Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER & SONS
Cor. George, King and Water Sts. Peterborough, Ont., Can.

Write for Catalogue

of our

Steam and

Power

Pumps

We also manufacture

Travelling Cranes

The Smart-Turner Machine Co., Limited
HAMILTON, CANADA

THE STRONGEST CHAIN IN THE WORLD
Weldless

Steel Chain 39

Photograph of 7/16-inch Weldlea* Steel Chain broken with a test load of 9 tons, 3 cwts. (20,496 lbs.), or fully double the Admiralty

breaking load for iron chain of this size. Note the elongation and reduction of area at the fracture.

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

B. J. COGHLIN CO., Limited
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

MONTREAL
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Edgers for Medium Size Mills

Our "Star" Edger has been designed and built specially for mills
of medium capacity where a first class edger is wanted, but where it

would not be economical to put in one of our larger and heavier
"Garland" Edgers.

The frame is all cast iron of heavy section, the mandrel is large
and stiff. The Edger has a heavy press roll behind saws and the
fingers in front prevent the lumber coming back. The feed rolls are
corrugated and made of steel and are driven. In fact this edger is as
well constructed throughout as the edgers of larger capacity. It is in no
sense a portable edger, but is built for the most exacting requirements.

Made in all sizes up to 4Q inches

Send for Our Edger Catalogue

William Hamilton Company, Limited
PETERBOROUGH ONTARIO
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Saw Mill at Cache Bay, Ont.

George Gordon & Company
Limited

CACHE BAY - - ONTARIO

MANUFACTURERS OF

Norway and White Pine
Dressed Flooring, Mouldings, Bridge Tim-

bers, Siding, Ceiling, Pickets, Lath, etc.

Our 1911 Cut is nearly all sold. Place your orders

early for 1912 dimension stock.
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills ®. He&d Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Yard <& Office CAPACITY 40.000.000

MORRISTOWN. N. Y.

New York City

G\iy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Selling agents for Fraser & Co., Manufacturers

Mills at Deschenes, Que., near Ottawa

White
Red
Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Office,
CT?5JK£" Ottawa, Can.

F. N. Waldib, President. R. S. Waldib, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber CompanyMw« of dumber, Lath and Shingles L,m ted

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldib, Pres. R. S. Waldib, Vicb-Prbs. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Manufacturers of L/umber and Le^tH

Mills at SPRAGGE, ONT. Head Office. 12-14 Wellington St. East. TORONTO. ONT.
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SPRUCE
Large Stock of

1 x 4 1 x 5 1 x 6

Can ship dressed to your order or in the rough.

White Pine
Mill Run Box Out

1 stocks and strips 1 1-4 x 4-7 x 10-16 1 1-4 x 8 and up x 10-16

1 1-2 x 4-7 x 10-16 1 1-2 x 8 and up x 10-16.

Hemlock m
Let us quote prices before you place your orders.

BARTRAM BROTHERS, Limited
ED. T. SAXE, 200 Claremont Ave. MONTCLAIR, N. J. OTTAWA, CAN.: Hope Chambers

440 Square Miles Timber Limits
on Georgian Bay

to be Sold by Private Sale in Large or Small Blocks.

On account of their President and Principal shareholders being engaged in other large enterprises, and
not having the time to give to them all, THE PARRY SOUND LUMBER COMPANY, Limited, offer for
Sale all of the timber lands, mills and town property situated in the Town of Parry Sound ; also Tug Scow and
full Camp Equipment for five camps, including boom chains, snow plows, sleighs, etc.

THE LIMITS TO BE SOLD
comprise some 440 square miles of licensed and deeded Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Birch and other timber. The
licenses from the Ontario Government include all timbers and are not restricted for time. Government dues are
as follows

: Saw Logs, White Pine, $1.50 per M. ft., B.M. Saw Logs, Hemlock, Tamarac and other woods
75c. per M. ft. The timber is situated in the Townships of McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Monteith, Carling,
Christie, Shawanaga, Burpee, McConkey, Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge and Street. The Canadian
Pacific, Canadian Northern and Grand Trunk Railways run through the limits, which makes some of the par-
cels offered for sale particularly desirable for small mill owners.

A circular giving full information, maps, terms and conditions of sale will be furnished upon application to

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited
1315-20 Traders Bank Building, TORONTO, CANADA
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Yellow Pine Timbers

Finish, Flooring, etc.

White Pine and Hardwood
"WANTED: 3", 4" and 5" Birch."

W. M. Gillespie Lumber Co.
801 Oliver Building - PITTSBURG, PA.

The Rideau Lumber Co., Limited
WHOLESALE

TRAFALGAR BUILDING, OTTAWA, ONT.

We have a full line cf

SPRUCE—All Thicknesses

Dry WHITE PINE ) For3
All

" RED PINE Purposes

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.
Correspondence Solicited.

Hochelaga Bank Building QuebeC, Qlle.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT.
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

The Argenteuil Lumber Co.
LIMITED

Manufacturers and Wholesalers

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Dressed Lumber
Flooring, Clapboard, &c.

Specialty; Mixed Car Orders
Office:— 136 Board of Trade Bldg.

MONTREAL

RED DEER'
Hardwood Flooring

is the flooring that is manufactured ex-

pressly to supply the demand for the best.
It is made by modern machinery, from carefully selected stock, and
every precaution is taken throughout our entire system to maKe it

fulfill in every particular the name we have built up for high quality
flooring.

We also manufacture Hemlock, Bill Stuff, Spruce and Hardwood Lumber

We specialize in prompt shipments

The Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited

Huntsville, Ont.

"Empire Brand'
9

Hardwood Flooring
in

Maple Oak Birch
Manufactured to meet the requirements of those
demanding flooring of perfect finish. Made from

lumber selected for its figuring.

It you are not convinced by what you have
heard about the superior qualities of " EMPIRE

BRAND," just send us a trial order.

J. R. Eaton & Sons, Ltd. Stb

Long Lumber Company
Hamilton, Canada

Wholesale Dealers in

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Posts, etc.

Sole Ontario Agents for

A. Cotton's B. C. Shingles
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Cameron & Co., Limited
Manufacturers

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, TIMBER,
POLES and POSTS
We have for quick shipment

DRY

NO. 1 HEMLOCK
In 1 inch and 2 inch

Mill and Yard
OPEONGO, ONT

Head Office
OTTAWA, ONT.

Send your enquiries to our Head Office

The
Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA Limited

EASTERN

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

WESTERN

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

Williams Lumber Company
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

For 1 x 4 and up x 6 11 ft dressing shorts.
For S, 6 and 8,4 x 12/16 dressing strips.

For 5, 6, and 8 4 shipping cull shorts, strips and sidings.

Write us before placing your orders

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

William H. Bromley
Everything in Pine, Spruce or Hemlock, at
Wholesale Car or Cargo. An excellent stock
of Shop and Better i to 2". Also a good
percentage of Mill Run 4-5-6-8 and 10" and
6/4 and 8/4" Sidings at Midland. All White
Pine

;
the product of an excellent lot of logs.

Also at Collingwood, Ontario - 1910 Cut, 1 x
6-8 and 10" - 5/4", 6/4" and 8/4" Sidings. A
nice line of 6/4 and 8/4" Cuts at Pembroke.
Quotations promptly given and enquiries solicited

Pembroke - . Ontario

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited

Everything in Lumber
Rough and Dressed

Wholesale and Retail
'

.

Want to Purchase

Dry Ash, Birch, Basswood and Rock Elm

ADDRESS
21 Dorchester Street West, MONTREAL

The New Michel Sawmill Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS OP

Fir and Tamarac Lumber,
Timbers, Piling, Etc.

Saw Mill and Planing at New Michel, B. C.

Send in your orders for Sawn Lumber, Sash, Doors and Factory
Material to

New Michel, B. C.

or to

THE RIVERSIDE LUMBER CO., Ltd., Calgary, Alta.

Edward Hines Lumber Co.
(Branch Office)

Owen Sound, Ont.
" All grades of .

WHITE PINE
and

Norway Dimension Bill Stuffs
WHITE and RED PINE LATH

The Golden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles
Offer at LOW FIGURE for QUICK sale :

130 M. li x 3/8 x 32" Mill Run Hemlock Lath
2 Cars 8 x 8 x 10/16' Cedar

" 2x4 and up 10/16 Tamarac
" 1x4 and up 10/16 Tamarac
" 1x4 and up 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock
" 2 x 10 x 12/16 Mill Run White Pine
" 2x6x12/16
" 5/8 x 4 and up 6/16 Common & Dressing White Pine
'• 1x4 and up 6/16 Mill Cull Ash

All of above, shipment G. T. R. from Golden Lake, Ontario

Head Office: - EGANVILLE, ONT.

2
1

10
2
2
1

3
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HELLO!
MR. MANUFACTURER

!

It is just possible 1 can furnish you with
the

Hardwood Lumber
that you are in need of and I will be
pleased to hear from you and I think you
will be pleased to hear trom me. Try it.

J. S. FINDLAY
Owen Sound, - Ontario

Thb

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber?

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Stoff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

P^J^J
^or Tramway*, Sidings, Etc.
New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

Advertise in the

Wanted

and

For Sale

Department

McLennan Timber

Lands and Lumber Co.
Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

Hardwood Flooring

End Matched, Bored,
Polished and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Lite Bldg., Toronto

EADIE DOUGLAS CO.
14 University St. Montreal

C G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
1 la Manning Chambers, Toronto, Ont.

Our Price* will Interest You

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawn Lumber, Lath, Sash,

Doors, and Factory Material

— Dimension Bill Stuff in=

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

TIMBERS
Long and Short

The illustration shows the interior of our mill, also some
long timbers. We carry a large stock of long and short tim-

ber, in White and Georgia Pine, Hemlock, etc., and are well

equipped to fill orders.

M. Brennen Sons Mfg. Co.
HAMILTON ONTARIO Limited.

FOR SALE
For Immediate Shipment

1 Car 3 in. Hard Maple
2 Cars 4-4 Basswood, M.H.
2 Cars 6-4 Beech. M.R.
1 Car 4 4 Beech, M R.
1 Car 4-4 Elm and Bass Crating.
5 Cars Cedar Posts, 4J4 top and up.
1 Car Cedar Posts, 5 top and up.
100,000 feet 2-in. Hemlock.
All the ahove stock is dry and in good

shipping condition.

The Geddes-Tyson Lumber Co.

Wiarton, Ontario

WE have 500 M ft. 8-4

Common and Better

and 250 M ft. 5-4 Common
and Better White Pine
that we want to move
quick at bargain prices.

Write us

Bruce Mines Saw Mill Co.
Limited

Bruce Mines, Ont.

A 1 TE Buy, Sell and deal in all kind*

* * of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,

Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,

Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short

and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-

wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia, Ont.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED
Toronto

Sarnia

Buffalo
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Imperial Timber

& Trading Co.
LIMITED

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Branch Office:

15 Cadogan Block,

CALGARY, ALTA.

Every description of Douglas Fir,

Red Cedar, Spruce, Hemlock,

Larch and Pine Lumber, also Red
Cedar Shingles.

Heavy Timbers a Specialty

Export and Domestic Shipments.

Geo. I. McChire
Hardwood Lumber
Yellow Pine, Cypress

Specialties

Walnut and Mahogany

Mill Connections:

Cairo, Ul. Herndon W. Va.
Cincinnati, Ohio Helens, Ark.

Head Office and Sto- age Yards

DETROIT, MICH.
STORAGE YARD IN CONNECTION

FOR SALE

Piles and Poles

All sizes, all lengths

Apply to

PAPINEAUVILLE LUMBER CO.
Limited

Papineauville, P.Q.

The

North Channel Lumber Co.
Limited

Successors to

SAGINAW LUMBER & SALT CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine Lumber
Saginaw, Mich. U.S.A.

Mills at Thessalon Ont.

"Well Bought is Half Sold"

STOCK OFFER;-

1 Car 1 x 4 and up

No. 2 Norway $13,00

Suitable for Decking, Sheet-

ing and under Flooring.

2 Cars 1 x 6

Box and Common $18.00

Best End suitable for Drop
Siding, Balance for Flooring

and Decking.

4 Cars
5

« x 12

Select Mill Run $37.00

Ideal stock for D.4S. Bone dry.

F. O. B. Midland.

Graves,
Bigwood
&Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

730 Traders Bank Building, TorontO.Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

We are Buyer* of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves Hoops
Headings

JAMES WEBSTER & BR0., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office

:

Dashwood House 9 Broad St., E.C.

News Chambers, 57 Hope St., Glasgow

(^ant& Kemp
53 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

Louis Bamberger
Importer of

Pine, Spruce, and all Canadian

Wood Goods

2 Bkoad Street Buildings,

London, E.C.

TelegraphicAddress " Bellywood, London."

Open to Contract tor

Glued-up Basswood Keyboards

F
ARNW0RTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth Liverpool

England

Tram Car Wheels
made from a special mixture of
Iron, are stronger, longer lived,
lower in price and lighter for
their strength than any other
wheel. Write for prices and
samples of metal.

Midland Engine Works Co.
Midland, Ont.
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Mason,Gordon&Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street,Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
-Car and Cargo lots only-

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak

Write, Wire or 'Phone for Prices Western Office :
— Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B. C.

Donald Fraser

& Sons, Limited
CABANO, QUEBEC

MANUFACTURERS OF

Long Lumber
Rough and Finished

Shingles, Clapboard,
etc.

The Harwood Lumber Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

YELLOW PINE
Rough Timbers, Long Joists, Boards

both Long and Short Leaf

BE SURE TO GET OUR PRICES

Send Inquiries to us CLEVELAND, OHIO
OK

The Harwood Lumber Company Toronto, Ontario

Toronto phone Main 408

Well Fortified
To be well fortified against dissatisfaction

and loss of trade, you must sell lumber
that is up-to-grade.

You will "be fortified" if you buy from us.

Hemlock, Pine

and Hardwoods

Hocken Lumber Company
OTTER LAKE STATION, ONT. Limited

For low prices and prompt shipment of

Yellow Pine Timbers
Short Leaf Finish

Chestnut — Oak — Ash
Cypress

New Brunswick Shingles

TRY

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.Box 1600
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The Fesserton Timber Co., Limited
34 Victoria Street, TORONTO

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

PINE, HEMLOCK, HARDWOOD,
CEDAR POSTS AND SHINGLES

BILL TIMBER A SPECIALTY

Bills cut to order during winter months. 22 and 24
ft. Hemlock Joists in stock. Full stock of Red Pine,
all sizes, for prompt shipment.

Mills at FESSERTON, ONT.

JOHN DONOGH & CO.
Wholesale Dealers

OFFER= WHITE PINE=
2 or 3 cars 1 ^ and 2 in. good Strips and

Sidings. also

2x6 8-10 and 12 common and better
iy2 x 6 and 8 "

1% x 6 and 8 "

No. 1 and 2 WHITE PINE Lath

1205 TRADERS BANK BUILDING, TORONTO

JOHN H. EYER
34 Victoria Street. TORONTO

I am in the market for stocks of

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce and
Hardwood Lumber. Also Lath.

Send a list of anything you have
to offer with full particulars.

J. L. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON W. G. PAYNES

Campbell& Johnson
Send us your enquiries for

Fir Timbers, XXX B. C. Shingles,

Pine Hemlock, Cedar Posts, etc.

1523-4 Traders Bank Building, TORONTO

We offer

QPDI TPF At Latchford, sorted for width eitherKjl rough or dressed.

NORWAY 2x4, 2x6, 2 x 8, 2 x 10, 2 x 12,

3x10, 3x12, also 1", lU" and 2"

C. and C. F.

WHITE PINE all widths and thicknesses, nice stock.

WE WANT HARDWOODS, What are YOU getting out this winter?

LEAK & CO., Limited
18 Aberdeen Chambers - TORONTO, ONT.

Spears & Lauder
Manufacturers of

Hemlock, Pine and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath and Shingles
Orders solicited for Hemlock. Bill Timber up to 30 feet.

For Quick Shipment

I n
arS 1 " $t

4 a
o
D
TT

5
}
Hemlock Strips. Can be dressed to order.

5 Oars 1 No. 2 Hemlock, good widths.

Head Office: 501 Kent Bldg., TORONTO

The

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co.
18 Toronto St., TORONTO Limited

Hemlock any
Quantity

Widths and Lengths piled separately either Rough
or Dressed.

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.
32 M. Feet 5/4 x 4, 5, 6, M. R. White Pine
100 M. Feet 8/4 x 4 and up M. R. Norway
20 M. Feet 8/4x4—10/18 M. R. Norway
Above must be moved at once. Write for percentage
of widths, lengths, quality and prices. We have a
full line in White Pine 4/4 and 8/4 which will interest
any buyers who want the best at a reasonable price.

Highest cash prices paid for Mill Output of
Pine, Hemlock, Spruce and Hardwood

Manning Chambers, TORONTO
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E. H. Heaps & Co., Limited

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, Finish,etc.
Specialties: AA1 BRAND HIGH GRADE SHINGLES

B. C. R. DOUGLAS FIR. TIMBER
Mills at

Vancouver and R.\iskin, B. C.
Head Office: Victoria Drive and Powell St.

VANCOUVER. B.C.

Send along your Orders
—FOR—

Doors, Sash, Wood Turnings

Interior Finish

Hardwood Flooring

Pine Flooring

EVERY ONE A GOOD SELLER

Wilson Brothers, Limited
COLLINGWOOD, ONTARIO

Pine
Selects

Shops

Commons
and
Mouldings

Larch
Timbers

Yard Stock

Clears

and

Mouldings

The East Kootenay Lumber Co.
Head Office : JAFFRAY, B.C.

Mills at
: CRANBROOK, B.C., RYAN. B.C., JAFFRAY, B.C.

Limited

THE B.C. LUMBER
MANUFACTURERS AGENCY

Limited

"All Coast Forest Products"

Specialty

—

Heavy Fir Timbers and B.C. Cedar Shingles

Our source of supply is only limited by
the combined stocks and capacities of
over 30 Sawmills and a large number
of the best Shingle Mills.

HEAD OFFICE winch Bidg., VANCOUVER B.C.
IVAN D. SMITH, MANAGER

The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Ltd.
(With Mills at Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B.C. Harrison River, B.C. Kenora, Ont. Rainy River, Ont. and Banning, Ont.)

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shooks and Packing Cases. White and Red Pine Lumber, Maple
Flooring, Hardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tamarac, Piling, etc. .

Address
Head Office The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited - Winnipeg, Man.

D. C. CAMERON, President and General Manager.
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We Saw All the Year Round
Pine

Hemlock

Spruce

Hard-

woods

Rough

and

Dressed

Fassett Lumber Co.—General View of Saw Mill

We

make

a

Specialty

of

Long

Timbers

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited
FASSETT, QUEBEC

Here's the Stock You Are Looking For
No. 1 Hemlock

2 x 4 x io, 12, 14 or 16

2 x 6 x " it

2 x 8 x

2 x 10

2x12
1 x 6 x 6/16

1 x 8 x 6/16

or 20'

«

<

M R Spruce

2 x 4 x 12/16

2x6
2x8
1 x 4/5

1x6
1 x 8

1" Clear Spruce.

Red Pine

2 x 4 x 12/17
2 x 6 x 12/17
2 x 8 x 12/17

3 x 1 1 x 12/16

3 x 11 x 17/18

4 x 9 x 12/16

4 x 9 x 12/18

1 & 2" Clear and Clear Face Red Pine.

Note In Hemlock we can give you just the lengths you want.

Mixed carloads of Flooring, Clapboards, V Joint, &G Sheeting, Hardwood Flooring, etc.
etc., tor retail yards our specialty. s

Send
alwa

0

ys
g
onTand

4™68 ^ faCtOIT W°rk
*

St°°kS Flr a"d hardwood veneer doors

Th(

McAuIiffe Davis Lumber Co.,u
Write for Prices Prompt Shipment Guaranteed

55 DUKE ST. Phone 428 OTTAWA, ONT.
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B. W. ARNOLD, Albany, N.Y
PRESIDENT

W. J. BELL, Sudbury
VICE-PRES., GEN'L MGR.

H. TURNBULL, Sarnia
SALES MGR.

The Spanish River Lumber Company
Sarnia, Ontario Limited

Manufacturers of High Grade

White Pine, Norway, Hemlock and Lath
B. C. Shingles in Transit

Mills at Spanish River, Ont. Send us your inquiries Office, Traders Bank Bldg., Sarnia

CHOICE DRY STOCK

4 cars i in. ist and 2nds Plain Red Oak

5 " i in. No. i Com. " "< <

a

< <

t (

i i

in. ists and 2nds. "

i in. No. i Com. Plain White Oak

i in. ists and 2nds Qtd. " "

i in. No. t Com. " " "

i in. ists and 2nds Qtd. Red Oak
i in. No. i Com. " " "

i in. ists and 2nds Sap Gum
i*^ in. ists and 2nds

i}4 in, ists and 2nds

i in. ist. and 2nds Red "

i in. No. i Com. " "

Send for Complete Stock List and Delivered Prices

The Hyde Lumber Co.
Manufacturers and Exporters

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

Wm. Milne & Son, Ltd.
Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at North Bay, Sellwood Jet. and Spanish, Ont.

Head Office : North Bay, Ont.

North Bay Mill

White Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and

Birch Lumber, dressed flooring,

siding etc. Lath and Cedar Shingles.

Sellwood Jet. Mill

White and Norway Pine. Lumber
and Lath.

Spanish Mill

White and Norway Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock, Lumber and Lath.

Vessel shipment only.

The Elmitt Lumber Company
Ottawa, Ont. Limited

Hardwood, White I 1

and Red Pine LUHlDer
Yellow Pine, B. C. Fir T:««L«^
Hemlock, Pine and Oak, I UllDer

N. B. LONG PILES IN LARGE QUANTITIES A SPECIALTY WE WANT TO MOVE 150 M 5/4 BASSWOOD
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In Ottawa the Beautiful
We have the most up-to-date

Sash, Door and Blind Factory in Canada
Our Specialties: BOXES AND BOX SHOOKS, STOCK SIZES IN SASH, DOORS, BLINDSMB

Mills at Davidson, Quebec
We cut the Logs and Saw the Lumber which enables us to meet the requirements of the trade at bottom prices.

"From the Forest to the Finished Product"

JAMES DAVIDSON
Write for Catalogue and Prices

Ottawa, Canada

Our Specialty is

Results Results

The above cut shows the office of a large lumber
firm who had placed an advertisement in the

Wanted and For Sale Department

of this paper, for a lumber salesman. If

YOU
want a lumber salesman, shipper, bookkeeper,

superintendent, sawyer, filer or any other em-
ployee, you know how to get him.

Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker

Toronto .... Canada

SPECIALISTS
IV

Band Sawing Machinery

Band

Resaws

and

Band

Rip Saws

'-<4. 1 '

Saginaw— 7 ft. Resaw

Wm. B. Mershon & Co.
Saginaw, Mich.
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Dry Lumber for Sale

Track 2—Yard 2—Colonial Lumber Co., Ltd.

White and R.ed Pine,

Spruce, etc.

Stock is well manufactured Graded
and piled.

A good assorted stock of Dimension

Timber and Joisting on hand.

On request we will be glad to mail

you copy of Stock List of unsold Lumber.

The Colonial Lumber Company Limited
Pembroke, Ontario

Labor Saving

and

Time Saving Tools
Business men everywhere are giving attention to reducing cost of manufacturing by installing labor-

saving and time-saving tools.

The Shimer Cutter Heads remove many of the troubles and worries incident to the business of the

machine woodworker and place in his hand the power to increase his productive capacity in the manu-
facture of flooring, ceiling siding, wainscoating, door and sash patterns, etc., besides saving much of the
material that formerly reached the offal pile.

Examine our catalogue and see if there is not some tool you need to help in the work of cost reduc-
tion. If your work is special write us about it. Almost every week we adapt the Shimer Cutter Head
to the making of Specialties, or design some new fixture to further its usefulness.

We make a number of Heads for special purposes. For any design of material you get out in quantity
let us give our estimate on the Head to do the work. Our prices are uniformly low—our goods ofbest quality.

Address

Branch of MILTON, Pa.
Samuel J. Shimer & Sons

GALT, ONT.. CAN.
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Duhlmeier Brothers
MANUFACTURERS

Hardwood Lvimber
MILLS !

Tennessee,
V Mississippi.

Main Office c

"V^d. {CINCINNATI, OHIO

ChLfi«?
yp«Ty R

St°Ck
°]

a^U
,

1 3 m
J>
n
l°
n Feet of Plain Red and White 0ak

'
Guaranteed White Oak, White Ash,Chestnut Poplar Basswood, Hickory, Red Gum, Birch, etc. We want your enquiries-We make grades that areright—at prices that are in line with the times. Try us. you will come again.

Eastern Representative JailieS H. Walsh, White Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

Mowbray & Robinson
Main Office: CINCINNATI, Ohio

Band Sawmills at: WEST IRVINE and QUICKSAND, Ky.

SPECIALTIES

Plain and Quartered

Oak, Poplar and Ash

Our lumber is all bandsawed, soft and even
colored. Oak Quarter Sawed for figure

Sawmill Capacity 125,000 ft. per Day

QUICK SHIPMENTS GUARANTEED

Logan-Maphet Lumber Co,

Main Office, - Knoxville, Tenn.

Branch Office and Yard, Cincinnati, Ohio.

I. M. Asher, Manager

Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Hardwoods
Mills in Kentucky and Tennessee

CHESTNUT
for the Piano Trade a specialty

The Fullerton - Powell Hardwood Lumber Co.

Manufacturers and Dealers
Cable Address: "Hardwood Southbend"
Codes: A. B. C. 5th Edition, Telecode, Universal South Bend, Indiana

We have made a specialty of the Canadian factory trade for the past ten years. We can take care ofyour requirements large or small. Write for delivered prices and full description of stocks.

J. M. Lamb,
Ontario Representative

British America Mills & Timber Co., Winnipeg, Man., Canada
Northwestern Representatives
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LUMBER
Rough and Dressed

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Ash and Birch

We Stand Behind Our Grades and Manufacture

A Choice Lot of 4 in. and 5 in. Spruce Flooring Now on Hand.

A Few Cars Each of Nice Common and Dressing from small log

manufacture, in 5/4 x 5 in., 5/4 x 6 in., 5/4 x 7 in. and 5/4 x 8 in.

We carry everything in Spruce from 1 in. to 2 in. and all stock

widths, either Rough or Dressed ; also V/z in. 4 ft. Spruce Lath.

Write Us for Prices

W. C. Edwards & Company, Limited
Ottawa, Ontario

Mills at:
OTTAWA and ROCKLAND

Planing Mills and Factokies at
OTTAWA

W. M. Ritter Lumber Co.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Let us quote you on your requirements in

any of the following- West Virginia stock.

Soft Yellow Poplar, Plain and Quarter

Sawed White and Red Oak, Chestnut and

Basswood. All grades and thicknesses in

stock dry.
Also

White Oak Timbers, any size, 6x6 to 14

x 14 up to 30 ft. Cut to order.

No Mixed Grades

Our stock is all band sawed and we
ship the product of our own mills only.

Yearly Production over 100,000,000 Ft.

NORTHERN OFFICE
919 Fisher Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONTARIO REPRESENTATIVE
F. G. Wurzburg,

c/o Charlevoix Hotel, DETROIT, MICH.

Large Stocks

Chestnut, Oak and Poplar

atLuatsaspfflii.rA.
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x6" Double Surface Planer

There is no longer room for

doubt, the DEFIANCE super-

ior line of modern high grade
wood-working tools insures the

purchaser of substitution of in-

ferior grades.

GIVE THEM A TRIAL and
you will have no other.

Ask the man
who owns a D E FIANCE

and he • ill tell

you of the ad-

vantages of
the best

WOOD -WORKING MACHINES
that human skill can produce or that money can
the recognized STANDARD OF THE WORLD,

THE
DEFIANCE

MACHINE
WORKS

DEFIANCE,
OHIO, U.S.A.

Address Dtpt. M.
for Catalog and

Prices.

buy, always ready for work and

Double Ended Borer Chaplin Handle Lathe

71" Handle Lathe

Canadian Agent*:—The A. R, Williams Ma-
chinery Co., Toronto, Agents for Ontario.
Williams & Wilson, Ltd., Montreal, Quebec.
A. R.Williams Machinery Co., Ltd., St. John,
N B. (New Brunswick, P. E. I.) Guildford &
Sons, Halifax, N.S. The Angel Engineering
& Supply Co., St. John, Newfoundland. W
L. Blake & Co., Portland, Me. (Main, New
Hampshire and Vermont.)

Every machine designed, patented, built and
guaranteed.

Not altogether what we
say but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug man-
ufactured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-
sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of
French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,
in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.

The McGibbon Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Lumber, Bill Stuffs, Lath,
Shingles, Wood, etc.

Hemlock a Specialty
Best Assortment

Phone us your r> , • 1

requirements renetanguishene, Ont.

WE OWN AND OFFER AT PAR AND INTEREST

$100,000

The Spanish River
Pulp & Paper Mills Limited

First Mortgage 6% Sinking Fund Bonds
Dated December 1, 1910 Due December 1, 1931

Interest Payable lit January and l«t July

1 he Company has been in successful operation, at Esnanola,Uutario, fur hve years. Its assets amount to $13,512,184. nr neailvsix ami one-half times the value of outstanding bonds.
7

The net earnings for 1911 will show from the pulp industryalone over twice the bond interest.
5

The Company's pulp mill is now turning out 160 tons of pulpper day and the paper plant (which will be in operation inJanuary will have an output of 100 tons per day. The Company
is also developing from its own waterpower 16,000 horsepower

\riu
Tw C

l°« ProximltF of the plants of the Company to theMiddle West
.
Markets of the United States assures an increasingdemand for the Company's output.

ceasing

WRITE FOR SPECIAL CIRCULAR

Dominion Bond Company
Limited

Merchants Bank Building, Montreal
Toronto Ottawa London, Eng.

Casey~Shaw Lumber Co.
_ Limited
Sudbury, Ontario

We h ive : n stock at sudbury:

50,000 ft. 2 x 12 1, 2, 3 Common White Pine
60,000 "2x10 " " " « «

60,000 "2x8 " " " "

30,000 "2x6 " " " " «

15,000 "2x5 " " " « «

Above stock is thoroughly dry.

SAW MILL GENERAL OFFICE
Long Lake, Ont. Sudbury, Ont.
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Purchasers — And How
To Locate Them

John Apsley Jenkins sells Hardwood trim.

I met him yesterday, plodding along as

though headed for the undertaker's.

" Deucedly hard work digging up business

—made nine calls to-day and not a dollar

in sight" he confided.

Now, Jenkins is like nine out of every

ten salesmen—spending their time making
unproductive calls. They waste much
time and good energy canvassing pros-

pects that may want something, some-
where, sometime.

How can this waste effort be eliminated?

How can knowledge of present and pros-

pective markets be acquired quickly, effici-

ently, economically ? How can this in-

formation be obtained, daily, from every

town in Canada ?

If you really want to know—drop us a

line. Let us send you specimen reports

relating to your business and explain our

facilities for supplying you, daily, with

information that will enable you to make
sales.

MacLean Daily Reports Limited

220 King Street West, TORONTO

ELEVATING
CONVEYING

POWER TRANSMISSION
SPROCKET CHAINS AND SPROCKETS

WE

YOU

IN

WE

YOU

IN

Tell us your troubles—our Experts advise you FREE

THE

A. M. ELLICOTT CO.
301 James St., MONTREAL, QUE.

The Keystone

Pole Tram Car

Pole Tram Car

Indispensable to every saw mill. It runs on

poles from 6 to io inches in diameter and the

wheels are concave.

This method of conveying logs, pulpwood, or

coal is undoubtedly the best and the cheapest

that jobbers and mill-men can use. It can be

used to great advantage on low and marshy
ground.

We would appreciate the opportunity of fur-

nishing you with further particulars.

Wanted : Reliable Canadian Representative

Rothfuss-Howard Iron Works
Williamsport, Pennsylvania
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Power^Saving Rubber Belting

Goodyear Rubber Belting stands for power saved and money saved. It

is built up of plies of rubberized fabric cured and vulcanized into one solid

piece. It neither slips nor stretches. It has the cohesiveness of rubber
with the enormous tensile strength of close woven, long fibre cotton fabric

from which all stretch has been taken out.

Goodyear Rubber Belting is manufactured by a where horse power transmitted is large and de-

process that makes it proof against steam, water, mand for tensile strength great. Used by biggest
weather and rot. Made in all three grades and lumber mills and manufacturing plants in the Do-
all sizes. For Pulp, Paper, Saw Mills

—

all mills minion. Outlives, outlasts all other belts.

Rot-Proof Mill Fire Hose
Goodyear Underwriters is a hose built to meet pansion or elongation under pressure. Antiseptically-

the specifications of the Associated Factory Mutual treated to make it rot and mildew proof.

Fire Insurance Companies. Tube used of highest The strongest most reliable hose for all mills

grade NEW rubber. Won't harden or crack with and factories. Insist on Goodyear Underwriters,
age. Special circular woven fabric with least ex- the hose with the black and yellow stripes.

Non-Chipping Conveyor Belts
Built for all purposes. For conveying crushed

stone, grain, coal, ore, etc.

Made in all thickness of face to suit re-

quirements of buyer. Rubber face made of

toughest stock possible, to prevent cutting and

chipping. Gives longest, most enduring service.

We also manufacture other rubber goods, such
as tires, all kinds of hose and belting, rubber pack-
ing, etc.

Write us tonight for catalog and prices.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Canada, Ltd.
General Offices—Toronto Factory—Bowmanville, Ont.

Write Our Nearest Branch

BRANCHES t Montreal—Winnipeg—St. John, N. B.—Vancouver—Calgary—Victoria, B. C, 855 Fort St.—Regina, Sask., 2317-2318 South
Railway St.—Hamilton, Ont., 127 King St. West
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Simonds Saws
All there is to a Saw is STEEL, SKILL and
STYLE.

The Steel that is in a Simonds Saw has meant that

to supply it we had to build a Steel Mill comprising-

seven buildings which, with yards, cover 14 acres of

land. This much for the demand for Simonds Steel.

The Skill that is in a Simonds Saw requires for its

operation three complete factories, one at Fitchburg,

Mass., one at Chicago, 111., and one at Montreal,

Que. The skill is the result of noting and accept-

ing improvements in methods of Making Saws, as

long as Saws have been made in this country.

The Style that is in a Simonds Saw comes from a

close study of the style of Saws necessary for best

cutting results under varying conditions. Years of

experience in the Saw manufacturing business has
developed an ability to select the right Saw for

any particular use.

The Price that the Consumer pays for a Simonds
Saw entitles him to the benefits of Simonds Steel,

Skill and Style, these three together giving results

or service which means profit.

If you are in the market for any kind of a Saw,
Planing Knife, or file, send your order to our
nearest office for our immediate attention.

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Limited
Montreal, Que.

Vancouver, B.C. - - St. John, N.B.

In the United States The Simonds Mfg. Co.

CAMP SUPPLIESJ. F. EBY
President

HUGH BLAIN
Vice-President

If you are looking for QUALITY in your Camp Supplies,

you should specify :

"ANCHOR" brand
BAKING POWDER
JELLY POWDERS
EXTRACTS, SPICES
COFFEE TEA

(In sealed air tight packages)

Sweetened MILK Unsweetened

CANNED-
SALMON, FRUITS
and VEGETABLES

Wholesale Grocers

WE CARRY A FULL RANGE OF CAMP SUPPLIES

EBY-BLAIN, LIMITED
TORONTO

The

Quality

Is

Guaranteed

The

Best

It

Is

Possible

To

Produce

Importers and Manufacturers
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A National Journal

Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President.

THOS. S. YOUNG, Toronto, General Manager.

OFFICES AND BRANCHES:
TORONTO - - Telephone Main 2362 - 220 King Street West
VANCOUVER Tel. Seymour 2010 Hutchison Block

MONTREAL - - Telephone Main 2299 - B34 Board of Trade

WINNIPEG - Telephone Garry 856 - Commercial Travellers' Bldg.

CHICAGO ---------- 4059 Perry Street

LONDON, ENG. - - - 3 Regent Street S.W.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Canada, United States and Great Britain, $2.00 per year in advance; other

foreign countries embraced in the General Postal Union, $3,00.

"The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is published in the interest

of, and reaches regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and
allied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely
information on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion

by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-

worthy market quotations throughout the world, so as to afford to the trade
at home and abroad information on which it can rely in its operations.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For man-
ufacturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention of

owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworking factories, pulp
mills, etc., "The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedly the
most direct and profitable advertising medium. Special attention is directed
to the "Wanted" and "For Sale" advertisements.

Vol. 32 Toronto, January I, 1912 No. 1

Yellow Pine Invasion Spreading
There has been a great deal of complaint in Canada of late about

the increasing use of yellow pine in the place of Canadian woods

such as white pine, red pine and hemlock. In the face of this com-

plaint the manufacturers of yellow pine are making ever increasing

inroads into the Canadian trade. The pine and hemlock men may
not in future have a monopoly of the complaint against the impor-

tation of yellow pine. This ubiquitous southern product is now
threatening the hardwood trade of Canada. One of the largest

manufacturing firms in Canada, using great quantities of hardwoods

in the production of agricultural implements is commencing to look

at yellow pine and to consider seriously the use of it in the place

of Canadian hardwoods. A traveller for a Canadian hardwood firm

recently called upon this company to whom they have formerly sold

large amounts of hardwood. When the question of ordering lumber

was brought up the company's representative said that they were

not inclined to pay the present prices for Canadian hardwoods and

that they intended to substitute yellow pine in large quantities.

This is a contingencv which the hardwood manufacturers and

dealers of Canada will do well to consider. Sooner or later they will

apparently be face to face with this situation and the substitution

of yellow pine would involve a serious loss to them. The United

States manufacturer of yellow pine will have a great advantage in

that he will be able to fill orders for any size of lumber that is

wanted. Altogether if yellow pine once secures a foothold in the

implement trade it is practically a certainty that it will be a strong

competitor. If it should be proved from experience that yellow pine

will fill the bill satisfactorily the demand for it for this purpose

wrill increase in direct proportion to the increase in the price of

hardwoods at least and probably at an even greater rate on account

of the well known selling methods of the yellow pine manufacturers

who are willing to accept in Canada a price which does not mean

even the cost of manufacture, rather than allow their stock to ac-

cumulate and depress the United States markets.

The lumber trade in general in the United States has gone

through such a period of depression of late years that the selling of

yellow pine in Canada has been made a feature of the trade and

has been pushed vigorously. The free entry of rough lumber into

Canada has assisted in the movement and has rendered it possible

for this class of lumber to be dumped into Canada at such demoral-

izing prices. The hardwood manufacturers of Canada in future may

find that they have a common cause with the soft wood manufac-

turers and that in order to protect their home markets it will be

essential to make a strong stand against the free importation of

yellow pine. No one would claim that if our Canadian hardwoods

advance so rapidly in price as to make them of prohibitive cost for

such uses, it would be wise to try to exclude the substitute woods

from our markets. Such an increase might come about though it

is not at present probable, in spite of the case cited. If the yellow

pine shows a likelihood of supplanting hardwoods, one of two things

must happen. Canadian hardwoods must fall in price to meet the

competition or they must advance gradually and go out of the field.

In the latter case the increased prices would compensate for the lost

trade after matters had settled down to the new state of trade.

For the present the former is likely to be the case and the threat-

ened invasion makes it the part of wisdom for the Canadian manu-

facturers of hardwood to look closely into the matter and to con-

sider what means they can use in the direction of price competition

and of energetic sales methods and judicious advertising of their pro-

ducts to meet the situation.

A False Sense of Security
The publicity which, during the past few years, has been given

to questions pertaining to the preservation of the forest resources

of Canada has awakened a widespread interest in all matters of

forest conservation. At the same time the very fact that so much
has appeared in the press upon these subjects has undoubtedly

lulled a large majority of the reading public into a false sense of

security. When the press gives so much attention to the subject

the public naturally commence to feel that the governments and

all others who are responsible for the preservation of our forest re-

sources are doing all that is necessary. So far is this from being

the case however, that the Canadian Forestry Association, a body

which is responsible for much of the publicity which has been given

to the matter, have recently published in the Canadian Forestry

Journal a strong article warning the public that, as yet, nothing

has been accomplished and that in reality the country has only now
arrive i at the time when it is possible to begin. The article in

part is as follows

:

People who read in the papers these days a great deal about

Conservation imagine that all is well with Canada in this respect,

and that, since the watchmen are awake, they can sleep comfort-

ably in their beds. On the contrary, if they will take up the report

of the Minister or any other official in charge of the public forests,

they will see that instead of there being cause for complacency the

situation is actually critical. From every one of these comes the

same report, that at present be is concentrating what men and means

he has on the problem of fire protection, but, in spite of this, fires

are constantly destroying the best timber areas. Even where the

officials have for years been able to keep out fire, the cutting of the

best species of trees is giving opportunity for the growth of inferior

trees, so that the whole character of the forests is undergoing a

steady change for the worse, and the result will be that from a

timber-production standpoint they will in a few years have little or

no value at all.

This is not intended to be an alarmist article, but simply to

emphasize the point that, whereas the average good citizen believes

that Canada is doing all that is required to protect and even in-

crease her timber resources, the plain fact of the matter is that in this

regard we are doing nothing at all. As stated before, the respon-

sible authorities tell you they can only endeavor to pro-
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tect what remains of the virgin forests from fire, and that

for this they have very inadequate means. In regard to

the re-stocking with valuable timber of lands for agriculture,

however, there is practically nothing being done from Nova Scotia

to British Columbia. There are millions of acres of lands belong-

ing to the state which are fit for no other purpose than to grow
trees. They bear no timber trees to-day and in fifty years, if pres-

ent methods continue, they still will be lacking in merchantable

timber. The great Miramichi fire took place in 1825
;
to-day after

eighty-six years that once magnificent pinery has scarcely a tim-

ber tree on it, while pine has practically disappeared, not only from

that district, but from the rest of New Brunswick and from large

sections of Quebec. Now, if the other millions of acres of cut-over

and burnt-over lands in Canada are not to be in the same useless

condition at the end of another eighty-six years, then we must take

warning and see that some means are adopted for stocking them
with the kind of timber trees best suited for the region.

Much more is already known of proper methods of managing
Canadian forests than has ever been put into practice ; what is need-

ed is the chance to do what we know ought to be done. More
money and more faith in the future are needed. The expense of
organizing the immense forest areas of our country and of initiat-

ing the proper methods of management on them must necessarily
be great. For years the forest reserves cannot reasonably be ex-
pected to return more than a fraction of the money spent on them.
There can be no reasonable doubt that they will do so eventually,
and the government can afford to wait that time as no private in-

dividual could.

This fact is clear from the experience of all times and of all

continents that in forestry, just as in agriculture and in everything
else, in order to get profits an investment must first be made. If

cut-over and burnt-over areas are left to themselves they will not
produce any profits from wood-crops or afford any protection to
agriculture and stream-flow. If they are given a little protection
they will produce a small crop of inferior wood; and if the matter
be taken up in a rational way as a man would take up farming, pro-
fits will be obtained in proportion to the judgment exercised and
the money expended.

A Wide Spread Trade Trouble
Frequently of late the Canada Lumberman has drawn attention

to the great number of inexperienced salesmen on the road in all

parts of the country. The same condition prevails in many sections

of the United States, according to an article which recently appeared

in the American Lumberman and which reads as follows :—
A manufacturer of yellow pine, marketing 30,000,000 feet annu-

ally, in commenting on the conditions prevailing in the sales de-

partment remarked that one trouble with the lumber business is that

we have too many salesmen on the road—not salesmen, but board

peddlers. He said that formerly he had two men traveling, whereas

this is all now done from a list which represents the market which
calls on the dealer and all stock is now sold on this list. The manu-
facturer stated that he had the experience of operating on a list

when he had the two men on the road and found that in making
a uniform grade of lumber and giving satisfactory deliveries he gets

more orders than he did when he had the men on the road.

This gentleman stated further that he did not wish to be mis-

understood, but that a good salesman can always make a market,

wherever he may go, but he was afraid that too many people for-

get what they are really out for.

Another manufacturer, in discussing selling methods, said, "We
do not take an order unless we can fill it." Would-be merchants who
have been selling yellow pine in times past have found it too easy

to take orders and then depend upon the possibility of some one

wanting the business sufficiently to fill the orders at a cut price.

Concerns have been known to carry orders for months because they
could not get them filled, continually putting off the customer. All
these things, of course, hurt the business.

"I would like to know," said a yellow pine man, "how anyone
can manufacture No. 2 flooring and ceiling and sell it at the prices
current? This means a case of using a better grade of lumber to fill

the orders, and all the burden goes on the No. 1 stock. There really

should not be a No. 2 grade of this stock, for in working the No. 1

there isn't enough poor workmanship and defective lumber to make
any showing in No. 2. If you compare it with a like grade in boards
you will see that there is a loss in manufacturing this No. 2 grade
of finsh and flooring. It is merely a case of waste. If you could get
$20 a ton for waste you could make money, but if your selling price
is less than your labor cost, you lose money. This, of course, comes
from not having a market for it, and in working up the various grades
of stock you get to bothering with the waste and making regular
grades of it and you have so much labor cost that it eats up any ad-
vantage you might gain in the cost of the material."

No. 2 flooring and ceiling, while practically they are sold at less
than cost, would be now sold at an even lower price if it were not
for the good heartedness of the dealer, who felt that he was robbing
some one in buying No. 2 stock at the price at which it was being
sold.

Valuable Pulpwood Fed to the Burners
In another section of this issue appears a letter from the man-

ager of the Bank of Montreal at Chatham, N.B., commenting fav-

orably upon an article which was published recently in the Can-

ada Lumberman drawing attention to the great waste involved in

the destruction of slabs and trimmings in the burner, which might
profitably have been converted into wood pulp. The principal point

made in the letter is that there is an unreasonable lack of sympathy
between the saw mill owner and the pulp mill owner. Every saw
mill owner knows all about the great destruction of material which
takes place in burners all over the country, but they have always

considered that there was no possibility of doing anything else with

the slabs and trimmings, as there was no demand for them on the

spot and the cost of freight to any district where they would have

value would be so great as to make this outlet unprofitable. With
the increasing importance of the pulpwood and paper manufacturing

industry in Canada however, the situation is more than likely to

alter and to develop opportunities in many parts of the country for

the profitable conversion of slabs and trimmings from the saw mill

into pulp. The lumber resources of the country are so valuable
and there is such danger of scarcity, than any development of this
nature should be studied with the utmost care by both saw mill and
pulp mill owners and should, moreover, be welcomed by them with
open arms as possibly providing a solution of one of the most ser-
ious problems of the lumber industry.

The situation reminds one very much of the conditions which
prevailed in many parts of Canada in the early days, when the pio-
neers of the country were obliged to cut down and burn enormous
quantities of timber, in order to clear the land which they inten-
ded to till. Had it been possible in some manner to preserve the
timber which was thus wasted the country would have benefitted
greatly in actual cash, and the scarcity of lumber which is already
threatening would have been postponed by many years. This was
however, a practical impossibility, whereas the situation in con-
nection with the destruction of the slabs and trimmings of the saw
mills seems to give promise of a practical solution. There are of
course many districts in which there seems to be no future possi-
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bility of the creation of a pulp or paper industry and in which

the old burner question will probably continue to be as hopeless

as ever. Wherever it is at all possible however, pulp mill owners

and saw mill owners ought to lose no time in getting together and

doing what they can to put an end to the waste.

That there is ample reason for making the above claims, is

borne out by statistics which have been prepared by the Forestry

Branch of the Department of the Interior. During the year 1910,

four hundred and seventy-five thousand tons of wood pulp were

produced in Canada and in their production nothing was used but

logs. These logs moreover, were of species which, as our timber

supply decreases, are becoming valuable for lumber and other uses.

\i> slabs or other saw mill waste was reported as being converted

into wood pulp. In the United States on the other hand, during

1909 six per cent, of the total pulpwood consumption was from slabs

and mill trimmings. A similar amount of economy if practised in

Canada would have produced, from slabs and trimmings, as much

pulp as from thirty-six thousand cords of wood. It is even possible

to look at the matter in a still more encouraging light. Over two

and a half billion feet of lumber was cut during 1910 by mills at

centres of large population. With a slab waste of one-half cord

to the thousand feet of lumber and a production of one-half ton of

pulp, at least, from every cord of pulpwood, the slab waste at these

large centres would have provided raw material for at least six

hundred and twenty-five thousand tons of pulp or thirty per cent,

more than the total output.

Would Abolish Shingles and Wooden Sash
At the recent St. Paul Fire Prevention Congress, Mr. Went-

worth, secretary of the National Fire Protection Association, de-

livered an address which, while in many respects an excellent re-

view of current opinion, upon the question of fire prevention, went

much too far in some respects. The measures he proposed are in

some cases many years in advance of economical possibilities. One
instance alone will illustrate this point. He would apparently

abolish the use of shingles entirely, even on farms. No one now-a-

days favors the use of shingles in closely built-up city districts, but

to abolish them entirely would be to increase greatly the cost of

building, without any corresponding benefit. Further than this,

Mr. Wentworth would abolish wooden window sash and frames,

in cities, and would substitute wireglass for plain glass and do a

lot of other very foolish things. W hile Mr. Wentworth's intentions

are evidently of the very best, his recommendations in the above

connection would ruin an enormous industry. The loss to which

would outweigh many times whatever fire loss could be contributed

to the use of wooden shingles, or wooden window sash and frames.

In addition to this, such a measure would be a distinct blow to the

conservation movement, which has now obtained a strong foothold

in all parts of the country. Without the possibility of working up

certain classes of lumber into window sash and frames, or shingles,

the cost of manufacture of ordinary lumber would be considerably

increased. Certain classes of lumber, moreover, which are especially

suited for these classes of product would be left in the woods or

manufactured into less profitable products. It is not feared by any-

one that Mr. Wentworth's suggestions will be put into effect by

force of law. If they ever come about they will be the result of

economic conditions solely. The expression of these views, how-

ever, is an interesting indication of the tendency of the times, as it

shows how seriously the public have taken to heart the lessons of

the enormous fire losses which occur annually. We believe that

along many other lines may be found the proper solution of the

difficulties involved.

Short Lengths for Busy Readers
The proposal to form a lumberman's club in Toronto was re-

cently made at a meeting at which several well-known representa-

tives of the trade were present. It is probable that definite discus-

sion of the subject will occur at a banquet which is being planned

for the middle of February. Similar clubs exist in the United States

and have proved unquestionably successful. Better acquaintance is

the crying need of the trade thoroughout Canada. A club would be a

step in a good direction.

The report of the Department of Public Works of the Province

of Manitoba, which has recently been issued, contains the following

interesting paragraph :
—"Another point to which attention is drawn

is the difference between the nominal and actual dimensions of bridge

timber. A strong stand should be taken against the present system

of charging for a large percentage of timber which is not delivered.

Many instances have been noted in which the thickness of dimension

timbers has been found to be from quarter inch to half inch less

than specified. This has become a custom, and no doubt has been

brought about in an endeavor to lessen the cost of freight to the

dealers. It is a subject which is worthy the consideration of the

Union of Municipalities. To the engineer it is a source of difficulty

when designing a structure, as it nullifies calculations and renders

misleading the factor of safety adopted."

The United States Treasury department has issued instructions

that collections of customs shall resume the collection of duties upon

pulp, pulpwood, and paper, which was suspended so far as Canada

wras concerned, by reciprocity till last summer. The order is a gen-

eral one, not confined to Canada, but applicable to all countries. It

will require a legal decision to define the length of its duration.

Hon. J. G. Foster, American Consul General, at Ottawa, in dis-

cussing the charge said :—-"Under Treasury instruction of July 26,

1911, entry has been given free by the United States to wood, pulp,

paper, and paper board, valued at not more than 4c. a pound, but

now it is proposed to obtain an official construction of the phrase-

ology of section 2 of the so-called reciprocity act."

It is likely that the United States Customs Court of Appeals

will be obliged to settle the question of payment of duty on wood
pulp, paper, and paper board imported from Canada, as President

Taft and his advisers feel that there is some question whether Con-

gress in enacting the Canadian reciprocity law intended to make
the section referring to these goods operative independent of the

fate of the measure.

It is likely that until futher notice, American Collectors of Cus-

toms will collect the usual duty, although Hon. Mr. Foster was not

sure. "They may collect duty subject to a refund," he said, "or

they may let them through and make the sender give bonds to pay
the duty."

Canada has several advantages over the United States in the

manufacture of pulp and paper. The most important deduction from

the figures lately compiled by the United States tariff board on this

question is that the difference in the total cost of wood per ton of

pulp is practically the difference in the labor cost. For instance,

of ground wood pulp the total cost is $14.59 for the United States

and $9.56 for Canada, a difference of $5.03. The cost of the wood
as raw material per ton of product is $10.23 for the United States and

$5.70 for Canada, a difference of $4.53, which, deducted from the

total difference of $5.03 leaves a difference of 50 cents per ton in favor

of Canada, 44 cents of this being in the item of manufacturing labor

cost. The average cost of production of newsprint in Canada is

$27.53 per ton ; in the United States $32.88. The difference is $5.35,

of which $4.71 is accounted for by difference in cost of wood as raw
material in the pulp, leaving a difference of 64 cents, 8 cents of

which is covered by the difference in manufacturing labor.
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Hemlock Rules are Finally Adopted
Western Ontario Manufacturers and Wholesalers Agree Upon
Grades — May Join Canadian Lumbermen's Association

A meeting of hemlock manufacturers and wholesalers of Ontario
was held in the Queen's Hotel, Toronto, on December 27th, at
which rules for the grading and inspection of hemlock were con-
sidered. These rules, which were published in a previous issue of
the Canada Lumberman, had been drawn up as a provisional set
of rules, by a committee specially appointed for the purpose. The
idea was that the committee should draw up a list which would give
the general meeting a fair basis to work upon in finally drawing up
rules which should be adopted by those present and if possible be-
come the recognized rules of the hemlock trade. The idea further
was that these rules should apply only in Western Ontario, there be-
ing no suggestion that they should apply in the eastern sections of
the province where odd lengths of hemlock are manufactured.

The committee had drawn up a fairly comprehensive set of rules
and these were considered clause by clause by the meeting. A num-
ber of important changes were made and the rules as finally adopted
by those present were as follows :

—

Rules for Grading Hemlock Lumber
General Instructions:

The principal objects to be sought in the formulation of
these Rules are:

1. To establish grades that will blend slight characteristics
incident to different locailties in such a manner as to produce
grades of equal quality and value, and so constructed as to be
best adapted to the principal purposes for which hemlock
lumber can be utilized. All lumber shall be well manufactured.

2. The face side of the lumber is the side showing the best
quality or appearance and the lumber shall be inspected from
the best side of the piece. This clause is to apply to inch hem-
lock only.

3. Defects in lumber shall be distributed in proportion to

the size of the piece. Wide pieces of the same grade may contain
more and greater defects than narrower pieces.

In hemlock will often be found streaks or patches of red
or brown discoloration sound and firm, the presence of which
does not weaken the wood, nor detract seriously from its utility.

Water stain should not be confused with rot, being firm and
strong, while rot is soft and decayed wood.

4. All the rules herein mentioned are for lumber in the
rough. Any subsequent work put thereon is to be at the pur-
chaser's risk as to change in grade.

Inch No. 1 Hemlock: shall be 8/16 ft. long and 4-in. and up
in width, not more than 15 per cent. 8 and 9 feet lengths, other-
wise standard lengths. Wane is a defect, and cannot extend
more than half way across the edge of piece, one inch on the

surface and not more than 25 per cent, of the length. This grade
shall not carry more than 10 per cent, of pieces having wane as

described, shall be sound and carry some shake and sound knots.

No. 1 Dimension: will admit of shake that will not materially
affect the strength of the piece. Also knots either black or red
that are well located and fairly sound, or a knot or knot hole
that will not impair its strength, or some slight cross checks or
sound water stain. This grade, while admitting the above effects,

must at the same time retain the element of strength. Lengths
shall be 8 feet and up long, even lengths except 9 feet, and even
widths. Wane as described in inch No. 1 shall apply in No. 1

dimension stock.

Inch No. 2: shall be known as all lumber below the grade of
No. 1 excluding Dead Culls. Lengths 6 feet and up, widths 4 in.

and up.

Dead Culls: shall be defined as follows: all pieces containing
50 per cent, or over of rot or other defects. Dead culls shall be
4 feet and up in length, widths 4 in. and up.

Two inch No. 2: shall be the same grade and lengths as inch
No. 2, but the widths shall be 4 in. and up even widths only.
Lengths 6 feet and up.

Standard Lengths: shall be 8 feet and up in even feet ex-
cept in the 9 feet lengths.

After the rules had been adopted a discussion arose as to how
they were to be enforced. The opinion of those present was that
some well established association such as the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association ought to be asked to give the rules their support.

Mr. W. J. MacBeth, of the Parry Sound Lumber Company,
stated that he had been in communication with the President and
Secretary of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association and he believed
that if the hemlock manufacturers and wholesalers would give the
Canadian Lumbermen's Association their support by becoming mem-
bers, the Association would back up the rules and give them a force

which they could not secure in any other manner. The President
and the Secretary of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association had
also intimated to him that if the Association could have the assur-
ance of increasing its membership to 200 it would probably be ready
to reduce its annual fee from $50 to $25.

This statement met with much approval among the members
of the meeting and those present decided to give their support to
the Canadian Lumbermen's Association and expressed their readi-
ness to become members under the conditions suggested.

An informal discussion took place regarding the importation of
yellow pine into Canada and the necessity for a duty upon it for the
protection of Canadian lumber. Representatives of the Ontario,
Dominion and Toronto Architectural Associations had been invited
to be present in order to hear the views of the lumbermen upon this
subject. Unfortunately none of them appeared at the meeting.

After the discussion upon the use of yellow pine the following
resolution was adopted :

—

That the attention of the Prime Minister of Ontario should
be forcibly drawn to the fact that United States lumber is be-
ing used in public works in Ontario, when in the great majority
of cases Canadian lumber could be used with equal satisfaction,
the use of foreign lumber being greatly to the detriment of the
Canadian lumber industry, and should be discouraged by the
Ontario Givernment, because a large amount of its rev-
enue is derived from the lumber industry. It should also be
pointed out strongly that Southern Pine is of an extremely in-

llammable nature, on account of its large amount of pitch.

The meeting was one of the most representative that has yet
been held and the discussion was unusually practical and thorough,
with the result that all who were in attendance felt that they had
at last made a very decided step in the proper direction. The next
meeting will probably be held about the middle of February.

A Lumbermen's Club for Toronto
At the meeting of hemlock manufacturers and wholesalers of

Ontario which was held in Toronto on December 27th Mr. A. E.
Clark, of Edward Clark & Sons, Toronto, suggested that a lumber-
men's club should be formed in Toronto. Those present took up
the idea with considerable enthusiasm and it was proposed that after
the next meeting of the hemlock men a banquet should be held. The
banquet would enable the members of the trade in Toronto to get
together and discuss a number of their mutual problems and would
also enable them to discuss in detail the proposal for the formation
of a club. It is probable that the suggestion for the holding of the
banquet will be carried out, and that it will be held about the mid-
dle of February.

Government Slide and Boom Report
Saw Logs Passing through Ottawa Works Shows Increase
Although Revenue Decreased—Very Little Square Timber

The report of the Minister of Public Works, for the fiscal year
ended March 31st, 1911, contains a statement of the tolls collected
for timber passing through the slides and booms belonging to the
Government.

In the Ottawa district the tolls charged amounted to $40,136.34,
which is $1,507.51 less than the amount for the previous year. The
number of saw logs passing through the works was 4,796,970, or
289,283 pieces more than the previous year. There were only '239
pieces of square timber taken through the slides during the fiscal
year. Of the revenue accrued during the year, all but $36.11 was
collected. Of the dues which have accrued since July 1st, 1889,
when the Department of Public Works took charge of the 'collec-
tion, there remains uncollected $8,296.93. There also remains for
this period $56,905.65 of dues accrued, which the report states should
be written off. During the fiscal year the Cheneaux Boomage ques-
tion was taken up and settled. All arrears to March 31, 1909, were
paid up and rate was reduced from 3c. to 2c. per thousand feet'B.M.,
from April 1st, 1908, a settlement which was satisfactory to all'

concerned.
Although during the fiscal year some 289,283 more saw logs

passed through the Ottawa works than in the previous fiscal year,
it will be noted that the revenue accrued was $1,167.49 less. The
cause for this is found in the constant decrease in the size of the
pine logs and also in the increased output of spruce for pulp to sup-
ply the two large mills at Ottawa. All such spruce, 18 inches and
under, is computed by the cord or cubic contents, while all 9 inches
and upwards is classed as saw logs. As very little of the spruce
logs goes over 12 inches, their B.M. contents do not figure very
much per piece.

In the St. Maurice district the revenue accrued was $45,472.18,
being $1,859.84 less than in the previous year. The collections'
amounted to $52,314, an increase of $15,533.42 over the previous
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year. The amount outstanding prior to July 1, 1892 remains un-
changed and the report states that it ought to be written off. The
number of pieces of all kinds of timber that passed through the
works was equivalent to 5,439,171 pulp and saw logs, or 522,154
pieces more than in the previous year. In this district as in the
Ottawa district, although the number of saw logs apparently in-

creased, there was a decrease in the revenue. The reason for the
apparent discrepancy was, that the actual number of logs brought
down to Three Rivers, the rate being 2 l/2 c. per piece, was less than
in the previous year, while the logs brought to Grand Mere and
Shawinigan, where the rates are lc. and l^c. respectively, were
greater than in the previous year. The increase in the quantities
at the smaller rates was not sufficient to overcome the falling off

at Three Rivers.

An interesting paragraph in the report is as follows :

—

"'In consequence of the prohibitory policy of the Quebec Govern-
ment, The Gres Falls Company, which formerly shipped very large
quantities of pulp wood, have in operation a pulp mill at Pointe a
Magdelaine on the east side of the St. Maurice, which will in all

probability be enlarged to double its present capacity. The Waya-
gamac Pulp and Paper Company, who purchased the Alex. Baptist
business, are also erecting mills at Baptist's Island and it is gen-
erally understood that another large milling concern is looking for
a convenient site for the manufacture of pulp to supply their Ameri-
can Paper Mills—so that, unless all signs fail, the revenue from the
St. Maurice works will in all probability keep well up to, if it does
not exceed, $45,000 per annum."

In the Newcastle district the dues accrued amounted to $1,944.70,
a decrease of $368.70. In the Saguenay district the dues accrued
amounted to $4,919.44.

A detailed statement of the timber, etc., passing through the
Ottawa slides and works shows the following number of pieces :

—

square timber, 239; saw logs, 4,796,970; boom and dimension tim-
ber, 83,359; cedars, 71,057; railroad ties, 341,258; fence posts, 38,983;
telephone poles, 73; total, 5,331,939. In addition to this, 70,332,870
cords of pulpwood passed through the works.

May Reforest Ontario Barren Lands
The Forestry Branch of the Department of the Interior has been

gathering information during the past two or three months, con-
cerning the large, rocky, non-agricultural tract of land which lies

between Perth and Peterborough, with a view to having an exam-
ination made next summer to learn what are the possibilities for the
reforestation of this tract with valuable species of trees.

This investigation was prompted by information which has been
collected by the Forestry Branch during the past two or three years,
showing that the large manufacturing industries of Canada are now
chiefly dependent upon the United States for their supply of the
higher grades of timber suitable for manufacturing purposes. This
tract is naturally a hardwood region, capable of producing, under
good management, great quantities of valuable timber. It is ex-
pected that a full examination of the tract will be made by employees
of the Forestry Branch in a few months which will show that this

land is at present producing nothing and supporting a very small
population; that it could, under wise management, with a reasonable
expenditure of money, be reforested with valuable species of timber,
and that if it were reforested it would annually produce large quan-
tities of high grade timber, which would be of great value to the
manufacturers of Ontario, and would lead to the building up of small
towns and villages through the region.

The Dominion Government has large interests in this region on
account of the expenditure on the Trent Valley Canal, a public work
which must be more or less influenced by the deforestation of a por-
tion of its watershed.

Insurance Men Interested in Forest Fires
An interesting illustrated address upon the protection of forests

from fire was delivered by Mr. Percy Robinson, insurance broker, To-
ronto, at a meeting of the Toronto Insurance Institute recently. The
principal point of the address was the urgent necessity for the ap-
pointment of permanent fire rangers in the danger districts of Ontario
forests, by the Provincial Government, as a first means of checking
the appalling annual waste from forest fires. Graphic proof of the
great damage wrought by these fires was given in the form of a series

of excellent lantern slides, collected by Dr. Fernow, Dean of the
Faculty of Forestry in the University of Toronto, and by the United
States Forestry Department at Washington, some of the most strik-

ing pictures being those illustrative of the recent great fire at

Porcupine.
Mr. Robertson showed how a great proportion of these disasters

resulted from carelessness on the part of campers, and explained the
method by which the spreading was checked with long furrows or
ditches. He pointed out the undesirable temporary element in the
present system of fire protection adopted by the Government, wherein

the great majority of the rangers were students at the universities,

who applied for the work more with a view to obtaining a summer
holiday in the open air than for any serious purpose, and who return-

ed to the cities as soon as college opened in the autumn ; so that the
forests lacked sufficient human safeguarding during several months
of the year. In many parts of the United States, it was shown, regu-
lar and permanent staffs of fire-rangers were maintained by the Fed-
eral authorities, the system in vogue in the fire zones of the Adiron-
dack Mountains being specially efficient.

Builders Supply Men Organizing

A meeting of dealers in builders' supplies representing the
provinces of Ontario and Quebec was held in the offices of the Re-
tail Merchants' Association of Canada at Toronto on Tuesday, De-
cember 12th, for the purpose of discussing a number of questions
of interest to their trade. A Dominion Committee of the Builders'
Supply Section of the Retail Merchants' Association of Canada was
formed and the following officers were elected : J. Lucas, Toronto,
Dominion Chairman; G. M. Webster, Montreal 1st Vice Chairman;
K. Stinson, Montreal, 2nd Vice-Chairman

; J. A. Beaudry, Montreal,
Treasurer; E. M. Trowern, Toronto, Secretary; C. M. Moore, To-
ronto, auditor.

The Committee were empowered to communicate with all deal-
ers in builders' supplies who are not already members and secure
their support. Luncheon was tendered to the visiting delegates at

the King Edward Hotel by the members of the Toronto Branch.

A Rainy December in Ottawa Valley

Frequent rains and thaws increased the water flow in the Ot-
tawa River quite noticeably during December. This increased ma-
terially the power of the pulpmills at Ottawa. Logging operations
were still confined to road making and log cutting. The creeks
and small rivers tributary to the Ottawa were very low during De-
cember. It was confidently expected however that after a short
period of rain a freeze would occur and that the main roads would
then be in excellent condition for hauling. Loghauling was not
started generally in the camps till after Christmas. Reports indi-
cate that fewer logs for local manufacturers of lumber will be taken
out than was the case last winter, but there will be an increase in

the cut of pulpwood.

Cost of Making- Southern Staves
In view of the frequent complaints which are heard in Canada

about the competition of Southern staves, manufactured by cheap
negro labor, a statement made by N. V. Turner at the National
Slack Cooperage Manufacturers' Association, will be read with
interest. Discussing the cost of producing staves in the South, Mr.
Turner said

:

"We have several mills and the best we are able to do upon a
full day mill where we average 40,000 staves per day, the actual
labor costs us to produce these and pile them on the yard is $48.05,
which makes $1.20 per thousand for the labor expense. For the
overhead expenses, such as manager's salary and expenses, book-
keeper, stenographer, yard and jointer foreman, blacksmith, machin-
ist, oils, repairs, feed for teams, we find the cost amounts to 57
cents per thousand; jointing twine for tieing staves and splints,
hauling to storage sheds and loading into cars, 78 cents; timber at
$2.50 per cord, $2.50 making a total of $5.05 ; this is less the interest
upon investment and after you have your mill in running order.

We find in the South that the mould strikes our staves much
more 'easily than in the North on account of the humidity, and
on this account we are not able to get over 40 per cent No. 1 in
a great many instances and 50 per cent, is about the average of six
months in the year, while in the winter there are some instances
where the timber will run 75 per cent. No. 1. With No. 2 gum
staves at $4 per thousand on a 50 per cent, basis and No. 1 at $6
we find we have only $5 for our timber and labor and expense for
putting these f.o.b. cars at factory. At 25 per cent. No. 2, 75 per
cent. No. 1, we find we have only $5.50 f.o.b. for our staves. These
prices are based upon the offers that are being made by the jobbers,
and a great many of them have got the nerve to try to purchase
No. 2 staves for less than $4 f.o.b. mill.

Austria-Hungary, in addition to Germany, Holland, Norway and
Sweden, have asked that their print paper and wood pulp be allowed
under the most favored nation clause of her treaty to enter the
United States free of duty under the same conditions as Canadian
pulp and print paper were granted by the reciprocity laws. The
question of granting this privilege to the foreign countries that have
applied is to be decided soon by President Taft after he has a full
report on the subject from the treasury and state departments.
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P. H. Lawrence
President Bruce Mines Saw Mill Co.

Important North Shore Saw Mills

No. 7. The Bruce Mines Saw Mill Company Planing
Mill Products and 60,000 ft. of Good Lumber Daily

Bruce Mines, one of the
numerous little towns along
the North Shore of Lake Hur-
on, has been noted in the past
more as a mining- centre than
for its lumbering. To-day,
however, the visitor who ap-
proaches the town by vessel,

sees first of all a busy saw mill
located on a point of land
which stretches far out into the
lake and he hears the merry
sound of the saw as it makes
its way through the logs". The
Bruce Mines saw mill was
erected in 1909 and has been
turning out good lumber at

the rate of about 60,000 feet a

day during every day of each
of the sawing seasons since
that date. The annual output
of the mill is about five million
feet.

The limits from which the
company derives its supply of

logs are located on the Garden, Echo and Thessalon Rivers. They
contain to-day about forty million feet of standing timber. Two
camps are operated, employing about sixty men.

The equipment of the mill is modern and efficient and enables
the company to manufacture lumber at a fast rate and of a qual-
ity which will compete on equal terms with any that is produced
in the extensive North Shore district. The principal unit of the
equipment is a single cutting band saw manufactured by the Gar-
land Manufacturing Company of Bay City, Mich. This is supple-
mented by a Wickes gang saw, a set of edgers and trimmers, a lath
mill, etc. The power for the mill is supplied by four boilers. These
operate two engines, one of which runs the gang saw, the other
running the rest of the mill.

The product of the Bruce Mines mill enjoys an excellent reputa-
tion. In the past it has been disposed of almost entirely by water
shipment to United States points such as Detroit, Cleveland, Tona-
wanda, etc. The output, like that of most of the North Shore mills, is

principally white pine.

As the company, in the past, has been dependent largely upon
the markets of the United States, it has been to a considerable ex-
tent dependent also upon the financial and commercial conditions
which prevail in the country across the border. During the last

two or three years the lumber trade in the United States has been
far from satisfactory and many of the North Shore companies have
been studying the Canadian markets with a view to developing a

Canadian trade. The Bruce Mines Saw Mill Company have been
looking into this feature of the business for some time and last

spring they decided definitely to make an attempt to secure Cana-
dian trade. The first step in this direction was to erect a planing
mill. This they did and they were able to put it in operation early
last summer. In addition to the ordinary planing mill products
they are turning out an excellent quality of interior finish and are

Bruce Mines Saw Mill—Bruce Mines, Ont.

having encouraging success in the marketing of these products.
They are now shipping mixed cars of both rough and finished lum-
ber throughout Ontario.

The officers of the Bruce Mines Saw Mill Company Limited,
are as follows:—President, E. 11. Lawrence; vice-president, A. B.
Eerrier; sec.-treas., George Allyn.

Canadian Pulp Statistics for 1910
Three processes were used to manufacture into woodpulp the

six hundred thousand cords of pulpwood used in 1910. These are
the mechanical or grinding process and the two chemical processes
which depend upon the use of sulphite and soda. Statistics supplied
by the Forestry Branch of the Department of the Interior show that
wood used by the mechanical process formed over three-quarters of
the total during 1910, a greater percentage than at any time in the
past. Unlimited supply of clean water is a necessity in the manufac-
ture of wood by the mechanical process so that Quebec is the prov-
ince best adapted for it. Spruce furnished over four-fifths of the
wood used for mechanical pulp. Balsam contributed one-sixteenth
with small quantities of hemlock and poplar making up the balance.
The sulphite process accounted for one-fifth of the pulpwood and
was used slightly more in Ontario than in Quebec. Nearly seventy
per cent, of the wood used in this process was spruce, mostly from
Ontario. Balsam furnished thirty per cent., about three-quarters
of which was from Quebec and the same province used a small quan-
tity of poplar in this process. Barely two per cent, of the total
amount of pulpwood was manufactured by the soda process, al-
though Canada has the distinction of having the oldest soda mill
in America. Quebec manufactured over three-quarters of the pulp
made by the soda process. This process was the principal method
used in the reduction of hemlock. Of the total used by the soda
process spruce formed seventy per cent., hemlock seventeen per cent.,
and poplar ten per cent. Balsam is not adapted to the soda treat-
ment.

Quebec leads in the mechanical pulp and Ontario produces the
greatest quantity of sulphite pulp. The Ontario mills have the
highest average consumption, this being 14,037 cords per mill. Que-
bec comes next with 13,710, and the other provinces are far behind.

The unfortunate part is the steady growth in the export of
unmanufactured pulpwood. In the year under review, no less than

JJiuce Mines Saw Mill Co.—One of the Camps Bruce Mines Saw Mill Co.—Skidway Scene
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943,000 cords in this state were exported, as compared with 598,000
used in Canada. Over three-fifths of the pulpwood cut in Canada
was exported. It is calculated that, if this had been manufactured
into pulp in Canada, the amount received for it at the average prices
paid in 1910 by the United States importers of woodpulp would have
been over twice as much as was received for the raw wood.

Lumber News from Eastern Canada

Epidemic in Lumber Camps
An epidemic which is believed to be of spinal meningitis is re-

ported from one of the lumber camps about thirty-seven miles from
Newcastle, X. B. Three deaths, and two other cases have been re-

ported. The nature of the disease has not yet been definitely deter-
mined, but spinal meningitis is suspected. The Provincial Board of
Health are taking action.

Montreal Exports Show Decrease for 1911

The following is the annual statement of shipments of wood
goods from the port of Montreal during the season 1911, with com-
parisons for two previous years

:

1910 1909
Ft. B.M. Ft. B.M.

13,296,102 20,181,398 18,804,045

W. & J. Sharpies 10,222,326 11,014,202 9,655,706
9,334,797 10,501,571 10,573,598

E. M. Nicholson 9,134,954 8,659,361 6,594,976

7,208,343 8,341,101 11,449„89
4,930,711 3,640,841 5,313,065
2,431,104 2,448,189 914,432

Graddon & Owens 1,526,197 671,176

Railways, steamship lines and small
16,251,439 16,883,870 12,372,960

Total . ... 103,473,220 117,881,593 115,045,905

Shipments, 1910, ft. B.M 117,881,593

Shipments, 1911, ft. B.M 103,473,220

Lumber Company's Assessment Increased

The town of Buckingham, Que., has fixed the assessment of
the James MacLaren Company, pulp and lumber manufacturers of

the town, at $100,000. For the last twenty years the company has
been under an assessment of $60,000, but its plant has been con-
siderably enlarged in the last few years. The industry is regarded
as of much benefit to the town, being the chief source of employment
to many of the residents.

Decrease, 1911, ft. B.M 14,408,373

Almost without exception, the principal shippers have done a

smaller business, due no doubt, to a certain extent, to the great

British strikes, which held up exports for some time and materially

interfered with business even when the trouble was settled. But the

greatest factor has been the keen competition of Baltic timber,

which is laid down in Great Britain and Europe at lower prices then
Canadian products.

New Brunswick Crown Lands Receipts Increase

The report of the surveyor general's department shows that

for the year ending Oct. 31st, the crown lands of New Brunswick
yielded in revenue the sum of $529,823.82. This is a considerable
increase over the figures for 1910, and makes a new record. The
largest items were:—Stumpage, $367,641.02; timber licenses, $81,-

206.00; game licenses, $38,672.17; fishing, 15,610.00; mining, $6,-

233.48
;
royalties, $6,495.65.

It will thus be seen that in its very large area of crown lands
the province possesses an asset of very great value. Because of a

reduced lumber cut the receipts from stumpage for the next year
will not be so large.

Wayagamack Plant Progressing1 Rapidly

The Wayagamack Pulp & Paper Company are making good pro-

gress with the erection of their plant on Baptist Island, at the

junction of the St. Lawrence and St. Maurice Rivers. The estimated
cost of the proposed plant is more than one-and-a-half million dol-

lars. When completed the plant will have a capacity of 200 tons

a day. Over 2000 hands will be employed. In preparation for the

opening of the plant the company's mills are now sawing 10,000

logs a day. The company's supplies of raw material are almost
inexhaustible. They own 1121 square miles of the finest spruce and
pine land in the valley of the St. Maurice. A conservative esti-

mate of the resources places the timber now available at 4,072,000,-

000 square feet. With the St. Lawrence at their door and the C.

P. R. passing by on the mainland, they have splendid facilities for

shipping their products.

Wood Pulp Production in 1910

Nearly 600,000 cords of wood were ground into pulp by fifty-

two mills operating in Canada in 1910, according to the statistics

of the forestry branch of the Government. The value of the wood
was $3,585,000. It made 475,000 tons of pulp.

Because of its extensive spruce and balsam forests Quebec pro-

duced more pulp wood than any of the other provinces. Twenty-
five Quebec pulp mills reported the consumption of 57 per cent, of

the wood produced in Canada, or 23,000 cords more than the year

before. The fifteen pulp mills in Ontario consumed one-third of

the total, showing a gain of 20,000 cords over 1909. Nova Scotia

mills used 30,000 cords, but New Brunswick fell to one-fifth of the

previous year, and consumed only two per cent, of the total. The
cause of this was the closing of one large plant.

Six dollars per cord was the average value of pulp wood in Can-

ada in 1910. The lowest prices was in Nova Scotia, where $4.65 was
the cheapest. In Quebec alone the figure dropped below the 1909

rate. The drop was 35 per cord, bringing the average down to $5.50.

The average in Ontario was $7 per cord.

Though official returns are not complete for the season of 1911,

it is believed that the manufacture of pulp was greatly hindered by
low water at some of the biggest points of production. On the

other hand, there was a large expansion in manufacturing plants.

Lumber Waste for Pulpwood
Chatham, N.B., Dec. 12, 1911.

Editor, Canada Lumberman

:

I was glad to see in your edition of 1st inst., the short article

on "Lumber Waste for Pulpwood," and I trust you will find it pos-

sible to continue referring to this question until both our saw mill

and pulp mill owners will see that it is to their mutual interest that

slabs should go to the pulp mills instead of to the fire.

At present I do not find that there is much sympathy between
the saw will owner and the pulp manufacturer, and if we can over-

come this by showing that the more complete use of the logs will

tend towards the lessening of the annual cut and the extension of

the life of our forests, it should appeal to the saw mill owner more
effectually than anything else.

Unfortunately the pulp business is a much more recent one
than the saw miller's and it seems difficult to make the latter depart
from his old time method of consigning to the flames all the wood
that he cannot turn into deals, boards or laths and it may take

a good deal of education to change these old methods ; but it will

be a good thing if you can help to bring it about and I wish you
all success.

Yours truly,

W. DICK,
Manager, Bank of Montreal.

Free Lumber will be Advocated in Congress
In the course of a letter to the "Timberman," Mr. Leonard

Bronson, manager of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation, writes as follows

:

"Undoubtedly during the next session of Congress an attempt
will be made to put lumber upon the free list and it looks as though
it might be successful, for, while the majority of both the House
and the Senate take no stock in the talk of the "lumber trust," yet
the pressure behind them is likely to be so strong that they may
yield to public clamor. Therefore, all the consequences of reci-

procity that we have gone through are likely to be felt in an ac-

centuated degree, so far as lumber is concerned, a year from now.
Every argument that appeals to lumbermen, either in the line

of business or as citizens, is against putting lumber on the free

list; yet many lumbermen feel that if they consent to that action

the clamor against them will be quieted.

It is a pity that this question cannot be settled on its

merits and that the public cannot come to such an understanding
of the facts regarding the lumber business that they will not de-
mand free lumber simply as a reprisal for an imagined wrong. If

the Department of Justice could hurry its investigations and its suits

to a conclusion it might not yet be too late for the people to learn

where blame lies and what their interest in the matter is."

The Board of Trustees of the National Wholesale Lumber
Dealers' Association, have decided to hold the annual meeting at

Louisville, Ky., Wednesday and Thursday, March the 6th and 7th.
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The Band Saw Second Article of Series Specially
Written for the Canada Lum-
berman by Hapsburg Liebe.

Leveling and Tensioning

Together with the back, this is the body of band saw work, the
keystone. The degree of the filer's competence is largely depend-
ent upon his ability to level and tension and put up his backs cor-
rectly, which means, in addition to the accepted sense, with a view
to existing conditions. If one can do this major' part of band saw
fitting as it should be done, the other work, he will find, will be a
matter of little trouble.

There are so many ways of doing this part of band fitting, that
one naturally feels a bit queer in attempting to lay before a host
of readers with minds of their own the methods that have appealed
to him as being best. In this, I shall tell of the ways that I found
most successful in the actual work of filing. There is no theory
about them; it all came from practice. However, these methods
never lost me a place.

Anyone may take a blade, of any width or thickness, and pound
it to an uncertain degree of fitness; anyone may put the roll down
so hard in the central parts that the blade shows—superficially—
a tension clean across the plate, from edge to edge. But, needless to
say, saws put up in such a manner will fall short of giving satis-
factory results. When going to the bench, prepare to work judi-
ciously, painstakingly, honestly, beginning filer. Sometimes even
this is hardly sufficient, it seems; for hard lines have a way of com-
ing to us all, now and then, no matter how much experience we
have had.

When working a saw that has made only its usual runs, say four
of three hours each, a saw that has met with no accident, such as
being unduly stretched by heat from a sliver in the guide, jerked by
a loose or falling knot, or chopped heavily by a careless sawyer, I

put into use a kind of system. It is simple, and it gets out all
undesirable features if one is careful.

Now, while I do not generally advise rolling all the way around
the band to restore lost tension and fill out the back, unless the
saw is uncommonly drawn, or unless the filer is a man of fair ex-
perience, I have resorted to this method as a sort of preliminary to
the benching of a saw. And I wish to go further and say that the
beginner should be cautious about this, or he will find himself in
deep water because of too full or too hollow a back, too much or too
little tension, or, perhaps, a dished saw all the way around—the
latter as a result of the saw running downward to the bend as it

leaves the roll. When I do this preliminary stunt, I begin on the
back, with the roll pressed down very moderately, and roll up to
the front tire, or vice versa—although I prefer the back edge as a
starter, I believe, The proper width of tire for ordinary practice,
according to my reasoning, should be about 1 inch in a 10-inch saw,
iy2 inches in a 12-inch saw, and a like degree on other widths of
blade. This, however, is a question that must depend to an extent
upon the thickness of the saw.

Having done this rolling mentioned above, I go around the
blade and level short sections here and there in order that I may
try the crown and tension. If it is fairly good, I stop the all-the-
way-around business and go ahead with the sectional work.

And this is my method of doing that, once I have stretched
the saw in the manner before mentioned—or, as well, when I have
not done the all-the-way-around preliminary rolling-

Sectional Leveling

I begin with the blade outside, or log side, up. The first thing,
I am sure that there is no gum or dust sticking to the inside, or
wheel side, of the saw. The latter is important, as the least bit
of dust or gum between the saw and the leveling block will cause
one to think there is a lump or ridge that needs hammering out.
I am careful to have but little more of the teeth than the swaged
point off the block; this, too, is a matter of importance, and the
why is too evident to need explanation here. I use a handy weight
on either end of the leveling block—whether I carry too much ten-
sion to allow the blade to flatten of its own weight or not, because
I am sure that the plate is down firmly then. These weights I make
of babbit metal, with three legs—nails—set in them while the metal
is in a molten state, this type of weight being good because one
may see right under it when looking under the straightedge.

In the first of my leveling, I go over the outside, or log side,
with the straightedge held lengthwise of the saw, which will lo-
cate the lumps and ridges that rim crosswise. T do not bother to
mark off sections in this; and it is not necessary, as the weights tell

me where J am to work. 1 go clean around the saw leveling in
this fashion, with the straightedge held only the one way, length-
wise.

This done to a nicely, J put the saw on the brackets overhead,
and go over it on the inside, or wheel side, with the straightedge
held lengthwise, just as 1 did on the other side. Then I turn the
straightedge, and go over the inside of the saw with the straight-
edge held crosswise. Every tooth is examined closely, and every
ridge and lump is hammered out. Following this, I let the saw
down, as it was in the beginning, and go over the outside with the
straightedge held crosswise. This should make the blade perfectly
level. One had handled but one class of devilment at a time, and
he has been, in a measure, enabled to specialize minutely.

Tensioning

Now comes the tensioning. One will usually find, especially
if he has not rolled the blade all the way around at the outset, that
the front edge shows tight for a few inches inward; and, in case
one does not carry crown in his backs, sometimes the back edge also
is stiff for a few inches toward the centre. I mark off a section,
say iy2 feet in length—I use chalk here, as the weights will not
be in place when I test for tension. Again, I level this section with
the straightedge held crosswise the saw, to make sure it is right:
for the saw may have turned outward a bit by going around the
two bends, or I have overlooked a little ridge or lump before. Find-
ing it good, I raise the blade with my right hand and drop the ten-
sion gage with my left. If there is the usual drawn front edge, I

roll three or four times, gently, carefully, beginning at the tire
and going toward the middle. Then I test with the tension gage.
If it looks alright, I pass that section along, and go after another
one the same way. If my roll has the slightest tendency to dish,
I try with the straightedge after tensioning, to make sure. One
must be sure, you know. Thus I»go all the way around the blade.

Here comes the chief devilment, the thing that thwarts and
tangles the young filer, the thing that causes the band saw to make
bull-heads, crooked lines, to crack, to vibrate—and do too many
other wicked tricks for enumeration here. This is false tension

;

that is, a condition of the plate that makes it appear to be ten-
sioned—to the inexperienced eye—but is really nothing.

One may take a blade that is perfectly flat, a blade that has
no tension at all, and roll it continually in the very centre only
until the whole width of plate will drop away below the curved
gage. This is because the looseness of the extreme middle, the
one narrow place that has been stretched, must fall downward
to relieve the excessive length; and in order that it may do that,
it must pull the front and back quarters down with it. Is it clear?
Of course, I grant that this condition is never found in such an
advanced degree; I have but used it as an illustration.

Ordinarily, the young filer is mortally afraid of cracks; in fact,
he is so afraid of fracture that he will hardly recognize the truth
that

,
a bandsaw must be on the verge of breakage to do its best.

He is, therefore, fearful of going too near the edge with his ten-
sion, preferring to favor the middle a great deal. And in favor-
ing the middle he brings down the parts under the tires by force
of the drop of the middle, and it looks like tension—and he lets
it go at that. The result is undue stiffness under the tires; the
result of undue stiffness under the tires frequently evolutes ' into
a man looking for new fields of operation.

Testing for Tire

To test positively the width of tire, hold the saw up from the
leveling block with one hand under it, with the looseness of the
centre pushed upward, and rock the straightedge—not the tension
gage—over it. A flat place, the saw being level, understand—is
a tight place: the place that will not curve upward, the reverse
of the sag downward, needs stretching. Is it clear, young filer?
Young filer, when I learned the thing set forth in this paragraph,
I regarded it as worth a thousand dollars to me. It is an infal-
lible test; one may tell exactly how much tire he has. And us-
ually he has much more tire than he would have been willing to
believe. The tire, of course, will show fiat.

I remember an incident that I believe should be related in this
connection. I was called one day over to a small mill that had
a very green filer. They wanted to see if I could tell them just
what was the cause of the dogged tendency the saws had toward
nosing out of the log on entering. They had lined the mill, the
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Plan of an Efficient Small Planing Mill

track, the blocks; they had worked on the offset; they had done
everything—and had put it up to the filer to show the goods. The
filer was working like a Trojan, doing all he knew. His saws were
buckling with over-tensioning, dropping away below the gage. Up-
on applying the straightedge on the upward test, we found that
there were tires almost to the fourth of the saw, each way. Almost
half the saw was stiff. The tension was all in the centre.

One trouble connected to the stiff edge—the front, generally—is

that one is sometimes a bit backward about rolling clean up to his
tire because it lets the other edge in for a lot of straightening.
But this is the principal thing that makes the steel ribbon go, men,
this business of working lots. If the back is affected by rolling to
within an inch of the front, it is because the extreme front is in

a very bad condition.

And there is another fault found in the inexperienced filer. He
sometimes doesn't try to see how well he can put up a saw ; in-

stead, he wants to see how quickly it may be done. Instead of roll-

ing four lines carefully and lightly, spreading his stretching, he
will force the lever around hard, and bring the saw below the gage
at a single line. It is a thing too valuable to forget—to put as
many roll lines as is consistently possible on the tight places.

It is not a good idea to use a tension gage that is too lightly
curved and try to atone for it by allowing light between the gage
and the saw. One's eyes cannot detect the irregularities unless
by the edge of the gage. Use a gage of the proper curvature, and
allow little, if any, light to show. If this is done, the upward
straightedge test is not so necessary.

How Much Tension?

Opinions differ, as is but natural in all mundane things, as
to the correct amount of tension. An old rule is to use as much
as the saw will take and lie flat on the leveling block of its own
weight. And it is a good rule under favorable conditions; this
point, however, is one that demands the judgment of the filer. In
some cases, I have found that a tension a "little deeper than the
flattening-of-itself tension has helped. These cases were wheels
badly worn, or wheels too heavily crowned, or, at least in one
instance, a mill whose owners demanded a great output at the ex-
pense of the saws. But there is a stopping place to this. If a saw
has so much tension that it cannot be properly leveled, even with
the use of heavy weights, how can one put in the tension evenly?
The dire results of uneven tension are too well known to need any
comment whatever from me.

There is a difference in mills, it seems, though all may be in

good condition. I filed one double mill, the wheels of which were
never allowed to wear badly, that did better work with a slightly
heavier tension in the front quarter than in any other part of the
blade. These saws, I may mention, were especially thin, and ran
in large oak logs almost exclusively. This was an instance of the
filer adjusting himself to conditions—begging pardon for the in-

ference. And the filers who can readily step out of a rut for the
betterment of all concerned usually hold positions well.

Now as to the different methods of applying the tension gage.
I have seen successful filers who invariably used a heavy pressure
on the gage when testing for tension ; also I have seen other suc-
cessful filers who tested only with the natural drop, or sag. There
is much difference of opinion here. A highly reputed sawmaker
once wrote me that to bear down hard on the gage would exagger-
ate the condition of the plate. One thing I can say I believe: that
if one uses a pressure he should watch the edges, that is, the parts
just under the tires, because they are apt to get tight on account
of the tendency to roll in the centre, which is prone to come up
under pressure. I knew one successful filer who tensioned first

with a lightly curved gage under hard pressure; then went over the
saw again, this time with a gage of a much deeper curvature, ad-
justing the tension by the natural drop.

However, in this the paramount idea is to have the saws take
the feed. No matter what methods one employs to get the desired
result, as, in this, "all roads lead to Rome."

/ 1/

[/A Modern Planing- Mill
By W. H. Wakeman

The illustration shows the location of machinery in a small but
well-equipped mill, not far from my engine room, that is giving
excellent satisfaction in daily operation. The building is about
35 x 90 ft., and is located directly on the corner of two very busy
streets. It is composed almost wholly of brick, reinforced concrete
and iron, hence is nearly fireproof ; but its contents might easily
take fire and injure the machinery. It would be impossible to burn
the building. It is two storeys high, but one of them is below the
sidewalk.

The floor on which the machinery stands is about 3 ft. above
the street level, hence rough material is unloaded from wagons and
the finished product is loaded about on a level surface. No descrip-

tion of these machines is necessary, as each one is plainly lettered.

While the first storey of this mill is below the sidewalk, it is

directly on a level with a large lumber yard, hence one side and
one end are practically above ground and it does not appear like
a cellar or basement.

The power department is located here, and is well lighted and
ventilated. It consists of a 90-h.p. gas engine and a gas producer.
All the machinery shown in the illustration, also the engine and
producer, is in charge of a first-class planing mill mechanic and en-
gineer. A good laborer fires the producer and does other work about
the mill. The shavings are baled and sold for bedding horses, also
for filling icehouses, etc. Waste wood is sawed and sold for kin-
dling. Sawdust is put into barrels and delivered to stores, etc., to
spread on the floors. The income from this source pays the ex-
penses of preparing all material for market, also of firing the pro-
ducer and caring for the engine, which is nearly as reliable as a
steam engine.

Pea coal, costing about $4 per gross ton, is burned, and two
tons of it lasts from eight to fourteen days, according to the load
carried ; the average is about ten days. The expense of operating
this plant, and the result secured from the entire genral arrangement
and management, will compare favorably with any other mill, and
is far superior to many that might be mentioned.—The Wood-
worker.

Fitting Band Saws for Winter
Methods of Tensioning, Rolling, Leveling, etc.,
for Use in Frozen Timber—Pointers for Filers

By B. L. Mason

For the frozen timber I do not make any radical changes in
the saw-filing. My saws will stand a little more tension, and a
little deeper on the tooth edge, in frozen timber than in soft tim-
ber. This, I think, is caused by the harder timber warming the
tooth edge a trifle more than the soft timber does. I have noticed
that a saw will stand considerable more tension in hard timber
of any kind than it will in soft timber, without cracking. I have
had equal success by running the roll around the saw x/2 in. from
the tooth edge, or even yA in. from it ; the latter may not at all times
stand quite so much feed, but it will hold the tension considerably
longer than the closer rolling will.

On a 14-in. saw I use a 50-ft. tension, with the gage 12 in. long,
and use half the gage at a time, by pushing it out past the teeth
until the end comes in the center of the saw, then roll that half
until light shows under it half way from edge to center; then when
this edge suits me, I do the same way with the back half of the
saw. When I get the edges right I then use the gage clear across
and roll the center part of the saw until the gage does not rock
over the center—until the center drops enough to fit the gage. With
this kind of tension the saw will lie perfectly flat on the bench, so
I call it flat tension.

With a 12-in. saw I use the same gage, but roll the edges just
to fit it, and then roll the center until light shows under the middle
portions of the saw. For any saw under 12 in. wide I either use a
40-gage or roll more drop to the center. I also have had the best
of luck for saws under 13 in. by taking a 50-ft. gage and then filing
off a little on the tooth edge; or, rather, filing the tooth half of the
gage to a 40-gage, so that in using this gage I surely get tension in
the third part of the saw near the teeth, where the most of the
tension is needed. Of course, this kind of a gage must be stamped
on one edge with some kind of a mark, to distinguish one end from
the other when in use, so as to be sure and not get the most tension
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in the back, as too much tension in the back half of a saw will
crack it, for the back of a saw seldom gets warm from cutting, as
the tooth edge does.

If I am in doubt where to run the roll on short places, or if

it does not drop from the rolling as I think it should drop, 1 bear
down hard on the tension gage with one hand and lift with the
other. This causes the place to be rolled to rise, so that the gage
will rock over it. Another way to test for small spots, that 1 often
use on wide saws, is to hold a straightedge straight across the end
of the saw as it lies on the bench, and mark with chalk all the
small or large places ,that show light under the straightedge. This
is a better way for some filers, as the weight of the saw bears down
more regularly on the end than they can bear down on the gage;
also, this gives the same result that is gained by raising the saw
by hand and rocking a straightedge over it to find the flat places.
1 can seldom raise a saw the same height each time by hand, so
prefer the end test.

After I get all the little places tensioned that I can, and still

have the saw lie perfectly flat and stiff on the bench, I level it up
as nearly flat as possible, taking some pains to see that the 3-in.

strip along the tooth edge is flat and smooth, as tin's is the part
of the saw that guides it in the cut ; and the straighter I get this
part, and the better it is tensioned, the better the saw cuts frozen
timber, especially maple, hickory, birch and like woods.

If a saw needs much rolling, I roll it around the whole length
2 in. apart. If this is not enough, I roll between these roll marks,
and, if necessary, between each of these again. In this way it is

hard to miss getting tension all over the saw. But I always go
over it in sections afterwards, to see that it is even, as some parts
of the blade may be harder than other parts, although I have often
run them, when in a hurry for a saw, and they have never failed

to run well. Still, they might crack from being uneven.

If my saws draw ahead in the cut, I think my tension is alike
in both sides of the saw, but if it runs back—crowds back in cut

—

I think it hasn't tension enough in the tooth edge. If I get enough
tension in the tooth half, my saws do not move on the wheels in

a hard cut or a soft one, but stay right in place, just the teeth clear-
ing the wheels, although one sawyer here runs them off about
% in. A saw with a long back—more than 1/32 in. in 5 ft.—will
not run as far back on the wheels, and stay, as a saw with less
than that much back.

I run a nearly straight back, just, enough to feel a straight-
edge rock across it, about 1/64 in. in 5 ft., but I have run saws that
had been in accidents, with a back 3/16 in. in 5 ft. They, however,
had to run ahead on the wheels about \ x/2 in. These extreme backs
were 14 in. saws that had been caught on the back edge with a slab
m gigging- I would advise not more than 1/32 in. in 5 ft. in any
saw, wide or narrow, and prefer less in my own saws.

If you have hard sawing to do, it is best to level both sides
of the saw, as the roll may dish it some; the more pressure I put
on the roll, the more I find it will dish the plate, the way it will
dish depending on which way the part rolled was dished before
rolling it. Hard rolling over a section that is dished in the log,
is quite apt to dish it much more into the log. After I get a saw
tensioned and level, I let it run, usually about a week, instead
of tinkering with it every time it comes off. When four mills
change saws every half day, I cannot bother about looking them
over every time they come off; and, besides, I find a saw will run
better the second run than the first, after tensioning.

For winter sawing I can run a little less swage than in sum-
mer, if the logs are fairly clean, but I pay more attention to the
shape and sharpness of the corners than to the gage of swage. I

want the corners all out sharp, even if there are teeth that, through
striking iron or stones, are as much as 3/8-in. short. I swage them
out evenly, if I have to file them out with a round file in order
for the swage to get hold of them; and if the swage does not bring
out the point, I use an upset on them. With all corners out full

width, and sharp, a saw will not mark the lumber if it has several
short teeth. I have also put in pieces that were narrower
than the rest of the saw, and by gradually lowering the points be-
hind the low places, and swaging them full, they did not mark or
chop. Of course, these are extreme cases, and I had much rather
have all the teeth the same length, so I believe in putting all extra
time on the teeth instead of on the bench.

In swaging, I try to have the swage pull the points ahead enough
so that when the tooth is ground up, the back is ground as much as
the face. And I am particular to see that the shaper jaws do not
get worn hollow, but are flat and will push the sides of the swaging
ahead enough so the grinder grinds the shaping as well as the ex-
treme points, leaving a sort of three-cornered hollow under the
tooth. That leaves the shaping smoother, and, I think, sharper,
than if just the points touch the emery wheel. I use between 9
and 8-gage swage, unless compelled to use more in order to get
sharp-pointed corners through sawing mud or stone. I take pains,
also, to see that both sides of the corners are alike, not one side

with more swage than the other side, also that the grinder grinds
squarely, as I believe in straight work, on the bench, in the titling,
in the lining up and in the guiding.

With my saw properly tensioned and leveled flat, with square-
fitted teeth, and all corners sharp and full width, I call my saw
ready to go on the mill. The mill I line up straight with the track,
no lead either way, and no cross-line. An easy way to do this is

to have a straightedge 16 ft. long. Clamp this on the headblocks
with small clamps, so when the carriage is run past the saw it will
be 2 in. or 3 in. from the saw. Run the front end up to the side
of the saw and measure how far from the saw it is, then run the
carriage ahead to the oilier end of the straightedge and set that
end exactly as far from the side of the saw as the other end is.

I measure about 1 in. from the teeth, and in the same place, on
each end, so as to be sure the straightedge is equidistant from the
saw at each end. Now run the carriage back until the center of
the straightedge is opposite the opening in the husk, where the
saw goes down to the wheel, and clamp another straightedge on
the other one and across the husk, keeping it level with the one on
the carriage, and square it with that one.

There are so many ways to square two straightedges that you
can take your pick. Use the way that is quickest and easiest for
you, but be sure and get them squared. An ordinary square is

hardly close enough, although I have used one often when in a
hurry. Otherwise I use a stick, and measure equal distance each
side, and square from these marks to a mark on the other straight-
edge. After these are squared it is easy to tie two lines to the
straightedge that passes over the saw line or husk, and measure
from these lines to the wheel. I set each wheel square with this
straightedge, so that the wheels are exactly in line with the track.
This method is much quicker than it sounds, and is quite correct
if properly done.

I have often lined up mills by just twisting the wheels to where
the saws ran alright, and let them alone until J had time to put
lines on them, and seldom found them far wrong. If a saw is "bull-
heading," it is safe to say the mill is out of the log—providing you
know the saw is right—while if it is in too much, it will surely
crack. It will be no uncertain crack, either—usually so large as
to mean a braze at once. I have known of good filers lining their
mills a little out of the log for winter sawing; also, I have known
of many more that swaged a trifle out for frosty timber or hard-
woods. I do not like this way, as I believe if you want a saw
to run straight, everything that has anything to do with this saw
should be straight, and not try to have the saw go one way and the
sewage, or leveling, or lining, or guiding trying to pull it another
way. If you want a saw to go straight, get everything straight,
even straight-faced wheels—or flat, as they "are called. A straight-
faced wheel is easier to make than a crown wheel, and it is much
easier to get two of them alike, than a crown, for without a special
machine it is hard to crown two wheels alike. In grinding or
turning wheels, flat, it is easier to line them up and get the saw to
hang straight with the track when standing still.

I know filers that grind a saw up nearly sharp, then file the
underside of the teeth until they have a face' from 1/16 to 1/8 in.

with about half the hook—and some of them less—so the point is

chisel-shaped. They claim good results in frozen timber and hard-
woods. I do not recommend it; too much work and a hard-running
saw. I want all the hook I can get, and have a strong tooth, no
matter what kind of timber I am cutting, but I know of saws run-
ning with this tooth and doing good work. The shape of the teeth
shown herewith is drawn from the saws. They do not look so
smooth as teeth drawn from imagination, but they are the ones we
use on everything more than 10 in. wide, and have been shortened
down some for winter sawing; the l-)4-in. teeth are better for
summer sawing, and the 2-in. space is better for winter or hard-
wood, if the speed is the same. If the speed can be slowed down
to 8,500 ft. for hardwood or 9,000 ft. for frozen hemlock, the 134-in.
space is just as good for winter, but if the speed is stationary

—

as it is here—the 2-in. space is best for winter sawing of any kind.
Our log saws and 12-in. resaws are interchangeable—use any saw
on any of the three mills, all being 45-ft. in length and same fitting.

The little saws are only 36-ft. long, so can only be run on their
own mill.—The AVood-Worker.

South American Paper Trade Opening1

Canadian interest in the Latin-American republics has received
official stimulus by the appointment of trade agents in Argentina,
Brazil, Venezuela and Colombia. Commissioner Pousette in his first

report from Argentina mentions printing paper as one of the com-
modities in which Canadians might extend their export trade with
that country. In order to capture the trade he advises Canadian firms
to carefully study the Latin character. He suggests that a native
of the country, trained in the business, could handle the foreign trade
best, as it is advisable to approach the Latin merchants in their own
language and in methods with which they are familiar.
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To Put an End to Log- Piracy
A bill has been introduced in the House of Commons by Mr.

Stevens, which has for its object the prevention of the stealing of
logs which has been the cause of much loss to loggers on the Pacific
Coast of British Columbia. The bill proposes to make it a criminal
offence to steal such logs, and the penalty provided is liability to
three years' imprisonment. According to the lull, everyone is

guilty of an indictable offence and liable to the above penalty, who,
without the consent of the owner thereof, and without lawful ex-
cuse (the proof whereof shall lie upon the person charged) takes,
receives, purchases or sells or causes to be taken, received, purchas-
ed or sold, any timber, mast, spar, sawlog, shingle bolt, or other
description of lumber bearing the owner's mark, which is found
adrift in, or cast ashore on, the bank or beach of any river, stream
or lake, in Canada, or in the harbors, or any of the coast waters of
British, Columbia. A similar penalty is provided for anyone who,
wholly or partially, defaces or alters the mark or number on any
such timber or lumber, or who refuses to deliver up to the proper
owner thereof any such timber or lumber. In any prosecution or
trial for an offence under this act it is provided that a timber mark
duly registered under the provisions of the Timber Marking Act,
chapter 72 of the Revised Statutes, 1906. or the Timber Mark Act,
chapter 184 of the Revised Statutes of British Columbia 1897, shall
be prima facie evidence that the timber is the property of the reg-
istered owner of such mark. Possession of timber so marked shall
throw upon the accused the burden of proving that he came lawfully
into its possession. The object aimed at in the proposed bill is to
bring the practice of log stealing under the Criminal Code. In most
parts of the country this is already the case, but on the coast of
British Columbia the matter has been one for settlement in the civil

courts only, and it has been found to be practically an impossibil-
ity to put down the log pirates who have a lucrative business of
collecting other people's logs.

Lumber Stocks at Victoria Reported Short
Victoria, B. C, reports state that a number of the car-

penters of the city are idle, and are being held up for
material on account of the shortage of lumber. The local
mills are not able to meet the demands made upon them
by the contractors, and the introduction of finished material,
such as sash and doors from the American side is on the increase.
The American manufacturers, most of them employing white labor,
are able to meet the duty, and still undersell in the Canadian market.
The building development of the district, according to the reports,
has undoubtedly been crippled by the lack of cheap lumber, and it

is a significant fact that one of the largest buildings now in course
of construction has been built almost entirely of American lumber
on account of the difficulty of securing such material. The shortage
of orders, owing to the slump in building operations on the Wash-
ington side, has made the American lumbermen more keen to get
into the British Columbia market. Since the new tariff regulations,
extending the discretionary powers of customs officials in defining
what is manufactured lumber, were issued, it is likely that the im-
portations will be affected somewhat, but to what extent it is im-
possible to judge.

B. C. Will Collect New Timber Exhibits

\\ . J. Brandrith, of Ladner, B. C, exhibition commissioner of
British Columbia, has received instructions with regard to renewing
the representation of British Columbia at exhibitions during the com-
ing year. For several years past, part of the British Columbia exhibit
at Winnipeg, Toronto and other eastern points has consisted of sam-
ples of the various woods found in the provincial forests. It has been
the custom to leave these samples from year to year at
the same place, thus forming a sort of permanent exhibit.
The Department of Agriculture has come to the conclusion
that these particular blocks of wood must by this time have
become rather familiar to the sightseers at eastern fairs, and Hon.
Price Ellison has instructed Mr. Brandrith to see that they are re-

placed by fresh ones. For this purpose Mr. Brandrith will make the
round of the various sawmills of the province in order to select
blocks suitable for exhibition purposes. Owners of sawmills will
also be requested to keep for the government any piece of wood
which they may think would help to form a creditable display. Mr.
Brandrith will get to work at once and by the time the fall fairs

come around next year he hopes to have complete new sets of samp-
le^ of British Columbia woods on exhibition at all points in Eastern
Ontario.

The Year Book of British Columbia
The year book of British Columbia which made its last previous

appearance in 1903 has again been published, in the form of a sub-
stantial book of over 350 pages, excellently illustrated, attractively

made up, and well bound in a handsome red cloth cover. The book
is essentially a work of reference, regarding matters of general in-

terest pertaining to British Columbia and contains information of
an extremely useful nature regarding the present social, political,

industrial and economic conditions of British Columbia, together
with a reasonable amount of description of smaller conditions in the
immediate past. Accuracy, reliability, and completeness have been
the aims of the author of the book, Mr. R. E. Gosnell, former librar-

ian of the Legislative Assembly and secretary of the Bureau of
Statistics. His efforts have been unusually successful. Lumber-
men of British Columbia and of Canada in general will be particu-
larly interested in an excellent chapter devoted to the forest wealth
of the province, in which a great deal of information is contained.
Another chapter is devoted to a description of the principal forest
trees of British Columbia. Similar interesting chapters are devoted
to other principal industries of the province and an excellent con-
sideration is included of municipal affairs, railway and electric en-
terprises, social conditions, military affairs, etc. The book opens
with a detailed historical review of the affairs of the province. In
addition to the subjects outlined a vast amount of valuable general
information is included.

Copies of the year book may be obtained from the King's Print-
er at Victoria, B.C., at the price of $1.15 each. In Great Britain and
on the continent, applications for copies should be made to the Hon.
J. H. Turner, agent-General for British Columbia, Salisbury House,
London Wall, London, E.C., England.

Vancouver sawmill men have asked the City Council to request
the Great Northern Railway Company to buy all its supplies and
timber in Vancouver for the proposed new wharves on Burrard Inlet,
according to a press" despatch. The contractors for the Great North-
ern wharf are H. Chase ec Company, of Seattle.

Calendars for 1912

The Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Co., Ltd., have favored their
many friends in the trade with an attractive calendar and the care
which they have taken in its preparation indicates the attention they
devote even to the minor details of their extensive business. The
calendar is an exceptionally large one, the upper half consisting
of a colored picture reproduced from the painting "A Thousand
Terrors" by A. G. Voss. The calendar figures are in large type
which will be greatly appreciated by those who are so fortunate
as to receive a copy.

The Midland Lumber Co., Parkesburg, W. Va., manufacturers
and wholesalers of hardwood lumber, have remembered their friends
in the trade at this season of the year. Their souvenir is in the
form of an artistic water color reproduction which will be highly
thought of by those who have been favored with a copy.

The Universal Portland Cement Co., Chicago and Pittsburg, sent
out to their friends in the trade an appropriate calendar throughout
which are reproduced illustrations of many of the buildings which
have been constructed wholly of their product. The calendar is at-
tractively designed and will be welcomed by the lucky ones who
receive it.

Of the many calendars which are sent at this season of the
year none are more worthy of notice than the one distributed by the
Fraser Bryson Lumber Co., Ltd., wholesale lumber dealers, of Ot-
tawa. The water color picture, "Moonlight on the Columbia," is

quite a commendable innovation and will be greatly admired.

An artistic calendar has been sent out to the trade by Bartram
Bros., Ltd., wholesale lumber dealers of New York City and Otta-
wa, Can. It consists of a water color reproduction of a beautiful
landscape which is daintily mounted on cream colored paper, with
border margins of dark green. The general design of the calendar
is excellent.

John Donogh & Co., wholesale lumber dealers, of Toronto, have
sent out an excellent calendar for 1912, consisting of several colored
reproductions of pictures, representing very accurately typical oper-
ations in the woods, on the river, and at the mill, in addition to a
large calendar pad.

West & Peachey, Simcoe, Out., manufacturers of the celebrated
Alligator Steam Working Tugs, have favored the Canada Lumber-
man with a copy of their interesting calendar for 1912. The greater
portion of the calendar is devoted to a colored picture representing
their tugs in operation. The friends of West & Peachey will gladly
welcome the receipt of their annual souvenir.
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Active Trade in United Kingdom
Wood-working Industries Busy—Demand for Lumber
Buoyant—Good Market for Quebec Pine and Spruce

By James Hammer Quail

At London, business in softwoods has been quite active for a
time so near to Christmas. The demand for timber from some
branches of trade is seasonably quiet. Builders always make haste
to get new property covered in and well out of hand before Christ-
mas. This means that the joinery work of new buildings will be-

at the minimum, though, as stated in an" earlier letter, a good deal
of such work for large special structures may be in hand through
the winter months, being got ready in advance. In regard to resi-
dential houses, work is finished as eompletely as possible before
winter arrives, and little is left about them for joiners to do. In
London, house building is now very quiet, but other branches of
wood-working are busy, so that on striking an average it is found that
wood-workers are well employed generally. In the furniture-mak-
ing branch there is very fair activity. In the packing-ease branch
the Christmas trade is still keeping shops and hands very busy, and
the demands for the new year will make up for anything which may
fall away through the coming of Christmas. In' the wood-paving
branch, winter though it be, there is much activity, while in the
mining-timber branch the consumption is on a large scale and the
handling of this timber at quays and yards is keeping staffs busily
employed. Despite the quietness in the house-building trade, floor-
ings have been in good demand in London. Stocks are now light and
values are firm. The demand for yellow pine for general joinery and
for cabinet makers' uses continues good, higher grade wood espec-
ially being wanted.

The public sales have again shown that the timber trade gener-
ally is in a healthy state. Oregon deals, Quebec pine, spruce, floor-
ings and matchings have found ready buyers, though in some cases
it has been said openly that particular lots ought to have brought
more money. The lots have, however, sold without difficulty and
prices in the main are firm. Sawn pitch pine has had a fairly sat-
isfactory market as regards the quantity sold and the prices obtained.
American cypress and whitewood, plain oak and quartered, have
found ready buyers at all prices.

At Liverpool, the demand for Canadian woods has improved
and a very fair amount of business is being d6ne. Line deals and
boards have been in good demand. Yellow pine deals are only in
moderate supply. Red pine deals and spruce deals also are in small
compass, and are firm in price. New Brunswick and Nova Scotia
spruce deals have sold more freely, Quebec spruce pine and waney
pine have been in more demand, and the stocks of these woods are
now moderate. Birch logs continue to sell readily. Llanks are in
good demand and prices have advanced. Canadian oak has sold more
freely and stocks are now light. At Manchester, the timber trade
is now brisk, thanks to the activity in the timber-using trades of the
district. Quebec board pine has sold freely but a fairly large stock
of this wood is now held. Spruce deals have been in good demand
and stocks are at present ample. Sawn pitch pine has sold well and
heavy planks have had a fairly good sale. Birch planks have been
in large demand and stocks are now small. Canadian and Ameri-
can oak has sold steadily, but stocks are fairly large.

At Hull, business in the timber trade is in a more satisfactory
state, the consumption of timber having increased. Line deals and
boards are passing more freely into use and pitch pine logs have
become scarce. The coal-getting industry is fully maintaining its

demand for its own special kinds of timber, and stocks of this tim-
ber are light.

On the Tyne, similarly, business in the timber trade has im-
proved. Deals are being taken freely for shipyard uses, and an in-

creased demand has come from the district, for soft-wood, for join-
ers' and case makers' work.

At Glasgow, the demand for softwood continues fairly active.
Line deals and sidings of first quality have been much called for
and are now scarce and slightly higher in price. Spruce has been
in moderate demand. American hardwood is selling readily. Ship-
builders are still taking wood freely, California redwood, Oregon
pine, waney pine, pitchpine, oak and teak, all being in fair consump-
tion in the shipyards.

The Timber Trade and the Insurance Bill

The Executive Committee of the Timber Trades Federation of
the United Kingdom have not wholly approved of the National In-
surance Bill which has just passed through the Commons' House of

the British Parliament. At a recent meeting of the committee at-

tention was drawn to the fact of the Government having introduced
an amendment in the schedule bearing directly on the timber trade.
When the bill was before the standing committee, saw-milling and

wood-working were added to the trades to which the provisions of
the bill will apply. A resolution was passed by the committee pro-
testing against the alteration which had been made in part 2, where-
by saw-mills had been scheduled in the list of trades, to which the
provision for unemployment insurance will apply and strongly sup-
porting an amendment which Mr. Ion Hamilton lienn, ML, had
placed on the notice paper of the House of Commons, with a view
to restoring the bill to its original form and urging upon the mem-
bers of the Federation the importance of requesting their local mem-
bers of Parliament to support the amendment.

Federation Members and Finances

At the meeting of the Executive Committee of the Timber
Trades Federation referred to above, the membership and the finances
of the Federation were reported upon. A membership of 476 as
compared with 420 at the beginning of the year was reported. With
regard to the finances, the income from all' sources during the Fed-
eration's year, 1911, was stated to have amounted to £1,000. The
estimated expenditure was £500, which left a balance to be carried
forward, of about £500. In the course of the year the committee
have had important questions affecting the trade before them; that
of the terms of credit which led to the reaffirmation of those terms,
in October, being perhaps the most important of all. Railway
charges and the increased charge made by the Lort of London
authority have also occupied much attention and have led to re-
presentations being made to the proper authorities, with a view to
obtaining concessions on the most favorable terms possible, for mem-
bers of the Timber Trades Federation.

The Late David Jardine
The gross value of the estate of the late David Jardine, timber

broker of Liverpool, has been returned at £824,949. Bequests to
the total amount of £12,000 are made under Mr. Jardine's will, to
eight public hospitals, infirmaries and orphanages, at Liverpool,
sums of £1,000, £1.500 or £2,000 being bequeathed to each of the
eight institutions.

Light Stocks of Southern Hardwoods
Shortage Reported of No. 1 and No. 2 Common Plain
Oak— Probability of Advancing Prices in Near Future

The record of wholesale prices of lumber, for the third quarter
of 1911, issued by the U. S. Forest Service, gives the following
summary of trade conditions

:

Comparing the prices of western softwoods for the third quar-
ter with the preceding quarter of 1911, there was a slight general
decline, though a few woods showed improvement. Douglas fir

was slightly lower. Flooring No. 2 flat, 1 in. x 4 in., decreased 80
cents in Oregon and $1.40 in Washington. There was a fall in

the prices of western red cedar, and also white fir, western hemlock,
larch, Sitka spruce, and western spruce as well. The better grades
of western yellow pine were slightly lower in Oregon, though in

'other States all grades generally improved. Sugar pine showed the
greatest increase of the western softwoods. Shop No. 2, 2-in. x 8-in.

and wider, brought $2.16 more, and firsts and seconds clear $5.60
more than in the second quarter. PYices of western white pine, in-

cluding Idaho white pine, were generally higher. In Idaho the
increase was from $1.50 to $3.25, according to the grade. Cali-
fornia redwood was the other western softwood to record a notable
increase. The advance of common boards No. 1 amounted to $3.16.

Of the eastern softwoods, hemlock in the Lake States and East-
ern States held substantially firm with the prices of the second
quarter. The greatest variation was in Michigan, where a fewr of
the upper grades showed a reduction of 60 cents. The prices of
spruce in New England fell, the decrease in Vermont and Maine
ranging for the lower grades from $1.33 to $1.50. The reverse was
the status in West Virginia. Here merchantable spruce boards 1 in.

x 12 in. 10 ft. to 20 ft. and box boards 1 in. x 4 in. x 12 ft. rose
in price. The latter increased 73 cents and the former $1.03. Lrices
for white pine were recorded from 12 States. For the mill-run
grade there was general uniformity with prices of the second quar-
ter except in Wisconsin and Minnesota, where the decrease ranged
from $1 to $1.50. In Tennessee this grade scored the only marked
improvement; the increase was $1.63. The upper grades of white
pine brought better prices, "selects" making an advance of from
$3.30 to $4 in Wisconsin and Michigan. No. 1 rose to $2.95 in

Michigan and Minnesota to $1.67. In Wisconsin, West Virginia,
and Tennessee this grade of white pine was staple. Lrices of yel-

low pine, the most abundant of the eastern softwoods, showed slight

general improvement in all grades, especially throughout the Mis-
sissippi Valley States. The most notable increase was in Alabama,
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where common hoard No. 1. S2S 1 in. x 10 in., and No. 2, S2S
1 in. x 8 in. amounted to, respectively $1.07 and 74 cents. The
most marked decrease was in Georgia and Elorid'a, where the three

grades of P> and better flooring showed a decline ot from $1.75 to

$1. Generally there were indications of slight improvement in South
Carolina, but in North Carolina there was no appreciable change.

Compared with the second quarter, hardwood prices varied con-

siderably, according to species and locality. Ash showed improve-
ment in Ohio, Tennessee, and Kentucky, but in Virginia and West
Virginia experienced a decline. P.asswood increased in the Southern
States, but in the Lake States the prices were slightly depressed.

Birch, firsts and seconds, scored an advance of over $2 in West
Virginia, and in Michigan $1.15, but in New York and Vermont
prices were lower. No decreases were noted in any Slates in the

prices of chestnut ; the largest increase was in Tennessee and West
Virginia, where firsts and seconds rose as much as $2 per M. Cypress
prices improved in all States, while gum remained generally staple

except in Mississippi, where firsts and seconds advanced $1.75.

Hickory prices were higher in W isconsin and West Virginia, remain-

ing generally firm in the Southern States, and showed depressions in

( )iiio and Indiana. The prices for both plain and quartered oak

were characterized by decided gains. The average increase of all

the grades probably amounted to over $1.50. Poplar prices were ex-

ceptionally staple. In Louisiana tupelo made an advance in all

grades, while hard maple generally, except in Pennsylvania, showed
uniformly slight improvement.

A comparison of prices for the third quarter of 1911 with the

corresponding quarter of 1910 shows western softwoods generally

lower except western hemlock and western pine; in these there

are slight indications of improvement. Eastern softwoods as a whole

showed a fairly uniform increase. Nearly all grades of yellow pine,

particularly in the Mississippi Valley, made advances. In Georgia,

Florida, and South Carolina the conditions only slightly improved,

while in North Carolina prices remained uniformly staple. Hem-
lock in the Lake States changed for the better, but held constant in

West Virginia and Pennsylvania. White pine, eastern spruce, and

West Virginia spruce showed improvement.
Hardwoods, more than either the western softwoods or the east-

ern softwoods, showed generally larger and more decided gains over

the same period in 1910. The most notable improvements were in

the general prices of oak, ash, and chestnut.

Forestry Convention Arrangements

Arrangements arc rapidly approaching completion for the An-

nual Convention of the Canadian Forestry Association which will

be held in the Railway Committee Room, Parliament Buildings,

Ottawa, on February 7th and 8th, 1912. The gathering is under the

patronage of His Royal Highness, the Governor General, and a num-

ber of distinguished men both from Canada and the United States

have promised to attend and take part.

The Canadian Lumbermen's Association holds its Annual Meet-

ing on February 6th. Special rates have been granted by the rail-

ways and as the subjects to be discussed are of the most practical

and pressing character, it is expected that there will be a very large

attendance of all persons interested in our forest resources.

The office of the Secretary of the Canadian Forestry Associa-

tion is in the Canadian Building, Ottawa, and from him further in-

formation may be obtained.

Hardwood Markets Need Close Study

In a report upon the hardwood market conditions in the United

States, Mr. Lewis Doster, Secretary of the Hardwood Manufac-

turers' Association, sounds a note of warning about the probability

of a shortage of stocks in the near future.

The conditions of the market from the hardwood productive

standpoint, he says, should be considered with more study than

the average man interested in the industry has done. There has

been more misleading conditions existing this year than ever known
of. For an instance: A certain class of lumbermen who handle

Southern hardwood products, in a great many instances when ap-

proached, have been exceedingly open as to expressing their idea

how poor business was, and by stating often that there was nothing-

moving and also expressing themselves that stocks are so far beyond

the normal condition as to size that they are afraid to go in. These

have been the misleading statements.

Take the class of trade who represent the manufacturing inter-

ests or who have large wholesale yards, and control large blocks

of stock, when these men are approached, they have very little to

complain about the present business condition.

Nearly every one has had the pleasure of doing more business

than the corresponding month of the previous year. Their prices

on certain items have been satisfactory, and some grades not so;

but on the whole, with the country in the sate of "political adversity,"

"trust busting" and "muckraking," every one is doing fairly well.

Buyers of lumber should know of the small average amount
of stocks carried on sticks by the Southern manufacturers. There is

certainly no accumulation of any that will cause the holder to worry
or force any sale thereof. Not that there is going to be any short-

age of stock for any one, but that there is none too much, and when
the time is delayed in buying, a right smart tendency of stronger

prices will greet the late comer into the channel filling his part empty
yards and spaces at the factories. For instance : One trip that I

made to a large concern exposes the conditions of a shortage of

12,000,000 feet as compared with their stock one year ago of 25,-

000,000 feet short of their stock two years ago. These figures were
obtained direct from the stock books, and the most amazed person
was myself when I discovered from purchases that there was no plain

oak No. 1 or No. 2 Common for sale from this vast amount of hard-

woods, which represents one of the largest stocks held in block of

Southern hardwoods.
Buyers should take warning and realize the conditions which

confront them, for the time is coming when the season for bad
weather is on, and car shortages are inevitable.

Prevention of Sap Stain in Lumber
Results of Test Show that the Best Treatment is in

a 5 to 10 Per Cent. Solution of Sodium Bicarbonate

An exhaustive series of tests upon various methods for the
prevention of sap stain in lumber were recently made by the U.
S. Forest Service, the results of which have been published in a
circular. The tests were made with southern yellow pine (longleaf),

but the conclusions reached are of a general nature and will be of

much value to the industry. After detailing the tests and the re-

sults secured the circular says in conclusion :

1. Freshly cut sap lumber when stacked in the yard to dry
should be stacked in open piles to permit the free circulation of

air. Boards so piled season in about half the time required for those
piled in close piles. Open piles, moreover, are not so severely
attacked by insects and are more effectively protected against sap
stain.

2. In commercial work, sap stain can be most effectively pre-
vented by dipping boards in solutions of sodium bicarbonate. Such
solutions, though they give fairly good results, leave much to be
desired. The strength of the solution should be determined by the
severity of the conditions under which the boards are to season,
but in general it will require from 5 to 10 per cent. Care should
be taken that the chemical used is not mixed with adulterants.

3. The best results in preventing sap stain were secured with
mercuric chloride solutions, but on account of their poisonous na-
ture they are not recommended for general use.

4. The solution made by mixing sodium carbonate and lime
was not as effective as one of sodium bicarbonate alone. Moreover,
it had a greater tendency to streak the surface of the boards with a
white precipitate.

5. Solutions of magnesium chloride, calcium chloride, sodium
hydroxide, phenol, copper sulphate, and zinc chloride did not pre-
vent sap stain ; nor did sprinkling the boards with naphthalene flakes
give satisfactory results.

6. On account of cheapness and facility in operation, it is re-

commended that sap-stain solutions be applied to the boards by
machinery. If this is done, the cost of treating lumber with solu-
tions of sodium bicarbonate will amount to from 7 to 10 cents per
1,000 board feet.

7. The indications are that shavings planed from soda-dipped
boards do not burn as readily as those from untreated boards, but
the difference in inflammability is so slight that for commercial
purposes it may be neglected.

8. At the same moisture content sap-stained boards are
slightly weaker than those free from stain, but the difference is so
small as to be of no practical importance.

9. Soda-dipped lumber is a little stronger, stiffer, tougher, and
has a greater surface hardness than natural lumber, but these dif-

ferences are exceedingly small and for practical purposes may be
neglected.

One of the tasks undertaken by the National Lumber Manufac-
turers' Association is the attempt to standardize the manufacture
of lumber as to lengths, widths and thicknesses, and as to patterns
for worked stock. The association has appointed a committee to
work out details. The purpose is to have each of the associations
affiliated with the national organization represented on this com-
mittee. Not all of these constituent associations have yet made their
selections, but the following men have been appointed:



The Retail Dealer and His Problems
The Mill Work "Code of Ethics"

The so-called Code of Ethics referred to in the following ar-
ticle was recently circulated among the trade. Efforts to trace it

to its origin showed that it is in no way authoritative, and that it

does not express the sentiments of any considerable number of sash
and door manufacturers:

Recently I received a circular with the heading "A Code of
Trade Ethics" and immediately following: "A statement of trade
relations between the wholesale manufacturers and jobbers, mak-
ing and handling doors, sash, mouldings and general mill work and
the retail dealers handling lumber and other building material."—
Then it goes on to repeat the correct business policy which has
for many years been acknowledged and accepted by both branches
of the trade, namely, in brief, that wholesalers should market their
products through regular channels only, and the retailers should
buy only of those wholesalers practicing this policy.

_
Then follows, the reasons why the wholesalers may without

prejudice use their own judgment in abrogating their obligations to
the regular dealers, and solicit and sell to others that are named
in ten specifications. I will not quote these in full but will put
them in a shorter form, so you may get hold of their import more
easily. The "others" are in the following:

Those who live where there are local factories and in the im-
mediate territory owned by such factories.

Purchasing departments of railroads and large industrial whole-
sale manufacturing corporations.

Municipalities, school boards and other public corporations.
General contractors handling large operations.

Purchasers of mill work amounting to not less than $750, on
which bids are sought regardless of the local dealers.

Hardware dealers, and general merchants, in places where there
are no lumber yards.

Consumers that want special sizes of goods not kept, or only in
small assortment by the local dealers.

Co-operative lumber yards.
Consumers wanting such things as plate glass, leaded glass,

church windows, furniture, office, store and bank fixtures, rolling
partitions, cabinets, mantles, grilles, wood carpet and other similar
lines.

Those living in another community may have goods shipped
to them on order from any dealer in mill goods living in another
town.

In addition to all this it is held to be proper by this code-mak-
ing coterie that

:

"As a general rule any firm commonly purchasing mill goods
for sale to others should be considered as a retailer in that line, even
though a limited stock is carried."

What Is Left the Retailer?

Now, my friends, after you have read this and taken time to
think over and analyze it, you will naturally ask, "What is left
for the exclusive sale by the regular retail dealer?" I declare it

puzzles me to see where he comes in at all in this respect, for,
according to the last provision quoted, any hardware dealer buying
screen doors from these code-makers may put in a bid for the mill
work on a dwelling house he is furnishing the hardware for.

They specify contractors handling large operations. Any con-
tractor who may have contracts for two or three houses to build
might think he would come in under that head, and I've not a par-
ticle of doubt but that it would be so constituted by some travel-
ing sales agent of one of these concerns.

An old Arab proverb says, "When once the camel gets his head
in the tent his whole body is sure to follow," and it will be so
with the manufacturers and wholesalers of mill work if this so-
called "Code of Ethics" of their making becomes their policy in
marketing their goods. For once this is adopted it won't be long
before the regular retailer will be only one of their lines of cus-
tomers.

It is a pretty shrewd move on their part, but whether they make
it win remains to be seen. I should think more of it if the circular
had been signed by those who got it up, and the fact that it was
not leads me to believe that it was put out among the regular deal-
ers as a feeder to ascertain how it would be accepted by them. I

don't for an instant think that all the manufacturers of mill work
are parties in the scheme. I know some of them too well to believe
they would mix up in a deal of this kind. They are too honorable
and high class men to send out a communication like this, without

signing their names to it, and the sooner they come out and discover
their connection with this assumed authority the better for all con-
cerned.

I am simply expressing my own opinion in the matter and as
it looks from my point of view. It is furthermore my opinion that
this circular is an expression of the line of policy which those who
got it up want and would like to pursue, and undoubtedly they will
attempt to carry it out on the lines indicated therein. If they suc-
ceed m doing this it will have a tendency to force all others into
the same course of policy.

Conditions in the Mill Work Trade
In justice to this manufacturing branch of the lumber indus-

try
1 would say that the conditions prevailing in the sash and door

trade are but little known among the retailers. They have prac-
tically no idea of how demoralizing they are and have been for
a long while, and knowing what I know of these conditions I can
but feel that it would have been the wisest course for the mill work
people to have come out with a plain statement of those conditions
to the retailers, letting them know just what they were( instead of
having an unsigned document as this "Code of Ethics" go 011/
and meet with the condemning criticism that it has.

Every line of business has its own peculiar troubles to con-
tend with, liul I doubt whether any one business has so many and
so varied a lot of difficulties to cope with as the sash and door
manufacturers, wholesalers and jobbers, and there are so many di-
verse interests among them that it seems impossible to get them
to work together on any well defined and uniform policy Several
attempts have been made to achieve this end, but there was not
cohesion enough to insure a working union among them As one
of them said to me last winter, "We are demoralized almost beyond
the hope of recovery." I am satisfied that a great majority of the
larger concerns are loyal to the interests of the regular retailers and
do not knowingly sell through irregular channels. But, when it is
considered that seventy per cent, of the stock mill work that is
manufactured is sold to the jobbers, it is manifestly plain that the
manufacturers have no further control over its disposal after it
passes from their hands. The jobbers sell to whomsoever they
please, and as the mail order concerns handle a large amount of
this class of goods they are among the strongest bidders in the
market for it. There are many times when the business is suffering
from over production as the lumber business is, and large quantities
of stock may be bought at very low prices. Trade is dull with the
retailers and the demand is slow from them. Consequently the op-
portunity is offered to those who have the cash to buy them up
and speculate on them and sell at an advance to whoever wants
them, whether it be a dealer or a consumer. And the fact is there
are a good many retailers who will shut their eyes as to where
they come from as long as they are getting a good bargain in buy-
ing lower than the regular prices quoted them by their friends among
the manufacturers, ft is natural for the latter to expect reciprocity
from the dealers, but in a good many cases they don't get it, and
therefore, under the circumstances, I have wondered that 'these
manufacturers continue to be so loyal as they are. There is a cer-
tain class of business men who have adopted a well defined principle
in the government of their business. They conscientiously adhere
to it in spite of any inducements offered them to the contrary, and
I believe we have as many of this class of men in the lumber in-
dustry as are to be found in any other business on earth. The
proof of it is the continuance of so many of the old-timers in the
trade The lease of life is short to any business man who would
do otherwise than the "square deal" in his trade relations.

Has Been Slipping Away
The millwork trade has been gradually slipping away from the

retail lumberman until he has but a comparatively small propor-
tion of it to what lie used to have. I remember the time when I
could figure on and sell any bill of such goods as were in common
use at that time. What extras were named in the bill usually were
listed in the sash, door and molding books of the period. Once in a
while we would get a bill of mill work to figure on for a large pub-
lic budding, such as a court house or a school building, the plans
of which had been drawn by a professional architect and, of course
there were a number of items in it that had to be specially made. In
such a case we would send them in to get figures on from the con-
cern with whom we traded, or some traveling salesman would <nve
us the assistance required. Rut as a general thing the class of
school buildings and churches built in those times didn't call for
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anything in mill work but what we could readily figure on and
furnish ourselves.

Nowadays, however, the more pretentious class of buildings are
built from architect's plans and specifications, and therefore there
is a good deal of divergence in the character of the mill work, re-
quiring an expert to correctly figure out the cost. Such jobs are
let out to a contractor who is competent to do them, but in get-
ting his estimate from the local dealer he is informed that the
total figures cannot be given until it has been ascertained how much
some items in the mill work will cost. It takes more or less time
to get this information, as we all know, and local contractors us-
ually expect the dealers to give it in shorter time than is possible.
As a consequence of all this contractors have come to think that
they can just as well send away and get an estimate on this spec-
ialized work as the dealers can, and thus save the dealer's profit for
themselves. This habit, once formed by a contractor, gives him
a feeling of independence of the dealer, and being posted as to the
cost of the more staple ela>s of mill work he requires that the
dealer should sell him this on a low margin of profit to keep him
from shipping it in himself.

Special Work Is Increasing

In the larger towns the proportion of special work is constantly
increasing, and, as a matter of fact, it is too much for the average
dealer to handle. As long as he could figure of the cost of the
>ash, doors and moldings for a house in the space of an hour or two,
he was master of his business in this particular. But the know-
ledge that is required nowadays for this line of estimating is be-
yond his ability, and therefore is one of the principal reasons why
a good share of this trade is passing from him. It would be diffi-

cult to tell how great the percentage is of this special work that is

called for in dwelling house construction. I would give a guess
that it is fully one-fourth of the millwork trade. Now add this

to what is shipped by the mail order houses and the amount would
be found to be considerable that has been lost to the business of
the regular dealer. Theoretically, he is entitled to all the mill work
trade originating in his territory, where there are no local factor-
ies to compete for a share of it.

I have never harmonized with the agreement allowing whole-
salers to sell jobs to a certain limit, for the supposed reason that
the local dealer was unable to handle it. There is no radical differ-

ence between a dealer selling one or two thousand dollars' worth of
mill work that he don't keep in stock, and the same amount in value of
odd sizes and lengths of timber and other dimension stuff and spe-
cial items of other lumber that he don't keep in stock. He generally
gets figures on those and he can do it also on the mill work.

I am speaking of what he can do if he knows his business as
he should know it to meet any competition. But he can't do it by
remaining as he was twenty years ago, for things in general with
the business have materially changed since then.

If a dealer is located in a town where there is a local factory
making general mill work he lias a hard proposition to contend
against. The factory people claim they shall have all this class

of trade because they are a home institution, and the retailer thinks
he would be doing more than his share to support it if he were
to wholly relinquish this portion of his trade to them. So he con-
tinues to keep a stock of this class of material and do the best he
can in the competition. The average small factory cannot compete
with him in the selling of stock sizes of sash and doors, but they
can worry him in the making of moldings, frames, and general odd
work that he would otherwise sell if they were not there. These
small town factories are rarely paying institutions. They have gen-
erally a low rating with the credit agencies. If a dealer sells any
stock to them he is expected to take most of it out in trade, for he
gets little cash, and they are hardly ever clear on his books. If

he ties up with them in a trade agreement he is pretty liable to get
the worst end of the bargain. Of course, they seek work and trade
from the surrounding towns, which means more or less of close

competition with the dealers in those towns, and not being inter-

ested in the "home institution" proposition they are apt to resent

the intrusion into their trade.

Each Situation Presents a Different Problem

It would hardly become me to offer any advice in a matter of

this kind, for the difference in conditions and circumstances is so

varied that every one so circumstanced must work out his own
problem in dealing with them. I don't think I should tie up with
any factory, with the knowledge I now have of them. I think I

should go on and compete with them for the trade, just as I would
with any other concern that was in the field for a share of the busi-

ness I was in. There was a time when I might have felt more fav-

orable to a home factory, but now with the mail order house and
other outside competition to contend with I would consider that

under the circumstances my first thought should be for the inter-

ests of my own yard.

A local factory cannot afford to purchase their stock lumber

from the local lumber yard and what they do buy is a "forced put"
with them. Purchasing at wholesale, as they do, they naturally

object to paying him his regular prices. As with the retailer they
go into the market to buy and sell again, and therefore I don't see
as the dealer is under any more obligation to patronize the local

factory people than they are him. Both are under the necessity
of buying their stock at wholesale and selling it at a profit.

In some respects a local planing mill and factory is an advan-
tage to a dealer, but on the whole it is a serious competitor as long
as its capital and credit lasts, for it not only competes with him
in the sale of sash, doors and moldings, but it goes into the making
of cornice, porch and other outside finish, and all the inside finish

in the average building they can furnish also. So that if he sur-

renders the furnishing of these things to the local concern on the
sentimental grounds of its being a "home institution" there is noth-
ing else left him but the sale of material for the bare superstructure
of the building, and the profits on this won't put much meat in his

frying pan. In some instances a concern of this kind has an imi-

tation lumber yard in connection with it, something after the order
of those to be seen connected with a grain elevator, and while they
don't sell a great deal they are demoralizers of prices.

I cannot help but believe that a good lumber yard, carrying
at all times a varied and ample supply of stock sufficient for the
needs of the public, has the first call on the obligations of the com-
munity to patronize it. Of course, this carries with it also the ob-
ligation of that yard to deal justly and fairly with all and not at-

tempt to get other than a decent return for the investment and
labor.

C. H. KETRIDGE, in the Mississippi Valley Lumberman.

Skinning1 the Customer—Ways and Means, and Results

"Skinning the Customer. Does it Pay!" This was the frank
and practical title of a paper by Mr. W. C. Hartman, read before
the recent semi-annual meeting of the National Slack Cooperage
Manufacturers' Association. Needless to say, the writer's view
was that it does not pay, but his arguments were so good that they
place the matter in an unusually strong light. The arguments,
moreover, can be applied to other branches of the lumber trade.

They afford a particularly striking analogy between the cooperage
trade and the trade between the retail lumberman and the whole-
saler. The principles governing the relations between the cooper-
age manufacturer and the jobber or consumer, as explained by Mr.
Hartman, can be applied to the trade between the wholesaler and
the retailer and will be found to fit the case very nicely.

After a few introductory remarks Mr. Hartman's paper con-
tinued as follows::

—"The subject confines one to the ways and
means by which the consumer is "skinned," although I have no
doubt that the originator of this title knows that something could
also be said about the manufacturer being "skinned." The coop-
erage business is no different from any other in that it is made
up of different classes of people with varied ideas of business mor-
als, rigid or elastic consciences and individual ideas regarding what
is fair and square in business.

Who gets "skinned" the most is a question. I could give you
many instances where undoubtedly the manufacturer has been badly
and unjustly burned by the purchaser of stock, in some instances
the jobber and in others the consumer. I have seen cars of stock
in warehouses and at cooper shops on which the consumer was de-
manding a discount and getting it freely from the manufacturer
located at a distant point who figured it was cheaper to be held up
than to go to the expense of investigating and perhaps follow up
the matter with a lawsuit. Such a course as this encourages unfair
and dishonest dealing on the part of the consumers and the jobbers
of stock.

Purchaser in Wrong
Endeavoring to confine oneself to this particular subject, it is

not difficult for anyone with very much experience to recall many
instances where to his knowledge the purchaser of stock has been
unmercifully "skinned." I take it that reference can be properly
made to the purchaser, meaning either the jobber or consumer.
There are many ways, direct and indirect, by which the buyer of
stock can be cheated and made to lose money at the shipper's ad-
vantage. One of the best established and popular methods is that
of laying down on contracts, and there are several ways to do this,
although the results are generally the same. On advancing mar-
kets when the manufacturer has sold to either a dealer or cor>~
at a comparatively low price he is necessarily subjected *

temptation to "skin" the grade and in that way "skin" the
Carrying out a cooperage contract is not always acr
making up stock of whatever grade and quality h?
through the plant and loading it in a car for t'

but the exact quality and grade of material solr
5

a feature of the deal as the time of delivery,
the seller are definitely outlined both in la
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ness generally. His duty on the face of the deal is simple enough,
Whether the prices are high or low at the time of shipment, whether
the stock has been bought at a close figure or a good margin of
profit makes absolutely no difference, ile is hound to deliver to
the purchaser at the time of shipment specified the quality of slock
bought. Many times a purchaser has to receive inferior quality
or none. Depending upon who the seller is, he determines whether
or not this is essential in order to get the stock at all. If he objects
to the grade the other fellow in some instances says that is the
quality he is making, it is passing inspection with others and the
purchaser must take it if any. Thus the contract is filled but most
unsatisfactorily because the consumer takes stock of a lower grade
or perhaps at different times than agreed upon, at a loss to himself
and knowing that if he did not do this his damage in buying at a

higher price and in the quality originally purchased from "the other
fellow would be very much greater.

There are instances where no effort is made to get out timber
and fill contracts, because the markets have gone the other way
and the deal is unfavorable to the shipper. Floods do extraordin-
ary damage, the weather prohibits getting out timber and unex-
pected things occur at the mill that absolutely prohibit the fellow
from filling his contract and compel the purchaser to buy on the
market as best he can. We have known cases where the consumer
was put to a large loss in not receiving the quality of stock pur-
chased and the manufacturer was sore and became a "knocker" of
the buyer immediately, when as a matter of fact he should have
apologized for being unable to carry out his contract and paid
the other fellow the loss sustained. It is most extraordinary how
some people will insist upon looking at a deal from their own pre-
judiced standpoint.

Gradual Elimination

As to the remedy—there is none. In the cooperage line just as
in all other branches of industry there are and always will be people
who cannot be depended uport to make or furnish a good quality
of stock or to carry out any contract where the prices go against
them. Some people do not do this because they think they cannot
afford it financially, although they would like to' be honest." Others
who can afford to suffer a loss refuse to do so in order to make
additional profit. A friend of mine recently referred to the in-
creased traffic and large number of automobiles on our city streets
and said that most of those who had not been educated had been
eliminated. Just so with some manufacturers who have refused
to be educated in making good stock or dealing fairly. They ar'e

gradually eliminated from consideration by the people who want
to do real business on a business basis.

In support of this theory I remember hearing one large pur-
chaser of stock say that he did not open mail from a certain con-
cern but put all of their letters, sealed, into the wastebasket when-
ever received, and another very large purchaser who voluntarily
remarked that he went even further and his office boy was instruct-
ed to throw away, without opening, all letters from cooperage peo-
ple postmarked a certain town, because, as he explained, he did not
know any reliable concerns located there and did not have time
to separate or become acquainted with them. These instances only
go to show how instead of tolerating poor stock and continual
wrangling the consumer prefers to drop those with whom he does
not find dealings satisfactory and patronize the better class.

After a buyer, whether he be a dealer or a consumer, has a
certain amount of experience in the cooperage business he soon
learns who make good stock and who can be depended upon to carry
out their contracts. Such people are the majority in the cooperage
trade, I am glad to say. The other class give little trouble to the
discriminating buyers of stock. For this reason the subject cannot
be taken as seriously as the title would indicate. There is, in
fact, no reason, except in extreme and exceptional cases, for the
consumer or buyer of stock to be "skinned" at all. He will find
the great bulk of manufacturers and sellers of cooperage material
are men of integrity and reliability and if he deals in the right place
his troubles will be limited.

The Cost of Collections and Deductions
By I. It. Lesueur

The subject Cost of Collecting and Deductions is so very
closely allied with that of credits I can hardly treat of one without
referring to the other. In the days of yore the question of a man's
-redit standing was of indifferent consideration; if he saw fit to

• credit it was presumed that he was entitled to it. In Eng-
ially there was a place prepared for those who betrayed
'•nee. I low often have all of us wished for that old

On the other hand, I take it for granted that if the
effect in this country, we would all be here to-day

we allow our confidence to be shared by anyone
•• of lumi )er on credit, Bradstreet, Dun or some

other commercial agency must first advise us as to just what risk

we take in doing so. Even then, though there is presumed to be
practically no credit risk, the question of unfair claims for deduc-
tions is still with us. It is not my intention to attempt to suggest
a remed\' for this evil which is costing us considerable yearly, but
some of the commercial agencies are now not only issuing publi-
cations showing a merchant's financial standing and promptness in

paying his obligations, but also report the number of eases called
to their attention where the merchant has made deductions con-
sidered to be unfair. These agencies should certainly have our sup-
port, |,ut before we condemn the merchant a careful investigation
should be made, for many times it will be found that the fault is

really that of the shipper. The grade mixer who is called upon
to stand heavy deductions only receives just what he deserves and
the report of a shipper of an unfair deduction being made should
not be given serious consideration until the shipper's reputation has
been investigated.

I he closer we scrutinize our credits and the better we know
our customer the smaller is going to he the cost of collecting and
less chance of an unfair deduction being made. It is absolutely an
impossibility to arrive at any fixed cost of collecting and deductions
as applied to the lumber industry—it depends so largely upon our
credits, and our inspectors. If we select our customers carefully,

load stock strictly to order, there is practically no cost of collecting
other than the 2 per cent, allowed for cash in ten days. There is

not a merchant to-day who can afford not to discount his bills.
" Two per cent, in ten days for cash" are practically universal

terms, and hardly a one of our customers who can hope to realize

a larger profit in the regular course of his business than the rate of

interest he receives on his money is not taking advantage of these
terms. If his banker, to whom he is certainly no stranger, does not
consider the merchant worthy of such financial support as will en-
able him to discount his obligations I ask you do you consider the
merchant, who in most cases is a stranger to you, quite justified in

asking you to accept his paper? The successful merchant of to-

day and the successful merchant of to-morrow are they who dis-

count their bills.

1 believe that all of you will agree with me when I say that our
customers who discount their bills are in the majority and the 2
per cent, deducted by them of course is one of the costs of collect-
ing. Two per cent, will also more than cover the costs of collect-

ing from these merchants to whom we sell who do not take advan-
tage of the cash discount, and taking into consideration the deduc-
tions made which are really unfair ones, I believe that the actual
cost of collecting and deductions will just about amount to 3 per
cent, on a year's business. I also consider that this 2 per cent, will

cover the cost of our subscriptions to the commercial agencies and
the amount paid to them for special reports as well as postage,
stationery and the time used by our office forces in making collec-

tions, with a safe margin to cover the cost of any reinspections we
are compelled to have made before collections can be effected.

In conclusion I will again state that the cost of collections and
deductions depends very largely upon the care with which we select

our customers and the class of stock we ship him. If the customer
is A No. 1 and we ship him stock strictly to order, the cost of col-

lection and deduction will not and can not be over 2 per cent.

Production of Wood Shingles
The production of shingles increases steadily in Canada. Com-

pared with the Canadian lumber cut, the entire shingle industry
amounted to less than the value of each of the most important spe-
cies, spruce, white pine, Douglas fir, hemlock and cedar during 1910.
Considered separately, the shingle production assumes considerable
importance esptcially in British Columbia. This province is far in
advance of the eastern provinces as a shingle producer and made
up approximately half of the Canadian 1910 production of nearly
two billion shingles, .worth over trhee and a half million dollars
Over one-quarter of the shingles were manufactured in Quebec,
where the five hundred and thirty-nine million pieces reported were
an increase of sixty per cent, over the 1909 amount. Ontario and
New Brunswick produced nearly equal amounts in 1910, one-tenth
of the Canadian production being from each of these provinces.
Ninety-eight per cent, of the total production was in the above
four provinces, although shingles are made in every province in
the Dominion. Nova Scotia, Saskatchewan, Prince Edward Island.
Alberta and Manitoba together produced two per cent, of the total.
The average price of shingles in 1910 was $1.80 per thousand, the
values ranging from $1.51 for shingles in Nova Scotia to $2.27 in
Saskatchewan.

The 10th annual meeting of the Hardwood Manufacturers' As-
sociation of the United States, will be held at the Sinton Hotel,
Cincinnati, Ohio, on January 30 and 31.
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Cost of Retail Lumbermen's Sheds

The question of the cost of a particular type and size of shed
is often raised, hut rarely can it he answered satisfactorily. The
building of a shed is surrounded by so many conditions that prob-

ably they never all exist alike in any two instances. In two sheds

built from the same plans, for example, the items of cost of one
showed $520 in excess of those of the other. The grading for one

Cost more than $300, while the ground on which the other was lo-

cated was so high that no filling was required. In the first, the

foundation walls were set two feet deeper than were those for the

Shed that was on high ground, which of course added materially

to the expense.

The framing of a shed is a matter with which ordinarily a car-

penter deals, and the ideas of no two are alike. One, not under-
standing the art of construction, may use more material than an-

other, and this adds to the expense. The builders may differ in

their opinions as to the kinds of wood for the frame. A shed that

had an excellent foundation was framed with hemlock, which an-

swered every purpose, another with yellow pine, which answered
equally as well, while the builder of the third would have nothing

in the frame but white pine, seeing to it that it contained no norway,
and this increased the cost of the building. A shed in a certain town,
that cost $2,800, appealed to the taste of a dealer in a town twenty
miles distant, who was told by a contractor that he would duplicate

it for $2,-100, guaranteeing it in every particular so far as the strength

of frame was concerned. Two lumbermen built sheds from the same
plans and specifications, but as one had a 10-cent rate and the other

a 26-cent rate, naturally the cost of the two structures varied.

( oftentimes the labor bill is a matter of difference. When there

is a union scale all carpenters arc paid the same per day, notwith-

standing some of them may be good workmen and others poor.

If a man is no better versed in carpentry than to be able to drive

a nail straight the wage scale applies to him the same as it would
were he thoroughly competent. In towns in which there is no
union, men are employed who, in the strict sense of the term, are

not carpenters, and who do not expect to receive carpenters' wages.

Many sheds are built very cheaply, the builders not counting

the labor of their own men. which practically costs them nothing,

as their salaries would go on just the same no matter at wdiat work
they might be engaged. In an agricultural district a shed was built,

during a dull period of trade when the farmers were busy in the

corn fields, that looked to cost $500 more than it did. The dealer

had read how a foundation should be put in, how cement should

be mixed, and the piers were placed without assistance. In the

erection of the building a carpenter was employed who was assisted

by two men from the yard. As the frame was made of light ma-

terial, the posts built up 2 x 6, the yard men had little to do be-

sides lumber lifting, the carpenter planning the frame and nailing

the pieces in place." It was a rush job, but there was plenty of time

and the shed was completed by the time the farmers had laid by

their corn. This shed is 56 x 80 feet, and the actual cost to the

owner is a matter over which he feels elated.

When pole sheds are built the setting of the poles is work that

can be done by common labor, which means by men from a yard

force, with some one in charge who can line up the poles in proper

shape. The holes can be dug by anyone, and if set in cement the

cement and sand can be mixed and dumped in by inexperienced

hands. In fact, since the advent of cement for shed foundations

the services of a mason, which generally must be roundly paid for,

may in most cases be dispensed with.

It will be seen from the above that the cost of a shed is not

a fixed quantity. A large number of retail lumbermen are more

or less versed 'in building, and with the assistance of this know-

ledge, and the labor that" at dull seasons is at their command, the

cost of a shed may be made materially smaller than otherwise it

could be.—American Lumberman.

Timber Scarce on Hudson Bay Route

The forestry branch of the Department of the Interior calls

attention to the" misapprehension existing in regard to the timber

resources on the line of the projected Hudson Bay railway, which

have been described as abundant. Careful inspection of the timber

along the route made in 1910 and 1911 by the forestry branch shows

that there is not enough mature timber there to build the road.

While there are trees everywhere, the forest growth, except on a

mere fraction of the area, is too small for commercial purposes, and

unless it can be protected from fire until it attains maturity it will

never be of any use to the country. Explorations in other parts of

the northern forest districts show that everywhere fire has worked

havoc and that unless adequate measures are taken to protect the

young forests that form the greater part of the stand the outlook

for the future is none too good.

Personal News of Interest to Lumbermen

Mr, C. A. Lyford, of Lyford Clark & Lyford, Montreal, has been

on a business trip to New York and Philadelphia.

Mr. William Rutherford, of William Rutherford & Sons Com-
pany, Limited, Montreal, has been nominated as representative of

the lumber and mill work section of the Builders' Exchange, Mon-
treal.

Mr. Hugh A. Rose, Toronto, eastern representative of the Cana-

dian Western Lumber Company, Eraser Mills, B.C., spent the week
before Christmas in Montreal, where he succeeded in booking or-

ders for 827,000 feet.

George D. Jackson, lumber commission dealer and manufac-

turer, who maintains the only commission dealer's office on Sagi-

naw river, returned to his home recently from Georgian bay, where
he was located the greater part of the season handling lumber.

He shipped from that district 102,000,000 ft. during the season just

closed. The Little Current mill manufactured 22,000,000 feet. He
estimates the log output in that district at 30 to 35 per cent, less

than the quantity handled last year. The concerns operating are

cutting and skidding logs, but hauling will not begin until early

in January. There is about a foot of snow in the woods. He says

the amount of unsold lumber being carried over on the mill docks

is comparatively small.

Mr, Arthur Rushforth, of 62 Dale street, Montreal, has been

appointed British representative of the Dominion Mahogany and
Veneer Company, Limited, which has just let a contract for build-

ing a factory at Montreal. The company is composed of Montreal
capitalists, with Mr. N. Curry, of the Canadian Car & Foundry
Company, as president and Mr. Butler as vice-president. The capi-

tal is $500,000. The company has contracted for the necessary ma-
chinery, and will put up a well equipped building. It is proposed

to make and keep in stock all kinds of tropical hardwoods for floors,

interior trim, furniture and piano manufacturers. In addition to

wood veneers, the company will manufacture rotary cut stock from
Canadian hardwoods. By importing direct, it is hoped to make
considerable economies and divert business which now goes to the

United States. An expert manager, who has had a long experience

in all branches of the hardwood trade, has been appointed.

Fire Ranging- Urgently Needed

The Department of Forestry has issued a warning relative to

the need for an extended fire ranging system in the Hudson Bay
district. There are no prairie districts of any extent in this sec-

tion ; there are trees everywhere, but owing to repeated fires the

forest is a mere wreck of what it might have been had adequate
measures been taken to protect it. If the northern forests are to

be a permanent source of wealth to the country, it is absolutely

essential that the protective system should be extended and that the

public should be more carefully educated on the great importance
of this question. In Sweden, which has a large extent of northern
forests similar to those in northern Canada, the fire danger has been
practically eliminated by protective measures and by educating the

people.

At a recent meeting of the Home Market Club at Boston, Mass.,

a unanimous resolution was adopted protesting against the free im-
portation from Canada of wood pulp and print paper. Congress will

be petitioned to repeal the legislation on the ground that it is un-
just to American paper manufacturers. After the resolution had
been adopted, the Secretary, Mr. Marvin, pointed out that in 1906
and 1907 the paper producing countries of Europe, held by Norway,
Germany, the Netherlands, Austria and Great Britain, had a sur-

plus for export amounting to $337,127,000, or nearly twice as large
as the entire paper and wood pulp production of the United States.

According to recent press despatches Germany has made it

known to the United States Government in unmistakable language
that it considers the continued refusal to allow free entry of paper
and pulp from that country as a direct violation of the favored-na-
tion treaty and a breach of faith. The "minimum for minimum"
clause as provided by the agreement must be granted, according to
the German viewpoint, or the United States is not standing by its

bargain. The fact that Canada is granted free entry of paper and
pulp from untaxed timber makes it clear, according to the German
Foreign Office, that the United States is not giving Germany the
minimum tariff on this product.

The Port Arthur Young Men's Christian Association has made
arrangements with the construction logging camp bosses to take
charge "of and distribute reading matter, such as magazines, books,
illustrated papers, etc., to the men in the camps and along the rail-

way line.
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The Linderman Auto
at a very small cost per thousand will convert yoj

The same machine on which you work up your waste and short shorts, can also be used for making
wide dimension stock from mill culls and narrow widths.

A prominent lumber manufacturer recently was convinced of the profitableness of so utilizing his by-
products, after ordering two machines he started out to establish his market, before the first machinewas delivered the entire output for 18 months of the two machines were sold.

Utilizing- the by-products has greatly increased the fortunes of many—you too can swell your ownprofits—you have the waste-we have the machine. The proof can be obtained by sending us sampleswhich we will match up and return to you.
S P

There is a machine built to meet every different condition, the lumber can be long or short narrowwaney or live edge, tapering or straight, can be used for the manufacture of boxes, heading, sheathing
partitions, dimension stock, door or furniture cores, shelving, interior finish, casket, wagon or agricul-
tural stock, car or furniture work. & 5

Just tell us your conditions and we will outline our proposition to meet your particular case.

Canadian Linderman
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VATION

lsands of Dollars

ons of Feet

lly Consumed by Burners

ircentage of your legitimate profit

ir conveyer carry to the burner ?

trie Dovetail Matcher
otherwise waste product into marketable lumber.

Co., Limited
WORKS AT

WOODSTOCK, ONT.
MUSKEGON, MICH.



CAMP DEPARTMENT
He Refused to be Hazed

"Hazing in the logging camps has, J understand, gone out of
fashion," said T. J. Walsh, a well known mining man of Duluth,
"and it is just as well that it lias, for the sport often took on a'

dangerous form. There was danger that the candidate for the haz-
ing would get seriously hurt, and besides a cam]) that had a reputa-
tion for brutal hazing often found it hard to get new men. I once
worked in such a camp, near McHride, Mich.,' and how hazing was
broken up there is what I am going to tell you about.

"One day a slender, inoffensive looking chap about 28 or 30
years of age arrived at the camp to go to work, lie showed up late
in the afternoon, hut before the men had gone in to supper it was
understood by all old hands that there would he something doing
afterward. After the men had smoked a few minutes one of them
quietly approached the new man, who had been sized up and des-
cribed by the men, among themselves, as a 'green Canadian,' and
said :

"'Can you sing a song?'
-No;
" 'Can you dance?'
" 'No.'
" 'Tell a story

'

" 'No.'

"'Bill, get the blanket,' said the interrogate^ turning to the
expectant crew. The blanket was fetched, and was surrounded by
willing men.

"'Come, get into the blanket,' continued the spokesman, turn-
ing to the stranger. The stranger looked at blanket, which was held 1

stretched by the men in the middle of the room.
"'What do you want me to do?' inquired the stranger without

betraying the slightest emotion, other than a tightening of the lips
and a narrowing of the eyes, which the spokesman and the others
failed to notice.

'.' 'Git into the blanket quick. The boys want to have some fun
with you.'

" 'None of that for me,' said the stranger with decision.
'"Come ahead,' and the spokesman laid a heavy hand on the

stranger's shoulder. It was then that the fireworks began. 'King,'
and the spokesman fell among the blanket holders. In less than tvvo
minutes the floor was covered with wouldbe hazers, and the on-
lookers were filled with glee to see their friends met in this man-
ner by a man who did not look the part. Then somebody put the
light out, and by the time it was relighted most of the hazers had
crept to their bunks and the 'green Canadian' was quietly smoking
and sitting on the edge of his bunk. Not a word was said, nor was
there a word said at breakfast the following morning. After break-
fast the stranger departed as quietly as he had come, and it was
sometime before the hazers heard the last of the 'green Canadian.'
I have never heard whether the logging firm put up a job on the
crew to abolish hazing of the new men or whether that fighter just
happened along."—American Lumberman.

The Fire Hazard in Lumbering-
At the recent conference of the Western Forestry and Conser-

vation Association, held at Portland, Oregon, several excellent ad-
dresses were delivered on the fire risk in connection with the burn-
ing of slashings. Mr. J. L. Bridge, of the Washington Forest Fire
Association, in a brief address outlined his views as follows:

Experience during recent years with forest fires shows clearly
that the increasing slashing area is one of the most serious prob-
lems^ and one on which there are many opposing views.

The majority of logging operators and timber owners of West-
ern Washington, realizing that this increasing slashing area means
a corresponding increase of the fire hazard', are now advocating
elimination of this risk by annual burning—the greatest difference
of opinion being over the question as to whether spring burning,
with its attending possibilities of hanging fires, is desirable.

Fall burning is undoubtedly the safest, hut not every fall offers
opportunity for doing this work, as evidenced by the season just
past. The proper time for fall burning is after the first rains have
fallen.

There is usually a time in the early spring when fire will run
in a slashing and a fairly good hum result. These spring fires will
cons,, me the small branches and other liner material which make
the fierce fires. In the course of the last season the State and As-
sociation issued about 6,000 permits to burn slashings and inci-
dentally made a great many friends among the settlers, by making

it easier for them to hum according to law. No loss resulted fro.;-
any of these burnings.

The greatest objection to spring burning and really the great-
est danger is that some smouldering (ires may be left unquenched
by the rains which invariably occur before fuly 1st, and later be
Fanned into a blaze.

In our onjanization we have ten men, known as inspectors,
each of whom has direct charge of a district with a number of
rangers under his supervision. Experience in fighting forest fires
enters largely into the selection of our inspectors and we depend
largely on them in this slash burning work. We put these men
in the field early last spring, with instructions to examine every dan-
gerous slashing in their district and arrange if possible for their
disposal. It was necessary to obtain the consent of owners and,
of course, advisable to obtain their assistance. It is a source of
no little satisfaction to be able to say that we received the most
cordial assistance and co-operation from operators and owners in
our efforts along this line. I wish to take advantage of this op-
portunity to thank them on behalf of the Washington Forest Fire
Association for the valuable and material assistance rendered on
numerous occasions during the past season, and in numerous ways.

In summing up the work of the past season in connection with
the question of slash burning, our experience has made us strong
advocates of this method of fire protection. Not every spring or
every fall offers favorable opportunity for this work, but when
the chance to burn is presented advantage should certainly be taken
of it. and fire risks thus reduced. Some say it is not advisable to
burn slashings at all and maintain that fire can be kept out of
them, but our observation has been that most of them burn sooner
or later and it usually happens in the hottest part of the season.
Annual burning has rapidly gained in favor during the last two
or three years and I feel sure it will continue to win advocates in
the next few years of heavy logging operations.

Disposing of Slashings
Mr. W. D. Uumiston, Sec. of the North Idaho Association, also

gave an address in which he said:
How best to dispose of the slashings and debris on a tract

of land after logging operations are completed is a question which
must be determined by several conditions.

This subject must, of necessity, be discussed in generalities
before a body representing holdings in widelv differing conditions.

Generally speaking, all cut-over land 'falls into one of two
classes: that which will repay clearing for agricultural or other
purposes, and that the highest economic use of which lies in raisin^
trees, or in re-foresting.

The lay of the land, climatic conditions, quality of the soil,
transportation facilities and proximity of towns all bear on the ciues-
tion.

H

Several of the operators in the Panhandle of Idaho have put
their cut-over lands which are suitable for agriculture on the mar-
ket within the past year or two, and this action has thrown some
light on the matter of disposing of slashings.

One of the first things they learned was that if they show a
prospective customer cut-over land on which there was practically
nothing but grass, and perhaps a few top logs between the stumps,
they could sell the land more readily and at an advance of not less
than $5.00 an acre over land covered with a mass of charred brush
and tops from which only the needles had been burned.

In Northern Idaho, at least, brush will not come up rapidly, if

at all, on land where the slashings have been burned off.
It is safe to say that only on a very small percentage of the

land in Eastern Washington and Northern Idaho which 'lias been
logged off up to this time is it good business for the owner or in
the best interests of the community to practice re-forestation, as
the demand for cut-over and in this locality is so great.

Probably the most efficient, safest and most economical way
to burn is at the time logging operations are- going forward. This
is possible at almost any season of the year throughout the terri-
tory represented by the members of this association.

The work is done by the logging crew with comparatively little
additional help. Convenient locations for the fires are selected where
they will interfere least with the other work and as the branches
are cut off the trimmers throw them on the nearest fire.

In Northern Idaho nearly all the large operators suspend op-
erations during the summer season, so that with us, at least, the
danger of fires getting beyond control would be small.

In broadcast burning, it is the usual practice to merely leave
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the debris where it falls and then burn it at the least expense, re-

gardless of results.

This met In ul has nothing to recommend it on any class of cut-

over land for. when employing it, there is no possibility of protect-

ing the reproduction, the luinuis is destroyed over the entire tract,

the danger is tremendous, and. when you are through, you find that

in most cases only the needles and smaller twigs have been con-

sumed, and the ground is covered with a mat of charred and tangled

poles and limbs. Then, if you did your broadcast burning in the

spring, you have a smoldering fire menace all summer in every rotten

log or stump which, with the first high wind, is apt to break out,

entailing enormous expense and incalculable loss of property.

Brush piles should not be allowed to stand through the win-

ter, especially when there is snow, for they dry out slowly and ice

forms under them, which remains until late in the spring, preventing

burning until it is extremely dangerous to have fire out.

While conditions differ so widely in the various sections of the

timbered empire represented here to-day that few rules can be set

down, yet I am sure every one here who is interested in timber

or cut-over lands or the welfare of the community will agree that

as an investment as well as a protection the careful and thorough

disposition of slashings will well repay better methods than have

generally obtained heretofore.

The Logging Hazard

Mr. A. \Y. Laird, Potlatch, delivered an address upon the Log-

ging Hazard, as follows:

The Logging Hazard—W hy is it and why is it so difficult

to control? W hy do we hear so much about it these present days?

Lumbering operations as they have been carried on the past

century have been practically all conducted in districts where there

were no distinct annual wet and dry seasons. Once in a cycle of

ten or fifteen years there would come an unusually dry season and

fires would do considerable damage and burn considerable timber.

The starting of operations along the Western Coast and in

Northwestern states developed new conditions, a rougher country,

the scarcity of streams which could be used by loggers led to the

use of donkey engines and the hauling of logs by rail. These

methods with" their sparking tendencies, and the long certain dry

season of every summer, brought the logger face to face with a

serious hazard.

The logger found himself by force of circumstances, a conser-

vationalist, practical. The other fellow up to this time
,
has been

a conservationalist. theoretical. Both must soon come to a com-

mon working basis.

There are other serious hazards besides fire which are con-

stant but the fire hazard is the topic of the day.

Men who have been brought up in the woods or who have

learned woods work are by their training reckless and careless

of responsibility and inclined to wastefulness, for Nature herself

is ever present'with him showing him her wanton wastefulness in

her own processes.

The logging camp foreman is the man on whom the immediate

responsibility rests. He must watch his men and teach them to

walk in other ways than Nature leads them. He cannot and will

not make them stop smoking, the great solace of the man in the

woods. He can try to make them more careful to put out their

matches before throwing them on the brushy ground.

The best stack our company has used is the Radley-Hunter

Diamond stack. While not absolutely spark proof it is very safe.

Track walkers should also be employed during the very dry sea-

son, as an additional precaution. Such men have put out many
a dangerous cinder.

We have also adopted as a protective measure against the spread

of fire, the practice of clearing the brush a strip from 50 to 100

feet wide between the standing live timber and the tract being-

cut. The brush picked up is piled and burned and thus little is left

to cause a rapid spread of fire.

After all is said and done the best plan is to push the logging

a little harder in the winter and spring and accumulate enough logs

ahead so that all logging operations can cease during the months of

June, July and August. With the slashings burned pretty clean

"during the close season there should be much less fire fighting ex-

pense, much less fire hazard and less destruction of timber.

As color blindness is recognized, why should there not be such

a thing as knot blindness? That does not seem any more unlikely

than color blindness and it may be possible that this exists and

accounts for shipments being made and passed by inspectors who
are troubled with this failing. Again, it may be stated that an in-

spector troubled with color blindness would not be able to detect

blue sap. It is up to the lumber associations to have their inspec-

tors examined as to their eyes.—West Coast Lumberman.

English Trade Flourishing- Again

The Board of Trade returns for October show large increases

in the value of the exports and imports of the United Kingdom. The

returns show increased activity in the cotton, engineering, mining,

coal, electrical, carriage-building and other industries, all of which

are users of timber of'some kind. Most of them use pine and spruce

deals freely, while some use ash and oak in fair quantities.

Cooperage Trade Doing Well

The Sutherland-Innes Company, Chatham, Out., report as fol-

lows: The apple crop is now over and on the whole it has been a

very satisfactory one for the cooperage stock manufacturers, a great

deal more stock having been shipped than was anticipated in Sep-

tember. It did not look very good for a while but crops certainly

panned out very nicely and there are practically no apple barrel

staves carried over into next season. In fact, we ourselves are cut-

ting some apple barrel staves to take care of the winter carload trade.

Elm staves, especially No. l's, are very scarce and prices on

30-inch staves have advanced from 25 to 50 cents per 1,000 over

earlier sales. No. 2 elm staves are also steady and higher prices are

being obtained for these than for some time. The demand for gum
staves is good and prices are satisfactory to the manufacturer, al-

though they could do with a little more money.

Hoops have eased off somewhat but prices are still very good

for this season of the year, and as the consumption is light during the

winter months, prices should remain steady on the present basis.

Basswood heading is extremely scarce in the No. 1 grade. Cot-

tonwood heading is also comparatively scarce, but there is still plenty

of gum and hardwood heading to be obtained at very reasonable

prices. Exceptionally wet weather for the past month has put the

woods in the northern district in very bad shape and until there is a

freeze up, nothing will be done in the way of logging.

The mills in the South are still cutting to considerable extent

and unless very wet weather intervenes, will continue to run for a

good part of the winter.

Trade on the whole at the present time is exceptionally good for

this season of the year and prices appear to be satisfactory both to

the manufacturer and the consumer.

Lumbering on the Rainy River

Logging operations in the Lake of the Woods district are now in

full swing and it is expected that there will be fully as large a cut

taken out this winter as last, which, owing to the quantity of burnt

timber was the largest for the past fifteen years.

The Rat Portage Lumber Co. have five and the Keewatin Lum-
ber Co. six large camps, all taking out both saw logs and Tie logs, the

combined output of which will be approximately 20 million feet, b.m.

In addition to these two operations J. W. Short has five camps
taking out tie timber, R. S. Kindall, Frank Gardner and Hugh Fraser

each one doing the same, all of which will be sawn into ties at Ken-
ora and Keewatin during the next summer.

Up to the present weather conditions have been ideal for work
in the woods, the swamps and small lakes having frozen early, since

which there has been just sufficient snow to make good skidding

without at all affecting the log cutting or road making, thus enabl-

ing them to get well advanced with these branches of the work be-

fore the New Year, after which hauling commences and by which time

it is expected there will be sufficient snow and hard frost to keep

the main roads in good condition.

Although somewhat scarce at the beginning of the season labor

is now plentiful at from $26 to $30 per month, but it is to be re-

gretted that the old time lumber jack has apparently passed out of

existence.

Trade Enquiries

The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain the

following trade enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman" may obtain

the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stamped envelope, and stating

number of enquiry.

1276. Wood dowels.—A Manchester firm wishes to purchase in large

quantities from manufacturers only, maple or birch dowels, rods, prefer them
in 24-inch, 30-inch. 36-inch, 48-inch. Would like quotations for whatever
length or thickness made.

1277. Hickory dowels.—Manchester firm will handle limited number of

hickory dowels.

1287. Timber.—A South African firm of general merchants wishes to be

placed in touch with Canadian manufacturers and exporters of timber. Cata-

logues, prices, discounts, etc., are requested.

1307. Handles.—A Bristol firm wants lowest quotations for ash hayfork

handles. 4. 4^, 5, 5^, 6, § l/2 , 7 and 8 feet. Ash manure fork handles, 4 and
A]/2 feet. Ash bent fitted scythe snaths. Hickory sledge handles, 36 inches.

Hickory pickaxe handles 36 inches.

1401. Unplaned maple strips.—A London firm report a large opening for

unplaned maple strips, V/2 -'m. x 3-in. x 18-in. and upwards in multiples of

9-in. They would like to receive quotations from Canadian manufacturers.



Machinery and Equipment
What Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Appliances are Doing

A New "American" Grinder—No. 1

their I lain Knife Clamping Bar," this machine can be converted
into a tool for grinding thin steel knives, for which either hand or
automatic feed can be supplied. This change can be made in avery few minutes.

For mills desiring a universal grinder, this should prove a very
effective tool. 3

Any further information or a circular regarding the machinemay be obtained by addressing the American Wood Working Mach-
inery Company, Rochester, N. Y.

Unique Cross-Cut Saw Booklet
One of the most attractive cross-cut saw booklets ever issued

by a saw manufacturing company has recently been produced byHenry Disston & Sons, Incorporated, Philadelphia, Pa. In the fore-word of the booklet the company draw special attention to the fact
that they have been in business for over seventy years, and that
ever since the foundation of the company in 1840, the demand for
Mission brand saws has steadily increased, necessitating, from time
to time, the erection of new buildings, employment of additional
help and installation of extra mechanical facilities, until now as forsome years past, they claim that the Disston works have become
the largest of their kind in the world. This achievement, they as-

A Convertible Grinding- Machine
The accompanying illustrations show three views of a new grind-

ing machine which has just been added to the high grade American
line.

The manufacturers call this machine their No. 4 Universal
Grinder, and they claim that for a filing room tool it cannot be sur-
passed.

Cut No. 1 shows, this machine as a thin knife grinder with power
feed attachment. No. 2 is the same machine with hand feed only.
No. 3 is a view of this machine as a cutter head grinder.

When used as a cutter head grinder there is a stand for side
heads and an attached double arbor for right and left hand heads,
which are secured to the carriage. An adjustable indexing stop holds
the heads at various points for grinding the cutters.

Primarily this machine is a matcher or cutter head grinder, but
by the use of an independent attachment, which the makers' call

A New "American" (binder—No. 2

A New "American" Grinder—No. 3

sert to be the result simply of having produced "service-giving saws "

All who are interested in cross-cut saws will be consulting theirown interest by writing to the company for a copy of this excellent
booklet, which contains in the first place a splendid article upon
the purpose of the raker or cleaner tooth. This is followed by a
series of excellent illustrations of the various cross-cut saws pro-duced by the company, together with price lists. The booklet closes
with illustrations and prices of Disston cross-cut saw handles set-
ting and sharpening saw tools, etc.

An Excellent New Lumber Rule
The American Rule Manufacturing Company, Nashville Tenn

have entered the lumber rule field with a product which they have
every reason to expect will meet with widespread approval Their
direct aim has been to make an improved rule at a moderate price
I hey have been aided by the advice and suggestions of many lum-bermen and their rule has been designed by lumber inspectors Itembodies their suggestions as to make-up, shape of head and handleAs to its finish, workmanship, quality of wood and metal, accuracy
and durability, the company claim that it is without an equal These
rules are made of select second growth white hickory butt cuts of
the log only being used. Each stick of hickory is selected by an
expert with over thirty years' experience in buying and handling
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hickory. It is thoroughly air-dried, thereby retaining the greatest
amount of strength and flexibility.

All the figures on these rules are printed by an original pro-
cess, which eliminates the danger to the fibre of the wood, caused
by the old method, and which for accuracy, it is claimed, will stand
the test of a micrometer to the 1/100 part of an inch.

The tip or blade of the rule is of oil-tempered tool steel, double
riveted to the brass shoulders, which taper gradually to a feather
edge. The pole head is so made as to be practically' indestructible,
the company guarantee to replace all heads that break or come apart.
The shape of the steel is oval, nicely beveled, making an ideal head
for the lumber inspector.

The rule is three feet long, including the handle, and is made
in two widths, % of an inch and one inch. On one side of the rule
the scale is for 12-foot, 14-foot and 16-foot, and on the other side
for 8-foot, 10-foot and 18-foot. A rule with 12-foot scale only on
each side can be furnished if desired. These rules are sold at $1.25
each, with a discount of twenty per cent, on one-half dozen lots.

The company make a specialty of filling orders by express upon the
same day as they are received.

An Improved Drive Calk
An improved drive calk which, it is claimed, will not work

through the shoe and injure the foot or work loose in a soft, wet
sole, has been placed upon the market by the North & Pfeiffer
Manufacturing Company, Hartford, Conn., U.S.A. So confident are
the manufacturers of these calks, that they will prove to be all that
is claimed for them, that they have put them on the market with the
following guarantee:

'AVe hereby guarantee our boot calks to be made from the
finest quality of steel, adaptable to calks, to be perfectly hardened
with scientific precision and uniformity, to be uniform in length.

and exact in workmanship, in short to give complete satisfaction
to the user and to be the best boot calk on the market.

"Any of our calks not measuring up to this guarantee will be
replaced free of all transportation and other charges, in the hands
of anyone, anywhere, at any time. This extends to manufacturers,
jobbers, dealers and actual users."

Samples and particulars may be secured by addressing the above
firm.

Carborundum and Electrite Products
The Vincit Company, Limited, manufacturers of carborundum

and electrite, 70 Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C., have issued
an attractive catalogue of their high class grinding machinery. The
catalogue is printed in two colors and contains a vast amount of

matter of much interest to all users of grinding machinery.

Jeffrey Installations
The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, Canadian Works, Mon-

treal, Quebec, have recently received orders for four rather extensive
cable conveyors for the Lake Superior Pulp & Paper Co. at Sault
Ste. Marie, Ontario, Canada. Geo. F. Hardy, mill architect and con-
sulting engineer, is furnishing the designs and specifications. The
East Canada Power & Pulp Co. have also recently ordered Jeffrey
equipments.

The Parsons Turbine in Canada
Mr. J. P. Stockbridge who represents C. A. Parsons & Co., of

Newcastle-on-Tyne, builders of the Parsons turbine, is visiting var-
ious parts of Canada in the interests of this turbine which has a wide
application for driving generators, ventilating fans, etc. Mr. Stock-
bridge has recently been engaged in the installation of many large Par-
sons turbine plants in Australia. One of the principal results of his
present visit to Canada has been the placing of the sole Canadian
agency for these turbines with the Robb Engineering Co., Ltd.,
who will also manufacture certain parts. The Robb Engineering
Co., Ltd., having various district offices in the principal cities of
Canada, are widely known as contractors for the complete equipment
of central power stations, collieries, steel works, etc.

Mule-Hide Roofing- a Ready Seller

The Dominion Roofing Company of Canada, Limited, with head
office at Toronto, are pushing their Mule-Hide Roofing very effect-

ively among the lumber dealers of Canada. This is a malthite

asphalt roofing which is put out under a ten-year iron clad guar-

antee and is proving a tough and durable roofing with a splendid

lasting and resisting power. A new and novel proposition is being-

offered to the dealer by this company which is helping greatly to

increase its business. Mr. Earl R. Malthy the general manager, is

a firm believer in co-operation with the dealer in the pushing of

sales and has inaugurated a service which is free to every dealer

handling their roofing and which not only pushes the sale of roof-

ing in the locality in which the dealer is located, but also pushes
in every home the sales of the other lines carried by him. A two-
cent stamp spent in an inquiry will repay the lumber dealer.

Handling of Lumber
We very often hear it said that the lumber we get nowadays

is poor stuff and that it is a shame the way the millwork "they" send
us warps and checks and misbehaves after being put in place. If

the truth could be known, however, the fault is usually not with the
millwork, but with the way we treat it—or, rather, mistreat it. This
is particularly true of doors; and the higher quality they are, the

more they resent improper treatment.

A prominent Chicago lumber company, realizing this, sends out
with every order for millwork this card of warning, instruction and
advice

:

"Read Carefully ! All wood is porous, and the drier and more
thoroughly seasoned it is, the more readily it absorbs moisture and
is affected by climatic conditions. For instance, when an unfinished
hardwood door is placed in a damp room it quickly absorbs the
moisture in the air, consequently expands or swells, and when it

returns to normal condition (that is, when the moisture is all dried
out), the door is warped and twisted all out of shape, the joints open,
and it takes much time and work to repair the damage. This could
easily have been avoided if only a little precaution and care had
"been exercised in the handling of the door.

"lie sure your building is thoroughly dried out before any in-

terior finish is put in. Mortar, as you know, contains large quan-
tities of water, and until the moisture has dried out of the walls
the house is not fit for occupancy ; neither is it in the right condi-
tion to receive hardwood doors or any other fine woodwork quickly
affected by climatic conditions, and the manufacturer should not be
blamed if the product upon which every care is exercised in the
making is not handled properly upon arrival at building.

"Where possible, it is always well to have artificial heat to help
dry (nit the building before any interior woodwork is put in. After
doors are hung and no more 'fitting' is to be done, it is an excellent
plan to cover the ends of the stiles (both top and bottom) with at

least one coat of paint or varnish. This will prevent moisture from
entering the 'end pores' of the wood. If the above hints are carried
out, we guarantee that finish manufactured by us will stay where
it is put, and the doors will not shrink or warp."

This is along the right line. Carpenters and builders find it

to their special advantage to see to it that extra care is taken to pro-
tect their materials on all jobs so that permanent satisfaction may
be had.

The Hoyt Metal Company, manufacturers of Babbitts of all

kinds, have moved into their new factory on Eastern avenue, Toronto,
which will enable them to more than double their previous output.
With factories at New York, N. Y. ; St. Louis, Mo.; London, Eng.,
and Toronto, Canada, the company markets annually over $5,000,000
worth of mixed metals. Mr. G. F. Allen is general manager of the
Toronto business.

Of Interest to Lumber Buyers
The attention of our readers is directed to the advertisement of

W. C. Edwards & Co., Limited, of Ottawa, appearing on another
page of this issue. They are offering the trade a choice line of stock
on which it would pay those interested to secure quotations. This
large firm have thoroughly up-to-date facilities for manufacturing
and handling stock which ensures the consumer reasonable prices,
quick shipments and satisfaction all round. Readers of the Canada
Lumberman would do well to write to W. C. Edwards & Co. when
looking for stocks of good lumber.

The annual export of Christmas trees began this year earlier
than usual ; thousands of young spruce, cedar and pine trees are
being shipped to the large American cities. A year or two ago ef-

forts were made to discourage the wholesale cutting of these young-
trees, but apparently the demand from the United States and the
tempting prices offered weigh more heavily with farmers than the
thought of conserving- their young trees.



WANTEDIFOR SALE DEPARTMENT
PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate of
15 cents per agate line ($2.10 per inch) each
insertion, payable in advance. Space measured
from rule to rule. When four or more con-
secutive insertions of the same advertisement
are ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be
allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order. If

Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-
close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a

word net. Cash must accompany the order.
Minimum charge 50 cents.

Advertisement must be received not later

than the 10th and 26th of each month to
insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

Wanted to buy a quantity of green stand-
ing Maple. Apply M. Rrennen & Sons, Ham-
ilton, Out. 1-1

Wanted
Ten cars 1 in. and li/£ in. Dry Soft Elm,

log run. Apply Hex 370, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. 23-2

Basswood, Elm and Maple
Wanted a quantity of one and two-inch

basswood, elm and maple. R. W. Raxter,
Chatham, Ont. 24-1

WANTED—5 x 5 White Maple, second
growth, dry, 5 to 10 years old, for bowling-
pins. Address, M. J. Bernhard, 712 to 720
Jefferson Street, Buffalo, N. Y. 1-4

Two-inch Soft Elm wanted, immediately,
several cars, dry. State quality and prices.
Great Lakes Lumber Company, Limited.
Owen Sound, Ont. 1-4

Basswood Wanted
WANTED—inch No. 2 common and mill

culls, winter cut Basswood. Apply First-
brook Rox Company, Limited, King street
east, Toronto. 22-25

Lumber Wanted
Have you any stock which you wish to sell?

If so, make the fact known to probable buyers
by placing an advertisement in the Wanted
and For Sale Department. Address Canada
Lumberman, Toronto.

Wanted
two carloads 4-inch firsts and seconds, Hard
Maple, dry, 6 inches and up wide, 10 ft. and
up long, for immediate shipment. Quote
price and point of shipment to Box 360,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. Ont. 22-tf

Wanted
500,000 feet 4 in., 4'/2 in. and 5 in. Birch

Firsts and Seconds for shipment as soon as
sawn, green or dry. Quote best price on
cars, giving amounts you can furnish. Box
353, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 22-5

Wanted
Five million feet of maple, birch, bass-

wood, ash, oak and elm, 1 in. to 4-in. thick,
for delivery during 1012 at Owen Sound!
water shipment only. Can use log run. Ad-
vise what you have to offer, giving lowest
prices. Our terms are spot cash on de-
livery. Box 388, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, < Int. 2 1

.'!

Wanted Box Lumber
Large consumer of No. 1 and No. 2 White

Pine Rox Lumber, desires to negotiate with
responsible shippers, regarding stock for wa-
ter delivery next season. Give shipping point,
state quantity 4-4 and 5-4 can furnish with
lowest quotations and other particulars.

Address, Rox 374, Canada Lumberman,
'"oronto, Ont. 23 2

: <*w -
-- p - warn— wi.-^

White Pine Logs Wanted
Wanted, sound, green, white pine logs

(small second growth preferred) for immedi-
ate or winter delivery. State what quantity,
where they are, and price by piece or by
the thousand. Write The Wm. Cane & Sons
Co., Ltd., Newmarket, Ont. 22-1

Birch Wanted
We want to buy Birch in all thicknesses.

Log run or on grades. Will contract for
winter's cut. National Lumber Company,
Buffalo, N. Y. 23-2

Maple and Rock Elm Wanted
Wanted—Up to 120,000 feet 1-in. and IJ4

in. hard maple li in. up wide, 10 ft. up long;
also 20,000 feet 1-in, and l'/,in. rock elm
(i in. iqi wide, 10 ft. up long; quote price
for lsts and 2nds and also No. 1 Common
grades in each case and name point of ship-
ment to Rox 3S2, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 24-tf

Hardwood

Wanted
3,000,000 feet Hard Maple, Soft Elm, Rock

Kim, Reech, Rirch, Rasswood, Ash, Oak, and
Soft Maple, for delivery, shipping dry dur-
ing 1012. Sawn to our sizes. State what
you have to offer and lowest prices for spot

cash. Inspection at mill. Apply Manufac-
turer, Rox 401, Canada Lumberman, Toron-
to, Ont. 1-8

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

Cedar For Sale
Square Cedar for sale; 1,000,000 to 2,000,-

000 feet, for next winter and spring delivery.
Auger & Son, Quebec, Que. 22-1

For Sale
1-in., l!4-in., 1 J/2 -in. and 2-in. mill cull

White Pine in strips and sidings. Fred T.
Smith, Board of Trade Building, Montreal.

1-t.f.

We Want
a "Want Ad"
From YOU

•J Just an opportunity to prove to

you what a quick purchase or

sale you can make by advertis-

ing in this department.

^ The page is before you—read

what the other fellow wants, or has

for sale.

Canada Lumberman and
Woodworker

Toronto - Canada

12 in. x 12 in. For Sale
300,0(10 feet R.M. of 12 in. x 12-in. s!io:t

leaf yellow pine timbers IS ft. to 40 ft., aver-
age 30 feet. Can ship immediately.

JAMES SHEPPARD & SON,
-4-3 Sot el, Oue.

Hardwood For Sale
We ate prepared to cut under contract:—
250 M. to 500 M. feet Hard Maple
100 M. to 200 M. feet Rasswood.
Also some Black Ash, Birch, Soft Elm.

Correspondence invited. The Pearce Com-
pany, Limited, Marmora, Ont. 22—tf

Shingles
500,000 M. pieces Rathbun's XX-lS-in.

Cedar Shingles. To introduce this shingle to
the trade, we ate offering them for one-half
their value. $1.00 per M. pieces F.O.R. tars
Deseronto. The Rathbun Company, Deser-
onto, Ont. 1-4

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
Good boiler, 72 inches by 14 feet, 72 4-in.

tubes, 75 h.p. engine and 100 light dynamo.
All in good condition and ready for imme-
diate delivery. Will accept lumber in ex-
change. Apply to Rox 400, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. 1-4

For Sale
One fifty horse power tubular boiler com-

plete with front, grate bars, injector and
smoke stack, and one thirty-five horse
power engine, together with steam pipes and
heater, for $250, f.o.b. cars. For particulars
apply to C. II. Sheppard, Waubaushene, Ont.

23-2

For Sale
One Gang Circular Sawing Machine (Ken-

dall patent) good as new; run only IS
months. This machine carries nine 32-inch
saws, takes from 4 to 10-inch cants, can be
set to cut one to three inch stock.
Reason for selling, cut out. For price,

write Jas R. Gillies, Arnprior, Ont. 24-5

Equipment You Can Swear By,
Not At

10 miles 56 lb. relay rail with angles, gross
ton $25.00.

25 standard gauge 60 M. capacity log cars,
guaranteed, $175. (Located near Toron-
to, duty paid).

42 Ton Shay, 10 x 12 cylinders, standard
gauge, Port Arthur, $3,500.

31 Ton Shay, 10 x 10 cylinders, standard
gauge, guaranteed, $2,300.

TONES PURCHASING AGENCY,
507-508 Andrus Ruilding,

22-1 Minneapolis, Minn.

Machinery For Sale

Carver, 4 spindle, Rohlman.
Cut-off saw, railway, wood frame.
Dovetailer, Boults.
Engines and boilers, various sizes.

Floorer, 9-in. Berlin.
Jointer, chair seat, Jenkins.
Jointer, 16-in. White.
Moulder, 6-in. Houston.
Mortiser, Smith.
Mortiser, Bit.

Planers, 24-in. single belted.
Sander, double 24-in. Perry.
Sander, three drum 42-in. Boardman.
Sander, three drum 42-in. Columbia.
Saw Gummer, Rogers.
Saw-mill, band, 63-in. wheel.
Saw and dado machine, Williamsport.
Variety Lathe, Pringle & Brodie.

O. L. PACKARD MACHINERY CO.,

Milwaukee. Wis.

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT

Advertisements under this heading one cent a
word per insertion. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 25 cents

Position wanted as filer in a factory where
there are band resaws. First-class refer-
ences. Box 360, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 24-1

First-class band and band resaw filer ex-
perienced in box factory and saw mills. Ref-
erences, liox 3S3, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 24-3

Commission salesman calling on Ontario
trade, would like a connection with good
manufacturer or dealer in Pine and Hemlock
who can fill orders. Box 377, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 23-1

If you want an employee for any branch
of the lumber or woodworking trade the
best, quickest and cheapest way to get him is

by placing an advertisement on this page.
Canada Lumberman and Woodworker, Toron-
to, Ont.

WANTED— Position as bookkeeper with
lumber firm in Ontario. Twelve years' ex-
perience, mostly as office manager

;
age 34

years. Acquainted thoroughly with all de-
partments of lumber office. Best of refer-

ences furnished on application. Apply Rox
309, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 1-8

Advertising Manager—Of a large manufac-
turing concern of Cleveland, Ohio, desires to
connect with a a going house who are look
ing for results in advertising. Is competent
of writing own copy, compiling of catalogues,
folders, circulars, etc. For further information
address Rox 3.S4, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 24-1

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Advertisements under this heading two cents a
word per insertion. Minimum charge 60 cents

Young man to take charge of office in
town on Georgian Bay. One with some ex-
perience in lumber trade preferred. State age,
salary expected and references. Box 307,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 1-2

WANTED—Hardwood lumber buyer; must
be experienced and capable of grading in
accordance with National Hardwood Rules.
We want a high-class man and will pay ac-
cordingly. Rox 3S0, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 24-3

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Partner wanted, sleeping or active, with
$10,000 to manufacture small articles from
hardwood. I have a 10-year contract in
my pocket for all I can produce. 50 per
cent, profits, unlimited quantity of suitable
timber. Don't answer unless you have the
cash. Rox 37S, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 24-1

WANTED—MACHINERY, ETC,

Wanted
WANTED—One double ward hoop planer,

fine wheel lapper and pointer in good re-
pair. Address Rox 2, Ileathcote, Ont. 24 24 1

Wanted
A manager for a saw mill in Northern

Alberta, must be prepared to take stock
to the amount of $10,000, or one having
a saw mill with a capacity of from 50,000
to 60,000 a day who wants location ; tim-
ber will last 15 or 20 years. Manager to
take full charge from stump to market.
Apply Rox 369, Canada Lumberman. 22-1

Business Opportunity
WANTED—A man with $15,000 to $20,-

000 to buy and run a mill business in the
Province of Quebec, on the seashore. About
$6,000 will pay for the machinery, the mill
site, dwellings, sleighs, trucks, belts, etc.
Balance of capital to be employed to buy
each year 40,000 to 50,000 logs or more.
Lumber may be exported by vessels to Eng-
land or United States, or by rail to the
United States. A wharf 400 feet long will be
built in the locality by the government and
could be contracted. Tenders asked ; also
for sale fine pulpwood land free from re-

striction, for exportation to United States.
For particulars, apply to Rox 340, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 1-1
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Timber Limits For Sale

Can be quickly and profitably disposed of

by adveiiising tliem on this page. This is

where buyers of timber property look for op
portunities to invest, if your "ad" is here the

investor will see it. Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. tf.

Sales Agents Wanted
Large liiitish lirni with plants in England,

Bohemia and France manufacturing Carbor-
undum and Electrite goods anil high class

grinding machinery wants to secure either

tiist cla?-s salesmen or firms with established

trade connections to represent them in Can-
ada. Apply Box ''•'.H, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 1-2

For Sale
Up-to-date Circular Saw Mill, going con-

cern, 1".,0<)<I to -Jiijoin capacity; In good
shape. House and stables, tools and utensils

of all k;n.ls. MM acres of bush land, rail-

road connection. Much timber can be bought.

This is worth looking into. Will be sold

cheap. Write Jones Brothers, Katrine Sta-

tion, Out. 1 -

Wanted Mill Connection
Old established New York State manufac-

turer controlling extensive and desirable trade

in Spruce, hemlock and white pine, desires

to make a peimanent mill connection with a

Canadian manufacturer to handle output or

will consider proposition to buy yearly out-

put, all or part. Address reply to Box 381,

Canada Lumberman, Tot onto, Out. 24-1

Canadian Timber Limits
E. STEWART (Forest Engineer)

Dealer in Timber Limits, Ontario and
Western farm lands and town property. Ex-
cellent investments now open. Correspond-
ence invited. 84 King Street East, Toronto.

Phone Main 56HH>.

For Sale
Established Lumber Business, with first-

class mill, now running full time. Timber
limits with 20 to :!u million feet of standing

pine timber conveniently located, and ail

merchandise, etc. Price $55,000. This is

worthy of investigation. Address Box 332,

Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 19-22-t.f.

For Sale
170 ft. 1 in. good basswood short, 2 to 5 ft.

11 M. ft. 1% in. good basswood short,

2 to 5 feet.

14 M. ft. 2 in. good basswood short, 2 to

5 feet.

50 M. ft. 1 in. M. C. Ash.
00 M. ft. 2 in. M. C. Ash.

GEO. C. GOODFELLOW,
c Montreal, Que.

For Sale
Saw-mill and Shingle Mill in active operation

and thoroughly equipped with Al up-to-date

machinery in first class condition. Timber on
all sides. Exceptional opportunity; $1,000
cash, $1,600 in 6, 12, 15 and 18 months. Can
secure eighty acre cut of virgin timber,

thirty yards from mill if desired. Write U.

McNair & Son, Whitewood Grove P. O.,

Ont. 23-2

A Going Lumber Business
In the Republic of Panama

We offer for sale at a very low figure, one

of the choicest mill and timber propositions

in the Republic of Panama. It is a going

proposition and consists of mills, railroad and
equipment, logging outfit, buildings, boat,

barges, etc., and a tract of the finest hard-

woods to be found in that country, which will

cut from V/2 to 2 billion feet. This proposi-

tion is located on navigable water. The en-

tire cut can be contracted at good prices.

This proposition is worthy of attention and

will stand the closest investigation. Shall be

glad to furnish further data on request.

J. W. ROBINSON,
Wells Building,

22-1 Milwaukee, Wis., U.S.A.

MISCELLANEOUS

I have a Newfoundland limit for sale about

one hundred square miles, well watered and

close to railway; price moderate; chiefly

spruce and pine. Write B. T. R., care Can-

ada Lumberman, B34 Board of Trade Bldg.,

Montreal, Que. 22-1

BRITISH COLUMBIA
TIMBER TRACT
Correspondence solicited

Satisfaction guaranteed

A. T. FRAMPTON, Victoria, B. C.

Match Making in Sweden

The match industry is one of

the most important in the King-
dom (if Sweden, and has grown
rapidly. Twenty factories pro-

duced matches valued at $3,422,-

000 in 1909. Nine-tenths of the

total product is exported. These
Svvedist matches are encounter-
ed all over the world, despite

a very keen competition. The
export interests complain of the

high protective dirties in most
countries. In France, Spain, and
(ireece matches are a Govern-
ment monopoly.

The Swedish factory equipment
contains many devices for replac-

ing manual lahor. Lagerman's
"complete machine," introduced
in 1S( >2 at the Jonkoping works,
is one of the most ingenious la-

bor-saving devices known. The
match splints, already cut into

the proper form by other appli-

ances, are fed regularly into one
end of this machine and emerge
at the other end a finished pro-

duct, packed in boxes, ready for

shipment. One such machine
produces hourly 3,600 boxes of

matches.

Aspen wood is used almost ex-

clusively in the match industry.

It is easy to cut and porous
enough to admit easily of impreg-
nation with sulphur or parafhn.

The domestic supply of aspen of

good quality is now seriously re-

duced, and much is imported
from Finland and Russia. Most
of the chemicals used—phosphor-
ous, antimony, sulphur, and par-

affin—are imported. This was al-

so formerly the case with potas-

sium chlorate until the recent es-

tablishment of the Swedish elec-

trolytic manufacture. In 1901 the

Sw edish Government forbade the

sale in the Kingdom of matches
made with yellow prosphorous.

At present the manufacture of the

old-fashioned matches is much
less than formerly, although the

Jonkoping works produce a con-

siderable quantity in which yel-

low phosphorous is replaced by
innocuous phosphorous sesqui-

sulphide. In manufacturing the

standard safety matches of Swe-
den now the splints are first soak-

ed in paraffin, or in a concen-
trated solution of ammonium
phosphate. The ignition mass for

the heads consists of potassium
chlorate, mixed with sulphur or

antimony sulphide, gum, or dex-
trin in solution, and small

amounts of powdered glass and
ferric oxide. Potassium dichro-

mate and manganese dioxide are

occasionally added as oxidizers.

The friction surface on the boxes
is coated with a mixture of red

phosphorous, antimony sulphide,

and dextrin solution.

The largest factories in the

Kingdom are the two at Jonkop-
ing and the "Vulcan" at Tida-

holm. Under their lead nearly all

the other manufacturers have
combined to prevent undue com-
petition and facilitate the export

trade. This latter is carried on

largely through Hamburg and
London, which serve as distribut-

ing points for much of the world's

trade in matches.

Walnut for Gunstocks in

England

A number of attempts have
have been made by prominent
English gun manufacturers to ob-
tain walnut from the United
States for gunstocks, but the

wood has invariably been found
unsuitable for the high-class

guns, and it has not heretofore

been used for guns of poor qual-

ity. The difficulty is not in the

strength of the wood, but in the

color, which is dark brown with
none of the yellow and light-

brown streaks that are found so

attractive for gunstocks.

The walnut that has been used
for British gunstocks has come
from Italy, Switzerland and
France. It is said, however, that

the last tree suitable for gun-
stocks in Italy has apparently
been cut so that the supply is

now French, but the prices for

the French walnut are going up
so high that they may within a

few years become prohibitive.

The French walnut is now partic-

ularly in demand for veneering
purposes, it being found more
profitable, as a rule, to cut it for

veneer than to sell it for gun-
stocks. Thus it is quite likely

that a situation will develop
where American walnut gun-
stocks will be in demand.

It is highly desirable that

prices be quoted in English
money and the walnut delivered
in Birmingham, or at least de-

livered at a British seaport.

—

From Consul Albert Halstead,
Birmingham.

Working Up Low-grade at the
Saw Mill

The best way to attack the
poorer grades of lumber at the

saw mill, particularly those which
are not worth transporting a rea-

sonable distance to market, is to

manufacture them into a higher-
priced product, which is profit-

able in spite of the increased
freight rate of the manufactured
over the raw material. It was
through the application of this

principle that the great wholesale
sash and door works have been
established, enabling all of the
manufacturing waste to be elim-
inated at the plant, transporta-
tion charges being paid only on
the finished product, whose
weight is rarely over one-fourth
that of the equivalent rough,
green lumber.

It would seem' that in a similar
way a profitable business might
be worked up in standard varie-
ties of "knock-down" frames. It

would be possible to standardize
into a dozen or so types and to
manufacture the stock into large
quantities, machining on semi-
automatic frame machinery and
racking same ready for orders. In

this way a mixed order of frames
could be sorted out, crated in a

solid bundle, one frame to the

bundle, ready for immediate ship-

ment. It would seem that this

might afford an outlet for lum-
ber of short and unmerchantable
sizes that would be worth inves-

tigating. R. M. C. in the Wood-
Worker.

Lumber from Paper

J. li. White, chairman of the

executive committee of the Na-
tional Conservation Congress,
who recently returned to Kansa:;
City from a trip through the

Eastern States, has been investi-

gating the possibilities of manu-
facturing lumber from paper.
"So nearly perfect is artificial

lumber made from paper," he
said, "that there is no longer
cause for great worry over forest

conservation, furthermore," he
continued, "a superior quality of

artificial lumber can be manufac-
tured cheaper than natural lum-
ber can be grown. Taking 57

per cent, waste paper, 22 per cent,

straw, 5 per cent, jute, and 15

per cent, wood fibre, a ton of fibre

board, one-fourth inch thick, or
1,100 feet of inch lumber, can be
produced."

Inefficient Belt Service

J Tow long should a good com-
position wire belt lace, properly
put in, last under the average
running conditions? It is my can-
did opinion that many factories
are continually hampered by
shut-downs and belt troubles
through the lack of sufficient care
in this very essential particular.
Some one in every factory
should be given the care of the
belts, and be supervised and in-

strusted until dependence can be
placed upon his ability. When
this is done, better results and
more uniform and longer service
may be expected. At the present
price of belting, which shows no
immediate sign of diminishing,
longer and more efficient service
is well worth the trouble involv-
ed. M. W. M.

Imitation Mahogany
More than half of the 40,000,-

000 feet of "mahogany" consum-
ed every year in the United
States is not mahogany. There
are a score of imitation woods,
but one chief one. The so-call-
ed Colombian mahogany, acn-d
ing to a monograph just issued
by the forest service, belongs Ld
the monkey-pod family, Lechy-
thigacease, otherwise known as
Cariniana pyriforms. Its grain
and color resemble the wood of
mahogany, and its straight, cy-
lindrical trunk, averaging three
feet in diameter and with a clear
length of 50 feet, admirably
adapts it for lumbering. The
cabinetmakers like it, as well as
the true i ' og;iiy. Why not
call it by !t^ true name Carin-
iana ?



Ontario
Lumber trade conditions in Northern Ontario show a decided

improvement in every way over those of a year ago. As compared
with November, the prices in December showed a tendency toward
a slight advance. Stocks anion- the inland mills are now very lightand moving well. No. 2 and 3 Pine lath are very scarce the de-mand during the past season having been phenomenal. This is ow-
ing to these grades being used so extensively in the cheaper grades
of construction. The demand for No. 1 Pine and Hemlock lath is
not so great but prices for these are firm. The mills along the
North Shore have still large stocks on hand, but these are nowmoving and conditions even here compared with last season aremuch improved.

Among many of the Northern firms there will be a curtailment
in this winter s woods operations. While the whole cut will per-
haps not be less than last year's, still there will be no important in-
crease in quantity. The principal reason for this seems to be thebad condition of the United States market.

With the Christmas season on, and stock-taking to be attended
to, it was not to be expected that the lumber trade would show any
great activity during the last two weeks of December In spite of
this, however travellers report that they met with a fair amount of
business and that prices as a rule were well maintained The lone
continued soft weather was accountable for this, as it permitted
building operations to continue much later than usual. ( futside of
this feature of the situation there is not much to say about trade
conditions. Building operations throughout the province may be
said to have pretty well come to a close now, and retailers are onlypurchasing what they actually need. The old habit of buying ex-
tensive stocks at the beginning of the year has practically disap-
peared and retailers- now buy what they want, when they want it As
the demands of the building trade are so limited at this time of year
the retailers accordingly have not much incentive to lay in stocks'
This condition is likely to continue till the opening of Spring buying'though after the inventories have been taken and the retailers have
a fair idea of just where they stand, a little more activity may natur-
ally be expected.

The hardwood trade in Ontario has been of fair volume for thistime of year. Previous to Christmas there was a good enquiry and
in fact right up to Christmas the enquiries kept up better than they
ever did before at the same time of year. Nearly all items in thehardwood lines are pretty close to the saw. A well known manu-
facturer discussing the situation, stated recently that if he wereto be asked to name any drug on the hardwood market to-dav hewould be unable to do so.

lock boards is better at New York and the prices are fairly firm
I he assortment of local stocks is about the same as it was a month
ago. *ards are not showing much tendency to anticipate then-

Eastern Canada
Almost every class of lmber has been enjoying an exception-

ally good demand during the early winter period, on account of theopen weather which has permitted the continuance of building
operations. A prominent Montreal dealer reports that there hasbeen no let-up m business and the demand is extraordinary for thistime of year. On account of making preparations for stock-takingsome of the yards are not now ordering as much as they have been
but cm the whole this has had little effect upon business. Therehas been a good movement of hardwood stocks of which chestnutand birch flooring have been the features. The outlook for thespring trade is also considered good, on account of the certainty
thirt there will be a continuance of the extensive building opera-

The Boston market for eastern spruce is improving and pricesare showing a firmer demand. Retailers show no inclination to buy
for future use, but the demand is fair. Reports are frequent that anearly advance of .-,0 cents a thousand is probable. The asking pricesor frames is $24 to $24.50, and it is difficult to buy at the lower price
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to $3.55. There is only a small demand for hemlock boards
at Boston Manufacturers' stocks of eastern clipped boards are fairly
large but they are showing no inclination to sell in a hurry Fast-
ern clipped boards are quoted at $19.50 to $20, but the top price is

At New York, orders for eastern spruce are increasing and in-
quiries show more variety. The outlook is considered encouraging.
Local stocks are not large and the yards show an increased inclin-
ation to anticipate their spring requirements. The demand for hem-

Western Canada
The logging situation in British Columbia is reported weak with

large stocks ,n salt water. The dull condition of the lumber 'trade
is indicated by the decrease in the amount of logs scaled in Novem-
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me period a aK» th *y «v000,000 eet 1 rade with the Northwest and to foreign ports is dullthough local trade is fair. Conditions, however, are not deterringsome companies from beginning operations. Perhaps it is because
timber owners want to realize, for at the final sitting of the Taxation
Commission in Vancouver, L. A. Lewis, manager of the Brunette
Sawmills, New Westminster, expressed the opinion that because ofheavy taxes those who controlled natural resources could not con-
serve them, and the government was rendering void its own policy

J
e suggested that where the government receives a royalty thelumber affected should be exempt from the personal property tax
About two hundred million feet of logs are reported in the water

but the number of camps operating is comparatively small Prices
range about $9 to $11.50 for good camp run of fir. ' Cedar is in fairdemand at from $9 to $10.50 for lumber logs and about $7.50 for
the shingle logs Spruce is scarce and in little demand, price about
$9. Hemlock sells at about $6. Logs that will go say 35 per cent
clear and not more than 5 per cent, number three are selling at Van-
couver at $10.50. A few booms may be picked up at $8 and $8 50
that will run about merchantable. Association prices are $6, $9 and
$12. lhe weather in Manitoba was mild during much of Decemberand much work was done in finishing buildings. Farmers did not
do much fall building on account of the lateness of the harvest and
the threshing season, but in December they bought small lots ofumber for repair work. Retail lumber dealers did not order very
heavily from the mills during the fall. In the cities and towns
however, the years business has been satisfactory apparently In-
dications for next spring are unusually favorable. Stocks at country
yards are not large, and the demand when spring opens up is expect-
ed to be heavy. ^

While collections have not been as satisfactory as the wholesaleand retail merchants hoped, a large amount of money already hascome in from the country. Threshing, as already stated, was later
than usual, and consequently marketing of the grain was delayed
especially after the traffic congestion in November set in The
wheat output of 1911 in Western Canada was by far the largest in
the history of the country. Its value also was much ahead of the
aggregate high prices for even the lower grades, of which there is
an enormous quantity on account of frost damage.

Great Britain
The lumber trade at London has settled down to a winter basisand little important activity is expected until the buying for thenew year commences. Stocks in most of the important lines are

shorter than they were a year ago and there is a prospect of better
prices. At present, prices are steady and firm. There is a scarcity
of sound deals and planks and thev are bringing high prices Con-
siderable criticism is heard of the quality of the deals and planks
which have been sent by White Sea shippers during the past year
or two. Clean shakey deals are too plentiful and are of no use
I here is an improvement in several sizes of battens, and a shrinkage
of 2.i per cent, in the piled stock of floorings is making them stiffen
in price in the face of a continued strong demand. For the week
ending December 2nd, deliveries at the London Docks totalled 52?7
standards as compared with 5629 in the corresponding week of 1910

At Foy Morgan & Company's recent auction sale 3 x 11 3rd
dry Quebec Pine sold for £15 15s. for 11/12 and 13 ft. A parcel
of St. John Spruce sold at £5 10s. for 1 x 3.5/23.

At Liverpool, the close of the year found the demand for wood
goods of most descriptions nearing its minimum as is usual at this
time of year. Retail buyers are only in the market for such stocks
as their actual requirements make necessary. The close of the sea-
son for shipments of spruce deals has resulted in an improvement
of prices. A few shipments will arrive by liners from St Johnand Halifax and are expected to bring higher prices. A cargo from
St. John is reported to have been sold at £8 10s., or better c i f to
the west coast. There is a fair demand on the spruce spot' market
but it is confined to actual requirements. The indications are that
the trade during the coming year will be much better than it was a
year ago. If these prospects are in any way realized there will be
a considerable depletion of stocks before the opening of next season
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BEAR IN MIND
That we saw all winter and have large

stocks of Norway and White Pine for im-

mediate shipment.
ALSO

HEAVY CONSTRUCTION TIMBER,

SHIPBUILDING TIMBER,

RAILROAD TIMBER.

The above timber can be cut to order up to 60

feet in length from Pine or B. C. Fir.

We aim to maintain the supremacy of "Cleveland
Sarnia Quality".

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO

A. F. Holden, Pres. J. M. Diver, Gen'l. Mgr.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.
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There is a firm spot market for birch and the demand is steady and
moderate. Stocks of logs are fair but the stock of planks is small.
The c.i.f. market for birch is also firm and there is an upward ten-
dency both for timber and planks. Offerings are light. American
quartered oak is selling well. Prepared maple flooring is steady.

The close of the season at Manchester finds the stocks in a very
healthy condition from the importers' and shippers' point of view.
Statistics seem to indicate strongly that the low water mark for the
timber trade was reached in 1910 and that from 1911 onwards a period
of good trade is certain. Prices are very firm. Spruce scantling are
strong at £8 5s. ex quay with other sizes in proportion. There
is considerable stir in the building trade and several large undertak-
ings are being planned for the new year.

Little change is reported from Glasgow. The general demand
continues on a satisfactory basis and orders have been rather more
numerous of late. There is still however an unpleasant amount of
price cutting. With the conclusion of arrivals from Quebec it has
become evident that a serious shortage in some of the staple lines
is probable. Yellow pine deals are scarce especially in the better
qualities. Quebec elm is selling at a premium and recent sales
have made new high records. Supplies of waney pine timber and
oak logs are also low and have advanced in price. An improvement
is noted in the spruce market. Prices however are unchanged.

United States

In spite of the unsettled financial and political conditions in
the United States there continues what may be generally character-
ized as a fairly satisfactory demand for lumber for consumption.
It is still evident however, that in some sections of the country
there is only an intermittent demand with irregular prices and small
margins of profit. Buying in general is only for immediate demand
without any disposition apparent to lay in stocks for future use.
The December trade was about on the same level as that of
November, which was better than that of the preceding months.
In the northern pine trade the present season is one of activity hi
the woods rather than in the trade. The soft weather which has pre-
vailed so far has given rise to reports of a probable shortage in the
log camp. As yet however, it is too soon to make any definite
predictions along this line, as one so frequently finds that early in-
dications of reduced operations in the woods do not materialize. It
may be said however, that the indications in favor of a reduced
cut were seldom more pronounced than at present.

Chicago:—The yard trade has suffered as usual on account of
the holiday period. The local consumption has continued, but the
demand for retail yard stocks is quiet. During the past year there
has been nothing more noticeable than the general disinclination to
buy stocks for future use. There are plenty of enquiries turning up
however and as soon as the inventory season has been passed it

seems probable that there will be a fair trade revival. Lumber re-
ceipts for the week ending December 16th were 43,845,000 feet,
against 46,809,000 feet for the corresponding week of the previous
year. The total receipts for the year up to December 16th showed
a decrease of 407,320,000 feet compared with the corresponding per-
iod of 1910. The total shipments for the same period showed a de-
crease of 165,904,000 feet compared with 1910. There is a fair de-
mand for mixed car lots of northern pine and some good inquiries
have developed for pattern lumber and box material. There is a
fairly good trade in hardwoods and frequent inquiries are made for
deliveries in January and later. There is a scarcity of stocks of dry
lumber in the upper grades of the more important hardwoods. Prices
are firm and there is an encouraging improvement in the general
market. Plain red oak is active and there has been a little more
activity in the demand for quarter sawed. There is a fair movement
in white ash. The lower grades of basswood are active. Birch and
maple are in good request. A good trade in hemlock is expected
during the winter. Higher prices are expected for southern pine
within the next month, as a result of better inquiries and the re-
ported broken nature of stocks at mill points. The demand for red
cedar shingles is quiet. Prices are strong. Lath are firm and selling
well. The market for cooperage stock has been quiet with a lower
tendency.

New York:—The demand for northern pine is improving and
the retail yards are more active. Orders for straight cars are limited
but a good general business is being done in mixed cars. Compe-
tition is strong for immediate shipments, but wholesalers are diffi-
dent about accepting current prices for orders far ahead. Hardwood
stocks are reported low in city yards, and inquiries are brisk. Prices
are strong, but the nature of the demand is not all that it might
be, as buyers want immediate delivery and their shipments are
rather of a mixed variety. Quartered oak is rather slow, but plain
oak, maple and ash are moving well.

Iluffalo:—The better grades of northern pine continue scarce
and are bringing good prices. Box lumber is firm and a little higher.
The demand for pattern makers' stock is strong. An increase in
the demand for hardwood is evident. Quartered oak is stronger.

Plain oak and maple continue in good demand. Hemlock prices are
firm and dealers expect them to continue so. The consumption ofhemlock is large. Shortleaf pine is firm and is expected to continue
so throughout the winter. The same conditions prevail in the market
for longleaf pine. I he demand for red cedar shingles is quiet and
large supplies are available.

Market Correspondence

Brisk Lumber Trade at Montreal
Montreal, Dec. 23rd.—The open weather has had a good in-

fluence on local trade, and, having regard to the time of the year
there has been an exceptionally brisk demand for almost every
description of lumber. Contractors have been able to continue out-
door work, and have been buying in fair quantities. As one dealer
expressed it, 1 here has been no let-up in business, and the demand
has been extraordinary considering the season." Some of the yardshave been making preparations for the usual stocktaking, and na-
turally have been inclined to reduce stocks, but on the whole, trade
has been satisfactory. Hardwoods have been moving freely with
chestnut and birch flooring as features.

Prespects for next year are generally considered to be excel-
lent as there is certain to be a continuance of the extensive building
operations judging from the reports of property sales and contem-
plated work.

It is claimed by some that the recent soft spell will be a goodthing for the woods, as it put the lakes and streams in a better con-
dition for the piling up of logs. On the other hand, the absence ofsnow will greatly interfere with hauling, with a consequent short-
age of lumber and higher prices.

Water conditions are now good, so far as Eastern Canada is
concerned, but this cannot be said of the State of Maine The
production of ground wood and news paper is now at its maximumm the States, although there is not much new business passing As
the weather gets colder, the streams will close up, lessening the
water supply, and gradually curtailing production. The present
good water powers will enable the paper mills throughout the con-
tinent to make their full production, and the consumption of var-
ious kinds of pulp will thus be greatly stimulated. Authorities
claim that in 1911 a better business in paper and pulp was done
than for any period in the last decade, and 1912 promises to be even
better than the last 12 months. The stock of news paper in the
United States is decreasing at the rate of 5000 tons per month.

The low water conditions in Scandinavia continue and a me-
chanical wood famine is said to be certain. Prices are now many
dollars higher per ton for any available ground wood. Sulphitem Scandinavia commands two dollars more per ton, and chances
are that prices will advance further. The effect of this scarcity
is being felt m Canada and the United States, and as much as $3
advance per ton has recently been paid for Canadian sulphite.

It is stated that a Canadian mill has just contracted for 15,000
tons of ground wood for a year from next spring; the mill had
previously manufactured their own ground wood, but have had to
buy, owing to exceptional circumstances. A large New England
mill has also contracted for 15,000 tons of ground wood from a Cana-
dian mill. There is a considerable tonnage due in the early part
of 1912 from Canadian mills, owing to new installations, but this
will be readily absorbed in consequence of the strong demand.
During 1911 the American continent was easily short of 30,000
tons of mechanical wood pulp.

Some interest has been taken by Canadian mills in the discus-
sion at Washington as to what action Congress will take over sec-
tion 2 of the rejected Reciprocity Bill, but the result will be re-
ceived with indifference, as Canadian wood, water power, pulp and
paper will readily command a market irrespective of 'any tariff
action.

The S. E. Carss Lumber Company, Limited, Orillia, Ont have
taken over the business of the Tait-Carss Lumber Company, Limited.

The McGibbon Lumber Company, Penetanguishene, Ont. have
made a very happy selection of an illustration and design for their
calendar for the year 1912. The calendar mount is of a soft light
brown color and the illustration is a splendid colored reproductTon
of a painting by E. Roscoe Shrader, entitled "Breaking the Jam."
The picture shows a couple of husky lumber jacks at work on a hu°-e
jam. They are putting their efforts into the releasing the key lo^\
Their intentness and coolness in the face of imminent peril are ex-
cellently depicted. The calendar is one which will have an especial
appeal to all lumbermen.
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Bridge, Derrick, Dredge
—and Scow Timber

—

of Douglas Fir CUT to YOUR ORDER on SHORT NOTICE and

SHIPPED PROMPTLY

Try a sample car of No. 1 and 2 clear B. C. Fir for Doors
and Interior Trim

Mail or Wire your Inquiries to nearest Branch Sales Office

—

TORONTO 1 Toronto Street Hugh A. Rose, Representative
WINNIPEG Canadian Northern Bldg. R. F. Bingham,
ALBERTA) A. Montgomery, Travelling Representative

Sask. J P. Hasselfield,

Mail or Wire HEAD OFFICE, Fraser Mills, B. C.
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Prairie Trade Review of the Year 1911

The year 1911 in western Canada was a disappointing one in
many respects in the prairie lumber trade, speaking in a general sense
and as a whole. The entire volume of sales has not been nearly
so great as was generally believed would be the case. The demand
during the Spring and Summer reached a fair average but during
the last three months of the year the bottom dropped entirely out
of the country trade and at a period in which it was believed busi-
ness would be most favorable thecontrary proved to be the case.

At no time for a number .of years have country collections been
so unfavorable as during the latter three months of 1911. The in-
ability to move the grain and get the returns for it lias left the
farmers in a position where, as a rule, they are unable to buy more
lumber or to pay for what they had bought earlier. Money in this
connection has been very tight throughout the entire fall season and
these arduous conditions are now only commenced to grow easier.

The grain was several weeks late in ripening, the threshing sea-
son, late as it was, was very unfavorable and the cold weather of
mid-November were elements which all tended to make up a most
unfavorable situation. The railway facilities proved entirely inade-
quate to the task of moving the grain with even a reasonable prompt-
ness and the result has been the financial stagnation in the lumber
business as described above, in common with other lines of trade.
The whole situation' throughout the year hinged, as is always the
case, upon the success of the harvest, which being in many important
respects unsuccessful, the culmination has been such that the year
will go down in history as a poor year in the lumber business in
the west.

A redeeming feature of the situation throughout the year was
the activity of retail trade in the cities. This activity was most
prominent in the larger centres, such as Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary,
Saskatoon and numerous other rapidly growing cities and towns.
Building at such points has been very active and retail buying of
lumber consequently very brisk.

Prices throughout the year have been in a somewhat unsettled
state in the markets of the prairies. Changes of an important na-
ture have been few but values have ranged below the normal. The
importations of American lumber to the prairies has been respon-
sible for the instability of prices in wholesale circles and as a con-
sequence retailers have bought at figures considerably below the av-
erage in many of the principal lines. Dealers who handle coast
and mountain products exclusively have found it hard to keep prices

up to the average level in the face of the competition of the output
o! the American mills and the meeting of the schedules offered by
the latter has been responsible for much of the instability of the
markets.

Competition in the lumber trade has been quite as keen as ever
before, despite the increasing of the scope of the market and the
increasing opporunities to sell lumber. In a few cases price war-
were carried on for short periods in some of the smaller towns,
there has been little real competition from mail-order houses al-
though country dealers have been obliged in many cases to cope
with quotations from such sources. The results have been more in
the nature of inconvenience and trouble for the yard-man rather than
any material loss of business. Generally speaking, little difficulty
has been experienced in selling lumber in the face of the figures
submitted by the mail-order houses.

A feature of the year has been the rapid increase of sales ter-
ritory on the prairies due to the large number of new branches of
railroads which have been opened for traffic. The line-yard com-
panies have shown their ability to keep abreast of the development
in this hue as the prompt opening of one, two or three yards in even
the smallest of the new towns will testify. The number of new
yards opened has been very large.

The year 1911 had many favorable elements bearing upon the
trade in general and the prairie trade in particular, immigration
was heavy, building in all lines in the cities was very brisk the rail-
road expansion was all that could be described—there and other
conditions all tended to make the year a prosperous one but the
unusual combination of circumstances and conditions with the crop
brought the year to a close in the midst of conditions that could not
be called other than unfavorable.

Is the Wooden House A "Cheap" House
In the campaign against "substitutions for wood" vigorous ef-

fort should be made to down once for all the idea that the wooden
house is a "cheap house." Not cheap in the sense that it costs less
to build, but when built it will look cheap. This idea is effectively
worked by the substituters for wooden building materials, and as
they have worked almost without opposition from the lumberman
this idea has had a wide growth in the past few years, says the
Southern Lumberman.

The fact is that wood frame construction has recently been used
but little except for the less expensive buildings, and the home build-

The LOMBARD Steam Log Hauler

Consider what a
valuable saving"

over the use of
Horses.

Do not take our
word for it, let us
refer you to some
of the many users.

First Cost only
Cost.

This Cut produc-
ed from a photo-
graph right from
the scene of oper-
ation.

Length of haul 7
miles. How long
would it take
Horses to Draw
in this quantity ?

Ask for Further Particulars

The Jenckes Machine Company,
Sherbrooke Montreal - St. Catharines - Cobalt - Porcupine - Vancouver

Works : Sherbrooke, Que. St. Catharines, Ont.

Limited

Rossland
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"AMPHIBIA" ALWAYS

Waterproof « Wears Well

RE You Interested

in getting

ORE Results from
Your Belting ?

>OWER Saved is

Money Saved.

1ARD usage has less effect

on our Belting than

on any other.

i

B

T is Waterproof.
Give the"Amphibia"

ELT a Fair Trial

and

F it Fails to give Satisfac-

tion, return it without
cost.

» BELT for Every
Purpose

Sadler & Haworth
Tanners and Manufacturers of

Oak Leather Belting
MONTREAL

511 William St.

TORONTO
27 Melinda St.

VANCOUVER
217 Columbia Ave.

ST. JOHN, N. B.

89 Prince William St.

WINNIPEG
244 Princess St.

Algonquin Steel

Shanty Range

For Coal or Wood,
or Both

Built for the big capacity

and rough usage required in

Lumber and Mining
Camps,

Railroad Construc-

tion or Boarding
Houses,

Threshing Outfits

and Ranches

Big cooking surface.

Big Oven—Big Reservoir—Big Fire Box—Big Ash Pit.

Heavy Steel Body—Extreme Heavy Cast Iron Top and Lids.

Duplex Grates and Fire Box Linings—all of heaviest design and

construction.
Double Steel Wall on top and bottom of oven, interlined with heavy

Asbestos Board, ensuring quick and even baking.

Top Cooking Surface, 58 x28in.
Six 10 in. Cooking Holes.
Oven 24 x 26 x 14. Fire-door 9x9. Ash Door 9x9.
15 Gal. Capacity Reservoir.
Note what the Shelf made by the Big-One-Piece-Drop-Oven Door
means to the cook when baking.

Oven Thermometer supplied at small extra cost if desired.

Sold Direct from Factory to User.
Quick delivery from Edmonton, Regina, Brandon, Saskatoon or Ottawa

National Manufacturing Co., Limited

OTTAWA, - - CANADA

ECONOMY OF OPERATION
is ONE of the Essentials to be

considered when comparing initial

cost of a steam LOG LOADER

Average cost of loading Logs with above

"AMERICAN" LOG LOADER
purchased nine years ago 10^c. per

1000 feet, everything included.

(Watch for our next ad)

AMERICAN HOIST & DERRICK COMPANY
ST. PAUL, MINN.
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Makes It's Mark Vivid and Lasting

DIXON'S LUMBER CRAYONS
¥lt ?'7f

ys re"'ained the recognized standard because of their one, uniform anddependable quahty; their convenient and uniform shape and size and because of

PRA vomVe,ecllon
,

°f. materials used in their manufacture. DIXON'S LUMliER
r,H (. "a ?*lei ln nlne,een grades and colors, including black (six grades),

vlnJ *TS i?
ra

^
S)

'
blUC (

L
W° gradesK ercen, white, yellow, brown, terra cotta

*nd °™ n*e -
Some

?re made '<> "I! Particular needs-let us tell youmore about them. Get acquainted.
Write for lithographed booklet No. 239, illustrated in colors.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
Jersey City, U. S. A.

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited
GALT, ONTARIO

MANUFACTURING WOODWORKING

Machine Knives, Circular Cutters
and Mortise Chisel

Union Stock Yards Horse Exchange
Keele Street - Toronto, Ontario

We specialize on

Lumber Horses
and

Work Horses
A trial order solicited

Write us your requirements

Herbert Smith, Manager
References: Dominion Bank, Toronto

LOUISIANA RED CYPRESS
QUARTERED OAK PLAIN OAK

POPLAR ASH
Yards at Nashville, Tcnn.

We can ship you promptly any of the above
Stock, Carefully Inspected

WE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU

Wistar Underhill & Co.
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Rep. W. J. Anderson, 288 South St., London, Ont

er, when he intends to spend on his residence as much as four thou-sand dollars or more gives hut little thought to the possibility 0f Ins
building a better house, a more attractive one if the buildings out-
side IS of wood Led by his architec t and influenced by the custom
that prevails about him he figures on brick or stucco and studiesthe woods only to decide upon the characte rof the interior trim-mings Had that same builder worked with wood as the basis hecould for the same money have built not only as good a souse 'but
certainly in each case a more pretentions one and one more artistic-Some of the country's most stately anti-bellum houses were rfame'and most of these are holding their own with houses of the same aee
bu.lt of other materials. Where the families who owned these framemansions have taken an interest in them and given them the propercare they are to-day the same attractive houses, showing that dur-
ability is not the problem.

K

To-day, in most of our cities, the competitor of wood as the raa-
crial for residence construction, where the builder wants a house

less expensive than of brick or stone, is stucco or cement The cement block house has seen its best days, and it seems the secret
of the fhmsiness of stucco cannot long be held away Its present
popularity is due to the fact that the builder wants something else
than wood, under the misguided belief that his house will give a
finer appearance." A lumberman has only to point to any of two

houses of the same age, standing as long as ten months—one built
ot stucco and one of frame—to carry his point with any intelligent
builder. The stucco house is just as expensive to keep fresh with
paint, and when it cracks, as it surely will, it is not capable of repair
except at a heavy expense. There has been no one working- to point
out such facts.

Pictures and plans of homes built of wood—not only small houses
and cheap bungalows—these too, but houses that would ran^e in
price from $1,500 to $15,000, could be left to good advantage for lum-
bermen in the ouces of architects, where the prospective builder
could use them as tips on his construction. Such tips is something
that every experienced builder is searching for, and the booklet could
show a range of modern architecture not possible in other materials.

Ontario's 1910 Lumber Cut
Ontario still produces a little over one-third of the quantity

of the lumber cut annually in Canada, but its annual cut, while in-
creasing, is increasing more slowly each year. Ontario's 1909 cut
was 17 per cent, greater than in 1908; its 1910 cut was only 7 5
per cent, more than in 1909. The Forestry Branch of the Depart-
ment of the Interior has compiled statistics showing that 1 642 191 -

000 feet of lumber worth $30,011,000 was cut in Ontario during 1910
but that British Columbia will be Canada's premier lumber province
in a short time. The diversified forests of Ontario have enabled
this province to hold its supremacy up to the present, as illustrated
in 1910, when the chief cut of seventeen species came from Ontario
White pine to the value of $17,743,074 came from Ontario forests
and formed 85 per cent, of Canada's white pine cut. Nearly half
of the hemlock cut m Canada in 1910 was cut in Ontario, as was
over 90 per cent, of the red pine. Ontario contributed over 70 per
cent, of the hardwoods. Of the total made up by twenty-three
species cut m Ontario, over one-half was white pine. Red pine
contributed 10 per cent., hemlock 12 per cent., leaving 25 per cent
to be equally divided among the hardwoods and less important coni-
fers To arrive at the correct amount cut by lumber mills of Ontariom 1910, there must be added to the above lumber cut, 1 976 000 000
shingles worth $3,557,211, and 851,953,000 lath worth $1 943 544

'

The annual convention of the Western Retail Lumbermen's
Association will be held in Winnipeg the second week in Febru-
ary, at the time Avhen the annual "bonspiel" is held.

It is estimated that the Turtle Mountain forest reserve, if prop-
erly stocked with oak, would yield some six million feet of timber
of that species per year—a quantity not lightly to be passed over
when it is remembered that all the oak used by the woodworkers
of Manitoba (the agricultural implement and vehicle manufacturers
of Manitoba alone used, in 1910, 1,835,000 feet of oak) had to be
imported.

The Appleton & Sewall Company, Foresters and Surveyors, of
156 Fifth Avenue, New York City, owing to numerous inquiries
relative to timber land holdings have established a timber land de-
partment in connection with their other forestry work and at pre-
sent are making a specialty of buying and selling Maine timber land
about which they have valuable data and information. They have
for sale some valuable lands along the St. [ohn and Allagash rivers
in the northern part of Maine, which is undoubtedly the future tim-
ber section for that state.
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Canadian Headquarters for Lumber Insurance

Security Lumber Insurance Co. of New York
42 Central Chambers, Ottawa., Ont.

Economy

Dominion License E. D. Hardy, Canadian Manager
Ontario and Quebec

Canadian Deposit

Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta :

J. A. CHRISTIE & CO., Winnipeg, Man.
For British Columbia, address : Pacific Coast Agent for Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland
Department, Lumber Insurers General Agency j. G. RAINNIE, Halifax, N. S.

609 Corbett Bldg., Portland, Ore.

ARE YOU SUFFICIENTLY INSURED?
SPECIAL RATES TO LUMBERMEN

Nearly 7 Times as Much Steam
Delivered from Every Ton of Coal

By the use of J-M Asbesto-Sponge Felted Pipe Covering as high as
6 4-5 times as much steam has been delivered from every ton of
coal as when the pipes were left bare. And about 1 1/3 times as much
steam has been delivered as when ordinary coverings were used.

This is proven by a series of disinterested tests conducted by
Mr. Geo. H. Barrus, the well-known engineer, on the basis of 100
pounds pressure and up, 10,000 square feet of surface.

This big saving of fuel has also been proven by the many users of

J-M Asbesto-Sponge

Felted Pipe Covering

The Eikins Coal & Coke Company.
Morgantown, W. Va., recently wrote
that J-M Asbesto-Sponge Felted
Pipe Covering saved them $307.20 the
first two months. At which rate the
covering would pay for itself in less

than five and one-half months.
Tests made by prominent engineers show that steam at 350 de-

grees F., through pipes insulated with J-M Asbesto-Sponge Felted
Covering, can be carried over a mile, through a temperature of 60
degrees F.. with a loss of only 10 H. P. (or 2.65%) of a 375 H. P.

engine carrying 120 pounds steam.
J-M Asbesto-Sponge Felted C overing is as full of air cells as

a sponge. And—due to the laminated construction—every one of
these air cells is sealed. Thus an enormous amount of dead air

—

the greatest of non-conductors—is confined in this Asbestos cover-
ing. That is why this covering permits so little of the steam to be
wasted through condensation.

Write our nearest branch for booklet "The Insulation of Pipes
and Boilers."

THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LTD.
Manufacturers of Asbestos F&Tfl (5" Asbestos Roofings, Packings,

and Magnesia Products ^v&i'3rj'jt^' Electrical Supplies, etc.

TORONTO, ONT. MONTREAL, QUE. WINNIPEG, MAN. VANCOUVER, B.C.

The most economical all around loading machine is the old

reliable

McGlFFERT LOG LOADER
Made with either stationary or swing boom. It is also equipped
with four-wheel, swivel trucks for use on light rail These trucks

always remain in horizontal position when raised and come back
squarely to the track when lowered. Send for catalogue.

CLYDE IRON WORKS, DULUTH, MINN., U.S.A.

CHICAGO, ILL.

318 Fisher Bldg

C-i«

BRANCHES
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

421 Garondelet St.

SAVANNAH, GA.
501 Germania Bk. Bldg.

MEASURE YOUR LUMBER WITH THE BEST RULE
DIMENSIONS, ETC.

Our Guarantee:

If our rules do not

prove to be the

most serviceable,

most DURABLE
and best, we'll take

them back whether

you've used them or

not.

uMmf 'P 'iv ifr1 . * * _-c

LENGTH : 3 feet, includ-
ing handle.

WIDTH: Made in two
widths, I" and 1".

SCALE : 12', 14' and 16' on
one side; 8', 10' and 18'

on the other.
REDUCED PRICE : In §
doz. lots, $6. Orders filled
by express same day re-
ceived.

^ American Rule

9B) Mfg. Company
NASHVILLE, TENN.
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ONEIDA STEEL PULLEYS
Lead the world in

Technically and Practically Correct

Made by the largest manufacturers of Steel Pulleys in the world

SendJor descriptive Catalog, its to your interest

Oneida Steel Pulley Co.
Oneida. N. Y.. U. S. A.

Everything

in Spruce
Dressed and in the Rough

Campbell - MacLaurin Lumber Co.
Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL

Timber Estimates

Logging Maps

Water Power

Water Storage

Forest

Engineers

CLARK & LYFORD,
403 Crown Building

Vancouver

LYFORD, CLARK &
LYFORD

20(> Board of Trade Bldg
Montreal

EDGINGS
Ontario

Pickard & Jermyn, of Wiarton, Out., have dissolved partnership.
David Conklin, Kiiif>svil!e, Ont., is building a new sawmill to replace ihe

One recently destroyed by fire.

A. E. Pickard and H. W. Jermyn, lumbermen and sawmillers W iarton
Out., are reported to have dissolved partnership.

An explosion recently destroyed the engine and sawmill outfit belonging
to Fred Elliott, at Embro, Ont. A new outfit will be procured.

The city of London, Ont., is contemplating the purchase of woodwork-
ing machinery to the value of $5,000, for Technical School equipment

The saw and grist mill and general store of H. N. M. Chene, St. Andre
Avehn, Ont., has suffered loss by fire. The damage is covered by insurance.

The Seaman, Kent Company, Limited, Meaford, Ont., intend to erect
an addition costing $10,000 to their hardwood flooring plant at Eort William
( )nt.

Snyder Bros., Waterloo. Out., are erecting an addition to their furni-
ture factory. ihe new building is to lie three storeys, 158 x 55 feet and
to cost $15,000.

Mickle, Dyment & Company, Brantford, Ont., will erect an addition to
their planing mill, for a moulding shop. Woodworking machinery may be
required by the company.

The Montrose Paper Mills, Ltd., Thorold, have prepared plans for anew machine room. They intend to install one paper machine, six boilers,
and washers with necessary screens, tanks, etc., two rotary boilers, finish-
ing machinery, cutters and calenders.

P. W. Nicholson, Strathroy, Ont., intends to erect a woodworking fac-
tory two storeys, 50 x 60, for the manufacture of kitchen cabinets, screen
doors, windows, etc. The town has carried a by-law to authorize a loan of
$12,000 for the purpose of assisting the industry.

The Imperial Pulp & Paper Mills at Sturgeon Ealls, Ont., have been
purchased by the Dominion Bond Company for $<J00,000. The industry will
be re-opened and run in conjunction with the Spanish River pulp and paper
nulls at Espanola, seventy-five miles distant. The plant originally cost
$1,500,000.

3

The Board of Control of the City of Toronto have recommended that
the city either purchase direct or expropriate the planing mill property of
the Dunn Lumber Company, which recently suffered a serious loss by fire
Ihe property adjoins the Aged Men's and Women's Homes and the industrial
Refuge, and was considered a source of danger to the lives of the inmates.

Mr. John T. James, of Bridgeburg, Ont., has purchased from Mr. W. H
Crawford, of Orilha, a sawmili and considerable hardwood timber near
Whitehall, about fourteen miles west of Scotia Junction. The mill contains
a 50 h.p. boiler and 45 h.p. engine and has a capacity of from 16,000 to 20,000
seet a day. He has also purchased four hundred acres of timber land at
Scotia Junction. It is his intention to erect a small store at Whitehall. The
timber consists chiefly of birch, with some maple, beech, spruce, balsam and
cedar.

Eastern Canada
Allen & Ross, Sherbrooke, Que., have been registered to carry on a

lumber business.

The sawmill of Dalton Brown, at Bolton Glen, P. Q., is reported to have
been destroyed by fire.

The sawmill belonging to A. Cloutier, Rimouski, Que., is reported to
have been destroyed by fire.

Landreville & Huard's sash and door factory, Montreal, P. Q., is re-
ported to have been destroyed by fire.

The sash and door factory of Landreville, Heard & Company. Longue
Pointe, Que., has been destroyed by fire.

The sash and door factory of the Kent Lumber Company, Granby, P. Q.,
has been damaged by fire. The loss is covered by insurance.

An American syndicate is considering the erection of a sawmill at Smiths-
ville, N. S., Antigonish County. Walter Dixon, Smithsville, is the manager
The building will be 100 x 85 feet.

P. Dussault & Company, La Patrie, Que., have registered to carry on
a lumber and real estate business. The firm is composed of Messrs. P. Dus-
sault, H. Vincent, N. Edgar, G. and L. Lussier.

The sash and door factory fo Michael Bruneau & Son, Granby, P. Q., is
reported to have been purchased at auction by Arthur Barre for $6,300.
Mr. Barre intends to continue the operation of the factory.

The Edward Partington Pulp and Paper Company, of St. John, N. B.,
has secured a suitable site and next year, according to present plans will erect
a news print mill in that city. The new location adjoins the company's pulp
mill.

The Dominion Lumber Mills at Black River, N. S., were recently de-
stroyed by fire at a loss of $8,000. The mills were owned by an American
syndicate. W. Dickson was manager. It is reported that the company will
rebuild.

Parisean Bros., 419 Mitcheson street, Montreal, are erecting a box factory
to cost $20,000. The building is to be 200 x 100 feet. The company are in
the market for band saws, planers, shaving blower, dry kiln, and 175 horse
power engine.

The Sydney Lumber Company, who recently purchased the Bearinger
and Chapin mill at Dalhousie, N. B., have under consideration the erection
of a factory for the manufacture of nail kegs in conjunction with the nail
plant at Sydney.

Saguenay Mills Limited, Montreal, Que., have been incorporated with
a capital of $20,000, to own and operate sawmills, timber limits and deal
in lumber, wood, pulp and timber of all kinds. The incorporators are J. S.
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P. Morgan, Wm. G. M. Morgan, of Sorel, Que., and E. Maurault, of Montreal,
Que.

A Fredericton, X.B., despatch states that VV. H. Gunter has purchased
the Babbitt Estate mill at St. Mary's, N.B. Mr. Gunter is also reported
to have sold his interest in the Richards Company's business on the Res-
tigouche to the Stetson-Cutler Company.

The D'Auteuil Lumber Company, Limited, Quebec, have been incor-
porated with a capital of $50,000, to buy, sell and deal in lumber, pulp and
timber of all kinds, operate power plants, saw mills, etc. The incorporators
are C. E. Taschereau, J. P. Cantin and U. Gelly, all of Quebec.

Wm. Rutherford & Sons, 425 Atwater Avenue, Montreal, will build an
extension to their box factory at Levis and Duvermay streets. The exten-
sion is to cost $4,000 and to be of three storeys, 40 x 80. They will also
build a lumber shed costing $2,000 on Atwater avenue, two storeys, 52 x 180.

The Dominion Mahogany and Veneer Company, Lachine, Que., have
awarded a contract for the erection of a wood veneer factory to cost $75,000.
The building is to be two storeys, of concrete construction. The company
are in the market for an engine and for planing and edging machines. The
general contractors are F. J. Jago & Company, 626 Coristine Building, Mont-
real. Messrs. E. & W. S. Maxwell, Montreal, are the architects.

Tenders are being received by the Deputy Minister of Marine and Fish-
eries, Ottawa, until noon of January 15th, for 40,000 cubic feet of round
white pine timber and 10,000 feet of round yellow spruce in the log, in ac-
cordance with the specification prepared by the department, to be delivered
at Sorel, P. Q., not later than July 31st next. Specifications can be obtained
from the purchasing and contract agent of the department and from the
Director of the Shipyard, Sorel. P. Q.

The property recently purchased by Percy C. Black and others from Chas.
Davidson Hill, of Truro, X.S., is reported to have been taken over by the
Maple Leaf Lumber Co., Ltd., which has been organized with a capital of
two hundred thousand dollars. Percy C. Black has been appointed presi-
dent; I. J. Soy, manager; Edgar Fillmore. R. M. Embres and E. L. Milner.
directors. The company own about thirty thousand acres of lumber lands
situated near Folleigh and North River. It is estimated that there are
about 150 million feet of lumber on the property, chiefly spruce. The com-
pany expect to cut about six million feet this season and a much larger
quantity next season.

Western Canada
The Hillman Lumber Company, Limited, has been incorporated in Brit-

ish Columbia with capital of $10,000 and head office at Vancouver,
i The Gibson Lumber Company's mill at Pingston Creek, B. C, is reported

to have been destroyed by fire. The loss, amounting to $100,000. was covered
by insurance.

The Acme Lumber Company, Limited, Vancouver, B. C, has been in-
corporated with capital stock of $10,000 to carry on business as timber mer-
chants, sawmill proprietors, etc.

The Hillman Lumber Company, Limited, Vancouver, B.C., has been in-
corporated with capital of $10,000. to carry on business as timber mer-
chants, sawmill proprietors, etc.

The Westholme Lumber Company, Westholme, B. C. have secured the
tender for the construction of the Sooke Lake waterworks for Victoria,
B. C. Their tender was for $1,169,720.

United States capital is behind the Dominion Match Company, which
is erecting a factory with thirty-six machines at New Westminster, B.C. This
is the first of its kind in the Canadian West.

The T. A. Burrows Lumber Company has been incorporated at Winni-
peg with a capital of $500,000. The incorporators include Frank Carlisle,
W. J. Chalk and Marshall Anderson, all of Winnipeg.

A standard logging railway will be built by the Canadian-Puget Sound
Lumber Company from Jordan river to Sooke harbor, a distance of twenty
miles. If a favorable location is secured, a mill will be built on Sooke harbor.

The Brittingham & Young Company, Limited, Vancouver, B. C, has been
incorporated, with a capital of $50,000, to operate timber lands, timber leases
and carry on business as lumbermen, saw, pulp and shingle mill proprietors,
etc.

The Lombard Investment Company, Winnipeg, has been incorporated
by F. W. Louthood, B. S. Jenkins and George A. Dysart, all of Winnipeg,
with a capital of $100,000, to carry on a general land, mining and lumber
business.

The Carman Manufacturing Company, 615 Hastings street west, Van-
couver, has been incorporated, with a capital of $100,000, to operate sawmills
and conduct a general lumbering plant, etc. J. N. Ellis, of Vancouver, is
attorney.

The McLelan Lumber Company, Ladner, B. C, report that they are still
open for tenders for general contracts and machinery for their sawmill at
Ladner's Landing. The head office of the company is at 744 Hastings street
west, Vancouver.

The Similkameen Fruit Land Company, Limited, Winnipeg, Man., in-
corporated, with a capital of $1,000,000, to carry on the business of lumber-
ing in all its branches, manufacturing brick and tile, etc. The incorporators
are Wm. T. Alexander, D. J. Taylor, and R. Langtry, all of Winnipeg.

A fire recently occurred at the sawmill of the Canadian Pacific Lumber
Company, at Pingston Creek, Arrow Lakes, B. C. The flames spread to
a slab pile from the refuse burner and completely wiped out the. mill and
yards. The damage is estimated at $75,000. The manager of the company
is Mr. Rand Gibbons.

Bloedel, Stewart & Welsh, who recently acquired 7,800 acres of timber
from T. L. Shevlin and 4,000 acres from the Gulf Lumber Company, will log
their product for sale in the open market. They will install a standard
gauge railway from Myrtle Point, near Van Anda, to its limits. Later the
company may build a mill.

The Dominion Match Company, 328 Hastings street west, Vancouver,
B. C, are contemplating the erection of a plant at Vancouver. The com-
pany control the patent for making matches out of woods such as alder,
cottonwood and spruce to be found in British Columbia. Subsidiary com-
panies may also be established in Eastern Canada. R. Thompson is the sec-
retary-treasurer of the company.
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The Barnhart Log Loader
has been in successful operationin all parts of the country
for twenty years and never caused a complaint. We are
now manufacturing a new Barnhart Loader known as
Model "12," which is specially designed for use in very
heavy timber. This loader is built on the same lines as the
old Barnhart Loader now known as Model "10 '' and which
we still continue to manufacture. We are operating lum-
bermen, producing 200,000,000 feet of lumber per annum
and we use the Barnhart Loader exclusively. Could we
afford to do so if it were not the best? Write us for
prices.

Goodyear Lumber Company,
BU
N
FFA
Y
L0

We have a splendid stock of

WHITE PINE

RED PINE

SPRUCE
Enquiries solicited from the

wholesale trade.

Thos. Mackarell & Co.
Ottawa Montreal

49 Metcalfe Street Canadian Express Bldg.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES—WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

White Pine ;

i inch No. i cuts
& better $60 00 65 00

1 % inch No. 1

cuts and better. 64 00 68 00
«" No. 1 Cuts and

Better 67 00 72 00
i%" No. 2 C & H 50 00 52 00
2" No. 2 Cuts and

Butter. ... 56 00 60 00
1 %" No 1,2 & 3 Cuts 48 00 50 00
2" No. i»a&3 Cuts 50 00 52 00
1" Good Shorts. ... 40 00 45 00
1 x 4 and 5 common

and dressing.. 3300
1 x6 common and

dressing 26 00
1 x 8 common and

dressing 27 00
1 x 10 com & dr's'g 30 00
1 X 12 com &dr's'g 40 00
1 xioand 12 mill cull

stocks 20 00
1" mill cull sidings
2 x 10 common 27 00
2 and 3 x 12 common 30 00
1x8 liox & common 21 00
1 x 10 inch box and

common.. 23 00
ix 12 box & common 27 00
1" mill run sidings 24 00
1" Mill Run Shorts
1" dead cullsidings 12 50
1% inch Mooring
1" mill run Norway

CAR LOTS
6x 16

25 00

28 00

2y 00
32 00
42 OO

if 00
1 7.00
28 00
32 00
22 00

Norway, c&cf 1" 33 00

35 00

33 00
20 00
14 00

24 00
29 00
2b CO
18 00
14 00
28 00
22 00
25 00

34 °o
36 00
35 00
21 00
15 00

Spruce mill run . .

.

Spruce mill culls .

Clear inch B.C.
cedar, kiln dried 55 50 65 50

2x4 to 10 inch 18ft. 20 00
Douglas Fir
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet:

8, 10 x 10, 10 x 12

1x14, 12 x 12,12 x,

014,14x14,14x16.

.

xio, 6x12, 8x10, 8x
12,10x16,12x16, 16

X16, 14x18, 16x18,
18x18 & 20x20. .

.

6x14, 8x14, 1 2x18, 18

X20

34 00

34 50

35 00

6, 10x18,
4x20 & 16

x ao 35 50
10x20 36 00
6x18, 8x18 36 50
6x20, 8x20 37 50
Lengths over 32 ft. take the fol-

lowing advances ; 33 to 35 ft.,

50c; 36 to 4" it., $i;'4'i to4? ft.,

$3; 46 to 50 ft., $5.
Fir flooring, edge

grain
No. 1 & 2 clear 1"

Fir rough
No. I&2CI. i

lA,i%
& 2" Fir rough .

.

i%" No. 1 4 ft. Fine
Lath

i%" No. 2 4 ft. lath
32" P'ne

i%" No. 1 4ft.

hemlock lath. ..

ij-z"" mill run hem-
lock lath

X Pine or Cedar
Shingles

XX Pine or Cedar
Shingles
XXXPineor Cedar
Shingles
XX B.C. Cedar
Shingles

XXX 6 butts to 2"

XXXX 6to 23-16"
xxxxx
Hemlock No. 1 :

1 x 4 and 5 in. x 9
to 16 ft

1 x 6in. x 9 to 16ft.

1 x8 in. x 9 to 16ft.

1 x 10 and 12 in. x

9 to 16ft....
1 x 7, 9 and 11 in. x

9 to 16 ft

„ No. 2, 6' to 16'

2x 4 to 12", 6' to
16 ft

2 x 4 to 12", 12 and
'4 ft

a x 4 to 12", 18 ft..

20 ft..
" 22ft..

24 ft.

.

2" No. 2, 4" and up
in width, 6to 16 ft.

44 SO

45 i-'

47 >»

4 5"
4 00
1 60

3 35

3 00

' °5

2 25

3 3°

2 40

3 30
3 52

3 75

'4 5°
7 5°
17 50

'9 50

7 50
ta 50

9 5°

8 50
21 50
a 3 50
*5 5°
28 00

12 50
HARDWOODS—PER M. FEET, CAR LOTS

Ash white, ists and 2nds,

1 % and 2" 55 00
Ash, white, No. 1. com. 45 00
Ash, brown, ists and
2nds, 4/4 , 46 00
Ash, brown, C & B 35 00
Ash, brown, ists and
2nds, 6/4 and 8/4 50 00
Birch, ists and 2nds, 4/4 35 00
Birch, No. ~ *mmon and
better, 4/4 29 00
Birch, ists and 2nds, 6/4
and 8/4 38 00
Birch, ists and 2nds, 12/4
and 16/4 ....

Basswood, ists &2nds,4/4
Basswood, No. 1, com-
mon and better, 4/4 28 00
Basswood, No. 2 and 3,

common 16 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4,

ists and 2nds 40 00
Basswood 6/4 8t 8/4
common and better 35 00
Basswood No. 2 com-
mon and better 24 50
Soft Elm, ists & 2nds, 4/4
Soft Elm, No. 1 common
and better, 4/4 2

Soft Elm, No. 2 and 3,

common 15 00
Soft Elm 6/4 and 8/41 & 2

Soft Elm, 3" 1st and 2nds
Rock Elm, ists and 2nds,
6/4x8/4 50 oc
Rock Elm, No. 2, com-
mon and better, 6/4 & 8/4 35 00
Cherry
4/4ist&2nds 8500
4/4 No 1 com 60 00

42 00

35 00

33 00

38 00
42 00

, 6/4 ist&2nds 87 00
6/4 No. 1 com 65 00
8/4 ist&2nds 87 00
8/4 No. 1 com 65 00
12/4 1st & 2nds 90 00
1 2/4 No. 1 com 70 00

Soft Maple, ists and
2nds, 4/4 31 00
Soft Maple, common and
better. 4/4 25 00
Soft Maple, 6/4 and 8/4
ists and 2nds 34 00
Hard Maple, ists and
2nds, 4/4 34 00
Hard Maple, common
and better, 4/4 27 00
Hard Maple, 12/4 and
16/4, ists and 2nds 43 00
Red Oak, plain, ists and
2nds, 4/4 54 00
Red Oak, plain, ists and
2nds, 6/4 & 8/4 60 00
Red Oak, plain, ists and
2nds, 12/4 and 16/4 65 00
White Oak, plain, ists
and 2nds, 4/4 55 00
White Oak, plain, ists
and 2nds, 1 and 2"

. . . . 60 00
White Oak, plain, ists
and 2nds, 12/4 and 16/4.. 70 00
White Oak, ^ cut ists
and 2nds, 4/4 85 00
White Oak, H cut 5/4

ind 2nds 87 00and 6/4, ists an
White Oak K cut No.
~ommon 55 00
Hickory, ists and 2nds,
4/4 70 00
Hickory, 6/4 and 8/4, ists
and 2nds 75 00

58 00

MANUFACTUR
Pine good sidings

:

iin. X7in andup 54 00
lU" andi^'x

'

8" and up 56 00 60 00
2" x 7" and up 58 00 65 00
No. 2 cuts 2xfr
and up 4c 00 45 00

Pine good strips :

OTTAWA, ONT.
er's prices
Pine, box boards..

i"x4 & up 6'-i 1'
. . 1300

i"x3" to6",i2'-i6' 15 00
i"x7" & up i2'-i6' 16 00

Pine Shorts 6' to 1
1

'

i%" and
3''

Pine good shorts :

1" x 7" and up

.

1" x 4" to 6''..

, ^"and i%" ..

40 00
50 00
50 00

38 00

31 00
45 00
48 00

44 00

55 00
5a 00

40 00

35 00
48 00
52 00

7" to 9"A Sidings 25 00 27 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing

sidings 3 00 35 00
Pine. No. 1 dressing

•trips 26 00 31 00
Pino. No. 1 dressing

shorta 22 00 26 00
Pin*, 8 s. c. and bet-

ter 12' to 16* ... 23 00 24 00
Pine, 7 up s. c. sid-

ing 1" 22 00 24 00
Pine s Sidings 1

& 2" 26 00 30 00
Pine, «. c. strips 1" 17 oo 19 Jo

• '/{"• 1 'A" and 2" 21 00 24 00
Pino.s.c. shorts. 1x4

X4 20 00 21 00
Pine, sc. & bet. 1x5 21 00 as 00
Pinfr.sc. & bet. 1x6 13 50 aj 00

r x 10 20 00
1 x 8 & 9 No. 1 barn 25 00

O. culls r & w p 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out, 1" 15 00
do 17 50
do i%" 21 00

Mill run Spruce

:

i"x4" & up, 6'-i 1'
. . 1400

i'
/X4 // & up i2'-i6' 16 00

i"xq"-io" " 18 00
1^x78-9" " 1800
1 %"xio" " 19 00
1 J^"&2

//xia" " 2400
Spruce 1" clear (fine

dressing and B) 24 00
Hemlock i"cull. .. . 1000
Hemlock 1" log runi3 00
Hemlock 2x4, 6, 8

10, 12/16' 14 00
Tamarac 13 00
Basswood log run,

dead culls out . 2000
Basswood log run

mill culls out, . 24 00
Birch Log run 19 00
Soft Elm, common,
and better 1, 1 J4\a" ao 00
Ash, black log
run 26 00

14 00
16 00

21 00
27 00
12 00

16 00
'9 5°
22 00

16 50
17 5°
19 00
20 00
20 00
25 00

26 50
12 00

'4 SO

16 50
15 00

26 00
22 00

24 00

SQ OO

Pine, sc. and better,
1 x 7 21 50 23 o

Pine, s.c and better

.
1 * 7 ai 50 23 00

Pine, s.c. and better,
1 x 8 23 00 ij 00

Pine, s.c. and better,

„. IXQ 23 00 .4 jo
1 ine, s.c. and better

,x g aj jo
1 x 10 No 1 barn . . 30 00
1 x 10 No. 2 " 23 00
x 8 & 9 No. a " ao 00

Pine mill culls, strips

& sidings, i"x^"
& up, 12' & up. . 13 00

M,llcullshorts,i /
'x4"

& up, 6' to 11' .. 11 00

a7 00

33 00
26 00
22 00

16 00

Lath oer M :

No. 1 white pin e

1 3/8" x 4' 4 00
No. 2 White Pine., a 7j
Mill run white pine 3 aj
Spruce, mill run 2 8j

Red pine mill run 2^5
Tamarac mill run 1 j
Basswood " 00
Hemlock "

1 7j
3a'' lath 1 2

j

Pine Shingles
xxxx, 18" 3 jo
Clear Butt 18" 2 jo
xx 1 jo

White Cedar Shingles:
xxxx, 18' 4 00
Clear Butt, 18" 2 jo
18", XX ... 1 60

Spruce logs (pulp) 13 00

4 00

3 00
3 JO

3 »5

3 00
2 00
2 Jo
a aj
1 75

4 00

3 "J
' 75

4 2J
3 00
' 8j

ij 00

QUEBEC, QUE.
WHITE PINE— IN THE RAFT. CtS.

Square white pine, measured off, 30 to 40 feet average 40
First class Ottawa waney, 18 ' average, according to lineal.. 8j

OAK—MICHIGAN AND OHIO.

By the dram, according to average and quaiity 60

ELM.

By the dram, according to average and quality, 40 to 4J feet. 7j
30 to 3J feet, jj

ASH.

13 inches and up, according to average and quality aj
Average 16 inch 30

BIRCH.

,4 inch 18

i5 " »2
a6

6j

80

60

,8 32

24
28

30

\ 1 HUM SPRUCE DEALS

12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up per M.18 00 19 00
Oddments " 1 5 00 16 00
Boards, 1 and 2 in " ij 00 16 00

BIRCH PLANKS.
1 to 4 in

16

00 17 00

SARNIA, ONT.
FINE, COM. ANIL BETTER.

1 x 6 and 8" 54 00
1 in., 8" and up wide 62 00
1 % and 1%" " .... 6j 00
2

'
" .... 68 00

CUTS AND BETTER
4/4 x 8 & up No. 1 & bett

6/4 x8 & up No. 1 & bett

8/4
6/4 x 6 & up No. 2

8/4
6/4X 6 & up No. 3 ,,

8/4

48 00
60 00
62 00
48 00

JO 00
42 00
46 00

NO. I CUTS.
1 in., 8" and up wide 47 00

'X in. J7 00
'/^ in. J7 00
2in. 59 00
25^ and 3' " 7J 00
4 in. 80 00

NO. 2. CUTS.
1 in., 6" and up wide 31 00

•K" 44 00
iM" ••• 44 00
2 45 00
aL2i 3 and 4" " 60 00 oj 00

NO. 3 CUTS.

1 in., 6" and up wide 23 00
i% and 1%" " 33 00
2" " 33 00
*%• 3 and 4 43 00 48 00

COMMON AND DRESSING MILL RUN
1 X4 22 OO
1" x j" aj 00
1" x 6 and 8" 26 00

1 x 10
1" x 13"
1" x 13" and up

and 2".

.

28 00

33 00

33 00
30 00

NO. I BARN.

1 K 1 34 and 2"

2^ and 3"

4

33 00

36 00

NO. 2 BARN.

1 in 30 00

\%, 1% and 2" 31 00
i% and 3"

NO. 3 BARN.

1 in 23 00
i/i. 'K and 2" 2j 00

42 00

43 00
40 00
42 00

36 00
36 00
32 00

26 OO

30 00

No. 1 . 1, 1%, \% t
2" 20 00 26 00

No. 2, 1%, 1J4, 2" 16 00 19 00

MILL CULLS.

Mill run culls, 1"

'i 1% and a"
No. a

15 00
16 00
13 00

LATH.

No. 1, 32" Pine 1 50
No. 2, 48" Pine 3 75
No. 3 48' Pine 3 00
No. 1, 48" Pine 4 2j
No. 1, 48" Hemlock 3 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.
NO. . PINE, SPRUCE AND TAMARAC

DIMENSIONS, ROUGH OR S. I S. AND I E.

6 ft

a x 4 13 50
2x6 ij so
2x8 I 7 50
2 X IO l8 JO
2 X 12 l8 JO

.PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC AND LARCH
MOUNTAIN STOCK

Dimensions Flooring
2 x 4-12 $21 jo
a x 4-8-14-16 ai jo
a x 4-10-18-20 24 jo

2Xo} 8t°"6

Common Boards

4 inch $19 00
6 " 21 jo
8 " 22 jo
10 " 22 jo
12 " 22 jo

4 or 6 inch No. 1 $33 00
'* a . . 31 00

3 24 jo

Shiplap—Finished
4 inch 20 00

a
" -VV 22 jo

8, 10, 12 inch 23 jo

inch No. 1

'• No. 2
" No. 3

Siding

33 00
31 00
24 50

Lath
No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce g 00
No. » " " " 3 as

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
Less $2.00 per M 12 ft. 14 and 16 ft

3x6 and 3x8 20 jo 20 jo
3 x 10 21 00 21 00
3 x 12 22 jo 21 jo
4 x 4 to 6 x 8 20 jo 20 jo
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 2250 21 jo
8x8 2» jo 21 jo
6 x 14 up to 32 ft • 29 00

4, a x 6,

BRITISH COLUMBIA F1K
DIMENSIONS, ft S. AMD H.

X 8, 8 to 10 U » $21 JO

a x 10, a x 12, 8 to 16 ft 22 jo
'8.20,22 ft »6jo
24, 26, 28, 30, 32 ,(j JO
2 x 14 up to 32 tt

3 x 4
29 jo

to 4 by 1a, 8 to 16 ft a4 _
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft „
6 x 6 to 6 x 1a up to 3a ft a4 oo

• • 27 00
FLOORING.

No 1 Si 2 Red Pine, 4 in
E. G. No. 1 and 2 Fir Flooring
B. C. Fir E. U. No. 1 and 2 Flooring '

. .

F. G. No. 1 and 2 Flooring.
.

.

E. and F. G. No. 3 Flooring .........'..'.V.'.'.V.V.'.i 30
SHIPLAP.

Pine or Spruce s »
8 to 16ft., 6in .3
B. C. Fir 8", 10" and 12" Shiplap 10/16' 2 \ jo
B. C. Fir 6" Shiplap 10/16' 23 jo

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.
No. 1 Common Pine, 10 inch $3, OB

14 00
39 00
39 00

2 3 00

"mixed wdths ac
25 00

4 50
10 00

SHINGLESXXX B. C. Cedar
XX B. C. Cedar T.SoXXX Dimension

LATH.

9C

3 2J

No. 1 Mixed W & R Pfne «.
No. . B. C. Fir '1 jo

3JO

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N. Y.
WHITE PINB

Wholesale selling price.

Uppers 4/4 $94
j/4 to 8/4 92 00
10/4 to 12/4 97 00

Selects 4/4 84 00
;' j/4 to 8/4 82 00

10/4 to 12/4 92 00
Fine Common 4/4 61 00

JJ JJ
j/4 6j 00
6/4 6j 00
8/4 67 00

1 Cuts 4/4 s , 00
5/4 57 00
0/4 J9 00
8/4 61 00

2 Cuts 4/4 3J 00

\\ JJ
5/4 45 00
6/4 47 00
8/4 Ji 00

NO. 3 Cuts j/4 37 00
6/4 37 00
8/4 37 00

The following quotations on hardwoods represent the jbuying price at Buffalo and Tonawanda:
WHITE ASH.

42 00 I

46 00 I Strips 22 00

No.

No.

Dressing j/4

j/4 x 10
" 5/4x11

No. Moulding j/4

6/4....

8/4
No. a Moulding j/4

6/4
" „ " 8/4

I>o. 1 Barn 1 x la

1 x6 & 8...
" " ix 10

No. a Barn 1x6 & 8. .

.

" " 1 x 10
No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 & 8

" 1 x 10
Box 1 x 6 & up
" 1 x 10
" 1 x la
" 1 x 13 & up

46 00
Ji 00

J2 OO
j8 00
j8 00
58 00
47 00

47 o

47 00
46 00
3J 00
37 00
33 00
35 00
27 00
29 00
24 00
24 00
26 00

obbei

1st & 2nd, 1 inch.

ij( to a inch

.

a5i to 4 inch 4$ 00 54 00 j Com. and culis

BLACK AND BROWN
1st & 2nd 6 inch up .40 00 42 00 | Com. good culls

14 00
24 00
22 00

14 00 20 00

1st & 2nd 6 inch &
up, red 40 00

1st and 2nd, rock, 6
inch and up 32 00

Common and culls. 1 j 00

1st and 2nd hand 26 00
Common and culls 14 00

42 00

35 °o
17 00

1st & 2nd, white, 6
inch and up 30 00

Common and good
culls 16 00

*.

1st and 2nd, soft, 6
inch and up ... . a6 00

Common and culls. 10 00

32 00

18 00

38 00
17 00

MAPLE
00 I 1st and and, soft. . 26 00 28 00
00

I
Common and culls. 14 00 22 00

8 tt 10 ft 14 x 16 ft No. 2
16 JO 20 00 1

' 00
16 50 20 00 18 00 Barn
18 00 21 50 '9 jo
19 00 22 00 20 JO
•9 50 22 50 22 OO

BOSTON, MASS.
WhitePine Uppers, 1 to a inch $99 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch 86 00
Fine Common, 1 inch 70 00

1% to 2 inch
No. 1 Cuts, 1 inch

ij£ to 2 inch 56 00
Cuts, 1 inch 35 oo

}% to 2 inch 4J 00
No. 1 , 1 x 1 2 50 00

1,1x1
1, 1 x 8
2, 1 x 12 .

Spruce,

No.
No.
No.
No. 2,1x10.
No. 2, 1 x 8 .

3. » x 12 .

3>

3.

No.
No.
No.

36 00

1 x :

1 x
30 00

ioaflJ lain, dimension 2600
9 in. and under

10 and 12 in. random lengths, 10 ft. and up .... 24 00
2X2. ax 4, axj 2x6, 2x7 and 3x4 random

lengths, 10 ft. and up 20 00
All other random lengths, 7 in. and under, 10 ft..

and up . . 20 00
j in. and up merchantable boards, 8 ft. & up, p, is
Canadian Spruce boards 23 00
Vermont Spruce boards, matched
1 x a and 1x3 furring p, 1 s clipped and bundled 20 00
Ji" Spruce laths

.X"

NBW BRUNSWICK CEDAR SHINGLES
Extras
Clears
Second clears

Clear Whites.. .. a aj
Extra is yClear whites out) : 1 45
Extra 18 (Clear whites in) 1 jo

Red Cedar Extra, 16" j butts to 2" 3 7J
" Eurekas, 18" " '
" Perfction, jbutts to 2$i

$3 40

>i 00 00
90 Oo
72 00
75 00
4J 00
60 00
37 00
48 00
Ji 00
38 00
37 00
43 00

37 00
3J 00
34 00
31 00
29 00

27 00
24 00

2J OO

21 OO

2 1 OO
19 OO
24 00
22 OO
22 OO
4 «•

5 J<"

$3 5e

3 10

» 50
« 30
a 2J
x 60

4 oO
4 20

4 75
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TO YOU
On this, the beginning of the New Year

we tender a hearty greeting with our sin-

cere wishes for your continued prosperity.

Your interests, as users, and ours, as manu-

facturers, are mutual and we take this

occasion to express full appreciation of the

trade you have given us.

On our part we shall spare no effort or

expense necessary for the maintenance of

that superiority of Quality, Workmanship,

Design and Efficiency, which has been so

characteristic of Disston Saws, Tools and

Files, thus meriting a long continuance of

your orders.

Yours very truly,

Henry Disston & Sons
INCORPORATED

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works

PHILADELPHIA

Chicago, 111. Cincinnati, Ohio. Boston, Mass. San Francisco, Cal. New Orleans, La.

Memphis, Tenn. Seattle, Wash. Portland, Ore. Vancouver, B.C. Toronto, Can.
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The mill is the laboratory in which the
durability of a matcher is shown. A year's
run will disclose more weaknesses and
show the need of mechanical efficiency
more clearly than any testing out the manu-
facturer could give.

And the great improvements made in the
wood-working field today are due to our in-
itiative in the direction of fast-feed machines.

Pioneering
When we brought out the first fast-feed

matcher ever built, a howl of skepticism
rose up.

Competitors scoffed, and most lumbermen
didn't believe a word of our advertising.

We told then as we tell today, the abso-
lute truth in our announcements.

The first fast-feed matcher was the '"94."

It produced a better quality of work than
other machines and at double the rates of
feed.

Yet the "94" as compared with the latest
Berlins is like the automobile of today and
that of several years ago.

Tt paid its way. The hundreds and hun-
dreds installed were gilt-edged investments.
Yet we have been blamed because the "94"

wasn't developed twice as fast as anything
else in the machinery world.

Further developments
After we had proven that a hundred foot

feed was practical, the other makers of wood-
working machinery clambered into the race.

Patents don't always protect and it didn't
protect us then or now. If you notice mech-

anical construction you will find our im-
provements being adapted regularly.

Take the Berlin round cylinder head for
example. In the first one we built, the screw
which held the gib in place against the knife,
passed through a portion of the head itself.

The principle was wrong. We replaced
every head we had out. Yet that same style
of head is being sold you today on other
machines.

The Berlin cylinder head of today is the
only durable head offered the buyer. It can't
wear out. It's almost one solid piece. Ask
any user.

Go and see one of the latest Berlin match-
ers in operation. And look carefully at the
head construction. Compare it with others.

Testing side heads
We soon found out that fine cylinder

work must also be followed by eoual side-
head production.

A new head department was organized.
Our pin type twelve bitted matcher heads
were developed. The expansion feature was
invented.

Today we have the only complete line of
fast-feed side-heads in the world. There's
the special ship-lap heads, matching heads,
double tongue and groove heads—a complete
line.

If you are unfamiliar with the complete-
ness of our side-head line, let us send you a
copy of a new booklet, 48-page, "Berlin
Heads and Specialties."

Let us mail it to you. It tells the reason
for the quality of our side-head work.

The feed drive
From thirty gears, we have descended to

almost none. On the latest Berlin fast-
feed matcher there is but five.

Our frictionless chain drive is by far the
most successful matcher feed works drive
today. Its life is as yet unknown.

The Diamond chain runs smoothly and
without perceptible wear. We used the chain
drive on our No. 108 Moulders for the last
eight years. We have never replaced a chain.

Competitors say "it will wear out." We
leave it to your judgment. Certainly, it will
stand ten times the strain we put it to.

Fire engines, motor trucks, of 60 H. P.
and better, racing cars of 200 H.P. use the
Diamond Drive and it is used for heavy duty.

The chain drive does away with all com-
plications. Shavings don't stick. And we'll
guarantee the wear. That's the last thing
we think of.

The result

The result of our years of experience in

the fast-feed field is shown by the volume of
our business.

We have created and put out more im-
provements than all other makers combined.
Our line is high-grade and medium priced.

The results show in our latest machines.
Go and see them in operation. Notice the
profiling attachments and its simplicity.

Be sure and notice our line of heads. Go
and see a machine. Ask us where you can
see one running.

Berlin Machine Works, Limited
Branch Offices:

Boston

Spokane, Seattle

Manufacturing Plants

:

Beloit, Wisconsin. : : Hamilton, Canada

Branch Offices

:

Montreal, Que.

Vancouver, B.C.
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Without
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All Sizes

In Stock

The Dominion WIRE ROPE Co., Limited
MONTREAL

The General Supply Company of Canada, Ltd., Agents for Manitoba

Jeffrey Conveyors
For handling Pulp Wood, Lumber, Refuse, Sawdust, Etc.

View of Trough show-

ing Wire Cable Con-

veyor Handling Pulp-

wood. The wood is

delivered to storage

yard by cable ani re-

claimed by the return

cable which travels

through a tunnel un-

5 derneath the pile.

We design and build various types

of conveyors for Saw Mills and Wood-

working Plants. We furnish dependable

and economical equipments for all prac-

tical requirements.

Catalogue T57 Mailed upon request

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.
Branch Office

:

WINNIPEG
Canadian Office and Works

:

MONTREAL, CAN.

The Clark Heavy Duty Saw Mill Machinery
Includes Among-

Its Leaders

The Clark Heavy Duty Pneumatic Trimmer
Saw frames are perfectly balanced.

And telescope for tightening belts.

Cylinders are double acting.

And cushion at both ends.

Pistons packed with double snap rings.

Saw arbors are extra heavy.

And suitable for 30 to 34 inch saws.
Arbor pulleys carry 8-in. belts.

Machine trims stock 10-in. thick.

Built with any desired length of table.

And any number or spacing of saws.

Variable feed furnished when desired.

Countershaft bearings are adjustable in both directions.

Keyboard lower saws independently or in any desired

group.
A single lever lowers every alternate saw or raises all

saws at pleasure.

Steam coils or steam connections are provided for all

styles of keyboard.
This prevents ice formation at exhaust, an invaluable

feature.

The above type of machine is also equipped with single

acting cylinders.

We also build under cut trimmers controlled by pneu-
matic power.

For complete details and illustrations of the several types

see our trimmer catalogue.

We build every machine required in an up-
to-date high service Band or Circular Mill.

Ask for our Catalogs

Coast Office : - - White Building, SEATTLE

THE CLARK BROTHERS COMPANY BELMONT, N.Y.
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.TATION F
the sinceresl FLATTER

Plain Facts No. 2
The Number 77—capacity, speed of feed, and many de-

tails—has been imitated by all competitors. This would
sound like boasting if it were not the truth. If the average
mill-man were not acquainted with the facts, we would be
cautious in making the assertion.

It is true and we are proud of it.

We are proud of another thing, too—the trade knows the
difference between the genuine and the imitation. There
was a time when some manufacturers thought they could
make the mill-man believe that a new number made a new
machine

—

we have never resorted to such a trick.

The No. 77, of course, is a better machine to-day than
it was three years ago when it first came out, but that is no
reason why we should put a new number on it; or give it a
new name—no more reason than for you, because you are
older to-day and advanced beyond what you were yester-
day, should change your name from Smith to Jones or vice
versa.

Mr. Mill-man, you are wise to the No. 77; you know
what it is; you know the difference; let the other fellow
"string" you if he will—you can smile when you think of
the No. 77

—

smile complacently.

If it should happen that you have been too busy all your
life to give much attention to our ads, or to our literature

on the No. 77, we shall gladly furnish you information, if

you will send us your name to be put on our mailing list.

Write us direct, or our nearest selling office.

AmericanWoodworkingMachineryCo
FIRST I IV

SALES OFFI C EL S
NEW YORK - 90 West St.

CHICAGO - 917 Fisher Bld.
NEW ORLEANS-CanalLa.BankBid.

EXECUTIVE
AND GENERAL SALES OrriCE

Rochester, MY
SALES OFFICES

SP0KANE-3I4 W.Pacific Ave
P0RTLAN0.0RE-53-55 FirstSt

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL-46 FremontSz
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Life Saver!
Patent

Car Stake Pocket
for Logging Cars and Slips

Money Saver!

The
Western Steel & Iron Works Co.

8OLE MANUFACTURERS

Winnipeg - Canada

Easily Added Output
A Wickes Gang will add largely to the capacity of

your mill with but moderate addition to the cost, the

plant or the number of men employed.

It's thirty to fifty saws all cutting at once, required

but one machine
one foundation,

one crew.

You can get

a Wickes Gang
that will saw in-

to perfect floor-

ing strips all

the high grade
flitches you can

supply, a larger

one to saw all

the logs a single

band can slab, a

still largerone to

saw the slabbed

product of two
or three bands,

or a gang to

saw, in the round, all the logs two men can feed into it.

It is a success in hardwood as well as in pine, fir

or spruce.

W« have a Gang to Meet Every Requirement and Everyone a Money Maker

WICKES BROS., Saginaw, Mich.
Seattle Office, 410 White Bldg.

uPolar Bear" Shoepacks

Are You Interested

in British Colum-

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

There is un-

doubtedlya big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg

The only all oil-tanned, hand

sewed, absolutely water-tight

pack manufactured in Canada.

Todd's Meaford Special 17 in.

Draw String Shoepack.
Arctic Storm King Child's Sporting.

All sizes and lengths of legs.

We use nothing but oil-tanned leather in both leg and foot, no

splits. We tan oar own leather and our 20 years' reputation in the

manufacture of oil-tanned stock stands back of every pair we put out.

Quick shipments our specialty. Our large factory, up-to-date

appliances, good shipping facilities makes this possible. No order too

large or none too small but that we can take care of on shortest notice.

We make shoepacks in any size or style

from customer's order. Send for our price list

A. C. Todd, Meaford, Ontario

"\VHEN good fellows get

together" you will

find TUCKETTS CIGARETTES in

the crowds. They've "class" with

those who know.
Fine pure leaf tobacco, properly

cured and blended give them a flavor

and fragrance that's altogether good.

Sold Everywhere

Tuckett's
Cigarettes

IN THREE VARIETIES

Club Virginias 15c for 10. Special Turkish 15c for 10.

T. & B. 10c for 10
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AutomaticBox-BoardSqueezer
BUILT IN FOUR SIZES

Will assemble all kinds of

matched stock used for packing

boxes. Can be changed to

handle entirely different sized

stock in less than two minutes.

Saves labor and by making
the tongues and grooves fit tight

the finished product handles

practically as one piece.

We also manufacture :

Horizontal Slab Resaws, Hori-

zontal Hopper Feed Box Re-

saws and many other Special

Box Factory Machines.

Mereen-Johnson Machine Company, MIHKEA™L£>«™-

Everything for the Saw Mill

Our Lath Mill „ T _ _ ,Our I wo Saw Eager

We can equip your saw mill with everything from the motive power to the trimmer. Our complete line of saw
mtll mach.nery cannot be surpassed. Every machine is complete, simple and a model of good workmanship.

Write for our literature and prices, they will interest you.

MOWRY & SONS, - Gravenhurst, Ontario
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Are your horses of use to you?
This seems an absurd question—and the answer is always

"Of course they are" —In which case provide your stables with:

Johnson's Reliable
Veterinary Remedies

(Alcoholic)

$4.50 gal.

8.00 doz.
15.00 doz.

(an oil liniment)
3.00 gal.

6.00 doz.
11.00 doz.

Johnson's Horse Liniment, No. 1

1 gal. jugs (Imperial)
1 lb. bottles
2 lb. bottles

Johnson's Horse Liniment, No. 2
1 gal. jugs (Imperial)
1 lb. bottles
2 lb. bottles

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy
A sure and speedy cure for all kinds of Colic

1 gal jutfs (Imperial) 40 doses 5.00 gal.

1 lb. bottles 4 doses 8.00 doz.

2 lb. bottles 8 doses 15.00 doz,

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Ointment (Gall Cure)
2 lb. tins 2.25 per tin

4 oz. tins 3.50 doz.

Johnson's Condition Powders (Concentrated)
Bulk .30 lb.

Johnson's Camp and Household Remedies, such
as Cough Syrup, Healing Ointment, Headache
Powders, Big 4 Liniment, Stomach Bitters, Cathar-
tic Pills, etc., etc., have stood the test of twenty-
five years and are in use all over Canada, from the
Atlantic to the Pacific. Prices are lower than
those of all other manufacturers. Letter orders

receive prompt attention.

A. H. Johnson, coiiingwood, ont.

Forest Maps

The mapping of timber lands is recog-
nized as a most important piece of work
by Pulp Companies and timber land
owners, in the economic handling of wild
lands. We furnish topographic maps
which show fifty-foot contours, or actual
location of streams, ponds, lakes, roads,
trails, and any other natural features of
importance.
Accompanying this map is a so-called

"Timber Map," showing in colors the dis-
tribution of timbers found. These maps,
together with the detailed report and esti-

mate, afford the owner of lands an intelli-

gent system for the handling of same.
La Compagnie de Pulpe de Chicoutimi

Chicoutimi, P.Q., Canada,
August 23rd, 1911.

Gentlemen :

—

Replying to your favor of August 11th,
would say that we have no objection
whatever to your using the name of this

company with reference to the quality of your
work.

After a careful examination of the maps and
reports which were the result of your work on
the two hundred odd square miles in question,
we take pleasure in complimenting you on their
accuracy, neatness and generally satisfactory
character.
With best wishes for your success in the fu-

ture,

Yours very truly,

GEORGE C. W. LOW,
Manager Woodlands Department

Messrs. Appleton & Sewall,
156 Fifth Avenue, New York.
We are PRACTICAL FORESTERS, make

forest 'surveys, timber estimates, and abstracts,
showing character and quantity of available
timber, indicating the most approved methods

of cutting each year, so that there shall be no unprofitable depletion,
and appraise for present and future worth. Our Booklet F, "Applied
Forestry," will be of interest to you. Mailed upon request.

We are pleased to refer you to H. S. Ferguson, Engineer, 200 Fifth

Avenue, New York City; Kathdin Pulp and Paper Company, Boston,
Mass. ; Bonne Terre Farming and Cattle Company, Bonne Terre, Mo.

;

Chicoutimi Pulp and Paper Company, Chicoutimi, P.Q., Canada.

Old Town
Me.

AppLebn & SewaLL (§
INCORPORATED

Bangor

Me.

1 56 Fifth Avenue New York City

Lumber Camp
and Heaters

AH Kinds of Stoves
for

Large or Small Lamps

With our enlarged plant we are now in a

better position than ever to make prompt

deliveries.

Our aim is to maintain the same high

quality of workmanship and materials, which

has given such satisfaction in the past.

If you are interested in the purchase of a

new Camp Stove—Write for our Catalogue.

ADAM HALL, Limited

NO. 10-25 SIX HOLE RANGE AND RESERVOIR

Peterborough, Ontario
Manufacturers of Ranges, Heaters, etc., for Lumber Camps, Hotels, and Railway Construction
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"John
Bull"

Larrigans
Wear Like Iron

WE tan the leather these larrigans are made
from and know they will stand all kinds
of wet and rough usage when properly car-

ed for. We put a counter stiffener in our larrigans
and sew it in with the leg when soled and heeled—
a very durable feature in our goods.

Next time you buy larrigans see that you ask
for "John Bull."

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY, Ontario

Limited

International
Preparations for Horses are all

sold on a Spot Cash Guarantee

Let us figure on furnishing you the following supplies for thecoming season.

International Stock Food
We guarantee that your horses will do more work and
keep in hetter order on less feed if they get International
regularly.

International Silver Pine Healing Oil
Especially recommended for Sores, Bruises, Kicks, In-
flammation and all flesh wounds.

International Worm Powder
Will quickly expel all kinds of worms.

International Distemper Cure
For Coughs, Colds, and Distemper.

International Colic Cure
Guaranteed to cure Colic in ten minutes.

International Compound Absorbent
Greatest Curb cure on Earth.

International Gall Cure
Cures while horses work or rest.

International Foot Remedy
Cures Foot diseases, keeps the hoof soft, elastic and tough

International Harness Soap
Gives new life to old harness.

All our goods are guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Write for Special Prices

International Stock Food Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.

The

Filing Room
Something New
For nearly 20 years the

Hanchett Band Saw Swage
has been on the market.

There are today nearly three

times as many Hanchett
swages on the market as

any other swage. There are over i4,ooo of them in use up to this date. They
are long lived too, for many of the very first ones made are still in daily use. We
have now made an attachment or die lever stop whereby the eccentric die may be
adjusted to not turn past the anvil or to turn past the anvil as desired. This
attachment will fit on any of the older Hanchett Swages. It is neat, solid and
compact. Send for Catalog No. 2.

HANCHETT SWAGE WORKS, Big Rapids, Mich. U.S.A.
"HANCHETT SWAGES DO GOOD WORK."
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Canada Machinery Corporation, Lunited

Gait, Ontario

No. 300 Heavy Duty Inside Moulder

The advantages of a Moulder and a Planer and Matcher are combined in the machine illustrated

above. Ease and speed in adjustment are insured through special unique features, not contained

in any other type of machine. The method of lubrication is perfect. The general construction

is after the plan of the planer and matcher, having heavy sides connected by heavy girths which

in combination with a series of platen plates form the bed.

No. 300 Heavy Duty Inside Moulder

The special features of this model machine include truing devices for top, bottom and side

heads, which insure all knives doing an equal amount of work. Six speeds are furnished through
friction feeds. Top rolls are made with pull-out shafts, and extra rolls are supplied, all

interchangeable. Matcher frames swivel, ample expansion for all bars and chipbreakers. Made
in two sizes 15 x 6 and 12x6.

Catalogue and Prices on application

Canada Machinery Corporation, Limited

Gait, Ontario
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Silver's New Woodworking' Machines
Saw Tables, Jointers, Swing Saws, Band Saws—tools of good,

honest construction, newest improvements and conveniences
;

patterns fresh from the designers.

JOINTERS-8, 12, 16, 20, and 24-inch.
BAND SAWS-20, (foot or belt power) 26, 32. and 36-inch.SWING SAWS-6M, 7, and 8-foot lengthssaw tables—Two styles

Silver's machines are. high pressure machines. They will do
your work and do it well, save you money and labor, suit you in
sizes and in prices too.

Post up on these tools. Ask for our 1911 catalogue and special
prices at once.

THE SILVER MFG. CO.
375 BROADWAY SALEM, OHIO.
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REDUCE COSTS and INCREASE PROFITS
Every lumber manufacturer should have a planer that will produce flooring of the highest quality at 200 Feet and Upwards per minute.

It enables you to meet competition and enjoy good profits.

THE PLANERS OF WOODS have a productive capacity limited only by mill arrangements and ability of labor to handle the stock.

When equipped with our Automatic Feeding Table any feeder can keep them filled.

The
Planers

of

Woods
are
Built

with
One
or
Two
Side

Drive

Front View of 401-One Side Drive Planer of Woods

S. A. WOODS MACHINE CO., Boston, U. S. A.

SEATTLE
BRANCH OFFICES :

CHICAGO NEW ORLEANS NORFOLK

Detachable Lumber Trucks
with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

tor Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc-

Dump Carts for Saw Mills

with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

In Ya, and 1 Cord Capacity—extra strong of thor-

oughly seasoned hardwood and bolted throughout

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in trains or singly for platform work.

Tudhope-Knox CoM Limited
ORILLIA - - ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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A Diamond
Horizontal Resaw

Will

Increase your Output
Lower your Cost of Production
Better your Grade of Lumber

LET US CONVINCE YOU THAT

IT IS A REAL MONEY SAVER .

IMPROVEMENTS have made DIAMOND MACHINERY
all the more desirable

We manufacture everything for the
Sawmill and are prepared to furnish
complete plans and specifications
to meet your requirements.

DIAMOND IRON WORKS
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA,

We6tern Representative :

F. HILL HUNTER
623-4 Realty Bldg., SPOKANE, WASH., U.S.A. U. S. A.

INDUSTRIAL LOCOMOTIVES
Persistent specialization, careful testing of all materials

and painstaking care in manufacturing have produced

our standard locomotives for logging operations and

switching around industrial plants.

These locomotives are the product of engineers and

manufacturers who thoroughly understand conditions

surrounding their use. These conditions require

powerful and sturdy locomotives which will give

maximum work for minimum attention. It is import-

ant that the boilers should be ample in capacity

and that they should be tight and remain so. Also that the machinery should be rugged for service with ample surfaces for wear. Parts
that will wear should be accessible for easy renewal.

Our standard locomotives embody these features, combined with wide experience. To do yourself justice you should investigate them before
purchasing.

Spare parts that are sure to fit are always on hand for prompt shipment.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
BANK OF OTTAWA BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA
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ENGINES and BOILERS
OF ALL TYPES AND SIZES

HEATERS, STACKS, RETORTS, TANKS

We cater specially to the lumbering industries

Write for Prices and Information

E. LEONARD & SONS
LONDON, CANADA

Agencies and Warehouses :-ST. JOHN. N.H. MONTREAL. QUE. TORONTO, ONT.
WINNIPEG, MAN. CALGARY. ALTA. VANCOUVER, B.C. Locomotive Boiler on Skids

STAVES
BARRELS
COOPERAGE
HOOPS
PAILS
CHURNS
CANDY PAILS
BOX BOARDS
CHAIR STOCK
CLOTHES PINS

HEADING
KEGS
WOODEN WARE
HANDLES
TUBS
FREEZERS
FISH KITS
BOTTOMS
SHINGLES
LUMBER

fOR THEStAKUEA.CTVRE Of

BA OURSPECIALTY.
TOR PRICES AND FURTH ER.P.-.RT1 C U1ARS

,

/address

ThePETERUWACH^>«x.'3-an''

WOOD DISTILLATION
and Recovery of all By-Products

We are experts in the Installation of the most up-to-date

Plants for carbonization of Woods (Shavings, Turnings,

Sawdust and Lumpwood.) Also distilling plants for recovery

of all By-Products:— Pure Charcoals, Wood Naphthas, Wood
Tar, Brown and Grey Acetate of Lime, Acetic Acid, Acetone,

etc., etc. Full particulars from

The Pure Carbon Chemical Company
Limited

BIDEFORD - ENGLAND

It will pay you to equip your Tram Cars with

our special

Charcoal Chilled

Cast Iron Wheels

We will fit these to your old

axles, or furnish new axles and
wheels separately.

Price, quality and service con-

sidered, we can save you time and
money.

Further particulars on request.

St. Thomas, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

Plants at

Midland, Ont.

Fort William, Ont.

The

Londonderry, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.

Canada Iron Corporation
Limited

Head Office : Mark Fisher^Building, Montreal, P.Q

HEISLER GEARED LOCOMOTIVES
Especially adapted

for heavy hauling

on steep grades,

sharp curves and

uneven tracks. For

logging, switching

and pulling on main

lines, mills, fur-

naces and indus-

trial purposes.

Just Off the Press—New Detailed Descriptive Catalog 108 G.C.

Heisler Locomotive Works
ERIE, PA., U. S. A.

Whitney Engineering Co., Tacoma, Wash., North Western Sales Agent
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It's Time and Money Wasted
to search for belting that is better than Beard-

more Leather Belting- there is none better.

All. our belting is made from extra selected No. i

Packer Steer Hides, Oak tanned under the

slow and old-fashioned process which gives

solidity and tensile strength.

LARGE STOCKS AT ALL BRANCHES.

The General Supply Co. of Canada, Limited
356-58-60 Sparks Street, OTTAWA, ONTARIO

Market and Louise Sts., WINNIPEG, MAN. - . H5-125 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO

JOHNSTON RE-SAW is a Lumber Saver and a Money Maker
The advantages of tins machine over all others are :—1st—As a lumber saverusing 10 and 12 gauge saws: 2nd—Can be set instantly to cut lumber from vl

thickness up to 4 inches: 3rd—Has screw adjustment so that thick-
varied 1-12 of an inch under or over standard thickness: 4th—Auto-ment to prevent saw from burning by slivers catching- THE

:ing heavy is very rigid, so that saws can be run at high speed
ration: THREE POIM driven: Three return live Rolls 8 inch by
matic feed: Two grooved Rolls 8 inch diameter: one 16 inch ad-grooved ; all gear : Power required,

oor space 8 feet by 9 feet 3 inches.

matic adjust
FRAME
without vi

20 incli a
justable Roll
pounds : Fl>

20 to 30 h.p.
; Weight 0,500

MADISON WILLIAMS MFC . CO. LiMiTtr
LINDSAY ONT,

THE MADISON WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Limited, Lindsay, Ontario
Builders of Sawmill Machinery and " Triumph " Turbine Water Wheels

Eastern Representative
:
H. E. Plant, 1 790 St. James Street, Montreal, Que. Western Representative : The Canadian Fairbanks Co., Vancouver, B. C
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Buying Cheap Roofing to Save Money

is like Stopping a Clock to Save Time
All the goodness that has been possible to incorporate into a high grade

Roofing has been put into

MULE-HIDE ROOFING
You get genuine quality, that has a lasting and resisting power over any

other. It is the toughest and most durable roofing now on the market.

It is backed up with our

Ten-Year Iron Clad Guarantee
of money back if goods are not as represented.

We not only sell you our Roofing— we go further— we back it up. You get co-operation all along the line

when you sell Mule-Hide.

FOR THE RETAIL LUMBER DEALER

We have planned a local campaign for every dealer who handles our line. It is the most effective aid ever given to dealers, and is entirely new and

in advance of anything ever done in this line. It is all planned at our office and done at our expense. It not only helps your Roofing sales but

advertises your other sales as well. You owe it to your business to investigate this proposition. Write us. Delays don't pay—our proposition does.

The Dominion Roofing Company of Canada, Limited

31-33 FRONT STREET EAST, TORONTO

Patenteic IXL E3n Pat. No.

This Bit Will Not Slip Sideways

See the Key I
""See the Key

Manufactured Only By

he A. J. BURTON SAW CO. Ltd.

Vancouver B. C.

Our Inserted Saws are Fitted with our

Patent I.X.L. Bits and Shanks, warran-

ted not to slip sideways, and to cut free

and easy, and have no equal in hard-

wood or any other timber.

Sa
Band, Gang,

WS Solid and Inserted

Tooth Circulars,

Bits and Shanks

Carried in Stock at our Ottawa Branch.

Special Attention given to all Saw Re-

pair Work.

The A. J. Burton Saw Co,, Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY

VANCOUVER, B. C.

BOX 848

Phone 1748

EASTERN OFFICE, SALES-ROOMS AND
REPAIR WORKS

374 Sparks St., OTTAWA, ONT.
Phone 7458
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gY doing perfect work of this kind, (No. 117 Siding) at 200 feet per
... mmute the "Three-Double-Three" with profiler, is proving itself to be

I he New Speed King." Heretofore the best record on No. 117 Siding
was la) feet. The efficiency of the high speed planers is now beyond
doubt. The. question now is-"Which is the most efficient?"

lemonstrate to vou borh fl^oreticallv and practi,

»hlet .and_gample of thiri ^idiD^;,,wQx|cecr- >it 200 feet per minute,

.F„S OFFICER
Atlanta, New Orleans, 'Seattle, NWv Y'orlr,

nip

No. 333 " LIGHTNING » High Speed Planer and Matcher
Patented March 28, 1911—October 23. 1907—May 9 1902

The New High Speed Planer that has "made good" in every respect- the Planer that savestime, increases output and raises grades-the planer you will eventually buy-the Fav-EjranIhree-Double-Three, write for special pamphlet or read about it in "The Lightning Line."

F"D1T1? The "UGHTNING" LINE, a monthly magazine of interest to own-*C IV 11 ers and operators of woodworking machinery everywhere are*^
Y°u getting your copy each month ? If not, fill in and mail
the coupon—it's worth while

J. A. FAY & EGAN COMPANY
Manufacturers of THE "LIGHTNING" LINE of Woodworking Machinery

Main Office and Work,: 245-265 W. FfOIlt St., Cincinnati, Ohio

SALES OFFICES:

. v

ATLANTA
SEATTLE
LOS ANGELES
ST. LOUIS
NEW ORLEANS

GRAND RAPIDS
DETROIT

DENVER
EVANSVILLE

CHARLOTTE, N. C.
Box 1070

NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO
BUFFALO
BALTIMORE
SAN FRANCISCO

. * .-•

•Vi$* •*"{5>:

0°
. V ->N
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LUBRIKO GREASE
is acknowledged by those who have tried it as

The Best and Most Economical Lubricant

for high speed and hard working bearings

Write Us for Samples

Manufactured only by

COMMERCIAL OIL CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON, ONT.

COUPON BOOKS

Will Save You Time, Labor and Money

No chance of overrunning credit limits; no room for wrangles or
disputes.
The easiest method of discharging obligations between the store

and its employees.
An automatic system of accounting without book-keeping or red tape.

Used by all Progressive General Merchants and Commissaries'

WRITE AT ONCE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

Southern Coupon Company, Birmingham, Alabama, U.S.A

PROTECTION
for

YOU and YOUR MEN

The JONES SAFETY DEVICES
are made to suit nearly every kind of

machinery.

They are no hindrance but will enable

your men to work more rapidly and

safely.

Send to-day for our literature.

JONES
Safety Device Company

Hamilton, Canada

Diamond Shanty Steel Range—Six Holes. Length of fire box for wood 28 in.

Size of oven 24 x 27 x 15 in. Flush reservoir as cut or high reservoir.

Made of extra heavy steel closely riveted. Malleable oven door frame.

For the Camp
Camp Cooking and Baking

with our Diamond Shanty is an
absolute certainty, no guess
work, meals always on time.

When you buy these goods
you get our 30 years manufact-
uring experience.

A handsome Illustrated Catalogue is

yours for the Asking

Butterworth Foundry, Limited
Ottawa,

Canada.

In three
sizes 36, 42
and 48 in-
ches long.
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MAPLE LEAF SAWS
The Improved

r

Racer Cross Cut Saw, by Actual Test, is the Fastest and Easiest Cutting Saw Made
The Maple Leaf saw is higher priced
than the ordinary saw because it costs
more to make it. It is made of the
very highest quality of steel and tem-
pered by a secret process which tough-
ens and refines the steel. The Maple
Leaf trade mark on the saw means
that it is the equal, if not superioi to
any saw made. It also means that
you are privileged to test it against
any other make and if not found equal
or superior in quality you can return
it and have your money refunded.

The ambition of the manufacturers of
the Maple Leaf Saws has always been
to produce the best tempered saw in
the world and they are constantly in-
vestigating and experimenting with
this end in view. They have recently
made some valuable discoveries in
evenness of temper. It has always
been difficult to get a perfectly even
temper on long and thin sheets of steel,
such as saws are made of. Our recent
discoveries make this an absolute rer-
tainty. Every user of saws should
bear in mind that the temper ofthe saw
is its most valuable quality. High fin-
ish and attractive appearance amount
to nothing if the temper is not right.

All Maple Leaf Saws are Guaranteed to be Perfect in Temper

Shurly-Dietrich Co., Limited Gait, Ontario

Why not make 1912 the most profitable year in your history ?

ATKINS STERLING SAWS
Made in Canada

They are quality Saws. They appeal to the

best mechanics and are backed up by an

aggressive advertising campaign that pays.

Write us for full information. It will cost

nothing to at least investigate the merits of

this important line. Address

E. C. ATKINS & CO
Vancouver Branch, No. 109 Powell Street,

Makers of

STERLING SAWS HAMILTON, ONT.
U. S. Factory, Indianapolis, Ind.
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CHOICE OATS ALL GRADES

Specially selected for Lumbering
and Logging- Trade

SACKED OATS BULK

Prompt Shipment from Port Arthur

National Elevator Co., Limited

Winnipeg - Manitoba

The Enviable Reputation earned by

STILL'S AXE HANDLES
Has been built up chiefly by attention to two details:

1. Care in the selection and seasoning of the wood.

2. Skill in the shaping and balancing of the handle.

As a genuine satisfaction-giving line, Still's Handles have no

superior and very few equals. The prices will interest you.

J. H. Still Mfg. Co., Ltd.
St. Thomas, Ontario

Canada's Greatest General

Trade Journal

o^inancial, Gommerciat and General Tfrade
oteu/spa/ter of 6anao>a% Inland "Empire.

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

$2 per Year

Covers Central and Western

Canada Like a Blanket

HITHER. BROS. PATENT GROOVER. OR DADO HEAD
For cutting; any width groove from one quarter inch to i inches or over

Can be used on any Circular Saw Material. Will cut a perfect groove with or across the grain.

This is the only Dado Head on the market that gives entire satisfaction on all classes of work. No
screw adjustment. For different width grooves, simply remove or add inside cutters. Sold by builders

and dealers of wood working machinery in all parts or the United States. Will send on approval, in

competition with any other make on the market; if not the best return at our expense.
HUTHER BROS., SAW MFG. CO., Inc., M70 University Ave., Rochester, N.Y., manufacturer
of Circular Saws, Morgan Pattern Lock-Corner Box Cutters, Concave Saws, etc.

Glue Room Necessities

Veneer Presses
Screw and Hydraulic

Glue Spreaders
Hand and Power Feed

Glue Heaters
Every Variety and Size

Clamps, Etc.
Whatever You Need

Power-feed Glue Spreading Machine. (Pat.
Aug., 1900.) Single, double and combin-

ation, is inohes to 84 inches wide.

Veneer Presses, different kinds and sizes.

Our

Specialties

are used

the world

over.
The secret of the success of many woodworking factories is in their
glue room. Don't jeopardize your success with poor equipment or old
methods. It is easy to do veneering and built up work and get the
best and most economical results with Francis Equipment.

Chas. E. Francis & Co.
Main Office and Works :

RUSHVILLE, IND.

RUBBER BELTING

for Transmitting

Elevating and

Conveying.

Rubber

Hose

for Water, Steam,

Air Suction, and

Fire Protection.

The

Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co.
of Toronto, Limited

Head Offices: 47 Yonge Street, TORONTO
Branches: Montreal, Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver
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Long's Sawmill Machinery

32" — 2 saw edger for portable or light stationary mills

THHIS edger combines more of the important points in the machine,
* than any other edger of its size on the market. It can be made to

suit either a right or left hand mill, by taking out four bolts and turning

the top of the machine around, which does not disturb the mandrel. The
top rollers are self raising, and raise towards the rear of the machine. This
makes it impossible for boards to fly back out of the machine. The end
bearing may be removed, which allows the saws to slip off the end of the

mandrel, without disturbing it in any way. There is a top roller, which
is convenient for passing boards back over the top of machine.

FULL SPECIFICATIONS ON APPLICATION.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

Orillia - Canada
AGENCIES

MONTREAL- Williams & Wilson, Ltd. EDMONTON and CALGARY- Gorman, CJancey & Grindley, Ltd.WINNIPEG- Stuart Machinery Co., Ltd. VANCOUVER— Robert Hamilton & Co.
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41 FT. STEEL PLATE SAWDUST
CONVEYOR BUILT FOR THE
CROW'S NEST PASS LUMBER CO.,

WARDNER, B.C.

STEEL PLATE
WORK
TO make a success of building Steel Plate Work, in

which practically every job is entirely new and of

special design, it is absolutely essential that everyone

connected with it—from the designing engineer to the

boiler-maker— is up-to-the-minute in his particular field,

and further, has more than a little practical experience to

back him up.

It is the land of work that tests out a boiler shop. WE MAKE
A SPECIALTY OF IT.

At present we are getting out a catalogue of 24 pages show-
ing some of the difficultjobs we have handled in the last few years.

The 1911 extensions to our shops have placed us in a better
position than ever before to do this special work. Our facilities in
every department have materially increased—we have the men,
the equipment and the experience—and for this reason we are
going after this kind of work instead of waiting for it to be put up
to us.

We attach a list of plate work that we are turning ' out every
day. If you are interested in getting anything along similar lines,

send us your sketch, and we will be glad to quote.

We Design and Build

Sawdust Conveyors

Slab and Refuse

Conveyors

Refuse Burners

Steel Stacks

Sliver Screens

Smoke Breechings

Spark Arrestors

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
Agency—H. B. Gilmour, Vancouver, B.C.

BRANTFORD, CANADA
Branch—Winnipeg, Man.
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When ordering- from your Jobber specify

Pink's Lumbering Tools
and if they cannot supply them order direct, and you

will get the best tool made

The Thomas Pink Co.
Limited

PEMBROKE, Ont., Canada
Manufacturers of the best line of Lumbering- Tools in Canada

BATTS LIMITED
WEST TORONTO

Manufacturers of

Staved Columns

Veneered Doors

Newel Posts

Sashes - Flooring

Trim

Pine Doors and

Frames

Turned Newel Posts and

Balusters

Cypress Greenhouse

Material

Write for our Catalogue

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS

Door No. B. L. 309 WEST TORONTO - ONT.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAT 5
KNOWN

'EXTRA'
OAK V\

l .> TANNfcD C> I

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

The J.C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

Sawmill M©Lchinery
We make Engines and Boilers of all kinds, also

special machinery for Sawmill use. Fifty-two years

practical experience in Engine Building.

The

'Inglis" Corliss Engine*

John Inglis Company, Limited
Engineers and Boiler Makers

14 Strachan Ave., TORONTO, ONT.
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Worker

Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western
Globe - Kearney& Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Electric-Welded Logging Chains

are easily the Best kind of Chain for use where strength and
wearing ability are important requisites. Made from STEEL,
carefully welded and inspected, fully guaranteed by both makers
and jobbers.

Swell
Weld

McKinnon Chain Company
BUFFALO, N. Y. ST. CATHARINES, ONT. Swell

Weld

SAW MILL SUPPLIES
There is not a jobber or manufacturer, or any other person employed by either, in an official position

who should miss the chance of looking over our new Catalogue on Transmission Supplies.
If you are looking for "Quality and Service" in your mill supplies we know you will

with the lines shown.
you will be impressed

Send a post card for it to-day and you will have it by return mail.

DICK'S ****** Beltin* Leather Belting Wood Split Pulleys Shafting Hangers Iron Pulleys
Steel Pulleys Clutches Babbitt Wood-Working Machinery Steam Goods.

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines Safes and Vaults
St. John, N. B. Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver

Montreal

Fairbanks Scales

Toronto

J. J. TURNER & SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in
Canada in

Lumbermens' Contractors' and Surveyors' Supplies

Tents, Awnings, Flags, Sails, Waterproof Covers, Oiled Cloth-
ing, Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags,
Coal Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snow-
shoes, Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the
Walsh Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER & SONS
Cor. George, King and Water Sts, Peterborough, Ont., Can.

Write for Catalogue

of our

Steam and

Power

Pumps

We also manufacture

Travelling Cranes

The Smart-Turner Machine Co., Limited
HAMILTON, CANADA

THE STRONGEST CHAIN IN THE WORLD
"Weldless

Steel Chain"
Photograph of 7/16-inch Weldless Steel Chain broken with a test load of 9 tons, 3 cwts. (20,496 lbs.), or fullv double the A^ir-aU-^

breaking load for iron chain of this size. Note the elongation and reduction of area at the fracture
Admiralty

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

B. J, COGHLIN CO., Limited
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

MONTREAL
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Edgers for Medium Size Mills

Our "Star" Edger has been designed and built specially for mills

of medium capacity where a first class edger is wanted, but where it

would not be economical to put in one of our larger and heavier

"Garland" Edgers.

The frame is all cast iron of heavy section, the mandrel is large

and stiff. The Edger has a heavy press roll behind saws and the

fingers in front prevent the lumber coming back. The feed rolls are

corrugated and made of steel and are driven. In fact this edger is as

well constructed throughout as the edgers of larger capacity. It is in no

sense a portable edger, but is built for the most exacting requirements.

Made in all sizes up to 4Q inches

Send for Our Edger Catalogue

William Hamilton Company, Limited
PETERBOROUGH - ONTARIO
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Saw Mill at Cache Bay, Ont.

George Gordon & Company
Limited

CACHE BAY - - ONTARIO

MANUFACTURERS OF

Norway and White Pine
Dressed Flooring, Mouldings, Bridge Tim-

bers, Siding, Ceiling, Pickets, Lath, etc.

Our 1911 Cut is nearly all sold. Place your orders

early for 1912 dimension stock.
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills ®. He-Ad Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Yard <& Office CAPACITY 40.000.000

MORRISTOWN, N.Y.

New York City
Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Selling agents for Fraser & Co., Manufacturers

Mills at Deschenes, Que., near Ottawa

White Pine

Red Pine

Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Office,
c
Sfc2£?Sf« Ottawa, Can.

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Ma a u e Lumber, Lath and Shingles L,mited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.

F. N. Waldie, Pres. R. S. Waldie, Vice-Pres. G. E. Clemens, Secy.

WALDIE BROTHERS LIMITED
Lumber and Le^thManufacturers of

Mills at SPRAGGE. ONT. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington St. East. TORONTO. ONT.
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QUEBEC

SPRUCE
Large Stock of Mill Run
1 x 4 1 x 5 1 x 6

Can ship dressed to your order or in the rough.

White Pine
Mill Run Box Out

1 stocks and strips 1 1-4 x 4-7 x 10-16 1 1-4 x 8 and up x 10-16

1 1-2 x 4-7 x 10-16 1 1-2 x 8 and up x 10-16.

Let us quote prices before you place your orders.

BARTRAM BROTHERS, Limited
ED. T. SAXE, 200 Claremont Ave. MONTCLAIR, N.J. OTTAWA, CAN.: Hope Chambers

440 Square Miles Timber Limits
on Georgian Bay

to be Sold by Private Sale in Large or Small Blocks.

On account of their President and Principal shareholders being engaged in other large enterprises, and
not having the time to give to them all, THE PARRY SOUND LUMBER COMPANY, Limited, offer for

Sale all of the timber lands, mills and town property situated in the Town of Parry Sound ; also Tug Scow and
full Camp Equipment for five camps, including boom chains, snow plows, sleighs, etc.

THE LIMITS TO BE SOLD
comprise some 440 square miles of licensed and deeded Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Birch and other timber. The
licenses from the Ontario Government include all timbers and are not restricted for time. Government dues are
as follows : Saw Logs, White Pine, $1.50 per M. ft., B.M. Saw Logs, Hemlock, Tamarac and other woods
75c. per M. ft. The timber is situated in the Townships of McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Monteith, Carling,
Christie, Shawanaga, Burpee, McConkey, Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge and Street. The Canadian
Pacific, Canadian Northern and Grand Trunk Railways run through the limits, which makes some of the par-
cels offered for sale particularly desirable for small mill owners.

A circular giving full information, maps, terms and conditions of sale will be furnished upon application to

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited
1315-20 Traders Bank BuUding, TORONTO, CANADA
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Yellow Pine Timbers

Finish, Flooring, etc.

White Pine and Hardwood
"WANTED: 3", 4" and 5" Birch."

W. M. Gillespie Lumber Co.
801 Oliver Building PITTSBURG, PA.

The Rideau Lumber Co., Limited
WHOLESALE

TRAFALGAR BUILDING, OTTAWA, ONT.

We have a full line of

SPRUCE—All Thicknesses

Dry WHITE PINE

RED PINE J
Purp

For
AH
oses

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.
Room 4, . _

1
Hochelaga Bank Building ViUebeC, QllC

Correspondence Solicited.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

MIDLAND, ONT,

The Argenteuil Lumber Co.
LIMITED

Manufacturers and Wholesalers

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Dressed Lumber
Flooring, Clapboard, &c.

Specialty; Mixed Car Orders
Office: 136 Board of Trade Bldg.

MONTREAL

RED DEER'
Hardwood Flooring

is the flooring that is manufactured ex-
pressly to supply the demand for the hest.

It is made by modern machinery, from carefully selected stock, and
every precaution is taken throughout our entire system to mate it

fulfill in every particular the name we have built up for high quality
flooring.

We also manufacture Hemlock, Bill Stuff, Spruce and Hardwood Lumber

We specialize in prompt shipments

The Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited
Huntsville, Ont.

"Empire Brand" Hardwood Flooring
in

Maple Oak Birch
Manufactured to meet the requirements of those
demanding flooring of perfect finish. Made from

lumber selected for its figuring.

It you are not convinced by what you have
heard about the superior qualities of " EMPIRE

BRAND," just send us a trial order.

J. R. Eaton & Sons, Ltd.
ORILLIA,
ONTARIO

Long Lumber Company
Hamilton, Canada

Wholesale Dealers in

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Posts, etc.

Sole Ontario Agents for

A. Cotton's B. C. Shingles

»
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Cameron & Co., Limited
Manufacturers

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, TIMBER,
POLES and POSTS
We have for quick shipment

— DRY —
NO. 1 HEMLOCK

In 1 inch and 2 inch

Mill and Yard
OPEONGO, ONT

Head Office
OTTAWA, ONT.

Send your enquiries to our Head Office

The
Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA Limited

EASTERN

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Latb and Shingles

WESTERN

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

Williams Lumber Company
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

For 1x4 and up x 6 11 ft dressing shorts.

For 5, 6 and 8 4 x 12/16 dressing strips.

For 5, 6, and 8 4 shipping cull shorts, strips and sidings.

Write us before placing your orders

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

William H. Bromley
Everything-

in Pine, Spruce or Hemlock, at

Wholesale Car or Cargo. An excellent stock
of Shop and Better i to 2". Also a good
percentage of Mill Run 4-5-6-8 and 10" and
6/4' and 8/4" Sidings at Midland. All White
Pine ; the product of an excellent lot of logs.

Also at Collingwood, Ontario, 19 10 Cut, 1 x
6-8 and 10" - 5/4", 6/4" and 8/4" Sidings. A
nice line of 6/4 and 8/4" Cuts at Pembroke.

Quotations promptly given and enquiries solicited

Pembroke Ontario

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited

Everything in Lumber
Rough and Dressed

Wholesale and Retail

Want to Purchase

Dry Ash, Birch, Basswood and Rock Elm

ADDRESS
21 Dorchester Street West, MONTREAL

The New Michel Sawmill Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fir and Tamarac Lumber,
Timbers, Piling, Etc.

Saw Mill and Planing at New Michel, B.C.

Send in your orders for Sawn Lumber, Sash, Doors and Factory
Material to

New Michel, B. C.

or to

THE RIVERSIDE LUMBER CO., Ltd., Calgary, Alta.

Edward Hines Lumber Co.
(Branch Office)

Owen Sound, Ont.

•• All grades of
-

WHITE PINE
and

Norway Dimension Bill Stuffs
WHITE and RED PINE LATH

TheGolden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles
Offer at LOW FIGURE for QUICK sale :

130 M. \\ x 3/8 x 32" Mill Run Hemlock Lath
2 Cars 8 x 8 x JO/16' Cedar

" 2x4 and up 10/16 Tamarac
" 1x4 and up 10/16 Tamarac
" 1x4 and up 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock
" 2 x 10 x 12/16 Mill Run White Pine
" 2x6x12/16 " "

" 5/8x4 and up 6/16 Common & Dressing White Pine
'• 1x4 and up 6/16 Mill Cull Ash

All of above, shipment G. T. R. from Golden Lake, Ontario

2
1

10
2
2
1

3

Head Office EGANVILLE, ONT.
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Tun

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Staff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

FINE

BANKOFFICE? -'OFFICE. SCHOOL.

cluRrHoust'a^^HURCH&^
DRUG STORE FITTINGSl^jSEND FOR Cgj^g^f

McLennan Timber

Lands and Lumber Co.
Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

Hardwood Flooring

End Matched, Bored,
Polished and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation LifeBldg., Toronto

EADIE DOUGLAS CO.
14 University St. Montreal

C G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
113 Manning Chambers, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest You

RAILS
F°*r*

Tr m 'w
.

nI,•
Sidings, Etc.

New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shingles
White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingles

North Tonawanda, N. Y.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Sawn Lumber, Lath, Sash,

Doors, and Factory Material

=Dimension Bill Stuff in=

Pine, Spruce

and Hemlock
A full line of dry lumber in stock for

prompt shipment. Let us give you our

prices for anything you require in lumber.

DIAMOND
SASH

particularly suited for

Gothic and Queen Ann
style windows. It is

impossible to success-

fully manufacture these

sash without the proper

machinery, but we
have it. Every light

is uniform, the joints

are perfect and all the

lines are absolutely

straight where they

should be and uniform-

ly curved in the curved

parts.

Stock a few of these sash and see

how they sell, you'll be surprised.

M. Brennen & Sons Mfg. Co.
HAMILTON - ONTARIO Limited.

FOR SALE
For Immediate Shipment

1 Car .'{ in. Haid Maple
2 Cars 4-4 Nasswood, M K
2 Cars 6 4 Reech, M.N.
1 Car 4-4 Reech, M R.
1 Car 4-4 Elm and Bass Crating.
5 Cars Cedar Posts, 4'/2 top and up.
1 Car Cedar Posls. 5 top and up.
100.000 feet 2-in. Hemlock.
All the above stock is dry and in good

shipping condition.

The Geddes-Tyson Lumber Co.

Wiarton, Ontario

X\fK Imve 500 M ft. 8-4

* * Common and Better
and 250 M ft. 5-4 Common
and Better Whit<> Pino
that we want to move
<l'iH'k at bargain prices.

Write us

Bruce Mines Saw Mill Co.
Limited

Bruce Mines, Ont.

"\XTE Buy, Sell and deal in all kind*
* * of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States : Spruce.
White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia, Ont.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED
Toronto

Sarnia

Buffalo
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Imperial Timber

& Trading Co.
LIMITED

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Branch Office:

15 Cadogan Block,

CALGARY, ALTA.

Every description of Douglas Fir,

Red Cedar, Spruce, Hemlock,
Inarch and Pine Lumber, also Red
Cedar Shingles.

Heavy Timbers a Specialty

Export and Domestic Shipments.

Geo. I. McClure
Hardwood Lumber
Yellow Pine, Cypress

Specialties

Walnut and Mahogany

Mill Connections:

Cairo, 111. Herndon W. Va.
Cincinnati, Ohio Helens, Ark.

Head Office and Storage Yards

DETROIT, MICH.
STORAGE YARD IN CONNECTION

FOR SALE

Piles and Poles

All sizes, all lengths

Apply to

PAPINEAUVILLE LUMBER CO.
Limited

Papineauville, P.Q.

The

North Channel Lumber Co.
Limited

Successors to

SAGINAW LUMBER & SALT CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine Lumber
Saginaw, Mich. U.S.A.

Mills at Thessalon Ont.

Well Bought is Half Sold"

STOCK OFFER;-

1 Car 1 x 4 and up

No. 2 Norway $13.00

Suitable for Decking, Sheet-

in? and under Floorine.

2 Cars 1 x 6

Box and Common $18.00

Best End suitable for Drop
Siding, Balance for Flooring

and Decking.

4 Cars 5
4 x 12

Select Mill Run $37.00

Ideal stock for D.4S. Bone dry.

F. O. B. Midland.

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

730 Traders Bank Building, TorontO.Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves Hoops
Headings

JAMES WEBSTER & BRO., Ltd.
Bootle. Liverpool, England

London Office

:

Dash wood House 9 Broad St., E.C.

News Chambers, 57 Hope St., Glasgow

flant& Kemp
5a St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

A
1 and ABC Codes used

Louis Bamberger
Importer of

Pine, Spruce, and all Canadian

Wood Goods

2 Broad Street Buildings,

London, E.C.

TelegraphicAddress " Bellywood, London."

Open to Contract for

Glued-up Basswood Keyboards

F
ARNW0RTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address

: Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth Liverpool

England

WANTED
100 m ft. clear hard Maple
axles 4 x5 -6 and 12 long.
Also all thicknesses Common
and Better Birch.

For Sale

All grades and thicknesses of
Cherry and Mahogany lumber.
Also Mahogany, Circassian Wal-
nut and Quarted White Oak
veneer all thicknesses. Please
let us hear from you.

WARREN ROSS LUMBER CO.
Jamestown, N. Y.
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Mason,Gordon&Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street, Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
-Car and Cargo lots only-

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak

Write, Wire or 'Phone for Prices Western Office : — Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B. C.

Donald Fraser

& Sons, Limited
GABANO, QUEBEC

MANUFACTURERS OF

Long Lumber
Rough and Finished

Shingles, Clapboard,
etc.

The Harwood Lumber Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

YELLOW PINE
Rough Timbers, Long Joists, Boards

both Long and Short Leaf

BE SURE TO GET OUR PRICES

Send Inquiries to us CLEVELAND, OHIO
OR

The Harwood Lumber Company Toronto, Ontario
Toronto phone Main 4089.

For low prices and prompt shipment of

Yellow Pine Timbers
Short Leaf Finish

Chestnut — Oak — Ash
Cypress

New Brunswick Shingles

TRY

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.Box 1600

SAFE!!!
If you buy your lumber from a

firm with a reputation for delivering
the goods.

Our Hemlock, Pine and Hard-
wood has been tried and proven. We
can supply you in car lots and give
you immediate shipment.

Hocken Lumber Company, Ltd., Otter Lake Station, Ontario
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The Fesserton Timber Co., Limited
34 Victoria Street, TORONTO

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

PINE, HEMLOCK, HARDWOOD,
CEDAR POSTS AND SHINGLES

BILL TIMBER A SPECIALTY

Bills cut to order during winter months. 22 and 24
ft. Hemlock Joists in stock. Full stock of Red Pine,

all sizes, for prompt shipment.

Mills at FESSERTON, ONT.

JOHN DONOGH & CO.
Wholesale Dealers

OFFER— WHITE PINE=
2 or 3 cars 1^ and 2 in. good Strips and

Sidings. also

2x6 8-10 and 12 common and better

iy2 x 6 and 8 "

ij(x 6 and 8 "

No. 1 and 2 i%" WHITE PINE Lath

1205 TRADERS BANK BUILDING, TORONTO

JOHN H. EYER
34 Victoria Street. - TORONTO

I am in the market for stocks of

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce and
Hardwood Lumber. Also Lath.

Send a list of anything you have
to offer with full particulars.

J L. CAMPBELL J. P. JOHNSON W. G. PAYNES

Campbell& Johnson
Send us your enquiries for

Fir Timbers, XXX B. C. Shingles,

Pine Hemlock, Cedar Posts, etc.

1523-4 Traders Bank Building, TORONTO

We offer

Cnni Tf"
>l

I7 At Latchford, sorted for width either
J* IV*JV**-« rough or dressed.

NORWAY 2x4, 2x6, 2x8,2x10,2x12,
llVytX VY r\ 1 3x10, 3x12, also 1", \y2 " and 2"

C. and C. F.

WHITE PINE all widths and thicknesses, nice stock.

WE WANT HARDWOODS, What areYOU getting out this winter?

LEAK & CO., Limited
18 Aberdeen Chambers - TORONTO, ONT.

Spears & Lauder
Manufacturers of

Hemlock, Pine and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath and Shingles
Orders solicited for Hemlock. Bill Timber up to 30 feet.

For Quick Shipment

3 Cars 1
" x 4 and 5 No. 1 Hemlock Strips. Can be dressed to order.

5 Cars 1 " No. 2 Hemlock, good widths.

Head Office: 501 Kent Bldg., TORONTO

The

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co.
18 Toronto St., TORONTO Limited

Hemlock any
Quantity

Widths and Lengths piled separately either Rough
or Dressed.

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.
103 M ft. 1 x 3 — 10/16 White
151 " 1x4 — 10/16

1 x 5 — 10/16
1x6 — 10/16
1x7 — 10/16
1 x 8 — 10/16
1x9 &10— 10/16 "

1 x 12—10/16
2 x 4 — 10/16
2x8 — 10/16
2x6 — 10/16
2 x 10 — 10/16

Pine

244
357
35
236
120
44
7
20
17
34

23 M ft. 2 x 12 — 10/16 White Pine
16 " 6x4Com.&Btr. "

25 " 6x4 No. 1 Cuts, & Btr.
White Pine

90 " White Pine Shorts
150 " No. 1 Mill Culls
150 " No. 2 Mill Culls
6 " 1« Short White Pine Culls
5 " 1 x 3 — 10/16 White

Pine Culls
66 " 4/4 Spruce
12 " 8/4

The above is Mill Run from selected logs. Have us write
you describing this stock, it will interest you.

Manning Chambers, TORONTO
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E. H. Heaps & Co., Limited
Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, Finish,etc.

Specialties: AA1 BRAND HIGH GRADE SHINGLES
B. C. R. DOUGLAS FIR. TIMBER

Mills at
Vancouver and R.\iskin. B. C.

LOUISIANA RED CYPRESS
QUARTERED OAK PLAIN OAK

POPLAR ASH
Yards at Nashville, Tenn.

Wc can ship you promptly any of the above
Stock, Carefully Inspected

WE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU

Wistar Vnderhill& Co.
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Rep. - W. J. Anderson, 288 South St., London, Ont.

The Fernie Lumber
Co., Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds or

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch
Rough and Dressed Lumber

Dimension and Bridge Timber
a Specialty

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE. B.C.

THE B.C. LUMBER
MANUFACTURERS AGENCY

Limited

" All Coast Forest Products "

Specialty

—

Heavy Fir Timbers and B.C. Cedar Shingles
Our source of supply is only limited by
the combined stocks and capacities of
over 30 Sawmills and a large number
of the best Shingle Mills.

HEAD OFFICE winch Bidg., VANCOUVER B CIVAN D. SMITH, MANAGER *
'

Head Office: Victoria Drive and Powell St
VANCOUVER. B.C.

President and General Manager Assistant General Manager
D. C. Cambbon, Winnipeg Wm. Robertson, Vancouver

Secretary-Treasurer, Wilson Bbll, Winnipeg

The Rat Portage
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Manufacturers of-

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
Cedar Shingles, Fir and Cedar Lath

Car Sills and Sheathing, Cedar Siding
Large and Long Timbers
for heavy construction work

Vancouver, B.C., and Harrison River, B.C.

Pine Larch
Timbers

Yard Stock

Clears

and

Mouldings

The East Kootenay Lumber Co.

Selects
I

Shops

Commons
and

Mouldings Qu^N

Head Office : JAFFRAY, B.C.
Mills at

: CRANBROOK, B.C., RYAN. B.C., JAFFRAY B.C.

Limited
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We Saw All the Year Round
Pine

Hemlock

Spruce

Hard-

woods

Rough

and

Dressed

Fassett Lumber Co.—General View ofiSavv Mill

We

make

a

Specialty

of

Long

Timbers

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited
fassett,?:quebec

Wire Rope
Haulage and Hoisting' Rope

Standard and Lang's Lay
Manufactured by

The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited
HAMILTON, ONT. - MONTREAL, QUE.

Rope Fittings Rope Grease
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
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The McGibbon Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Lumber, Bill Stuffs, Lath,
Shingles, Wood, etc.

Hemlock a Specialty
Best Assortment

Phone us your r> . • «

requirements * enetanguishene, Ont.

Send along your Orders
FOR-

Doors, Sash, Wood Turning's

Interior Finish

Hardwood Flooring

Pine Flooring

EVERY ONE A GOOD SELLER

Wilson Brothers, Limited
COLLINGWOOD, ONTARIO

Casey-Shaw Lumber Co.
_ Limited
Sudbury, Ontario

We have in stock at Sudbury:

50,000 ft. 2 x 12 1, 2, 3 Common White Pine
60,000 " 2 x 10 " "

60,000 "2x8 " " "

30,000 "2x6 " u "

15,000 "2x5 " "

M

U

Above stock is thoroughly dry.

SAW MILL

Long Lake, Ont.
GENERAL OFFICE

Sudbury, Ont.

Wm. Milne & Son, Ltd.
Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at North Bay, Sell wood Jet. and Spaniah, Ont.

Head Office : North Bay, Ont.

North Bay Mill

White Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and
Birch Lumber, dressed flooring,

siding etc. Lath and Cedar Shingles.

Sellwood Jet. Mill

White and Norway Pine. Lumber
and Lath.

Spanish Mill

White and Norway Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock, Lumber and Lath.
Vessel shipment only.

B. W. ARNOLD, Albany, N.Y.
PRESIDENT

W. J. BELL, Sudbury
VICE-PRES. , GEN'L MGR.

H. TURNBULL, Sarnia
SALES MGR.

The Spanish River Lumber Company
Sarnia, Ontario Limited

Manufacturers of High Grade 7

White Pine, Norway, Hemlock and Lath
B. C. Shingles in Transit

Mills at Spanish River, Ont. Send us your inquiries Office, Traders Bank Bldg., Sarnia
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In Ottawa the Beautiful
We have the most up-to-date

Sash, Door and Blind Factory in Canada
Our Specialties: BOXES AND BOX SHOOKS, STOCK SIZES IN SASH, DOORS, BLINDS

Mills at Davidson, Quebec
We cut the Logs and Saw the Lumber which enables us to meet the requirements of the trade at bottom prices.

"From the Forest to the Finished Product"

JAMES DAVIDSON Ottawa, Canada
Write for Catalogue and Prices

JOHNSTON RE-SAW is a Lumber Saver and a Money Maker
The advantages of this machine over all others are:—1st—As a lumber saver,
using 1U and 12 gauge 6aws : 2nd—Can be set instantly to cut lumber from
inch to any thickness up to 4 inches: 3rd—Has screw adjustment so that thick-
ness can be varied 1-12 of an inch under or over standard thickness : 4th—Auto-
matic adjustment to prevent saw from burning by slivers catching: THE
FRAME being heavy is very rigid, so that saws can be run at high speed
without vibration: THREE POINT driven: Three return live Rolls 8 inch by
2(1 inch automatic feed: Two grooved Rolls 8 inch diameter; one 16 incli ad-
justable Roll grooved; all gear: Power required, 20 to 30 h.p.

;
Weight 0,000

pounds : Floor space 8 feet by 9 feet 3 inches.

1AD1S0N WILLIAMS MFC. CO. Limited
LINDSAY ONT.

THE MADISON WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Limited, Lindsay, Ontario
Builders of Sawmill Machinery and " Triumph " Turbine Water Wheels

Eastern Representative: H. E. Plant, 1790 St. James Street, Montreal, Que. Western Representative: The Canadian Fairbanks Co., Vancouver, B. C.
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Dry Lumber for Sale

White and R_ed Pine,

Spruce, etc.

Stock is well manufactured Graded
and piled.

A ^ood assorted stock of Dimension
Timber and Joisting on hand.

On request we will be glad to mail

you copy of Stock List of unsold Lumber.

Track 2—Yard 2 Colonial Lumber Co., Ltd.

The Colonial Lumber Company Limited
Pembroke, - Ontario

Secure Efficiency and The Large Profits Are Yours
One of THE PLANERS OF WOODS equipped with an AUTOMATIC FEEDING TABLE increases
production—raises grades and makes dividends. Experience in feeding not necessary. This combination on a rate of feed
of 250 ft. produces 250 ft. of flooring.—Any feeder can do it.—Our high speed self centering disc side heads are
furnished with these machines.

Back View of one of "THE PLANERS OF WOODS " A40L Note belt guard. All gears encased for Protection and Lubrication.

THE PLANERS OF WOODS manfactured by

S. A. Woods Machine Company - Boston, U. S. A
BRANCH OFFICES: SEATTLE NEW ORLEANS SAN FRANCISCO (Eby Mchy. Co.) CHICAGO NORFOLK
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HARDW
United States Manufactur

00D LUMBER
ers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

.—. — .—— :

Duhlmeier Brothers
MANUFACTURERS

MILLS !
TenneMee.

' Miuiuippi.

Hardwood Lumber™e

{ CINCINNATI. OHIO
Vie always carry a stock of about 3 Million Feet of Plain Red and White Oak, Guaranteed White Oak, White Ash,
Chestnut, Poplar, Basswood, Hickory, Red Gum, Birch, etc. We want your enquiries—We make grades that are
right—at prices that are in line with the times. Try us, you will come again.

Eastern Representative vJaiTieS H. Walsh, White Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

Mowbray & Robinson
Main Office: CINCINNATI, Ohio

Band Sawmills at: WEST IRVINE and QUICKSAND, Ky.

SPECIALTIES

Plain and Quartered

Oak, Poplar and Ash

Our lumber is all bandsawed, soft and even
colored. Oak Quarter Sawed for figure

Sawmill Capacity 125,000 ft. per Day

QUICK SHIPMENTS GUARANTEED

Logan-Maphet Lumber Co.

Main Office, - Knoxville, Tenn.

Branch Office and Yard, Cincinnati, Ohio.

I. M. Asher, Manager

Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Hardwoods
Mills in Kentucky and Tennessee

CHESTNUT
for the Piano Trade a specialty

The Fullerton - Powell Hardwood Lumber Co.

Manufacturers and Dealers

South Bend, Indiana
Cable Address: "Hardwood Southbend"
Codes: A. B. C. 5th Edition, Telecode, Universal

We have made a specialty of the Canadian factory trade for the past ten years. We can take care of
your requirements large or small. Write for delivered prices and full description of stocks.

J. M. Lamb,
Ontario Representative

British America Mills & Timber Co., Winnipeg, Man., Canada
Northwestern Representatives
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LUMBER
Rough and Dressed

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Basswood, Ash and Birch

We Stand Behind Our Grades and Manufacture

A Choice Lot of 4 in. and 5 in. Spruce Flooring Now on Hand.

A Few Cars Each of Nice Common and Dressing from small log

manufacture, in 5/4 x 5 in., 5/4 x 6 in., 5/4 x 7 in. and 5/4 x 8 in.

We carry everything in Spruce from 1 in. to 2 in. and all stock
widths, either Rough or Dressed ; also IV2 in. 4 ft. Spruce Lath.

Write Us for Prices

W. C. Edwards & Company, Limited
Mills at:

OTTAWA and ROCKLAND Ottawa, Ontario Planing Mills and Factories at
OTTAWA

W. M. Ritter Lumber Co.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Let us quote you on your requirements in

any of the following West Virginia stock.

Soft Yellow Poplar, Plain and Quarter

Sawed White and Red Oak, Chestnut and

Basswood. All grades and thicknesses in

stock dry.
Also

White Oak Timbers, any size, 6x6 to 14

x 14 up to 30 ft. Cut to order.

No Mixed Grades

Our stock is all band sawed and we
ship the product of our own mills only.

Yearly Production over 100,000,000 Ft.

NORTHERN OFFICE
919 Fisher Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONTARIO REPRESENTATIVE
John Crichton,

King Edward Hotel, TORONTO

Large Stocks

Chestnut, Oak and Poplar

'76
9 %si
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The ability to produce
good results is availa-

ble to all who adopt the

WOOD - WORKING MACHINES
as their standard

You have a right to demand them bv name. Accept no substitutes for

there are only one brand of " DEFIANCE MACHINES."

Patent Variety Lathe

The possibility of breakage from defective

casting* is entirely eliminated, thereby
diminishing the cost of repair bills.

Be careful of the manufacturer w ho claims

he produces the "Just as good as Defiance

Line" for they cannot be compared. Automatic! Hoop Cutter Double Ended Borer

No. i Hub Lathe

GET THE BEST FOR THEY ARE
THE CHEAPEST IN THE END.

Address Dept. M for full particulars and prices

The Defiance Machine Works
DEFIANCE, OHIO

Manufacturers of the WORLD'S BEST

Thin Saws, Perfect Work
•"THE Wickes Gang

will make good
lumber all of the time.

There is never any
problem about getting

perfectly manufactured
stock from the gang.

The saws, while thin,

are stiff, being keyed
tightly in a stiff steel

sash that moves in per-

fect fitting vertical ways
allowing no side mo-
tion. Gang saws do
not waver, snake or run

as do band or circular

saws.

The legs or cants are

fed through the saws
between feed rolls that

allow no variation from
a straight line.

Hence ! Smooth, true

sawing; every board of

exact thickness from
edge to edge and end
to end.

Superior Quality of Sawing

WICKES BROS., Saginaw, Mich.
Seattle Office, 410 White Bldg.

ELEVATING
CONVEYING

POWER TRANSMISSION
SPROCKET CHAINS AND SPROCKETS

WE

YOU

IN

WE

YOU

IN

Tell us your troubles—our Experts advise you FREE

THE

A. M. ELLICOTT CO.
301 James St., MONTREAL, QUE.

Look Here
Mr. Millman

You can get better results out of
this little mill than any other on
the market.

It can be made portable or stationary.

It reduces the Cost of Manufacturing.

It Increases your mill Output.

It Produces boards of Uniform Thick-
ness.

It is Indestructible, Light and never
in the Repair Shop.

Write for our prices

Sleeper & Akhurst
Coaticook, Que.
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A Band Mill

Without a Peer
Best balanced and most symmetrical

band mill ever designed

The despair of imitators
Built with 6, 7, X, 9, 10 and 11 foot wheels
Does not overhang its foundation
Is the heaviest hand mill built
Also the perfection of simplicity
It holds all the cutting records
Has the greatest range of top wheel
Double spring cushion tension device
Steam straining engine when specified
Quick opening bottom guides
Bottom guide completely buried in husk frame
Safety upper guide
Steam controlled upper guide when w anted
Steel spoke V section bottom wheel
Chain oiling bearings
Hubs are longer than on any other brand
This insures a very rigid wheel
Wheels tilt from front and rear
The standard of excellence
Eyery feature original with us
We build every machine required in an up-to-date mill

Ask for Catalogs

Clark Bros. Co., Belmont, N.Y.
Pacific Coast Office, 715 White Building, Seattle, Washington

Everything for the Saw Mill

Our Lath Mill Our Two Saw Edger

We can equip your saw mill with everything from the motive power to the trimmer. Our complete line of saw
mill machinery cannot be surpassed. Every machine is complete, simple and a model of good workmanship.

Write for our literature and prices, they will interest you.

MOWRY & SONS. Gravenhurst, Ontario
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Power-Saving, High-Efficiency Belts

For Planers, Dynamos, Generators, Fan Work, Etc.

Make your power transmission an
asset instead of a liability—a money-
saver instead of a power-waster. Belt

your machinery with

Goodyear
Imperial

High-Speed, Friction-Surface

BELTS
A Few of the Lines We Manufacture "The Belt That Clings"

Built the famous Goodyear way, for high-speed
pulleys where great tensile strength is demanded

The Imperial has the cling", of rubber and the endurance of many plies of hard-twist, long-fibre cotton
fabric, rubberized, cured and vulcanized into one solid, enduring' piece.

Earns Cost—Costs Less
The Imperial Belt is a power saver. It earns its cost by turning into increased production the power and

the time lost by slippery leather belting. And it costs less.

Wears Longest Without Stretching

stretch has all been taken out, rubber is forced

through and all threads are separated from each other.

Thus they can't rub and chew themselves, and the cause

of internal friction is eliminated.

These belts are built to suit the purchaser. Let us

quote prices on this most durable and economical high-

speed, friction-surface, wear-resisting belting.

Wc also make other rubber products—Tires, Hose for all purposes, Sheet Rubber
Packing, etc. Throughout, you get the same high quality materials, skillful

workmanship and years of experience that have built such famous service into

products of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, U. S. A. Write us at once.

Most economical because it wears longest.— First,

because it doesn't slip. Secondly, because it is made by

a process that abolishes internal friction. This soon

wears the life out of the best leather belting and is

caused by internal grinding as the belt bends and

whizzes around small-high-speed pulleys.

Instead of a few plies of coarse fabric, we build up

the Imperial with many plies of fine fabric. After the

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Canada, Ltd.
General Offices—Toronto Factory—Bowmanville, Ont.

Write Our Nearest Branch

BRANCHES: Montreal—Winnipeg—St. John, N. B.—Vancouver—Calgary—Victoria, B. C, 855 Fort St.— Regina, Sask., 2317x2318 South
Railway St.—Hamilton, Ont., 127 King St. West
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There is this, that you can

count on, in all Simonds Canada

Saw Company's Circular Saws,

solid or inserted tooth, whatever

the guage, whatever the tooth,

whatever the use— Uniformity.

Buy a Simonds Saw to-day

and duplicate your order any

time afterward, and you get the

same temper, the same material,

the same trueness, the same ad-

justment, the same finish, the

same strength, the same cutting

qualities, the same all around

satisfaction, that you got in your

first purchase, and that led you
' to call again for a Simonds Saw.

No time was too long, no effort too vast, no pains too great, for us to take in securing the Simonds Standard of Quality of Saw, and
there is nothing on this globe that can hold us back from maintaining the uniformity of that standard.

We make every kind of Saw used in lumbering and mill work, and on woodworking machinery, Cross Cut, Band, Gang, and Solid and
inserted Tooth Circulars.

(To buy right—let your order read Simonds)

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Limited
Montreal, Que. St. John, N. B. Vancouver, B. C.

* CAMP SUPPLIES HUGH BLAIN
Vice-President

If you are looking for QUALITY in your Camp Supplies,

you should specify :

"ANCHOR" brand-— The

Quality

BAKING POWDER Is

JELLY POWDERS Guaranteed

EXTRACTS, SPICES The

COFFEE TEA Best

(In sealed air tight packages) It

Sweetened MILK Unsweetened Is

CANNED- Possible

SALMON, FRUITS To

and VEGETABLES Produce

WE CARRY A FULL RANGE OF CAMP SUPPLIES

Wh„.esa.e Grocers EBY-BLAIN. LIMITED Importers and Manufacturers
~ * w

TORONTO
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Student Rangers to be Abolished
An article recently appeared in the daily press to the effect that

the Ontario Government had decided to make radical changes in re-

gard to the appointment of lire rangers. The article stated that
henceforth no students were to be appointed, and only experienced
bushmen would be employed who would have to keep diaries of their
work and send them in periodically to the Department. The article

was apparently based on a misunderstanding of the situation. Changes
which the government have in mind refer only to their own forest
reserve in Algonquin Park. In ordinary timber limits which are be-
ing operated under licenses from the Ontario Government the own-
ers of the licenses employ and pay the fire rangers, under the super-
vision of the government The chance of students or inexperienced
rangers being employed upon them is practically nil. In the gov-
ernment reserves, however, a different situation prevails, and the
criticism has frequently been made that appointments as rangers
upon government forest reserves, have been made with a view to the
political or friendly interest of the employee rather than with a view
to the proper protection of the forests from fire. It will be welcome
news to the lumbermen of Ontario, if the government decides defi-

nitely to employ only experienced bushmen as rangers. The danger
of a conflagration upon Crown land spreading to privately operated
limits will be reduced and the people of Ontario will feel that their
forest resources are actually being reserved instead of saved up as
fuel for a forest fire. This is a step for which all those who are
conversant with existing conditions have long clamoured. The stu-
dent rangers have been a laughing stock for years and in the face of
great forest fire losses, the old practice has been continued long be-
yond the time when the public have urged that it be abolished.

It is claimed by many who were on the scene that the great Por-
cupine fire of last summer originated entirely on Crown lands, and
that if an efficient force had been in existence it could have prevented
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the great loss of life and property which resulted. By appointing

experienced bushmen to patrol the Algonquin forests the govern-

ment will win the approval of all lumbermen. It is to be hoped,

however, that this is only a beginning and that in the near future

the government will blanket the whole of the forest bearing Crown
lands, with a force of fire fighters sufficient to put an end to the

destruction, which in the past has been an annual occurrence.

Pulp and Paper Tangle Goes to Court
The Federal Government of the United States has denied the

formal requests by Germany, Austria-Hungary, Norway and Den-
mark for free admission of wood pulp, print paper and paper board,

made from wood cut on unrestricted lands. These nations de-

manded the same concession in regard to the wood pulp and print

paper as Canada now enjoys under the Canadian Reciprocity Act,

which became effective so far as these items are concerned on July
1 last.

In rendering this decision the Treasury Department purposely
opens the way for importers who are now paying the duty under
protest, to bring a test case before the Board of General Appraisers,
in New York, which may be carried to the United States Court of

Customs Appeals. Several bills are already pending in Congress to

repeal the Canadian Reciprocity Act but a decision by the Customs
Court holding that it was not the intention of Congress to have the

wood pulp provision of the Reciprocity Act effective unless Canada
herself accepted the entire Act, will remove all troublesome f ares

so far as the Government's relations with European nations :on-

cerned.

In announcing the decision the Treasury Department gave out
this statement : "Careful consideration having been given to the

briefs presented on both sides of the question whether or not the

provisions of section 2 of the Act of July 26, 1911, granting free entry

to Canadian wood pulp, print paper, and paper board made from
wood cut on restricted lands should be extended to similar articles

produced in countries other than Canada, with which this country
has treaties granting the most-favored-nation treatment with respect

to the imposition of Customs duties, it has been decided that inas-

much as the questions presented contain many elements of doubt
as to the proper interpretation and inter-relation of the treaties and
statutes involved, the right of free entry will be denied. This action

will provide the only means of having the issues subjected to judicial

determination, as the importers who feel aggrieved by the ruling may
carry their protests to the Board of United States General Apprais-
ers, and then to the Court of Customs Appeals. The department has
issued instructions to the officers to have them co-operate with the
importers in bringing the cases forward for speedy hearing and de-

termination.

"It is acknowledged that there is some doubt in the minds of

President Taft and his Cabinet advisers as to the exact intention of

Congress in making operative section 2 of the Canadian Reciprocity
measure, granting free admission to wood pulp and print paper from
Canada independently of the rejection of the measure by the Cana-
to admit Canadian wood pulp and print paper free of duty, unless
dian voters. Mr. Taft is not certain that Congress really intended
there were similar concessions from Canada in the reciprocity pact.

When the reciprocity measure was voted down in the recent Cana-
dian election, section 2 had already become operative, and wood pulp
and print paper from Canada were being admitted free of duty.
The result was that the admission of Canadian wood pulp and print

paper free of duty was in the nature of a gratuitous concession made
by the United States without a corresponding concession from Can-
ada.

The United States Court of Customs Appeals, it is expected by
officials of the treasury, will render its decision in the tariff contro-
versy over the free entry of wood pulp and paper before the end
of March. This calculation is based upon the assumption that the
Board of General Appraisers at New York will dispose of the ques-
tion and open the way for an appeal to the customs court by the end
of January. Importers of paper from Belgium and England have
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added their appeals for free entry to the eight other countries

claiming the privilege. News print paper shipments amounted to

111,248 tons during November, exceeding October's record ship-

ments by 704 tons, as reported to the Commissioner of Corporations

by the American Paper and Pulp Association. Production showed

a similar increase, but was considerably less than the shipments,

leaving stocks of 38,650 tons. November's actual output per work-
ing day was 4,103 tons, being exceeded during the year only by the

June output of 4,246 tons daily. November returns covered 50 com-
panies compared with 49 in October.

The Dangers of Yellow Pine Construction
The use of yellow pine in Ontario has become so general that

to-day those who are in charge of the construction details of a build-

ing will specify it in many cases without any apparent concern about

the fire-resisting qualities of the building. In the early days of the

use of yellow pine in Ontario, it was largely confined to long spans

and similar purposes in which strong timbers of extra length were
required and for which Canadian timbers were considered to be of

inferior efficiency. Familiarity with the use of yellow pine has, by
degrees, lead those who handle it to overlook its dangerous fea-

tures. As an interior trim material, its dangers are recognized by
many, yet so successfully has it been advertised and so cheaply has

it been poured into the markets of Canada, that on account of its

attractive finish, the inflammable nature of the wood is forgotten

or ignored. The fire in a Toronto residence which occurred about

one year ago, blotting out the lives of all but one member of the

family, should have been a lesson in this regard, but like other seri-

ous catastrophes, its moral was forgotten as soon as the story ceased

to occupy the front pages of the daily press.

In the city of Toronto, which was the scene of this terrible fire,

one may find to-day, if he inspects the buildings which are in course

of erection, that yellow pine is not only a popular wood for interior

finish, but is being used for other purposes which should be forbidden

by the city architect. A new building by-law is being drafted to-

day in Toronto and this subject should be given serious attention.

So far is this from being the case, however, that under the Ontario

by-law, and, according to present indications, under the new by-law
as well, yellow pine is, and will continue to be, specified, not only in

private buildings, warehouses, etc., but in buildings erected by the

city itself for public purposes. Some years ago, the wood
and timbers used in the public schools of Toronto were almost
entirely Canadian products. To-day the specifications in many cases

call especially for yellow pine. This, from a patriotic point of view

should not be the case, whenever it is possible to secure native woods
which will fill the purpose equally well. It will be urged by those

who are responsible, that although there are Canadian woods which
would fill the bill, they are much more expensive than the United
States woods, and therefore are out of the question. This, indeed,

is the case in some instances, but these instances are few and the

consumer of lumber is able on account of the absence of any duty
upon rough lumber entering Canada, to secure these classes of lum-
ber and timber and all the other classes which compete directly with

Canadian products, at prices that Canadian manufacturers can not

duplicate if they wish to make a profit or to pay a living wage- The
case for a duty upon a foreign product was never stronger, yet the

governments of the country have always deferred to the consumer

and have felt that they were entitled even to destroy the lumbering
industry rather than impose a duty and thus incur the displeasure of

the Canadian farmer, or the manufacturer for whom lumber is a raw
material.

That the use of yellow pine is not confined to those woods which
can not be secured in Canada at the same price is evident to any
who will investigate. In Toronto to-day one may find instances

without difficulty. A building, for example, is being erected on
Front street east in which 12-in. x 12-in. yellow pine is being cut into

lengths of 8 feet or 10 feet and used as supports for the floors, as

well as for beams. For this purpose Canadian woods would have
served equally well, yet so general has the use of yellow pine become
that it is second nature for the architect to specify it and to feel he

is doing his whole duty to his clients. A building such as the one
referred to, having its floors supported by yellow pine, constitutes a

serious fire risk. Once the flames secure a hold upon the interior of

such a building, the yellow pine posts upon which the floors are sup-

ported will be destroyed before anything else and the floors will fall,

with consequent danger to life. Such death-traps should not be per-

mitted in any city, yet they are being openly constructed to-day with

the sanction of the city architect of Toronto.

Yellow pine to-day is not only a drug upon the markets of Can-
ada, but it is frequently a menace both to the safety of the building

in which it is used and to the prosperity of the lumber trade. In

the United States it has depressed the lumber markets from one end
of the country to the other, and so extensive is the yellow pine manu-
facturing industry that there seems to be little possibility of its ever

being regulated in a sane enough manner to prevent the over-produc-

tion and consequent sacrificing of stocks which have led to the in-

vasion of this wood in the Canadian markets. There is only one

way in which this ever can be counteracted, aside from a campaign
of education among the consumers of lumber, and that is by the gov-

ernment of the country awakening to the gravity of the situation and
placing a duty upon the imports of lumber such as yellow pine. The
claim of the consumer of lumber, that he is entitled to secure this

important raw material in a market open to the competition of the

world, is sound enough, when economic conditions permit the manu-
facturer of Canadian lumber to compete on equal terms with the

manufacturers in other countries. But this is as strong a case as ever

was conceived for the imposition of a duty with a view to placing

the Canadian manufacturers economically upon the same footing as

his foreign competitor.

Wasted Wealth—Tin
Lumbermen in Canada have long been familiar with the great

waste of raw material accompanying the sawmilling and woodwork-
ing industries of the country. There has seemed to be almost no
remedy for this situation until recent years. The increased value

of lumber and of its products, however, has lead to a closer utiliza-

tion of the forest wealth of the country and to-day the time is rapidly

approaching when the exigencies of competition and the growing
scarcity of forest products will make it economically possible to pre-

vent a great portion of the waste, which has been in progress ever

since the birth of the sawmilling industry. In another section of

this issue of the Canada Lumberman will be found an article con-

tributed especially by a writer who has made a close study of the

^ to Make a Change
forest products of Canada and of their economic value. The most
important fact brought out in the article is that it is possible to

save a great deal more of the products of Canadian forests than is

at present being done.

This being the case the question resolves itself largely into one

of ways and means. Public spirited and economically interested

lumbermen have from time to time investigated the problem from

their own individual economies- It remains, however, for the govern-

ment of the country, through its forestry department, to make a

close study of all the questions involved and to give to the lumbering

and woodworking industries the benefit of their findings. Already

the government of Canada have done a great deal in the direction
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of gathering statistics of the lumbering industry and have reached,
after several years of investigation, a stage at which it is now pos-
sible to make use of the statistics compiled, as a basis for systematic
study of the uses to which the various forest products of the coun-
try may be put.

Considering the wonderful forest resources of Canada the eov-o
ernment has been behindhand in taking up these studies, especially

when comparison is made with the efforts of other countries. To-day,
with a well organized forestry department and public sentiment thor-

oughly awakened to the importance of preventing wasteful destruc-
tion, the opportunity is ripe for falling into line with other pro-
gressive countries in this matter. The assistance of the lumbering-

and woodworking industries would be given without stint if the

government should adopt such a course. Unless they take up the

question vigorously, the lumbering industry of Canada is certain to

fall far behind those of other more progressive countries. Canada
can not afford to allow any such course to be followed. Competition
from other lumber producing countries makes it imperative to-day
that scientific assistance be given to the industry. When a total

waste of 175,000,000 cubic feet can be shown in tops, stumps and
logs left in the woods, 47,740,000 cubic feet in slabs and 9,600,000

cubic feet in sawdust, during one year, it is certainly time for every-

one who is responsible in the matter to sit up at nights until they
have found out how to prevent the waste.

Wood, Pulp and Paper Canada Holds All the Cards
Free entry of pulp and paper into the United States is still be-

ing vigorously mooted across the line. The Montreal Star in the

course of a breezy editorial upon the subject has the following vigor-

ous remarks to make

:

"It is reported from Washington that the Democrats propose
to cut the Gordian Knot of the free pulp tangle by simply putting

wood pulp and print paper from all countries on the 'free list.' That
would reach at a bound what the newspapers of the United States

supported Reciprocity to get. They would not have to wain until

the Canadian Provinces has been 'lobbied' into removing their re-

strictions on the export of logs—a tedious and possibly interminable

process—but would get cheap paper at the drop of the hat.

"It is thought possible that the Republican Senate will permit

this bill to pass, in view of the fact that it has already agreed to

the bulk of the practical effect of such a measure. Whether Presi-

dent Taft will then give it his signature, only the gods know. But,

if he refuses, it seems likely that the next Democratic President will

follow the lead of his party. When that comes about those of us

who have contended that all that Canada need do, is to 'stand pat,'

to get a monopoly of the papermaking trade on the Continent, will

be justified by events. The American market will then be wide
open to our paper as well as our pulp; but we will still have our
restrictions in force on the export of unmanufactured raw material.

We will not have yielded an inch, and we will have got all that

Reciprocity promised us along this line-

"This is a game in which Canada holds all the cards; and it was
supreme folly to suggest that we should throw them on the table
and surrender the stakes. We have a monopoly, of the pulp wood
of the Continent. We have matchless water powers. There is no
reason in the world why paper-making should not be an almost
exclusive Canadian industry, enriching our people, giving employ-
ment to thousands of young Canadians, establishing towns in the
forest to consume Canadian produce and manufacture, and enabling
us to coin our forests into gold. Nothing but a courageous policy
is needed to secure this result. What we have we'll hold will do it.

The Americans are bound to have our pulp wood in some form ; and
it is merely a question whether they will get it as logs, as pulp or
as paper. It will pay us best to let them have it as paper."

Editorial Short Lengths for Busy Readers
A delegation of Quebec merchants recently asked the Provincial

Prime Minister that the official duty for driving logs in the Chau-

diere and Etchemin rivers be fixed and made known, to prevent

disputes between the lumbermen and the officers of the revenue.

Vancouver shingle manufacturers are petitioning the Federal

Government to impose an import duty on shingles from the United

States. Shingles are now imported duty free. Canadian shingles

have been practically driven out of the United States because of

the duty of fifty cents per thousand imposed by Americans-

pay duty because of the Canadian regulation prohibiting the ex-
portation of wood cut from Ontario Indian lands for the manufac-
ture of wood pulp. This places the lands in the same class as the
Crown lands, upon which exportation restrictions are, placed, and is
in accordance with the agreement with Canada.

That smallpox has broken out in several lumber and construc-

tion camps throughout the Province of Quebec, is the latest report

which has reached the Provincial Board of Health. No definite fig-

ures are at hand yet, but Dr. Pelletier, Secretary of the board, states

that inspectors will be sent out to investigate the conditions and stop

the contagion, if possible.

An increase of $426,032 in imports over those of 1910 is shown
in the figures for the Port of Portland, Maine, for 1911. The total

value of imports last year was $1,687,357. The increase was due

chiefly to the large shipments of pulp wood and wood pulp from
Canadian and Norwegian ports, imports of these materials for the

year being valued at $959,592.

A Washington, D.C., despatch says:—While foreign nations are

clamoring for the free entry of woodpulp and paper into the United

States on an equality with Canada, the Treasury Department has

decreased the supply which can be imported from Canada without

duty through an order relating to the Indian lands of -Ontario. In

future, woodpulp or paper made from the woods of these lands must

Canada's export trade of wood pulp is increasing annually and
during 1910 amounted in value to five million, seven hundred thous-
and dollars, according to information furnished to the Dominion For-
estry Branch by the Department of Trade and Commerce. The
three hundred and twenty-nine thousand tons of pulp exported was
an increase of forty-eight thousand tons over the amount shipped in
1909. Wood pulp exportation in 1910 amounted to seventy per
cent, of the total produced in Canada, whereas in 1909 the propor-
tion was only sixty-three per cent. Eighty-eight per cent, of the
export was mechanical pulp, and that remaining twelve per cent, was
chemical pulp. During 1910, over three-quarters of the pulp exported
went to the United States, while shipments to nearly all other coun-
tries decreased. The United Kingdom takes most of the remaining
one-quarter, although exports to these countries have fallen off
greatly. Particularly is this so with chemical pulp, not one-seventh
the amount being shipped in 1910 as in 1909. The average value per
ton of the pulp exported in 1909 was $14.67 for the mechanical and
$36.35 for the chemical pulp. This is a combined average of $17 31
or 14 cents less per ton than for the previous year. The prices paid
to Canadian exporters by the various importing countries were per
ton for mechanical pulp: United States, $16.09, or exactly the same
as in 1909, and United Kingdom, $15-78 or $5.52 more. For chem-
ical pulp, the amounts paid were : United States, $36.32 per ton and
United Kingdom, $41.60 per ton.
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Important Sawmills of the North Shore
No. 8.—Wolverine Cedar and Lumber Company's Excellent Plant at Little Current, Ont. Splen-
did Facilities for Production and Shipment of Good Lumber Modern Methods of Operation

AMONG the tourists enjoy-

ing one of the Georgian
Bay boat trips in the

summer of 1908 was a

lady of observant manner and in-

quisitive disposition. As the boat

left the town of Little Current
and steamed westward up the

channel, she gazed in wonder at

the north shore of the island. Pile

after pile, nearly every pile full,

made practically a solid wall of

white pine lumber to the height

of the boat's deck and almost
half a mile long on the water
front, and two saw mills, one at

each end of the island, busily

disgorging more white pine,

which proceeded along the trams
in great truck loads and disap-

peared behind the wall of lum-
ber. After looking over the

scene carefully, the lady spoke

to her husband in an undertone,
indicating by gestures, first the

lumber docks and then a man
who had embarked at Little Cur-
rent and also stared—without
enthusiasm—at the great wall of

lumber. The husband approach-

ed the man. "Pardon me," he

said, "but my wife wants to

know what is going to be done
with all that lumber." "That
same question is costing me lots

of sleep," replied the man, with
a rather grim smile. "My com-
pany owns that lumber. We
can't sell it and don't seem to be

able to give it away, so I guess
we'll have to burn it." The
lady's curiosity was satisfied.

Happily, however, sales were
soon effected, boats arrived and
the impending disaster was
averted. This lady was only

one of many persons—not only
tourists, but lumber buyers and
other men familiar with the lum-
ber industry—whose attention

Mr. li. A. Edwards, President .M r . R. E. Edwards, Vice-President

Wolverine Cedar and Lumber Company—Logging Scene

has been attracted by the excel-
lent stock of lumber and shipping
facilities of the company which
operates the Picnic Island plant.

The company is known as the
Wolverine Cedar & Lumber
Company, with its home office at

Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan; log-

ging headquarters at W'cbbwood,
Ontario; and mills at Picnic Is-

land, Little Current -one of the
numerous Michigan lumber con-
cerns which have gone to the
Georgian Bay country for pine
as their Michigan holdings near-
ed depletion.

I bis company made its initial

investment in Ontario pine in

1
(X)5, when it bought the town-

ship of Dunlop on the Spanish
River, and has since then in-

creased its holdings by the pur-
chase of an adjoining township,
within the last few months. It

operates five camps, employing
between 400 and 500 men, and
produces annually between
twenty and twenty-five million
feet of white pine, norway and
spruce lumber, principally white
pine. It has adopted several

methods for cheapening its log-

ging and has in successful opera-
tion in its camps a number of

labor saving devices, among
them a steam pump for filling

and thawing out its sprinkler

tanks, a gasoline log loader, and
also a steam log hauler, an ac-

count of which appeared in our
September 1st issue- The logs

are driven down the Spanish
River to its mouth, sorted and
rafted there .and towed to the
company's Little Current mills

in rafts of about 50,000 pieces

each.

The company's saw mill plant

at Little Current is one of the

Wolverine Cedar and Lumber Co., Little Current, Ont. View of Mill. Wolverine Cedar and Lumber Co., Little Current, Ont.—View of Mill.
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Wolverine Cedar ami Lumber Company —The Filing Room

most satisfactory on the north shore, for the sawing, drying and
shipping of lumber. The log pond, entirely protected in any wind,
and an adjoining bay which is used for storage, together hold in

safety about 200,000 logs, and a sorting jack of four pockets between
the main log pond and the jack ladder of the mill enables the com-
pany to separate white pine, norway and spruce logs before sawing,
and also to make two sortings of its white pine logs. This facility

enables it to get the greatest value out of its logs and is greatly
appreciated by the company's customers.

The mill itself, now in a high state of efficiency as regards both
daily output and quality of manufacture, is an interesting example
of what can be done with a mill which had fallen into a bad state

of repair, and also of the constant attention necessary to keep such
a mill up. When it was taken over by the Wolverine Company in

V)06 it had not been operated for several seasons, contained some
machinery which had been superseded in most modern mills, and a

good part of its essential timbering was in bad repair. It was hur-

riedly overhauled and some new machinery installed before the first

season's sawing, and then as that season showed up many of its weak
spots, was repaired part by part the following winter and spring,

and has been every season since. One very satisfactory feature about
it from the outset, however, was that the engine, gang, and band
mill foundations were very firm, being built independently of the

mill, direct on the rock which makes the island, and the resulting

absence of vibration no doubt accounts in large part for the excellent

quality of the manufacture. The mill itself is a two-storey frame
building about 56 ft. by 150 ft., with a filing room above the saw
floor and an iron roof. The machinery consists of a double cutting

Waterous band mill on the right hand side, a circular saw on the

left hand side to make cants for the gang, a 32-in. Wickes gang, two
edgers, two slashers, and a lath mill, in addition to the usual equip-

ment of steam kickers, loaders, niggers, live rolls, conveyors, etc.

The boiler house is of stone with an iron roof, about 40 ft. by
50 ft. in size, and contains five 60-in. by 16-ft. horizontal boilers. The
engines are two in number—one Wickes 24-in- x 32-in. which drives

the circular, band and gang saws, the log jacker and part of

the live rolls ; and one Bay City, 20-in. x 20-in., which drives the

edgers, trimmers, slashers, lath mill, conveyors and sorting chain.

The mill has an average capacity of about 130 M. feet of well manu-
factured lumber and 40,000 lath per day of ten hours, although on
thick lumber it has averaged as high as 165 M. feet per day of ten

hours, for a month at a time.

One of the best features about the plant is the splendid facility

it has for drying lumber. Picnic Island is practically a ledge of solid

rock which dries quickly after a rain and does not hold moisture to

stain the lumber. The island lies out in the channel in which there

is always a wind blowing either up or down, so that the lumber is

dried quickly and with very little stain. As an additinoal precaution
the company sprinkles witli a solution of bi-carbonate of soda all

items that are susceptible to stain.

Everything possible lias been done to minimize the fire risk.

Through a large part of the yard and around the mill, a waterworks
system is maintained, supplied from an elevated tank outside the
yard limits. The tank is always kept full and is supplemented by
a fire pump in the machine shop where its operation is independent
of the mill. In addition, the water barrels scattered along the trams
and through the yard are always kept filled. A four hundred foot

clear space is maintained between the platform of the mill and the
beginning of the lumber piles, and as the piling ground is kept picked
up clean, the fire risk is very small, and a low insurance rate is en-

joyed. As an example of the excellence of the fire protection, the
former timber mill situated at the west end of the island, and operat-

ed by the company until it burned, was entirely destroyed by fire

last summer, and though a gale of wind was blowing directly from
it toward the lumber not a foot of lumber was burned.

The length of the water dock inside the fire limits is about 1,800
feet, the docks accommodating a maximum of about nine million feet

and the yard about seven million. The docks are built of crib work
directly upon the rock ledge of the island and weighted with stone,

The rock formation makes it impossible to drive any piles. The
ledge drops away rapidly under the docks so that there is plenty
of water, and any lumber boats on the Great Lakes are able to take
on full loads without lighterage-

In addition to the mill office and boarding houses there are about
fifty dwelling houses on the island. Of these twenty-five are re-

served for the office, mill and yard employees of the company, and
the other twenty-five for the Indians who serve as vessel loaders.

The company employs about ninety men in the mill proper, another
fifty sorting logs, tramming and piling lumber, etc., 'and a maximum
of about one hundred more when loading vessels. The average an-

nual cut is from twenty to twenty-five million feet, although the
company has cut as high as twenty-eight million feet in a season on
day run.

The officers of the company are R. A. Edwards, president ; R. E.

Edwards, vice-president and general manager, and P. A. Shepard,
secretary and treasurer. G. E. Hornibrook is local manager in charge
of the sawmill operations, and W. J. Davis is mill foreman. R. J.

Bartley is superintendent of the company's logging operations.

Wolverine Cedar and Lumber Company—The Double Band and Carriage

Bitter Dispute Over Fort Frances Water Power
E. W. Backus, of the Ontario and Minnesota Power Company,

International Falls, Minn., U. S. A., has issued a writ at Osgoode
Hall, Toronto, against the Rat Portage Lumber Company, the Rainy
River Lumber Company, the Shevlin-Clarke Company, the Northern
Construction Company, and Lockhart & Company, for an injunction
restraining the defendants from interfering with the natural flow of

the Rainy River past the lands and works of the plaintiff.

Mr. Justice Middleton, before whom the application was made
for a temporary injunction, held that an interim injunction would
occasion greater injury to the defendants than the continuation of
the evil to the trial would occasion the plaintiff, refused the applica-
tion, and His Lordship says, in his written judgment that the plain-
tiff's rights are by no means clear, and that there is no doubt that the
defendants have used the waters in the manner indicated for years.
The plaintiffs are given leave to amend, as asked, by adding new de-
fendants, and His Lordship suggested that a speedy trial be arranged.

A great deal of warm feeling has been developed at Fort Frances.
Ont., over the situation. The Fort Frances Times, referring to the
situation, says

:

"Finding the water in the lake getting low, Mr. Backus wants
all the stop logs removed from the temporary dams on streams run -

ning into Rainy Lake, thus lowering the lakes and streams where
timber is piled awaiting the ice going out before being driven down
to the lake- If the demand by Mr. Backus were acceded to, every
lumberman and timber contractor having timber to drive on the
upper streams and lakes, would have their logs stranded and tied up
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and their mills idle next summer for want of logs to keep them
running. It is little short of an outrage that our lumbermen should
he handicapped and the timber industry of this district paralyzed
in order that the water (Canadian water, mark yon) should be ob-
tained to run through an American house to grind Canadian pulp-
wood into pulp for manufacture on the American side with Ameri-
can labor.

"Our people have it rubbed in pretty well as it is, but how much
longer our government will permit such a division to be allowed
is something the people in this district would like to know. Things
have come to a pretty state of affairs when an American corporation
can come over here and take anything they like without as much
as even thank you. The lumbermen should all unite in a protest
to the minister of lands, forests and mines, backed up by the people
that hands off is the watchword. The people are in no mood to
be tricked out of everything by the American Power company.

Lumbermen and Foresters in Convention
The annual meeting of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association

which is to be held in Ottawa on Feb. 6th promises to be more in-
teresting and more largely attended than any which the Association
has formerly held. A feature of much additional interest is the fact
that on Jan. 7th and 8th the 13th annual meeting and convention
of the Canadian Forestry Association will also be held in Ottawa.
It is expected that a large number of the lumbermen will remain
and take an active part in the meetings of the Forestry Association.
The forestry meeting will be held in the railway committee room
of the Parliament Buildings and the proceedings will include the
reading and discussion of a number of very interesting papers.

On Feb. 7th a joint banquet will be held by the Canadian Lum-
bermen's Association and the Canadian Forestry Association. Ar-
rangements have been made with the railways for securing return
tickets from any point in Canada east of Port Arthur at a single
fare rate, the tickets to be good going Feb. 3rd to 8th inclusive,
and returning until Monday, Feb. 12th.

Among the important matters to be discussed at the annual
meeting of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association at Ottawa on
February 6 are the following:

The Proposed Duty on Lumber Imported into Canada:—As
very strong deputations are coming from British Columbia, it is

important that all sections of the country should be fully represented.
Steps Necessary to be Taken to Prevent "Dumping" of Lumber

into Canada in View of the Cancellation of the "Dumping" Clause
by the Government.

The Extension of the Association's Trade Report Branch.
Proposed Reduction of the Annual Fee :—Moved by Walter C.

Laidlaw, Toronto; seconded by Dwight J. Turner, Toronto; That
the annual fee of $50 be reduced to $25, if a corresponding increase
in membership would result, thereby largely increasing the useful-
ness and value of the association.

British Columbia's Forestry Plans
Hon. W. R. Ross, minister of lands for the Province of British

Columbia, returned recently from a visit to Ottawa and to the
National Irrigation Congress of the United States, at Chicago. In the
course of an interview Hon. Mr. Ross said :—"During my visit I
had an excellent opportunity to get in touch with many of those
who are considered experts on irrigation on this continent. In con-
versation with Gifford Pinchot I talked on the organization of the
forestry bureau, which it is proposed to establish in British Colum-
bia. He expressed his warm sympathy with our efforts and said
that the bureau would prove of inestimable benefit. He said that
in dealing with such questions, Canada enjoyed a very great advan-
tage over the United States, as we were not burdened with con-
stitutional law. In this country also we are lucky in that the pro-
cess of deliberate waste has not proceeded nearly as far as it has
in the States when the work of the bureau was commenced there
about 10 years ago.

"In connection with the decision of the government to establish
a forestry bureau, that also will be put through the necessary legis-
lative and other stages as rapidly as circumstances will permit. But
you can easily understand that it is a question in which it is not
wise to proceed too fast. It will be necessary to obtain the best
expert advice available, and this we will proceed to do. This will
take time but it would be obviously unwise to proceed in any other
way. Meanwhile the work of forest protection from fire will
be carried forward as satisfactorily and as thoroughly as it can pos-
sibly be under existent circumstances. Having obtained expert ad-
vice I expect that we shall be in a position to secure whatever leg-
islation may be necessary during the session of 1912, for the estab-
lishment of our forestry department. Even then, however, some time
must elapse before it can be got into running shape, and for that

reason it will be a good while yet before we will be in a position to
make appointments in this new branch. In choosing the personnel
of the new department we intend to get men who have technical as
well as practical qualifications.

"While I was in Ottawa I spent some time going into the sys-
tems followed by the federal government both as regards irrigation
and forestry, and I have no doubt that we shall be able to benefit
greatly by the experience which the officials of the Dominion Gov-
ernment have already gained in these matters."

Mountain Industry Marking1 Time
The mountain millmen of British Columbia are not making

preparations for a bie cut this year. Mr. Geo. D. McKay, provincial
timber inspector, who has returned from a tour of the interior, points
out that the mills had to close down sixty days earlier than they
had intended because American millmen in Idaho and Washington
unloaded their surplus low grades into the Canadian northwest at
less than cost price. They rushed in three hundred million feet.
The millmen, however, remain very hopeful and take encouragement
from the fact that, although the immediate demand has been filled,
the yards of the dealers in the northwest contain less than usual at
this season of the year.

Mr. McKay reported that some camps in the interior were
closing down and very few companies were puttin- in supplies for
next month. "I found that there was no financial depression any-
where," he said, "but there certainly is a falhiv-off in the trade
owing to the large amount of timber shipped into the prairie prov-
inces from the United States- There is considerable activity in
the Arrow and Kootcnay lake district where work is in progress by
contractors for the Manitoba and Alberta provincial governments,
cutting down cedar poles for their telephone systems. The Cana-
dian Pacific Railway is also active cutting a large order of railway
ties."

Although the very sanguine expectations of an immense gain
in the cut for the province have not been realized, it will be a banner
year from the revenue producing standpoint, the rovalties being
more than $30,000 more than ever before.

Australian Imports of Canadian Timber
Australian trade returns of the importations of timber from Can-

ada are only approximately correct, says the Dominion Government
Trade and Commerce reports. Shipments of British Columbia tim-
ber are frequently made by San Francisco brokers and invoiced bv
them on their own invoice forms. Thus the United States is credited,
as the country of origin, with some of the cargoes of Douglas fir

from mills in British Columbia. In making a comparison between
the trade returns of each country, it will be noted that the Australian
figures are for the calendar year, and the Canadian for the fiscal
year ending on March 31- The values in the Commonwealth returns
are shown as follows :

—

Imports of timber from Canada in 1908 £36,725
Imports of timber from Canada in 1909 84,849
Imports of timber from Canada in 1910 77,150
The values in the Canadian returns, converted at $4.86 to the

£, are shown thus:

—

Exports of timber to Australia in 1908 £107,166
Exports of timber to Australia in 1909 72,950
Exports of timber to Australia in 1910 101,333
Making allowance for the periods at which the two returns were

compiled, it will be observed that the total Canadian exports for
the three years 1908-10 exceeded in value that shown in the Aus-
tralian trade figures by £82,725.

Melbourne and Adelaide import probably all the spruce shipped
to Australia. There is no separate classification of this timber, but
for the year ended on June 30, 1911, it is estimated that the im-
ports into Melbourne were 5,555,000 feet and into Adelaide less than
2,000,000 feet. White pine from New Zealand and pine—imported
in logs—from Siberia and Japan form the principal competition to
spruce in the Australian markets.

A Vancouver, B.C., report states that Vancouver shingle manu-
facturers are petitioning the Federal government to impose an im-
port duty on shingles from the U. S. Shineles are now imported
duty free and forty million came in last year. Canadian shingles
have been practically driven out of the United States because of the
duty of fifty cents per thousand imposed by Americans.

John Yuille, Ontario lumber inspector, whose home was in Arn-
prior, died very suddenly at a lumber camp eight miles from Jocko
station, Ont, on the T. & N. O. railway. Upon leaving the train at
Jocko he complained of not feeling well, but insisted on walking
to the camp. He became worse on the trail and did not reach the
camp for seven hours, death coming shortlv after.
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Signal Honor for Sarnia Lumberman
John McGibbon Elected Mayor by Largest Majority Ever
Given in Sarnia Important Problems to be Handled

Lumbermen in Canada are
noted, among other things, for
the enthusiastic interest which
they take in the public affairs

of the country. In Parliament,
and in municipal councils they
have long been an important fac-

tor in the direction of public
business. An interesting instance
is the case, Mr. John McGibbon,
of Sarnia, Ont., one of the best
known and most highly respect-

ed lumbermen in Western On-
tario. At the municipal elections

in the town of Sarnia. which
were held on Jan. 1st, Mr. John
McGibbon, whose portrait we
are pleased to publish herewith,
was elected to the important
position of Mayor. The high re-

spect in which he is held by
the citizens of Sarnia is fairly

illustrated by the fact that he re-

ceived 1,250 votes while his op-
ponent received only 564. Mr. McGibbon's majority was therefore
greater even than the total number of votes cast for his op-
ponent. It was in fact the largest majority ever given to any
Mayor, in the town of Sarnia.

Mayor McGibbon comes into the direction of the affairs of the
town of Sarnia at a time when the important issues to be dealt
with are more numerous than they have ever been before. For
instance he will have to deal at once with the problem of taking
over the Gas and Electric Light Company, of Sarnia, a step which
both he and his opponent in the election supported strongly. This
particular move was one of Mr. McGibbon's principal hobbies. We
understand that arbitrators are now deciding upon the price to be
paid by the city for this property- When the sale has been com-
pleted. Mayor McGibbon and his council will have to devote then-

attention to the management of the undertaking. Other important
problems are pressing for solution, such as the movement of the
intake pipe for the waterworks. That the town of Sarnia under
the progressive management of its public spirited citizens is mak-
ing rapid progress is also indicated by the fact that a large Ameri-
can company, Messrs. Mueller Bros., of Decator, 111., manufacturers
of brass goods, plumbers' supplies, etc., have decided to locate a

factory there. It is thus apparent that Mayor McGibbon will have
his work cut out for him during 1912. His well-known business
ability however, is certain to be devoted successfully to the solu-
tion of the numerous problems which will turn up. As a represen-
tative public citizen, the lumber industry and trade of Ontario have
every reason to feel proud of Sarnia's new Mayor.

John McGibbon, Sarnia's New Mayoi

Lumber Trade Calendars for 1912

Frank A. Cutting, 79 Summer street, Boston, Mass., buyer and
seller of hemlock bark, has again favored his friends with an ex-

cellent calendar with large date figures and bearing an illustration

of a car load of hemlock bark. The car represented is one of the
well-known Cutting patent bark cars.

The Parry Sound Lumber Company, Parry Sound, Ont., have
selected for their calendar this year, a companion picture to that
which they chose last year. The new picture represents a couple
of cruisers making a portage, the painting being by Philip R. Good-
win. The color reproduction of the painting is very truthful and the
picture itself is one which will have an especial appeal for all lum-
bermen who have ever known anything of life in the woods.

Duhlmeier Brothers, manufacturers of hardwood lumber, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, always make a happy selection for their annual cal-

endar. This year they have sent to their friends a calendar designed
in light blue and white, containing in addition to the date pad,
a dainty colored picture of a young lady carrying a bouquet of

violets. The calendar is one which is sure to be welcomed gladly
by all who are numbered among the friends of Messrs. Duhlmeier
Brothers.

1912. A beautiful reproduction of a painting by J. D. Gerome Ferris,

entitled "The Golden Wedding" constitutes the greater part, of the

calendar, and the calendar pad itself is designed and mounted in

excellent keeping with the illustration. The calendar is one which
will attract universal admiration and will be gladly welcomed by
all who are fortunate enough to receive a copy.

The Digby Lumber Company, Lindsay, Ont., have sent out to

their friends a most attractive calendar for the year 1912. In addi-

tion to a large calendar pad mounted on a handsome dull green
paper, the calendar is accompanied by a reproduction in colors of

an excellent painting by W. Verplanck Birney, A.N.A. The pic-

ture represents the interior of a beautiful English house of a cen-

tury ago. Seated near an open fireplace is the family solicitor vainly

trying to explain to a young lady the intricacies of a badly tangled

estate which has been left to her by her father- The calendar will

be a welcome souvenir in the offices of all who are fortunate enough
to receive a copy.

"Looking into the future" is the title of one of the most attrac-

tive calendar illustrations which have come to our notice during
the present New Year. The calendar has been sent out by Messrs.
Edward Clark & Sons. Stair Building, Toronto, the well-known deal-

ers in all kinds of hardwoods. The general make-up of the calendar
is excellent, the harmonious color scheme, both of the illustration

and the mount, as well as of the calendar pad itself being very at-

tractive. The colored illustration is a reproduction of a painting
by Wm. Thorne, A-N.A. We feel certain that everyone who is

fortunate enough to receive a copy of this beautiful calendar will

consider themselves especially indebted to Messrs. Edward Clark
& Sons.

The Fred S. Morse Lumber Company, Springfield, Mass., U.
S-A., have sent out for 1912 a unique and attractive calendar. A
separate sheet is devoted to each month of the year and each sheet
contains at the head in neat border design, a few sentences, printed
in bold and artistic type, containing words of wisdom regarding
the characteristics and business habits of mankind. These little

sentences or maxims as they might more properly be called are all

brief, bright and to the point. On the cover page of the calendar
the company conveys its 1912 greetings to its friends and presents
them with a business decalogue which will be read with much in-

terest and approved by all who do business on the only invariably
successful plan—square dealing and generous consideration of the
interests of others, of which the Fred S. Morse Company them-
selves are noted exponents.

Personal and Trade News of Interest to Lumbermen
E. W. Beckett has been appointed Crown Timber Agent at

New Westminster, B.C.

A Barnet & Company, Brule Lake, Ont., have completed their
operations at Brule Lake Station and will not be cutting there in

1912.

Mr. George Cahoon, Jr., manager of the Laurentide Company,
and Mr. J. H. A. Acer, of the same company, recently paid a visit

to Montreal.

Joseph Oliver, of the Oliver Lumber Company, Toronto, has
been elected to the Conference Committee of the Toronto Board
of Trade, to represent the dealers in builders' supplies and lumber.

Mr. J. L. Campbell, of Campbell & Johnson, Toronto, will be
one of the speakers at the annual convention of the Western Re-
tail Lumbermen's Association which is to be held at Winnipeg on
Feb. 13th, Nth and 15th.

D. G. Gilmour, of Ottawa, who has been in the wholesale lumber
business for some years, has associated himself with Mr. J. A. Bel-
ford, who for the past fifteen years has been with W. C. Edwards &
Company. The new firm will be known as D. G- Gilmour & Com-
pany, with offices at 126 Sparks street, Ottawa, Ont.

In the last issue of the Canada Lumberman it was stated that
Mr. Arthur Rushforth, 62 Dale street, Montreal, had been appointed
British representative of the Dominion Mahogany & Veneer Com-
pany, who are building a factory in Montreal. Mr. Rushforth's ad-
dress should have been given as 62 Dale street, Liverpool, England.

The Colonial Lumber Company, Pembroke, Ont., have selected
one of the most handsome calendars that have appeared for the year

Gordon, Grant & Co., Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, report under date
of December 11th as follows:—The Schr. Mayola from Liverpool,
N.S., arrived with a cargo of white pine boards to us which we sold
promptly on arrival at full rates. An outlet for a small cargo of

N. S. lumber containing a good proportion of shipping boards and
about 20/30 M feet spruce boards can generally be found at advantag-
eous rates.
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Extravagant Lumbering—Time to Halt
Significant Statistics of Great Annual Destruction of Natural Re-
sources—Duty of Government to Study All Possible Economies

As every lumberman knows there is a tremendous waste in
the manufacture of forest products. That this waste exists is not
altoj Iher the fault of the lumberman. When it is considered that
h( only manufacture what will pay a profit and turn it out
in form required by the people, it is doubtful if Ik- can be
blamed for very much of the waste.

The blame for the waste in the handling of the forest products
lies with the governments and scientific institutions, who alone are
able to gather the scientific staff and supply the money necessary
to study the methods of use of wood products evolved in other
countries, and to study in Canada the question of mechanical and
chemical means of utilizing at a profit the great quantities of wood
wasted yearly. It is strange that this question has not hitherto
received public attention. Only a portion of the attention which has
been devoted to improved methods of metallurgy, or to agriculture
would have accomplished a great saving. That the lumber industry
deserves it, is shown by the fact that the forest products of Canada
are more valuable than any of the field crops, nearly twice as valu-
able as the total mineral products and over five times as valuable
as the total of inland and ocean fisheries. That there is great room
for improvement in the utilization of forest products is shown by
the fact that about 20 per cent, of the entire tree is left in the
forest to become a total waste, that 22 per cent, of the log goes into
slabs and edgings, 14 per cent, into sawdust, and 13 per cent, into
bark

;
all of which products are practically wasted, although they

contain valuable constituents which are capable of being used at
a profit.

What this waste means to Canada yearly is shown in the table
given below.

t v. Slabs Absolute

Species p^fe Ml-gn stX^ Sawdust ttt sfein 1909
hurs mings and sawdust and logs

edgings
Board Feet Cubic Feet Cubic Ft. Cubic Ft. Cubic Ft. Cubic Ft

Total ^00,000,000 154,000,000 47,740,000 96,000,000 9,600,000 175 000 000Spruce
. . . 1,300,000,000 40,920,000 12,700,000 24,000,000 2 400,000 42 500 00..White pine.

. 1,000,000,000 31,460,000 9,800,000 19,000,000 1 900 1 if mi 35 700000'ouglas hr ... 4o(>,. lOfl.OOl I 14,0X0,000 4,40.1.(100 X, 11.1.1,000 SOo'oOO 41600'000Hemlock
. . 300,000,000 9,460,000 2,900,000 6,000,000 600,000 l'lOO'oou(edar.

. . . 160,000,000 5,060,000 1,600,000 3,000,000 300 000 '600000Red pine.
. . 150,000,000 4,620,000 1,400,000 3,000,000 :X)0 000 500000Balsam

. . 90,000,000 2,860,000 1)00,000 2 000 200000 300000Tamarack.
. . 65,000,000 1,9X0,000 (1(10,1100. 1,000,000 100,00(1 250*000

Birch .... 60,000,000 1,980,000 600,000 1.000 000 100 000 250 00Maple.
. . 55,000,000 1,760,000 500,000 1,000,000 100 000 200 00(1Basswood
. . 50,000,000 1,540,000 500,000 1,000,000 100,000 150 000

F,
1

?
1

• * • , 1.320,000 400,000 1,000,000 100 000 150 000Others .... 1,175,000,000 36,960,000 11,500,000 22,000,000 2,200,000 4,200,000

In the table given above there are shown both the total quantities
of slabs, trimmings, etc., and sawdust produced, and the quantities
wasted. It has been found from investigations that of all sawmill
slabs and trimmings produced and unused for lath, twenty-five per
cent, are used for fuel; forty-four per cent, are sold for fuel, and
thirty-one per cent, are burned in the incinerators or otherwise de-
stroyed. In the same way it has been learned that about ninety
per cent, of the sawdust is burned at the mills for fuel and ten per
cent, is wasted. No bark is used in any way. It is practically all a
total waste. The material left in the woods, shown in the last col-
umn, is practically all a total waste.

Possible Uses

All woods containing turpentine in sufficient quantities can be
utilized for the production of this material by the process of steam
distillation. The two Canadian woods that could be utilized for this
purpose are Douglas fir and western yellow pine. A plant was started
for the distillation of the waste of these species on the coast two
years ago but was unsuccessful. The process consists in chipping
the woods into small pieces, treating it in a closed steel retort with
steam under pressure and condensing the escaping vapours which
consist of steam and the volatile oil from the wood. By this pro-
cess the wood fibre is not at all injured and the steam chips can be
used for fuel as well as before treatment. For this reason not only
the absolute waste as shown above can be used, but also the slabs
edgings and sawdust which are used as fuel. This would amount
in the case of Douglas fir to about 15,000,000 cubic feet or 165,000
cords annually. The average yield of turpentine from this material
would be about 1/3 gal. per cord or about 55,000 gals, per year from
the sawmill waste of Douglas fir. In addition to the sawmill waste
the tops, large stumps and wood waste can also be worked up in

5
manner

;
Thcrc art about 116,000,000 cubic feet or about

1,.500,000 cords of such material wasted annually in British Colum-
bia. Ihis would produce 1/3 gal. of turpentine per cord or 130,000

gals, per year, thus giving 185,000 gals, of turpentine per year from
the waste of Douglas fir.

Beech, birch and maple are cut each year to the extent of about
60,000 cords for the production of wood alcohol, acetate of lime and
charcoal by destructive distillation. Although sawmill slabs are per-
fectly satisfactory for distillation and are used for that purpose in
the United States, practically none are used in Canada. The hard-
woods, birch, maple, basswood and elm are used for this purpose.
About 6,600,000 cubic feet or 73,000 cords of slabs of these species
are produced in Canada yearly. These slabs, if distilled, would pro-
duce nearly half a million dollars' worth of by-products.

Converting Waste into Pulp

Hemlock, spruce and poplar are at present being used in large
quantities for the manufacture of pulp. Douglas fir and the various
species of pine are used to a smaller extent but have proven satis-
factory for various grades of paper. Experiments which' have been
carried on during the past two or three years have shown that almost
any wood can be made into commercial pulp. The use of waste
material for pulp making requires considerable study as sawmill
waste contains more knots, bark, rotten wood and dirt than the class
of wood generally used by the pulp mills. The removal of these
impurities renders the cooking process expensive. It may be men-
tioned here that the only way to manufacture sawmill waste into
pulp is by some chemical process. About four pulp mills closely
connected with sawmills are now using slabs for the manufacture
of pulp in Canada. About 260,000 cords of sawmill waste were used
for the manufacture of pulp in 1910. Sawmill waste for this pur-
pose is valued as high as six or seven dollars per cord- The utiliza-
tion of sawdust by this process has been little investigated up to the
present time, but according to some authorities has possibilities. No
final solution can at present be offered and sawdust will therefore be
left out of account in considering wastes.

If the slabs and trimmings from the spruce and hemlock lumber
manufactured in Canada in 1910 had been used for paper making
there would have been available 592,000 cords or almost as much as
was actually used for pulp making in this country in that year. The
distillation of Douglas fir waste as mentioned above does not pre-
vent the use of the same material afterwards for paper making since
the wood fibre is not injured by steam distillation. The only
species which need be left out of the grand total which could be used
for pulp are therefore birch, maple, basswood and elm, which have
been considered as already utilized by destructive distillation. The
total available waste in slabs, trimmings, tops and slash left in the
woods is about 3,500.000 cords per year or six times as much wood as
is at present used by the pulp industry. The utilization of this
wood would bring almost as much wealth into the country as is
now represented by the whole lumber industry.

Bark is not as closely utilized as it might be. There is about
$430,000 worth of hemlock bark wasted yearly in Canada. Prac-
tically all the bark of the western hemlock is also wasted, although
it contains twice as much tannin as the eastern hemlock. Other
barks which contain tannin, but which are not used at present, are
beech, birch, poplar and spruce.

There are several other possible uses which might be developed
to produce wealth from wood products at present wasted. Oxalic
acid may be made by treating sawdust with fused caustic alkali.
No oxalic acid is manufactured in Canada at present.

Ethyl or grain alcohol may be made by treating sawdust with
dilute sulphuric acid and fermenting the sugar so formed. This pro-
cess is now used in France and it is claimed that it can be success-
fully used in Canada. From 15 to 30 gallons of alcohol can be pro-
duced from a ton of sawdust.

_

Sawdust has three marked mechanical or physical properties
which give it commercial value. It is elastic, absorptive and non-
conducting. For these reasons it is valuable as a packing material,
as an absorbent in the manufacture of dvnamite and for polishing
and cleansing purposes in the metallic industries.

The utilization of sawdust as a wood substitute has been carried
out to a considerable extent in England and France. It is used es-
pecially where the elasticity and strength of natural wood are not
necessary. In moldings, carvings and paneling the methods all con-
sist of mixing the sawdust with a binding material which hardens on
drying or on heating and then moulding the mixture under pres-
sure and heat. Water glass, glue, resin, plaster of paris, blood and
casein are the binders used. A flooring material made of sawdust
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and Portland cement is used in Germany in place of plank flooring.
It is lighter and more plastic than cement and does not crack. This
material has been used with excellent results on the decks of trans-
Atlantic vessels. At least one factory is manufacturing this floor-

ing in Canada.
The utilization of all the forest products at present wasted is so

important to the community at large as well as to the lumbermen
that the government should at once undertake a detailed study of

all the sources of waste in forest products with a view to learning

by investigation in other countries and by experiment, the different

means by which the waste products could be profitably utilized. The
necessary experiments and investigations are too varied and ex-

pensive to be carried on by any one concern or association. The
work can be handled only by the government and can best be hand-
led by that branch of it which is at present charged with forest ad-

ministration.

Cost of Saving Mill Waste Products
Analysis of Methods Employed in a Large Mill—Expenses In-
volved and Markets Available the Most Important Features

A well informed lumber salesman was discussing the other day
some of the factors of lumber manufacture which contribute to the
amount of waste sent to the refuse burner, and mentioned prom-
inently the desire to secure a large output and low manufacturing
cost. In this remark the assumption was that any effort at saving
smaller pieces of lumber must necessarily reduce materially the daily
output of the mill, and must also raise the average manufacturing
cost per thousand feet.

It seems desirable therefore to review the details involved and
see just what might be involved in an effort to get more product
from the log, as affecting the operating cost- The American Lum-
berman some time ago described the operations of a large mill whose
special savings of short lumber amount to about 4 per cent, of its

output, meaning that it gets 1,000 feet of product out of logs that
in the average mill of the better class would turn out 960 feet.

About half of this saving of short lumber is in the drying pro-
cess, in recutting dry kiln degrades, particularly "twisters," into

shorter pieces from which the warp can be dressed, producing
straight short uppers. The other half of the savings is at the saw-
mill, in thinner slabbing of logs in the recovery of pieces which
in the ordinary process go to the burner in a practically manufactured
state, requiring only an edging or trimming operation to complete
the finished board. There is no information at hand as to the pro-
portion between these two sources of saving, but for the purpose of

the article it will be assumed that half the saving— 1 per cent, of

the entire lumber product—is gained by thinner slabbing, involv-
ing an extra operation of the main sawing machinery, and a similar

amount of edging and trimming.

Where the Time is Used

In the sawing of a log into lumber a certain portion of the time
is used in placing the log on the carriage and in turning it. Thin-
ner slabbing does not add to this time, as it does not involve any
extra manipulations of the log on the carriage. The only extra

time involved is in the extra cuts. Of the cutting time a portion is

used in actual travel of the saw through the log and in the reverse

travel through the same distance ; and a portion is occupied in re-

versing direction at the beginning and end of the cut. The first

slab is a waney slab, and thinner slabbing would save short pieces

of lumber. The obverse slab (on a straight log) is a straight slab

and thinner slabbing produces long narrow boards. In the first

instance a short travel of the carriage is concerned, the actual cut-

ting and return being accomplished at approximately the same lineal

speed, but the reversing time being the same as on the longer cut.

Obviously, therefore, thinner slabbing results in producing lumber
at a lower production rate, with reference to both the waney and
long slabs. Just what the resultant added sawing cost would be
could be determined quite closely by time studies with a stop watch.
The product obtained by thinner slabbing is of course high grade,

since it comes from the outside of the log, and consists of pieces

either short or narrow, or both. The narrow strips saved from the

longer slabs immediately go into regular product, there being ample
use for them in regular planing mill product ; and the saving they
represent was not figured into the 4 per cent, which the sawmill in

question saved, this being entirely short lumber.

Value Must Repay Sawing Cost

It is obvious, therefore, that lumber from thinner slabbing must
be of sufficient value to bear its proportion of the actual sawing cost,

which is not merely the average sawing cost of all product but the

greater cost per thousand feet which is directly applied to it- In

other words, the lumber product of the day saved from the short

slabs must be charged with such a part of the day's mill operating

expense that the average cost of the other product will remain at

the same figure that would have been produced had the thinner

slabbing practice not been followed.

It should be equally clear, but in many cases is not taken into
consideration, that the entire cost of stumpage and logging is borne
by that product which is saved, and that the recovery of additional
product by thin slabbing should not be charged with any portion
of this antecedent burden. Both here and at all other points in

the process the law which applies is that it is unprofitable to waste
a piece of material which is of sufficient value to cover the direct
costs actually involved in its recovery.

Thinner slabbing also has an effect upon the subsequent aux-
iliary operations. Lumber produced on the carriage from the
squared log is already edged, though certain boards must go
through the edger for ripping. The edging operation is confined to
boards produced in squaring the log, and thinner slabbing increases
the proportion of such boards and consequently the work required
at the edger in a proportion much greater than the increase of pro-
duct obtained from the given log. On the other hand the lessened
output of the band saw involved in thin slabbing gives extra time
to the edger for performing the work, so these two factors largely
compensate. A modern mill is or should be designed with ample
capacity back of the saws, so that its output is limited only by the
capacity of the main sawing machinery installed.

Other Material Available

An inspection of the refuse conveyor at almost any mill will
show that while much of the material consists of slabs a very ma-
terial volume is composed of pieces which have already been sawed
to thickness and need only edging or trimming for recovery of
small pieces of good lumber, often absolutely clear lumber. The
extra work involved at the edger or trimmer in most cases, as sug-
gested by the preceding paragraph, may be absorbed by the reverse
capacity of machines and men, and this product recovered as an ad-
ditional product without in any way slowing the productive ca-
pacity of the plant on the regular product. In as far as this is done,
therefore, such short lumber should bear only its costs of handling
from the tail to the mill. It is relieved not only from burden of
stumpage, cutting and railroad cost, but from burden of milling.

The lumber coming from the dry kiln in a warped condition,
or with other kiln defects injuring only a portion of the piece, under
ordinary routine may be thrown away or thrown into the lower
grade involving a material sacrifice of value. With respect only
to the first class of degrades, those which would otherwise have been
wasted, it is clear that their recovery involves only the cost of cut-
ting up into usable shorts, selling and shipping them. Such re-
covered product is relieved from participation in dry kiln costs as
well as in the antecedent costs, since had it not been saved the kiln
costs would have been spread only upon the volume of usable pro-
duct taken from the kilns.

Handling Cost Greater

The costs from the tail of the mill on short product as com-
pared with the regular lengths are obviously somewhat greater as
far as handling of product is concerned. The mill previously men-
tioned keeps this a minimum by labor specialization. The short
common is taken from the chain and piled in the special short lum-
ber alley by men who work on it exclusively, and are trained to
quick, light motions. In handling in and out of kiln and handling
to the planer, and through the shipping operation, this increased
handling cost accrues; but it is found possible to keep a fast feed
planer filled to capacity in working 4 or 6-foot boards, or strips,
or very nearly so. It costs more to sell the short product, or any
product for which a market must be developed, as compared with
staple items of demand. It is natural, however, in the development
of an outlet for such lumber, to specialize on special dimension pat-
terns, involving special working, but resulting perhaps in a selling-
value of $20 or better as compared with $16 or less for the same
stock m stock millwork patterns. Such an increase in value where
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it can be produced takes care not only of extra planing mill cosl
involved but to any added cost of selling.

This discussion of course has dealt only with broad general prin-
ciples to be followed in keeping the costs on this class of product.
What the actual figures might be could be determined only by care-
ful time study and analysis as applied to actual efforts toward sav-
ing of waste.

Table of Approximate Costs

For the purpose of illustrating how these principles would work
out the following table has been prepared, assuming approximate
operation costs for the regular stock as shown in first column, and
a certain increase of costs for the three classes of recovered wastes
already referred to

:

96 percent 1 percent 1 percent 2 percent
Regular Thin Edging Kiln
Product Slabbing Trimming Waste

Stumpage per M. feet of.

regular product $ 5.00 $. . . $. . . $. . .

Cutting and skidding 2.25 ... ...
Logging road operation. ... 1.75 ... ... ...
Sawmill operation 2.00 3.00
Dry kiln operation 50 .60 .60
Planing mill operation 75 1.00 1.00 1.25
Selling and shipping 75 1.00 1.00 1.00
Overhead 2.00 .00 .40 .35

Total cost per M. feet. .$15.00 $7.60 $3.00 $2.60

The bearing of the above figures in regard to the classes of
material that it will be profitable to recover in each class of opera-
tion is quite evident. Stock of much lower grade and value may
be recovered from sawed waste requiring only trimming and edg-
ing, and from dry kiln waste, than from thin slabbing operations.
The effect on the daily output of the mill is not so manifest. Fol-
lowing the assumption of the above figures, that in the thin slab-
bing cuts it will take three minutes to produce a quantity of pro-
duct that would be produced in two minutes in the regular product
of the log, the daily output of a mill normally cutting 150,000 feet
of lumber daily in regular product would by the introduction of
these waste saving practices be as follows

:

Feet Sawbill
Regular product at $2 (96 per cent.) 147,686 $295,372
From thinner slabbing (1 per cent.) at $3 1,538 4,614
From closer edging and trimming (1 per cent.). . 1,538
From dry kiln waste recovered (2 per cent.) . . . . 3,076

Total daily daily output 153,838
Total sawbill $299,986

From which it will be seen that while the daily cost of mill
operation, $300, remains the same, it has used a smaller quantity
of logs and produced a larger quantity of lumber, because of the
fact that so much of the waste recovered has not involved additional
work of the main sawing machinery, by whose productive capacity
the capacity of the mill as a whole is limited.

The aggregate costs of operation from the tail of the mill will
of course be increased to the extent of the increased product, and
to the further extent of the increased unit costs extended upon the
short lumber, as shown in the first table. These factors might be
very materially varied (for example, the cost of bandsawing the
short lumber might be increased to $4 instead of $3) without re-
versing the situation that the more economical manufacturing method
really increases the daily capacity of the mill instead of decreasing
it.

Market Outlets for Short Lengths

Any extensive saving of short lumber of course requires the
development of market outlets whether for factory dimension pur-
poses or for retail sale for purposes for which long lengths are now
cut up at the job. As such outlets are developed a further economy
in present methods of manipulation in manufacture will be intro-
duced. A board having a bad defect near one end and one edge is

edged instead of trimmed, even though it involves much greater
waste, because the long narrow board is easier to sell than the wide
one. With this question is closely allied the problem of the shop
board which carries defective stock a thousand miles to the factory,
where the defect is cut out and thrown away at greater labor cost
than would have been involved at the mill, not figuring the lost
freight cost. On the other hand the factory may cut out the knot
or other defect in 6 inches of waste, where the mill cutting to even
lengths only would have wasted 2 feet. Even lengths involve a
waste on 4 and 6-foot lumber double that on 12 and 14-foot. The
mill whose specialized practices have been carefully studied and
which is repeatedly referred to in this article saves 5 feet of good
lumber in a short board, not by the use of a special trimmer, but
by trimming to 6 feet and letting the board carry the lineal foot

of waste until it reaches the cutting saws in the planing mill. In

the building trade as well as for factory purposes 5 and 7-foot lengths
in many items are just as useful as 4 and 6-foot, and in the necessary
progress of the industry this use must as surely be provided for-

It will of course be understood that this article deals only with
cost methods of determining the division between profitable and un-
profitable waste at the various points where waste material occurs,
in the operation of ordinary sawmill equipment. In northern pine
and in hardwoods, where the product of the log is very closely
utilized, a special pony band or a complete department is often
added, working entirely upon the refuse of the main mill.—American
1 .umberman.

Letters to the Editor

Endorses Proposal

Pickering, Ont., January 8, 1912.
Editor of Canada Lumberman :

—

We heartily endorse the sentiments expressed in your pamphlet
on grading and inspection of lumber, and feel it is high time that
something was done in appointing inspectors to place lumber on a
uniform grade, as we have considerable trouble with shippers in set-
tling disagreements about the grade of lumber shipped and the grade
we ordered. The shipper always claims that the grade shipped is

all right. Yours truly,

YY. D. GORDON & SOX.

Would Welcome Hemlock Grading Rules

Montreal, Que., January 3, 1912.
Editor, Canada Lumberman :

—

Our company would gladly welcome the adoption of grading
rules for hemlock as we feel it would put all concerned on a better
trading basis.

The conditions in the Ottawa Valley and Quebec are materially
different than those of Ontario west and 1 am afraid it will be some
time before the manufacturers and consumers can come to an under-
standing on the hemlock situation. We hope, however, that the
action taken by the trade in Ontario to put in force a set of rules will
have its effect and bring about the conversion of all manufacturers
and wholesalers throughout Canada. Yours truly,

GEO. M. JANES,
Fassett Lumber Company, Ltd.

Hemlock Rules for Ottawa Valley

Fassett, Que., January 6, 1912.
Editor, Canada Lumberman :

—

We think that all manufacturers of hemlock on the Ottawa River
should get together and decide to establish grades for hemlock—as,
as it is at the present time, every mill has a grade of its own, and
parties buying hemlock never know what they are going to get in the
way of grades when they change from one mill to another. We be-
lieve Ontario manufacturers are taking the right step in establishing
a grade of this lumber.

Yours very truly,

FASSETT LUMBER COMPANY,
Fassett, Que.

Canadian Railways Using1 Creosoted Ties

The C. P- R. has made a contract with the Dominion Tar and
Chemical Company, a subsidary company of the Dominion Steel
Company, for creosoting for the railway one million ties a year.
The work will be done at a new plant near the town of Transcona,
Man., where 1,000 ties may be treated simultaneously. The Canadian
Northern is to apply a similar treatment to the ties of its railway
system, and the creosoting is to be carried out at a plant now be-
ing established at Fort Francis. Owing to the growing scarcity
and increased cost of hard woods, it is probable that experiments
will be made with creosoted poplar ties.

Great Britain Timber Imports
Imports of wood and timber into Great Britain during the first

11 months of 1911 amounted in value to £24,288,402, against £24,-
691,402 during the corresponding period of 1910, thus showing a de-
crease of £453,000. As compared with the corresponding period of
1909 these imports showed an increase of £2,216,370- The imports
of manufactures of wood and timber including furniture, during the
same period amounted in value to £3,312,021, an increase of £203,-
709 over the imports during the corresponding period of 1910 and
£450,135 over the imports of the corresponding period of 1909.
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The Band Saw Third Article of Series Specially
Written for the Canada Lum-
berman by Hapsburg Liebe.

The Back

No band, no matter how proficiently hammered and tensioned
and toothed, will be much of a credit to the filer who fathered its
fitting unless the back is in the correct and proper shape. By the
correct and proper shape. I mean suitable to conditions as they exist
with the mill on which the saw is run. There can be laid down no
hard and fast rule here, for. I repeat, the back, in order that it may
do its duty in standing up to the other parts of the blade, must
be dependent upon the condition of the mill. If it is too loose, so
loose that it flaps badly when the saw is running, it will not' be
able to do its part—and it is an important part—in guiding the
rest of the blade, and will give either way readilv. However, per-
haps its most marked tendency is that of flying outward from the
effect of centrifugal force; therefore, unless the guides to the rear
are kept in the very pink of condition, it will lend a quick influ-
ence to leading the blade out of the log when entering the cut.
If, on the other hand, the back is too tight, the toothed edge will
of course be too loose to stand up to its work, and will dodge and
lead at the slightest provocation, either of timber or of feed. No
amount of good, even tension and levelling can overcome the de-
trimental effect of a loose front ; it will dodge anyway, even with
moderate feed, even in the softest timber.

For a mill in good shape, a very little crown is ordinarily suf-
ficient, say, for example, 1/64-inch in every five feet of length. For
the mill the wheels of which are worn on the front, more crown is

required— for a reason that is too plain to need explanation. Some-
times, however, it has appeared to me that mills, even of the same
make and size, whose wheels were fairly true, possessed certain
individualities that catered better to one degree of crown than to
another. This, of course, is a place wherein the judgment of the filer

must be acted upon. To relate one of these inexplainable, freakish
occurrences, I knew a filer, a capable and experienced man, who was
put to his wits end to hold a position, using 1/32-inch crown in five
feet, with the mill and wheels in good shape so far as he could see.
The next man, a filer with a score of years of experience, went right
in and pulled the backs out to 1/16-inch in five feet, and the saws ran
perfectly, cracking only moderately. This, however, is an extreme
case, and is an example that should not be emulated by young filers

without every consideration beforehand.
Perhaps one reason for the varying degrees of crown required

for good work on the different mills, is the varying lengths between
wheels; that is, the varying lengths of saw between the points of
contact on the upper and lower wheels. There are mills that are
coupled short; others are coupled out long. Then, too, the width
and thickness of the blade may govern crown to an extent- A little

careful experimenting will soon reveal to the filer the best amount
of crown for his mill.

The Crowned-back Band Saw

As may have been gathered from that which I have just written,
I am a most ardent advocate of the crowned-back band saw, and I

believe sincerely that I can answer with sound reasoning every argu-
ment to the contrary. The idea has been advanced that there must
of a necessity be a measure of slipping with the crowned-back,
through the process of one edge keeping up with the other; or,
which is the same thing literally, one edge keeping back with the
other. It is an argument easily answered : steel is very sensitive and
elastic, far more so than most people would be willing to believe
at first blush ; when the saw is strained up taut the edges are of nearly
the same length through the short edge stretching and becoming
thereby tighter. If this is not sufficient as an antidote, the tilt of the
upper wheel will take up virtually all the remaining excessive length
of one edge over the other. But, perhaps, the best argument for the
full back is the fact that it is being used with much success every
day.

To go a little deeper into the subject, a saw put up straight
on the bench must begin to become hollow in its back from the very
outset, it is evident, through the stretching of the front by the
strain of the cut, by friction against the sides of the cut, and by the
heating of the points as they are doing the work of cutting. Then,
it is easily seen, one run of the straight-back saw has caused a de-
terioration in a degree. My first reasons for being an advocate of
the crowned back are : The saw so put up carries with it an antidote
for the stretching of the front through friction and the strain it

must bear as it is pulled through the log; it offers to the log a slightly

concaved cutting edge if not a straight cutting edge, which must
be better than a cutting edge bellying slightly to the timber. This
latter named condition is as subtle and effective an invitation to
snaky lines as can well be imagined. To say another word concern-
ing the proper degree of crown, which will generally work to satis-
faction, and will almost do for a hard and fast rule, the saw, while
standing still, should feel to the hand a little looser on the back
than on the front. But it should be run for several revolutions, in
order that it may find its proper place on the wheels, before this
test is put into effect, or the result may prove to be misleading.

Concerning the gage by which the back is fitted, for my part
of it I have always used one with three points, the middle point
being back from a line formed by the two end points sufficiently to
give the degree of crown desired in the saw. As one need never start
over the back at the same place, which means that one may begin at
random, this method will be found both easy and satisfactory. There
is but a narrow space to watch with the three-point gage; with the
old-style gage there are five or six feet to keep under constant obser-
vation. Also a perfectly even back may be fitted by means of the
three-point gage; for but one circle can pass it if one does his duty
in the work. The back, however, should be tested not less than every
half length of the three-point gage. If a true long straight-edge is
not available for adjusting the central point, a silk thread stretched
from the end points tightly will show up the space between the cen-
tral point and the line. The slight adjustment necessary may be
readily and quickly made with a file.

Cracking

This is a malady that comes to all filing rooms, good and bad,
big and little, old and new, inevitably. Many fractures may speak
volumes against the skill of the filer who is responsible for the saws
that carry them

;
a few may speak volumes in favor of the filer who

has them. In the latter case, it may show that the filer is making
his saws put into execution every particle of good and power there
is in them, running his tension so close and so high in order that
he may get a maximum of output, that absolute freedom from crack-
ing is impossible; in the former case it may mean that the fractures
are a result of poor fitting or too much weight, or that the mill or
track is in bad condition. However, in any instance, cracking is a
thing that few of us do not regret to see when it attacks the blades
in our charge.

Naturally, the prevention is better than the cure, unless it means
a telling decrease in the mill cut. I will add here that I have never
seen many permanent cures other than a braze. The causes of frac-
ture, however, when understood, may be watched, and the number
of brazes lessened thereby. Still, the causes are numerous—so very
numerous, that perhaps no one could name them all. Nevertheless
it is commonly agreed that the chief causes are irregular tension'
buckling of surplus metal or strain beyond the capacity of the steel
through high tension; too narrow a tire; vibration; case-hardening
from running too hard against the guides or from contact with
guides made of metal that is too hard in itself, or from having been
crowded back upon the cast-iron of the mill base or against the back
guard wheel; burning of the throats by an emery wheel too hard
for the work, or too hard grinding with a wheel of suitable grain
and grade; sharp throats; an unduly heavy weight on the running
saw; a mill deplorably out of condition. And of these causes I deem
irregular tension one of the most fruitful of evil effects-

But, once cracks have come, they demand the best of treatment
and later the best of care, if one is going to prevent them from ffoino-
farther into the blade. In the primary step in this direction, several
kinds of punches are used to stop the fracture

;
drills, too, are some-

times used to put holes at the root of the crack ; also plain cold
chisels have been used to cut almost through the saw to keep the
crack from going deeper. Of the punches, the half-moon or cres-
cent-shaped punch, is not to be despised; also the punch that leaves
a long oval indentation is good. Many filers whom I have known
used the common centre punch quite successfully—and one of thesemen used it in a manner sufficiently unique to admit of telling about
it. Instead of punching at the extreme bottom of the crack he
punched on either side of the bottom, his claim being that this closed
the end of the crack and made the point of bending concentrate to
each side of the fracture's end rather than at the fracture itself

Whichever punch you use, try punching on the end of the level-
ling block instead of on the hard anvil; the latter jams the little mole-
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cules of steel and makes them hard and brittle, robbing them of
their elasticity. After punching on one end of the cast-iron levelling
block, turn the blade over and file away the little rise that the punch
made from the other side. Now punch from this side, and there
will be a hole almost through the saw. This done, level both sides
and restore the tension let out by the crack and the punching of it.

The bottom of the fracture should be regarded as the edge of the
saw, and the tire should run inward and around it. It is well to
leave a little heavier tire than usuallv is carried elsewhere, on ac-
count of the weakened width. After treatment for fracture, the back
should be examined closely, as the punch will stretch the edge upon
which it is applied, bringing the opposite edge hollow.

Cracks in Centre of Blade

Cracking in the centre of the blade, according to my way of
looking at it, is usually brought about through too deep a tension.
My reason for thinking thus is that when 1 had them they were al-

ways in old saws, saws that I wanted to make stand up regardless of
anything but a good cut, and therefore went farther with the tension
than was my wont to go with new blades. Perhaps, too, case-hard-
en is responsible for many centre cracks

;
especially when they come

thickly in the quarters kept polished brightly by friction against the
guides. When a centre crack of any length terminates near to an
edge, it should be taken out by brazing, else the little of steel between
it and the edge may give way, and the saw be wrecked before the
sawyer can stop the mill.

Cracks in brazes should be watched closely, and a joint so affect-
ed should be levelled and tensioned frequently. The reason for this
caution is obvious; the braze, not having the stiffness of the other
parts of the saw, will be inclined to take the curvature of the wheel,
pulling almost straight between wheels, thereby concentrating a
very sharp and continual bend at the root of the crack and subjecting
it to great liability of going farther. It is also well to bear in mind
that if a crack in any part of the blade should become deep enough
to allow the upper side to hang on a knot on the log or even on the
guide, it will result in a completely demolished saw, a thing which
may possibly result in injury to life and limb. And it is not an ad-
mirable procedure to run saws with as deep cracks in the brazes as
in the sound part of the blade.

The Other Fellow's Faults in Machine Woodworking'
By C. H. Brown

A few days ago a man came after me to fix up some machines
for him and to sharpen the knives on all of them. On the way to
his place we drove past a man cutting wood, some of the timber
he was cutting being for my friend's factory.

He spoke to the wood-cutter about his timber and took occasion
to have a look at the cutter's axe. Smiling to me, he asked the man
if he ever sharpened his tools. The old man told him he did when
he got a chance.

When we arrived at the mill, I thought of the wood-chopper.
The mill man was doing exactly what he had found fault with in
the axe man—he was chopping with a dull axe. He had only one
set of knives each for his planer, the jointer and wood-worker- When
they were dull, as they were at times, the machines had to be stopped
until the knives were ground, and as there was no grinder, nothing
but the plain emery-wheel stand in the usual dark corner, the job
was put off as long as possible.

1 rigged up a wooden frame and a slide to hold the knife, and
finally got a fair job of the set, but it cost this mill man about half
as much for the time as a grinder would have cost, and the tools
would have been in better condition at that, for home-made wooden
rigs are at best but sorry excuses for grinding planer knives.

Yes, this man was chopping with a dull axe, only he did not
know it. He had the means to sharpen his axe, too, while the old
man was doing the best he could with the means at his command.

—

Wood Craft.

Speeding- Up the Planer
By J. Wallace

I don't know that anyone ever tried to see how fast he could
run a cylinder before it would burst, like the tests made on pulleys,
but it would be worth knowing. It is not likely that the cylinder
would let go, because the journals are hardly strong enough to
stand as much as the cylinders. Of course, I don't mean that the
cylinder would fly to pieces like a pulley does, but how soon or at
what speed would it tear loose in its bearings?

I once went in a shop where an 8-inch machine was being
tested. The machinist told me they always tested at 5,000 a minute
and were intended to run at 4,500- That looked all right, but if

I had an 8-inch machine that woidd not stand for 5,000 in the shop,
I would want to send it back home. Tt was all well enough to talk
moderate speed when we had the old many-jointed frame machines

that you could rack apart at high speed, but you can't do that now
with the one-piece construction.

The planer I saw being tested at 5,000 was an 8-inch machine.
Shortly after that I went into a planing-mill where the keen sound
of the planer indicated something extra in the speed line, and I

found a 14-inch machine being run at 5,560 a minute and the planer
man cussed the darn thing for all it was worth. He should have
run his countershaft 850, and he guessed the pulley he had on hand
was about right, so he stuck it on the line shaft and got 1,050 on his
machine countershaft.

Well, it sounded pretty keen, I can tell you, and when I figured
the speeds out for the owner, who was a friend of mine, he got
pretty near purple in the face. Of course it did not take long to
order another pulley and shut down the machine—all because one
man could not figure speeds.—Wood Craft.

Sanding for Panels and Furniture
Practical Suggestions Upon a Number of Trouble-
some Points—Getting the Best Results from Machines

Machine sanding is being reduced to a pretty fine art to-day,
and is reaching the point where a great quantity of work is done
in the finished state by machinery, whereas in times gone by we
depended on machinery merely to do the rough sanding and did
all the finishing by hand.

There are several methods of sanding and a great list of sand-
ing machines of various kinds. There is drum sanding plain and
simple, drum sanding machines with a multiple of drums arranged
in the machine so that it is operated pretty much as the planer.
There are disc sanders, and of late years there has been developed
a great multitude of modern belt sanders for both flat and shaped
work, and then there are quite a number of special sanders gotten
up for shapes and special work of various kinds-

Straight Flat Sanding
For straight flat sanding the multiple drum machine sander,

operated more or less like a planer, is still the most conspicuous
in the work. Its greatest field is on comparatively long pieces of
flat stock. But, by using endless beds with rubber mats, it is prac-
tical to sand short pieces and pieces of various shapes—that is, to
sand them on the flat face. In work of this kind there is at first

apparently no difference between sanding built-up panels and solid
work of flat faces, and a certain amount of sanding logic applies
to both. For instance, if one has a lot of work on which the faces
are rather rough and require heavy sanding, it is best to do it when
fresh, sharp sandpaper is on the machine, and to use sandpaper that
is worn more or less smooth for doing work that requires only a
light touch with the sander.

Difference Between Sanding Solid and Veneered Work
It is in using a sander when the sand drum or belt is worn

smooth and has been brought down heavily on the stock and warms
it up considerably, that we see certain points of difference empha-
sized between sanding panels and other furniture parts that are
made of solid wood. The heat has no perceptible effect on the
solid wood, so long as it does not reach the point of scorching and
leaving burnt streaks or spots, but for glued-up work, the heat
of heavy sanding will warm the glue under the thin face veneer
and sometimes cause the joints to loosen a little, and thus spoil
what might otherwise be a good job of veneering.

Just how much veneering is spoiled through sanding it is im-
possible to say. Also, we must take into consideration that there
are two things which may contribute to spoiling veneer work in

the sander. One has been mentioned, and another that aggravates
or facilitates this heating and flowing of the glue joint comes from
the sanding of panels before they are thoroughly dry.

Do Not Sand Freshly-glued Panels

After a panel is put up in the glue room and left to stand
twelve, twenty-four or forty-eight hours, it is not ready to go to
the sander and be finished. This fact is so well known that the
average panel manufacturer will tell you that no man, who has re-
gard for the welfare of his work, will think of sending green panels
through a sander immediately after they come out of the glue
room and are trimmed. They are first piled carefully and allowed
time for the moisture incident to gluing to thoroughly dry out.

It is a question, however, whether or not, as a rule, panels are
allowed enough time for drying. Let us suppose a panel is built
up to %-in. thick, and then assume that in the process of gluing
it has taken on enough moisture that the whole mass needs drying
out pretty much as one would dry out ordinary air-dried lumber.
Now, when a cabinetmaker puts %-in- lumber that has simply been
air-dried into his kiln for drying, he is likely to give it anywhere
from one to three weeks in a kiln of pretty high temperature, to
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drive out the moisture. Now it is manifestly impractical to take

these glued panels and put them through a kiln of the same high
temperature, because the temperature would melt the glue and
loosen up the joints. The general practice is to simply pile them in

the air in a warehouse and let the air dry them out.

Just how long it takes air to thoroughly dry out a panel has
never been decided. Some panels will perhaps require two or three

months to thoroughly dry out and season, and it is doubtful, too,

if any panel is allowed to stand that long, unless it just happens
to be not needed. The letting of a panel stand for a week will im-

prove it, of course, and it will be more fit for sanding then than to

take it directly from the glue room and trimming saws, but if it

could stand more than a month in a dry warehouse it would per-

haps be better.

Special Drying for Glued Panels

It would probably be better still to keep them standing in a

heated warehouse. Not with the heat raised to a temperature that

would start the glue, but enough temperature to hasten the evap-

oration of the moisture and not disturb the glue joints. The giving

of more attention to warming the warehouse or drying room for

panels that come from the glue room, so as to insure thorough
dryness before they go to the sander and to the finishing room, is

perhaps a thing that would improve panels more than anything else.

It only needs a little experimenting to determine how much tem-
perature can be carried in such a room without doing harm to the

glue, yet hasten the drying process.

Make Each Drum Do Its Part

Another important point in connection with sanding and the

heat generated is to distribute the work equally among the var-

ious drums in the sander, so that no one drum may be doing extra

heavy duty and tending to scorch the work. If there are three

drums, make them all do their fair share. If there are more, no
matter how many, distribute the work as nearly even as possible

among the various drums, so that there will neither be scorching

in solid work nor heating that will loosen the joint and cause trouble

in glued work.
For fine finish in sanding it is just as important to work with

the grain of the wood as it is in running a stick through a planer.

Just as the planer digs in when it is cutting against the grain, so

does the sander make little shoulders and minute broken places in

the grain when sanding against it, whereas if sanding the other way
it will smooth it down. One may not observe this at first, but after

smoothing off and applying filler and finish, one will see that where
sanding was done against the grain, the filler has collected in spots

and streaks, filling in the small holes made by tearing against the

grain, and it produces an objectionable finish to the critical eye.

Getting the Right Machines at the Work
There is room for quite a lot of argument about what machine

is best for a given kind of work, and one will find manufacturers

making a particular machine advocating it for some work, and some
one else advocating another machine. Indeed, there are many ma-

chines, often, for doing the same kind of work, and sometimes, when
one is buying a new machine, it is hard to decide which is best-

When one has an outfit of various machines, however, a little ex-

perimenting will determine which gives the best satisfaction in dif-

ferent kinds of work. Then when one finds what is best in his own
work, follow that, no matter what people argue and say, unless they

can show something better. There is no end to the argument in

connection with sanders, and the argument does good, too/ in that

it brings to light various points here and there of strength and weak-

ness, but at times it becomes confusing, and one almost wishes

there was not so much of it. If one takes it in the right light, how-
ever, and applies it with horse sense to the machines, he can often

find points for making improvement here and there so that he can

do better finishing with the machines, have to do less of it by hand,

and, after all, that is the important thing.

Light Sanding for Thin Faces

Finally, here is the point to take particular note of in sanding

veneered p'anels, as distinguished from solid parts in furniture : make
the sanding just as light as practical on veneered work. It is not

merely a matter of saving the glue joint from heat, but it is more
the danger of sanding through the face of a fine veneered panel.

Usually the more expensive the veneer used, the thinner it is cut,

and many a time an expensive panel is spoiled by sanding through

the fine face wood. Whenever this is done there is no remedy ex-

cept to put on another face. Sometimes it seems almost unavoid-

able, or rather the trouble is due to not having sanded the core

or body before putting on the face veneer. It is due to humpsand
lumps in the core body, that make it impossible to get a straight,

smooth face without cutting through some of the face veneer. For

work of this kind the core body should be sanded before the face

veneer is applied. Even then, however, remember that the less

sanding one can do to get a finish, the better, and the less danger
there is of spoiling the face.—Veneers.

Log Run vs. Dimension Stock for Vcnccr
In the veneer business, the problem of the relative advantages

of orders for log run and dimension stock is one of much concern.

One of the most practical and interesting considerations of the

question, from both points of view, was recently contributed by
Mr. B. W. Lord, in a paper read before the National Veneer and
Panel Manufacturers' Association. Mr. Lord spoke as follows:

In the first place, in figuring a price on any order for dimen-
sion stock, that price is based on how much of that order can be
cut out of your logs, and that is determined entirely by the amount
of waste. Now, who is going to pay for that waste?

If the manufacturer pays for the waste, he has to make his

price accordingly, and if the consumer pays for the waste, he pays
for stock he does not get, and, in either case, stock is destroyed
and no one receives any benefit for it.

When a consumer uses only a small number of standard sizes

it is undoubtedly wise for him to buy stock, cut his sizes and let

the manufacturer get out the best he can, but when the customer
uses a number of different sizes, and especially when he uses some
core stock, if he will figure out what his log run stock will cost

him and his labor in cutting the stock to his sizes—and his waste

—

he will be surprised at the result.

It is not reasonable, or even possible, for an employee of the
veneer mill to understand exactly what sort of an inspection some
consumer may require in his particular work, as it is very seldom
this employee has the least idea what the stock is used for; so that

he will either make the stock too good, which means considerable
material is wasted, or he will make the inspection too hard.

Wishes of the Customer

Another point to consider is that a customer will order stock
cut to certain dimensions; then he may change his sizes, or he may
take orders for other work that requires different sizes; and either

he has to cut stock down, with more or less waste, or else his sizes

are so large that his dimension stock on hand is useless.

Almost every dimension order is wanted promptly, and it very
often happens that a mill will receive a number of orders for di-

mension stock at about the same time, and the manufacturer can-
not cut them all at once, so there is bound to be delay in shipping
some of the orders and, if he tries to rush them out, he hurries his

work and his drying, so that some of the stock is unsatisfactory,
when, with log run stock, a mill can keep a good stock of both
good and center stock and all the standard thicknesses on hand for

immediate shipment, and his stock is better manufactured and he
can give his customers better service.

From a mill man's standpoint, it is much more satisfactory to
cut his logs into log run stock, and he can make larger cuts, manu-
facture much more economically, systematize his mill better, have
very much less waste, and so, by manufacturing to the best ad-
vantage, give his customers the benefit of a minimum price.

When a mill man has to select certain logs for certain orders
he is very apt to accumulate a certain class of logs, which may
mean his best logs or his poorer ones, and these logs will damage,
to some extent, or, in cutting dimensions, he is sure to have more
or less waste in the ends of his logs, so that, in either case, the
dimension customer has to pay for this waste.

Expensive and Unsatisfactory

When a customer buys dimension stock, and by changing his
sizes or trying to make those sizes into other sizes he joins up a lot

of small pieces, it is expensive and unsatisfactory
;
when, if he buys

log run stock, his stock is in large enough sheets so he can cut out
special sizes to better advantage, and what stock is defective and
not suitable for some work, the sizes are large enough to be desir-
able for core stock. Then, again, as it takes a certain length of time
to manufacture any dimension order, the user does not have to
anticipate his wants so far ahead.

This log run proposition has been thoroughly tried out by
some of the very largest manufacturers in the country, and two
or three have told me personally that their men knew a great deal
better what they needed for their particular work than my men
did, and, while the man who used that stock preferred to have it

bought cut to exact size so as to make less trouble for him, my
friends told me they had found it more profitable from a dollar and
cents standpoint, to buy log run stock. Every veneer mill in the
country burns millions of feet of stock that could be used by the
consumer more and more as timber becomes scarce and as the
veneer industry develops, and this stock that is burned by the mill
is paid for by the consumer. Conservation of timber is the key-
note of progress and is being given a great deal of thought and
will be given more thought each year.
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Fresh tenders for wood paving continue to be called for by the

London County Council and Borough Councils. The Westminster
Council are purchasing 68,854 yellow deal creosoted blocks from W.
W. Howard Bros. & Company, at a cost of £412 16s- 8d. The sizes

required are 3 in. by 8 in. or 9 in. x 4, 4 l/2 , 5 or 5^ inches, as speci-

fied. Part of the embankment at Chelsea is to be re-paved in wood,
and part of the tramway tracks and margins within the area of the

Lewisham Borough Council. Wood paving in the London area is,

indeed, being adopted rather largely at the present time, and is mak-
ing a new demand for blocks.

Liverpool Trade in Canadian Woods
Messrs. Farnworth and Jardine, Liverpool, Eng., in reviewing

the timber trade for the month of November, 1911, say:

—

Canadian woods— Pine Timber.—Of waney 1st class there has

been a large import, chiefly to Manchester, and almost entirely on
contract, a laree proportion goes direct into consumption ; values rule

high. 2nd class has been imported sparingly ; stocks are moderate
and values steady. Scpiare pine.—There has been a small import to

Manchester, the demand for this wood continues very limited, but

stocks are light; values firm. Red pine has not been imported; there

is little demand. Oak.—The import has again been chiefly to Man-
chester, and as the bulk is contract wood, it will go direct into con-

sumption ; stocks are moderate ; there is no change in values to

record. Elm.— Logs—6,000 cubic feet have been imported to Man-
chester on contract ; there has been little demand for this wood
during the past month, but the small stock is firmly held. Pine

deals have reached the market to about an average extent ; there

has been a fair consumption
;
stocks, however, are ample, both in

Liverpool and Manchester, and values are without change. Red
pine deals have been imported moderately, but apparently in suffi-

cient quantities for requirements of the trade; stocks are not ex-

cessive-

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia spruce and pine deals.—The
import to the Mersey amounted to 3,860 stds. compared with 3,300

stds. during the corresponding period last year ; about 83 per cent,

discharged at Manchester; deliveries have been satisfactory, amount-
ing to 8,860 stds. against 8,330 stds. last year ; c.i.f. values have
advanced. Values are firm. Pine deals have not been in active de-

mand; values are unchanged.
Birch.—Logs.—The import has been nominal ; there has been

a fair enquiry at satisfactory prices ; stocks are moderate. Planks

have been imported to about an average extent ; there has been a

steady demand, values have improved.
British Columbia and Oregon pine—Only 5,000 cubic feet were

imported ; deliveries have been somewhat disappointing ;
stocks,

however, are not excessive, and values are firm

London Timber Market Report
Messrs- Churchill and Sim, London, Eng., in their review of the

timber trade for November, 1911, say:

—

The small importation of pine deals during November is about

equal to the small importation in November last year, and there has

been no noticeable change in prices. The demand has not been at

all good, but the high prices can be obtained whenever a small

quantity is wanted. Of spruce the importation has been a good deal

smaller than usual during the month, and prices have been very

firm from a Londoner's point of view. Of the hardwoods, birch

timber has been in some demand, and birch planks have been dear,

the demand for them being checked in consequence. Elm, ash, and
yellow pine timber have been out of favor, ash being at present re-

presented in the docks by a stock of three logs. For oak there has

been no transaction, and the 32 logs in the docks at the beginning

of the month remain there at the end.

From the St. Lawrence the importation for the eleven months
has been, pine deals 369,000 pieces against 556,000 pieces in 1910;

spruce deals 728,000 pieces against 968,000 pieces in 1910; birch

planks 288,000 pieces against 275,000 pieces in 1910; and from New
Brunswick, pine deals 45,000 pieces against 60,000 pieces in 1910;

spruce deals 421,000 pieces against 574,000 pieces in 1910; birch

planks 231.000 pieces against 311,000 pieces in 1910.

Barbados Lumber Markets
S. P. Musson, Son & Co., Barbados, B. W. I., report as follows

under date of December 30th :

—

Lumberstuffs—White Pine—The only arrival during the fort-

night is the Btne. "Maggie Belle" from Mahone Bay with 61 M. ft.

for which consignees obtained $30 for merchantable, and $22 for

second quality. The 100 M- ft. ex. "Evelyn" mentioned in our last

was second quality, and was sold at $23 per M. Our market is fully

supplied with lumber of this description, and prices will probably

go lower if there are any further arrivals. Spruce—The 100 M.

ft. ex. "Evelyn" turned out to be principally second quality, and

was sold at $22.50 and $18.50 respectively, for shippers, and second

quality, while for 51 M. ft. ex. "Maggie Belle," consignees could

only obtain $22 and $18. Dealers' yards are now fully stocked witli

spruce, and as we have a large cargo on the way, sold to arrive, we
cannot recommend further shipments for the present. Shingles

—

The Trn. Schr. "E. A. Sabean" arrived on the 18th from St. Stephen

with a cargo consisting of 1,090,750 Extra No- 1 cedar laying shin-

gles and 1,257,250 clear whites, both of which lots had been sold

to arrive, former $2, and latter at $2.55. No arrivals of Long Gaspe

which are in good demand.

Canadian Lumber in Jamaica

The quantity of lumber supplied to the island of Jamaica, has

been considerable within the last few years, no doubt owing to the

building operations consequent on the destruction of a large part

of Kingston by the earthquake of 1907. In pitch pine there was
a slight falling off last year as compared with 1908 but the importa-

tion was larger than the year before. White pine and spruce, how-
ever, have been supplied in declining quantities since 1907, and the

importation is only a little over half of that year's. There is also

a falling oft' in the quantity of cedar and cypress shingles. Nearly
the whole of this importation comes from the United States, even
in white pine and spruce. Wliether any of this lumber is from Cana-
dian forests is not shown in the returns, but a part probably is.

Puncheons, shooks, tierces and material for packages have been in

increased demand, as the exports of produce and fruit from the island

have been growing. The value of the import in 1910 was over

£40,000, as is seen in the table. The bulk of the supply came from
the United States. In material for packages it would seem that

Canada would be a natural source of supply, and an effort should

be made by Canadian firms to capture some of this trade. The man-
ufacturers of shingles from Sanata Maria Yoke and Cedar woods
is about to be undertaken by a local firm, and the machinery is on
order. It is anticipated the industry will be extensive enough to

admit of an export trade.

Active Spruce Trade at Boston

A Boston press despatch says:—The spruce lumber trade has

been active, though hampered to some extent by the lumbering dis-

tricts in northern New England during the summer, and the partial

failure of the annual drives. Throughout the year, the market was
well sustained as far as values were concerned, though only a mod-
erate amount of new building was going on. In the closing months
of the year, the open weather gave an excellent opportunity for

outside work, of which full advantage was taken. This brought about
an unexpected demand from retail yards, and resulted in an ad-

vance in prices which carried values of the better grades of lumber
$2 above those prevailing at the end of 1910. For instance, frames,

10 to 12 inch, are now quoted at $27 per thousand, against $25 a year

ago, and similar differences are noted in other kinds and sizes of

lumber.

Practical Reforestation at Quebec
The reforestation plan of the Pejepscot Pulp & Paper Company,

Cookshire, P. O., have been found so satisfactory, so far as can
be told from the results of their experiments, it is reported, that the

work will be continued next summer. About 5,000 new trees will

be set out and of these a large number will be of three or four

years' growth, which will be imported from New York state. These
trees are said to grow more rapidly and achieve their full develop-
ment earlier than the native product and the experiment is to be
tried to see if they will do so in New Brunswick soil. The fire pro-

tection system is also being extended and practically the whole prop-

erty is now wired for the telephone system. Another look-out tower
will be erected this summer on a high point for the purpose of aid-

ing the fire wardens.

Trade Enquiries

The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain the
following trade enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman" may obtain
the names of enquirers by writing us, enclosing stamped envelope, and stating

number of enquiry.

1417. Lumber.—A large importing firm in Buenos Ayres desires to be
placed in touch with shippers of spruce and white pine. Quotations should
be for the usual River Plate specifications. This firm could take from ten

to twelve million feet per year. They would be glad to hear from British

Columbian as well as Eastern, firms.

1424. Agency.—Agency wanted for Great Britain for staves, oak staves
for whiskey barrels, also whitewood. Large quantities required.

1429. Wood pulp.—A London firm asks to be placed in communication
with Canadian manufacturers of wood pulp who are in a position to fill

orders for regular shipments of wood pulp.
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Berlin "NINETY" Matcher
As supplied to the Big River Lumber Co.,

Big River, Sask.

CYLINDERS
Berlin fast-feed cylinder heads cannot be ruined. The gibs used are of

hardened steel. There are no wearing parts that form a part of the head
itself. The size of the spindle next the head shows that it will not spring
under the cut. The gib forms the lip for the under side of the knife, thus
forming no place for chips to wedge in.

SIDE HEADS
12-bitted ship-lap or 6-bitted round jointer heads may also be furnished

if desired. These heads as well as others may all be sharpened on our Pede-
stal Side-head Grinder. We have the only 12-bitted side-heads ever manu-
factured. Side-head jointer is also furnished.

BELT TIGHTENERS
There are two features about our automatic belt tightener construction

that stand out prominent. In a recent test covering a period of nine months,
night and day run in one of the largest plants in the world, a Berlin "90,"

?W ?"t™
?s above, ran night and day for over nine months and duringthat entire period not a single belt was taken up. Every tightener is auto-matic, works on the slack side of the belt, and the belts may be released bylifting up the tightener pulleys. These flexible tighteners as compared with
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Branch Offices :

New York Chicago Boston

New Orleans San Francisco

Minneapolis, Minn. Columbus, Ohio

CHAIN DRIVE
In place of the great number of gears which are found on any other

jmatcher the number of which run up to 30 to a machine, we designed an
automobile chain drive consisting of a power automobile chain running over
hardened steel sprockets. This applies to both front and rear rolls, reducing
the number of gears on the entire machine to a minimum and affording a
drive that is positive and will never give trouble. The chain drive used on

Berlin Machine
Plants : Hamilton, Canadi
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vith Profiling Attachment

Manufactures Flooring, ship-lap, drop-siding, V or

beaded ceiling, partition, casings, base or similar

work at 180 to 200.feet-per-minute. Guaranteed.

srlin fast-feed matchers, by actual test, is capable of transmitting seven
nes the work required of it. It is practically noiseless in operation and
ansmits no vibration to the working parts. Every part is protected from
avings but is instantly accessible. Belt with tightener connects the in-

eding and outfeeding rolls.

PROFILING ATTACHMENT
The most simple device on the market of its kind. Consists of two heavy

indies at out-feeding end of machine, driven by one belt, with tightener,
oth spindles are carried between double bearings, exactly like that of the
Under heads. End play in spindles is automatically kept out all of the
rie and wear does not effect our device in any way. Cross-adjustment is

so provided. The profiling heads are 6-bitted and may be furnished for all

yles of work and the tightening operation self-centers them on the spindle,
nanges for different runs may be made in a few moments time. Jointing
jvices for top and bottom heads are furnished and the knives may be
inted no matter what form they take.

FRAME OF MACHINE
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FEED-ROLL POWER
Spring tension on all feed rolls, thus automatically regulating the pres-sure on stock as wel as feed power consumed and removes all jar so Com-mon on weighted roll machines by the entrance of heavy stock under the
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Works Limited
Beloit, Wisconsin

Branch Offices :

Seattle Spokane Atlanta, Ga.
Norfolk, Va. Montreal, Que.

Vancouver, B. C.



The Retail Dealer and His Problems

Short Lengths in the Retail Yard
By An Old Timer

I want each one of my readers who is not slill clinging to

and indulging too freely in the "all sixteen" habit to please rise

to his feet.

Thank you. Just remain standing one moment, please. Now
I wish to ask those who are still sitting but who feel from the

very depths of their hearts that they should break away from the

"all sixteen" habit, to please rise. Well, look at that, will you?
Nearly every one of my readers is now upon his feet. But say, you
fellows back there in the rear, why don't you stand up? Why do
you sit back there with your woebegone, sour look upon your brow
and card your lilacs with your long, slim graspers? Where do you
fellows hail from, anyway? (A wee, small voice pipes out from
the back seat, "Missouri.") Well, what do you think of that? I

suppose then that you wish to be "shown." All right, gentlemen,

just draw your chairs up close to your uncle Mem , and J will try

to "show" you why it is necessary and why it is your own interest

to divorce yourselves from the profit reducer, the "all sixteen" habit.

(You may all be seated again, please- Thank you).

All Call for Sixteen Foot

Just to begin with, let me star! this way: If the customers who
.enter your yard and those whom you have the pleasure of serving

are like the ones who trade with us, waiting upon a class of fellows

who seem to have been born with a craze for sixteen foot lengths
upon their minds, in place of silver spoons in their mouths, and
putting it down in black and white, 1 will say that nine men out

of every ten, yes, ninety-nine men out of every hundred will call

for sixteen foot lumber and dimension when they expect to cut same
into short lengths. They either do not know that it is possible to

obtain short lengths or else they really enjoy sawing the long lengths

to the lengths desired.

Just a few days ago a farmer brought us a bill to be filled, and
among the list of items wanted was 100 pieces 2x4 by 16 ft. and
60 pieces 2x4 by 12 feet. I at once inquired of him where he was
to use these 2x4's, and he went on and explained that they were all

to be cut into four, six and eight foot lengths. "Well," says I,

"what is the matter with us filling this part of your bill with six

and eight foot lengths and save you all that unnecessary labor of

cutting?" "Good work, old head," he remarked. "I was not aware
that 6 and 8 ft. lengths were carried in stock." Then I told this

man that whenever he could not find the short lengths at "our
yard" it would be when some other fellow had full swing over the

whole works, for so long as I am purchasing agent I expect to keep
in stock plenty of the short lengths, for it does not only save you
time and labor in resawing, but you also save money in the pur-

chase of short -lengths. When this customer found that it was pos-

sible to purchase the desired lengths at less money than the longer
lengths should have cost him, he acted as if he had struck each of

his "funny bones" at the same time. He smiled all over, and his

long felt sixteen foot want was filled with satisfaction to him and
a better profit to us. Do you know what this little inquiry as to

where these 2x4's were to be used meant to us. Well, sir, those
100 pieces 2x4 by 16 cost us in our yard $20.27. The 60 pieces 2x4
by 12 cost us $8.16, making a total cost of $28-43. Had we filled

the bill with same lengths as were specified upon bill and at our
regular retail price, these items would have totaled a cost to this

purchaser of $34.11 and a profit to us of $5.68, or in other words,
20 per cent., but by just a little inquiry and forethought we sub-
stituted the short lengths, pleasing the customer far better by so

doing, as we gave him a cut of $1.00 per thousand in price, and
what is the answer? The same number of square feet in short

lengths cost us $21.86; these were sold as stated above at a one
dollar cut under regular price of 12s and 16s and cost the purchaser
$32.57. The total amount in money received by our company was
$32.57, and our profit was $10.71, in place of $5.68—almost double.

Now will you be good?

Then again, we are all confronted at times with some little

problem which comes up, and we scarcely know where we are at.

Certain seasons of the year we are very apt to run short on certain

lengths in certain dimensions, caused by a much larger demand
on these certain items than we had anticipated. Every one seems to

take the "notion" at the same time that they must build a corn

crib and granary. They all build about the same height, size and
capacity, and this makes a large draw on certain widths and lengths,

and we find the demand is such that the supply is soon exhausted.

Now the question comes up, what can we do at such times in
order that we may fill all these bills? Can we receive any aid
from the short length bins. Let us look into this a little further
and see. The last few weeks it seems as though we have been
rushed to the limit filling corn crib and granary bills. Every farmer
living in this section of grand old Jowa seems to be long on the
golden grain and short on crib room- The result of it all was that
we have worked early and late trying to supply their needs in
lumber. We have figured so many such bills that we can almost
tell a man just how many 1x4s cracked one inch apart will be needed
on any size crib from a 2X corn crib to a 3X granary without touch-
ing the point of our "Mephisto" to the estimate book. Everyone
seems to be wearing a crib countenance. I figure cribs by day and
drearn of cribs by night. But this rush of trade is what makes
the lumberman grow stronger instead of older. We all like to be
busy loading out any kind of material so long as we can see a
nice profit in it. But when we bum]) up against a nice large bill

and are very anxious to land same, but by reading over the list of
items needed we And that there are some mentioned upon the list

that we are short on, this causes our old faces to draw and be-
come twisted with an "isn't there stare."

It Got the Bill

( )ne day last week I received a bill to figure for a large double
corn crib and granary, and this bill was handed me by a man who
lived at what might be called the "half-way place," or the four
corners. It was a toss up to know as to which territory he did
belong as his farm was so located that it was almost an even pull
for him to haul his lumber from four different yards, representing
as many different towns. He had good roads in each of the four
directions, and the greatest difference in distance would not exceed
one mile. This bill which was presented was made out by a car-
penter who was already employed to do the building, and he had
instructed the buyer to see to it that no change was to be made
in size or plan of building and all items furnished must be of those
grades specified. The retail lumber dealer who had the best ma-
terial at the lowest price stood a pretty good chance of filling the
bill. All that was needed in this bill was to be in yard not later
than 7 a.m. the following morning, as he stated that wherever the
bill was bought enough teams and wagons would be sent to haul
the entire job out at one trip. I was wise that I was on the ground
floor when it came to "quality" stock, and I was quite confident
that I could adjust the "Parker Fountain Point" to such a fineness
that my figures would appear pleasing, but when I saw where the
bill called for 100 pieces 2x6 by 20 feet (far more than I had in

stock), flit-flat-flutter went my old blood pump. His icy words
"All material must be on hand by 7 a.m. the following morning,"
and also his remark, "Don't push your pencil unless you can de-
liver the goods," made Uncle Hem- shake down his grate, open up
the direct hot air blast draft and get the oven good and warm before I

put in the dough. I was busy "kneading" my thoughts and "knit-
ting" my brow at the same time. I finally whirled the office chair
around, facing him, and putting a nice large, fat worm on the hook,
I threw it out close under his food receiver and waited for a nibble
as I asked him where these 2x6 by 20s were to be used in the crib.

(I, too, at that time was wondering if I had enough 22 or 24 foot
sticks that I might substitute at a profit for the 20s). The only
feeling that I could compare this awful suffering to was once, some
years back, when I was a "boy," I was walking as proudly as any
young man can walk when he has a fair maiden hanging onto his

arm, and as we marched toward the opera house expecting to be
comfortable seated within the next -few moments in a "box-seat,"
we single filed up to the ticket window and I called with a voice
of a millionaire for two box seat tickets, at the same time pushing
my right mitt into my trousers pocket in search of the coin. But
lo and behold you, the further down my hand went the emptier
my pocket felt, and I side stepped and began a general search, but
could not locate a "soo." I then remembered that in making my
"change" I had failed to change the change from my ready made
to my glad rags, and the change that came over me at that time
was not at all pleasant, by any means. Then came the thought,
"If you haven't the real article, produce a substitute," and I at

once got my fingers on a blank check and saw the grand opera
through this "substitution." Never for once give up the ship; if

you haven't the "20s"' splice, break joints, or manage if possible
to land any bill that comes your way. Never say die until you are

Hooded with embalming fluid. Get motion, keep in motion and
keep going. As it was, I was started. I had the bill to figure, and
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thus far Alphonse was not wise that I was short one single item.
He did not need to know that I was short on long stuff and long on
short stuff! and when I placed this question as to where these twenty
foot pieces were to he used, he answered hack, "Rafters. They
are to be cut to nines and elevens." "Glorious,"' thought I. "My
life is saved. I see my way clear. I will hill this bill if I can land
it with 10 and 12 ft- sticks." I figured fine, and upon totalling the
last column of figures' I told Alphonse with as mild a voice as I

could that I would agree to furnish him this bill for so many dol-
lars. "You have sold something" came from the lips of the pros-
pect, and with this remark he left the office, and as he was driving
away he called back, "I will be on deck with my man and teams
in the morning and haul out the job." Now, let us do a little

figuring and see how we came out in the financial end of the deal
by making this change. One hundred pieces 2x6 by 20s, or 2,000
feet, cost us $42, and as this bill was figured at 10 per cent, above
in yard cost, we had sold these long lengths for $46.20. We furnished
in this bill 100 pieces each 10s and 12s, thereby making a total in
feet of 2,200, showing a loss in feet of 200, but in vard cost to us
on these short lengths, $36.30, we received the same price per
thousand, the same total in dollars we would have received for the
20s. You can easily figure for yourself as to what our gain was
in the exchange. Six foot one by four number one fencing costs
$2 less than twelve, fourteen and" tens and nine dollars less than
sixteen

; the eight foot will work just as Avell on the ends of eight
foot cribs as sixteens, and a few sixes and eights can be worked
in on the sides just as well as all long lengths, and if vou will but
furnish these short lengths, as you are loading out your customers
it will not hurt them in the least and it will grea'tlv aid you in
making a better profit on each bill you can furnish in this way'

You can work the same deal on six and eight foot drop siding.
Add a few short lengths in B & C white pine finish in vour next
car. Don't load up too heavily with short finish, but vou can al-
ways manage to work off a little short length finish in' the course
of a building season. You will also find that you can handle short
lengths in fir flooring and ceiling, thirty-two inch lath. Quite often
the. retail man is offered some good snaps by traveling salesmen.

The Traveling Man
And here is just where I wish to speak a good work for these

traveling men. I was in a place of business just a day or two ago
and while I was in this large store a nice, clean gentlemanly travel-
ing man approached the buyer of this store and presented his card.

Well the reception that this business man gave the traveling man
was cool enough to frost a pie-pumpkin. Now this merchant treated
the traveling man worse than I would treat a sick setter pup. He
cut him off with some hot, sharp words, "I haven't any time to
waste on you drummers. You needn't open up that case of yours
for I will not monkey a minute of my time witli you." Now put
yourself in the traveling man's shoes and just imagine how you
would feel if you were to be greeted in this manner. I myself,
wouldn't be long in handing such a stranger a "heart-to-heart"' talk
and before I left his store or place of business he would be convinced
that I had no more love for him than he had for me. And I think
that right here is where a great many men who claim to be good
business men make a sad mistake in turning traveling- men down.
They very often have something good to offer in the way of price or
may have some snap in some item that you can use to a good profit-
able advantage in your yard. We can not very well buy from each
one who calls but we can act the man and offer a chair and a mo-
ment of our time if nothing more and we sure are not going to do
anything wrong when we meet and treat the traveling salesman
as a man. There is a great amount of information these fellows can
give you and can fill you often with good pointers that will aid you
in getting on the inside of different deals and will also explain
different systems of conducting certain parts of your business that
means good, big dollars to your bank account. There are a few
men engaged in different lines of business who think that all the
traveling men have to do is to make their towns, take all kinds of
kicks and slurs, have an easy time at the expense of the house
which they represent and draw their salary at the end of each month-
But let me tell you the man who carries the grip, travels by night
as well as by day, eats whenever he can, sleeps not just when he
would like to but whenever he can between towns and in all kinds
of beds, keeps going and calling upon his trade whether he is ill

or in good health, and is not by any means having a snap as one
might think. This man is out to sell lumber, sash or doors and
if he holds his job it's up to him to make good. He cannot expect
to hold his position any length of time unless his order book shows
that he is an active member of the firm for which he is traveling.
Of course there are times in all of our lives when we feel that we
cannot spare very much time upon certain days to traveling men.
But did you ever stop to think that it does not take up one second
more of_ your time to meet and pass the time of day with these
fellows in a nice, gentlemanly way than it does to open up your

grouch pouch and pour forth a bunch of short, mean, ungentlemanly
remarks? And, too, you will find that at times your actions and
treatment to these fellows is being watched by some one who per-
haps is one of your own best customers. There is nothing that
would sour me any quicker on any business man than to hear him
explode and snub some fellow who chances to call upon him just
because he (the business man) might happen to be so busy at the
time this call was made or perhaps just to show his ill manners
and poor raising. No Sir, I do not like to see this done for it makes
me think that this business man is naturally grouchy and that all
the kind words and smiles he offers to his customers are counter-
feits.

Bores Do Not Get Business
Tis true that we all are at times bored to the limit wit

t,

peddlers, graft agents, shoe string and pencil venders and also sub'
scription solicitors and magazine agents. But we do not need to
patronize them all, neither do we need to use them "beastly." My
own patience was tried one day this week by a lady soliciting sub -

scribers to some monthly magazine. She called at the office and
found no one there. Then she came on out into the yard and
found me almost snowed under witli business. She introduced her-
self and her business and wanted me to look through her magazine.
I told her that 1 was too busy just at that time as there was at
that time seven teams waiting to be loaded out. Still she followed
me around the yard asking me to please stop and look at her paper
and 1 kept saying "No" in as gentle tones as possible but still she
insisted upon me stopping to make an examination. Now I am
receiving far more magazines and papers than I find time to read,
but had this lady waited until I was at liberty and had a few spare
moments of my own I no doubt would have looked through her
paper whether I subscribed for it or not, but when she kept dog-
ging my footsteps and overdid the act of trying to get me to put
all other business aside and listen to her story she curdled the pan
of milk then and there. I wouldn't have given her 50 cents for a
year's subscription if she had offered me a $1 cash premium. No
sir! She went so far that she completely disgusted me, but at the
same time [ used her as a lady. But after she had left the yard
and I had finished my yard work so that I could return into the
office I thought of how some prospect who is in the market for
a nice big bill of lumber is at certain times bored in the same way
that T had been bored by some lumberman who was overly anxious
to make a sale or close a deal for a big job- It's all well enough to
have a follow up system and keep close watch on all prospects but
we must use good common sense along with our anxiety and be
very careful that we do not call too often upon those whose names
appear upon our estimate book. The farmer has his busy season
as well as the merchant, lawyer, doctor or contractor and builder,
and there are those among their number who would cut you short
off if you were to follow too closely in their footsteps begging them
to buy from you.

Watch for the Snaps
So men, be fair with the traveling men as you are or should

be with your customers for as I have already stated in this writing
these traveling salesmen have a,good live "snap" for us. Now to
those who do not thoroughly understand the meaning of the word
"snap" let me explain: Webster defines "snap" as follows, "to
break short, to crack, to bite, eat, to sieze eagerly." I define 'snap
a trifle differently from Danny. A "snap" you know may be of
the lemon or ginger variety, then again it is that part of the har-
ness that fastens the line to the bit and is used in guiding the foot-
steps of your skate to a road or path which leads to wealth and
happiness. Most people say that the person with little to do, plenty
to^eat and plenty of coin lives a life which they call a snap. But
a "real" snap is that which enables one to purchase Big Values with
little coin and it is through these traveling salesmen that often-
times we are made wise to a short length proposition that can be
had for little money and it's up to us to keep our eyes open and
our hands ready to grasp any good profit producer that proves it-
self to be a good thing.

"Gotch" says, "Just why I have attained the world's title at
grappling is because I have always aimed to travel the route in
short time and work harder than has been the case with the other
fellow." He then goes on to illustrate: "When I beat Tom Jen-
kins and won the American belt, I was against a man of superior
generalship and huge strength—but I was more durable at the end
of thirty minutes than he was. The fellow who can travel over the
long course and still be fast and strong always has it on the other
fellow—granted strength is anywhere near equal."

So if we can conduct our lumber business in such a way that
our fast work will show up the profit we will stand a pretty good
show all right of wearing the belt with these words printed there-
on: "The wearer of this belt is in every way a wide-awake, up-to-
date know-how, does-do retail lumberman." And even if our com-
petitors are stronger than we are in a financial way yet if we can
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and will use some method in our buying and selling which will pro-

duce good fat profits from the short length counter we stand a pretty

good show of holding the big guns equal in the profit and net-gain

race at the end of the year.—The Lumber World.

Difference in the Methods of Stocking* Retail Yards

Methods of stocking yards vary with individuals, and it is not

unusual to find dealers in the same town whose views are wholly
dissimilar regarding credits, collections and other features of yard
management, says the American Lumberman. It would perhaps
be impossible to find two yardmen whose ideas were cast in the

same mold. Diversity is -the rule here as well as elsewhere, which
is a wise provision, as without it there would be monotony, and
inability to learn, one from the other.

Stock sufficiently large to meet the demands of trade is the de-

sire of all retail dealers, and this is accomplished in different ways,
it being much more difficult in this age of the retail trade than it

was before lumber was drawn from so many sources. Rarely is

there a yard now the stock in which does not include lumber from
the South, the West, the white pine district, and often from the

territory from which poplar is obtained, which means that owing
to the distances the demand must to some extent be anticipated in

order that it may be met.

In a certain 2-yard town one of the yards carries a stock that

ordinarily would inventory $10,000; in the other the footings would
show nearly $15,000, and the dealer carrying the smaller stock

jocosely offered to wager his competitor a suit of clothes that he

could come as near filling any bill that for the occasion a contractor

of the town would make out as could his neighbor. He was asked
how he could expect to do so, the reply being that his was by far

the best balanced stock. He was careful when ordering any item
not to "overdo" it, as he termed it. In his competitor's yard he was
sure there were certain items in such abundance that a portion of

them would be unsold twelve months later, while if in his yard
any purchase should remain on hand half of that time he would
think he was deficient as a buyer. It was unusual for him to buy
any one item in carload lots; he ordered in quantity that would fill

part of a car, and filled the balance of the car with some grade that

was getting low, and that would be required in the near future. It

will of course be understood that dimension is bought in carload
lots, but with the exception of boards every other item in the yard
is bought in smaller quantities-

That dealer dwelt on the importance of keeping a well balanced
stock, and thought that not one lumberman in a dozen pays suffi-

cient attention to that phase of yard management. "J could invest
50 per cent, more in stock than 1 have at present and be no better
fixed for filling orders," he said.

The method of another dealer is to carry as small a stock as
will answer his purpose, and this is accomplished in a way that is

extraordinary for its rarity. As fast as pricelists, or special offer-

ings, are received they are placed on file, and when an item of stock
is wanted he knows generally without soliciting prices where he
can get it to the best advantage. There is no time wasted hunting
for it. The hour he discovers that a particular item is short, the
next hour he can order from a concern that is liable to have it.

Oftentimes when ordering the mail is too slow for this dealer, so
not infrequently he wires his wants, believing that the time saved
by so doing more than compensates for the cost of the telegraph
service. If the concern does not have the material required, and
the stock of this material in his yard has almost reached depletion,
he asks that the information be wired that he may order elsewhere.
Orders also are given subject to prompt shipment, and when he
says "prompt," he means it. In this way he can replace in the
shortest possible time any part of his stock that is low. and keep
his stock complete with a smaller investment than was the case when
he did not keep the pricelists and all special offers directly under
his thumb, and relied upon the mails instead of the wire. That by
skillful ordering the investment of the average lumberman may be
reduced 10 per cent- he has no doubt, though herein lies danger of
broken stocks.

Large stocks are often a result of buying what may be called
"snaps." Because a lot of lumber is offered at a reduction it is

taken on. A lot of No. 2 flooring was seen in a yard that was bought
in this way and had lain there nearly a year and a half. Whether
the reduction was a sufficient recompense for the interest on the
investment depends on the price and on the way the proprietor looks
at it. Most dealers prefer to turn their stocks as many times in the
twelve months as possible.

CAMP DEPARTMENT
Varied Methods in Logging Camps

The methods of lumbering as carried on throughout the United
States and Canada are as varied and perhaps more so than any one
branch of our industries. If, for instance, an up-to-date lumberman
from Canada, the State of Maine, Michigan or Wisconsin, where
operations are conducted somewhat on the same general lines, should
happen to change his location for the South or West, he would need
to discard most of his old methods and practically learn the business

over again. The sleigh could not be used in the South, nor yet on
the Pacific Coast, where the enormous proportions of trees would
make the average man feel helpless, he being a stranger to such
gigantic specimens.

When I made the Pacific Coast my stamping ground some years

ago the regulation log road was cut from 25 to 30 ft. in width. The
peeled logs of perhaps 18 in- to 24 in. diameter would be imbedded
about half of their thickness in the soil crossways of the road and
spaced about 7 or 8 ft. apart with a notch cut to a depth of 4

to 5 in. or the upper part of each "skid" in the center of the road.

These notches served the purpose of keeping the logs from swerv-
ing from side to side as they were hauled tandem fashion like a

string of railroad cars, one log "dogged" to another until—well,

I won't saw anything about the length of the string, as some of

the readers might conclude that I have very little respect for the

truth. These logs would always be peeled and a "snoot" cut on what
was to be the underside when peeling. The skids were always
well greased, it being one man's duty to carry a pail of grease and
sweep each one of the skids.

One man called the "bull puncher" would handle as many as

12 or even 14 teams of oxen and the pay these "bull punchers"
used to get would make a good many professional men feel like

changing their occupation and following this line of work. The
oxen were usually fed and taken care of by other men, the labors
of the drivers ceasing as soon as the barn yard was reached at

noon and night. While on duty they would invariably be accom-
panied by a "chainer."

The railroads on the Pacific Coast as well as in other parts of
the country have to a great extent revolutionized lumbering so
that systems which used to be the regulation just a few years ago
have now become the rare exception, with the result that at the
present time a great many of "Mr. Bull Puncher's" skid roads have
given way to a greater number of cross ties surmounted with rails

of steel over which run modern log cars propelled by steam or
gasoline, especially designed to carry the same old giants of the
forest from their long peaceful homes

;
possibly to the same old

"landing" that was so frequently visited by "Mr. Bull Whacker" in

the days gone by when the air rang with the stentorian notes of

his husky voice, the echoes of which have since died among the
surrounding hills, as he has no occasion now to raise his voice to
such a pitch that an auctioneer's "speel" would sound like a whisper
in comparison.

The felling of timber in different localities has been as varied
as the hauling. In a good many parts the standing trees are notched
with axes for felling, the scarf being cut on the side to which the
tree is intended to fall, and sawn the balance that is necessary,
wedges being driven in behind the saw to keep it from "pinching"
and also to throw the tree in the proper direction. Two men oper-
ate a cross-cut saw, standing "over it," as one would say, with the
teeth toward their bodies, and it seems miraculous with what pre-
cision a tree can be thrown by proper notching and sawing. In
some cases it is necessary to saw through to the notch on one side

and allow the other side to hang in order to give the tree a twist
whilst falling to avoid lodging on some other tree or trees. The
gyrations of such a tree must be anticipated by the lumbermen or
a good part of their labors will be for naught and the wood be left

in a dangerous condition with lodged trees "hanging up" and which
are liable to come down with the wind at any time.

When I was in the South it was the custom to chop down the
trees the same old way our northern great grandfathers practiced-

The cutting of cypress logs is about as wet a job as our northern
river driver has when floating the logs down stream to the mills.

As the home of the cypress is in swamps where the depth of water
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varies, lumbermen must use rafts or flat bottom boats on which
to work, as the bottoms of the swamps are scarcely more buoyant
than the waters over them. However, he sometimes has the ad-
vantage over his northern brother in that his logs are already in

water that is deep enough to carry them to the mill.

Some kinds of timber growing along the Pacific Slope are so
tough and gnarly for a considerable distance up from the ground
that they are chopped off several feet above the ground, the chopper
using what is called a "spring board" on which to stand while
up in the air doing his work. This spring board, if memory serves,

is about 4 ft. long and about 6 ft. wide, with one end tapered a

little from both edges, on which is fastened a horse shoe with the
heel calks about even with the narrow end of the boards and stand-

ing off from it a notch or pocket is cut almost square into the tree

the depth of the axe bit and slightly wider than the end of the
spring board, so that a man starting from the ground cuts his first

notch some distance up, inserts his spring board with the calks of

the horse shoe pointing up to keep it from slipping out ; then he gets
on to his board and cuts another notch, using another board. He
can in this way rise to any desired height by pulling up the lower
of his two boards and using it in the upper notch that has already
been cut. This may seem to a great many a dangerous business
—to scale up one of these monstrous trees and stand on a small
piece of board to chop away till the tree falls. It is dangerous, but
the men get used to it.

Patrol and Fire Fighting"
F. J. Davies, Coeur d'Alene Association

After six years' experience as chairman of the fire committee
of the Coeur d'Alene Timber Protective Association, during which
period I have spent a great deal of time on the fire line and among
our patrolmen and fire fighters, it seems to me that the most im-
portant thing in fire protection is the receiving of a report of the

location of the fire promptly upon its breaking out. To this end
we maintain an adequate force of patrolmen. These patrolmen are

located according to the topography of the country, their patrol dis-

tricts being arranged so that each has one or more natural lookout
points from which patrolmen may view the entire region over which
they are in charge. These districts vary in size from twenty thou-
sand acres to as high as sixty thousand acres, according to the typo-
graphy, liability to fire and the ease with which they can be tra-

versed. Our patrolmen are equipped with light axes, short handled
shovels, with round point, and small sized water bags. In settled

localities the patrolman works singly, making his headquarters with
some settler at a certain point within his district, and ranging from
that place to the lookout points and thence over his district. In the

unsettled portions of our association district we furnish camp equip-

ment for two men and place two patrolmen together, their camp
being at some convenient point from which they range in opposite

directions, to meet at the headquarters camp in the evening.

In getting early information from our patrolmen as to the

location and extent of fires, we find the telephone the best means
of communication, and for this purpose we recommend the building

of local lines.

The class of labor employed should be the very best obtainable,

woodsmen and rivermen preferably, as they are accustomed to mov-
ing around in the timber and are less liable to become excited or

nervous should a fire prove to be a bad one, and they are thoroughly

versed in the use of fire fighting tools.

There has been much discussion as to the number of men to

be employed at a fire. Our experience leads me to say that it is

almost impossible to get too many men on a fire line ; it is much
better to send twenty men to a fire that ten could control than to send

ten men to a fire requiring twenty.

In addition to this, the care of a fire after putting it under con-

trol is constant vigilance and the burying of smouldering roots or

logs, cutting down all the stubs within the fire line, if the ground
is open, and if in heavy timber the search for and falling of defec-

tive trees, in which if the fire gets started it will continue to burn
for months and will at some time break out in flame-

In all this work it is understood that the warden has personal

knowledge of his district; that he has made preparations to furnish

tools, camp equipment and supplies on short notice; that he has lo-

cated within his district or nearby certain men, such as logging

crews, and has arranged with the proprietor of the works to furnish

him with men upon request and that he is thoroughly familiar with

the best and quickest method of transportation to all points within

his district.

There has been considerable discussion among members as to

the best methods of working men. Our experience is to work them
by the hour, rather than by the day of ten hours, paying overtime

in such cases as may be required by the exigencies attending. We
do not recommend night work or overtime. Fire fighting is hard

work and if a man puts in ten hours of it it is all he can stand day

after day. Night wrork is unsatisfactory and ineffective, as men
cannot see to do good work and will not make the same effort they

will in daytime. The only night work we recommend is watchmen
for the fire while other men are resting. The ideal time to right

a fire is from daylight until the middle of the forenoon, when the

wind usually rises, beginning again about four o'clock in the after-

noon and working until dark. These hours have their drawbacks

in that it is hard to get men who will take their rest in the middle

of the day, and we have been unable to regularly follow this plan

successfully.

We think the wages paid fire fighters should be a little above

local wages paid to woodsmen, but not enough higher to suggest

to an unprincipled man the setting of fires to prolong his job. In

Idaho the compensation of fire fighters is fixed by law at $2.50 per

day and subsistence; this we consider fair wages for the work.

I can not lay too much stress upon the advantages of paying

the men at once upon completion of their work, as we have demon-
strated beyond a doubt that by this method we are enabled to get

better men and to get them when others, who could not pay in

negotiable paper, were unable to get help.—Address delivered be-

fore Western Forestry Conservation Association.

Lighting Logging Camps
By B. H. Corbett

There is no question but what the modern and keen-sided man-
ager of logging camps is endeavoring to decide on the best equip-

ment, not only for the operation of getting the logs from the woods
and placing them on the cars but also the most advantageous way to

run the logging camp itself. He considers first the hvo-enic possi-

bilities so that his men may be comfortable and healthy and with
this in view he cannot overlook the fact that the camp must be
properly, economically and safely lighted. It is an accepted fact

that this cannot be accomplished by steam as steam requires services

of a competent engineer, greatly increases the fire risk and is rather

high in first cost. As acetylene and gasoline lighting plants require

extra fuel, increase the fire risk and require skilled attention what
is left therefore but the electric storage battery and generator plant?
It is possible to install a plant capable of furnishing any number of

lights from 10 to 1000. This plant would be made up of a gasoline
engine driving a small generator in conjunction with a storage bat-

tery, switchboard, etc. With this plant it is possible to run the
engine only two or three hours a day and in some cases a few hours
a week, storing up sufficient energy in the storage battery to run
the lights for the entire perior of need. These plants are so ar-

ranged as to be run on low voltage with special Tungsten lamps.
These lamps are made with heavy filaments and will stand rough
usage and are not delicate like the ordinary Tungsten lamps for high
voltage systems. The battery furnished with these plants is one of

the best on the market and selected for durability rather than for

cost- About 50 per cent, of the railroad companies in this country
are using them to-day for their block signal stations. The batteries
require very little attention and as the dynamo with which they are
charged is the proper voltage for charging there is no danger of
damaging the battery with too heavy a current.

The great advantage of these plants is that the camp can have
lights at any time whether the engine is running or not. The com-
plete outfit is made to take up a minimum amount of space. It is

simple in operation. When we say this we absolutely mean that
it is fool proof. The gasoline engine is of the heavy duty type and
can be relied upon to run at any time, either day or night, with a
simple turn of the hand.

A better lighted camp means more satisfied employees and more
money to the logger.

The cost of these plants is very moderate, running from about
$7.00 to $10.00 per light. This includes complete plant ready for
installation and operation.

The Camper, Settler and Hunter
At the recent convention of the Western Forestry and Conser-

vation Association at Portland, Oregon, Mr. A. P. Sprague spoke
upon the above subject as follows:^

The extent of the menace to which we are subjected by the
camper, is a matter entitled to our serious consederation, for as long
as we have forests that offer attractions to them, they will come.
They are in a sense our guests.

Amongst the younger set who annually respond to the call of
the wild, we find more of a reckless tendency, an abandon of re-

straint as soon as they are past the last house, and a careless lack
of consideration for the preservation of this woodland that attracts
them, and for the perpetuation of its streams and game that they
prize so highly. Generally this class consists of a parts of boys—
a bunch of schoolboy chums who have talked of, planned and an-
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ticipated this trip for months, and of an age when their energy
must find an outlet. They are more apt to use our lire notices
for a target than to read or heed them.

Settlers are being attracted from all parts of the country many
of these (coming as they do from an untimbered country) need much
instruction along lines of forest preservation, which to them means
self preservation, lest in their ignorance they unmeaningly do much
harm. I have found that this class is inclined to resent the re-
strictions placed on burning— it is natural that they see in the law
no further than that it hinders them from carrying out their
land clearing plans; but most of those whom I have come in con-
tact with have failed to even read the Forest Fire Law, though cop-
ies of it were handed them. I strongly advocate an examination by
a competent board of all men applying for positions as wardens, as
to their abilities along the most important requirements, such as
tactfulness, executive ability, woodmanship, familiarity

'

with the
Forest Fire Law, etc. These men are the guardians of our property
and of the public welfare and should possess a high standard of in-
telligence, and command respect in their community.

Under the head of the hunter we have our most serious lire
factor. The settler we know where to find; the camper does not
usually penetrate the woods, but sticks to the streams or established
camping grounds that are easily accessible, but the hunter goes far
back in the hills, is not long at one place, making it impossible for
our wardens to keep track of, or place any responsibility on him
he is a despoiler to begin with, he has no regard for preservation
or he wouldn't be a hunter. It certainly seems most inconsistent
in the face of the efforts for conservatism, to permit hunters to go
into the mountains in the middle of our dry season. The relative
proportion of this hunter's interest in hunting compared to the great
amount of property and life placed in jeopardy is so ridiculous that
it is marvelous.

New England Trees in Winter
A valuable bulletin upon "New England Trees in Winter" lias

been published by Storrs Agricultural Experiment Station, Storrs,
Conn. The bulletin contains an interesting introduction dealing in
a general way with the principal features of the work. The body
of the bulletin is composed of excellent illustrated descriptions of
the various trees to be found in New England. As a large number
of these trees are also native to the various provinces of Canada,
the bulletin, which is known as No. 69, will be of much interest
to Canadian lumbermen and foresters.

The Water Powers of Canada
The Commission of Conservation of Canada have recently issued

an extremely interesting and valuable book upon the water-powers
of Canada. The book contains the first inventory ever taken of
the water-powers of Canada. It is profusely illustrated and well
printed, in addition to being solidly bound. The investigations made
by the Commission, which has extended over a period of two years,
shows that there are 1,016,521 horse-power developed from water-
power in Canada. Every phase of the subject from the laws gov-
erning the disposition of water-powers in the various provinces, to
the actual physical data regarding each individual water-power con-
cerning which information was obtainable, is treated in the report.
In addition, there is a very full bibliography of 30 pages, and ap-
pendices giving, among other things, the text of the laws concerning
the export of power and also of the treaty recently concluded with
the United States regarding the establishment of an International
Joint Commission.

A Species of Conservation
In his evidence before the Tax Commission at Vancouver, Mr.

Palmer, of the Chemainus Mills, discussed the by-products of lum-
ber, When asked if he thought it possible to save these in the pre-
sent condition of the market, he said he did not care to express an
opinion, but that there was a wasteage going on constantly, which
he thought could be avoided. He said that in logging off lands it

was impossible to avoid the destruction of large numbers of trees
suitable for piling, railway ties and other purposes for which small
trees can be used- If it were possible to save the smaller trees, they
would, after a time, become saw logs, but it is not possible, for even
when they escape destruction when the larger trees are felled those
that do not fall furnish food for fire and in many instances they, the
standing small trees, and too frequently the adjoining large timber,
are destroyed. Mr. Palmer thought it would be well' to remove the
restriction from the exportation of such small stuff. He did not con-
fine his suggestion to such of it as might be cut upon lands that were
about to be logged off, but possibly a regulation could be devised
that would meet the case in this respect, says the Victoria Colonist.

Mr. I 'aimer said that by removing this restriction a valuable
asset would be saved and converted into money, the province would

be 1,1 recap! oi some additional revenue, the danger of lire losses
would be reduced, a profitable line of foreign commerce would be de-
veloped, and employment would be given to a good deal of additional
labor.

Severe Delivery Test for a Matcher
The December number of "Berlin Ouality" contains as usual

a splendid selection of articles of interesf and value to the users of
woodworking machinery. The excellent cover design of this issue
shows the arrival of a Berlin Matcher at the plant of the Lady-
smith Lumber Company, on Vancouver Island. This machine had
to be loaded on two logs and dragged across country for 5 miles
by 14 horses. I his severe test demonstrated very thoroughly the
advantage of using a solid cast-in-one-piece frame when machines
are to be transported over rough country.

Defiance Automatic Wood Bending Machine
The Defiance Machine Works, Defiance, Ohio, U.S.A., include

among their numerous efficient products a patent 12-inch automatic
wood bending machine, which has been designed to meet all their
requirements for successful and economical bending of felloes for
automobile, carriage and wagon wheels, wagon hounds, carriage
bows, reaches and other similar classes of bent wood stock. This
machine will bend the lightest felloes used for carriage wheels,
up to heavy work required for farm wagon, truck and artillery
wheels, bending hardwood as large as 5 inches thick, 12 inches in
width, with adjustments to accommodate changes from 13^2-inch

to 72-inch circles; also wagon hounds to any circle required and
bows from 36 inch up to 44 inch wide. The form for this work
is adjustable to bend any widths between the sizes specified. The
capacity of the machine is sufficient to bend about 2500 felloes l l/2
inch, or about 1,200 wagon hounds in 10 hours, and other classes
of work in proportion. Timber to the amount of 12 inches in width
either in one piece, or pieces aggregating that amount, can be bent
at one operation.

Tools for Special Purposes
This is an age of specialization. Tools and machinery are de-

manded for a specific purpose—to do one thing well—to do it better
and faster than with present practices and tools.

Recognizing this fact the manufacturers of the Shimer Cutter
Heads began several years ago to prepare for each branch of work
a special tool—a Cutter Head, embracing all the labor and time-
saving features possible and made to work interchangeably with
other tools.

These Cutter Heads while built on one general plan, differ in
their special application, and embrace heads for making flooring,
ceiling, siding, wainscoting, ship lap, O. G. batten, jointing, door
and sash mouldings, etc., besides being adapted to the making of
many specialties.

Messrs. Shimer & Sons claim that this interchangeable system
has met with favor among mill men, especially as these special
Cutter Heads are so low in price that a variety of them can be
purchased for a comparatively small sum of money. Their large
line of Matcher Heads are built to suit any pocket book and to
meet conditions arising from day to day. They are made for the
fast feed matcher taking stock at 200 feet per minute, as well as for
all the machines between the fastest and the slowest-

Messrs. Shimer & Sons are also large manufacturers of the
"Bedee Brand" of steel knives, for planing and surfacing lumber,
which are proving popular with the mill men. It is claimed that the
time lost in stoppages to sharpen up the old-fashioned soft slotted
steel knives, will soon pay for the Bedee Knives, because they hold
an edge from one to five days at a single sharpening, according to
the class of lumber they are used upon.

Catalogues and prices for cutter heads and "Bedee Knives" may
be had by addressing Samual J. Shimer & Sons, Gait, Ontario.
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St. John River Cut Will Be Smaller

Logging Operations Now in Full Progress— Season So Far
a Favorable One— Millmen Expect Good Season's Trade

Fredericton, X.B., Jan. 10.—Logging is almost entirely the or-

der of the day along the St. John River valley, especially at the head
waters. Although the cut is considerably under the average, the

season so far has been a fairly favorable one for the lumbermen,
as wages for men and teams have been lower than for a few years
past, and the markets are showing signs of improvement. Millmen
are taking a much more optimistic view of the situation than they
did two months ago.

The cut of "bank logs" so called—that is logs cut by farmers
along the river between Grand Falls and Fredericton, rafted in the

spring when the river is clear of ice, and floated down the river to

Springhill, five miles above Fredericton where they are offered for

sale, unless contracted for earlier in the season and then made into

larger rafts and towed by tugs to the mills at Fredericton and St.

John—is likely to be up to the average, viz. : from 8,000,000 to

10,000,000 ft. B-M. The price offering at date of writing is for

spruce $13.00 for deal logs and $9.00 to $10.00 for battens, accord-
ing to length. It is the custom in this section of the province, when
scaling spruce logs to divide them into two classes, all logs of

11 inches in diameter at the top end, and 10 inch logs of 24 ft. in

length and upwards being termed dead logs. The smaller diameters
are known as battens, or batts.

There is practically nothing going on in the milling business
along the St. John River, or through the province generally. A few
mills on the American side of the river are sawing shingles and
report a good demand for their output. A few small mills on the
ptovince side are sawing lath and report a steady market, net-

ting about $2.60 per M. on their shipments.
Large quantities of pulp wood are being moved at present,

especially at points where the St. John River forms the boundary
between the province and state of Maine, where it is hauled across
the river, freighted by U. S. railways to L*- S. mills and there manu-
factured. The price paid by local buyers at points of shipment is

$5.00 per cord for peeled spruce pulpwood, which is 50 cents more
than was offering last season.

The Cost of Selling* Lumber
By Earl Bartholomew

The actual cost of selling lumber is somewhat hard to arrive at

by wholesalers who are operating mills and conducting yards, for

the reason that the expense is usually overlapped by the operating

and selling departments. In order to make this more clear, our atten-

tion is called to the different classes of lumbermen :

(1) The mills cutting from their own stumpage or buying logs

and operating a yard in connection.

(2) The wholesaler who buys lumber already manufactured and
yards it like his neighboring mill man in the producing district.

(3) That class of wholesalers who conduct wholesale yards in the

consuming market.

(4) Jobbers and consuming men who have no investment other

than an organization for selling lumber.

Of course we can readily see that the entire expense of the job-

ber or commission man can be charged directly to the cost of selling

lumber. All our club members are interested directly or indirectly

in the manufacture, as well as the selling of lumber, so we will not

take up the question of commission men or jobbers, but endeavor, if

possible, to point out a few items of legitimate expense that should

be charged to the account of selling by the first two classes men-
tioned. These items of selling expense we will take up as they

would naturally be incurred by organizing a new yard, as follows

:

(1) The ordinary expense of maintaining an office would cost

about the same whether the organization be large or small ; these

items being rent, heat, light, etc., including the salaries of the prin-

cipal and representatives.

(2) We will take it for granted there is a well stocked yard of

lumber, and the next move should be along the lines of advertising

in lumber trade journals, and includes postage, stationery, and cost

of such assistance in the office in the preparation of advertising mat-
ter and advances to the trade.

(3) The cost of commission must not be overlooked, as, especial-

ly in the beginning, every operator will depend in some measure upon
the efforts of the jobber or commission man for the movement of at

least a portion of his stock-

(4) That class of expense which should be classed under the

head of travelling, by the principal or representatives.

Of the four classes of expense your attention is called to that

of advertising and travelling, or personal solicitation, as a method to

reduce the high cost of selling lumber. There is no question but that

this cost is reduced by judicious advertising in lumber trade journals;

results may not be had to-day, but the effect is far reaching, and

without this aid special efforts must be made by personal solicitation,

and through the mails, to offset this advantage.

While the cost of personally calling on the consuming trade is

the most expensive method of selling lumber, this is largely reduced

by the information obtained as to the customer's requirements, and

the results of personal visits to the trade should mean an exchange

of ideas between buyer and seller which is always mutually beneficial,

for it is not always the volume of business done but the amount of

lumber carefully handled that is usually the most profitable and satis-

factory.

Again, when active canvass is continually made for business, the

seller will become better informed as to the changing market condi-

tions.

The sales department being in touch with trade conditions, with

the co-operation of the operating department, will enable the mill to

cut stock for which there is an active demand and prevent carrying-

charges of long stocks that price only will move. What your cus-

tomer is using to-day he may substitute altogether with some other

wood, or perhaps dispense with wood for steel, to-morrow, thereby

leaving you to search for orders elsewhere to move stock cut ostens-

ibly for your customer.
Another feature of the sales end is, there is a better profit in

moving stock from the yards as soon as it is ready for the market;

while often there is a speculative value in holding stock, it is gen-

erallv conceded that lumber turned over two or three times a year,

as soon as shipping dry, at a nominal profit, is better for both mill and
yard, for it economizes yard space and enables mill to cut stock for

which there is an active demand.
Ordinarily, as a selling basis, the cost of selling lumber on com-

mission paid to salesmen is usually three per cent, on the net amount,
after freight has been deducted, but authorities are of the opinion that

the actual cost of hardwood lumber sales, distributed over the country

to consumers by travelling men, through the results of advertising,

etc., in some cases may exceed this.

Saw Mill Ideas
By E. L. Mason

I would like to know why so many mills are short of power.

Ours is an example. This mill was built for a fast mill—concrete

building, electric drive, seemingly no expense spared to build a good,
substantial and fast-cutting mill. Yet to save a little money—I can
think of no other reason—they put in an engine at least 200-h-p. too

small. Now they have put in another engine of 400-h.p. to help out

the original engine.

Our saws sing alright now, and no time lost for anything. We
used to have to stop one side while steam was coming up, after be-

ing pulled down by fast sawing or a run of large logs, for an engine

working to the limit of its power consumes lots of steam ; the same
boilers are now running the two engines, without any trouble for

steam.

I recently had a crippled saw that was some puzzle to me. It was
damaged in a wreck. There was about 12 feet where the back was
}i-m. in 5 feet—too much crown. I had never tried to see how much
could be put in with a roller, but always supposed that all the back
that could be put in a saw could be taken out again. I have, however,
tensioned this place to a 40-ft. gage, and let it out again on the tooth

edge, eight different times, yet it has 3/16-in. crown in 5 feet, and
there it stays in spite of all the rolling I can do- Of course, I drew
out the balance of the back enough so that it runs alright, stands

plenty of feed and makes nice lumber, but it oscillates on the wheels
%-in. Now, what puzzles me is why this piece should be so hard to

straighten. It is only 13 inches wide and is good steel to work.
When the bearings for the rolls on the resaw wear out and are

put in new, be sure and see that the rolls line up right with the saw,

also that they stand exactly in line up and down with the saw. If

they do not, the saw will make lumber thick on one edge and thin

on the other, and then there is trouble that is blamed on the saws.

When the rolls wear 1-in. smaller at the bottom than at the top, they
had better be replaced with new ones. I have seen them run worse
than this, but it does not pay any more than it does to keep a poor-
working offset on a carriage. It is well to look at the tapered wear on
the rools when you put in new bearings, or the rolls may not stand

just as they did with the old bearings.

One of the most common causes for poor lumber, that is usually

blamed to the resaw, is the big bands making "bullhead" lumber- A
saw making poor lines is not helped any by lining out of the log, as

some filers do, as lining out will make "bullheads" about as quickly

as anything you can do ; and this kind of lumber is not improved by
going through a resaw, so it is better to not lay poorly-sawed lumber
to the resaw until you are sure that the lumber being put through is

straight to start with. A resaw cannot be expected to straighten out

crooked lumber.—The Woodworker.



WANTEDIFOR SALE DEPARTMENT^— — >

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE Birch Wanted

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate of
15 cents per agate line ($2.10 per inch) each
insertion, payable in advance. Space measured
from rule to rule. When four or more con-
secutive insertions of the same advertisement
are ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be
allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order. If

Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-
close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a
word net. Cash must accompany the order.
Minimum charge 50 cents.

Advertisement must be received not later
than the 10th and 26th of each month to
insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED—Kindly give best cash price for
three or four cars dry cedar posts, 4 to 6
inches top end. Box 195, Jordan, Ont.

WANTED—5 x 5 White Maple, second
growth, dry, 5 to 10 years old, for bowling
pins. Address, M. J. Bernhard, 712 to 720
Jefferson Street, Buffalo, N. Y. 1-4

Two-inch Soft Elm wanted, immediately,
several cars, dry. State quality and prices.

Great Lakes Lumber Company, Limited,
Owen Sound, Ont. 1-4

Saw Logs Wanted
Red and White Pine, Hemlock and Spruce.

Write in particulars of what you have. Reid
Bros., Bothwell, Ont. 2-7

Basswood Wanted
WANTED—inch No. 2 common and mill

culls, winter cut Basswood. Apply First-
brook Box Company, Limited, King street
east, Toronto. 22-25

White Pine Wanted
Wanted to buy in small or large quantities

White Pine, 1-in., l l/2 -in., 2-in., also shorts
for factory work. Apply Box 404, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-2

White Pine Wanted
3 ft. x G-in-7-in. 18 ft. Tank Stock, also

Ouarter Cut White Pine Pump Squares.

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Ont.

Wanted
two carloads 4-inch firsts and seconds, Hard
Maple, dry, 6 inches and up wide, 10 ft. and
up long, for immediate shipment. Quote
price and point of shipment to Box 360,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. Ont. 22-tf

Lumber Wanted
Large quantities of Soft Elm Lumber, 1-in.

and grades No. 1 common and better. Es-
pecially attractive prices.

J. S. FINDLAY,
2-7 Owen Sound, Ont.

Hardwood Lumber Wanted
We are open to buy 2,000,000 feet Hard

Maple, Soft Maple, Soft Kim, Hock Elm
Beech, Birch, Basswood, Ash and Chestnut
cut to our instructions, delivery 1912; in-
spection at mill. Let us have your lists.
Apply Box 408, Canada Lumberman, To-

ronto, Ont. 2-2

Wanted Box Lumber
Large consumer of No. 1 and No. 2 White

Pine Box Lumber, desires to negotiate with
responsible shippers, regarding stock for wa-
ter delivery next season. Give shipping point,
state quantity 4-4 and 5-4 can furnish with
lowest quotations and other particulars.

Address, Box 374, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 23-2

We want to buy Birch in all thicknesses.
Log run or on grades. Will contract for
winter's cut. National Lumber Company,
Buffalo, N. Y. 23-2

Lumber Wanted
Will contract with a few hardwood mills for

their entire cuts, 1912. Including culls. Hig-hesl
prices paid, and quick shipment. Also open
lor dry stock of all kinds. Also Spruce and
Hemlock. Apply to Box 111, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 2-5

Maple and Rock Elm Wanted
Wanted—Up to 120,000 feet 1-in. and l'/2

in. hard maple 6 In. up wide, 10 ft. up long;
also 20,000 feet 1-in. and lj^-in. rock elm
6-in. up wide, 10 ft. up long; quote price
for lsts and 2nds and also No. 1 Common
grades in each case and name point of ship-
ment to Box 382, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 24 tf

Hardwood

Wanted
3,000,000 feet Hard Maple, Soft Elm, Rock

Elm, Beech, Birch, Basswood, Ash, Oak, and
Soft Maple, for delivery, shipping dry dur-

ing 1912. Sawn to our sizes. State what
you have to offer and lowest prices for spot

cash. Inspection at mill. Apply Manufac-
turer, Box 401, Canada Lumberman, Toron-
to, Ont. 1-8

For Sale
,.,}}"• I'A-in-, l'A 'm. and 2 in. mill cull
White Pine in strips and sidings. Fred T.
Smith, Board of Trade Building, Montreal.

1-t.f.

For Sale
About 1,500 feet 2-inch beech, 1,200 feet

of 1-inch, 1,500 feet of 1^-in., 5,000 feet 1-
in. maple; 6,000 feet 1-in. hickory, 2,000 ft
1-in. oak, all log run. John Richie, Allan's
Mills, Ont. 2-3

Shingles
500,000 M. pieces Rathbun's XX-18-in.

Cedar Shingles. To introduce this shingle to
the trade, we are offering them for one-half
their value. $1.00 per M. pieces F.O.B. cars
Deseronto. The Rathbun Company, Deser-
onto, Ont. j_4

12 in. x 12 in. For Sale
300,000 feet B.M. of 12-in. x 12-in. short

leaf yellow pine timbers 18 ft. to 40 ft., aver-
age 30 feet. Can ship immediately.

JAMES SHEPPARD & SON,
24 3 Sorel, Que.

Hardwood For Sale
We are prepared to cut under contract-—
250 M. to 500 M. feet Hard Maple
100 M. to 200 M. feet Basswood.
Also some Black Ash, Birch, Soft Elm

Correspondence invited. The Pearce Com-
pany, Limited, Marmora, Ont. 22 tf

For Sale
The following Special Stock;

—

1,000,000 ft. Scant 2-in. Spruce Random
300,000 ft. 1-in. Spruce Mill Culls
50.000 ft. 6/4 and 8/4 White Pine Mill

Culls.

100,000 ft. 1-in. 6 to 9 ft. White Pine
Shorts.

100,000 ft. 1-in. Fourth Ouality or Box
White Pine.

All dry and can be shipped promptly by
rail.

THE A. SHERMAN LUMBER CO,
Potsdam, N. Y. also 50 Church St.,

New York City.

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC. 1 1 FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale at Greatly Reduced
Prices

400,000 M ft. 1 x 4 and up by 6/16 ft. No. 2
Hemlock.

75,000 M ft. 1 x 8 and 10 x 6/16 No. 2
Hemlock.

25,000 M ft. 2 x 4 x 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock.
25,000 M ft. 2 x 6 x 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock.
35,000 M ft. 2 x 8 x 6/16 No. 2 Memlock.
25,000 M ft. 2 x 10 x 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock.
Must have room and will sell away below

cost.
THE RATHBUN COMPANY,

2-4 Deseronto, Ont.

We Want
a "Want Ad"
From YOU

<][ Just an opportunity to prove to

you what a quick purchase or

sale you can make by advertis-

ing in this department.

^ The page is before you—read

what the other fellow wants, or has

for sale.

Canada Lumberman and
Woodworker

Toronto Canada

For Sale
Good boiler, 72 inches by 14 feet, 72 4-in.

tubes, 75 h.p. engine and 100 light dynamo!
All in good condition and ready for imme-
diate delivery. Will accept lumber in ex-
change. Apply to Box 400, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. 1-4

For Sale
One fifty horse power tubular boiler com-

plete with front, grate bars, injector and
smoke stack, and one thirty-five horse
power engine, together with steam pipes and
heater, for $250, f.o.b. cars. For particulars
apply to C. H. Sheppard, Waubaushene, Ont.

23-2

For Sale
One Gang Circular Sawing Machine (Ken-

dall patent) good as new; run only 18
months. This machine carries nine 32-inch
saws, takes from 4 to 10-inch cants, can be
set to cut one to three inch stock.
Reason for selling, cut out. For price,

write Jas R. Gillies, Arnprior, Ont. 24-5

Machinery For Sale
Carver, 4 spindle, Rohlman.
Cut-off saw, railway, wood frame.
Dovetailer, Boults.
Engines and boilers, various sizes.
Floorer, 9-in. Berlin.
Jointer, chair seat, Jenkins.
Jointer, 16-in. White.
Moulder, 6-in. Houston.
Mortiser, Smith.
Mortiser, Bit.
Planers, 24-in. single belted.
Sander, double 24-in. Perry.
Sander, three drum 42-in. Boardman.
Sander, three drum 42-in. Columbia.
Saw Gummer, Rogers.
Saw-mill, band, 63-in. wheel.
Saw and dado machine, Williamsport.
Variety Lathe, Pringle & Brodie.

O. L. PACKARD MACHINERY CO.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Machinery For Sale
A Waterous No. 4 Band Saw Mill, with

l arriage Saws, Live Rolls, and complete Fil-

\'u j",1 ' ^'I'lipment, also several GoodWoodworking Machines, in splendid condi-
tion.

J. S. FINDLAY,
Owen Sound, Ont.2-TF

WANTED—MACHINERY, ETC.

WANTED—By small mill cutting hard-
wood, power feed edger, iron or wood frame,
with 2 or 3 adjustable saws, to cut stock
up to 3 inches thick. Must be cheap,
traik Bros., Crampton, Ont. 2-4

Alligator Wanted
Wanted an alligator boat, in good condi-

tion. Reply, giving condition, size, age, equip-
ment, price and situation. Box 405, Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-5

WANTED Two boilers, not less than 100
pounds steam, 66-in. x 14 ft.

Filing room outfit for 12 in. double cut-
ting band saws.
One good log jack and chain.
Give full particulars in first letter. Dox

412, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

WANTED- EMPLOYM ENT
Advertisements under this heading one cent a
word per insertion. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 25 cents

Wanted a position as gang-filer; eighteen
years experience. Address Geo. L. Nichols,
c/o Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-4

First-class band and band resaw filer ex-
perienced in box factory and saw mills. Ref-
erences. Box 383, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 24-3

Band Saw Filer wants position for coming-
season. Single or double cut. Twenty years
experience. Address Box 413 Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 2-4

Saw Filer wants position in saw mill or
woodworking plant. Capable of keeping
band and circular saw in perfect condition.
Apply Box 403, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 2-4

Wanted by lumber inspector, position by
the year. Fifteen years experience. Ten
years with present firm; reference furnished.
Car or boat shipping. Box 409 Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 2-3

WANTED—Position as bookkeeper with
lumber firm in Ontario. Twelve years' ex-
perience, mostly as office manager; age 34
years. Acquainted thoroughly with all de-
partments of lumber office. Best of refer-
ences furnished on application. Apply Box
399, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 1-8

Scotchman, just arrived in Canada, age 27,
desires position of trust with a lumber com-
pany, wholesalers or export millmen prefer-
red. He has practical, commercial and trav-
elling experience. Can influence good busi-
ness with United Kingdom. Replies solicit-

ed in first instance to No. 200 Canada Lum-
berman, B34 Board of Trade, Montreal. 2-2

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Advertisements under this heading two cents a
word per insertion. Minimum charge 60 cents

Young man to take charge of office in
town on Georgian Bay. One with some ex-
perience in lumber trade preferred. State age,
salary expected and references. Box 397,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 1-2

WANTED—Hardwood lumber buyer ; must
be experienced and capable of grading in
accordance with National Hardwood Rules.
We want a high-class man and will pay ac-
cordingly. Box 3S0, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 24-3
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Millmen wanted, millwrights, edgernien,
trimmer-men, engineer, band saw filer. Lath
mill men and lumber pilers. Mill will start
as soon as ice clears in spring. Apply giv-
ing experience, etc.. To Dyment Mickle
Lumber Company, Whitney, Ont. 2-3

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Timber Limits Tor Sale
Can be quickly and profitably disposed of
by advertising them on this page. This is

where buyers of timber property look for op-
portunities to invest, if your "ad" is here the
investor will see it. Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. tf.

Sales Agents Wanted
Large British firm with plants in England,

Bohemia and France manufacturing Carbor-
undum and Electrite goods and high class
grinding machinery wants to secure either
first class salesmen or firms with established
trade connections to represent them in Can-
ada. Apply Box '.i'M, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 1-2

For Sale
L'p-to-date Circular Saw Mill, going con-

cern, 15,000 to 20,000 capacity ; In good
shape. House and stables, tools and utensils
of all kinds, .300 acres of bush land, rail-

road connection. Much timber can be bought.
This is worth looking into. Will be sold
cheap. Write Jones Brothers, Katrine Sta-
tion, Ont. 1-2

Canadian Timber Limits
E. STEWART (Forest Engineer)
Dealer in Timber Limits, Ontario and

Western farm lands and town property. Ex-
cellent investments now open. Correspond-
ence invited. 84 King Street East, Toronto.

Phone Main 5609.

For Sale
Established Lumber Business, with first-

class mill, now running full time. Timber
limits with 20 to 30 million feet of standing
pine timber conveniently located, and all

merchandise, etc. Price $55,000. This is

worthy of investigation. Address Box 332,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 19-22-t.f.

For Sale
170 ft. 1 in. good basswood short, 2 to 5 ft.

11 M. ft. 1J4 in. good basswood short,
2 to 5 feet.

14 M. ft. 2 in. good basswood short, 2 to
5 feet.

50 M. ft. 1 in. M. C. Ash.
50 M. ft. 2 in. M. C. Ash.

GEO. C. GOODFELLOW,
c Montreal, Que.

For Sale
Sawmill and Shingle Mill in active operation

and thoroughly equipped with Al up-to-date
machinery in first class condition. Timber on
all sides. Exceptional opportunity; $1,600
cash, $1,600 in 6, 12, 15 and 18 months. Can
secure eighty acre cut of virgin timber,
thirty yards from mill if desired. Write D.
McNair & Son, Whitewood Grove P. O.,
Ont. 232

For Sale

Mill and Plant situated on Bay Lake of
Montreal River and within the town limit o
Town of Latchford on T. & N. O. Ry. Plant
consists of one Boiler, 60 in. diam. by 14 ft.

long, full flush front and rated at 70 h.p.

Right Hand Engine, 12 in. x 16 in., esti-

mated 64 h.p.

Three Moreau Machine Pulpwood Barkers
and Pullup and all saws, shafting, belts, etc.,

including extras.
Siding of T. & X. O. Railway runs into

mill yard; good storing point for logs. With
very little extra cost, a circular saw and car-

riage could be installed as the power is suf-

ficient. This plant has been in use about
10 months only andNis in good condition.

An excellent bargain for the right parties.

Write or communicate with C. & H. D.
Gamble, 28 Scott street, Toronto, Solicitors

for Owners. 2-7

MISCELLANEOUS

For Sale
About 48 acres of standing timber, suitable

for lumber and cedar poles. S. A. Price,

Burnhamthorpe, Ont. 2-3

Why Bandsaws Break

One of the most fruitful

sources of annoyance in the av-
erage wood-working plant is un-
doubtedly the handsaw

; especial-

ly is this the case when light ma-
chines and small saws are used.
The heavier variety usually have
more care bestowed on them
from the first, i.e., choosing a

site and fixing them securely
down on a solid bed, so they na-
turally run much steadier and
cause less trouble.

Their smaller brethren, how-
ever, are often less fortunate in

this respect. They are usually

found on an upper floor, and that

said floor is often a very shaky
one. while the only fixing that is

possible is a short wood screw in

each corner of base. Is it, then,

any wonder that bandsaws do
break more or less frequently

under such trying conditions? I

often wonder how such a thin

band of steel travels so quickly

on an unsteady machine with
badly-covered wheels. It cer-

tainly speaks well for the quality

and temper of the saws, and
very little for the management
of any shop to allow such condi-

tions to exist.

Handsaws are like all other

high-speed machines. Rigidity

must be obtained and maintained
somehow or the other. W e can-

not always have them on the

ground floor, unfortunately. Hut
they can usually be shored up in

some way to increase their abil-

jty. It is a simple matter to strut

them from overhead, or shore

them from the floor ; it matters

little how it is done, so long as

it is effective and durable.

The wheels should also receive

attention from time to time, to

ensure steady running. It is on-

lv a small matter to true the

wheels up and set them in line,

yet it makes all the difference be-

tween good and bad work. It is

a great mistake to put too much
strain on narrow saws. The less

you can do with the better will

it be for the machine and the

saws. Make your machines as

steady as possible ; have the

wheels true. Don't strain the

saws, but have them sharp and
finely set. Then you can do more
work and do it better, and not

be troubled with saws breaking

continually or running off the

wheels or out the cut.

Sawyer.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
TIMBER TRACT
Correspondence solicited
Satisfaction guaranteed

A. T. FRAMPTON, Victoria, B. C.

Some Rules Worth Noting

Never attempt to caulk a leaky

seam in a boiler under steam
pressure ; the jar caused by the

hammer blows cause a rupture of

the seam. This caution applies

also to steam-pipes and valve

casings. A round-nosed tool

should be used in caulking boil-

ers.

Before breaking any steam-
pipe joints to make repairs or to

renew gaskets, etc., the dead sec-

tion should be well drained.

Workmen have been scalded
when breaking joints, due to

some pressure still remaining in

the line after the main valves
were closed.

In case the feed-pipe of a boil-

er gives out, or water cannot be
supplied to a boiler for any rea-

son, the boiler should be shut
down at once and the fires drawn.

Watch safety-valves carefully,

to be sure that they do not cor-

rode fast to their seats.

The pipe connecting the steam-
gauge should be cleaned out at

least once a month by blowing
steam through it. When the

gauge is off the hole in the nipple

should be perfectly clear.

When observing the glass wa-
ter-gauge while the boiler is

working, note particularly whe-
ther the water in the glass is

stationary or not. If the water
level does not fluctuate it is an
infallible sign that the gauge is

out of order. Test the gauge and
water column immediately, and
if draining them fails to clear,

the boiler should be shut down
until the apparatus for indicat-

ing the water level has been re-

paired.

Where there are two or more
boilers on one line, those not in

operation should be shut off from
the header
A small leak in a boiler may

be detected by a white wedge-
shaped mark on rivets or plates.

In caulking, chalk or otherwise
mark all the leaks first, as the

hammer blows may destroy the

faint indications due to the leak.

Never lose an opportunity to

compare the steam-gauge with
the safety-valve when the latter

blows off. If they do not agree,

ascertain which is incorrect.

Always bear in mind to clean

out boiler thoroughly after doing
any hammering on it, as scale

may have been dislodged and
dropped down on the fire sheet.

Bags and serious ruptures have
resulted from neglect of this pre-

caution.

In winter, if the boiler is ex-

posed to cold, close the valves
between the boiler and the water-
gauge glass when the boiler is

shut down for the night, and let

the water run out of the glass.

Also leave all drain cocks on
pipes, etc., open.—Timber Trades
Journal.

Guards Should Be Used, Always

On the subject of accidents
much has been and will be writ-
ten, for they will occur. Some of

the worst accidents happen in

conjunction with machines not
usually considered dangerous-
Some time ago a man was us-

ing a small shop rip saw, and,
although the machine was equip-
ped with a guard, it was pushed
up to one side and not in use.

In ripping a small wedge, J4, x

Y% in., about 3 in. long, off the

edge of a board, the saw caught
the wedge and threw it straight

back and up, squarely into the

operator's eye. The butt end
struck him fair in the eye and
he fell back on the floor uncon-
scious, with his eye gone.
The guard, had it been in place,

would have caught the wedge
and saved the man's eye. Saw
guards, jointer guards and shaper
guards should be in all shops
and in constant use. not hang-
ing on a nail on the wall,

where we frequently see them.
Unfortunately, many operators
seem to dislike to use them, and
the result is sometimes serious.

Hampton,
in the "Wood-Worker."

Collars of Saw Spindles Out of

True

If the collars of a saw spindle
are only slightly out of true, it

is multiplied considerably in a

saw of large diameter. A seamy
saw spindle with a bit of metal
torn up is enough to throw a

saw out, or if packing be used up
or uneven it will have the same
result. Saws are sometimes
blamed for cutting untrue when
the fault lies with the collars or
pins. The side of the saw near-

est the wood should be tried with
a straight-edge, and should it be
found to bulge in the centre it

will probably arise from the saw
collar being out of truth or im-
properly concaved. If the collar

attached to the saw spindle—that

is the one nearest the wood

—

is perfectly flat, have it removed
and slightly concaved, when the
bulge in the saw plate will prob-
ably disappear. Use collars of

ample diameter-

LOG STAMPS
OUR SPECIALTY

SUPERIOR MFC. C0.LT?
RUBBER &. STEEL STAMPS

TORONTO, ONT.

For
Immediate Shipment

1250 tons prime 56 lbs. relaying

rails with fastenings.

25 Steel Flat Cars 5 to 7 tons

capacity.

Pull particulars on application.

SESSENWEIN BROS.
Montreal

WE SPECIALIZE IN

Saw Mill Repair Work
Our machine shop is equip-

ped with best and most up-to-
date machinery for Saw Mill
work of all kinds and we can
turn out your work promptly
and with satisfaction.

Let us send you estimates
on your spring work.

Maass Bros.
Irving Ave., Ottawa, Ont.



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

The lumber trade in Ontario is naturally quiet at this time of
year, on account of the lack of building operations and the fact

that stock-taking is the chief occupation of the retailers throughout
the country. Nevertheless, reports indicate that there is a fair

amount of trade in progress and that, in spite of the severe weather,
retailers are receiving an encouraging number of enquiries- In

western Ontario reports from some of the more important centres
are to the effect that enquiries arc more numerous than they have
been at this time of year, for some years past. Several of the more
important cities are expecting excellent business this year. Ham-
ilton, for instance, is looking for an active demand. Brant ford also,

and Welland, are expecting that there will be a better trade than
ever before.

The dependence of eastern Canada upon conditions in the west
is a fact which must always be kept in mind and there arc some
in the west who think it is wise at present to sound a slight note
of warning, on account of the failure of many of the western farm-
ers to get the wheat in from a large amount of their farms. This
wheat in many cases may be of little or no value, and in addition,
it has prevented the farmers from preparing the land for Spring
sowing. Although the situation is not one to cause immediate
anxiety it should be kept carefully in mind. Reports are also made
to the effect that loan companies in the west have been obliged to
come to the assistance of a number of farmers who have been un-
able to make their interest payments. Then again there is the
effect of the Presidential election to be kept in mind this year, so
that although alarm is not justified there is reason for a certain
amount of caution, more than in former years. When one takes into
consideration the unprecedented expansion which is in progress in

Canada and the extensive immigration which is certain to continue,
it is almost reasonable to expect that we could without difficulty

minimize, almost to zero, the effects of such adverse influences as
those referred to above. They are given simply as a mild note of
caution to the Ontario trade to remind them of their dependence in

large measure upon western conditions.

Eastern Canada
The logging season in New Brunswick has been a favorable one

so far, and it is expected that similar conditions will continue. Wages
and the cost of teams have been lower than they were for a couple
of years previous. In spite of this however, it is possible, on ac-
count of the unsatisfactory conditions which have prevailed in the
lumber markets for some time, that the cut in the woods will be
less than usual. Bank logs on the St. John will be about as usual,
viz.: from 8,000,000 to 10,000,000 ft., B.M. Deal logs at present are
bringing $13 and battens from $9 to $10 according to their length.
The milling business along the St- John is practically at a standstill.

In Quebec, trade is quiet on account of the winter weather. Stock-
taking also is general and as a result the retailers are not buying
much. The opinion of the trade in general is that during 1912
business will be very good. Building prospects and the general
prosperity of the country all point in this direction. The pulp and
paper situation shows no important change. An unusually busy
season is expected this year on account of the Presidential election
in the United States which always results in an enormous extra
consumption of paper.

The spruce market at Boston is firm. Stocks at mills are report-
ed to be only moderate and manufacturers are said to be holding for
full prices. Lumber operations in the State of Maine were checked
by the light snow fall until the first week of January. Boston re-

tailers are not over-stocked with frames. There has been activity in

building and stocks have been considerably reduced. Retailers have
not been ordering much stock for immediate delivery, although fair

orders for spring delivery have been made. A better demand is ex-
pected, now that the stock-taking season is about over. Frames 9-in.

and under are being held at $25. A firm market is reported for ran-
dom, with offerings light. Spruce boards are not very plentiful. Dry
stock is scarce. Hemlock boards continue firm at Boston, manufac-
turers expecting to secure their price by waiting. Eastern clipped
boards are firm at $20, and a further advance is talked of in some quar-
ters. Shingles are firm and in good demand, cedar extras selling as
high as $3.65, although quotations are from $3.50 to $3.60. Clears are
very firm at $3.20 to 1330. The demand for lath is quiet. Some
dealers are offering 1^ inch at $4.15. Others will sell at $4. For
lj>2-in., $3.50 is asked. There is not an active inquiry for hardwood
lumber, but prices as a rule are steady, with the exception of quar-
tered oak.

The arrivals of eastern spruce at New York are light. Prices
are unchanged, although there is strong competition for any large

business which offers. A slight improvement is noted in the demand
for hemlock, at New York, on account of fair activity in the build-
ing trade.

Great Britain

The general activity which has prevailed in London for some
time past and the share which t lie railway companies have taken in

it, leads to a reasonable expectation that there will be a good in-

crease in the' timber requirements of the railways during 1912. Such
an incentive to trade would be gladly welcomed in London and
would go a long way towards making good for the dull trade in

other directions. Deliveries at London docks for the week ending
December 23rd amounted to 4,680 standards as compared with 3,560
during the corresponding week of 1910.

At Liverpool, the timber trade was practically in a state of sus-
pension during the holiday season, the expectation being at that time
that the quietness would continue into the New Year until stock-
taking had been completed. The increased intensity of the labor
troubles in the mining and cotton industries was having a very de-
pressing effect upon trade, and widespread apprehension was at that
time experienced regarding the immediate future of many of the im-
portant industries of the country. Long continued labor troubles
of this class would be certain to cause a great loss to the carrying
trade and the consequent effect upon the timber business would be
disastrous.

Very little business was reported in spruce deals "to arrive" from
St. John, N. B- One steamer from St. John had a few parcels of deals
which were sold by private arrangement. The stock in first hands
at Liverpool is believed to be materially smaller than that of the year
previous, especially in deals, of which the higher qualities are par-
ticularly scarce. Exact figures are not yet available but they will

be ready for publication shortly. Liverpool importers are convinced
that the prices for next season's shipments from Montreal will be
higher, as Ottawa producers are getting better prices for their out-

put and an advance in freight rates is more than likely. The wagon
oak trade at Liverpool has been quiet on account of higher prices of

material. During the past year or two, prices of oak, spruce and
red deals have increased, as well as the prices of the necessary metal
for wagon building. The cost of labor has also advanced and accord-
ingly the prices of wagons have risen considerably. The result has
been a falling-off in the demand for railway wagons, in the hope that

lower prices would appear later on. The indications, however, are
that instead of lower prices higher ones are to be expected. Accord-
ingly a few good sized orders for new wagons have recently been
placed. It is believed that these are the forerunners of future busi-

ness. Importers of oak are therefore feeling confident of the future

and are inclined to make contracts in order to protect their own in-

terests.

Manchester trade has recently been paralyzed for the time be-

ing by the renewal of the cotton trade strikes. Very little business
is reported in the timber trade as this is practically the slackest sea-

son of the year. It is generally believed that the year 1912 will see

a very heavy import of timber to Manchester, especially in spruce.

Against this belief, one has to keep in mind the high freight rate-.

It is believed, however, that much of this advance is due to manipu-
lations of capital in the shipping world- Industries in general at

Manchester are in a very healthy condition and if strikes and lock-

outs can be avoided, 1912 ought to be an active and profitable year.

Congestion in Manchester docks still continues as the railway com-
panies have still been unable to clear up their outstanding orders.

United States

The severe weather which has been prevalent in most of the

Northern States during the past week or two has practically put an

end to building operations and local demand for lumber has de-

clined materially. Until the cold weather set in the demand had been

better than usual for so late in the winter. This condition applies

very strongly to Chicago, where the indications are that the spring

demand will open early, with a free movement of stocks. The re-

ceipts of lumber at Chicago, for the week ending December 30, were

44,827,000 feet, against 23,707,000 feet during the corresponding week
of 1910. The total receipts for the vear amounted to 2,134,567.000

feet, a decrease of 384,790,000 feet from the receipts of 1910. The
shipments at Chicago, for the week ending December 30, were 17.-

415,000 feet, against 11,892,000 feet for the corresponding week of

1910. The total shipments for the vear were 803,923,000 feet, a de-

crease of 159,853,000 feet from the shipments of 1910.

Chicago:—The trade in northern pine shows no important act-

ivity, but there is a generally expectant feeling that activity will soon

commence. The severe weather and the approaching convention

season will probably check business for the time being. Good prices
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"Cleveland-Sarnia" Service
and Quality

appeal to dealers who recognize the importance of the frequent turn-

ing of their capital and the advantages derived from satisfied customers.

We saw all winter and have large stocks of NORWAY and WHITE
PINE for immediate shipment.

ALSO

HEAVY CONSTRUCTION TIMBER,
SHIPBUILDING TIMBER,
RAILROAD TIMBER.

The above timber can be cut to order up to 60 feet in length from
Pine or B. C. Fir.

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited

A. F. Holden, Pres.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres.

SARNIA, ONTARIO
J. M. Diver, Gen'l. Mgr.
E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.
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are being secured, however, and wholesalers believe that they will

advance as soon as trade becomes active. There is a moderate
movement of hardwoods, although no considerable revival has oc-

curred since the holidays. Chicago factories have a fair amount of

work on hand and are more inclined to purchase for their future

needs. A few of the consumers, such as agricultural implement and
car building companies are watching the market closely] with a view
to picking up their requirements for the year. The shortage in plain

oak is making itself continually more noticeable. There is only a

moderate demand for quartered white oak, but quartered red has

been somewhat more active. Birch and maple are moving fairly

well. The upper grades of basswood are quiet and there is a good
demand for the common lines The outlook for the hemlock trade

is considered to be brighter than it was a year ago. A good business

is expected in the spring. A few retail dealers are placing orders

for early delivery. It is expected that the in-put this winter will not

be as great as last winter and that manufacturers will therefore be

in a better position to ask for higher prices. The yard trade in

southern pine is quiet but an active trade is looked for in the spring.

It is expected that the demand will be larger all along the* line. Stocks

at the mills are reported to be much lighter and assortments broken,

on account of the curtailment of manufacturing and the demand foi

railroad material and timbers. The most important feature of the

market is the strong demand for car material. The demand fo.il

shingles has almost disappeared and prices are unchanged. Lath are

strong. The cooperage market is generally in an easy condition,

with little change expected.

Buffalo:—The trade in white pine is well maintained. Just be-

fore the conclusion of 1911, heavy shipments were made from white

pine yards, on orders which were to be filled for 1911 business. It is

expected that this condition will continue into the near future. The
hardwood trade is rather quiet, on account of the stock-taking season,

but is expected to revive shortly. A fair volume of southern stock

is being received and prices of most goods are holding firm. Some
are even a little stronger, particularly quartered oak. The demand
for hemlock has been less than usual but an improvement is soon

expected. Stocks are not large and prices are firm No advance,

however, is expected, as such an event would turn the trade into

other channels. On the other hand it seems equally certain that no

weakening of prices is to be expected. Building operations are fairly

active for this time of year. The holiday season has had rather a

prolonged effect upon the southern pine trade but the outlook for

better business is fairly bright. Mill shipments are coming forward

more readily. Prices are firm and are expected to continue so dur-

ing the winter months. Red cedar shingles are quiet, there being-

little demand and retailers having fairly extensive stocks. Prices are

low and not very firm. There is a little better enquiry for stars than

for clears.

North Tonawanda :—The trade in white pine is of a rather spas-

modic nature, on account of the effect of the recent holidays. Stock-

taking has shown some of the dealers that they have better stocks

in certain lines than was expected. It is believed, however, that

considerable quantities of lumber will be brought into Canada during

the winter, as an active demand is expected. Manufacturers have

been in the market during the last few weeks looking into the pros-

pects for the sale of next season's cut.

Saginaw and Bay City :—A good demand has prevailed of late

for low grade box lumber, trade having improved considerably dur-

ing the last month. The better grades of white pine are moving
moderately and factories are operating steadily. Buyers are ex-

pected to be on the search for stocks in the near future. Much of

their next season's material will be secured in Northern Michigan

but the bulk of it will come from Canada. Dealers are looking for

an active trade in the spring- Large quantities of lumber, especially

of the low grades are coming in by rail from interior mills.

Changes in Flooring

Tt is an open question whether the great change in sentiment

that has taken place in regard to flooring, really means a general

permanency of the present popular hardwood floor, or whether it

will soon lead to the same wide diversity in the use of hardwoods
for flooring as is to-day used in furniture and cabinet and general

mill work. To understand more fully the meaning of the great

change in flooring, we must take into consideration that it is really

a change from carpets to rugs, or rugs and bare floors. Flooring-

material was not given much serious consideration so long as. most

floors were covered entirely with carpets, but with the passing of the

old carpets and the bringing into view the material of the floor in

modern home life, there has been born a desire for that which is pleas-

ing in appearance as well as substantial and durable in flooring ma-

terial.

Of the progress of maple and oak replacing pine floors, the

trade is pretty well informed, but now the question is, does this end

the change? Will it be simply a matter of further enlargement of

the use of these well-known hardwoods, or will we soon be using

every kind of hardwood in floor-making? Some beautiful effects

can be had in woods very little known in the flooring business proper,

and there is a chance that we may soon have the wide variety of

flooring that we have in furniture and finish. Already beech has

made itself known, and birch is beginning to attract considerable at-

tention, while gum, as is well known, lias made its way into almost
everything, including flooring. Many floors, of course, have a com-
bination of woods—that is, of cherry, walnut, mahogany, various

woods of specific color being used for stripe and border effects along

with the inner field work of oak, maple and beech. Of course, this

practice will extend further, but the most important thing is the pos-

sible extension of every and any hardwood that will present a pleas-

ing appearance and give a reasonable amount of durable service. In

short, there may be in almost any community where hardwoods grow,

material that would enable local mill men to put up and market floor-

ing that will furnish all the points of beauty and durability desired.

There is room for a great deal in the hardwood flooring business

aside from the two well-known lines of maple and oak, for, because

of the sanitary advantages, as well as appearance, the hardwood floor-

ing idea is likely to stay with us through this generation at least.

Quebec Expects Good Trade in 1912

Conditions Point to Unusually Good Demand for Lum-
ber, Pulp and Paper- Presidential Election a Factor

-Montreal.' Jan. 10.—With winter conditions prevailing, there is

little to report in the way of business. Trade has been very quiet,

although some retailers state that they have done fairly well, taking

into consideration the season. Building operations recently have

been confined to narrow limits, and whatever retail orders have come
to hand they have been of a hand-to-mouth character. Many whole-

salers and retailers have been stock-taking, and of course have not

been anxious, under these circumstances, to add to their stocks.

Another factor which has operated against business has been the

closing down for a week of practically all the mills, owing to the

holidays.

A general feeling of optimism prevails as to the present year.

Reports indicate that the building trade is likely to be very active,

and some lumbermen look forward to even a better year than 1911,

which was a period of unusual prosperity. In this connection it may
be stated that the manufacturers of doors, sashes. &c, are very

busy on good orders.

There has not been any great change in the pulp and paper

situation. In neither commodity are there any surplus stocks in

Canada. The new mills have all the business they can handle for

some time to come, and while the spot demand for ground wood
for export to the United States is small, the contracts are taking

all the production of Canadian mills- It is reported that the water

power in Scandanavia is 20 to 30 per cent, less than normal in

some parts, and although in one section the streams are full, they

are sinking, and it is expected that the cold weather will reduce

the river levels during the winter. The loss in water power has

caused almost a famine in ground wood in Europe. A press despatch

from Germany states that by February 1st the German mills will

be unable to supply the press in sufficient quantities for that coun-

trv, and the deficiency will have to be imported. The price of

ground wood is 20 per cent, higher in Europe than it was last

summer.

Chemical wood pulps have advanced materially in Europe, and

to a greater extent in the United States and Canada. There will

probably be a considerable shortage in sulphite this winter.

The indications point to a very busy year in pulp and paper

during 1912. No one unacquainted' with the facts can realize the

large increase in consumption of news paper which results from a

presidential election in the United States.

Some activitv among the newspapers of the United States over

the pulp and paper tariff is now in evidence. On this subject a

well-known authority states: "They have attempted to force Presi-

dent Taft to order the removal of the duties from pulp and paper

going into the United States from Norway, Sweden. Germany and

Austria-Hungary, under section 2 of the tariff. This section wa<

made effective principally to prevent Canada from further restrict-

ing the export of her pulp wood to the United States. Nearly one

million cords per year are feeding the pulp and paper mills of that

country, without which they could not exist. This latter feature

of the tariff matter is entirely evaded in the discussion at Washing-

ton and in the press of the United States; but it is looked upon in

Canada as the crux of the situation. Canada is by right entitled

to completely free entry of pulp and paper instead of only a par-

tial freedom as under section 2."

t
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UPKEEP COST
A Vital Point to be Considered

when Purchasing a

STEAM LOG LOADER

Only $2.50 a Year Spent for Repairs on
the Above "American" Log Loader
in Constant Use for Four Years

During that time it loaded 40,000 feet of logs daily, besides

doing much outside work such as. Driving Piles, Picking

up Wrecks, — Moving Portable ( amp Houses, and much
Miscellaneous Hoisting Work.

(Our next ad will interest you)

AMERICAN HOIST & DERRICK COMPANY
ST. PAUt, MINN.

ROBB ENGINEERING
COMPANY LIMITED

AMHERST, N. S. CANADA

has recently taken the general

agency for Canada of the GAS
ENGINES AND SUCTION GAS
PRODUCERS made by

DAVEY, PAXMAN & CO. LTD.

Colchester, England

The Paxman Gas Engine is made

in a full line of sizes from 2^
to 300 horse power.

Full information at any of the

ROBB DISTRICT OFFICES

Canadian Expreu Building, Montreal - - - R. W. Robb, Manager
Trader. Bank Building. Toronto - Wm. McKay, Manager
Union Bank Building, Winnipeg - - W. F. Porter, Manager
Grain Exchange Building, Calgary ... J. F. Porter Manager

39- 1 a

Jenckes Boilers
Y\ 7"E aim to keep on hand a well assorted

stock of Horizontal Tubular, Vertical

and Locomotive Type Boilers. Your en-

quiry will probably find us in a position to

ship the required boiler at once ; if not it

can quickly be built. Write us anyway.

The Jenckes Machine Co.
Limited

Sherbrooke - Montreal - St. Catharines - Cobalt - South Porcupine - Vancouver - Rossland

Works : Sherbrooke, Que., St. Catharines, Ont.
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EDGINGSONEIDA STEEL PULLEYS
Lead the world in

Technically and Practically Correct

Made by the largest manufacturers of Steel Pulleys in the world

SendJor descriptive Catalog., its to your interest

Oneida Steel Pulley Co.
Oneida. N. Y.. U. S. A.

CEDAR
SHINGLES
Campbell - MacLaurin Lumber Co.

Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL

Ontario
The planing mill belonging to Geo. Brown & Company, at St. Mary's,

Ont, was recently destroyed by fire, at a loss of $10,000.
The name of the "Tait Carrs Lumber Company, Limited," Orillia Ont

has been changed to the "S. E. Carrs Lumber Company, Limited."
Fire at Trenton, Ont., recently destroyed Sweetman's saw mill and a

number of other buildings. The mill was insured for about $4,000.
The Turner Lumber Company, Midland, Ont., have sold their holding

in the township of Paxton, Algonquin Park, to the Standard Fuel Iron &
Lumber Company, of Toronto.

The Siemon Company, Ltd., Toronto and Lakefield, Ont., are not op-
erating at Lakefield this season. They report however, that they hope to
erect a manufacturing plant there during the present year.

H. M. Lickley, Limited, Gravenhurst, Ont., has been incorporated with a
capital of $100,000 to acquire and develop timber limits, operate sawmills and
carry on business as timber merchants, etc. The provisional directors are
T. H. Wilson, Wm. H. Smith, and R. Verity, all of Toronto.

The Little Current Lumber Company, Little Current, Ont., will oper-
ate its mill in the day time only during the sawing season of 1912. For-
merly they have been operating both day and night shifts. This will mean
that their cut will be reduced by one half, bringing it in all probability to
about 13,000,000 feet.

Ingleby, Fitness & Taylor, 44 Burford street, Brantford, Ont., have com-
menced the erection of a planing mill to cost $3,000. The building is to be
two storeys high and 50 x 70 feet. The machinery to be installed will in-
clude planers, jointers, shaper, sticker, lathe, band saw, rip saw, mortiser,
tenoner. one 25 h.p. gas engine and one 17 h.p. gas engine.

The Beaver Company, Limited, has been incorporated by Dominion
charter, with head office at Ottawa, to manufacture and deal in pulp wood,
wood-pulp, timber, etc., and also in roofing and sheeting papers, beaver board
etc. The incorporators include H. Riley, W. B. Stirrup, J. F. MacGregor, J. e!
Riley and T. W. Lawson, all of Toronto. The capital stock of the company
is $500,000.

The Ontario Pulp & Paper Company, Limited, has been incorporated
by the Province of Ontario, with capital stock of $5,000,000, with head office
at the City of Toronto, to carry on the business of pulp and paper manu-
facturers, etc. The provisional directors include J. W. Bain, F. R. Mac-
Kelcan, M. Lockhart Gordon, T. W. Lawson, J. E. Riley, H. Riley and J.
Fraser MacGregor.

A Fort Frances, Ont., report states that the Edward Hines Lumber Co.,
of Chicago, has bought the large new saw mill of the Shevlin-Clarke Com-
pany at Fort Frances, and four large timber berths on Hunters' Island.
It is also reported that the Shevlin-Clarke Company will build another mill
even larger than the present one, a little further up the river. The pro-
posed new mill is to have a capacity of 500,000 feet per day.

Eastern Canada
It is reported that J. H. Parent & Frere will build a sash and door fac-

tory at D'Israeli, Que.

The plant of the St. Croix Paper Company, Limited, Halifax, N.S., was
recently destroyed by fire.

The Montreal Box Lumber Company has been formed, Mr. Joseph Saur-
iol being registered as proprietor.

The Bathurst Lumber Company, of Bathurst, N. B., has increased its
capital stock from $100,000 to $1,000,000.

It is announced that the Wayagamack Pulp & Paper Company's cut for
this winter will be 1,500,000 logs, producing 40,000,000 to 60,000,000 board feet.

The E. B. Eddy Company, Hull, P. Q., are considering the erection of a
large addition to their plant. It is stated that the work will be carried out
this year.

The Falmouth Farmers, Limited, Falmouth Station, N. S., are consider-
ing the erection of a barrel factory and warehouse, during the coming sum-
mer. James Smith, C. N. Wilson and others, of Falmouth, are interested.

The Partington Pulp & Paper Company, St. John, N. B., are considering
the erection of a paper mill at Union Point. The secretary-treasurer, Mr.
H. W. Schofield, has just returned from England, where the project was under
discussion.

The Saguenay Mills, Limited, have been incorporated by the Province
of Quebec to own and operate saw mills, timber limits, etc., and deal in
lumber and its products. The capital stock of the company is $20,000 and
the head office is at Montreal. The incorporators include J. S. Morgan and
W. G. M. Morgan of Sorel, E. A. D. Morgan, E. Mauralt and P. Guevremont,
of Montreal.

The town council of Aylmer, Que., have decided to prohibit the piling
of lumber within the town limits. A by-law has been passed giving the
R. & T. Ritchie, Ltd., one more year to pile green lumber inside the town,
and until May 1st, 1915, to remove all the lumber from the town with the
exception of 500,000 feet, which they will be allowed to pile inside the town
for retail purposes.

Western Canada
Fire recently destroyed the Independent Lumber Company's yards at

Regina, Sask.

J. J. Grady, Creston, B.C., is reported to have sold his lumber busi-
ness to A. N. Winelaw.

The South Vancouver Lumber Company, Limited, has been incorpor-
ated with capital of $50,000 to carry on business as timber merchants, saw
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mill owners and lumbermen in all its branches. The head office is at 103

Crown Building, 615 Pender street west, Vancouver, B.C.

It is reported that the Belle River Lumber Company, of Lake Nominique,
Que., will make extensive additions to their sawmill this winter.

The Spanish Fuel & Construction Company, Limited, with headquar-
ters at Winnipeg, has secured a Manitoba charter to carry on a wholesale
and retail lumber and fuel business.

The sheds and lumber of the Coast Lumber Company at Regina, Sask.,

were recently destroyed by fire. The loss amounted to $5,000, which is

fully covered by insurance. The sheds will be rebuilt.

The Bulman Lumber Company, Cowichan, B. C, will shortly rebuild their

sawmill on Salt Spring Island, which was recently destroyed by fire. A larger

mill will also be built at Cushion Cove and the Victoria plant will be rebuilt.

The South Vancouver Lumber Company, Limited, Crown Building, 615

Pender street west, Vancouver, has been incorporated with a capital of

$50,000 to carry on business as timber merchants, lumbermen, mill pro-

prietors, etc.

The Timber Realization Company, an extra-provincial company, has
been registered in the Province of British Columbia with head office at the

Metropolitan building, Vancouver. R. S. Babcock is attorney for the com-
pany. The capital stock is $100,000.

The Pacific Door & Manufacturing Company, formerly an extra-pro-

vincial company, has been registered under the companies' act of British

Columbia with provincial headquarters at 744 Hastings street west, Van-
couver. J. S. Mac Kay is attorney for the company.

The Dominion Saw Mills and Lumber Company, Limited, the large

English corporation, which within the last year or so have acquired ex-

tensive lumber milling interests in British Columbia, has decided to locate

its chief office for the manufacturing end of the business in Calgary, Alta.

Lloyd's Investment Company, Limited. Winnipeg, Man., has been in-

corporated with a capital of $40,000 to manufacture and deal in builders'

supplies and to carry on a lumbering and mining business, &c. The incor-

porators are F. G. Light, N. A. McMillan and P. Shearer, all of Winnipeg.

The O. K. Lumber Company, Limited, has been incorporated by the

Province of British Columbia, the object of the company being to take over

the undertaking known as the (). K. Lumber Company, and to carry on
business as timber and lumber merchants, saw mill and shingle mill pro-

prietors, etc. ;
>

McDiarmid & Clark, Limited, Brandon. Man., have been incorporated

with a capital of $150,000 to carry oh business as lumber and timber mer-
chants, saw mill owners and dealers in wood and timber of all kinds. The
incorporators are A. R. McDiarmid, J. Clark, Dr. J. McDiarmid and A. G.

Buckingham, all of Brandon.

The sash and door factory of the Terminal Construction & Manufac-
turing Company, Limited, Kitsilano, B. C, was recently destroped by fire.

The loss is placed at $25,000 which is fully covered by insurance. The
plant included forty machines which were all destroyed, together with about

$8,000 worth of manufactured stock.

The Western Farmers' Lumber Company, Limited, Winnipeg, Man., has

been incorporated with a capital of $250,000 to carry on business as manu-
facturers of pulp, paper and wood products and to carry on a general lum-

ber business in all its branches. The incorporators are D. K. Mills, J.

Spencer and R. A. Bonnar, all of Winnipeg. .

The lumber yards of the Rat Portage Lumber Company at Moose Jaw,

Sask., had a narrow escape from destruction by fire recently, when the

Robin Hood mills of the Saskatchewan Flour Mills Company, adjoining the

yards, were destroyed. Only the combined efforts of a large force of men
prevented the flames from spreading to the lumber piles.

The Alberta Pyrofugont Flooring Company, Bassana, Alta., have applied

for a site for the erection of a planing mill for the manufacture of flooring.

The intention is to have the plant in running order in about six weeks.

Those interested are H. C. Strange, Bank of Commerce, Bassano, and Dr.

J. J. Walters, Canadian Pyrofugont Company, Berlin, Ont.

The Empire Lumber Company, a subsidiary concern of the American
Finance & Securities Company, of New York, whose limits are in the Cow-
ichan Lake district, of Vancouver Island, will build loggoing railways to

their limits. Shipments to the mill on tidewater will be made over a branch

to be built by the C. P. R. This mill, however, will not be built for a year

and will then be installeed on the unit plan.

A. G. McLaren is asking the town of Lethbridge, Alta., for a grant

of 50 acres of the river bottom for the construction of booms and other

necessary fixtures for logging purposes. In return he expresses his willing-

ness to construct a mill with a capacity of 40,000,000 feet per year, to cut

the 735,000,000 feet of spruce which he controls in the Southern Alberta

foothills. The Board of Trade is looking into the proposition.

The Bowsman Farmers Company, Limited, has been incorporated in

the Province of Manitoba to carry on a general business of dealing in mer-

chandise on the co-operative plan. The privileges of the company include

the carrying on of the business of lumber merchants and saw mill pro-

prietors and the acquiring of timber lands and limits and timber and wood
of all kinds. The chief place of business of the company is at Bowsman,
Man., and the capital stock is $20,000.

The British Columbia Lumber Company, formerly the Pacific Coast

Lumber Company, is erecting a $500,000 mill on the upper end of Lulu

Island, B.C. The present headquarters of the company are at Coal Harbor,

Vancouver. The new mill will be about as large as that of the Canadian

Western Lumber Company at Fraser Mills. The new company has placed

an order for three large barges 120 feet long with 40-foot beam. They will

have a capacity of about 750,000 feet of lumber each.

Six per cent, mortgage bonds, to the extent of $1,000,000, of the Upper

Fraser River Lumber Company have been offered to the public. It is stated

that the company possesses over 281 square miles, or 180,000 acres, of tim-

ber lands on the Upper Fraser River. Many prominent lumbermen are on

the board of directors. The Hon. W. C. Edwards, of Ottawa, is president,

and Mr. Alex. MacLaurin, of Montreal, vice-president. Mr. C. J. Booth, of

the J. R. Booth Company, Ottawa; Hon. D. C. Cameron, Lieut.-Governor of

Manitoba; Messrs. W. H. McWilliams, of Winnipeg; H. M. Price, Quebec;

W. Molson MacPherson, of Quebec; William Wainwright, vice-president of

the Grand Trunk Pacific; G. W. Farrell, broker, of Montreal; and J. M.

Mackie, of Montreal, are the other directors.

The Barnhart Log Loader
has been in successful operation in all parts of the country
for twenty years and never caused a complaint. We are
now manufacturing a new Barnhart Loader known as
Model "12," which is specially designed for use in very
heavy timber. This loader is built on the same lines as the
old Barnhart Loader now known as Model "10" and which
we still continue to manufacture. We are operating lum-
bermen, producing 200,000,000 feet of lumber per annum
and we use the Barnhart Loader exclusively'. Could we
afford to do so if it were not the best? Write us for

prices.

Goodyear Lumber Company,
BUFFALO,

N. Y. i

We have a splendid stock of

WHITE PINE

RED PINE

SPRUCE
Enquiries solicited from the

wholesale trade.

Thos. Mackarell & Co.
Ottawa

49 Metcalfe Street

Montreal

Canadian Express Bldg.
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Time and Labor Saving Tools

Long Service and Safety

The Shimer Limited, with Expansion, Fig.
628. Groove Head with 8 Bit* and self-
centering and spindle clamping features.
Price $36.23 each, complete.

The designing and making of Cutter Heads to
accomplish certain desired results, is a technical matter
and the business of experts in this line. Our experience
has given to the machine woodworking world an easy
system of making Flooring, Ceiling, Siding, Wainscot-
ing, Ship Lap, etc., through the medium of the Shimer
Cutter Heads.

These tools have also a distinct value to every mak-
er of Door and Sash mouldings. There is no ''fitting
and trying."—no filing to shape at each sharpening of
the cutters. We put the shape of your pattern perman-
ently into the cutters we make and they are easily

sharpened with a file or
grinder and set with the
gauge we furnish.

Special features enter into the construction of the
Shimer Cutter Head whereby every class of hard and
knotty lumber is neatly finished. These feat ures also
enable the operator to quickly adjust the cut made by
the Bits as they become dulled by constant use, or for
the different conditions in which the lumber is found as
it is supplied to the planer from day to day.

The Shimer Cutter Heads remain in fine working
condition for many years and are practically indestruct-
ible. They are tooled out of our own special brand of
Solid Steel Forgings, are well proportioned and perfect-
ly balanced. The cutting bits are made from an es-
pecially high grade of steel

and they work well in any
lumber, hard or soft with our usual filing temper.

It will pay you to investigate the merits of these
tools. We assure you there is no better, no surer way,
of adding to your mill's reputation, increasing your
profits and building up a good business than by equip-
ping your machines with the Shimer Cutter Heads.

We make it easy to do this, as we will make Heads
to suit your work and send them to you on trial for 30
days.

Send order to-day for any of our tools that you can
use, giving careful measurements of your machine, and
we will run the risk of the Heads working to your satis-
faction.

The Shimer Limited in solid section. Fig. 625.
Groove Head with 8 Bits and the self-
centering and spindle clamping features.
Price $33.50 each, complete.

Fig. 203 Popular Expansion Groove Head
with 4 bit seats, complete, net $20.48
Made also with 6 and 8 Bits to each
Head.

Don't Burn Your Moulding

Blackened edges so often found in

hardwood Mouldings indicate the
use of inferior tools, which friction
and burn because of their failure to
have proper clearance. The Shimer
Reversible and Non-Reversible Cut-

ters are made of the finest tool steel by experienced work-
men. In design and construction they are superior to
anything on the market. They cut well and retain their
shape until worn out. Send us drawings or wood sam-
ples for^ estimates on special cutters. Many useful de-
signs, with prices, are given in our catalogue.

Panel Raiser Heads
For $18.20 you can buy a Panel Raiser

Head which will work nicely on any panel
raising machine with vertical spindles. It car-

ries a heavy shearing cut and works smoothly
across end of panel as well the grain.

Wood Forming Cutters

We manufacture Special Cutters of any
shape and size desired after the patterns of

our Reversible and One-Way Cutters. Let us
have your specifications. For odd work not
found in our catalogue send a v. ood .-ample
or drawing.

The Best Steel the World Produces
is represented in our B. D. Brand of
liits for the Shimer Cutter Heads.
They hold an edge from one to five
days at a single sharpening, accord-
ing to the class of lumber they are
used upon.
This special self-hardening steel un-

der our treatment is very dense in
grain—strong and tenacious—well
calculated to withstand the knots as
well as the fibrous cross-grain which
is characteristic of the lumber of
some localities.

Frequent stoppages of the machine
to sharpen up results in the loss of
a considerable amount of time and
the object of these special bits is to

Fig. 23, a Popular Solid Groove Head with 4 bit
seats, complete $17.87. Also made with 6
or 8 Bits to each Head.

lengthen out the time between stops,
securing longer service from machine
and tools with each day's operation.
These Cutters are made only to or-

der to fit any and every variety of
the Shimer Cutter Heads, and must
be ground to sharpen. They cannot
be filed. For this purpose we manu-
facture two styles of Grinding Ma-
chines on which every position can
be secured with reference to the
hook and slant to suit the gauge
lines, without taking the Cutters off
the Head.
Thin Ceiling Bits cost only $2.60

each; Bits for Flooring from 13-16 to

IJ/2 inches cost $3.25 each, and two-
inch plank Bits $3.90 each. In addi-
tion to the longer time between each
sharpening, there is economy in us-
ing this steel, as it grinds slowly and
does not waste as does other brands.

Thin Steel Knives
made from this brand for planing and
surfacing lumber, are recommended
by users as the best that can be pro-
duced. Write us about your require-
ments.

Branch of
Milton, Pa. SAMUEL, J. SHIMER & SONS Gait, Ont. Can.

Jointer Head, Fig. 55, with 4 Bits in line of
work. Also made with 6 and 8 Bits to each
Head. With four Bits $16.64.
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This old invoice dated Thirty Years Ago was for a belt

which is STILL delivering maximum power: a proof of

our claim that we do make the best leather belts. Best

in those days and even " better " now with the concentra-

tion of thiry five years back of every belt we turn out.

594.596 &598 ST JOSEPH STREET NOTE THE DATE

SUCCESSORS TO BARRY. SM ITH &. C9

7erut.s

Comeya/ue

LEATHER BELTING

V
/0/'/^ee '-

1
If TnchBeltuu, ^fa^ fjv y

30 years at 300 working days each
equals 9,000 working days. There-
fore, to date this belt has cost only

a little over 5 1-2 cents per day.

Be sure that you get

"AMPHIBIA
(WATERPROOF)

Remember the name and put this Belting on all machines handling wet
or green lumber. Moisture has absolutely no effect on "AMPHIBIA."

For over 35 years the makers
of the best leather belts

WATERPROOF

MONTREAL
511 William St.

VANCOUVER
217 Columbia Ave.

TORONTO
27 Melinda St.

ST. JOHN, N. B.

89 Prince William St.

WINNIPEG
244 Princess St. WATERPROOF
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SILVERS NEW JOINTERS
Band Saws, Saw Tables, Swing Saws
Thousands of Silver's Machines are earning big money in all parts of the

world. Austra lia, New Zealand, South Afric a and India are heavy buyers.

Silver's machines are designed for convenience and ease of operation
and for rapid efficient service. Their moderate price recommends them
to all wood workers.

Strong, durable, high pressure machines that will save you time and
labor. Mad- in sizes to suit any need or any purse.

Ask for 1911 Machinery Catalog and special Canadian prices.

THE SILVER MFG. CO.,
357 BROADWAY SALEM, OHIO
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For Every Requirement

We are specialists in the manufacture of wire rope. We can

ship from stock any length or size of the wire ropes usually supplied

and can manufacture specially a rope exactly suitable for your

requirements. Perhaps you are having wire rope troubles— if so

—

drop us a line advising us your requirements and we will be pleased

to make suggestions as to the class and style of rope you should

use. We have had years of experience—and should know.

The Dominion WIRE ROPE Co., Limited
MONTREAL

General Supply Company of Canada—Manitoba Agents

Jeffrey Conveyors
for Pulp and Paper Mills, Saw Mills and Woodworking Industries

Illustration shows a partial view of Jeffrey Wire Cable Con-
veyer, 1830 ft. Centres, at the Anglo-Newfoundland Develop-
ment Co. Wood is delivered to storage by cable on the
upper run and reclaimed by the return Cable which travels
through a tunnel underneath the pile as shown.

Write for Catalog 47-E illnstratitig and describing
many of our installations

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.

Branch Office :

WINNIPEG

Columbus, Ohio

Canadian Works and Main Office :

MONTREAL, CAN.

Patented IXL Bit Pat. No. 3£42S

This Bit Will Not Slip Sideways

See the Key-

Manufactured Only By

The A. J. BURTON SAW CO. Ltd.

Vancouver B. C.

Our Inserted Saws are Fitted with our

Patent I.X.L. Bits and Shanks, warran-

ted not to slip sideways, and to cut free

and easy, and have no equal in hard-

wood or any other timber.

Saws
Band, Gang,

Solid and Inserted

Tooth Circulars,

Bits and Shanks

Carried in Stock at our Ottawa Branch.

Special Attention given to all Saw Re-

pair Work.

The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY

VANCOUVER, B. C.

BOX 848

Phone 1748

EASTERN OFFICE, SALES-ROOMS AND
REPAIR WORKS

374 Sparks St., OTTAWA, ONT.
Phone 7458
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MEASURE YOUR LUMBER WITH THE BEST RULE
Our Guarantee:

If our rules do not

prove to be the

most serviceable,

most DURABLE
and best, we'll take

them back whether

you've used them or

not.
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DIMENSIONS, ETC.
LENGTH : 3 feet, includ-
ing handle.

WIDTH : Made in two
widths, I" and 1".

SCALE: 12', 14' and 16' on
one side

; 8', 10' and 18
on the other.

REDUCED PRICE : In 4
doz. lots, $6. Orders filled

by express same day re-
ceived.

American Rule

Mfg. Company
NASHVILLE, TENN.

WOOD DISTILLATION
and Recovery of all By-Products

We are experts in the Installation of the most up-to-date

Plants for carbonization of Woods (Shavings, Turnings,

Sawdust and Lumpwood.) Also distilling plants for recovery

of all By-Products:— Pure Charcoals, Wood Naphthas, Wood
Tar, Brown and Grey Acetate of Lime, Acetic Acid, Acetone,

etc., etc. Full particulars from

The Pure Carbon Chemical Company
Limited

BIDEFORD ENGLAND

LVBRIKO GREASE
is acknowledged by those who have tried it as

The Best and Most Economical Lubricant

for high speed and hard working bearings

Write Us for Samples

Manufactured only by

COMMERCIAL OIL CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON, ONT.

METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
Manufacturers High Grade Cylinder, Engine and

Machine Oils and Mill Supplies, Etc.

Mr. Saw-Mill or General Manufacturer:—
Are you willing to let us help you reduce tlie cost of lubricating your plant'

If you are, we can do it, and believe this is a good time to call your attention toone of our Specialties Lubricating Grease by our system has put many an extra
dollar in the pockets of others, it will do so for you if you give us a chance, andyou will be the gainer by the scheme.

Our Famous Lubricating Grease is a product that by common consent is
admitted to save 50 per cent, in cost of Lubrication; fully 75 per cent, in cost
of application. Continuous Lubrication, Economy, and Safety from Overheated
Journals are the results of its use.

A post-card will bring Metropolitan Oil Company's samples and prices, or
better still our representative, who will give you his advice, and expert services.

METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
- TORONTO, ONT.34 Atlantic Avenue

Are You Interested

in British Colum-

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

There is un-

doubtedly a big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg

Boss Line Lumbering Tools
Manufactured by

The McFarlane-Neill Mfg. Co., Ltd., St. Mary's, N. B.

Forged Steel Socket Peaveys and Cant Hooks are acknowledged by leading lumber-
men to be the lightest and strongest on the market.
Try our Steel Loading- Blocks, Twitching Grips, Saw Wedges, Skidding Logs, Timber
Carriers, Split Rock Maple Peavey and Cant Hook Handles, etc.

Catalogues furnished and prices quoted

on application
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IMITATION
1 is the sinceresl

/

Plain Facts No. 2
The Number 77—capacity, speed of feed, and many de-

tails—has been imitated by all competitors. This would
sound like boasting if it were not the truth. If the average

mill-man were not acquainted with the facts, we would be

cautious in making the assertion.

It is true and we are proud of it.

We are proud of another thing, too—the trade knows the

difference between the genuine and the imitation. There
was a time when some manufacturers thought they could

make the mill-man believe that a new number made a new
machine

—

we have never resorted to such a trick.

The No. 77, of course, is a better machine to-day than

it was three years ago when it first came out, but that is no
reason why we should put a new number on it; or give it a

new name—no more reason than for you, because you are

older to-day and advanced beyond what you were yester-

day, should change your name from Smith to Jones or vice

versa.

Mr. Mill-man, you are wise to the No. 77; you know
what it is; you know the difference; let the other fellow

"string" you if he will—you can smile when you think of

the No. 77

—

smile complacently.

If it should happen that you have been too busy all your
life to give much attention to our ads, or to our literature

on the No. 77, we shall gladly furnish you information, if

you will send us your name to be put on our mailing list.

Write us direct, or our nearest selling office.

AmericanWoodworkingMachinery Co

FIRST IN
QUALITY

SALES OFFICE S
NEW YORK - 90 West St.

CHICAGO - 917 Fisher Bld
NEW ORLEANS-Canalla.BankBid.

EXECUTIVE
AND GENERAL SALES OFFICE

Rochester, N.Y.

SALE S OFFICES
SP0KANE-3I4- W.Pacific Ave

P0RTLAND.0RE-53-55 FirstSt
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL- 4-6 FremontSt
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Car Lots

White Pine:

1 inch No 1 cuts and better $60 00 05 00
1J4 inch No. 1 cuts and better (A 00 OS Oil
Z-M. No. 1 cuts and belter.. OTOO 72(10
l'A'n No. 2 C & B 50 00 52 00
2-in. No. 2 cuts and better .. 56 00 60 00
> • "'xt

°- X
'
2 and 3 ClIts •• 48 °0 50 00

- in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 50 00 52 00
1-in. Good Shorts 411 (HI 45 001x4 and 5 com. and dressing 2.'! (10 25 001x6 common and dressing.. 20 00 28 00
1 x 8 common and dressing ..27 00 211 (10
1 x 10 common and dressing ..30 00 32 00
1 x 12 common and dressing. . 40 00 42 001x10 and 12 mill cull stocks . . 20 00 21 00Tin. mill cull sidings 17 oo
2 x 10 common

27

00 28 00
7 o u

x common 30 00 32 (101x8 box and common 21 00 22 00
1 x 10 inch box and common. 23 00 24 00
1 x 12 box and common 27 00 20 00
Tin. mill run sidings 24 00 26 00
1- in. mill run shorts jfl 00
Tin. dead cull sidings 12 50 14 UO
l'A-m. flooring 28 (10
Tin. mill run Norway 22 00
2-in. mill run Norway 25 00
Norway, c and cf 1-in 33 00 34 00
Noiway, c and cf l^-in 35 00 36 00Norway, c and cf 2-in 33 00 35 00
Spruce mill run 20 00 21 00
Spruce mill culls 14 00 15 00
Clear in. B.C. cedar, kiln dried 55 50 65 50
2 x 4 to 10 inch 18 ft 20 00
Douglas Fir
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet •

8, 10x10, 10x12, 1x14, 12x12
12x014, 14x14, 14x16 34 oo

8x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x12, 10x16,
12x16, 16x16, 14.xls, 16x18
18x18, and 20x20 -{4 50

6x14, 8x14, 12x18, 18x20 .... 35 0(1
6x16, SxlO, 10x18, 12r20, 14x20

10 x 20
;!u 00

6 x 18, 8 x 18 3« 50
? * 20, 8 x 20 37 5.1
Lengths over 32 ft. take the following ad-

vances: 33 to 35 ft., 50c; 30 to 40 ft SI
41 to 45 ft., $3; 46 to 50 ft., $5.

Fir flooring, eoge grain 44 50
No. 1 and 2 clear 1-in. Fir rough 1't ]()
No. 1 and 2 clear l'A, iy2 and

2-in. Fir rough 47 10iy2 -\n. No. 1 4 ft. pine lath.. 4 5o
l'A}n. No. 2 4-ft. lath 4 00
l'/2 -in. 32-in. pine 1 60
l'/2 -\r\. No. 1 4-ft. hemlock lath 3 25
1 J/2 -in. mill run hemlock lath 3 00X pine or cedar shingles .... 1 05
XXpine or cedar shingles . . 2 25XXX pine or cedar shingles . . 3 30XX B. C. cedar shingles .... 2 40XXX 6 butts to 2-in 3 30XXXX 6 to 23-16-in 3 50
XXXXX 3 75
Hemlock No. 1

:

1x4 & 5-in. x 9 to 16 ft. ... 14 50
1 x 6-in. x 9 to 16-ft 17 50
1 x 8-in. x 9 to 16-ft 17 50
1 x 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16-ft. 19 50
1x7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16-ft. 17 50
Tin. No. 2, 6-ft. to 16-ft. 2x4

to 12-in., 6-ft. to 16-ft 9 50
2x4 to 12-in., 12 and 14 ft. . . 18 50
2x4 to 12-in., 18 ft 21 50
2x4 to 12-in. 20 ft 23 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 22 ft 25 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 24 ft 28 00
2-in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width, 6 to 16 ft 12 50

Hardwoods—Per M. Feet, Car Lots . .

.

Ash white, lsts and 2nds, \y2 and 2-in. 55 00
Ash, white, No. 1 common 45 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 48 00
Ash, brown, common and better .... 35 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 & 8/4. 55 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 35 00
Birch, No. 1, com. & better, 4/4 ... 29 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 and 8/4 . . 38 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 12/4 and 10/4.. 42 00
Basswood, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 38 00
Basswood, No. 1, com. and bet., 4/4 . 30 00
Basswood, No. 2 and 3, common ... 16 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds 40 Of)

Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4, com. & bet. . . 35 00
Basswood, No. 2 common and better. 25 50
Soft elm, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 33 00
Soft elm, No. 1 com. and bet., 4/4 . . 28 00
Soft elm, No. 2 and 3, common 15 00
Soft elm, 0/4 and 8/4 1 and 2 38 00
Soft elm, 8-in, lsts and 2nds 42 00
Rock elm, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 x 8/4 .. 50 00
Rock elem, No. 2 com. & bet. 6/4
& 8/4 35 00

Soft maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 31 00
Soft maple, com. and better, 4/4 25 00
Soft maple, 6/4 & 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 34 00
Hard maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 34 00
Hard maple, common and better, 4/4. 27 00
Hard maple, 12/4 & 10/4, lsts & 2nds. 43 00
Red oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4... 52 00
Red oak, plain, lsts & 2nds, 6/4 & 8/4 60 00
Red oak, plain lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 16/4 65 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4.. 52 00
White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, l'/2
and 2-in 60 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 16/4 70 00

White oak, 'A, cuf, lsts & 2nds, 4/4.. 83 00
White oak, <A cut, 5/4 and 0/4, lsts

and 2nds ,S7 00
White oak, yA cut No. 1 common ... 55 00
Hickory, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 7(1 00
Hickory, 6/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 75 00

OTTAWA, ONT.

Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings:
Tin. x 7-in. and up $54 00
lJ4-in. & ly-in. x 8 in. & up 56 OO
2-in. x 7-in. and up 58 00
No. 2 cuts 2 x 8-in. and up . . 40 00Pme good strips:

• • • • 40 00
l'A-m. and l'A-m 50 00

„.
2"1

- • • 50 00
Fine good shorts:

1-in. x 7-in. and up 38 00
1-in. x 4-in. to 6-in 33 00
l'A-m. and lj^-in 45 00
2 in 48 00
7rin. to 9-in. A sidings 25 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings . . 33 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips .. 26 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts .. 22 00
Pine, 8 B.C. and better, 12 ft. to
16 ft 23 00

line, 1 up s. c. siding 1-in. ..22 00
Pine s. c. sidings l'/2 & 2-in... 20 00
Pine, s. c. strips 1-in 17 00

l'A, l'A and 2-in 22 00
Pine, s.C. shorts, 1x4x4 20 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x5 21 00
Pine, s.c and bet. 1x6 23 50
Pine, box boards:

1".\4" and up 6' -11' 13 00
l"x3" to 6", 12M6' 15 110

L"x7" and up 12'-16' K; 00
Pine shorts 6' -11' l"xl0" 20 (10
1x8 and 9 No. 1 barn 25 OO

(). culls r & w p 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out, 1-in 15 00
mill culls out, lJ4-in 17 50
mill culls out, l'A-in 21 00

Mill run Spruce

:

l"x4" and up, 6'-ll' 14 00
l"x4" and up, 12'-16' 10 00
l"x9"-10", & up, 12'-16'... 18 00
l'A"x~" 8-9" & up, 12 '-16' 18 00
iy4 "x\0" and up, 12'10' ..19 00
l'A" & 2"xl2" & up, 12'-16' 24 00

Spruce 1-in. clear (fine dressing
and B) 24 00

Hemlock 1-in. mil 10 00
Hemlock 1-in. log run 13 00
Hemlock 2x4, 6, 8, 10, 12/16' 14 00
Tamarac 13 00
Basswood log run, dead culls
out 20 00

Basswood log run mill culls out 24 00
Birch log run 19 00
Soft elm, common and better,

1, iy2 , 2-in 20 00
Ash, black log run 26 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x7 21 50
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x7 21 50
Pine, sc. and better, 1x8 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x9 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x10 ... 25 50
1 x 10 No. 1 barn 30 00
1 x 10 No. 2 barn 23 001x8 and 9 No. 2 barn 20 00
Pine mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. x 4-in. and up, 12-
ft. and up 13 00

Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.
and up, 6-ft. to 11-ft 11 00

Lath per M:
No. 1 white pine 1 3/8-in. x 4-ft. 4 00
No. 2 White Pine 2 75
Mill Tun white pine 3 25
Spruce, mill run l'A-m 2 85
Red pine mill run 2 75
Tamarac mill run 1 25
Basswood, mill run 2 00
Hemlock, mill run 1 75
32-in. lath 1 25
Pine Shingles
xxxx, 18-in 3 50
Clear butt 18-in 2 50
xx, 1 50

White Clear Shingles:
xxxx, 18-in 4 00
Clear butt, 18-in 2 50
18-in. xx 1 60

Spruce logs (pulp) 13 00

58 00
(iO Oo
05 00
45 OO

44 00
55 00
52 00

40 00
35 00
48 00
52 OO
21 mi
35 no
31 00
20 00

24 110

L'l on
30 OO
19 50
24 00
21 OO
22 00
25 OO

14 00
it; no
17 00
21 00
27 OO
12 OO

16 00
in .-,11

22 00

10 50
17 50
19 00
20 00
20 00
25 00

26 50
12 00
14 50
16 50
15 00

22 00
26 00
22 00

24 00
29 00
23 00
23 00
25 00
24 50
27 00
33 00
26 00
22 00

16 00

12 00

00
00
50
25
00
00
50
25
75

00
25
75

25
00
85

15 00

QUEBEC, QUE.

White Pine—In the Raft
c

Square white pine, measured off, 30
to 40 feet average 40

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in. av-
erage, according to lineal 80

Oak—Michigan and Ohio

By the dram, according to average
and quality 60

Elm

By the dram, according to average
and quality, 40 to 45 feet 73

By the dram, according to average
and quality, 30 to 35 feet 55

Ash

13 inches and up, according to aver-

50

85

05

77

60

age and quality
Average 10 inch

25
30

Birch

14 inch
15 inch
16 inch
18 inch

Quebec Spruce Deal;,

18
22
20
32

20
24
28
30

, , , ,
Per M.

12 feel and up x 3 x 9 and up l.S 00 ]•) 00
(
,, ,

nts 15 "0 16 00
Boards, 1 and 2 in 15 00 16 00

Birch Planks

1 t0 4 10 00 17 00

SARNIA, ONT.

Fine, Common and Better

1x6 and 8 in 54 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 02 00
l'A and l'/2 in. and up wide 66 00
2 in. and up wide 66 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better .... 4.K 00
6/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 00 00
8/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better .... 62 00
6/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better 4.K 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better .... 50 OO
6/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better .... 42 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better 46 OO

No. 1 Cms

1 in., 8 in. and up wide 47 00
l'A in., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
l'A in., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
2 in., 8-in. and up wide 59 00
2>/2 and 3 ft., 8-in. and up wide 75 00
4 in., 8-in. and up wide 80 00

No. 2 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 31 ()0

l'A .in-, 6-in. and up wide 44 00
l'A-m., 6-in. and up wide 44 Of)
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 45 00
2'/2 , 3 and 4 in., 6-in. and
«P wide 60 00 65 00

No. 3 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 23 00
l'A and l'A in., 6-in. and up wide... 33 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 33 00
2'A, 3 and 4-in., 6-in. and up

wide 43 00 48 00

Common and Dressing Mill Run

1-in. x 4-in 22 00
1-in. x 5-in 25 00
1-in. x 6 and 8-in 26 00
1-in. x 10-in 28 00
1-in. x 12-in 33 00
1-in. x 13-in. and up 33 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 30 00

No. 1 Barn

1 inch 33 00 42 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 36 00 43 00
2y2 and 3-in 40 00
4 inch 42 00

No. 2 Barn

1 inch 30 00 36 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 31 00 36 00
2'A and 3-in 32 00

No. 3 Barn

1 inch 23 00 26 00
l'A, l'A, and 2-in 25 00 30 00

Box

No. 1, 1, l'A, iy2 , 2-in 20 00 26 00
No. 2, 1J4, ly2 2-in 16 00 19 00

Mill Culls

Mill run culls, 1-in 15 00
1, l'A, l'A and 2-in 16 00
No. 2 13 00

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

32-in.

4S-in.
48-in.

48-in.

48-in.

Lath

pine 1 50
pine 3 75
pine 3 00
pine 4 25
hemlock 3 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.

No. 1 Pine, Spruce and Tamarac

Dimensions, Rough or S. 1 S. and 1 E.

6 ft 8 ft 10 ft 14x16 ft

2 X 4 .. . . 13 50 16 50 20 00 18 00
2 X 6 .. . . 15 50 16 50 20 00 18 00
2 X 8 .. . . 17 50 IN UO 21 00 19 50
2 X 10 .. . . IS 50 19 00 22 00 20 50
2 X 12 .. .. 18 50 19 50 22 50 22 00

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC & LAR< 11

Mountain Stock

Dimensions

2 * 4-80 4 -Yo *§l Si

1 * mo-isIo z\ $
2x8 8 10 18 60

Common Boards

* incl
? $19 00

% !

ncl 21 50
".,cn

,
22 50™

!
nc

' 22 50
12 ,nch 22 50

Flooring

4 or 0 inch No. 1 $33 00
4 or b inch No. 2 31 00
4 or 6 inch No. 3 24 50

Shiplap—Finished

f.
!
nch $20 00

0 inch ija r.,,

8, 10, 12 inch 2.3 50

Siding

6 inch No. 1 gag oo
6 inch No. 2 31 00
6 inch No. 3 24 50

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 5 00
No. 2 cedar, pine, spruce 3 25

PINE—ROCOH TIMBER
Less .$2 per M. 12 ft3x6 and 3 x 8 20 50

x 10 21 00
x 12 22 50
x 4 to 6 x 8 20 50
x 10 to 10 x 10 22 50
x 8 22 50
x 14 up to 32 ft

14 and 10 ft

20 50
21 00
21 50
20 50
21 50
21 50
29 00

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR

Dimensions, S. 1 S. and E.

4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 8 to 16 ft $21 50
4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 18 to 32 ft 25 50

2 x 10, 2 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 22 50
IS, 20, 22 ft 26 50
24, 26, 28, 30, 32 28 50
2 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 50
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 24 00
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft 29 00
6 x 6 to 6 x 12, up to 32 ft 24 00

27 00

FLOORING

No. 1 and 2 red pine, 4 in 34 00
E. G. No. 1 and 2 fir flooring 39 00
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 39 00
F. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 31 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 flooring 30 00

SHIPLAP

Pine or spruce 25 00
8 to 16 ft., 6 in 23 00
B. C. Fir 8", 10" and 12" shiplap
10/16 ft 23 50

B. C. Fir 6" shiplap 10/16 ft 23 50

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 common pine, 10 inch
No. 2 common pine, 10 inch
No. 3 common pine mixed widths
No. 4 common pine, mixed widths .

.

No. 5 common pine, mixed widths . .

SHINGLES

$31 00
25 (»0

20 00
14 50
10 00

XXX B. C. Cedar $2 90
XX B. C. Cedar 1 90
XXX Dimension 3 25

LATH

No. 1 Mixed W. & R. Pine
No. 1 B. C. Fir

$4 50
3 50

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N.Y.

White Pine

Wholesale Selling Price

Uppers 4/4 $94 00
Uppers 5/4 to 8/4 92 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 97 00
Selects 4/4 84 00
Selects 5/4 to S/4 82 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 92 00
Fine common 4/4 01 00
Fine common 5/4 65 00
Fine common 6/4 65 00
Fine common 8/4 67 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 51 00
No. 1 Cuts 5/4 57 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 59 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 61 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 35 00
No. 2 Cuts 5/4 45 00
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TO YOU
On this, the beginning of the New Year

we tender a hearty greeting with our sin-

cere wishes for your continued prosperity.

Your interests, as users, and ours, as manu-

facturers, are mutual and we take this

occasion to express full appreciation of the

trade you have given us.

On our part we shall spare no effort or

expense necessary for the maintenance of

that superiority of Quality, Workmanship,

Design and Efficiency, which has been so

characteristic of Disston Saws, Tools and

Files, thus meriting a long continuance of

your orders.

Yours very truly,

Henry Disston & Sons
INCORPORATED

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works

PHILADELPHIA

RRANPH HOINFS •
Chicago, M- Cincinnati, Ohio. Boston, Mass. San Francisco, Cal. New Orleans, La.DlWinin I1UU.3ED

. Memphis, Tenn. Seattle, Wash. Portland, Ore. Vancouver. B.C. Toronto. Can.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

No. 2 Cuts 0/4 47 00
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 51 00
No. .'{ Cuts 5/4 37 00
No. 3 Cuts 6/4 37 00
No. 3 Cuts 8/4 37 00
Dressing 5/4 46 00
Dressing 5/4 x 10 51 00
Dressing 5/4 x 12 52 00
No. 1 Moulding 5/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 58 00
No. 2 Moulding 5/4 47 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 47 0' 1

No. 2 Moulding 8/4 47 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 46 00
No. 1 Barn 1x0 and 8 35 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 37 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 33 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 35 00
No. 3 Barn 1x6 and 8 27 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 10 29 00
Box 1x6 and up 24 00
Box 1 x 10 24 00
Box 1 x 12 26 00
Box 1 x 13 and up 31 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the johber buying price at Buflalo
and Tonawanda •

White Ash

1st and 2nd, 1 inch 40 00
l'A to 2 inch 44 00
2y2 to 4 inch 48 00
Strips 22 00
Common and culls 14 00

Black and Brown

1st and 2nd, 6 inch up 40 00
Common good culls 14 00
1st and 2nd 6 inch and up, red 40 OO
1st & 2nd, white, 6 in. & up.. SO 00
Common and good culls 16 00

Elm

1st and 2nd, rock, 6 in and up 32 00
Common and culls 15 00
1st and 2nd, soft, 6 in. and up 26 00
Common and culls 10 00

Maple

1st and 2nd hand 26 00
Common and culls 14 00
1st and 2nd, soft 26 00
Common and culls 14 00

42 00
40 (Ml

64 no
•J I no
UL> oo

42 or,

I'll I Ml

42 00
oo

is mi

35 00
17 oo
28 00
17 00

28 00
22 00
28 00
22 00

The most economical all around loading machine is the old

reliable

McGlFFERT LOG LOADER
Made with either stationary or swing boom. It is also equipped
with four-wheel, swivel trucks for use on light rail These trucks
always remain in horizontal position when raised and come back
squarely to the track when lowered. Send for catalogue.

CLYDE IRON WORKS, DULUTH, MINN., U.S.A.

CHICAGO, ILL.

318 Fisher Bldg

C 71*

BRANCHES
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

421 Garondelet St.

SAVANNAH, GA.
501 Germania Bk. Bldg

BOSTON, MASS.

White pine uppers, 1 1o 2 in... $00 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch 86 00
Fine common, 1 in 70 00
Pine common, 1% to 2 in. ...
No. 1 Cuts 1 in

No. 1 Cuts 1)4 to 2 in 56 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in 35 00
No. 2 Cuts, \% to 2 in 45 00
Barn Boards, No. 1 , 1 x 12 . . 50 00

No. 1, 1 x 10..
No. 1, 1 x 8 . . .

No. 2, 1 x 12 ..

No. 2, 1 x 10 . . 36 00
No. 2, 1 x 8 . . .

No. 3, 1 x 12 ..

No. 3, 1 x 10 . . 30 00
No. 3, 1 x 8 ..

Canadian spruce boards 23 00
Spruce, 10 & 12 in. dimension 26 00
Spruce, 9 in. and under
10 and 12 in. random lengths,

10 ft. and up 24 00

2x2, 2x4, 2x5, 2x6, 2x7
and 3x4 random lengths, 10
feet and up 20 00

100 00
00 00
72 00
75 00
45 Oil

60 00
37 00
4S 00
51 00
38 00
37 00
43 on
37 00
35 on
:;i no
31 00
20 00

24 00
27 00
24 00

25 00

-1 00

All other random lengths, 7"
and under, 10 ft. and up 20 00 21 00

5 inches and up merchantable
boards, 8 ft. and up, p Is. . 10 00

Vermont spruce boards..,
matched 22 <K)

1x2 and 1 x 3 furring, 61s
clipped and bundled 20 00 22 00

H-'i- spruce laths 4 10
lj/j in. spruce laths 3 50

New Brunswick Cedar Shingles

Extras $3 40 $3 50
Clears 3 10
Second clears 2 50
Clear whites 2 25 2 30
Extra Is (Clear whites out) .. 1 45 2 25
Extra Is (Clear whites in) .. 1 50 1 60
Red Cedar Extras, 10-in. 5 butts

to 2 in 3 75 4 00

Red Cedar Eurekas, 18-inch.
butts to 2-in 4 20

Red Cedar Perfection, 5 butts
to 2^ 4 75

CHOICE OATS ALL GRADES

Specially selected for Lumbering
and Logging- Trade

SACKED OATS BULK

Prompt Shipment from Port Arthur

National Elevator Co., Limited
Winnipeg - Manitoba

J ^^^^ ESTABLISHED 1886
*

(ontract Record
&Engineering Review

There is a whole lot of profitable business waiting for some
wide-a-wake dealer, in supplying Contractors, Builders and
Architects.

The one sure way of reaching these parties is by advertising

in the

MONTREAL

Contract Record
Toronto, Ontario

WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

"MULE-HIDE" TOUGH, TIME-TRIED and TRUE
SOLD WITH A TEN-YEAR IRON CLAD GUARANTEE

When we are prepared to back up every foot of Roofing sold you with such a

guarantee, it surely is up to you, Mr. Lumber Dealer, to investigate. Dealers

handling our Roofing find it most profitable, because it means a satisfied

customer.

FOR THE RETAIL LUMBER DEALER
We have planned a local campaign for every dealer who handles our line. It is the most effective
aid ever given to dealers, and is entirely new and in advance of anything ever done in this line. It

is all planned at our office and done at our expense. It not only helps your Roofing sales but
advertises your other sales as well. You owe it to your business to investigate this proposition.

WRITE US. DELAYS DON'T PAY—OUR PROPOSITION DOES.

The DOMINION ROOFING COMPANY OF CANADA, Limited, Toronto, Can.
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Excelsior

Cutting Machinery

Manufactured by

The Elmira Machinery
and Transmission Co.

Elmira, Ont.

Write for Circular and Prices

Sheldon Slow Speed

Exhaust Fans

The fans that are revolutionizing the shaving exhaust business.
They will handle wet or dry, long or short shavings and saw-
dust, and will do this work with a guaranteed reduction in
speed of from 25 to 40% less, and with a power consumption
of from 20 to 35 % less than any other exhaust fan.

Descriptive circulars sent on request.

HUTHER. BROS.
Hollow Ground Combination Tooth Mitre Saw

llkr

Patent Groover or Dado Head

For either Rip or Cross Cutting: Can be used on any Circular Saw Mandrel
Will cut equally as smooth in either Ripping, Cross- For cutting- any width groove from i/S"

cutting or cutting at an angle of 45 degrees, with to a" wide. Will cut either with or acrossgrain of wood. the grain (Sent on approval).

„,„ Allow us to quote Prices on Saws for any special work that you wish to do.HUTHER BROS. SAW MFG. CO., Inc.. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

w
Old Town

Me.

Timber Estimates
With increasing values in timber land

accuracy in estimates of standing timber
is all important. We are practical for-
esters and make all estimates according
to the most approved methods, assuring
the smallest margin of error. We furnish
forest maps showing the character and
location of timber and the average stand
in each, as well as the topography

; also
the blocking of townships in one mile
blocks, a most necessary piece of work
in the economic operating of timber lands.

A Large Land Company's Opinion of
Our Work

"Just the Information Wanted"

Samuel F. Hersey Land Company,
Bangor, Maine.

Branch Office, St. Paul, Minn.
„ ,

St. Paul, Dec. 22, 1909.
Oentlemen,

—

In reply to your inquiry of the 15th
inst., we desire to say that the forestry
work you did for us this year is entirely
satisfactory to us. Your report and map

were comprehensive and gave us just the infor-
mation we wanted.
We shall undoubtedly call upon you again for

further services of this character.
Very truly yours,

Samuel F. Hersey Land Co.,

, ,
D. A. Mudge, President.

Messrs. Appleton & Sewall,
Bangor, Maine.

We survey wild lands for the renewal of lines
to prevent encroachment and to get actual acre-

,,, . . age, the old surveys often being faulty.

t«
app

',
aI

|>
e f° r Present and future worth—of particular importanceto Bond and Banking Houses in connection with purchases and sales.Uur booklet F, Applied Forestry," will prove of interest. Mailedupon request.

We are pleased to refer you to H. S. Ferguson, Engineer, 200 FifthAvenue New York City; Kathdin Pulp and Paper Company, Boston,
Mass.

;
Bonne Terre Farming and Cattle Company, Bonne Terre, Mo •

Chicoutimi Pulp and Paper Company, Chicoutimi, P.Q., Canada.

Appleton & Sewall IQ Bangor

INCORPORATED Me *

156 Fifth Avenue New York City

Not altogether what we
say but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug man-
ufactured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-
sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of
French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,
in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.
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Aloxite Saw
Gumming
Wheels

nPHERE arc man}' saw gum-
A ming wheels that are cheap-

er than Aloxite Wheels hut

you can't save money in buying

them. The real economy wheel-

the Aloxite Wheel—is the one

that cuts fast, clean and cool—that

works easily, quietly, without burn-

ing or case hardening the saw-

the wheel that lasts longer and

gives you better conditioned saws

better saw service.

Let your filer have a trial Aloxite

Wheel let him test it th <>roum>
ly he with the wheel will show

what real saw gumming efficiency

and economy means.

THE

Carborundum Co.
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

Purchasers — And How
To Locate Them

John Apsley Jenkins sells Hardwood trim.

I met him yesterday, plodding along as

though headed for the undertaker's.

" Deucedly hard work digging up business

—made nine calls to-day and not a dollar

in sight" he confided.

Now, Jenkins is like nine out of even
ten salesmen—spending their time making
unproductive calls. They waste much
time and good energy canvassing pros-

pects that may want something, some-

where, sometime.

How can this waste effort be eliminated?

How can knowledge of present and pros-

pective markets be acquired quickly, effici-

ently, economically ? How can this in-

formation be obtained, daily, from every

town in Canada ?

If you really want to know—drop us a

line. Let us send you specimen reports

relating to your business and explain our

facilities for supplying you, daily, with

information that will enable you to make
sales.

MacLean Daily Reports Limited

220 King Street West, TORONTO
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ENGINES and BOILERS
OF ALL TYPES AND SIZES

HEATERS, STACKS, RETORTS, TANKS
We cater specially to the lumbering industries

Write for Prices and Information

E. LEONARD <fe SONS
LONDON, CANADA

A^u ies a,,d
:

r *T. JOHN. N.H. MONTREAL, QUE. TORONTO, ONT.W INM l'K( .. MAN. | AXGAKY. ALTA. VANCOUVER, H.c. Locomotive Boiler on Skids

International
Preparations for Horses are all

sold on a Spot Cash Guarantee

Let us figure on furnishing you the following supplies for thecoming season.

International Stock Food
We guarantee that your horses will do more work and
keep in better order on less feed if they get International
regularly.

International Silver Pine Healing Oil
Especially recommended for Sores, Bruises, Kicks, In-
flammation and all flesh wounds.

International Worm Powder
Will quickly expel all kinds of worms.

International Distemper Cure
For Coughs, Colds, and Distemper.

International Colic Cure
Guaranteed to cure Colic in ten minutes.

International Compound Absorbent
Greatest Curb cure on Earth.

International Gall Cure
Cures while horses work or rest.

International Foot Remedy
Cures Foot diseases, keeps the hoof soft, elastic and tough

International Harness Soap
Gives new life to old harness.

All our goods are guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Write for Special Prices

International Stock Food Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.

There's a Copy for You

If you are interested in selling a
line of power transmission appli-
ances that has strong talking points,
that has distinctive merit, that has
unique individuality, that appeals to
manufacturers because it embodies
the perfection of modern principles
of power distribution and control,
or if you are a manufacturer and
contemplate using any new power
transmission equipment, you want
this catalogue, "The Positive Line."

t

Vo
Y£"\

.

affo^ "? t to ^vestigate Positive CombinedJaw and Friction Clutches, Combination Split Pulleys, Shaft
Hangers, Pillow Blocks, Compression Shaft Couplings etc
if you want to handle or use the line that is so entirely dif-
ferent, better and far in advance of existing designs of such
appliances, that it has revolutionized the transmission of
power in manufacturing plants and has established a higher
standard of dependability, durability, economy and efficiencym industrial operations.

The catalogue also contains some handy engineering tables
and formulae. When you ask for it, don't fail to state" "Sec-
ond edition of The Positive Line."

The Positive Clutch & Pulley Works, Limited

Toronto, Ontario

American Works
Buffalo, N. Y.

Montreal Representatives :

Canada Ford Co. Limited

Diamond Shanty Steel Range—Six Holes. Length of fire box for wood 28 in

vSJ^J^ 2
£
x2

'
* 15 7\ F

,

hlsh reservoir as cut or high reservoir-Made of extra heavy steel closely riveted. Malleable ox en door frame

For the Camp
Camp Cooking and Baking

with our Diamond Shanty is an
absolute certainty, no guess
work, meals always on lime.

When you buy these goods
you get our 30 years manufact-
uring experience.

A handsome Illustrated Catalogue is

yours for the Asking

Butterworth Foundry, Limited
Ottawa,

Canada.
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gY doing perfect work of this kind, (No. 117 Siding) at 200 feet per

~jg0!inute >
tne "Three-Double-Three" with profiler, is proving itself to be

The New Speed King." Heretofore the best record on No. 117 Siding
was 150 feet. The efficiency of the high speed planers is now beyond
doubt. The question now is—"Which is the most efficient?"

U£e can demonstrate^^ vou ^Mj^ ôr
?tlca*!>>T practi

Tmirurrer ttow mane, vjive us a cnance. ^pecu^mrf^iT^ rhj^ ^rfir^^^̂ T-m—^'^r^x minute,

;EE upon requestr̂ ™™
'—

w

W . .^ i
.uw

-JBM.Eft QEEICES
''

'"'Atlanta, New •• 'Ories

No. 333 " LIGHTNING " High Speed Planer and Matcher
Patented March 28, 1911—October 23, 1907—May 9, 1902

The New High Speed Planer that has "made good" in every respect— the Planer that saves
time, increases output and raises grades—the planer you will eventually buy—the Fay-Egan
Three-Double-Three. Write for special pamphlet or read about it in "The Lightning Line."

FREE The "LIGHTNING" LINE, a monthly magazine of interest to own-
ers and operators of woodworking machinery everywhere—are
you getting your copy each month ? If not, fill in and mail
the coupon—it's worth while.

J. A. FAY & EGAN COMPANY
Manufacturers of THE "LIGHTNING" LINE of Woodworking Machinery

Main office and Works: 245-265 W. Front St., Cincinnati, Ohio

SALES OFFICES:

.6

ATLANTA
SEATTLE
LOS ANGELES
ST. LOUIS
NEW ORLEANS

GRAND RAPIDS
DETROIT

DENVER
EVANSVILLE

CHARLOTTE, N. C
Box 1070

NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO
BUFFALO
BALTIMORE
AND FRANCISCO

mS*jf >ok u«* A.v uMSI 5* Cv
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A Diamond
Horizontal Resaw

Will

Increase your Output
Lower your Cost of Production
Better your Grade of Lumber

LET US CONVINCE YOU THAT

IT IS A REAL MONEY SAVER.

IMPROVEMENTS have made DIAMOND MACHINERY
all the more desirable

We manufacture everything for the

Sawmill and are prepared to furnish
complete plans and specifications

to meet your requirements.

DIAMOND IRON WORKS
We"ter

F. hTl hunter MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA,
623-4 Realty Bldg., SPOKANE, WASH., U.S.A. U. S. A.

Combined Gang Circular and Edger

For cutting up stock

from 4" to 8". Will

easily increase the daily

output from 20,000 to

30,000 feet with only

2 extra man, and will

cut perfect lumber.

Made separate from

the edger or combined

just as the cut shows.

Full particulars and

prices on application.

P. PAYETTE & COMPANY - Penetang, Ont.
Manufacturers of Saw and Lath Mill Machinery
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It's Time and Money Wasted
to search for belting that is better than Beard-

more Leather Belting there is none better.

All our belting is made from extra selected No. i

Packer Steer Hides, Oak tanned under the

slow and old-fashioned process which gives

solidity and tensile strength.

LARGE STOCKS AT ALL BRANCHES.

The General Supply Co. of Canada, Limited
Market and Louise Sts., WINNIPEG, MAN

356-58-60 Sparks Street, OTTAWA, ONTARIO
115-125 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO

INDUSTRIAL LOCOMOTIVES
Persistent specialization, careful testing of all materials

and painstaking care in manufacturing have produced

our standard locomotives for logging operations and

switching around industrial plants.

These locomotives are the product of engineers and

manufacturers who thoroughly understand conditions

surrounding their use. These conditions require

powerful and sturdy locomotives which will give

maximum work for minimum attention. It is import-

ant that the boilers should be ample in capacity
and that they should be tight and remain so. Also that the machinery should be rugged for service with ample surfaces for wear Parts
that will wear should be accessible for easy renewal.

^urchtsmt^

'OCOm0tiVeS emb°dy theSefeatUreS
'

COmbined with wide experience. To do yourself justice you should investigate them before

Spare parts that are sure to fit are always on hand for prompt shipment.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
BANK OF OTTAWA BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA
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Twelve men trying to move an
empty car

W. McLcish,

"Atlas* Car Mover
Patented in Canada in 1901

As shown by the accompanying illustrations will save your
mens' time and your money. If it takes twelve men to move an
empty car how manv will it take to move a full one—it will
take one man and an " ATLAS " CAR MOVER.

It is a small inexpensive article and every lumberman
should own one. Can be shipped from Woodstock.

man moving a loaded car with an
"ATLAS" CAR MOVER

Appleton, Wisconsin, U.S.A.

HEISLER GEARED LOCOMOTIVES
Especially adapted

for heavy hauling

on steep grades,

sharp curves and
uneven tracks. For
logging, switching

and pulling on main
lines, mills, fur-

naces and indus-

trial purposes.

Just Off the Press—New Detailed Descriptive Catalog 108 G.C.

Heisler Locomotive Works
ERIE, PA., U. S. A.

Whitney Engineering Co., Tacoma, Wash., North Western Sales Agent

"Polar Bear 11 Shoepaeks
The only all oil-tanned, hand

sewed, absolutely water-tight

pack manufactured in Canada.

Todd's Meaford Special 17 in.

Draw String Shoepack
Arctic Storm King Child's Sporting.

All sizes and lengths of legs.

We use nothing but oil-tanned leather in both leg and foot, no
splits. We tan our own leather and our 20 years' reputation in the
manufacture of oil-tanned stock stands back of every pair we put out.

Quick shipments our specialty. Our large factory, up-to-date
appliances, good shipping facilities makes this possible. No order too
large or none too small but that we can take care of on shortest notice.

We make shoepaeks in any size or style

from customer's order. Send for our price list

A. C. Todd, Meaford, Ontario

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

For free sample copy address

Hugh C. Maclean, Ltd.

223 King treet West,
TORONTO
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AutomaticBox-Board Squeezer
BUILT IN FOUR SIZES

Will assemble all kinds of

matched stock used for packing

boxes. Can be changed to

handle entirely different sized

stock in less than two minutes.

Saves labor and by making
the tongues and grooves fit tight

the finished product handles

practically as one piece.

We also manufacture :

Horizontal Slab Resaws, Hori-

zontal Hopper Feed Box Re-

saws and many other Special

Box Factory Machines.

Mereen-Johnson Machine Company,TH"Mnw-

Solid and Inserted Tooth

Circular Saws
We make a specialty of these lines

We remake old Solid Tooth Saws
into new Inserted Tooth Saws

Write to us for quotations

Our saws have been before the public of Can-
ada since 1855, and have won a reputation far
excelling any other make of saws, combining as
they do so many points of marked superiority.
By the old method the tempering of circular

saws was to a great extent a matter of chance.
By our Patent Process that uncertainty is en-

tirely avoided.
Being tempered and straightened by heat and

pressure in air-tight ovens at a uniform heat
between heavy revolving plates, we produce a
perfectly even temper throughout the plate, and
being free from that uneven strain or tension
caused by so much unequal hammering they are
not so liable to buckle, which was a great source
of trouble and expense in the old style of saw.
These saws will stand up to their work better

under all circumstances, and being made of a
higher quality steel than it is practical to use
by the old method, they hold an edge longer
and will do more work than any other saw on
the market.

.

' We are prepared to make prompt deliveries
of all Saw Orders—Rush Orders by mail or wire
receive immediate attention.

R. H. Smith Co., Limited
Saw Manufacturers

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.
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"John
Bull"

Larrigans
Wear Like Iron

WE tan the leather these larrigans are made
from and know they will stand all kinds
of wet and rough usage when properly car-

ed for. We put a counter stiffener in our larrigans
and sew it in with the leg when soled and heeled

—

a very durable feature in our goods.

Next time you buy larrigans see that you ask
for "John Bull."

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY, Ontario

Limited

The "Midland" Band Wheel
Grinder

After this machine has
been attached to the
Frame of the mill it can be
adjusted and put to work
in twenty minutes.

One Setting Grinds Both
Wheels.

The whole operation done
before you can get enough
timbers together to rig up
any of the Grinders now on
the market. Every Sawmill
man knows that Band
Wheels should be ground

oftener than they are, but with the heretofore existing appliances this
operation meant a shut-down for two or three days. With THE
MIDLAND you can grind up at any time, and by keeping your wheel K
in shape make and save money.

Further particulars on request.

St. Thomas, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

Plants at

Midland, Ont.

Fort William, Ont.

Londonderry, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.

The Canada Iron Corporation
Limited

Head Office : Mark Fisher Building, Montreal, P.Q.

Why not make 1912 the most profitable saw year in your history?

ATKINS STERLING BAND SAWS
Made in Canada

THESE Saws are celebrated on account of their exceed-

ingly tough temper and generally scientific construc-

tion. They will stand up to their work longer under the

most trying conditions. You will find fewer cracks in

ATKINS BAND SAWS than any other and they will

hold their teeth and points remarkably. Why not place a

trial order and make us prove these statements.

Write to-day

E. C. ATKINS & CO.,
Vancouver Branch, No. 109 Powell Street,

Makers of

STERLING SAWS HAMILTON, ONT.
U. S. Factory, Indianapolis, Ind.
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Canada Machinery Corporation, Limited

Gait, Ontario

No. 300 Heavy Duty Inside Moulder

The advantages of a Moulder and a Planer and Matcher are combined in the machine illustrated
above. Ease and speed in adjustment are insured through special unique features, not contained
in any other type of machine. The method of lubrication is perfect. The general construction
is after the plan of the planer and matcher, having heavy sides connected by heavy girths which
in combination with a series of platen plates form the bed.

No. 300 Heavy Duty Inside Moulder

The special features of this model machine include truing devices for top, bottom and side
heads, which insure all knives doing an equal amount of work. Six speeds are furnished through
friction feeds. Top rolls are made with pull-out shafts, and extra rolls are supplied, all
interchangeable. Matcher frames swivel, ample expansion for all bars and chipbreakers. Made
in two sizes 15 x 6 and 12x6.

Catalogue and Prices on application

Canada Machinery Corporation, Limited

Gait, Ontario
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When ordering from your Jobber specify

Pink's Lumbering Tools
and if they cannot supply them order direct, and you

will get the best tool made

The Thomas Pink Co.
Limited

PEMBROKE, Ont., Canada

Manufacturers of the best line of Lumbering- Tools in Canada

THE PLACE
TO LOOK

If You Have Any Wants

in the Lumber Business

WANTED * FOR SALE DEPARTMENT

^TPflFUW'lMB

H«»n Saw C*m*fH

Buawood lot Site'

;

Col Anjrth>ag

QUEEN CITY

OIL CO., Lmm

REFINED OILS

LUBRICATING OILS

<I It doesn't matter what you want the Wanted
and For Sale Department of the Canada Lumber-
man and Woodworker will get it for you.

*I You probably have in mind now, some lumber
you wish to sell or perhaps you need an employee

sit right down and write us an " Ad."

<I Our rates are low and results come quickly.

Canada Lumberman and Woodworker
TORONTO CANADA

Makes It's Mark Vivid and Lasting
Marks that remain vivid and wear like iron are a Teal satisfaction to the

man who handles lumber. The metallic pigments, like graphite, of DIXON'SLUMBER CRAYONS offer marvelous resistance to all kinds of weather condi-
tions. Their marks are often visible after six months of severe exposure to sun
and storms.

DIXON'S LUMBER CRAYONS
have always remained the recognized standard because of their one, uniform and
dependable quality; their convenient and uniform shape and size and because of
the careful selection of materials used in their manufacture. DIXON'S LUMBER
CRAYONS are made in nineteen grades and colors, including black (six grades),
red (two grades), blue (two grades), green, white, yellow, brown, terra cotta,
violet, pink and orange. Some are made to fill particular needs—let us tell you
more about them. Get acquainted.

Write for lithographed booklet No. 239, illustrated in colors.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
Jersey City, U. S. A.

Union Stock Yards Horse Exchange
Keele Street - Toronto, Ontario

We specialize on

Lumber Horses
and

Work Horses
A trial order solicited

Write us your requirements

Herbert Smith, Manager
References: Dominion Bank, Toronto
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Long's Sawmill Machinery

32" 2 saw edger for portable or light stationary mills

'"PHIS edger combines more of the important points in the machine,
* than any other edger of its size on the market. It can be made to

suit either a right or left hand mill, by taking out four bolts and turning

the top of the machine around, which does not disturb the mandrel. The
top rollers are self raising, and raise towards the rear of the machine. This
makes it impossible for boards to fly back out of the machine The end
beanng may be removed, which allows the saws to slip off the end of the

mandrel, without disturbing it in any way. There is a top roller, which
is convenient for passing boards back over the top of machine.

FULL SPECIFICATIONS ON APPLICATION.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

Orillia - Canada
AGENCIES :

MONTREAL Williams «r Wilson, Ltd. EDMONTON and CALGARY— Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Ltd.WINNIPEG Stuart Machinery Co., Ltd. VANCOUVER Robert Hamilton & Co.
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STEEL PLATE
WORK
TO make a success of building Steel Plate Work, in

which practically every job is entirely new and of

special design, it is absolutely essential that everyone
connected with it—from the designing engineer to the

boiler-maker— is up-to-the-minute in his particular field,

and further, has more than a little practical experience to

back him up.

It is the kind of work that tests out a boiler shop- WE MAKE
A SPECIALTY OF IT.

At present we are getting out a catalogue of 24 pages show-
ing some of the difficultjobs we have handled in the last few years.

The 1911 extensions to our shops have placed us in a better
position than ever before to do this special work. Our facilities in
every department have materially increased—we have the men,
the equipment and the experience—and for this reason we are
going after this kind of work instead of waiting for it to be put up
to us.

We attach a list of plate work that we are turning out every
day. If you are interested in getting anything along similar lines,

send us your sketch, and we will be glad to quote.

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
BRANTFORD, CANADA

Agency-H. B. Gilmour, Vancouver, B.C. Branch—Winnipeg, Man.

We Design and Build

Sawdust Conveyors

Slab and Refuse

Conveyors

Refuse Burners

Steel Stacks

Sliver Screens

Smoke Breechings

Spark Arrestors
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85,000,000.00
worth of mixed metals is what we market every year

PEERLESS metal is compounded specially for sawmills and is the best on the market for that purpose
FAULTLESS metal is a high grade copper hardened alloy made for heavy duty work, sawmills and enginesOur policy is large tonnage, perfect alloys, and absolutely fair and honest treatment of the trade.

We solicit your patronage

New York, N. Y.
HOYT METAL CO., Toronto, Canada

London, England St. Louis, Mo.

BATTS LIMITED
WEST TORONTO

Manufacturers of

Staved Columns

Veneered Doors

Newel Posts

Sashes - Flooring

Trim

Pine Doors and

Frames

Turned Newel Posts and

Balusters

Cypress Greenhouse

Material

Write for our Catalogue

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS

WEST TORONTO - 0NT.Door No. B. L. 309

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS
mm KNOWNOUR

EXTRA
/£' OAK V\
H EXTRA

g

\ a> TANNED O I

\%, 1ST r\ /

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

The J.C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

H. Walters & Sons
Limited

Head Office and Factory HULL, CANADA

VANCOUVER, B.C.
Corner Powell and McLean SU.

Branches

:

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Corner Market and Louise Sti.

The Largest Factory
for Lumbering Tools
in Canada.

*Stnd for New Illustrated Catalogue

Manufacturer* of all kinds of

Saws, Axes, Axe Handles, Lumbering and Logging Tools, Machine Knives
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western
Globe - Kearney& Foot - McCIellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Electric-Welded Logging Chains

are easily the Best kind of Chain for use where strength and
wearing ability are important requisites. Made from STEEL,
carefully welded and inspected, fully guaranteed by both makers
and jobbers.

Swell
Weld

McKinnorv Chain Company
BUFFALO, N. Y. ST. CATHARINES, ONT. Swell

Weld

SAW MILL SUPPLIES
There is not a jobber or manufacturer, or any other person employed by either, in an official position

who should miss the chance of looking over our new Catalogue on Transmission Supplies.

If you are looking for "Quality and Service" in your mill supplies we know you will be impressed
with the lines shown.

Send a post card for it to-day and you will have it by return mail.

DICK'S Balata Belting Leather Belting Wood Split Pulleys Shafting Hangers Iron Pulleys

Steel Pulleys Clutches Babbitt Wood-Working Machinery Steam Goods.

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
Montreal

Fairbanks Scales

Toronto

Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines

St. John, N. B. Winnipeg
Safes and Vaults

Calgary Vancouver

J. J. TURNER & SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in

Canada in

Lumbermens' Contractors' and Surveyors' Supplies

Tents, Awnings, Flags, Sails, Waterproof Covers, Oiled Cloth-
ing, Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags,
Coal Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snow-
shoes, Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the
Walsh Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER & SONS
Cor. George, King and Water Sts. Peterborough, Ont., Can.

Write for Catalogue

of our

Steam and

Power

Pumps

We also manufacture
•'a**- Travelling Cranes

The Smart-Turner Machine Co., Limited
HAMILTON, CANADA

THE STRONGEST CHAIN IN THE WORLD
Weldless H

Steel Chain
Photograph of 7/16-inch Weldless Steel Chain broken with a test load of 9 tons, 3 cwts. (20,496 lbs.), or fully double the Admiralty

breaking load for iron chain of this size. Note the elongation and reduction of area at the fracture.

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

B. J. COGHLIN CO., Limited
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

MONTREAL

Annual Statistical Number
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Edgers for Medium Size Mills

Our "Star" Edger has been designed and built specially for mills
of medium capacity where a first class edger is wanted, but where it

would not be economical to put in one of our larger and heavier
"Garland" Edgers.

The frame is all cast iron of heavy section, the mandrel is large
and stiff. The Edger has a heavy press roll behind saws and the
fingers in front prevent the lumber coming back. The feed rolls are
corrugated and made of steel and are driven. In fact this edger is as
well constructed throughout as the edgers of larger capacity. It is in no
sense a portable edger, but is built for the most exacting requirements.

Made in all sizes up to 4Q inches

Send for Our Edger Catalogue

William Hamilton Company, Limited
PETERBOROUGH ONTARIO
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Saw Mill at Cache Bay, Ont.

George Gordon & Company
Limited

CACHE BAY - - ONTARIO

MANUFACTURERS OF

Norway and White Pine
Dressed Flooring, Mouldings, Bridge Tim-

bers, Siding, Ceiling, Pickets, Lath, etc.

Our 1911 Cut is nearly all sold. Place your orders

early for 1912 dimension stock.
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills ® Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Yard <& Office CAPACITY 40.000.000

MORMSTOWN, N. Y.

New York City
G\jy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Selling agents for Fraser & Co., Manufacturers

Mills at Deschenes, Que., near Ottawa

White Pine
Red Pine

Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Office, Ottawa, Can.

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The

Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Manufacturers of
Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
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QUEBEC

SPRUCE
Large Stock of Mill Run
1 x 4 1 x 5 1 x 6

Can ship dressed to your order or in the rough.

White Pine
Mill Run Box Out

1 stocks and strips 1 1-4 x 4-7 x 10-16 1 1-4 x 8 and up x 10-16

1 1-2 x 4-7 x 10-16 1 1-2 x 8 and up x 10-16.

Let us quote prices before you place your orders.

BARTRAM BROTHERS, Limited
ED. T. SAXE, 200 Claremont Ave. MONTCLAIR, N. J. OTTAWA, CAN.: Hope Chambers

440 Square Miles Timber Limits
on Georgian Bay

to be Sold by Private Sale in Large or Small Blocks.

On account of their President and Principal shareholders being engaged in other large enterprises, and
not having the time to give to them all, THE PARRY SOUND LUMBER COMPANY, Limited, offer for
Sale all of the timber lands, mills and town property situated in the Town of Parry Sound ; also Tug Scow and
full Camp Equipment for five camps, including boom chains, snow plows, sleighs, etc.

THE LIMITS TO BE SOLD
comprise some 440 square miles of licensed and deeded Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Birch and other timber. The
licenses from the Ontario Government include all timbers and are not restricted for time. Government dues are
as follows : Saw Logs, White Pine, $1.50 per M. ft., B.M. Saw Logs, Hemlock, Tamarac and other woods
75c. per M. ft. The timber is situated in the Townships of McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Monteith, Carling,
Christie, Shawanaga, Burpee, McConkey, Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge and Street. The Canadian
Pacific, Canadian Northern and Grand Trunk Railways run through the limits, which makes some of the par-
cels offered for sale particularly desirable for small mill owners.

A circular giving full information, maps, terms and conditions of sale will be furnished upon application to

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited
1315-20 Traders Bank Building, TORONTO, CANADA
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Yellow Pine Timbers

Finish, Flooring, etc.

White Pine and Hardwood
"WANTED: 4 ,

4^" and 5 Birch."

W. M. Gillespie Lumber Co,
801 Oliver Building PITTSBURG, PA.

The McGibbon Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Lumber, Bill Stuffs, Lath,
Shingles, Wood, etc.

Hemlock a Specialty
Best Assortment

Pho
requirements Penetanguishene, Ont.

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.
Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, —y .

Hochelaga Bank Building l^UCDeC, QllC

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

MIDLAND, ONT,

Casey-Shaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Sudbury, Ontario
We hive in stock at Sudbury:

50,000 ft. 2 x 12 1, 2, 3 Common White Pine
60,000 "2x10 " "

60,000 "2x8
30,000 "2x6
15,000 "2x5

Above stock is thoroughly dry.

<< <<

<< <«

SAW MILL

Long Lake, Ont.
GENERAL OFFICE

Sudbury, Ont.

RED DEER*
Hardwood Flooring

is the Mooring that is manufactured ex-
pressly to supply the demand for the best.

It is made by modern machinery, from carefully selected stock, and
every precaution is taken throughout our entire system to maKe it
fulfill in every particular the name we have built up for high quality
flooring.

We also manufacture Hemlock, Bill Stuff, Spruce and Hardwood Lumber

We .specialize in prompt shipments

The Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited
Huntsville, Ont.

"Empire Brand'
9

Hardwood Flooring
in

Maple Oak Birch
Manufactured to meet the requirements of those
demanding flooring of perfect finish. Made from

lumber selected for its figuring.

It you are not convinced by what you have
heard about the superior qualities of " EMPIRE

BRAND," just send us a trial order.

J. R. Eaton & Sons, Ltd.

Long Lumber Company
Hamilton, Canada

GET OUR PRICES on following; must move quick.

150,000 ft. 1x4 White Pine Shorts
100,000 ft. 1 x 4 & 5 Norway Pine
100,000 ft. 1 x 12-10/16 White Pine Mill Culls

Sole Ontario Agents for

A. Cotton's B. C. Cedar Shingles
Place your order before the rush.
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Lake Lumber Co. The McLennan Lumber Co., LimitedThe Golden Lak
Limited

.Manufacturers of

Lumber, Lath and Shingles
Offer at LOW FIGURE for QUICK tale :

290.000 1 1 3 x3Kx 32-in. Mill Hun Hemlock Lath
145,000-ft. I x 4 \ up 6/16 No. 2 Hemlork
126,000-fl. 2x4 & up 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock
56,000-ft. 2 x 4 \: up 6/18 Mill Cull Red Pine
3.000-ft. 8 x 4 & up 6'16 C. & C. F. Red Pine

S«.(HM)-ft. 2x4A:up6 1ti Mill Cull Whit. I'ine
15.000-ft. 1 x 4 A: up (1/16 Mill Cull Spruce
17.000-ft. 2xU up (i 1(5 Mill Cull Spruce
60,000-ft. 1 x 1 A: up 6/16 Merchantable Cedar

All of above, shipment G. T. R. from Golden Lake, Ontario

Head Office: - EGANVILLE, ONT.

Hurdman Lumber Co.
OTTAWA, CANADA Limited

EASTERN

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Latb and Shingles

WESTERN

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

Williams Lumber Company
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

For 1x4 and up x 6 11 ft dressing shorts.

For 5, 6 and 8 4 x 12 16 dressing strips.

For 5, 6, and 8 4 shipping cull shorts, strips and sidings.

Write us before placing- your orders

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS - OTTAWA, ONT.

Everything in Lumber
Rough and Dressed

Wholesale and Retail

Want to Purchase

Dry Ash, Birch, Basswood and Rock Elm

ADDRESS
21 Dorchester Street West, MONTREAL

The New Michel Sawmill Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fir and Tamarac Lumber,
Timbers, Piling, Etc.

Saw Mill and Planing at New Michel, B.C.

Send in your orders for Sawn Lumber, Sash, Doors and Factory
Material to

New Michel, B. C.

or to

THE RIVERSIDE LUMBER CO., Ltd., Calgary, Alta.

Edward Hines Lumber Co.
(Branch Office)

Owen Sound, Ont.

= All grades of -

WHITE PINE
and

Norway Dimension Bill Stuffs
WHITE and RED PINE LATH

Pine Larch
Timbers

Yard Stock

Clears

and
Mouldings

The East Kootenay Lumber Co.

Selects

Shops

Commons
and
Mouldings QUP^

Head Office : JAFFRAY, B.C.
Mills at

:
CRANBROOK, B.C., RYAN, B.C., JAFFRAY, B.C.

Limited

William H. Bromley
Everything in Pine, Spruce or Hemlock, at

Wholesale Car or Cargo. An excellent stock
of Shop and Better i to 2". Also a good
percentage of Mill Run 4-5-6-8 and 10" and
6/4' and 8/4" Sidings at Midland. All White
Pine

; the product of an excellent lot of logs.

Also at Collingwood, Ontario, 1910 Cut, 1 x
6-8 and 10" - 5/4", 6/4" and 84" Sidings. A
nice line of 6 4 and 8/4" Cuts at Pembroke.

Quotations promptly given and enquiries solicited

Pembroke - - Ontario
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Pine Doors
^/"E have recently doubled our plant

in order to make a specialty of

No. 3 Pine Doors.

We handle this line ourselves from the
logs in the forest to the finished article.

The greatest care is taken to make the

Pine Doors strong and reliable. We
guarantee them throughout to be the best

value at the price on the market.

Our No. 3 Pine Doors are making good
for us.—Give us a trial order NOW

—

They will make good for you.

Rush Orders a Specialty

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Chew Brothers
Midland * Ontario

1 Manufacturers of .

LUMBER AND
LATH

We anticipate having from five to six million

feet lumber of our own stock for 191 2, con-

sisting of Red and White Pine and Spruce.

Contract Sawing a Specialty

Capacity of mill fifteen to twenty million feet

per season, with most modern machinery

equipment to produce most economic results

in manufacture. Ample yard capacity with

best shipping facilities via both rail and water.

AND WOODWORKER

The Rideau Lumber Co.
Wholesale limited

Trafalgar Building, Ottawa, Ont.

We have a full line of

Spruce—all thicknesses.

Dry White Pine, in 5-4, 6-4 and 8-4

6- 1 1 and 1 2- 1 6 shop.

in ix4 and up--6-i 1

Dressing and Better.

in 1 x 1 o and 1x12--

6-1 1 and 1 2- 1 6 Box.

18' Cedar Samples XX, C.B. XX
XX. 3x7 and up, White Pine,

Mill Culls.

Suitable for re-sawing which give a

nice percentage of Box and Better.

We Specialize in

Saw Mill Repair Work

Our machine shop is equipped
with best and most up-to-date

machinery for Saw Mill work
of all kinds and we can turn
out your work promptly and
with satisfaction.

Let us send you estimates on your spring work

MAASS BROS.
Irving' Ave. Ottawa Ont.
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Imperial Timber

& Trading Co.
LIMITED

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Branch Office:

15 Cadogan Block,

CALGARY, ALTA.

Every description of Douglas Fir,

Red Cedar, Spruce, Hemlock,

Inarch and Pine Lumber, also Red

Cedar Shingles.

Heavy Timbers a Specialty

Export and Domestic Shipments.

Geo. I. McClure
Hardwood Lumber
Yellow Pine, Cypress

Specialties

Walnut and Mahogany

Mill Connections:

Cairo, Ul. Herndon W. Vo.

Cincinnati, Ohio Helens, Ark.

Head Office and Storage Yards

DETROIT, MICH.
STORAGE YARD IN CONNECTION

FOR SALE

Piles and Poles

All sizes, all lengths

Apply to

PAPINEAUVILLE LUMBER CO.

Papineauville, P.Q.
Limited

The

North Channel Lumber Co.
Limited

Successors to

SAGINAW LUMBER & SALT CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine Lumber
Saginaw, Mich. U.S.A.

Mills at Thessalon Ont.

"Well Bought is Half Sold"

STOCK OFFER;-

1 Car 1 x 4" and up

No. 2 Norway $13.00

Suitable for Decking, Sheet-

ing and under Flooring.

2 Cars 1 x 6

Box and Common $18.00

Best End suitable for Drop

Siding, Balance for Flooring

and Decking.

4 Cars 5 4 x 12

Select Mill Run $37.00

Ideal stock for D.4S. Bone dry.

F. O. B. Midland.

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

730 Traders Bank Building, TorOntO.Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

Thb

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Staff

And all kinds ot SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves Hoops
Headings

JAMES WEBSTER & BR0., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office

:

Dashwood House 9 Broad St., E.C.

News Chambers, 57 Hope St., Glasgow

Qant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

Louis Bamberger
Importer of

Pine, Spruce, and all Canadian

Wood Goods

2 Broad Street Buildings,

London, E.C.

TelegraphicAddress " Bellywood, London."

Open to Contract for

Glued-up Basswood Keyboards

F
ARNW0RTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth Liverpool

England
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Mason,Gordon& Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street,Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
Car and Cargo lots only .

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock,Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak

Write, Wire or Phone for Prices - We.tern Office :- Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B. C.

Donald Fraser

& Sons, Limited
GABANO, QUEBEC

MANUFACTURERS OF

Long Lumber
Rough and Finished

Shingles, Clapboard,
etc.

The Harwood Lumber Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

YELLOW PINE
Rough Timbers, Long Joists, Boards

both Long and Short Leaf

BE SURE TO GET OUR PRICES

Send Inquiries to us CLEVELAND, OHIO
OR

The Harwood Lumber Company Toronto, Ontario
Toronto phone Main 4089.

NOTHING ELSE!

CUSTOMER:— "Say, Hocken I have you got any good
lumber to sell? "

HOCKEN :— " Yes sir ! we have nothing else but
Good Lumber and lots of it, Hemlock, Pine
and Hardwoods."

HOCKEN LUMBER COMPANY
OTTER LAKE STATION, ONT. limited

For low prices and prompt shipment of

Yellow Pine Timbers
Short Leaf Finish

Chestnut — Oak --- Ash
Cypress

New Brunswick Shingles

TRY

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.Box 1600
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The Fesserton Timber Co., Limited
34 Victoria Street, TORONTO

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

PINE, HEMLOCK, HARDWOOD,
CEDAR POSTS AND SHINGLES

BILL TIMBER A SPECIALTY

Bills cut to order during winter months. 22 and 24
ft. Hemlock Joists in stock. Full stock of Red Pine,

all sizes, for prompt shipment.

Mills at FESSERTON, ONT.

JOHN DONOGH & CO.
Wholesale Dealers

OFFER

WHITE PINE
No. 1 Mill Cull, . . . 150,000 feet.

1
}4r

No. 2 " " 100,000 feet.

2x12 Common and better 100,000 feet.

1, \
l
/2 and 2 in. good Strips and Sidings.

1205 TRADERS BANK BUILDING, TORONTO

JOHN H. EYER
34 Victoria Street, TORONTO

I am in the market for stocks of

Pine, Hemlock, Spruce and
Hardwood Lumber. Also Lath,

Send a list of anything you have

to offer with full particulars.

Buyers of Lumber
should patronize the manufacturers and whole-

salers who advertise in the Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker. Give your business to the

man who is enterprising enough to spend money
and time to get in touch with you.

And, if not too much trouble, mention
this paper when writing.

SPRUCE
We offer

At Latchford, sorted for width either

rough or dressed.
Spears & Lauder

NORWAY 2x4, 2x6, 2 x 8, 2 x 10, 2 x 12,

3x10, 3x12, also 1", i
1/^" and 2"

C. and C. F.

Manufacturers of

WHITE PINE all widths and thicknesses, nice stock.

WE WANT HARDWOODS, What are YOU getting out this winter?

LEAK & CO., Limited

Hemlock, Pine and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath and Shingles
Orders solicited for Hemlock. Bill Timber up to 30 feet.

For Quick Shipment

3 Cars 1
" x 4 and 5 No. 1 Hemlock Strips. Can be dressed to order.

5 Cars 1" No. 2 Hemlock, good widths.

18 Aberdeen Chambers TORONTO, ONT. Head Office: 501 Kent Bldg., TORONTO

The

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co.
18 Toronto St., TORONTO Limited

Hemlock any
Quantity

Widths and Lengths piled separately either Rough

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.

WANTED
Mill Stocks of:—

HARDWOODS
PINE
SPRUCE
HEMLOCK

or Dressed.

We are now buying for the 191 2 trade. Write us describ-
ing Stocks you have, or will have to sell. We pay CASH.

Manning Chambers, TORONTO
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EVERYTHING IN LUMBER
IX" and 2"x 4—10/16' Spruce, Rough or Dressed

' " 2x5,
' " 2x6,
' " 2x7,
' " 2x8,
' " 2x10, "

' " 2x12" "

A choice lot of Winter Sawn 1 " Basswood ; also Birch Floor-

ing in all grades and thicknesses.

We can supply you all your wants in Pine

DRESSED LUMBER OUR SPECIALTY

Write, wire or 'phone us for prices before placing your orders.

W. C. EDWARDS & CO., Limited - Ottawa, ont.
Mills at Ottawa and Rockland. Planing Mills and Factories at Ottawa.

W. 0. Edwards & Co., Limited—Lumber Shed Showing Sprinkler System Installed Throughout.
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We Saw All the Year Round
Pine

Hemlock

Spruce

Hard-

woods

Rough

and

Dressed

Fassett Lumber Co.—General View of Saw Mill

We

make

a

Specialty

of

Long

Timbers

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited
FASSETT, QUEBEC

<E» Genuine Balata Belting,
The most reliable textile Belt in existence

Made from best quality Cotton Duck impregnated with

Balata by the latest process, thoroughly stretched by

hydraulic machinery and subjected to heavy pressure,

making the material absolutely solid. It is perfectly

waterproof, not influenced by climatic changes.

Suitable for all classes of machinery as it never loses its

splendid and unequalled qualities of durability and driv-

ing power wherever used, be it in dry, damp or dusty

places, or in the open. GET UR PRICE LIST

" Nothing cheap is ever good—
But anything good is always cheap."

Lumber Drivers' Boot Calks
Beaded

Specially adapted

for cross running

" Vitite
"

High Pressure

Packing
is just what its name implies—

a

packing designed to meet the

requirements of users of high

steam.

It is light in weight and stands

the test.

Sizes in stock

1/32 in., 1/16 in., and 1/8 in.

75c. per pound

A
eg
SA
\1

3BS

mo 00 0 1 S 3 4

Made from the best Refined Tool Steel and forg-

ed. If McAvity Calks cannot be procured in

your vicinicy, send direct to us.

"World«Goetze"

No. 2 Gaskets
Elastic Corrugated

Copper with

Asbestos Lining
make positively and

permanently tight

joints in flanged piping

where nothing else will

— where the best of

other Gaskets fail. " Victor 200 "

Valve Discs

Made of Elastic Copper
with Asbestos Core. For
Valves of Jenkins' or

similar types the most
effective combination
that has been worked
out.

They outlast six rubber
or composition discs

three to one and are the
best Valve Discs on the

market.

Obey that impulse to do
a wise thing and send us
your trial order to-day.

T. McAvity & Sons, Limited, St. John, N. B.
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B. W. ARNOLD, Albany, N.Y.
PRESIDENT

W. J. BELL, Sudbury
VICK-PRES.

, GEN'L MGR.
H. TURN BULL, Sarnia

SALES MGR.

The Spanish River Lumber Company
Sarnia, Ontario Limited

Manufacturers of High Grade

White Pine, Norway, Hemlock and Lath
B. C. Shingles in Transit

Mills at Spanish River, Ont. Send us your inquiries Office, Traders Bank Bldg., Sarnia

Theo. Fathauer W. M. Hopkins

Theo. Fathauer Co.

Wholesale Hardwood Lumber

OUR SPECIALTIES

:

Plain and Quartered White
Oak.

Figured and Plain Red
Gum.

Southern Yard - HELENA, ARK.
Address correspondence to

1428 Cherry Avenue, Chicago

36 Foot Driving Boat

Motor Lumberman's Boats
Lumberman's Driving Boats

Oars, Winches, Winch Boats

Skiffs, Paddles .

Everything in the Boat Line for the Lumberman
Write us

A. E. Cockburn, Pembroke, Ont.

36 Foot Winch Boat

CAMERON & CO., LIMITED
Manufacturers

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and Hardwood

(Lath) Lumber (Shingles)

We have for quick shipment
Dry 1 in. and 2 in. Hemlock and Pine

Mills & Yard, Opeongo, Ont.

Eastern Agents

The North Pacific Lumber Co., Ltd. of Barnet, B. C.

Timber TTJI * Lumber
a W either Rough

Specialty * ** or Dressed

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

Head Office, Ottawa, Ont.
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E. H. Heaps & Cov Limited

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, Finish,etc.
Specialties: AA1 BRAND HIGH GRADE SHINGLES

B. C. R. DOUGLAS FIR. TIMBER
Mills at

Vancouver and R.\iskin, B. C.
Head Office: Victoria Drive and Powell St.

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Send along your Orders
-FOR-

Doors, Sash, Wood Turnings

Interior Finish

Hardwood Flooring

Pine Flooring

EVERY ONE A GOOD SELLER

Wilson Brothers, Limited
COLLINGWOOD, ONTARIO

Wm. Milne & Son, Ltd.
Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at North Bay, Sell wood Jet. and Spanish, Ont.

Head Office : North Bay, Ont.

North Bay Mill

White Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and
Birch Lumber, dressed flooring,

siding- etc. Lath and Cedar Shingles.

Sellwood Jet. Mill

White and Norway Pine. Lumber
and Lath.

Spanish Mill

White and Norway Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock, Lumber and Lath.
Vessel shipment only.

The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Ltd.
(With Mills at Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B.C. Harrison River, B.C. Kenora, Ont. Rainy River, Ont. and Banning, Ont.)

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shooks and Packing Oases. White and Red Pine Lumber Manle
Flooring, Hardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tamarac, Piling, etc'

Address
Head Office The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited

D. C. CAMERON, President and General Manager.
Winnipeg, Can.
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Dry Lumber for Sale

Track 2 Yard 2 Colonial Lumber Co., Ltd.

White and Red Pine,

Spruce, etc.

Stock is well manufactured Graded
and piled.

A good assorted stock of Dimension
Timber and Joisting on hand.

On request we will be glad to mail

you copy of Stock List of unsold Lumber.

The Colonial Lumber Company Limited
Pembroke, Ontario

S. H. Borbridge
OTTAWA

Canada

BRANDON

Patented 1911

No. 152 Long Leg Seam-
less Heel, Draw String

Moccasin
The latest improvement in Moccasins doing away
with all seams at heel. Under the old method the
heel would come down and in a short time the
wearer would he walking on it, wearing out the
stitching, thus causing it to leak and rip. With
the new process the heel will not flatten out, will
always keep its shape, and there are no seams
whatever making a clean smooth ripless and
WATERPROOF heel.

Made only in the highest quality, all heights of
leg, with or without soles or heels.

Write for Catalogue and Price List

Manufacturer of

Harness, Horse Collars

Horse Blankets and ^
Moccasins for the Lumber Trade

Man.

No. 10 Jute Blanket
<! ft. 6 in. long, 80 in. wide, 60 in. lined, made
square with gussett and shaped at rump.
Weight 13 lbs. 6 oz. $21.00 per doz. net
Leather Leg Strap $3.7.") per doz. extra

A full line of Horse Blankets for lumber
Mien's purposes. Write for catalogue.

Michigan Lumber Harness
made in 2 in,, 2\ in., 2J in., 2f in. trace. A full line
of Lumbermen's Harness for all sections. Write for

catalogue.

You are Never in Doubt when you Buy of Borbridge.
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Pine Doors of All Kinds
KEPT IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

The above is a partial line of Doors carried in stock in all the standard sizes for quick shipments.
We are the largest manufacturers of Doors in Canada and operate our own sawmill and timber limits.

We can save you Time and Money. Write us.

JAMES DAVIDSON, - OTTAWA, Ontario

POWER TRANSMISSION
Steel Shafting

Ring Oiling Hangers

Steel Safety Collars

"Hill" Patent Friction Clutches

ELEVATING

CONVEYING

"Elmira" Wood Split Pulleys

Patent Removal Rim Sprockets

Sprocket Chains

Elevator Buckets

Shipments From Immediate Stock
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Duhlmeier Brothers
MANUFACTURERS

Hardwood Lvirrvber
M„ . c |

Kentucky,
ILLO Tennessee,

' Mississippi.

Main Office ,

and
Yards 1

CINCINNATI, OHIO
We always carry a stock of about 3 Million Feet of Plain Red and White Oak, Guaranteed White Oak, White Ash
Chestnut, Poplar, Basswood, Hickory, Red Gum, Birch, etc. We want your enquiries—We make grades that areright—at prices that are in line with the times. Try us, you will come again.

Eastern Representative J^ITieS H. Walsh, White Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

Mowbray & Robinson
Main Office: CINCINNATI, Ohio

Band Sawmills at: WEST IRVINE and QUICKSAND, Ky.

SPECIALTIES

Plain and Quartered

Oak, Poplar and Ash

Our 1umber is all bandsawed, soft and even
colored. Oak Quarter Sawed for figure

Sawmill Capacity 125,000 ft. per Day

QUICK SHIPMENTS GUARANTEED

Logan-Maphet Lumber Co.

Main Office, - Knoxville, Tenn.

Branch Office and Yard, Cincinnati, Ohio.

I. M. Asher, Manager

Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Hardwoods
Mills in Kentucky and Tennessee

CHESTNUT
for the Piano Trade a specialty

The Fullerton - Powell Hardwood Lumber Co.

Manufacturers and Dealers
Cable Address: "Hardwood Southbend"
Codes: A. B. C. 5th Edition, Telecode, Universal South Bend, Indiana

We have made a specialty of the Canadian factory trade for the past ten years. We can take care of
your requirements large or small. Write for delivered prices and full description of stocks.

J. M. Lamb,
Ontario Representative

British America Mills & Timber Co., Winnipeg, Man., Canada
Northwestern Representatives
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HARDWOOD LUMBE
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian B

Do You Want Quick Delivery?
Then Write or Wire Us Your Orders for

Northern Hardwoods, Yellow Pine Fir, Hickory, Oak Dimension
Oak Car Stock and Piling

Car or Cargo Shipments. Unexcelled Facilities for Supplying" Canadian Trade.

We Want to Move Quickly 200,000 Feet 5 4—No. 1 and Better DRY BEECH—A SNAP!

Estabrook Skeele Lumber Company
Manufacturers and Wholesalers - CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

Cypress

Oak
Gum

*•" Ash '1 :|pH
Cottonwood

Elm

Send for Complete Stock List and Delivered Prices

The Hyde Lumber Co.
Manufacturers and Exporters

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

W. M. Ritter Lumber Co.
Manufacturers - Columbus, Ohio

Let us quote you on your requirements in
any of the following West Virginia stock :

Soft Yellow Poplar, Plain and Quarter Sawed
Red and White Oak, Chestnut and Basswood

All Grades and Thicknesses in Stock Dry.

We especially want to move during next thirty days and will make
attractive prices on

—

1 Car 5/8 x 1 8 to 23, Poplar Panel and No. 1.

2 Cars 5/8 x 24 to 27,

1 Car 5/8 x 28 and up "

3 Cars 4/4 x 24 to 27,

3 Cars 4/4 x 7-in. and up, Selected No. 1 Common Poplar
2 Cars 4/4 Quarter Sawed Poplar 1st and 2nds.
3 Cars 4/4 " " " No. 1 Common.
1 Car 4/4 " " " » No. 2 Common.
3 Cars 4/4 1st and 2nd Basswood, 7-in. and up, 10 and 12 ft.

4 Cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. " 7-in. and up, 10 and 12 ft.

2 Cars 4/4 1st and 2nd Sound Wormy Chestnut 6-in. and up.
3 Cars 4/4 Quarter Sawed Sound Wormy Chestnut.
5 Cars 8/4 Regular Sound Wormy Chestnut.

Our stock is all band sawed and we ship the product of our mills only.

Northern Office, 919 Fisher Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Ontario Representative, John Crichton, King Edward Hotel, Toronto

Lower Michigan Hardwoods
Rock Maple, Beech, Birch, Basswood and Ash, White
Rock Maple Flooring and Hardwood Dimension

We have four large mills, sawing the year round on Virgin Hardwood Timber. We can funish you any standard grade or thickness.
of boats and can make water shipments. Send us a list of your wants. * We can serve you best.

We own our own fleet

W. H. White Company Boyne City Lumber Company
Mills at Boyne City, Michigan Wholesale Yards at Buffalo, New York
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Schundler & Co.
Lumber Wholesalers

Export - Import

Mahogany and Foreign Woods
American Hardwoods

Hardwood Flooring Fir & Cedar Products
Parquet Flooring Cypress Products

All Orders, Large or Small, Have Prompt Attention

Battery Park Building
24 State St., New York, U. S. A.

YARDS: ORLEANS, IND. : FORT WAYNE, IND.; PAOLI, IND.

S. P. Coppock & Sons* Lumber Co.
™~^^ Manufacturers of and Dealers in _

Hardwood Lumber
Indiana Quartered Oak
Ash, Basswood, Poplar

Main Office FORT WAYNE, IND.

UR SPECIALTY: Anything in HICKORY LUMBER
Canadian Representative, MR. S. D. SMITH
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Yellow Poplar Lumber Co.
Coal Grove, Ohio, IT. S. A.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Water Seasoned, Band Sawed

POPLAR LUMBER
ROUGH

ALL GRADES

Quick Shipment
DRESSED

KANEY KREEK KLEARS
" KANEY

KREEK
KLEARS"
ARE

Edge and Flat

Grain

Flooring

Beaded Ceiling

and

Partition

Bevel and Drop
Siding

Finish of

All Sizes

Casing, Base

and

Mouldings

(SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE)
KOMMON
KLASSES

KONSIST
OF

Fencing

Boards

Dimension

in all

Sizes and Grades

as well as

Shiplap

Grooved

Roofing

Patent Lath

Battens

and

Pickets

All Kommon Kommodities are Soda Treated and Ordinary in Kost Only
They Will Win the Favor of Your Most Kritical Kustomer

FOSTER LUMBER COMPANY
Long Building KANSIS CITY, MO.
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W. 0. King & Co
HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Michigan
hard Maple,
Birch and
Basswood

2452 South Loomis Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

WE CAN

DOUBLE
THE CAPACITY OF YOUR

DRY KILN
GRAND RAPIDS VENEER WORKS

SAVE
60% Cutting Waste 35 on Machining

50% Fuel

Cyrus C. Shafer
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

We make a specialty of the manufacture of

High Grade

Ash, Oak
and

Hickory
Following is Jan. ist inventory of Oak and Ash

on hand, from which we can ship promptly, straight or

mixed cars of the various grades and thicknesses.

i" ist & 2nd & No. i Com.

2

l"O

4"

u

4

1

(

4

4 4

4 4

4 4

(

4

44

4 4

4 (

800,000 ft

2 16,495

2 19,270

821,293

197,289

594,374

5 2,i74

107,240

1" ist & 2nd & fro. 1 Com. 222,790 ft.

1%"
2"

2 1/2'

3"

3 1/2"

4"

< i

1 4

u

4 4

( 4

4 4

4 4

37,452
"

70,522 "

283,117 "

34,224 "

69,591 "

2,000 "

33,004 "

This stock has not been robbed in any manner,

but CONTAINS ALLOFTHE WIDE AND CLEAR
STOCK developed in the cutting of high grade timber.

Kindly let us quote delivered prices on your re-

quirements and be convinced that we can serve you

acceptably.
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We Derrick and Trestle Timbers

Want Your Orders

for

Yellow Pine
Timber

Rough

Dressed : Ripped : Bored : Turned

Long and Short Leaf Fnim-

Dredge Spuds

Oregon Fir Timber and Plank

TREXLER RUBBER
COMPANY

"The Promptest Shippers of Yellow Pine"

Sales Office :

30 Church Street, NEW YORK CITY

Telephones—Cortlandt 2890- 2891

ing Sizes - Factory Flooring-

Distributing Yards :

Allentown, Penna. Newark Meadows, N.J.

With Only

One Writing-.

The End of

Drudgery.

Specially Adaptable for the Retail Lumber Dealer and

Commissary Store.

With one -writing, the McCaskey Gravity Account Register will handle every detail
of your business from the time the goods are bought until the money for them is in
the bank.

It automatically limits credit andflags the merchant at every danger point.

Your customers get a copy of each and every purchase at the time it is made. This
copy shows the date, the clerk that sold the goods, the items comprising the same, the
amount, the balance brought forward, and the grand total due by the customer down to
the minute.

There is no chance for dispute.

The "McCaskey" is an automatic book-keeper that makes no mistakes, displeases
no customers, has no temptations.

It is ready for business any minute of the day, never late for work

—

and draws no
salary.

The McCaskey Gravity Account Register is admirably adapted to the needs of the dealer with 50 or the merchant with thousands of accounts.
It is equally satisfactory to the Lumberman, or dealer in camp supplies, grocer, butcher, or baker—drygoods, hardware or drug store—as well as merchant, manufacturer or professional man in any line ot business.

Over 60,000 merchants, storekeepers, manufacturers and lumber dealers have
proved the "McCaskey" a money saver and a money maker.

Learn about the "McCaskey" today. Send the attached coupon for booklet,
"Book-keeping without Books." It is really a gold mine of information that will
assist you in stopping the leaks and losses in your business.

Fill Out and Mail this Coupon NOW !

Send me free booklet, ' BOOK-KEEPING WITHOUT
BOOKS"—and testimonials of dealers in my line using the
McCaskey Gravity Account Register.

Dominion Register Company, Ltd.
94 ONTARIO STREET, TORONTO, ONT.

Name

Address

Business

I have credit accounts.
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44LIMESTONE" Wood Split Pulleys
The Strongest Wood Pulley Made. NAILED and GLUED

We carry the largest stock of Wood Pulleys in the country.

Also Lunkenheimer Valves, Transmission Oils

and Greases, Alligator Steel Belt Lacing

Belting in stock 1-in. to 20-in. LARGE BELTS A SPECIALTY

Company, Hamilton, Ont.

Rush Orders Promptly Filled

Crescent Oil

Smooth, True Sawing

IF your boards from the car-

riage or resaw are sawed
i" you can cut them 31/38"

on a Wickes Gang (many cut

as thin as 15/16" and yet have

sufficient stock fortheplaners.)

Because of the smooth,

true sawing of the gang, the

planer will dress both sides

clean the entire length on a

very l'ght shaving.

No miscuts due to loose

carriage or resaw joints to al-

low for. No wavering, snak-

ing or running of saws to

contend with.

This is actual, practicable

Conservation of Resources. It

is a marked saving of timber.

Tt means

More Boards from the Log

WICKES BROS., Saginaw, Mich.
Seattle Office, 410 White Bldg.

Life Saver!
Patent

Car Stake Pocket
for Logging Cars and Slips

Money Saver!

The
Western Steel & Iron Works Co.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS

Winnipeg - Canada

"WHEN good fellows get

together" you will
find TUCKETT'S CIGARETTES in

the crowd. They're "ace high" with
those who know.

Fine pure leaf tobacco, properly
cured and blended give them a flavor
and fragrance that's altogether good.

Sold Everywhere

Tuckett's
Cigarettes

IN THREE VARIETIES

Club Virginias Special Turkish
T. & B.

METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
Manufacturers High Grade Cylinder, Engine and

Machine Oils and Mill Supplies, Etc.

Mr. Saw-Mill or General Manufacturer:—
Are you willing to let us help you reduce the cost of lubricating your plant?

If you are, we can do it, and believe this is a good time to call your attention toone of our Specialties. Lubricating Grease by our system has put many an extra
dollar m the pockets of others, it will do so for you if you give us a chance and
you will be the gainer by the scheme.

Our Famous Lubricating Grease is a product that by common consent is
admitted to save 50 per cent, in cost of Lubrication; fully 75 per cent, in cost
of application. Continuous Lubrication, Economy, and Safety from Overheated
Journals are the results of its use.

A post-card will bring Metropolitan Oil Company's samples and prices, or
ter still our representative, who will give you his advice, and expert servicesbet

METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
34 Atlantic Avenue - - TORONTO, ONT.
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Comfort

for

the

North

Country

in

Hewson Woolen
Mill Products

Hewson's Mackinaw
Hewson's Heavy Underwear
Hewson's Untearable Tweeds

The Lumberman and contractor who specify Hewson's Pure Wool Cloth and
Underwear will have the best that Canada produces. The Hewson Woolen Mill
is an up-to-date concern making fine and heavy fabrics for the best clothing" trade.
Insist on getting Hewson' make. We use the famous Nova Scotia Wool.

ADDRESS ENQUIRIES

Hewson Pure Wool Textiles Limited
Hewson Woolen Mills

Now Owning and Operating the Celebrated

AMHERST, NOVA SCOTIA
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Write

today for

Details

and

Prices

Shutdowns Prevented
or at any rate made of extremely rare occurrence by using

Goodhue
Belts

Guaranteed

Reliable

and

Economical

—the belts that STRETCH LESS by 15% to 25% than any other leather belts on the market. Think also what a saving

"Goodhue" Belts mean in belting, you can't use the short lengths taken out every time slack is taken up. All unstretched

parts are carefully excluded in the make-up of "Goodhue" Belts, which in point of satisfactory and lengthy service have

no superiors anywhere.

When "quality" is taken into account "Goodhue" Belts will be found the cheapest on the market.

According to conditions under which the belt has to run we recommend :-

"Extra," "Standard" or "Acme Waterproof"

J. L. Goodhue <fc CoM Limited
Danville, P. Q.

RED CEDAR
SHINGLES LOUISIANA

RED

CYPRESS

HEMLOCK
WHITE PINE

FROM CANADIAN MILLS

PROMPT SHIPMENTS CAREFUL GRADING

WI3TAR, UNDERHILL & NIXON
PHILADELPHIA

Canadian Representative : W. J. Anderson, 288 South Street, London, Ont.
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There is this, that you can

count on, in all Simonds Canada

Saw Company's Circular Saws,

solid or inserted tooth, whatever

the guage, whatever the tooth,

whatever the use—Uniformity.

Buy a Simonds Saw to-day

and duplicate your order any

time afterward, and you get the

same temper, the same material,

the same trueness, the same ad-

justment, the same finish, the

same strength, the same cutting

qualities, the same all around

satisfaction, that you got in your

first purchase, and that led you

to call again for a Simonds Saw.

No time was too long, no effort too vast, no pains too great, for us to take in securing the Simonds Standard of Quality of Saw, and

there is nothing on this globe that can hold us back from maintaining the uniformity of that standard.

We make every kind of Saw used in lumbering and mill work, and on woodworking machinery, Cross Cut, Band, Gang, and Solid and

inserted Tooth Circulars.

(To buy right—let your order read Simonds)

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Limited
Montreal, Que. St. John, N. B. Vancouver, B. C.

J. F. EBV
President CAMP SUPPLIES HUGH BLAIN

Vice-President

If you are looking for QUALITY in your Camp Supplies,

you should specify :

"ANCHOR" brand
BAKING POWDER
JELLY POWDERS
EXTRACTS, SPICES
COFFEE TEA

(In sealed air tight packages)

Sweetened MILK Unsweetened

CANNED-
SALMON, FRUITS
and VEGETABLES

WE CARRY A FULL RANGE OF CAMP SUPPLIES

The

Quality *

Is

Guaranteed

The

Best

It

Is

Possible

To

Produce

Wholesale Grocers EBY-BLAIN, LIMITED ^ nj Manufacturers

TORONTO
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ngineers:
Have you a copy of the 1912 edi-

tion GARLOCK catalogue, show-

ing Packings for every purpose?

If not, send in your address at once

and you will receive a catalogue by

return mail, unique in design and de-

tail : a real live text-book in itself.

It's free for the asking.

Our prices in Mill Supplies in gen-

eral will interest you.

Permit us to quote on your require-

ments.

The Garlock Packing Co.
HAMILTON, ONT.

Benches: MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
Pioneers in the Packing Business
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PACKINGS
Steam Hydraulic Metallic

The

Anchor Packing Company
of Canada, Limited

A Special Packing for Every Place. Packing for Every Known Purpose

Continually Making Specialties as suggested by our Customers

If you really realized what good packing we sell—how
quickly we fill orders how close to cost our prices are
how hard we strive to give satisfaction—how much

you miss by passing us—you'd never buy a pound of
Packing until you'd let us figure on the job.

IT PAYS US—to make it PAY YOU
One trial order will settle it

SPECIALTIES
Duplex Sets for Steam Feed
High Speed Spiral for Wet Steam

Semi-Metallic for Small Valves

Special Combinations for Hot Water
Plungers

Fibre Sheet for High Pressure Service

Compressed Sheet for Hot Water and Oil

Red and Black Sheet for Gas Engines

Red Sheet for General Use
Duck Sheet for Cold Water

and

Guaranteed Pump Valves for Every Service.

Send for Literature—Samples and a useful Souvenir.

Offices and Stock Rooms, WALKERVILLE, ONT.
404 St. James Street,

MONTREAL
E. C. ADAMS, President, General Manager.

WALLACE H. ROBB, Sales Manager.

63 Scott Block,

WINNIPEG



Richest and Purest Milk

UNSWEETENED

from the choicest dairy sections of

Canada. From cows properly fed and

cared for

Borden's
PEERLESS BRAND

Evaporated Milk
Dilute with water to desired consist-

ency and use same as "fresh " milk.

Convenient Economical Safe

Located in the heart of the world's best dairy district at TILLSONBURG,
ONT., is our new and modern Borden Condensary, equipped throughout with the
most sanitary milk-handling- utensils known to science. The entire milk supply
comes from dairy farmers nearby, whose herds are all under the strictest super-
vision of our own experts. The greatest care is taken with the cows, barns,
dairies, etc. The Borden Inspectors regular}- visit each dairy, and every farmer
is required to constantly maintain the highest standard of cleanliness and health-
fullness. Even the feeding is on a scientific basis, and no milk is accepted that
does not pass the severest test as to quality, butter fat, nutrients, temperature,
and in any other particular, and this milk supply, coming as it does from such
well-regulated source, and the best dairy animals, is bound to be of FULL
FOOD VALUE and of even quality without variation.

Borden's Condensed Milk Co.
Originators of Condensed Milk and Largest Manufacturers of Milk Products in the World

"LEADERS OF QUALITY" ESTABLISHED 1857

Wm. H. Dunn, Agent, Montreal
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HANDLES
Axe, Adze, Pick, Sledge, Hammer, Cant Hook, Peevie, Spike Maul, Hay

Fork, Manure Fork, Rake, Hoe, Shovel, Broom and all Small Tool

Handles, Rolling Pins, Beef Pounders, Potatoe Mashers.

Whiffletrees - Doubletrees - Neck-Yokes

We have just completed the largest and most modern factory for the manufacture of these

goods in Canada. We are carrying- stocks of raw materials and finished goods propor-

tionately large being able now for the first time in many years to fill our orders promptly.

We solicit your patronage, and shall be pleased to send our new illustrated catalogue

upon request.

A
S
H

M
A
P
L
£

W. C. Crawford Company, Limited
successors to w. c. crawford Tilbury, Ontario, Canada

TheYoung Company, Ltd.
DAVIDSON & HAY Limited

Wholesale Grocers

Lumbermen s Supplies
We offer you the advantages of our Complete

Stocks, quick delivery, and most favorable

freight rates on shipments from our warehouses

situated at these points.

NORTH BAY, SUDBURY, TORONTO
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Lumbermen
When you arc in the market for Supplies in the

way of Groceries and Provisions call on us either

personally or by mail. We are able to make inter-

esting quotations on all lines and shall welcome

an enquiry.

H. P. Eckardt & Co.
WHOLESALE GROCERS

Cor. Scott and Front Streets - TORONTO

"John Bull" Larrigans

"John Bull" Larrigans and Leggins are made from our own oil tanned leather. They
are the favorite of every lumberman who has ever worn them. They will stand all kinds
of rough and wet usage and like "Old John Bull'* they always "make good". Buy them
next time you need Larrigans.

R. M. Beal Leather Co. Limited, Lindsay, Ont.
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"Polar Bear" Shoe Packs
The Only All Oil-Tanned, Hand Sewed, Absolutely
Water Tight Packs Manufactured in Canada

We make Shoepacks in all sizes and styles and can fill all orders on shortest notice. We use nothing but oil tanned leather in both leg and foot. We tan our

own leather and over 20 years' reputation in the manufacture of oil tanned stock stand back of every pair we put out. Quick shipments our specialty. Our large

factory, up-to-date appliances and good shipping facilities makes this possible. No order too large or none too small but can be taken care of

A FEW OF OUR MANY STYLES TAKEN FROM OUR NEW CATALOGUE

No. 31. " Fanners Delight
for Harvesters; oil-tan or russet t;

sizes 6 to 12.

V: SB Special Wing ftfoccaoin No. Farmers Golden W est No. 2TA, Childs Oil-tanned
Wing Top Shoes. Low Cut.

No. 26}£, "Little Gents"
Shoepack; sizes 6 to 10.

No. 12. Todd's Meaford Special
17 in. Draw String Shoepack.

No. Hi, 17 iii. Sporting Shoe
Made in sizes fi to 14.

No. 21. Boy's Sporting Shoe
Made in 16 in.. 8 in. and 5 in. Legs

in sizes 1 to 5.

No. 26 Child's Shoepack
Full Length, Oil Grain Leg

Made in sizes 6 to 10.

Military Leggin.

No. 14, Todd's Meaford Special
10 In. Draw String.

No. 17M, Regular 10 in. High Cut. No. 22, Boy's Oil-tanned Pack
Made in 5 in. and 8 in. oil grain leg

Sizes 1 to 5.

No. 24^ Youths Shoepack
High Cut.

No. 24 Youths Shoepack
14 in. Oil Grain,
sizes 11, 12, 13.

from a Firm who Specializes in Shoe Packs, has a

^'tvcSro^^^ Reputation Back of it, and Can Deliver the Goods.

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE

Ml
'$>fi!W A C TODD, Meaford. 0^^^°"oePac*$* "EVERYTHING IN SHOE PACKS" #£AR^
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PROGRESS IS THE GREAT LAW OF OUR BEING

Automatic Hoop Cutter

\\\\ progrei

INCREASE
YOUR

OUTPUT
AND

DOUBLE
STOUB
SALES
WITH

with l.lic latest

n f f I a m C> F~

Woodworking Machines
They arc long lived and give satisfaction.

We know that onr tools will please you in every way and per-
forin a class of work which cannot he accomplished by any
other method.

LET US HELP YOU SOLVE THE QUESTION

ind most modern lools we can buy and thereby enable you to get your share of the world's profits.

IF YOU W ILL THY "DEFIANCE" TOOLS YOU WILL AL-
WAYS USE THEM.

Our machines occupy the same relative
position in the woodworking machinery
World that the gold dollar does in the
financial world.

Single Surface Planer

Canadian A vent* : The A. I!. \\ illiams
Machinery < '<>.. Toronto. Agents for On-
tario. Williams \- Wilson. Ltd.. Mori-
tre-.il (Jtieb;-: \ I \\ ilh :ms M'lchm-
ery ( '<>.. Ltd.. St. John. N.H. (New Hruns-
\\iek. P.E.L) (iuilfnrrik Sons, Halifax.
N.s. The Angel Engineering & Supply
Co., St. John. Newfoundland. W. L.
Mlake& Co.. Portland. Me. (Main. New
Hampshire and Vermont.)

Address Dept. M for full particulars
and prices.

The Defiance Machine Works
DEFIANCE. OHIO, U.S.A. z8" Band Saw

Not altogether what we
say but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug- man-
ufactured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-
sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of
French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,
in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.

Keystone Sawmill Machinery

Keystone Two-Saw Trimmer

Best

Machine

on the

Market

_£.a.?. r. For Pointing

Pickets

and

Shingles

Edgers
Gang Bolters

Saw Grinders

Keystone Picket Header

Circular Saw Mills Picket Header
Lath Mills Trimmers
Head Blocks Saws

Two or Three-Saw Double Edger
Pole Tram Cars

Two-Saw Trimmer or Equalizer

Our Literature is yours Jor the asking.

Wanted : Reliable Canadian Representative

Rothfuss Howard Iron Works
Williamsport, Pennsylvania

When ordering from your Jobber specify

ink's Lumbering' Tools
and if they cannot supply them order direct, and you

will get the best tool made

The Thomas Pink Co.
Limited

PEMBROKE, Ont., Canada
Manufacturers of the best line of Lumbering Tools in Canada
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Clarke's Gloves, Mitts and Gauntlets

Made from the very choicest of Prime
No. i leathers that are tanned right in

our own tannery and manufactured in

our own factory. Our celebrated

"Horsehide" lines are in a class by
themselves and are bound to g"ive satis-

faction. Will stand heat and wet with-

out getting hard. Our Indian Bucks
are another good line while our chrome
tanned Burros are top-notchers for a
low priced line.

Clarke's Mackinaw
Clothing

Guaranteed to be made from good
quality of all-wool and fit well and wear
well. Any weight or style desired to

suit your trade. Lots of selection in

either Khaki or Black.

Clarke's Shirts
We have the best range of shirts on

the market for the Lumbermans trade.

A big line of Flannels, Tweeds, Blue
Serges, Homespuns, Kerseys, Mack-
maws, etc. and the prices are right. Our
checked all-wool Sweater Shirt is a
dandy. Big, roomy fit and best of mat-
erials and workmanship throughout.

Clarke's Moccasins
Everything in the real Indian Tan as

well as our famous Bullhide. Made on
good-fiting lasts and only high-class
workmanship throughout. Tanned and
manufactured on the same premises.

Clarke's Lumber-
mens Sox
We have an elegant rang'e of Lum-

bermens Sox with prices from $4.50 to

$12.00 per dozen, with a big selection
to choose from.

Travellers now on the road. Write for complete catalogue.

A, R. Clarke & Co., Limited
TORONTO, CANADA
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A CHAIN OF QUALITY

PATENTED

Detroit Detachable Drag Chain

Best chain for conveyors. Detachable under all conditions.

Can be coupled or uncoupled in trough. Will wear longer

than any other. Works on regular sprocket wheels.

Also Makers ok

Standard Detachable Sprocket Chain, Riveted
Drive and Special Chains, Wheels, Etc.

Michigan Sprocket Chain Company
2200 West Jefferson, DETROIT, MICH.

Write for Catalog

All ready roofings—except J-M
Asbestos (stone) Rooting—are made
of so-called felt composed of animal
or vegetable fibres. When these
fibres were growing, they lived
upon the ground or animal from
whence they came, and received
their life therefrom. So every fibre
of this nature is hollow, like a straw.

These felts are waterproofed
with coal tar, asphalt and oil, or
other volatile compositions which
quickly evaporate when the sun
reaches them. Therefore, the sun

quickly begins its deadly work of taking these oils off the surface in
such roofings ; and "then continues to draw them out of the inside
through the strawlike fibres of which the felt is composed, until the
roofing becomes diy and porous and is no longer waterproof.

J-M Asbestos Roofing is unlike other roofings, because its felts are
made of stone fibres which are solid. These solid fibres defy the action
of the sun's rays and positively prevent capillary attraction, thus her-
metically sealing all of the oils so they must remain to do their duty
indefinitely.

J-M ASBESTOS ROOFING
is not merely one sheet of waterproofed stone felt, but several\&yeva
cemented together with nature's wonderful waterproofs—Trinidad
Lake Asphalt. This asphalt is also hermetically sealed, making any
escape of oils or asphalt impossible.

Prove for yourself that sun will soon destroy the waterproof qual-
ity of ordinary roofings. Focus the rays of the sun t hrough an ordin-
ary sun or magnifying glass and not"! results. This, in ten minutes,
will show you what sun will do in a few months.

This simple sun-Klass lesl is ;is severe in its way as our famous blow-torch fire
lent. It will show up tin: sliort eominjjs of -,\ rood UK before you pay out your money.

Because of Its gtone nature, .J-M Asbestos Roofing also never needs painting and
is fire-proof, acid-proof, rust-proof and rot -proof.

Write Our Nearest House To-day for Sample and Catalog No. 303.

THE CANADIAN H. W. JHHNS-MANVILLE CO., LTD.
Manufacturers of Asbestos JLmXyftCVp j* Asbestos Roofings, Packings,

and Magnesia Products *« O IQj EJSli tiS Electrical Supplies, etc. 1378

TORONTO, ONT. MONTREAL, QUE. WiNNIPEG, MAN. VANCOUVER, B C

Long-Knight
Lumber Co.

Manufacturers Indiana and Southern

Hardwoods
Oak, Ash, Cypress

Our Specialties

Address all inquiries to the Main Office at

—

Indianapolis
Indiana

The most economical all around loading machine is the old

reliable

McGlFFERT LOG LOADER
Made with either stationary or swing boom. It is also equipped
with four-wheel, swivel trucks for use on light rail These trucks
always remain in horizontal position when raised and come back
squarely to the track when lowered. Send for catalogue.

CLYDE IRON WORKS, DULUTH, MINN., U.S.A.

CHICAGO, ILL.
318 Fisher Bldg

C-.. 3

BRANCHES
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

421 Garondelet St.

SAVANNAH, GA.
1 01 Germania Bk. Bldg:
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How This Rubber Belting

Cuts Production Cost
Don't let slipping belts waste power—drain away profits. Plug up the

leaks—save time, money, power, by investigating—installing Goodyear
Rubber Belting.

Goodyear Rubber Belting stands for saved energy—economy. Built up
ot plies of rubberized fabric, cured and vulanized into the solid piece. Neither
slips nor stretches. Has the cohesiveness of rubber with the enduring
strength of a specially woven cotton duck fabric from which all stretch has
been taken out. It is steam, water, weather and rot proof.

The same high grade materials, the same skillful workmanship and the
same years of experience that have built such famous service into the pro-
ducts of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., U.S.A., is doing the same for
Goodyear Rubber Belting and our many other rubber products.

(jOODj^YEAR R»bber Belting

High Efficiency Belting
Every size for every purpose— i inch to 60 inches wide— 2 plies

to 8 plies thick.

Goodyear Quality Belting
The highest grade made. Heaviest duck, best rubber, seamless,

tough, durable. The saving main-drive belt for Paper, Pulp and
Lumber Mills—for all mills where the horse-power transmitted is

large and the demand tor tensile strength is great.

Black Diamond Belting
Lighter in weight, lower in price than above, but same in quality.

Great quantities sold to Sawmill trade. Hundreds of mill owners
say it gives better service than any other belt ever used.

Red Cross Belting
The ideal belt for Thresher, Small Sawmill and Flour Mill use.

Built to meet competition, yet is far superior to all other third-

grade belts because made of tougher rubber, heavier fabric (which
means better friction) and better wearing service and cover.

Stitched Rubber Belting
We make this belting in Quality, Black Diamond and Red Cross

weights for those preferring this type of belting.

Elevator Belts
We make a specialty of Elevator Belts. Our Leg and Lofter

Belts used in hundreds of elevators. Give superior service because
of greater strength. Buckets never pull out. Plies never separate.

Long efficient service guaranteed.

Conveyor Belts
For conveying crushed stone, grain, coal, ore, etc. Made in all

thicknesses of face to suit requirements. Great toughness of rubber
face prevents cutting and chipping, insures longest service.

IMPERIAL HIGH-SPEED FRICTION SURFACE BELT
Specially designed for planer, dynamo, generator or fan work where pulleys are small and high-
speeded. If we haven't what you want in stock, we'll ?nake it—and remember

\

Goodyear Rubber Belts quickly earn their cost in pains and power saved—yet they cost less than the common kind.
Let our expert solve your problem. Send requirements or write for catalog to-night.

In all of our business in Canada last year, we had to replace because of slight de«

fects, only $155.22 worth of goods.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Canada, Ltd.
General Offices—Toronto Factory—Bowmanville, Ont.

Write Our Nearest Branch

BRANCHES : Montreal—Winnipeg—St. John, N. B.—Vancouver—Calgary—Victoria, B. C, 855 Fort St Retina, Sask., 2317-2318 South
Railway St.-Hamilton, Ont., 127 King St. West ' ,

< *oi°
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Reasons why YOU should

"CANADA FIRST"

Evaporated Milk
"Canada First" contains the most Butter Fat, ( See

Government Bulletin No. 208).

"Canada First" is purely a Canadian product from

the Cow to the Can.

"Canada First" is guaranteed absolutely pure. Every

can reaches you guaranteed and sterilized.

"Canada First" is canned in air tight Sanitary Cans,

and in a most attractive package.

Accept No Substitute for "CANADA FIRST"

Aylmer Condensed Milk Company, Limited

Hamilton - Ontario
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3_To hold, when empowered by the Governor-in-Council, an

inquiry under section 12 of the Customs Taric, 1907, in the same man-

ner as the Judge of the Exchequer Court, or any other Judge therein

referred to, may hold inquiry when so empowered.

4 To inquire into any other matter or thing in relation to the

trade or commerce of Canada, which the Governor-in-Council sees

fit to refer to the Commission for inquiry and report.

The Commission is to consist of three members.

No. 3

Forest Fire Waste

Tariff Commission To Be Appointed
The decision of the Dominion Government to appoint a tariff

commission will be received as promising news by lumbermen in

Canada. They will now have a definite body before whom to lay

their claim for fair treatment in the form of protection against U.

S. lumber equal at least to the duty on Canadian lumber entering the

United States. The duties and powers of the commission as de-

fined in a resolution presented by the Minister of Finance, are as

follows

:

1—To make, under the direction of the Minister of Finance, in

respect of any goods produced in or imported into Canada, inquiry

as to

:

(a) The price and cost of raw materials in Canada and elsewhere,

and the cost of transportation thereof from the place of production

to the place of use or consumption ;

(b) The cost of production in Canada and elsewhere;

(c) The cost of transportation from the place of construction

to the place of use or consumption, whether in Canada or elsewhere.

(d) The cost, efficiency and conditions of labor in Canada and

elsewhere

;

(e) The prices received by producers, manufacturers, v/holesale

dealers, retailers and other distributors in Canada and elsewhere.

(f) All conditions and factors which affect or enter into the cost

of production and the price to the consumers in Canada

;

(g) Generally all the conditions affecting production, manufac-

ture, cost and price in Canada, as compared with other countries, and

to report to the Minister.

2—To make inquiry into any other matter, upon which the Min-

ister desires information, in relation to any mods which, if brought

into Canada or produced in Canada, are subject to or exempt from

duties or customs, and report to the Minister.

An interesting address was recently delivered by Mr. Percy

Robertson before the Insurance Institute of Toronto, on the sub-

ject of Forest Fire Waste. Dr. B.E. Fernow, Dean of the Faculty

of Forestry in the University of Toronto, commenting upon the ad-

dress writes as follows:—Mr. Robertson has given in the briefest

possible compass, yet in most convincing manner a proper appreci-

ation of what I would call the national calamity, if not disgrace

of Canada* To realize what continual neglect or incompetency in

dealing with the problem of protecting timberlands from fire means

to the future of the Dominion one must take into consideration that

in the Eastern provinces not less than 75 per cent, of the land area

is fit for nothing else than timber growing, and by the repeated

burning over even this possibility of securing values from the poor,

thin soils which cover the Laurentian rock, is destroyed. And the

situation in British Columbia does not promise anything better.

Strange as it may sound, the loss of standing timber by fire is

not at all the greatest loss; the much greater loss is the destruction

of the soil itself and of the young growth that may have established

itself. This means destruction of all future crops, and rendering the

bulk of the land useless. Annually, the man-made desert of Ontario

grows, and the authorities do not even realize that the fires that

run through the slash do definitely more injury than those which

scorch the merchantable timber. While the expenditure of, say

$350,000 for fire protection,—which is about what the provinces and

Dominion spend for it—is not much when compared with $25,000,-

000, which is the loss in property from forest fires recorded in 1908.

It is made even less effective than it could be made, through lack of

competent organization and through the employment of incompe-

tent agents.

In the United States, especially in the Pacific Coast cities, it

looks as if the problem promises soon to be solved by associated

effort of lumbermen, who are timberland owners.

In the Dominion, timber limit holders can hardly be expected

to take the same interest. The owner of the soil alone may be

expected to take interest in the future, and that in Canada is mainly

the people themselves and their governments. The people have to

blame themselves for their governments' supine and self-destructive

incompetency and mismanagement of the resources which are theirs.

A more active interest on the part of the fire-insurance men in rem-

edying this mismanagement would at least sound like a rational

proposition.

Canadian Lumbermen's Association
The Annual meeting of the Canadian Lumberman's Association

which is to take place on Feb. 6th, at Ottawa, and which is to be

followed by the Annual convention of the Canadian Forestry Asso-

ciation on Feb. 7th and 8th, will be by far the most important meet-

ing of lumbermen which has ever been held in Canada. Represen-

tatives from the lumber industry in all parts of Canada will be pres-

ent and matters of the utmost concern will be discrssed. Possibly

the most important feature of the meeting will be a proposal to

reduce the entrance fee of the Association from $50 per year to

$25. During the early years of the Association, a fee of $50 was

considered necessary in order to secure sufficient funds to carry on

the work while the membership was small. The Association has

grown in numbers and importance since then and it is now believed

that a much more representative and influential association would

result from the reduction of the entrance fee.
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Canada's TradgjnJLjg During 1911
A Year of Many Vicissitudes Home Markets Offset Foreign DepressionLarge Hxtent Greatly Increased Imports of U. S. Lumber The 1912 OutJ<

During the year 1911 Canada commercially was prosperous
Nothing stands out more clearly in the history of the year thathas passed than the contrast between the commercial and financial
conditions which prevailed in Canada and those which characterized
the business life of the United States. In Canada, with few excep-
tions the great industries of the country were prosperous. In the
United States the year has been one of unrest and uncertainty Themost general tendency in United States business has been hesi-
tancy, caused in a large degree by uncertainty as to the intentions
of the present government of the country in regard to the indusrial
interests and doubt of the outcome of ihc Presidential electionswinch—rightly or wronelv—are alwavs allowed tn a detri-
mental influence upon business conditions.

*

There would be only a passing interest in the United States
situation, for us in Canada, were it not that these conditions are
allowed to exert an appreciable influence upon Canadian industry
and finance. For the lumbermen of Canada, moreover, the condi-
tions in the United States are fraught will! mud! importance Seme
of the large industries of the United States have been experiencing
greater prosperity of late months than others, as evidenced by the
advancing price of copper and the improvement in the trade in cot-
ton goods But there has been little in the year upon which theumber industry of the United States could congratulate itself The
lumber trade has suffered from widespread depression and this de-
pression spread to the trade in Canada, becoming one of the con-
tributing causes of the dullness which, in many ' important lumber
producing sections of the country, has been unpleasantly notice-

Canadian Lumber Markets Were Good
Broadly speaking there are for the producers of lumber in Can-ada—the home market and the foreign. If the trade of Canada has

depended solely upon the home markets, the record of 1912 wouldhave been one of the most satisfactory on record. The building
record for Canada, which is published elsewhere in this issue takes
in the twenty-one principal cities of Canada and shows that there
has been an increase in the amount of money invested in buildings
of easily thirty per cent. The total expended upon buildings during
the year 1911 in Canada was $119,149,663. The lumber' industry
shared m the orders for materials for these buildings to a large
extent and as a result the lumber trade found, in many parts ofCanada, particularly in eastern Canada, that the local demand "forlumber was well maintained at a vigorous level throughout the
year. As usual it is noticeable that the most active part of Can-
ada, so far as the building record is concerned, was the west Thiswas unfortunately not a great cause of congratulation to the lum-bermen of the west. The great markets of the prairie provinceswhich consume enormous quantities of lumber, formerly bought
the bulk of their supplies from Canadian lumbermen. This year
a sudden change came over the trade. So great was the depression
in the United States that the important lumber producing States
ot the west found themselves with enormous over supplies Their
first course was to look to the prairies of Canada as an outlet andhey adopted every known means of dumping their surplus upon
the Canadian markets and destroying the business of the British
Columbia arid Prairie province mills. A single instance of this will
suffice to illustrate the point. One of the large operators on the

OA orColumbia coast reports instances of No. 1 sized dimension,
Zx4, 2x6 2x8 etc., being sold by good Puget Sound mills for $5 perthousand f.o.b. cars and V. ceiling, flooring, etc., for $8.50 to $12
t.o.b cars. Apparently the situation with the United States mills
has been one of accepting any price at all which would providethem with a little ready money, rather than carry over stock or fail
in their payments to the banks. The British Columbia lumber man-
ufacturers could do nothing in the face of this class of competition
and accordingly a great majority of the houses and business build-
ings which were required for the expansion of the Prairie provinces
were built of United States lumber.

In Ontario the building situation has shown features not unlike
those of the prairies. The distinguishing feature of the lumber
trade in Ontario has been the great amount of southern pine lumberwhtth has been imported into the country. When one considers
that this southern lumber is brought to Ontario on a long freight
haul and sold there in competition with the product of Ontario
mills, it becomes apparent that the increasing sales of southern pine

ion to

look

can be accounted for only in one way. It cannot be manufacturedmuch less sold at the prices for which it is sacrificed in Ontario to-day It is being dumped in Ontario for the same reason that theproducts of the Pacific Coast States mills are being dumped in hePrairie provinces There is an overwhelming overproduction whichcannot be absorbed m the home markets and the surplus has tobe sacrificed in a foreign market so as not to increase the demoral-ization of the home markets.

A Strenuous Year for Maritime Trade
In the Maritime Provinces of Canada the year 1911 was alsoa strenuous one for the lumberman. In New Brunswick the yciropened in an encouraging manner, but it was not long before cloudsbegan to gather on the horizon. In the first place the cost of labon the woods increased beyond all former records. This would nothave been a serious matter if other conditions had not combinedto discourage the industry. There was a large cut in the woodsduring the winter of 1910-11, but the logs whfc^^^LT^

adverse driving conditions and many millions were hung up in the

IZr I f,

Spn°3 freshets failcd lo a Srezter extent than everbefore and the result was a great shortage in the quantity of logsbrought to the mills. Another result is that the operations in ?hewoods this winter will be greatly reduced, both as a measure ofcaution on account of the uncertainty of the future and a so be-cause of the fact that there are still in the woods so many logswhich were cut last winter. y g

High cost of labor and the failure of the freshets however wereonly the commencement of the troubles for the lumbermen of NewBrunswick during 1911. Their principal market-Great Britain-seemed to promise well at first but it was not long before strikenamong the railroad men and the sailors, crippled the comme ciaiMe of the country and the demand for lumber fell off for The imebeing almost to the vanishing point. The transportation compar-es suffered also and as a natural result shifted Z burden ofTeir
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A fair demand throughout the year was reported for Canadianlumber in South Africa. In the West Indies the demand was quiet
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hb°r troubles in the Old Country, high freightrates on the transatlantic vessels and also the shortage of cars inCanada and inadequate accommodation at the port "of Montrealfor the handling of lumber, resulted in a decrease of exports to theOld Country The exports of lumber to Great Britain from Mon-real dechned h 14,408.373 feet B.M., the total reaching only attle over one hundred million feet. In addition to the factor? already mentioned an important feature of the trade which assistedIt? the shipments from Montreal and other Quebec portswas the strong competition which red pine met in the Baltic woods
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f1CeS ^ Ca"ada dllHn - 1911 ca-ed importersn Great Britain to turn more of their attention than formerly tohe cheaper grades and the movement and consequent strength nthe cheaper grades was a gratifying feature of the year's brinesExporters in Quebec Province are not over-confident regardfce theProspects for the year 1912. The freight rates are still troublingthem and according to present indications further advances in trans!
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Atlantic freight rates are probable. This together with strong com-
petition from the Baltic may reduce the exports still further, though,
with a reasonable freedom from labor troubles in the Old Coun-
try, it is believed that a steady and fairly satisfactory trade may be
expected.

The pulpwood trade of Quebec experienced a good year, though
this is not altogether an unmixed blessing. The demand from the

United States resulted in the export of 779,000 cords to that country
during 1910 which were valued at $5,000,000. If this pulpwood had
been kept in Canada it would have provided the raw material for

56 mills of the average size of those operating in Quebec. Some
compensation for this enormous export of the raw materials of the

country is to be gathered from the figures of the export of wood
pulp from Canada. The pulp-wood production in Canada during
1910 was less than in the previous year but the exports of wood
pulp to the United States increased by 48,233 tons or six per cent.

Three-quarters of the wood pulp produced was exported to the

United States. During the year 1911 the wood pulp trade of Que-
bec received a temporary stimulus from the free admission into the
United States of wood pulp made from wood grown on privately

owned lands. This however, was only a temporary favor and has
alreadv been withdrawn. Canada found a market in the United
States' in 1911 for 275,000 tons of wood pulp valued at $5,200,000,

and for 55,000 tons of news paper valued at $2,000,000.

Prosperity Among the Hardwood Trade

The year 1911 was one of the best business years that the Cana-
dian hardwood lumberman has experienced. There may have been
years when a few of them realized greater profits, but during 1911

prosperity was general in this branch of the lumber business. At
the opening of the business year considerable fear was felt on ac-

count of the quietness prevailing in the United States markets, but
as the year advanced the general prosperity of Canada opened up
new fields for the hardwood trade through the enormously in>-

creased demands of Canadian manufacturers who use hardwoods as

a raw material. The general prosperity of the farmers of Canada,
added to our rapidly increasing population, resulted in a good de-

mand for hardwood lumber from implement and vehicle manufactur-
ers as well as from the builders of new homes and from the furniture
manufacturers who must furnish the homes.

The continuous growth of the country and its increasing pros-
perity were accompanied by railroad development on an enor-
mous scale. As the railroads reached out into new fields they had
to increase their rolling stock. Thus another branch of industry
called upon the hardwood trade for supplies. The increasing pros-

perity of the country caused a demand also for a better class of in-

terior trim and again the hardwood trade felt the benefit. The same
applied to furniture, pianos, etc. So it has gone on all along the
line, until to-day, Canadian hardwood lumber manufacturers are

able to sell most of their lines at home and are fast becoming inde-
pendent of the United States buyer. This, more than anything else,

has been the history of the Canadian hardwood business during the
past year.

About the only weak spot in the hardwood trade during 1911
was the difficulty in marketing the low grade. Continued depres-
sion in the prices of the lower grades of soft woods, owing to the

dumping of yellow pine into our markets caused a corresponding

depression in the lower grades of hardwood lumber.
_

An interesting feature of the year's trade was the increasing ten-

dency to buy and sell hardwoods strictly according to grade. Just

as in the United States, buyers of hardwood have reached the point

where they buy the grade of lumber they want and that grade only,

and buy it moreover from the man who furnishes a uniform grade,

so our Canadian manufacturers are rapidly coming to the point where
they will not buy a log run article if they require firsts and seconds,

but will buy exactly what they want, whether it be firsts and sec-

onds, or number one or number two common, and they now find that

it pays to deal with a man who will furnish them the uniform grade.

The past few years have placed the Canadian hardwood lum-

ber business on a much firmer basis, with a more uniform set of

grading rules, until to-day a number of our Canadian hardwood
men are recognized both in Canada and the United States as putting

up hardwood lumber on grade which cannot be disputed or dis-

counted by anyone.
With a good winter, the prospects for the hardwood lumber

business for 1912 were never brighter. All our manufacturers are

working to full capacity and increasing their plants, while the en-

quiry from the United States market is much improved and the

hardwood man has every reason to feel cheerful.

The basswood trade was firm throughout 1911 in all the differ-

ent grades. The high ends were in good demand for carriage mak-
ing, the medium quality for furniture and mouldings and the low
grades for crating and boxes. The markets were firm at the be-
ginning of the year 1911 and continued so throughout the year.

Stocks of thin elm both in the good and cull ends, were taken
up closely by the furniture manufacturers and were also in good
demand for crating purposes. Thick elm was almost entirely ab-
sorbed by the piano trade. Ash was taken up as rapidly as it could
be got hold of, for interior trim especially. Practically all the ash
to-day is going into the interior trim and apparently the good
quality cannot be produced in sufficient quantity to keep pace with
the demand.

The maple situation was also satisfactory during 1911. The
implement trade of Canada was able to absorb all the maple pro-
duced, while the low end and thin stock was largely taken care of

by the manufacturers of flooring.

The birch trade benefitted by the shortage of maple. The fur-

niture business was able to take up a large portion of the stock of
birch which offered and the shortage of maple resulted in a call from
the implement manufacturers for birch, as a substitute. The imple-
ment manufacturers having tested birch for this purpose are now
receiving it favorably and it seems likely to hold its position as an
implement wood. Thin birch and low grade stock were sold up
close, to the flooring manufacturers.

Taking the trade in hardwoods as a whole during the year 1911,
it may be said that prices started out on a basis almost similar to
that prevailing at the opening of the present year. The year started
off with a stiff advance in prices which was rather difficult to main-
tain at first, but as time passed, the advance became permanent. It

is quite likely that similar conditions will be repeated this year as
indications are now strongly in favor of another advance.

A Banker's Views on Lumber Situation
Sir Edmund Walker, President of Bank of Commerce,
Denounces Dumping of U. S. Lumber into Canada

One of the most important pronouncements upon financial and
commercial affairs in Canada is the address delivered each year at

the annual meeting of the Canadian Bank of Commerce, by the
President, Sir Edmund Walker. This address always covers a wide
range of the important developments of the year and is acknow-
ledged to be a careful and conservative estimate of the forces and
events which have influenced the commercial and industrial history

of the country. The lumbering industry alwavs comes in for r

of the attention of the President and this vear it occupied a larger

space even than usual. This is accounted for by the critical nature

of the circumstances which have affected the lumber industry and
which have, in cases, been so drastic as to compel the attention of

the banking world. It is significant to note that the feature which
attracts the attention of the President of the Bank of Commerce
most forcibly is the situation in the Canadian prairies from the dump-
ing of United States lumber upon Canadian markets at prices which
cannot possibly be duplicated without involving loss to the manu-
facturer and serious disturbance to the whole lumber trade.

United States Lumber Dumped Into Canada
Speaking of this feature of the case Sir Edmund Walker said :—

"A year ago we stated that the immediate outlook for the sale of
the lumber from the mountain mills was good, apart from the pros-
pect of more dumping by United States manufacturers. Unfortun-
ately, trade has continued to be bad in the United States, and great
quantities of low-grade lumber have been sold in Canada at less
than the cost of production. Some of this lumber is entered fradu-
lently, being billed as rough lumber or as surfaced only on one side,
when it is actually lumber finished for the United States market
and treated later so as to look like partly rough lumber. The moun-
tain mills prepared for a heavy season, but their calculations were
entirely upset bv this state of affairs. Immediately south of British
Columbia lies the greatest lumber-producing area in North America,
and its natural output has been greatly increased bv the necessity
to cut over large areas in Idaho, Washington and Montana, where
there have been extensive forest fires recently. If manufacturers
there are pressed by their obligations and their bankers are less able
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) 27.23 22.97 to ship at a profit and large stocks will be carried over. For these
the comparison of 1909 and 1911 for the nine months ending 30th reasons the cut of the ensuing season will be smaller"
September, as follows, is still more striking:
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as a consumer, I would encourage you in your agitation,

much more worse than elsewhere. The average price received bv
standard specifications, under which other building and struo
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United States, the American Railway Engin-
prices have declined still further. It does not appear that the con- T'

m? Association, in co-operation with the Associated Bureau of

sumer has benefited by this dumping, the profit apparently soine
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the Northern Pine, the Yellow Pine and the Southern Cy-

to the middleman." " Press Manufacturers Associations, has adopted a series of standard
In connection with the above it is interesting to note what Sir f
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e«ficatio"s for lumber. The conditions surrounding the Canadian
Edmund Walker had to say about the lumber industry in the States v°S I % a» «««h that these specifications are not entirely ap-
of Washington and Oregon. ' pneabte to Canada, but I believe that through the co-operation of
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1 he weather was satisfactory for the greater part of the winter, al- Yours trulvthough towards the end of it the snowfall was heavy and interfered M BFRTRAVDa little with getting the logs out of the woods. The big operator was
able in the main not only to secure the logs of the year's cut but RftV r«mW S« To-o^oalso draw out the logs of the previous season left in the woods

B°X Lumbcr in Canada
owing to the early breaking up of the previous winter. In the The rePorted consumption of lumber for boxes and shooks in
spring the demand for lumber was general, satisfactory sales were Canada during 1910 was over 158,000.000 feet, valued at $2,273,000.
made and prices continued good until June, when keen competition These statistics have been compiled by the Forestry Branch of the
developed between the manufacturers of spruce and the coast and Department of the Interior from reports received from 102 box fac-
mountam mills. A large quantity of low grade stuff was also brought tones

'
over one-half of which are in Quebec. Seventy million feetm from the United States. Favorable freight arrangements were of lumb er, or 15 per cent, of the total, was used in Ouebec. On-

also conceded by the railways to the coast and mountain mills. This tan.° used 60,000.000 feet, or 38 per cent, of the total? and the re-
concession, coupled with the cheap article from the United States, mainder was used in the provinces of New Brunswick, British Col-
placed the manufacturer of spruce at a disadvantage and sales and umbia

- Manitoba and Nova Scotia. Pine, the chief species used in
profits alike were SOmewhaf curtailed. Taken as a whole, however, Ontario, formed 45 per cent, of the total box lumber, and cost onlv
both manufacturer and jobber have had a satisfactory year. The $ 13 -93 P er thousand. This comparatively low price for pine, indi-
present season also promises to be an active one, and a large cut of

cates t,iat witn tms more than with any other species mill waste
logs is predicted. and cull lumber is being used in the manufacture of boxes. Spruce

Reduction in Ontario's Lumber Cut
m 1910 WaS USed in every Province in which boxes were made, and

The liimW tr*A* i„ rw- •

r r „™ form ed 41 per cent, of the total. The cost was $13.83 per thousand

cut of umW in ?d Oh- v h
^ ^ asfollows: "The or 28 cents more than the average mill run price, so that manufac-

Urio anH On/w ill P. A * "\.
m°?t dlstncts 111 On- turers using spruce demand the finest quality. The remaining 14tano and Quebec will, because of low water, be slightly smaller than per cent, of the total was comprised of 14 other woods
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1911 A Great Building Year in Canada
Twenty-Two Leading Cities Expended About $150,000,000 Pro-

portionate Increase of 29 per cent.—Where the Money Was Spent

The building record for the Dominion of Canada during 1911 showed a

wonderful growth over the year 1910. which in itself has been a remarkable
one in this regard. The twenty-two principal cities of the Dominion ex-
pended nearly one hundred and twenty million dollars on building during
1911, as will be seen by the accompanying table. The proportionate increase

of the grand total for these cities over the preceding year was 29 per cent.

The greatest total spent upon building during the year was found in

Toronto, where more than twenty-four million dollars were expended. An
increase of 15 per cent, was shown over 1910. The greatest percentage in-

crease was shown by Calgary, namely, 131 per cent. The stability of growth
in Toronto is a remarkable feature. The increase for 1911 being practically

the same as the increase for 1910 over 1909.

Vancouver came second in the li^t. having spent over seventeen million

five hundred thousand upon building during the year, and Winnipeg was
very close, being only one hundred thousand dollars less than Vancouver.
Montreal came fourth on the li.-t. so far as totals are concerned, but showed
a decrease of six per cent, as compared with 1910. The returns secured from

Town or City Dec. 1910

Toronto $1. 1553.265

Vancouver 958,775

Winnipeg 970.250

Montreal 756.800

Calgary 354,300

Regina 20,625

Saskatoon 177,875

Hamilton 49,550

Victoria 131,750

Fort William 424,135

Ottawa 174,350

St. Boniface 5,600

•London 63,085

Lethbridge 35,450

Sherbrooke 30,000

Windsor 22,700

Port Arthur 76,800

Halifax 14,345

Sydney 12,800

Strathcona 10,200

St. Thomas ... 10,150

Stratford 1,000

Readjustment of Australian Duties on Timber

Under the Commonwealth tariff of 1910—and some preceding

years—New Zealand white pine and Kauri pine were admitted at

the rate of 6d. (12 cents) per 100 superficial feet in all sizes which

very materially favored these woods as against Canadian spruce

and' Douglas fir. The alteration made was not all that could be

desired from a Canadian point of view, but some benefit will be de-

rived by timber exporters through the fact that New Zealand white

pine only is to be admitted in future at the rate of 6d. per 100 super-

ficial feet.

Mr. P. E. Heeney has left Montreal to open a hardwood lum-

ber yard for the Glengarry Lumber .Company, Berlin, Ont. Mr.

Heeney was with Mr. Geo.' Goodfellow, wholesale and retail lumber
merchant, for eight years, first as cashier and later as general man-
ager.

Forestry Results in Europe

The productive forest area in 1908 on the Grand Duchy of Hesse
in Europe amounted to 132,263 acres. In general the standing tim-

ber is composed of sixty-nine per cent, hard wood and thirty-one

per cent, coniferous forest. The fir ranks first among the coniferous

species. The total yield of lumber in 1908 was 4,575,000 cubic feet.

Refuse in so far as it is not suitable for lighter lumber, such as

Montreal, however, do not include the outlying portions. If Greater Mont-
real were all taken as one the total would be twenty-seven million five hun-

dred thousand dollars. Regina was second in the list, as far as percentage

increase was concerned, having advanced by 117 per cent. Saskatoon grew
to the extent of 77 per cent., which was also the rate of progress at Victoria.

Hamilton's total expenditure was $4,255. 730, an increase of 63 per cent. The
heavy decrease in building at Ottawa which occurred during 1910 seems to

have come to an end during 1911 when the total remained about stationary.

The total building expenditure in the Dominion of Canada for 1911 when
compared with 1909 shows an increase of 82 per cent. Taking into account

a number of smaller places which have not reported and also taking in the

$13,000,000 for Greater Montreal, a total of something in the neighborhood
of $150,000,000 is reached as a fairly accurate measure of the expenditure

in Canada upon building during 1911.

The accompanying table gives an accurate idea of exactly where and to

what extent the money was spent.

Dec. 1911 12 mos., *10 12 mos., '11

Approx. Inc.

per cent.

$1,791,032 $21,127,783 $24,374,539 15

1.592,485 13,150,365 17,652.642 34

206,550 15,116,450 17,550,400 16

622.422 15,715,859 14,759,632 6*

698,160 5,589,549 12,908,638 131

71,230 2,351,238 5,099,340 117

134,125 2,817,771 5,004,326 77

92,300 2,604,605 4,255,730 63

242,350 2,273,045 4,026,315 77

589,400 2,381,125 3,077,860 29

195,060 3,022,650 2,997,610 1*

102,550 861,870 1,140,735 32

187,553 805,074 1,036,880 29

112,750 1,211,310 1.033,380 15*

20,000 500,000 1,000,000 100

•81,150 392,040 739,515 89

9,495 892,681 597,705 33*

98,000 630,380 508,796 19*

9.000 347,554 495,642 43

12,925 363,470) 491,403 35

2,100 286,400 285,575

500 224,000 113,000 50*

$92,665,219 $119,149,663

*Decrease

laths or for pulp, is used for firewood. The expenditures for sal-

aries, forest cultivation and road building amounted to approxi-
mately $754,000, and the total gross income (from lumber and fire-

wood) was $1,161,931. The capital represented by the forests

($52,665,354) brought interest accordingly at 2.21 per cent. Where
intensive forestry of this kind is practised, forest fires are unknown.
Sufficient money similarly spent on Canadian forest reserves would
greatly reduce the fire danger, maintain an adequate lumber sup-
ply for the country and in time become a source of revenue to the
Government.

General Lumber Advertising- Campaign
A conference of the Board of Governors of the National Lumber

Manufacturers' Association was held in Chicago recently, at which
the principal subject discussed was the matter of advertising—

a

campaign for advertising wood, as against its substitutes. The ad-
vertising committee through its chairman Mr. A. T. Gerrans made
a report upon the purpose of the proposed advertising and the plan
which had been considered advisable. A resolution was passed in-

structing the advertising committee to proceed with the campaign,
as soon as they found that a fund of $100,000 for the first vear had
been subscribed. At the time of the meeting $60,000 had been al-

ready pledged and the balance seemed assured within a few weeks.

Totals

Proportionate increase on totals for above cities 29 per cent.
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Lumber Trade of Ontario During 1912
Home Markets Continued Active Throughout Most of the Year United StatesDemand Poor — Stocks Reduced and Gut Diminished Outlook Good

The lumber industry in Ontario during the year 1911 was char-
acterized principally by a steady demand and good prices for the
local trade, but in connection with the export business a great deal
was left to be desired. The export business with the United States
was extremely dull and those who shipped to the old country found
themselves handicapped seriously in the latter half of the year by
the advance in freight rates on the transatlantic steamers and also
by the extensive labor troubles in the old country which prevented
importers^ in Great Britain from moving their lumber from the
docks. This latter feature naturally resulted in a temporary lull
in the exports from Ontario and other Canadian manufacturing dis-
tricts. .

*

It was expected, on account of these drawbacks that the total
cut in Ontario would be considerably lessened. As a matter of
fact the production of lumber in this province, during 1911 showed
a decrease of about 30,000,000 feet, as compared with 1910. The
total cut of the province during 1911 was close upon 950,000 000 feet
and the cut of 1910 was nearly 980,000,000 feet.

Volume of Trade Increased During 1911

Careful enquiries which have been made of the whole manufac-
turing trade in Ontario show that the volume of trade, during the
year was materially increased" as compared with 1910. Very few
mills report that the volume of their trade was less than in the pre-
vious year and by far the greater number state that their volume
was in excess of that of 1910. A few of the mills report that their
trade was just about the same in volume, as during the. previous
year. Considering the reduced output of the mills, together with
the increased volume of trade, the natural conclusion is that the
amount of stocks on hand at the end of the year were less than at
the end of the year previous. This also turns out to be the case. Of
the mills reporting practically two-thirds state that their stocks
were less on Jan. 1, 1911, than they were on the corresponding date
in 1910. The most important feature in connection with the re-
duction of stocks is that the trade during the year showed a much
greater demand for the low end, than during former years, with the
result that the heavy accumulation of low grade stocks which had
piled up in the manufacturers' yards during the few years previous
were largely worked off. The demand for the upper grades of lum-
ber was not so strong, as for the lower end, but it was fairly sat-
isfactory. As a result, the manufacturers are approaching the season
of 1912 in a much better condition, than during a number of years
previous. The experiences of the last few years moreover, have
taught the whole trade a much needed lesson of caution and reports
are almost unanimous that the cut of logs in the woods this year
will be smaller, than it has been for a number of years past.

Under these conditions it is reasonable to expect that if the won-
derful expansion of Canada continues during 1912, as it did during
1911, the lumber trade of Ontario will come through the year with
a fairly satisfactory showing. It is not to be expected that the de-
mand from the United States will improve during 1912, because
the presidential election will take place during the fall and is certain
to be a disturbing factor with the trade of the whole country.

The export trade with Great Britain is in a rather uncertain
condition also, on account of the probable further increase in freight
rates and on account of the continued unrest in labor circles. It is
just as probable however, that the English market will show im-
provement, during 1912, as that it will show a decline. With a
reasonable share of good fortune therefore, the manufacturing trade
of Ontario may look forward to an excellent local demand and about
an average export trade. With a curtailed cut and reduced stocks,
it seems as though the lumber industry in this province during the
coming season is likely to prove more successful, than during the
past few years.

Improvement Expected During 1912

That this is thought to be the case by the manufacturers them-
selves is strongly indicated by reports which have been received
by the "Canada Lumberman." Over 75 per cent, of those reporting
state that the outlook for 1912 is that trade will be good or that it

will be considerably better than it was during 1911. Most of the
remainder state that trade will be about the same as it was during
1911. One or two manufacturers report that the outlook is not en-
couraging. These few are confined to the North Shore of Georgian
Bay, whose business is almost entirely with the United States 'and
they naturally do not expect any improvement until political and

financial conditions in that country have taken a material change
for the better.

In the matter of profits, 1911 was a very similar year to 1910.
About 50 per cent, of the mills reporting state that their profits
were the same in both years. 30 per cent, report an increase in
profits on a proportional basis, some having increased their profit?
by about 7 per cent. One mill reports an increase of 25 per cent.
Twenty per cent, of the mills report their profits reduced, durinff
1911.

8

Prices of lumber during 1911 in Ontario were as a rule either
about the same as during 1910, or better. 50 per cent, of the mills
report that they received prices higher than those of 1910. About
30 per cent, report similar prices. About 8 per cent, report reduced
prices. The balance report fluctuating prices. Almost invariably the
reports show better prices for the low grades and fair prices for the
upper end. Several reports show better prices for hardwoods and
for hemlock and Norway.

The majority of the mills report that conditions in the mar-
kets for lath were good. The opinion in regard to the shingle mar-
kets seems to be about divided, some reporting a good trade and
others reporting dull trade. With a few exceptions those who ex-
port to the United States report that trade was dull. Those export-
ing to Great Britain report in the majority of cases, a fair trade.
One or two report an improved trade and one or two report a
similar trade to that of 1910.

The lumber, lath and shingle production of Ontario, during the
year will be found in detail in the following tables.

Georgian Bay and Northern Ontario Lumber Production

The lumber production in Northern Ontario, exclusive of the
Ottawa Valley, was as follows, during 1911 and 1910:

1911 1910
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Spani-h Mills

43,000,000

44,000,000
Sprucedale

...

1,000,000 1,000,000
Sault Ste. Marie

25,000,000

25,000,000
Shawanaga Mill> 4.500,000 3,000,000
Tomiko

17,000,000

17,000,000
Tobermory 3,825,000
Thessalon ...

34,197,021

38,554.063
Waubaushene

25,000,000

27,000,000
Wiarton

6,570,000

8,500,000
Other places

129,358,255

145,056,052

Total

949,421.023

979.569,350

Georgian Bay and Northern Ontario Lath Production

The lath production in Ontario, exclusive of the Ottawa Valley,
was as follows, during 1911 and 1910:

1911. 1910.
Burks Fall?, Ont

...

500,000 700,000
Blind River

11,000,000

19,000,000
Bruce Mines 800,000 400,000
Biscotasing 4,000,000 2,000,000
Bracebridge 2,493,000 3,600,000
Chesley 100,000
Collingwood 500,000
Cutler

11,532,650

17,000,000
Callander 5,683,000 3,025,600
Cache Bay 9,000,000 8,900,000
Chapleau 1,000,000
Fesserton 1,000,000 200,000
French River 2.500,000
Fort Frances 4.935,550 900,000
Gravenhurst 6,000,000 6,000,000
Huntsville 2,300,000 1,700,000
Hepworth

...

75,000 50,000
Havelock 200,000 325,000
John Island 5,000,000 5,000,000
Keewatin

5,500.000

6.500,000
Kinmount 2,000,000 300,000
Klock 1,500,000
Kenora 4,500,000
Longford Mills 1,000,000 1,000,000
Lindsay ... 178,600 259,300
Latchford 2.250.000 7.000.000
Lakefield

5,500,000
6,500,000

Larchvvood 500,000 450,000
Little current '15,136.000 19,200,000
Midland

28,720,000

18.907,000
Marmora 75,000 25,000
North Bay 8,500.000 2,000,000
Nesterville 8,260,000 6,031,000
Owen Sound 6.500.000 6,500,000
Parry Sound 9.105,000 12,675.000
Penetanguishene

21.580.750

15,800,000
Peterborough 4,300,000 4,500,000
Rainy River 6.781.800 9.466.500

Sarnia

15,600,000

12,477,000
Spanish Mills

17.500,000

12,500,000
Sault Ste. Marie ... 8.000.000 8,000.000
Tomiko

8,000.000

7.000,000
Thessalon

15.154.600

10,667.850

Waubaushene 8,000,000 8,000,000
Other places

31.175,000

27,051.000

Total

298,335,950

277,210,250

Georgian Bay and Northern Ontario Shingle Production

The shingle production in Ontario, exclusive of the Ottawa Val-
ley, was as follows, during 1911 and 1910:

1911. 1910.

Bridgenorth .' 1,750,000

Bracebridge ... 2,601,000 3,400,000

Chesley SOO.OOO

Fesserton

...

1,500,000 1,000,000

Gravenhurst

10,000,000

10,000,000

Huntsville 500,000

Hepworth 600,000 500,000
Kinmount 3.000,000 2,500.000

Klock " 500,000

Lindsay

10,543.750

9,593,000

Lion's Head 300,000
Larchwood 1,250,000 900,000

Marmora 100,000 100,000
North Bay 3,750,000 3,500,000

New Liskeard 1,000,000 1,000,000
Owen Sound 1,500,000 3,250,000
Parry Sound 3,000,000
Penetanguishene 520,000 500,000
Peterborough 7,200,000 9,000,000

Sault Ste. Marie 4,000,000 4,000,00

Shawanaga Mills 2,000.000

Wiarton 400,000
Other places '. 3,380,200 4,152,100

Total ... ,

52,944,950

60,045.100

Reforesting operations in the townships of Galway and Harvey,
northern Peterborough, Ont., will be commenced next spring by Dr.
B. E. Fernow, Dean of the Faculty of Forestry, of the University of

Toronto, under instructions from the Dominion Government. The
county of Hastings, Ont., is also undertaking reforestry of its waste
lands.

The Ontario Government report of logs cut during the season of 1910-11
is as follows:
Pine 584,264,105 feet B.M.
Other logs and booms ... 93,464,161 feet B.M.
Railway ties 4,270,832
Cordwood ... 58,886 cords
Tanbark 16,570 cords
Pulpwood 90,726 cords

The area under license in the province is now 19,349 square miles.

The number of fire rangers employed in Ontario during 1911 was as
follows:—Firerangers on railways, 171; firerangers on forest reserves, 190;
firerangers on other Crown Lands, 91; firerangers on licensed lands, 413.
Total, 865.

Ottawa Valley Lumber Production
Shortage of Water Power Lessened Output Dur-
ing the Autumn—Total cut Amounted to 521,000,000

Ottawa, Jan. 27, 1912.—The total lumber production of the Ottawa Valley
for the year 1911 was over 521,000,000 feet. This means a decrease of over
62,000.000 feet from the output of 1911, which was over 583,000,000 feet.

The shortage may be accounted for principally by the low water, which
affected nearly all of the larger firms, those farther up along the Ottawa
river equally with Booth's in the city, and the mills just across the river.

From about the 10th of October, Booth's were curtailed in their operations
to half or less of their capacity. From a cut of 90,000,000 feet in 1910, they
fell to approximately 80,000,000 feet. W. C. Edwards place their production
last year at 75,000,000 feet, as against S0,000,000 feet the year previous.

The Shephard & Morse Co., Ottawa, have slightly less than 22,000,000
feet of an output, compared with about 29,000,000 feet in 1910. In the case
of this and most other plants, the lath and shingle production is propor-
tionately less than the preceding season. The James Davidson, Fort Cou-
longe and Ottawa, firm, through the regretted demise of their head, Con-
troller Davidson, have been somewhat disorganized, and do not estimate
the year's production. It is thought, however, that it will be about the
same as the previous year, namely 8,000,000 feet.

Some of the mills farther down the Ottawa were seriously affected
by the low water. The Hawkesbury Lumber Company's cut, for example,
fell to two-thirds the previous year's. That is, 40,000,000 feet, as compared
with 60,000,000 feet.

At least two very severe fires visited the Ottawa Valley trade during
1911. The Riordon Paper Company had almost their entire plant and stock
burned in June. Their production last season was 13,470,200 feet, against
over 20,000,000 during 1910. The R. and T. Ritchie Company, Aylmer, P.Q.,
whose cut advanced from 10,000,000 feet to 12,000,000 feet in 1911, had prac-
tically their whole stock, new and old, destroyed, some 15,000,000 feet.

The Pembroke Lumber Co., Pembroke, increased their cut from 12,000,-
000 feet in 1910 to 14.000,000 feet in 1911. The Colonial Lumber Company,
of Pembroke, held their own despite the diminished water power, having
the same output as in 1910, namely, 13,000,000 feet. The McLachlin Bros.,
Arnprior, whose power is derived from the splendid Madawaska river, cut
approximately the same as the season before, 60,000,000 feet.

The Fraser firms, both Fraser & Co., and the newer concern, A. & F.
Fraser, had somewhat reduced outputs, being respectively 11,500,000 feet

—

a quarter of a million less—and 2,500,000 feet—a million less than in 1910.
M. N. Cummings, River Desert, reports 1.100,000 against 1,500,000 last year.
Cameron & Co. cut 4,500,000, a decrease of half a million. Among the other
firms the Rideau Lumber Company cut 4,000,000 feet, and doubled their
shingle production, namely from 2,000,000 to 4,500,000.

The year has not been more than fairly satisfactory to most of the
manufacturers. The cost of labor advanced, and even at the higher wages.
Booth's for example, had difficulty in keeping their full complement of
employees. At this firm, of course, the labor scarcity was first experienced
as the plant is kept running night and day with different shifts. The cur-
tailed production, taking the whole district into account, may help the
prices to advance for the local trade. The cost of production, what with
labor and other advances, is undoubtedly higher than the previous season.

The prices are better than for some time past, and the majority of
lumbermen are optimistic that the present upward trend will continue.
Particularly gratifying are the prices for the higher grades. The demand
for white pine is good, and all the better classes are readily saleable.

For the lower grades not so much can be said, the year's trade having
been dull and unsettled in these lines. A hopeful sign, however, is noted
in the advance in box and mill culls during the past three months.

The export trade is regarded as in a more satisfactory condition than
for a few years back. The British market has been steady right along, and
still further advances are looked for.

"We can get about what we like for our best grades in Britain," stated
one of the largest exporters. The export trade in deals, battens and boards
to England has been very fair. Pine has been in good demand throughout
the year.

The United States market is still far from satisfactory. Many dealers
can see no likelihood of improvement in this direction, instancing the presi-
dential elections as liable to postpone better trade conditions. The cheap
Southern pine is a thorn in the flesh of the would-be Canadian exporter.
The Riordon firm and some others, however, report an upward movement
of late, and a better demand is predicted.

Most of the manufacturers have pretty well sold out their stocks. Mill
culls in general have been cleared out.

The winter's logging activity would warrant the expectation of at least
a normal cut next season. For several weeks it looked as though the fr
would be unable to get out their regular quota of logs. The winte<-
exceptionally mild and open up to New Year's, and it was feared
logs felled by the army of shantymen—for twenty-five thousand w
from Ottawa alone—could not be teamed out unless a good spf
winter intervened. Fortunately this has happened, and while
and other logging operations are considerably behind, the p-

weather ever since the New Year has gone far to reme '

will not be logging as much as usual this winter u
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supply left over from the last cutting season, and this does not mean any
curtailment in the coming summer. For the rest, the firms are workinc
for a good year s business, and the outlook for 1912, so far as present con
dition.-, indicate, would justify a good degree of optimism.

Ottawa Valley Lumber Production
1911 1910

J R.. Booth, Ottawa 80,000,000 90,OOo!ooo
VV. C. Ldwards Co., Rockland and New Edinburgh,

Ottawa
.. ... 75,000,000 80,000,000

McLachlin Bros., Amprior
, ... 00,000,000 00 000 000

Hawkesbury Lumber Co 40,000,000 00,ooo'ooo
bhepard & Morse, Ottawa 21,948,000 28 836 000
Gilmour & Hughson, Mull 20,000,000 85,000 000
lM-aser & Co., Ottawa 11,500,000 11 775 000
Golden Lake Lumber Co., Eganville 8,700,000 8 ooo'ooo
J. Lumsden, Lumsden Mills

, ... 14,000,000 14 000 000
Riordon Paper Co - 13,470,200 20 isi'900
Cameron & Co., Opeongo 4,500,000 5 000 000
Rideau Lumber Co., Ottawa

, 4,000,000 :j 000 000
A. & F. Eraser, Pembroke 2,500,000 3'500 000
Pembroke Lumber Co 14,000,000 12 000 000
Colonial Lumber Co., Pembroke 13,000,000 13,000 000
Fassett .Lumber Co., Passett, Que. ... 21,000,000 21,000000
Gillies Lumber Co 18,000,000 25,000,000
1-erguson & Mchadden, Jocko 12,000,000 16,000,000
R. & T. Ritchie, Aylmer, Que 12,000,000 10 000 000
James Davidson, Fort Coulonge ... 8,000,000 8 000 000
James McLaren, Buckingham, Que 22,000,000 25 000 000
A. Barnet & Co., Brule Lake 3,000,000 200 000
McMaster Lumber Co., Deschenes 2,000,000 200 000
M. N. Cummings, River Desert l',10o',00() l soo'ooo
1 apineauville Lumber Co 4,000,000 4,000 000
M. Bertrand, Masham Mills 2,000,000 1,000 000
Smith Brothers, Campbells Bay 1,300.000 1,300 000
D. J. Macl'herson Lancaster 2,000,000 2,000,000
Arundle Lumber Co ooo'ooo
Other places

] 30,000,000 30,OOo|oOO

Total

521,018,200

583,662,900
BP

Ottawa Valley Lath Production

„, n , , „ . 1911 1910

T n I

21" 25,000,000 25,000,000
J. K. Booth

8,000,000

10,000,000
Shepard & Morse 7,547,000 9,364 000
Gilmour & Hugl, son 2,000,000 2,500 000
Papineauville Lumber Co 3,000,000 3,000 000
Riordon Paper Co 380,000 3,375 000
James Davidson 2,000,000 2,000,000
Fraser & Co

_ 3,775,000 3,225,000
Cameron & Co

...

5,000,000 1,000,000
A. Barnet & Co 500,000

™ ^ F
-
Ft

;

aser 1,500,000 750,000
M. Bertrand 400,000 650,000

if o
N

Vr
CTm

,

lngS 225
-000 250,000

K. & 1 Ritchie
. 8.000.000 7,000,000

1 embroke Lumber Co 7,400,000 6 000 000
Colonial Lumber Co 4,000,000 4,000,000
Other places 2,000,000 2,000,000

Total

80,727,000

80,114,000

Ottawa Valley Shingle Production

w r T7 i i r 1911 1910

t t> D , ^ S C°

20,000,000

25,000,000
J R. Booth, Ottawa 9,000,000 9,000,000
Riordon Paper Co

...

2,650.000 6,700,000
1 apineauville Lumber Co 2,500,000 2,500.000
James Davidson Co 2,000,000 2,000,000
Rideau Lumber Co 4,500,000 2,000,000

™ ^er? n • •
• • • 1,000,000 1,000,000

u f^T™" 8
'

8 C° 300,000 300,000
K. & 1. Ritchie 2,000,000 2,000,000M Bertrand 300)000 500 00( ,

Other places

15,000,000

15,100,000

TotaI

59,250,000

66,100,000

Mining recorders, whose offices are in or near a forest reserve
in Ontario, have been authorized to issue permits to prospect for
minerals in those reserves.' Under an order-in-council just passed
by the Provincial Government, the regulations under the Forest Re-
serve Act are amended to permit of this change.

p
Krauss Bros. Lumber Co., New Orleans, La., recently remem-

bered their friends in the trade, in a very practical manner by send-
ing out a very useful automatic lead pencil having the appearance

i stylographic pen. This little souvenir is certain to be wel-
A by all who are fortunate enough to secure one.

ward Mines Lumber Company, Chicago, 111., have favored
' -Mi a very practical calendar for 1912. A page is de-

~nd at the top of each page is a view of some
of the company's plant and operations.

Cooperage Trade Had a Poor Year
By J. I lines, Chatham, Ont.

The year 1911 was not a very satisfactory one for the cooperage
manufacturing industry in Canada, as the consumption in the early
part of the season was small, while the annual consumption was fully
up to the average of the past three years. Prices which were very
low early in the year, hardly recovered themselves in time to be
profitable to the manufacturers. The moderate apply crop, the un-
settled conditions of business, owing to the elections, were also fac-
tors against fair prices for stock.

The output in Ontario during 1911 was approximately 54 000-
000 elm and hardwood staves; 18,000,000 elm hoops; 3,500,000 set
of heading; not including nail-keg stock, which would increase the
output 8 per cent, to 10 per cent.

There was apparently a slight increase over last year's pro-
duction in the Lower and Western Provinces.

While the consumption in some lines is decreasing, more es-
pecially in sugar barrels, it is being more than made up in pack-
ages for food products generally, as despite the higher cost than
paper and jute bags, the advantages from a sanitary and safe de-
livery standpoint are so apparent to the consumers, that they demand
the barrel in preference to any other package.

Take sugar for instance, by the time the odors from dirty rail-
road cars have been assimilated, and the handlers have got through
with their hooks and many other influences have affected the con-
tents, the packages arrive in anything but an appetizing condition
to the consumer. The same applies to flour which is shipped lone
distances. &

Apples packed in barrels arrive at destination unbruised with
packages unbroken, and it is impossible to find a box at moderate
price which accomplishes the same results.

Salt, in barrels, arrives clean and dry —lime, unslacked—crackers
dean and crisp;—and in fact no package is so universally desirable
from all standpoints as the barrel, from a standpoint of strength
cleanliness, and cheapness.

The winter so far has been very unfavorable for stocking the
mills, but there arc stfll two months of winter to reckon on so that
by the time the mills are ready to start up in the spring, they may
have fair stocks of logs to work on, and the production be up to
the average.

In the meantime, prices for future delivery are above last year's
basis. Unless an abnormally long winter ensues, they are not likely
to be any lower than they are at present.

The Sash and Door Trade in Ontario
By F. W. Brennen, Hamilton, Ont.

The sash and door industry of Ontario, during the last few years
has, generally speaking, prospered. The raw material is becoming
more difficult to procure every year, and consequently, is advancing
in price all the time, and will continue to do so. This lumber is be-
ing shipped out of our country more each year, and our home con-
sumption is increasing each year, so the door manufacturers must
carry a larger supply of lumber all the time, for when he needs it
it is not to be had, if he does not procure it when available The
grade standard is lowering all the time. Good lumber brings a big
price, and the door manufacturer is endeavoring to supply his de-
mand. One way he has of accomplishing this is reducing the stand-
ard of the lumber grade, but the price, in spite of this, is steadilv
advancing. All these conditions have materially advanced the cost
of the door manufacturing raw material. The cost of lumber has
advanced easily five per cent, in the last year.

The labor item has also advanced, in cost, in many ways- the
shorter hours, the Saturday half holiday, and a great many other
incidentals that men ask for. The actual rate of wages has advanced
in the last year easily five per cent., and whether we are getting
more efficient mechanics is a question.

The demand in our trade is very good, and the actually busy
portion of our trade is extending in duration of time. Formerly six
months was the manufacturing season. Now we have ten months
of good demand for our supplies. The great handicap to the indus-
try is the production of stock during the quiet seasons. Manufac-
turers must get storehouse accommodation so that they can keep up
the average output all the year around. The demand is increasing
all the time, and the door makers will have to keep up with the
trade and demand if they want to maintain it.

One feature of door-making that is noticeable is the demand for
a higher grade door for interior finish. This has been the history
in the United States, that a better door has taken the place of a
cheap door. Our manufacturers will have to supply the demand.

Competition starts in this way, during the quiet season a gen-
eral stir is made for orders, and usually the smaller manufacturers
or weaker ones, start to cut prices in order to get trade, and the
season is well on before this condition has been righted', but the
manufacturers have had a better understanding with one' another.
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recently, and more confidence, and this feature has not been very-

marked.

The profits in door-making are very fair, when one understands
his business fairly, or in other words, a profitable business can be
conducted in making doors. But as in the case of the general farmer,
everything must be made to count.

Better Times in Store for Hemlock Trade
Editor Canada Lumberman:—The hemlock trade during 1911

saw the largest amount manufactured of any season in its history
in Ontario, but along with this increased output was an increased
demand which held the price about normal. Judging from this state-

ment one would think the hemlock trade to be in quite a healthy
condition, and that the manufacturer has little cause to complain

;

but on the other hand, it is quite to the contrary. Many evils have
crept into the trade, among them one which has been hard fought
during the past year, and last month the trade arrived at something
like a victory when it adopted definite Rules of Inspection.

The grades of hemlock lumber during the season of 1911 were
much raised. One stock with which the writer is familiar, had in

1911. 32 per cent, of No. 2 and lower grade against 27 per cent, of

No. 2 and lower grade in 1910. If the Rules of Inspection, as adopted
by the hemlock trade last December, are closely adhered to we should

1912

Editor Canada Lumberman : Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., Jan. 18, 1912

We think the cut of logs taken out the present winter on the North
Shore will be considerably less than during the winter of 1910-11, possibly

showing as much as 25 per cent, to 30 per cent, decrease. This will be

partly the result of intentional curtailment from the beginning of the

present logging season, on account of unsatisfactory market conditions, and
partly because of the difficult weather and labor conditions for logging

which prevailed during the fall and early winter. Labor was exceedingly

scarce up to about November first; most camps we know of running up to

that time with an average of not over 75 per cent, of the men they should

have had. Labor then suddenly became rather plentiful but it was too

late to make up very much lost time on cutting and skidding, particularly

with an excessive amount of rain and snow in November and December,
and companies which had reduced the number of camps found that the cut

of each camp was also reduced from what they had figured on. The haul-

ing weather has also been very unsatisfactory so far, as the frost came
so late that hauling was about two weeks later than usual in getting started,

and the intensely cold weather, when it did come, interfered more or less

with all kinds of woods work.

Stocks of lumber in first hands in our immediate vicinity show a re-

duction from a year ago, but possibly total stocks on hand at the mills,

both sold and unsold, show a slight increase, due to delays of navigation late

in the fall.

From the point of view of the lumber manufacturer, conditions and
profits during 1911 were even less satisfactory if possible, than the year

before. Lumber sold at about the same price and about as freely, but a

general increase in the cost of production served to cut profits a little fur-

ther. Our collections were quite good nearly all season, although late in

the fall they seemed to slow up a little for some reason we cannot explain.

The North Shore lumber operators have been, for the last two seasons,

laboring under a rather unusual, and very disadvantageous condition. That
is. they have been producing lumber in a very prosperous country with

corresponding scarcity and high cost of labor and many supplies, and selling

it in a country where business conditions have been considerably depressed.

The marketing of so large a proportion of the North Shore lumber in the

United States in spite of unsatisfactory market conditions there, is due
apparently to the fact that Central and Eastern Canada has a considerable

exportable surplus of pine every year, and that owing to good cargo rates

from the North Shore to United States markets, and rather high rail rates

to Canadian consuming points, the North Shore furnishes more than the

average proportion of the exported pine. This United States trade, which
is primarily a question of transportation, will probably exist as long as the

present transportation conditions exist, as the 'duty of $1.25 per M. is the

equivalent of only about five cents per hundred pounds freight on rough
W hite Pine, and four cents per hundred on rough Norway.

We can see no great encouragement for the Ontario lumber manufac-
turer until one or both of the following changes comes: either a let-up

in the present excessive expansion in Canada, particularly in railway

construction, which while it lasts makes the cost of both labor

eliminate this difficulty and place the trade on a much firmer foun-

dation.

In the year 1907 the hemlock trade saw the price of hemlock

lumber rise to the highest price yet attained, and naturally, along

with the price of lumber rose the price of logs. Sad to say the

price of lumber did not remain at the high point, but on the other

hand the price of logs and standing timber stood firm, also the price

of labor has steadily kept increasing, and the quality decreasing.

Again, the price of food-stuffs has increased very much ; it is need-

less for the writer to undertake to estimate the advance, as all in

the trade know well about this particular end.

The increasing trade of Georgia pine, introduced by skilful ad-

vertising and not by the merits of the wood, has seriously affected

the hemlock as well as other Canadian woods. Possibly the reader

will think that the hemlock tradesman is of a dyspeptic nature and
is given to fault-finding and complaining, but let me inform him
that he is mistaken, for if he remains in the hemlock industry as it

is to-day, he has to be made of the best material the country can
produce, to battle with the difficulties which confront him. This
has been clearly shown in their stick-to-it-iveness in dealing with
the Rules of Inspection during 1911.

Now, if the hemlock trade will rally their forces and cling to-

gether in 1912, they will be able to crush out some of the evils which
confront them, and make the coming season a profitable one.—-Manu-
facturer.

and supplies abnormally high; or a considerable improvement in the

industrial conditions of the United States. The former will probably not

come for several years, or until the present cycle of railway, industrial and

land speculation has passed, but it is certain to come. The probabilities

are that the latter will not materialize in any considerable degree until

about another year and that the curtailment in production this season should

prove not only beneficial, but quite necessary.

Very truly yours,

WOLVERINE CEDAR & LUm'bER CO.

1912 a Good Year to Play Safe

Toronto, Ont., January 6th, 1912.

Editor Canada Lumberman:
As near as we can find out the output of logs this year will be forty per

cent less than in 1911. The available stocks are about the same as a year
ago. • The mild weather has made logging conditions very difficult and
expensive.

There was about the same quantity of lumber manufactured in 1911 as
1910, but the prices were not as good, and the logging conditions were much
more difficult than in 1910 owing to deep snow, thin ice, and soft marshes,
which brought the manufacturers' profits down, in many instances, to the
microscopic point. Collections were quite satisfactory.

The market of 1911 was materially affected by the uncertainty of the
tariff relations between Canada and the United States, and the Presidential
election coming on this year further retards commerce in the United States.
Our commercial affairs are very sympathetic with theirs, and anything affect-
ing them affects us to a degree.

This, we think, is a good year for the lumberman to play a safe game
by not overloading, as the conditions in Western Canada are far from flour-
ishing. This, combined with the unsatisfactory conditions in the United
States, is our reason for the warning.

During 1911 the Canadian markets suffered greatly from the enormous
imports of southern pine from the United States, which enters Canada free
of duty when planed one side only. This lumber undersold several important
lines of Canadian lumber and threatens to become a great menace to Can-
adian trade unless a duty is placed on rough lumber.

Yours truly,

THE PARRY SOUND LUMBER COMPANY, LIMITED.

A Good Year's Trade at Hamilton

.
Hamilton, January 11, 1912.

Editor Canada Lumberman:
That the past year has been a particularly good one for those engaged

in the supply of building material, we think is the general opinion of those
interested, and here there is every indication of a repetition of the condi-
tions during the coming summer. Prices have been fair, and cutting to
get business has been pretty well eliminated. There has been a large
amount of speculative house building here. The grade of lumber used in
this class has been poor, and the prices on these lines have been cut pretty
close; but on the whole there have been fair margins. The labor market
has been fairly satisfactory with a slisrht advance on last year, but with
the same dearth of good mechanics. The class of building is changing for
the better, but the change to special designs and different woods and na-
tural finish, certainly furnishes the equivalent in worries for any additional
return there is in it.

and 1911—Opinions of the Trade
Situation and Outlook Discussed by Lumbermen—Curtailment Probable in Ontario
Hardwood Industry Expecting a Good Year — Retail Business Promising
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Reinforced concrete construction has been quite a feature of the build-

ing trade here lately, and is apparently growing in favor, but unless the
system of false work is materially changed, the lumber dealer need not lose
any sleep about the loss of business, as with the present methods of con-
struction there is often as much or more lumber used for this purpose than
in the old style of permanent construction. The slow-burning construction
certainly used a much larger amount, but this style is not used to the ex-
tent it was, and cement and steel are gradually crowding it to the wall

Contractors have, on the whole, been getting very fair prices for their
work with a few exceptions, and the amount of work offering at all times
left no excuse for figuring below a fair margin.

The cost of lumber in the lower qualities has been practically the same
in 1910, but the paring of grades has been in evidence as usual in the better
class, and this with some slight advances in price, go to make these lines
pretty dear. In fact when you come to the stock used in natural finish
pine doors it is a toss-up which is the best value, the white pine of the
north or Carolina sugar pine with a twenty dollar freight. Another knock
for the saw null man while the opportunity offers; why cut such a large
percentage of red pine into 18 ft. lengths, and compel us to stock up with
yellow pine in short lengths, to fill orders for joisting, etc., and then de-nounce the importation of yellow pine?

On the whole the supply man has had a very good season in Hamilton
and would probably get something out of the business if he could devote
a little more time to it instead of to those smooth gentlemen of the grip.

Yours truly,

THE PATTERSON-TILLEY CO.

Hardwood Prices Likely to Advance

Editor Canada Lumberman:
Hanover, Ont., January 6, 1912.

We are not in the lumber business in the ordinary sense but we arc
constantly in contact with saw mill men, not in any particular locality but
over a large portion of Ontario. Up to this date there are practically no
logs hauled, and cutting has been stopped in a great many cases, because
people do not care to cut more hardwood timber than they are reasonably
sure of being able to deliver at the mills. Generally speaking the cut ofhardwood so far exceeds that of last year.

The stock of dry lumber on hand with both producer and consumer is
decidedly lower now than it was a year ago.

No hauling as yet has been done worth speaking of because there has
not been enough snow.

As far as we know, the collections for hardwood sales have been goodthe principal difficulty in the hardwood business, is now, and always
lias been, the want of uniform rules for inspection. We have adopted ourown rules and presume that a great many other consumers have done thesame. CHhers who have not done so have been at the mercy of the "scalp-
ers. We have printed on a margin of our ordinary letter heads a rule of
inspection, and invariably apply it on all lumber we buy. We have no
trouble to buy all our requirements direct from mills

Nobody can tell at this time what his logs are going to cost him be-cause they are not delivered, and the cost of delivery depends entirely upon
the weather conditions. However, we do not look for any fall in prices ofhardwood. The chances are they will go up.

Yours truly,

THE KNECHTEL FURNITURE CO. LTD.

Improvement In Hardwood Prospects

t,.^ ~ , T
Marmora. Ont., January 17th, 1912.

H.ditor Canada Lumberman:
As far as we can judge at the present time the year 1912 is likely toprove quite as good as 1911. In fact the hardwood market is now exhibiting

an improvement and we are already in receipt of many enquiries and offers'
tor our entire cut.

Weather conditions for work in the woods were not ideal, owing to lack™ before Xmas, which made it impossible to get into the swamps until
atter the New Year. During the past ten days we have had very heavy falls
ot snow and very little more will increase the cost and difficulties of draw-
ing considerably. Supplies for camps keep climbing up in cost. There
seems to be a fair supply of labor although it is becoming increasingly diffi-
cult to secure first-class woodsmen.

Stocks of lumber hereabouts are pretty well cleaned out. Our own is
about the same as a year ago.

Yours truly,

THE PEARCE COMPANY, LIMITED.

Reduced Operations at Owen Sound
An Owen Sound firm of manufacturers write as follows:

„ ,
Owen Sound, Ont., January 15, 1912.

h-ditor Canada Lumberman:
As far as we can learn the stocks around here, on hand at the present

time, are about the same as last year, and while the fall was very wet still
since the cold weather set in, there is a better outlook for the woods opera-
tions and the hauling is now in full swing.

Our sales and collections for 1911 compare very favorably with 1910 in
fact the demand for red pine, in sales, was considerably in excess of 1910 and
from indications at the present time, we are looking forward to a very good
season s work during the coming year.

The quantity of l< gs to be taken out this year we do not think will be
as great as last year by about 25 per cent.

keen causing cutting of prices which the small margin of profit could notpossibly warrant.
Profits were very small indeed, notwithstanding that we told through-

out the year at Association prices; the lessened production and smaller out-
put having to carry the same overhead and running expense. This applies
solely to our plant here.

1 H

Increased Cost of Labor and Materials

WD. Cargill, of Cargill, Ont., writes as follows regarding the planing
mill industry: 1 s

, . . . „„ Cargill, Ont., January 16th, 1912.Lumber used in 1911 cost us about $3.25 per M. more than in 1910. Labor
cost three per cent. more. Demand was very slow during the first fourmonths of the year, but was good during the balance. Competition was too'

Uniformity of Grading Greatly Needed

Editor Canada Lumberman:
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d a very S°od year in my lumber trade during 1911 and amhopeful for the year 1912. Profits have compared favorably with other
years. My sales were better than during the previous year. Labor is be-coming more expensive. My stock of timber is about 500,000 ft House
finishing has been in good demand. Collections were about on the average
I he most trouble I have is to get the lumber as good as the salesman
represents it Uniform grading of lumber is what is wanting. Every gradeshould be defined so that there cannot be any dispute. This would benefitboth wholesalers and retailers.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM MICHENER.

Profits for 1911 About an Average

Editor Canada Lumberman: * Catharines
'

0nt- J a " uary ™^
The profits for 1911 were just about the same as in former years butwe had more business and handled considerable more lumber than any pre-vious year. The cost of this business has increased considerably. Laborhas been more expensive and our stocks are larger than formerly. We find

that there is an increased demand for hemlock and spruce; the white pinebeing slower. Collections have been just about an average. We are ex-pecting that 1912 will be fully as good as 1911.

Yours truly,

HENRY WISE

Scarcity of Labor Was Serious Handicap
The J. & J. Kerr Company. Limited, Petrolia, Ont., retail lumber dealersreport that during the year 1911 profits in the retail trade were about at anaverage, although the extent of the year's business was hardly up to thatof former years. The cost of conducting business was increased Stockson hand at the close of the year were lighter than they were a year pre-vious. Ihe best demand for the year was for spruce and hemlock. Collec-lons were about on an average. The worst handicap was the scarcity of

labor. The cost of labor increased. The skill of the workmen was not asHigh as in former years and the number of workmen available showed a con-siderable decrease.

Good Retail Trade Expected This Year
McLellan & Company, retail lumber dealers, Bowmanville Ont, reportthat profits for the year 1911 were about the same as they were during 1910More business offered, but the cost of operation increased. Labor was farmore expensive Their stocks of lumber at the close of the year 1911 werelarger than usual as they expect to do a much increased business this springIhe best demand during 1911 was for the low grades, while clear white pine

lines were slow. Collections were not so good as they were in 1910 Thevconsider the prospects for 1912 trade better than they ever were before ashouses are very scarce.
'

Profits Better, Collections Worse
Knight Brothers, Burk's Falls, Ont.. report that they expect the outputof logs this winter to be about the same as last year. Stocks of lumber onhand to-day are a little smaller than they were a year ago. The woods opera-tions were favored with good weather for cutting and skidding up to Janu-ary 1st. and plenty of snow fell then for hauling operations. The sales oflumber stocks for the year were greater than for the year previous and

profits were a little better, but collections were worse. They experiencedthroughout the past year a decided want of steady efficient labor The indi-
cations, they report, are for fairly good business during 1912.

Had a Good Year and Expect a Better One

Editor Canada Lumberman:
Pembroke, January 9, 1912.
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/ned the business for 1911 was much better thantor 1910. The quantity of unsold lumber was much less at the close of
1911 than a year previous. The prices were much better all around Asregards the outlook for business for 1912, we expect to get better orices

prfc" "
g 1911

'
anything we have s0,d has been at an increase in

Yours truly,

THE COLONIAL LUMBER CO. LTD.

Had a Good Year at Lindsay

p,., „ '

T
Lindsay, Ont., January 9th. 1912.

h-ditor Canada Lumberman:
We will take out as many logs this season as last year. Stocks are a

ittle higher than last year. The weather conditions so far have been badbut the out ook for hauling is very fair. We consider that the year 1911 was
a great deal better than 1910.

THE JOHN CAREW LUMBER COMPANY.

Messrs. R. and T^ Ritchie Ltd., Aylmer, Que., report that they "con-
sider the outlook for business for 1912 very good."
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Good Year for Machinery Trade

Manufacturers of saw mill and wood-working machinery had an ex-
cellent year in Canada during 1911, as will be seen by reading the follow-
ing letters received from several of the leading firms:

Peterborough, January 5, 1912.
Editor Canada Lumberman:

We are pleased to be able to state that during 1911 we were extremely
busy and our sales for the past year were considerably larger than in
previous years.

So far as 1912 is concerned, we can see nothing in the outlook at this
time to cause any uneasiness, and we are confidently looking for an even
better year in 1912 than we had in 1911.

Yours truly,

WILLIAM HAMILTON COMPANY, Limited.

Good Prospects for 1912

Brantford, January 6, 1912.
Editor Canada Lumberman:

We have no reason to complain of business in 1911, though the prices
were somewhat lower than in 1910.

As far as we can judge, prospects for the year 1912 are good.
Yours very truly,

THE WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO. LTD.

The Best is Still to Come
One of the largest Canadian manufacturers of saw mill and wood-

working machinery writes as follows:

Hamilton, January 8, 1912.
Editor Canada Lumberman:

Business for 1911 was in fair volume, it being however visibly affected
by the election issue, "Reciprocity,"' and more particularly so at election
time.

There was a considerable volume of business offered and closed di-

rectly after the election.

It is a little early in the year to draw any conclusion for 1912 but
from what we have from the reports of our men from the different dis-
tricts of the Dominion, everything appears very favorable and there are
indications of a large volume of business offering.

This country is particularly affected by the crop conditions and with
the opening up of spring, if there should be a good indication of crops, we
cannot but see that Canada will enjoy the best year she has yet had.

Nothing But Prosperity Ahead
Montreal, Que., January 8, 1912.

Editor Canada Lumberman:
The year 1911 saw the best year's business we have ever had, particu-

larly in the equipment of smaller plants in the new towns throughout the
country.

There is nothing on the horizon to indicate anything but an increase
in prosperity for 1912.

Yours truly,

THE CANADIAN FATRBANKS-MORSE CO. LTD.

Business Increased Over Sixty Per Cent.

Orillia, Ont. January 10, 1912.
Editor Canada Lumberman:

We are pleased to state that as far as we were concerned, our busi-
ness in 1911 was entirely satisfactory in every respect. We increased our
business over 1910 by over 60 per cent., which expresses the condition of
business better than any other remarks we might make .

The outlook for 1912 is very bright, and while, of course, it is im-
possible to tell what the future may bring forth, we have every reason
to believe that the year 1912 will be even better than 1911.

Yours very truly,

THE E. LONG MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.

Calendars for 1912
The Newman Machine Co., of Greensboro, N. C, U. S. A., well-known

manufacturers of woodworking machinery, have issued an attractive cal-
endar for 1912, which is illustrated with a view of the company's plant and
pictures of several of their machines.

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon, wholesale lumber dealer^ Philadelphia,
Pa., have sent out a very practical and attractively gotten up calendar for
the current year. The large date pad contains one sheet for each week, sub-
divided into sections for each of the business days, with plenty of blank
space for the entry of memoranda. The pad is mounted on an attractive
green cardboard with white border.

The Wood-Mosaic Co., Inc., New Albany, Indiana, manufacturers and
wholesalers of hardwood, lumber and flooring, have sent out a very attrac-
tive calendar for the current year to their friends. In addition to a neatly
printed date pad, the calendar is rendered attractive by a splendid colored
reproduction of a painting by Philip R. Goodwin, entitled "Cruisers Mak-
ing a Portage." The painting is one which will appeal especially to all

who are interested in the lumber business as it shows a couple of cruisers
at one of the most interesting and most trying of their lonely trips through
the forests.

unprofitable business as to most of the indu>try and particularly in the
major woods, like fir, yellow pine, spruce and hemlock, which, in many
sections of large production, have sold at or below cost of production. The
exceptions to the unsatisfactory condition are found chiefly in the hard-
woods, some of which, never in full supply, were moved at good prices.
Such were particularly oak of the better grades and poplar. The latter is

one of the leading automobile materials and is one of the eastern woods
which is obtainable in wide widths and of lir^t quality, although only in
limited quantity.

Improvements were seen in some yellow pine lines. The year opened
very badly everywhere in the yellow pine country, but the producers of this
class of material along the South Atlantic Coast from Virginia to Florida
witnessed a pronounced improvement. The yellow pine business of the
South also showed a decided improvement early in the year over 1910. The
advances during the first few months of $2 in prices led to excessive com-
petition from the effects of which they were saved only by curtailment of
product. The close of the year sees the lumber industry in better statistical
position than at its beginning and coupled with this fact is the promise of a
better demand for 1912.

Exports of Forest Products to U. S.

Total Value Nearly $29,000,000-Lumber Sent Across the
Border Decreased By Over $3,000,000-Three Years' Details

The following table shows the values of exports of forest products from
Canada to the United States during 1911 and the two preceding years:

Classes

—

Ashes, pot and pearl
Ashes, other

Total ashes

Bark for tanning . . .

Firewood
Knees and futtocks
Lathwood

Logs

—

Elm . . . .

Hemlock
Oak ... .

Pine ... .

Spruce .

.

Tamarack
All other

Total logs

1909 1910 1911
6,421,373 !531,835,326 $28,785,427

1,166 » 820 604
58,269 61,898 61,120

59,435 62,718 61,724

122,118 83,264 78,138
77,458 46,604 45,965
15,618 7,556 3,068
3,465 10,310 1,600

8,136 3,983 13,106
31,797 15,273 6,946
3,162 50

20,981 19,754 26,610
109,784 123,363 152,327

735,151 796.546 962,834

909,011 958,969 1,161,823

Lum ber

—

Basswood, butternut and hickory.
Battens
Deals, pine
Deals, spruce and other
Deal ends
Lath
Palings
Pickets

Scantlings and joists

Shooks, box and other
Staves and headings .

.

All other lumber n.e.s.

Total lumber 20.252,698

Match blocks
Masts and spars '

Piling ; .

.

Poles, hop, hoop, telegraph and other
Posts, cedar, tamarack and other . . .

Shingle bolts, pine or cedar
Sleepers and railroad ties

Stave bolts

Timber square

—

Ash
Birch
Elm
Maple
Oak
Pine, red ... .

Pine, white . . .

All other ... .

Total timber, square

Wood, blocks and other, for pulp
Other articles of the forest

52,179 61,576 75,844
2,391 22

61,519 83,305 115,529
351,825 572,103 247,708

7,516 14,142 6,888
1,586,943 1,852,211 1.627,818

425 250
157,117 196,385 148,290

14,803,793 17,877,349 15,948,790
393,522 594',938 571,723

2,520,339 2,298,055 1,648,448
13,646 26,300 8,323
60,690 35,309 46,250

240,793 315,674 195,303

20,252,698 23,927,619 20,640,914

2,898 3,953 6,095
1,560 610 456

74,002 129,418 170,734
43,896 55,810 78,055
32,198 46,930 34,228
47,214 72,764 37,002

287,695 328,277 356,701
,1,257 124

75

7,198 485 2,141
3,000 45

559 1,098 6,463

3,794 5,856 560
113,905 13,619 2,772

128,531 21,103 11,936

4,356,391 6,076,628 6.092,715
5,837 2,669 4,273

Leonard Bronson on the United States Trade
In the course of his annual review of the lumber trade situation, Manager

Leonard Bronson of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association, says:
"The lumber business of the United St#tes has been in a demoralized

and generally unsatisfactory condition during 1911. There was some slight

improvement in some sections over the condition of 1910, but there continued

The imports of sawed rough lumber at Buffalo. N.Y.. from Canada for
the past year show a decrease of 27,104,947 feet compared with the previous
year. The figures for 1911 were 40,777,639 feet, with a value of $792,406. The
imports of such lumber have shown great variation in quantity within the
past ten years, having been larger in 1902 than in any year since that time.
They were then more than double the imports of the past vear.
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Imports Into United Kingdom Decrease
Smaller Quantity of Sawn and Planed Wood Purchased from Abroad
Russia Leads .Exporters to the Old Country Canada in Third Place

The importations of sawn and planed wood into the United
Kingdom during the year 1911 showed a decrease as compared witli
the year 1910 and were slightly less than those of the year 1909.
According to the Board of Trade returns, the quantity of sawn and
planed wood imported during 1911 was 5,572,260 loads, as compared
with 5,993,629 loads in 1910 and 5,722,081 loads in 1909. The values
of these importations were as follows :—191 1, £15 963 977- 1910
£17,009,189; 1909, £15,469,855. The imports from Canada 'during
1911 totalled 998,167 loads valued at £2,949,706. [n 1910 the total
was 1,105,545 loads valued at £3,237,588. The total for 1909 was
almost the same as for 1910. During 1911 the largest importations
were as usual from Russia, totalling 2,646,560 loads. This however,
was a slight decrease from the total of 1910. The imports from Swe-
den were second in the list, the total being 1,101,359 loads which
also was a decrease, as compared with 1910. Canada occupied the
third place in the list and was followed by the United States with
412,404 loads, and Norway with 308,688 'loads. Other countries
made up a total of 105,102 loads.

Influences Which Affected Lumber Trade
Messrs. Foy, Morgan & Co., in their annual report upon the

wood trade say

:

The importation of sawn and planed wood goods into the United King-dom has fall away considerably during the past year, not merely in com-
parison with the two preceding years, or even with an average of the pre-
vious five years, for which statistics are given and on which the decrease
amounts to at least seven per cent., but on a wider survey is found to have
been by far the smallest recorded during any of the previous years with the
single exception of 1908. For this result there have been many contributing
causes, among the chief of which, the increasing international competition
for all kinds of raw materials and the resulting high average cost combined
with a low consumption, for which the depression in the building trade is
mainly responsible, are at all events not peculiar to the past year although
their influences seem to have been more acutely felt. But in addition to
these, the trade has recently had to confront special and unforeseen difficulties
such as the dislocation of trade through the protracted series of labor trou-
bles causing a further restriction in normal consumption, and secondly
the great increase in freights leading directly to an increase in the cost'
and eventually curtailing the volume of supplies. These undoubtedly have
been the crucial factors in determining the restricted and unprofitable char-
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s business. The average import cost remains at
the high level attained in 1910. which would be remarkable, in view of the
admittedly reduced consumption during the past year, except for the fact
that the reduction m the supply has more than kept pace with the retro-
grade movement of the demand, with this result, however, that the ratiobetween the two is probably more favorable to a steady market during thepresent closure of the navigation than could have been said to be the'ease
a year ago.

The latest returns of the general trade of the country are, however soencouraging, that an extended inquiry for wood may be fairly anticipatedn the near future Indeed, many of the wood-using trades, e.g., box-mak-
ing, furniture and particularly ship-building, are reported to be busy; butno really wholesome inpetus in consumption will be forthcoming (withoutwhich there can be no great increase in turnover, which is now the greatdesideratum from the timber-merchant's point of view) until the belated.mprovement ,n the building trade has actually taken place. The best in" ns of suc
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h a consummation, although these cannot be accepted asconclusive, are found in the reports by the Board of Trade, showing thatthe number now unemployed in the building trade is only one-third of what
it was a year ago, and still less than two years ago. Some speeding up
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and the railway strikes. So far as the large ports of the Kingdom are con-
cerned, this train of circumstances accounts for the retarded arrival, and
ultimately for the diminution in the total volume of the supplies, inasmuch
as the activity displayed in the shipment of goods during October and later
could never compensate for the spoiled opportunities.

Trade in Canadian Woods
Regarding the United Kingdom trade in Canadian wood goods

Messrs. Foy, Morgan & Company report as follows:

—

Pine.—The trade has been quiet throughout the season, prices in this
country remaining firm owing to the shortage of supplies, the increased prices
charged by the lumbermen in Canada and the rise in freights. Prices, c.i.f..
have ruled for 3 x 11-inch £35, £24, £15 15s., and for 3 x 7/10-inch £25 10s.,
£17 10s., £13 10s., for lsts, 2nds and 3rds respectively

Spruce.—Prices for Quebec shipments have undergone little change dur-
ing the season, starting and finishing on the basis of £9 l^s. 6d. for 3 x 9-in.
and £8 5s. for 3 x 7/8-inch 3rd quality. The state of the freight market, es-
pecially for tramp steamers, has restricted business, and the loss entailed on
shippers thereby has been considerable. The prices of Lower Port shipments
declined to a considerable extent during the summer under the stress of
competition with Riga goods, but recovered almost entirely during the autumn
owing to the cessation of supply brought about by the prohibitive rates de-
manded for tonnage.

The following diagrams showing the periodical estimates of the duration
of supply, in comparison with the averages of the same, at the same time in
the previous five years, are based on the monthly statistics issued by Foy,
Morgan & Company, London.

Canadian Spruce

Reduced Imports of Pine Deals at London
Messrs. Churchill and Sim, London, Eng., in their annual wood

circular deal with London's trade in Canadian woods as follows:—
The importation of pine deals into London during 1911 is probably the

smallest ever known, and is reminiscent of the prophecies of many years a^o
according to which the importation of those deals and of all other woodfrom Canada should have ceased from exhaustion about 1880 The prices
current for them now were certainly undreamed of then; they have become
a luxury, and as such can be sold in small quantities at whatever rates may
be necessary It is a good old-fashioned trade, demanding and rewarding
capital, very free from competition, but becoming year by year smaller in
volume. It is also absolutely dependent on an unvarying adherence to the
full standard of quality. The spruce deal trade must almost now be divided
into two parts, that from the St. Lawrence and that from the Lower Ports
of New Brunswick, etc. The former market follows in a measure on thesame lines as that for pine. The deals are of a higher class, fitted for much
of the better sort of work for which whitewood is used, and in their way
costly. The latter characteristic is militating against them severely and they
too are being driven out of wholesale trade. The importation in 1911 was
less than half of what it was only seven years ago. The importation from
the lower ports holds its own much better, but it also has its troubles in
the competition which has risen up against it in recent years from the in
creasing flood of cheap Riga white wood. But for this the trade in lower
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port spruce, especially in London, would have been far larger than it now
is. It would have taken to itself all the demand consequent on the ever-
enduring struggle for cheapness for which it is now being beaten by the
lower qualities of Riga white, which not only cut under it in price but are
coming to be preferred to it in usefulness. The importation for 1911 has
been moderate, smaller than 1910, but about equal to that of 1908 and 1909.
The stock remaining in the docks is quite a moderate one, and should show
some profit to holders during the winter. Of the other Canadian woods,
yellow and red pine timber may pretty well be eliminated from the list of
marketable articles in London; and of the hardwoods, ash, hickory, oak, alas,
and Nova Scotian birch timber, may now fairly follow suit. There is still

a fairly large wholesale trade done in Canadian elm timber in London. The
importation during 1911 has been quite considerable, but it requires to be
held for demand which is slower than might be. There is still also a good
trade in birch timber from Quebec, it is of fine quality, or should be, and has
been in good demand throughout the past season. The large trade now car-
ried on in birch planks draws its supplies from all parts of Canada. The
course of prices has been forced up during 1911 by the rise in freightage,
etc., but the demand has been checked in consequence. Nevertheless the
large stock in the docks in London should be good holding.

London Imports of Canadian Woods
Importations of Canadian wood into London during 1910 and

recent previous years was as follows :

—

St. Lawrence— Pieces.

1907
Pine deals, etc 801,000
Spruce deals, etc 1,081,ooo
Birch deals, etc. .. 318,000

New Brunswick, etc.

—

Spruce deals, etc 884,000
Birch deals, etc 219,000

1907.

Timber Loads
Yellow pine from Quebec. 58
Red pine from Quebec .... :i4

Elm from Quebec 1,075
Ash from Quebec 252
Hickory from Quebec
Oak from Quebec 8

Birch from Quebec 8:i7

Birch, Nova Scotian, etc.... 12:;

Pieces. Pieces. Pieces. Pieces.
1908. 1909. 1910. 1911.

521,000 612,000 563,000 400.000
815,000 857,000 969,000 970.000
808,000 243,000 283,000 320,000

434,000 459,000 635,000 436,000
198,000 266,000 326,000 249,000

1908. 1909. 1910. 1911.

oads. Loads. Loads. Loads.
74

118 2 27
1,162 1.397 1,611 1,718
210 151 10 16

69 112 108
899 1.524 1.215 1,619
310 487 238 138

Glasgow Trade Enjoyed Good Year
Activity in Shipbuilding Industry Counteracted Depression in
Other Lines—Prices Well Maintained—Outlook Promising

The lumber trade at Glasgow during 1911 is reviewed by Messrs.
Edmiston & JNIitcbells in their yearly timber circular as follows:

—

The opening of the year found trading conditions in this market rather
unsatisfactory, and certainly much short of expectations, but during the lat-

ter months a decidedly better tone began to be manifested, and business
gradually assumed a more healthy appearance. The shipbuilding industry
once again proved the mainstay of the trade, the consumption in this direc-
tion having been very satisfactory, and served to partly recompense for the
shortcomings of the demand from other sources. Indeed, it may be said
from the outset that but for the fact that shipbuilding was booming, the
timber trade would assuredly have been in a sorry plight, as comparative
stagnation must have prevailed. As it is, however, the overhead consumption,
while still well under the average of the last dozen years, compares quite
favorably with the preceding year or two, which always affords some little

consolation. In this connection, a feature of outstanding interest was the
inauguration during the year of direct imports from Riga, shipments to the
extent of about 6,000 standards having come forward, and the competition
with American spruce from this source has in consequence been greater than
ever, and shows prospects of becoming more acute.

In view of the general state of trade, it was not altogether surprising
to find speculative dealing non-existent, consumers restricting their purchases
for the most part to the covering of immediate requirements only.

One feature that gives much cause for gratification is, that notwithstand-
ing the long spell of depression the market has experienced, it has emerged
with practically a clean slate so far as monetary troubles are concerned, no
failures \f any importance having occurred.

Values-, with few exceptions, were maintained on a decidedly firm basis,
and have latterly developed an advancing tendency in sympathy with the
appreciation in freights, while the shortage of the available supplies in some
instances has also been responsible for the upward movement. That the
imports throughout the year were kept within moderate compass, with a
consequent limitation of yarded stocks, was in some meaure a strong factor
in the maintenance of values.

As regards the local wood-consuming industries, shipbuilding, as already
indicated, has been very busy, the output for the twelve months constituting
a new record, and prospects for the ensuing year are excellent. Housebuild-
ing continues stagnant, and. unfortunately, holds out little hope of early re-
vival, while the cabinetmaking trade has also suffered more or less from dull-
ness. Boxmakers were moderately well employed, but the joinery trade was
extremely quiet. Railway carriage and wagon building has shown a very
welcome improvement of late, in consequence of which the local railway
companies have made their presence felt in the market to a larger extent
than for a long time.

The trade has been wonderfully free from internal labor disputes of a
serious character, which is all the more remarkable in face of the great un-
rest that has permeated the labor world generally. It is true that work at
the local docks was suspended for some time, but apart from the fact that
delivery of goods ex ship was somewhat retarded, the dislocation of business
was not very serious.

With regard to prospects for the coming year, there is a natural hesitancy
to prophesy in view of the previous disappointments when optimism seemed

justifiable; but it may be said that indications at the present time point to

the likelihood of trade being at least maintained as it is at present, and afford

a reasonable hope of material improvement.
The Clyde shipbuilding returns for the year are of a highly satisfactory

nature, showing, as they do, that all previous outputs have been easily eclipsed

and a new record created. The total output for this and the two preceding
years is as follows: 1911, 392 vessels, aggregating 632,872 tons; 1910, 350
vessels, aggregating 390,000 tons; 1909, 320 vessels, aggregating 405,000 tons.

In the previous record year of 1907, the tonnage launched amounted to about
620,000 tons. A further source of satisfaction lies in the fact that there is

still a large amount of work on hand, and the prospects for the coming year
are thoroughly reassuring.

Imports from British North America

Yellow pine logs.—In spite of many attempts at substitution, this old-
time favorite still maintains its prestige, although the limited quantity avail-

able and consequent enhanced values naturally entails restriction in the con-
sumption. The boom in shipbuilding gave rise to a good demand for deck-
wood sizes; in fact, practically the whole movement is traceable to this source,
and it has been found impossible to meet the requirements for such. The
import and consumption were similar to last year, but we are left with the
very light stock of 846 loads. Values have kept extremely firm with an ad-
vancing tendency. Little further has been heard of Siberian pine, and the
problem of finding a suitable substitute for the Canadian variety would ap-
pear to be no nearer a solution.

Elm logs.—The supplies which came forward during the year proved
quite insufficient to cover the market wants, and the available stocks were
quickly absorbed. Large average wood in particular was in good request,
and some fancy prices were obtained for such. The consumption for the
twelve months amounts to 1902 loads, or over 20 per cent, more than last
year, while the stock is reduced to 216 loads, the whole of which, it may be
mentioned, is held in second hands. Values all over were decidedly firm.

Oak logs.—The import was very moderate, amounting to only 974 loads,
against 1,867 loads last year, and with the railway companies buying to a
larger extent than for a few years, the consumption has shown a marked
improvement, being nearly 500 loads in excess of either of the two preceding
years. The stock on hand now is only 607 loads, a by no means sufficient
quantity for the prospective requirements. Values have shown steady ap-
preciation, and close at the highest point.

Birch logs (Quebec).—The supplies available have been quite insufficient
to cope with the demand existing, and the entire import met with prompt
disposal on arrival at good prices. Lumber, on the other hand, came for-
ward much too freely, values in consequence ruling weak, and there is still

a good stock on hand. Low port.—The position has been similar to that of
Quebec, logs being scarce and commanding good prices, while lumber was
rather plentiful and values low.

Deals, Etc. (Quebec).—The import of pine goods was on a reduced scale
during the year, but, generally speaking, was of sufficient extent in view of
the rather apathetic nature of the demand. First quality deals and sidings
were in fair request, but the high prices prevailing served to curtail the
movement, and the market for the other grades was at no time good, and
values were maintained with difficulty. Spruce has proved a disappointing
market throughout the year, the consumption revealing a very considerable
shrinkage for reasons already explained, while values were inclined to sag.

Current values are as follows:

—

First pine deals.—Broads, £.38 to £41; 11-inch. £34 to £36; ends and
non-dimensions, £23 10s. to £25.

Second pine deals.—11-inch and up, £25 to £27; ends and non-dimen-
sions, £16 to £18.

Third pine deals.—11-inch and up, £16 to £17 10s.; ends and non-dimen-
sions, £13 to £14.

Red pine deals.—9 and 11-inch, £11 10s. to £12 10s.; narrows £9 10s to
£10.

First pine sidings and strips.—9 to 10-inch, £29 to £31; 11 to 12-inch,
£32 to £34; 13 to 14-inch, £34 to £35.

Spruce deals.—9 inch and up, £9 to £10; 7 and 8-inch, £8 to £8 5s.
Lower port pine and spruce.—Arrivals during the year were light, a for-

tunate circumstance in consideration of the unsatisfactory demand in evidence.
Spruce on the whole was a poor market and the consumption is disappoint-
ing, the direct arrivals of Riga deals having had a serious effect on the lat-
ter. Pine goods have met with little request.

Current values are as follows:

—

Lower port pine and spruce.—9-inch and up, £9 to £9 10s.; 7 and 8-inch,
£7 15s. to £8 5s.

Riga Whitewood Replacing- Spruce
Singleton, Dunn & Company, Glasgow, in their annual timber

circular refer to the trade of Glasgow in Canadian woods as follows

:

The consumption of waney and square pine has been practically the same
as during 1910, and the continual increase of price is causing users to sub-
stitute other woods are far as possible. Oak and elm have also advanced
materially in price, and stocks of both are abnormally low. Birch has sold
freely, and the increased import has been readily disposed of. Prices are
firm for good stock. The import and consumption of pine deals and sidings
have decreased considerably. Prices for first and second quality have been
high, but lower qualities have been rather weak. Spruce was slow of sale
during the greater part of flie year, but late in the season there was a better
demand. Prices on the whole have been disappointing, and the consumption
has decreased owing to the steady supply by liners of Riga whitewood at
lower prices than spruce.

The import into London from January 1st to December 31st, 1911, in-
cluded 946,289 pieces of pine and 1,599,040 pieces of spruce, as compared
with 1,126,131 of pine and 3,007,636 of spruce during 1910.

The ratio of import to consumption (dock and overside) for 1911 was
as follows: pine 88 per cent., spruce 89 per cent. For 1910, the ratio was
pine 106 per cent, spruce, 111 percent.

The Dominion Sawmills and Lumber Co. Ltd., who have acquired ex-
tensive properties in British Columbia, are establishing their head office
at Calgary, Alta., where their local representative is Mr. I. C. Smith.
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Liverpool Imports Were Moderate
Labor Strife Caused Serious Interruptions -Scarcity of Ton-
nagc also a Deterring Factor—Light Stocks Now on Hand

The following is a table showing the consumption and import of
Canadian lumber deals, etc., at Liverpool, Birkenhead and Garston
for the year ending December 31, 1911, with comparisons with the
two previous years :

—

Consumption
From 1st Jan. to 31st Dec.

1909.
Quebec square pine, and wavey pine 115,000
St. John and other ports pine Nil.
Red pine

Jjtl.
Oregon pine 211,000
Oak, Canadian and United States 125,000
Oak planks 1,280,000
Elm 31,000
Birch logs 231,000
Birch planks 301,000
Ash 151,000
N. B., etc., spruce and pine deals, stds.
Quebec yellow pine deals, standards.. ..

Quebec red pine deals, standards
Quebec spruce deals, standards

.

.

37,560

! 1 ,040

1910. 1911.

84,000 52,000
500 500

5,000 1,000
325,000 258,000
114,000 135,000

1,333,000 1,557,000
41,000 29,000

161,000 184,000
318,000 455,000
155,000 206,000
36,320 34,410
16,140 12,610
4,250 3,120
4,620 4,370

Quebec square pine, ft
,

Quebec waney pine, ft

St. John and other ports pine . . .

Red pine
Oregon pine
Oak, Canadian and United Stales

Elm
Birch logs
Birch planks
Ash
N. B., etc., spruce and pine deals, stds.
Quebec yellow pine deals, standards .

.

Quebec red pine deals, standards
Quebec spruce deals, standards

Import
rrom 1st Jan. to 31st Dec.

1909. 1910. 1911.
I 9,000 3,000 Nil.
68,000 45,000 36,000

500 Nil. 1,500
Nil. 5,000 Nil.

157,000 160,000
63,000 92,000 125.000

1,196,000 1,517,000
24,000 38,000 26,000

238,000 136,000 205,000
269,000 484,000

144,000 163,000 230.000
35,600 38,450 32,050

14,210 10,960
16,580 4,270 2.230
4,000 4.730 3.900

Stocks of spruce and birch in Liverpool and Manchester at the
close of the year 1911, with comparisons for previous years, are re-
ported by H. W. Lightburne & Company, Liverpool, as follows:—

Spruce Standards

—

Birch Logs, Loads

—

Manchester ... .

Birch Planks, Standards-
Manchester
Liverpool

1907. 1908. 1909. 1910. 1911.

20,100 16,220 12,680 13,220 12,870
7,160 7,760 5,800 7,930 5,570

27,260 23,980 18,480 21,150 18,440

180 120 150 100 160
1,040 380 520 20 380

1,220 500 670 120 540

564 388 1,224 358 115
242 497 594 297 473

806 885 1,818 655 588

Imports Into Manchester
The following table shows the consumption and import of Can-

adian lumber deals, etc., at Manchester for the year ending December
31, 1911, with comparisons for the two previous years:

Consumption Import
From 1st Jan. to 31st Dec. From 1st Jan. to 31st Dec.

1909.
Quebec board pine and
Quebec square pine, ft. 484,000
Oak, Can. and U. S. .. 22,000
Birch logs 71,500
Birch planks 231,000
Spruce deals, stds 58,930
Pine deals, stds 5,340

1910.

406,000

19,500
IH.500

54,000

262,500
56,980

5,570

1911.

339,500

45,000

107,000

181,000

52,520

5,770

1909.

447,000
6,000

73,000

369,000

55,390

5,290

1910.

266.000

2,000

19,500

51,500

119,500

57,520

5,560

1911.

466,000

49,500

110,000

141,000

52,170

6,520

Timber Trade of Mersey Ports
Farn worth & Jardine, Liverpool, report upon the timber trade of

the Mersey ports during 1911 as follows:—
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' ,u ' r: ' 1 51 ''"I with a few exceptions little fluctuation in val-
ues but labor troubles caused serious interruptions. Imports, generally weremoderate, less than anticipated, largely owing to difficulty in securing ton-nage during the Latter partof the season. The consumption naturally hasbeen restricted, arid shows in the aggregate a reduction compared with theprevious year Stocks arc light, and values of most of the leading articles
firm. Kale- of freight ],.,,! :iM „pwar(! tendency throughout, and for the com-ing season a higher basis than we have had for some years is not improbable,
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6 7mher--"Tlle Quantity imported to Liverpool wasvery light even less than in 1910, the smallest import on record, but to Man-chester, although moderate, the arrivals show an increase on the two pre-

vious seasons; the demand has been Quiet, but the deliveries have been fairly
satisfactory. Stocks in first hands are very limited and values rule high
Waney pine, 1st class.—The arrivals were largely to Manchester on contract
and practically for direct consumption, but owing to delay in delivery from
the quays, the stock, though really light, appears in the tables more than
what is actually available; values are very higll. 2nd class nas been m
limited request, prices have improved, and the stock of this quality is also
light. Square pine is only in limited demand, and the arrivals unimportant-
the stock, although small, is apparently sufficient, and difficult to move Bed
pine is seldom enquired for, and only in retail quantities. Oak logs.—The
demand has been practically restricted to special specifications suitable for
railway requirements; the import amounted to about 80,000 cubic feet, com-
pared with 54,000 cubic feet the previous year, the bulk going direct into
consumption. The slock, viz., 34,000 feet, is light; values are steady. 2nd
c ass oak is difficult of sale. Elm (Square Rock;.—Owing to limited supply
abroad, the import has been a small one, the consumption more than kept
pace, and the stock is low; there is more enquiry for fresh timber, and prices
rule high, hor round rock elm there is a limited demand. Ash (sq. hewn) is
seldom asked for, but in the round log (unbarked), an extensive business is
carried on from United States Ports. Quebec birch was imported more freely
than during the previous season, viz. :—227,000 cubic feet, against 123,000
cubic feet in 1910. Early shipments arriving on practically a bare market
prices improved, and continued fairly steady throughout the season, the de-
liveries were satisfactory, and present stocks are moderate; values are firm
Planks and boards have been in fair request, Maple.—Eor round logs, sound
fresh and of large dimensions, suitable for rollers; there is a limited demand'
Maple flooring, planed, etc., has been in fair request, but imported more
moderately. Sycamore, chestnut, etc., arrived in small quantities the de-mand is nominal.

Decreased Import of Pine Deals
Quebec Pine Deals.—The arrivals of pine deals, sidings, boards red pine

etc., have been less than in 1910, viz.:—18,319 standards, against 21,535 stand-
ards. Pine deals.—There has been a fair demand throughout the season and
values remained very firm, the higher grades commanding extreme prices, the
stock of these is light; consumption has been good and stocks are less than
at corresponding time last year, but probably sufficient for requirements-
3rd and 4th quality deals have moved more freely during the past season'
and good sidings have been in request. Bed pine deals and boards arrived
to the extent of about 2,400 standards, which is considerably below the quan-
tity imported last season, viz.:—4,500 standards; the business in these goods
has been rather disappointing, and values difficult to maintain. Spruce deals— Ihe arrivals amounted to about 8,000 standards, and consisted chiefly of
unassorted quality on contract; deliveries were satisfactory, and stock mod-
erate; values steady.

New Brunswick & Nova Scotia, etc., Timber.— St. John and other ports
pine have practically ceased to be imported, the only arrival during 1911 hav-
ing been 1,500 cubic feet from St. John, of which 1,000 cubic feet remain in
stock. Birch.—Logs, chiefly from St. John, N.B., and Halifax, NS have
been imported to the extent of 129,000 cubic feet, against 63,000 cubic feet
last season, there has been a good demand at satisfactory rates, and a very
small stock remains on hand. Birch planks have been imported on a much
heavier scale than in the previous year, but met with good demand- stocks
are not excessive, values improved as the season advanced, and the'market
is firm. Birch squares.—The demand is limited.

Spruce and Pine Deals, etc.; N.B. and N.S. Spruce Deals.—The imports
to the Mersey and the. Manchester Canal during the past year were con-
siderably below the figures of the previous season, viz.:—84,850 standards
compared with 93.530 standards in 1910. Manchester's proportion was about
61 per cent., Liverpool, Birkenhead and Garston about 39 per cent The sea-
son opened with fairly moderate stocks, and values were well maintained
until July, subsequently lower rates were accepted for consignment cargoesand business was seriously mterferred with by strikes amongst seamen rail-way men carters, and dock laborers, cargoes arriving during the strikes ac-
cumulated, the position being further aggravated by the shortage of railwaywagons to deal with the traffic when the labor troubles were finally adjusted-
scarcity of tonnage and advanced ocean and freight rates later in the sea-
son curtailed the import considerably, and values recovered; deliveries on
the whole have been satisfactory, exceeding the arrivals by 2.680 standards-
present stock is moderate and values firm. Riga whites, of the cheaper qual-
ities, have again been supplied very freely and in strong competition formaking packing cases, etc. Hemlock has been in fair request; arrivals have
not been excessive. Pine deals arrived more freely, but the demand has not
been active; shipments of the better class in really good condition meet withsome favor, but the lower grades and unconditioned stock are neglected

British Columbia and Oregon Pine.—The moderate import of 156 000
cubic feet has been in about equal proportions of logs and planks, all reach-ing the market in liner parcels; consumption has more than kept pace stocks
are reduced to very moderate compass, values are firm.

Spruce Imports Into the United Kingdom
ri .

The following estimated total import in standards of spruce to the
United Kingdom is furnished for the following years by Messrs Smith &
Tyrer, Liverpool. Eng.:

M
Fr

2
m

. 1911 1910 1909Nova Scotia 5 9,880 59,130 56,880
Province of Quebec ... 56 .72o 51 ,870 51j36()

Joh " -
• • 60,320 67,240 57,570

Other N. B. Ports . , 64,830 75,240 75,210

Total 241.750 253.280 241.020

The stocks of wood in London public docks at the end of the year 1911
included 486,825 pieces of pine and 640,058 pieces of spruce, as compared with
614,709 of pine and 704,852 of spruce at the conclusion of the year 1910 De-
liveries of pine during the year from London docks amounted to 462 097
pieces of pine and 767.313 pieces of spruce, as compared with 441 535 of
pine and 752,597 of spruce.

Two dollars per thousand duty on lumber from the States was
urged in a resolution passed by the associated boards of trade of
Eastern British Columbia at a convention at Rossland recently.
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Exports of Forest Products to United Kingdom
The following table shows the values of exports of forest products

from Canada to Great Britain during the year 191 i and the two preced-
ing years

:

Classes— 1909 1910
Totals $ 9,845,422 $11,033,074
Ashes
Ashes

pot and pearl

other

Total ashe* ... .

Hark for tanning .

.

Firewood
Knees and futtocks
Lathwood

29.603

29,663

24.511

24,511

1911

$11,965,131
30.229

30.229

Logs

—

Elm ... .

Hemlock
Oak ... .

Pine ... .

Spruce . . .

Tamarack

.

All other

7.152

Total logs

12,012

19,164

15.330

117
100

23,777

39,324

10.877

15,812

26,689

Lumher

—

Basswood, butternut and hickory
Battens
Deals, pine
Deals, spruce and other

Lath
Palings
Pickets
Planks and boards . . .

Scantlings and joists .

.

Shingles
Shooks, box and other
Staves and headings .

.

All other lumber, n.e.s.

Total lumber 8,750,722

Match blocks
Piling
Poles, hop, hoop, telegraph and other
Posts, cedar, tamarack and other . . .

Shingle bolts, pine or cedar
Sleepers and railroad ties

Stave bolts

6,761 4.912 11,755

5,293 47,316 34,396

1,617,354 1,556,229 1,406,444

4,782,490 5,825,732 6,471,153

285,743 334,481 310,295

7,288 130 37,558

530 769 10,290

21,975 17,305 21,196

1.469,768 1,387.439 1,659,701

354,668 487.262 434,534

2.626 1,274

17.070 137,149 231,703

19,614 26,468 24,904

159,542 198,494 174,248

8,750,722 10,024.960 10,828,177

132 36,505 56,706

31

15

Timber. square-
Ash
Birch
Elm
Maple
Oak
Pine, red . . .

Pine, white .

.

All other . . .

Other articles of the forest

9,484 5.689 3,779

110,757 132,702 112,651

62,631 48,908 155,554

33,237 182

77,693 15,679 143,021

45.579 134,412

683,995 554,235 597,121

20,897 15,952 11,204

1.044.273 907,759 1,023,330

1.437

Current Lumber Trade in United Kingdom
Liverpool, Jan! 17, 1912.—At Liverpool, business in softwoods has been

moderately active since the market cast off its Christmas-New Year holiday

mood. The public sales which have been held have attracted much atten-

tion and buying has gone on at them with a degree of animation which
has spoken well for the trade. Quebec spruce, which has been offered, has

been readily taken up, 3x11 selling at £10, 5s., 0d.; 3x10 at £10 and 3x6

at £8, 5s. Od.

Floorings have sold at £12 to £10 for 7x1; 1st red and deals of good,

sound quality have been taken up freely and are in demand. The demand
from the packing-case trade has kept up satisfactorily, and much spruce has

been delivered to case-makers since the beginning of the year. Prepared,

yellow pine boards have had a fair sale. Boards 1*4x5 have brought lis.

6d. per 100 ft. super,; 1x5 9s. 9d.; 1x5, 9s. 3d. and Hx4^, 5s. 6d.

Prices of lumber continue very firm and tend upwards owing, in part, to

the higher rates of freight which are being demanded by shipping com-
panies. The improving demand for practically all kinds of softwood of

sound quality, has however, something to do with the upward tendency
which values show at the present time.

At Liverpool, stocks generally are small and deliveries have been on
a scale which has shown that the consumption has begun the year with
fair activity and of good extent. The demand for lumber has been satis-

factory. Waney board and square pine have sold steadily, the small quan-
tities coming to hand being sold on arrival. Pine deals and, boards meet
with a good demand, and stocks are still within a small compass, while

prices are very firm. Spruce deals from New Brunswick and Nova Scotia

have passed freely into consumption, the deliveries of late being much in

excess of the quantities imported. Pitch pine has been in demand, hewn
and sawn wood being taken more readily. Parcels arriving are being for-

warded by rail after delivery from ship.

The activity in the shipping trade is making it difficult to arrange for

early deliveries owing to the demands on shippers for freight space, and to

the higher rates of freight which must affect the selling price of timber.

Oak continues to meet with a ready sale. Logs of large size and
straight, have been inquired for, and have sold steadily. Planks for wagon
building have been in more demand. Stocks of logs, planks and boards
are still very light, in comparison with the stocks of a year ago. Birch
logs have sold more freely but a fair stock of this class of wood is held.

Planks have met with a good demand and values have hardened. Ash of
prime quality has been more inquired for, and is firm at recent values,

Satin walnut boards have been in demand but the high prices, especially

for forward delivery, are restricting business. Walnut logs of first-class

quality have been wanted, and such as have been offered have sold readily

at good prices. The outlook in the Liverpool market has improved since
the beginning of the year.

At Manchester, the demand for lumber has been very fair, since busi-

ness got properly under way for the year. Pine deals have met with a

moderate inquiry. Spruce deals have sold freely but stocks are fairly

large, in comparison with the demand. Quebec board pine has had a good
sale, but is held in rather large supply. Oak has been much inquired for

and stocks are now small.

At Hull, the market has been slow to assume its normal activity, since
the holiday. A fair demand for spruce deals, for yellow pine boards and
for sawn pitch pine, now exists.

At West Hartlepool, a promising start for the year was made. Round
timber has been in more demand, and sawn wood is selling freely. Pit-wood
has found a ready market and promises to be a staple article of the trade,
as it was last year. Inquiries have come to hand for sawn wood, generally,
in a way which has promised much for the year.

At the Tyne ports, spruce deals and sawn wood have been in active
demand since a start was made for the year. Ship-building, coal-mining
and their dependent industries are active and flourishing, and are making
greater demands for timber for constructional purposes and for deck-work
and other uses in ship-building. Pit-wood is still in demand and vast quan-
tities of this wood are being absorbed by the collieries in the district. At
the Tyne ports the year has opened with much promise for the timber trade
as for the two staple trades of Tyneside named.

At Glasgow, the trade began the new year as it closed the old one,
with a fairly large volume of business passing, and with excellent prospects.
The activity in the Clyde ship-building industry has been of much advan-
tage to the timber trade, while the improvements in trade generally, which
has taken place, has also been of benefit to the timber trade at Glasgow.
Yellow pine of prime quality has been in good and increasing demand but
supplies of this wood have become so sparse, that prices have risen to a
high point, and those who have been users of the wood have taken other
wood instead of yellow pine. Siberian pine, California pine and redwood
and Columbian pine are being used instead of the yellow pine which was
lately used. Oak suited to wagon builders' requirements continues to be
taken freely. Planks and any kind of clean and straight wood which can be
cut to useful sizes and worked with fair ease, finds a ready market at full

prices. Last year was a good year to Scottish timber merchants. The
present year promises to be at least as good as 1911. Merchants, in fact,
looking for an improvement on last year's trade.

Death of Mr. Thomas H. Shevlin
The death of Thomas H. Shevlin which occurred at Pasadena, Cal.,

on January 15th, removes from the lumber industry a man who was per-
haps more widely known and admired in the United States and Canada
than any other lumberman. In Ontario, Mr. Shevlin was known principally
as a member of the Shevlin-CIarke Lumber Company which recently erected
one of the most modern and efficient saw mills in America, at Fort Frances,
Ont. Mr. Shevlin will be remembered however, by the older members of
the lumber business, as one of those who had much to do with the great
lumber industry of Albany, N.Y., in its palmy days and as the man above
all others who brought the lumber trade of Minneapolis to its present
commanding place in the lumber world. Mr. Shevlin's history was repre-
sentative of that of so many other lumbermen who have risen from the
ranks by the sheer force of their personality and their determination to
be always achieving results. From the earliest days of his employment as
a clerk in an Albany lumber company's office until almost the last day of
his life he was engaged in active work and whatever he undertook he in-
variably completed in a remarkably thorough manner. Mr. Shevlin was a
many-sided man. His acquaintances in the lumber industry were apt to
think that his active business life must prevent him from taking any close
interest in other affairs. This however, was far from the case. He was
a man of wide learning and deeply versed in history. He was an exten-
sive reader of biography and he found time to devote liberally of his ability
and his means to many charitable institutions.

The character of Mr. Shevlin was in fact that of the ideal successful
man of affairs and the warm-hearted generous helper of his fellows. His
loss will be mourned widely wherever he was known.

After two days' illness, Mr. Martin Power, owner and manager
of the Steamship Supply Lumber Company, died at the age of 65,
at his residence, Park avenue, Montreal. Death was unexpected!
and was due to heart failure. Mr. Power, who was a native of
Richibucto, N.B., resided in Montreal for 30 years. He was for sev-
eral years connected with Messrs. Watson & Todd, lumber export-
ers, and left them to become owner of the Steamship Supply Com-
pany. A widow and daughter survive.

The death is announced, in Montreal, of Mr. Allan Cameron,
for many years at the head of one of the largest cooperate busi-
nesses in Canada. Mr. Cameron was ill for three months. He
born in Greenock, Scotland, in 1826, and came to Canada at 14 vears
of age, learning his business with his uncle, the late Mr. A;
bald Ferguson. Mr. Cameron, who retired from business in 1889
leaves four sons and four daughters.
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One Million Feet of 7 , 9 and 10 Wide Pine at $21.50 per 1
One Million Feet of Pine Shorts - - - - at $17.00 per 1
Cost of joining shorts by Linderman method into any size one piece ends, sides, tops, or bottoms, per thousand 1

One Million Feet of Shorts, Joined by Linderman Method, a

Annual C<

Linderman Automatic
from Two to Three Mi

This saving, and the fact that it is annually, was one—and in truth—the leading inducement, for one of the
large Canadian Box Factories to order a 12-foot Linder-
man Automatic Dovetailer.

The saving does not stop at the above figures. When
you look at your immense edging waste have you ever
wondered how it can be reduced ? The Linderman
method can help you.

When you figure that 1000 board feet yields you only
750 feet of matched shooks, have you asked yourself,

can it be bettered ? It can be; the Linderman method
does it.

What is the Linderman method ? It is simply common
sense,—the joining together of several pieces of equal
length lumber, of miscellaneous widths into a panel that
is several inches wider than the width desired. This
piece is then passed through a sizing saw, ripped to
width and the edging which is several inches wide is

passed back through the Linderman Dovetailer and
joined to another panel.

CANADIAN LINDERMA
MUSKEGON, MICH. Woil
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.

isand. Last Year's (1911) Average Price - - - $21,500.00

sand. This Year's (1912) Contract Price - - - $17,000.00

et, averages frcm 50 cents to 75 cents per thousand beard feet.

.00 per Thousand Feet Costs $ 1,000.00

Total Net Saving, $ 3,500.00

Lcity of a

Dovetail Glue Jointer
in Feet Board Measure

The Results Obtained are :«

1. A composite panel of the required width made up
of two or more pieces so firmly joined together as to

make a piece as strong, or stronger, than one-piece stock.

2. The ability to use narrow width lumber, working
it so cheaply as to yield a profit of several dollars per

1000 board feet over cny other method.

3. Effecting a considerable saving in the edging
waste, reducing to a minimum the waste of lumber to

make the tongue and groove.

4. Reducing the amount of stock lumber in the yard

of the various widths, so absolutely essential by the old

method, making- a saving of money invested in stock

and interest on the investment.

5. Conservation of all resources, capital, labor and

lumber.

6. Improving the appearance and bettering the

quality of your finished product.

7. Profits—known and accessible.

Saving, $ 4,500.00

i COMPANY, LIMITED
1 at WOODSTOCK, ONT.

, -
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The Miramichi Industry in 1911

Increased Cost of Production, High Freight Rates and
Lumber Disturbances Combined to Depress Trade

By (i. 1\ Bmrhill

Opening under normal prospects, •which gave no indication of

subsequent development, the past season's business in the Mira-
michi district will long be remembered as one of the most discour-
aging and unprofitable in the history of that industry. Such, in

short, is the—not to say enthusiastic—report which we regret to
make of the trade on this river during 1911.

The causes of the depression, as our review will show, may be
grouped under the following two headings :—( 1 ) Increase in cost
of production; (2) Low deal market values, precipitated by labor
troubles and high freight rates.

(1) Increase in cost of production.—The lumber industry, with
the exception of the pulp and paper and tanning industries, consti-
tutes the industrial life of this section, so that conditions in the tim-
ber trade, be they prosperous or otherwise, are reflected throughout
the entire economic and commercial life of the community. The
trade had just passed through a most satisfactory year in 1910 and
lumbermen began operations with a view towards making an in-

creased cut in 1911. The labor market was aroused, of course, by
the wave of prosperity and with the greater demand, wages soared
to such an extent that operators paid as high as $34 to $35 per month
and board for choppers, $32 to $33 for teamsters, and $30 to $31 to

sawyers, an increase of about $2 a month all round, over the pre-
ceding year. But high as wages seemed in the fall of the year, the
spring saw a new mark reached in the scale of stream driving wages
when peavymen received $2.75 per day and board, and in some
cases $3.00—as against $2.25 to $2.50 in 1910. It is not hard to see,

therefore that high cost of production was due, in the first place, to

the high price of labor.

The cost of labor, however, was of minor importance when
compared to developments which followed during stream driving
operations, in the form of weather conditions or the lack of them

—

necessary for the water transportation of logs. As a result of no
rainfall, we estimate that upwards of fifteen million superficial feet

of lumber was hung up on the Miramichi and its branches ; while
drives which did reach market did so, for the most part, at almost
double the cost of ordinary years. This problem of our water sup-
ply has been assuming very grave proportions of late years and the
outlook for the future is not very reassuring. Rivers, in days gone
by, whose unleashed torrents generated a latent force, which when
harnessed to a process of manufacture produced power capable of
driving the machinery of a first class mill, now are sluggish streams,
which certainly would not inspire a modern Tennyson to proclaim
the fact "that they go on forever" ; and while the old time spring
freshet even under what we would call good driving conditions in

these years has become a very tame and harmless force, last spring,
we may say, there was no freshet at all. One may form some idea
of how wretched conditions actually were, when we point to the
fact that on one stream to our knowledge,- a drive of about one mil-
lion feet of logs struggled along for twenty-two days and in that
time covered a distance of about four to five miles—the work of so
many hours in the days of pioneer logging. Let us add that there
is no doubt in our mind that the cutting away of the forest at the
heads of streams is responsible for present-day conditions, and the
diminishing supply of water on the Miramichi system, as well as on
many of the neighboring streams, affords excellent testimony as to
the value of forestry warnings and statements regarding the care
which should be exercised in this respect.

High Freight Rates—Labor Disturbances

(2) We turn now from the activities of production to note the

movements of the trans-Atlantic deal market during 1911. But
first, just a word of explanation. We say trans-Atlantic, because the
import duty which stands guard over the interests of the American
operator has barred our lumber from that market, and moreover, as

New Brunswick spruce and pine are more in line with the demands
of the steadier market across the ocean, our deals have always been
manufactured for the British timber trade.

Now as to market .values. Prices for a fair specification, say
J

50 and 50, at the opening of the season seemed steady, but labor
disturbances which had been threatening for some time finally broke
out in midsummer and actically tied up business in all directions.

Prices, of course, decliin and up to the end of the season had not
recovered from the effect of thes* developments.

While the market a1 the opening of the season remained firm,

sales were made on c.i.f. t< ms for midsummer and fall shipment
which compared very favorably with those of the preceding year.

Hut although later prices declined, freights began to advance, which
of course made the situation worse, to such an extent that in the

early fall, consignors, in order to secure tonnage to lift their con-
tracts were forced to pay as high as 47s. 6d. per standard. On com-
paring this with 36s. to 37s. as the high mark of 1910 one can easily
see what the difference meant. The high freight rale was due, first,

to a general strike of sailors which affected the whole merchant mar-
ine, and secondly, to the unprecedented crop of cotton in the southern
Mates of America which created a steady demand for tonnage in that
trade.

Wintering Stocks Unusually Heavy
As a result of these adverse conditions both at home and abroad,

lumber shipments during the past season were extremely light and
wintering stocks are correspondingly heavy. The following figures
which show the comparison between' the shipments of 1910 and 1911
speak for themselves:

Port of Miramichi
No. of Vessels Tonnage S'ft Shipped

1910 44 61,397 79,010,244
1911 33 40,284 . 54,005,290

Regarding stocks, while actual figures have not as yet been
published, it is estimated that there is upwards of sixty million super-
ficial feet of deals wintering this year in Miramichi, which, when
compared with twenty-three million as the stock of 1910, shows a
very large increase over the preceding year.

With these heavy stocks the outlook is not of a very encourag-
ing nature, but it is hard to say as yet what may develop. For this
reason we are unable to form any idea as to the probable market
values in the spring. Business activities are exceedingly dull, how-
ever, and operators are proceeding very cautiously. Indications at
present point to about half the usual cut.

New Brunswick Trade During 1911

Unsatisfactory Conditions Brought About by Labor
Troubles, High Freight and foreign Competition

(Specially Written Cor The Canada Lumberman)

The season of 1911 was a very unsatisfactory one for those en-
gaged in the lumber industry in the Province of New Brunswick.
The prices throughout the United Kingdom were very low and
freights high. The small demand for lumber in Great Britain was
caused by strikes and general unsettled condition of labor, especially
we might mention the dock laborers' strike. At the same time we
are now really beginning to feel the keen competition of what is

known as "The Riga Deal." The forests in Russia are just being
exploited -and this lumber comes in direct competition with the lum-
ber shipped from the Provinces of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

In the past ten years the transatlantic shipments from New
Brunswick ports have decreased some two hundred and four mil-
lion, or in other words, in the year 1900 there was shipped from the
Province of New Brunswick four hundred and eighty-nine million
feet of spruce deals, scantling, &c. In the year 1911 'this shipment
was reduced to two hundred and eighty-five million feet of spruce
deals and scantling.

. The shipments have gradually decreased from
year to year, until the past season of 1911, the smallest in the history
of the lumber export business in the Province.

However, it might be said that although the transatlantic ship-
ments were materially less last year than ordinarily, the cut of
lumber for the winter season of 1910 and 1911, throughout the Prov-
ince, was fully up to the usual amount. This, taken into considera-
tion along with the small shipments, explains the large amount
of sawed lumber on hand and held over for next year.

In reference to stocks held over, these are the largest that have
ever been carried over by the lumbermen in the Province, being,
by a very conservative estimate, fully 200,000,000 ft. manufactured
and on hand at present, compared with stocks held over other years
of not more than 100.000,000, or about one-half.

One new feature that should be mentioned in reference to the
lumber industry in New Brunswick is, the fact that a new customer
has been found in Australia, whither some two or three million ft.

were shipped last season.

Shipments to the United States, Boston, New York and Sound
Ports, have been virtually about the same as other years, viz.: about
50,000,000 ft. Pulp wood was shipped to the United States to the
extent of about 74,000 cords for the past season of 1911, compared
with 90,000 cords in 1910.

The repeal of the "Pike Law," so called by the United States,
will materially affect the lumber business on the St. John River in
New Brunswick. By this law bona fide American citizens were
privileged to cut logs in the State of Maine on the head waters
of the St. John River, drive the logs to Fredericton and raft them
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from there to St. John, and when these logs were manufactured in

St. John and Fredericton, this lumber was allowed to enter the

United States free of duty. This law was repealed and the repeal

went into effect last summer. The lumbermen who have been en-

gaged in this business heretofore will feel the effect this coming
season, as all lumber manufactured in the Province of New Bruns-
wick, going into the States, is now subject to duty of $1.25 p'er

thousand, and 50c. a thousand on shingles, which would be prac-

tically about $5.00 per thousand duty on the cedar in long lumber.
The increase of duty on cedar shingles going in to the United States,

has nearly put a stop to this industry in New Brunswick.
The outlook for prices and demand for the season of 1912, is

not the brightest that could be desired. Taking into consideration

the large amount of lumber in stock at present, the large quantity

of logs held up in the drives last spring, and the keen competition

in the United Kingdom from the Riga deal, leads to a conviction that

caution should be the watch-word of all who are engaged in the

lumber industry in New Brunswick.

New Brunswick Crown Land Receipts

The following financial statement shows comparative receipts

of the Crown Lands Department of New Brunswick from lumber,

etc., during 1911 "and 1910.

1910 1911

Sales of Timber Licenses 4,238.75 2,176.00

Renewal of Timber Licenses 81,057.00 81,206.00

Stumpage 330,360.28 367,679.14

Land Sales 4,188.75 5,440.90

Labor Fund 258.70 146.60

Instalments 56.30 89.50

Deposits for Survey 721.50 1,286.00

Orders of Survey ' 145.00 459.00

Transfer of Timber Licenses 644.00

Total receipts of the Department from lumber, mining, fishing,

etc., were $528,439 during 1911 and $494.4 (M during 1010, an in-

crease for 1911 of $33,94/.

The following statement shows the quantities and kinds of lum-
ber cut from Crown Lands in New Brunswick, for which stumpage
bills were rendered during the year ended 31st October, 1911, with

the amount of stumpage charged thereon.

Quantity Kinds of Lumber Stumpage
228,456,525^ s. ft. Spruce and Pine Logs 301,903.57

61,283,920 s. ft. Fir Logs 49,027.13

2,538,744 s. ft. Hardwood Logs 2,031.00

7,256,880 s. ft. Cedar Logs 9,071.10

7,440,156 s. ft. Hemlock Logs 2,976.06

2,433,703 s. ft. Hemlock Logs, peeled

473,500 s. ft. Poplar Logs 378.80

309,883.428 s. ft.

1176 cords Wood (Fire and Pulp) 883.55

223K' cords Hemlock Bark 178.80

82052 pieces Sleepers 2,051.30

3710 pieces Posts 37.10

8499 pieces Telegraph Poles 1,114.95

14360 pieces Boom Poles 290.20

2391 pieces Brackets 23.91

12 cars Barrel Wood 73.47

Total Stumpage $370,040.94

Shipments From New Brunswick Ports

Xew Brunswick, like the other lumber exporting provinces of

Canada, experienced an unsatisfactory year's business during 1911.

The exports from St. Tohn for instance declined from 146,564,036

feet in 1910 to 122,184,947 feet in 1911. There was a similarly re-

duced export from other New Brunswick ports. The depression in

the United States and the labor troubles in England, together with
a reduced cut, on account of many logs being held up during the
spring through lack of water, were the principal contributing causes.

Shipments from the port of St. John for 1911 and the three preceed-
ing vears were as follows

:

1908 1909 1910 1911

Sup. ft. Sup. ft. Sup. ft. Sup. ft.

John E. Moore & Co.,

Ltd 43,727,541 48,182,020 47,678,658 36,103,574
W. M. MacKay.. .. 40,060,416 42,548,238 46,501,944 36,589,707

George McKean ... . 15,970,059 26.662,679 23,097,386 17,491,666

Alex. Gibson Co. ... 25,173,212 20,238,517 19,738,343 32,000,000
Others 10,677,743 7,300,000 9,547,705

The shipments of lumber from Dalhousie to ports other than

Canadian during the vear 1911 amounted to 25,685,342 sup. feet of

deals, and 22,150 cords of pulp wood; 19,000,000 laths, carried in

36 vessels registering 50,373 tons. In 1910 the total of shipments

was 24,000,000 sup. ft.

Approximately 18,000,000 feet of deals were shipped from Hope-

well Cape during the year 1911.

The lumber shipments for the port of St. Stephen for eleven

months ending Nov. 30 were valued at $205,929.

The foreign lumber exports of the outports of Moncton for 1911

show a slight falling oft" compared with 1910. Comparison as fol-

lows :

1910. 1911.

Shediac $ 63,721 $ 23,689

Dorchester 52,460 31,297

Hillsboro 119,700 79,785

Riverside • 179,938 224,292

Point Wolfe 4,307 16,783

Waterside 2,776

Alma 85,280 89,871

Slight Increase in St. John Exports to United States

Kxports of lumber to the United States, Trom the port of St.

John, N.B., for the years 1911 and 1910 were as follows:
1910 1911 1911, Quarter Ended

Articles Total Total March 31 June 30 Sept. 30 Dec. 31

Fire Wood 1,461 725 365 360

Kiln Wood .. .. 1,820 202 203

Laths 348,769 346,051 21,396 124,970 105,474 94,210

Lumber -.339,531 352,236 35,125 62,870 101,761 152,479

Pulp Wood .. .. 75,318 126,729 269 37,950 51,542 36,967

Railroad Ties ... 256 1,476 752 723
Shingles 19,224 42.014 1,894 13,273 7,489 19,358

Spruce Pilings ... 13,137 803 11,805 529

Staves 554 3,189 310 1,690 1,188

Spruce Plank . .. 260 260
Telegraph Poles . 117 117

Wood Pulp 385,414 378,540 -72,787 85,377 121,200 99,177
Box Wood .. .. 325

Total .. ..1,172,672 1,264,676 132,484 325,918 402,364 403,908

Reduced Cut in New Brunswick

St. John, N.B., January 9, 1912.

Editor Canada Lumberman:
The quantity of logs cut on the St. John River this year will be an

average cut. In other parts of New Brunswick such as the Miramichi, oper-
ators claim that the cut will be materially reduced. The stocks of manufac-
tured lumber for the English market on hand throughout New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia are considerably larger than for some years past. The
weather conditions for cutting last fall were good. We have not yet
sufficient snow for hauling, so it is quite impossible to say yet whether
all the stuff will be brought forward to the streams or not.

The past year has not been a profitable one for the lumber exporters
in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. Failures and strikes in the United
Kingdom dislocated business for some time. Markets declined and ocean
freights advanced, which made it very bad for the shippers. It is as yet
impossible to form any forecast for 1912. It looks now as if ocean freights
would be considerably firmer than for the past few years. The cotton strike
now on on the other side must have a bad effect on next year's market.

Yours truly,

JOHN E. MOORE.
Favorable Weather Conditions in New Brunswick

Nordin, N.B., January 13, 1912.
Editor Canada Lumberman:

The logging operations in this district are comparatively small this win-
ter as most of the mill owners hold a considerable quantity of logs over
since last year. The weather conditions have, up to now, been very favor-
able. Very little snow in the woods up to the new year facilitated the
yarding, and enough snow for the hauling has now fallen.

The stocks of sawn lumber on hand are very heavy. Several mills are
carrying over the greater part of last year's cut.

The English market last year was very dull, and as the freights were
steadily increasing during last year most lumbermen found it impossible
to make profitable sales. To this has to be added that the driving last
spring was extremely expensive in this district. Last year must therefore
be considered an unfavorable year for the lumbering industry. The local
market, however, was fairly good, and especially hemlock was in good
demand.

In regard to the outlook for business during 1912, it is still too early
to say anything definite. One feature, however, which must influence the
business, is that the freights seem to be still higher than last year. Ship-
owners on the other side ask 50 sh. or more for deal cargoes Miramichi-
England, as compared with 37/6 early last spring.

Yours truly,

THE SWEDISH CANADIAN LUMBER CO. LTD.

135,608,971 144,931,454 146,564,036 122,184,947

Transatlantic shipments from the Province of New Brunswick,
dating from the years 1909 up to the present were as follows

:

1900 489,000,000 ft. 1906 420,000 000 ft

1901 398,000,000 ft. 1907 355,000.000 ft

1902... 445,000,000 ft. 1908 324.000 000 ft

1903 388,000,000 ft. 1909 325.000,000 ft.

1904 358,000,000 ft. 1910 327,000,000 ft.

1905 343,000,000 ft. 1911 285,000,000 ft.
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Foreign Lumber Consumption in N.S.
Nearly One Million Dollars Worth Imported Annu-
ally-Much of Which Gould be Produced at Home

By .J. B. Whitman

To give the actual quantity of the various kjnds of timber used in do-
mestic consumption in Nova Scotia is rather a difficult task, for notwith-
standing that lumber and wood are imported and used so extensively, the
very prevalence of this importation is one of the main reasons why we
know so little about it. We accept the things of everyday life as a matter
of course and do not bother with concrete facts as to how or why they
come about.

We might safely say that so far as Nova Scotia is concerned, there are
but few exceptions when she really needs to go outside of her own borders
for wood, for the products of her forests embrace a variety of kinds, suit-
able for many specified purposes. Nova Scotia produces wood for any
purpose ranging from a wharf to a piano. Of course in the manufacture
of a piano a number of foreign woods are used, but the writer has been
told that they are not really necessary and that Nova Scotia wood is suitable
but foreign wood gives the sales-agent something more to talk about when
trying to make a sale.

Notwithstanding that Nova Scotia is a country of wood as well as a
country of gold, iron, fish, fruit and coal, it is a matter of surprise that the
import of foreign wood is as large as it is. The actual facts of the case go
to show that whether the necessity exists or not, the importation certainly
goes on notwithstanding the fact that there are other outlets for the money
that the little "Province by the Sea" takes in so plentifully from her mines,
her forests, her fisheries and her fruits. A redeeming feature, however, is
that some of the wood is exported again in the shape of the finished product.

During the fiscal year ending March 31st, 1911, Nova Scotia imported
directly, nearly twenty million feet of lumber and to this is to be added
another quantity imported indirectly through the port of St.' John, N.B. The
total quantity cost when laid down at the point of manufacture and con-
sumption is nearly one million dollars.

The Uses of Imported Lumber
The matter of the annual export of lumber can easily be understood

for the world markets are open and ready to take immense quantities, but
the question of the import of such a comparatively large quantity provides
food for thought. The questions that* arise are, "It is partly necessary and
it is used for shipbuilding, railway cars, bridges and for finishing and orna-
mental work." The kinds are chiefly hard pine, oak, white ash, whitewood,
cherry, cypress and mahogany, with a small quantity of boxwood, lignum'
yitae, ebony and African teak. Nova Scotia does not produce wood that
is suitable for some of the purposes for which hard pine is used, viz.: spars,
yards and beams for ships and where length and size are both required, as
in girders for bridges and large buildings. With regard to oak and white
ash, both ought to be eliminated from the importation, as they can be
grown very successfully at home, but while they can be imported at present
prices, there will not be any active move to plant Nova Scotia areas with
these trees.

However, the price of these woods is likely to advance in the very near
future, for several reasons, chief among which are the increasing demand
and the diminishing supply. Active measures will then have to be taken
to reforest with these valuable woods and the part of wisdom would be to
commence now, so that when scarcity and high prices come, provision will
have been made to meet them. Most of the other varieties imported are
used for finishing and ornamental purposes, and do not enter into any econ-
omic scheme of prices being ruled by supply and demand. It is probable
that prices of some of the ornamental woods may become less, particularly
of mahogany, for there are large areas of this wood to draw from and as
transportation facilities are extended more and more into the centres of the
producing districts, the price will not be likely to advance.

The use of most of the other kinds of ornamental woods depends largely
on the prosperity of the country; for increased prosperity means increased
use of foreign and valuable woods.

Unless the kinds above mentioned are applied to some new and different
uses, the quantity imported will not increase rapidly, but should be in pro-
portion, to wealth and population.

About one-half of the whole importation of foreign wood coming into
Nova Scotia is used in the manufacture of railway cars, and as the Western
Provinces must have these cars, this is one of the things that should be
fostered by every, possible means, for it seems to be one of the ways by
which Nova Scotia can get a return from the West for the money that has
to go there for wheat and for some of the cream of her population. No
effort should be spared by both government and people to develop and
increase this great and growing industry. Railway cars are unlike many
other manufactured articles, for there is no transportation charge when they
are ready for market.

The province of Nova Scotia has, in round numbers, half a million
people. She exports annually some three hundred and forty million feet of
lumber, uses for domestic purposes about eighty-five million feet and im-
ports about twenty million feet, making a grand total of four hundred and
forty-five millions—being an annual handling of lumber of eight hundred and
ninety feet per head of her population. This considered with the other in-
dustries, ought to be a pretty good showing.

Large Imports of Pulp and its Products
Notwithstanding that these figures show the lumber trade of the pro-

vince to be in a healthy condition both as to exports and imports, there is
one line of which not much has been said, namely, the pulp trade. The value
of the finished product imported into \ova Scotia in the shape of books and
papers and all other manufactures from wood pulp, is a large item. But
here again the province is about to come into her own by the manufacture
of wood pulp and its exportation. At ti e present this is already true, as
to the partly finished product, but later undoubtedly the finished product
will be exported in quantities that will place this industry on a par with
the largest and most important of those that depend on the natural resources
of the country. Then, if to the quantity of lumber for each individual of the

population there is added the amount of pulp that will be produced, the
showing will be greatly increased.

This is no idle dream, for the manufacture has already begun in good
earnest, and while the figures of the present production could not be ob-
tained, they are substantial and increasing, U,e province having some six
mills in operation, with the prospect of having two more of good size built
in the near future.

Although Nova Scotia is next to the smallest province of the Dominion,
there is no reason why she should not rank in importance with the largest
for importance does not always mean quantity produced, but may mean
quantity per acre or quantity per head of the population, and quality is
also to be considered.

In conclusion perhaps a word should be said about the wood that is
imported as finished product—represented by furniture, including pianos and
organs, wagons and sleighs, farming utensils, toys and fishing rods. A part
of this could be classed as foreign, while the remaining portion of it comes
from the other provinces. Vet all this adds to the volume of the trade in
wood and should be included in the amount of total import. But of this
it would be very difficult if not impossible to get at even the approximate
figures.

Nova Scotia Lumber Trade in 1911
Many Disturbing Factors Prevented the Industry
from Enjoying Prosperity—Depression in U.S. Markets

By T. N. McGrath

The goddess of luck did not beam as expansively on the lum-
bermen of Nova Scotia in the year 1911 as was her wont, writes T.
N. McGrath in the Halifax Herald. To state the case briefly, the
lumber season of 1911 was not a success. At least this is what
the high minds in the business in this province will tell you, and
if any one ought to know, they should.

While the season has not been what might be called a distinct
failure, it has not shown the satisfying results of other years. Never-
theless, if there have been more successful years, there have been
distinctly more unsuccessful ones. So that taking it all in all the
lumberman isn't doing much grumbling. Rather is he inclined to
bear the oppressions of the goddess of chance with patience and
fortitude and with something of philosophy, for if he is heard to
murmur at all his mumblings sound something like this, "it might
have been worse."

There are, of course, reasons why the past season has not been
a successful one from the lumberman's standpoint. In the first

place, there was a great scarcity of rain during the early part of
the season, and as a consequence the water in the streams remained
at a very low ebb, thus preventing operators from getting all their
drives out. A percentage of last winter's cut is still in the woods.

Then again, the British and United States markets have been
away below normal, leaving the South American and West Indies
markets to fill in the hole in the lumberman's exchequer.

There are in reality four markets for Nova Scotia lumber.
South America is the principal mainstay of western Nova Scotia. In
the central part of the province most of the lumber goes to the
United States; while the mills along the I. C. R. and eastern shore,
ship chiefly to the British market. During the past season, how-
ever, the mills along the eastern shore have been idle.

The South American market, which is in reality the mainstay
of the biggest lumber operators in Nova Scotia, has been about nor-
mal during the past year. But, as has been intimated, the output
for this market has been greatly restricted by a scarcity of water.
There has been sufficient water to float the logs down the streams.
But in reality it was the curtailment in supply which kept the mar-
ket normal. Had there been good driving there would have been
a poorer market, because there would have been more logs than were
required. The market would have been glutted.

The prospects for next season in the tropical markets is said
to be exceptionally bright. More inquiries are being received at
the offices of the big lumber concerns than ever before. There ap-
pear to be more opportunities in fact for selling lumber in these
markets now, but values haven't as yet been placed.

The cut of logs this year will be much smaller than in other
years, chiefly on account of the large amount left over from the
past season.

The lumber cut for 1911 will amount to at least 400,000,000
superficial feet. Prices were not quite so good as in 1910, and there
was some delay in getting out the logs owing to the low river levels,
200,000,000 was exported; the remainder was made up of cord-wood,"
colliery timber, fence posts and pulp logs.

Exports of lumber, etc., from the United States Consular District of
Halifax, N.S.. for the years 1911 and 1910 were as follows:

"

1911 1910
!'ath

f

;

$ 57,080.67 $ 32.594.02
Lumber ... 371,750.85 370.396.56
1 ulpwood 91.675.91 6.298 22
Hemlock bark 227.00
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Quebec's Exports Undergoing Change
Totals Remain Stationary But Items Fluctuate

—

Exports of Manufactured Articles Increasing

From the accompanying table secured from the American Con-
sulate at Quebec by the Canada Lumberman, it appears that the

total of the exports of forest products from Quebec was practically

the same in 1911 as in 1910, the latter year 1911 showing only the

trifling increase of $266.83 over 1910.

There were however notable changes in the various items
classed under that heading, which it will be interesting to note, and
the chief interest relates to the exports of pulp wood and wood pulp.

For the first time in the history of this consular district do the
exports of wood pulp to the Cnited States almost equal those of

pulp wood, the former aggregating in value $1,273,868, the latter

$1,290,500. Tt is significant to note also, that the exports of the

wood decreased from $1,702,644 in 1910 to $1,290,500 in 1911, while
those of wood pulp increased from $765,131 in 1910 to $1,273,868 in

1911, or more than $500,000. The exports of pulp in 1905 had a

value of only $29,704, showing the remarkable increase as an article

of export since that year.

Xcwsprint likewise shows a notable increase, which was ex-

ported to the value of $211,616 in 1911 as against $173,561 in 1910,

giving an increase of over $38,000.

Rough lumber on the other hand shares the fate of pulp-wood,
as the exports of this article fell off from $723,288 in 1910 to $616,-

261 in 1**11. or more than $100,000. Clapboards were not exported
at all in 1911, but the exports of deals slightly increased over 1

()10,

showing a value of $74,822 in 1011, as against $72,950 in 1910. The
exports of laths likewise show an increase of $15,700 for 1011, but
those of shingles a decrease of $27,724, as do likewise railroad ties,

which fell from $29,895 in 1010 to $21,672 in 1911.
' As a general conclusion it may therefore be stated that the

exports from this district of the manufactures of wood show the

greatest increase, while those of the raw material or semi-manufac-
tured articles show a decreased exportation.

The total of these exports for both years remains stationary.

Following is a comparative statement of the declared exports
of lumber from the United States Consular District of Ouebec dur-
ing 1910 and 1911:

Articles 1910 1911 1
( )11 1911

Value Value Increase Decrease
Balsam fir .. .. 7193.33 2259.55 4933.78

Clapboards . . . . 4065.40 4065.40
Deals 72950.72 74822.13 1871.41

Laths 36975.48 52696.45 15720.97

Paper, newsprint 173561.46 211616.14 38054.68

Pulp Wood ... .1702644.71 1290500.48 412144.23

Wood Pulp .... 765131.34 1273868.68 508737.38

Lumber, rough. . 723238.10 616261.73 107026.37

Railroad ties . . . 29895.97 21672.85 8223.12

Shingles 38264.15 10539.48 27724.67

Totals .. ..$3553970.66 $3554237.49 $564384.40 564117.57

Total Exports, Quebec
1910 1911

Forest Exports. ..$3,553,970.66 Forest Exports. .. .$3,554,237.49

Miscellaneous .... 1.339.580.11 Miscellaneous 876,091.44

Total $4,893,550.11 Total $4,430,329.44

Montreal Lumber Trade Looks Promising"

Montreal wholesale firms report a good year's trade during
1911, with a large amount of lumber going into consumption, par-

ticularly of common spruce and pine. New Brunswick spruce com-
peted keenly with spruce from the province of Ouebec, with the

result that prices inclined to be easy. Quotations in pine however,
held fairly well throughout the year. Present appearances point

to a slight stiffening in prices, owing to the low water during the

past summer. Stocks at the mills too, are low ; and although there

is a fair quantitv of dry lumber on hand in Montreal, when the de-

mand again sets in there will probably soon be a shortage. In one
or two lines it was complained that owing to excessive competi-
tion, it was hard to get even a moderate margin of profit, but even
here a rise in values is looked for.

The hardwood trade picked up very well. The local demand
for birch—especially birch flooring—was very good, and in some
instances stocks were kept for home use instead of being exported.
During the past five years the position in this wood has been re-

versed, and the domestic consumption is now greater than that for

export.

Both in soft woods and hardwoods the outlook for the current

year is very bright, not only for increased requirements but also

tor higher prices.

The outstanding feature of the 'export trade from the port of

Montreal was the continued decline in the quantity shipped. The
total of 103,473,220 feet B.M. showed a falling off of 14,408,373 feet

B.M., the reduction being chiefly in pine. The predominant factors

in the market were increased competition from the Baltic and the

labor strikes in Great Britain. White pine formed about 75 per cent,

of the exports, and not being subject to Russian competition, prices

held firmly pretty well throughout the year; red pine, on the other

hand, met large shipments from the Baltic, with the result that

quotations inclined to give way. The Russian descriptions were
imported into Great Britain at a lower cost than the Canadian wood,
and naturally the tendency was to force prices down.

Another feature of last year's trading was the large quantity of

cheaper grades shipped. This was due to the higher level of quo-
tations ruling in Canada for white pine, particularly for the best

grades; British consumers apparently were not prepared to pay
these prices, and in consequence bought lower qualities.

Prices for hardwoods were easy during the summer, but they
strengthened in the fall, largely in sympathy with the rise in

freights. The shipments of birch increased. The spruce market
was, on the whole, of a rather shaky character.

The great disturbing influence was the strikes in Liverpool
and other British ports. They completely upset the arrangements
of the shippers, who were unable during the balance of the season
to bring affairs back to their normal condition. Though the gen-
eral tendency is for exports to decrease from the port, last year's
decline was in a large degree attributable to the impossibility of

getting shipments away during the latter part of the season.
As far as can be judged, the outlook for next season is not par-

ticularly cheerful. This is owing to a threatened big increase in

freights by the steamship companies, whose agents are talking of
a stiff addition to charges. These rates would have to be, in turn,
added to the cost of lumber, and exporters, who have to meet the
world's competition in the British markets, fear that, if the freights
increase to any appreciable extent, trade will be considerably cur-
tailed. Last year freights on deal ends were put up, and instead of
a two-thirds rate, shippers had to pay full charges, with a conse-
quent decline in this part of the lumber business.

Complaints were made during the year as to the accommoda-
tion at the harbor, the exporters stating thev have not sufficient
room to handle the lumber expeditiously and economically. The
railway companies have been able to reduce the cost of dealing with
goods at the dock by 50 per cent., in consequence of being afforded
greater facilities, but the lumber companies find their expenses of
shipping largely increased on account of their conveniences being
curtailed. This, in addition to the car shortage practically through-
out the season, made the work of shippers more than usually diffi-

cult.

Mainly owing to the extensive building operations, the retail
demand for lumber in Montreal during the past year was excep-
tionally brisk, there being a good general demand for all descrip-
tions. At the commencement of the season heavy stocks had ac-
cumulated, and those were gradually reduced owin^ to the large
sales. Competition, however, was very keen, and prices were closely
cut; but, taking the year as a whole, firms had very little to com-
plain of. In one or two special lines. trade was rather dull towards
the end of the season, but there were exceptional reasons for this,
slackness. The comparatively mild weather of the winter allowed
building operations to be carried on until a late date, and this
stimulated the demand for all kinds of lumber.

There is general optimism as to next season. This is founded
on a belief in the continuance of the industrial expansion and the
knowledge that many new large buildings and also residences are
contemplated. Stocks, too, are lower, 'and under these circum-
stances an advance in prices is not unlikely.

Exports from Montreal
The following is the statement of shipments of wood goods by leading

exporters from the Port of Montreal during the seasons of' 1911 and 1910:
Feet Feet

Watson & Todd, Limited .. . 30,663,444 34!6

9

84°863
Robert Cox & Co 13,296.102 20.181.39S

TP Jn
S
P
ha
^
ples

10,222,326

11.014.202

£ uft t
C° 9,334,797 10,501,571

E. M. Ntcholson 9,134,954 8,659,361

r»" lma.
y '''„•'• 7,208,343 8,341,101

Dobell Beckett & Co 4,930,711 3.640,841
Cox, Long & Co. 2,431,104 2.448,189
Kailway, Steamship Lines and Small Shippers . . . 16,251.439 16,883.870

c , .

Total
• •• 103,473,220 116.355,396

Shipments, 1910 116,355.396
Shipments, 1911 103,473,220

ShortaSe 12,882,176
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The Year's Trade in New Englan

d

Too Much Politics for the Good of the Trade Gen-
eral Business Conditions Healthy—The 1912 Outlook

By H. B. Shepard, President of Shepard and Morse, Boston

We have found during the past year that business lias been
considerably injured in this section of the country, owing, we think,
quite largely to the political agitation centering at Washington, also
to the activity of the Attorney-General and his assistants in prose-
cuting cases against the various large combinations of capital in
our country. Notwithstanding the fact that our general business
conditions have been good and healthy, that crops have been quite
satisfactory, taken as a whole, and that there is quite a natural
growth in New England, as elsewhere in the United States, never-
theless the tendency to expand, which naturally helps to make an
active demand for lumber, as well as for other commodities, seems
to have been entirely lacking during the past year, we think largely
because these large combinations of capital have not felt at all like
extending their business or branching out into new lines in any way.

We have found of course, a good, fair, steady demand for lum-
ber, and when we look oyer last year's business as compared with
that of the previous year, we think as a whole the volume will com-
pete favorably. At all events there is very little falling off in the
amount of business done, still in many cases prices have shown
a tendency to sag somewhat and competition has been sharp, and
we think lumbermen as a rule feel that the percentage of profit this
last year has not been what it should, as it needs some expansion
of business and a little more demand than supply, to allow the gen-
eral lumberman to obtain a good fair profit, and this extra demand
has been entirely lacking during the past year.

Eastern Shingles Had a Good Year
Of course, there have been exceptions to this rule, for instance

eastern cedar shingles, which were selling very low in 1910, ad-
vanced considerably in price in 1911, and the supply has been hardly
up to the demand. This is largely explained by the fact that shin-
gles were so plentiful in 1910 that many people curtailed their out-
put or did not manufacture at all, and when the price began to
advance in 1911 it was rather too late to increase the output ma-
terially, consequently we have seen an advance during the past year
of 25 and 50 cents per thousand on eastern cedar shingles.

On the other hand, shingles from the western coast, mostly
from the State of Washington have been plentiful, whereas it has
been customary to obtain 25 cents per thousand more for the west-
ern coast red cedar shingles in this market, than for the eastern
white cedar shingles, this year we have seen just the reverse. Red
cedar shingles have been selling probably from ten to twenty-five
cents per thousand less than the white cedar, very largelv because
the large duty now in force aeainst Canadian shingles almost en-
tirely shut off the supply from British Columbia, and the knowledge
that this_ was likely to occur stimulated the shingle manufacturers
in Washington to increase their output, and they have very much
overdone that class of business, Avith the result as stated.

Also eastern spruce lumber has been in good demand, and dur-
ing the past year there has been no surplus supplv, consequently
prices have ruled high, as compared with the general average price.

Improvement in White Pine Lower Grades
The supply of white pine box boards in the east has seemed to

have been very heavily drawn upon, and the supply is virtually
exhausted, and as this condition also prevails through Minnesota
and Wisconsin and that section of the country, the demand for
Canadian box lumber has been largely increased and prices have
advanced from one to two dollars per thousand in that commoditv
durincr the past six months. We think the Canadian lumbermen dur-
ing: 1910 accumulated a very large quantity of the lower grades of
white pine, which were reduced several dollars in price and still

could not be marketed. This year, owing to the conditions above
stated, they have been able to market a very large portion of this
surplus common lumber in the United States, and at better prices
than they could in 1910. The better grades of white pine lumber
have held their own during this oast year with slight advances, in
fact looking back for a number of years, there has hardly ever been
a time when the white pine higher grades of lumber have slackened
in price, and in most years they have shown an advance which has
not weakened but which seemed steadily to increase from year to
year.

Conditions this winter seem to show a fair volume of business,
comparing favorably with previous years. The weather has been
such that business has not been checked until the last two weeks
by any cold or bad weather, and we think the sales will average
well as compared with 1910, still there is no life, or jump, or snap

in it, and no chance to obtain a good margin. Everyone is held
down close to cost in marketing their goods.

Southern pine, of the lower grades, has been in good demand
for the past six months, and the price has gradually increased and
shippers of roofers and other coarser grades have been filled with
orders, and could not make shipment promptly. This has helped
also the situation of coarse lumber in Canada. In making inquiries
of different lumbermen, we find there is a general feeling of being
fairly satisfied with conditions, but a disappointment that margins
have not been better.

The Outlook for 1912 Trade
We think the feeling for the coming year is not probably op-

timistic, although we do not believe lumbermen in this section ex-
pect any drop in prices in any of the staple commodities, unless
it might be in some articles of which there was a large supply with
small demand.

It would seem the financial community is feeling the same, be-
cause money conditions are very easy in this section, and money is
freely loaned on six months time, and even a year in some cases
at nearly the lowest going rates which are asked for shorter per-
iods, and evidently bankers do not expect great activity for the
coming year which would call for large amounts of money, thereby
largely increasing its value.

We, however, fail to find anyone who feels that we shall have
a particularly bad business year, or that there will be any falling
off from the amount of prosperity we have been favored with dur-
ing the past year, but until Congress has shown that it is going to
deal reasonably with the tariff, and so handle trust legislation that
the large interests may feel that they can safely expand without
danger of further prosecution by the government, which would be
brought about by a clearer definition of the anti-trust laws and the
laws pertaining to interstate commerce, we hardly think that any
expansion in business will take place, and until our next presiden-
tial election is over, and the business community in general be-
comes satisfied with the result of this election, we think we must
expect to continue about as we have for the past vear or two, with-
out any great change.

After these matters are satisfactorily settled, we can see no
reason why the country should not enter upon another era of pros-
perity, with increased business, and advanced prices, both in com-
modities, and stocks and bonds, which would tend to make everyone
feel more prosperous and contented than they are at the present
time.

Timber Measured at Quebec During- 1911

The following comparative statement of timber, measured and
culled at Quebec during 1911 is furnished bv the Supervisor of
Cullers' Office :

—

1909 1910 1911

. n .
Cubic Feet Cubic Feet Cubic Feet

Waney White Pine 738,840 541,440 964 440
White Pine 57,520 10,720 10680
Red Plne 8,680 21,920 27,720
°ak • ... 568,960 256,680 133,280
Elm 108,080 246,920 221,680
Ash 520 1,400 120
Birch and Maple 60,840 44,400 71,560
Square Hickory \20

Total 1,543,440 1,123,480 1,429,600

Remarkable Pulp Development
When it is stated that more money was invested last vear alone

in Canadian pulp, paper and lumber concerns than in the whole of
the previous ten years, one can form some idea as to the marvellous
development that is taking place in connection with the resources
of our forest, says the Quebec Chronicle. During the year 1911, a
sum of no less than $123,000,000 was invested in these industries,
as a result of fifty-nine incorporations. Of these, forty-nine were
new companies, with a capitalization of about $90,000,000. Besides
these, ten old companies increased their capitalization or were rein-
corporated. These represented a capital of $33,000,000. We do not
believe that so large a sum was invested in any of the other great
national resources of the Dominion.

Canada's Pulp Exports
The United States government returns for the eleven months

ending November 30, 1911, state that during that time the States
imported from Canada 100,553,642 pounds of paper, valued at $1.-
876,843, while the importations from other countries only amounted
to 9,000,000 pounds. In wood pulp they imported a total of about
493,000,000 pounds, an increase of nearly 50,000,000 pounds, over
the previous year, and over 150,000,000 above the figures for 1909.
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Newfoundland Lumbering in 1911

Two Large Companies Manufacturing for Export— Pulp
and Paper Output being Doubled— Outlook Promising

Two mills only were operating lumber in Newfoundland to any
large extent for export in l°dl.—The Newfoundland Pine & Pulp
Company at Point Leamington, cutting approximately 5,000,000 feet;

and The New Land-- Lumber Company, at Xorris' Arm,—also about
5,000.000 feet. The next largest mills are operated by the Horwood
Lumber Company of St. John's, N. F., at Dog Bay and Campbell-
ton,—whose combined output would be around 4,000,000 feet an-

nually, which is consumed in the home trade. There are some
hundred of smaller mills all around the coast, but no other large

operation.

Some ten years ago Mr. Lewis Miller, a Scotch lumberman,
built immense mills at Millertown and Glenwood, but lie did not

operate long before he sold out to the Newfoundland Timber Es-
tates, Ltd., who remained in business for a few years, when they

sold their largest property to the Anglo-Newfoundland Development
Company, Ltd., The llarmsworth London Co., for a pulp proposi-

tion. This latter company started operations in connection with
their pulp and paper mills at Grand halls in 190'), and have cut an-

nually about 60,000 cords of spruce and fir for consumption in their

mills. Last year the cut was doubled, owing to the fact that large

extensions, which mean considerably increased output of pulp and
paper, were being installed': and from 1 ' >1 _? onwards they will cut

130,000 cords of pulp wood annually. The production of the mills

at Grand Falls, so far, has been as follows:

Pulp Paper
1910 22,000 tons. wet. 20,000 tons

1911 26,500 tons, wet. 28,000 tons

1912, Est 33,000 tons, wet. 36.000 tons

1912, Est 33,000 tons, wet. 60,000 tons

at which rate of production it will probably settle down as a reg-

ular output.

The other pulp proposition at present in Newfoundland is op-

erated by the A. E. Reed Company. Ltd.—also an English company
—whose plant is at Bishop's halls, some twelve miles below Grand
Falls on the Exploits' River. They started manufacturing in Feb-
ruary, 1911, and their production for 1911 was 20,000 tons wet
weight, which will be increased to 60,000 tons, wet' weight, in

1912 and the future, annually. They will consume some 30,000 cords

of spruce and hr annually.

Rumors of other pulp mills arc being talked of—one on the

Gander River, and another on the I lumber River on the West
coast. No doubt in another generation there will be many more
such mills constructed, for the country is rich in spruce which has

been proved to furnish the best quality of pulp-wood. Though the

size of the wood is small, the quality is excellent, the largest diam-

eter averaging twelve inches, and the general run of the wood aver-

aging 6 to 10 inches. The pine of the country runs up to 30 inches

diameter, but the average is around 18 inches, and there is a fair

proportion of pine in some parts of the Island.

Newfoundland Enjoying Prosperity

Local Consumption of Lumber Greater than in Any
Previous Year—Fisheries Brought Good Times to Trade

By R. F. Horwood

Newfoundland enjoyed great prosperity in 1911, the revenue

being in excess of any former year, and the trade conditions gener-

ally, being very satisfactory.

The trade of this Island depends largely upon the ocean har-

vest, and Neptune was very kind to the oldest colony during the

past several years, but particularly in 1911. The cod fishery is the

principal source from which the colony derives her revenue. Not
only did the sea yield its harvest ungrudgingly, but the colony's

competitors were at a disadvantage in 1911, the Norwegian supplies

being small and badly cured, and the colony's active French com-
petitors being almost "out of the race. These prosperous conditions

in Newfoundland are largely due to the strict enforcement of the

Bait Act, a weapon which the Government has been using for the

past ten years, or more, and which has almost paralyzed their com-
petitors, especially the French and American fishermen. The bank
fishery depends almost entirely upon Newfoundland bait, and the

Newfoundlanders have come to realize that in this matter they hold

the key of the situation, and are using it. There are small stocks

of fish now for the Colony to market, the greater part of the catch

for 1911 having been sold most favorably.

The conditions detailed, of course, re-act upon the lumber busi-

ness, and as a consequence the local consumption of lumber for

1911 was probably the largest in the history of the colony. No ade-

quate figures are available, however, to tabulate what is the actual

consumption locally. The export of lumber is but small, the larg-

est in any year not exceeding 20,000,000 feet, and this goes mostly

to the Argentine Republic. Prices on most grades of lumber ad-

vanced locally from $2 to $4 per M. during the year 1911. There
has been an upward tendency in prices for some years, but only

slightly discernible until the past year. The Colony affords no
opportunity for largely exploiting the lumber business, as there is

no workable group of timber anywhere that will warrant a large

outlay for manufacture. Pine grows in scattered conditions among
spruce and balsam (known locally as fir), the latter trees not at-

taining any large size. In an endeavor to make lumber in large

quantities at various points during the past ten years a great deal

of money has been lost in Newfoundland, and it is not likely that

any other attempt will be made to manufacture lumber on a large

scale. Newfoundland will never be a lumber exporting country
to any extent and in the view of some people, the time is not far

distant when she will be an importer, due to the fact that much of

the timber land in the country is being used for pulp production.

The outlook is that much more will be so utilized in the near future.

The timber of the country lends itself admirably to the manu-
facture of pulp, and Newfoundland pulp has attained an enviable
record for quality in European and United States markets. Two
large pulp mills are already in operation, with a combined output of

350 tons per day. Other smaller mills are in course of erection,

or in contemplation. In connection with the Anglo-Newfoundland
Development Company's plant a paper mill lias also been estab-
lished with a capacity of about 200 'tons per day. This latter pulp
and paper mill is one of the largest in the world, utilizing about
15,000 h.p. at present.

The winter set in very severe in Newfoundland, and it is not
an easy country in which to lumber, as the climatic changes are
very abrupt. The lumberman can never depend upon his roads, and
frequently large falls of snow cause him expense. It is not un-
usual for a sudden thaw to take place in the middle of winter with
a resulting flood that hangs up everything for a time. Logging is

being pushed vigorously, both for pulp and lumber purposes, but
the output of lumber will probably not be as large as in former
years, as some of the large mills have closed down.

Prosperous Year for Newfoundland
The past year was the most prosperous in the history of Newfound-

land. The total imports and exports for the year amounted to $25,359,000.
as compared with $22,500,000 last year. The pulp and paper industry proved
so satisfactory that the companies now operating in the island have de-
cided to further enlarge their plants. The Harmsworth Company is now
building a second paper mill, which will make this establishment the larg-
est in the world, and when this is completed early in 1912 the^r present
output will be doubled. The Albert Reed Company are also enlarging their
plant so as to double its capacity. They are also planning to begin the
construction of a paper mill during 1912.

Another English concern has acquired large timber limits near Bay
of Islands, on the west coast, paying upward of $500,000 for the property.
At the present time they are negotiating with the Government to secure
water powers which will enable them to operate pulp and paper mills.

* The export of pulp and paper for the fiscal year which ended June 30,
was $1,500,000, or practically the same as the mineral exports of the island
for the past year. A feature of the pulp and paper industry is that num-
bers of the fishermen are given employment in the forests and mills during the
winter months when previously they were idle.

Undeveloped as the colony is in comparison with its dormant resources,
the prosperity in recent years compares favorably with the progress made
in any other part of the empire. In a period of ten years Newfoundland
increased its trade by 115 per cent.; its lumber and mineral output nearly
trebled; the revenue was doubled; and the population advanced by 10 per
cent. A loan of nearly £1,000,000 is in course of expenditure by the gov-
ernment on branch railways, and in every direction—commercial, industrial
and administrative—vitality and enterprise are abundantly evident.

A Linderman "Dovetale"
The Canadian Linderman Company Limited, Woodstock, Ont., have

prepared a unique souvenir which has been sent out to their friends. It
is in the form of a dainty booklet in brown cover with a colored illustra-
tion of the taper wedge dovetail produced by their machine. An attrac-
tively printed folder is included in an envelope which is attached inside
the book. The whole is neatly put up in a brown mailing folder and is en-
titled "A Dove Tale." This little remembrance of their friends in the trade will
serve forcibly to bring home the fact that everything which the company
produces is unique, both for its excellence of material and for the splendid
manner in which it performs its work.

Illustrated Shoepack Catalogue
A. C. Todd, of Meaford, Ont., has just issued an illustrated catalogue

showing complete lines of his well-known "Polar Bear" Brand of Oil-
tanned Shoepacks. Mr. Todd has earned a reputation in the manufacture
of leather during the past thirty years which assures the shoepack trade of
the excellence of his goods.
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The Prairie Lumber Trade During 1911
Remarkable Invasion of United States Products Caused Widespread Price Cutting
-Lateness of Crop Caused Tight Money and Poor Trade The 1911 Outlook

The year 1911 was a most remarkable year in the lumber trade
of the prairies. Viewed from the standpoint of the wholesale dealer
in home products and the manufacturer of lumber, the year was not
a prosperous one. In retail circles the volume of trade was greater
than ever before but in a financial sense the year was far from a
favorable one. Prices ruled considerably lower than the average,
the manufacturers to the east and west of the prairies finding it ne-
cessary to cut prices to a most unprofitable extent owing to the low
schedules quoted by the importers of sawed lumber from the United
States. The result of these circumstances was a most unsettled con-
dit ion of the markets, particularly in the larger centres.

Competition in the lumber trade has been quite as keen as ever
before, despite the great increase of the scope of the market and the
increasing opportunities to sell lumber. In a few cases price wars
were carried on for short periods in some of the smaller towns.
There has been little real competition from mail-order houses al-
though country dealers have been obliged in many cases to cope
with quotations from such sources. The results have been more in
the nature of inconvenience and trouble for the yard-man than any
material loss of business. Generally speaking, little difficulty has
been experienced in selling lumber in the face of the figures" sub-
mitted by the mail-order houses.

A feature of the year has been the rapid increase of sales ter-
ritory on the prairies due to the large number of new branches of
the railroads which have been- opened for traffic. The line-yard com-
panies have shown their ability to keep abreast of the development
in this line as the prompt opening of one, two or three yards in even
the smallest of the new towns will testify. The number of new yards
opened has been very large.

Crop Situation Affected Trade
The outcome of the crop situation had a most depressing effect

upon the lumber trade, which in common with all other lines of
business in the west hinges upon this issue. The grain was several
weeks late in ripening, the threshing season, late as it was, was
very unfavorable and the cold weather of mid-November all tended to
make up a most unfavorable situation. The railway facilities proved
entirely inadequate to the task of moving the grain with even a reas-
onable promptness, and the result has "been financial stagnation in
the lumber trade. At no time for a number of years have country
collections been so unfavorable as during the latter three months
of 1911. The inability to move the grain and get the returns for
it has left the farmers in a position where, as a rule, they are unable
to buy more lumber or to pay for what they had bought earlier.
Money for this reason was very tight throughout the' entire fall
season and these arduous conditions are now only commencing to
grow easier.

The year 1911 had many favorable elements bearing upon the
trade in general and the prairie trade in particular. Immigration
was heavy, building in all lines in the cities was very brisk, and rail-
road expansion was all that could be desired—these and other con-
ditions all tended to make the year a prosperous one but the unusual
combination of circumstances in connection with the crop brought
the year to a close in the midst of conditions that could only be
called unfavorable.

Retail Trade Had Active Year

A redeeming feature of the situation throughout the year was
the activity of retail trade in the cities. The activity was most
noticeable in the larger centres, such as Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary,
Saskatoon and other rapidly growing cities and towns. Building
at such points has been very active and retail buying of lumber
consequently very brisk.

The year 1912 opens with the tide of favorable conditions set-
ting strongly toward it and there are strong probabilities that the
setting in of the less rigorous weather will mark the beginning of a
season of great activity and better values. The prophecy is being
freely made that the spring will develop the heaviest demand that
the prairie trade has yet experienced. The probabilities as to better
prices are founded chiefly upon the upward tendency of prices in
the markets of United Slates, particularly on the Pacific coast, from
which sections most of the shipments into the prairies are made. As
there is no doubt that the low values existing in those markets have
governed the prairie trade, so it is apparent that any increase in
values in that direction will have immediate and similar results
upon the prairie business, as there is no doubt that the Canadian

manufacturers are anxious to cease the slaughter methods to which
they have been obliged to resort to meet the American competition.

The circumstances upon which is founded the forecast of an
exceptional activity in the prairie trade are summed up in the
statement that the business of two seasons will be crowded into
one. It was confidently expected that the autumn of the year just
ended would see a considerabe activity, that there would be a brisk
demand and that, not only would a great deal of the business be on
a cash basis, but that the country buyers would wipe out a great
volume of the accounts standing on the books of the retail dealers.
No such conditions materialized. The crop was late in ripening
by several weeks and the winter setting in very early, there was
no time for building. It might then be said that, as far as the coun-
try business is concerned, there was no fall trade in lumber. The
farmers were so late in receiving returns for their grain that money
was more than ordinarily scarce until well into December. In
every sense the fall season might be described as a more than or-
dinarily unfavorable one.

Good Outlook for Building Trade

It is therefore apparent that the building, which under ordin-
ary circumstances would have been done during the fall, remains
yet to be done. It is safe to say that much the greater portion of it

will not be started until March, although the yards will no doubt
begin to stock up before that time in expectation of the spring busi-
ness. It is also apparent that in addition to the building which has
been left from the fall, there will be the great volume of building
which the spring months is bound to develop under ordinary com
ditions. Adding the two together, it will be seen that the prairie
country's needs in the way of lumber will reach the highest mark
and will make the most prosperous and most active spring season
vet experienced in the retail and wholesale trade.

In a financial sense, the outlook is quite as bright and much
the same conditions govern. The crop was a good "money crop"

—

while the grade was of a low average, good prices reigned and the
net result of the crop in dollars and cents has been quite up to the
average. The country buyer will spend the money in the spring
which he would have exchanged for lumber last fall had conditions
been different.

All existing conditions in the prairie trade therefore have a
favorable tendency in the direction of a heavy demand and a large
volume of collections. Immigration, it is confidently expected, will
reach proportions which will surpass the great records established
in earlier years. The railway expansion of the past year is a most
important factor in figuring the prospects for the trade of 191.2.
Much new territory with its possibilities for trade has been opened
up in 1911 and even greater in extent will be the new country which
the new lines and branches will open to the yardman during 1912.
There is every indication that building in the cities and other large
centres, temporarily quiet because of the cold weather, will be re-
sumed with the breaking of the winter season on a greater scale than
ever before. These three elements, added to the conditions out-
lined in former paragraphs of this article, present an array of facts
and circumstances which give every justification for pronounced
conditions except under stress of the most unusual events.

Increasing Output of Prairie Province Spruce

One of the features of the year 1912 will be the more prom-
inent part taken in the prairie trade by the spruce from the woods
to the north of the prairies. Two of the largest mills in the west,
that of Big River Lumber Company, at Big River, Saskatchewan!
and Henry Finger's mill at The Pas will both be sawing for the
prairie trade. The spruce from this section is year by year be-
coming more important in a trade sense.

While the Canadian Northern has opened up a country which
is well timbered, the largest and most important timber tracts lie

still farther to the north. Much of this territory is still unknown
(o the timber cruiser and all the lumbering "so far done has
been the getting of enough logs to supply a few small portable
mills. While the total product of the sawmills of the three central
provinces is not large when compared with the output of the British
Columbia mills, nevertheless the output is considerable. Some idea
of the importance of the sawmilling industry in the provinces of
Manitoba and Saskatchewan may be gathered from the estimates
of the output in 1910 of the sawmills in the northern sections by men
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actively engaged in the business, and who are familiar with con-
ditions. The total amount of this output was placed at two hun-
dred millions of superficial feet. It is safe to say that the output
in 1911 was twenty-five to thirty per cent, greater and that the out-

put of 1912 will practically double that of 1911.

There are prospects of a greater development in the way of

lumbering in the Rainy River Country. The Shevlin-Clarke Com-
pany built an up-to-date plant at Eort Frances in 1911 and there
are rumors of large projects of a similar nature soon to materialize.

A Good Outlook for 1912 Trade
One of the largest lumber manufacturers in the province of Sas-

katchewan reports upon the trade of 1911 as follows:
,

The volume of trade during the year V>\1 was greater than dur-
ing 1910 and profits were better, as a result largely of the increased
output. The better grades sold for higher prices during 1911 than
during 1

(>10. Stocks of ordinary spruce on hand were a little heavier
at the end of the year than a year previous. The markets for shingles
and lath were good. The prospects for 1912 seem promising but
no one can foretell them exactly, as unfavorable conditions may de-
velop later on. Stocks at present are low in the retail yards. Farm-
ers are expected to have a fair amount of money for building pur-
poses when the season opens. It is also expected that heavy im-
migration will cause a good demand for lumber both in the cities

and in the country.

Another firm in Saskatchewan, manufacturing some 50,000,000
feet of lumber annually reports that the volume of their trade during
1911 was somewhat less than during 1910, bv an average of about
$3 per thousand feet. Stocks at the end of the year were heavier
than a year previous. The market for shingles and lath was trood
The outlook for the lumber trade during 1912 was considered fair.

An important lumber manufacturing company in the province
of Manitoba reports that the volume of trade during 1911 was about
the same as in 1910 and the profits also were on the same level.

Wholesale prices are reported to have decreased during the fall.

This company closed the year with their stocks practically all sold
out and report that lumbermen in their province are reducing their

outputs of logs, because the Rocky Mountain and Pacific slope
manufacturers are still slaughtering their surplus stock into Prairie

Provinces. Retailers however, are reported to be still maintain-
ing their prices throughout most of the west.

A well-known Alberta firm of lumber manufacturers state that
during 1911 the volume of their trade was greater than during 1910
and that their profits were better. They experienced also a better
demand during the year and closed it with a very low stock. They
considered the outlook for 1912 to be good, and report that the
demand for lumber seems to be on the increase.

Alberta's Vast Pulpwood Resources

The pulpwood resources of the province of Alberta attracted
considerable attention during the year 1911 and the opinion was
generally developed that as soon as facilities of transportation are

provided the province of Alberta will become one of the important
pulpwood producing provinces of Canada. Large areas of the prov-
ince along the western boundary and scattered sections generally,

over the northern two-thirds of the province, are covered with stands
of white and black spruce, Englemann spruce and Jack pine, tam-
arac, aspen poplar and cottonwood, all of which are adapted for the
manufacture of woodpulp. The "Pulp and Paper Magazine of Can-
ada," in a special article dealing with this subject states that the
whole country is wr ell watered with large and small lakes and rivers

and practically all the timber is near enough to some water course
to be accessible. Every district moreover, has sufficient water power
capable of development for pulp manufacturing purposes. The lack
of transportation facilities is the great obstacle in the way of im-
mediate development. Large areas of this pulpwood moreover are
outside of the present leases and therefore unalienated from the
Crown, which has adopted, during the past four years, a policy of

leasing timber only to those who are prepared to carry on actual
operations. The whole territory has been remarkably free from fire

and there are practically no untimbered burns or prairies on the
whole watershed surrounding Lesser Slave Lake.

The Forestry Branch of the Department of the Interior has
had two parties out examining this territory, during the past sum-
mer and their reports will be published in the near future.

Increasing1 Imports of United States Lumber
Some idea of the enormous increase in the imports of lumber

from the Pacific Coast of the United States into the Prairie Prov-
inces of Canada may be gathered from the statistics recently issued,
by A. W. Cooper, secretary of the Western Pine Manufacturers'
Association. A total of 6,586,636 feet of lumber was shipped across

the border into Canada during the month of November, 1911, as

compared with 594,237 feet during the month of November, 1910.

Saskatchewan's Lumber Industry Expanding
Specially Writen for the Canada Lumbt'iman

Lumbering and wood-working generally forms one of the lead-

ing industrial pursuits of Saskatchewan and probably ranks next

to' agriculture in the ranking of leading industries. While actual

figures of the total cut of lumber for the year V>ll are not yet avail-

able, a conservative estimate places the amount at well over 100,-

000,000 feet board measure. In the year 1910, the mills of the prov-

ince numbering 22, cut 75,931,000 feet board measure, valued at $1,-

092,571. A number of small mills have been both opened and shut

down during the year, but all the larger mills have been in oper-

ation and report an increased production ranging from 8 to 20 per

cent, over the previous year.

The Big River Lumber Co. erected a new mill at Crooked Lake.

This mill, it is estimated, has a capacity of half a million feet of

lumber and 60,000 lath per day and employs upwards of 350 men.
During the year 1911, three large planing mills or sash and

door factories commenced operations in this province. These con-

cerns, namely, The Craftsmen Ltd., Regina ; Messrs. Cushing Bros.,

Saskatoon, and Western Manufacturing Co., Moose Jaw, have a

total invested capital of $210,000, and an estimated annual output
valued at over $425,000. These three mills are all of this year's

development, and are in addition to some 15 planing mills in oper-
ation during the year 1910. A feature of the work of these mills and
one which tends to illustrate the development of the province is

the fact that the total annual output of all 18 mills which is valued
at about $1,110,000 is totally' consumed within the province. Nor
is this supply equal to the demand, for many large orders of the year
1911 are at this date yet unfilled, and one planing mill at least, em-
ploying about 85 hands, is at present running a double shift work-
ing night and day in an endeavor to keep abreast with its orders.
In addition to the output of these mills, there is of course, consid-
erable finished wood work brought into the province from the large
mills of the east and west.

Several towns of the province are advertising openings for
planing mills and no doubt some of these places offer excellent op-
portunities for the establishment of paying wood-working industries.

Taken as a whole the year 1911 was one of great development
and expansion in the wood-working trade of this province, and the
future is decidedly bright for those engaged in any way in the pro-
duction of any class of building material.

An appropriation of $355,000, an increase of 100,000, for the pro-
tection of timber in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, the Ter-
ritories and the British Columbia Railway belt is included in this
year's Dominion Government estimates.

Owing to increased business in the west, The Garlock Packing
Company, of Hamilton, Ont., have opened branches in Winnipeg and
Vancouver, where a complete stock of Garlock packings and mill
supplies will be carried. The Winnipeg branch is located at 117
Market street, with Mr. W. J. Usher as Western Manager, to the
Mountains. With Mr. Usher are associated Mr. B. E. Dalzell and
Mr. E. C. Medland. The Vancouver branch is under the manage-
ment of Mr. Arthur R. Bell, who will be assisted by Mr. George
Cook.

Personal News of the Lumber Trade
C. MacRae, of the Alberta Lumber Co., Vancouver, B.C., paid

an extensive visit to Toronto and other Ontario points during the
last two weeks of January.

At the annual meeting of the Sherbrooke County Liberal Asso-
ciation, Mr. F. N. McCrea, M.P., president of the Sherbrooke Lum-
ber Co., was elected honorary president.

Mr. Carl Riordon, managing director, and Mr. Charles Read
secretary-treasurer of the Riordon Paper Company, Limited, Mon-
treal, left New York on the Olympic on Jan. 24 for England.

'

Mr. A. G. Rolston, formerly with the Hugh McLean Lumber
Co., Buffalo, has been appointed representative in Ontario for the
Goodyear Lumber Co., Buffalo. Mr. Rolston will be located for
the present at No. 1 Herman avenue, Toronto, and will make fre-
quent calls upon the trade in the interests of the Goodyear Lum-
ber Company's short and long leaf yellow pine. The Goodyear
Company are also extensive operators in Mexican sugar and white
pine.

Exports of lumber from the United States Consular District
of Kingston, Ont, were valued at $83,018' during 1911, and $19 131
during 1910.
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British Columbia's Lumber Output

Last year's output of lumber from the mills of the interior or
mountain district of British Columbia is estimated by a competent
authority at approximately 300,000,000 feet.

About 90 per cent, of this lumber was shipped to the prairie
provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, the balance be-
ing absorbed by local consumption and by a few shipments to
Europe.

The industry suffered greatly owing to a lax interpretation of
the Canadian tariff on imported lumber. It is generally believed
that tin's condition will be remedied by a recent ruling of the Min-
ister of Customs who has declared that the tariff must in future be
enforced strictly.

The enormous grain crop of the prairies last year in conjunc-
tion with the ruling of the Minister of Customs which will reduce
American "dumping" is expected to result in a notable increase in
this year's production from British Columbia mills.

Official statistics of the cut of lumber during 1911 are not
yet at hand but the estimate given above would mean a reduction
of 125,000,000 from the output of 1910.

B. C.'s Timber Revenues Well Maintained
The statistics of the timber branch of the Provincial Department

of Lands have been completed for the year 1911, and show the rev-
enue of the branch to have been well maintained, approximating
a little over two million dollars for the year just closed as it did
also during the years 1910 and 1909. During the past twelvemonth,
a number of licenses lapsed, and the lands which were covered bv
them have thus become available for settlement and colonization.'

Increases are noted in the receipts through the transfer of tim-
ber and coal prospecting licenses, and under the head of penalties

S^&ra of such charter having produced during 1911 no less than
$13,199, and penalties $18,625. The total timber branch revenue
for the province for 1911 amounted to $2,297,452.25. The reports
of the supervisor of log scalers shows 619,372,000 scaled at Vancou-
ver alone in 1911.

To Reduce Fires Caused by Locomotives
The department of lands of British Columbia has made an ap-

plication to the Dominion Board of Railway Commissioners for an
order "regulating the operation of locomotives with regard to the
spreading of forest fires upon adjacent lands in the dry season of the
year." The hearing has been set to take place in Ottawa on Feb.
6, at 10 o'clock. It is not a question of obtaining damages so much
as of stopping the destruction of forests altogether which will be
dealt with. Last year, under the recommendation of the committee
on forests of the commission of conservation, a clause was added
to the Railway act placing the burden of proof in connection with
cases of damage, upon the railway companies, and making them
pecuniarily responsible. It is under this act that the railway com-
missioners will deal with the application. It is understood that the
suggestions made by the British Columbia department of lands will
be either that in the dry season the railways take greater precau-
tions, or that they be asked to install oil-burning locomotives.

The Dominion Sawmills & Lumber Company, whose head office
is at Calgary, Alta., expects to produce during 1912, 125 000 000 feet

?mn
mber

'
•

They haVC already more than 35,000,000 feet and have
1,U00 men in the woods. Arrangements are now being completed
which will enable them to ship into the three prairie provinces dur-
ing the coming season, 30,000 cars of lumber aggregating approx-
imately 75,000,000 feet. I. C. Smith, formerly of Vancouver, wfll be
general sales agent for the three prairie provinces with headquarters
3.t v_.cilg3.ry.

Reports Upon British Columbia Trade Conditions
A good idea of the conditions prevailing durino- 191 1 jn th e

British Columbia lumber trade may be had from the following ex-
tracts from reports received by the Canada Lumberman.

Regarding trade conditions during 1912 various reports from BritishColumbia firms are as follows:

"The volume of trade was less and so were the profits. Prices werelower than in 1910. Stocks are lower now than a year ago."
"The volume of trade was greater and profits were practically the

same. Prices showed little change. Stocks are lower than a year ago."

Ross-Saskatoon Lumber Company, Waldo, B.C.: The prospects for
1912 arc still an open question, but the outlook seems fair although prices
are uncertain.

"The volume of trade was a little greater. Profits were less because
the United States mills were cutting. Prices were lower. Stocks are now
about the same as a year ago."

An important Mountain manufacturer: I would prefer at this time to
refrain from making any statements regarding the lumber business, as in

doing so I would have to say that in Western Canada we have sufficient
producing capacity if running continuously, to supply at least 2.0,000,000
people with lumber and we have approximately 2,000,000 who can be reached
with out product.

The Hastings Shingle Manufacturing Company, Victoria, B.C.: We
expect a good volume of trade during 1912, but prices will be low owing
to conditions in the United States.

"The volume of trade was greater and so were profits. Prices were
about the same. Stocks are lighter than a year ago. Lath were in good
demand and shingles were weaker.

The Cameron Lumber Company, Victoria, B.C.: The local demand has
for some time taken our whole output and the prospects are that the same
condition will prevail throughout 1912.

"The volume of trade was about the same, though if anything greater,
than in 1910. Profits were 5 per- cent. less. Shingles sold at an advance of
10 per cent, and lumber was 10 per cent, lower. Stocks to-day are approx-
imately the same as a year ago."

The Sparwood Lumber Company, Sparwood, B.C.: We are hopeful
for better trade in 1912. If the United States mills could be prevented from
dumping cheap common boards and dimensions on the prairie markets, the
market for Mountain manufacturers would be good. About fifty United
States mills in Montana, Idaho and Washington failed last year through
dumping at prices less than cost.

The Abbottsford Timber and Trading Company, Abbottsford, B.C.:
The outlook is for a little better trade in 1912 we think than was the trade
in 1911. The United States mills dumped great quantities of lumber into
Canadian markets during 1911 at slaughter prices. We know of instances
where No. 1 sized dimension 2 x 4, 2 x 6, 2 x 8, etc., was sold by Puget
Sound mills for $5 per M. f.o.b. cars; V. ceiling, flooring, etc., kiln dried
at $8.50 to $12 f.o.b. cars. It has been a case of any old price often, to
turn stock into money. We cannot do much when competition of this kind
is allowed by the Government.

Timber Branch Statistics
The statistics of the timber branch of the British Columbia Department

of Lands for the year 1911 show the revenue of the branch to have been
well maintained, approximating a little over two million dollars, as it did
so during the years 1910 and 1909. During the past twelve months a number
of licenses lapsed, and the lands which were covered by them have thus
become available for settlement and colonization. Increases are noted
in the receipts through the transfer of timber and coal prospecting licenses,
and under the head of penalties, transfers of such character having pro-
duced during 1911 $13,199 and penalties $18,625. The total timber branch
revenue of the province for 1911 amounted to $2,297,452.25.

The total revenue from the timber lands of the British Columbia De-
partment of Lands for the month of December, 1911, was considerably over
$225,000, there having been issued during the period 595 timber licenses
for lands west of the Cascade range, producing receipts of $92,140; 869
licenses for timber lands on the eastern slope of the divisional range, re-
turning in fees $104,453.80; timber transfer fees netted $555; penalties, $1725;
247 coal prospecting licenses, $26,400; and coal prospecting license transfer
fees, $315,000; an aggregate total, not inclusive of miscellaneous receipts,
not yet estimated, of $225,588.80.

British Columbia's New Timber Regulations
A bill to give effect to the recommendations of the forestry commission

of British Columbia has been presented to the B. C. Legislature, by the
Minister of Lands, Hon. W. R. Ross. The bill* follows very closely the
recommendations of the commission with the exception that it proposes
to continue the issuing of hand loggers' licenses. A forest branch of the
Department of Lands is to be created under the direction of a chief forester.
Provision is also made for the appointment of a provincial forest board.
Sales of licenses to cut timber are to be made by public competition, the
tenderer offering the largest bonus to get the license. Existing leases are
to be renewable for consecutive and successive periods of 21 years. Leases
at present existing are to be subject to a rental of fifty cents an acre and
a royalty of $1.50 per thousand feet. Any holder of a lease may, by its

surrender before April 1, 1913, exchange it for a license under the new
regulations. All special licenses which were applied for before April 15,
1905, are to be transferable and renewable yearly for a period of sixteen
successive years from the original date of issue and all issued between that
date and March 10, 1910, yearly for 21 successive years from the date of
issue. Every holder of a special license who complies with the amendments
made in 1910, before April 1, 1912, may have the license made transferable
and renewable from year to year while there is merchantable timber upon
the land in sufficient quantity to make it commercially valuable. The fee
for this, covering not more than 640 acres, is $140 for licenses west of the
Cascades and $115 east of the Cascades. Very stringent provisions are made
for the prevention of forest fires.

Lumber Company's Managers Hold Conference

The first annual conference between the management of the
Canadian Western Lumber Company, New Westminster, B.C., and
its subsidary companies and the managers of their retail lumber
yards in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta was held at Vancou-
ver recently. Mr. A. D. McRae, vice-president and general manager
of the parent company, presided. No less than twenty-three repre-
sentatives from the prairies were in attendance. They brought in

favorable balance sheets and reported the outlook excellent for the
coming spring and summer season. Many of the visitors empha-
sized the fact that the crop loss last year was exaggerated and that
the financial returns to the farmers are proving very substantial.
Plans of campaign for the year, as well as methods for meeting the
competition of American "lumbermen were outlined and adopted.
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Progress of Forestry in Canada
Gradual Adoption of Practical Methods—Governments and Lumbermen Com-
mencing to Realize Importance of Scientific Management of Forest Lands

By H. R. MacMillan

FORESTRY in Canada is passing from the realism of discus-
sion into practice. At present forestry in Canada comprises
the protection of forests from fire, the* examination of crown
lands in advance of settlement to prevent the locating of set-

tlers on non-agricultural forest lands, and the experimental regula-
tion of timber sales so as to leave the land in the best possible
shape for the production of a future crop of valuable timber. I say
the experimental regulation, because no definite system has been
arrived at yet, and not one-thousandth of one per cent, of the log-
ging of Canada is planned with a wise regard for a future crop of
timber.

A review of the progress of forestry in 1911 shows that this
science, ten years -old in Canada, is yearly gathering a greater mo-
mentum. The timber lands of Canada are administered by six dif-

ferent governments, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec, On-
tario, the Dominion Government and British Columbia. The ad-
vances made during the last year in each jurisdiction will be briefly
noted here.

Nova Scotia's Critical Condition

Of all the provinces administering timber lands Nova Scotia
has the least stake in its forests. The law in Nova Scotia permit-
ted the sale outright of the crown timber lands, and as a result there
is but very little of the public timber remaining which has con-
tributed so handsomely to the revenues of the other provinces.

This province, seemingly the least able to afford it, has been
the first to undertake an accurate survey of its forest resources.
The compilation of this work has just been completed in 1911, and
Dr. Fe'rnow, of Toronto University Forest School, under whose di-

rection the work was done, has submitted to the provincial gov-
ernment a very complete report, stating the approximate quantities
of timber left in the province, the rate at which this timber is being
used, and the general rate at which it is reproducing. The report
further points out the proportion of land under forest, the area
suitable for agriculture and the area burned over and barren. It is

urged that on account of the wealth which forest products bring
into the province, an effort should be made immediately to provide
for the better forest management of the large proportion of forest
land in the province and thus extend the life of the lumber industry,
which, at the present rate of cutting, will be short. Undoubtedly
a provincial forester, who could act in an educational capacity as
the provincial foresters of New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachu-
setts, Connecticut and other states, would be of great influence in

encouraging a wiser method of conducting logging operations than
now prevails in Nova Scotia. As it is, it appears that Nova Scotia
will be the first of the mainland provinces of Canada to suffer se-
verely from the diminution of the lumber industry, and, as a very
large proportion of the province is non-agricultural and non-min-
eral bearing, no other productive industry can come after lumbering.

Co-operation In New Brunswick

The New Brunswick government pledged its support to forestry
when it appropriated money for the School of Forestry in connec-
tion with the Provincial University at Fredericton. The province
has not yet undertaken any forestry work of any kind, and has
done nothing to provide work for the men it is educating. Students
of the provincial forest school in New Brunswick are largely de-
pendent upon the Dominion Government for work. Interest has
been shown by the lumbermen and other private land owners. The
lumbermen have thrown their camps open for the education of the
foresters. An arrangement has been made whereby the Forest School
will undertake the management of a forest tract of about 3,300 acres.
This tract will be used as a demonstration area.

On October 1st, the Provincial Government put into effect a
law which has been passed forbidding the further export of unmanu-
factured pulpwood from the Crown lands of New Brunswick. This
may be termed a forest conservation measure as it will discourage
the rapid exploitation of New Brunswick's forests, and will, by
establishing mills in New Brunswick near the source of the raw
material, encourage a closer utilization of the wood, as it is well
known that the mills located at a great distance from the timber
only use the cream of the logs.

No changes have been made in the methods of fire protection
in New Brunswick, except that arrangements have been made for
the patrol of the timber areas tributary to the National Transcon-

tinental and other new railroads. The fire guardians are all tem-
porary employees, and, as such, are not as efficient as if forest re-

serves were created and a permanent organization developed.

Quebec's Progressive Policy

The Province of Quebec is ahead of any of the other provinces

in planning a scheme by which foresters will be trained by the

province, especially for work on provincial lands, and will be em-
ployed by the provinces both during their period of training and
after.

The school which has been established in connection with the

University of Laval, has been increased, scholarships have been
established by the government to encourage the attendance of men
who will make good chief forest rangers and inspectors of opera-
tions in Crown lands.

In connection with the school a nursery is maintained at Berth-
ierville where forest seedlings are raised to be used for replanting

denuded areas in the agricultural portion of the province. Exam-
inations have been made of certain tracts of sandy land and ar-

rangements are being made to have the lands reforested with gov-
ernment assistance.

More attention is being paid in Quebec to the examination of

public lands before they are opened for settlement than has been
customary in the Eastern provinces. The forest engineers and stu-

dents of the forest school employed by the Department of Lands
and Forests, have made careful investigations of land before it was
opened for settlement, and whenever in. their judgment the land
has been non-agricultural in character, and when the intention of

the settlers has been to denude the land of timber and abandon it,

entry has been refused. Such examinations were conducted in the
counties of Montmagny and elsewhere last summer.

Examinations are also being made by the officers of the Forestry
Branch of the settlers' locations in timber districts, where the set-

tlers have been accused of stripping timber from timber limits.

The machinery is being slowly provided to administer the vast
areas of forest reserves set aside several years ago. It will be re-

membered that nearly the whole of the Province of Quebec north
of th Ottawa and St. Lawrence rivers was created a forest reserve,
together with the Gaspe Peninsula. This area is divided into in-

spection districts under the charge of Provincial Foresters Piche
and Bedard. A laudable attempt has been made to inspect regu-
lerly the operations on timber licenses within these reserves, to
see that no timber is wasted and that the fixed diameter limits are
followed for different species. A close and satisfactory inspection
is impossible for the staff employed, but the men turned out by
the Provincial forest school are doing good work, and the occasional
inspection by the forest officers wall eventually lead to wiser and
less wasteful logging.

The government has adopted the policy of consulting the pro-
vincial foresters regarding the terms upon which timber will be put
up for sale.

Explorations are also being made of the northern timber coun-
try. An examination was made in 1911 of the timber in the Abitibbi
region and of the forest conditions along the route of National
Transcontinental railroad.

There is such a large area of inaccessible timber land in Quebec
that it is almost impossible to provide for its fire protection. Al-
though a larger area has been set aside in this province than in any
other as permanent forest reserves, no permanent fire protective or-
ganization has been developed. The fire protection has depended
largely upon new men hired temporarily each summer. In addi-
tion to this disadvantage, appropriations for fire protection have
been hopelessly inadequate. The government made things easier
for Mr. W. C. J. Hall, the Superintendent of Fire Protection in 1911,
by voting a larger appropriation for preventing forest fires than
heretofore.

The continuance in the face of strong opposition of the embargo
on the export of pulpwood from crown lands in Quebec was a move
in the interests of forestry.

Improvident Methods of Ontario

There is not much progress to record in the scientific adminis-
tration of forests in Ontario in 1911. Although Ontario is the
wealthiest and in many ways the most progressive province in

(Continued on page 70)



WANTEDI FOR SALE DEPARTMENT
PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate of

15 cents per agate line ($2.10 per inch) each
insertion, payable in advance. Space measured
from rule to rule. When four or more con-
secutive insertions of the same advertisement
are ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be
allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a

word, net. Cash must accompany order. If

Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-

close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a

word net. Cash must accompany the order.

Minimum charge 50 cents.

Advertisement must be received not later

than the 10th and 26th of each month to

insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED—Kindly give best cash price for

three or four cars dry cedar posts, 4 to G
inches top end. Box 195, Jordan, Ont.

WANTED—5 x 5 White Maple, second

growth, dry. 5 to 10 years old, for bowling

pins. Address, M. J. Bernhard, 712 to 720

Jefferson Street, Buffalo, N. Y. 1-4

Two-inch Soft Elm wanted, immediately,

several cars, dry. State quality and prices.

Great Lakes Lumber Company, Limited,

Owen Sound, Ont. 1-4

Saw Logs Wanted
Red and White Pine, Hemlock and Spruce.

Write in particulars of what you have. Reid

Bros., Bothwell, Ont. 2-7

Basswood Wanted
WANTED—inch No. 2 common and mill

culls, winter cut B.asswood. Apply First-

brook Box Company, Limited, King street

east, Toronto. 22-2o

Box Factory Lumber
When you have any box lumber to offer

write us, giving quantity, description and
price, water delivery. Chicago Bill & Lum-
ber Company, Chicago. 3

White Pine Wanted
3 in. x 6-in-7-in. 18 ft. Tank Stock, also

Quarter Cut White Pine Pump Squares.

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Ont.

Lumber Wanted
Large quantities of Soft Elm Lumber, 1-in.

and grades No. 1 common and better. Es-

pecially attractive prices.

J. S. FINDLAY,
2-7 Owen Sound, Ont.

Pulpwood
Wanted—to contract for 15,000 cords, or

appreciable parts thereof, yearly for a term
of years, of rossed spruce pulpwood for Am-
erican shipment. Address Box 410, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 3-4

Lun-- ".> Wanted
Will contract with » few hardwood mills for

their entire cuts, 1912, ; lading culls. Highest
prices paid, and quic ipment. Also open
for dry stock of all kinds. Also Spruce and
Hemlock. Apply to Bos 11!, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 2-5

Spruce Wanted
We can use short Spruce 4/4-in. and 5/4-

in., in 2/5-ft. and 6/11 ft.

Describe what you have to offer, and give

lowest price delivered here.

THE RATH BUN COMPANY,
3-8 Deseronto, Ont.

Wanted to buy 1-in, and 2-in. Spruce,
Jack Pine and Cedar Posts. Apply Box 421
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. .'{

Hardwood

Wanted
3,000,000 feet Hard Maple, Soft Elm, Rock

Elm, Beech, Birch, Basswood, Ash, Oak, and
Soft Maple, for delivery, shipping dry dur-
ing 1912. Sawn to our sizes. State what
you have to offer and lowest prices for spot
cash. Inspection at mill. Apply Manufac-
turer, Box 401, Canada Lumberman, Toron-
to, Ont. j.g

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale
Two carloads White Oak Timber in round

six to ten inches diaimeter small end. Eight-
een to thirty feet long.

ROBERT LIGHT,
Napanee, Ont.

Hardwood For Sale
We are prepared to cut under contract :

—

250 M. to 500 M. feet Hard Maple.
100 M. to 200 M. feet Basswood.
Also some Black Ash, Birch, Soft Elm.

Correspondence invited. The Pearce Com-
pany, Limited, Marmora, Ont. 22—tf

For Sale
The following Special Stock ;

—

1,000,000 ft. Scant 2-in. Spruce Random.
300,000 ft. 1-in. Spruce Mill Culls
50,000 ft. 6/4 and 8/4 White Pine Mill

Culls.

100,000 ft. 1-in. 6 to 9 ft. White Pine
Shorts.

100,000 ft. 1-in. Fourth Quality or Box
White Pine.

All dry and can be shipped promptly by
rail.

THE A. SHERMAN LUMBER CO.,
Potsdam, N. Y. also 50 Church St.,

New York City.

For Sale at Greatly Reduced
Prices

400,000 M ft. 1 x 4 and up by 6/16 ft. No. 2
Hemlock.

75,000 M ft. 1 x 8 and 10 x 6/16 No. 2
Hemlock.

25,000 M ft. 2 x 4 x 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock.
25,000 M ft. 2 x 6 x 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock.
35,000 M ft. 2 x 8 x 6/16 No. 2 Memlock.
25,000 M ft. 2 x 10 x 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock.
Must have room and will sell away below

cost.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
2-4 Deseronto, Ont.

White Pine Logs For Sale

On Magantawan River, about thirty miles
from Georgian Bay, in Township of Mc-
Kenzie, Parry Sound District, approximately
T/i million feet. Early delivery to mill for
sawing.

Will sell in one or two lots.

Stock of superior quality.
Eighty per cent, sixteen feet length.
Ninety-five per cent. White Pine, balance

mostly Red Pine. Located for convenient
inspection near Deer Lake Station on C. N. O.
Railway, 23 miles north of town of Parry
Sound.

Further particulars upon request.

HOLT TIMBER COMPANY,
926 Manhattan Building.

Chicago, III.

Ontario office, Whitestone, P.O.

For Sale
1-jn., l'A in., 1^-in. and 2 in. mill cull

White Pine in strips and sidings. Fred T.
Smith, Board of Trade Building, Montreal.

1-t.f.

For Sale

About 15,000 feet 2-inch beech, 12,000 feet
of 1-inch, 1,500 feet of l'/3 -in., 5,000 feet 1-
in maple; 600 feet 1-in. hickory, 2,000 ft.

1-in. oak, all log run. John Richie, Allan's
Mills, Ont. 2-3

Shingles
500,000 M. pieces Rathbun's XX-18-in.

Cedar Shingles. To introduce this shingle to
the trade, we are offering them for one-half
their value. $1.00 per M. pieces F.O.B. cars
Deseronto. The Rathbun Company, Deser-
onto, Ont. 1-4

12 in. x 12 in. For Sale
300,000 feet B.M. of 12-in. x 12-in.

leaf yellow pine timbers 18 ft. to 40 ft.,

age 30 feet. Can ship immediately.

short
aver-

24 3
JAMES SIIEPPARD & SON,

Sorel, Oue.

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
Good boiler, 72 inches by 14 feet, 72 4-in.

tubes, 75 h.p. engine and 100 light dynamo.
All in good condition and ready for imme-
diate delivery. Will accept lumber in ex-
change. Apply to Box 400, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. 1-4

Rails For Sale
Thirteen miles 56 and 00 pounds per yard

and fishplates.

Ten miles SO pound per yard and angle bars.
Also 16, 20, 30, 40, 50's.
New rail, all sections in stock.
For particulars apply to J. J. Gartshore.

Machinery For Sale

A Waterous No. 4 Band Saw Mill, with
Carriage Saws, Live Rolls, and complete Fil-
ing Room equipment, also several Good
Woodworking Machines, in splendid condi-
tion.

J. S. FINDLAY,
2-TF Owen Sound, Ont.

For Sale

One Gang Circular Sawing Machine (Ken-
dall patent) good as new; run only 18
months. This machine carries nine 32-inch
saws, takes from 4 to 10-inch cants, can be
set to cut one to three inch stock.
Reason for selling, cut out. For price,

write Jas R. Gillies, Arnprior, Ont. 24-5

Toronto, Ont. 3-4

Saw Mill Property For Sale
Saw Mill Property at Ford River, Michi-

gan, consisting of three band saw mill,
shingle mill, tie and post mill, lath mill,
docks, and trams, blacksmith shop and ma-
chine shop all stocked with tools, large store
and office building, large boarding house,
large barns, sixty-three houses, lands, etc.,
all of which will be sold at a bargain. Ap-
ply to The I. Stephenson Company, Wells.
Delta Company, Mich. 3-6

Machinery For Sale
Carver, 4 spindle, Rohlman.
Cut-off saw, railway, wood frame.
Dovetailer, Boults.
Engines and boilers, various sizes.
Floorer, 9-in. Berlin.
Jointer, chair seat, Jenkins.
Jointer, 16-in. White.
Moulder, 6-in. Houston.
Mortiser, Smith.
Mortiser, Bit.

Planers, 24-in. single belted.
Sander, double 24-in. Perry.
Sander, three drum 42-in. Boardman.
Sander, three drum 42-in. Columbia.
Saw Gummer, Rogers.
Saw-mill, band, 63-in. wheel.
Saw and dado machine, Williamsport.
Variety Lathe, Pringle & Brodie.

O. L. PACKARD MACHINERY CO.,

Milwaukee. Wis.

WANTED—MACHINERY, ETC.

WANTED—By small mill cutting hard-
wood, power feed edger, iron or wood frame,
with 2 or 3 adjustable saws, to cut stock
up to 3 inches thick. Must be cheap.
Craik Bros., Crampton, Ont. 2-4

Alligator Wanted
Wanted an alligator boat, in good condi-

tion. Reply, giving condition, size, axe, equip-
ment, price and situation. Box 405, Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-5

WANTED Two boilers, not less than 100
pounds steam, 66-in. x 14 ft.

Filing room outfit for 12-in. double cut-
ting hand saws.
One good log jack and chain.
Give full particulars in first letter. Box

412, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT

Advertisements under this heading one cent a
word per insertion. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 25 cents

Wanted a position as gang-filer; eighteen
years experience. Address Geo. L. Nichols,
c/o Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-4

First-class hand and band resaW filer ex-
perienced in box factory and saw mills. Ref-
erences. Box 383, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 24-3

Hand Saw Filer wants position for coming:
season. Single or double cut. Twenty years
experience. Address Box 413 Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 2-4

Architect and Surveyor, A.R.I., B.A. (25),
requires post in spring. Thoroughly effici-

ent. 22 Southborne Grove, Bournemouth,
England. 3-4

WANTED—By experienced man, position
as manager of Saw Mill or General Store
Business. Al reference. Reply Box 425,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

WANTED—Position as double cut Band
Saw Filer, 15 years experience. Can give
good references. Reply Box , Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 3-5

As Band Saw Filer, double or single cuts,
or in a factory where there are band re-

saws. First-class references. Reply Box 422,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 3-5

Wanted by lumber inspector, position by
the year. Fifteen years experience. Ten
years with present firm ; reference furnished.
Car or boat shipping. Box 409 Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 2-3

Saw Filer wants position in saw mill or
woodworking plant. Capable of keeping
band and circular saw in perfect condition.
Apply Box 403, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 2-4

As Woodworking Machine Hand, by a
young married man, strictly temperance. Ten
years in a planing mill operating Planer,
Matcher and Moulder. Open for engagement
after March 1st. Moulder work preferred.

State wages. Box 429 Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont.

WANTED—Position of trust with Lum-
ber Company. Have been in present posi-

tion 18 years, and own an interest in the

business. Have had full charge here, and
can get results. Thoroughly understand the

business from stump to market, including
mill and office

;
reputation the very best

;

would consider partnership with man of

means to manufacture or take position as

Manager or Assistant Manager, or as sales-

man or buyer on the road. Am well and
favorably known by the trade. Owing to

disagreement of partners is why I wish a
change. Box 424, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont.
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WANTED— Position as bookkeeper with
lumber firm in Ontario. Twelve years' ex-
perience, mostly as office manager; age 34
years. Acquainted thoroughly with all de-
partments of lumber office. Best of refer-
ences furnished on application. Apply Box
399, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 1-8

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Advertisements under this heading two cents a
word per insertion. Minimum charge 50 cents

WANTED—Smart young man as steno-
grapher ami office assistant. Experienced
preferred. Apply to the C". Beck Mfg. Co.,
Ltd., Penetanguishene, Ont.

WANTED— Hardwood lumber buyer; must
be experienced and capable of grading in
accordance with National Hardwood Rules.
We want a high class man and will pay ac-
cordingly. Box 3S0, Canada Lumberman,
Toromo. Ont. 24-3

WANTED— By Ottawa firm, a good sales-
man, mostly white pine, to hustle for trade
west of Ottawa. Commission or salary

;

former preferred, name terms and references.
Box 419, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

3

Millmen wanted, millwrights, edgermen,
trimmermen, engineer, band saw filer. Lath
mill men and lumber pilers. Mill will start
as soon as ice clears in spring. Apply giv-
ing experience, etc.. To Dyment Mickle
Lumber Company, Whitney, Ont. 2-3

Wanted, a thoroughly competent Band
Saw Mill man, to supervise the instal-
lation of new and old machinery in new mill
and to continue on as superintendent of
plant; permanent position for right man.
Write direct. J. it W. Duncan, Limited, 1N33
Ontario Street East, Montreal. 3-4

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Timber Limit For Sale
1,200 acres Hardwood, Hemlock and Cedar.

Some Pine ; 9 million feet for $5,000 cash.
Five miles from railroad; two fioni river.

Box 431, Canada Lumberman. 3-4

Timber Limits For Sale
Can be quickly and profitably disposed of
by advertising them on this page. This is

where buyers of timber property look for op-
portunities to invest, if your "ad" is here the
investor will see it. Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. tf.

For Sale
Up-to-date Circular Saw Mill, going con-

cern, 15,000 to 20,000 capacity ; In good
shape. House and stables, tools and utensils
of all kinds, 300 acres of bush land, rail-

road connection. Much timber can be bought.
This is worth looking into. Will be sold
cheap. Write Jones Brothers, Katrine Sta-
tion, Ont. 1-2

For Sale
Established Lumber Business, with first-

class mill, now running full time. Timber
limits with 20 to 30 million feet of standing
pine timber conveniently located, and all

merchandise, etc. Price $55,000. This is

worthy of investigation. Address Box 332,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 19-22-t.f.

Planing Mill and Sash and
Door Factory For Sale

Modern in every way, machinery, building,
heating, dry-kilns, etc. Would consider pro-
position to run same from practical man who
could take full charge and would invest some
money as evidence of good faith and ability.

Factory could be converted for use of other
industry if wanted.

For complete description of plant apply
Box 430, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

3-TF

For Sale
Mill and Plant situated on Bay Lake of

Montreal River and within the town limit
Town of Latchford on T. & N. O. Ry. Plant
consists of one Boiler, 60 in. diam. by 14 ft.

long, full flush front and rated at 70 h.p.

Right Hand Engine, 12 in. x 16 in., esti-

mated 64 h.p.

Three Moreau Machine Pulpwood Barkers
and Pullup and all saws, shafting, belts, etc.,

including extras.
Siding of T. & N. O. Railway runs into

mill yard ; good storing point for logs. With
very little extra cost, a circular saw and car-
riage could be installed as the power is suf-

ficient. This plant has been in use about
10 months only and is in good condition.
An excellent bargain for the right parties.

Write or communicate with C. & H. D.
Gamble, 28 Scott street, Toronto, Solicitors

for Owners. 2-7

Sales Agents Wanted
Large British firm with plants in England.

Bohemia and France manufacturing Carbor-
undum and Electrite goods and high class
grinding machinery wants to secure either
first class salesmen or firms with established
trade connections to represent them in Can-
ada. Apply Box 394, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto. Ont. 1-2

For Sale
170 ft. 1 in. good basswood short, 2 to 5 ft.

11 M. ft. 1% in. good basswood short,
2 to 5 feet.

14 M. ft. 2 in. good basswood short, 2 to
5 feet.

50 M. ft. 1 in. M. C. Ash.
50 M. ft. 2 in. M. C. Ash.

GEO. C. GOODFELLOW.
c Montreal, Que.

For Sale
Sawmill and Shingle Mill in active operation

and thoroughly equipped with Al up-to-date
machinery in first class condition. Timber on
all sides. Exceptional opportunity; $1,600
cash, $1,600 in 6, 12, 15 and 18 months. Can
secure eighty acre cut of virgin timber,
thirty yards from mill if desired. Write D.
McNair & Son, Whitewood Grove P. O.,

Ont. 23-2

Canadian Timber Limits
E. STEWART (Forest Engineer)
Dealer in Timber Limits, Ontario and

Western farm lands and town property. Ex-
cellent investments now open. Correspond-
ence invited. 84 King Street East, Toronto.

Phone Main 5609.

Planing Mill, Saw Mill and Head-
ing Mill For Sale

This is one of the best equipped Planing
Mill* Wee! of Toronto, doing a prosperous
business. Heading and Saw Mill in good
condition; considerable timber to he had;
will sell all or will sell Planing Mill separate.
This is a going concern; no better proposi-
tion anywhere ; a money maker. Will stand
the strictest inspection. Can give satisfac-

tory reason for selling. Reply to Box 417,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

Valuable Timber Property For Sale

The Oromocto Lumber Co., Ltd., ask for

tenders for their property. .(Tenders to close
on or before 3rd day of April, 1912), and to
be mailed to Mark Curry, Amherst, N.S.,
marked "Tenders for Property of the Oro-
mocto Lumber Co., Ltd."

This property consists of about 71 square
miles of New Brunswick Government land
and about 5,783 acres of granted land, anl
about 30 acres of leasehold land, situated on
the branches of the Oromocto River and esti-

mated to contain sixty to seventy millions
of logs, spruce, fir, pine and hardwood, and
one hundred millions of pulp wood ; pro-
perty contains mill, five houses, barns, camp
outfits, seven horses, rigging, etc.

The lumber cut off this property is avail-

able for shipment to either the L'nited States

or the English market as mill is on the line

of the C. P. Railway, rate of freight to

Boston points 14c. ; St. John 3c.

This property is well situated to be oper-

ated cheap, and logs or sawn lumber pro-

duced at a low figure and is without doubt
one of the best properties of its size in East-

ern Canada.
Full particulars with regard to the pro-

perty, etc., may be obtained from Mark
Curry, Amherst, N.S.,; Frank H. Lowe,
Brooklyn, Queen's County., N.S. ; William
E. Golding, St. John, N.B., or the Oromoc-
to Lumber Company, Ltd., Central Bliss-

ville, N. B. 3 0

MISCELLANEOUS

For Sale
About 4S acres of standing timber, suitable

for lumber and cedar poles. S. A. Price,

Burnhamthorpe, Ont. 2-3

Creosol Calcium
Patent No. 115,933, for the preservation of

"Railroad Ties, Telephone and Telegraph
Poles, Wood Paving Blocks, Etc." For
terms of Royalty, etc., apply to Blagden
Waugh & Co., 4 Lloyds Avenue, London
E.C., England. 3

P AjJLS
Tramway*. Sidings, Etc.

New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

Hardwood Flooring

End Matched, Bored,
Polished and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Lite Bldg., Toronto

EADIE DOUGLAS CO.
14 University St. Montreal

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
113 Manning Chambers, TORONTO, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest You

McLennan Timber

Lands and Lumber Co.
Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

FOR SALE
For Immediate Shipment

1 Car 3 in. Hard Maple
2 Cars 4-4 Basswood, M.R.
2 Cars 64 Beech, M.R.
1 Car 4-4 Beech, M.R.
1 Car 4-4 Elm and Bass Crating.
5 Cars Cedar Posts, 4J4 top and up.
1 Car Cedar Posts, 5 top and up.
100,000 feet 2-in. Hemlock.
All the above stock is dry and in good

shipping condition.

The Geddes-Tyson Lumber Co.

Wiarton, Ontario

^ ~X TE Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds

* of Lumber and Timber in Can-
ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,

Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,

Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short

and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

^UGER & SON
QUEBEC

John McKeruow, W. K. Gkafktky,
President Managing-Director

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office : Montreal Office

:

46 Elgin St. 759 Not re Dame St.,W

WE have 500 M ft. 8-4

Common and Better

and 250 M ft. 5-4 Common
and Better White Pine

that we want to move
quick at bargain prices.

Write us

Bruce Mines Saw Mill Co.
Limited

Bruce Mines, Ont.

The Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia, Ont.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED
Toronto

Sarnia

Buffalo

HUTHER. BROS. PATENT GROOVER. OR DADO HEAD
For cutting any width groove from one quarter inch to 2 inches or over
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Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

Mill culls and dead culls in white pine have strengthened con-
siderably in Ontario, of late. Some stocks that had been dragging
along rather slowly are now practically off the market. Red pine
shows a decidedly firmer tone all through, even as compared with
the prices of a month ago. White pine in the upper grades is

firmly held by manufacturers who are looking for higher prices for
the good. end. Wholesalers however, report that this portion of
the cut is now so high in price that it is difficult for the consumer
to use it to advantage and make any profit. Lath are. stronger.
There is a good demand for hemlock and an advance in price would
not be a surprise before the spring trade sets in.

Eastern Canada
The prevalence of cold weather at Montreal has interfered to

some extent with the retail lumber trade, which has been rather
slow. Good reports however are received from the wholesale firms
who state that inquiries are arriving in good volume and that a
moderate trade is being done. Compared with a year ago, trade is

appreciably better and there is a noticeable tendency towards better
prices. An advance of from 50c. to $1.00 per thousand feet for mill
and box culls is reported for forward trade. Hardwoods continue
firm and in active demand. Indications are that the spring business
will be favorable. The sash and door manufacturers have a fair

quantity of orders. The stock taking season is now past and in-

quiries from the retail yards indicate that the year's operations as a
whole were satisfactory.

There has been a small but steady demand for spruce at Bos-
ton recently from retail workmen. The asking price for frames has
been $25 although some sales have been reported at $24.50. There
is only a moderate demand for random. Offerings are light and
prices steady. Boards are quiet at steady prices. Eastern spruce
at New York is being disposed of rather easily. Buyers are present-
ing fair sized inquiries and carload shipments are slow in arrival.
Prices are firm in all sizes and local stocks are low. Improvement is

expected in the building situation during the earlv spring. It is

therefore believed that there is good prospect for a strong demand
and hioher prices. The demand for hemlock at New York is quiet.
Local stocks are only moderate; prices are about steadv. At Boston,
the offerings of dry eastern clipped boards are small, although orders
have been booked at slight concessions. Although held at $20 in
most cases, some have been sold at $19.75. The shingle market
at Boston is verv firm and the demand is fair. Cedar shingles are
firm at from $3.60 to $3.65 for extras and a few choice ones have
been sold at $3.75. There is a good demand for clears at $3.25 to
$3.35. Lath are slightly easier. The price asked for 1 5^-inch
however, remains at $4.00 to $4.15 and for \y2 inch $3,50.

Great Britain

There is apparentlv no inclination on the part of the steamship
companies to reduce their freight rates between Great Britain and
Canada. Shippers of spruce deals accordingdv are not inclined to
agree to anv reduction in prices for forward delivery, which of course
would involve lower f.o.b. prices. Spot values are reported to be
in harmony with c.i.f. prices and the stocks at Mersey ports are
lower than they were a year ago. Liners are not expected to bring
anv excessive shipments and it is expected therefore that a large
reduction in stocks- will occur before the new stocks begin to arrive.

At London, the trade at the beginning of the year was quiet
and importers are rather more cheerful about the prospects for the
year's trade. They are not however in a mood to make forward
contracts at the prices now asked by agents. The impression seems
to be that nothing will be lost by waiting until shippers are more
disposed to come down to a lower level of prices. Deliveries at
London docks have been considerably lighter and the total for last
year was much smaller than for the year previous, on account largelv
of the high freight rates which were in effect during the last half
of the year. Present indications are that the coming season will
yield more profit to the ship-owner than to others who are con-
cerned in the handling of wood goods. Freights are expected to be
quite 5s. per standard higher than they have been of late years.

At Liverpool, the lumber trade in general is disposed to expect
an improvement in business as soon as cotton and other labor diffi-

culties have been disposed of. Stocks at Liverpool at the end of
the year showed a decline in most cases. Quebec pine, hewn pitch
pine. Canadian and United States oak, and spruce were among the
stocks of which the supplv had decreased. Nearly 30 per cent, less

of square waney board pine logs were in stock than a year asro.

Taking these together with the stock of Quebec pine deals, boards,

sidings and other pine products, there was a shortage of about 2.000
standards, the decrease being most noticeable in the high das-
goods of white pine, such as sidings and boards. Arrivals, as is

usual at this time of year, have been small.

The timber trade at Manchester was slow in reviving after the
holiday season. The cotton trade trouble was largely responsible.
With the reported conclusion of this unfortunate disturbance, it i-

expected that trade will immediately improve. The timber trade of
Manchester showed a heavy shrinkage in stocks at the end of 1911,
as compared with a year previous. The shrinkage was most notice-
able in pitch pine and birch planks, the stock of the former in
hewn, sawn and planks being more than 50 per cent, lower than
the stock of a year ago. It is naturally to be expected therefore that
higher prices will be asked. This, together with the increased freight
rates, will probably prevent any extensive additions to stock for
some time. _ There is a good demand for birch planks, stocks of which
are about 70 per cent, less than a year ago. Good quality birch
planks are very scarce. Spruce deals are unchanged with prices
stiff. Any improvement in the demand would probably advance the
prices. The movement of floorings is slow. The joiners' and con-
tractors' trades are very quiet.

The Glasgow timber trade was rather slow in picking up after
the dullness of the Christmas and New Years holidays. Reports
issued by the various Glasgow timber firms show that the available
stocks at the end of the year were nearly 1,500,000 cubic feet less
than they were a year previous. The indications for the future are
that prices will advance. Every year of late there has been an ad-
vance in the prices on Canadian pine and elm and there is an appar-
ent effort under way to include birch in the same category. When
one takes into consideration the numerous claims made by buyers
on shipments of birch plank it must be admitted that they are sold
too cheap. Indications also point to an increase in the price of pitch
pine. The current retail prices will not permit of importations at
a profit.

United States

The extreme cold weather which occurred during the first few
weeks of the new year, limited the production of lumber consider-
ably in the United States, but a warmer period soon arrived and
yards commenced to move their stocks rapidly. At present one of
the most noticeable features of the trade is an improved inquiry
regarding prices. The sales at Chicago for the week ending Janu-
ary 13th amounted to 19,785,000 ft. against 29,566,000 ft. during the
corresponding week of 1911. The total receipts from lanuary 1 to
13th amounted to 48,527,000 feet, an increase of 7,561,000 feet over
the corresponding period of 1911.

Chicago.—There is a fair demand for this time of the year for
northern pine. The wood-working plants are enjoying a steady
business and the box situation has improved considerably during
the last few months, so that orders are fairly plentiful and prices
are better. There is a fair demand for sash and doors and all kinds
of building material. In fact there is a firm market for all good
grades of pine and a slightly advancing tendency is noticeable. The
low grades are also steady. The country trade is quiet. A slight
increase is reported in the demand for hardwoods but the trade for
the new year has not yet reached its full proportion. The consum-
ing interests show signs of laying in their supplies and the yards
and other distributing centres are giving indications of a. very ac-
tive demand. The general tone of the hardwood market is firm with
no inclination on the part of holders to make any concession. High
grade plain red oak is scarce with the result that the lower grades
are more active. There is a very fair demand for birch, maple and
basswood. The railroad companies are making numerous inquir-
ies and the outlook for 1912 is quite promising

Buffalo.—Sales of northern pine have shown a slight decrease
during the severe weather. The demand for high grades is about
normal and the low grades are very firm. It is expected that these
conditions will continue. It is reported by one dealer that 75 per
cent, of all the low grades of white pine lumber has been sold for
the year and that a stiff advance is looked for. The low grades
of eastern Canadian spruce are well cleaned up and higher prices
are expected. The hardwood trade is in fair volume for this time
of the year. Quartered oak is firmer and other woods are steady.
The trade in hemlock is light but the prices are firm with an inclin-
ation towards improvement in the near future. North Carolina
pine is held firmly, especially in the lower grades. Southern yellow
pine is also strong but rather quiet. Shingles are quiet as the market
is well supplied. Prices are unchanged without any inclination to-

ward improvement. Stocks are only moderate.
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"Clcvcland-Sarnia" Service
and Quality

appeal to dealers who recognize the importance of the frequent turn-
ing of their capital and the advantages derived from satisfied customers.

We saw all winter and have large stocks of NORWAY and WHITE
PINE for immediate shipment.

ALSO

HEAVY CONSTRUCTION TIMBER,
SHIPBUILDING TIMBER,
RAILROAD TIMBER.

The above timber can be cut to order up to 60 feet in length from
Pine or B. C. Fir.

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited

A. F. Holden, Pres.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres.

SARNIA, ONTARIO
J. M. Diver, Gen'l. Mgr.
E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.
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Progress of Forestry in Canada
i< 'onl inued from page <>.">)

Canada, the government has never adopted any advanced ideas of

forest management. This is true in spite of the fact that Ontario
is reaping an enormous revenue by following the improvident
method of cutting constantly into the forest capital without taking

any means of providing for any future reforestation except such

as may be accidental, or may be secured by rule of thumb methods.
The Ontario Government has, however, done Canada a service

by establishing and maintaining the best forest school in the coun-
try. The students of this school are the mainstay of the Forestry
Branch of the Dominion Government. The school is constantly be-
ing strengthened and is gradually attracting a larger and better

class of students.

The Toronto University Forest School is keeping in close touch
with forest work throughout the country. This alertness on the
part of the staff, together with the added information concerning
Canada's forest areas which is being made available by the work
of the graduate foresters, cannot fail to make the students more use-
ful to their employers.

It is interesting to note that though the Toronto University
Forest School has been maintained by the government for about
five years, no students have yet been employed by the Department
of Lands and Forests except as fire rangers.

The province is annually spending larger sums on fire pro-
tection. The same system has been followed for many years. The
only permanent improvements made are ranger cabins, open trails

and portages. In fact the territory is so large that it is almost im-
possible to adopt any of the newer devices for fire protection which
have found great favor in the States,—extended trails, lookout
towers and telephones. Tt is probable that for very little extra cost
the utilization of the labor of the fire rangers would enable a start

to be made at introducing these improvements on the permanent
forest reserves where they would be of assistance in a more prompt
discoverv of fires. Ontario labors under the disadvantage, common
to all of Canada, of having such a small population in timber lands
that it is hard or impossible to get sufficient fire fighters.

The policy lately announced by the Minister of Crown lands
that no students would be employed as fire rangers is probably a

good one. A fire ranger should know his district, be an exper-
ienced woodsman, be able to handle men, be resourceful and con-
scientious in his duties. Students are likely to fail in all of these
points except the last unless they be the more mature forest school
students, who are scarce and can usually secure better positions.

The next step to be made in appointing fire rangers in Ontario is

to develop a permanent nucleus who will be fire rangers in summer,
act as scalers and rangers on lumbering jobs in the winter, and will

be constantly improvine the means of fire protection and communi-
cation in their districts. This plan has been worked to advantage
in the 190.000,000 acres of forest reserves in the United States.

A small addition was made to the Algonquin Park Forest Re-
serve in 1911. The Forest Reserves of Ontario are not forest re-

serves in the proper sense of the word, that is areas of land set aside
to be managed according to the best advice for the greatest possible
production of timber. The forest reserves of Ontario are sjiven

better fire protection than unreserved Crown lands, but the timber
in the forest reserves is not being used to the best advantage.

The production of nursery stock for planting in denuded farm
lands is being continued. The areas purchased by the province for

reforestation are being covered as quickly as the capacity of the
nurseries and the size of the appropriations will permit. Planting
is new being taken up by municipalities. The city of Guelph has
the first city plantation in Canada.

A law has been passed by the legislature authorizing townships
and counties to borrow money to reforest waste lands within their
borders. This will be an important advance. It will be of more
interest to lumbermen than is usually recoenized. The planting of
pine and hardwoods in southern Ontario will serve to keep alive
the lumber industry where it will otherwise surely disappear. The
crowing of hardwoods will be of especial importance to the manu-
facturers of Ontario. Planting by the Government and municipal-
ities should receive their support.

Dominion Government's Operations

A more advanced forest policy has been developed by the Do-
minion Government than elsewhere in Canada. The forestry work
of the Dominion Government is all handled by the Forestry Branch
of the Department of the Interior.,

The Forestry Branch has charge of the fire protection of all

Dominion timbcrlands, of the administration of the 16.000,000 acres
of Dominion Forest Reserves, of the exploration of unoccupied
Dominion lands in order to have the non-agricultural lands with-
drawn from settlement and created forest reserves, of the planting
of trees in the prairies, of the collection of statistics regarding the

forest industries of Canada and in addition is devoting considerable
time to the propaganda work of forestry throughout Canada.

Fire protection on Dominion lands was extended in 1911 to the
Athabaska, Peace and Upper Mackenzie Rivers. Unfortunately,
the constant necessity of extending the fire ranging force to new
territories gives but little opportunity for reducing the area covered
by each ranger. Two steam boats were purchased by the Depart-
ment for fire patrol on the Athabaska River. Rangers were main-
tained in all the new railroad lines being constructed through tim-
ber lands, these being the G. T. P. west of Edmonton and the Can-
adian Northern in the Railway Belt. Rangers were also stationed
in all the districts where homesteaders are entering the forest land,

where development is taking place and along all railroad lines

operating through timber land. In 1911 for the first time railroads

were required by law to carry each fire ranger free on all trains with-
in his district. Another law passed in 1911, to be enforced in 1912,
will require that all railways operating through forest lands will

maintain a fire patrol along the track, and furnish such patrol with
the most rapid means of conveyance. Certain Dominion fire rangers
have been given power to inspect locomotives to see if the fire pre-

ventive equipment is such as provided by law.

A special inspection was made of the condition of the rights of

way of the different railroads running through timbered lands, and
where these were not such as is required by law, the companies were
notified to undertake the work immediately. In most cases this

was done.

Forest Reserve Administration

The big task before the Forestry Branch is the administration
of the Forest Reserves. The Rocky Mountain Reserve was set

aside by Act of Parliament in May, 1911, making the total reserve
area in Canada over 16,000,000 acres, an increase of 13,000,000 acres
over the area in 1910. The first aim in administrating the forest

reserves has been to perfect the fire protection, the second to make
the resources of the forest reserves accessible to the public under
wise management.

A permanent staff has been appointed in each forest reserve,

consisting of a supervisor, who is a man acquainted with the dis-

trict, who is competent to handle business affairs and who is in

sympathy with the idea of management, and forest rangers who are

residents of the district and are active, capable woodsmen. Difficulty

has been experienced in getting the proper class of men.

The rangers have acted as patrols in the fire season and have
been employed on the improvements so necessary to proper fire pro-
tection. Fire lines have been constructed, trails extended and im-
proved, and tool caches located, all with the idea of improving fire

protection. This work will be continued until every forest reserve
is as well protected as is possible. It is hoped to have this done
fairly well in four or five years.

In order that as much might be gained from the United States
as possible, leading officials of the Forestry Branch visited United
States National Forests in Minnesota, Montana, Idaho and Washing-
ton and studied the improvements. The best of these will now be
introduced on Dominion Reserves.

Regulations were revised to allow the use of the reserves by
farmers, ranchers, lumbermen, miners and otfiers. All the new
regulations have not yet been enforced but grazing regulations have
been adopted which provide for the issuing of permits for the graz-

ing of stock in the forest reserves where no damage will result.

Regulations have been prepared which provide for the sale of tim-
ber on easy terms, which will provide for the future of the forest

and which will not be inconvenient to the lumbermen. All green
trees to be cut on the forest reserves will be marked by experienced
foresters. In order that timber sales may be conducted according
to the very best information available, one official of the Forestry
Branch spent the whole season of 1911 in studying forest and logging
conditions on Dominion lands and investigating logging by the For-
est Service in the same type of country in Montana. Wherever
there is any amount of business on a forest reserve a trained forester

is assigned permanently to the reserve as assistant to the supervisor
to see that all operations are carried on according to the best pos-
sible methods.

The forest reserves do not interfere with mining operations.

Provision was made in 1911 to lease to mining operators, on easy
terms, sufficient surface rights for the operation of the mines.

The idea being followed in all forest reserve administration is

that every user of the forest shall be met fairly and that the resources
of the forest shall be wisely used.

Explorations were conducted in 1911 in Keewatin, Northern
Manitoba, near Fort A la Corne, Prince Albert, Lesser Slave Lake,
on the McLeod and Athabaska rivers, on the Porcupine Hills, Al-

berta, and in the R.ailway Belt, for the, purpose of selecting lands

for new forest reserves. Good timber was located in the vvriiwty of

Lesser Slave Lake. It is expected that as a result of the s.earaon's
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work several million acres of non-agricultural land will he placed
under the administration of the Forestry Branch.

The work of planting trees in the prairie is developing with the
increased settlement in the country. Nearly 20,000,000 trees have
now been planted, and although these trees will compete little with
the wares of the prairie lumber retailer, they will add much to the
value of the country and will produce fuel.

The Forestry Branch collects each year complete statistics of
the lumber and other forest industries, the results of which have
been regularly published in the Canada Lumberman. A large mass
of information has now been collected, and if any one desires any
information concerning the forest industries or possibilities of any
locality in Canada, it will be furnished by the Forestry Branch.

'

"An investigation is now being conducted of the wood using
industries of Ontario, with the object of learning what wood they
require, what they pay for it, and where they get it. This, when
published, will be very valuable to anyone with lumber to sell. It
will contain some surprises.

The Forestry Branch is now undertaking to encourage the pro-
duction of hardwoods in Canada by giving free expert advice as to
the management of hardwood lands. A review of the situation has
shown that an increasingly large amount of hardwoods is being im-
ported each year and that there are large areas of waste land and
wood lots in Eastern Canada which at little added expenditure would
produce a good revenue from the growth of hardwoods.

The comprehensive report of the Commission on Forestry pre-
pared in 1910 paved the way for action in 1911, but that action was
not taken. It is understood that some policy has been under con-
sideration for presentation in the coming session of the legislature,
which will prove worthy of the greatest timber province in* Canada.'
The present Minister of Lands and Forests has shown that he is
alive to the situation, and has given considerable time during the
past year to an investigation of various plans of progressive forest
administration.

Private Companies Employing Foresters

A discussion of the progress of forestry in Canada would not

he complete without a reference to the work done bv private com-
panies and individuals. The work of specially trained foresters is
slowly coming to be recognized as valuable to owners of limber land

lhe Canadian Pacific Railway is the largest private employer
of trained foresters in Canada. This railroad uses foresters to esti-
mate the quantity of timber destroyed and damage due to lire on
burned over land, to estimate and value timber limits offered to the
company for purchase, to investigate the possibilities for future sup-
plies of the timber, and to make inspection of and reports on the
company's timber holdings in British Columbia and Ontario More
work of this kind was done by the C. I'. R. in 1911 than in any pre-
vious year.

Another large and successful company which maintains a regu-
lar staff of foresters is the Laurentide Paper Company. This com-
pany has been for several years making estimates and 'surveys of its
timber limits, and has been planning the best methods of looking.
During this last year this work has been carried on to a greater
extent than before—exploration work has been carried on, a close
estimate has been made of the pulpwood on a large area of timber
land, studies have been made of the growth rates and habits of the
most valuable pulp trees in the St. Maurice Valley, the logging
operations of the company have been closely inspected to see that
all timber is utilized and that reproduction of the most valuable
species is encouraged. The result of this inspection has been that
the forestry staff of the company are confident that they can improve
on the logging methods so as to provide better for the future pro-
ductivity of the forest,—an important point with a paper company,

—

and arrangements have been made to have a tract of some three
square miles logged under the supervision of the forestry branch.

The year 1911 saw a development in the work of Canadian con-
sulting foresters. Three or four firms are now doing work in Can-
ada, and are being kept busy. The value of estimates and maps by
reputable firms of forest engineers is rapidly coming to be recognized
by lumber companies and timber brokers in Canada. The time is
not far distant when no large timber property will change hands until
it has been mapped and estimated by forest engineers.

The Band Saw Fourth Article of Series Specially
Written for the Canada Lum-
berman by Hapsburg Liebe.

Brazing

When everything has been done properly, with all things well
prepared, the work of causing steel to stick to silver solder is a
comparatively simple operation. There are, however, a number of
factors that will prevent the laps adhering in the desired manner,
and, with this in mind, one should be careful to have everything
right before the hot irons are applied to the saw.

It has always been a practice of mine to take out one tooth in
the making of a joint. One may save a little of the length by
taking out less; but the change in the spacing sometimes causes
the automatic grinder to do its work unsatisfactorily at the braze,
or even to give much trouble because of the feed finger catching
either two teeth or none. Most of the mills of modern make are
so constructed as to furnish an abundance of room for taking out
a tooth at each time of brazing, and the saw looks much better with
this method of cutting.

First, I mark off, with the use of a true square and a scratchawl,
the places at which I am to cut the blade—and I always allow a
little over, say, for instance 1/16 inch, for dressing the "cut ends
square and to a line. Then I cut the saw, with a well tempered
chisel if I have no crosscut shear, on the lines. Next, I square and
straighten the ends. Most lap grinders will do this; but, one not
being at hand, it may be done quite satisfactorily with a file and
square. Then I level the ends, being very particular to know that
I am not leaving the smallest lump or ridge where the laps will
come. This done, I measure back the width I want my laps, make
a line with the scratchawl, and grind almost to it—right to it, if
the machine is one that does good work, and almost to a feather
edge on the end. To complete the work of making a lap, I take
the saw from the machine and finish it by drawfilling, having been
careful that the emery wheel has not been down hard enough to
caseharden the surface and thereby causing the file to fail to take
hold, Drawfiling, with care and judgment, makes a perfect surface.
If one has no lap grinder, and must make his laps with a file, the
saw should be clamped to a board, which may be fastened to the
bench, or some other place where the filing may be done conven-
iently. And in this it is not a bad idea to leave half the lap off

the end of the board, so that the downward pressure of the file,

bearing against the centre of the lap and the corner of the board,'
will have a tendency to prevent one filing the middle rounding.

Having finished the laps, if any time is to elapse before the
actual work of brazing, the freshly dressed ends should be wrapped
in clean paper, which is to guard them against rust or grease, or
injury to the thin ends. Short blocks with slots saws in them are
good to place over these ends to protect them.

Testing the Irons

One of the most important features in brazing successfully is
to have irons that are true. I cannot sufficiently emphasize this
point. If they have been used before, they should be faced, test-
ing with a straightedge, to make sure they are in good condition.
Before trying them in the actual making of the braze, put the lower
one in the clamp to see if its surface comes a little above the bed
of the clamp, as it should, to prevent making a very noticeable
ridge in the saw. Also be certain that the upper pad is in its proper
place, not too low to hinder the placing of the hot irons, and not
too high, which will cause a loss of time in running down the
screws.

Care should be taken in placing the laps in the clamp, that they
come together rightly. To clean the laps, I use emery cloth of a
fine grade, rubbing the filed surface until there is no doubt that it

is perfectly free from rust or grease. After this, however, the laps
should be wiped off with a clean white cloth, as the friction of the
emery and the steel will leave a little of black. White paper is

good, also, after the emery cloth; wipe until no black is visible on
the paper. The solder should be wider than the width of the lap,
which allow for its slipping slightly out of place when the irons
go on.

A great many filers use a brazing flux, or paste, or compound;
some with success, others not so fortunately. A goodly difference of
opinion prevails here: many use muriatic acid for'cle'aning the parts;
many use lime; however, if one is getting good results from any
method it would be unwise to throw it aside" for any other untried
way. If acid is used, it should be chemically pure. A little zinc
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Oven Thermometer supplied at small extra cost if desired.
Sold Direct from Factory to User.
Quick delivery from Edmonton, Regina, Brandon, Saskatoon or Ottawa

National Manufacturing Co., Limited
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Your Choice of a Steam Loader
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is good for purifying acid; also it is said to have a good effect on
the laps, rendering them more willing to meet the solder. My method
is to roast pulverized borax, thus freeing it from gases, which I

pulverize again and dust sparingly over the solder and laps. Most
coal contains a large percentage of a certain gaseous element, and
as this element is not favorable in the operation of jointing band saws,
the brazing fire should be well burned to a dry, smokeless coke
before placing the irons to heat. Charcoal makes the best fire for
braxing, although it may take longer to heat the irons to the de-
sired degree.

Watch the irons continually during the process of heating, as
they may become sufficiently hot in one place to melt, while at

another point they may be barely red—unless you have a special
forge for the purpose. Have the heat extend two inches farther
than the width of saw, either way. As to color, for my part I

prefer a heat a little above a bright red; this will allow the scale
to be removed readily with a scraper made for the purpose, or even
an old file, and allows a little of cooling during the time between
the drawing of the irons and their being placed on the saw. Put
them in the clamp squarely with each other, and be careful that the
first, or bottom, iron is not in place so long before the other that
the solder has time to curl to one side from the heat without pres-
sure, thus spoiling the joint. Many a braze has been spoiled in

this manner.

Applying the Pressure

Put the pressure down hard and quick—hard and quick, re-

member, then stop. Don't follow the old rule and tighten down
from time to time as the irons cool to take up the shrinkage; it can
do no good, because the crucial moment is past when the shrinkage
begins, and if the braze hasn't caught tightening of the irons can-
not help at that stage. There is, of course, a bare possibility that
it might do harm.

Watch the irons closely, and when the red is all gone from them
take them off. Concerning the different processes used at this
point in the game for purposes of stiffening, I have nothing to say—except that if one applies anything to the warm joint it should
be either air from a fan, warm oil, or cold iron, and not water. I

think the finest braze I have ever made was cooled with water after
removing the irons; but I made several others, which were cooled
with water in apparently the same manner, that broke very soon.
My present method of stiffening brazes is brought to bear after I

have done my dressing, leveling and tensioning.
On taking the saw from the clamp, I move it directly to the

bench, with the joint on the leveling block, where I leave it until
it is cool enough to handle with bare hands. Then I bend the saw
both ways, trying with a knife blade to see if there is any portion
of it that has failed to stick. If I find a very little flaw, I file it

out, going down to where the solder and the steel are united solidly,
and I remember to dress none at all on the opposite side at this
place, which helps even matters in regard to having made the blade
slightly thin at this point. If I find a flaw of any serious nature, I

put a fresh piece of solder between the laps, together with a little

borax, and put the irons on again. This will usually serve; but one
should not put hot irons on the saw too many times at one place,
as it softens and rots the steel.

In dressing the new joint, I throw off the roll belt, and use the
roll as a clamp at one end of the bench. Then I put a small pulley
on the levelling block, directly under the braze, and clamp the saw
firmly at the end of the bench opposite the end having the roll.

With my hands I turn the roll until the saw is drawn tightly over
the pulley. This will test the soundness of the joint, as well as

put il in a fair position for dressing with a file: If the braze is

not good now is the time for it to show up—and not on the wheels.
Care should be observed in dressing the braze that one does not
file into the sound part of the saw; this will weaken the blade,
concentrate the bend, and cause fracture at an early period if il is

of much depth. After dressing the joint smooth on both sides, I

scour it witli a coarse grade of emery cloth, level, tension, and
look to the back. After leveling and tensioning, I scour again with
the emery cloth, making a perfectly smooth surface; it is a well
known fact that a polished surface does not break so readily as
one that is rough. And then, it looks better.

To stiffen, I heat a brazing iron red hot, and hold it near to
the freshly made joint, under the saw, until I see the saw turn to
a dark straw. I keep a bit of oily waste ready, and if the color runs
over to a pigeon blue on one edge before the other is drawn to a
straw, I rub the color back. After drawing in this manner, I allow
the braze to cool, then level and tension again, the latter being ne-
cessary because the heat will in a measure distort the" condition of
the blade. That there are some who will not agree that there is

virtue in this method of stiffening, I do not doubt. I use it because
I know it cannot hurt, because it is of some benefit; I do not claim
that it will restore the original stiffness. Nothing could do that
but tempering.

A word in regard to the proper width of laps. On log bands,
I use ^-inch laps on all saws up to 12 inches; on the latter I in-
crease the width to 24 inch; on blades 14 inches wide I use a lap
of % inch.

The Teeth

The spacing of band saw teeth was, but a very few years ago,
a subject of much controversy among mill men and filers; but, from
my observation, it seems that the 1 ^-inch spacing is the favorite
for log sawing. However, a number of successful filers are using
spacings a little longer or a little shorter, and appear to be pleased
at the results. The idea, as it comes to me, is to have a spacing
of teeth that will permit the point to take just so much of a cut. If

the teeth are too closely spaced for the timber sawn, there will not
be enough for each tooth to cut to prevent scraping; if the spacing
is too long for the work in hand, each point will have so much to
do that it will wedge its sides and choke with dust.

The shape of tooth should depend on the width and thickness
of saw, and the kind of wood to be sawn—the latter might be said,
with the same meaning, the amount of feed on an average. Hard-
wood takes a slower feed, and, therefore, requires a tooth with a
little higher back than that used in softwood. The softer woods
are usually sawn very fast, and the back of the tooth should not be
so high that it rubs the timber behind the point. Enough pitch of
tooth should be carried to prevent the saw going back on the wheels
when in the cut, but not enough to cause it to run forward very
far. However, if the blade comes forward slightly when it is fresh
and sharp, it is more apt to stay in its place when the keen edge
is gone. The throats should be kept well rounded to prevent a
concentration of the bend, an invitation to fracture. When iron is

struck, if no more than four teeth are stripped out, and if there is

enough left of the teeth to permit the grinder finger to 'catch them,
the teeth behind the crippled place may be slanted downward grad-
ually and made to cut the kerf of those that are absent.

The estimates of the Canadian Government for the coming year
include an appropriation of $335,000—an increase of $100,000—for
the protection of timber in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta, the
Territories and the British Columbia Railwav belt.

- -* j

.P. Heavy Duty Engine $175.00
Winch $30.00

Reversegear $36.00

River Driving Costs
will be decidedly lower this year if you
use Adams Gasoline Towing Machinery
in 25' punts for carrying supplies and
handling booms and logs. One man
does the work of ten. We have both
machinery and complete punts for

prompt shipment. Machinery $205.00.
Complete punts $375.00. It will pay you
to write us now. Gasoline engines all

sizes, 2 to 25 H. P.

Adams Launch and Engine Co.

Penetang, Ont.
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moisture

'Belting

Water or Steam has
absolutely NO effect on

(WATERPROOF)

LEATHER BELTING
There is no equal to "AMPHIBIA" in this, or any other market.
We have spent thirty-five years of concentrated effort in belting
manufacture, so that we can back up this statement with the goods.
Of course you can get cheaper belts elsewhere but the only time they
are cheap is first cost—the "after costs" are dividend destroyers.

SPECIFY "AMPHIBIA"

For over thirty five years the Makers of the Best Belts

MONTREAL, 511 William Street TORONTO, 27 Melinda Street

ST. JOHN, N.B., 89 Prince William Street WINNIPEG, 254 Princess Street VANCOUVER, B.C. 217 Columbia Ave.

^=TO INSURE SATISFACTION—STATE WHERE BELT IS TO RUN^El
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ONEIDA STEEL PULLKYS

The Logical Choice of
Every Wise Manufacturer

Here Are a Few

Reasons WHY

First— It is the

lightest steel
pulley made

Second—It is I he

strongest steel

pulley

Third—Its crown
face gives 15 to

20% better belt

adhesion

Fourth— I t i s

made in the

largest range of

sizes of any
steel pulley

May we send you our catalog ?

It's yours for the asking.

Oneida Steel Pulley Co.
Oneida, N. Y.. U. S. A.

LATH
Campbell - MacLaurin Lumber Co.

Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL

Timber Estimates

Logging Maps

Water Power

Water Storage

Forest

Engineers

CLARK & LYFORD,
Ui'.i Crown Building

Vancouver

LYFORD, CLARK &
LYFORD

206 Board of Trade Bldg
Montreal

EDGINGS
Ontario

The R. Laidlaw Lumber Co., Toronto, have increased their capital
stock from $300,000 to $1,000,000, fully paid up.

Extensions are being planned for the planing mill at Milverton, Ont
and the intention is to undertake the work immediately.

The wood-working factory of the St. Mary's Wood Specialty Company,
St. Mary's, Ont., was badly damaged by fire on January 20th. The loss
is estimated at about $20,000.

The Graves Bigwood Co. started hauling logs January 2 at Byng Inlet
Ont., in spite of a temperature of 28° below zero. The box factory renewed
operation the same day, after a week's shut down -for repairs.

1
1 -is reported that J. Coleman, of the Gaste Cigar Company, London,

Out., and B. V. Hole. London, are having plans prepared for the erection
of a cigar box factory, and that a quantity of machinery will be required.

Leaman & Company's sawmill at Lakefield, Ont., was recently destroyed
by lire. The mill, which was formerly owned by Tait & Lillicrap, had not
been operating for several months. It is believed that the fire was of incend-
iary origin.

C. P. McArthtir Limited, Kenmore, Ont., have been incorporated with
a capital of $50,000 to deal in lumber and all building materials. The pro-
visional directors are A. McArthur, M. Warner and D. J. Carkner all of
Kenmore, Ont.

John Harrison & Sons Co. Ltd., Owen Sound, Ont, will shortly install
two boilers, not less than 100 lbs. steam, 66 in. x 14 ft. They also intend to
install a filing room outfit for 12-in. double cutting band saws and one log
jack and chain.

The ratepayers of Listowell, Ont., have voted in favor of granting var-
ious privileges to Andrew Malcolm Furniture Company, of Kincardine, on
the condition that the Listowell Furniture Company's plant be taken over
and operated to its limit.

The Eycr Lumber Company Limited, Toronto, Ont., have been incorpor-
ated with a capital of $200,000 to carry on business as lumber and timber
merchants, saw mill owners, &c. The provisional directors are J. H. Eyer
G. S. Lay and H. Wright, all of Toronto.

It has been widely reported in the daily press that the Edward Hines
Lumber Company of Chicago have purchased the large new sawmill erected
by the Shevlin-Clarke Company at Fort Frances, Ont. The Canada Lumber-
man is informed by the Edward Hines Company that the report is untrue.

There will be offered for sale by Public Auction at the Russell House,
Ottawa, on May 8th, at 2.30 p.m. two timber berths, Nos. 196, 197 and 198,
River Coulonge, Province of Quebec, containing 138^ square miles "more
or less." The sale subject to a reserve bid. Information may be secured
from J. C. Browne, 25 Sparks street, Ottawa, Ont.

At a largely-attended joint meeting of the City Council and the council
of the Board of Trade of Sault Ste. Marie. Ont., it has been unanimously
decided to grant concessions to the Lake Superior Paper Company to the
extent of exemption from taxation for twenty years, in return for the dou-
bling of the plant now under construction and the employment of 500 more
hands. The doubling of the capacity of the 200-ton mill means the early
construction of several subsidary companies which can use by-products suc-
cessfully.

The Holt Lumber and Timber Company, Chicago, 111., who have owned
timber limits in the township of MacKenzie, Parry Sound District, Ontario,
for several years past, commenced operating upon them this winter. Their
limits are estimated to contain about 150,000,000 feet of timber much of which
is a good quality of white pine. They have put in six camps this winter
and are taking out about 8,000,000 feet, which they will drive down the Mag-
netewan River. The western boundary of their limit is about thirty miles
up the Magnetewan. They have not yet decided how they will dispose of
the logs. If they have them sawn they will probably be taken down to the
south shore of Georgian Bay. They may however, sell them in the log.
The company intend to go in more extensively for lumbering in Ontario in
future and will probably soon be cutting many million feet.

Eastern Canada
The Bic Pulp and Lumber Company of Ste. Cecile du Bic, P. Q., have

obtained a charter.

Hubert Couture and D. Gustave Rheault, DTsraeli, P.Q., have regis-
tered as the Eastern Townships Lumber Company.

A $5,000,000 company, to be known as the Consolidated Pulp & Paper
Co.. is applying for incorporation at Fredericton, N.B.

Chas. Gingras and Leo David are reported to have registered to carry
on a sash and door factory as Gingras & David, at St. Rose, P. Q.

Among those who suffered loss by the recent fire in the Halifax Herald
Building were the St. Croix Paper Company who had offices in the building.

The sash and door factory of Mr. Joseph St. Louis, Simard avenue, Mon-
treal, has been destroyed by fire. It was a two-storey structure and the loss
is estimated at $4000.

Atkins Brothers, Limited, Fairville, N.B., have been incorporated for the
purpose of carrying on a business of manufacturing lumber into building
materials. The capital stock is $24,000.

A. Barre, Granby, Quebec, is reported to have bought the factory and
buildings of the Michel Bruneau estate with the intention of using them for
a sash and door and general wood-working business.

The E. B. Eddy Co. Ltd., Hull, Que., are preparing plans for new rein-
forced steel concrete bulkheads and side walls to surround their present
forebay. a power house of reinforced concrete, new water wheels and new
hydro-electric plant having 3 units of turbines and generators to develop
4,500 to 6,500 h.p. Their present pulp mill will be removed to make room
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for a large central hydro-electric power house, and equipment. A new fire-
proof reinforced pulp mill will be built on the Aylmer Road. All buildings
are to be absolutely fire-proof and to contain the latest equipment and
machinery.

The Meyer-Thomas Co.. box manufacturers, Granby, Que., have pur-
chased a building adjoining their present premises and intend to extend
their business. 1 hey will be in the market for new wood-working ma-
chinery.

J. L. Black & Sons. Sackville, N. B., have purchased the lumber prop-
erty of Arthur A. Hicks, at Cookville, N. B. The transfer covers 1.000
acres of log land, together with steam mill and mill property and standing
timber on several small lots.

Leveille & Marion, wholesale lumber dealers, Montreal have dissolved
their partnership and the business will be carried on by J. P. Marion Mr
Marion contemplates making considerable enlargements in the company's
business. The company recently had an unpleasant experience, when thieves
broke into the office at night and stole a typewriter and a few other sup-
plies amounting in value to about $150.

A large British Syndicate who own their hardwood limits on the west
coast of Airica are erecting a veneer factory at or near Montreal The
Uaten.us Company of Brantford. Ont., have the contract for the equipment
Detailed information may be secured from Mr. Fuchs. Engineer of the
Waten.us company. The Capital Machine Company of Indianapolis USA.
are also supplying some of the machinery.

The Consolidated Pulp and Paper Company Fredericton. N.B are ap-
plying for incorporation. Those interested include. A. H. HanningtonThomas McAvity and H. W. Schofield. secretary-treasurer of the Partington
Pulp and I aper Company, all of St. John, N. B. The capital of the proposed
company is to be $5,000,000. The company, it is understood, are considering
the purchase of the Gibson lands on the Nashwaak River, where rossing and
paper mills will be established.

Percy Block, of Amherst, N.S., and associates have formed the Maple
Leaf Lumber Co. with headquarters at Amherst. The company is capital-
ized at $200,000. Mr. Block being the president. The company owns about
30.000 acres of timber land on Folleigh. Berberth and North Rivers in Nova
Scotia. It is estimated that there is 140.000.000 feet of lumber on this prop-
ePy,

j
mo

^
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w 'th a small percentage of hardwood. The company
already has made arrangements for cutting 6.000.000 feet this season.

Western Canada
Calhraith & Sons of New Westminster, have purchased and will operate

the Lincoln sawmills at Langsley Prairie.

The B. C. Lumber Co.. New Westminster. B. C. have secured a permit
for the erection of their main building on Lulu Island, at a cost of $36,588.

Aurbuthnot & Helmer. 644 6th Avenue. West Vancouver, intend to erect

$3 000
d°°r faCt°ry at 995 6th Avenue We?t

-
The building is to cost

The Brandon Construction Co.. Brandon. Man., are converting one of
their shops into a woodworking factory, for which new machinery is beine
secured. s

The O. K. Lumber Company Limited. Kelowna. B.C.. has been incor-
porated with a capital of $100,000 to carry on business as timber and lumber
merchants, saw and shingle mill proprietors. &c.

The Electric Lumber Company Limited has been incorporated with .n

capital ot $100,000 to carry on business as saw mill owners lumbermen
timber dealers. &c. with head office at Vancouver. B.C.

C. B. Weatherway has purchased the mill and machinery of the Stout
Shingle Mill. Blaine. B.C.. having a capacity of 225.000 shingles per day
for about $45,000. and will commence operations in a short time.

The Brooks-McKenzie Lumber Company Limited, Penticton. B C have
been incorporated with a capital of $25,000 to carry on business as saw
mill owners, timber merchants and to deal in lumber of all kinds.

The owners of the Terminal Construction and Manufacturing Co. Ltd
Vancouver, B.C., are preparing plans for a plant to replace the one which
was destroyed by fire on December 29th. The building will be commenced
shortly.

The Western Box & Shingle Mills Limited, Nelson, B.C. have been
incorporated with a capital of $25,000 to carry on business as saw mill
shingle mill and pulp mill proprietors, dealers in timber, logs ties crates
boxes, &c.

Pacific Properties. Limited, have been incorporated with capital stock
of $250,000 and headquarters at 615 Hastings street west, Vancouver, to deal
in properties of various kinds, including timber licenses, timber leases, tim-
ber berths, etc.

The Pacific Door Manufacturing Company, 402-6 Pacific Building. 744
Hastings street west, Vancouver, have been incorporated with a capital of
$18,000 to' carry on business as saw millers, lumbermen, &c. J. S. MacKay is
Attorney for the company.

The A. R. Robers Lumber Company, Limited, Enderby, B.C will beknown hereafter as the Okanagan Saw Mills, Limited. There will be no
change in the management. Mr. F. S. Stevens continuing as general manager,
assisted by the same office force.

The Timber Realization Company. Metropolitan Building Vancouver,
B.C., have been incorporated with a capital of $100,000 to carry "on a lumber
and timber business in Michigan, British Columbia or elsewhere. Robert
S. Babcock is Attorney for the company.

t,

The Port Hanlmon d Lumber Company Limited has been incorporated
with a capital of $50,000 to deal in timber and lumber of all kinds and to
construct tramways, roadways, bridges, reservoirs, &c, the head office of
the company to be at New Westminster, B.C.

xat ^et
J?

iIs of tne assuming of the management of the Swanson Bay ForestsW ood Pulp & Lumber Co. Ltd.. by Evans. Coleman & Evans, of Vancou-

i*
aVe

-^en PubHsned stating that the company is capitalized for one and
a naif millions, and was organized in 1909. Pulp wood leases of 84.000
acres are in the possession of the company, as are some timber lands, the
townsite of Swanson Bay, a 20-ton sulphite plant, a 60,000 ft. capacity saw-
mill, etc. Pulp has been shipped from the plant for sorq.e time.

The Barnhart Log Loadei
has been in successful operation in all parts of the country
for twenty years and never caused a complaint. We are
now manufacturing a new Barnhart Loader known as
Model "12," which is specially designed for use in very
heavy timber. This loader is built on the same lines as the
old Barnhart Loader now known as Model "10" and which
we still continue to manufacture. We are operating lum-
bermen, producing 200,000,000 feet of lumber per annum
and we use the Barnhart Loader exclusively. Could we
afford to do so if it were not the best? Write us for
prices.

Goodyear Lumber Company,
b
Ty

L0

We have a splendid stock of

WHITE PINE

RED PINE

SPRUCE
Enquiries solicited from the

wholesale trade.

Thos. Mackarell & Co.
Ottawa

49 Metcalfe Street

Montreal
Canadian Express Bldg.
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Signs of Improvement at Montreal

Montreal, Jan. 27.—Although business in the retail lumber trade
has been slow, owing to winter conditions, wholesale houses report
a satisfactory volume of inquiries and a moderate trade. There has
been a slight improvement as compared with this time last year, and
what is more satisfactory, a decided tendency towards a higher
range of values, one firm reporting an advance of 50c. to a dollar
per 1000 ft. for mill and box culls, for forward delivery. In hard-
woods there has been quite a brisk demand, with prices firm. All
circumstances point to a favorable spring business, and arrangements
are being made on that basis. Door and sash manufacturers continue
busy. Stock-taking is now over, and inquiries show that generally
the results of the year's operations have proved very satisfactory.

The news paper mills are all very busy, and well pleased with
last year's business; they are also looking forward to an excellent
twelve months' trade.

The United States Treasury Board has ruled that European
sulphite pulp when manufactured in Canada into news paper for ship-
ment into the United States cannot be admitted under section 2 of
the United States tariff, it having been decided that the paper must
consist entirely of, or be the product of, Canadian pulp wood. This
is interesting to Canadians, as it indicates that the agitation to abol-
ish the U. S. duty on paper and sulphite in favor of Europe will not
be permitted by the U. S., where the question is now before the cus-
toms board. Canadians will no doubt consider this decision satis-
factory as far as it goes, as it leaves the present tariff arrangements
undisturbed. There has been, in the opinion of many, too much dis-
turbance in tariff matters during the last two or three years to suit
manufacturers, as a fixed policy in tariffs always tends towards bet-
ter business conditions.

The latest reports from Europe indicate that water conditions
have not improved sufficiently to create any higher production of
ground wood pulp, nor has the output of sulphite pulp increased,
so that both these commodities are selling at very high figures, and
a shortage in both is feared during the remainder of' the winter.

Messrs. S. P. Musson, Son & Co., Barbados, West Indies, report
as follows under date of January 5th :—Lumberstuffs—white pine—
The only arrival during the fortnight is the Trn. Schr. "Success"
from Sheet Harbor, N.S., with 201 m. ft. which had been sold to
arrive some time ago at $32 for merchantable, and $24 for second

quality. There is another cargo on the way also sold to arrive, and
as dealers are already fully supplied, prices are likely to decline lot
any further arrivals. Spruce—No arrivals during the fortnight, but
market is fully supplied. Pitch pine—No receipts, but the small lots
which have come to hand regularly during the last few months have
kept the dealers supplied. Shingles—No receipts of either Gaspe at
Cedar laying, both of which are in good demand, especially the
former. Shooks—Receipts consist of 200 bdls. ex "Guiana" and 488
bdls. ex "Coppenane" both from New York and 3,055 bdls. ex
"Cromarty" from Halifax. All of these lots have been imported on
dealers' account. Wood hoops—No arrivals.

Kenneth M. Clark, one of the woods superintendents for Appleton &
SewaU, foresters of Bangor and New York, has just completed making a
set of topographical timber maps for 250.000 acres of timber land in Nova
Scotia owned by the Davison Lumber Company. The undertaking
was one of the largest of this kind ever handled in Canada and occupied
the services of five men since early last fall.

The value of United States exports
$103,000,000, is the highest yet reached.
$60,000,000; timber and logs, $17,000,000

The imports of forest products in
came within $15,000,000 of equalling the
place. India rubber was imported to
$20,000,000; lumber, $21,000,000; wood
doubled in value in four years.

of domestic forest products for 1911,
The exported lumber was valued at

; the naval stores, $25,000,000.
1011 were valued at $104,000,000, and
total of 1910, which holds the highest
the value of $70,000,000; other gums,
pulp, $14,000,000, an import that has

Receipts of lumber by vessel at Saginaw River points during 1911
amounted to 88,050,928 feet of lumber, 6,.'i09.800 lath, 150,000 shingles and
1.128,407 pickets. About 70,000,000 feet of the lumber came from Ontario and
paid tariff dues of $1.25 a thousand feet. The remainder came from the Lake
Superior district mostly. Only one cargo of lumber was shipped out. Re-
ceipts at Hay City were 58,298,024 feet of lumber, 2,555,500 lath, 150,000 shing-
les, 10.809,000 feet of unmanufactured sawlogs and 1,128,467 pickets.

Prices Advancing at Montreal
A prominent Montreal wholesaler sums up the lumber situation as

follows

:

Editor Canada Lumberman:
The lumber business in Montreal for the year 1911 was a little better

than 1910. but not any too good for lumber merchants like myself. Manu-
facturers were the ones that were the most prosperous, realizing good prices
tor their lumber. At present there is a strong indication of 1912 being a
very good year, as prices are advancing every day. T know in my own
case lumber that I could not sell three months ago at $14.00 per thousand
1 am getting an advance of from $2.50 to $3.00 per thousand

Jenckes Boilers
VX/^E aim to keep on hand a well assorted
?t stock of Horizontal Tubular, Vertical
and Locomotive Type Boilers. Your en-
quiry will probably find us in a position to
ship the required boiler at once ; if not it

can quickly be built. Write us anyway.

The Jenckes Machine Co.
Limited

Sherbrooke - Montreal - St. Catharines - Cobalt - South Porcupine - Vancouver - Rossland
Works : Sherbrooke, Que., St. Catharines, Ont.
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HALT ! !

!

Mr. Lumber Dealer

We wish to call your attention to the selling proposition of our new famous MULE-HIDE
ROOFING, unequalled by any Canadian manufacturer.

We are devoting our efforts during" 191 2 to placing our products through the Retail Lumber
Dealer, as we believe it to be a line specially suited to be handled by a Lumber Dealer in con-

nection with other building supplies.

MULE-HIDE ROOFING is being sold all over the country from coast to coast, and is giving

universal satisfaction. All the goodness that has been possible to incorporate into a high grade roofing

has been put into MULE-HIDE. You get genuine quality that have lasting and resisting power
over any other. It is the toughest and most durable Roofing on the market.

Mule-Hide Roofing is sold with

a Ten«Year Ironclad Guarantee
of money back if goods are not as represented.

Here is Our Proposition

:

We have planned a local advertising campaign for every dealer who handles our line. It is the
most effective aid ever given to dealers and is entirely new and in advance of anything ever done in
this line. It is all planned at our office and done at our expense. We not only advertise our Roof-
ing for you, but we put on an advertising campaign in your locality that will make your name and
your goods a household word—and mind, not a cent of expense to you. Are you alive ? Are you
up-to-date ? Will you spend a two-cent stamp to investigate ? If so, fill in the coupon below and
mail to us. Delays don x

t pay—our proposition does.

The Dominion Roofing Company of Canada, Limited

31«33 FRONT STREET EAST, TORONTO

CUT OUT—FILL IN AND MAIL TO US AT ONCE
Send me by return mail full particulars of your Special

Free Advertising Proposition to lumber dealers handling MULE-
HIDE Roofing.

Name

Address

Date
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CHR1STY-M0IR CO.
CANADA
13 and 16 ft.SPRUCE

ADIRONDACK

13 and 16 ft.

WANTED
Spruce, Lath and White Cedar Shingles

149 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY, U. S. A.

Representatives of Iberville Lumber Co., Sault au Mouton, P. Q.

FOR SALE

WHITE PINE
LUMBER

AT

Brennan Harbour, Spanish Station, Ont.

Rail and Vessel Shipment

A choice stock in shipping con-

dition, the product of large logs.

Booth & Shannon
BISCOTASING, ONTARIO

CHOICE OATS ALL GRADES

Specially selected for Lumbering

and Logging Trade

SACKED OATS BULK

Prompt Shipment from Port Arthur

National Elevator Co., Limited

Winnipeg - Manitoba

WANTED
100 m ft. clear hard Maple Axles

4x5-6 and 12' long.

Also all thicknesses Common and Better Birch.

FOR SALE
All grades and thicknesses of Cherry and Mahogany lumber.

Also Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Quartered White
Oak Veneer all thicknesses. Please let us hear from you.

Warren Ross Lumber Co.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

E. C. Mershon, President,

W. B. Mershon & Co.

"A
Specialty

Not a

Side Line"
Back of every Mnrshon Resaw stands

its original designer and inventor—

3

recognised authority throughout the

world on all matters pertaining to the

sawing* of wood with a band saw.

Purchasers of the Mershon Line have

the benefit of his experience.

Wm. B. Mershon & Co.
Saginaw, Mich.

WOOD DISTILLATION
and Recovery of all By-Products

We are experts in the Installation of the most up-to-date

Plants for carbonization of Woods (Shavings, Turnings,

Sawdust and Lumpwood.) Also distilling plants for recovery

of all By-Products:— Pure Charcoals, Wood Naphthas, Wood
Tar, Brown and Grey Acetate of Lime, Acetic Acid, Acetone,

etc., etc. Full particulars from

The Pure Carbon Chemical Company
Limited

BIDEFORD - ENGLAND
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Hoffman Brothers Co.
800 W. Main St., FORT WAYNE, IND.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Band -Sawed

Hardwood Lumber

and Veneers

SLICE CUT AND SAWED

SPECIALTY

Indiana Quartered Oak

International
Preparations for Horses are all

sold on a Spot Cash Guarantee

Let us figure on furnishing you the following supplies for the
coming season.

International Stock Food
We guarantee that your horses will do more work and
keep in better order on less feed if they get International
regularly.

International Silver Pine Healing Oil
Especially recommended for Sores, Bruises, Kicks, In-
flammation and all flesh wounds.

International Worm Powder
Will quickly expel all kinds of worms.

International Distemper Cure
For Coughs, Colds, and Distemper.

International Colic Cure
Guaranteed to cure Colic in ten minutes.

International Compound Absorbent
Greatest Curb cure on Earth.

International Gall Cure
Cures while horses work or rest.

International Foot Remedy
Cures Foot diseases, keeps the hoof soft, elastic and tough

International Harness Soap
Gives new life to old harness.

All our goods are guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Write for Special Prices

International Stock Food Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.

Lumber Camp Ranges
and Heaters

All Kinds of Stoves
for

Large or Small Camps

With our enlarged plant we are now in a

better position than ever to make prompt

deliveries.

Our aim is to maintain the same high

quality of workmanship and materials, which

has given such satisfaction in the past.

If you are interested in the purchase of a

new Camp Stove—Write for our Catalogue.

NO. 10-25 SIX HOLE RANGE AND RESERVOIR

ADAM HALL, Limited - Peterborough, Ontario
Manufacturers of Ranges, Heaters, etc., for Lumber Camps, Hotels, and Railway Construction
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WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
On

Dodge Split Pulleys

Rubber Leather and Balata Belting

Babbit Metal

Saw Mill and Factory Supplies

Iron Pipe and Fittings

Shafting, Hangers, Couplings, Collars

All sizes

in stock

We cater specially to the Saw Mill Trade and can ship anywhere on shortest notice

WRITE US BEFORE PLACING YOUR ORDER

Cuzner Hardware Co. Ltd., Queen St. West, Ottawa, Ont.
"IH THE HEART OF THE LUMBER DISTRICT"

Yellow Pine
Quartered Oak Plain Oak

Cypress, Ash and Gum

Yellow Pine always in TRANSIT

Frank H. Harris Lumber Co.
32 Church St., Toronto, Ont.

HEMLOCK and

SPRUCE
i , 2 and 3 in. Bone Dry Rough or Dressed

WIRE OR WRITE US FOR PRICES

The Argenteuil Lumber Co.
Montreal

Limited

Bankrupt
Belting
Bargains

POSITIVELY 25 TO 75 SAVED

NEW AND SECOND HAND

ALL KINDS and SIZES-FOR EVERY PURPOSE

ALSO ENORMOUS STOCKS

Iron Piping, Pulleys, Shafting, Hang-

ers, New and Relaying Rails, Saws,

Chains and Cables, Roofing, etc.

Write Us for Prices and Tell Us What You Need

Catalog" on Request

The

Imperial Waste and Metal Co.
150 Queen Street, Montreal

F. REDDAWAY & COMPANY
SOLE MAKERS OF

The Belt that will Last

Longer, Stretch Less, and

Transmit mure PiJwer than

any other Belt.

Withstands Heat, Damp,

Wet, Cold, Chemical

Fumes.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

STITCHED CANVAS BELTING THE " CAMELATA " BELTINC LINEN FIRE HOSE
P.O. Box 2414

KEOKSTKREI)

56 ST. FRANCOIS XAVIER ST.
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Elmira Pulleys
The installation of Elmira Pulleys is in itself a guarantee of the effic-

iency and satisfactory working of the power transmission in any plant.

In the end they are also the most economical. They last

lonerer and cause the minimum trouble and cost for main-

tainance.

The waste of power due to wear is infmitessimal and the

transmission of power is accomplished steadily and noiseless-

ly in any direction.

Elmira Pulleys are recognized as the strongest on the mark-

et—guaranteed to be made of the best material, they will

run true, hold the shaft and stand the wear and tear of years

without causing any troublesome and costly repairs.

Elmira Pulleys are strongly connected, the wood segments

are firmly, glued and then nailed together. Such care is

taken over this process that the surface of the pulley has

never been known to cause any trouble whatever.

When the pulley is installed with the "Elmira" Hanger the

combination forms a most reliable and effective system of

power transmission.

In the "Elmira Hanger" a union system of oiling is employ-
ed, a combination of centrifugal and capillary attraction

effected by tempered steel rings and woven cotton wick. This
method guarantees a thorough distribution lubricant and
precludes all possibility of dry bearings.

The "Elmira" line of Hangers is without doubt the heaviest

and strongest on the Canadian market, and while in no sense

can they be considered competitive their prices cannot do

other than appeal to those desiring a strictly first-class article.

Catalog giving prices and full particulars of our

appliances sent on application.

The Clmira Machinery and Transmission

Company, Limited
Elmira Ontario
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES—WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Car Lots

White Pine:

1 inch No. 1 cuts and better $60 00 65 00
l'A inch No. 1 cuts and better 64 00 6S 00
2-in. No. 1 cuts and better.. 67 00 72 00
l'/i-m. No. 2 C & B 50 00 52 00
2-in. No. 2 cuts and better . . 56 00 60 00
l'/2 -m. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts .. 48 00 50 00
2-in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 50 00 52 00
1-in. Good Shorts 40 00 45 001x4 and 5 com. and dressing 23 00 25 001x6 common and dressing.. 26 00 28 001x8 common and dressing ..27 00 29 00
1 x 10 common and dressing ..30 00 32 00
1 x 12 common and dressing.. 40 00 42 00
1x10 and 12 mill cull stocks . . 20 00 21 00
1-in. mill cull sidings 17 00
2 x 10 common 27 00 28 00
2 and 3 x 12 common 30 00 32 001x8 box and common 21 00 22 00
1 x 10 inch box and common. 23 00 24 00
1 x 12 box and common 27 00 29 00
1-in. mill run sidings 24 00 26 00
1-in. mill run shorts 18 00
1- in. dead cull sidings 12 50 14 00
IK -in. flooring 28 00
Tin. mill run Norway 22 00
2-in. mill run Norway 25 00
Norway, c and cf 1-in 33 00 34 00
Noiway, c and cf l'/2 -m 35 00 36 00
Norway, c and cf 2-in 33 00 35 00
Spruce mill run 20 00 21 00
Spruce mill culls 14 00 15 00
Clear in. B.C. cedar, kiln dried 55 50 65 50
2 x 4 to 10 inch 18 ft 20 00
Douglas Fir
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet

:

8, 10x10, 10x12, 1x14, 12x12,
12x014, 14x14, 14x16 34 00

8x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x12, 10x16,
12x16, 16x16, 14x18, 16x18
lSxl8, and 20x20 34 50

6x14, 8x14, 12x18, 18x20 35 00
6x10, 8x16, 10x18, 12r20, 14x20,
anh 16x20 35 00

10 x 20 36 00
6 x 18, 8 x 18 36 50
6 x 20, 8 x 20 37 50
Lengths over 32 ft. take the following ad-
vances: 33 to 35 ft., 50c; 36 to 40 ft

, SI;
41 to 45 ft., $3; 46 to 50 ft., $5.

Fir flooring, eoge grain 44 50
No. 1 and 2 clear 1-in. Fir rough i5 10
No. 1 and 2 clear l'A, I'/t and

2-in. Fir rough 47 30
l'/2 -in. No. 1 4 ft. pine lath.. 4 50
l'A-in. No. 2 4-ft. lath 4 00
l'A-in. 32-in. pine 1 60
\]/2 -\n. No. 1 4-ft. hemlock lath 3 25
l'A-in. mill run hemlock lath 3 00
X pine or cedar shingles .... 1 05
XXpine or cedar shingles . . 2 25
XXX pine or cedar shingles . . 3 30
XX B. C. cedar shingles .... 2 40
XXX 6 butts to 2-in 3 30
XXXX 0 to 23-10-in 3 52
XXXXX 3 75
Hemlock No. 1:
1x4 & 5-in. x 9 to 16 ft. ... 14 50
1 x 6-in. x 9 to 10-ft 17 50
1 x 8-in. x 9 to 16-ft 17 50
1 x 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16-ft. 19 50
1x7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16-ft. 17 50
1- in. No. 2, G-ft. to 16-ft. 2x4

to 12-in., G-ft. to 16-ft 9 50
2x4 to 12-in., 12 and 14 ft. .. 18 50
2x4 to 12-in., 18 ft 21 50
2x4 to 12-in. 20 ft 23 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 22 ft 25 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 24 ft 28 00
2- in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width, 6 to 1G ft 12 50

Hardwoods—Per M. Feet, Car Lots . .

.

Ash white, lsts and 2nds, l'/2 and 2-in. 55 00
Ash, white, No. 1 common 45 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 48 00
Ash, brown, common and better .... 35 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 & 8/4. 55 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 35 00
Birch, No. 1, com. & better, 4/4 ... 29 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 and 8/4 .. 38 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 12/4 and 1G/4. . 42 00
Basswood, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 38 00
Basswood, No. 1, com. and bet., 4/4 . 30 00
Basswood, No. 2 and 3, common ... 16 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds 40 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4, com. & bet... 35 00
Basswood, No. 2 common and better. 25 50
Soft elm, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 33 00
Soft elm, No. 1 com. and bet., 4/4 . . 28 00
Soft elm, No. 2 and 3, common 15 00
Soft elm, 0/4 and 8/4 1 and 2 38 00
Soft elm, 3-in. lsts and 2nds 42 00
Rock elm, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 x 8/4 . . 50 00
Rock elem, No. 2 com. & bet. 6/4
& 8/4 35 00

Soft maple, lsts and 2r.ds, 4/4 31 00
Soft maple, com. and better, 4/4 25 00
Soft maple, 6/4 & 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 34 00
Hard maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 34 00
Hard maple, common and better, 4/4. 27 00
Hard maple, 12/4 & 10/4, lsts & 2nds. 43 00
Red oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4... 52 00
Red oak, plain, lsts & 2nds, G/4 & 8/4 00 00
Red oak, plain lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 16/4 65 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4.. 52 00
White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, l'/2
and 2-in GO 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 10/4 TO 00

White oak, 'A cut, lsts & 2nds, 4/4.. 83 00

White oak, A cut, 5/4 and G/4, lsts

and 2nds 87 00
White qak, % cut No. 1 common . .

.' 55 00
Hickory, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 70 00
Hickory, 6/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 75 00

OTTAWA, ONT.

Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings

:

Tin. x 7-in. and up $54 00
l$Hn. & \y2 \n. x 8-in. & up 56 00
2-in. x i -in. and up 58 00
No. 2 cuts 2 x 8-in. and up . . 40 00
Pine good strips:

1-in. ..... 40 00
154 -in. and iy2 -\x\ 50 00

„.
2ln

- 50 00
line good shorts:

1-in. x 7-in. and up 38 00
1-in. x 4-in. to 6 in 33 00
lK-m. and lj^-in 45 00
l \

n
- • 48 00

1 -in. to 9-m. A sidings 25 00
line, No. 1 dressing sidings .. 33 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips . . 26 00
I ine, No. 1 dressing shorts . . 22 00
Pine. 8 s.c. and better, 12 ft. to

l (i f ' 23 00
line, 1 up s. c. siding 1-in. ..22 00
line s. c. sidings l'/2 & 2-in... 26 00
Pine, s. c. strips 1-in 17 00

1/4. l'A and 2-in 22 00
Pine, s c. shorts, 1x4x4 20 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x5 21 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x0 23 50
Pine, box boards:
l"x4" and up 6 '-11' 13 00
l"x3" to 6", 12 '-16' 15 00
l"x7" and up 12 '-16' 16 00

Pine shorts 6' -11' l"xl0" 20 00
lxS and 9 No. 1 barn 25 00

0. culls r & w p 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out, 1-in 15 00
mill culls out, 1 J/J -in 17 50
mill culls out, lj^-in 21 00

Mill run Spruce:
l"x4" and up, 6 '-11' 14 00
l"x4" and up, 12 '-10' 10 00
l"x9"-10", & up, 12'10'... 18 00
I}4"x7" 8-9" & up, 12' -10' 18 00
1J4"x10" and up, 12'16' ..19 00
l'/2 " & 2"xl2" & up, 12' -16' 24 00

Spruce 1-in. clear (fine dressing
and B) 24 00

Hemlock 1-in. rull 10 00
Hemlock 1-in. log run 13 00
Hemlock 2x4, 6, S, 10, 12/16' 14 00
Tamarac 13 00
Basswood log run, dead culls
out 20 00

Basswood log run mill culls out 24 00
Birch log run 19 00
Soft elm, common and better,

1, l'A, 2-in 20 00
Ash, black log run 26 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x7 21 50
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x7 21 50
Pine, sc. and better, 1x8 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x9 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x10 ... 25 50
1 x 10 No. 1 barn 30 00
1 x 10 No. 2 barn 23 001x8 and 9 No. 2 barn 20 00
Pine mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. x 4-in. and up, 12-
ft. and up 13 00

Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.
and up, 6-ft. to li ft 11 00

Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine 1 3/8-in. x 4-ft. 4 00
No. 2 White Pine 2 75
Mill run white pine 3 25
Spruce, mill run lj^-in 2 85
Red pine mill run 2 75
Tamarac mill run 1 25
Basswood, mill run 2 00
Hemlock, mill run 1 75
32-in. lath 1 25
Pine Shingles
xxxx, 18-in 3 50
Clear butt 18-in 2 50
xx 1 50

White Clear Shingles:
xxxx, 18-in 4 00
Clear butt, 18-in 2 50
18-in. xx 1 60

Spruce logs (pulp) 13 00

58 00
en 00
65 00
45 00

44 00
55 OH
52 00

40 00
35 00
48 00
52 no
27 00
35 00
31 00
26 00

24 00
2 J nil

.•'.II 1)11

19 50
24 mi
21 00
22 00
25 00

14 00
16 mi
17 00
21 00
27 00
12 00

10 00
19 50
22 00

10 50
17 50
1:1 mi
20 00
20 00
25 00

26 50
12 00
14 50
16 50
15 00

22 00
26 00
22 00

24 00
29 00
23 00
23 00
25 00
24 50
27 00
33 00
26 00
22 00

10 00

12 00

15 00

QUEBEC, QUE.

White Pine—In the Raft
cts.

Square white pine, measured off, 30
to 40 feet average 40 50

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in. av-
erage, according to lineal 80 85

Oak—Michigan and Ohio

By the dram, according to average
and quality 60 65

Elm

age and quality 25 3
Average 16 inch 30 4

Birch

It
inch 18 20« ,ncl

; 22 24
16 'nch 20 28
18 'nch 32 30

Quebec Spruce Deals

Per M.
12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 18 00 19 00
Oddments 15 00 10 00
Boards, 1 and 2 in 15 00 10 00

Birch Planks

1 to 4 in 16 00 17 00

SARNIA, ONT.

Fine, Common and Better

1x6 and 8 in
1 in., 8 in. and up wide
l'A and l'/2 in. and up wide
2 in. and up wide

Cuts and Better
4/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better
6/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better .

8/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better
6/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better .

8/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better
G/4 x 0 and up No. 8 and better
8/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better

No. 1 Cuts

54 00
62 00
05 00
68 mi

48 00
60 <M)

62 00
48 00
50 00
42 00
16 IMI

1 in., 8 in. and up wide 47 00
1% in., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
l'A in., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
2 in., 8-in. and up wide 59 00
2y2 and 3 ft., 8-in. and up wide 75 00
4 in., 8-in. and up wide 80 00

No. 2 Cuts

1 in., G-in. and up wide 31 00
l'A in., 6-in. and up wide 44 00
lJ/2-in., 6-in. and up wide 44 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 45 00
2'/2 , 3 and 4 in., 6-in. and
up wide 60 00 65 00

No. 3 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 23 00
l'A and l'/2 in., 6-in. and up wide... 33 OO
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 33 00
2y2 , 3 and 4-in., 6-in. and up

wide 43 00 48 00

Common and Dressing Mill Run

Tin. x 4-in 22 00
1-in. x 5-in 25 00
1-in. x 0 and 8-in 26 00
1-in. x 10-in 28 00
1-in. x 12-in 33 00
1-in. x 13-in. and up 33 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 30 00

No. 1 Barn

1 inch 33 00 42 00
l'A, l'/2 and 2-in 36 00 43 00
2'A and 3-in 40 00
4 inch 42 00

No. 2 Barn

1 inch 30 00 30 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 31 00 36 00
2'A and 3-in 32 00

No. 3 Barn

1 inch 23 00 26 00
l'A, l'A, and 2-in 25 00 30 00

Box

No. 1, 1, l'A, l'/2, 2-in 20 00 26 00
No. 2, l'A, l'A 2-in 16 00 19 00

Mill Culls

Mill run culls, 1-in 15 00
1, l'A, l'A and 2-in 10 00
No. 2 13 00

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Lath

1, 32-in. pine 1 50
2, 48-in. pine 3 75
3, 48-in. pine 3 00
1, 48-in. pine 4 25
1, 48-in. hemlock 3 00

By the dram, according to average
and quality, 40 to 45 feet

By the dram, according to

and quality, 30 to 35 feet

73 77

WINNIPEG, MAN.

No. 1 Pine, Spruce and Tamarac

Dimensions, Rough or S. 1 S. and 1 E.

PINE, SPKUCE, TAMARAC & LARCH
Mountain Stock

Dimensions

2 x 4-12 am «vi

2 x 4 8-14 10 *21 50
2 x 4-10 I S 20 " 24 50

2x8 .« * M B0

Common Boards

* i.ncl' $19 00
Jj !

nc 1 21 50
* "?cn

, 22 50
1°. !

nc 1 22 50
12 'nch 22 50

Flooring

4 or 0 inch No. 1 $33 oO
4 or 0 inch No. 2 31 00
4 or 0 inch No. 3 24 50

Shiplap—Finished

4
!
nch 92O 00

0 inch 22 50
8, 10, 12 inch 23 50

Siding

6 inch No. 1 $33 00
6 inch No. 2 31 00
6 inch No. 3 24 50

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 5 00
No. 2 cedar, pine, spruce 3 25

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER

Less $2 per M. 12 ft. 14 and 16 ft

3 x 6 and 3 x 8 20 50 20 50
3 x 10 21 00 21 00
3 x 12 22 50 21 50
4 x 4 to 6 x 8 20 50 20 50
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 22 50 21 50
8 x 8 22 50 21 50
6 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 00

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR

Dimensions, S. 1 S. and E.

4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 8 to 16 ft $21 50
4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 18 to 32 ft 25 50

2 x 10, 2 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 22 50
IS, 20, 22 ft 26 50
24, 20, 28, 30, 32 28 50
2 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 50
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 24 00
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft 29 00
6 x 6 to 6 x 12, up to 32 ft 24 00

27 00

FLOORING

No. 1 and 2 red pine, 4 in 34 00
E. G. No. 1 and 2 fir flooring M 00
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 39 00
F. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 31 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 flooring 30 00

SHIPLAP

Pine or spruce 25 00
8 to 10 ft., 0 in 23 00
B. C. Fir 8", 10" and 12" shiplap
10/10 ft 23 50

B. C. Fir 6" shiplap 10/16 ft 23 50

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 common pine, 10 inch $31 00
No. 2 common pine, 10 inch 25 00
No. 3 common pine mixed widths 20 00
No. 4 common pine, mixed widths . . 14 50
No. 5 common pine, mixed widths . . 10 00

SHINGLES

XXX B. C. Cedar $2 00
XX B. C. Cedar 1 90
XXX Dimension 3 25

LATH

No. 1 Mixed W. & R. Pine $4 50
No. 1 B. C. Fir 3 50

Ash

13 inches and up, according to aver

average 0 ft 8 ft 10 ft 14x16 ft

55 60 2 X 4 .. .. 13 50 16 50 20 on 18 00
2 X 6 .. .. 15 50 16 50 20 no 18 00
2 X 8 .. .. 17 50 is 00 21 00 19 50
2 X 10 .. . . 18 50 19 00 22 00 20 50

to aver- 2 X 12 .. .. 18 50 19 50 22 50 22 no

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N.Y.

White Pine

Wholesale Selling Price

Uppers 4/4 $94 00
Uppers 5/4 to 8/4 92 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 97 00
Selects 4/4 84 00
Selects 5/4 to 8/4 82 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 92 00
Fine common 4/4 01 00
Fine common 5/4 65 00
Fine common 6/4 65 00
Fine common 8/4 67 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 51 00
No. 1 Cuts 5/4 57 00
No. 1 Cuts 0/4 59 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 01 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 35 00
No. 2 Cuts 5/4 45 00

(Continued on page 861
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DISSTON

SAWS
ARE THE ^

r

|^ jfa^ BY WHICH

THE MERITS OF ALL OTHERS ARE

JUDGED
A SAW TO BE SUPERIOR IN EVERY RESPECT must be made of a steel of such peculiar quality

and texture that will 4k take" the hardening and tempering to the greatest degree, giving the high-

est temper, retaining the necessary toughness and elasticity which admits of the springing of

the points oi the teeth in the setting and at the same time being so hard that it

will maintain the set and cutting edge the longest time. The blade must

be ground an even thickness on the entire tooth edge, properly

tapered to a thin back for clearance and the teeth of such

shape as to enter into and cut—not tear—the wood.

These are the Principles on which Disston Saws are Built

Having over Fifty-six years' experience making

steel in our own works, producing a material especially

adapted for saws
;
employing the most skilled Workmen

;
using

exclusively Disston processes of hardening, tempering and grinding, and

with Seventy-one years' experience in the manufacturing of saws, during which

time no efforts or expense were spared to achieve and maintain THE HIGHEST STAND-
ARD OF QUALITY AND DESIGN, we are warranted in claiming.

Disston Saws are Unequalled for Material, Workmanship and Efficiency

Disston Saws Run Easiest,

Cut Fastest and Last Longest.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS
INCORPORATED

Keystone Saw, Tools, Steel and File Works

PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A. Frascr Avcnu^TORcSflO,! ONTARIO
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

No. 2 Cuts 6/4 47 00
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 51 00
No. 3 Cuts 5/4 37 00
No. 3 Cuts 6/4 37 00
No. 3 Cuts 8/4 37 00
Dressing 5/4 46 00
Dressing 5/4 x 10 51 00
Dressing 5 4 x 12 52 00
No. 1 Moulding 5/4 5S 00
No. 1 Moulding 0/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 58 00
No. 2 Moulding 5/4 ' 47 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 47 0"
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 47 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 46 00
No. 1 Barn 1x6 and 8 35 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 37 00
No. 2 Barn 1x6 and 8 33 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 35 00
No. 3 Barn 1x6 and 8 27 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 10 29 00
Box 1x6 and up 24 00
Box 1 x 10 24 00
Box 1 x 12 20 00
Box 1 x 13 and up 31 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Buftalo
and Tonawanda:

White Ash

1st and 2nd, 1 inch 40 00
l'A to 2 inch 44 00
2yi to 4 inch 48 00
Strips 22 00
Common and culls 14 00

Black and Brown

1st and 2nd, 6 inch up 40 00
Common good culls 14 00
1st and 2nd 6 inch and up, red 40 00
1st •& 2nd, white, 6 in. & up.. 30 00
Common and good culls 10 00

Elm

1st and 2nd, rock, 6 in and up 32 00
Common and culls 15 00
1st and 2nd, soft, 6 in. and up 20 00
Common and culls 10 00

Maple

1st and 2nd hand 26 00
Common and culls 14 00
1st and 2nd, soft 26 00
Common and culls 14 00

42 00
46 00
54 00
24 00
22 00

42 Of,

20 00
42 (ID

32 00
18 00

35 00
17 00
28 (III

17 00

28 00
22 00
28 00
22 00

BOSTON, MASS.

White pine uppers, 1 to 2 in. ..$09 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch 86 00
Fine common, 1 in 70 00
Fine common, 1% to 2 in. ...
No. 1 Cuts 1 in
No. 1 Cuts 1% to 2 in 56 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in 35 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1% to 2 in 45 00
Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 . . 50 00

No. 1, 1 x 10..
No. 1, 1 x 8 ...
No. 2, 1 x 12 ..

No. 2, 1 x 10 . . 36 00
No. 2, 1 x 8 . .

.

No. 3, 1 x 12 ..

No. 3, 1 x 10 .. 30 00
No. 3, 1 x 8 ..

Canadian spruce boards 23 00
Spruce, 10 & 12 in. dimension 20 00
Spruce, 9 in. and under
10 and 12 in. random lengths,

10 ft. and up 24 00

2x2, 2x4, 2x5, 2x6, 2x7
and 3x4 random lengths, 10
feet and up 20 00

100 00
00 OH
72 00
75 00
45 00
00 00
37 00
IS HI!

51 00
38 00
37 00
43 00
37 00
35 00
M 00
31 00
29 00

24 00
27 00
24 00

25 00

21 00

All other random lengths, 7"
and under, 10 ft. and up 20 00

5 inches and up merchantable-
boards, 8 ft. and up, p Is..

Vermont spruce boards..,
matched

1x2 and 1x3 furring, 61s
clipped and bundled 20 00

spruce laths
l}4-in. spruce laths

New Brunswick Cedar Shingles

Kxtras $3 40
Clears
Second clears
Clear whites 2 25
Extra Is (Clear whites out) .. 1 45
Extra ]s (Clear whites in) . . 1 50
Red Cedar Extras, 10-in. 5 butts

to 2 in 3 75

Red Cedar Eurekas, 18-inch.
butts to 2-in

Bed Cedar Perfection, 5 butts
to 2H

21 00

19 00

22 00

22 00

4 10
3 50

$3 50
3 10
2 50
2 30
2 25
1 60

4 00

4 20

4 75

Are your horses of use to you?
This seems an absurd question—and the answer is always

"Of course they arc" —In which case provide your stables with:

Johnson's Reliable
Veterinary Remedies

Johnson's Horse Liniment, No. 1

1 gal. jugs (Imperial)
1 lb. bottles
2 lb. bottles

(Alcoholic)

$4.50 gal.

8.00 doz.
15.00 doz.

Johnson's Horse Liniment, No. 2 (an oil liniment)
1 gal. jugs (Imperial) 3.00 gal.
1 lb. bottles 6.00 doz.
2 lb. bottles 11.00 doz.

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy
A sure and speedy cure for all kinds of Colic
1 gal jugs (Imperial) 40 doses 5.00 gal.
1 lb. bottles 4 doses 8.00 doz.
2 lb. bottles 8 doses 15.00 doz,

Johnson's Veterinary Healing- Ointment (Gall Cure)
2 lb. tins 2.25 per tin
4 oz. tins 3.50 doz.

Johnson's Condition Powders (Concentrated)
1 lb. Packages 3.60 doz.

Johnson's Camp and Household Remedies, such
as Cough Syrup, Healing Ointment, Headache
Powders, Big 4 Liniment, Stomach Bitters, Cathar-
tic Pills, etc., etc., have stood the test of twenty-
five years and are in use all over Canada, from the
Atlantic to the Pacific. Prices are lower than
those of all other manufacturers. Letter orders
receive prompt attention.

A. H. Johnson, Druggist, Collingwood, Ont.

Spark Arresters
and

Refuse

Burner

Steel

Wire
Cloth

Illustrating Our
Adjustable

Arrester

Shall be glad
to name you
prices. We
manufacture
Wire Guards
for all purposes

Canada Wire Iron Goods Company
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited
GALT, ONTARIO

MANUFACTURING WOODWORKING

Machine Knives, Circular Cutters

and Mortise Chisel

Union Stock Yards Horse Exchange
Keele Street - Toronto, Ontario

We specialize on

Lumber Horses
and

Work Horses
A trial order solicited

Write us your requirements

Herbert Smith, Manager
References: Dominion Bank. Toronto
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When you need wire rope for any

purpose whatever, it will surely pay you

to communicate with us.

We have in stock all kinds— in all

sizes—in any length.

Should your requirements be special

—

we can make rope to exactly suit your

needs. We know how, as we have had

years of experience.

Wire Rope Fittings of all Kinds

The Dominion WIRE ROPE Co., Limited
MONTREAL

General Supply Company of Canada— Manitoba Agents

Jeffrey Conveyors
for Pulp and Paper Mills, Saw Mills and Woodworking Industries

Illustration shows a partial view of Jeffrey Wire Cable Con-
veyer, 1830 ft. Centres, at the Anglo-Newfoundland Develop-
ment Co. Wood is delivered to storage by cable on the
upper run and reclaimed by the return Cable which travels
through a tunnel underneath the pile as shown.

Write for Catalog $j-E illustrating and describing
many of our installations

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co.
Columbus, Ohio

Branch Office :

WINNIPEG
Canadian Works and Main Office :

MONTREAL, CAN.

In Trimmers We Lead Them All
Saw frames perfectly balanced.

Saws locked down and cannot lift.

Excepting at will of the operator.

Saw frames telescope for tightening belt.

Saws are 30" to 34" diameter.

Trims stock 8" to 10" thick.

Counter shaft Bearings adjustable in both
directions.

Built with any desired width or length table.

Any number of saws.

Variable feed furnished when desired.

We furnish iron work only, but supply
plans for all woodwork.

A heavy rigid durable and accurate machine.

We equip the above machine with pneuma-
tic single acting cylinders and operator's
keyboard when desired.

Our special trimmer catalogue is worth hav-
ing. In addition to eight different styles of
trimmers we build every machine required in

an up-to-date Band or Circular Saw Mill.

A CLARK PACIFIC COAST TRIMMER
Clark Bros. Co., Belmont, N.Y.

Coast Office: White Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
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AutomaticBox-Board Squeezer
BUILT IN FOUR SIZES

Will assemble all kinds of

matched stock used for packing-

boxes. Can be changed to

handle entirely different sized

stock in less than two minutes.

Saves labor and by making

the tongues and grooves fit tight

the finished product handles

practically as one piece.

We also manufacture :

Horizontal Slab Resaws, Hori-

zontal Hopper Feed Box Re-

saws and many other Special

Box Factory Machines.

Mereen-Johnson Machine Company, MIHNEA
„TL

S,MIHN -

Everything for the Saw Mill

Our Lath Mill Our Two Saw Edger

We can equip your saw mill with everything from the motive power to the trimmer. Our complete line of saw
mill machinery cannot be surpassed. Every machine is complete, simple and a model of good workmanship.

Write for our literature and prices, they will interest you.

MOWRY & SONS, Gravenhurst, Ontario
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o and see the new BERLI
-feed matcher in operation

0*

The mill is the laboratory in which the
durability of a matcher is shown. A year's
run will disclose more weaknesses and
show the need of mechanical efficiency
more clearly than any testing out the manu-
facturer could give.

And the great improvements made in the
wood-working field today are due to our in-

itiative in the direction of fast-feed machines.

Pioneering
When we brought out the first fast-feed

matcher ever built, a howl of skepticism
rose up.

Competitors scoffed, and most lumbermen
didn't believe a word of our advertising.
We told then as we tell today, the abso-

lute truth in our announcements.
The first fast-feed matcher was the '"94."

It produced a better quality of work than
other machines and at double the rates of
feed.

Yet the "94" as compared with the latest
Berlins is like the automobile of today and
that of several years ago.

It paid its way. The hundreds and hun-
dreds installed were gilt-edged investments.
Yet we have been blamed because the "94"

wasn't developed twice as fast as anything
else in the machinery world.

Further developments
After we had proven that a hundred foot

feed was practical, the other makers of wood-
working machinery clambered into the race.

Patents don't always protect and it didn't
protect us then or now. If you notice mech-

anical construction you will find our im-
provements being adapted regularly.

Take the Berlin round cylinder head for
example. In the first one we built, the screw
which held the gib in place against the knife,
passed through a portion of the head itself.

The principle was wrong. We replaced
every head we had out. Yet that same style
of head is being sold you today on other
machines.

The Berlin cylinder head of today is the
only durable head offered the buyer. It can't
wear out. It's almost one solid piece. Ask
any user.

Go and see one of the latest Berlin match-
ers in operation. And look carefully at the
head construction. Compare it with others.

Testing side heads
We soon found out that fine cylinder

work must also be followed by equal side-
head production.
A new head department was organized.

Our pin type twelve bitted matcher heads
were developed. The expansion feature was
invented.

Today we have the only complete line of
fast-feed side-heads in the world. There's
the special ship-lap heads, matching heads,
double tongue and groove heads—a complete
line.

If you are unfamiliar with the complete-
ness of our side-head line, let us send you a
copy of a new booklet, 48-page, "Berlin
Heads and Specialties."

Let us mail it to you. It tells the reason
for the quality of our side-head work.

The feed drive
From thirty gears, we have descended to

almost none. On the latest Berlin fast-
feed matcher there is but five.

Our frictionless chain drive is by far the
most successful matcher feed works drive
today. Its life is as yet unknown.

The Diamond chain runs smoothly and
without perceptible wear. We used the chain
drive on our No. 108 Moulders for the last
eight years. We have never replaced a chain.

Competitors say "it will wear out." We
leave it to your judgment. Certainly, it will
stand ten times the strain we put it to.

Fire engines, motor trucks, of 60 H. P.
and better, racing cars of 200 H.P. use the
Diamond Drive and it is used for heavy duty.

The chain drive does away with all com-
plications. Shavings don't stick. And we'll
guarantee the wear. That's the last thing
we think of.

The result
The result of our years of experience in

the fast-feed field is shown by the volume of
our business.

We have created and put out more im-
provements than all other makers combined.
Our line is high-grade and medium priced.

The results show in our latest machines.
Go and see them in operation. Notice the
profiling attachments and its simplicity.

Be sure and notice our line of heads. Go
and see a machine. Ask us where you can
see one running.

Berlin Machine Works, Limited
Boston^

0ffCeS Manufacturing Plants: Branch Offices:

Spokane, Seattle Beloit, Wisconsin. : : Hamilton, Canada VaTcouver^x
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The EliminatioNc^
EXPANSION

Plain Fads, No. 3
Speaking of a system of feed on a Planer and Matcher,

our attention was recently called to a statement of a con-

temporary concerning his machine as follows, "In no case

does a gear on our machine receive and transmit the power

through the teeth except in the case of expansion gears."

Please note the exception in the above quotation.

If you are familiar with the No. 77 Planer and Matcher,

you know that there are no expansion gears in its con-

struction.

Do you know the purpose of expansion gears? Of course

you do. They are an excuse for not being able to drive the

rolls direct; and, like all excuses, they are weak. True,

they have to be used on some classes of tools, as for instance,

a timber sizer; but they are out of place on a 200-ft.-per-

minute-Planer and Matcher.

There is a very good reason why our system of feed on

the No. 77 is not copied just now,^it's patented.

We have photographs of the feed on the No. 77 with the

covers left off, exposing all the gearing. We will send you

a set of these pictures if you are interested in this important

fact concerning the feed of a High Speed Planer and

Matcher.

Write us direct or our sales-office nearest you.

AmericanWoodworkingMachinery Co
SALES OFFIC E S

NEW YORK - 90 West St.

CHICAGO - 917 Fisher Bid
NEW ORLEANS-CanaiLa.BankBld.

EXECUTIVE
AND GENERAL SALES OmCE

Rochester,, N.Y

SALES OFFICES
SP0KANE-3I4 W.Pacific Ave

P0RTLAND.0RE-53-55 FirstSt
SAN FRP.NCISCO, CAL~ 4-6 FremontSt
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ENGINES and BOILERS
OF ALL TYPES AND SIZES

HEATERS, STACKS, RETORTS, TANKS

We cater specially to the lumbering industries

Write for Prices and Information

E. LEONARD & SONS
LONDON, CANADA

Agencies and Warehouses :—ST. JOHN', N.R. MONTREAL, QUE. TORONTO, ONT.
WINNIPEG, MAN. CALGARY. ALTA. VANCOUVER, RC. Locomotive Boiler on Skids

7"o?- i/icj Va/ru/uctarc o/'f/icIbT/ou '/Kc

STAVES
BARRELS
COOPERAGE
MOO PS
PAILS
CHURNS
CANDY PAILS
BOX BOARDS
CHAIR STOCK
CLOTHES PINS

m
HEADING
KEGS
WOODEN WARE
HANDLES
TUBS
FREEZERS
FISH KITS
BOTTOMS
SHINGLES
LUMBER

rOH THE .W\1TACTUBE OF

BARRELS.
KEGS, STAV£S«

H£AII1N
B* OURJTECIALTY. G

TOR PRICES AND FURTH ER PARTI C UIARS
,

.ADDRESS

THEPETER GEI0ACHT° cLEvEland

It will pay you to equip your Tram Cars with

our special

Charcoal Chilled

Cast Iron Wheels

We will fit these to your old
axles, or furnish new axles and
wheels separately.

Price, quality and service con-
sidered, we can save you time and
money.

Further particulars on request.

St. Thomas, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

Plants at

Midland, Ont.

Fort William, Ont.

The

Londonderry, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.

Canada Iron Corporation
Limited

Head Office : Mark Fisher Building, Montreal, P.Q.

Rails -Yard Locomotives-Cars
NEW AND SECOND-HAND

For Further Information Write to 12 to 80 Pound Rail Carried in Stock

58 Front Street West
John J. Gartshore

Toronto, Ontario
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
A

Adam Hall, Limited 81'

American Rule Co. 73
Anier. Woodworking Mach. Co. '.)()

Amer. Hoist & Derrick Co 7:(

Anchor Packing Co .. .. 29
Anderson & Co., C. G. 11

Anderson Co. .. .. 105
Appleton & Sewall Co 93
Argenteuil Lumber Co 82
Atkins Co., E. ,C. . . ., 100
Auger & Son . . . . . . 67

Aylmer Condensed Mills Co. . . :f8

B
Bamberger, Louis 9

Berlin Machine Works, Ltd 89

Bartram Brothers, Limited .... 5

Batts Limited 108

Beal Leather Co., R. M 32

Borbridge, S. H 32

Booth & Shannon 80

Borden Condensed Milk Co. ... 30

Bromley, William H 7

Brockville Lumber Co., Ltd. . . 9

Bruce Mines Sawmill Co 67

Burton Saw Co., Ltd., A. J 98

Butterworth Foundry, Limited. U)4

C
Cameron & Co 14

Campbell-MacLaurin Lum. Co. . 70

Can. Mach. Corporation, Ltd. . . 90

Canada Wire & Iron Goods Co. 8G

Canadian Linderman Co., Ltd. 54-55

Canadian Western Lumber Co.,

Canadian Fairbanks Co., Ltd. . . 1

Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville
Company, Limited 36

Canada Wood Specialty Co., Ltd. 67

Canada Iron Corporation 91

Limited 71

Cant & Kemp 9

Casey-Shaw Lumber Co 6

Clark Bros. Co 87

Chew Bros 8

Christy-Moir Co 80

Clarke & Co., A. R 35

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co.,

Limited 69

Clyde Iron Works 36

Cockburn, A. E 14

Coghlin Co., B. J 1

Colonial Lumber Co 16

Commercial Oil Co., Ltd 104

Coppock & Sons Lum. Co., S. P. 20

Crawford Co., W. C 31

Crescent Oil Co . . 24
Cuzmer Hardware Co 82

D
Davidson, James 17
Defiance Machine Works 34
Diamond Iron Works 94

Disston & Sons, Henry 85
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos 93
Dom. Wire Rope Co., Ltd 87
Dominion Belting Co., Ltd 9
.Dominion Register Co 23
Dominion Roofing Co 79
Donogh & Co., John U
Donald Eraser & Sons, Ltd 10
Duhlmeicr Brothers 18

E
East Kootenay Lumber Co 7

Estabrook-Skeele Co 19
Eaton & Sons, Ltd., J. R .... 0
Eby-Blain, Limited 27
Edwards & Co., W. C 12
Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co 11

Ellicott Co., A. M 17
Elmira Machinery & Transmis. 83
Eyer, John H n

F
Farnworth & Jardine 0

Fassett Lumber Co., Ltd 13
Fathauer Co., Theo 14
Fay & Egan Co., J. A 101
Fesserton Timber Co 11
Findlay Bros 103
Foster Lumber Co 21
Francis Co., Chas. E 105
Eraser Bryson Lum. Co., Ltd... 4
Eullerton-Powell Hardwood Lum-
ber Company is

G
Garlock Packing Co 28
Gartshore, John J 91
Geddes-Tyson Lumber Co 68
General Supply Co. of Canada,
Limited 98

George Gordon & Co., Ltd 3

Georgian Bay Lumber Co., Ltd. 4
Gillies Bros., Ltd 4
Gillespie Lumber Co., W. M. . . 6
Golden Lake Lumber Co., Ltd... 7

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of
Canada, Limited 37

Goodhue & Co., C. L 26
Grand Rapids Veneer Works . . 22
Goodyear Lumber Co 77
Grand Rapids Veneer Works . . 67
Graves, Bigwood & Co 9

Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co.
of Toronto, Limited 97

H
Haeberle Lumber Co 9

Hamilton Co., Ltd., William .... 2

Hanchett Swage Works 93
Harwood Lumber Co 10
Harris, T. H 82
Heaps & Co., Ltd., E. H 15
Heisler Locomotive Works .... 95
Hewson Woolen Mills 25
Hines Lumber Co., Edward .... 7

Hocken Lumber Co., Ltd 10

Hoffman Bros 81
Hoyt Metal Co 108
Hurdman Lumber Co., Ltd 3
J I nt her Bros. Saw Mfg. Co. Inc. 67
Hyde Lumber Co 19

I

Imperial Waste & Metal Co. .. 82
Imperial Timber & Trading Co. 9
Inglis Co.. Ltd., John 108
International Stock Food Co. Ltd. 81

J
Jeffrey Mfg. Co 87
Jenckes Machine Co., Ltd 78
Johnson, A. H 86
Jones Safety Device Co 104

K
King & Co., W. 0 22
Knowles & O'Neill o

L
Laidlaw Lumber Co., R 67
Leak & Co 11
Leonard & Sons, E 91
Linderman Machine Co 54
Logan-Maphet Lumber Co 18
Long Mfg. Co., Ltd., E 106
Long-Knight Lumber Co 36
Long Lumber Co 6
Lumber Insurance Co. of N. Y. 73
Lyford & Co., C. A 76

M
Maass Bros 8
Mackarell & Co., Thos .. 77
Madison Williams Mfg. Co 99
Mason, Gordon & Co. . . : 10
McAvity & Sons, T 13
McGibbon Lumber Co 8
McKinnon Chain Co 1

McLaren Belting Co., J. C 108
McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd. .. 7
McLennan Timber Lands & Lum-
Mereen-Johnson Machine Co. .. 88
Mershon & Co., Wm. B 80
Metropolitan Oil Co 24
Michigan Sprocket Chain Co. . . 36
MiGibbon Lumber Co 8

Milne & Son. Ltd., Wm 15
Montreal Lumber Co 67
Mont. Locomotive Works, Ltd.. 94
Morse Lumber Co., Fred S 10
Mowbray & Robinson 18
Mowry & Sons 88
McClure, Geo. 1 9

Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Ltd. . . 6

ber Co., Ltd 67

N
National Mfg. Co., Ltd 73
National Elevator Co., Ltd 80
New Michel Sawmill Co., Ltd. . . 7

Nicholson File Co 1

North Channel Lumber Co 9

Oneida Steel Pulley Co 76

• P
I'arry Sound Lumber Co., Ltd. . 5
I'apineauville Lumber Co 9

Peter Gcrlach Co 91
Peter Hay Knife Co., Ltd 86
Pembroke Lumber Co 8

Playfair & White . .. 0
Pink Co., Thomas .. 34
Pure Carbon Chemical Co., Ltd. 80

R
Rat Portage Lumber Co., Ltd... 15
Reddaway Co., F 82
Rideau Lumber Co., Ltd 8

Hitter Lumber Co., W. M 19
Rothfuss-Howard Iron Works .. 34

S
Sadler & Haworth 75
Samuel J. Shimer & Sons .. ..102
Schundler & Company 20
Shafer, Cyrus C 22
Shurly Dietrich Co., Ltd 100
Siemon Bros., Ltd 67
Silver Manufacturing Co. ...... 92
Simonds Canada Saw Co., Ltd... 27
Smart-Turner Mach. Co., Ltd. . . 1

Smith & Sons, N ".
. .. 105

Southern Coupon Co 104
Spanish River Lumber Co.'.. .. 14
Spears & Lauder 11

T
Todd, A. C 33
Trexler Lumber Co 23
Tuckett, Geo. E 24
TudJi ope-Anderson Co 105
Tudhope
Turner & Sons, J. J 1

U
Union Stock Yards Horse Exch. 86

V
Victoria Harbor Lumber Co. . . 4

W
Warren Ross Lumber Co 80
Waterous Engine Works Co.,

Limited 107
Webster & Bro., Ltd., James . . 9

West & Peachey 34
Western Steel & Iron Co 24
White Co., W. H 19
Wickes Bros 24
Williams Lumber Co 7

Wilson Brothers, Ltd 15
Wistar. Underhill & Nixon .. 23-26

Wistar Underhill & Co 23
Woods Machine Co., S. A 97

Y
Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 21

Young Co., Ltd 31

Band Saws, Jointers, Saw Tables, and Swing Saws
Silver's New Wood-working Machines are Newest, most improved tools on the market. The cuts
give a slight suggestion of their neatness of design and construction. In rigidity, in ease and con-
venience of operation, in moderate price, they beat all others to a frazzle.

Silver's Machines are high-pressure machines
They will do your work to the limit and do it well

JOINTERS-8. 12, 16, 20 and 24-inch

BAND SAWS -20, 26, 32, and 36-inch

SWING SAWS-6K, 7, Ibi and 8-foot

saw tables-Two styles

Send jor iqi 1 Machinery Catalogue

and Special Prices at once.

The Silver Mfg. Co.
375 Broadway - Salem, Ohio
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Makes It's Mark Vivid and Lasting

Murks t hiit remain vivid and wear like Iron are a real satisfaction
to the man who handles lumber. The metallic pigments, like graph-
ite, of UrXOX'S LUMBER CRAYONS offer marvellous resistance
to all Binds of weather conditions. Their mark are often visible
after six months of severe exposure to sun and storms.

DIXON'S LUMBER CRAYONS
have always remained the recognized standard because of their one,
uniform and dependable quality : their convenient and uniform shape
and size and because of the careful selection of materials used in their
manufacture. DIXON'S LUMBER CRAYONS are make in nineteen
grades and colors, including black (six grades), red, (two grades), blue
(two grades), green, white, yellow, brown, terra cotta, violet, pink
and orange. Some are made to fill particular needs—let us tell you
more about them. Get acquainted.

Write for lithographed booklet No. 239. illustrated in colors.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
Jersey City, U. S. A.

CONSERVATION
NOT FOR SENTIMENT BUT FOR PROFIT

With the increased value of timber
lands to-day, owners are beginning to
realize the need and importance of sys-
tematically handling their lands. Forest
holdings can be made to bring a financial
return in a remarkably short length of
time and for an indefinite period there-
after, by using our methods of mapping,
estimating and surveying.

A Large Land Company's Opinion of
Our Work

"Just the Information Wanted"

Samuel F. Hersey Land Company,
Bangor, Maine.

Branch Office, St. Paul, Minn.
St. Paul, Dec. 22, 1909.

Gentlemen,

—

In reply to your inquiry of the 15th
inst., we desire to say that the forestry
work you did for us this year is entirely
satisfactory to us. Your report and map

were comprehensive and gave us just the infor-
mation we wanted.
We shall undoubtedly call upon you again for

further services of this character.
Very truly yours,

Samuel F. Hersey Land Co.,
D. A. Mudge, President.

Messrs. Appleton & Sewall,
Bangor, Maine.

We are PRACTICAL FORESTERS, make
forest surveys, timber estimates, and abstracts
showing character and quantity of available

timber, including the most approved methods of cutting each year so
that there shall be no unprofitable depletion, and appraise for present
and future worth. Our Booklet F, "Applied Forestry," will be of in-

terest to you. Mailed upon request.
We are pleased to refer you to H. S. Ferguson, Engineer, 200 Fifth

Avenue, New York City ; Kathdin Pulp and Paper Company, Boston,
Mass. ; Bonne Terre Farming and Cattle Company, Bonne Terre, Mo.

;

Chicoutimi Pulp and Paper Company, Chicoutimi, P.Q., Canada.

Old Town
Me.

AppLebn & SewaLt (o
INCORPORATED

Bangor

Me.

1 56 Fifth Avenue New York City

The

Filing Room
Something New
For nearly 20 years the

Hanchett Band Saw Swage
has been on the market.

There are today nearly three

times as many Hanchett
on the market asswages

any other swage. There are over i4,ooo of them in use up to this date. They
are long lived too, for many of the very first ones made are still in daily use. We
have now made an attachment or die lever stop whereby the eccentric die may be
adjusted to not turn past the anvil or to turn past the anvil as desired. This
attachment will fit on any of the older Hanchett Swages. It is neat, solid and
compact. Send for Catalog No. 2.

HANCHETT SWAGE WORKS, Big Rapids, Mich. U.S.A.
"HANCHETT SWAGES DO GOOD WORK."
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A Diamond
Horizontal Resaw

Will

Increase your Output
Lower your Cost of Production
Better your Grade of Lumber

LET US CONVINCE YOU THAT

IT IS A REAL MONEY SAVER .

IMPROVEMENTS have made DIAMOND MACHINERY
all the more desirable

We manufacture everything for the
Sawmill and are prepared to furnish
complete plans and specifications
to meet your requirements.

DIAMOND IRON WORKS
We,te

F
R
HiTL hunter MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA,

623-4 Realty Bldg., SPOKANE, WASH., U.S.A. U. S. A.

INDUSTRIAL LOCOMOTIVES
Persistent specialization, careful testing of all materials

and painstaking care in manufacturing have produced

our standard locomotives for logging operations and

switching around industrial plants.

These locomotives are the product of engineers and

manufacturers who thoroughly understand conditions

surrounding their use. These conditions require

powerful and sturdy locomotives which will give

maximum work for minimum attention. It is import-

ant that the boilers should be ample in capacity

and that they should be tight and remain so. Also that the machinery should be rugged for service with ample surfaces for wear. Parts
that will wear should be accessible for easy renewal.

Our standard locomotives embody these features, combined with wide experience. To do yourself justice you should investigate them before
purchasing.

Spare parts that are sure to fit are always on hand for prompt shipment.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
BANK OF OTTAWA BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA
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HEISLER LOCOMOTIVES
ARE USED IN CANADA

From Anticosti, P. Q. to Vancouver, B. C.

for reasons given below

HEISLER truck frames are made from a

minimum number of heavy steel parts independent of the
gears, and are very strong, but flexible, and readily
accomodate themselves to an uneven track. At the same
time they are so constructed that they can never be thrown
out of the square.

I

fvery engine has but two pairs of heavy steel bevel gears.

n all cases the gears are rigidly mounted, enclosed, oil-

submerged and noiseless.

special tools are not required on the road as the Heisler
master gears are clamped to the driving cones of the en-
larged axles and can be quickly removed.

rarge cylinders, marine type connecting rods, solid forged
crossheads and pistons, adjustable case hardened links
and single throw crank shaft, are some of the special feat-
tures of the motor engines.

fvery gear is mounted in rigid self contained, enclosing
steel frames entirely independent of the truck frames

;

therefore no abnormal strains whatever can be trans-
mitted thereto from the gears.

,igid universal central-shaft connections are made at the
truck centre which eliminates telescopic slip, and with it

the resulting destructive wheel-flange wear, track wear,
and racking of the truck frame. In the Heisler Loco-
motive the truck swing is perfectly free on the sharpest
curves and most uneven tracks.

LOCOMOTIVES
O

have all

bearings fitted with removable phospborbronze bushing
adjustable for wear.

ver four fifths of the entire weight is of cast steel.

O

M
O

ylinders and frame cast separate in order to facilitate

possible repairs.

nly one pair of eccentrics is used with a view to the simp-

lest possible construction combined with the best possible
working.

otor engines are located to transmit the power through

a center-shaft directly below the center of gravity.

n the main frame the load is equally distributed.

I

he Heisler is fitted with a large roomy enclosed cab made
of steel and lined with non-conducting material.

n case of derailment the side-rods of the Heisler Locomotive

prove to be a special advantage, since, if a wheel drops
between the ties, it is only necessary to block up under
the side-rod crank-pins and slowly start the locomotive
until it leaves the derailed driver ; then apply the brakes
to hold fast, and block the driver in the higher position.

large fire boxes, liberal heating surfaces and excep-

tionally large steam spaces are features of the boiler
which is throughout of the simplest and strongest pos-
sible construction.

very detail of the entire locomotive is symmetrically design-

ed and is up to the standard in workmanship and best
locomotive practice. Spare parts always in stock.

hafts, axles, connecting rods, piston-rods, etc. are made
from hammered forged steel.

E

Heisler Locomotive Works. Erie, Pa., U.S.A.
CATALOGUE 108CC ON REQUEST
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Canada Machinery Corporation, Limited

Gait, Ontario

No. 300 Heavy Duty Inside Moulder

The advantages of a Moulder and a Planer and Matcher are combined in the machine illustrated

above. Ease and speed in adjustment are insured through special unique features, not contained
in any other type of machine. The method of lubrication is perfect. The general construction

is after the plan of the planer and matcher, having heavy sides connected by heavy girths which
in combination with a series of platen plates form the bed.

No. 300 Heavy Duty Inside Moulder

The special features of this model machine include truing devices for top, bottom and side

heads, which insure all knives doing an equal amount of work. Six speeds are furnished through
friction feeds. Top rolls are made with pull-out shafts, and extra rolls are supplied, all

interchangeable. Matcher frames swivel, ample expansion for all bars and chipbreakers. Made
in two sizes 15 x 6 and 12x6.

Catalogue and Prices on application

Canada Machinery Corporation, Limited

Gait, Ontario
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AddNew Blood
To Your Mill Equipment

" The Planers of Woods "

The added capacity— safety devices

—manufactunngeconomy—reserve force

j.
and better finished product of a Woods

machine will appeal to you.

View Feeding End Placer and Matcker On the No. 400 Series machines

you can maintain grades and run flooring —shiplap—decking—plank—matched stock 1—
-etc., at feeds of 200 to 300 lineal feet a minute—thus you have a reserve force for

rush orders and future needs.
Our 400 SERIES Planers are made with ONE or TWO side drive. .

S. A. Woods Machine Co., Boston, U. S. A.

The Planer Specialists
SEATTLE
CHICAGO
NORFOLK

NEW ORLEANS
SAN FRANCISCO., (Eby Mchy. Co.

RUBBER GOODS
FOR LUMBERMEN

Beltinff~°ur lon£ experience in the making- of Rubber Belts enables us to specialize
2 on this line. "Monarch," " Red Strip " and " Lion " are our leading- brands

for power transmission. (Write for Booklet B-i.)

Packings
—

"

Redstone " High Pressure Sheet Packing- has proved by test that it

2- will outlast any other similar packing on the market We make Spiral
and Ring- Packings, etc., that are equally reliable. (Booklet P-i.)

Hose

—

for Steam, Water, etc., etc., in various grades, made especially to give satis-
- factory and economical service under different conditions. (Booklet H-i.)

Fire Hose—

°

ne ° r m°re °f ?Ur twenty brands of Fife Hose will be found, not only
in the best equipped Factories, Mills,, etc., but in almost every Fire

Department in the Dominion. (Booklet H-i.)

The Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co. of Toronto, Limited
TORONTO MONTREAL HALIFAX WINNIPEG CALGARY VANCOUVER
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"Penny Wise and Pound Foolish

"

is most surely the case when you try to econ-

omize by buying cheap belting. The longer

you make a cheap belt last, the more it costs on

account of stretch and consequent slippage, re-

sulting in shut clown to shorten and repair,

wasting the time you are paying for in good

dollars and cents. You lose power and money
with every revolution of a cheap belt.

BEARDMORE LEATHER BELTS are

acknowledged to be the best and everyday is

proving this fact.

Let your next belting order be "BEARDMORE."

The General Supply Co. of Canada, Limited
356-58-60 Sparks Street, OTTAWA, ONTARIO

Market and Louise Sts., WINNIPEG, MAN. 115-125 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO

Patented IX L Bn Pat. No.

This Bit Will Not Slip Sideways

tm \

See the Hey" yi

Manufactured Only By

The A. J. BURTON SAW CO. Ltd.

Vancouver B. C.

Our Inserted Saws are Fitted with our

Patent I.X.L. Bits and Shanks, warran-

ted not to slip sideways, and to cut free

and easy, and have no equal in hard-

wood or any other timber.

Saws
Band, Gang,

Solid and Inserted

Tooth Circulars,

Bits and Shanks

Carried in Stock at our Ottawa Branch.

Special Attention given to all Saw Re-

pair Work.

The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY

VANCOUVER, B. C.

BOX 848

Phone 1748

EASTERN OFFICE, SALES-ROOMS AND
REPAIR WORKS

374 Sparks St., OTTAWA, ONT.
Phone 7458
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Rapid and Easy Production Means

Increased Profits For You

THE MADISON WILLIAMS NO. 4 SAW CARRIAGE

If you are having trouble in your mill you cannot be doing satisfactory business.

The first essential to good business is progress, and the first step in progress is up-to-date equipment.
The Madison Williams No. 4 Saw Carriage contains all latest improvements and is recognized as the most
efficient on the market.

In construction it is strong and rigid and each different movement when in operation is dead accurate and
perfectly smooth.

These carriages are built in one or more sections to suit the length of logs to be cut. When more than
one section is required we supply our automatic carriage coupling.

The Timber frame is of Long Leaf Southern Pine, well seasoned, securely braced and bolted together.

The Knees and Log Seats are made of cast iron or steel and are mounted on the carriage in any desired
position.

Racks and Pinions are steel and machine cut.

Set works are our Improved Double Acting Ratchet Type and with this set works is supplied a brass index
wheel and pointer.

Write us for Quotatians on Saw and Lath Mill Machinery and Turbine Water Wheels

The Madison Williams Manufacturing Co., Limited
Lindsay, Ontario
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MAPLE LEAF SAWS
The Improved Racer Cross Cut Saw, by Actual Test, is the Fastest and Easiest Cutting Saw Made

The Maple Leaf saw is higher priced
than the ordinary saw because it costs
more to make it. It is made of the
very highest quality of steel and tem-
pered by a secret process which tough-
ens and refines the steel. The Maple
Leaf trade mark on the saw means
that it is the equal, if not superior to
any saw made. It also meann that
you are privileged to test it against
any other make and if not found equal
or superior in quality you can return
it and have your money refunded.

The ambition of the manufacturers of
the Maple Leaf Saws has always been
to produce the best tempered' saw in
the world and they arc constantly in-
vestigating and experimenting with
this end in view. They have recently
made some valuable discoveries in
evenness of temper. It has always
been difficult to get a perfectly even
temper on long and thin sheets of steel,
such as saws are made of. Our recent
discoveries make this an absolute cer-
tainty. Every user of saws should
bear in mind that the temper of the saw
is its most valuable quality. High fin-
ish and attractive appearance amount
to nothing if the temper is not right.

All Maple Leaf Saws are Guaranteed to be Perfect in Temper

Shurly-Dietrich Co., Limited Gait, Ontario

Why not make 1912 the most profitable saw year in your history?

ATKINS STERLING BAND SAWS
Made in Canada

THESE Saws are celebrated on account of their exceed-

ingly tough temper and generally scientific construc-

tion. They will stand up to their work longer under the

most trying conditions. You will find fewer cracks in

ATKINS BAND SAWS than any other and they will

hold their teeth and points remarkably. Why not place a

trial order and make us prove these statements.

Write to-day

E. C. ATKINS & CO., ste™ saws HAMILTON, ONT.
Vancouver Branch, No. 109 Powell Street, U. S. Factory, Indianapolis, Ind.
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Y doing perfect work of this kind, (No. 117 Siding) at 200 feet per

minute, the "Three-Double-Three" with profiler, is proving itself to be

The Xevc Speed King" Heretofore the best record on No. 117 Siding

was 150 feet. The efficiency of the high speed planers is now beyond
doubt. The question now is—"Which is the most efficient?"

can ^demonstrate to . y(||gi(|^^oretically and practically,

Ff JtUlfLAl. !

jive us a cxrarrce. speciia

led at 200 feet per minute,

tff&VSTS

fr gumma, Dun I'm i iiijui, Ijuj Unu Uu,

No. 333 " LIGHTNING " High Speed Planer and Matcher
Patented March 28, 1911—October 23, 1907—May 9, 1902

The New High Speed Planer that has "made good" in every respect— the Planer that saves
time, increases output and raises grades—the planer you will eventually buy—the Fay-Egan
Three-Double-Three. Write for special pamphlet or read about it in "The Lightning' Line."

F|%
The "LIGHTNING" LINE, a monthly magazine of interest to own-

1^ ers an(* °Perators of woodworking machinery everywhere areJ\ JL4 jL4 you getting your copy each month ? If not, fill in and mail
the coupon—it's worth while.

J. A. FAY & EGAN COMPANY
Manufacturers of THE "LIGHTNING" LINE of Woodworking Machinery

Main Office and Works: 245-265 W. Front St., Cincinnati, Ohio

SALES OFFICES:ATLANTA
SEATTLE
LOS ANGELES
ST. LOUIS
NEW ORLEANS

GRAND RAPIDS
DETROIT

DENVER
EVANSVILLE

CHARLOTTE, N. C.
Box 1070

NEW YORKCITY
CHICAGO
BUFFALO
BALTIMORE
SAN FRANCISCO
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THE SHIMER CUTTER HEADS

The "Shimer Limited" Cutter Heads with Expansion, Fig. 627 and 628
Price, for Flooring, $72.46 per set complete.

QUALITY CUTTER HEADS
There's no luck connected with the making- of a good Cutter

Head. It's all hard, clear and concise knowledge and years of
experience— it's the employment of the best materials used in the
best way that enables us to make Shimer Cutter Heads as good as
they are. When you buy them you eliminate luck and in its place
get certainty—the certainty of getting thoroughly reliable, depend-
able and efficient tools.

The plaining mill man who buys the Shimer Cutter Heads
buys with the guarantee that he is going- to be satisfied with his
purchase. He has the privilege of trying them on his own mill
and is both judge and jury in deciding on their merits. He's
going to have a life-time of accurate service

;
they are made so

strong, so safe and accurate that there is practically no wear
out to them.

Shimer Cutter Heads are sold on a square deal basis. We
want every customer to have the tools best suited to his work

—

to be satisfied before paying for them that he is buying something
that will be a lasting benefit to him.

As most of the large lumber companies use Shimer Cutter
Heads exclusively in their mills, it should take no long argument
to show you that you can also use them with profit.

Remember, the excellence of our Cutter Heads made our
reputation—the same preserves and enhances it.

Let us know what your requirements are in the way of
Cutter Heads or Cutters. We guarantee satisfaction for every
order you place with us.

BIT GRINDING MACHINES
For sharpening Bits tempered too.

hard to file, and to lighten and hasten
the work in the filing room, we make
two styles of Grinding Machines.

Xo. 1 is a strong and complete mach-
ine- with very needed adjustment. Price

net. with countershaft, f. o. h. Gait,

$104.00.

No. 2 machine is lighter, yet suffici-

ently strong to meet the average need.

Price, complete, $45.50 net, f.o.h. Gait.

PANEL RAISER HEADS
We are putting out an excellent tool that

will work nicely on any panel raising ma-
chine with vertical spindles. It is made in

two sections, the one having a central hub,
upon which the other section is slidingly
mounted and fastened with a set screw.
The knives for Jointing extend from the
flange on one section to the other, held by
means of special dovetail shoulders which
encircle each knife near its ends. It carries

a heavy shearing cut, and works smoothly
across end of panel as well as with the
grain.

('rice, each Head with Bits complete, $18.20

Our Popular Cutter Heads
Figs. 202 and 208 arc 1 lit- leading tools, hav-

ing Cornea] Duplex Hit Seats and The Shimer
( utter Head Expansion. Flooring Hits will

work from 13/10 to l'/2 -in. in thickness with
tongue and groove proportions expanded to suit. £2 S ^'''V BR

Price, net, complete with one set of floor-
ing Hits, the gauges for setting the
Hits and wrench S4O.05

Kxtra Hits for Flooring H « . - .

Extra Hits for Ceiling 10.40
W"h

He.d*

Q Jointer Heads
Figs. 54 and 55, with four Hits in line of work,

I .# shear 'he cut downwardly to insure a sharp
Clea" upper edge

-
They cut clean a"' 1 '"c

\ W'j
a " '

3re s ' 1 '
1

'
1
"''

1 oul "nder our guarantee to

it"
4

» ^ 8*v* v:" isfa<-«ion.

V
i

Price, Heads, complete with Hits forV

Ml 1 fafi 15 " ; '" 1,4
"
et only *»,20^ m 1* f Kxtra r,i,s 1 '< face

.
tl,e set l" i"

Kxtra Hits, 2-in. face, the set 12.48

O. G. Batten Heads |J
Kigs. 48 and 40, represent our best tools for t^agl
this work, having .'S Bits in line of cut so ai- B
ranged upon their seat inclines as to protect f 9
all hut cutting edge against friction and wear. ^^flPTtUp

Price, two Heads, complete with Bits, net ""^'i*^only $31. .IS Iff?—

-

Extra Hits, each, net 2 08

Double Ceiling Heads
Figs. 41) and 40, are made in solid section, steel

forged, with Hits of special design to cut two

^ Til'lB 1L— tongues on one edge of board, and two grooves
: ,1 E^IIJ '. 011 opposite edge, to be re-sawed for two thin

g boards tongued and grooved. Very complete.

Pi ice, with one set of Hits, net $40.04

Extra Hits, per set of (8) 16.04

Ship Lap Heads
Figs. 3.8 and ."!0, are made of steel forgings,

in solid section, designed especially for heavy
duty. The bit seats have the latest improved
slants to provide free cutting edges, and we fc a
sell them at the following low and net prices. -Js(B IbC-

Heads with one set of Bits to work 15/16 Ji*:'hsi» " 1

to 154-in. thick, net > ' "*
4

Extra set of Bits 11.96

Door, Sash and Coping Tools
That save all the hand fitting. No changing
of patterns, therefore, no trouble in framing

s door and sash parts when matched with the

fr 'IbL. Shimer Cutter Heads.

^Jj^gP-^jjl DOOR AND SASH HEADS
l llfl-

1 ' '
" 'Cmm Fib- S2, solid flange. Door Head $10.75
''ksVP' Fig- s

'

4 -
Expansion Door Head 13.35

Fig. S6, solid flange, Sash Head 9.75
Fig. 200, Expansion Sash Head 12.35
Bits to work 1-in. to l%-'\n. Doors, 4.... 7.28

_ Bits extra to w-ork 1 to \%-\n. Sash (2

j
Moulded Bits, .$4.30; 2 Rabbeting Bits,

$2.86) 7.16

_L~V
^_v <--^J

. COPE HEADS
WElK5j

_
Fig. 83, Cope Heads (2) $12.90

dF Coping Bits, each 1.43

The Shimer Box Board Matching Heads
make a uniform cut and close fit, as well

after years of use as when new, with no J

friction upon the Bits. For thicker materi- SSllIB^1^^^^''
al the Bits can be expanded. —s= /Z~

'!»/'-
j t.

Price for two Cutter Heads to match yi
to V2 inch, $23.60.

We also furnish when desired a Yoke vttk "^ffA^/Mf
Mandrel with self-oiling boxes, boxed f.o.b.

Gait, $11.05.

Branch of

Milton, Pa. SAMUEL j. SHIMER & SONS, Gait, Ont., Can.
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Purchasers — And How
To Locate Them

John Apsley Jenkins sells Hardwood trim.

I met him yesterday, plodding- along as

though headed for the undertaker's.

" Deucedly hard work digging- up business

—made nine calls to-day and not a dollar

in sight" he confided.

Now, Jenkins is like nine out of every

ten salesmen—spending their time making

unproductive calls. They waste much
time and good energy canvassing pros-

pects that may want something, some-

where, sometime.

How can this waste effort be eliminated?

How can knowledge of present and pros-

pective markets be acquired quickly, effici-

ently, economically ? How can this in-

formation be obtained, daily, from every

town in Canada ?

If you really want to know—drop us a

line. Let us send you specimen reports

relating to your business and explain our

facilities for supplying you, daily, with

information that will enable you to make

sales.

MacLean Daily Reports Limited

220 King Street West, TORONTO

Favorite Shanty Range
is specially constructed for use in

Lumber, Railroad and Mining Camps

This Range is substantially built of 14 and 16 gauge,
specially prepared British Steel.

Note the malleable lift rings to accomodate poles for the

portaging of the Range. This is a handy feature only

found on the Favorite Shanty Range.

The top is large, the oven roomy and has the capacity to

cook for fifty men.

The Fire Box is 31 inches long, being two inches longer

than any other Shanty Range on the market. The Fire

Door is unusually large to admit rough, coarse wood.

Size of oven, 25 x 27 x 16.

Capacity of Reservoir, 15 Gallons, Coal Linings, Water
Front or Coil Water Back can be furnished with this Range
when desired.

Camp Favorite

This Stove is a powerful Heater. The body is made of
extra heavy rolled steel in one sheet, rivetted and put
together like a steam boiler. It is an absolutely safe Stove
as there are no joints to get loose and leak ashes.

The adjustable shelves may be placed to give a level cook-
ing top, or can be set down on the sides of the Stove to form
foot rests.

Made in three sizes, 36, 42, 48 inches long.

Dimensions of Fire Door 13 x 15 inches.

Our prices are right and can make prompt shipment.

Findlay Bros. Co., Limited
Carleton Place, Ontario and Winnipeg
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LUBRIKO GREASE
is acknowledged by those who have tried it as

The Best and Most Economical Lubricant

for high speed and hard working bearings

Write Us for Samples

Manufactured only by

COMMERCIAL OIL CO., Ltd.
HAMILTON, ONT.

COUPON BOOKS

Will Save You Time, Labor and Money

dilute?
1"* °f °Vernumin« cmlit li,,lit8

: ™ ream lot wrangles or

^Um%%fS^ °* <li8( -ha,* i^ ^ligations between the store

An automatic system of accounting without book-keeping or red tape.

Used by all Progressive General Merchants and Commissaries.

WRITE AT ONCE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

Southern Coupon Company, Birmingham, Alabama, u.s.a.

DELAYS
are Dangerous

If your machines are not equipped

with efficient safety device it is your

duty to yourself and your men to

equip them. Next month may be too

late : write to-day for literature.

JONES
Safety Device Company

Hamilton, Canada

Diamond Shanty Steel Range—Six Holes. Length of flic box for wood 28 in

mi r"
V(

," " '
x 15 '"• Flu8h reservoir as eut or high reservoir.Made of extra hea y teel closely riveted. Malleable oven door frame

For the Camp
Camp Cooking and Baking

with our Diamond Shanty is an
absolute certainty, no guess
work, meals always on time.

When you buy these goods
you get our 30 years manufact-
uring experience.

A handsome Illustrated Catalogue is

yours for the Asking

Butterworth Foundry, Limited
Ottawa,

Canada.
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WHY ?
pay fancy prices for your BELTING

when you can buy

BELTING
of every description

at about HALF COST.
Write for our Net Price List.

NQ JLM f Hp II BELTING, HOSE and
• 1 O MILL SUPPLIES
138-140 York St.. TORONTO. ONT.

We like to Send Samples, Quote
Prices and Fill Orders

Glue Room Necessities

Veneer Presses
Screw and Hydraulic

Glue Spreaders
Hand and Power Feed

Glue Heaters
Every Variety and Size

Clamps, Etc.
Whatever You Need

Power-feed Glue Spreading Machine. (Pat.

Aug-

., 1900.) Single, double and combin-
ation. 12 inches to 84 inches wide.

Veneer Presses, different kinds and sizes.

Our

Specialties

are used

the world

over.
The secret of the success of many woodworking factories is in their

glue room. Don't jeopardize your success with poor equipment or old

methods. It is easy to do veneering and built up work and get the
best and most economical results with Francis Equipment.

Chas. E. Francis & Co.
Main Office and Works :

RUSHVILLE, IND.

Detachable Lumber Trucks

with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

tor Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc

Dump Carts for Saw Mills

with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

In y*, % and 1 Cord Capacity—extra strong of thor-

oughly seasoned hardwood and bolted throughout

1—^^^W

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in trains or singly for platform work.

The Tudhope-Anderson Co., Limited
Successors to TUDHOPE-KNOX CO., LIMITED

ORILLIA - - ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Orillia - Canada

MANUFACTURERS OF MACHINERY FOR SAWMILLS OF ANY CAPACITY
Plans and Specifications on application

36" — 3 Saw Edger

We build edg-ers in the following sizes between frames : 32", 36", 42", 48", 54", 60", 66", 72", 84", 96".

A few points regarding- our 36" edger worthy of consideration :

FRAME consists of one solid base, which supports three upright frames. Each frame is fitted with a mandrel
bearing 7" long, lined with best babbitt.

ARBOR is 2}4" in diameter and made from best machine steel.

SAWS Standard machine is fitted for three saws, one stationary and two moveable.
SAW SHIFTER We use a combination steel collar shifter and saw guide.

END BEARING can easily be removed by loosening two cap screws which allows saw to slip off end of mandrel.

FULL SPECIFICATION ON APPLICATION.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Orillia Canada

AGENCIES
MONTREAL - Williams & Wilson, Ltd.

WINNIPEG- Stuart Machinery Co., Ltd.

EDMONTON and CALGARY - Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Ltd.
VANCOUVER— Robert Hamilton & Co.
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For Service and Results

One Customer Writes

—

" I have cut over 20,000,000 feet

this last season and with your

*New Model' Bandmill have not

broken or cracked a saw.
"

It is not a question of what a Bandmill is worth

per pound but what kind of mill will give the

greatest service and the best results per dollar of

cost.

WATEROUS
'New Model'

BAND MILLS
are built and sold on a basis of quality—excep-

tional cutting capacity, extreme accuracy and

permanent satisfaction to the user.

Placed on the market in the fall of 1909 these

mills represent the last word in modern Bandmill

design.

Built strong enough to stand the heaviest work
without vibration, so simple in design and with

operating parts so well protected that they require

practically no attention. Waterous 'New Model'

Bandmills are fitted with a self-cushioning strain-

ing device and- with improved and simplified saw
guides that permit a speed and accuracy of cut

unsurpassed by any mill on the market.

We build these mills as single or double cutters,

in 8 ft., 9 ft. and 10 ft. sizes.

Over 30 have been sold in the last two years.

Numerous re-orders after one season's use and

enthusiastic recommendations from those install-

ations testify to their superiority.

Bandmill Booklet No. 102 on request

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.

Branch :- Winnipeg, Man.

Brantford, Canada

Agency : H. B. Gilmour, Vancouver, B. C.
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$5,,000,000.00
worth of mixed metals is what we market every year

PEERLESS metal is compounded specially for sawmills and is the best on the market for that purpose.

FAULTLESS metal is a high grade copper hardened alloy made for heavy duty work, sawmills and engines.
Our policy is large tonnage, perfect alloys, and absolutely fair and honest treatment of the trade.

We solicit your patronage

HOYT METAL CO., Toronto, Canada
New York, N. Y. London, England St. Louis. Mo.

BATTS LIMITED
WEST TORONTO

Manufacturers of

Staved Columns

Veneered Doors

Newel Posts

Sashes - Flooring

Trim

Pine Doors and

Frames

Turned Newel Posts and

Balusters

Cypress Greenhouse

Material

Write for our Catalogue

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS

Door No. B. L. 309 WEST TORONTO - 0NT.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS

our KNOWN

"EXTRA"
OUR

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

The J.C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

Sawmill Machinery
We make Engines and Boilers of all kinds, also

special machinery for Sawmill use. Fifty-two years

practical experience in Engine Building.

The

"Inglis" Corliss Engines

John Inglis Company, Limited
Engineers and Boiler Makers

14 Strachan Ave., TORONTO, ONT.
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western

Globe - Kearney& Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Electric-Welded Logging Chains

Swell
Weld

are easily the Best kind of Chain for use where strength and

wearing ability are important requisites. Made from STEEL,

carefully welded and inspected, fully guaranteed by both makers

and jobbers.

McKinnon. Chain Company
BUFFALO, N. Y. ST. CATHARINES, ONT. Swell

Weld

SAW MILL SUPPLIES
There is not a jobber or manufacturer, or any other person employed by either, in an official position

who should miss the chance of looking over our new Catalogue on Transmission Supplies.

If you are looking for "Quality and Service" in your mill supplies we know you will be impressed

with the lines shown.

Send a post card for it to-day and you will have it by return mail.

niriC'S Bala t a Belting Leather Belting Wood Split Pulleys Shafting Hangers Iron Pulleys
UAV^1V °

Steel Pulleys Clutches Babbitt Wood-Working Machinery Steam Goods.

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
Fairbanks Scales Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines Safes and Vaults

Montreal Toronto St. John, N. B. Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver

J. J. TURNER & SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in

Canada in

Lumbermens' Contractors' and Surveyors' Supplies

'

Tents, Awnings, Flags, Sails, Waterproof Covers, Oiled Cloth-

ing, Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags,

Coal Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snow-
shoes, Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the

Walsh Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER & SONS
Cor. George, King and Water Sts. Peterborough, Ont., Can.

Write for Catalogue

of our

Steam and

Power
Pumps

We also manufacture

Travelling Cranes

The Smart-Turner Machine Co., Limited
HAMILTON, CANADA

THE STRONGEST CHAIN IN THE WORLD
"Weldless

Steel Chain 99

Photograph of 7/16-inch Weldless Steel Chain broken with a test load of 9 tons, 3 cwts. (20,496 lbs.), or fully double the Admiralty
breaking load for iron chain of this size. Note the elongation and reduction of area at the fracture.

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

B. J. COGHLIN CO., Limited
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

I III! IWIHHHWU



Edgers for Medium Size Mills

Our "Star" Edger has been designed and built specially for mills
of medium capacity where a. first class edger is wanted, but where it

would not be economical to put in one of our larger and heavier
Garland Edgers.

The frame is all cast iron of heavy section, the mandrel is large
and stiff. The Edger has a heavy press roll behind saws and the
fingers in front prevent the lumber coming back. The feed rolls are
corrugated and made of steel and are driven. In fact this edger is as
well constructed throughout as the edgers of larger capacity. It is in no
sense a portable edger, but is built for the most exacting requirements.

Made in all sizes up to 4Q inches

Send for Our Edger Catalogue

William Hamilton Company, Limited
PETERBOROUGH - ONTARIO
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Saw Mill at Cache Bay, Ont.

George Gordon & Company
Limited

CACHE BAY - - ONTARIO

MANUFACTURERS OF

Norway and White Pine
Dressed Flooring, Mouldings, Bridge Tim-
bers, Siding, Ceiling, Pickets, Lath, etc.

Our 1911 Cut is nearly all sold. Place your orders
early for 1912 dimension stock.
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

i873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills (St Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill, Yard (& Office CAPACITY 40.000.000

MOR.R.ISTOWN, N. Y.

New York City
G viy E. Robinson* 1123 Broadway

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Selling agents for Fraser & Co., Manufacturers

Mills at Deschenes, Que., near Ottawa

White Pine

Red Pine

Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Office, ^» Ottawa, Can.

F. N. Waldib, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The

Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Manufacturers of
Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
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There is only one best grade of Spruce— it's grown in the Province of Quebec.

We are determined that the
name "Bartram Bros. " will be-

come recognized as a synonym of
commercial integrity in the lum-
ber world.

We earnestly strive to offer

you, always,, standard goods at

prices that suggest shrewd buying
and to see that every order reach-
es you exactly as you expect it

should.

If you appreciate this prin-

ciple, write us. We are £>lad at

all times to do business with new
friends, and to do more business
with old ones.

Fortunately we are able to offer you a large
stock of mill run, i" x 4", 1" x 5", 1" x 6" dressed or re-

sawed, if desired, in full or mixed car-load lots.

Remember when we ship Quebec Spruce, we
leave the clears IN. Our policy is full value, and we
make sure you get it.

Mill run; box out. 1" stock, and strips. 1" 1-4

x 4-7 x 10-16
;

1" 1-4 x 8" and up x 10-16, 1" 1-2 x 4-7 x
10-16; 1" 1-2 x 8 and up x 10-16. The quality that is

unapproachable for the manufacture of sash, doors
and blinds.

White Pine

Ask our Prices

BARTRAM BROTHERS, Limited.
ED. T. SAXE, 200 Claremont Ave. MONTCLAIR, N. J. Hope Chambers, OTTAWA, CAN.

440 Square Miles Timber Limits
on Georgian Bay

to be Sold by Private Sale in Large or Small Blocks.

On account of their President and Principal shareholders being engaged in other large enterprises, and
not having the time to give to them all, THE PARRY SOUND LUMBER COMPANY, Limited, offer for
Sale all of the timber lands, mills and town property situated in the Town of Parry Sound ; also Tug Scow and
full Camp Equipment for five camps, including boom chains, snow plows, sleighs, etc.

THE LIMITS TO BE SOLD
comprise some 440 square miles of licensed and deeded Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Birch and other timber. The
licenses from the Ontario Government include all timbers and are not restricted for time. Government dues are
as follows : Saw Logs, White Pine, $1.50 per M. ft., B.M. Saw Logs, Hemlock, Tamarac and other woods
75c. per M. ft. The timber is situated in the Townships of McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Monteith, Carling,
Christie, Shawanaga, Burpee, McConkey, Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge and Street. The Canadian
Pacific, Canadian Northern and Grand Trunk Railways run through the limits, which makes some of the par-
cels offered for sale particularly desirable for small mill owners.

A circular giving full information, maps, terms and conditions of sale will be furnished upon application to

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited
1315-20 Traders Bank BuUding, TORONTO, CANADA
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Yellow Pine Timbers

Finish, Flooring, etc.

White Pine and Hardwood
"WANTED: 4", 4%" and 5" Birch."

W. M. Gillespie Lumber Co.
801 Oliver Building - PITTSBURG, PA.

The Rideau Lumber Co., Limited
WHOLESALE

TRAFALGAR BUILDING, OTTAWA, ONT.

We have a full line cf

SPRUCE—All Thicknesses

Dry WHITE PINE
u

For
AH

RED PINE J
Purposes

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,
also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.
Correspondence Solicited. Room 4,

Hochelaga Bank Buildin^ Quebec, Que.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT,
Contractors for Railway Supplies
BILL TIMBER a Specialty

Casey«Miaw Lumber Co.
Sudbury

Limited

, Ontario
We have in stock at Sudbury:

50,000 ft. 2 x 12 1,2, 3 Common White Pine
60,000 " 2x10 " « « u <<

60.000 "2x8 " M U U U

30,000 "2x6 " 1 < « n U

15,000 "2x5 " < U U U

Above stock is thoroughly dry.

SAW MILL GENERAL OFFICE
Long Lake, Ont. Sudbury, Ont.

RED DEER*
Hardwood Flooring

is the flooring that is manufactured ex-
^ pressly to supply the demand for the best.

It is made by modern machinery, from carefully selected stock, and
every precaution is taken throughout our entire system to maKe it
fulfill in every particular the name we have built up for high quality
flooring.

We also manufacture Hemlock, Bill Stuff, Spruce and Hardwood Lumber

We specialize in prompt shipments

The Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited
Huntsville, Ont.

"Empire Brand" Hardwood Flooring
in

Maple Oak Birch
Manufactured to meet the requirements of those
demanding flooring of perfect finish. Made from

lumber selected for its figuring.

It you are not convinced by what you have
heard about the superior qualities of " EMPIRE

BRAND," just send us a trial order.

J. R. Eaton & Sons, Ltd.

Long Lumber Company
Hamilton, Canada

GET OUR PRICES on following; must move quick.

150,000 ft. 1x4 White Pine Shorts
100,000 ft. 1 x 4 & 5 Norway Pine
100,000 ft. 1 x 12-10/16 White Pine Mill Culls

Sole Ontario Agents for

A. Cotton's B. C. Cedar Shingles
Place your order before the rush.
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The Golden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

All

200
!

!">.

125,

56,

3.

98
16

17.

«<),

of

Offer at LOW FIGURE for QUICK lale :

<KX) 1 1 '3 x 3/8 x 32-in. Mill Run Hemlock Lath
(XX)-ft. 1 x 4 A: up 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock
000-fl. 2x4 ft up 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock
OOO-tt. 2 x 4 ft up 6 18 Mill Cull Red Pine
000-ft 3 x 4 & up 6/16 C. ft C. F. Red Pine
,000-ft. 2 x 4 ft up 6 Hi Mill Cull White Pine
,000 ft. 1 x 4 ft up 6/16 Mill Cull Spruce
(KX)-ft. 2 x 4 ft up 6/16 Mill Culi Spruce
,000-ft. 1 x 4 ft up 6/16 Merchantable Cedar
above, shipment G. T. R. from Golden Lake, Ontario

Head Office: - EGANVILLE, ONT.

The
Hurdman Lumber Co,

OTTAWA, CANADA Limited

EASTERN

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

WESTERN

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

Williams Lumber Company
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

For 1 x 4 and up x 6 11 ft dressing shorts.

For 5, 6 and 8/4 x 12/16 dressing strips.

For 5, 6, and 8 4 shipping cull shorts, strips and sidings.

Write us before placing your orders

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS - OTTAWA, ONT.

William H. Bromley
Everything in Pine, Spruce or Hemlock, at
Wholesale Car or Cargo. An excellent stock
of Shop and Better i to 2". Also a good
percentage of Mill Run 4-5-6-8 and 10" and
6/4' and 8/4" Sidings at Midland. All White
Pine

; the product of an excellent lot of logs.
Also at Collingwood, Ontario, 1910 Cut, 1 x
6-8 and 10" - 5/4", 6/4" and 84" Sidings. A
nice line of 6/4 and 8/4" Cuts at Pembroke.

Quotations promptly given and enquiries solicited

Pembroke Ontario

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited

Everything in Lumber
Rough and Dressed

Wholesale and Retail

' Want to Purchase

Dry Ash, Birch, Basswood and Rock Elm

ADDRESS
21 Dorchester Street West, MONTREAL

The New Michel Sawmill Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fir and Tamarac Lumber,
Timbers, Piling', Etc.

Saw Mill and Planing at New Michel, B. C.

Send in your orders for Sawn Lumber, Sash, Doors and Factory
Material to

New Michel, B. C.

or to

THE RIVERSIDE LUMBER CO., Ltd., Calgary, Alta.

Edward Hines Lumber Co.
(Branch Office)

Owen Sound, Ont.

All grades of

WHITE PINE
and

Norway Dimension Bill Stuffs
WHITE and RED PINE LATH

The McGibbon Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Lumber, Bill Stuffs, Lath,
Shingles, Wood, etc.

Hemlock a Specialty
Best Assortment

Phone us your r% • 1 r-v
requirements r enetanguishene, Ont.
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Thb

Brockville« ' 1 Uvl\ T 1 1 1

V

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,
Lumber

Lompany
Lath,

LIMITED Shingles,
Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y. Bill Staff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

1
FINE

BANK,

COURT HOUSE &
DRUG STORE FITTINGS

. 4^j5END FOR

McLennan Timber

Lands and Lumber Co.
Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

Hardwood Flooring

End Matched, Bored,
Polished and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Lite Bldg. , Toronto

EADIE DOUGLAS CO.
14 University St. MpNTREAL

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
112 Manning: Chambers, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest You

P^JLS ^ Tramwayi, Sidings, Etc.
'lew and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shingles
White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingles

North Tonawanda, N. Y.

Rush Orders for

Pine Doors
No. 3 Pine Doors are now our specialty.

Our recently doubled plant enables us to

handle all kinds of rush orders to perfection.

We supply first-class, thoroughly well made
No. 3 Pine Doors and guarantee them.

We handle this line ourselves from the
forest to the dealers—from the logs which we
cut in our own sawmills to the final shipment
from our own factory to the dealer.

We can therefore quote you the lowest
prices and give prompt shipments.

Let us quote you your next order for

No. 3 Doors.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Get Busy, Mr. Dealer

Don't sit with your hands

folded while your competitor

down the street is moving
his stock out quickly.

Handle a line of lumber that

sells well, prevents com-
plaints, is up to grade and
always satisfies your custo-

mers.

We aim to produce the high-

est quality of lumber at the

lowest possible cost. Our
workmen are skilled, are

under our personal super-

vision, and as a result, every

stick of lumber turned out is

strictly up to grade and pro-

duced at a minimum cost.

Dealers who handle our lumber
always come back for more.

Have you tried a car yet?

If not, get busy. Quick
shipments our specialty.

HOCKEN LUMBER COMPANY
OTTER LAKE STATION, ONT. Limited

Manufacturers of Hemlock, Pine and Hardwood

FOR SALE
For Immediate Shipment

1 Car .'j in. Hard Maple
2 Cars 4 4 Hasswood, M R
2 Cars C4 Beech, M.R.
1 Car 4 4 Beech, M R.
1 t ar 4 4 Elm and Bass Crating.
5 Cars Cedar Posts, top and up.
1 Car Cedar Posts, 5 top and up.
100,000 feet 2 in. Hemlock.
All the above stock is dry and in good

shipping condition.

The Geddes-Tyson Lumber Co.

Wiarton, Ontario

TIT'B have 500 M ft. 8-4" Common and Better
and 250 M ft. 5-4 Common
and Better White Pin*'

that we want to move
quick at bargain prices.

Wrile us

Bruce Mines Saw Mill Co.
Limited

Bruce Mines, Ont.

"\1TE Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds

* * of Lumber and Timber in Can-
ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash.
Cedar, Douglas Fir. Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,

Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Vellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings. Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

AUGER & SON
QUEBEC

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pino, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia, Ont.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED
Toronto

Sarnia

Buffalo
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Imperial Timber

& Trading Co.
LIMITED

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Branch Office:

15 Cadogan Block,

CALGARY, ALTA.

Every description of Douglas Fir,

Red Cedar, Spruce, Hemlock,

Larch and Pine Lumber, also Red

Cedar Shingles.

Heavy Timbers a Specialty

Export and Domestic Shipments.

Geo. I. McClure
Hardwood Lumber
Yellow Pine, Cypress

Specialties

Walnut and Mahogany

Mill Conmctioks :

Cairo. 111. Herndon W. Va.

Cincinnati, Ohio Helens, Ark.

Head Office and Storage Yards

DETROIT, MICH.
STORAGE YARD IN CONNECTION

FOR SALE

Piles and Poles

All sizes, all lengths

Apply to

PAPINEAUVILLE LUMBER CO.
Limited

Papineauville, P.Q.

The

North Channel Lumber Co.
Limited

Successors to

SAGINAW LUMBER & SALT CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine Lumber
Saginaw, Mich. U.S.A.

Mills at Thessalon Ont.

"Well Bought is Half Sold"

STOCK OFFER;-

1 Car 1 x 4 and up

No. 2 Norway $13.00

Suitable for Decking, Sheet-

ing and under Flooring.

2 Cars 1 x 6

Box and Common $18.00

Best End suitable for Drop

Siding, Balance for Flooring-

and Decking.

4 Cars 5 4 x 12

Select Mill Run $37.00

Ideal stock for D.4S. Bone dry.

F. O. B. Midland.

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

730 Traders Bank Building, TorOIltO.Ont.

Mills : Byngr Inlet, Ont.

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves Hoops
Headings

JAMES WEBSTER & BRO., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office :

Dashwood House 9 Broad t., E.C.

News Chambers, 57 Hope St., Glasgow

f|
ant& Kern)

52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

A 1 and ABC Codes used

Louis Bamberger
Importer of

Pine, Spruce, and all Canadian

Wood Goods

2 Broad Street Buildings,

London, E.C.

TelegraphicAddress " Bellywood, London."

Open to Contract for

Glued-up Basswood Keyboards

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth Liverpool

England

WANTED
1 00 m ft. clear hard Maple
axles 4 x5 -6" and 12 long.

Also all thicknesses Common
and Better Birch.

For Sale

All grades and thicknesses of

Cherry and Mahogany lumber.

Also Mahogany, Circassian Wal-
nut and Quartered White Oak
veneer all thicknesses. Please

let us hear from you.

WARREN ROSS LUMBER CO.
Jamestown, N. Y.

0

loMiNioN Belting Co. Ltd.

Hamilton Canada
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Mason,Gordon&Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street, Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
Car and Cargo lots only

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak

Write, Wire or Phone for Prices - Western Office : — Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B. C.

Donald Fraser

& Sons, Limited
GABANO, QUEBEC

MANUFACTURERS OF

Long Lumber
Rough and Finished

Shingles, Clapboard,
etc.

Wm. Milne & Son, Ltd.
Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at North Bay, Sellwood Jet. and Spanish, Ont.

Head Office : North Bay, Ont.

North Bay Mill

White Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and
Birch Lumber, dressed flooring,

'siding etc. Lath and Cedar Shingles.

Sellwood Jet. Mill

White and Norway Pine. Lumber
and Lath.

Spanish Mill

White and Norway Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock, Lumber and Lath.
Vessel shipment only.

B. W. ARNOLD, Albany, N.Y.
PRESIDENT

W. J. BELL, Sudbury
VICE-PRES. , GEN'L MGR.

H. TURNBULL, Sarnia
SALES MGR.

The Spanish River Lumber Company
Sarnia, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

White Pine, Norway, Hemlock and Lath

Limited

Mills at Spanish River, Ont.

B. C. Shingles in Transit

Send us your inquiries Office, Traders Bank Bldg., Sarnia
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The Fesserton Timber Co., Limited
34 Victoria Street, TORONTO

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

PINE, HEMLOCK, HARDWOOD,
CEDAR POSTS AND SHINGLES

BILL TIMBER A SPECIALTY

Bills cut to order during winter months. 22 and 24
ft. Hemlock Joists in stock. Full stock of Red Pine,

all sizes, for prompt shipment.

Mills at FESSERTON, ONT.

JOHN DONOGH & CO.
Wholesale Dealers

OFFER— WHITE PINE
1^ No. 1 Mill Cull, . .

1% No. 2

150,000 feet.

100,000 feet.

2 x 12 Common and better 100,000 feet.

1, 1^2 and 2 in. good Strips and Sidings.

1205 TRADERS BANK BUILDING, TORONTO

The Harwood Lumber Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

YELLOW PINE
Rough Timbers, Long Joists, Boards

both Long and Short Leaf
BE SURE TO GET OUR PRICES

Send Inquiries to us CLEVELAND, OHIO
OR

The Harwood Lumber Company Toronto, Ontario
Toronto phone Main 4089.

Buyers of Lumber
should patronize the manufacturers and whole-
salers who advertise in the Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker. Give your business to the

man who is enterprising enough to spend money
and time to get in touch with you.

And, if not too much trouble, mention
this paper when writing.

LEAK & CO., Limited
18 Aberdeen Chambers

TORONTO, ONT.

We are in the market for Hemlock,

Spruce and Hardwoods, also No. 1, 2

3 Lath.

Send us list of anything you have to offer.

Spears & Lauder
Manufacturers of

Hemlock, Pine and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath and Shingles
Orders solicited for Hemlock. Bill Timber up to 30 feet.

For Quick Shipment
,

3 Cars 1
" x 4 and 5 No. 1 Hemlock Strips. Can be dressed to order.

5 Cars 1 " No. 2 Hemlock, good widths.

Head Office: 501 Kent Bldg., TORONTO

The

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co.
18 Toronto St., TORONTO Limited

Our offer for prompt shipment

140,000 ft. 2 x 10 - 12/16 ft. No. 1 Spruce
70,000 ft. 1 x 4/5 No. 1 Spruce
80,000 ft. 1x6 and up No. 1 Spruce
80,000 ft. 2 x 4 - 6-8 - 10 Sorted No. 1 Spruce
50,000 ft. 3 x 8 - 10-12 Sorted No. 1 Hemlock

Inquiries Solicited

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.

WANTED
Mill Stocks of:—

HARDWOODS
PINE
SPRUCE
HEMLOCK

We are now buying for the 19 12 trade. Write us describ-
ing Stocks you have, or will have to sell. We pay CASH.

Manning Chambers, TORONTO
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E. H. Heaps & Co., Limited
Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, Finish,etc.

Specialties: AA1 BRAND HIGH GRADE SHINGLES
B. C. R. DOUGLAS FIR. TIMBER

Mills at

Vancouver and Rviskin, B. C.
Head Office: Victoria Drive and Powell St.

VANCOUVER. B.C.

Send along your Orders
—FOR—

Doors, Sash, Wood Turnings

Interior Finish

Hardwood Flooring

Pine Flooring

EVERY ONE A GOOD SELLER

Wilson Brothers, Limited
COLLINGWOOD, ONTARIO

The Fernie Lumber
Co., Limited

Manufacturers and Dealer, in all kinds of

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch
Rough and Dressed Lumber

Dimension and Bridge Timber
a Specialty

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

S
FERNIE, B.C.

I

President and General Manager Assistant General Manager
D. C. Cameron, Winnipeg Wm. Robertson, Vancouver

Secretary-Treasurer, Wilson Bell, Winnipeg

The Rat Portage

Lumber Co., Ltd.
-Manufacturers of-

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
Cedar Shingles, Fir and Cedar Lath

Car Sills and Sheathing, Cedar Siding

Large and Long Timbers
for heavy construction work

Vancouver, B.C., and Harrison River, B.C.

Pine Larch
Timbers

Yard Stock

Clears

and

Mouldings

The East Kootenay Lumber Co.

Selects

Shops

Commons
and
Mouldings

Head Office : JAFFRAY. B.C.
Mill, at : CRANBROOK, B.C., RYAN. B.C., JAFFRAY, B.C.

Limited
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We Saw All the Year Round
Pine

Hemlock

Spruce

Hard-

woods

Rough

and

Dressed

1

We

make

a

Specialty

of

Long

Timbers

Fassett Lumber Co.—General View of^Saw Mill

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited
FASSETT, QUEBEC

S9b

Wire Rope
We manufacture different rope for different purposes

Swedish Charcoal Crucible Cast Steel

Mild Plow Steel Best Plow
Acme Brand Galvanized Siemens-Martin

Gavanized Strand

Write for catalogue. State kind of rope required or purpose to be used for.

The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited.
Montreal, Que. Hamilton, Ont.
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CAMERON & CO., LIMITED
Manufacturers

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and Hardwood

(Lath) LUfflDdT (Shingles)

We have for quick shipment

Dry 1 in. and 2 in. Hemlock and Pine

Mills & Yard, Opeongo, Ont.

Eastern Agents

The North Pacific Lumber Co., Ltd. of Barnet, B. C.

Timber * Lumber
a P 1 either Rough

Specialty • *™ or Dressed

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

Head Office, Ottawa, Ont.

Bankrupt
Belting
Bargains

POSITIVELY 25% TO 75% SAVED

NEW AND SECOND HAND

ALL KINDS and SIZES—FOR EVERY PURPOSE

ALSO ENORMOUS STOCKS

Iron Piping, Pulleys, Shafting, Hang-
ers, New and Relaying Rails, Saws,

Chains and Cables, Roofing, etc.

Write Us for Prices and Tell Us What You Need

Catalog- on Request

The

Imperial Waste and Metal Co.
150 Queen Street, Montreal

ROBB ENGINEERING
COMPANY LIMITED

AMHERST, N. S. CANADA

has recently taken the general

agency for Canada of the GAS
ENGINES AND SUCTION GAS
PRODUCERS made by

DAVEY, PAXMAN & CO. LTD.
Colchester, England

The Paxman Gas Engine is made
in a full line of sizes from 2

to 300 horse power.

Full information at any of the

ROBB DISTRICT OFFICES

Canadian Express Buiding, Montreal

Traders Bank Building. Toronto

Union Bank Building, Winnipeg
Grain Exchange Building, Calgary

R. W. Robb, Manager
Wm. McKay, Manager
W. F. Porter, Manager
J. F. Porter Manager

MEASURE YOUR LUMBER WITH THE BEST RULE
Our Guarantee:

If our rules do not

prove to be the

most serviceable,

most DURABLE
and best, we'll take

them back whether

you've used them or

not.

BBfflt1n I iT?1rrr illb

V, li

DIMENSIONS, ETC.
LENGTH : 3 feet, includ-
ing handle.

WIDTH : Made in two
widths, |" and 1".

SCALE : 12', 14' and 16' on
one side; 8', 10' and 18'

on the other.
REDUCED PRICE : In 1
doz. lots, $6. Orders filled

by express same day re-

ceived.

American Rule

Mfg. Company
NASHVILLE, TENN.
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Pine Doors of All Kinds
KEPT IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

*

SM~j Eli

011
1
t Jggnf
The above is a partial line of Doors carried in

We are the largest manufacturers of Doors in

stock in £

Canada ar

ill the standard sizes for quick shipments.
id operate our own sawmill and timber limits.

We can save you Time and Money. Write us.

JAMES DAVIDSON, « OTTAWA, Ontario

TO ENGINEERS
<J Have you a copy of the 1912 edition GARLOCK catalogue show-

ing Packings for every purpose?

CJ If not, send in your address at once and you will receive a cata-
logue by return mail, unique in design and detail: a real live
text-book in itself.

CI It's free for the asking.

CJ Our prices in Mill Supplies in general will interest you.

Cj Permit us to quote on your requirements.

The Carlock Packing Company
Head Office and Factory, HAMILTON, Ont.

Branches: MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
Pioneers in the Packing Business
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Dry Lumber for Sale

Track 2—Yard 2— Colonial Lumber Co., Ltd.

White and Red Pine,

Spruce, etc.

Stock is well manufactured Graded
and piled.

A good assorted stock of Dimension
Timber and Joisting on hand.

On request we will be glad to mail

you copy of Stock List of unsold Lumber.

The Colonial Lumber Company Limited
Pembroke, Ontario

AddNew Blood
To Your Mill Equipment

" The Planers of Woods "

The added capacity—safety devices

—

manufacturing economy— reserve force

|» and better finished product of a Woods

machine will appeal to you.

View Feeding End 404-Planer and Matcher Q n f
U p ]NJ n ^phpc '

marliinpc
(Note Beit Guards)

me iN °- 4°° series machines

you can maintain grades and run flooring—shiplap—decking—plank—matched stock

—

-etc., at feeds of 200 to 300 lineal feet a minute—thus you have a reserve force for

rush orders and future needs.
Our 400 SERIES Planers are made with ONE or TWO side drive.

S. A. Woods Machine Co., Boston, U. S. A.

The Planer Specialists
SEATTLE
CHICAGO
NORFOLK NEW ORLEANS

SAN FRANCISCO, (Eby Mchy. Co.
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Everything in Lumber
', 1 and 2 x 4,— 10 16' Spruce, rough or dressed

" 2x5,

2x6,

2x7,

2x8,

" 2 x 10,

" 2x12

A choice lot of Winter Sawn 1" Basswood; also

Birch Flooring in all grades and th cknesses.

We can supply you all your wants in Pine.

Dressed Lumber Our Specialty

Write, wire or 'phone us for prices before placing"

your orders.

W. C. Edwards & Co., Limited
Ottawa, Ont.

Planing Mills and Factories at Ottawa.Mills at Ottawa and Rockland.

WANTED* FOR SALE DEPARTMENT

THE PLACE
TO LOOK

If You Have Any Wants

in the Lumber Business

It doesn't matter what you want the Wanted
and For Sale Depatment of the Canada Lumber-
man and Woodworker will get it for you.

9 You probably have in mind now, some lumber
you wish to sell or perhaps you need an employee
—sit right down and write us an " Ad."

<I Our rates are low and results come quickly.

Canada Lumberman and Woodworker
TORONTO - CANADA
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We

Want Your Orders

for

Yellow Pine
Timber

Rough

Dressed : Ripped : Bored : Turned

Long and Short Leaf Frame-

ing Sizes Factory Flooring-

Derrick and Trestle Timbers

Dredge Spuds

Oregon Fir Timber and Plank

TREXLER LUMBER
COMPANY

"The Promptest Shippers of Yellow Pine"

Sales Office

:

30 Church Street, NEW YORK CITY

Telephones—Cortlandt 2890 - 2891

Distributing Yards

:

Allentown, Penna. Newark Meadows, N. J.

Why not make 1912 the most profitable saw year in your history ?

ATKINS STERLING BAND SAWS
Made in Canada

THESE Saws are celebrated on account of their exceed-

ingly tough temper and generally scientific construc-

tion. They will stand up to their work longer under the

most trying conditions. You will find fewer cracks in

ATKINS BAND SAWS than any other and they will

hold their teeth and points remarkably. Why not place a

trial order and make us prove these statements.

Write to-day

E. C. ATKINS & CO.,
Vancouver Branch, No. 109 Powell Street,

Makers of

STERLING SAWS HAMILTON, ONT.
U. S. Factory, Indianapolis, Ind.
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Duhlmeier Brothers
MANUFACTURERS

Hardwood Lumber
MILLS !

Tyin«iwi.».

V Mississippi.

Main Office t

and
Yard. \ CINCINNATI, OHIO

We always cany a stock of about 3 Million Feet of Plain Red and White Oak, Guaranteed White Oak, White Ash,
Chestnut, Poplar, Basswood, Hickory, Red Gum, Birch, etc. We want your enquiries—We make grades that are
right—at prices that are in line with the times. Try us. you will come again.

Eastern Representative <Jc\mCS H. ^lVc\lsh f
White Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

Mowbray & Robinson
Main Office: CINCINNATI, Ohio

Band Sawmills at: WEST IRVINE and QUICKSAND, Ky.

SPECIALTIES

Plain and Quartered

Oak, Poplar and Ash

Our lumber is all bandsawed, soft and even
colored. Oak Quarter Sawed for figure

Sawmill Capacity 125,000 ft. per Day

QUICK SHIPMENTS GUARANTEED

Logan-Maphet Lumber Co,

Main Office, - Knoxville, Tenn.

Branch Office and Yard, Cincinnati, Ohio.

I. M. Asher, Manager

Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Hardwoods
Mills in Kentucky and Tennessee

CHESTNUT
for the Piano Trade a specialty

The Fullerton - Powell Hardwood Lumber Co.

Manufacturers and Dealers
Cable Address: "Hardwood Southbend"

Codes: A. B. C. 5th Edition, Telecode, Universal South Bend, Indiana

We have made a specialty of the Canadian factory trade for the past ten years. We can take care of

your requirements large or small. Write for delivered prices and full description of stocks.

J. M. Lamb,
Ontario Representative

British America Mills & Timber Co., Winnipeg, Man., Canada
Northwestern Representatives
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business
*~ 1

'

'' ' :
1 —

; . •• .....

LELAND G. BANNING, Cincinnati, O.
Mills at

frankfort, ky. Manufacturer and Exporter of f4URLMINGTON, 0. SALISBURY N C

SOUTHERN HARDWOOD LUMBER
POPLAR. CHESTNUT ASH - WALNUT - OAK

NO MIXED GRADES
Large stock of dry Oak, both 1/4 S and plain Red and White. Quick shipments direct from Mills or Yards at Cincinnati

Canadian Representative, A. E. KL1PPERT, 11 Saxton Ave., TORONTO

Manufacturers of Foreign and Domestic Hardwood Lumber

and Veneers.

Ohio Veneer Company
Importers of

MAHOGANY AND FOREIGN WOODS

Office and Mills: 2624 to 2634 Colerain Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

R. A. Wells Lumber Co.
Wholesalers and Exporters of

Hardwood Lumber
of All Kinds

Special attention to Canadian trade. Prompt Shipments
Our speciality is 1 « to 2" Gumwood, 1» to 2" Oak, both
plain and quartered stock, 1" to 2" Ash and 1" Cottonwood.

WRITE US BEFORE BUYING

230 S. LA SALLE STREET - CHICAGO, ILL.

The Southern Lumber & Boom Co.
Mills: Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi Sales Office : Cincinnati

MANUFACTURERS

HARDWOODS
Kiln Dried Stock a Specialty

Yellow Poplar, Plain Oak, Quartered Oak, (White or Red)

Basswood, Chestnut, Ash, Gum
STRAIGHT OR MIXED CARS

Lower Michigan Hardwoods

Rock Maple, Beech, Birch, Basswood and Ash, White
Rock Maple Flooring and Hardwood Dimension

We have four large mills, sawing the year rouDd on Virgin Hardwood
Timber. We can furnish you any standard grade cr thickness. We
own our own fleet of boats and can make water shipments. Send us
a list of your wants. We can serve you best.

W H Whita fniiinonv Boyne Cit? Lumber Co.
fW • **• ¥¥ llllv V/UniUClil V Wholesale Yards at Buffalo, N.Y.

* * Mill* at Boyne City, Michigan

Do You Want a Salesman?

<[f Every live lumber salesman in Can-
ada reads the Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker.

«jj You can get the man you want
through a small advertisement in the

"Wanted and For Sale" department
of this paper.

LOUISIANA RED CYPRESS
QUARTERED OAK PLAIN OAK

POPLAR ASH
Yards at Nashville, Tenn.

Wc can ship you promptly any of the above

Stock, Carefully Inspected

WE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU

Wistar Underhill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Rep. - W. J. Anderson, 288 South St., London, Ont.
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United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Long-Knight Lumber Co.

Manufacturers Indiana and Southern

Hardwoods
OAK, ASH, CYPRESS Our Specialties

Address all inquiries to the Main Office at

—

INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA

YARDS: ORLKANS, INI).; l-'oUT WAYNE. IN1>.; PAOLI, IXD.

S. P. Coppock & Sons' Lumber Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Hardwood
Lumber

Indiana Quartered Oak
Ash, Basswood, Poplar

Main Office FORT WAYNE, IND.

OUR SPECIALTY:

Anything in HICKORY LUMBER
Canadian Representative, MR. S. D. SMITH

W. O. King & Co.
HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialtes

Michigan Hard Maple,
Birch and Basswood

2452 S. Loomis St. CHICAGO, ILL.

DRY BEECH
We want to move 200,000 feet 5 4—No.
1 and better dry Beech. A Snap at

the Price.

Also quick deliveries on NORTHERN
HARDWOODS, YELLOW PINE,
OAK DIMENSION, FIR, HICK-
ORY, OAK, GAR STOCK and PIL-
ING.

Estabrook Skeele Lumber Co.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

W. M. Ritter Lumber Co.
Manufacturers - Columbus, Ohio

Let us quote you on your requirements in
any of the following West Virginia stock :

Soft Yellow Poplar, Plain and Quarter Sawed
Red and White Oak, Chestnut and Basswood

All Grades and Thicknesses in Stock Dry.

We especially want to move during next thirty days and will make
attractive prices on

—

1 Car 5/8 x 1 8 to 23, Poplar Panel and No. 1.

2 Oars 5/8 x 24 to 27,

1 Car 5/8 x 28 and up "

3 Cars 4/4 x 24 to 27,

3 Cars 4/4 x 7-in. and up, Selected No. 1 Common Poplar
2 Cars 4/4 Quarter Sawed Poplar 1st and 2nds.
3 Cars 4/4 » " « No. 1 Common.
1 Car 4/4 " " *' No. 2 Common.
3 Cars 4/4 1st and 2nd Basswood, 7-in. and up, 10 and 12 ft.

4 Cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. " 7-in. and up, 10 and 12 ft.

2 Cars 4/4 1st and 2nd Sound Wormy Chestnut 6-in. and up.
3 Cars 4/4 Quarter Sawed Sound Wormy Chestnut.
5 Cars 8/4 Regular Sound Wormy Chestnut.

Our stock is all band sawed and we ship the product of our mills only.

Northern Office, 919 Fisher BIdg., Chicago, 111.

Ontario Representative, John Crichton, King Edward Hotel, Toronto

Theo. Fathauer w. M. Hopkins

Theo. Fathauer Co.
WHOLESALE HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Plain and Quartered Figured and Plain

White Oak. Red Gum

Southern Yard - Helena, Ark.
Address correspondence to

1428 Cherry Ave., Chicago
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24" Single Surface Planer

THERE IS NO ROOM FOR ARGUMENT

DEFIANCE
Wood-Working Machines

are worth their weight in gold

Priceshould aoi enter infco the purchase of good tools. 'J he prime factor
is to secure the best that money will buy and that will give the best possible
results at the least possible cost .

We have been making high grade wood-working machines for the leading
manufacturers all over the world for over 00 years and they have always given
the greatest satisfaction.

Our guarantee is "perfect machines and results that count."
Address Dept. M for full particulars and prices.

THE DEFIANCE MACHINE WORKS Defiance, Ohio, U.S.A. 28" Band Saw

BETTER LUMBER
When all has been said that

can be said, every experienced
lumberman will admit not
only that the Wickes Gang
makes the most perfectly
manufactured lumber that
comes from any kind of saws,
but that it will saw lumber
more cheaply than can be
done by any other known
means.

Foreign buyers always pre-
fer gang-sawed lumber.

A Canadian customer is in-
stalling a gang because he can
get 75 cts. per thousand more
for gang-sawed deals. And he
will not only win the 75 cts.,

but further profits because of
cheaper sawing and by get-
ting more lumber from the
logs.

Cheaper Sawing

WICKES BROS., Saginaw, Mich.
Seattle Office, 410 White Bldg.

YANKEE PATENT REMOVABLE
SPLIT -RIM SPROCKET

4 if

"

SOMETHING NEW IN SPROCKETS
The removable rim does away with removing Sprocket

from Shaft. To renew, unbolt two halves of old rim, and
replace with two new halves. You only buy the Rim, at
one-third cost of new Wheel. Done in one-fifth the time
compared with Standard Sprocket.

The
A. M. ELLICOTT CO., Montreal

Look Here
Mr. Millman
You can get better results out of

this little mill than any other on
the market.

It can be made portable or stationary.

It reduces the Cost of Manufacturing.
It Increases your mill Output.
It Produces board-3 of Uniform Thick-

ness.

It is Indestructible, Light and never
in the Repair Shop.

Write for our prices

Sleeper & Akhurst
Coaticook, Que.
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PowernSaving Rubber Belting

Goodyear Rubber Belting stands for power saved and money saved. It

is built up of plies of rubberized fabric cured and vulcanized into one solid
piece. It neither slips nor stretches. It has the cohesiveness of rubber
with the enormous tensile strength of close woven, long fibre cotton fabric
from which all stretch has been taken out

Goodyear Rubber Belting- is manufactured by a

process that makes it proof against steam, water,

weather and rot. Made in all three grades and
all sizes. For Pulp, Paper, Saw Mills—all mills

where horse power transmitted is large and de-

mand for tensile strength great. Used by biggest

lumber mills and manufacturing plants in the Do-
minion. Outlives, outlasts all other belts.

Rot-Proof Mill Fire Hose
Goodyear Underwriters is a hose built to meet

the specifications of the Associated Factory Mutual
Fire Insurance Companies. Tube used of highest

grade NEW rubber. Won't harden or crack with

age. Special circular woven fabric with least ex-

pansion or elongation under pressure. Antiseptically

treated to make it rot and mildew proof.

The strongest most reliable hose for all mills

and factories. Insist on Goodyear Underwriters,
the hose with the black and yellow stripes.

Non-Chipping Conveyor Belts
Built for all purposes. For conveying crushed

stone, grain, coal, ore, etc.

Made in all thicknesses of face to suit re-

quirements of buyer. Rubber face made of

toughest stock possible, to prevent cutting and

chipping. Gives longest, most enduring service.

We also manufacture other rubber goods, such
as tires, all kinds of hose and belting, rubber pack-
ing, etc.

Write us tonight for catalog and prices.

In all of our business in Canada last year, we had to replace because of slight de«
fects, only $155.22 worth of goods.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Canada, Ltd.
General Offices—Toronto Factory—Bowmanville, Ont.

Write Our Nearest Branch
BRANCHES : Montreal—Winnipeg—St. John, N. B.—Vancouver—Calgary—Victoria, B. C, 855 Fort St.-Regina, Sask., 2317-2318 SouthRailway St.—Hamilton, Ont., 127 King St. West '
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There is this, that you can

count on, in all Simonds Canada

Saw Company's Circular Saws,

solid or inserted tooth, whatever

the guage, whatever the tooth,

whatever the use—Uniformity.

Buy a Simonds Saw to-day

and duplicate your order any

time afterward, and you get the

same temper, the same material,

the same trueness, the same ad-

justment, the same finish, the

same strength, the same cutting

qualities, the same all around

satisfaction, that you got in your

first purchase, and that led you

to call again for a Simonds Saw.

No time was too long, no effort too vast, no pains too great, for us to take in securing the Simonds Standard of Quality of Saw, and
there is nothing on this globe that can hold us back from maintaining the uniformity of that standard.

We make every kind of Saw used in lumbering and mill work, and on woodworking machinery, Cross Cut, Band, Gang, and Solid and
inserted Tooth Circulars.

(To buy right—let your order read Simonds)

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Limited
Montreal, Que. St. John, H. B. Vancouver, B. C.

trcalo"

J. F. EBY
President CAMP SUPPLIES HUGH BLAIN

Vice-President

If you are looking for QUALITY in your Camp Supplies,

you should specify :

"ANCHOR" brand
BAKING POWDER
JELLY POWDERS
EXTRACTS, SPICES
COFFEE TEA

(In sealed air tight packages)

Sweetened MILK Unsweetened

CANNED-
SALMON, FRUITS
and VEGETABLES

The

Quality

Is

Guaranteed

The

Best

It

Is

Possible

To

Produce

WE CARRY A FULL RANGE OF CAMP SUPPLIES

Wholesale Grocers EBY-BLAIN, LIMITED ^
TORONTO

nd Manufacturers
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A National Journal

Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers
HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President.

THOS. S. YOUNG, Toronto, General Manager.

OFFICES AND BRANCHES:
TORONTO - - Telephone Main 2362 - 220 King Street West
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"The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is published in the interest

of, and reaches regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and
allied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion

by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-

worthy market quotations throughout the world, so as to afford to the trade

at home and abroad information on which it can rely in its operations.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For man-
ufacturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention of

owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworking factories, pulp
mills, etc., "The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedly the

most direct and profitable advertising medium. Special attention is directed

to the "Wanted" and "For Sale" advertisements.

Vol. 32 Toronto, February 15, 1012 No. 4

Duty on Jointed Lumber Upheld
It is a long time since there has been so much discussion about

lumber in the House of Commons at Ottawa as took place during

the last month or two. With a return of a protectionist Govern-

ment to power and the prospect of important alterations in the tariff,

lumbermen naturally hoped for better treatment than they have re-

ceived in the past. Some of them profess to believe that the pres-

ent Government will place a duty on rough lumber entering Can-

ada, equal to the duty which Canadian lumber pays when entering

the United States. This may come to pass some day, but in the

meantime it was reasonable that the lumberman of Canada should

expect the existing tariff to be interpreted and enforced strictly

according to the letter of the act. The tariff act permits rough lum-

ber, dressed on one side only to enter free of duty. Lumber which

is dressed on one side or one edge or, as the act says, "dressed on

one or both sides, when the edges are jointed or tongued and

grooved," comes under item 505 of the tariff, which makes it subject

to a duty of 25 per cent., when imported from the United States.

One would imagine that this was perfectly clear and simple and

that the duty would be collected and paid without any question.

Nevertheless on this very point, there developed recently one of the

fiercest debates that the Parliament of Canada has ever witnessed

on a plain matter of business.

Of fete years the Government has allowed lumber to enter

Canada free of duty, which is dressed on one side and of which the

edge has been planed and then roughed over with the side of a saw,

so as to take off the marks of the planer. To all appearances this

is rough lumber, dressed on one side only, but it is lumber which

can be used for building purposes without further manufacture in

any way. The planing of the edge reduces the lumber to uniform

thickness. It is lumber which has been "further manufactured than

dressed on one side and it requires no further manufacturing in

Canada before being used in the construction of a building. Cana-

dian woodworking or lumber manufacturing industries lose their

protection, when this lumber is admitted free of duty and are de-

prived of the business which would result from completing the

manufacture of this lumber, or producing other lumber to take its

place. The tariff act very clearly was drawn up with the express

intention of preventing such lumber from entering the country duty

free. Yet in the face of this unmistakable intention of the framers

of the act, it required debates extending over two whole days in

the House of Commons at Ottawa to dispose of the subject suffi-

ciently to allow the defeat of a vote of censure upon the present

Government for deciding no longer to allow lumber to enter Can-

ada free of duty, on which there is evidence of planing on the edge,

as well as one fully dressed side. The proposition is a simple one

to a lumberman's mind, but when politics enter a simple matter of

this kind there is no foretelling how complicated the issue may be

made to appear, before it has been completely threshed out. The
political end of the present affair has to do with the alleged interests

of the western farmer, that great factor in the upbuilding of Can-

ada who has produced so much to its wealth and has secured such

excellent treatment from the Canadian Government, ever since he

has become an important element at election times. Fortunately in

the debate which preceded the taking of a vote upon the second

occasion on which the subject was debated in the House of Com-
mons recently, the political aspect of the situation was made amply
clear and its bona fides were demonstrated to a nicety.

Many side issues were brought up to cloud the main point and
there was much eloquence released upon the alleged iniquities of

the lumber trust, which was represented as squeezing the last penny
from the needy settler and forcing him to live in a house through
which the wind blew and the chilly blasts of winter entered to make
his life miserable. He was even represented as living in a shack

composed of the side of a hill with a roof and 3 walls built beside it.

These word pictures of the poverty of the western farmer do not

mate well with the glowing tales of prosperity which are told abroad
by agents of the Government seeking to encourage immigration to

Canada. The truth no doubt lies midway between. The farmer of

the prairies, or the immigrant who is making a home for himself

wants his lumber as cheap as he can get it. That is the key to the

situation. Whether the lumber comes from the United States or

from Canada is of no concern to him. He gets it as cheap from the

one source as from the other. The difference in price, which allows
the United States lumber to undersell the Canadian product, is taken
up by the middleman before the lumber reaches the consumer. The
actual purchaser of lumber on the prairies has little or no interest

in the matter. He would probably be better off if the competition
between the two sources of supply were on a more equal footing.

He would then have a wider range of selection and would also se-

cure the benefit caused by the desire of active competitors to furnish

the best possible service in the way of quick delivery.
In the House of Commons, after the question had been shorn of

its confusing side issues, the discussion settled down to a consider-

ation of what constituted "jointing," as applied to the edges of a

piece of lumber. The claim was made by those who were opposed
to the collection of the duty, that lumber which had been planed and
then roughed on the edge was not "jointed;" that if it had to be
used for the finer purposes of cabinet making, etc., the edge had
to be "further manufactured," before a perfect joint had been se-

cured and that therefore there was no "joint." The Government
established the fact however, that this lumber, with the edge planed
and subsequently roughed, was used extensively in building opera-
tions, without further manufacture and that they were therefore
entitled to collect the duty so long as there was any sign upon the
edge of the lumber indicating that it had passed through a planer.

The whole situation was summed up, by the Minister of Customs
at the conclusion of the debate, in words which to anyone familiar
with the lumber industry are convincing. The Minister of Cus-
toms spoke as follows :—"The Board of Customs acted on their

own judgment. Lumber that is planed on one side only certainly
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comes in free. United States citizens without a doubt have used

a small saw for the purpose of trying to defraud the customs rev-

enue. If they succeed in obliterating the planing, and we cannot

detect it, we have to allow it in as sawn lumber; but if it shows

part of the original planing, it is evident to the customs officers that

it was planed, and the Board of Customs claim that it should be

dutiable. So far as I am concerned 1 am only administering the lav,

as passed by this parliament. I have no desire to impose a duty

on the people of this country more than the law calls for. At the

same time, I claim that in this case I have carried out what has

been the custom of every government in this country for many past

years."

British Columbia Forestry Bill

The Honorable W. R. Ross, Minister of Lands for British Col

umbia, in presenting the second reading of the new bill for the

creation of a Bureau of Forests and for the reorganization of the

fire prevention, forest conservation and timber system of British Col-

lumbia spoke at considerable length upon the subject. Outside of

the propositions of the bill, the most interesting announcement made
by the minister was the fact that the government had engaged as

consulting forester for British Columbia, Mr. Overton W. Price, who
was in large measure responsible for the organization of the United

States Forestry service, while Mr. Gifford Pinchot, the former chief

of the United States Forestry service, will lend his friendly super-

vision and co-operation and will visit the province of British Col-

umbia in this connection some time during the coming summer.

Honorable Mr. Ross referred at some length to the legislative-

history of forestry administration in British Columbia and claimed

that the province had nothing to fear from comparisons of its for-

estry policy with those of other countries. In its main features, he

claimed that the British Columbia forestry policy stood by itself as

the soundest, most effective, most profitable and the most conven-

ient method of obtaining a steady flow of revenue from the forest

that had as yet been devolved by any country.

Referring more particularly to the forestry policy of the Gov-

ernment, the Honorable Mr. Ross asked what must be done to con-

serve the forests of British Columbia. They must in this new prov-

ince face the same problems which had been faced by the United

States a few years ago. The first essential was the creation of a

thoroughly efficient forestry service.

The duty of the experts who would form the forestry service

would be to ascertain exactly what timber existed within the prov-

ince. There was reason to believe that the reserved timber was

much greater than most people imagined. To facilitate this work

licenses must all be surveyed as soon as possible and in any event

before 1918.

According to requirements sales of crown stumpage on the ex-

isting reserve would be made. Every effort had been made, in the

preparation of the forest bill, to put all holdings upon an equality.

For this reason all future sales would be of licenses, conditions of

each sale being regulated by the individual circumstances. There

would be sales for immediate logging as in the case of burnt timber

liable to spoil. There would also be sales on the basis of bonus per

thousand feet in addition to royalty payable when the timber was

cut, according to the method adopted in Ontario, which insured that

the Government should be paid for everything standing upon the

land, while at the same time benefitting the purchaser because the

Government, to that extent assumed the fire risk. Pulpwood tim-

ber would be sold under license. A cruise and thorough examina-

tion of pulp concessions granted by previous governments would

be undertaken. No change was to be made in the present rate of

royalty. Reafforestation was to be provided for by the creation of

forestry reserves, the essential preliminary to reafforestation being

fire protection. A forest protection fund was to be collected, to which

all holders of timber would be required to contribute on the basis of

1 cent per acre, the Government on its side providing an equal

amount.

Taxation on Timber Lands in B. C.
The B. C. Royal Commission on Taxation have just presented

their report to the provincial legislature. In regard to timber land

taxation they recommend a two per cent, tax upon assessed value.

Regarding timber land they say: "Timber land is defined in the

'Assessment Act' as 'all land owned, leased, held under licence,

claimed, or occupied by any person for the special purpose of cutting

or removing timber therefrom, or which is held as an investment for

the accruing value of the timber growing thereon, and which is not

held for any other purpose, and which averages at least 5,000 feet

of merchantable timber to the acre.'

The evidence with regard to the timber-land tax was volumin-

ous, but its range was chiefly concentrated on the question of values.

The 2 per cent, on assessed value was generally supported, though

those advocating the 'single tax' expressed a desire to tax timber

land, as well as all other natural resources, more heavily than at pre-

sent, so that they should bear the whole expense of the government
of the province. No very definite complaint was adduced on the

question of the royalty paid for timber (board measure).

"Lumber representatives were generally of opinion that all hold-

ers of timber leases and timber licenses ought to contribute towards

the expenses of fire protection in proportion to the area of stumpage,

and that there had not been much disposition shown by some owners

of such lands hitherto to safeguard their timber limits against fires.

"Others advocated the appointment of a Fire Commission, as in

Idaho, where large proprietors form part of the Commission, and

establish patrols.

"Some witnesses commented strongly on the depletion of tim-

ber in the province through extravagant or careless felling and des-

truction by fire combined. It was pointed out in connection with

this matter that, if the tax on timber land were lower, there would

be less temptation to cut down timber so fast as is being done, the

general practice being at present (according to these witnesses), on

account of the higher rate, to fell the best timber, and then to give

up the licence or lease.

"Others were in favor of a lower rate of licence and increased

royalties, for the reason above given—viz., that the present rate

tempts the logger to cut the best part of the timber and then sur-

render the lease or licence. Others held that the land should be

taxed on stumpage basis and not on royalties. There were also

statements to the effect that the $140 licence fee on timber acreage

in the coast districts and the $115 fee in the interior districts were

respectively too low and too high compared with the relative value

of the timber in the two regions. Witnesses, however, were not

altogether in accord on this point.

"Suggestions were also made that, for the prevention of waste

of a valuable natural resource, permission ought to be granted to

the owners of timber limits to export logs suitable for piles, poles,

and posts, and railway ties. It was explained that in the process of

cutting saw-logs much smaller timber, for which a market could

be found abroad, was necessarily thrown down, and that, if operators

were permitted to export these, the danger of destruction of forests

by fire would be greatly diminished, employment would be given

to more labor, and a substantial addition would be made to the rev-

enue. The last-mentioned aspect of the case is the reason why the
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Commissioners bring the subject under the attention of the govern-
ment, but without making any recommendation, since the question
of policy involved does not appear to lie within instructions.

"On the whole, the Commissioners are not prepared, after re-

viewing the evidence at their disposal, to suggest any modification in

the existing legislation regarding timber lands and timber holdings,

and refer the question of fire protection to the consideration of the

government."

Railway Commission Gonsic
As a result of the application of the province of British Colum-

bia and recommendations of the Dominion Conservation Commission
the railway commission will draft regulations to prevent further loss

to Canada's forest wealth due to fires started by railways. This was
announced by Judge Mabee at the conclusion of an important hearing

of the whole matter recently. In giving it the chairman stated that,

"these regulations will be drafted and submitted to the railway com-
panies and others interested. If they are regarded as unfair, as too

drastic or too weak or otherwise objectionable, we will hold another

conference. It is not our desire that these regulations should be

unreasonable. The loss to the countrv, however, from the burning
of timber directly due to the operation of railways has been some-
thing awful and the question should have been taken up 25 years

ago. We hope to be able to get some regulations which will pre-

vent in future the devastation that has occurred in the past."

Mr. Clive Pringlc, who appeared for the British Columbia gov-

ernment before the commission, stated that they wanted a general

order covering the danger zones excluding, if it were thought wise,

regions where oil burning locomotives were used. The regulations

since the matter was first taken up, had been to a large part fulfilled

by the railways which had co-operated in preventing fire. He in-

stanced the great loss of life which occurred as the result of these

forest fires as emphasizing the necessity for a general regulation.

Mr. Flinthoff, counsel for the C. 1'. R., told what his company
did in the way of protection in its different sections through the

forest belt. Men 011 "speeders" patrolled the line for fire but gaso-

line cars were not used.

'"Have you any instructions in regard to the burning of oil in

C. P. R. locomotives?" he was asked by the chairman. The reply was
that on some parts of the line oil was being used, but the cost of

sring Forest Fire Prevention
transportation inland from the coast was prohibitive.

The Great Northern Railway, however, it was brought out, em-
ployed oil on all trains from Seattle to Vancouver and never had
any fires. In this connection Dr. B. E. Fernow, Dean of the Faculty

of Forestry in the University of Toronto, stated that oil burners,

if properly operated, were practically an absolute preventative against

fire while spark resisters in locomotive flues were never absolutely

reliable. He read a draft of the regulations which he has submitted
to the railway commission for fire protection along railway lines.

They provided that where oil burning locomotives were not used
there should be patrols along the right-of-way, that locomotives

should be fitted with ashpan screens and spark arresters and that

all firefighting equipment should be inspected by the railway com-
mission. A new and very important provision was that in cases

where owners of adjacent wood lands allowed slash within 100 feet

of railway tracks or otherwise encouraged fire, railway companies
which gave them due notice of this condition would not be responsible

for fire loss caused by them.

In connection with further evidence by the C. P. R., Judge
Maybee stated that there was not a ranger along the whole north
shore of Lake Superior. "Why not protect the young growth as

well as the old?" said the chairman. "My experience has been that

railway companies pay no attention whatever to the infants."

Secretary James White of the Conservation Commission read
a letter from that body stating that Dr. Fernow had been asked to

draw up, in co-operation with Judge Mabee, draft regulations for

preventing fires caused by railroads and that he, with Hon. Clifford

Sifton and Senator Edwards were also to co-operate generally in

the attainment of this end. Judge Mabee then stated that regula-

tions would be drawn up and submitted.

Editorial Short Lengths for Busy Readers
Following on the recommendations of the conservation commis-

sion, the government has approved and will shortly carry into effect

the setting aside of an appropriation of $110,000 to be expended this

year on the new Rocky Mountain forest reserve. The minister of

the interior has also decided to appoint a forestry expert, a trained

man, with a scientific and practical knowledge of the work, to take

charge of the reserve. As the latter is a tract 600 miles long and

anywhere from thirty to sixty miles wide, or about 30,000 square

miles in all, a staff of some proportions will be needed, particularly

for the preliminary work. The $110,000 appropriation will be used

in making trails, establishing stations, installing a telephone system,

and endeavoring to prevent the possibility of fires in the huge re-

serve. The question as to whether the reserve should be made a

game preserve as well has come up. It is likely that a part, but not

the whole of the segregated section, will be set apart for the pre-

servation of Canadian animal life.

The first report of the British Columbia Sanitary Inspector which

has just been published refers to sanitation in the camps as follows:

"Judging from my limited experience during the past few

months, it appears that the sanitary conditions in railroad, logging,

mining, and other camps throughout the Province are not, upon the

whole, satisfactory. I have found a number of cases where proper

attention has not been paid to ventilation, disposal of garbage, etc.,

although in every case the person responsible for the camp has at

once rectified the matter on my suggestion. In this connection, I

should like to state that in every instance I have met with nothing
but kindness and courtesy from those responsible for the operation

of the various camps.

"From the reports received from the outside camps, as well as

my personal experience, I find that, with very few exceptions, the

water-supply is first-rate, the water being plentiful and good. In
a number of what may be called permanent camps there have usu-
ally been erected a number of cottages which have been built and
occupied by the men themselves. These buildings are usually well

built, complete, and fairly sanitary.

"The question of the ventilation of bunk-houses is a somewhat
difficult one. The usual method is by leaving a space in the roof

or gables, but during wet and stormy weather the ventilation of the
smaller bunk-houses presents a serious problem. Clothes are fre-

quently dried in the same room as that in which the men sleep,

and unless the windows and doors are kept open, which is impossible
in bad weather, the atmosphere becomes very close.

"The department proposes to enforce the rules and regulations
in every respect. While it is not intended to bring about any neces-
sary changes in such a manner that hardships will be entailed, vet
the department believes that the health of the men is the first consid-
eration. I propose to make it clearly understood that no wanton
breach of the department rules and regulations will be permitted.

"I have now under consideration the question of formulating
a regulation which will make it compulsory for all camps to keep
on hand a complete first-aid equipment, with simple directions for its

use."
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Fourth Annual Gathering of the C.L.A.
Enthusiastic Meeting of Representatives From Many Parts of Canada—Annual
Fee Reduced One-half—Uniform Grading and Lumber Tariff Keenly Discussed

The fourth annual meeting of the Canadian Lumbermen's Asso-
ciation was held in the Board of Trade Building, Ottawa, on Feb-

ruary 6th and was the most successful and interesting that the Asso-

ciation has ever held. There were about forty members in atten-

dance representing Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and
British Columbia. In the absence of the president, Mr. J. B. Miller

of Toronto, the chair was occupied by Mr. Alexander MacLaurin of

the Charlemagne and Lac Oureau Lumber Company, Montreal. The
attendance included the following: W. M. Ross, of J. R. Booth,

Ottawa ; R. G. Cameron, Cameron & Co., Ottawa
; J. G. Cane, To-

ronto ; W. B. MacLean, Conger Lumber Co., Toronto; J. C. Allan,

Robert Cox & Co., Ottawa; J. C. Browne, Fraser & Co., Ottawa;
Geo. Gordon, Cache Bay, Ont. ; H. K. Egan, Hawkesburv Lumber
Co., Ottawa; Walter C. Laidlaw, Laidlaw Lumber Co., Toronto;

W. A. Firstbrook, Northern Timber Co., Toronto; W. J. MacBeth,
Parry Sound Lumber Co., Toronto; W. Scott, Pigeon River Lum-
ber Co., Port Arthur; P. C. Walker, Shepard & Morse, Ottawa; P.

O'Leary, Strong Lumber Co., Orillia ; A. E. Clarke, Edward Clarke

& Sons, Toronto
; J. G. Paynes, Campbell & Johnson. Toronto ; Nor-

man Wilson, W. C. Edwards & Co., Rockland,

Ont.; Alex. MacLaurin, Montreal; T. J. Ste-

venson, and J. B. White, Riordon Paper Co.,

Montreal
-

; Wm. Power, M.P., W. & J. Shar-

pies, Que. ; Arthur Campbell, Campbell & Mac-
Laurin. Montreal ; Maurice Welsh, Campbell
& MacLaurin, Toronto; D. Murphy, Ottawa,
representing Brunette Sawmill Co., Sapper-

ton, B.C.; Otis Staples, Wycliffe, B.C.; H.

Davidson, Hastings Shingle & Lumber Co.,

Vancouver, B.C.; A. Cotton, Vancouver, B.C.,

and W. A. Anstie, Secretary of the Mountain
Lumber Manufacturers' Association, Calgary,

Alta.

The address of the president which was
read by the secretary was as follows

:

The President's Address

"In regard to the question of insurance we have

received no complaints from our members and
assume that there is now no difficulty in connection

with placing any insurance with the mutual com-
panies, reciprocals, or underwriters. Your particu-

lar attention is drawn to the necessity of making
returns to the Government, on a form which is

supplied by the Department of Insurance, not later

than March 1st, for all insurance placed with out-

side companies, during the year ending December
31st.

"With regard to our freight rate case, the re-

port, already referred to, to be handed in by the

transportation committee, will give all information in

this connection. I may merely say that export rates,

which had been increased, into Montreal from cer-

tain territory, had, by order of the board, to be

restored to the old rate.

"Perhaps the most important matter we have to lay before you at

this meeting is the question of proposed changes in the customs tariff, on
lumber imported into Canada. The tremendous increase noticeable in

the imports of planks, boards, deals, joists and scantling, from the United
States, is a matter which calls for the most serious consideration of our
members."

The address then quoted at length, the remarks of Sir Edmund Walker at

the annual meeting of the shareholders of the Canadian Bank of Commerce,
upon the injury to the Canadian lumber industry resulting from the rapidly
increasing imports of United States lumber into Canada. These remarks
were published in full in the Canada Lumberman of February first.

Continuing, the President's address was as follows: "Since the publica-

tion of these figures, we have later returns, that is, for the eleven months
ending November 30, 1911, and with each succeeding month, conditions seem
to be getting more serious. For instance, for the period just mentioned,
figures corresponding with the above, are as follows:

Average Price
Year Ft. B.M.
1909 127,104,000

1911 470,943,000

"It will be seen, therefore, that for

1909, there was 3750 feet imported in 1911

$6.59 per thousand feet board measure.
"In connection with this matter, it has been stated in the public press,

that the Government may possibly cancel what is known as the "Dumping
Clause," at present on the Canadian Statutes, and it needs hardly to be
pointed out that this would work to the further disadvantage of the lum-
ber trade. In view of the above, a peculair position of things exists. For
the year ending March 31, 1911 (the latest returns available) the average

Alex. MacLaurin, Montreal,
New President of C. L. A.

Value per M. ft.

$ 3,512,158 $27.63

10,034,815 21.04

every thousand feet imported in

and the average price dropped

price on dutiable imports of lumber from United States, is only $13.81,
whereas during the same period, the average price on free imports of lum-
ber from United States is $18.10. Admitting that the quantity of expensive
hardwoods imported may swell the average value of free imports to $18.10,
it must, I think, be conceded that $13.81, f.o.b. at the mill, per thousand feet,

as representing the value of finished lumber, that is planed or finished on
more than one side, is ridiculously low, and this being the averag'e value,
it follows that there must have been a lot of lumber imported at less than
this figure, and some, of course, at higher figures, but a difference of $4.29
per thousand feet, between the average value of free imports and the aver-
age value of dutiable imports, is something which calls for further ex-
planation.

"You will find in the report by the Executive Committee, a comparative
statement of exports of lumber from the United States, as compared with
those from Canada, to the various countries of the world, and in conjunc-
tion with that statement there is a suggestion that this Association should
engage an expert lumberman and send him to the Central American States,
the West Indies, and South America, for the purpose of making a full re-
port thereon. In view of the near approach of the opening of the Panama
Canal, this would seem to be a wise thing to do. Your attention is called
to the fact that a representative of the Royal Mail Steam Packet Co., con-
trolling 324 vessels, has very recently been investigating trade and harbor
facilities of the North Pacific, with the view of entering into that trade.

The present annual foreign commerce of South Am-
erican countries on the Pacific Ocean aggregates
$3,000,000,000. The Pacific coast Latin countries
amounts to $400,000,000 annually. New York, Phil-
adelphia, Baltimore, New Orleans and other Unitel
States ports are all getting in line to be ready for

the opening of this canal and undoubtedly there will

be a serious dislocation of business. If large inter-

change in the lumber business takes place from the
east to the west, the reverse condition of things will

exist, and in the east we shall meet with western
lumber at a less figure, owing to the water haul.
When it is considered that the suggestion has been
made that ships would use the Panama Canala free

of cost, while foreign ships would pay a charge not
exceeding $1.25 a ton, it will be seen that our
friends to the south intend to monopolize the bene-
fits which this canal will bestow. The proposal to
charge all United States vessels owned by a rail-

way company, however, double the foreign rate,

would be of no effect as this would participate of
the nature of class legislation and would undoubted-
ly be fought to a finish in the United States courts.

"With reference to the annual shortage of cars,

it is hoped that the orders recently placed for addi-
tional equipment by Canadian roads, will have the
effect of doing away, to a certain extent, with this

disability. The railways undoubtedly have done the
best they could under the circumstances and we
must all work together, that is shippers and carriers,

for the general good.
"A proposition will be laid before you at this

meeting, looking towards the reduction of the an-
nual fee from $50 to $25. Your executive thought
this was a wise thing to do at the present time. We
have passed the experimental stage and I think it

will be admitted that the existence of an association,

such as this, can be of tremendous value to the trade,

but without the hearty co-operation and assistance
of every member of this association, in the

strongest way possible, to take a live interest in its affairs and
to communicate with the head office whenever any question comes
up requiring expert advice and attention. The reduction of our fee

to $25 would mean that we must more than double our membership.
We ought at least to have 250 members, but are now aiming to get 200.

Let every member secure one additional application, and we shall accomp-
lish our purpose. The Association is yours, and with your hearty and
enthusiastic support, together with the increased numbers, which we ex-

pect, will accomplish still further for you in the future.

"It is with extreme regrat that 1 refer at this time to the death of Mr.
Peter Whelen. Those who had the pleasure of knowing Mr. Whelen, valued
him highly as a friend and for his qualities of heart and mind."

Report of the Secretary

The report of the Secretary was then read as follows

:

"The agenda in your hands, shows the changes in membership which
have taken place during the year, and in connection with this matter, your
Secretary would urge upon each member of the Association to pledge him-
self to secure at least one new member. On previous occasions your Secre-
tary has asked that a small committee on membership be appointed and
he would again urge this upon your consideration. With a committee, of

say three to handle this matter, there is no doubt in his mind that it would
result to the great advantage of the Association. Particularly in view of

the resolution which is to be submitted to you at this meeting, providing
for the re luction of the annual fee from $50 to $25. We have seventeen new
applications for membership in this Association, on the basis of the re-

duced fee to $25.

"In c( nnection with the proposed amendment of the customs tariff", since

the President's address and the report of the executive committee were pre-
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pared, it is reported in the press that the yardmaster of the Canadian Pa-
cific Railway Company, at Regina, has been prosecuted, charged with allow-
ing a car of lumber in bond, to pass through without payment of duties.
Undoubtedly this is only one case of hundreds, and perhaps thousands,
which have not been detected, or which have been allowed to go through!
Closely allied with this question is the serious one as to the best means °of
meeting the "dumping" of lumber into Canada by United States manufac-
turer*. I his is an important proposition and one which calls for your
most earnest thought, deliberation and action.

"With regard to the extension of the trade report branch of your Asso-
ciation, it would facilitate matters considerably if fuller information could
be given your secretary, regarding the various parties under investigation.
It is difficult to estimate justly what the standing of certain individuals is,
from the meagre reports received in a number of cases, besides being unfair
to the person or firm enquired about. The hope and effort on the part
of your secretary is to give such information as will protect the seller
and at the same time be fair to the buyer. The benefit must be mutual and
your secretary suggests that it would be a good idea, when you return to
your offices, for each member to report, voluntarily, to the office of theA— ociation, any persons or firms who have been delinquent during the
year just closed, or whose account has not been in satisfactory shape.

"All our members have been advised by circular, that they are entitled
to an allowance of 500 pounds for variation in tare of cars and track scale
allowance when shipped in box cars, all the year round, and 500 pounds
in summer and 1,000 pounds in winter, when lumber is shipped on flat or
gondola cars. In addition to this, on all lumber loaded on flat cars, ship-
pers are entitled to an allowance of 500 pounds for the weight of stakes and
fastenings, all the year round. These deductions should be clearly shown
on the shipping documents and you are particularly urged to see that these
allowances are made. If any member has difficulty in this regard, and
will report to the secretary, the matter will be attended to promptly.

"We would also like full details from each member regarding the
question of car shortage. Without specific instances, it is impossible for
your Association to make effective protest. Individual effort in these mat-
ters is less effective than the concerted action of your Association."

The report of the treasurer showed a balance in the bank of
$534.

Executive Committee's Report

The report of the executive committee was as follows:
"This question has received the most careful consideration at the hands

of your executive committee, and we wish to lay before you, in as concise
form as possible, the exact position.

"According to the Canadian tariff, sawn lumber and lumber planed
on one side comes into Canada free of duty; lumber further manufactured
is subject to a duty of 25 per cent, ad valorem. On November 21st, 1911,
a circular was sent to 354 sawmill proprietors and wholesale lumber dealers!
asking the question, whether duties equivalent to those imposed by the
United States on Canadian lumber should be included in the Canadian tariff.
The reply requested was, "Yes" or "No," to the question, "Should such
duties^ be imposed on softwoods?" and the reply "Yes" or "No" to the ques-
tion, "Should such duties be imposed on hardwoods " 144 firms replied "Yes"
to both questions, 25 replied "Yes" to softwoods, and "No" to hardwoods, 2
replied "Yes" to softwoods and nothing to hardwoods, 16 replied "No" to
both questions, and one replied "No" to softwoods and "Yes" to hardwoods.
This makes a total of 188, out of which it will be seen 171 advocate an
imposition of a duty of $1.25 per 1,000 ft. B.M. on softwoods, 17 say "No"
to this question, and 41 replies indicate that the writers do not wish such
duties placed on hardwoods.

"There is no doubt whatever, that the privilege of bringing lumber
into Canada planed on one side, free of duty, has led to very serious abuses
on the part of some United States shippers, that is to say, that millions
of feet of lumber further manufactured than planed on one side, have been
brought into Canada in the past, free of duty. In support of this conten-
tion, particular attention is called to the annual report of the Department
of Trade and Commerce, for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1911, as
follows:

Average price
M. Ft. B.M. Value per M. Ft.

Dutiable Imports 22,848,000 $ 315,756 $13.81
Free Imports 193,177,000 3,496,496 $18.10

This shows the average price per thousand feet on free imports was
$18.10, whereas the average price per thousand feet on dutiable imports,
that is, lumber further manufactured, was only $13.80, a difference of $4.29
per thousand feet. These figures are for sawn boards, planks, deals, and
other lumber. The above figures taken in conjunction with the tremendous
increase in the quantity of lumber exported from the United States into
Canada, comparing the period of eleven months, ending November 30th,
1911, with the same period in the year 1909, the quantity increased 349,-
839,000 feet B.M., whereas the average price decreased $6.59 per thousand
feet B.M., or over 23 per cent., shows the disabilities Canadian manufacturers
are working under.

The Case for a Dutylon Lumber

"In view of the reported intention of the government to withdraw the
Dumping Act, it would seem as though the lumber trade must receive some
sort of protection from the government, or the operations of the lumbermen
will be very seriously curtailed, if not suspended altogether. The imposi-
tion of duties by Canada to correspond with the United States tariff, could
not, of course, be construed as being an unfriendly act towards that nation.
It has been the aim of your executive, to avoid even the appearance of irrita-
tion or annoyance, to our friends to the south, but we realize that the lum-
ber industry of Canada has now reached that point, when some course must
be adopted which will have a tendency to preserve the Canadian market
for Canadian industries. It is an assured fact that the keen competition
existing among Canadian lumbermen, with the utter absence of anything that
can be construed in the nature of a trust or combine in the lumber business,
having for its objects the fixing of prices or controlling the output in any
way, guarantee that prices to the consumer would not increase. Particular
attention is called to the fact that, notwithstanding the enormous increase

in imports from the United States, coupled with the tremendous decrease in
price, as indicaed above, the Canadian consumer has been paying for his
lumber on the basis of the prices which Canadian manufacturers could afford
to sell at,—the profits have gone to the middlemen, who, without any stake
in the country, have been able to, thanks to the lax administration of the
Canadian law, profit tremendously thereby.

"On the other hand, there have been indications that the United States
Government would abolish their duty of $1.25 per thousand feet B.M. on
rough sawn lumber, and in this event, it would, of course, do away, to a large
extent, with any argument for Canada putting a tariff on lumber.

"What effect the proposed formation of a tariff commission for Can-
ada may have upon the lumber situation is another feature which must be
taken into consideration. No doubt lumber interests will be given an op-
portunity of appearing before that commission, and it may be a wise thing
not to agitate, at this time, for a change in the tariff, pending the appoint-
ment of that commission.

Interpretation of Tariff on Lumber
"Early in November, a deputation from British Columbia waited upon

the Board of Customs in Ottawa, protesting against abuses by United States
shippers, under the clause admitting lumber planed on one side, into Can-
ada free. Your association was represented at that meeting and the result
was the issuing of orders requiring strict observance of the Canadian law
lhe effect has been, that to a considerable extent, these abuses have ceased
If the importation of lumber planed or finished on one side were made duti-
able, it would eliminate the danger of the continuance of these abuses and
the suggestion is made that probably at this time the best interests of the
trade may be served by simply requesting that the words contained in item
504, of Schedule A, of the Customs Tariff of 1907, be amended by striking
out the words, dressed on one side only." This would interfere very slightly
with the tariff and at the same time would give substantial relief to Can-
adian producers.

"Figures have been prepared by our secretary, on the basis of duties tocorrespond exactly with the United States tariff, excepting that sawn hard-woods should come in free in all tariffs. There is, also, an alternative pro-
position, putting on a duty of $1.25 per thousand feet B.M., on sawn soft-woods, sawn hardwoods to be free, with all lumber or timber either hard
or soft when further manufactured, to be subject to a duty of 25 per cent
as at the present time. Provision has also been made for the imposition of
duties on lath of 20 per cent, per thousand pieces, and on shingles of 50cper thousand pieces.

Proposed Hemlock Association

"In October, your secretary was sent to Toronto to attend a meetingof the hemlock manufacturers and wholesalers. At that time the proposi-
tion was to form a Hemlock Association, having for its objects the uniformgrading and inspection of hemlock. It was pointed out, that unless such
rules were adopted and authorized by a substantial element of the trade theobjects sought would not materialize. It was suggested that the hemlockmen, who were not members of this association, should join, lay their viewsbefore that body, and see if some remedy could not be found. A seriousobstacle to a number of those present at that meeting was the fact thatthe annual fee for membership in the Canadian Lumbermen's Associationwas more than they felt justified in subscribing. Your executive then tookup the question as to the advisability of reducing the annual fee, providedthat a sufficient increase in membership would result, as would enable thenecessary expenses to be defrayed.

"In the meantime the hemlock manufacturers have gone ahead with theiruniform grading and inspection rules, and a copy of these rules has beenforwarded to this association.
"We would suggest that a committee be formed to deal with this whole
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We fed that the experiment has demon-strated the useful service which this association can render to the trade.

Amendment to the Criminal Code
"As you are aware, at the last annual meeting, it was reported that re-presentations had been made by this association coupled with correspond-
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Edmund WalI?er, President of the Canadian Bankot Commerce, at the annual meeting of that institution, January 9th he drewattention to the tremendous difference which exists in Canadian imports andexp ats and said, 'but the fact remains that we must enlarge fhe volume ofproducts we have to export and either lessen our imports by curtailment oexrend.ture or by manufacturing at home many of the articles we buy abroad '

Canada's Foreign Trade
"For a period of six months, ending September, 1911, the balance againstC nada amounted to $124,322,000.
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"With a view of showing the countries to which the United States ex-

port lumber, your attention is called to the following statement:

Exports Exports
from from

United States Canada
10 mths. ended year ended

Boards, l'lanks, Deals, Joists and Scantling Oct. lit, lit II Mch. 31, Kill
Exported to:

—

United Kingdom $5,805,088 $10,282,127
Belgium

2,172,404

11,041
France 604,343 30,677
Germany

1,833,516

6,260
Italy 863,898
Netherlands

2,054,022

3,400
Other Europe 753,934 14,569
Cent. American States and Br. Honduras.. 005,432 20,523
Mexico

1,428,109

12,943
Cuba

1,972,305

324,543
Other West Indies and Bermuda 827,951 253,437
Argentina

4,703,895

2,530,078
Brazil 777,771 74,436
Other South America 1,786,532 187,393
Chinese Empire 494,261 27,807
British Oceania 2,896,984 510,816
Philippine Islands 372,695
Africa

.'.

. 544,774 290,439
Other Countries 356,033 44,083
Newfoundland, Miquelon and St. Pierre 20,785
Alaska 665
Japan 30,477

$30,774,547 $14,676,499
Canada 9,028,741
United States 10,890,038

$39,803,288 $31,567,137

"For the ten months ending October 31st, 1911, not including Canada,
the United States shipments of boards, planks, deals, joists and scantling,
amounts to $30,774,000, whereas Canada only exported to the same countries
during the whole year, ending March 31st, 1911, excluding the United States,
$14,670,000."

Transportation Committee's Report

The report of the Transportation Committee was as follows

:

"In our report of a year ago we stated that this matter had been dis-

posed of in so far as rates on domestic shipments were concerned, and it

was moved and seconded, a year ago, 'that this association respectfully ask
the Board of Railway Commissioners to review orders No. 10528 and No.
12301, with judgment and memo attached to same, respectively, as far as the
export rates are concerned.'

"On the 18th day of April, 1911, the Board issued order No. 13430, in

which the railway companies were required to 'publish and file tariffs, to
be made effective not later than May 1st, 1911, reducing the export rates on
lumber, in carloads, to Montreal, for export, from points in the Province of
Quebec east of the city of Montreal, and east of and including the line of
the Canadian Pacific Railway Company's Laurentian Subdivision, between and
including St. Lin Junction and Nomining, and east of and including the line

of the Canadian Northern Quebec Railway Company's Montfort branch, be-
tween and including St. Jerome Junction and Huberdeau, so that the same
differences shall exist between the present domestic rates on lumber to
Montreal and the said rates on lumber to Montreal for export as existed
between the old domestic rates and the old rates for export.

"'And that the said order No. 12301, dated September 20th, 1910, be, and
is hereby, rescinded.'

"Inasmuch as there have been no complaints from any of our members
shipping in that territory, we assume that the tariff is now satisfactory.

"This, therefore, disposes finally of the question. There is no doubt that
the revenues of the railways have been tremendously increased as a result
of the tariff complained of, being allowed to stand.

"In this connection, your attention is called to the fact that it was stated
by the Rt. Hon. Mr. Borden, in the House of Commons on January 10th,
1912, that, owing to the fact that since the passage of the Railway Act in
1903, so many amendments had been made, the government had under con-
sideration a revision and consolidation of the Act to embody all amendments.
Your Committee urge, therefore, that this association join with the Canadian
Manufacturers' Association, in formulating revised clauses, which, in our
opinion, should be incorporated in the new Act. One recommendation we
would strongly urge is, that freight operating expenses should be shown sep-
arately from other operating expenses. The earnings of each class are shown
separately in the railway accounts, and it should be easily possible to appor-
tion the operating expenses in like manner. Further amendments we would
suggest were submitted at the annual meeting last year, and are here re-
peated:

—

" 'Any special freight tariff of any transportation company, sub-
ject to its jurisdiction, which may hereafter be filed with the Board of
Railway Commissioners, to which exception is taken by any person,
company or other party interested, making formal protest, either before
or after the effective date mentioned therein, against the adoption of
said tariff, shall at the discretion of the Board be disallowed, until after
such time as the Board shall determine, after hearing evidence pro-
duced for or against the adoption of such tariff. The Board may of
it own volition without protest or complaint on the part of others, dis-
allow any such tariff, or any portion thereof, with or without hearing
evidence in support of, or against same.

"'In any special tariff the rates contained in which are increased, he
burden of the proof,

" '(a.) that old rates are inadequate, unsatisfactory, or unworkable,
"'(b) that a larger freight revenue is requisite and necessary, aid

the reasons therefor,
shall be on the transportation company or companies, or its or the r

representative or representatives, filing such tariff.'

"For your information, we also append hereto the following resolution
which had been passed by the executive committee of the Canadian Manu-
facturers' Association, and submitted to the Minister of Railways and Canals:

'"Whereas, The Railway Act gives the Board of Railway Com-
missioners power to disallow any tariff or any portion thereof which
it considers unjust or unreasonable or contrary to any provisions of the
Act, and to prescribe in lieu thereof other tolls in lieu of the tolls dis-
allowed only after the tariff complained of has actually come into effect;

" 'And whereas, The Act provides no satisfactory method of avoid-
ing the burden of an increased tariff until proved by' actual experience
that it is unreasonable, the burden of such proof being with the public;

"'And whereas, as no carrier is compelled to lower a tariff with-
out a hearing, the public should not be compelled to suffer an in-
creased burden without the same opportunity of being heard;

" 'Be it resolved, That the Minister of Railways and Canals be
asked to amend the Railway Act so as to give authority to the Board
of Railway Commissioners either upon complaint or upon its own
motion to suspend the operation of any tariff or regulation for a suffi-

cient time to permit of a full hearing, and afterwards to make such
order as would be proper in a proceeding initiated after the tariff be-
came effective; the burden of the proof to be on the carrier to show
that the increased tariff or regulation is just or reasonable.'"

Car Stakes

"The Board of Railway Commissioners in their order No. 13326, March
27th, 1911, ordered that the weight allowance of 500 pounds per car be made
on all flat or gondola cars, for weight of stakes and fastenings. All our
members were circularized, advising this weight allowance, and your Com-
mittee hopes that every member is insisting on receiving these allowances
from the railways. It should in all cases be deducted and shown on the face
of the shipping receipt. Your committee recommend that their successors
be authorized to ask for a further order from the Board, specifying how these
stakes and fastenings are to be provided and at whose expense. This allow-
ance for car stakes should result in saving many thousands of dollars a year
for the shippers.

Track Scale Allowances
"This question was urged before the Board of Railway Commissioners,

June 20th and 21st, 1911. On the 25th day of July, the Board of Railway
Commissioners issued order No. 14389, wherein 'it is ordered that the special
tariffs of the railway companies operating west of and including Port Arthur,
Ontario, showing the allowances from track scale weights of carload traffic,

as in effect immediately prior to the first day of May, 1911, be restored until
the applicants and shippers shall have an opportunity of presenting their
views to the Board, or until the matters in dispute shall have been adjusted
between the parties at a conference which shall be had between the railway
companies and shippers, or their representatives."

"On January 4th, 1912, a conference took place between the representa-
tives of the railways and Messrs. Walsh, Tilston, and the secretary of this
association, representing the shippers, in an endeavor to arrive at a solution
of the difficulty. Mr. Kirkpatrick, Assistant Freight Traffic Manager of the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, advised that some of the western repre-
sentatives intended to be here about the time of this meeting, and as a num-
ber of our western members are also here, your secretary suggested that Feb-
ruary 7th, in Ottawa, would be a suitable and convenient occasion to meet
and settle the question. We are strongly of the opinion that the track scale
allowance should continue and if this can be made an order of the Board
instead of a regulation of the railways, it will mean increased security for the
shippers.

(This meeting will probably be held about February 15th).

Water Carriage of Goods Act

"On April 7th, 1911, a deputation from St. John, N.B., came to Ottawa,
seeking amendments to the Water Carriage of Goods Act, claiming that the
then existing conditions imposed serious burdens upon them. While ship-
pers in this part of the country were not inconvenienced in any way, and
notwithstanding the fact that lumbermen in the Maritime Provinces have per-
sistently declined to join this association, it was deemed advisable not to
oppose the New Brunswick and Nova Scotia shippers, as the proposed amend-
ments did not interfere with shippers from the St. Lawrence or impose dis-
abilities on members of this association. Our secretary attended all meet-
ings of the House of Commons Committee, until section 10 of the Act was
repealed and section 2, amended in accordance with the wishes of the eastern

Carload Minimums
"This matter has apparently been allowed by the railways to remain in

abeyance, but it may come up at any time and your committee should have
abundant evidence in connection therewith. Although this question was in-

cluded in our original freight rate case, this feature of the matter was not
dealt with by the Board of Railway Commissioners.

"Closely allied to this question is the one of average weights of lumber
of various kinds, in various conditions, viz., green, partly seasoned, and sea-
soned. Considerable information has been tabulated by the secretary, but
it would be exceedingly valuable to have full and authentic records from actual
shipments made by Canadian millmen."

Added to the above report, is a special reference by your committee, read-
ing as follows:

—

"Your committee as a whole have had more or less evidence to show
that the railway interests feel that the Canadian Lumbermen's Association
is more or less of a dead issue, apparently due to the association not acting
on our recommendation at last year's annual meeting, to the effect that a
review of the orders issued should be asked by the Governor-General-in-
Council.

"Under these circumstances we strongly recommend that more assist-
ance and activity be adopted by the members as a whole, in assisting the
transportation committee in handling these matters and that stronger sup-
port be given them than apparently has been given heretofore."

In .connection with this report a discussion arose as to the ne-
cessity for inducing the railway companies to adhere to their sche-
dules of estimated weights of cars in cases in which thev cannot
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show that they have weighed the cars. The matter was left to the
executive committee.

Annual Fee Reduced to $25

A motion was then presented by Mr. Walter C. Laidlaw, To-
ronto, that the annual fee of the association should be reduced from
$50 to $25. The matter was discussed thoroughly and finally the
motion was seconded by J. G. Cane, Toronto, and carried. The
general consensus of opinion was that the association would be able
to secure a much larger membership with the lower fee and that it

would be able to render far more valuable assistance to the trade.

Uniform Grading Rules Proposed

Mr. W. J. MacBeth then presented a set of grading rules for

white pine, red pine, spruce and lath which had been drawn up by
several members of the trade and which he laid before the associa-
tion with a view to having them discuss the matter and if thought
desirable take some definite steps in the direction of adopting uni-
form grading rules. The matter was discussed at some length by
the association and opinions were strongly expressed both in favor
of such a step and in opposition to it. Finally a committee was ap-
pointed to consider the matter and report. The committee consists
of the following: J. S. Gillies, Braeside, Ont. ; F. N. Waldie, To-
ronto; W. C. Laidlaw, Toronto; P. C. Walker, Ottawa; A. H. Camp-
bell, Montreal; and R. Kenny, Buckingham, P.Q.

Discussion Upon Proposed Grading Rules

An interesting discussion took place upon the subject of grading rules,
introduced by Mr. MacBeth. The secretary explained that the matter had
first been brought up in the executive committee, at a meeting which was
held about three weeks previous, when the President, Mr. J. B. Miller, sug-
gested that it should be discussed at the annual meeting.

W. A. Firstbrook, Toronto, remarked that grading systems were so
different in the various parts of the country that in his opinion the matter
of grading rules was one entirely of a local nature and it was therefore
scarcely advisable that the Canada Lumber Association should handle it at all.

Mr. MacBeth replied that in such a state of affairs that there would be
no central body which could lend its influence for the carrying out of the
rules of any local institution. One man's opinion would then be as good
as another's.

George Gordon, Cache Bay, Ont., said that if uniform grading rules
were to be adopted and if the Canadian Lumbermen's Association was to
continue as a national institution, they would be obliged to have an executive
for each province, who would be charged with the handling of the local
grading rules.

Gordon C. Edwards, Ottawa, did not think that there was any disposi-
tion to change their grading system, on the part of the Ottawa Valley manu-
facturers. It was a well known fact that they all made different grades in
the Ottawa Valley, he supposed that what Mr. MacBeth was aiming at was
the same system as was in force in Tonawanda; yet the Tonawanda grades
varied even in the different yards. He was certainly strongly opposed to
making any change in the grading.

Mr. MacBeth remarked that he was not in any sense the father of this
idea. He had been asked by several lumbermen to block out certain grad-
ing rules and had done so. He had secured the opinion of several lumber-
men who had gone through the rules with him in order to amend them. These
rules were not drawn up with the intention of making any man sell his
lumber strictly in accordance with them. He felt, however, that in order to
conduct their business in an intelligent way, they must have some definite
rules to use in the nature of a standard. Then whenever a dispute arose
the Canadian Lumbermen's Association could have inspectors at different
points who would be called in to adjust claims. The question would be
taken out of the sellers' and buyers' hands, and whoever was in the wrong
would have to pay the expense of the inspection.

Mr. Firstbrook remarked that he thought that it all came back to a local
issue. It had been found impossible to make any grading in the Georgian
Bay district that would apply to the Ottawa Valley district and the same
would be found in regard to other districts. It would be necessary to have
an organization for each district if different grading rules were to be adopted.
For thirty years the Tonawanda trade had endeavored to do this same thing
and yet they were not making uniform grades to-day.

Mr. A. E. Clarke, Toronto, remarked that as he understood it, Mr. Mac-
Beth's proposal was not to set down any definite rules for selling, but to'

furnish an experienced inspector with a definite standard of grades, who
would come between tbe parties in case of dispute.

Mr. J. G. Cane, Toronto, thought the rules of inspection would not be
applicable to the Canadian Lumbermen's Association at all. The trouble
arising was more between the wholesaler and the consumer than between
the sawmillman and the wholesaler or consumer. The fact of the matter was
that the consumer was supreme to-day and was telling the wholesaler just
what he must do. If the consumer complained about a shipment, saying that
it was of a certain grade, his word had to go. He thought that grading rules
such as those proposed by Mr. MacBeth should be confined to Ontario. Some
kind of arbitration of this nature ought to be adopted for settling disputes,
but he did not think it would be possible at all for the Canadian Lumber-
men's Association to take hold of the matter. The grading rules would not
apply to the west nor would it apply to Quebec. Nevertheless, they wanted
it badly in Ontario.

Mr. MacBeth said it might be well to have the grading rules localized,
but at the same time they had no local association which could take up
the work. If the Canadian Lumbermen's Association would not father the
movement and give them some standard to go by, he could not see how it

could be taken up at all. He believed that the Canadian Lumbermen's Asso-
ciation could fix it so that they would do away with all the trouble which
they were now having in the carload trade.

This concluded the discussion during the morning and after lunch the
matter was again taken up, when Mr. MacBeth read the proposed grading
rules.

Mr. Gordon C. Edwards then proposed that the matter should be left

with the executive, to appoint a committee who would go into the matter
and ascertain whether there was sufficient demand for a set of grading rules

to warrant him in going into the question more fully.

Mr. MacBeth believed that this would be a good method to adopt.

The Secretary explained the course which had been followed by the

hemlock manufacturers and wholesalers in Ontario, relating that he had been
asked to visit them and had been requestad to lay before the Canadian Lum-
bermen's Association the situation in which the hemlock men found them-
selves. The hemlock men found that they might make rules, but, having no
organization, they could not enforce them. The question arose whether they
could form an association at all which would be large enough and influential

enough to enforce a set of grading rules. They had finally passed a reso-
lution to refer the matter to the Canadian Lumbermen's Association, and
subsequently they had gone ahead and drawn up a proposed set of rules,

hoping that the Canada Lumbermen's Association would be able to act

as a central body, so as to provide the necessary authority for the adoption
of the rules.

Gordon C. Edwards suggested that a committee composed of three
wholesalers and three manufacturers; two from the West, two from Ontario
and two from Queber, should be appointed to look into the matter. Mr.
Arthur H. Campbell, Montreal, seconded this motion.

Mr. Walter C. Laidlaw, moved in amendment that the matter be laid

on the table. Mr. W. B. MacLean, Toronto, seconded this motion. Mr.
MacLean remarked that he and the Wm. Peter Estate, of Parry Sound,
probably manufactured more hemlock lumber than any others on the
Georgian Bay and they were both opposed to the movement.

Mr. Otis Staples, Wycliffe, B.C., spoke vigorously on the subject, say-
ing that he did not think there was a single man in the room who, if he had
once obtained uniform grading rules would not be strongly in favor of them
afterwards and would wonder how he ever got along without them. The
vote was taken on the question. The amendment to lay it on the table was
defeated and the original motion was carried, the committee being appointed

The grading rules referred to were as follows.

—

General Instructions

The aim of the uniform grading inspection is to harmonize the natural
differences which exist in the characteristics of the different stocks, making
lumber of the same grades at the different manufacturing points of prac-
tically equal value, whether the logs from which the lumber is cut are large
or small, fine-knotted, black-knotted, red-knotted, sound or shaky.

1. No arbitrary rules for inspection of lumber can be maintained with
satisfaction. The variations from any given rules are numerous, and sug-
gested by practical common sense, so nothing more definite than the general
features of different grades should be attempted by rules of inspection. The
following, therefore, are submitted as the general characteristics of the dif-

ferent grades.
2. In the grading of finishing lumber in common practice, there is a

recognized difference in classifying inch lumber and lumber thicker than
inch.

3. A very large percentage of the lj4-inch and thicker lumber used for
finishing purposes goes into work requiring each face to be shown, as in
doors, sash, etc. With inch lumber, except in shop, the uses are quite
different, the almost invariable practice being that one face of the board
is shown, and that face the better one.

4. The face of the lumber is the side showing the best quality or appear-
ance.

5. Wane in lumber is a defect which cannot be described by rule with
satisfaction, and, therefore, must be left to the judgment of the grader,
but due consideration in rough stock should be given for the amount of
wane that would be dressed off in milling.

6. Lumber must be accepted on grade in which it is shipped. Any
subsequent changes in manufacture or mill-work will prohibit an inspec-
tion for the adjustment of claims, except with the consent of all parties
interested.

7. All lumber must be well manufactured, and the length in Mill Run
shall be 10 ft. and up (10 ft. lengths must not exceed 15 per cent.) including
the odd feet unless otherwise specified.

8. What is known as Shorts shall be 6-9 ft. long, and will come under
the same general rules in grading as 10 ft. and up. Owing to inspectors'
differences of opinion it will be necessary to have an allowance of 7 per
cent, to care for pieces called liners.

Standard Grades
The manufacturer is usually so situated that he is forced to put his lum-

ber up in a general grade which is called Mill Run, which includes every-
thing the log produces between a Mill Cull and a No. 3 Shop and Better.
Mill Run and No. 3 Shop and Better are further subdivided as follows:

Uppers shall be 10 in. and over wide and free from all defects, and
stand a little bright sap-wood, in the absence of bright sap a small pencil
knot is permissable.

Selects shall be 8 in. and up wide. When 8-in. wide it may carry the
same defects as a 10-in. Upper, and these defects increase according to width
of piece.

Fine common shall be 8-in and up wide. A piece 8 in. may have bright
sap across back or slight sap stain, may also carry a few pin knots providing
they do not go through the piece.

No. 1 shop shall be 6 in. and up wide, and 10-16 ft. long, and shall not
cut less than 66-2/3 per cent, into No. 1 door stock, giving sufficient stiles to
care for the rails and muntins in a standard 4-panel door. 50 per cent, of the
remainder shall produce No. 1 sash cuttings.

No. 2 shop shall be 6 in. and up wide and 10-16 ft. long, and shall not
cut less than 50 per cent, in No. 1 and 2 door stock, with enough stiles,
No. 1 and 2 in quality to care for the rails and muntins, and must not
produce less than 25 per cent. No. 1 door cuttings. At least 50 per cent,
of the remainder shall make No. 1 and 2 sash cuttings.

No. 3 shop shall be 4 in. and up wide and 10-16 ft. long, and shall cut
not less than 40 per cent. No. 2 and 3 door cuttings, with enough 2 and 3
stiles to care for the rails and muntins, and 50 per cent, of the balance to
make No. 1 and 2 sash cuttings.

Good strips or No. 1 moulding shall be 4-7 in. wide and 10-16 ft. long,
and shall be No. 1 shop and better in grade. Inspection from best face.

Good shorts shall be 4 in. and up wide and 6-9 ft. long, and shall he
No. 1 shop and better in grade. Inspection from best face.
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No. 2 moulding shall be 4 in. and up wide, 10-10 ft. long, and shall

be No. 1 shop and better so far as knot defects are concerned but may
carry stain on both sides, and fine shake on one side. If stain is absemmay have line shake both Hides. Inspection from best face

No. I dressing shall be 4 in. wide, 10-16 ft. long, and may carry anynumber of knots providing they are sound and none are larger than 1 in
in diameter ,n 8 in. and wider ;yul smaller in the narrow widths and
square edged, will admit of small amount of bright sap. Inspection from
best face.

No. a dressing shall be of the same general character as No. 1, except
bat it shall admit of fine tight shake on one side, bright sap no defect rn'ivhave some stain on back. Inspection from best face.

Common shall be sound and sound-knotted—will admit of black knots
hat are firmly set. Black knots shall not exceed 154 i". diameter, and branchknots are a so admissable if they are firmly set and not more than MA inwide at widest point, and must not show on both faces. Stain is a defect

in this grade, but will be admitted to the extent of not more than 10 per
cent, of the pieces and the stain on the worst face. Some tight shake
admitted. ft

Box shall be sound, admit of all knots that are too large for the
grade of common, providing they are sound and firmly set. May admit of
line- shake. Broom or loose shake not admitted in this grade

No. 1 mill cull shall not contain more than 25 per cent, of hard red rotor more than 10 per cent soft rot. Will carry an occasional worn, holewane to the extent of half the thickness of the piece and not more than'
1/2 in. if on one face only, the other edge must be square. Shall be 6-1(1 ftlong and 4 in. and up wide. Inspection from worst face

No. 2 cull shall contain all lumber below the grade of No. 1. excluding
all lumber carrying 50 per cent, or over of soft rot, which shall be called
acoot. Inspection from worst face.

Dead cull is the lowest recognized grade, and admits of all defectsknown m lumber, providing the piece is strong enough to hold together whenbeing handled in the usual way of handling lumber

t -,
harn s,la11 be 4 >» an<3 up wide, will admit of sound red knotsM m. in diameter an occasional tight branch knot, must have one goodedge, will admit of some shake and stain.

No. 3 barn shall be 4 in. and up wide, will admit of sound red knots
134 in in diameter, and smaller black knots, also branch knots eitherred or black if they are tight, considerable fine shake. 10 per cent of thepieces may show stain on worst face.

Red or Norway Pine Grades
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aIth°ngh some mills put it up millrun. When this is the case, the clear and clear face is taken out of thelog run, also the mill and dead culls.

Clear and clear face shall show one perfect face, bright saD 10 ftand up long. 1 '

Mill run shall contain all between clear and clear face and mill cullsand shall be sound and free from all large black knots, also all heart checkshat impair the strength of the piece. 25 per cent, of the pieces may show

The grade of mill and dead culls in this will be the same as in white

Spruce Grades
No. 1 shall be 4 in. and up wide, 10 ft. and up long, and carry the
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The knots Vube hard and firmly set.in the Umber, and shall not exceed 1 in. in diameter
4, ., and (,-in. stock I he maximum knot admitted in widths 8 in. and

U shall not exceed 1% In in diameter. In the case of a branch knot itShall not be more than \yA m. wide nor longer than l/:i the width of thepiece and shall not show through the piece at any one point
No. 2 will admit of large black knots, knots not sound in characterknot holes heart cheeks and shakes that run parallel with the edge ofthe piece, black sap, firm red wood, wane or bark equal to half the thick-ness, but not more than 25 per cent, of the length or in more than 25per cent, of the pieces. Pin holes are admissable, and grub holes if nottoo numerous.
Dead cull will carry red rot, dote, heart checks and all other defectscommon to spruce. Soft rot and other defects which render the pieceworthless in character arc not admitted.
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Lath Grades
No. 1 white or red pine, hemlock and spruce lath shall be clear and of

a uniform width and thickness generally. They must be butted to a uniform
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No. 2 white or red pine, hemlock and spruce lath shall be of a uniformwidth and thickness generally. They shall be sound and may carry anynumber of knots that do not affect its use for plastering only. Shall be fullength of either 32 or 48 in. exactly. Stains not a defect in this grade un-less very pronounced. s
'

No. 3 white or red pine, hemlock and spruce lath shall be of such aU "lay 'V,sed
l
or Postering on. may carry some rot. knots
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but mus * be of a uniform length ofM or 48 in. exactly.

Mill run shall contain the run of the cut. with worthless stock out.

Election of Officers

The election of officers resulted in Mr. Alex. MacLaurin, Montreal, be-ing chosen for president and the former secretary and treasurer. Messrs. FrankHawkins and R.G. Cameron, Ottawa, being re-appointed.
llic board of directors was elected unanimously as follows :—Quebec—A MacLaurin, A. H. Campbell. Wm. Power. M.P.. E. H. Lemay. Manitoba-
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Saskatchewan—Wm. Cowan. Ontario—J. B. Miller, Gor-don

. Edwards. D L White, Walter C. Laidlaw, J. J. McFadden .S J
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" 5ane^J- L. Campbell. J. C. Browne, and W. A. FirstbrookBritish Columb,a-Ot,s Staples. W. McNeil. A. D. McRae. and John Hendry
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- J- C Browne. John Hendry and D .C.

Executive committee :-A. MacLaurin, J. C. Browne. J. S. Gillies. Walter
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Thirteenth Annual Forestry Meeting
Important Progress Reported in Protection and Care of Timber Resources of theCountry-Government Co-operation Increasing-John Hendry Elected President

The Canadian Forestry As-
sociation opened its thirteenth
annual convention at Ottawa
on February 7th. The meetings
were held in the Railway Com-
mittee room of the House of
Commons and there were about
three hundred in attendance.
The chair was occupied by the
President, Mr. George Y.
Chown, Kingston, Ont. There
was also upon the platform
Right Honorable R. L. Borden,
Premier of Canada, and Right
Honorable Sir Wilfrid Laurier,
both of whom made interesting-
addresses of welcome.

Rt. Hon. R. L. Borden called
attention particularly to the
partnership of the nation, not
only the people of to-day but
those of the future, in the pos-
session of the natural resources
of the country, and their duty

to ensure that the resources were developed and conserved
in the most effective manner possible. In some countries which
had reached a greater stage of development than Canada the
whole area of the country had been surveyed, and it was known
precisely what each portion of the country was specially suited
for In Canada- everyone knew that lands had often been used for
settlement which would have been infinitely more valuable if the
forests upon them had been preserved. It had been stated that more

John Hendry, Vanc-ouver,
New President G.F. A.

of Canada s timber had been destroyed by fire than had been cut for
lumber. Such a state of affairs called gravely into question the
efficiency of our national methods. The wasteful methods of the
lumbermen however, should also be kept in mind with a view to de-
veloping a more economic manner of operation.

Sir ^Yilfrid Laurier also welcomed and expressed his pleasurem being able to assure them of his hearty co-operation in the work
which they were doing.

Address of the Chairman
.

The Chairman in his address reviewed the work of the year 1911 Thework so far had fallen into three lines, conventions, lectures and literatureand these lines had been all followed in the year. The .convention at QuebecJanuary 18-20. 1911 which was convoked by Sir Wilfrid Laurier, and presidedover by Senator Edwards, was one of the largest ever held in Canada. Itfollowed immediately after the annual meeting of the Commission of Con-servation and the members of that body assisted in the work. The lecturework and issuing of literature had been carried on vigorously
During 1911 the Association lost by death a valued director and pastpresident Mr E. G. Joly de Lotbiniere. of Quebec. Other leading memberwho died during the year were Messrs. Robert Meighen, of Montreal; David

S. Cowles of New York; R. E. Young, Dominion. Geographer, and James ELeamy, of New Westminster. J

Considerable advances had been made in forest conservation in Canadam the year. The work of setting aside the forest reserve on the easternslope of the Rocky Mountains had been completed, and the survey begunof the country through which the Hudson Bay Railway will run Progresswas noted in the various provinces. The work of the Canadian forestry

DuiltT
gfOWS ,mportance each >'ear and a body oi trained men was being

Looking abroad satisfaction was expressed that the Weeks Bill passedthe United States Congress, thus concluding a campaign of a quarter of acentury to preserve the forests on the Appalachian Mountains.
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f,e a v'g°rous P^a for an aggressive policy. He heldthat the Association had aroused public opinion and must now brin- thatopinion to bear m securing a forward movement. The things for which theAssociation should work were (1) the taking of the forestry services both
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Dominion and Provincial, out of politics, making way for technically trained

men; (2) a permanent forest policy, and especially a progressive policy with

regard to the treatment of forest reserves; (3) some efficient manner of deal-

ing with slash in order to guard against forest fires; (4) the employment
of a trained forester by the Association.

Capital Necessary for Progressive Forestry

A paper entitled "A Progressive Forestry Policy Requires an Investment
of Capital." which had been prepared by Mr. H. R. MacMillan. M.F., of the

Forestry Branch of the Department of the Interior, was read by Mr. R. H.

Campbell, in the absence of the writer.

The object of the paper was to show that forestry had really only begun
when non-agricultural lands were set aside as forest reserves. After this

beginning, in order to secure results, it is necessary to appropriate money
and engage trained men to administer these reserves. That Canada has not

done this already can only be explained by a lack of knowledge of the pos-

sibilities of timber production. For example, the Riding Mountain Forest

Reserve in Manitoba contains 982,000 acres. If this were managed as are

the average state forests of Germany (producing 58J/2 cubic feet of timber

per acre per year) it would produce 57,000,000 cubic feet or 250.000.000 board
feet of timber each year. This would mean that this one reserve would pro-

duce sufficient timber to supply in perpetuity the sawmills of Ottawa and
Hull, and yet leave wood for thousands of settlers. Similarly, if properly

handled, the forest reserve set apart last year on the eastern slope of the

Rocky Mountains would produce yearly more timber than i.-, manufactured
in the two great timber provinces of British Columbia and Ontario. This
reserve would supply one-half of Canada's timber trade, and be none the

worse. It has been proven through centuries of forest management that the

financial return per acre is in direct ratio to the amount spent in protection

and management of the crop. This is exemplified by Prussia, which, in 1880.

spent SI .09 per acre in forest management and derived a net revenue of 92

cents; and .which spent $1.54 per acre in 1902 and reaped a net return of

$1.66 per acre. Canada should be encouraged in her investments in this field

by the history of similar investments in Germany. France and British India.

The expenditure per year per acre is: Prussia, $1.90; France. 9 cents; British

India, 6 cents. Canada does not yet spend one cent per acre on her forest

reserves. When increased appropriations are asked there will naturally be a

demand to know what they are for. The first need for expenditure is to

make forests fireproof. The best way to fight fire is to prevent its getting

started. Fires on re>erves fall into three classes: 1, those started near rail-

roads; 2, those started in clearing land, development work, logging opera-

tions, etc.. and 3, those started in the interior of the reserve by lightning,

prospectors and sportsmen. Fires along railways will be prevented by patrol

and good locomotive equipment, fires in settlement and development districts

by requiring rangers to live in those districts. To secure efficiency, however,
the reserves must be made accessible by trails, and rangers must be able

to summon assistance in case of large fires by the use of the telephone.

This means the cutting and making of trails and the erecting of telephone

lines. These will aid in stopping fires in the interior of the reserves, and this

equipment must be supplemented by lookout towers at suitable places, con-

nected with the outside by the telephone system. The cutting regulations

when the timber is sold must be such that the forest will not be left a fire

trap, but in a condition that will provide for the natural seeding of valuable

trees in the cut over land. Slash must be disposed of so as to remove fire

hazard and favor the young growth. In order to pursue this successfully

the governments must make a scientific study of the forests so as to say what
methods should be followed in logging in each district. They must make
experiments in the utilization of sawmill waste and other waste, in the pos-

sible extension of the pulp industry, and in fact do everything to make the

forests more productive and forest products more valuable. Throughout it

all this fact must not be overlooked, that money intelligently put into for-

estry is not spent but is invested for future revenue.

An interesting discussion followed the paper, in which the following

took part: Rev. Dr. Geo. Bryce, Winnipeg; Venerable Archdeacon R. J. Reni-

son, Moose Factory; E. Stewart, former Superintendent of Forestry for Can-
ada; Wm. Ogilvie. D.L.S.; Aubrey White. Deputy Minister of Lands, For-

ests and Mines for Ontario; Lieut.-Col. J. W. Harkom, Melbourne. Que.;

A. Knechtel. Inspector of Dominion Forest Reserves: and W. H. Berry,

Superintendent of Government Scalers, St. Stephen, N.B.

Forest Fire Legislation

At the afternoon session Dr. B. E. Fernow read the report of the Com-
mittee on Forest Fire Legislation. The report stated that the committee
had collected all the existing forest fire legislation in Canada and most of

the United States. They had also received expressions of opinion from com-
petent persons and upon these they based their report. They find that while

the Dominion and all the Provincial Governments had passed legislation to

protect forests from fire, these laws varied greatly in detail and in efficiency.

They reviewed the laws of all the provinces, and taking all things into con-

sideration stated that the law of Nova Scotia is probably the most efficient

for the conditions there. Xew Brunswick, Quebec and Ontario have laws

which are good in many respects, but they were all primarily designed to

protect unorganized territory and they need to be supplemented by provisions

looking to the co-operation of county and township authorities in the or-

ganized districts with the officers of th'e province and the rangers of the

lumbermen in the unorganized districts. The laws of the prairie provinces

were designed in the first place to stop prairie fires and need to be very con-

siderably supplemented. In British Columbia and the Dominion fire pro-

tection is largely a matter of executive administration.

The committee reports that legislation to be effective must be carried

out by a thorough organization backed up by public opinion. Different sec-

tions require different laws and the reason the Nova Scotia system is efficient

is because all parts of the province are organized territory. Preventive mea-
sures are needful, and public opinion must be so aroused that persons guilty

of causing fires may be properly punished.
The three main causes of forest fires are railroads, settlers and persons,

like sportsmen and prospectors, passing through the forest. Regarding rail-

roads, safety there should be sought in improved equipment of locomotives,

clearing of the right of way and patrol. In regard to. settlers the first sug-

gestion is an educative campaign. Quebec is congratulated in that the clergy

under the direction of the bishops read letters of caution from their pulpits,

Times should be fixed in which settlers must burn the slash from their clear-

ing operations and in each case a permit to burn the same should be secured

from the fire warden of the district. Regarding those whose business takes

them into the woods, it is suggested that persons like tourists and prospectors

passing through the woods should not be allowed to start fires for any pur-

pose without having a permit from the proper officer. Such permits should

be for a short time only and renewable upon good conduct. To reduce the

danger from lumbering operations the report recommends the burning of the

slash, while the logging operations are going on, or the "downing" of tops

and branches so that they may lie close to the ground and rapidly decay.

Upon the important question of organization the committee report that it

should be central and permanent, and should at the same time co-operate with

municipalities and timber limit holders. The organization should have an

experienced head with large discretionary powers, and a body of permanent

paid rangers. During the danger season this body should be assisted by

additional patrol men. The country should be divided into inspectorial dis-

tricts and each officer and patrol man must be held responsible for his unit.

The equipment of districts at proper points with lookout stations, trails and

telephone lines is recommended.
After the reading of the paper, it was made the subject of an interesting

discussion in which the following took part:—E. H. Hall, secretary of the

Association for the Protection of the Adirondacks; E. B. Rochester. Hull,

Que.; Ellwood Wilson, Forest Engineer of the Laurentide Paper Company,
Shawinigan Falls, Que.; N. S. Dunlop .claims agent for the Canadian Pacific

Railway, Montreal; Prof. J. M. Macoun, of the Geological Survey, Ottawa;

Hon. Sydney Fisher; Hon. W. A. Charlton, Toronto; Dr. B. E. Fernow;

C. R. Pettis, State Forester of the State of New York; Gifford Pinchot,

President of the American Conservation Association; W. M. Power, M.P.,

and Dr. J. T. Rothrock, Secretary of the Pennsylvania Forestry Commission.

Address by Gifford Pinchot

The most important event of the Thursday morning session

was an address by Mr. Gifford Pinchot, president of the United

States Conservation Commission, whose subject was "The Ground-
work of a Forest Service." The first principles upon which any forest

service must be based was absolute freedom from political control of

the men. The Canadian service was to be congratulated upon the

announcement made by Rt. Hon. R. L. Borden that this was to be

one of its features. The second essential of the forest service was
that the men must all be trained men. The third essential was that

the service must have sufficient money for its work. Another im-

portant feature of the situation was the fact that the control of

natural resources ought to be entirely in the hands of the federal

government.
Mr. Pinchot then dwelt at some length upon the necessity for

fixing definitely the line of responsibility for every man in the ser-

vice and for placing upon every man a load of responsibility which
would make him feel the importance of his work. He emphasized
also the necessity for having the office staff back up the men in the

field. This, above all other things, was of paramount importance
and by developing the service along these lines the United States

service had been able to build up a staff which was noted for its

efficiency and which consisted to a remarkable extent of men who
felt that the success of the service depended greatly upon their own
fidelity to the principles upon which it had been developed.

Air. Gifford Pinchot congratulated the Association on the results

which it had achieved. The centre of the fire question, he stated,

was getting men to the scene of a fire as soon as possible after it

had been discovered. Another thing, upon which he felt as strongly

as upon anything else in connection with forestry, was the fact that

it was wholly impossible to have an efficient service so long as men
were appointed to the work for political reasons. Just so long as

men were chosen without some sort of preliminary examination
would they have, not only less efficient men, but men who felt that

their tenure of office depended upon something else besides their

own good work. Speaking of the disposal of debris Mr. Pinchot
said that each situation had to be treated upon its own basis. There
were places where burning the tops was thoroughly practical and
the best thing to do. There were also places where it could not be
done. As to the lopping of tops in spruce timber they had demon-
strated in the United States that by this method the fire danger was
eliminated in seven years. In the logging of coniferous timber it was
absolutely essential to dispose of the tops in one way or another
and in his opinion it would be recognized soon that this was also
necessary in the case of hardwoods.

A brief discussion followed Mr. Pinchot's address, in which Hon.
Martin Burrell, Minister of Agriculture, and Mr. R. H. Campbell,
Superintendent of Forestry, took part.

Attitude of the Railroads Towards Forest Fires

An address was then delivered by Mr. A. E. Sterling, Forester
of the Pennsylvania Railroad, upon "The Attitute of the Railroads
towards Forest Fires." Practically all accomplishments in forestry
in the United States, he said, have taken place in ten years and the
most important within the last five years. Our forests are still

far from safe, but governments and individuals are now active, and
another ten years should remove the fire menace. There are var-
ious reasons why railroads have been too frequently the cause of
forest fires. No spark arrester has yet been designed which will
check all sparks and yet give the locomotive free draft. Logically
all inflammable material should be removed from the right of way,
but this is very difficult, especially in new railroads through forests.
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The right of way is too narrow for a safe fire belt even if cleared to
mineral soil. There is no reason for the belief that railways deliber-
ately permit fires to start. They are the heaviest losers when for-

ests burn. They lose freight, tourist travel, and are besiged with
damage claims. Under the impetus of the conservation movement
in the United States, the federal and state governments, the timber
owners and railways are now co-operating to reduce this loss. The
most effective methods are the removal of debris from the right
of way, regular patrol, systematic reporting of fires by train crews,
trackmen, etc., the use of oil-burning locomotives, the keeping of
ash pans and spark arresters in good condition. The clearing of land
adjacent to the right of way with a fire guard on each side 200
feet from the tracks has been very successful. During 1911 only
one fire was reported as having been caused by the Pennsyslania
Railroad Company, and this was found to have occurred beyond the
range of sparks.

At the Thursday session an interesting paper was read by Mr.
E. Stewart, F.E., on "The Aims and Objects of the Canadian For-
estry Association," after which several members took part in an
informal discussion.

Appointment of Officers

The appointment of officers resulted in the following being
chosen for the present year

:

Hon. Past President, Rt. Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier; Hon. Presi-
dent, Rt. Hon. R. L. Borden; President, John Hendry, Vancouver;
Vice-president, Hon. W. A. Charlton, M.P. The two vacancies on
the Board of Directors, caused by the election of the Rt. Hon. R.
L. Bordon as Hon. President, and by the death of Mr. E. G. Joly
de Lotbiniere, were filled by the appointment of Senator Bostock
and W. C. J. Hall. Mr. A. S. Goodeve, M.P., was added to the Board
of Directors as a representative of the province of British Columbia.
Territorial vice-presidents were selected as follows: Ontario, Hon.
W. H. Hearst; Quebec, Hon. Jules Allard ; New Brunswick, Hon.
J. K. Fleming; Nova Scotia, Hon. G. H. Murray; P. E. L, Hon. J.
A. Mathieson; Manitoba, Hon. R. P. Roblin

;
Saskatchewan, Hon.

A. E. Brown, Lieut. Governor; Alberta, Hon. A. L. Sifton ; B. C,
Hon. W. R. Ross; Yukon, Commissioner Black; MacKenzie, F. D.
Wilson; Keewatin, D. C. Cameron, Lieut.-Governer

;
Ungava, Mgr.

Bruchesi
; J. S. Dennis, Calgary.

The following executive committee was appointed: The Presi-
dent, Vice-president, Hon. Sydney Fisher, Rt. Hon. R. L .Borden,
Gordon C. Edwards, R. H. Campbell, Geo. Y. Chown and Dr. B. E.
Fernow.

Mr. H. A. Reynolds secretary of the Massachusetts State For-
estry Association, addressed the meeting briefly, conveying the
greetings of the Massachusetts association and outlining some of
the difficulties which the association had met with in fighting the
natural enemies of the forests of the state.

Resolutions Adopted

A number of resolutions were passed by the Association, in-
cluding the following:

The Association urged on the federal and provincial govern-
ments the necessity for providing a system of examinations to test
the qualifications of appointees to the forestry service and of making
appointments permanent during good behaviour, and that in the
case of the federal government, appointments for this purpose should
be placed in the hands of the Civil Service Commission.

That, in view of the fact that the expenditure on forest manage-
ment in Canada is less than one cent, per acre of the forest lands,
while the average in other countries ranges from two cents per acre
to $1.90 per acre, the federal government and the governments of
the provinces should provide larger appropriations to assure effi-

ciency of management and increasing profit from the forests of Can-
ada.

That the Association should impress upon the government the
necessity of maintaining, in connection with the Forestry Branch,
an experimental laboratory for testing and investigating the physical
and mechanical properties of Canadian woods, with a view to extend-
ing the possibilities of their use and for other purposes.

That the Association deprecated the practice of exporting in
large quantities, Christmas trees of spruce and balsam and recom-
mend legislation to prevent this practice.

The Association reaffirmed its attitude in favor of the inspection
of the public domain and the inclusion in forest reserves of lands
unsuited for agriculture, or where the forests are required for the
protection of watersheds and urged on the federal and provincial
governments the carrying out of such a policy at the earliest date.

A resolution was passed expressing deep regret at the death dur-
ing the year of Mr. E. G. Joly de Lotbiniere, a past president of the
Association.

The thanks of the Association were tendered to Mr. Jas. Lawlor,
the energetic secretary to whom the phenomenal increase in mem-

brship and success of the Association are largely attributable. It is

stated that Mr. Lawlor had more than paid his own salary through
the fees of the increased members of the Association.

Foresters' and Lumbermens' Banquet
On Wednesday evening, February 7th, the Canadian Forestry

Association held its annual banquet in the House of Commons res-
taurant. The Canadian Lumbermen's Association, which has al-
ways held a banquet of its own in former years, as the two conven-
tions did not then occur at the same time and place, joined with the
Forestry association on this occasion and the result was a most
enjoyable banquet. The attendance numbered two hundred and
there were among those present many of the most prominnt fores-
ters and lumbermen of Canada and the United States. The chair
was occupied by Mr. Geo. Y. Chown, Kingston, Out, president of
the Canadian Forestry Association and upon his right and left were
seated Rt. Hon. R. L. Borden and Rt. Hon. Sir Wilfrid Laurier
respectively. The toasts, their proposers and those who replied to
them were as follows: The King; The Parliament of Canada, by
Hon. Sydney Fisher, replies by Rt. Hon. R. L. Borden and Rt. Hon.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier; Our Guests, by H. M. Price, reply by Mr.
Gifford Pinchot; The Lumbermen, by Hon. Geo. E. Foster, replies
by Alex. MacLaurin and W. McNeill; The Forest Service, by Dr.
B. E. Fernow, replies by R. H. Campbell and Aubrey White; Allied
Interests, by Sir Frederick Borden, replies by N. Curry and N. S.
Dunlop, representing the manufacturing and railroad interests re-
spectively.

Mr. Gifford Pinchot in his reply to the toast to "Our Guests"
delivered a most interesting address, in which he dwelt most partic-
ularly upon the necessity for eliminating politics from the forest
service and for thwarting the monopolies which sought to acquire
and control the great natural resources of the country. He pointed
out clearly the manner in which the forestry movement had supplied
the line of action which had been adopted by the whole conserva-
tion movement in the preservation of all the natural resources of
the country.

Good Demand Expected From Railways
The Railway Age Gazette, noting that the . slowness and uncer-

tainty of trade were reflected last year in the records of railway car and
locomotive construction, also feels justified in predicting that the
present year, 1912, will show a favorable record, both for equip-
ment built and equipment ordered. Many manufacturers, who have
done less than half the business this year that they did in 1910, have
on hand unfilled orders over twice as large as those on their books at
the close of 1910. It is noted also that of the freight cars, approx-
imately two-thirds were of all steel construction, or had steel under-
names, and of the passenger cars, 2,930, a slightly higher propor-
tion, were of all steel construction, or had steel underframes. Re-
turns from locomotive builders in the United States and Canada
show that 3,530 were built during the year, of which 3,143 were for
domestic service, and 387 for export. Two hundred and twenty-
five were compound and 133 were electric locomotives, a large part
of which have been used for industrial switching service and similar
uses.

Canadian Wood Pulp in England
Manchester is one of the chief ports in the United Kingdom

for the importation of wood pulp, and large quantities are contin-
ually arriving from the Baltic ports, Canada and Newfoundland.
For the past few months prices have been much firmer in all lines
of wood pulp. The strengthening of the market is due in a great
measure to the reduced output of the Norwegian mills, which shows
a decrease in the output of mechanical pulp of some 30,000 tons per
month, and that of chemical pulp of about 20,000 tons per month.
This reduction is due to a lockout in the mechanical mills and the
voluntary reduction by the Wood Pulp Association.

Lancashire Demand for Maple Flooring- Boards
There is a continued and largely increasing demand all through

Lancashire for maple flooring boards which are appreciated all
through the North of England as an ideal flooring. Almost any
width from 1% inch up can be disposed of in the Manchester mar-
ket, and two responsible firms whose names are on file at the De-
partment of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, are open for unlimited
quantities.

H. Elderkin & Co., Port Greville, N.S., report that in their
opinion there will not be as large a cut of logs in Nova Scotia this
winter as last, as a result of the drop in English demand and the
depression in the United States markets. The weather this year
up to the end of January had been very favorable indeed for logging
operations.
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Pulpwood Production Shows Decrease
Value of Output However Advanced Owing to Better Prices— Exports
of Wood Pulp Greater — Much Raw Material Still Going Abroad

Compiled by H. R, MacMillan. M. F.

Statistics of the production and consumption of pulpwood in Canada have
just been published, for the year 1910, by the Forestry Branch of the De-
partment of the Interior. The figures which follow refer only to wood
manufactured in Canadian mills.

The fifty-one mills reporting used, in 1910, 598,487 cords of wood. There
were exported in a raw state 943,141 cords, and for the first time pulpwood
was imported into Canada to the extent of $49,322.

Over 95 per cent, of Canadian mills cut the pulpwood used by them
from their own limits, and consequently ross the wood themselves.

In Table 1 is shown the quantity, total value and average value per cord
of pulpwood used and the number of tons of pulp produced in each province
for the years 1909 and 1910, also the number of mills operating in 1910.

Pulpwood, 1909 and 1910, by Provinces; Total Quantity of Wood Used, Total
Value. Average Value per Cord, Quantity of Pulp Produced and

Number of Firms Reporting, 1910.

Pro* ince.

Canada

v.m. 1910.

Wood
used.

Cords.

622,129

Value.

s

3,464,080

a
"3

.
'- T3

|S
* k
! S
<

.
.iTT.7

Pulp
Produced (i)

, ""Tons.

415,408

Wood
used.

Value.
Average

value

per

cord. " Pulp
Produced (')

Number of

firms

reporting.

|

Cords.

598,487

•

3,5*5,154

5 c.

6 00

Tons.

474,604 51

Quebec
Ontario
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick..-^
IJritisli ColnntKia.

319,93*
187,552
25,076
88,450
1.316

' 1,806,700

1,070,740
101,045
414,68'J

10,006

5 83
5 72
4 07
4 69
7 44

238,286
132,491

23,396
49,991

644

342,755
210,552
29,606
15 134

440

1,879,831

1,479,538

136,965
87,620
2,200

5 48
7 02
4 59
5 79
o Ot

282,938
156,076

25,955
9,285
350

25
15

6
4

1

—-"""^ Approximate.

Table 1.

Although 23,642 cords of wood, or 3.8 per cent., less was used in 1910

than the year previous, the average price per cord has increased the value
of the pulpwood industry by $121,074 over its value in 1909. The decrease in

the quantity is due to the temporary closing of one or two large mills. This
year the price of pulpwood recovered from the decline seen in 1909, when
the price was only $5.57 per cord, .and is about the same as in the year
previous. The price was $6.07 in 1908 and in 1910 was $6. In 1910, also,

29,196 tons of pulp were produced than during 1909, owing to an increase this

year of some 145 lbs. in the amount of pulp produced per cord of wood.
Quebec is the premier pulpwood province of Canada because of its ex-

tensive spruce and balsam fir forests suitable for pulpwood, abundant and
cheap water-power and plentiful supply of labor. The twenty-five mills in

Quebec reported the consumption of 57 per cent, of the total for Canada, or
22.820 cords more than in 1909. Ontario likewise increased the amount con-
sumed in its fifteen pulp mills by 23,200 cords, and used over one third of
the total consumption. The two provinces just named furnished over 92
per cent, of the total quantity of pulp. Nova Scotia consumed nearly 20 per
cent, more than last year, while New Brunswick used barely one-fifth as
much as in 1909. Thus Nova Scotia surpasses New Brunswick as a pulp-
wood province. New Brunswick in 1909 contributed 14.2 per cent, of the
total; this year it was only 2.2 per cent.; this resulted mainly from the clos-

ing of one large plant. The province of British Columbia is still experiment-
ing in pulpwood manufacture, and the negligible amount used in this pro-
vince is for test purposes only

PULPWOOD CONSUMPTION.BY PROVINCES 1910

PROVINCES HUNDRED THOUSANDS OF CORDS

QUEBEC

ONTARIO

NOVA SCOTIA

NEW BRUWSWICK

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Diagram 1.

Quebec is the one province in which the price of pulpwood was less in

1910 than in 1909, the price falling off 35 cents per cord. The increase in the
price of pulpwood throughout Canada is largely due to Ontario, in which
province pulpwood was worth $7.02 per cord, or $1.30 more than during the
previous year. Pulpwood from Nova Scotia, at $4.59 per cord, was cheaper
than in any other province.

The quantity, value and per cent

pulpwood in 1910 is given in Table 2.

Pulpwood, 1909 and 1910, by Species: Total Quantity,

Per Cent. Distribution.

distribution of the species used for

Total Value and

Kind of Wood.

1909. 1910.

Quantity. Value.
Per Cent

Distribution
Quantity, :i . Value Per Cent

Distribution

Spruce , ^C'. .

Hemlock

Cords.

623,129

516.0W
100 095

700
5,188

.
s -

'

3,464,080

2,793,318
637,065

3,156
30,135

100-

829
161
01
0 9

Cords

.

598,487

470,230
120,475

3,810
3,608

S.

3,360,154

2,866,678
698,608
16,922
21,366

100-

786
20 I

06
06

( ') The total contains a small quantity of wood not identified by species.

Table 2.

The decrease in the amount of pulpwood used in 1910 chiefly affected

the use of spruce—45,800 cords less of this species being used in 1910 than
in 1909. Although still over 75 per cent, of the total pulpwood consumption,
the proportion is gradually becoming less. In 1908 spruce formed 87 per
cent, of the total, in 1909, 83 per cent., and in 1910 78.6 per cent. The loss

is all seen in New Brunswick, in which province 71,000 cords less of spruce
was used this year than in 1909.

PULPWOOD CONSUMPTION, BYSPECIES 1910

SPECIES HUNDRED THOUSANDS OF CORDS

sprucC
BALSAM
HEMLOCK
POPLAR

Diagram 2.

Balsam fir is a species of wood which is increasing in importance as a
pulpwood. In 1910 twenty per cent., or 20,380 cords, more balsam fir was
used than in 1909, and it is steadily gaining for itself a higher position among
the important pulpwood species. In 1908 it formed 12 per cent, of the total,

in 1909, 16 per cent., and in 1910, 20 per cent.
Another species which is gradually but surely becoming more important

is hemlock, over five times as much being used in 1910 as during 1909. Hemlock
was reported as a pulpwood for the first time in 1909, and this year it was
used to a greater extent than poplar, thus becoming the third species in im-
portance among pulpwoods.

The use of poplar fell off one quarter, as only 3,608 cords of this wood
were used in 1910. Jack pine has not been reported as a pulpwood since 1908.
Before that time it was used considerably by two large mills, -but has proven
unsatisfactory.

The average price of the different species used is the cost to the mill-
owner, and so includes varying logging expenses and a wide difference in
transportation charges. A considerable proportion of pulp-mill owners have
their own timber limits, and to them the cost of pulp logs is merely the cost
of carrying the limit and the transportation charges. Other operators buy
in the open market and add transportation charges also.

Thus the prices quoted are the purchase price under different conditions
and do not show the relative value of the different woods for pulp manufacture.

The effect of an excessive hauling distance is demonstrated in Ontario,
where the price of spruce and balsam fir in 1910 was $7.01 and $7.22 respect-
ively. The high price of balsam fir and the increased demand for this species
proves its suitability for manufacture into pulpwood. Spruce was the most
expensive species at $6.05, or 64 cents more than in 1909. During 1910 the
price of balsam fir fell to the amount of 55 cents, to $5.71. Hemlock remain-
ed at about the same price for the two years and is still the cheapest species.
In 1909 it was $4.51, and in 1910 $4.43. Poplar has increased 11 cents during
the year, the price being $5.92 during 1910. The cheapest pulpwood bought
was a small quantity of poplar in Nova Scotia, which cost $3 per cord. Bal-
sam fir in Ontario at $7.22 was the most expensive wood used in Canada for
pulping.

During 1910, no slabs or sawmill waste was reported as being converted
into wood-pulp. This is an economy practiced in other countries, and by
neglecting it Canada is losing greatly. It has been conservatively estimated
that if all useful logs left in the bush by lumbermen, large-sized branches,
slabs and other mill waste from the lumber industry in Canada had been
conserved and converted into pulpwood in 1910, the annual output of pulp-
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wood would have been increased, and not a single acre need have been cut
over for logs to make wood-pulp only. During 1909, in the United States. •>

per cent, of the total pulpwood consumption was from slabs and mill waste.
If economy had been practiced to the same extent in Canada during the year
1910, as much pulp might have been produced without cutting one additional
pulp log as is manufactured from .'iG.OOO cords of wood. This is consider-
ably more pulp than Nova Scotia produced during 1910. The sooner such
practical economy and utilization of waste commences, the longer will Can-
ada have an adequate supply of pulpwood.

The extent to which different woods are used in different processes in
each province is shown in Table 3.

Pulpwood, 1910, by Provinces, Species and Processes: Quantity of Wood Used

TOTAL-ALL PROCESSES.

Provinces. Total. Spruce.
Balsam

Fir.
Hemlock. Poplar. Un-

specified.

Canada

Cords.

598,487
342,755
210,552
15,134

29,600
AW

/

Cords.

470,230
239,824

-'189,196

15,134
25,636

440

Cords.

120,475
96,474
20,256

Cords.

3,816
3,616

Cords.

3,608
2,483
1,100

Cords.

358
358

New Brunswick
Nova Scotia 3,745 200 25
British Columbia

" -—-»

/JMECHANICAL PROCESS.

Canada jf 388,561
243,362
115,693

29,606

323,350
188,905
108,809
25,636

64,377
53,848
6,784

3,745

600
400

25 209
209

Ontario
Nova Scotia jr. .

.

200 25
/m ^

SULPHITE PROCESS.

W v
Canada ........ 192,857

93,S59
86,424
12,134

440

134,959
80,387
41,998
12,134

440

56,098
13,472
42,626

1,800

1,800

British Columbia

SODA PROCESS.

Canada. Jl 17,069
12,969
3,000
1,100

11,921
-8,921
3,000

3,216
3,216

1,783
683

14!)

14!»
Quebec
New Brunswick

1,100j

Table 3.

In Quebec, seven-tenths of the wood used was spruce, balsam fir made
up 28 per cent., and the remainder consisted of small quantities of hemlock
and poplar. Both Quebec and Nova Scotia cut the four species used for
pulpwood in Canada. No hemlock was reported from Ontario, in which
province 90 per cent, of the consumption was spruce and the remainder was
balsam fir. Spruce made up four-fifths of the consumption in Nova Scotia,
balsam being used for practically all the balance. New Brunswick used
spruce only.

Nearly four-fifths, namely, 78 per cent., of the pulpwood manufactured
in Canada in 1910 was manufactured by the mechanical process; the sulphite
process produced one-fifth, and the remainder (2 per cent.) was manufac-
tured by the soda process. Quebec made 03 per cent, of the total mechanical
pulp in Canada—more than twice as much as did Ontario. Of sulpmte puip.
Ontario produced the most, although Quebec was a close second. Tie latttr
province manufactured over three-quarters of the pulp made by the soda
process.

Spruce, as in former years, was the chief wood used in each process.
Over two-thirds (68.8 per cent.) was' used for mechanical pulp; over one-
quarter (28.7 per cent.) was made into sulphite pulp, and the remaining 2.5
per cent, was manufactured by the soda process.

Balsam fir has not yet been used in the soda process and is used to
almost the same extent with the two other processes. The mechanical pro-
cess consumed some 53 per cent, of this wood, while 47 per cent, was manu-
factured by the sulphite process. Eighty-four per cent, of the hemlock was
manufactured by the soda process, which is adapted for most species of wood.
One-sixth of the hemlock was used to make mechanical pulp.

The physical properties of poplar wood do not adapt it for grinding by
the mechanical process, and practically no poplar was manufactured by this
process during 1910. It was used in almost equal quantities by the other
two classes of manufacturers.

Ontario manufactured a little by the soda process; only ground pulp was
made in Nova Scotia; while New Brunswick produced small quantities of
both sulphite and soda pulp.

Mechanical Process

Pulp manufactured by the mechanical process forms a greater percent-
age of the total during 1910 than at any time in the past. In the United
States the percentage of ground pulp used is decreasing. The cause of the
increase this year in Canada is probably due to the interruption of manu-
facture by the sulphite mills of New Brunswick. Unlimited supply of clean
water is a necessity in the manufacture of wood by the mechanical process.
A species of wood is also required which has a long loose fibre, which will
not lose its shape and texture in the grinding. For these reasons Quebec
with its spruce and balsam fir tracts and numberless waterfalls is the pro-
vince best adapted for mechanical pulp manufacture.

Spruce furnished 83.2 per cent, of the wood used for mechanical pulp,
and balsam fir contributed 16.6 per cent., with small quantities of hemlock
and poplar making up the balance.

The average cord of wood reduced by the mechanical process in Canada
during 1910 produced 1,908 pounds of pulp. This is 257 pounds more per
cord than was produced last year, but such comparisons depend greatly on

the relative condition of air-dryness of pulp. Slightly over half this amount
of pulp is produced per cord of wood by either the lulphite or soda pr0C£M,
but the quality of texture is much better. The paper used in the average
newspaper of to-day is composed of about twenty-five per cent, of sulphite
fibre and seventy-five per cent, of the ground-wood fibre made by the mech-
anical process.

Sulphite Process

Seventy per cent, of the wood used in the sulphite process was spruce,
In British Columbia, experiments are being carried on with the sulphite

process, and, in 1910, 440 cords of spruce were used in the manufacture of
paper.
mostly from Ontario. Balsam fir furnished 29 per cent., about three-quar-
ters of which was from Quebec, and the same province used 1,800 cords of
poplar to make sulphite pulp.

The average production of pulp for every cord of wood used in the
sulphite process during 1910 was 997 pounds.

Soda Process

Canada has the distinction of having the oldest soda mill in America,
although the process is, at present, not in general use, and is found in only
a few small mills. The production by this process, however, will shortly
be increased by the completion of a large new mill, for the manufacture
of 'Kraft' paper from soda pulp.

The soda process was the principal method used in the reduction of
hemlock. Small quantities of spruce and poplar were also used in 1910.
Balsam fir, however, is not suited to this process. Of the total, spruce
formed 71 per cent.; hemlock 19 per cent., and poplar, 10 per cent.

Quebec manufactured over three-quarters of the pulp made by the soda
process; 17 per cent, of the soda pulp was from New Brunswick, and 1,100
cords of poplar consumed by this method in Ontario made up seven per cent,
of the total.

The average amount of soda pulp produced per cord was 987 pounds, or 10
pounds less than by the sulphite process.

In Table 4 the information given in the first three tables is collected
and presented in tabular form, giving more details.

Pulpwood, 1910, by provinces, species and processes; number of mills,
quantity of pulpwood used, quantity of pulp produced, quantity of each
species of wood used, quantity produced by each process, total cost and
average cost per cord.

Total. Quebec. Ontario.
Nova
Scotia.

New
Brunswick

British
Columbia.

Number
Pulp produced

—

51

474,604
370,195
95,967
8,422

598,487
8 3,685,154

• 6.00

470,230

t 2,846,678

,% 6.05
323,350
134,959
11,921

120,475
$ 698,608

8 6.71
64,377
56,098

25

282,938
235,889
40,681
6,368

342,755
8 1,879,831
8 5. 48

239,824
$ 1,310,428

$ 5.47
188,905
80,387
8,921

96,474
8 537,485
8 5.57

53,848
42,026

15

156,076

108,351

47,271
454

210,552
8 1,479,538
8 7.02

189,196
8 1,326,275

8 7.01
108,809
41,998

20,256
8 146,388
8 7.22

6,784
13,472

6

25,955
25,955

4

9,286

1

350

7,685

1,600

15,134

8 87,620
$ 5.79

15,134

8 87,620

% 5.79

350
Soda

Wood used

—

Aggregate
Aggregate cost

.

Average cost

29,606
8 135,965

9 4.69

25,636
$ 120,155
8 4.68
^"25,636

3,745
8 14,735
8 3.94

3,745

440

8 2,200
$ 5.00

440
8 2,200
8 5.00

Spruce-
Total

Average cost.

Sulphite
Soda „ 1

12,134
3.000

440

Balsam—
Total

Mechanical

Soda J „

Hemlock

—

Total 3,816
$ 16,922
8 4.43

600

3,616
8 15,922

M 4.40
400

200

8 1,000
% 5.00

200

Average cost
Mechanical .

.

Sulphite
Soda

Poplar-
Total

/
3,216

3,608

8 21,366
8 5.92

25
1,800
1,783

358
8 1,580
8 4.42

209

3,216

2,483
8 14,416
8 5.80

1,100
8 6,875
8 6.25

25
% 75
$ 3.00

25
Sulphite 1,800

683

358
$ 1,580
8 4.42

209

Soda 1,100

Others-
Total

r/
Soda „ 149| 149

Table 4.

The annual consumption of pulpwood per mill in Canada, during 1910,
was 11,735 cords, as compared with a consumption of 12,442 cords per mill
in 1909. The largest mills are those in Ontario, which used an average
of 14,037 cords per mill. The average consumption per mill in Quebec was
13,710 cords; in Nova Scotia. 4,934 cords, and in New Bhunswick, 3,783 cords.

Exports

Canada's foreign trade in pulpwood and wood-pulp is growing greater.
Unfortunately, the tendency is still to export wood in the raw form of pulp-
wood rather than in the manufactured form of wood-pulp. This is a direct loss
to the country, for the increased value due to manufacture is given away.
The data in the following tables refer to the calendar years, and have
been furnished by the Department of Trade and Commerce.
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in 1910, for the first time, $40,000 worth of pulp was imported into

Canada, four fifths of which was from the United States.
Although pulpwood production was less in Canada during 1910 than

during the year previous, exportations of wood-pulp were increased by
48,833 tons. Wood-pulp exportations amounted in 1910, to 69.3 per cent,
of the total amount produced in Canada, whereas in 1909 it was only 63
per cent. Of the 328.977 tons of wood-pulp exported, 288,807 tons, or 87.8

per cent . was mechanical pulp, which is a little greater percentage than
in 1909. Only 78 per cent, of the pulp manufactured in Canada was me-
chanically prepared. While the increase in export for 1910 consisted of
mechanical pulp, 1.17:5 tons more of chemical pulp also were exported in
1910 than during 1909. The 40,170 tons of chemical pulp shipped made up 12.2
per cent, of the total export.

Export of wood-pulp, 1909. and 1910; quantity, value, per cent, dis-
tribution and chief countries importing.

1909. 1910.

Kind of Pulp and
Countries to which

Kx ported.
Quantity. Value

.

Per Cent. Quantity. Value

.

Per Cent.

Tons. Tons. $

Wood pulp exported
280,744aggregate 4,898,842 . roo 328,977 5.694.S96 100

Total mechanical pulp .... 241,750 3,378^2T> Bt'I 288,807 4,234,705 87 -8

Total chemical pulp ,
'" 38,994 J,W>.r.l7 13 9 40,170 1,460,191 12 '2

Mechanical pulp :—
To United States 154-1^ 2,482,221 63 8 214,469 3,450,831 74 3

805,619 32 5 62,103 657,183 215
90,485 3 7 12,235; 126,691 4 2

Chemical pulp : - - *
To United States. . .>r :<;,336 1, 459,340 95 7 39,947 1,451,068 99 5
To United Kin$do*r 1,049 42,007 2 7 178 7,398 0 4

To other countruB* . . an 19,270 16 45 1,725 0 1

(') InoHSdes the following countries given in their order of importance : —France, Belgium, Mexico
Australia, Cuba and' Japan.

Table 5.

The average value per ton of the pulp exported in 1909 was $14.67 for

the mechanical, and $36.35 for the chemical pulp. This is an increase over
the 1909 price of 70 cents for the mechanical, and a decrease of $2.64 for
the chemical pulp. The average price for all pulpwood exported was $17.31,

or 14 cents less per ton than the previous year's price. The prices per ton
paid to Canadian exporters by the different importing countries were as
follows for the mechanical pulp: United States, $16.09 (exactly the same
as in 1909); United Kingdom, $15.78 ($5.52 more than in 1909); other coun-
tries, $10.35 (37 cents more than in 1909). For chemical pulp: United
States, $36.32; United Kingdom, $41.60; other countries, $38.30.

During 1910, over three-quarters of the wood-pulp exported went to the
United States. This country took 74.3 per cent, of the mechanical pulp
and over 99 per cent, of the chemical pulp exported from Canada in 1910.

Except for an increase of 3,000 tons of mechanical pulp to small transat-
lantic countries, export to other countries decreased. The export of chem-
ical pulp to the United Kingdom has fallen off from 7,519 tons in 1908, to
178 tons (not one-fortieth as much) in 1910. The mechanical pulp shipped
to the British Isles also decreased by 16,407 tons during 1910. The United
Kingdom received in 1909, 32.5 per cent, of the mechanical pulp exported
from Canada, while in 1910, only 21.5 per cent, of the amount exported was
used in those countries.

The export of pulpwood in a raw state is increasing yearly, and by just
so much as this in the case does Canada lose the benefits to be derived
from its manufacture and the increased value of raw products. All raw
pulpwood is exported to the United States.

In Table 6 a detailed statement is given of the quantities of pulpwood
manufactured in Canada and exported raw.

Canadian pulpwood exported unmanufactured vs. that manufactured in
Canada, 1909 and 1910: quantity, value and per cent, distribution.

1909. 1910.

Quantity. Value. Per Cent. Quantity. Value. Per Cent.

Cords. * Cords. %

Pulpwood produced in Canada . .

.

Manufactured in Canada. .1.

Kxport«-d in raw state ...

,

3,537,762
622,129

r 915,633

9,216,739
3,464,080
5,752,659

100
40 5
59 5

1,541,628
598,487
943,141

9,795.196

3,585,154
6,210.042

100
388
61 2

Table 6.

In 1910, only some 4,000 cords more wood were cut for pulp in Can-
ada than in 1909. Of the 1910 amount of 1,541,628 cords, 23,642 cords less

were manufactured in Canada than in 1909, and 27,508 cords more were
exported. This gradual change is not so noticeable in the comparative per-
centages, but even here it may be seen that Canada is increasing the pro-
portion of her natural resources exported in the raw state.

Over 60 per cent, or the pulpwood cut in Canada during 1910 was sent
out of the country without further labor being expended on it. The United
States manufactured it into pulp and paper. The amount paid for this wood
was $6,210,042, or an average of $6.58 per cord. As the average paid by
Canadian mills was $6, this is an average of 58 cents per cord more paid for
exported pulpwood at the point of shipment.

From United States Forest Products Bulletins it is seen that approx-
imately two-fifths of the pulpwood imported by that country is manufac-
tured into mechanical pulp, and three-fifths into sulphite pulp, and that a
cord of wood produces about one ton of mechanical pulp, or half a ton of
chemical pulp. This means that from the 943,141 cords of Canadian pulp-

wood sent to the United States, 377,256 tons of mechanical pulp were made,
and 282,992 tons of sulphite pulp. The value of these 660,248 tons of pulp,
for which, in the form of pulpwood, Canada received $6,210,042, was, at
the average price ($20.49 per ton) paid in 1910 by United States importers
of wood-pulp, $13,528,481. Thus Canada did not get one-half the amount
she should have received if all the pulpwood were converted into pulp
on Canadian soil. As the United States does not export 2 per cent, of
the amount it imports, there need be no fear that a market for Canadian
wood-pulp would be lacking. The United States would pay $20.49 per
ton for the wood-pulp instead of $6.58 per cord for pulpwood.

As the 1910 report of the United States pulpwood consumption has not
been issued, comparisons cannot be made between the two countries for
1910. In 1909, however, the pulpwood shipped from Canada, consisting
of spruce and poplar logs, furnished 22.8 per cent, of the entire pulpwood
consumption of the United States. This means that 58 of the 253 pulp
mills of the United States ran for the year, employed help and paid profits
on raw products furnished by Canada. The three most important pulpwood
states of the union benefitted from Canada's resources as follows: New
York state drew nearly one-half, or 48 per cent., of its pulpwood from
Canadian forests; 18 per cent, of Maine's consumption was Canadian logs,
and 30 per cent, of the pulpwood used in New Hampshire came from
Canada.

If the pulpwood exported in 1910 had been reduced to pulp in Canada,
it would have supplied 80 mills of the average size of those in Canada.
Thus 131 mills instead of 51 would have been operating in Canada, would
have been employing labor and advancing Canadian industry.

The provincial laws affecting the export of pulpwood within the ex-
porting provinces have changed considerably in 1910. In 1909, pulpwood
from private lands in Ontario and from all lands in Quebec and New
Brunswick could be shipped to points outside of Canada. In 1910 the
province of Quebec issued more restrictive regulations, the effect of which
was to permit exportation of unmanufactured wood cut only on private
lands within the province, and in 1911, New Brunswick passed legislation
to the same effect. These regulations, however, did not affect the 1910
export trade, as they came into force later. Authoritative information
supplied by the Department of Customs leads to the statement that the total
pulpwood export was cut from the various provinces in the following
amounts and values: 779,000 cords, worth $5,090,000, from the timber limits
of Quebec: 90,000 cords, worth $647,000, from New Brunswick, and 74 000
cords, worth $473,000, from Ontario.

It is interesting to note to what extent provincial industry would have
been increased if the pulpwood exported to the United States had been
converted into wood-pulp on Canadian soil.

The 779,000 cords exported from Quebec would have supplied material
for a year to fifty-six pulp mills of the average size operating in Quebec
In Ontario, five mills of the average size could have been kept runnino-
with the pulp logs exported from this province. The 90,000 cords shipped
from the ports of New Brunswick would have produced the most startling
results if the amount had been manufactured into pulp within that prov-
ince. Ihe amount exported was sufficient to supply with wood twenty-four
mills of the average size, with the result that five times the actual number
of mills operating would have been at work if Canadians had been far-
seeing enough to manufacture their own raw products.

More U. S. Decisions About Pulp and Paper
To be entitled to free entry into the United States from Can-

ada, wood pulp and paper must be the product of the woods of the
Dominion, and not Canadian manufacture of foreign materials ac-
cording to a decision by the Secretary of the United States Treas-
ury, fhe question was raised on a recent importation at Detroit
Mich., of paper from Canada. It developed that this paper was madem Canada from wood pulp imported into that country from Sweden
American importers of Swedish wood pulp and paper were among
those who recently appealed under the "most favored nation" clause
of the commercial treaties for the abolition of the tariff on those
articles imported direct into the United States.

One of the results of the representations made by European
countries to be placed on an equality with Canada, in the matter of
tariff restrictions upon pulp entering the United States, has been
announced in the order passed by the United States Treasury De-
partment prohibiting the free importation of wood cut from On-
tario Indian lands. The Indian lands are thus placed in the same
class as Crown lands, upon which exportation restrictions are placed

Ottawa Valley Exports to United States
The accompanying table shows the value of exports of lumber

etc., from Ottawa Consular District during 1911 and 1910 •

r , a \ tj j
1911 1910

Lumber and Log Products $ «

£
sh

-
••

• 11,475.18 15,176.77
gasswood 5,993.78 12,485.57
Hemlock 11,295.24 11 353 49

^
at
/\ 107,165.03 113,812.26

£
lc
.f

ts
58,063.95 64,022.48

Railway Ties 14,561.68 20,700.48*ed P,ne
11,037.70 10.694.27

|
hm0«s 70,214.59 46,977.41

§
pruce " ••: 236,715.90 344.841.06

Spruce Plank 12,934.30 18.006.43
telegraph and Telephone Poles 13,885.83 7 060 25
White Pine

1,755,610.08

l,845>r93.94
Newsprint Paper 653,162.67 536,708.56Wood Pulp Ground 542,836.52 377 251 19
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Berlin "NINETY" Matcher

CYLINDERS
Berlin fast-feed cylinder heads cannot be ruined. The gibs used are ofhardened steel. There are no wearing parts that form a part of the head

itselr. I he size of the spindle next the head shows that it will not springunder the cut The gib forms the lip for the under side of the knife, thustorming no place for chips to wedge in.

SIDE HEADS
12-bitted ship-lap or 6-bitted round jointer heads may also be furnished

if desired These heads as well as others may all be sharpened on our Pede-
stal Side-head Grinder. We have the only 12-bitted side-heads ever manu-
factured. Side-head jointer is also furnished.

BELT TIGHTENERS

..t, ,

Thert
,

are two features about our automatic belt tightener construction
that stand out prominent. In a recent test covering a period of nine months,night and day run in one of the largest plants in the world, a Berlin "90"

a stock-model as above, ran night and day for over nine months and durinl
that entire period not a single belt was taken up. Every tightener is autJ
matic, works on the slack side of the belt, and the belts may be released *bl

lifting up the tightener pulleys. These flexible tighteners as compared witl
the screw method by which terrific pressure and friction is applied to th|

belt, make a saving of 25 to 50 per cent, in the horse-power required to drrvl
the machine. Belts may be put on endless and run for months and year!)
without being taken up. There is no unnecessary strain on the belts and thfi

heads will handle the heaviest cuts. The life of the belts is tripled.

CHAIN DRIVE
In place of the great number of gears which are found on any othe

matcher, the number of which run up to 30 to a machine, we designed at
automobile chain drive consisting of a power automobile chain running ovejj

hardened steel sprockets. This applies to both front and rear rolls, reducinl
the number of gears on the entire machine to a minimum and affording u

drive that is positive and will never give trouble. The chain drive used o|

Branch Offices :

New York Chicago Boston

New Orleans San Francisco

Minneapolis, Minn. Columbus, Ohio

Berlin Machine
Plants : Hamilton, Canae
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with Profiling Attachment

Manufactures Flooring, ship-lap, drop-siding, V or

beaded ceiling, partition, casings, base or similar

fwork at 180 to 200.feet-per-minute. Guaranteed.

Berlin fast-feed matchers, by actual test, is capable of transmitting seven
times the work required of it. It is practically noiseless in operation and
transmits no vibration to the working parts. Every part is protected from
shavings but is instantly accessible. Belt with tightener connects the in-
feeding and outfeeding rolls.

PROFILING ATTACHMENT
The most simple device on the market of its kind. Consists of two heavy

spindles at out-feeding end of machine, driven by one belt, with tightener.
Both spindles are carried between double bearings, exactly like that of the
cylinder heads. End play in spindles is automatically kept out all of the
time and wear does not effect our device in any way. Cross-adjustment is
also provided. The profiling heads are 6-bitted and may be furnished for all
styles of work and the tightening operation self-centers them on the spindle.
Changes for different runs may be made in a few moments time. Jointing
devices for top and bottom heads are furnished and the knives may be
jointed no matter what form they take.

FRAME OF MACHINE

run of"w°h?i
e
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,
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ing the iciest foundation a machine couldrun on. While some say there is no advantage, the real reason is that no

i°n o'neTiecrA^v^?"
111

,

6 f°Undry haS the fadHties to cast marcher framesn one piece. Any practical man can see that with the one-piece frame andthe weight properly proportioned, the vibration is considerablv lessened andthe machine will always be in line even if the floor sags a little

FEED-ROLL POWER

sure^n'sfock^we^.ff^^
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'
thUS auto™tically regulating the pres-sure on stock as wel as feed power consumed and removes all iar so com-
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SPEEDS OF FEED
.

Guaranteed to turn out perfect flooring and ship-lap at 200-feet-oer-

Works Limited
Beloit, Wisconsin

Branch Offices :

Seattle Spokane Atlanta, Ga.
Norfolk, Va. Montreal, Que.

Vancouver, B. C.
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Report of Timber Cut on Crown Lands
Department of Interior Returns for Year Ending March 31, 1911 Over 203,000,000
feet Manufactured and 210,000,000 feet Sold — Statistics of Quantities and Prices

The report of the Department of the Interior for the year ending March
31, 1911, has just been issued. It includes as usual a great deal of interest-

ing information regarding lumbering operations upon Dominion Lands. The
Deputy Minister of the Interior in his introduction to the report refers as
follows to Forestry matters:

A number of additions have been made to the forest reserves, increas-

ing the area reserved from 3,450,720 acres to 16,128,040 acres. The most
notable addition is the Rocky Mountain Forest Reserve, covering all the

eastern slope of the Rocky Mountai ns in the province of Alberta above a

general elevation of four thousand feet above sea level. The boundary of

the reserve was determined after a careful examination on the ground by
two forest survey parties. All agricultural land has been excluded and
nearly all grazing land. The grazing lands included are narrow strips in

the valleys of the rivers. This reserve forms the watershed for the provinces
of Alberta and Saskatchewan and the preservation of the timber of the

slope is therefore of the utmost importance. Steps will be taken to organize
an efficient protective force and to provide for the management of the timber
on proper scientific principles.

Unfortunately, last year was a dry season in the west and forest fires

did great damage. This was particularly the case in the province of Al-
berta where the forests on the Rocky Mountains suffered severely. As, how-
ever, the states of Montana and Idaho, immediately to the south, had much
greater losses, including loss of life, although the expenditure on protec-
tion there has been much greater, Canada may feel that under the circum-
stances she has escaped very well. It emphasizes, however, the necessity for
perfecting the protective service in every way possible.

Revenue from Timber Agencies

Mr. B. L. York, chief of the timber and grazing branch, in his report
writes as follows:

The revenue derived from timber, grazing lands and hay lands for the
fiscal year amounted to $459,216.04, being an increase of $4,267.41 over the
previous year.

The revenue derived from timber and grazing lands received at the
Crown Timber Agencies, together with the ruling price of. lumber, the num-
ber of mills being operated on berths held under license, and the number
of portable sawmills in operation, may be summarized as follows.

Average Mills Port-
Total Price Under able

Agency Revenue at mills license mills

Calgary $ 32,070.95 $15.77 15 18

Edmonton 52,716.50 16.00 17 20
Prince Albert 46,526.25 20.57 4 18

Winnipeg ... 95,979.69 16.52 31 28

New Westminster 120,515.91 14.44 7 .,.

Revelstoke 23,191.87 17.92 11

The returns of operations received show the following quantities of
building material as having been manufactured and sold under government
license during the year in the timber agencies above referred to.

Manufactured Sold
Sawn lumber, ft. B. M 203,239,660 210,120,568
Shingles

...

268,000 268,000
Shingle bolts, cords 6,908 6,908
Railway ties 112,672 260,604
Laths 17,261,143 22,070,213

The following material was manufactured and sold on permit berths
and portable sawmill berths:

Manufactured Sold
Sawn lumber, ft. B.M 25,288,555 33,809,742
Railway ties 1,500 7,820

The areas of timber lands held under license and permit in the provinces
of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, the Northwest Territories, and the rail-

way belt in the province of British Columbia on March 31, 1911, were as

Under License Under Permit
Square Miles Square Miles

Manitoba 1,037.90 399.31
Alberta 2,196.58 67.26
Saskatchewan 2,193.83 371.82
The Northwest Territories 245..02

British Columbia 1,926.06 21.18

Total 7,599.39 859.57

Of the total receipts of $459,216 as shown above the receipts from timber
amounted to $376,944.

Mr. E. F. Stephenson, Inspector of Crown Timber Agencies in his re-
port writes as follows:

Of the area of timber land, held under license, not more than thirty
per cent, is being operated upon. This, to a small extent, is due to the
timber lying in districts which do not as yet afford facilities for placing the
product upon the market. In large proportion the timber is being held as
an investment, the increment in value upon which is steadily growing. The
licensees of berths granted five years ago and over, who have no mill in

connection with their holdings, and are not meeting the requirements of
the timber regulations as to the manufacture, are taxed increased rental;
in some cases the rental is doubled and in others four times the ordinary
rental is charged. The imposing of this penalty is considered a hardship
by the licensees whose berths are so situated that they cannot be success-

fully worked for lack of shipping facilities, but, in the main, the additional
rental charge cannot be reasonably held a matter of complaint.

The berths sold during the year brought good prices, ranging from fifty

cents to $9.50 per thousand feet, according to the quality and position of
the standing timber.

For the past ten years, millions of American capital have been invested
in acquiring Dominion timber in the west. The lumbering business is now
largely in the control of Americans, who have been forced out of Wiscon-
sin, Michigan and parts of Minnesota, owing to these states being largely
denuded of timber. ' They have shown themselves, in their operations, ex-
perienced lumbermen, careful of waste in their bush operations, and to make
the most of the manufacture at the mill. This would apply also to our
larger C anadian millmen who show equal enterprise and ability in conduct-
ing their business.

It is a matter, to my mind, for consideration, whether the time has not
been reached for withdrawing the privilege accorded to owners of portable
sawmills, in districts which are well supplied with lumber markets stocked
by the legitimate lumbermen. The destruction of lumber, through the
operations of these itinerent lumbermen, as the result of the method em-
ployed in their cutting, and the increased danger from fire in the timber on
the tract cut upon, are altogether too great to be met by the small advan-
tage gained by a comparative few, who are served by these mills. Apart
from those districts which are remote from a line of railway and from
a lumber market, 1 do not think it is in the public interest to continue to
award berths to the owners of portable saw mills. This view, I believe, is

shared by all the officers in the west who are familiar with the working of
these mills.

Consumption of Lumber on the Prairies

From statistics carefully gathered, I am able to give you the amounts
of lumber marketed in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, during the year:

From British Columbia mills 620,000,000
From Western Ontario (pine) 140,000,000
From United States 122,000,000
Manufactured within above provinces (spruce) ... ... 135,524,202

Total 1,017,524,202

In the quantity of lumber from British Columbia, 88,773,929 feet were
cut within the railway belt, upon Dominion Lands, the remainder came from
the Mountain and coast mills, operating under provincial license. Owing
to the slackness in the lumber trade in the western states, the shipments
from the American mills to western Canada, where the market was active,

were much larger than for many years past, totalling 122,000,000 feet. In
addition to lumber, there was also imported from the United States 9,000,000
lath and 2,000,000 shingles.

Mr. Stephenson's report gives the following statistics of timber products
manufactured, sold and in stock by holders of timber berths on Dominion
lands, cut under yearly license during the departmental year ended March
31, 1911 and 1910:—lumber manufactured 1911, 203,239.661 ft.; 1910, 214,981,-

743 ft.; lumber sold 1911, 210,120,568 ft.; 1910, 279,130,546 ft.; lumber on
hand 1911, 40,584,365 ft.; 1910, 50,331,689 ft.

Increased Operations in Northern Alberta

Mr. K. W. MacKenzie, Crown Timber Agent at Edmonton, Alberta, in

his report writes as follows:
The new Rocky Mountains forest reserve now being located is situated

largely in this agency and will be of inestimable value in protecting the
headwaters of the numerous rivers rising in the foothills, and providing a
future source of timber supply for the prairie country to the east.

The year's manufacture of lumber was as follows:
Ft. B.M.

(a) By licensed berth holders 15,116,146 -

(b) By permit berth holders 5,879,222
(c) By portable sawmills under settlers' permits 9,236,244

Timber permits issued during the year covered the following: 1,609,516
lineal feet building logs; 5,638,832 feet B.M. sawn lumber; 1,538,574 fence
rails; 217,717 roof poles; 371,795 fence posts; 1,321 cords of wood; 968,500
8-foot railway ties; 18,948 telephone poles.

It will be noticed that the revenue collected again shows a remarkable
increase, from $37,719.79 to. $52,716.50.

Mr. J. R. Sutherland, Crown Timber Agent at Calgary, Alberta, in his

report writes as follows:

—

The quantity of lumber manufactured .from licensed berths during the
twelve months amounted to 18,035,498 ft. B.M., quantity sold 15,382,126 ft.

B.M., manufactured by portable mills under permits 4,134.344 ft. B.M. lum-
ber, quantity sold 3,225,584; total quantity on hand, 10,183,758 ft. In addition
to the 22,169,842 ft. B.M. manufactured as above stated, there has probably
been about 150,000,000 ft. brought into this province from the province of
British Columbia, but apparently nothing has been imported from the United
States. I would estimate that the log crop amounted to 19,164,000 ft., in
addition to, say, 9,120,000 ft., estimated as being the quantity left over from
the cut of 1909 and 1910, which will make 28,284,000 ft., which the mill own-
ers will require to manufacture into lumber during the season. I may add
that $15.77 per thousand ft. B.M. is the average price at which the lumber
taken from licensed and permit berths sold during the past year.

Mr. George L. Dempster, Crown Timber Agent at Prince Albert, in his

report 'writes as follows:

—

The sales of lumber manufactured under license in this agency amount
to 33,944,805 feet board measure, the average price being $20.57^ per thousand
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feet. This is an increase of $2.10 1/6 per thousand feet over last year's sell-

ing price. During the past winter 592.7;;? pieces have been manufactured in

•xces? of the quantity taken out during the preceding logging season. This
increased cut, together with the fact that two new mills are being erected,
one at Big Kiver and one at The Pas Mission, will mean a large increase
in the manufacture of spruce lumber in this district during the coming year.
The mill at Big Kiver is to have a capacity of 200,000 feet in ten hours and
the mill at The Pas Mission will be as large, if not larger. The number of
timber permits issued is 1,149 as against 1,033 for the preceding year. These
permits cover the following quantities of lumber:—Lumber, feet B.M., 17,-

749,525 logs, lineal feet, 162,484; cordwood, 28.212 cords; fence posts, 249,117;
fence rails, 91,488; poles, 179,7liS; shingles, 8,000; railway ties, 6,500.

Mr. Edward Walmsley, Acting Crown Timber Agent at New West-
minster, in his report writes as follows:

—

The revenue collected for the year amounts to $120,515.91. The extent
of the operations during this period on lands under license, shows a decrease
in saw logs of 66,878,350 teet B.M. and is explained by the reduced area
now under license within this agency. In this connection, however, 1 may
say that lumbermen still continue to conserve their holdings of Dominion
timber, which is considered a safe and profitable investment, well protected
during the summer months by an efficient corps of fire rangers employed
by the department and working under the direction of this office. The aver-
age selling price of lumber was $14 per thousand feet B.M.

Heavy Imports from United States

Mr. C. W. Smith, Acting Crown Timber Agent at Revelstoke, B.C., in

his report writes as follows:

—

There is a steady demand in the prairie provinces as heretofore, but
heavy shipments of common lumber are being rushed by American firms into
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta, the natural market for the British
Columbia output; consequently, the British Columbia people are not going
to participate generally in the increased business impending to the extent
that at one time was anticipated. Compelled, too, for financial reasons, to
dispose of their stocks, these American firms are flooding the market and
unduly keeping down prices. Some, it is affirmed, are even selling below
cost, the prices realized in some cases being no more than seven to tun*1

dollars per thousand at the mill, allowing for freight and other charges. The
average price at which lumber sold during the year was $17.92.

Regarding the fire service, Mr. Smith reports as follows:

—

The summer of 1910 may be considered as one of the worst on record
for the number and extent of forest fires occurring in British Columbia. An
unusually hot, dry season, the brush dried out like tinder and was readily
set alight, spreading with great rapidity before it could be checked. The
average number of fires were caused by sparks from railway locomotives and
lightning. Some were due to carelessness on the part of settlers in clearing
land, one large fire, in particular, started in April, 1910, south of Revelstoke
by a squatter burning brush, doing considerable damage before being ex-
tinguished. Care should be taken by the foreman in charge of the gangs
employed on the new provincial roads being constructed throughout the dis-

trict, to see that the brush and slash are cleared away. This, if lying around,
dries out to the extent that matches and cigar stumps thrown from a rig
will readily set it alight.

Hemlock Grading- Rules

St. Jovite Sta., Que, Jan. 31,1912.

Editor Canada Lumberman :— I do not think it possible to draw
up a set of rules for the grading and inspection of hemlock that

would be satisfactory to the manufacturers and wholesalers of hem-
lock in western Ontario and also those in the Ottawa valley and
Quebec. Each section calls for a different grading to satisfy the
trade and the grading that might be satisfactory in western On-
tario would not be satisfactory in the Ottawa valley or other parts of

Ouebec as each section demands a grading to suit its own trade.

Yours truly,

J. B. WHITE,
Mgr. Wood Dept. and Saw Mills.

Riordon Paper Co., Ltd.

Lumber Industry Investigations

Mr. Emil P. Seeker has been appointed commercial agent of the
United States Department of Commerce and Labor to make investi-
gations with respect to trade conditions in the lumber industry in

foreign countries. Mr. Seeker will make certain preliminary inves-
tigations in the United States, covering a period of about six weeks,
with a view to securing information which will aid in his investiga-
tions abroad. He has been authorized to visit Baltimore, Md., Pitts-
burg, Pa., Cincinnati, Ohio, Chicago, 111, Wausau, Wis., St. Louis,
Mo., Memphis, Tenn., and New Orleans, La., to confer with trade
organizations and others interested in the trade in question. After
these preliminary investigations are completed Mr. Seeker will go
abroad, and his reports will be published by the Bureau of Manu-
facturers.

The Legislature of the Province of Ouebec has under consider-
ation the passing of an act making a railway company responsible
for losses up to $5,000 caused by sparks from its locomotives. At
present there is an act in force under which it is necessary to prove
carelessness on the part of the railway company. Under the new act
all that will be necessary to prove is that a spark from the locomotive
caused the fire, and damages will then be assessed. In the past the
railroads have been responsible for a great loss of timber.

Logs.

Quantity. Value.

1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881 1

1882
;

1&83 1

1884
j

1885
1886 !

1887
1888
1889

1

1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
IfllO

1911

M. ft.

17,128
13,199

13,177

9,549
5,530
9,360

15,634

21.384]

25,031
34,045

37,832
46,835
44,184
45,969

47,829
66,293'

66,734
72,204
93,853
103,529
105,464
149,882
198,613
340,546
283,732
205,227
261,863
210,641

189,209
88,407

137,781

75,757,
51,803
55,289
69,372
72,866
46,479
71,323
111,043
113,032
124,5)6

Lumber.

Deals, Finn
Deals, Spruce and

Other.

Quantity Value

170,489
96,347
112,115
84,465
64,347
86,701

50,272
24,314
33,942
68,47

84,779
94,777

134,037
196,074
283,135
262,552
229,870
225,858
313.1)65

346,638
390,859
577,095
682,529
730,216

1,115,923

1,517,157
2,861,252
2,233,415
1,731,321
2,121,428
1,800,317

1,569,411
760,41©^

1,055,551
565,840
434,128
419,633
479,776
557,262
460,555
699,138
928,351
999,681

1,193,251

St. Hd.

146,396
187,117
160,057
141,411

174,483
152,889
331,716
210,055
223,963
254,107
252,658
199,283
213,613
260,305
.263,594
266,068
286,214
83,941
84,105
82,916
60,042
67,144
94,062
81,780
64,945
70,104
65,654
60,518
84,194
67,751
7*223
91,571

71,754
70,572
66,191
87,318
56,210
40,463
39,011
25,275
25,220
26,725
25,385
24,232

$

3,939,761
5,293,583
4.921,417

4,862,892

5,113,978

6,141,960
7,89-1,889

8,374,038

7,728,134
8,137,270
7,638,042
5,017,852
5,775,634

8,676,768
7,945,501

8,656,541

8,595,623
3,293,732
3,651,449

-3,446,629

2,344,771
2,270,133
3,775,021

2,891,798
2,429,870
3,114,822
2,751,069

2,311<il&
3,037,791

" 3,266,087
3,814,947

4,129,638
3,276,516
2,837,828
3,164,552
3,652,467
2,975,614
2,076,922

2,353,927
1,624,518

1,666,672
1,694,277
1,653,437

1.564,518

Quantity. Value.

St. Hd.

Included
with

" Deals Pine

'

prior to

1885.

127,663]

160,372
167,056
161,970
165,361
199,365
186,442
159,732

<-2T9,724

208,068
223,432
262,946
292,743
295,355
307,637
338,593
242,636
251,806
222,842
207,605
188,775
176,406
177,087
138,869
158,789.

158,535!
I

3,091,545

4,001,379
4,043,475

3,947,644
4,295,708

5,374,131
4,817,322
4,039,301
'4,647,453

5,567,631
5,271,898

5,579,746
7,094,485

7,918,366
7,848,437

8,287,960
8,174,304

7,451,148
8,315,454
7,920,444
5,898,769
6,554,612
6,875,912

6,670,673

5,321,790
6,461,280

6,939,010

Shingles. Wood Blocks for Pulp.

Planks and Boards.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

M. ft.

671,025
677,859
846,882
829,550
898,209
901,734
911,794
579,686
421,664
425,220
437,900
446,026
681,202
652,621
699,777
632,148
670,701
665,900
585,203
580,827
641,392
721,900
697,218
775,793
713,291
854,446
668,591
667,723
818,529

1,074,181
514,609
649,048
842,454
735,695
934,082
954,241

824,434
922,811

1,123,510
881,087

1.090,559
1,003,185

1,255,275

1,127,723

$

6,640,689
6,690,956
8,256,599
8,355,874
8,724,395
11,357,099
9,221,141

6,224,781
4,647,470
4,513,407

4,376,152
4,119,196
5,880,281
7,101,532
8,267,862
8,022,095
8,439,994
8,053,878

6,637,878
7,007,437

7,787,616
8,342,470

7,931,955
8,626,912
8,050,353
9,640,683
7,947,001
7,407,584
8,513,419
10,817,912
5,611,537
6,876,223
9,611,278

9,380,505
12,568,991
14,005,788
12,707,912
13,849,275
17,958,025
15,330,633
21,087,569
19,167,778
23,252,705
21,509,769

M.

127,371

118,547

112,128
118,815
109,589
118,924
135,195
112,524
60,959
49,434
68,833
79,073
67,361
93,313
99,346
100,411

94,951

79,176
69,154
71,933
151,838
193,467
178,801
208,918
290,848
371,377
388,586
360,935
465,731
683,554
565,759
564,000
609,209
623,089
781,160
798,277
834,039
799,222
941,477
636,372

1,090,600

1,093,812
938,612
735,557

257,133
235,083
218,242
238,411

241,430
303.064
316,055
274,540
136,067
99,843
144,485

149,346
121,445
188,444
238,585
283,530
207,984
183,732
142,347
151,128
311,193
404,680
340,872
438,929
699,865
755,813
754,743
687,391
899,541

1,201,366
994,306
976,153

1,131,606
1,145,450

1,525,386
1,610,143

1,711,238
1,620,567

1,908,486
1,340,854

2,647,985

2,681,755
2,331,443
1,685,761

Quantity. Value-

Cords.

Timber—Square.

Total.

Quantity. Value.

479,238
593,624
614,286
452,846
901,861
794,986
965,271
936,791

80,005
188,998
219,458
386,092
393,260
468,009
627,865
711,152
912,041
842,086
902,772

1,397,019

1,315,038
1,558,560
1,788,049
2,600,814

2,649,106
1,998,805

4,655,371
4,356,391

6,076,628
6,092,715

Tons.

650,928
631,311

568,806
628,765
567,376
448,631
568,284
467,012
651,192
464,167
210,511
269,268
523,633
314,186
351,113
397,001
281,064
288,958
170,988
190,464
227,861
287,041
221,709
198,785
178,363
179,893
125,957
177,731
165,433
151,555
175,286
142,680
125,119
96,318
125,581

88,437
69,616
86,261
64,205
59,823
63,255
39,567
41,668

The

4,160,547
4,481,509
4,525,595
5,628,630
6,309,912
6,216,128
5,488,353
6,593,507

6,024,755
7,066,158

4,714,515
1,922,737,

2,426,405
r 5,905,586
3,705,914
4,717,356
4,999,557

3,414,286
3,272,620
2,192,385
2,384,037

3,128,431
4,353,870
3,084,290
2,590,956
2,451,374
2,590,542
1,824,259'

2,727,417
2,289,068
2,579,986

2,475,675

2,013,746
1,929,945

1,767,579
2,551,664

2,132,274

1,513,873

1,723,574
1,474,975
1,620,005

1,179,088
934,723

1.043,466

White Pine.

Quantity . Value

Tons.

465,837
431,814

374,561
356,364
433,826
380,554
256,371
319,173
289,441
412,094
296,516
127,478

• 148,801

334,153
194,979
213,999
251,297
173,223
167,639
104,560
123,296
149,671
175,260
139,285
118,628
97,656

109,312
70,263
91,280
88,467
86,661
97,693
73,108
49,394
47,686
58,632
55,013
38,680
42,164
32,967
33,018
21,872
18,020
19,055

2,467,629
2,655,257

2,805,081

3,349,161

4,155,974

3,973,518
2,740,558
3,544,255
2,943,260
4,235,480
2,798,472
1,080,078
1,211,159

3,524,317
2,188,845
2,852,908
3,168,236
2,019,310
1,760,529
1,331,033

1,486,532

2,014,506

2,698,926
1,959,197

1,673,818

1,368,971
1,568,835

1,037,696

,L518,042
1,283,693
1,536,067

1,356,654
1,184,962
891,359

923,795
1,310,557
1,530,056

995,870
967,293
841,799
998,298
689,529
662,258
598,774

1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907*
1908
1909
1910
1911

export of Forest Products from Canada from 1868 to 1911 are shown above in a stafistical table issued by the Department of Trade and Com-
merce. The figures for the year 1907 are for nine months only as the date of the fiscal year was then altered.



Stocking Up for Spring
The Retailer's Tribulations

Written Specially for the

Canada Lumberman by
George WiUon Jones.

We arrived at D in a blizzard, Dan Waterman, Joe Lemay,
and myself. Dan is one of those elderly salesmen who has sold

everything from baby-carriages to light-houses, and somehow, some-
way, had at length found a berth with a sash and door house. Joe,
contrariwise, was the product of the mill. He had started in when
a youngster helping the cook in a lumber camp, and from there had
worked his way up till after a number of years he found himself

selling the actual lumber. My breaking into the sacred circle of

salesmen was by another route. I had run a retail yard for a number
of years, but becoming interested in some yellow pine land had
finally abandoned my yard to take a more active interest in market-
ing the product of our mill, and was now leading a hope more or

less forlorn of making my former competitors believe that yellow
pine would do everything any other wood did, and then some.
Whether my job was a cinch or not is a secret locked in the cash
drawer of my heart. I may say in my own defence, without fear

of convicting myself, that I am still far enough ahead of the town
constable and sheriff to be able to leave a town in broad day light

and with a brass band ahead of me if I so choose, only I didn't.

To get back to Dan and Joe,—Joe was the kid of the party, but
only in years. His experience had developed those traits that make
a real man, and so all of us who made the territory in the eastern

provinces liked to meet up with Joe on our trips. Joe and I often

had it out respecting an opinion on the lumber situation. His argu-
ment was this : I had been a retail lumber dealer and had not been
close enough to actual manufacturing conditions long enough or

thoroughly enough to be entitled to an opinion. In other words,
what I peddled out as knowledge was only hearsay, and so not

strictly admissable in polite lumber society. As for Joe's opinion
of Dan's qualifications, why Dan was only an amateur, even though
a gray headed one, and as for sash, doors, blinds and such stuff,

they weren't lumber anyway. We would find each other on the

same train, start a game of seven-up, but before two hands had been
played, would neglect the game and scrap over the old question
of our position in the lumber fraternity. This night the train was
late and we piled out at the station, jumped into the bus, and headed
for the hotel, too intent on a warm dinner to care whether we were
lumbermen of 100 percent purity or merely mavericks. We found the

clerk at the Dawes House glad to welcome us. We always made
it a point to head for the Dawes because it was famous up and down
the road for its good grub. The next morning when we poked our
noses out of doors, we found a whale of a storm had visited the town
during the night and the snow was piled high over the walks and
street, but we were not sentimental enough to stay in doors just

on this account. We headed for Evans & Smith's yard, plowing
through the dry loose snow up to our knees, or more accurately,

up to the tops of Dan Waterman's high overshoes. These were his

one special vanity. They were of black buckskin embroidered around
the seams. Each fall so soon as the snow came, Dan would get a new
pair with specially heavy corrugations on the soles and heels, and
he kept up a constant oration anent their superlative qualities until

the balmy breath of spring made their use unnecessary and uncom-
fortable. When we got to Evans's office we found him in the door
watching one of his yard men driving a plow down the walk.

"Come on in, boys !" he called, and we tumbled in with a gen-
eral hallabaloo, stamping, snorting, and shaking our coats and caps.

"Some blizzard, this, don't you think?" he asked, or rather said,

for he didn't wait for an answer. "Throw your duds on the table

and draw up to the stove." Which order we obeyed with the alac-

rity and precision of a squad of the Queen's Own Rifles. By the
time we had gotten into our chairs, Evans had beaten us to it by
producing his box of cigars, much to Dan's disgust for he always
prided himself on doing the proper etiquette stunt in passing the
smokes. His hand passed from his pocket where he was reaching
for his cigars to the box before him, and soon he too was tasting
the splendid blend of Evans's perfectos.

Getting Down to Brass Tacks

The influence of the snow must have had something to do with
our moods, for no one pulled an order blank or started anything
leading up to its use. We discussed trade in general and after var-

ious phases had received a desultory treatment, Joe let his practical-

ity shine by getting down to brass tacks.

"Now according to my way of thinking, you ought to be able

from your inventory and experience to make up an order for spring
trade that would save you a lot of trouble later on. You retailers

wait too long. You don't think that a man like myself who knows

the game from stump to shingle can give you a tip that will mean
good, hard dollars in your pocket before the season is over. You
shop around and then raise a deuce of a howl because you run out
just when you need the stuff, and the galoot you gave your order
to can't fill it because the mills have their own trade to take care
of and can't monkey with a little runt of a commission man with his

office on his name card."

"That's the proper dope," Dan broke in. "I remember when I

was selling clothing for Sheppard & "

"What the dickens do we care for your coats and vests " Joe
interrupted, "what we're interested in is getting Mr. Evans to buy
when the market is right. I don't give any phoney steers, because
I'm coming back over this trail again and want to make a clean-up
each time. I might string Evans here once, but the next time I'd

get the hoopdedoo like Jenkins did who pumped him full of laughing
gas and sold him that bum bunch of spruce all full of stain, shake,
doze, and the devil knows what all. I've been in the manufacturing
end and "

"Cut it, Joe, cut it ! We all know about you and your manufac-
turing. I suppose the real truth is you did carry water for some
gang of Hindoos out on the coast, but what's that got to do with
the retail business?" I interpolated this polite rebuke for I didn't
want to hear Joe's life story this particular morning, especially as I

had learned it by heart from former recitals, and besides I consid-
ered my opinion on spring buying really worth something, for
hadn't I been graduated from the ancient and honorable school of
the retailer myself?

"All right, old sport, go to it !" was Joe's good natured reply,
for however much we three cronies blackguarded each other, we
didn't have any vinegar in our veins. "But just the same," he went
on," "when it comes to knowing what a retailer wants, all your ex-
perience running a bob-tailed yard in some whistle station of a town
don't cut no ice at all. If your idea is right, Evans here can give
me pointers, but he never buys a car until I drop in and put him
wise."

Evans grinned at this, while Dan and I were more demonstrat-
ive in our mirth, and as it seemed a good place, Evans cut into the
talk.

Piles in the Yard—A Trade Barometer
"Why in blazes don't you fellows quit flocking together if you

can't agree, or else settle your everlasting jawing out back of the
lumber pile? If I took Lemay's advice, I'd be full of red wood or
fir and have no room for Waterman's doors, and if I took your tip,

Jonesy, I'd have no room for either, for you'd have me loaded to
the gunwales with yellow pine. Both you and Joe are about all

right, but you look at the whole proposition from your own stand-
point. What I have to do is to study my trade right here in D

,

and Waterman knows my trade don't demand the doors and sash
he ships over to H . Just because I think spruce shingles beat
cedars, if my trade won't take a spruce shingle, I'd be bucking a
tough proposition if I tried to sell nothing but . . . Then you've
got to study your yard and see what piles don't go down. Some
don't move at all, and these are the ones that lose you money if

you don't make them move. Mr. Smith and I had quite an argu-
ment on how to treat these hoodoo piles one time, but I take the
stand that a customer passes a pile that looks as though it had been
on the yard a long time. He thinks if it isn't good enough for other
customers, it's not good enough for him."

"Right you are!" Waterman broke in. "I was in a shoe store
only last Monday and saw a lady go without buying because the
clerk handed her a pair of shoes that had the buttons moved. She
thought he was selling her something that some one else had turned
down, and she lost confidence in the whole outfit right then and
there, and that's how a customer looks on a pile that shows the
weather."

"What did you buy, you old cheap skate?" Joe asked.
"Nothin,' " Dan replied, "for I kind-a felt the same. Evans

here is dead right and if you want your customer to have a come-
back feeling, show him clean, bright stock. Why only a couple of
weeks back I got a letter from the house to see a customer who
couldn't get some doors to sell. I

"

"You don't expect any sensible man to buy your old doors,
do you?" Joe and I interrupted in perfect unison.

With only a snort of contempt to show his disgust with such
lack of good manners, Dan went on

:

"Well, that half-baked geezer had them doors, in his shed where
the dust had blowed in all summer and the rain had turned the
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dust to mud. You can imagine how near I came to doing anything
for him, and the house wrote him a letter that would curl your hair
for you."

"To get back to my story," Evans continued, "I also saw that
our men always took a customer by one of these old piles. They
didn't have to work hard to sell the bright stock, you see. Well,
one day I tried my hand at it, and stopped before a pile that was
showing some weather, but while I talked the customer kept look-
ing to the next pile we had just got in, and began asking about
that. I saw the point, and made him a price that sold the old stuff,
and have kept up that custom, so we don't have any accumulation
of stuff occupying good space and eating up interest besides get-
ting less saleable each day."

"What in blazes has all this to do with spring buying," I asked,
for I wanted to get back to the original proposition.

"A whole lot," Joe answered. "For you've got to have bright
stock to catch trade."

"Yes," Evans added, "That's just it. Unless something unusual
turns up, your trade don't change much, and if you buy too heavy,
your stock looks bad, but my rule is to keep my stock normal all

the year round, and not gamble on the market. I've watched those
fellows who are so all-fired wise and buy heavy when they think
the market has reached bottom, but it don't pay to buy anything you
don't need just because its cheap. My rule is to buy right, buy of
a house you can bank on, and keep your stock up.

"Amen !" ejaculated Dan. "You're orthodox. If we could pound
them three rules into the noddles of our customers, we'd be on Easy
street all the time. Some men are like a passle of women at a bar-
gain counter, and jump over themselves to get something cheap, but
they get stung every time, and what's the result? Why their cus-
tomers get sore, and their trade drops off, that's all. I used to lose
my nerve "

"What! you loose your nerve?" Joe shouted. "Must have been
a queer sensation. I always thought your nerve would stand with-
out hitching."

Dan never batted an eye, but went right on: "when a cus-
tomer' would say he had a price way below mine, but I've got all

over that. I just quit and talk about something else, advising him
to buy, but I notice that usually after a while "he comes back and
gives me an order. Bluff, that's what it is, and vou want to stand
pat."

Just then we heard a commotion at the door, and Billy Seymour
joined us. Billy is selling "Ti^ht-roof" ready roofing, and is a
mighty square chap. He never bamboozles his trade with any fake
instantaneous test for roofing and doesn't claim his roofing is made
from the gum of a tree in India owned exclusively by his firm. We
all think a roofing salesman something of an interloper, but Billy
passed muster soon as he got on the territory. He backed up to the
stove and after lighting one of Evans's cigars, poked his hands down
in his pants pockets and with his feet pretty far apart, looked us
over.

"Say, boys." he began, "the house has one on me for fair. Its
sure to get out, and I want to tell it first. You know S of
Collins?"

"Do we know old S ?" Waterman asked, and looked around
with a wise twinkle in his eyes, while Joe and I smiled in sympathy.
"I should say we did. So he stuck you, did he? I always knew you'd
get hurt if you went out without a nurse or some one to keep you
out of scrapes."

Suspicious Orders—One on the Salesman
"Well, seeing's you all know him, you'll appreciate this. When

I started on this territory, I called on all the dealers, and got a nice
order from S . The next time around, I got another. It came
so easy I ought to've got wise, but I didn't. This kept right on,
till I'd sent in five or six orders. One day in the office, Peters our
sales manager called me in to his office and told me I'd been doing
pretty well. I began to swell up like a poisoned pup, but after en-
joying- this for a bit, he said: T see you've sent in some nice or-
ders from Mr. S of Collins, well don't you know we never
shipped any of them He still owes us for the last lot he got be-
fore you took hold, and you can save time in crossing him off your
list.' Now what d' you think of that? I'd patted myself on the
back, shaken hands with myself, and treated you gents on the
strength of those orders, and all the time the house was strineinp-
me." .

s 5

We had our laugh at Billy's expense, and promised him a din-
ner that night as a consolation prize, insisting that Evans come along
too. He was on hand/ and after dinner Joe told us another one
on S .

"I was in Phelps & Co's. office at Collins one day when S
went by. 'Do you call on him?' Phelps asked me. 'Not so you'd
notice,' I says. 'Well,' says Phelps, 'he nearly got into me for some
eighty odd dollars a week ago yesterday. I'd be stuck for just

eighty-three dollars and forty cents if my bookkeeper hadn't been
onto her job. I'd cautioned her against letting him have anything
without the money, but I was out that morning and S came
in and told her he was all out of Y% ceiling and had to have it for a
rush order, and would send the check back with the driver. This
got by her, and she sent the ceiling, but no check came back. This
got her dander up and when I came back, she told me and said she'd
get the money the next day. Soon as she could she started for his
office the next morning, and S tried to put her off, for he
was busy. She said she'd wait, and took a chair. He went into
the yard and stayed about an hour, but she froze to the chair. At
noon, he told her she'd better not wait, for he was awfully rushed,
but he couldn't get rid of her. He went home to dinner, and she
slipped out for a lunch and was back before he returned. He kept
her about an hour longer, and seeing it was no go, came across with
the kale."

"I'd like to hire that bookkeeper," Evans said rather slowly, as
he shook hands all around and we turned in.

British Columbia's New Match Company
A meeting of the stockholders of the Dominion Match Company,

Ltd., was held recently at Vancouver. The preliminary work of es-
tablishing this industry in British Columbia being well under way,
the principal stockholders, who have been heretofore the directors
of the company, resigned their latter capacity, and turned the con-
trol of the company over to a new board of directors, the majority
of whom are Vancouver men. Mr. A. E. White, president of the
Board of Trade, New Westminster, was elected president of the
company; Charles J. Tucker, of Vancouver, vice-president; Ray
Thompson, Vancouver, secretary and treasurer, and Mavor John A.
Lee, of New Westminster, and John England, of Kamloops, directors.
An encouraging report was presented of the progress made in estab-
lishing the new industry. A site has been secured at New West-
minster, which, having three railroad connections, together with
light, power and water, is considered the best in British Columbia.
Work has already begun upon the factory buildings, the main build-
ing of which is to be 100 by 200 feet, two storeys high. The special
machinery is being made in Vancouver, and it is expected that the
factory will be completed and turning out large quantities of matches
within six months.

British Columbia Timber Cut
A total of 1,100,000,000 feet of timber was cut on British Col-

umbia provincial lands during 1911, according to the figures of Pro-
vincial Timber Inspector G. D. McKay, who is preparing his reports
for the government. This record cut brought into the provincial
treasury a sum of $444,333 in stumpage, royalties and taxes, in addi-
tion to the immense revenues from timber licenses and rentals. The
total of over a billion feet does not take into consideration the cut
on the lands in the railway belt controlled by the Dominion Govern-

Tc
eJ^n^the Province - ° f this 1,100,000,000 feet of timber, over

45,000,000 feet of lumber was shipped into the United States. The
remainder was largely used for consumption in the Dominion The
timber cut for last year is 146,000,000 feet greater than in the pre-
vious year, when it totalled 936,000,000, and produced a revenue of
$393,600. Estimating the value of the lumber at $15 a thousand feet
this would make the output worth $16,000,000.

Customs Regulation to be Enforced Strictly
The first case to come up at Winnipeg, involving a dispute about

the payment of duty on lumber imported from the United States
under the new ruling, which makes lumber dutiable that has been
planed on two sides and subsequently roughed on one side so as to
obliterate the marks of the planer, was dealt with recently when
the C P. R. was convicted of permitting a car of such material to
pass through without being presented to the customs. Considerable
uncertainty prevailed about the enforcement of the ruling Many
dealers who had lumber under order, were of opinion that it would
be permitted to enter without payment of duty and when they
found that the duty was to be collected they made representations
to Ottawa, but were not successful. The Department of Customs
has advised its officers that the new interpretation of the tariff is
to be enforced strictly whenever there is evidence of planing.

Want Duty on Shing-les
Shingle manufacturers of British Columbia have petitioned the

Dominion Government for a duty on shingles, claiming that free
imports from the United States are seriously hurting the shingle
business of Canada. It is stated that 40,000,000 came in from the
United States last year, while none of the Canadian product could
overcome the tariff barrier set against them. British Columbia
is more affected than any of the other Canadian provinces, as it pro-
duces half the shingles made in Canada.
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Canadian Timber in United Kingdom
Improvement Noted in Trade at Principal Ports-
Public Sales Well Attended and Bidding Brisk.

Hy J. Hanmer Quail

Liverpool, Feb. 2.—Sales of lumber at the chief timber ports

of the United Kingdom through the first month of the year have
been on a scale which has fulfilled anticipations formed towards the

close of last year. There has been no extraordinary rush of orders

or deliveries, but there has been free selling and much stock has

changd hands. At London, the public sales for the year opened
satisfactorily. The "company" at each sale was, numerically, as

large as could reasonably have been expected, and was well repre-

sentative of the trade. The bidding was brisk and though in some
cases lots were knocked down at figures which were regarded as

bargains for the buyers, nearly the whole of the lots were taken up
at prices which were regarded at "full" or good. Yellow pine, es-

pecially found ready buyers who were prepared to pay good prices

for wood which suited their requirements. First quality yellow, 3 x 7,

brought £10 10s.; second quality brought £10 and third quality,

£9 15s. per standard, which was from 5s. to 10s. per standard above
the prices paid a week earlier. Other sizes in yellow deals sold

as satisfactory, the results causing very favorable comment. In the

first sales of the year some 3x11 Montreal spruce of fourth quality

was taken up at £8 5s. which was regarded as a low price. Some
2x6 unsorted Quebec spruce sold at the same figure. Planed boards

were competed for rather keenly and brought good prices. Floorings

and matchings sold readily, and though bringing easy prices in the

first sales, firmed-up in the later sales and were considered to have
sold satisfactorily. In hardwood, oak of good medium quality, chiefly

plain, has been in very fair demand. Prime and quartered have sold

more freely. The prices of these grades are very firm. W hite-wood

has been in good demand and the price of prime wide has advanced
slightly for forward shipment.

At Liverpool, an improved tone prevails in the softwood market
and more cheerful views of the prospects of the trade are being

taken. A very fair inquiry has been experienced and has kept yards
in a state of healthy activity. In spruce, stocks are still within a

small compass and parcels coming to hand are easily disposed of.

Prices continue very firm and more money is being asked for early

shipments. The longer lengths in deals and scantlings are scarce

and 2 l/2 x 7 battens also are in short supply. White floorings con-

tinue quiet, as regards demand, but prices keep firm.

Pitchpine timber and lumber are having a steady and very fair

sale, prime wood being in increasing demand. Prices are still high.

Oak has had a steady though moderate sale. The demand for wagon
building sorts has been quieter, but this is not at all surprising, in

view of the large deliveries of this wood which have gone on lately

at the chief ports.

At Manchester, timber is now moving more freely. Inquiries

are coming to hand in larger numbers, and some good orders have
been booked of late. Spruce continues very firm. The demand is

good, and stocks are light. Floorings have sold steadily, in moderate
quantities, unsorted bringing £9 12 6. Makers of the cheaper kinds
of furniture are more actively employed and are taking more wood,
hard and soft, of the sorts used by them. Pitch-pine is in more de-

mand and is dearer. Planks of good quality, especially 9x3, are now
scarce. Oak, particularly wagon builders' sorts, has sold rather

freely. Prices have hardened. Most of the hardwoods are now-
dearer. The recent advances in freights are pointed to as being the
cause of the hardening. The outlook for the timber trade, in the
Manchester district has improved. The dispute in the cotton trade

has come to an end and work has been resumed at factories which
had been stopped for about a fortnight, and a better tone prevails

throughout the industry.

On the Tyne, sales of timber have been on a satisfactory scale,

the chief industries of the district being actively employed and main-
taining a good demand for wood of different kinds. Yellow pine in

boards of 1 inch and ^4 inch "down," have sold more freely, for

joiners' uses. The shipyards continue to take spruce and redwood
deals and battens in fairly large quantities. The coal mining industry,
more than maintains its demand for pit-wood; props, spruce-deals
and square-wood for staging and for other structural uses. At West
Hartlepool, orders have come in freely and good business has been
done with railway and colliery companies. Sawn wood, white, yel-

low, red-wood deals and battens, and pitch-pine has moved more
freely and consignments are now being sold to arrive. Quotations
for pitch-pine are now higher. The deliveries of wood for colliery

uses, above and below ground, have been on a larger scale, and show
no sign of falling off. Satisfactory orders have also come in from
wagon builders, and have called for more redwood and oak. The
sawmills are now well employed. At Hull, the deliveries of soft-

wood and pitch-pine have been on a larger scale, the demand for

joiners' uses having improved, and that from the larger industries

of the district being well maintained. Oak of all grades is dearer,

in keeping with the general rise in the price of this wood, which has

taken place. At Sunderland orders for soft-wood have come in more
freely. A move has been made in the building trade and wood for

builders' purposes is in more demand. At Glasgow the outlook of

the trade has brightened considerably since the middle of January.

Stocks of softwood are unusually small and quantities have been

brought in from other ports to meet urgent demands. Pine deals

and sidings and waney pine are all scarce, stocks being inadequate

for the present consumption. Oak, birch and elm are in small sup-

ply, while the demand for these woods for wagon building, railway

and shipbuilding purposes has improved and is fairly active.

Mountain Lumbermen's Convention

At the annual convention of the Mountain Lumbermen's associa-

tion held in Nelson, B.C., recently, it was unanimously agreed that

the dumping of American low grade lumber into the prairie market
had injured the Canadian lumber interests greatly during the past

year. A strong resolution declaring in favor of further protection

for the lumber, mining and fruit growing industries was passed and
the government was urged to foster the development of these

branches of industry by means of a revision of the tariff.

It was decided that a resolution on the question of forest fire

protection should be prepared and presented to the provincial gov-

ernment and the association asked that the telephone system of the

province should be government owned, declaring that privately

owned lines had demonstrated the absolute inadequacy of such a ser-

vice and the inability of the companies to extend telephone lines in

accordance with the requirements of the province.

With reference to the reported abolition of the dumping clause

in the Canadian customs tariff of 1907 the association went on record

to the effect that in its opinion the provisions of the dumping clause

should be extended for the protection of the industries of the Domin-
ion and that the provisions should be made applicable to all articles

imported from foreign countries and invoiced at prices less than the

cost of production. Another resolution urged that the railways en-

deavor to give relief to the farmers of the prairie provinces in their

present need for more cars to remove the immense amount of grain

which is awaiting shipment.

A resolution was passed stating that great damage is being done
to this country by the policy of certain Canadian railroads, heavily

subsidized by the Canadian people, in purchasing many of their

supplies, such as lumber, in the United States. It was stated that

the association felt that the railroads owed it to the people of Can-
ada to support home industry by buying their supplies whenever
possible, in the Dominion.

A resolution was passed in appreciation of the efforts of the

boards of trade of the interior, especially the Nelson Board of Trade
and the Associated Boards of Trade of Eastern British Columbia, for

their efforts in behalf of the lumber industry in the past and the

executive of the association has decided to work in close union with
the boards of the province, believing that a great deal can be done
to educate public sentiment in the necessities of the lumber industry

in this way.

Officers were elected as follows : President, Otto Lachmund,
Arrowhead; vice-president. F. W. Adolph, Baynes

;
secretary-treas-

urer and manager, W. A. Anstie, Calgary. Executive : W. B. Saw-
yer, Chase, B.C. ; E. S. Howe, Taffrav, B.C. ; A. E. Watts, Wattsburg,
B.C. ; W. M. Decow, Paulson, B.C.

A Practical Coupon System
The Southern Coupon Company, Birmingham, Ala., U. S. A.,

manufacture a line of coupon books which are of much interest to

lumber camp owners, saw mill operators, etc. This coupon book
enables the employer to dispense entirely with the laborious Sys-

tem of book-keeping which is such a bugbear to the lumber manu-
facturing or camp business. The principle of the book is extremely
simple. Each work contains a certain number of coupons, which
however are not money. They do not in any sense take the place

of money. They are simply so many receipts taken by the dealer

from the customer for merchandise delivered to him. They are not

transferable, hence cannot be circulated as money. They have not

the objectionable features common to metal checks which in many
cases are now prohibited by law. These ccupons enable one to put
his business entirely upon a cash basis. They keep the customer
in a satisfied frame of mind as there is no possibility of his account
being debited with some one else's purchase. They constitute a

perfect check on all transfers and form an important inducement to

the people of the community to bring all their trade to the com-
pany's store.



Machinery and Equipment
What Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Appliances are Doing

Horizontal Band Resawing Attachment
\Ym. B. Mershon & Company of Saginaw, Mich., are

producing a new horizontal band resawing attachment
intended for use in connection with planers and matchers.
There being a limited demand for a tool which will plane
and resaw at the same operation, this company have under-
taken to supply the demand without making" it incumbent
upon the purchaser to buy a special planer for the pur-
pose, as the resawing attachment may be used in connec-
tion with any standard make of planer.

The bed of the machine is adjustable so as to conform
to the height of any planer and matcher and the wheels
are likewise adjustable; both simultaneously, for straight
sawing, and independently for level sawing, as for the
making of bevel siding, etc. The construction of the ma-
chine will be readily understood from the accompanying
cut.

The saw is guided by patented ball bearing crowding
wheels, the advantages claimed for these being that they
support and stiffen the saw and cannot clog with sawdust.
The machine is also supplied with the latest spring bal-
ance straining device—steel locomotive rim wheels—ham-
mered crucible steel arbors with self adjusting and self
oiling journal boxes. The resaw is supplied with suitable
guards to provide protection to the operator and to give
a finished appearance to the machine itself.

The attachment is designed to stand a feed of 200 lin-
eal feet or less per minute according to the character and
width of the timber sawn. The machine weighs 5,000 lbs.

Additional particulars may be secured from manufacturers.

Huther Bros.' New Catalogue of Woodworking- Machinery
Huther Bros.' Saw Manufacturing Co., Rochester. N.Y., have issued a

new edition of their Woodworkers' Catalogue, No. 32., which will be of
much value to users of woodworking machinery. The catalogue is profusely
illustrated and contains a great deal of valuable information. One of the
most interesting devices referred to in the catalogue is the Huther No. 1
saw guard, table attached, which is shown in the accompanying illustration.
These guards are made to attach to the right hand side of the saw table.
They can be used for rip or cut-off work, are easily and quickly attached to
the machine by a pivoted thumb screw and just as readily removed. The
hood can be attached close to the lumber, insuring maximum protection to
the worker without hiding the saw or the work. One turn of the clamping
handle releases the vertical shaft, when the hood can be raised or lowered
as desired or the entire guard swung aside for changing saws or for other
purposes. The Huther No. 2 saw guard is similar to the No. 1, with the
exception that it is made with a heavier and longer horizontal shaft and

New Mcrshon Horizontal Band Resawing Attachment

General Manager, C. H. Kettenring. R. Carey May will act as assist-

ant secretary and C. C. Hoffman as assistant treasurer. The new
board of directors is composed of the following: Peter Kettenring,
W. A. Kettenring, R. P. Kettenring, C. H. Kettenring, W. R. Strick-
land, George A. Ensign, C. C. Hoffman and R. Carey May.

Harmony Begets Success
On January 27th the Atkins Pioneers held their third annual

banquet. The Atkins Pioneers are composed of artisans who have
been associated with E. C. Atkins & Co. This banquet was the sixth
anniversary of the organization. When it is considered that from
an entire pay roll of one hundred and seventy-six in the year 1886 this
organization now has a membership of one hundred and twenty-
two, it will be realized that there is a harmony in the Atkins fold
and that harmony begets success. The oldest member is now enjoy-
ing a pension, having retired from active service in 1909. His re-
cord shows continuous employment for the past forty-five years.
There are three members with a record of over forty years.

The Garlock Packing Co., Hamilton, Ont., have issued a very
complete and attractive catalogue of their packings and pipe cover-
ings. The catalogue is handsomely bound in green paper with an
attractive embossed design and title. The illustrations are numerous
and excellent and the information contained in the book will be of
much value to all who make use of this class of materials. Gar-
lock's Packings are highly appreciated by the trade, and this attrac-
tive catalogue is certain to bring additional business to the company.

The Robb Engineering Co. Ltd., have recently sold a 40-h.p. saw
mill outfit to Hugh & Ronald McDonald, Big Marsh, N.S., and a
35-h.p. saw mill outfit to T. W. & Frank McKenzie, Upper North
River, N.S.

Huther No. 1 Saw Guard, Table Attached

a heavier table bracket or clamp. This style therefore is adopted to wider saw
tables than the No. 1 style. Readers who are interested in this machine
or in this class of woodworking saws may obtain a copy of the catalogue
by writing to the company and stating that they have read about it in the
Canada Lumberman.

Defiance Company Elect Officers

At a meeting of the directors of the Defiance Machine Works,
Defiance, Ohio, recently the following officers were elected: Presi-
dent, Peter Kettenring; Secretary, W. R. Strickland; Treasurer and

An Excellent Financial Statement
The financial statement of the Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance

Company of Boston, Mass., for the year ending Dec. 31, 1911, shows
a net cash surplus of $471,987.92. The losses during 1911 amounted
to $129,990.03. Dividends to policy holders totalled $146,016.94. The
net cash surplus showed a gain of $58,857.29. The payments to policy
holders from 1895 to 1911 inclusive amount to $893,087.89 and the
total dividends paid during the same period amount to $799,166.03.

Following on the recommendation of the Conservation Commis-
sion the Dominion Government will set aside $110,000 to be expended
this year on the new Pocky Mountain forest reserve.



WANTED * FOR SALE DEPARTMENT
PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate of

15 cents per agate line ($2.10 per inch) each
insertion, payable in advance. Space measured
from rule to rule. When four or more con-
secutive insertions of the same advertisement
are ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be
allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order. If

Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-
close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a

word net. Cash must accompany the order.
Minimum charge 50 cents.

Advertisement must be received not later

than the 10th and 26th of each month to

insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED—5 x 5 White Maple, second
growth, dry, 5 to 10 years old, for bowling:

pins. Address, M. J. Bernhard, 712 to 720
Jefferson Street, Buffalo, N. Y. 1-4

Saw Logs Wanted
Red and White Pine, Hemlock and Spruce.

Write in particulars of what you have. Reid
Bros., Bothwell, Ont. 2-7

Lumber Wanted
We are open to buy a few cars of firsts

and seconds Rock Elm plank, 3H thick,

10, 12, and 15 ft. long. Quote prices. Box
436, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 4

White Pine Wanted
3 in. x 6-in-7-in. 18 ft. Tank Stock, also

Quarter Cut White Pine Pump Squares.

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Ont. t.f.

Lumber Wanted
Large quantities of Soft Elm Lumber, 1-in.

and grades No. 1 common and better. Es-

pecially attractive prices.

J. S. FINDLAY,
2-7 Owen Sound, Ont.

Wanted
WANTED—Birch, maple and poplar logs,

No. 1 butt cuts. Delivered Montreal from

March to May, 1912. State sizes and lowest

cash price to E. J. H., B34 Board of Trade,

Montreal. 4-5

Pulpwood
Wanted—to contract for 15,000 cords, or

appreciable parts thereof, yearly for a term

of years, of rossed spruce pulpwood for Am-
erican shipment. Address Box 416, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 3-4

Pickets Wanted
We want at once and during 1912, 4/4 x

44 in. and 48 in. ; 5/4 x 44 in. and 48 in.

;

6/4 x 44 in. and 48 in. White Pine, Spruce,

Basswood or Poplar Squares. Will buy a

car or your entire output.
4.9 Box 58, Ogdensburg, N.Y.

Lumber Wanted
Will contract with a few hardwood mills for

their entire cuts, 1912, including culls. Highest
prices paid, and quick shipment. Also open
for dry stock of all kinds. Also Spruce and
Hemlock. Apply to Box 411, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 2-5

Spruce Wanted
We can use short Spruce 4/4-in. and 5/4-

in., in 2/5-ft. and 6/11 ft.
.

Describe what you have to offer, and give

lowest price delivered here.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
3.8 Deseronto, Ont.

Two-inch Soft Elm wanted, immediately,
several cars, dry. State quality and prices.
Great Lakes Lumber Company, Limited,
Owen Sound, Ont. 1-4

We want to purchase a quantity of dry
Maple, Elm, Basswood and Birch, and also
contract for the present winter and coming
spring cuts of Hardwood lumber. Address.
The London Lumber Co., London, Ont. 4-7

WANTED—Hemlock or pine lumber in
exchange for a five passenger fully equipped
McLaughlin-Buick Automobile, thoroughly
re-built and re-finished this winter and in
good road condition. Price $800.
4-5 Box 303, Oshawa, Ont.

We are in the market for the following
White Ash :—
100,000 ft. 1^-in. (Dry size) plank.
50,000 ft. 2 x 2 x 32 in. dry size.

25,000 ft. 2% x 2'A x 32 in. dry size.

50,000 ft. 2'/2 x 2</2 x 36 in. dry size.

Reply, Box 438, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 4-6

Hardwood

Wanted

3,000,000 feet Hard Maple, Soft Elm, Rock
Elm, Beech, Birch, Basswood, Ash, Oak, and

Soft Maple, for delivery, shipping dry dur-

ing 1912. Sawn to our sizes. State what
you have to offer and lowest prices for spot

cash. Inspection at mill. Apply Manufac-

turer, Box 401, Canada Lumberman, Toron-

to, Ont. 1-8

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale
Two carloads White Oak Timber in round

six to ten inches diaimeter" small end. Eight-
een to thirty feet long.

ROBERT LIGHT,
3-5 Napanee, Ont.

Hardwood For Sale
We are prepared to cut under contract:

—

250 M. to 500 M. feet Hard Maple.
100 M. to 200 M. feet Basswood.
Also some Black Ash, Birch, Soft Elm.

Correspondence invited. The Pearce Com-
pany, Limited, Marmora, Ont. 22—tf

For Sale
The following Special Stock ;

—

1,000,000 ft. Scant 2-in. Spruce Random.
300,000 ft. 1-in. Spruce Mill Culls.
50,000 ft. 6/4 and 8/4 White Pine Mill

Culls.

100,000 ft. 1-in. 6 to 9 ft. White Pine
Shorts.

100,000 ft. 1-in. Fourth Quality or Box
White Pine.

All dry and can be shipped promptly by
rail.

THE A. SHERMAN LUMBER CO.,
Potsdam, N. Y. also 50 Church St.,

t.f. New York City.

For Sale at Greatly Reduced
Prices

400,000 M ft. 1 x 4 and up by 6/16 ft. No. 2
Hemlock.

75,000 M ft. 1 x 8 and 10 x 6/16 No. 2
Hemlock.

25,000 M ft. 2 x 4 x 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock.
25,000 M ft. 2 x 6 x 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock.
35,000 M ft. 2 x 8 x 6/16 No. 2 Memlock.
25,000 M ft. 2 x 10 x 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock.
Must have room and will sell away below

cost.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
2-4 Deseronto, Ont.

For Sale
1-in., 1 -in., lj^-in. and 2-in. mill cull

White Pine in strips and sidings. Fred T.
Smith, Board of Trade Building, Montreal.

1 t.f.

Shingles
500,000 M. pieces Rathbun's XX-18-in.

Cedar Shingles. To introduce this shingle to
the trade, we are offering them for one-half
their value. $1.00 per M. pieces F.O.B. cars
Deseronto. The Rathbun Company, Deser-
onto, Ont. 1-4

HFOR SALE U M feet 7/8 x 2%" and 3" wide
hardwood Flooring L. K. C. and Pressed Kiln
Dried at $211.00 per M. L.O.H. cur.

12 M. ft . T Dry Hard Maple No. 1C&11 80%.
1 ft. ('2nd at 85 per M. in L C) B oar.
For quick shipment address Box 4)2. Canada

Lumberman, Toronto, Out.

White Pine Logs For Sale
On Magantawan River, about thirty miles

from Georgian Bay, in Township of Mc-
Kenzie, Parry Sound District, approximately
iy2 million feet. Early delivery to mill for
sawing.

Will sell in one or more lots.

Stock of superior quality.
Eighty per cent, sixteen feet length.
Ninety-five per cent. White Pine.
Located for convenient inspection near

Deer Lake Station on C. N. O. Railway, 23
miles north of town of Parry Sound.

Further particulars upon request.

HOLT TIMBER COMPANY.
926 Manhattan Building,

Chicago, 111.

Ontario Office, Whitestone, P.Q.

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

Machinery For Sale
A Waterous No. 4 Band Saw Mill, with

Carriage Saws, Live Rolls, and complete Fil-
ing Room equipment, also several Good
Woodworking Machines, in splendid condi-
tion.

J. S. FINDLAY,
2-TF Owen Sound, Ont.

Relaying Rails For Sale
12 miles 56 and 60 lb. per yd. with fish plates.
10 miles 80 lb. per yard with angle bars.
4 miles 65 lb. per vard with fish plates.
Also 12, 16, 20, 25 and 50 pound.
New, light rails, all sections, in stock.

JNO. J. GARTSHORE,
5-6 58 Front St. W., Toronto.

For Sale
One Gang Circular Sawing Machine (Ken-

dall patent) good as new ; run only 18
months. This machine carries nine 32-inch
saws, takes from 4 to 10-inch cants, can be
set to cut one to three inch stock.
Reason for selling, cut out. For price,

write Jas R. Gillies, Arnprior, Ont. 24-5

Saw Mill Property For Sale
Saw Mill Property at Ford River, Michi-

gan, consisting of three band saw mill,
shingle mill, tie and post mill, lath mill,
docks, and trams, blacksmith shop and ma-
chine shop all stocked with tools, large store
and office building, large boarding house,
large barns, sixty-three houses, lands, etc.,

all of which will be sold at a bargain. Ap-
ply to The I. Stephenson Company, Wells,
Delta Company, Mich. 3-6

Going out of Lumber Business

:

1—24-in. Timber Planer.
1—15-in. Heavy McGregor & Gourlay Match-

er.

2—12-in. Cowan Stickers, New.
1—40-in. Cowan Band Saw, with Re-saw

attachment.
1—Self-Feed Rip Saw.
1—26-in. Cowan Double Surfacer.
1—Pipe Bender.
1—Rope Drive Equipment Complete.

Dry Kiln Trucks.
6—Lumber Waggons; single.
1—Lumber Lorry ; team.
22—Lumber Trucks.

Carpenter Benches, Knives, Etc.

Send your inquiries for the above or other
requirements ; we may have it. Apply, The
Gold Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., Limited. 6

For Sale

Good boiler, 72 inches by 14 feet, 72 4-in.
tubes, 75 h.p. engine and 100 light dynamo.
All in good condition and ready for imme-
diate delivery. Will accept lumber in ex-
change. Apply to Box 400, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. 1-4

FOR SALE—Sawmill, in good condition, on
Burford Lake, six miles from Wiarton, equip-
ped with 70 H.P. boiler, 60 H.P. engine,
new carriage by Long Bros., Orillia, good
trimmers and endless chain attachment for
hauling logs out of water.
Terms, etc., apply Massey-Harris Com-

pany, Toronto. 4-T.F.

Rails For Sale
Thirteen miles 56 and 60 pounds per yard

and fishplates.

Ten miles 80 pound per yard and angle bars.
Also 16, 20, 30, 40, 50's.

New rail, all sections in stock.
For particulars apply to J. J. Gartshore.

Toronto. 4-6

Sawmill for sale, together with outfit, con-
sisting of a 65 H.P. Ames Locomotive Type
Boiler; a 50 H.P. Vim Engine, 12 x 15, in
first-class condition; also a No. 1 Lane Saw-
mill; a Lane Pony three-saw Edger; Connell
Lath Machine and Bolter, together with But-
ting Saws; also Pulleys, Shafting, Belting,
and Tools. Will sell for cash or take pay-
ments in lumber. If interested address Box
433, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 4-9

Machinery For Sale
Carver. 4 spindle, Rohlman.
Cut-off saw, railway, wood frame.
Dovetailer, Boults.
Engines and boilers, various sizes.

Floorer, 9-in. Berlin.
Jointer, chair seat. Jenkins.
Jointer, 16-in. White.
Moulder, 6-in. Houston.
Mortiser, Smith.
Morriser, Bit.

Planers, 24-in. single belted.
Sander, double 24-in. Perry.
Sander, three drum 42-in. Boardman.
Sander, three drum 42-in. Columbia.
Saw Gummer, Rogers.
Saw-mill, band, 63-in. wheel.
Saw and dado machine, Williamsport.
Variety Lathe, Pringle & Brodie.

O. L. PACKARD MACHINERY CO..
Milwaukee, Wis.

WANTED—MACHINERY, ETC,

WANTED—Second-hand Steam feed, 7 in.

by 36 feet long, complete with fittings. Must
be in good repair. Reply, Box 432, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

Alligator Wanted
Wanted an alligator boat, in good condi-

tion. Reply, giving condition size, age. equip-
ment, price and situation. Box 405, Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-5

Machinery Wanted
Saw frame and Log Carriage, 60 to 70 ft.

12-in. Belt, preferably Rubber. 60 to 75 H.P.
Engine, 80 H.P. Boiler. Must be in good
condition and cheap for cash. One dust col-

lector with a quantity of pipings 15-in. di-

ameter. Box 435, Canada Lumberman. 4

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT

Advertisements under this heading one cent a
word per insertion. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 25 cents

Band Saw Filer wants position for coining
season. Single or double cut. Twenty years
experience. Address Box 413 Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 2-4

Architect and Surveyor, A.R.I., B.A. (25),
requires post in spring. Thoroughly effici-

ent. 22 Southborne Grove, Bournemouth,
England. 3-4

Saw Filer wants position in saw mill or
woodworking plant. Capable of keeping
band and circular saw in perfect condition.
Apply Box 403, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 2-4
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A.l. Band Filer, double or single. Gilt-

edge reference. Reply Box 441, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 4

Wanted a position as gang-filer; eighteen
years experience. Address Geo. L. Nichols,
c/o Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-4

As Band Saw Filer, double or single cuts,

or in a factory where there are band re-

saws. First-class references. Reply Box 4 -

_'2,

Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 15 5

WANTED—Position as bookkeeper with
lumber firm in Ontario. Twelve years' ex-
perience, mostly as office manager; age 34
years. Acquainted thoroughly with all de-
partments of lumber office. Best of refer-

ences furnished on application. Apply Box
.399, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 1-S

Position wanted with lumber company,
planing mill or kindred institution by man
who understands the business from tree to
finished product. Years of experience as ac-
countant, manager, etc. Could handle branch
office or similar work and do it right. To-
ronto preferred, but any location considered.
Box 439, Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 4-5F

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Advertisements under this heading two cents a
word per insertion. Minimum charge 50 cents

WANTED—Suitable parties to install and
operate small sawmill on limit, New Ontario.
Communicate with Box 437, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. 4 "i

Millmen wanted, millwrights, edgermen,
trimmerman, engineer, round saw filer. Lath
mill men and lumber pilers. Mill will start
as soon as ice clears in spring. Apply giv-
ing experience, etc.. To Dyment Mickle
Lumber Company, Whitney, Ont. 4-5

Wanted, a thoroughly competent Band
Saw Mill man, to supervise the instal-

lation of new and old machinery in new mill
and to continue on as superintendent of
plant ; permanent position for right man.
Write direct. J. & W. Duncan, Limited, 1>33
Ontario Street East, Montreal. 3-4

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Timber Limit For Sale
1,200 acres Hardwood, Hemlock and Cedar.

Some Pine; 9 million feet for $5,0U0 cash.
Five miles from railroad ; two from river.

Box 431, Canada Lumberman. 3-4

Timber Limits For Sale
Can be quickly and profitably disposed of
by advertising them on this page. This is

where buyers of timber property look for op
portunities to invest, if your "ad" is here the
investor will see it. Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. tf.

For Sale on Georgian Bay, Ontario
400 square miles of timber limits contain-

ing over 300,000,000 feet of pine, hemlock,
sprhce, cedar, basswood, birch, etc., and a
vast quantity of tie timber, aslo a sawmill
with a capacity of 100,000 feet per 10 hrs.
Price and terms very reasonable. Write for
full particulars to E. Stewart, Forest En-
gineer, Room 11, 84 King Street East, To-
ronto, Ont.

Planing Mill and Sash and
Door Factory For Sale

Modern in every way, machinery, building,
heating, dry-kilns, etc. Would consider pro-
position to run same from practical man who
could take full charge and would invest some
money as evidence of good faith and ability.

Factory could be converted for use of other
industry if wanted.

For complete description of plant apply
Box 430, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

3-TF

For Sale
Mill and Plant situated on Bay Lake of

Montreal River and within the town limit
Town of Latchford on T. & N. O. Ry. Plant
consists of one Boiler, GO in. diam. by 14 ft.

long, full flush front and rated at 70 h.p.
Right Hand Engine, 12 in. x 16 in., esti-

mated G4 h.p.

Three Moreau Machine Pulpwood Barkers
and Pullup and all saws, shafting, belts, etc.,

including extras.
Siding of T. & N. O. Railway runs into

mill yard ; good storing point for logs. With
very little extra cost, a circular saw and car-

riage could be installed as the power is suf-

ficient. This plant has been in use about
10 months only and is in good condition.
An excellent bargain for the right parties.

Write or communicate with C. & H. D.
Gamble, 28 Scott street, Toronto, Solicitors

for Owners. 2-7

For Sale
Established Lumber Business, with first-

class mill, now running full time. Timber
limits with 20 to 30 million feet of standing
pine timber conveniently located, and all

merchandise, etc. Pi ice $55,000. This is

worthy of investigation. Address Box 332,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 19-22-t.f.

For Sale
170 ft. 1 in. good basswood short, 2 to 5 ft.

11 M. ft. 1% in. good basswood short,
2 to 5 feet.

14 M. ft. 2 in. good basswood short, 2 to
5 feet.

50 M. ft. 1 in. M. C. Ash.
50 M. ft. 2 in. M. C. Ash.

GEO. C. GOODFELLOW,
c Montreal, Que.

Canadian Timber Limits
E. STEWART (Forest Engineer)
Dealer in Timber Limits, Ontario and

Western farm lands and town property. Ex-
cellent investments now open. Correspond-
ence invited. 84 King Street East, Toronto.

Phone Main 5609.

Planing Mill, Saw Mill and Head-
ing Mill For Sale

This is one of the best equipped Planing
Mills west of Toronto, doing a prosperous
business. Heading and Saw Milt in good
condition; considerable timber to be had;
will sell all or will sell Planing Mill separate.
This is a going concern; no better proposi-
tion anywhere; a money maker. Will stand
the strictest inspection. Can give satisfac-
tory reason for selling. Reply to Box 417,
Canada Lumberman, loronto, Ont. t.f.

Valuable Timber Property For Sale

The Oromocto Lumber Co., Ltd., ask for
tenders for their property, (lenders to close
on or before 3rd day of April, 1912), and to
be mailed to Mark Curry, Amherst, N.S.,
marked "Tenders for Property of the Oro-
mocto Lumber Co., Ltd."

This properly consists of about 71 square
miles ot New Brunswick Government land
and about 5,783 acres of granted land, ana
about 30 acres of leasehold land, situated or.

the branches of the Oromocto River and esti-

mated to contain sixty to seventy millions
of logs, spruce, fir, pine and hardwood, ana
one Hundred millions of pulp wood; pro-
perty contains mill, five houses, barns, camp
outfits, seven horses, rigging, etc.

1 he lumber cut off tnis property is avail-

able for shipment to either the United States
or the English market as mill is on the line

of the C. P. Railway, rate of freight to
Boston points 14c. ; St. John 3c.

This property is well situated to be oper-
ated cheap, and logs or sawn lumber pro-

duced at a low figure and is without doubt
one of the best properties of its size in East-
ern Canada.

Full particulars with regard to the pro-

perty, etc., may be obtained from Mark
Curry, Amherst, N.S., ; Frank H. Lowe,
Brooklyn, Queen's County., N.S. ; William
E. Golding, St. John, N.B., or the Oromoc-
to Lumber Company, Ltd., Central Bliss-

ville, N. B. 3 6

Belts and Their Laces

By H. Watson

Some of the commonest things

around the shoo have points that

are worth studying if we would
but give heed. There is no ques-

tion that is so much discussed

and yet has so many different

sides to it as that of the proper

wav to lace a belt.

Personally, I do not like lacing

at all ; that is, rawhide lace lea-

ther. Still, there are some places

where nothing else will hold, and
we have to use it or do without.

Then, the "boss" may have just

this idea about it : one must use

lacing or buv his own fastenings.

But it was for me to find out

that I did not know all there was
to know about the commonest
form of lacing in existence. I re-

fer to the common "shoemaker"
lace—a single row of holes on
the end and a row behind it and
just lace in and out, and stop

the end any way you could.

That sort of lacing; always gave
way on me too badly, and I took

time to make the more complicat-

ed but stronger "double-hino-e"

lace. In making the single-hinge

lace I had always started it like

the double-hinge, entering' from
one side alwavs on the hinge
part. In the single-hinpe this

method always made the joint

set a little crooked, even with
great care in doing the work.
Having to patch up a lot of old

belting, and all of it being punch-
ed for single-hinpe lacinp-

, I tried

the experiment of lacing from
one side on the first stitch and
returning from the opposite to

make a fiat stitch, instead of a

hinge for the first one. This
held the ends of the joints square
and prevented it from pushing
one-sided, as it had always done
for me. When the joint was
completed I returned the lacing

through the holes in and out
across the one side, and crossed
over and did the same on the
other side, to protect the ends
from wearing, and had a pretty

decent-looking job- After a week
of hard wear none of the joints

showed any sign of letting go.
This form of lace is the easiest

to make, and the quickest, and
when made this w is as straight

as anv other and so simple that

arr» of the hands around the mill
can make it, once the belt is cut
to the right length and punched
for them ; and in an emergency
they can punch the holes, too.

I have not made any discovery
for lots of others have been do-
ing this same thin? all the time,
only I did not take the trouble to

see how it was done in a proper
wav, and so I have let many an
easy job get away from me be-
cause I was too prejudiced to
take note of the proper way. Per-
haps someone else is doing the
same thing; that is why 1 men-
tion it, as a hint to save them
some of the lost time in making
the double-hinge lacing. At the
same time, if I had a driving belt
or a heavy belt of any kind to
lace, I would still use the double-
hinge lace, and holes punched
large enoueh so the fiber of the
belt is not torn in drawing the
lace through it.—Wood Craft.

The timber was then taken out
and re-weip-hed, and various
pieces were crosscut, all showing-
a remarkable penetration of oil,

nearlv to the center, which, it is

claimed, is impossible in the old
method except at great cost. One
feature claimed for this process
is the cleanliness of the wood, it

being quite drv and clean to han-
dle. It is likewise claimed that
the cost of creosoting is much
reduced by this method, waste
of the preserving liquid being en-
tirely avoided.

Creosoting Wood Under Air
Pressure

A new process of creosoting
wood, claimed to be a great im-
provement over old methods, is

now being tested. At a recent
demonstration, various shapes
and kinds of wood were weighed
and measured and then sealed up
in a cylinder, where they were
subjected to an air pressure of 50
pounds per square inch. The
cylinder was filled with creosote,

the air pressure still being main-
tained, and then the pressure was
raised to 80 pounds per square
inch, after which the nressure

was released and the cylinder op-
ened-

John McKergow, W. K. Grafktev,
President Managing-Director

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office : Montreal Office:
4fi Elgin St. 759 Notre Dame St,,W

We Buy

SPRUCE
13 Foot and 16 Foot

Lath White Cedar Shingles,

WANTED
4/4, 5/4 and 8/4 No. 1 Culls

CHRISTY-MOIR CO.
149 Broadway, New York City

LOG STAMPS
OUR SPECIALTY

1
SUPERIOR MFC. CO.U?
RUBBER &_ STEEL STAMPS

TORONTO, ONT.
SEND TOR CATALOGUE

Tor
Immediate Shipment

1250 tons prime 56 lbs. relaying

rails with fastenings.

25 Steel Flat Cars 5 to 7 tons

capacity.

Full particulars on application.

SESSENWEIN BROS.
Montreal

WE SPECIALIZE IN

Saw Mill Repair Work
Our machine shop is equip-

ped with best and most up-to-
date machinery for Saw Mill
work of all kinds and we can
turn out your work promptly
and with satisfaction.

Let us send you estimates
on your spring work.

Maass Bros.
Irving Ave., Ottawa, Ont.



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

Most of the lumber at Ontario producing points is reported as
having passed out of first hands although there is still a large per-
.centage of it in the yards awaiting shipment. Stock still retained
by manufacturers is held at high prices which are considered by the
wholesale trade to be practically prohibitive. Many cases are re-
ported in which the jobber is selling similar stock at from one to
three dollars less than the manufacturer is asking for it. Shop and
better and mill and dead culls are in good demand and stocks of
these particular lines are somewhat low. There is thought to be
danger at present, that the prices of mill and dead culls may be stim-
ulated to a point at which users will look about for substitutes as
they did in 1906. If this were to happen it would be certain to have
a depressing effect upon the markets.

Georgian Bay operators report that mill culls have been prac-
tically all bought up. They also report that the demand for number
4 boards at Duluth has been active and that stocks have been all
sold at prices which are $1.50 to $2,50 better than those of a year
ago. Several large firms have disposed of their cut up to July 1st,
a trade custom which prevails at the head of the Lake. North Caro-
lina pine is reported to have advanced about $3 a thousand during the
last three months, a change which will be of considerable impor-
tance to the Ontario trade during the coming season.

Eastern Canada
Montreal, unlike most other places in Canada has been enjoy-

ing a comparatively mild season and as a result building operations
have continued to a slight extent. This has resulted in a fairly
brisk local demand for lumber. January has seen a better trade than
during the same month for several years back. Dealers are also
expecting that the demand will keep up. Stocks are being held
firmly and there is a tendency in certain lines for prices to stiffen.
Among the hardwoods, chestnut, oak and birch are all in good de-
mand. Wholesalers report a better trade than usual at this time
of year.

Eastern spruce at Boston shows a slight tendency toward lower
prices. Some of the mills are still holding our for former prices but
others have made sales on a reduced basis. Some have accepted $24
for frames but few manufacturers will sell at less than $24.50.

' The
yards have carried smaller stocks during the year to date than usual.
An improvement is confidently expected with the opening of the
spring trade. The demand for random has been rather more quiet
of late than usual. Offerings of dry spruce boards are light and the
market is rather firm. The demand for shingles at Boston is light,
very few of the buyers having been inclined to increase their stocks.'
Manufacturers moreover are not particularly anxious to sell, as they
look for an improved demand at better prices in the near future
Cedar extras are selling at from $3.60 to $3.65 and clears are bring-
ing from $3.2o to $3.33. Lath are a little easier and the demand
is quiet. Prices asked for 1^-inch range from $3.90 to $4, and for
y/z-m. the price is $3.50. Hemlock boards have been quiet at Buf-
falo recently. Offerings of dry boards are not large and prices there-
fore are about steady. Eastern clipped boards are selling at about
$20 and northern boards at about $19.50.

At New York there are indications of an increased cargo trade
in eastern spruce in the near future. Yards are ordering fair sized
stocks in car shipments at present. The situation at the mills is
strong and prices in all cases are steady. Hemlock prices at New
York are firm but the demand is quiet, largely on account of the
severe weather.

Great Britain
A more hopeful feeling prevails in the London spot market than

Has been reported of late. Owners of stock are now securing some of
the benefits which they counted upon from their last season's pur-
chases as prices for spot goods are strong; a feature which is in
marked contrast with selling at forward rates. Values are extremelyhrm and stocks are generally, moderate. All of the Russian and
Swedish ports are closed for the winter and stocks are therefore
likely to dwindle considerably. Deliveries at the London docks
during the week ending January 11th amounted to 5617 standards as
compared with 4189 during the corresponding period of 1911 At
Foy, Morgan & Company's recent auction sale, 3 x 6 Quebec spruce

f
'
12 sold ft £7 15s. and £8 for fourths and 3 x 6, 7 to 13; fifths

sold at £7 15s.. A parcel of 3 x 6, 12 x 13 ft. Quebec spruce seconds
brought £9. r

A few arrivals of spruce deals are reported at Liverpool from
St. John and Halifax which have been sold on a basis of £8 9s cif
for St. John and at proportionate rates for Halifax shipments. Stocks
are light and the consumption is steady. The demand at present is

confined principally to actual requirements. There is a scarcity of
2y2 x / battens and they are bringing good prices. AVagon lengths
are practically out of the market. 3 x 9 and 11-inch deals are not
over plentiful and are strongly held by owners. There is not a
very lively demand for imported boards. Stocks at present consist
largely of 4 and 5-inch widths.

The market for birch at Liverpool is very firm and high prices
are quoted for early shipments. Transactions up to date however
have been few. Offerings of birch planks are light and are usually
disposed of at good prices. The spot market is firm with a ten-
dency towards higher prices as stocks to arrive are light and the
consumption is fairly heavy.

At Manchester, the unfortunate trade disturbances had a very
serious effect and the timber trade seems to have fallen into a morbid
state. One frequently hears of holders disposing of their stock at
cost. It is believed however that many of these will regret before
long that they have disposed of their deals at present fieures
Spruce is firm ex. stock and £9 2s. 6d. for 7 x 3-inch is obtained!A considerable parcel of 7 x 4-inch was offered at rather a low figure
and was readily disposed of.

The timber trade at Glasgow is becoming fairly active once more
and good movements have occurred both from yards and from con-
signments recently landed at the quays. There seems to be a like-
lihood of a shortage of stocks before long. This, together with the
probably increase in values resulting from high freight rates is re-
sulting in a tendency on the part of merchants to increase their
stocks. Hardwood stocks have been decreasing and will probably
be pretty well exhausted before any new arrivals appear.

United States

Unfavorable weather during the last month or more has been
rather general throughout the United States but in spite of it the
lumber trade has been fairly well up to the average. The number
of enquiries and actual orders which have been received during the
early part of February have been quite encouraging and would
seem to indicate an active trade when the spring season opens. At
Chicago, the receipts of lumber during the week ending January 27th
amounted to 26,903,000 feet against 32,629,000 feet for the corres-
ponding week in 1911.

Chicago—A renewal of activity is noticeable in the northern
pine trade as the enquiries for spring supplies commence to come
m. lhe general opinion prevails that the demand will be a little
too strong for the available stocks. The high grades of northern
pine are selling better than the coarse grades. There is a fair demand
for shop lumber and better and also for pattern stock. Satisfaction
is general in connection with the hardwood trade and conditions are
considered very promising. There has been a continuing active de-
mand for stocks from various industries since the beginning of last
autumn. The demand for red oak continues the most important
feature of the market. Dry stocks are scarce. Prices are steady.
There is a fair supply of quartered white oak and prices are consid-
ered satisfactory. The demand for birch is increasing and prices
are firm. A scarcity is noticed of rock and soft elm and the demand
is active. There is a better enquiry for maple. The trade in hem-
lock has fallen off a little during the cold weather. It is generallv
believed that the spring trade will be active and that prices will
be a little better than they are at present. Enquiries for southern
pine are increasing and in frequent cases are resulting in orders.
The strength in the demand for car material continues and the same
applies to timber. Prices at present are firm and it is not considered
improbable that before long they will advance slightly. The tradem shingles is rather quiet. Prices are quite unsatisfactorv clears
selling at $2.97 and stars at $2.54, Chicago basis. White cedar shin-
gles are steady in price but the demand is dull. Stocks of lath are
light and prices are strong. The cooperage trade continues fairly
firm but not much confidence is expressed in regard to the immediate
future.

Buffalo—Building operations are light and accordingly there is
not much demand for northern pine at present. The lower grades
are however doing fairly well, and better prices are being secured.
It is thought that the improvement will continue. Box manufac-
turers are looking for higher prices. An improvement is noticed in
the hardwood trade at several of the yards. The lower grades in
most hardwoods are firm with an improved demand, this^applyino-
to oak, maple, birch and chestnut. More frequent sales are reported
of such woods as walnut, basswood and hickory. The quietness pre-
vailing in the building trade has affected the demand for hemlock
but the market has a fairly good tone and the lull is considered as
only temporary. Building operations this spring are expected to
be extensive and dealers look for prices to continue firm, as stocks
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" The Mill That Saws All Winter "

Do You Use Pine?
If you do why not get the best that grows?

We Have It

A complete dry stock of White and Norway pine lumber

HEAVY TIMBERS
Cut to order any length up to 60 feet from Pine or B. C. Fir

RUSH ORDERS RUSHED

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited

A. F. Holden, Pres.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres.

SARNIA, ONTARIO
J. M. Diver, Gen'l. Mgr.
E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.
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are rather light. Prices of North Carolina pine arc firm, as a re-
sult largely of the curtailed output caused by the severe weather
at producing- points. Several of the important grades are selling
at better prices than they were a short time ago. The local de-
mand is fair. Similar conditions apply to southern pine. The mar-
ket for shingles and lath is quiet. When the weather moderates, a
better demand is expected. Stocks are only moderate and prices
are steady.

North Tonawanda—Northern pine dealers are looking for con-
siderable improvement in trade conditions in the spring. An in-
crease in the quality of business is looked for and better prices are
expected as soon as the weather improves.

Bay City and Saginaw—The trade in northern pine is fair, con-
sidering the severity of the weather. Stocks of the lower grades of
white pine are low and prices are firm. The movement of the
upper grades of white pine is slow but not unusually so for this
time of the year. Contracts are now being made with Georgian Bay
operators for next season's delivery, but no reports have yet been
made as to prices. It is not believed that there will be any reduc-
tion however in the prices for the higher grades. The continuing
good demand indicates also that the lower grades will remain ac-
tive and strong. This is accounted for largely by the improvement
which has taken place in the box trade.

Market Correspondence

St. John Valley Trade Report

Fredericton, N.B., Feb. 6.—There is little if any change in prices
asked for saw mill products in the local markets during the past
month, and little demand at this season. The increased demand for

lath and shingles in the United States markets has served to stimu-
late that industry here, and a number of small mills, especially on
the upper St. John, are now engaged in their manufacture.

The Van Buren Lumber Company mill at Van Buren, Me., is

now running eight shingle machines night and day, securing its stock
from privately owned lands in New Brunswick.

The Fraser Lumber Company's mill at Plaster Rock, N.B., will

re-open this month, sawing spruce, hauling their stock by rail to
the mill from their lands lying along the National Transcontinental
Railway, and they plan to get enough lumber in this way to keep
their mill running until their drives are brought in.

It is expected that the transfer of the saw mills and extensive
lumber lands of the Gibson Company, to the Consolidated Pulp &
P'aper Company, will be completed this month. This company have
also purchased the Partington pulp mill at St. John.

Logging is progressing favorably, there being sufficient snow
on the lower St. John to make good hauling, and not too much on
the headwaters to interfere seriously with the work of moving logs.

Though cutting is practically finished and several crews have browed
their season's cut and moved out.

Ottawa Valley Logging Operations Impeded
Ottawa, Feb. 12.—Lumbermen of the Ottawa Valley are unan-

imously grateful for the recent moderation of the winter weather.
Never was a January so severe as this year's, within the memory
of those who have kept account of such things for many years.
From the first of January until after February had started, the mer-
cury seldom stood as high as zero, while for most of the time the
temperature was almost unendurable.

As a result of this protracted spell of unprecedentedly severe
weather, the logging operations of the Ottawa Valley were very ser-

iously restricted. The cold was unendurable, both for horses and men.
For many days it was all the shantymen could do to keep themselves
warm enough in their shacks, while work in the open was out of

the question.

"Our operations have been very much restricted on account of

this severe spell," reports Mr. C. Jackson Booth, manager of the
Booth mills, the largest in Ontario. "It was as cold as fifty below
zero in some places, and the severity was so continuous that it was
hard on both men and horses. We had about four hundred of our
teams ready for the logging operations, but they could do little for

many days."
The question now being much discussed is, can the shantymen

catch up, even with favorable weather for the balance of the win-
ter? Upon this question there is some divergence of opinion. The
early part of the winter, it will be recalled, was not satisfactory
to lumbermen. Until well on in December the weather was too mild
and open to allow the usual progress with the season's work to be
made. For many weeks there were no roads fit for sleighing. For-

tunately a good snowfall obviated that difficulty, and a fairly cold
spell would have suited everyone. But from one extreme to the
other dropped the mercury, an unprecedented cold succeeding the
mild forepart of winter.

"We are rushing things, now that the weather will permit," is
the report of the more important lumber firms. Some think that
the shantymen will be able to overtake the work they should have
had done by now. Others are doubtful, but in any case the re-
mainder of the winter must provide a good deal of favorable weather
to allow the neglected logging to be fully done. One satisfactory
feature is that the roads are in ideal condition.

In the local lumber situation there are no changes to report.
These are off days with both buyers and sellers. The stocktaking
of last year's business and the winding up of all the unfinished odds
and ends combine to make this season a quiet one. Lumber mer-
chants are chiefly concerned to see whether the thousands of shanty-
men in the Ottawa Valley have as good a winter showing to their
credit as normally, for restricted logging of course means a re-
stricted production in the coming season. The concensus of opin-
ion is that the total cut of the year 1912 will exceed last year's, al-
though the weather may still intervene to make that impossible'.

Prices remain unchanged. The hopeful trend in the market
noted at the beginning of the year is still in evidence. There is a
general expectation of better trade with the United States than dur-
ing the past unsettled season.

Some of the local companies are planning additions for next
season's operations. The Gilmour and Hughsoti mills of Hull are
being improved and somewhat increased in capacity.

Encouraging- Prospects at Montreal
Montreal, Feb. 10.—Although of course the volume of business

passing is not very large, it is sufficient to encourage the belief that
when building commences in earnest the demand will be on an
extensive scale. Owing to the comparatively mild season construc-
tion has not wholly ceased and on this account local buying is more
brisk than is usually the case in the winter. As one lumberman
put it, "We have had a better January than for some years, and
we look forward to a really good season."

Stocks are firmly held, and in certain lines it is difficult to pick
up goods, while prices exhibit a tendency to move upwards. Com-
mon descriptions are in fairly good request and in hardwoods chestnut
and oak are better. Birch is also being well bought. Wholesalers
report there is no reason to complain, and that they are doing a
fair trade, with inquiries more numerous than at this time last
year.

The Lumber section of the Montreal Board of Trade has had
under consideration certain charges made by the railway companies
for switching and other services. The members of the section desire
to secure the same privileges with respect to the shipment of car
loads of lumber to Montreal as are now extended to grain ship-
ments, namely, the right to bill cars to Outremont for orders to be
forwarded to any other Montreal terminal without extra charge
for the Montreal route. At present, grain merchants can ship their
cars to the Outremont yard, just outside Montreal, to await orders
for the grain to 'be delivered to any other city terminal, but in the
case of lumber extra charges are made, and' lumbermen feel that
they are entitled to the same conditions as those under which the
grain business is carried on.

Mr. Judson F. Clark, of Clark & Lyford, forest engineers, Van-
couver, B.C., has been on a visit" to Ottawa and Montreal. He has
now returned to Vancouver.

At the annual meeting of the Montreal Lumber Company all
the officers were re-elected.

Activity Among New Brunswick Mills
A manufacturer in Carleton County, N.B., writing to the Can-

ada Lumberman under date of January 30th, reports as follows:
"This has been a quiet winter in the lumber business in this section.
There was very little freezing during the month of December, con-
sequently the brooks and low grounds were not favorable for 'yard-
ing" very many logs. But the month of January has been cold
enough to overcome the greater part of those difficulties, with the
result that logging operations are now quite general, and while the
amount of logs cut will not equal in volume the output of last
year, yet a considerable quantity will be landed for manufacturing-
purposes. The prices being paid for logs at the different mills are
about the same as last season, and the millmen are hopeful that mar-
ket prices will be maintained, and a profitable season be insured
them. This should be the case with the winter mills, as the expense
of operating is necessarily greater in cold weather.

"Railway ties are in good demand at remunerative prices, and
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ECONOMY OF OPERATION
is ONE of the Essentials to be

considered when comparing initial

cost of a steam LOG LOADER

Average cost of loading Logs with above

"AMERICAN" LOG LOADER
purchased nine years ago \d l/2 c. per

1000 feet, everything included.

I Watch for our next ad

)

AMERICAN HOIST & DERRICK COMPANY
ST. PAUL, MINN.

Richest and Purest Milk

EVAPORATED

I'NSWEETEXKD

from the choicest dairy

sections of Canada. From

cows properly fed and

cared for.

Borden's

Peerless Brand

Evaporated Milk

Dilute with water to desired

consistency and use same

as " fresh " milk.

Convenient Economical Safe

Borden's Condensed Milk Co,
Originators of Condensed Milk and Largest Manufacturers of Milk

Products in the World.

" LEADERS OF QUALITY"

Wm. H. Dunn, Agent

ESTABLISHED 1857

MONTREAL

Jenckes Boilers
V\TE aim to keep on hand a well assorted
* * stock of Horizontal Tubular, Vertical

and Locomotive Type Boilers. Your en-

quiry will probably find us in a position to

ship the required boiler at once ; if not it

can quickly be built. Write us anyway.

The Jenckes Machine Co.
Limited

Sherbrooke - Montreal - St. Catharines - Cobalt - South Porcupine - Vancouver - Rossland

Works : Sherbrooke, Que., St. Catharines, Ont.
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considerable activity is being displayed ,in certain sections, relative
to the production of this important lumbering industry adjunct.

"J. A. Hayden's new steam mill has been running all winter, Mr.
Hayden had a supply of about a million feet of logs on the banks
of the Meduxnakeag River, that lie is now manufacturing.

Messrs. Murchie & McElroy are getting in a good stock of logs,
and will soon start sawing.

"Billings & Fleming of Debec, N.B., are getting in a pretty fair

lot of logs, and have purchased considerable quantities yet to be
landed. They are also laying in quite a lot of smaller material, to

supply their stave and heading machinery, in anticipation of a
greater demand for that class of goods in the near future.

"The Smith Lumber Co., Ltd., on the Meduxnakeag are as
usual busily engaged in their lumbering operations.

"We believe the time is fast approaching when the hardwoods
of New Brunswick will receive more attention, and will command
a price in the outside market that will be remunerative to both manu-
facturer and dealer. There are considerable tracts of land covered
with good quality hardwoods, and when these are properly adver-
tised, and suitably equipped machinery placed to manufacture them
to the best advantage, they will prove a source of revenue to (lie

people of this province, that should be very gratifying from an in-

dustrial and financial standpoint."

Activity Prevails in Restigounce Camps
During the past season the Restigouche Boom Co. of New Bruns-

wick, received from the stream driving operations 110,000,000 feet
of logs, which were distributed to the several lumber and shingle
concerns at and near Campbellton and Dalhousie.

In addition to the logs floated down to the booms, a large quan-
tity (amount not yet estimated) was brought in from the logging
stations by the International Railroad, and the result is that more
sawing was done in 1911 than in any preceding year.

There were increased shipments of laths, shingles, and pulp
wood during 1911 ; but there was generally a dull market everywhere
for boards and deals, of which larger stocks than usual are held over
for future shipment. The total value of exports from this district to
the United States in 1911 was $994,660, an increase of $28,632 over
1910.

It is estimated that the lumbering industries of Campbellton are
employing fully 2,000 men at their logging camps this winter. Us-
ing that estimate as a basis of calculation, the whole number of men
employed at the scenes of the logging operations throughout the
district is not less than 15,000. At their winter camps they are as
well provided with the best food supplies obtainable as any laborers
anywhere. Mess pork, corned beef, frozen fresh fish, western dressed
beef, fresh pork and mutton

;
potatoes, turnips, cabbage, carrots

;

tinned vegetables—tomatoes, peas, beans, and corn ; condensed milk,
soups^ pickles, coffee, tea, sugar, Barbados molasses, etc., are prin-
cipal items of their camp supply. They live well and comfortably,
and their health and welfare are safeguarded as completely as pos-
sible. Few casualties or deaths occur among them while so em-
ployed.

will break up early in March. There will be some fine slocks of
logs taken out this winter. Notable among these will be the Thes*
salon Lumber Company's logs and the Eddy Brothers and Com-
pany's logs. The Waldie Brothers have the finest stock of logs that
ever came off the limits.

The writer was recently in Moore and McDonald's camps. The
way the logs are being hauled there is astonishing. Twelve foot
bunks, corner binds and hauling teams with 130 logs on a load are
common every day occurrences. The logs are loaded with loading
machines and no time is lost on the return of the teams to the
woods where the loads are put on. The roads are all ice and you
could go to the bank on skates. The horses go along with these
great loads behind them as though they were not hauling anything.

At the present time a large number of engineers are surveying
the Bruce Mines and Algoma Railway. Should this road be built,
it will run through the finest timber in Algoma. Reports are cur-
rent that some of the large lumber operators are interested in the
project. If this is the case it ought to be a success. Algoma.

Expects an Even Better Hardwood Year
Montreal, January 27th, 1912.

J'.ditur Canada Lumberman:

—

We found the season of W1I a good one for hardwood, which constituted
the greater part of our production, and prices we obtained for birch were
better than 1910 prices. The prices we got for our other lots of hardwood,
which were small, ruled about the same as in 1910.

We were unfortunate in losing our Calumet mill by fire in July, 1911.
Our output at this mill was largely spruce, and this was entirely destroyed.
'J he market for spruce, however, did not promise well. The prices we ob-
t.lined for clapboards averaged pretty much the same during both years.

We expect an even better year for hardwood during 1912, and expect
better prices for our shingles and clapboards.

Yours truly.
THE RIORDON PAPER COMPANY. LIMITED.

T. J. Stevenson, Manager of Sales.

Steady Markets at Boston
Shephard & Morse, Boston, Mass., report under date of Feb.

6th as follows:
—"We do not think there has been very much change

in the price of lumber, unless it is on New Brunswick cedar shingles.
Extras seem to be selling for $3.60, and clears $3.35. Second clears
have not changed much. Red cedar shingles have been selling as
low as $3.40, and $3.80 for the very best 16 in. We think Vermont
spruce boards are worth $22.50 to $23, 1 x 2 Vermont furring $19
to $20, 1^-in. spruce laths $4, and 1^-in. at $3.50.

Splendid Logs Coming- from North Shore Camps
Thessalon, Feb. 9th. The weather on the North Shore has been

the very finest. The month of January was the coldest on record.
Forty-eight below zero was registered, but it is the weather the
lumberman wants for the woods. The logs are being hauled verv
fast and should the weather hold out as in the past month, the camps

B. C.'s Off Shore Lumber Trade
The British Columbia Mills Timber & Trading Company has

issued a return of lumber shipped to off-shore points during 1911
and this shows that a total of 30,805,113 feet, valued at $457,732,
were shipped from Hastings mill during 1911 as compared with
34,677,385 feet, valued at $472,200 shipped during 1910. The num-
ber of vessels loaded in 1911 was 21, as compared with 23 in 1910,
and a noticeable feature is the few sailing ships. In 1910 out of
the 23 vessels loaded 19 were sailing craft while in 1911 only seven
were windjammers. Australia still continues to be British Colum-
bia's best customer for lumber, as in preceding years, and last year
she took 18,329,724 feet, nearly twice as much as in 1910. The
United Kingdom and continent took 6,447,942 feet, which is an in-
crease of over two million feet. The Fiji Islands ordered 2,521,670
feet, Japan and China 1,890,000 feet, South Africa 1,358,249 feet, Mex-
ico 163,022 feet, and New Zealand 94,120 feet.

Heavy Duty Engine $175.00
Winch $30.00

Reversegear $36.00

River Driving Costs
will be decidedly lower this year if you
use Adams Gasoline Towing Machinery
in 25' punts for carrying supplies and
handling booms and logs. One man
does the work of ten. We have both
machinery and complete punts for
prompt shipment. Machinery $205.00.
Complete punts $375.00. It will pay you
to write us now. Gasoline engines all

sizes, 2 to 25 H.P.

Adams Launch and Engine Co.

Penetang, Ont.
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MOISTURE

Belting

Water or Steam has
absolutely NO effect on

(WATERPROOF)

LEATHER BELTING
There is no equal to "AMPHIBIA" in this, or any other market.We have spent thirty-five years of concentrated effort in belting
manufacture, so that we can back up this statement with the goods.
Of course you can get cheaper belts elsewhere but the only time they
are cheap is first cost—the "after costs" are dividend destroyers.

SPECIFY "AMPHIBIA"

For over thirty five years the Makers of the Best Belts

MONTREAL, 511 William Street TORONTO, 27 Melinda Street
ST. JOHN, N.B., 89 Prince William Street WINNIPEG, 254 Princess Street VANCOUVER, B.C. 217 Columbia Ave.

f3TTO INSURE SATISFACTION-STATE WHERE BELT IS TO RUN^Ei
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ONEIDA STEEL PU LLEYS

The Logical Choice of
Every Wise Manufacturer

Here Are a Few

Reasons WHY

PlBST—It is the

lightest steel
pulley made

Second—it is the

strongest steel

pulley

TB Mil) Its clow n

face gives 15 to

20% better belt

adhesion

Fourth— I t i s

made in the

largest range of

sizes of any
steel pulley

May ive send you our catalog ?

It's yours for the asking.

Oneida, Steel Pulley Co.
Oneida. N. Y., V. S. A.

Everything

in Spruce
Dressed and in the Rough

Campbell - MacLaurin Lumber Co.
Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL

Timber Estimates

Logging Maps

Water Power

Water Storage

Forest

Engineers

CLARK & LYFORD,
403 Crown Building

Vancouver

LYFORD, CLARK &
LYFORD

206 Board of Trade Bldg
Montreal

EDGINGS
Ontario

R. Truax & Son, Walkerville, Ont., are preparing plans for the erection
of a planing mill during the spring.

A new paper and pulp mill is being projected at Thorold, Ont., which is
to employ 150 men. Mr. James Battle is trustee for the company.

The sawmill belonging to Campbell and Pinkerton, Pinkerton, Out., was
recently destroyed by fire. A new and larger mill will be erected in the
spring requiring complete new equipment.

The St. Mary's Wood Specialty Company, Limited, N M. Currie, man-
ager, St. Mary's, Out., are in the market for a right hand sawmill, log jack
60 to 7.

r
) h p. engine, and an 80 h.p. boiler.

Canada Timber and Lands Limited, have been incorporated with a
capital of $250,000 to carry on business as lumbermen, to operate timber
limits, saw mills, &c, with head office at Toronto, Ont. The incorporators
are L. A. Hamilton, A. R. Davis and E. Stewart, all of Toronto.

The Arnprior Box Company Limited, has been incorporated with a
capital of $40,000 to manufacture and deal in wood pulp, fibre board, paper
boxes and other wood pulp and paper products, the head office is to be at
Arnprior and the provisional directors are G. F. Macnab, W. A. Whyte and
Neil Campbell, all of Arnprior.

R. Lockhart & Company, Limited, have been incorporated with a cap'ital
of $100,000 to carry on business as lumberers, timber merchants, saw and
Planing millers, timber growers, &c, with head office at Fort Frances, Ont
J he Provisional directors are A. G. Seaman and W. F. Langworthy of Port
Arthur and R. Lockhart of Fort Frances.

The Knight Manufacturing and Lumber Company Limited, has been
incorporated with a capital of $40,000 to carry on business as a general
lumber company, dealers in stone, brick and other building supplies, &c,
with head office at Meaford, Ont. The provisional directors are F. A Knight'
G. T. Knight, and Hugh C. Knight, all of Meaford.

The town of Parry Sound, Ont., will vote on February 18th upon a by-
law to loan $25,000 without interest to the Standard Chemical, Iron and
Lumber Company, to grant them a bonus by way of gift of $25,000, to con-
vey to them a free site and to grant other concessions, in return for the
erection and operation of a charcoal iron furnace plant in the town.

Representatives of the lumber trade waited upon Hon. W. J. Hanna
and Dr. McCulIough, Chief Health Officer for Ontario recently, with a re-
quest that in order to protect the lumbermen of the province from an epi-
demic of typhoid, which has been claiming many victims in the isolated
sections, the Provincial Board of Health furnish the medical men who look
after the lumber camps in Northern Ontario with typhoid vaccine. The
delegation was promised that their recommendations should have full con-
sideration.

The Dominion Government estimates for expenditures for the coming
year include an outlay of $200,000 for storage dams on the upper Ottawa
River. These improvements are eagerly desired by lumber manufacturers
and paper and pulp makers, both as a regulator of power supply, and as an
assistance to the driving of logs. The conservation works on the upper
Ottawa have been retarded owing to one of the contractors giving up the
building of the Temiskaming Dam after he had undertaken it. The con-
tractor reported that he had met with conditions beyond his control, and a
settlement for the portion of the work completed is under negotiation with
the government.

More amicable relations seem to be developing between the town of Fort
Frances, Ont., and Mr. E. W. Backus, in connection with the proposal for
the erection of a paper mill by the Ontario and Minnesota Power Company.
An agreement has been reached that the company be permitted to expro-
priate certain land, if it cannot be purchased. Mr. Backus states that, if
the town does not enter any objection to a bill for expropriating the land,
the company will begin at once upon the erection of a 50-ton paper mill and
will complete the erection of the pulp mill. He also asks that the town
settle upon a flat rate of taxation for the company and that the embargo on
putting in the grinders be raised.

Under the name of The Ontario Salvage Company a number of Ontario
lumber merchants have made application for a charter permitting them to
raise and offer for sale sunken and stray logs. The special sphere of opera-
tion of the company, the capitalization, or the directorate of which has not
yet been disclosed, will be the Georgian Bay district, mainly in the line of
the boom traffic from the upper end of the bay to Point au Baril. In case
logs other than those owned by members of the company are raised, they
will be returned to the company claiming them within thirty days of raising,
provided that the ownership can be fully proved. The company in addition
promises to keep the boat channels open and to remove stray logs from the
usual steamer channels.

Eastern Canada
Jos. A. Likely, Limited, St. John, N.B., have been incorporated to carry

on business as lumber dealers.

The Smith Lumber Company, Woodstock, N.B., are reported to have
dissolved partnership, Mr. A. W. Hay retiring.

The office of the Dalhousie Lumber Company, Dalhousie, N.B., was re-
cently damaged by fire. The flames were confined to the upper storey.

It is reported that the Bathurst Lumber Company, Bathurst, N.B., have
acquired the property of the Nepisiguit Lumber Company and will commence
the construction of a pulp and paper mill.

The Board of Health of the Province of New Brunswick, at a meeting
held recently at Fredericton, decided to ask the government to send an official
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to enquire into the causes of ti e sudden and mysterious deaths of lumber
jacks in some ot the Miramichi camps.

Messrs. H. Elderkin & Company, Port Greville. X.S.. report that they
expect to build a woodworking factory this spring for the manufacture of
hardwood spindles, broom handles, chair bottoms, etc.

The Dressing Lumber Company, Cedar Hall. Que., has been incorporated
with a capital ot $10,000, to conduct a saw and shingle mill and general
lumber business. 1 he incorporators are: F. \\ . Aver. Bangor, Maine;
J. H. Adams, Metapedia; A. Leotred. Quebec; F. Lavallee. St. Jean Portioli
and others. J

A Halifax despatch reports that the general store and lumber business
ot lie Altred Dickie Lumber Company. Limited. Lower Stewiacke NS is
advertised for sale, and also that the general >tore and lumber business' oflne Mu,quodoboit Lumber Company, Limited. Musquodoboit Harbor NS
is advertised for sale. ' •

"»

The planing mill of Shearer. Brown & Wills, Montreal has been de-stroyed by hre. It was a four-storey structure, about 100 feet long and
fifty teet wide, and contained a large quantity of lumber and machinery
1 he hremen Micceedcd in conrining the flames to the sash and door factory
saving the dry kilns, molding sheds. >tables. sawmill, power house and office
building of the company.

A Montreal despatch states that, with a view to obviating the difficultywh!ch the big publishing houses of the United States will experience in ob-
taining their >upply of paper, when their present contracts with the Canadian
manutacturers expire, it is reported that a $30,000,000 merger of Canadian
pulp and paper companies is in proce>> of formation, backed by Britishand Canadian capitalists.

The South Shore Power & Paper Company. Ltd., has been incorporated
with a capita stock of $2,000,000 to carry on a lumber, timber and pulpwood
business in all its branches and also to develop water powers, maintain and
construct canals reservoirs, docks, etc . the heal office of the company to be
in the city of Montreal. The incorporators include R. Chenevert. H. L.
Mitchell and P. Gregory, all of Montreal.

Western Canada
The Riverside Lumber Company, Calgary, Alberta, intend to erect ashed and stores, at Calgary, at a cost of about $1,500.
The- Colwell Lumber Company's office and yards at Zealandia Saskwere recently destroyed by lire. The loss is estimated at $25,000 and the

insurance amounted to $11,000.

The Okanagan Palls Lumber Company. Limited, has been incorporated
with capital o $25,000 to carry on business as general timber and lumber
dealers, sawmill proprietors, etc., with head office at Okanagan Falls, B.C.

The Graham Island Coal and Timber Syndicate Limited, has securedan extra provincial license to carry on business in the province of BritishColumbia with head office for the province at 815 Bower Buildine Van-couver. s '

. A
ThC

.

Broo,«-McKenzie Lumber Company, Limited, have been incorpor-
ated with capital of $25,000 to carry on business as sawmill proprietorstimber merchants and lumbermen in all its branches, with head office at
I enticton, B.C.

A. A. Guy, 920 Eleventh Avenue West, Calgary. Alta. has applied for apermit to erect a sash and door factory to cost $7,000. The building is to betwo storeys. 54 x 80 feet, frame construction. About $5,000 will be spentupon woodworking machinery.
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Vanco"ver Lumber Company Limited, has been incorporatedwith a capital of £400.000 sterling to carry on business as lumber opera
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16110" ^"^-n Company has b«n incorporated with acapital ot $20,000 to operate mills for the manufacture of lumber shinglesand timber products, to deal in timber lands and to carry on a general lum-ber, timber and logging business in all its branches. The head office is atVancouver, and A. M. Whiteside is solicitor.
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S htted With the most modern machinery and willmanufacture a thousand boxes and fifty thousand shingles per day at thecommencement, with probability that the output will be largely increasedOver wo and a halt million feet of cedar logs will be used this summer andspecial attention will be given to fruit boxes for the shipment of the Koot-enay truit crop.
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91. Lumber.—A large firm of commission merchants in Havana is anx-ious to correspond with Canadian exporters of lumber.
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d be g,ad to Purchase parcels of hard-wood planks from Halifax to Bristol.

The Barnhart Log Loadei
has been in successful operation in all parts of the country
for twenty years and never caused a complaint. We are
now manufacturing a new Barnhart Loader known as
Model "12," which is specially designed for use in very
heavy timber. This loader is built on the same lines as the
old Barnhart Loader now known as Model "10" and which
we still continue to manufacture. We are operating lum-
bermen, producing 200,000,000 feet of lumber per annum
and we use the Barnhart Loader exclusively. Could we
afford to do so if it were not the best? Write us for
prices.

Goodyear Lumber Company,
b

Ty
L0

We have a splendid stock of

WHITE PINE

RED PINE

SPRUCE
Enquiries solicited from the

wholesale trade.

Thos. Mackarell & Co.
Ottawa

49 Metcalfe Street

Montreal
Canadian Express Bldg.
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Silver's New Woodworking Machines
Saw Tables, Jointers, Swing Saws, Band Saws—tools of good,

honest construction, newest improvements and conveniences ;

patterns fresh from the designers.

JOINTERS-8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 inch.
BAND SAWS—20, (foot or belt power) 26, 32, and 36-inch.
SWING SAWS-6H, 7, 7 lA and 8-foot lengths
SAW TABLES—Two Styles

Silver's machines are high pressure machines. They will do
your work and do it well, save you money and labor, suit you in

sizes and in prices too.
Post up on these tools. Ask for our 1911 catalogue and special

prices at once.

THE SILVER MFG. CO.
375 BROADWAY SALEM, OHIO.
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Wire Rope
We manufacture and carry a complete stock of wire rope

for all requirements.

Alligator Ropes Haulage Ropes Ballast and Wrecking Ropes

Wire Rope Fittings of all Descriptions

Blocks Clips Thimbles Shackles, Etc.

The Dominion WIRE ROPE Co., Limited
MONTREAL

General Supply Company of Canada—Manitoba Agents

JEFFREY DRAG CHAINS
FOR CONVEYERS

Designed for handling- Saw Dust, Refuse, Shavings, etc Made
in malleable and steel.

Jeffrey Chains are made of very
best material, perfectly welded and
accurately pitched : thoroughly
tested before shipment.

Jeffrey Cable Wheels are the
only adjustable and flexible tooth
wheels made. They relieve fac-
tional wear on both the teeth and
cable blocks, preventing blocks
from binding on the teeth, insuring
a smoothly running conveyer.

Write for Catalogue 57-E. Conveying Machinery Jor
Saw Mills, Pulp Mills and Woodworking Industries

THE JEFFREY MANUFACTURING CO.

WINNIPEG
Canadian Main Office and Works

MONTREAL, CAN.

Patenteic IX L Bit Pat. No. 32426

This Sit Will. Not Slip Sideways

See the Key

Manufactured Only By

The A, J. BURTON SAW CO. Ltd.

Vancouver B. C.

Our Inserted Saws are Fitted with our

Patent I.X.L. Bits and Shanks, warran-

ted not to slip sideways, and to cut free

and easy, and have no equal in hard-

wood or any other timber.

Band, Gang,

Solid and Inserted

Tooth Circulars,

Bits and Shanks

Carried in Stock at our Ottawa Branch.

Special Attention given to all Saw Re-
pair Work.

The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY

VANCOUVER, B. C.

BOX 848

Phone 1748

EASTERN OFFICE, SALES-ROOMS AND
REPAIR WORKS

374 Sparks St., OTTAWA, ONT.
Phone 7458
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44LIMESTONE" Wood Split Pulleys
The Strongest Wood Pulley Made. NAILED and GLUED

We carry the largest stock of Wood Pulleys in the country.

Also Lunkenheimer Valves, Lubricating Oils

and Greases, Packings, Hose, Paints, Etc.

Belting in stock 1-in. to 20-in. LARGE BELTS A SPECIALTY

Company, Hamilton, Ont.

ALLIGATOR BELT LACING

Rush Orders Promptly Filled

Crescent Oil

It will pay you to equip your Tram Cars with

our special

Charcoal Chilled

Cast Iron Wheels

We will fit these to your old

axles, or furnish new axles and
wheels separately.

Price, quality and service con-

sidered, we can save you time and
money.

Further particulars on request.

St. Thom?, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

Plants at

Midland, Ont.

Fort William, Ont.

The

Londonderry, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.

Canada Iron Corporation
Limited

Head Office : Mark Fisher Building, Montreal, P.Q.

"John
Bull"

Larrigans
Wear Like Iron

WE tan the leather these larrigans are made
from and know they will stand all kinds
of wet and rough usage when properly car-

ed for. We put a counter stiffener in our larrigans
and sew it in with the leg when soled and heeled

—

a very durable feature in our goods.

Next time you buy larrigans see that you ask
for "John Bull."

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY, Ontario

Limited

Boss Line Lumbering Tools
Manufactured by

The McFarlane-Neill Mfg. Co., Ltd., St. Mary's, N. B.

Forged Steel Socket Peaveys and Cant Hooks are acknowledged by leading lumber-
men to be the lightest and strongest on the market.

Try our Steel Loading Blocks, Twitching Grips, Saw Wedges, Skidding Logs, Timber
Carriers, Split Rock Maple Peavey and Cant Hook Handles, etc

Catalogues furnished and prices quoted

on application
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The Elimination^^
EXPANSION (REARING

gSSHSU

Plain Facts, No. 3
Speaking of a system of feed on a Planer and Matcher,

our attention was recently called to a statement of a con-

temporary concerning his machine as follows, "In no case

does a gear on our machine receive and transmit the power

through the teeth except in the case of expansion gears.'*

Please note the exception in the above quotation.

If you are familiar with the No. 77 Planer and Matcher,

you know that there are no expansion gears in its con-

struction.

Do you know the purpose of expansion gears? Of course

you do. They are an excuse for not being able to drive the

rolls direct; and, like all excuses, they are weak. True,

they have to be used on some classes of tools, as for instance,

a timber sizer; but they are out of place on a 200-ft.-per-

minute-Planer and Matcher.

There is a very good reason why our system of feed on
the No. 77 is not copied just now,—it's patented.

We have photographs of the feed on the No. 77 with the

covers left off, exposing all the gearing. We will send you

a set of these pictures if you are interested in this important

fact concerning the feed of a High Speed Planer and
Matcher.

Write us direct or our sales-office nearest you.

AmericanWoodworkingMachinery CoSALES OFFIC E S
NEW YORK - 90 West St.

CHICAGO - 917 Fisher Bld.
NEW ORLEANS-Canalla.BankBld

EXECUTIVE
AND GENERAL SALES OrriCE

Rochester,, KY.

SALES OFFICES
SP0KANE-3I4 W.PACinc Ave

P0RTLAND.0RE-53-55 FirstSt
SAN FRANCISCO, CAI_-46FremontSt
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Car Lots

White Pine:

1 inch No. 1 cuts and better $00 00 05 00
l'A inch No. 1 cuts and better 04 00 08 00
2-in. No. 1 cuts and belter.. 67 00 72 00
l'/2 -\n. No. 2 C & B 50 00 52 00
2-in. No. 2 cuts and better . . 50 00 00 00
l'A-in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts .. 48 00 50 00
2-in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 50 00 52 00
1- in. Good Shorts 40 00 45 001x4 and 5 com. and dressing 23 00 25 00
1 X G common and dressing. . 20 00 28 001x8 common and dressing ..27 00 29 00
1 x 10 common and dressing ..30 00 32 00
1 x 12 common and dressing. . 40 00 42 00
1x10 and 12 mill cull stocks . . 20 00 21 00
l-in. mill cull sidings 17 00
2 x 10 common 27 00 28 00
2 and 3 x 12 common 30 00 32 001x8 box and common 21 00 22 00
1 x 10 inch box and common. 23 00 24 00
1 x 12 box and common 27 00 29 00
l-in. mill run sidings 24 00 20 00
l-in. mill run shorts 18 00
l-in. dead cull sidings 12 50 14 00
l'A-in. flooring 28 00
1- in. mill run Norway 22 00
2-in. mill run Norway 25 00
Norway, c and cf l-in 33 00 34 00
Noiway, c and cf l'/2 -in 35 00 30 00
Norway, c and cf 2-in 33 00 35 00
Spruce mill run 20 00 21 00
Spruce mill culls 14 00 15 00
Clear in. B.C. cedar, kiln dried 55 50 05 50
2 x 4 to 10 inch 18 ft 20 00
Douglas Fir
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet :

8, 10x10, 10x12, 1x14, 12x12,
12x014, 14x14, 14xlG 34 00

8x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x12, 10x10,
12x16, 16x10, 14x18, 16x18
18x18, and 20x20 34 50

6x14, 8x14, 12x18, 18x20 35 00
6x16, 8x16, 10x18, 12r20, 14x20,
anh 10x20 35 00

10 x 20 30 00
6 x 18, 8 x 18 30 50
6 x 20, 8 x 20 37 50
Lengths over 32 ft. take the following ad-
vances: 33 to 35 ft., 50c; 36 to 40 ft , SI:
41 to 45 ft., $3; 46 to 50 ft., $5.

Fir flooring, eoge grain 44 50
No. 1 and 2 clear l-in. Fir rough i5 10
No. 1 and 2 clear l'A, l'/2 and

2- in. Fir rough . 47 10
l'/2 -in. No. 1 4 ft. pine lath.. 4 50
l'/2 in. No. 2 4-ft. lath 4 00
l'/2 -in. 32-in. pine 1 00
l'/2 in. No. 1 4-ft. hemlock lath 3 25
l'/2 -\n. mill run hemlock latli 3 00
X pine or cedar shingles .... 1 05
XXpine or cedar shingles . . 2 25
XXX pine or cedar shingles . . 3 30
XX B. C. cedar shingles .... 2 40
XXX 6 butts to 2-in 3 30
XXXX 6 to 23-16 in 3 52
XXXXX 3 75
Hemlock No. 1:
1x4 & 5-in. x 9 to 16 ft. ... 14 50
1 x 6-in. x 9 to 16 ft 17 50
1 x 8-in. x 9 to 16-ft 17 50
1 x 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16-ft. 19 50
1x7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16-ft. 17 50
1-in. No. 2, 6-ft. to 16-ft. 2x4

to 12-in., 6-ft. to 16-ft 9 50
2x4 to 12-in., 12 and 14 ft. .. 18 50
2x4 to 12-in., 18 ft 21 50
2x4 to 12-in. 20 ft 23 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 22 ft 25 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 24 ft 28 00
2-in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width, 6 to 16 ft 12 50

Hardwoods—Per M. Feet, Car Lots . .

.

Ash white, lsts and 2nd3, l'A and 2-in. 55 00
Ash, white, No. 1 common 45 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 48 00
Ash, brown, common and better .... 35 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 & 8/4. 55 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 35 00
Birch, No. 1, com. & better, 4/4 ... 29 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 and 8/4 .. 38 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 12/4 and 16/4.. 42 00
Basswood, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 38 00
Basswood, No. 1, com. and bet., 4/4. 30 00
Basswood, No. 2 and 3, common ... 16 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds 40 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4, com. & bet... 35 00
Basswood, No. 2 common and better. 25 50
Soft elm, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 33 00
Soft elm, No. 1 com. and bet., 4/4 . . 28 00
Soft elm, No. 2 and 3, common 15 00
Soft elm, 6/4 and 8/4 1 and 2 38 00
Soft elm, 3-in. lsts and 2nds 42 00
Rock elm, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 x 8/4 . . 50 00
Rock elem, No. 2 com. & bet. 6/4
& 8/4 35 00

Soft maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 31 00
Soft maple, com. and better, 4/4 25 00
Soft maple, 0/4 & 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 34 00
Hard maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 34 00
Hard maple, common and better, 4/4. 27 00
Hard maple, 12/4 & 16/4, lsts & 2nds. 43 00
Red oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4... 52 00
Red oak, plain, lsts & 2nds, 0/4 & 8/4 00 00
Red oak, plain lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 10/4 05 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4.. 52 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, l'/2

and 2 in CO 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 12/4

and 10/4 70 00

White oak, 'A cut, lsts & 2nds, 4/4.. 83 00

White oak, <A cut, 5/4 and 0/4, lsts

and 2nds 87 00
White oak, % cut No. 1 common .'

.' .'

55 00
Hickory, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 70 00
Hickory, 6/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 75 00

OTTAWA, ONT.

Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings:
1- in. x 7-in. and up $54 00
lJ4-m. & 1^-in. x 8-in. & up 56 00
2-in; x 7-in. and up 5« 00
I\o. 2 culs 2 x 8-in. and up . . 40 00
Pine good strips:

J-'"-. 40 00
l'/t-m. and lj^-in 50 00

I>
.

2"'- 50 00
1 ine good shorts :

l-in. x 7-in. and up 38 00
l-in. x 4-in. to 6-in 33 00
lJ4-in. and lj^-in 45 00
H i" 48 00
i-in. to 9-in. A sidings .... 25 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings . . 33 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips . . 20 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts . . 22 00
Pine. 8 s.c. and better, 12 ft. to

n .

1G f4 23 00
line, < up s. c. siding l-in. ..22 00
Pine s. c. sidings l'/2 & 2-in... 20 00
Pine, s. c. strips l-in 17 00

1J4. l'/2 and 2-in 22 00
Pine, s.c. shorts, 1x4x4 20 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x5 21 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x6 23 50
Pine, box boards:
l"x4" and up 0'-ll' 13 00
l"x3" to 6", 12 '-16' 15 00
l"x7" and up 12 '-10' 16 00

Pine shorts 6' -11' l"xl0" 20 00
lxS and 9 No. 1 barn 25 00

O. culls r & w p 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out, l-in 15 00
mill culls out, l !A-in 17 50
mill culls out, l}4-in 21 00

Mill run Spruce:
l"x4" and up, 6 '-11' 14 00
l"x4" and up, 12'-16' 16 00
l"x9"-10", & up, 12'-16'... 18 00
1K"x7" 8-9" & up, 12 '-16' 18 00
1K"x10" and up, 12'-10' ..19 00
iy2 " & 2"xl2" & up, 12 '-16' 24 00

Spruce l-in. clear (fine dressing
and B) 24 00

Hemlock l-in. rull 10 00
Hemlock l-in. log run 13 00
Hemlock 2x4, 6, 8, 10, 12/16' 14 00
Tamarac 13 00
Basswood log run, dead culls
out 20 00

Basswood log run mill culls out 24 00
Birch log run 19 00
Soft elm, common and better,

1, l'A, 2-in 20 00
Ash, black log run 26 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x7 21 50
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x7 21 50
Pine, sc. and better, 1x8 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x9 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x10 ... 25 50
1 x 10 No. 1 barn 30 00
1 x 10 No. 2 barn 23 00
1x8 and 9 No. 2 barn 20 00
Pine mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, l-in. x 4-in. and up, 12-
ft. and up 13 00

Mill cull shorts, l-in. x 4-in.

and up, 6-ft. to 11-ft 11 00
Lath per M :

No. 1 white pine 1 3/8-in. x 4-ft. 4 00
No. 2 White Pine 2 75
Mill run white pine 3 25
Spruce, mill run lj4-in 2 85
Red pine mill run 2 75
Tamarac mill run 1 25
Basswood, mill run 2 00
Hemlock, mill run 1 75
32-in. lath 1 25
Pine Shingles
xxxx, 18-in 3 50
Clear butt 18-in 2 50
xx 1 50

White Clear Shingles :

xxxx, 18-in 4 00
Clear butt, 18-in 2 50
18-in. xx 1 00

Spruce logs (pulp) 13 00

58 00
00 00
05 00
45 00

44 00
55 00
52 00

40 00
35 00
48 00
52 00
27 00
35 00
31 00
26 00

24 00
24 00
30 00
19 50
24 00
21 00
22 00
25 00

14 00
16 00
17 00
21 00
27 00
12 00

16 00
19 50
22 00

16 50
17 50
19 00
20 00
20 00
25 00

26 50
12 00
14 50
16 50
15 00

22 00
26 00
22 00

24 00
29 00
23 00
23 00
25 00
24 50
27 00
33 00
26 00
22 00

16 00

12 00

4 25
3 00
1 85

15 00

QUEBEC, QUE.

White Pine—In the Raft
cts.

Square white pine, measured off, 30
to 40 feet average 40 B0

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in. av-

erage, according to lineal 80 85

Oak—Michigan and Ohio

By tli e dram, according to average
and quality CO 65

Elm

By the dram, according to average
and quality, 40 to 45 feet 73 77

By the dram, according to average
and quality, 30 to 35 feet 55 60

Ash

13 inches and up, according to aver-

age and quality 25 3
Average 10 inch 30 4

Birch

H jnch is 20

J5
WClj 22 24

!C mch 20 28
18

'nch 32 30

Quebec Spruce Deals

12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 18 00 19 00
Oddments 15 00 10 00
Boards, 1 and 2 in 15 00 16 00

Birch Planks

1 to 4 in 16 00 17 00

SARNIA, ONT.

Fine, Common and Better

1x6 and 8 in 54 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 62 00
l'A and l'/2 in. and up wide 65 00
2 in. and up wide 68 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 48 00
6/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 60 00
8/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 62 00
6/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better 48 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better 50 00
6/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better 42 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better 46 00

No. 1 Cuts

1 in., 8 in. and up wide 47 00
l'A in., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
l'/2 in., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
2 in., 8-in. and up wide 59 00
2'/2 and 3 ft., 8-in. and up wide 75 00
4 in., 8-in. and up wide 80 00

No. 2 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 31 00
l'A in., 6-in. and up wide 44 00
l'/2 -in., 6-in. and up wide 44 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 45 00
2'/2 , 3 and 4 in., 6-in. and
up wide 60 00 65 00

No. 3 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 23 00
l'A and l'/2 in., 6-in. and up wide... 33 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 33 00
2'/2 , 3 and 4-in., 6-in. and up

wide 43 00 48 00

Common and Dressing Mill Run

l-in. x 4-in 22 00
l-in. x 5-in 25 00
l-in. x 6 and 8-in 26 00
l-in. x 10-in 28 00
1 in. x 12-in 33 00
l-in. x 13-in. and up 33 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 30 00

No. 1 Barn

1 inch 33 00 42 00
l'A, l'/2 and 2-in 36 00 43 00
2'/2 and 3-in 40 00
4 inch 42 00

No. 2 Barn

1 inch 30 00 36 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 31 00 36 00
2'/2 and 3-in 32 00

No. 3 Barn

1 inch 23 00 26 00

1J4, l'/2 , and 2-in 25 00 30 00

Box

No. 1, 1, l'A, I 1/*, 2-in 20 00 26 00
No. 2, l'A, l'A 2-in 16 00 19 00

Mill Culls

Mill run culls, l-in 15 00
1, l'A, V/2 and 2-in 16 00
No. 2 ..' 13 00

Lath

No. 1, 32-in. pine 1 50
No. 2, 48-in. pine 3 75
No. 3, 48-in. pine 3 00

No. 1, 48-in. pine 4 25
No. 1, 48-in. hemlock 3 00

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC & LABC11

Mountain Stock

Dimensions

412
4814 16
4-10 IS 20 ...

' 8 to 16

$21 50
21 60
24 50

50

Common Boards

WINNIPEG, MAN.

No. 1 Pine, Spruce and Tamarac

Dimensions, Rough or S. 1 S. and 1 E.

incl
? $19 00

lnc» 21 50
inch 22 50

• nc '' 22 50
inch 22 50

Flooring

6 ft 8 ft 10 ft 14x16 ft

2 x 4 .. . . 13 50 16 50 20 00 18 00
2 x 6 .. . . 15 50 16 50 20 00 18 00
2 X 8 .. . . 17 50 18 00 21 00 19 50

2 X 10 .. . . 18 50 19 00 22 00 20 50

2 X 12 .. . . 18 50 19 60 22 50 22 00

4 or 6 inch No. 1 $3.j 00
4 or 0 inch No. 2 31 00
4 or 0 inch No. 3 24 50

Shiplap—Finished

2 !
nch $20 00

g 'nc'1 22 50
8, 10, 12 inch 23 50

Siding

6 inch No. 1 $33 00
6 inch No. 2 31 00
6 inch No. 3 24 50

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 5 00
No. 2 cedar, pine, spruce 3 25

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER

Less $2 per M. 12 ft. 14 and 10 ft

. . 20 50 20 50
3 x 10

. .21 00 21 00
3 x 12 . , 22 50 21 504x4 to 6x8 20 50 20 50
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 22 50 21 50
8 x 8 . 22 50 21 50
6 x 14 up to 32 ft. .

.

29 00

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR

Dimensions, S. 1 S. and E.

4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 8 to 10 ft $21 50
4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 18 to 32 ft 25 50

2 x 10, 2 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 22 50
18, 20, 22 ft 20 50
24, 20, 28, 30, 32 28 00
2 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 50
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 8 to 10 ft 24 00
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft 29 00
6 x 6 to 6 x 12, up to 32 ft 24 00

27 00

FLOORING

No. 1 and 2 red pine, 4 in 34 00
E. G. No. 1 and 2 fir flooring W» 00
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 39 00
F. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 31 U0
E. and F. G. No. 3 flooring 30 00

SHIPLAP

Pine or spruce 25 00
8 to 16 ft., 6 in 23 00
B. C. Fir 8", 10" and 12" shiplap
10/16 ft 23 50

B. C. Fir 6" shiplap 10/10 ft 23 50

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 common pine, 10 inch $31 00
No. 2 common pine, 10 inch 25 00
No. 3 common pine mixed widths 20 00
No. 4 common pine, mixed widths . . 14 50
No. 5 common pine, mixed widths

SHINGLES

10 00

XXX B. C. Cedar $2 90
XX B. C. Cedar 1 90
XXX Dimension 3 25

LATH

No. 1 Mixed W. & R. Pine $4 50
No. 1 B. C. Fir 3 50

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N.Y.

White Pine -

Wholesale Selling Price

Uppers 4/4 $94 00
Uppers 5/4 to 8/4 92 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 97 00
Selects 4/4 84 00
Selects 5/4 to 8/4 82 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 92 00
Fine common 4/4 61 00
Fine common 5/4 65 00
Fine common 6/4 65 00
Fine common 8/4 67 00

No. 1 Cuts 4/4 51 00
No. 1 Cuts 5/4 57 00

No. 1 Cuts 6/4 59 00

No. 1 Cuts 8/4 01 00

No. 2 Cuts 4/4 35 00

No. 2 Cuts 5/4 45 00

(Continued on page 86)
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1

DISSTON

SAWS
ARE THE 5^ ]^ J) J)

BY WHICH

THE MERITS OF ALL OTHERS ARE

JUDGED
A SAW TO BE SUPERIOR IN EVERY RESPECT must be made of a steel of such peculiar quality

and texture that will "take" the hardening and tempering to the greatest degree, giving the high-
est temper, retaining the necessary toughness and elasticity which admits of the springing of

the points of the teeth in the setting and at the same time being so hard that it

will maintain the set and cutting edge the longest time. The blade must
be ground an even thickness on the entire tooth edge, properly

tapered to a thin back for clearance and the teeth of such
shape as to enter into and cut—not tear—the wood.

These are the Principles on which Disston Saws are Built

Having over Fifty-six years' experience making
steel in our own works, producing a material especially

adapted for saws
;
employing the most skilled Workmen

;
using

exclusively Disston processes of hardening, tempering and grinding, and
with Seventy-one years' experience in the manufacturing of saws, during which

time no efforts or expense were spared to achieve and maintain THE HIGHEST STAND-
ARD OF QUALITY AND DESIGN, we are warranted in claiming'.

Disston Saws are Unequalled for Material, Workmanship and Efficiency

Disston Saws Run Easiest,

Cut Fastest and Last Longest.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS
INCORPORATED

Keystone Saw, Tools, Steel and File Works

PHILADELPHIA USA Canadian works:riu^i/^rill/t, V. O. >*. Frascr AvcnuCj TORONTO, ONTARIO
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES- Continued

No. 2 Cuts 6/4 47 00
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 51 00
No. 3 Cuts 5/4 37 00
No. 3 Cuts 0/4 37 00
No. 3 Cuts 8/4 37 00
Dressing 5/4 4G 00
Dressing 5/4 x 10 51 00
Dressing 5/4 x 12 52 00
No. 1 Moulding 5/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 58 00
No. 2 Moulding 5/4 47 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 47 0' 1

No. 2 Moulding 8/4 47 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 46 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 35 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 37 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 88 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 35 00
No. 3 Barn 1x6 and 8 27 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 10 29 00
Box 1 x 6 and up 24 00
Box 1 x 10 24 00
Box 1 x 12 26 00
Box 1 x 13 and up 31 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Buffalo
and Tonawanda

!

While Ash

1st and 2nd, 1 inch 40 00
1]4 to 2 inch 44 00
2y2 to 4 inch 48 00
Strips 22 00
Common and culls 14 00

Black and Brown

1st and 2nd, 6 inch up 40 00
Common good culls 14 00
1st and 2nd 6 inch and up, red 40 00
1st & 2nd, white, 6 in. & up.. 30 00
Common and good culls 16 00

Elm

1st and 2nd, rock, 6 in and up 32 00
Common and culls 15 00
1st and 2nd, soft, 6 in. and up 26 00
Common and culls 10 00

Maple

1st and 2nd hand 26 00
Common and culls 14 00
1st and 2nd, soft 26 00
Common and culls 14 00

42 00
46 00
54 00
24 00
22 00

42 00
20 00
42 00
32 00
IS 00

35 oo
17 mi
28 00
17 00

28 00
22 00
28 00
22 00

BOSTON, MASS.

White pine uppers, 1 to 2 in... $99 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch 86 00
line common, 1 in 70 00
Fine common, 1J4 to 2 in. ...
No. 1 Cuts 1 in
No. 1 Cuts 1!4 to 2 in 56 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in 35 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1% to 2 in 45 00
Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 .. 50 00

No. 1, 1 x 10..
No. 1, 1 x 8 . .

.

No. 2, 1 x 12 ..

No. 2, 1 x 10 .. 36 00
No. 2, 1 x 8 . .

.

No. 3, 1 x 12 ..

No. 3, 1 x 10 . . 30 00
No. 3, 1 x 8 ..

Canadian spruce boards 23 00
Spruce, 10 & 12 in. dimension 20 00
Spruce, 9 in. and under
10 and 12 in. random lengths,

10 ft. and up 24 00

2x2, 2x4, 2x5, 2x0, 2x7
and 3x4 random lengths, 10
feet and up 20 00

loo 00
90 00
72 00
75 00
45 00
6

37 00
48 00
51 00
38 00
37 00
43 00
37 00
,-!5 00
34 00
31 00
29 00

24 00
27 oo
24 00

25 oo

21 00

All other random lengths, 7"
and under, 10 ft. and up 20 00

5 inches and up merchantable
boards, 8 ft. and up, p Is..

Vermont spruce boards..,
matched

1x2 and 1x3 furring, 61s
clipped and bundled 20 00

5^-iii. spruce laths
1^2 -in. spruce laths

New Brunswick Cedar Shingles

Extras (8 40
Clears
Second clears
Clear whites 2 25
Extra Is (Clear whites out) .. 1 45
Extra Is (Clear whites in) . . 1 50
Red Cedar Extras, 16-in. 5 butts

to 2-in 3 75

Red Cedar Eurekas, 18-inch.
butts to 2-in

Red Cedar Perfection, 5 butts
to 2J$

21 00

19 00

22 00

22 00

4 10
3 50

$3 50
3 JO
2 50
2 30
2 25
1 60

4 00

4 20

4 75

The most economical all around loading machine is the old

reliable

McGlFFERT LOG LOADER
Made with either stationary or swing boom. It is also equipped

with four-wheel, swivel trucks for use on light rail These trucks

always remain in horizontal position when raised and come back

squarely to the track when lowered. Send for catalogue.

CLYDE IRON WORKS, DULUTH, MINN., U.S.A.

BRANCHES
CHICAGO, ILL. NEW ORLEANS, LA SAVANNAH, GA.
318 Fisher Bldg 421 Garondelet St. 501 Germania Bk. Bldg

C-113

Makes It's Mark Vivid and Lasting
Marks that remain vivid and wear like iron are a real satisfaction to the

man who handles lumber. The metallic pigments, like graphite, of DIXON'S
LUMBER CRAYONS offer marvelous resistance to all kinds of weather condi-
tions. Their marks are often visible after six months of severe exposure to sun
and storms.

DIXON'S LUMBER CRAYONS
have always remained the recognized standard because of their one, uniform and
dependable quality; their convenient and uniform shape and size and because of
the careful selection of materials used in their manufacture. DIXON'S LUMBER
CRAYONS are made in nineteen grades and colors, including black (six grades),
red (two grades), blue (two grades), green, white, yellow, brown, terra cotta,
violet, pink and orange. Some are made to fill particular needs—let us tell you
more about them. Get acquainted.

Write for lithographed booklet No. 239, illustrated in colors.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
Jersey City, U. S. A.

METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
Manufacturers High Grade Cylinder, Engine and

Machine Oils and Mill Supplies, Etc.

Mr. Saw-Mill or General Manufacturer:—
Are you willing to let us help you reduce the cost of lubricating your plant?

If you are, we can do it, and believe this is a good time to call your attention to
one of our Specialties. Lubricating Grease by our system has put many an extra
dollar in the pockets of others, it will do so for you if you give us a chance, and
you will be the gainer by the scheme.

Our Famous Lubricating Grease is a product that by common consent is

admitted to save 50 per cent, in cost of Lubrication ; fully 75 per cent, in cost
of application. Continuous Lubrication, Economy, and Safety from Overheated
Journals are the results of its use.

A post-card will bring Metropolitan Oil Company's samples and prices, or
better still our representative, who will give you his advice, and expert services.

METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
34 Atlantic Avenue • TORONTO, ONT.

"MULE-HIDE" TOUGH, TIME-TRIED and TRUE
SOLD WITH A TEN-YEAR IRON CLAD GUARANTEE

When we are prepared to back up every foot of Roofing sold you with such a
guarantee, it surely is up to you, Mr. Lumber Dealer, to investigate. Dealers
handling our Roofing find it most profitable, because it means a satisfied

customer.

FOR THE RETAIL LUMBER DEALER
We have planned a local campaign for every dealer who handles our line. It is the most effective
aid ever given to dealers, and is entirely new and in advance of anything ever done in this line. It
is all planned at our office and done at our expense. It not only helps your Roofing sales but
advertises your other sales as well. You owe it to your business to investigate this proposition.

WRITE US. DELAYS DON'T PAY—OUR PROPOSITION DOES.

The DOMINION ROOFING COMPANY OF CANADA, Limited, Toronto, Can.
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Excelsior

Cutting Machinery

Manufactured by

The Elmira Machinery
and Transmission Co.

Elmira, Ont.

Write for Circular and Prices

Sheldon Slow Speed

Exhaust Fans

The fans that are revolutionizing'the shaving exhaust business.

They will handle wet or dry, long or short shavings and saw-
dust, and will do this work with a guaranteed reduction in
speed of from 25 to 40% less, and with a power consumption
of from 20 to 35 % less than any other exhaust fan.

Descriptive circulars sent on request.

cghelbora, limittb - dalt, (Dntaric

HVTHER. BROS.
Hollow Ground Combination Tooth Mitre Saw Patent Groover or Dado Head

For either Rip or Cross Cutting Can be used on any Circular Saw Mandrel
Will cut equally as smooth in either Ripping-, Cross- For cutting any width groove from 1/8"

cutting or cutting at an angle of 45 degrees, with to a" wide. Will cut either with or across
grain of wood. the grain (Sent on approval).

Allow us to quote Prices on Saws for any special work that you wish to do.
HUTHER BROS. SAW MFG. CO., Inc.. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

*V*^ Forest Maps

The mapping of timber lands is recog-
nized as a most important piece of work
by Pulp Companies and timber land
owners, in the economic handling of wild
lands. We furnish topographic maps
which show fifty-foot contours, or actual
location of streams, ponds, lakes, roads,
trails, and any other natural features of
importance.
Accompanying this map is a so-called

"Timber Map," showing in colors the dis-
tribution of timbers found. These maps,
together with the detailed report and esti-
mate, afford the owner of lands an intelli-
gent system for the handling of same.
La Compagnie de Pulpe de Chicoutimi

Chicoutimi, P.Q., Canada,
August 23rd, 1911.

Gentlemen :—
Replying to your favor of August 11th,

would say that we have no objection
whatever to your using the name of this

pany witli reference to the quality of your

a careful examination of the maps and
reports which were the result of your work on
the two hundred odd square miles in question,
we take pleasure in complimenting you on their
accuracy, neatness and generally satisfactory
character.
With best wishes for

ture,

Yours very truly,

GEORGE C. W. LOW,
Manager Woodlands Department

Messrs. Appleton & Sewall,
156 Fiftli Avenue, New York.
We are PRACTICAL FORESTERS, make

forest surveys, timber estimates, and abstracts,
showing character and quantity of available
timber, indicating the most approved methods

of cutting eacli year, so that there shall be no unprofitable depletion,
and appraise for present and future worth. Our Booklet F, "Applied
Forestry," will be of interest to you. Mailed upon request.

We are pleased to refer you to H. S. Ferguson, Engineer, 200 Fifth
Avenue, New York City; Kathdin Pulp and Paper Company, Boston,
Mass. ; Bonne Terrc Farming and Cattle Company, Bonne Terre, Mo.

;

Chicoutimi Pulp and Paper Company, Chicoutimi, P.Q., Canada.

your success the fu-

Old Town
Me.

AppLefan & SewaLL (g
Bangor

INCORPORATED
156 Fifth Avenue - New York City

Me.

Not altogether what we
say but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping" Tug man-
ufactured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-
sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of
French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,
in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.
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Aloxite Saw Gummers
A Big Order for the World's Biggest Mill

Aloxite Saw Gummers ready to

go to the largest saw mill in the

world—every wheel fast and clean cutt-

ing—every wheel made right—right

shape and bevel—every wheel ready to

grind without heating, drawing the. temp-

er or case hardening the saw teeth.

Aloxite saw gummers should be in your mill

—

your filers should at least have a trial wheel—it

will show the way to better saw service.

Glad to send catalog, prices, etc.

THE

CARBORUNDUM COMPANY
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

Purchasers — And How
To Locate Them

John Apsley Jenkins sells Hardwood trim.

I met him yesterday, plodding along as

though headed for the undertaker's.

" Deucedly hard work digging up business

—made nine calls to-day and not a dollar

in sight" he confided.

Now, Jenkins is like nine out of every

ten salesmen—spending their time making
unproductive calls. They waste much
time and good energy canvassing pros-

pects that may want something, some-
where, sometime.

How can this waste effort be eliminated?

How can knowledge of present and pros-

pective markets be acquired quickly, effici-

ently, economically ? How can this in-

formation be obtained, daily, from every

town in Canada ?

If you really want to know—drop us a

line. Let us send you specimen reports

relating- to your business and explain our

facilities for supplying you, daily, with

information that will enable you to make
sales.

MacLean Daily Reports Limited

220 King Street West, TORONTO
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ENGINES and BOILERS
OF ALL TYPES AND SIZES

HEATERS, STACKS, RETORTS, TANKS
We cater specially to the lumbering industries

Write for Prices and Information

E. LEONARD & SONS
LONDON, CANADA

Agencies ami Warehouses :—ST. JOHN, X.B. MONTREAL, QUE. TORONTO, ONT.
WINNIPEG, .MAN. CALGARY, ALTA. VANCOUVER, B.C. Locomotive Boiler on Skids

International
Preparations for Horses are all

sold on a Spot Cash Guarantee

Let us figure on furnishing you the following supplies for the
coining season.

International Stock Food
We guarautee that your horses will do more work and
keep in hetter order on less feed if they get International
regularly.

International Silver Pine Healing: Oil
Especially recommended for Sores, Bruises, Kicks, In-
flammation and all flesh wounds.

International Worm Powder
Will quickly expel all kinds of worms.

International Distemper Cure
For Coughs, Colds, and Distemper.

International Colic Cure
Guaranteed to cure Colic in ten minutes.

International Compound Absorbent
Greatest Curb cure on Earth.

International Gall Cure
Cures while horses work or rest.

International Foot Remedy
Cures Foot diseases, keeps the hoof soft, elastic and tough

International Harness Soap
Gives new life to old harness.

All our goods are guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Write for Special Prices

International Stock Food Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.

OfFor low prices and prompt shipment

Yellow Pine Timbers
Short Leaf Finish

Chestnut — Oak — Ash
Cypress

New Brunswick Shingles
TRY

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.Box 1600

Are You Interested

in British Colum-

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few
years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-
ion.

There is un-

doubtedlyabig

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let
us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg

When ordering- from your Jobber specify

Pink's Lumbering' Tools
and if they cannot supply them order direct, and you

will get the best tool made

The Thomas Pink Co.
Limited

PEMBROKE, Ont., Canada
Manufacturers of the best line of Lumbering- Tools in Canada
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FAY & EGAN
No. 156 Single Cylinder Smoothing Planer

Patented 10-10-05—10-23-06- 12-4-06—3-28-11

The machine that stands for all that is best in the way of Single Cylinder Smoothing
Planers—the machine you will eventually buy if you are interested in producing the
hig"hest class of work—at the lowest costs.

Just glance at the above engraving—have you ever seen a finer looking' Surfacer ?

—

it's built like a machine tool throughout. Notice particularly—there are no heavy
weights, slow acting and cumbersome—in their place you find the Fay & Egan patent-

ed Spring Pressures—quick and positive in action, and furnishing an even pressure
at all times, graduated according to the thickness of stock being worked.

A special Catalog of Single Cylinder Planers tells you a whole lot about the No. 156.

Write for it and a sample of work done on the No. 156—The catalog and sample are

free for the asking.

J. A. FAY & EGAN COMPANY
ESTABLISHED 1830

Manufacturers of Woodworking Machinery—The "Lightning" Line

Main office and Works
= 465-485 W. Front St., CINCINNATI, OHIO

SALES OFFICES : Atlanta New York Los Angeles New Orleans Buffalo Detroit
St. Louis Evansville San Francisco Grand Rapids Seattle Chicago
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A Diamond
Horizontal Resaw

Will

Increase your Output
Lower your Cost of Production
Better your Grade of Lumber

LET US CONVINCE YOU THAT

IT IS A REAL MONEY SAVER .

IMPROVEMENTS have made DIAMOND MACHINERY
all the more desirable

We manufacture everything for the
Sawmill and are prepared to furnish
complete plans and specifications
to meet your requirements.

DIAMOND IRON WORKS
Wettern Representative :

F. HILL HUNTER
623-4 Realty Bid*., SPOKANE, WASH., U.S.A. U. S. A.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA,

Combined Gang Circular and Edger

For cutting up stock

from] 4
"

a
' to 8". Will

easily increase the daily

output from 20,000 to

30,000 feet with only

2 extra men, and will

cut perfect lumber.

Made separate from

the edger or combined

just as the cut shows.

Full particulars and

prices on application.

P. PAYETTE & COMPANY - Penetang, Ont.
Manufacturers of Saw and Lath Mill Machinery
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An Important Test of

Vi-Balata Belting

A recent test made by the well-known
Testing Engineers, Messrs. Kirkaldy
& Sons, London, England, gave the
following breaking strain:

6 x 4 ply broke at 13,000 lbs.

or
9,000 lbs. per Square Inch.

Vi-Balata Belting is absolutely water-
proof and is not in the least affected

by extremes of temperature. Best
possible results guaranteed.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENTS:

The General Supply Co. of Canada, Limited
356-58-60 Sparks Street, OTTAWA, ONTARIO

Market and Louise Sts., WINNIPEG, MAN. - - 115-125 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO

INDUSTRIAL LOCOMOTIVES
Persistent specialization, careful testing of all materials

and painstaking care in manufacturing have produced

our standard locomotives for logging operations and

switching around industrial plants.

These locomotives are the product of engineers and

manufacturers who thoroughly understand conditions

surrounding their use.. These conditions require

powerful and sturdy locomotives which will give

maximum work for minimum attention. It is import-

ant that the boilers should be ample in capacity

and that they should be tight and remain so. Also that the machinery should be rugged for service with ample surfaces for wear. Parts

that will wear should be accessible for easy renewal.

Our standard locomotives embody these features, combined with wide experience. To do yourself justice you should investigate them before

purchasing.

Spare parts that are sure to fit are always on hand for prompt shipment.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
BANK OF OTTAWA BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA
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JAMES D. LACEY WOOD BEAL VICTOR THORNE

AREYOU Interested in British Columbia
or Pacific Coast Timber?

We furnish detailed reports of amounts of Stumpage on each 2J, 5 or 10 acre Subdivision of each forty.

We employ expert Pacific Coast Cruiser* to check all estimates made on Western Timber.

\\ e offer High Class Timber Properties only, which have been placed in our hands for sale.

1104 Spalding Bldg.

New Orleans. Portland, Ore. James D. Lacey & Co.
1009 White Bldg., 1215 Old Colony

Seattle. Chicago.

ESTABLISHED 1880*

'or t/(cJ VcJ/tu/-nc{urc o/'t/tclhfto vffirti

STAVES
Barrels
cooperage
HOOPS
PA I US
CHURNS
CANDY PAILS
BOX BOARDS
CHAIR STOCK
CLOTHES PINS

HEADING
KEGS
WOODEN WARE
HANDLES
TUBS
FREE Z ERS
FISH KITS
BOTTOMS
SHINGLES
LUMBER

fOft TBE fitAKUTACTU&E or

BARRELS,
KECS,STAV£S»H£AD

OURSPECIALTY.
TOR PRICES AND FURTH ER^PARTl C ULARS

j

,ADDRESS( . .

HEISLER GEARED LOCOMOTIVES
Especially adapted

for heavy hauling

on steep grades,

sharp curves and
uneven tracks. For
logging, switching

and pulling on main

lines, mills, fur-

naces and indus-

trial purposes.

Just Off the Press—New Detailed Descriptive Catalog 108 G.G

Heisler Locomotive Works
ERIE, PA., U. S. A.

Whitney Engineering Co., Tacoma, Wash., North Western Sales Agent

"Polar Bear" Shoepaeks
The only all oil-tanned, hand

sewed, absolutely water-tight

pack manufactured in Canada.

Todd's Meaford Special 17 in.

Draw String Shoepack.
Arctic Storm King Child's Sporting.

All sizes and lengths of legs.

We use nothing but oil-tanned leather in both leg and foot, no
splits. We tan our own leather and our 20 years' reputation in the
manufacture of oil-tanned stock stands back of every pair we put out.

Quick shipments our specialty. Our large factory, up-to-date
appliances, good shipping facilities makes this possible. No order too
large or none too small but that we can take care of on shortest notice.

We make shoepaeks in any size or style
from customer's order. Send for our price list

A. C. Todd, Meaford, Ontario

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

For free sample copy address

Hugh C. MacLean, Ltd.

220 King Street West,
TORONTO
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Horizontal Slab R
Built in Two Sizes

esaw

Th ese resaws are com-
pactly built and are supported
on the floor line so they do not
need a special foundation.

Both upper and lower
feed rolls are driven which
gives a powerful and uniform
feed.

W e also manufacture
Hopper Feed, Box Board
Resaws and many other
Hopper Feed Machines for

box factories.

We solicit your inquiries.

Mereen-Johnson Machine Company, "'"""Ti
5,MIHN-

Buy Guaranteed Chisel Tooth Saws
You need have no doubt about the quality when you buy

SMITH'S CHISEL TOOTH SAWS
They are backed by a guarantee

as to their durability and will

stand up better than any saw
made. The shanks are made
from a special steel, and we use

only the GENUINE " HOE "

BITS which are uniform and
perfectly true.

Made in several sizes but the
No. 2h Tooth following are specially recom-

mended.

NO. 2 l

/2 TOOTH—Designed for heavy feeds. Suitable for mills where in-

dependent steam feeds are employed, and also for edger saws.

NO. 3— Principally for hardwoods. The best saw where both soft and hard
woods are to be cut.

NO. 4—Specially recommended for British Columbia, and for cutting soft,
pitchy lumber where more throat room is required.

Smith's inserted and solid Tooth Saws are specified by
the Largest Canadian Manufacturers of Mill Machinery. No. 3 Tooth

R. R Smith Company Limited St
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Interchangeable Cutter Heads!
YOU wouldn't cross-cut lumber with a rip saw, nor

smooth off a fine piece of work with coarse sand-
paper. Neither should you expect to do all kinds of
work with a single variety of Cutter Head. It don't
pay, either in satisfaction or results.

The Shimer System of Interchangeable Cutter
Heads, with each tool made for a specific purpose,
presents the ideal equipment for any machine wood-
working establishment. Flooring Heads can be removed
from the spindles and Double Ceiling, or Ship Lap, or

Jointer Heads, etc., can be substituted in a few moments.
No waiting to transform a 44 jack-of-all-trades " tool

into an inferior Cutter Head. The experienced wood-
worker—the man who is after results, and gets them

—

gets his Heads made as he wants them and has them
on hand ready for service, consequently he finishes a
job while the other man is getting ready. The cost

of the equipment is saved many times over in the

course of a few months.

Shimer Cutter Heads stand the closest inspection.

They are sold on the plan of letting the purchaser
convince himself by actual tests in his own mill that

they are all we claim for them.

This eliminates any risk on your part, so send us

order to-dav for any tools you can use.

The "Shimer Limited" Cutter Heads with Expansion, Figs. 627 and 628

FOR THE HIGH SPEED MATCHER
These Heads have a chucking device which self-centers them on the spindle

and grips firmly thereto when the device is drawn up, overcoming the
objectionable set screw as a means of fastening the Head to the spindle.
It is reliable ami practically perfect in results.

The Bits carry a larger areal surface and the Bit chambers are of greater
depth to compensate for the new acute angle given to the Bits for
greater relief to the parts coming into contact with the lumber.

They are simple and strong throughout, have no delicate parts to break
down or get out of order, and are safe and efficient tools for matching
flooring, etc., at high speeds.

Price, net, for Flooring $72.46 the set complete.

MATCHER HEADS
Figs. 22 and 23 with concave bit scats.

without Bits $24.31

Figs. 202 and 203, with Expansion. $2.60
extra, each Head having 4 bit seats.

Bits for Ceiling, the set of S 10.40

Bits for Flooring, the set of 8 11.44

Bits for 2 inch Plank, the set of 8 . . . . 13.04

SHIP LAP HEADS
Figs. 3S and .'50, 4 bit seats to each Head,

price net $22.85

Additional bit seats and bolts, only 66
cents extra each.

Bits for jointing, 4 5.20

Bits for Rabbeting, 4 6.76

JOINTER HEADS
Figs. 54 and 55, 4 bit seats each $20.80
Additional bit seats with bolts, only 65

cents each.

Jointer Bits, 1J4 in. wide, each 1.30
Jointer Bits, 2 in. wide, each 1.56

DOUBLE CEILING HEADS
These tools double the capacity of a
matcher in working ceiling.

Price, 2 Heads with 4 bit seats, each ..$24.30
Price, Bits extra, 8 16.64

DOOR HEADS
Fig. 82, solid flange $10.75
Fig. 84, with Expansion 13.35
Bits to work 1 in. to 1J4 Doors (4) . . 7.25

DOOR COPE HEADS
Fig. 83, upper and lower copes to fit any
tenoner (set 2 Heads) $12.90

Bits extra, 4 5.72

SASH HEADS
Fig. 86, solid flange $9.75
Fig. 206, with Expansion 12.35
Bits extra to work 1 to 1% in. Sash (2
Moulded Bits, $4.30; 2 Rabbeting Bits,
*286) 7.16

Don't Burn Your Moulding
Blackened edges so often found in
hardwood Mouldings indicate the use
of inferior tools, which friction and
burn because of their failure to have
proper clearance. The Shimer Re-
versible and Non-Reversible Cutters

are made of the finest tool steel by experienced workmen.
In design and construction they are superior to anything on
the market. They cut well and retain their shape until
worn out. Send us drawings or wood samples for estimates
on special cutters. Many useful designs, with prices, are
given in our catalogue.

Interchangeable Matcher and
Ship Lap Heads

A Cutter Head that is either a matcher or Ship-Lap
Head, according to the kind of bits placed upon it. Each
kind of bit has its seat on the head which thus does double
duty. Works as well for Flooring as for Ship-Lap. A con-
venience and saving to the man who wishes one pair of
heads to serve the purpose of two.

Price, set of two Heads complete with Matcher Bits,

$32.24; Ship-Lap Bits, extra, $11.96.

The Shimer Cutter Head for O. G.
Batten and Siding

These heads are especially designed to work O. G. Bat-
ten or O. G. Siding, having three circular cutters in line
of the cut, seated and firmly bolted to one side of the head
flange.

We make them to suit any matcher or moulder. They
turn out O. G. Battens as regularly as our matcher heads
work tongue and groove flooring. Give measurements same
as for flooring heads; or, if flooring heads are already in
use on your machine, give their record numbers, and send
a cross section of the batten—wood sample or drawing.

Price for each Cutter Head, without bits, $9.75. O. G.
Batten Bits to mould Y\ in. deep or less, net each $2.08.

The Shimer Cutter Head
Jointing Machine

guarantees a more uniform action of the
Cutters, With the use of files it joints
the edge of the Bits to bring them with-
in a common cutting radius, so that
each knife edge does an equal share of
the cutting. Its careful use will im-
prove the quality of work done and en-
able the operator to increase machine
feeds if desired. The machine is also
made with tracking attachment for set-
ting the Bits before jointing and it can
be used as a filing stand for holding the
Heads while being sharpened with a file.

The stub is ground to exact size of
matcher spindles and all parts are care-
fully tooled, making the machine a very
useful adjunct to the planing mill.

Price, $39.00. With Tracking Attach-
ment, $45.50. Extra Files, per dozen,
$2.34 net.

Thin Steel Knives
made from our Bedee Brand of Steel,
-for planing and surfacing lumber, are
recommended by users as the best that
can be procured. This special self-
hardening steel under out treatment is

very dense in grain—strong and tenaci-
ous—well calculated to withstand the
knots as well as the fibrous cross-grain
which is characteristic of the lumber of
some localities. They hold an edge from
one to five days at a single sharpening,
according to the class of lumber they
are used upon.

We can furnish them in any length or
thickness. Write us about your require-
ments.

Branch of

Milton, Pa. SAMUEL J. SHIMER & SONS, Inc., Gait, Ont., Can.
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Canada Machinery Corporation, Limited

Gait, Ontario

No. 300 Heavy Duty Inside Moulder

The advantages of a Moulder and a Planer and Matcher are combined in the machine illustrated

above. Ease and speed in adjustment are insured through special unique features, not contained
in any other type of machine. The method of lubrication is perfect. The general construction
is after the plan of the planer and matcher, having heavy sides connected by heavy girths which
in combination with a series of platen plates form the bed.

No. 300 Heavy Duty Inside Moulder

The special features of this model machine include truing devices for top, bottom and side

heads, which insure all knives doing an equal amount of work. Six speeds are furnished through
friction feeds. Top rolls are made with pull-out shafts, and extra rolls are supplied, all

interchangeable. Matcher frames swivel, ample expansion for all bars and chipbreakers. Made
in two sizes 15x6 and 12x6

Catalogue and Prices on application

Canada Machinery Corporation, Limited

Gait, Ontario
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A Band Mill

Without a Peer
Best balanced and most symmetrical

band mill ever designed

The despair of imitators
Built with 6, 7, 8, 9. 10 and 11 foot wheels
Does not overhang1

its foundation
Is the heaviest band mill built

Also the perfection of simplicity

It holds all the cutting records
Has the greatest range of top wheel
Double spring cushion tension device
Steam straining engine when specified

Quick opening bottom guides
Bottom guide completely buried in husk frame
Safety upper guide
Steam controlled upper guide when wanted
Steel spoke V section bottom wheel
Chain oiling bearings
Hubs are longer than on any other brand
This insures a very rigid wheel
Wheels tilt from front and rear
The standard of excellence
Every feature original with us
We build every machine required in an up-to-date mill

Ask for Catalogs

Clark Bros. Co., Belmont, N.Y.
Pacific Coast Office, 715 White Building, Seattle, Washington

verything for the Saw Mill

Our Lath Mill Our Two Saw Edger

We can equip your saw mill with everything from the motive power to the trimmer. Our complete line of saw
mill machinery cannot be surpassed. Every machine is complete, simple and a model of good workmanship.

Write for our literature and prices, they will interest you.

MOWRY & SONS, Gravenhurst, Ontario
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The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

Orillia - Canada
MANUFACTURERS OF MACHINERY FOR SAWMILLS OF ANY CAPACIY

Plans and Specifications on application

36" — 3 Saw Edg-er

We build edgers in the following sizes between frames : 32", 36", 42", 48", 54", 60", 66", 72", 84", 96".

A few points regarding our 36" edger worthy of consideration :

FRAME consists of one solid base, which supports three upright frames. Each frame is fitted with a mandrel

bearing 7" long, lined with best babbitt.

ARBOR is 2^" in diameter and made from best machine steel.

SAWS Standard machine is fitted for three saws, one stationary and two moveable.

SAW SHIFTER We use a combination steel collar shifter and saw guide.

END BEARING can easily be removed by loosening two cap screws which allows saw to slip off end of mandrel.

FULL SPECIFICATION ON APPLICATION.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

Orillia - Canada
AGENCIES :

MONTREAL - Williams & Wilson, Ltd. EDMONTON and CALGARY - Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Ltd.WINNIPEG- Stuart Machinery Co., Ltd. VANCOUVER— Robert Hamilton & Co.
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For Service and Results

One Customer Writes

—

"I have cut over 20,000,000 feet

this last season and with your

'New Model' Bandmill have not

broken or cracked a saw.

"

It is not a question of what a Bandmill is worth
per pound but what kind of mill will give the

greatest service and the best results per dollar of

cost.

WATEROUS
'New Model'

BAND MILLS
are built and sold on a basis of quality—excep-
tional cutting capacity, extreme accuracy and
permanent satisfaction to the user.

Placed on the market in the fall of 1909 these
mills represent the last word in modern Bandmill
design.

Built strong enough to stand the heaviest work
without vibration, so simple in design and with
operating parts so well protected that they require
practically no attention. Waterous 'New Model'
Bandmills are fitted with a self-cushioning strain-

ing device and with improved and simplified saw
guides that permit a speed and accuracy of cut
unsurpassed by any mill on the market.

We build these mills as single or double cutters,

in 8 ft., 9 ft. and 10 ft. sizes.

Over 30 have been sold in the last two years.

Numerous re-orders after one season's use and
enthusiastic recommendations from those install-

ations testify to their superiority.

Bandmill Booklet No. 102 on request

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
Brantford, Canada

Branch :- Winnipeg, Man. Agency : H. B. Gilmour, Vancouver, B, C,
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85,000,000.00
worth of mixed metals is what we market every year

PEERLESS metal is compounded specially for sawmills and is the best on the market for that purpose.

FAULTLESS metal is a high grade copper hardened alloy made for heavy duty work, sawmills and engines.

Our policy is large tonnage, perfect alloys, and absolutely fair and honest treatment of the trade.

We solicit your patronage

HOYT METAL CO., Toronto, Canada
New York, N. Y. London, England St. Louis, Mo.

DESIGX B. L. NO 3

BATTS LIMITED
WEST TORONTO

Manufacturers of

Staved Columns

Veneered Doors

Newel Posts

Sashes - Flooring

Trim

Pine Doors and

Frames

Turned Newel Posts and

Balusters

Cypress Greenhouse

Material

Write for our Catalogue

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS

WEST TORONTO - 0NT.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAT'S
KNOWNOUR

ff mm

EXTRA
OAK V\

^EXTRA^
i ^ TANNED O I

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

The J.C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

H. Walters & Sons
Limited

Head Office and Factory HULL, CANADA

VANCOUVER, B.C.
Corner Powell and McLean St».

Branches

:

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Corner Market and Louise SU.

Saws, Axes, Axe Handles, Lumbering and Logging Tools, Machine Knives
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western
Globe - Kearney& Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Swell Weld Coil Chain

Made in Canada Sold by Jobbers
25 25 257

More Weld More Strength More Wear
McKinnon Chain Company

BUFFALO, N. Y. ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

SAW MILL SUPPLIES
There is not a jobber or manufacturer, or any other person employed by either, in an official positionwho should miss the chance of looking over our new Catalogue on Transmission Supplies.
If you are looking for "Quality and Service" in your mill supplies we know you will be impressed

with the lines shown.

Send a post card for it to-day and you will have it by return mail.

DICK'S *« a**
Sleel Pulleys

Leather Belting

Clutches

Wood Split Pulleys Shafting Hangers Iron Pulleys
Babbitt Wood-Working Machinery Steam Goods

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
Fairbanks Scales Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines Safes and Vaults

Montreal Toronto St John, N. B. Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver

J. J. TURNER & SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in
Canada in

Lumbermens' Contractors' and Surveyors' Supplies

Tents, Awnings, Flags, Sails, Waterproof Covers, Oiled Cloth-
ing, Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags,
Coal Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snow-
shoes, Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the
Walsh Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER & SONS
Cor. George, King and Water Sts, Peterborough, Ont., Can.

Triplex Power Pumps
Centrifugal Pumps
Vacuum Pumps

Steam Pumps

Condensers

THE SMART-TURNER
MACHINE CO., LIMITED Hamilton, Canada

THE STRONGEST CHAIN IN THE WORLD
"Weldless

Steel Chain >»

Photograph of 7/16-inch Weldles. Steel Chain broken with a test load of 9 tons, 3 cwts. (20.496 lbs t or fullv donhla ft.„ a^™- „i*
breaking load tor iroo chain of this size. Note the elongation and reduction »I area at thefSXfr?

Adm,ralt!-

CAN YOU, BEAT IT?

B. J. COGHLIN CO., Limited
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

MONTREAL
Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, page 64
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Lath Mill Machinery

All our Lath Mills are solidly built to stand the severest work.

We have made a special study of Lath Mill Machinery for many years, the result

being that we can -furnish machines correctly designed, each size of mill being
designed specially for a certain capacity, and having the weight placed properly
—where it is of some value to the machine.

Our catalogue shows machines ranging from a capacity of 20,000 lath up to 100,000
lath per day for a single machine.

JUST AT PRESENT WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF LATH MACHINERY
ON HAND, AND IF YOL REQUIRE ANYTHING OF THIS NATURE, THIS
IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO GET PROMPT SHIPMENT.

We are now making the Covel Patent Automatic Saw Swage and Shaper. Write
about it.

William Hamilton Company, Limited
PETERBOROUGH ONTARIO
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Saw Mill at Cache Bay, Ont.

George Gordon & Company
Limited

CACHE BAY - - ONTARIO

MANUFACTURERS OF

Norway and White Pine
Dressed Flooring, Mouldings, Bridge Tim-

bers, Siding, Ceiling, Pickets, Lath, etc.

Our 1911 Cut is nearly all sold. Place your orders

early for 1912 dimension stock.
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE
RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills <& Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and
Railway Ties

Planing Mill. Yard (SL Office CAPACITY 40.000.000

MORR.ISTOWN, N. Y.

New York City
Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Selling agents for Fraser & Co., Manufacturers

Mills at Deschenes, Que., near Ottawa

White
Red
Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Office,
c
Tff5J5SSf« Ottawa, Can.

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The

Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Manufacturers of Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
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The Logical Time to buy Lumber
Is Before the Prices Advance

One feature that appeals to

us as being most essential in a

business such as ours is "Uni-

formity of Grade."

When you give us your order,

you can rely upon it that it will

reach you with the quality varying

in the smallest possible degree.

We make this feature a foun-

dation stone in our commercial

policy. Remember this next time

you have occasion to order lumber

of anv nature.

Lumber this year is not plentiful. In our own
district, the supply falls short of last year's by about
fifty million feet.

Yet the consumption during the past two months
has been truly phenomenal for this time of the year.

Quebec Spruce
The grade you want, and the grade we insist on

supplying— is bound to increase in cost.

At present we can fill orders promptly with choice mill

run stock; i" x 4"; 1" x 5"; 1" x 6"; in full or mixed car-

load lots; rough dressed or re-sawed, as desired.

^VHITE (
well"watered

)
Factory stock in 1"; 1^";

DIMIT 1 anc* 2" str'Ps >
shorts and sidings. Let

* us know your requirements at once.

BARTRAM BROTHERS, Limited
ED. T. SAXE, 200 Claremont Ave. MONTCLAIR, N. J. Hope Chambers, OTTAWA, CAN.

440 Square Miles Timber Limits
on Georgian Bay

to be Sold by Private Sale in Large or Small Blocks.

On account of their President and Principal shareholders being engaged in other large enterprises, and
not having the time to give to them all, THE PARRY SOUND LUMBER COMPANY, Limited, offer for
Sale all of the timber lands, mills and town property situated in the Town of Parry Sound ; also Tug Scow and
full Camp Equipment for five camps, including boom chains, snow plows, sleighs, etc.

THE LIMITS TO BE SOLD
comprise some 440 square miles of licensed and deeded Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Birch and other timber. The
licenses from the Ontario Government include all timbers and are not restricted for time. Government dues are
as follows : Saw Logs, White Pine, $1.50 per M. ft., B.M. Saw Logs, Hemlock, Tamarac and other woods
75c. per M. ft. The timber is situated in the Townships of McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Monteith, Carling,
Christie, Shawanaga, Burpee, McConkey, Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge and Street. The Canadian
Pacific, Canadian Northern and Grand Trunk Railways run through the limits, which makes some of the par-
cels offered for sale particularly desirable for small mill owners.

A circular giving full information, maps, terms and conditions of sale will be furnished upon application to

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited
1315-20 Traders Bank Building, TORONTO, CANADA
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Yellow Pine Timbers

Finish, Flooring, etc.

White Pine and Hardwood
"WANTED: 4", 4>T and 5" Birch."

W. M. Gillespie Lumber Co.
801 Oliver Building - PITTSBURG, PA.

To Shingle Manufacturers

For Sale
Sash Table with six saws spaced for

18 in., variable friction feed, 2 in.

steel saw arbors cutting independently.

Will sell at half original cost.

Can send fuller details.

The Rideau Lumber Co., Limited
OTTAWA, ONT.

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.
Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, .~

,
Hochelaga Bank Building Q^UeDeC, Que.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT.
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

* U *J X— y JIM.U ww M4 U 111 13 v I V-4 y Jt

Limited
ouaDury

, untario

We have in stock at Sudbury:

50 000 ft 2 tc 1 2 1 9 3 Common White Pine
60,000 " 2x10 " << << «< <«

60,000 "2x8 " M << H <<

30,000 "2x6 " < << « M

15,000 "2x5 " M M U «

Above stock is thoroughly dry.

SAW MILL GENERAL OFFICE
Long Lake, Ont. Sudbury, Ont.

RED DEER*
Hardwood Flooring

is the Mooring that is manufactured ex-

pressly to supply the demand for the best.

It is made by modern machinery, from carefully selected stock, and
every precaution is taken throughout our entire system to matte it

fulfill in every particular- the name we have built up for high quality
flooring.

We also manufacture Hemlock, Bill Stuff, Spruce and Hardwood Lumber

He specialize in prompt shipments

The Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited

Huntsville, Ont.

Empire Brand" Hardwood Flooring
in

Maple Oak Birch
Manufactured to meet the requirements of those
demanding flooring of perfect finish. Made from

lumber selected for its figuring.

It you are not convinced by what you have
heard about the superior qualities of " EMPIRE

BRAND," just send us a trial order.

J. R. Eaton & Sons, Ltd.
ORILLIA,
ONTARIO

Long Lumber Company
Hamilton, Canada

Must Move Quick

100,000 ft. 1x4x5 Norway Pine.

100,000 ft. 3 x 4— 10 to 18 Norway Pine.

Norway Dimension Bill Stuffs
In Transit

10 Cars XXX B. C. Cedar Shingles—A. Cottons Brand
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The Golden Lake Lumber Co,
Limited

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Lath and Shingles
Offer at LOW FIGURE for QUICK tale :

21)0.1 100 1 13 x 38 x 32-in. Mill Run Hemlock Lath
l4o,000-ft. 1 x 4 iV' up ti It! No. 2 Hemlock
12:>,000-ft. 2 x 4 & up 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock

:>.->, 000-ft. 2 x 4 & up 6/18 Mill Cull Red Pine
3.000-ft. | x 4 ft up 6 16 C. & C. F. Red Pine

l)8.000-ft. 2x4 ft up 6 16 Mill Cull White Pine
15,000 ft. 1 x 4 A: up 6 16 Mill Cull Spruce
17.000-ft. 2 x t ii up 6 Hi Mill Culi Spruce
60,000-ft. 1 x 4 & up 6/16 Merchantable Cedar

All of above, shipment G. T. R. from Golden Lake, Ontario

Head Office: - EGANVILLE, ONT.

Hurdman Lumber Co.
OTTAWA, CANADA Limited

EASTERN

Pine, Spruce. Hemlock. Hardwoods,

Timber. Lath and Shingles

WESTERN

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

Williams Lumber Company
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

For 1x4 and up x 6 11 ft dressing shorts.

For 5, 6 and 8 4 x 12, 16 dressing strips.

For 5, 6, and 8 4 shipping cull shorts, strips and sidings.

Write us before placing your orders

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS - OTTAWA, ONT.

William H. Bromley
Everything in Pine, Spruce or Hemlock, at

Wholesale Car or Cargo. An excellent stock

of Shop and Better i to 2". Also a good
percentage of Mill Run 4-5-6-8 and 10" and
6/4' and 8/4" Sidings at Midland. All White
Pine

; the product of an excellent lot of logs.

Also at Collingwood, Ontario, 19 10 Cut, 1 x
6-8 and 10" - 5/4", 6/4" and 84" Sidings. A
nice line of 6/4 and 8/4" Cuts at Pembroke.

Quotations promptly given and enquiries solicited

Pembroke - - Ontario

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited

Everything in Lumber
Rough and Dressed

Wholesale and Retail

Want to Purchase

Dry Ash, Birch, Basswood and Rock Elm

ADDRESS
21 Dorchester Street West, MONTREAL

The New Michel Sawmill Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fir and Tamarac Lumber,
Timbers, Piling, Etc.

Saw Mill and Planing at New Michel, B. C.

Send in your orders for Sawn Lumber, Sash, Doors and Factory
Material to

New Michel, B. C.

or to

THE RIVERSIDE LUMBER CO., Ltd., Calgary, Alta.

Edward Hines Lumber Co.
(Branch Office)

Owen Sound, Ont.

- All grades of =

WHITE PINE
and

Norway Dimension Bill Stuffs

WHITE and RED PINE LATH

The McGibbon Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Lumber, Bill Stuffs, Lath,
Shingles, Wood, etc.

Hemlock a Specialty
Best Assortment

Phone us your r» , » 1 /~\ .

requirements renetanguisnene, Ont.
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.John McKkkoow, W. K. Gicakktey,

President Managing-Director

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office : Montreal Office:

40 Elgin St. 759 Nolro Dame st.,W

We Buy

SPRUCE
13 Foot and 16 Foot

Lath White Cedar Shingles,

WANTED
4/4, 5/4 and 8/4 No. 1 Culls

CHRISTY-MOIR CO.
149 Broadway, New York City

Thb

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Stuff

And all kinds ot SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

McLennan Timber

Lands and Lumber Co.
Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

RAILS ^rBmwa?*' Sidings, Etc.
New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

Hardwood Flooring
End Matched, Bored,
Polished and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Life Bldg., Toronto
EADIE DOUGLAS CO.

14 University St. Montreal

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
112 Manning Chambers, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest You

Rush Orders for

Pine Doors
No. 3 Pine Doors are now our specialty.

Our recently doubled plant enables us to
handle all kinds of rush orders to perfection.

We supply first-class, thoroughly well made
No. 3 Pine Doors and guarantee them.

We handle this line ourselves from the
forest to the dealers—from the logs which we
cut in our own sawmills to the final shipment
from our own factory to the dealer.

We can therefore quote you the lowest
prices and give prompt shipments.

Let us quote you your next order for
No. 3 Doors.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Get Busy, Mr. Dealer

Don't sit with your hands
folded while your competitor

down the street is moving
his stock out quickly.

Handle a line of lumber that

sells well, prevents com-
plaints, is up to grade and
always satisfies your custo-

mers.

We aim to produce the high-

est quality of lumber at the

lowest possible cost. Our
workmen are skilled, are

under our personal super-

vision, and as a result, every

stick of lumber turned out is

strictly up to grade and pro-

duced at a minimum cost.

Dealers who handle our lumber
always come back for more.
Have you tried a car yet?
If not, get busy. Quick
shipments our specialty.

HOCKEN LUMBER COMPANY
OTTER LAKE STATION, ONT. Limited

Manufacturers of Hemlock, Pine and Hardwood

For Sale for Immediate Shipment
200,000 ft. 2-in. Hemlock, 2 x 4 up to

2 x 10, ]0 ft. to 24 ft. long.
J.'iO.OOO ft. incli Hemlock.
Square Hemlock as follows:

—

.',00,000 ft. 10 x 10, 10 to 24 ft.
long, with a few 10, 12 and 14
feet long,

and could cut more during Ainil
and May, above suitable foi
Dock or Ciihs.

40,000 ft. 4/4 Hirch.
40,000 ft. o/4 Birch.
40,000 ft. 4/4 liasswood.
.'50,000 ft. 4/4 Ash.
100,000 ft. 4/4 Soft Elm.
JO cars Cedar Posts.

The Geddes-Tyson Lumber Co.
Wiarton, Ontario

X\TU have 500 M ft. 8-4

Common and Better
and 250 M ft. 5-4 Common
and Better White Pine
that we want to move
quick at bargain prices.

Write us

Bruce Mines Saw Mill Co.
Limited

Bruce Mines, Ont.

VITE Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds

* * of Lumber and Timber in Can-
ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

^UGER &. SON
QUEBEC

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sasbes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia, Ont.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED
Toronto

Sarnla

Buffalo
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Imperial Timber

& Trading Co.
LIMITED

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Branch Office:

15 Cadogan Block,

CALGARY, ALTA.

Every description of Douglas Fir,

Red Cedar, Spruce, Hemlock,

Larch and Pine Lumber, also Red
Cedar Shingles.

Heavy Timbers a Specialty

Export and Domestic Shipments.

Geo. I. McClure
Hardwood Lumber
Yellow Pine, Cypress

specialties

Walnut and Mahogany

Mill Connections:

Cairo, Ul. Herndon W. Va.

Cincinnati, Ohio Helens, Ark.

Head Office and Storage Yards

DETROIT, MICH.
STORAGE YARD IN CONNECTION

FOR SALE

Piles and Poles

All sizes, all lengths

Apply to

PAPINEAUVILLE LUMBER CO.
Limited

Papineauville, P.Q.

The

North Channel Lumber Co.
Limited

Successors to

SAGINAW LUMBER & SALT CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine Lumber
Saginaw, Mich. U.S.A.

Mills at Thessalon Ont.

"Well Bought is Half Sold"

STOCK OFFER;-

1 Car 1 x 4" and up

No. 2 Norway $13,00

Suitable for Decking, Sheet-

ing and under Flooring.

2 Cars 1 x 6

Box and Common $18.00

Best End suitable for Drop
Siding, Balance for Flooring

and Decking.

4 Cars 5 4 x 12

Select Mill Run $37.00

Ideal stock for D.4S. Bone dry.

F. O. B. Midland.

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

730 Traders Bank Building, TorontO.Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves Hoops
Headings

JAMES WEBSTER & BRO., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office

:

Dashwood House 9 Broad St., E.C.

News Chambers, 57 Hope St., Glasgow

flant& Kemp
5a St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address/'TECTONA," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

Louis Bamberger
Importer of

Pine, Spruce, and all Canadian

Wood Goods

2 Broad Street Buildings,

London, E.C.

TelegraphicAddress " Bellywood, London."

Open to Contract for

Glued-up Basswood Keyboards

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth Liverpool

England

WE SPECIALIZE IN

Saw Mill Repair Work
Our machine shop is equip-

ped with best and most up-to-
date machinery for Saw Mill
work of all kinds and we can
turn out your work promptly
and with satisfaction.

Let us send you estimates
on your spring work.

Maass Bros.
Irving Ave., Ottawa, Ont.

Advertise in the

WANT AND FOR SALE

Department
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Mason,Gordon&Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street,Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
Car and Cargo lots only

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak

Write, Wire or Phone for Prices - Western Office : — Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B. C.

Donald Fraser

& Sons, Limited
GABANO, QUEBEC

MANUFACTURERS OF

Long Lumber
Rough and Finished

Shingles, Clapboard,
etc.

Wm. Milne & Son, Ltd.
Manufacturers :

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at North Bay, Sellwood Jet. and Spanish, Ont.

Head Office : North Bay, Ont.

North Bay Mill

White Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and
Birch Lumber, dressed flooring,

siding etc. Lath and Cedar Shingles.

Sellwood Jet. Mill

White and Norway Pine. Lumber
and Lath.

Spanish Mill

White and Norway Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock, Lumber and Lath.
Vessel shipment only.

The Rat Fortage Lumber Co., Ltd.
(With Mills at Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B.C. Harrison River, B.C. Kcnora, Ont. Rainy River, Ont. and Banning, Ont.)

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shooks and Packing Cases. White and Red Pine Lumber MaDleFlooring, Hardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tamarac Piling etc

Ajjdrkss
IIhad Offick The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited - Winnipeg, Man.

D. C. CAMERON, President and General Manager.
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The Fesserton Timber Co., Limited
34 Victoria Street, TORONTO

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

PINE, HEMLOCK, HARDWOOD,
CEDAR POSTS AND SHINGLES

BILL TIMBER A SPECIALTY

Special prices on 5 4 and 6 4 dry, common and dress-
ing White Pine, all widths from "4 to 12" piled separ-
ate, lengths 10 to 16 ft.

Mills at FESSERTON, ONT.

JOHN DONOGH & CO.
Wholesale Dealers

OFFER— WHITE PINE
i}( No. 1 Mill Cull, . . . 150,000 feet.

i}4 No. 2 " " 100,000 feet.

2 x 12 Common and better 100,000 feet.

1, ij4 and 2 in. good Strips and Sidings.

1205 TRADERS BANK BUILDING, TORONTO

The Harwood Lumber Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

YELLOW PINE
Rough Timbers, Long Joists, Boards

both Long and Short Leaf
BE SURE TO GET OUR PRICES

Send Inquiries to us CLEVELAND, OHIO
OR

The Harwood Lumber Company Toronto, Ontario
Toronto phone Main 4089.

Buyers of Lumber
should patronize the manufacturers and whole-
salers who advertise in the Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker. Give your business to the
man who is enterprising enough to spend money
and time to get in touch with you.

And, if not too much trouble, mention
this paper when writing.

LEAK & CO., Limited
18 Aberdeen Chambers

TORONTO, ONT.

We are in the market for Hemlock,

Spruce and Hardwoods, also No. 1, 2

3 Lath.

Send us list of anything you have to offer.

Spears & Lauder
Manufacturers of

Hemlock, Pine and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath and Shingles
Orders solicited for Hemlock. Bill Timber up to 30 feet.

For Quick Shipment

3 Cars 1 » x 4 and 5 No. 1 Hemlock Strips. Can be dressed to order.
5 Cars 1 " No. 2 Hemlock, good widths.

Head Office: 501 Kent Bldg., - TORONTO

The

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co.
18 Toronto St., TORONTO Limited

Our offer for prompt shipment
140,000 ft. 2 x 10 - 12 16 ft. No. 1 Spruce
70,000 ft. 1x4 5 No. 1 Spruce
80,000 ft. 1x6 and up No. 1 Spruce
80,000 ft. 2 x 4 - 6-8 - 10 Sorted No. 1 Spruce
50,000 ft. 3 x 8 - 10-12 Sorted No. 1 Hemlock

Inquiries Solicited

We have secured the total output of the celebrated

Cloverdale B. C. Shingles
manufactured by The Cloverdale Milling Co.

Take up your season's supply with us. The
best costs no more than the inferior grades.

C. G. Anderson Lumber Co.
Manning Chambers
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E. H. Heaps & Co., Limited

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, Finish,etc.
Specialties: AA1 BRAND HIGH GRADE SHINGLES

B. C. R. DOUGLAS FIR. TIMBER

Mills at

Vancouver and R.\iskin, B. C.
Head Office: Victoria Drive and Powell St.

VANCOUVER. B.C.

Send along your Orders
-FOR-

Doors, Sash, Wood Turning's

Interior Finish

Hardwood Flooring'

Pine Flooring

EVERY ONE A GOOD SELLER

Wilson Brothers, Limited
COLLINGWOOD, ONTARIO

Pine Larch
Selects | [ <^MlOTf^^}^)jl |

Timbers

Shops ^^^jple^p* m Yard Stock

Commons ^^^^^Aw Clears

and
<

"*/s^^^^^^^^ and
Mouldings Q U Mouldings

The East Kootenay Lumber Co.
Head Office : JAFFRAY, B.C.

Mill* at : CRANBROOK, B.C., RYAN, B.C., JAFFRAY, B.C.

Limited

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

Cypress

Oak
Gum
Ash

Cottonwood

Elm

Send for Complete Stock List and Delivered Prices

The Hyde Lumber Co.
Manufacturers and Exporters

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

Cameron & Co, Limited
Manufacturers

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, TIMBER,
POLES and POSTS
We have for quick shipment

— DRY —
NO. 1 HEMLOCK

In 1 inch and 2 inch

Mill and Yard Head Office
OPEONGO, ONT. OTTAWA, ONT.

Send your enquiries to our Head Office
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We
Pine

Hemlock

Spruce

Hard-

woods

Rough

and

Dressed

We

make

a

Specialty

of

Long

Timbers

Fassett Lumber Co.—General View of Saw Mill

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited
FASSETT, QUEBEC

New Ladysmith Lumber Co
Limited

FIR
Dimension
Boards
Shiplap

Flooring

Ceiling

Siding

Finish, etc.

Lath

CEDAR
Casing

Base
etc.

High
Grade
Cedar

Shingles

LONG TIMBERS

Mills at Nanaimo, East Wellington, Ladysmith Head Office : NANAIMO, B. C.
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Dry Lumber for Sale

White and Red Pine,

Spruce, etc.

Stock is well manufactured Graded
and piled.

A good assorted stock of Dimension
Timber and Joisting on hand.

On request we will be glad to mail

you copy of Stock List of unsold Lumber.

Track 2—Yard 2—Colonial Lumber Co., Ltd.

The Colonial Lumber Company Limited
Pembroke Ontario

(Rear View) Woods' No. 107 Inside Moulder— Showing Encased Gears.

A Moulder of Merit and Built for

S.

The marked features of WOODS NO. 107 are RIGID CONSTRUCTION, ACCESSIBILITY and CAPACITY. Heavy or light
cuts arc made with equal precision. Changes, set ups or adjustments are quickly, easily and safely effected. A fast producer
of quality mouldings; or flooring up to 100 lineal feet per minute. When equipped with our Profile Truing Devices its capacity
on some moulder work is increased 30 to 40%.

"THE PLANERS OF WOODS'
A. Woods Machine Co., Boston, U. S. A

SEATTLE CHICAGO NORFOLK NEW ORLEANS SAN FRANCISCO, (Eby Mchy Co.)
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Pine Doors of All Kinds
KEPT IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

The above is a partial line of Doors carried in stock in all the standard sizes for quick shipments.
We are the largest manufacturers of Doors in Canada and operate our own sawmill and timber limits.

We can save you Time and Money. Write us.

JAMES DAVIDSON, - OTTAWA, Ontario

TO ENGINEERS
<J Have you a copy of the 1912 edition GARLOCK catalogue show-

ing Packings for every purpose?

<J If not, send in your address at once and you will receive a cata-
logue by return mail, unique in design and detail: a real live
text-book in itself.

<]j It's free for the asking.

tj Our prices in Mill Supplies in general will interest you.

<J Permit us to quote on your requirements.

The Garlock Packing Company
Head Office and Factory, HAMILTON, Ont.

Branches: MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
Pioneers in the Packing Business
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Everything in Lumber
, \ % and 2 x 4,— 10/16' Spruce, rough or dressed

2x5,

2x6,
" 2x7,

" 2x8,

" 2 x 10,

" 2x12

i 1

A choice lot of Winter Sawn 1" Basswood ; also

Birch Flooring in all grades and thicknesses.

We can supply you all your wants in Pine.

Dressed Lumber Our Specialty

Write, wire or 'phone us for prices before placing

your orders.

W. C. Edwards & Co., Limited
Ottawa, Ont.

Mills at Ottawa and Rockland Planing MiUs and Factories at ottawa

Why not make 1912 the most profitable saw year in your history ?

ATKINS STERLING BAND SAWS
Made in Canada

THESE Saws are celebrated on account of their exceed-

ingly tough temper and generally scientific construc-

tion. They will stand up to their work longer under the

most trying conditions. You will find fewer cracks in

ATKINS BAND SAWS than any other and they will

hold their teeth and points remarkably. Why not place a

trial order and make us prove these statements.

Write to-day

E. C. ATKINS & CO.,
Vancouver Branch, No. 109 Powell Street,

Makers of

STERLING SAWS HAMILTON, ONT.
U. S. Factory, Indianapolis, Ind.
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

l .. . . : :
———-— .

—

—

-— '—-v-v-h

Duhlmeier Brothers
MANUFACTURERS

Hardwood Lvirrvber
MILLS 1

M
id°'

fi"
{ CINCINNATI. OHIO

' Mississippi. Yards ^

We always carry a stock of about 3 Million Feet of Plain Red and White Oak, Guaranteed White Oak, White Ash,

Chestnut, Poplar, Basswood, Hickory, Red Gum, Birch, etc. We want your enquiries—We make grades that are

right—at prices that are in line with the times. Try us, you will come again.

Eastern Representative vJaiTlCS H. ^Wc\lsh, White Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

Mowbray & Robinson
Main Office: CINCINNATI, Ohio

Band Sawmills at: WEST IRVINE and QUICKSAND, Ky.

SPECIALTIES

Plain and Quartered

Oak, Poplar and Ash

Our lumber is all bandsawed, soft and even

colored. Oak Quarter Sawed for figure

Logan-Maphet Lumber Co.

Main Office, - Knoxville, Tenn.

Branch Office and Yard, Cincinnati, Ohio.

I. M. Asher, Manager

Manufacturers and Wholesalers of

Hardwoods
Mills in Kentucky and Tennessee

Sawmill Capacity 125,000 ft. per Day

QUICK SHIPMENTS GUARANTEED

CHESTNUT
for the Piano Trade a specialty

The Fullerton - Powell Hardwood Lumber Co.

Manufacturers and Dealers
Cable Address: "Hardwood Southbend" Q/infk Ran/j In J* „ _
Codes: A. B. C. 5th Edition, Telecode, Universal OOUin DCI1U. Indiana

We have made a specialty of the Canadian factory trade for the past ten years. We can take care of

your requirements large or small. Write for delivered prices and full description of stocks.

J. M. Lamb, British America Mills & Timber Co., Winnipeg, Man., Canada
Ontario Representative Northwestern Representatives
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

LELAND G. BANNING, Cincinnati, O.
Mills at

FRANKFORT, KY.
URLMINGTON, O.

Manufacturer and Exporter of
Mills at

ALEXANDRIA, LA
SALISBURY, N.C.

SOUTHERN HARDWOOD LUMBER
POPLAR. CHESTNUT ASH - WALNUT OAK

NO MIXED GRADES
Large stock of dry Oak, both 1/4 S and plain Red and White. Qulck shipments direct from Mills or Yards at Cincinnat.

Canadian Representative, A. E. KL1PPERT, 11 Saxton Ave., TORONTO

Manufacturers of Foreign and Domestic Hardwood Lumber

and Veneers.

Ohio Veneer Company
Importers of

MAHOGANY AND FOREIGN WOODS

Office and Mills: 2624 to 2634 Colerain Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

THE SOUTHERN LUMBER and

BOOM GO.
SALES OFFICE, CINCINNATI

OFFER FOR QUICK SHIPMENT
5 Cars 4/4 Is aDd 2s Chesnut. 10 Cars 4/4 Is and 2s Plain White Oak.

8 Cars 4/4 Is and 2s Plain Red Oak.

Send Us a List of Your Needs

Do You Want a Salesman?

€[f
Every live lumber salesman in Can-
ada reads the Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker.

<ff You can get the man you want
through a small advertisement in the

"Wanted and For Sale" department
of this paper.

R. A. Wells Lumber Co.
Wholesalers and Exporters of

Hardwood Lumber
of All Kinds

Special attention to Canadian trade. Prompt Shipments
Our speciality is 1" lo 2" Guuiwood, 1» to 2" Oak, both
plain and quartered stock, 1" to 2" Ash and 1" Cottonwood.

WRITE US BEFORE BUYING

230 S. LA SALLE STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

Lower Michigan Hardwoods

Rock Maple, Beech, Birch, Basswood and Ash, White
Rock Maple Flooring and Hardwood Dimension

We have four large mills, sawing the year round on Virgin Hardwood
Timber. We can furnish you any standard grade or thickness. We
own our own fleet of boats and can make water shipments. Send us
a list of your wants. We can serve you best.

W. H. White Company Boyne City Lumber Co.
Wholesale Yards at Buffalo, N.Y.
Mills at Boyne City, Michigan

LOUISIANA RED CYPRESS
QUARTERED OAK PLAIN OAK

POPLAR ASH
Yards at Nashville, Tenn.

Wc can ship you promptly any of the above
Stock, Carefully Inspected

WE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU

Wistar Underhill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Rep. - W. J. Anderson, 288 South St., London, Ont
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HARDWOO
United States Manufacturers and W

>D LUMBER
Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Long-Knight Lumber Co.

Manufacturers Indiana and Southern

Hardwoods
OAK, ASH, CYPRESS Our Specialties

Address all inquiries to the Main Office at—

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

DRY BEECH 1

We want to move 200,000 feet 5/4—No.
1 and better dry Beech. A Snap at
the Price.

Also quick deliveries on NORTHERN
HARDWOODS, YELLOW PINE,
OAK DIMENSION, FIR, HICK-
ORY, OAK, GAR STOCK and PIL-
ING.

Estabrook Skeele Lumber Co.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

YARDS: UKl.KANS. IMi.; I'OKT W'AYNK. INK.; I'AOLI. IND.

S. P. Coppock & Sons' Lumber Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Hardwood
Lumber

Indiana Oiiai*tf*rprl OaW

Ash, Basswood, Poplar

Main Office - FORT WAYNE, IND.

OUR SPECIALTY:

Anything in HICKORY LUMBER
Canadian Representative, MR. S. D. SMITH

W. M. Ritter Lumber Co.
Manufacturers - Columbus, Ohio

Let us quote you on your requirements in
any of the following West Virginia stock :

Soft Yellow Poplar, Plain and Quarter Sawed
Red and White Oak, Chestnut and Basswood

All Grades and Thicknesses in Stock Dry.

We especially want to move during next thirty days and will make 1
at tractive prices on—

|

1 Oar r»/8 Y Ifi fn 9!M FVir\l ! »» TXir\^l nv-tA TVT/-» 11 10 iu ^0, iropicir r^cinei and jno. 1.
2 Oars 5/8 x 24 to 27,
1 Car 5/8 x 28 and up "

3 Cars 4/4 x 24 to 27,

3 Cars 4/4 x 7-in. and up, Selected No. 1 Common Poplar
2 Cars 4/4 Quarter Sawed Poplar 1st and 2nds.
3 Cars 4/4 " " " No. 1 Common.
1 Car 4/4 " " " No. 2 Common.
3 Cars 4/4 1st and 2nd Basswood, 7-in. and up, 10 and 12 ft.
4 Cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. " 7-in. and up, 10 and 12 ft.
2 Cars 4/4 1st and 2nd SoundWormy Chestnut 6-in. and up.
3 Cars 4/4 Quarter Sawed Sound Wormy Chestnut.
5 Cars 8/4 Regular Sound Wormy Chestnut.

Our stock is all band sawed and we ship the product of our mills only.

Northern Office, 919 Fisher Bldg., Chicago, III.

Ontario Representative, John Crichton, King Edward Hotel, Toronto

W. U. King & Co.
HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Michigan Hard Maple,
Birch and Basswood

2452 S. Loomis St. CHICAGO, ILL.

Theo. Fathauer w> M _ Hopkins

Theo. Fathauer Co.
WHOLESALE HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Plain and Quartered Figured and Plain

White Oak. Red Gum

Southern Yard - Helena, Ark.
Address correspondence to

1428 Cherry Ave., Chicago
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YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF TO INVESTIGATE THE

DE FI A N CE WOOD-WORKING
MACHINES

TPHKY arc built for a purpose and if you have been operating all these years with-
* out at least one of them in your plant, you have deprived yourself of the profits due
you.

Our loo's are equipped witli

the latest devices for quick
adjustments and safety and readi-

ly prove their ultimate worth.

They are well balanced, and
run day after day under the
heaviest working pressure at

the least possible cost.

LET U8 FIGURE ON YOI'K

REQUIREMENTS

JUL l&n

Canadian Agents: The A. I'. Williams
Machinery Co., Toronto, Agents (or On-
tario. Williams & Wilson. Ltd., Montre-
al, Quebec. A. K. Williams Machinery
Co., Ltd., St. John, N. B. (New Bruns-
wick, I*. K.I.) (iuilfonl & Sons. Halifax.
N.8. The Angel Engineering & Supply
Co., St. .John's, Newfoundland. W. L,
Blake & Co.. Portland. Me. (Maim.
New Hampshire, and Vermont.

I

Address Dept. M. for full particulars
and prices.

The Defiance Machine Works
DEFIANCE, OHIO, U.S.A.

HOLLOW CHISEL MORTISER CHAPLIN HANDLE LATHE INSULATOR PIN LATHE

Built by Specialists
We are special-

ists in Gangs.

Our product has

been the ac-

knowledged
standard for for-

ty years. We
have built good

gangs all of that

time. We're im-

proving them all

the time. Get
the latest and
best.

There is no
would-beor may-

be about Wickes
Gangs. They

are made by people who know the business from A to Izzard, and
who stop for no expense of money, time or labor that will make
Wickes Gangs better in any sense.

We've a design and size of gang for every requirement.

Tell us your problem and let us show you what possibilities the

Wickes Gang holds for you.

A Gang for Every Need

WICKES BROS., Saginaw, Mich.
Seattle Office, 410 White BIdg.

YANKEE PATENT REMOVABLE
SPLIT -RIM SPROCKET

The

SOMETHING NEW IN SPROCKETS
The removable rim does away with removing Sprocket

from Shaft. To renew, unbolt two halves of old rim, and
replace with two new halves. You only buy the Rim, at
one-third cost of new Wheel. Done in one-fifth the time
compared with Standard Sprocket.

A. M. ELUCOTT CO., Montreal

Diamond Shanty Steel Range-Six Holes. Length of fire box for wood 28 in.
™<\ "' ,."

VI " x '-'7 * '"• Flush reservoir as cut or high reservoir.Made of extra heavy steel closely riveted. Malleable oven door frame.

For the Camp
Camp Cooking and Baking

with our Diamond Shanty is an
absolute certainty, no guess
work, meals always on time.

When you buy these goods
you get our 30 years manufact-
uring experience.

A handsome Illustrated Catalogue is

yours for the Asking

Butterworth Foundry, Limited
Ottawa,

Canada.
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The mill is the laboratory in which the
durability of a matcher is shown. A year's
run will disclose more weaknesses and
show the need of mechanical efficiency
more clearly than any testing out the manu-
facturer could give.

And the great improvements made in the
wood-working field today are due to our in-
itiative in the direction of fast-feed machines.

Pioneering
When we brought out the first fast-feed

matcher ever built, a howl of skepticism
rose up.

Competitors scoffed, and most lumbermen
didn't believe a word of our advertising.
We told then as we tell today, the abso-

lute truth in our announcements.
The first fast-feed matcher was the

,,94."
It produced a better quality of work than
other machines and at double the rates of
feed.

Yet the "94" as compared with the latest
Berlins is like the automobile of today and
that of several years ago.

It paid its way. The hundreds and hun-
dreds installed were gilt-edged investments.
Yet we have been blamed because the "94"
wasn't developed twice as fast as anything
else in the machinery world.

Further developments
After we had proven that a hundred foot

feed was practical, the other makers of wood-
working machinery clambered into the race.

Patents don't always protect and it didn't
protect us then or now. If you notice mech-

anical construction you will find our im-
provements being adapted regularly.

Take the Berlin round cylinder head for
example. In the first one we built, the screw
which held the gib in place against the knife,
passed through a portion of the head itself.

The principle was wrong. We replaced
every head we had out. Yet that same style
of head is being sold you today on other
machines.

The Berlin cylinder head of today is the
only durable head offered the buyer. It can't
wear out. It's almost one solid piece. Ask
any user.

Go and see one of the latest Berlin match-
ers in operation. And look carefully at the
head construction. Compare it with others.

Testing side heads
We soon found out that fine cylinder

work must also be followed by eaual side-
head production.

A new head department was organized.
Our pin type twelve bitted matcher heads
were, developed. The expansion feature was
invented.

Today we have the only complete line of
fast-feed side-heads in the world. There's
the special ship-lap heads, matching heads,
double tongue and groove heads—a complete
line.

If you are unfamiliar with the complete-
ness of our side-head line, let us send you a
copy of a new booklet, 48-page, "Berlin
Heads and Specialties."

Let us mail it to you. It tells the reason
for the quality of our side-head work.

The feed drive
From thirty gears, we have descended to

almost none. On the latest Berlin fast-
feed matcher there is but five.

Our frictionless chain drive is by far the
most successful matcher feed works drive
today. Its life is as yet unknown.

The Diamond chain runs smoothly and
without perceptible wear. We used the chain
drive on our No. 108 Moulders for the last
eight years. We have never replaced a chain.

Competitors say "it will wear out." We
leave it to your judgment. Certainly, it will
stand ten times the strain we put it to.

Fire engines, motor trucks, of 60 H. P.
and better, racing cars of 200 H.P. use the
Diamond Drive and it is used for heavy duty.

The chain drive does away with all com-
plications. Shavings don't stick. And we'll
guarantee the wear. That's the last thing
we think of.

The result
The result of our years of experience in

the fast-feed field is shown by the volume of
our business.

We have created and put out more im-
provements than all other makers combined.
Our line is high-grade and medium priced.

The results show in our latest machines.
Go and see them in operation. Notice the
profiling attachments and its simplicity.

Be sure and notice our line of heads. Go
and see a machine. Ask us where you can
see one running.

Berlin Machine Works, Limited
Branch Offices:

Boston

Spokane, Seattle

Manufacturing Plants

:

Beloit, Wisconsin. :: Hamilton, Canada

Branch Offices:

Montreal, Que.

Vancouver, B.C.
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E. C. Mershon, President,

W. B. Merehon & Co.

"A
Specialty

Not a

Side Line"
Back of every Mershon Resaw stands

its original designer and inventor—

a

recognised authority throughout the

world on all matters pertaining to the

sawing- of wood with a band saw.

Purchasers of the Mershon Line have

the benefit of his experience.

Wm. B. Mershon & Co.
Saginaw, Mich.

Are your horses of use to you?
This seems an absurd question—and the answer is always

"Of course they are" In whii I. case provide pour .stubl.-s with:

Johnson's Reliable
Veterinary Remedies

Johnson's Horse Liniment, No. 1

1 gal. jugs (Imperial)
1 lb. bottles
2 11). bottles

Johnson's Horse Liniment, No. 2
1 gal. jugs (Imperial)
1 lb. bottles
2 lb. bottles

(Alcoholic)

$4.50 gal.
8.00 do/..

15.00 doz.

(an oil liniment)
3.00 gal.
6.00 doz.
11.00 doz.

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy
A sure and speedy cure for all kinds of Colic
1 gal jujrs (Imperial) 40 doses 5.00 gal.
1 lb. bottles 4 doses 8.00 doz.
2 lb. bottles 8 doses 15.00 doz,

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Ointment (Gall Cure)
2 lb. tins 2.25 per tin
4 oz. tins 3.50 doz.

Johnson's Condition Powders (Concentrated)
1 lb. Packages 3.00 doz.

Johnson's Camp and Household Remedies, such
as Cough Syrup, Healing Ointment, Headache
Powders, Big 4 Liniment, Stomach Bitters, Cathar-
tic Pills, etc., etc., have stood the test of twenty-
five years and are in use all over Canada, from the
Atlantic to the Pacific. Prices are lower than
those of all other manufacturers. Letter orders
receive prompt attention.

A. H. Johnson, Druggist, Collingwood, Ont.

Lumber Camp Ranges and Heaters
Our stoves are specially designed

to meet all requirements cf camp
work.

We know exactly what is neces-

sary and desirable in this class of

stove.

We put into all our stoves the

best ot material and workmanship
coupled with the best ot expert

experience.

The 'Leader Range' for coal and

wood, shown in this cut is specially

adapted to Lumberman Camps,
Boarding Houses, Hotels and Rail-

road Construction Camp Work.
We also make this Range with side

hinge doors.

It is large, heavy and strongly

built. Has good oven space and
large heating surface. When a

good, solid, reliable stove is wanted
the 'Leader' will give satisfaction

Write for our catalogue.

All Kinds of Stoves for

Large or Small Camps

NO. 10-36A SIX HOLE LEADER RANGE AND RESERVOIR

ADAM HALL, Limited - Peterborough, Ontario
Manufacturers of Ranges, Heaters, etc., for Lumber Camps, Hotels, and Railway Construction
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Penatang Shoepacks
GENDRON PENATANG SHOEPACK MFG. CO.

Sole Manufacturers, Penetanguishene, Ont.

LUMBER KING.

We keep

busy all the vear

around, always

have a good

stock of packs

fo r i in m e d i a t e

shipment,- and

we attend to all

SAMPLE No. 1

1

We have made Draw-string SHOEPACKS only, for

over FORTY YEARS, other pack makers are only learning

how. Ours is the only properly made Draw-String

shoepack in Canada to-day. Made of our own specially

tanned leather. A glance at our packs will tell you that

they are in a class by themselves. Any-

body who has ever tried them will positively

have no other but the PENATANG Packs.

We put counter

TEMISCAMING, SAMPLE No. 10orders promptly

Our factory is the largest and most

up-to-date in Canada, and is equipped with

all modern upper-fitting machines and sole

leather cutting machines, but all our work NIPISSINC, s^^. 2i

is done entirely by hand.

We make even- line of packs for every

kind of work. Every pair is under special

supervision before packing. Every pair

packed with greatest care.

Our Surveyors, Explorers and Railroaders' Boots

are special features and have made the GENDRON

PENATANG famous.

Catalogue sent on request.

A trial order will put you WISE.
SANDY, SAMPLE No. 5X

(sole-leather) stiffeners

in every pair, so that

the heel cannot come

down.

SPORTING, SAMPLE No. 5

Our catalogues just

off the press give

you every detail, cut

and price.

CRUISING, SAMPLE No. 20

MANITOU, SAMPLE No. 13
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ACCIDENTS
AVOIDED

If you could save your men from

injury in their work for you, would you ?

Then send for particulars of our

SAFETY DEVICES.

Don't delay, or it may be too late.

JONES
Safety Device Company

Hamilton, Canada

Detachable Lumber Trucks
with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

tor Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc.'

Dump Carts for Saw Mills

with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

In l/t, yi and i Cord Capacity—extra strong of thor-

oughly seasoned hardwood and bolted throughout.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in trains or singly for platform work.

The Tudhope-Anderson Co., Limited
Successors to TUDHOPE-KNOX CO., LIMITED

ORILLIA - - ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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Power-Saving, High-Efficiency Belts
For Planers, Dynamos, Generators, Fan Work, Etc.

Make your power transmission an
asset instead of a liability— a money-
saver instead of a power-waster. Belt

your machinery with

A Few of the Lines We Manufacture

Imperial
High-Speed, Friction-Surface

BELTS
"The Belt That Clings"

Built the famous Goodyear way, for high-speed
pulleys where great tensile strength is demanded

The Imperial has the cling of rubber and the endurance of many plies of hard-twist, long-fibre cotton
fabric, rubberized, cured and vulcanized into one solid, enduring piece.

Earns Cost—Costs Less
The Imperial Belt is a power saver. It earns its cost by turning into increased production the power and

the time lost by slippery leather belting. And it costs less.

Wears Longest Without Stretching
Most economical because it wears longest.— First,

because it doesn't slip. Secondly, because it is made by
a process that abolishes internal friction. Th is soon
wears the life out of the best leather belting and is

caused by internal grinding as the belt bends and
whizzes around small-high-speed pulleys.

the

Instead of a few plies of coarse fabric, we build up
Imperial with many plies of fine fabric. After the

stretch has all been taken out, rubber is forced

through and ali threads are separated from each other.

Thus they can't rub and chew themselves, and the cause
of internal friction is eliminated.

These belts are built to suit the purchaser. Let us

quote prices on this most durable and economical high-
speed, friction-surface, wear-resisting belting.

Wc also make other rubber products—Tires, Hose for all purposes, Sheet Rubber
Packing-, etc. Throughout, you get the same high quality materials, skillful
workmanship and years of experience that have built such famous service into
products of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, U. S. A. In all our busi-
ness in Canada last year, we had to replace because of slight defects only
$155.22 worth of goods. Write us at once.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Canada, Ltd.
General Offices—Toronto Factory—Bowmanville, Ont.

Write Our Nearest Branch
BRANCHES: Montreal—Winnipeg—St. John, N. B.—Vancouver—Calgary—Victoria, B. C, 855 Fort St.—Regina, Sask., 2317-2318 SouthRailway St.—Hamilton, Ont., 127 King St. West
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There is this, that you can

count on, in all Simonds Canada

Saw Company's Circular Saws,

solid or inserted tooth, whatever

the guage, whatever the tooth,

whatever the use—Uniformity.

Buy a Simonds Saw to-day

and duplicate your order any

time afterward, and you get the

same temper, the same material,

the same trueness, the same ad-

justment, the same finish, the

same strength, the same cutting

qualities, the same all around

satisfaction, that you got in your

first purchase, and that led you

to call again for a Simonds Saw.

No time was too long, no effort too vast, no pains too great, for us to take in securing the Simonds Standard of Quality of Saw, and
there is nothing on this globe that can hold us back from maintaining the uniformity of that standard.

We make every kind of Saw used in lumbering and mill work, and on woodworking machinery, Cross Cut, Band, Gang, and Solid and
inserted Tooth Circulars.

(To buy right—let your order read Simonds)

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Limited
Montreal, Que. St. John, N. B. Vancouver, B. C.

"S'TRciiToU*

J. F. EBY
President CAMP SUPPLIES HUGH BLAIN

Vice-President

If you are looking for QUALITY in your Camp Supplies,

you should specify :

"ANCHOR" brand
BAKING POWDER
JELLY POWDERS
EXTRACTS, SPICES
COFFEE TEA

(In sealed air tight packages)

Sweetened MILK Unsweetened

CANNED-
SALMON, FRUITS
and VEGETABLES

WE CARRY A FULL RANGE OF CAMP SUPPLIES

Wholesale Grocers

The

Quality

Is

Guaranteed

The

Best

It

Is

Possible

To

Produce

EBY-BLAIN, LIMITED ^ nj Manufacturers

TORONTO
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A National Journal

(anadalumberman^ e Wood *—1 va/^-i^-Worker
Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers
HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President.

THOS. S. YOUNG. Toronto, General Manager.

OFFICES AND BRANCHES:
TORONTO - - Telephone Main 2362 - 220 King Street West
VANCOUVER - Telephone Seymour 2013 - Hutchison Block
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information on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion
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The Lumber Tariff Situation
In spite of the lengthy debate which took place in the House

of Commons recently upon the lumber tariff, and the clearness with
which it was then demonstrated that the lumber industry has been
given the heavy end of the load in connection with the free importa-

tion of lumber which should pay a duty of twenty-five per cent, ac-

cording to the tariff act ; the situation as it stands to-day is far from
satisfactory and continues to involve a great injustice to the lumber
manufacturers of Canada. The act clearly states that lumber dressed

on one side and jointed, tongued or grooved on one edge is liable

to a duty of twenty-five per cent. Through the ingeniousness of the

United States manufacturer, however, great quantities of lumber
dressed on one side and jointed on the edge have been allowed to

enter Canada free of duty. The Customs Board recently decided

that the duty on this lumber should be enforced wherever there

was any evidence to show that the lumber had been jointed on the

edge, as well as dressed on the side. In other words, lumber dressed

on one side and showing marks of the planer on the edge must pay
the duty.

Why should there be so much consideration of the United States

manufacturer in this matter? He has conclusively shown that he

can joint the lumber on the edge and then obliterate the marks of

the planer. His great object is to get dimension lumber into Can-
ada without paying duty. If he can succeed in this he can dispose

of large quantities of lumber in Canada, which would otherwise dis-

organize the markets of the United States. We, in Canada, owe no
debt to the lumber manufacturer across the border. He has injured

our markets so continually and extensively, that we are justified

in doing anything possible to put an end to his depredations, so long

as no loss or injustice is involved to Canadian consumers of lumber.

In the debate in the House of Commons it was proven beyond ques-

tion that no such loss or injustice would occur, if the tariff act were

enforced according to the intentions of its framers. Clearly the act

was drawn with the object of encouraging the manufacture of finish-

ed lumber in Canada. Just as clearly, under the new order of things,

the intention of the act is evaded and the manufacture of finished

lumber is encouraged, not in Canada, but in the United States. The
government should have the courage of its convictions and should
come out decidedly with a statement one way or the other.

If the lumber industry is entitled to exist in Canada and to

supply Canadians with what they require for their buildings the
government should make it clear and definite that finished lumber is

not to be imported without paying a duty, thereby giving the lum-
ber industry the benefits which were intended for them when the act

was framed.

Lumbermen were pleased to learn recently that the govern-
ment took their view of the matter to some extent, when they adopted
the ruling of the Customs Board to the effect that if the planer marks
could be discovered upon the edge of lumber which had also been
dressed on one side it should pay a duty. They were pleased also
when a few instances occurred, in which lumber of this class was
made to pay the duty, even after it was known that much of the
same class had escaped the payment. It looked as though the ruling
would be enforced, as soon as the customs officials had become pro-
perly acquainted with their new duties. But there is a great element
of doubt about the situation yet. If the customs officials must de-
pend upon the discovery of planer marks on the edge of such lum-
ber, in order to find it liable to duty, there is no question that enor-
mous quantities will still escape their proper charge. It will be a

matter of the greatest difficulty and expense to discover a few
boards in the middle of a car load, which may bear the planer marks.
In many cases the customs officials will probably not take the neces-
sary care to find these marks. It is not a difficult matter to conceive
that if the ruling is to be effective it may involve delays to traffic and
the creation of much ill-feeling on the part of lumber importers.

\\ hy should not the reasonable course be adopted at once and
the whole difficulty straightened out before it leads to unprofitable
trouble and ill-feeling? The intention of the act is simply to en-
courage the squaring up or further manufacturing of lumber in Can-
ada after it has been imported in the rough. This being the case,
the point which the government should consider is, not whether the
planer marks are visible, but whether a given car load of lumber
consists practically of stock which is of even widths and even thick-
nesses. No sane lumberman, whether manufacturer, wholesaler or
retailer, would ever deny, that lumber of this nature had been "fur-
ther manufactured" in the United States.

Unfortunately the question is one which provides a splendid field

for political oratory and it is therefore likely to be left in its unset-
tled condition for some time, unless the lumber industry can make
its weight felt at Ottawa sufficiently to convince the Opposition and
the country, of the justice of their claim. Not until this has been
accomplished can we expect to find those who are so loud in their
illogical defence of the consumer to admit their mistake and to aban-
don their effort to make political capital out of the situation. The
consumer is entitled to just as much consideration as anyone in this
matter, but no more. In the past he has obtained far more considera-
tion than he could justly claim. His interests are not endangered in
any manner, not matter how much may be said to the contrary by
his political friends. The question is one of simple justice and in-
volves no disturbance to trade or unfair taxation of the consumer.
Under these circumstances, the lumber manufacturers of Canada
ought to continue without intermission in their campaign until they
have obtained their object.

The Indian As A Fire-Ranger
Archdeacon Rension of Moose Factory, Hudson Bay territory,

made one of the most interesting suggestions which were put for-
ward at the recent meeting of the Conservation Association, at
Ottawa, when he appealed in favor of employing native Indians, as
fire rangers. His reference to the subject was both picturesque and
forcible. "A fire ranger," he said, "should be a man who is not
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afraid of leaving the bank of a river, but the Forestry Branch of the
Department of the Interior have been sending out men who did not
know the difference between a frying pan and a paddle, or between
a birch and a spruce. The time has come for the Canadian while
man to get right with the Indians. We have in the North West
hundreds and hundreds of Indians whom I consider an asset to the
country. ] hope the Dominion and the provinces will use the In-

dian in his natural environment. He is a good Canadian and would
make a good official, not only as a fire ranger but as a game warden.
Indians can do ten times the amount of work that is done by the
same number of whites. The Indian is by no means an incubus
upon the country. He is, in fact, a great asset to the country. The
Indian is a post graduate in the school of Nature. I do hope that
this country will do something to use the Indian in his own element.
You cannot bring him in to breathe the dust-laden atmosphere of
the city, which you, with your leather lungs can stand. Mis lungs
are like gossamer. But get him in his own element in the forest
and he can do ten times as much as the white man."

This is the opinion of a man who lias lived in close communion
with the Indians of the North West for many years and his views
are entitled to consideration. The suggestion which he makes
should be given careful study by the Forestry Branch and if it is

found that there are enough skilfull Indians to act as fire rangers,
they should be appointed to replace the city-bred ranger, who in

many cases is ignorant of the problems confronting him, in the
forest. Something has already been clone along these lines and tin-

indications are that with Archdeacon Renison's commendation, their
use will be extended. On the north end of Lake Winnipeg, arrange-
ments have already been made to employ Indians on this work and
their use will probably be extended by the Forestry Branch during
the coming summer.

In the course of the discussion upon this subject another matter
which has been attracting much attention of late, was brought up
by Mr. Aubrey White, Deputy Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines,
for the province of Ontario. A recent report stated that the de-
partment had decided in future to employ no more students as fire

rangers, but to appoint only men who are experienced in woods life

and who could be depended upon to do their work effectively. The
department has often been criticised in the past for employing stu-
dents upon this work for the summer months. Many students looked
upon the appointment as an opportunity for a good summer holi-
day, at the expense of the country, involving little or no heavy work

or expense on their own part. They were frequently worse than
useless as fire rangers, being ignorant of the work and incapable
of conducting a vigorous Ire-fighting campaign when necessary. The
announcement that these men were not to be employed any more
was received with approval by all interested in the preservation of
the timber resources of the provinces. At the same time however,
it was thought that the proposed change went a little too far, as
there were, no doubt, students whose services were of great value,
such for instance, as some of the students in the Faculty of For-
estry, at the University of Toronto. These men are acquainted with
woods problems and when they have had experience of bush life

make splendid raw material for the development of an effective
forest ranger. Mr. Aubrey White announced at the forestry meet-
ing that there was no intention to exclude men of this class. The
only object of the change was to make sure that the men employed
are really capable fire rangers, instead of students in search of a
summer jaunt. If the department succeeds in making a change of
this nature it will go some distance in the direction of relieving the
department of the stigma, which has attached to it in the past of
having failed to measure up to its responsibilities in connection with
the fire ranging problem.

Jt should not be thought however, that with the appointment
of actually experienced men on a temporary basis, the fire ranging
service will be as effective as it should be. The opinion is growing
that there is only one solution of the problem, and that is, the
employment of a force of fire rangers who are permanently respon-
sible for the preservation of the forests from destruction, by fire.

A man who enters the employment of the department in the spring
and leaves it in the fall will not make as good a ranger as a man
who knows that his employment will be continuous. A definite fire

ranging force should be appointed consisting of experienced bush
men who should be on the pay roll of the department throughout
the year. During the winter time their pay might be merely nom-
inal, as they would not be actively employed at lire ranging. They
would probably go into the woods in the service of some of the
lumber manufacturing companies. They would be however, at the
call of the department all the time. Such men would form a service
which could become invested with dignity and authority similar
to that of the North West Mounted Police. After a force of this

nature had been in existence for a few years their value to the coun-
try would be many times greater than any fire ranging body can
possibly be under present conditions.

Encouraging Progress
Several features of unusual interest stood out prominently among

those which came up for discussion at the recent meeting of the
Canadian Forestry Association, at Ottawa. Chief among them, were
two which lie at the root of all forestry progress, namely; the
encouraging increase in the interest taken by the public in the for-

estry movement and the equally suggestive co-operation which the
forestry movement has secured from the lumber manufacturers of

Canada. The education of the public to a real appreciation of the
value of the forest resources of Canada was the first and most im-
portant step which the Forestry Association had to consider. It

worked energetically from the first upon a definite plan of publicity
which to-day has borne remarkable fruit. The public now has this
matter in its mind as prominently as any other of the great fea-
tures of the conservation problem.

From the support of the public flows the support of the gov-
ernment. At first the government felt obliged to go slowly in this
matter. The growth of public sentiment however, has encouraged
them to greater things and to-day the government of Canada stands
upon the threshold of much greater accomplishments, in the direc-
tion of scientific forestry, than was thought to be possible a few
years ago. Nothing was more encouraging to the members of the
Forestry Association at their recent meeting, than the concurrence
of both the Premier of Canada and the leader of the opposition, in-

their desire to impress the association with a sense of the approval

)f Forestry Movement
of both parties in Parliament, of the steps that have been taken to
assist in the preservation of Canadian forests. Sir Wilfrid Laurier
voiced this feature of the situation humorously but none the less
forcibly when he remarked that he could remember no single meas-
ure which had been introduced by his government when in power
and had not met with criticism from the opposition, with the excep-
tion of the measure for the creation of a forestry commission.

Since the first vote of money for forestry purposes was passed,
only a few years ago comparatively speaking, each year has seen
the amount increased. The work has been so encouraging and suc-
cessful that the government of to-day feels warranted in going fur-
ther still and it now appears that the time is not far distant, when
sufficient money will be at the disposal of the forestry branch to
prosecute its work in a manner fairly commensurate with its re-
quirements. In this connection the government will no doubt be
called upon soon to sanction the establishment of an experimental
laboratory for the investigation of the properties of the various woods
growing in Canada. Laboratories of this nature already exist in
other countries and have proved of inestimable value. Canada needs
them to-day, almost more than any other lumber producing country
and the expenditure of money by the government for such a pur-
pose would meet with approval from all classes.

The co-operation of the lumber manufacturers with the Forestry
Association was a feature which stood out prominently at the con-
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vention. The Canadian Lumbermen's Association had held its con-
vention on the day previous and practically all its members remained
over for two days, in order to attend the meetings of the Forestry
Association and to be present at the combined banquet which was
held on the first day of the forestry meeting. While they took no
great part in the discussion or presentation of papers, the lumbermen
were keenly interested in the proceedings and co-operated with the
association in the passing of its numerous important resolutions.

The lumberman of Canada has outlived the days when his attention
was directed to the cutting and marketing of timber. He has been
quick to realize the importance of scientific management of his tim-
ber possessions. He has readily seen the advantage of employing
trained foresters to manage or to report upon his woods operations
and he has, above everything else, studied with the minutest care the
problems of the conversion of waste into by-product. In this latter

direction probably, as much as in any other, has the conservation
movement made important advances in recent years. Much remains
to be accomplished still, and the work of the Forestry Association
and of the lumber manufacturers is clearly mapped out along these
lines. The experimental period of forestry in Canada seems to have
passed and the hopeful era has clearly arrived. With determination
and co-operation there is every reason to believe that our forest

resources can be preserved for future generations as a natural re-

source of ever increasing value and that the fear of a timber famine
in this country will be effectively removed. Determination and co-

operation however, arc essential even in greater measure to-day
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than ever before. The public has read so much about forestry that

there is a danger of its becoming imbued with a sense of unwar-
ranted security.

Another feature of the forestry meeting which attracted great

attention was the address by Mr. Gifford Pinchot, president of the

United States Conservation Commission who told of the struggles

which had been necessary in that country, in order to place the for-

estry service on an effective working basis. The burden of his re-

marks was the necessity for keeping politics out of the service.

Coming at the formative period of the Canadian service, his lesson

should be of great value to Canadians. Our forestry service has
done excellent work. It has not been hampered by politics to any-
thing like the extent that the service in the United States has.

The great monopolistic interests have not developed the influence

in this country, that they have across the border and have not been
able to oppose the growth of the service effectively. But we can-
not count upon everlasting immunity in this record. Our econ-
omic history is more than likely to develop along lines somewhat
similar to that of the United States. If our forestry service can be
placed upon an effective working basis and allowed to grow up with-
out political consideration being permitted to interfere with its de-
velopment, it will be in a position, if ever the day comes, to defend
the interests of the people successfully against such concerted mono-
polistic movements, as have threatened the natural resources of the
L'nited States so continuously.

Editorial Short Lengths for Busy Readers
When the latest tariff law was enacted by the United States

Congress there was a provision repealing on August 1, 1911, the

Pike Law, under which lor many years free entry into the United

States was granted upon the lumber product of sawlogs cut on the

American side and floated down the St. John's River and manufac-
tured in mills on the Canadian side by American capital, says the

Lumberman's Review. This would hit such lumber manufacturing

points as Fredericton and St. John, N.B., the latter, of course, being

the most vitally affected for the mills in St. John, though having

open to them both the markets of Great Britain and the United
States, has as a rule shipped very heavily of its product from Ameri-
can logs into the United States. It is interesting to note that while

the repeal of this law affected only the shippers from St. John dur-

ing the latter half of 1911, the value of shipments from St. John to

the United States was $282,986, less than in 1910, and all informa-

tion from this chief seat of New Brunswick indicates that the prob-

able loss in business with the United States will be very materially

increased during the shipping season of 1912, as the outlook for

American demand upon the St. John mills is not particularly prom-
ising, if those mills are compelled to add the duty of $1.25 per thou-

sand to all of their rough lumber. American mills cutting spruce

will bring fewer logs to the river landings this winter than last, but

the new cut, when joined with the held-over logs of last season, will,

it is believed, give the American mills a normal supply of logs for

the 1912 sawing season.

The law passed by the government of Quebec nearly two years

ago, which gave a year's notice after which the export of pulpwood
cut from Crown lands in the province was to be prohibited in an

unmanufactured state, is now receiving what is probably its first

test and is proving effective. During the year preceding the enforce-

ment of the act the export of pulp wood was the largest in the his-

tory of the province. Then there came a year of low water in the

United States during which time the mills ran on reduced time.

As a result they were not forced last year to draw to any great

extent on pulp wood from Canada, their stock on hand being suffi-

cient to keep them running. Now that their stocks on hand are

practically exhausted they are forced to come into the Canadian mar-

ket to purchase fresh supplies and they find that the price has

advanced practically $1 per cord, and are forced to pay from $7.50

to $8 for peeled wood cut on free lands. This extra dollar charged

for pulp wood will mean an additional dollar charged for their pulp
and gives the Canadian pulp maker that much of an advantage. The
indications are that the price of raw pulp wood will continue to in-

crease from year to year owing to this scarcity, which will result in

further advantages to the Canadian manufacturer, and eventually

his absorption of the entire market. The Paper Trade Journal of

Xew York referring to the situation says: "the real significance of

the whole matter is found in the fact that this is the first real test

of the working of the law, and it is proving itself to be an admir-
abl e and advantageous tiling for the Canadian pulp and paper man-
ufacturer."

The statements of Dominion Forestry officials that one-half of

the original timber supply of Canada has been destroyed by fire; that

moderate stumpage on what has been burned would have yielded
a revenue of $1,000,000,000; and that for every foot of lumber cut
seven have been consumed, brings the old and baffling question of

how to protect the forests once more before the attention of the

Government and the public. When one considers the number of

houses that could have been built with this timber, the implements
and articles of furniture that it might have been used to manufac-
ture, the imagination learns its own limitations. It is little wonder
that the price of lumber has risen almost as rapidly and as high
as the smoke of those disastrous conflagrations. A forest fire causes
both direct and indirect damage. The timber burned is a total loss,

and the difference between its value and that of its manufactured
products also passes out of the country's estimated assets. The
second growth never seems to have the heart to attain to its pre-

decessor's splendor, and remains in stunted insignificance, a disfig-

urement to the country. In many cases, when a great fire sweeps
over a district, the soil is burned off the underlying rock and agri-

cultural prospects disappear with the timber. The problem of for-

est protection is so great that governments may be partially ex-

cused for skirting it up till the present time, but the growing scar-

city of lumber is rendering it an acute issue which must be con-
sidered thoroughly. The recommendations of the Conservation Com-
mission and the warnings of many practical lumbermen must force
the hands of the Dominion Government, and it is not improbable
that steps will be taken at the coming session of Parliament to ex-

tend and improve the fire ranging system—Industrial Canada.
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Western Retailers' Annual Convention
Continued Growth and Expansion Reported—Heavy Imports from United States hurt Cana-
dian Manufacturers—Insurance Company Prospering—W. W. Davidson the New President

The twenty-first annual session of the Western Retail Lumber-
men's Association was held at Winnipeg on the 14th and 15th of
February at the hall in the Travellers' Building. The convention
was a most important one in many respects. It was the largest
and most representative convention yet held and the different fea-
tures were perhaps of a more interesting nature than at any pre-
vious meeting. The business sessions were all well attended and all

branches of the trade were fully represented. W. W. Ireland, of
Carberry (Man.), the president, presided. Addresses were delivered
by E. N. Trowern, of Toronto, Dominion secretary of the Retailers'
Association, and J. L. Campbell, also of Toronto, a former president
of the Association. Important changes were made in the personnel
of the executive heads.

The business of the first session held on Wednesday morning,
consisted of the consideration of the reports of the president and
secretary. The president extended a welcome to members of the
association and the visitors. He felt that the association was be-

W. W. Ireland, Carberry, Man.,
who presided at the Annual Convention

coming more and more a factor in the welfare of the lumber trade
in western Canada. The past year had been a trying one for the
lumbermen. The crop had not turned out as well as had been ex-
pected and had not been harvested satisfactorily. Owing to the con-
dition of the United States lumber markets, the quantity of United
States lumber brought in to the praries had been very large. This
was necessarily a disturbing element to the manufacturers. Fifty
members had been added to the association during the year. The
question of members who did not take an interest in the work was
one of much importance. A proportion of such received the benefits
of the association without giving any aid. He also spoke of the bene-
fit of the district meetings, a number of which had been held. A
special service department which had been inaugurated to take up
questions of overcharges, delays in shipments and other matters of
a like nature, had been a signal success. The inability of the rail-
roads to handle the crop had had a most unfavorable effect upon the
lumber business. The problem of transportation was of vital im-
portance. At present, collections were very slow and difficult be-
cause of the inability of the railroads to move the crop.

Report of the Secretary

The secretary, Alan M. Stewart, then delivered his report. He
mentioned the fact that the association had come of age and said

that the members should thank those who in the past had given
their assistance to carry on the work. There was a small deficit
during the past year but they had cut down expenses by $900. While
the membership had increased something like fifty, the gain was not
so great, as there had been a number of withdrawals for various
reasons. The outstanding dues at present amounted to $290. Be-
cause of the condition of the United States markets, large quantities
of lumber from the other side of the line had been slaughtered in our
markets. This had been hard on our manufacturers. It was be-
lieved that better conditions would prevail in the United States mar-
kets this season. The crops this year had been late. The railroad
accommodation had not been nearly sufficient. The car shortage
was a question which should be taken up vigorously. G. C. Ingram,
representative of the association in Saskatchewan, had resigned, and
J. Ernest McFee, of Moose Jaw, had been appointed to the posi-
tion. He spoke of the success of his own department in inducing
the manufacturers to discontinue hollow-backing of siding and ceil-
ing, and also in inducing the manufacturers of sash, doors and mould-
ings, to follow a universal list, which he considered the most im-
portant step taken in years. Odd sizes and patterns were now cut
out and many mistakes and delays would be saved in future. A. K.
Godfrey, the ex-president, had organized a special service bureau
which had worked out most satisfactorily. There had been sixty
claims in connection with the transportation of lumber. Eight had
been withdrawn, twenty-seven had been paid, and twenty-five were
still pending. The service had been of great assistance in tracing
cars. He referred to the fact that at many points in the two pro-
vinces there were too many lumber yards and regretted that there
seemed to be a tendency to establish too many yards in the new
territory. While he had no wish to eliminate competition, he be-
lieved that in many cases it would be better for some of the yards
to withdraw as it was to the benefit of the consumer as well as the
dealer to have business carried on under natural conditions.

J. Ernest McFee, representative of the association in Saskatche-
wan, then made a short report which he said was necessarily brief
as he had been appointed only three months before and had not been
able to get over his territory entirely.

Committees were then appointed to take up the reports. The
minutes of last meeting were read. Some discussion arose as to
whether the press should be admitted to the meetings. The con-
census of opinion was that this should be done and it was stated
that the impression was abroad that these meetings were held for
the purpose of regulating prices. Under the circumstances it was
deemed wise to admit representatives of the press or to have a report
of the meetings supplied.

One of the most important features of the convention was the
passing of a motion to amend the constitution. It was formerly
necessary to elect the president from Manitoba and a vice-president
from Saskatchewan. It was shown that the membership from Sas-
katchewan is 422, while in Manitoba there are but 164 members. The
amendment provided that the president might be elected from the
members of either province, in which case the vice-president would
be elected from the other provinces.

The president, Mr. Ireland, stated that he felt the time had
come when the election of a president from the west would be for
the good of the association. C. A. Baker, of Moose Jaw, nominated
W. W. Davidson, of the same place, and A. B. Estlin seconded the
nomination. The vote was made unanimous. The new president is
a member of the Davidson-Fraser Lumber Company, of Moose Jaw,
and has been a director of the association for a number of years He
was not present at the session and W. W. Ireland presided at all
the sessions. J. K. Robson, of Trehern was elected vice-president.
This election was also unanimous.

Nine directors were elected from each province as follows: Sas-
katchewan—C. H. Wentz, Saskatoon; E. J. Mielicke, Dundurn \ JRoss, Salvador; J. E. Walker, Rocanvifle ; N. Grest, Watrous • C
Campbell, Forget; F. J. Carpenter, Yorkton. Manitoba—D ' E
Sprague, Winnipeg; G. E. Davidson, Manitou ; D. E. Fraser, Kenton •

,, / ^'f
1^' Carberry; A - B. Estlin, Melita; E. M. Williams, Rus-

sell; A. N. Shaw, Elm Creek; W. G. Maconnell, Winnipeg.
The feature of the Wednesday afternoon session was an address

delivered by J. L. Campbell, of Toronto, on the subject of "Looking
1 wo Ways. Mr. Campbell was formerly engaged in the retail lum"-
ber business in Manitoba. He was one of the promoters of the West-
ern Retail Association and is a past president. His address dealt
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Mr. 0. H. Wontz of Saskatoon,
Representative for Saskatch-
ewan on Board of Directors

J. L. Campbell of Toronto,
who delivered Address up-

on Prairie Progress

Mr. D. E. Sprague ot Winnipeg, who opposed
Tariff Increase

with the past history of the association and also with the future as
it presents itself when looking forward from the present.

Mr. Campbell outlined first of all the history of the Western
Retail Lumbermen's Association and its effect' upon the lumber
trade of the prairie provinces. Before the organization of the asso-
ciation the lumber trade had been unsatisfactory and badly dis-
organized. A change had come about when the association was
formed and its gradual growth had continued until it included prac-
tically every wholesaler and retailer from Fort William to the coast
In later days, of course, the wholesalers had withdrawn and the as-
sociation had developed upon purely retail lines.

Mr. Campbell next drew attention to the splendid work which
had been done by a few individual members of the association
Prominent among these was Isaac Cockburn, the secretary of the
association for a number of years, whose zeal and energy had been
largely responsible for its success in the early days. Much assist-
ance also had been given by representatives of the wholesale trade
especially by D. C. Cameron, the present Lieutenant-Governor of
the Province of Manitoba. Mr. Cameron had given unstinted assist-
ance to the association and had, in cases, even gone contrary to the
welfare of his own company, in order to assist the growth of the
association. Another prominent member was Mr. D. E. Sprague,
who had always taken an important part in the work of the asso-
ciation and had frequently given valuable assistance. The present
secretary of the association, Mr. Alan M. Stewart, was also men-

tioned in this connection, and Mr. Campbell spoke enthusiastically
of his valuable services.

Dealing then with the lumber trade of the prairies, Mr. Camp-
bell pointed out the great importance of the northwest, to the whole
of Canada. In a few years they would have great voting power and
financial wealth. The lumbermen of the northwest were an import-
ant factor in the business life of Canada and the members of the
\\ estern Retail Lumbermen's Association should continually bear
in mind the important position which they occupied. Each retail
lumberman was a power in his own locality and had great responsi-
bilities to bear. It was incumbent upon him to set a high standard
of business morality. The Western Retail Lumbermen's Associa-
tion as a whole, therefore, had an urgent duty to perform in up-
holding a high standard of business ethics among the trade in general.

Mr. Campbell was tendered a hearty vote of thanks. He took
a prominent part in the various discussions which arose during the
convention. He was followed by J. K. Ross, of Salvador, wbxrgave
an interesting talk on banking and banking systems.

The Position of the Retailer as a Trade Factor
On Thursday afternoon, E. M. Trowern, of Toronto, Dominion

secretary of the Retail Merchants' Association, addressed the con-
vention on association work, particularly on the phases of it which
are taken up by his association on behalf of the retailers of the
Dominion, to the end that they may bring into existence more favor-

Mr. J. A. Thompson of Winnipeg, re-
elected President of the Retail

Lumbermen's Mutual Fire
Insurance Company

if-

Ed. Tennant of Winnipeg who helped to
arrange Banquet and Smoker

A. N. Shaw of Elm Creek, Representative
for Manitoba on Board of Directors
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able conditions by legislation and other means, lie spoke of the
unfairness of the present criminal-code in its bearing upon the retail

dealer and other branches of trade. He deplored the fact that they
were not allowed to act in unison, and in an organized way to regu-
late prices and other phases of business, in order t hat business might
be carried on upon lines which would give all engaged in wholesale
and retail trade, and in manufacturing, an opportunity to make a
reasonable profit. He declared that the press of the country should
be and could be brought into line, provided dealers and manufac-
turers were organized as they should be, and he believed all that the
press of the country needed was to be educated to see the problems
of the business world from a business standpoint. He said that the
government sold stamps under an agreed price, that the lawyers of
the country combined to regulate their fees, but that the people in
business were not allowed to do so. He told of the attempts which
had been made to secure legislation to better conditions in this re-
spect and of the prospects for the future in this connection. He
asserted that it would be to the benefit of the association to affiliate
with the eastern retail associations. The address was an eloquent
and forceful one and was listened to with attention by the largest
gathering of the convention.

D. E. Sprague, of Winnipeg, said that there was no doubt the
Dominion Retail Merchants' Association had accomplished much. He
referred to the policy of some of the larger manufacturing companies
of the west in distributing lumber to the consumers of the prairies
through their own yards. An attempt would probably be made to
have the tariff revised to place greater restrictions on lumber coming
into Canada from the United States. The association should sec
that this was not carried out. He believed that the policy should
be to make the tariff less stringent rather than to make it more
stringent. When the matter was brought to the attention of the
government the influence of the western lumber dealer should be
used to see that tariff conditions were made favorable rather than un-
favorable to the bringing in of lumber. Mr. Sprague then asked if,

in case the Retail Lumbermen's Association affiliated with the Do-
minion Association, the former would get the benefits of the results
of the latter's work. Mr. Trowern answered in the affirmative,
whereupon Mr. Sprague moved that the directors of the association
be authorized to join the Dominion Association, if deemed advisable
after consultation with Mr. Trowern. The motion was carried. Mr.
Trowern met the directors the next day but the matter is still under
discussion.

Financial Statement

The financial statement was submitted as follows :

—

Receipts

:

Dec. 31, To cash in hand $2,120.68
" G. C. Ingram 'lOO.OO
" rent 100.00
" membership fees 680.00
" annual dues, 1910 61.25
" annual dues, 1911 5,057.50

Retail Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance
Company, Interest 240.00

Retail Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance
Company, proportion expenses 431.87

Retail Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance
Company, proportion salary 2,000.00

$10,791.30
Expenditures

:

Dec. 31, By travelling expenses $1,564.85
collection charges 17.25
postage and telegrams 249.60
printing and stationery 204.45

" directors' meetings 684.85
" theatre tickets 151.50
" rent 436.75
" general expense 6,489.09

balance, cash in bank ... .•. 992.96

$10,791.30
Assets

:

Retail Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company. $6,000.00
Cash in bank 992.96

$6,992.96
Insurance Company in Sound Position

The annual meeting of the Retail Lumbermen's Mutual Fire In-
surance Company was held on the afternoon of the first day of the
convention after the regular session. The meeting was presided over
by J. B. Sinclair, vice-president, in the absence of the president, J.
A. Thompson. Mr. Thompson's report was the first business taken
up. It dealt with the work of the year in a general way. The com-

pany had had the largest amount of losses in its history but would
be able to continue business at the same rate and witli an increased
surplus. The reserve was now large enough to meet any loss thai
might be sustained according to the basis upon whirl) all ordinary
risks were figured. It might he possible to reduce the rate but it

would be wiser to continue at the same rate and increase the re-
serve, thus keeping the strength of the company on a basis beyond
the possibility of a doubt. The reserve was all invested in first mort-
gages on land with principal and interest guaranteed, lie mentioned
the great benefits of the association, which had reduced the rates
fifty per cent, and subsequently still more until at present the Hal
rate was 48 cents per hundred. The report of the secretary was on
similar lines. Both reports were adopted. The officers were re-
elected as follows: J. A. Thompson, president; J. B. Sinclair, vice-
president; A. K. Godfrey, treasurer; A. M. Stewart, secretary; and
directors: G. 11. Wall, G. F. Robertson, F. McPherson, 11. E Mie-
licke, A. 15. Estlin, A. W. Jones.

Banquet and Smoker
On the evening of Thursday, the 15th, a banquet and smoker

was given in honor of the retailers by the manufacturers and whole-
salers of lumber and sash and doors and the dealers in building
paper. The banquet was held at the Royal Alexandra hotel and was
the largest and most representative gathering of people engaged in
various branches of the lumber business yet held in western Can-
ada. Something over three hundred enjoyed a fine repast. Theo-
dore Burrows, of Grandview, Manitoba, presided. The outstanding
characteristic in connection with the gathering was the indication
of the growing sentiment in all branches of the industry that the-
manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers should work together in

greater unison than at present to overcome the main obstacles in
the way of the prosperity of the trade. A number of speakers dwelt
upon this theme. Among the speakers were the chairman, D. O.
Anderson, E. Brooks, W. 15. Tomlinson, G. II. Wall, G. W. Murray,
J. L. Campbell, of Toronto, and E. \\ Trowern, of Toronto.

F. D. Tennant brought up the subject of a proposed independent
association in Canada, something on the lines of the order of Hoo-
Hoo. It seemed that the controversy which had arisen in the United
States in connection with the order made the future very doubtful
and he suggested the name of Canadian Concatenated Order of Hoo-
Hoo. A vote was taken and a large number voted in favor of start-
ing the independent organization. No votes of a contrary nature
were registered. Nothing more definite was done in this connection.

After the banquet a smoker was held. His Honor the Lieuten-
ant-Governor, D. C. Cameron, was present at the smoker. Arrange-
ments in connection with the banquet and smoker were made by
Frank H. Mitchell, of Tomlinson & Mitchell; Ed. Tennant, W. Stubbs.
George Hanbury, Sandy McDonald, R. F. Bingham and Mr. Clark]
of the Lester W. David Company.

Uncertain Trade Conditions in the West
Mr. J. L. Campbell, of Campbell & Johnson, Traders Bank Build-

ing, Toronto, visited Winnipeg recently to attend the annual meet-
ing of the Western Retail Lumbermen's Association. Upon his re-
turn to Toronto Mr. Campbell expressed himself to the "Canada Lum-
berman" in an interesting manner in regard to the business condi-
tions prevailing in the prairie provinces.

In some parts of the country, he said, conditions at present were
rather uncertain, on account of the car shortage. The movement
of grain has been very slow and in some localities practically none
of the grain has been shipped out. There is about 10,000,000 bushels
which is damp and will be destroyed unless it can be shipped out
before the heat gets into it. The outcome of the situation is doubt-
ful. If a favorable spring occurs, about sixty per cent, of the grain
may be saved, but if the spring is unfavorable it is thought that about
sixty per cent, of it will be lost. These conditions are having a
quieting effect upon business. Another evil influence is the sub-
division fiend who is getting in some pretty fine work.

Many localities are feeling the pinch at present on account of
the scarcity of money, caused by the farmers not having been able
to dispose of their grain. The banks, moreover, are acting in a con-
servative manner and are not inclined to extend credits, especially
if the applicant is hard up. The result is that the man who needs
the money most is unable to get it. The same trouble is reported
from all localities and seems to be accompanied by a movement of
money from the small places to assist in the development of the
larger ones.

Mr. Campbell believes that in all probability the lumber trade
in Alberta and Saskatchewan outside of the towns, will be
quiet during the first half of the year. So far as the farmers are
concerned the outlook is not over bright. In Manitoba the trade will
probably be larger than last year because .crops in that province were
better. The spring trade in Manitoba already gives better promise
than that of a year ago.
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British Columbia's New Forest Bill
Provincial Legislature Discusses it's Provisions-
Situation Out-lined by Hon. Richard McBride

The forest bill which was recently introduced in the British
Columbia Legislature by Hon. Wm. Ross, Minister of Lands, has
been made the subject of several long and interesting debates. After
the bill had been severely criticized by several members of the Op-
position Hon. Richard McBride delivered an interesting speech in

support of the measure, lie dwelt at some length with the difference
between the conditions existing to-day and those which had been in
existence in 1905, when the former bill was introduced. Under the
former system the principle of administering the forests by means
of licenses and leases was embodied in the bill, while the present
bill introduces the principle of disposing of the timber of the pro-
vince by means of auction sales. In 190o, he said, the province was
only beginning to recover from a period of stagnation which had
struck deep at the roots of many of the important industries of the
country. Revenue was then urgently needed for the re-establish-
ment of the provincial credit. During the past six years, however,
the financial condition of the province had improved greatly. Under
the provincial license system the province had retained the right to
increase both the rental and the royalty charges so that the interest
of the people in the timber increased as the value of the timber
grew. lion. Mr. McBride then dealt with the principle of granting
perpetual licenses, claiming that it had enabled the license holde.s
to secure loans from the banks. Under a limited period license the
banks had refused to look upon timber property as a sound basis for
a loan. In 1905, he claimed, it would have been folly to introduce
the system of disposing of timber by auction. Such a course would,
at that time, have resulted in a glut of the timber market and it

would have been impossible for the Department of Lands to oiganize
its staff quickly enough to handle the sales safely and profitably. 1 he
auction sale principle was a good one when small lots of timber were
to be disposed of, at intervals, after expert valuation. As these were
the conditions under which the government would be able to con-
duct future sales it now proposed to amalgamate the auction sale
idea with the special system of licenses.

Referring to the present condition of the lumber industry in the
province, Hon. Mr. McBride said that it was never on a sounder
footing than to-day. Comparing the situation with that in the Pacific
coast states it was seen that the mills across the Sound were cither
shut down or running half-time only, and payrolls were cut to the
minimum, while the operators were glad to sell their output at a
low margin, even at cost, and in many cases below cost, for immediate
money. On the Canadian side, most of the mills were continuously
at work, making excellent profits and distinctly prosperous, it being
expected that 1912 would prove the banner year in connection with
the industry in the province. New mills were being put up all the
time and heavy investments made in them and in the general stimu-
lation and extension of the industry.

Forest Fire Causes Important Legal Action

An interesting and important legal action was commenced in the
Supreme Court of British Columbia, at Nelson, B.C., on February
13th. The King Lumber Mills, Limited, located near Yahk, B.C.,
are the plaintiffs and their action is for damages estimated at $140,-
000, alleged to have been caused to their timber limits by fire orig-
inating from the C. P. R. trains passing through the district. On
the first day of the trial, three witnesses were examined, whose evi-
dence was to the effect that the fire started in a stump along the
railway right-of-way, and after burning slowly for a few days was
fanned by a stiff wind, until it became a large forest fire. The C.P.R.
are expected to claim in defence that the fire was started by ranchers,
making use of the right-of-way as a road.

Dr. J. H. King, of Cranbrook, president of the King Lumber
Mills, Limited, who was the first witness, stated that when travelling
on the Crows' Nest line, at night time, he had observed sparks flying
from C. P. R. locomotives. He admitted that ranchers between
Yahk and Curzon made a practice of travelling over the railway track.

An experienced bush man from Wisconsin, who was in the em-
ploy of the King Lumber Mills, stated that on the afternoon of July
4th, 1910, he was walking along the track after one of the company's
trains had passed and saw a fire about twenty-five feet from the
track. The fire was in a stump and he also noticed some of the
grass round about on fire. Later in the evening he returned and
noticed that the fire was spreading slowly. It was burning also at
9 o'clock, as he passed by and he saw no one attempt to put it out.
On the following day the fire had spread to an area of about 75 feet.
On July 6th or 7th a section crew had tried to put the fire out for
about three hours, but had not been successful, as the wind was
against them. On July 8th the C. P. R. fire warden and some men

managed to stop the fire from going east. On July 9th the wind be-
came very strong and the fire crossed the Moyie River. On July
10th the wind changed and drove the flames towards Curzon and
farther into the King limits. By July 13th, it had extended about
a mile south from the river.

The case is attracting much attention among timber owners in
British Columbia, as its outcome will be of much importance to
them all.

Prairie Pulpwood Dutiable on Entering- U. S.

The United States Government has learned of more Crown forest
lands in Canada upon which restrictions are placed as to the manu-
facture of their timber, thereby depriving the wood pulp and
print paper made from these woods of free entry into the United
States. The lands are located in the Provinces of Manitoba, Sas-
katchewan and Alberta, within twenty miles on either side of the
main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway in British Columbia, and
in a tract of 3,500,000 acres in the Peace River district in British
Columbia. Licenses on the lands provide that all timber cut from
them must be manufactured in Canada. The Treasury Department
has advised the collectors of customs, and the State Department ad-
vised the consular officials that this was a restriction which war-
ranted the imposition of the tariff duty on the wood pulp and print
paper made from these woods when entering the United States.

A Permanent Forestry Exhibit for B. C.

A permanent forestry exhibit has been arranged for by the di-
rectors of the Vancouver Exhibition Association. W. J. Brandwith
of the department of agriculture reported that he could arrange with
lumber mills and loggers to construct a forestry exhibit at compar-
atively small cost and the value of this exhibit could scarcely be
overestimated. It would demonstrate the timber resources of the
province and the methods of manufacture and from all points of
view would be a desirable acquisition for the exhibit could be ar-
ranged in most attractive shape. Mr. Brandwith was authorized
to proceed with the arrangements.

Personal News of Lumber Trade

Mr. Arthur H. Campbell, of the Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber
Company, Ltd., Montreal, has been on a visit to New York.

Mr. William Leak of Leak & Co., Toronto, has returned to
the city after spending a couple of the winter months at Bridge-
town, Barbados. ta

R. E. Edwards, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., general manager of the
Wolverine Cedar & Lumber Company, has returned from a trip to
the Southern States.

A. D. McRae, President of the Canadian Western Lumber Com-
pany, Fraser Mills, B. C, visited the Company's Toronto office dur-
ing the last week in February.

Hugh Davidson, of the Hastings Shingle & Lumber Company,
V ancouver, B. C, who has been spending several weeks recently in
Ottawa, visited Toronto during the last week in February.

Mr. A. J. Hoolahan, on the staff of the B. Grier Lumber Com-
pany, Ltd., Montreal, has been appointed assistant secretary of the
Montreal Builders' Exchange in succession to Mr. W. A. Stanley.

A. E. Clarke, of Edward Clarke & Sons, Toronto, has returned
from a two weeks' buying trip in Quebec and reports the hardwood
situation very strong. Soft-wood markets in Quebec are also strong
according to his report. Mr. R. L. Clarke, of the same firm, has been
on a buying trip m the United States and reports the trade situa-
tion there somewhat improved.

Mr. Ernest G. Odell has' opened an office as a wholesale dealerm lumber at 423 Coristine Building, Montreal. The offices will be
under the supervision of Mr. U. E. Germain, for several years with
the Tobin Manufacturing Company at Bromptonville. Mr. Odell
represents United States firms handling hardwoods, yellow pine,
&c, and will deal in all descriptions of Canadian and United States
lumber. In Quebec there is a business carried on under the same
name.

Newfoundland's timber wealth contributes largely to the vol-
ume of the colony's exports. The demand for native timber for local
requirements is also increasing with each year. Authorities state
that the lumbering mdustry together with that of the pulp and paper
industries are worth to the colony about $2,000,000 per annum be-
ing an increase of about $1,800,000 over that of ten years a<*o
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Bathurst Lumber Company's Expansion
Mill and Property of Nepisiguit Lumber Company Ac-
quired—Capital Increased from $100,000 to $1,000,000

Bathurst, N.B., Feb. 21.—Mill operations at Bathurst will be
conducted on an extensive scale during the coming season by the
Bathurst Lumber Company, Limited. This company have recently
purchased the complete plant and property of the Nepisiguit Lum-
ber Company which went into liquidation last year. The property
includes over 500 sq. miles of limits and a most up-to-date saw mill
at Bathurst with a capacity of 25,000,000 feet per season. The total
holdings of the company now amount to over 1000 square miles of
the best limits in the province. Their capital stock has been in-

Bathurst Lumber Co., Bathurst, N.B. View of Mill

creased from $100,000 to $1,000,000. The company will operate ex-
tensively in hardwoods, bringing logs in by rail over the new North-
ern & New Brunswick Seaboard Railway which taps a large portion
of their limits. Mr. Angus MacLean, the well known lumberman,
is General Manager of the Bathurst Lumber Co., with Mr. A. E.
Loosen as local manager.

JThe Bathurst Lumber Company commenced its operations in
1907 when it acquired the properties of the Sumner Lumber Com-
pany. The old mill was destroyed by fire on March 31st, 1908. Less

Nepisiguit Mill, Bathurst,, N. B. Acquired by Bathurst Lumber Co.

than ten months after the date of the fire the company had completed
the erection of a new mill on the old site. The new mill, a picture
of which is published herewith, is thoroughly modern in every re-
spect and is absolutely fireproof. It is built of reinforced concrete
and sheet metal and consists of the mill building, engine and boiler
rooms. The boilers are set in steel casings, lined with brick, and
are raised 7 feet above the floor by means of steel posts set upon
concrete foundations. The engine room contains a 100 h.p. Robb-
Armstrong engine and an electric generator which is used for light-
ing purposes only. The foundations of the mill are of concrete and

the first floor is supported by concrete pillars two feet square set
upon rock foundations. The equipment includes two 8-inch band
saws, one vertical resaw, two edgers and a number of smaller ma-
chines.

The mill is splendidly situated on the inner harbor and has
good facilities for shipping either by rail or water. The output
of the mill averages between 125,000 and 150,000 feet per day and
has amounted at times to 175,000 feet in a day.

The mill of the Nepisiguit Lumber Company which has been
added to the Bathurst Lumber Company's plant, is one of the most
modern sawmills in Canada. It commenced operations on September
1st, 1910. The mill is located where the Nepisiguit River joins the
waters of the harbor of Bathurst and possesses excellent shipping
facilities both by land and water. The Caraguet Railway which con-
nects with the main line of the Intercolonial Railway, has its term-
inus right at the mill property and the largest ships can come into
the harbor and load at the company's docks. The main mill build-
ing is constructed of wood frame covered with galvanized iron and is

64 x 192 feet. Its equipment includes a twin rotary 51 inch gang
weighing 45 tons, a rotary resaw, 8 ft. band resaw, band saw, auto-
matic trimmer, edgers, slab slicer and lath machine.

Halifax Shipments to United Kingdom
Shipments of lumber from Halifax, N.S., to the United King-

dom during 1911 are reported as follows:

Sup. Feet
John E. Moore & Co., Ltd 19,042,000
W. Malcolm Mackay »*9,619,'931
Colin C. Tyrer 6M%,22>7
Geo. McKean 8,000,000
I. H. Mathers & Sons 4,000,000
Primrose Brothers L600[000
R. E. Dickie '200,000
Frost & Smith 4,200,000

Total 53,110 218
I. H. Mathers & Sons, 58,000 cubic feet timber.

Square Timber Output For Ten Years
The quantity of square timber measured at Quebec during the

fiscal year ending March 31st, 1911, was 13,530 tons standard. This
is the smallest quantity ever yet recorded. The figures for the last
ten years were as follows: 1901-02, 62,452; 1902-03, 34,934; 1903-04
36,749; 1904-05, 24,250; 1905-06, 22,821; 1906-07, 17,219; 1907-08, 19.-

310; 1908-09,20,799; 1909-10, 18,498; 1910-11, 13,530.

The quantity of waney timber stringed during the fiscal year
was 14,723 tons standard. The quantities stringed during the last
ten years were as follows: 1901-02, 63,052; 1902-03, 42,616; 1903-04
63,463; 1904-05, 61,520; 1905-06, 23,348; 1906-07, 8,033; 1907-08, 31,-
864; 1908-09, 28,921; 1909-10, 20,019; 1910-11, 14,723.

Grading Rules for Barn
In the report of the annual meeting of the Canadian Lumber-

men's Association which appeared in the Canada Lumberman of
Feb. 15th an unfortunate typographical error occurred in connec-
tion with the grading rules submitted to the meeting, by Mr. W. J.
MacBeth, Toronto. The rules as drawn up by Mr. MacBeth were
printed in detail and in connection with the grading of white pine.
No. 1 barn was improperly described, the definition being in reality
the proper definition for No. 2 barn. The definitions of No. 1 barn
and No. 2 barn as submitted by Mr. MacBeth were as follows :

No. 1 barn shall be 4 in. and up wide, will admit of sound round
red knots of about in. diameter, and must have good edges, no
shake, bright sap.

No. 2 barn shall be 4 in. and up wide, will admit of sound red
knots \ l/2 in. in diameter, an occasional tight branch knot, must
have one good edge, will admit of some shake and stain.

No. 3 barn shall be 4 in. and up wide, will admit of sound red
knots \yA in. in diameter, and smaller black knots, also branch knots,
either red or black, if they are tight, considerable fine shake. 10
per cent, of the pieces may show stain on worst face.
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Sawmilling at Lake Jolly, Nova Scotia
Modern and Thoroughly Equipped Plant Operated by Messrs Clarke Brothers

and W. E. Miller Wide Variety of Finished Products Manufactured

Lake Jolly Mill and Yard— Looking South

LAKE Jolly, Digby County, N.S., is the location of an ex-

tremely interesting sawmilling plant owned by Messrs. Clarke

Bros., and W. E. Miller, of Bear River, N.S., men who are

widely known in the lumber business of the Maritime Prov-

inces and who have established for themselves an enviable record,

both as business men and employers. The accompanying panoramic

illustration gives a splendid idea of the plant and its surroundings.

On the extreme left of the illustration is to be seen the blacksmith's

shop, next to which is shown the shed for drying staves. At the

far end of the shed, the roof of the carpenter's shop is just shown.

The building in the left foreground is the dry kiln, behind which is

located the fire pump house. In the right foreground are shown the

mill and the boiler house. The boiler house stack which is 4 ft. in

diameter rises to a height of 90 feet. The small building in the

foreground on the right is the hose house. Behind the mill is shown
the waste conveyor and beyond that, a large quantity of logs in

the lake which the company keep on hand for manufacturing. The
illustration shows at a glance how compact and complete a plant

the company have at this point. The logs in the lake are only a

small portion of last winter's cut.

The power plant consists of three 14-ft. x 48-in. return tubular

boilers furnished with improved Dutch oven furnaces, each of which

has a grate area of 32 sq. ft. The boilers are tested to carry the

pressure of 100 lbs. of steam but only 80 lbs. is carried, being all

that is necessarv for the operation of the plant. The boilers are

fed by a Northey duplex pump, feeding through a closed exhaust

heater. A Penberthy injector is also connected up for feeding.

The engine room contains three engines, the principal one of

which is 18 in. x 24 in., and runs at 145 r.p.m. The second engine

is 10 in. x 24 in. running at 160 r.p.m. The latter engine drives the

stave machine and other small machinery. The third engine, 3 in.

x 8 in., drives the saw grinders, emery wheels and machine lathe.

The 10-in. x 20-in. engine exhausts through the dry kiln or direct

into the atmosphere as desired. Live steam can also be used through

the dry kiln if necessary. The sawmill is equipped with a spur

chain haul-up with live rollers in the bed, a kicker and a steam

jump-saw. The carriage is operated on friction feed which is con-

nected with steel rope.

The sawing equipment consists of 52-in. diameter saws which are

operated at 800 to 850 r.p.m. Four 18-in. saws make up the edger.

These are run at 1700 r.p.m. A pony gang carrying 18 saws 1 in.

apart, 3 ft. long and running at 380 with a 14-in. stroke completes

the lumber machinery, with the exception of slash and shim saws

and trimmer. The equipment of the mill also includes a horizontal

shingle machine for cutting shingles and heading from large slabs,

a lath machine, stave machine, 2 heading machines, 26-in. planer,

12-in. x 12-in. matcher and moulder, a self-feed rip saw table, apple

box machine, cherry box machine, buzz planer and a spoke lathe.

It will be seen from this description of the equipment that the

mill is excellently provided for turning out a wide variety of pro-

duct. It was built in the fall of 1899, Mr. Thos. Wright being fore-

man of construction and having occupied the position of millwright

since that time. The machine superintendent, Mr. Warren S. Wright,

a nephew of the former, assisted in the installation of the steam

plant and has been attending to its operation and doing the machine

work since the completion of the mill. The Messrs. Wright are

men of long practical experience and have been largely responsible

for the excellent working of the plant. With their assistance and

with such a well equipped mill, the owners have been able to con-

duct a very prosperous business. They have a reputation as being

among the finest men in the lumber business in Nova Scotia to work
for. As a result they have been able to establish, among their em-

ployees, a most commendable spirit in securing skilled labor and are

able to conduct their plant in an economically and general successful

manner.

Exports of Canadian forest products during the fiscal year end-

ing March 31st, 1911, were valued at $45,439,057. With the excep-

tion of the year ending March 31st, 1910, this was larger than the

amount exported in any one year previous. The exports for the

previous year were valued at $47,517,033. The imports of wood and

manufactures of wood during the fiscal year ending March 31st, 1911,

were valued as follows: free goods, $12,647,533; dutiable goods,

$4,589,839.

Sawmilling Plant at Lake Jolly, N. S., owned by Messrs Clarke Bro's. and W. E. Miller
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Scientific Management in Lumbering
Elimination of Waste and Perfection of Organization Essential to
Success in the Lumber Industry Importance of Keeping Records

By Prof. K. 0. Bryant*

Scientific management applied to manufacturing industries has
received much attention during the last few years and has met witli
signal success. The central idea in this movement has been the in-
crease in efficiency of the individual workman and of the shop by
collecting and reducing to a standard, facts concerning the best prac-
tice among the competent workers performing a given class of work

;

by the introduction of modern types of machinery operated at its'

highest efficiency; and by improvement of factory organization and
supervision.

Individual lumbermen have done much thinking along these lines
and have put some of the principles into practice. However, as a
whole, the industry has not profited greatly from work of this' char-
acter, for it is still a mooted question to what extent scientific man-
agement can be applied to the industry.

It is doubtful if there is any close analogy between the work-
shop, or factory with its specialized product, continuous operation
without reference to climatic conditions; and the camp in the forest
with its constantly changing crews, with climatic conditions which
may hinder, or prevent operation for a certain period, and where
every acre logged and every tree felled may present a new problem.

At the plant of the lumberman methods of manufacture can be
standardized to a degree at least; the labor is more stable and the
work may be under cover and thus adverse weather conditions over-
come. However, even in the mill the problem is not so simple as in
a factory. Each log presents a new problem to the sawyer who aims
at the best results, because the position, number and character of
defects are rarely the same in any two logs.

The methods of work outlined for manufacturing plants may not
prove adaptable to logging and lumber manufacture, but the general
principles underlying the schemes advocated bv experts on scientific
management contain many helpful suggestions to those who are in-
terested in developing their work to the point of maximum efficiency.

The management of every large lumber operation should have on
file in the office, detailed data regarding the title to the property, the
character, the amount, and condition of the timber; methods of log-
ging adapted to the region

; a scheme for fire protection, etc. Tim
can best be secured by the organization of a forest department in
charge of a man capable of supervising cruising, engineering and for-
estry work. If the size of your operation does not warrant the estab-
lishment of the work on a permanent basis, experts can always be
secured at a reasonable cost.

The high stumpage values of to-dav call for more careful cruis-
ing than has been the rule in the past. "The owner should know not
only the amount of each merchantable species on his land, its loca-
tion with reference to the topography and outlet; but also should
have accurate data about its quality. A knowledge of the latter fac-
tor becomes more valuable with each increase in the price of stump-
age.

Topographic maps are now considered an indispensable part of
every manager's equipment, by all who have been fortunate enough
to have used them. In a rolling or rough region they will save, in a
short period, many times their cost.

_
Topographic maps are often made at the time of the timber

cruise. They should show the location of all streams, roads, trails,
swamps, burned areas, agricultural land, and the elevation of all
points. On such maps are often shown in colors, the stand per acre
Of the different species. The exact location of all timber, the posi-
tion of light and heavy stands, burns, etc., can be seen at a glance.
Accompanying this map should be a report on each logging unit
giving all data that is necessary for an intelligent understanding of
the problems involved in logging the area. v

The entire system of logging roads can be laid out in the office
on such a map, and a logger may know several years in advance
where .his main roads can be located to best advantage; the milea°e
required and any spei i; 1 difficulties that must be overcome. Careful
planning of roads with rc Terence to logging the area as a whole effects
a saving in logging costs by reducing the amount of road building.

A ?r?:tical Demonstration
The value of a map of this character was demonstrated during

the spring of 1909. The senior class of the Yale Forest School made
a survey and prepared a topographic map of a tract of 30,000 acresm eastern Texas, in a region where railroad location was not easy,

' Reprinted from "American Forestry" -
•

because of the broken character of the country. The engineer of the
company about one year later was called upon to build an eight-mile
extension to the main line which was to pass over a portion of the
tract surveyed, and ov er which he had never travelled. He laid out
the road on the topographic map in the office before beginning field
work. After selecting the route which looked most feasible, he went
to the field and was able to locate on the ground' over five miles of
road on the route he had chosen in the office. The location of the
remainder of the line was not altered more than a few hundred feet
at any point. The work was accomplished in one-fourth of the time
required under the old method.

Maps and data of this character are also a great aid to the man-
agement because they preserve on paper a vast amount of valuable
information often carried in the heads of certain woodsmen of the
company. These men may leave your service, and the knowledge
they have gained at your expense is gone and can only be acquired
by the expenditure of more time and money.

A new foreman can be taught more about your property, in an
hour, from a topographic map than he could learn by traveling over
the ground for a week. Further, it enables you to discuss with him
the plans for logging; shows the area to be 'logged the next season;
the mileage of road to be built ; the character of "logging chance" he
Will have and many facts that he often otherwise has to determine
for himself when he arrives on the ground.

No lumberman should be satisfied with his operation until he has
proven to himself that he has a system as efficient as it is possible
to secure. Forest laborers, as a rule, do not migrate out of the gen-
eral forest region in which they receive their training, and conse-
quently have no opportunity to learn methods other than those com-
mon to that particular section. Although the methods in use are
usually those best adapted for the conditions existing there, it often
happens that woodsmen in oilier regions have developed methods
that are preferable for special conditions you may have to meet. The
collection and standardization of the methods of progressive loggers
in a given section would be most valuable to every operator.

The organization for the protection of the property against fire
is one of the least efficient parts of many lumber operations. Com-
panies conservative in business who carefully protect their manufac-
turing plant often neglect their stumpage, a product far more difficult
to replace than a mill on which insurance can be secured. Although
practically non-insurable, stumpage has been left to care for itself
until the last few years, and in some sections it still does not receive
ample protection.

Every large company should have some comprehensive scheme
of fire protection worked out for its tract, and an organization capable
of putting the policy into effect when it is required.

Care of Details

Improper supervision of felling and log-making crews often re-
sults m waste. Through the faulty selection of log lengths and care-
less marking off of the same, the daily loss often averages several
hundred feet log scale per crew. Breakage, due to careless felling and
other causes, may increase this amount. A daily waste of 500 feet
log scale per saw crew due to carelessness has been observed on yel-
low pine operations in the South.

The loss to the stumpage owner is greater than first appears, be-
cause it is not only the stumpage value that is sacrificed, but the sale
value of the product on the car. It requires but little more effort to
bring in a log 11 feet long than it does one 14 feet long; the cost of
skidding, loading, and transportation to the mill, are increased to
only a very limited extent, and on reaching the plant the added cost
of manufacture is nearly nil. Therefore you lose the value of this
product on the car, because it costs you practically no more to place
it on board ready for shipment than it does to leave it in the forest
to rot. Close supervision of the saw crews will remedy this matter
at a cost which will be a fraction of the loss you otherwise suffer.

There is a wide variation in the rations given to logging animals,
and it is certain that they are not always fed economically. The re-
quirements of animals for food are dependent on weight and the
amount of work being performed. Each animal requires a certain
amount of concentrated food from which it derives the major part
of its nourishment and a certain quantity of coarse food which o-i ves
bulk to the ration.

There are several essential elements in the concentrated foods
which arc required in fairly constant quantities for a given weight
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of animal, when performing a specific kind of work. Different feed
stuffs contain these elements in widely varying proportions, and the
test of a balanced ration is the ability of an animal to maintain an
even weight under the conditions in which it is working.

Every logger should adopt a standard ration for his animals
based on tests made under working conditions. The general re-

quirements of animals have been studied extensively both in this

country and abroad and data on the subject can be secured from the
United States Department of Agriculture.

Many business men spend much time on the preparation of
statements showing the cost of production. These are of value as
a guide for comparison of actual costs, but do not show whether the
average is greater than it should be.

A close study of the various parts of the operation and the pre-
paration of a statement from the data secured, offers a means of
comparison of actual and standard costs, and will point out the weak
points in the present system. It enables the management to pick
out the departments in which the expenditures are excessive, and
to make such changes as are necessary to remedy the faults.

Estimated costs exert a beneficial influence over foremen and
other subordinates, because when the actual outlay exceeds the esti-

mate made by them at the beginning of the season their reputation
is at stake. The incentive is present for them to attempt to keep
expenses down. Where there is no check of this character, it is easy
for the foreman to say that high costs are due to special difficulties

encountered, such as inclement weather, bad bottom, or similar
factors.

One of the largest operators in the northeast has given the sub-
ject of "efficiency" in woods operations much thought. His scheme
requires the collection of data regarding the property preliminary to
the beginning of operations; careful supervision and inspection" of all

parts of the woods work ; and a system of records in which detailed
account is kept of all work to be performed and all work actually
performed.

The plan has been developed from the management side because
the company has not yet satisfied itself that a piece work basis of

remuneration, with a bonus for superior work, is adapted to their

conditions.

The general scheme has been built up gradually and is the result
of years of thought and study. While it has met the needs of the
particular operation for which it was designed it may not be applic-
able in all of its details to other operations. It is adapted only to
large business concerns, because of the added inspection and clerical

force needed to carry out the plan.

Keeping Accurate Records

The system of records is of interest because of its completeness
and the success which has attended its use. These comprise three
separate sets of books known respectively as the budget, account-
ing and the statistic.

The budget contains a statement of the work to be accomplish-
ed during a given period, preferably for the coming season.

It covers all phases of woods work and is made up by foremen
and others in charge of field work. It contains a concise statement
of the exact character of the work to be performed under a given
foreman's direction; the dates on which, or the period in which it

is to be performed ; the number of men, animals, equipment and sup-
plies required; and the estimated cost in detail. From this budget
the management learns just what work each foreman considers es-

sential ; can determine when, where, and what supplies and equip-
ment are needed and the approximate expenses of logging for the
season. The company also has a standard with which the actual
costs can be compared, and if the estimated expense is exceeded, or
additional equipment or supplies called for, explanations are in or-

der. In fact, the budget reduces loose guess work to a system.
The second branch, called accounting, deals with the records

that pertain to the conduct of the scheme laid down in the budget.
The object is to collect reliable and prompt reports regarding the
operation in order that the management may have a statement show-
ing the exact status of work to date. This file does not leave the
office. Extracts from it may be sent out to subordinates to whom it

may concern.
The statistical feature of the records is concerned with the ac-

cumulation of the experience and data secured in carrying out the
operation. This is the basis of new schemes, or revision of old. It

is also an office record.

The manufacture of lumber is under the direct supervision of
the management and the details of organization have received more
careful attention than those in woods work. Certain forms of mill
work also lend themselves more readily to standardization. Among
these may be mentioned unloading logs at the pond, lumber piling
and loading, dry kiln work, etc. Work of this character is frequently
performed by contract, but even so it may not be done economically!
In numerous instances the'costs of manufacture could be reduced by
a careful study of conditions at the plant.

An example of this was observed in a large mill in the South
where, for that section, an unusually intelligent class of foremen
were in charge. The cost of operation was considered below the
average of mills in the region and the management was satisfied

with the results.

The plant consisted of two separate mills, yards, and planing
mills, but had only one system of sheds. The yards were each in

charge of a foreman, and the sheds were under the supervision of one
man. A certain amount of jealousy arose between the different fore-
men in an effort to keep down the cost in their department, and
each man was inclined to throw minor expenses on some other fore-
man.

To obviate this and to secure closer co-operation among the fore-

men engaged in handling lumber, a re-organization was made. One
yard foreman was assigned to other work and the two remaining men
were called to the office and a proposition made to them. The man-
agement calculated that the cost of operation in the two departments,
through co-operation could be reduced at least ten cents per M. feet.

They therefore proposed the following; they would guarantee to
each foreman the regular salary he had been receiving and in addi-
tion one-half of all the saving effected below the sum fixed as the
standard cost.

No provision was made by the management for compensating the
individual workmen, since the foremen had the authority to hire such
labor as they required and pay such wages as were necessary.

The proposed plan met with much favor, and after discussing the
situation the foreman decided that they could dispense with fifteen
men in the two departments, and accordingly had them transferred
to other work. The tasks of some men were increased with added
pay, in other cases a more systematic plan of operation took care of
the extra work without imposing undue burdens on any laborer.

The results secured by this arrangement were favorable from the
start, and the foremen not only kept the price £>{ the standard set,
but soon had reduced it five cents, and have in view new methods
which would still further cut down the cost. The consequence was
that the company was getting its work done cheaper than formerly
and the foremen were making higher wages than they could hope to
secure under the old system. A stronger personal interest in the
work on the part of the men concerned was manifest from the start.
This company has in mind the extension of the system to other work
around the plant and also to some of the work in the woods.

The Piece Work System
Another application of the piece work system to the lumber in-

dustry was observed in a cypress mill which was visited in 1907. The
system at this plant has been extended to cover railroad construc-
tion, deadening timber, felling and loading on the car, and shingle
and lath manufacture.

The method of payment for sawing lumber is unique. In order
to encourage the production of high grades of lumber a scheme was
devised for the payment of sawyers, edgermen and trimmermen on a
basis of quality as well as quantity. A scale of wages on a basis ofM feet manufactured was drawn up and in it a premium was placed
on the higher grades, with no payment for No. 2, or poorer lumber.

The company has a shingle mill in connection with the plant in
which the inferior logs and cants are utilized. In order to overcome
the tendency of the sawyers to cut the high grade lumber from the
outside of the larger logs and send the inferior center to the shingle
mill, a standing order is in force to cut any kind of lumber rather
than to send material to the shingle mill.

The tendency of the sawyers to escape cutting low grades is also
checked by paying the mill foreman on the basis of the mill cut,
without reference to quality. The foreman's desire for a maximum
output, coupled with the sawyer's desire for quality, keeps the work
at a high point of efficiency and yields satisfactory results from the
standpoint of the management.

The piece work basis of remuneration has been used for many
years by lumbermen, especially in the South. Its introduction was
due largely to the irresponsible character of the labor from which
satisfactory service could seldom be secured on a daily wage basis.
Although widely applied, this system has been considered chiefly
from the standpoint of the employer, and little thought has been
given to aiding the employee to become more efficient at his task,
or to offer him any incentive for increased effort.

Along with the development of the labor problem will come plans
for the better care and management of the forest, more intensive
methods of logging and manufacture, and the closer utilization of the
raw material of the forest and the finished product at the mill.

The economic forces that are driving industrial plants to adopt
more scientific methods of management, in their fight for existence,
will soon become vital to the lumber industry. The greatest measure
of success will come to those who have intrenched behind an organ-
ization which will enable them to place their product on the market
at the lowest possible cost in competition with their rivals.
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Lumber Trade of Quebec During 1911
Increased Consumption of Sawmill Product by Canadian Markets Square White
Pine Production a Negligible Quantity— Details of the Year's Shipments

J. Bell Forsyth & Company's circular upon the lumber trade of

Quebec during 1912 deals with the subject in part as follows:

Trade in Canada continues very good, and a large and increas-

ing proportion of the production of Canadian sawmills is consumed
in the Dominion. General trade on the United Kingdom, as shown
by record imports and exports for the past year, has attained unpre-
cedented figures, although the business of the country has been great-

ly hampered by strikes. Political agitation and unsettled labor condi-
tions make the business position one of anxiety and uncertainty,
though the settlement of the lockout in the Lancashire cotton trade
has to some extent relieved the immediate outlook. In the United
States, as usual in the Presidential election year, the uncertain poli-

tical position afreets general business adversely in spite of heavy
crops and increased trade.

White pine.—The supply of waney pine shows a larger produc-
tion of this wood than for some years past, resulting from the marked
and sustained advance in price having at last had its usual effect.

The manufacturer of present winter will result in a still larger quan-
tity coming forward next season. The wintering stock, though mod-
erate, is greatly in excess of the unprecedentedly light one of last

year. Fortunately the increased amount that will be available for

shipment will be of good average length and girth, and will come on
a bare market in the United Kingdom, with every prospect of a good
demand, especially -from the shipbuilding centres. Square white
pine is no longer made, except in negligable quantities.

Export.

1,069,428

747,353

Stock.

5,547 Square.
204,071 Waney.

3,472 Square.
64,981 Wanev.

Supply
1911 Square . . . 10,680

Waney . . .1,222,698

1910 Square .... 10,720

Waney . . . .541,440

Red pine.—There is no export demand for this wood. Probably
none will be made this winter and what is now in Quebec will go
into local consumption.

Supply. Export. Stock.
1911 27,720 3,841 31,332
1910 21,920 6,653 16,302

Oak.—Though the stock on hand exceeds last or the previous
season's export, to some considerable extent it consists of wood un-
suitable for export on account of size and quality, as the only de-
mand in the United Kingdom is for first class white oak 14 inches
and upwards deep. A moderate quantity of new oak is being made,
but there is considerable uncertainty as to when it will reach Quebec.

Supply. Export. Stock.
1911 133,280 317,498 358,475
1910 256,680 342,588 561,725

Elm.—Rock elm has become very scarce and costly. The sup-
ply seems unlikely to exceed that of recent years, and may even
fall short of some. A very considerable advance in price seems in-

evitable.

Supply. Export. Stock.
1911 246,680 288,743 34,873
1910 246,920 259,233 78,581

Ash.—This wood, once so largely shipped, has now practically
gone out of production, and is no longer required for export. The
figures given show that the export business in this wood from Que-
bec is virtually at an end.

Supply. Export. Stock.
1911 620 396 990
1910 1,400 1,232 683

Birch.—There has been a marked increase over the previous year
on the quantity shipped from Quebec. Considerable shipments are
made from Montreal, but as no separate records are available of such
shipments, it is impossible to give same. Prospects in the United
Kingdom for this wood are encouraging, stock being low and de-
mand good.

Supply. Export. Stock.
1911 169,690 169,586
1910 129,191 129,332

Spruce deals.—As it is impossible to obtain full particulars of
shipments from St. Lawrence ports, and as there is a similar diffi-

culty in connection with exports and stocks, it is found advisable
not to give such partial returns as arc available. Such mill owners as

place their production with shippers on this side are reported to
have generally sold next season's output at prevoius prices, which
in view of certainly higher freights, means a substantial c.i.f. advance
for importers on the other side, where these goods appear to find
an increasingly difficult competitor from the Baltic, or Riga whites.

Pine deals.—The business of the port in these is a thing of the
past. The shipments from Montreal tend to decrease, and sidings
and boards have to some considerable extent taken their place.

Sawn lumber.—Good pine and high grade pine lumber now stand
at record figures, and the demand from the United States continues
good. There is not much change in lower grades. The export of
sawn pine lumber is diminishing.

Freights.—Remained at about last year's level till the early fall,

when a marked improvement took place. For timber from Quebec
early rates were 52s. 6d. Manchester with 55s. for Greenock and
60s. for Tyne, but later in season 67s. 6d. was paid for Greenock and
60s. for Liverpool. For deals from Montreal 30s. was general liner
rate for Liverpool and Glasgow with 35s. for London on agreements
made before the advance in ocean freights.

The following comparative statement shows the number and
tonnage of sailing vessels cleared at the port of Quebec, for sea
(lumber laden), 1896 to 1911, from opening to the close of navigation.

The Port of Quebec includes the Saguenay and Lower St.
Lawrence.

1896— 145 Vessels, 113,755 tons 1904—46 Vessels, 19,126 tons
1897—147 " 90,381 " 1905—46 " 9,258

"

1898—121 70,588 " 1906—52 " 19,064
"

1899— 80 " 50,242 " 1907—36 " 9,568
"

1900— 99 " 43,036 " 1908—29 " 11902 "

1901— 69 " 37,171 " 1909—25 " 8,307
"

1902— 93 " 33,534 " 1910—22 " 7,726 "

1903— 53 " 25,141 " 1911—23 " 3,350
"

Lumber and Timber Exports

The following summary shows the export of timber, deals and
lumber from the St. Lawrence during the season of 1911.

East of Total
SHIPPERS Montreal Montreal Ft. Bd. Meas.

W. & J. Sharpies

10,222,362

36,682,575 46,904,901
Dobell, Beckett & Company, Limited . . . 4,958,723 20,415,864 25,374,587
J. Burstall & Company 9,334,797 8,457,516 17,792,313
The Harper Wade Export Company 4,539,780 4,539,780
Price Bros. & Company Limited 33,130,000 33,130,000
H. R. Goodday & Company 17,171,925 17,171,925
Harold Kennedy 11,400,000 11,400,000
Watson & Todd

30,663,44

30,663,444
Robert Cox & Company 13,296,102 13,296,102
E. M. Nicholson 9,134,954 9,134,954
E. H. Lemay 7,208,343 7,208,343
Cox, Long & Company 2,431,104 2,431,104
Railways, Steamships and Sundry shippers 16,251,439 16,251,439

Increase 1911

Total Decrease 1911

103,501,232 131,797,660 235,298,892
117,881,593 151,767,552 269,649,145

14,380,361 19,969,892 35,735,947

1,385,694

34,350,253

Vessels Cleared with Lumber from Quebec

Total steamers cleared in 1907, 170; 578,604 tons, for part and
entire cargoes.

Total steamers cleared in 1908, 165 ; 595,878 tons, for part and
entire cargoes.

Total steamers cleared in 1909, 151; 519,242 tons, for part and
entire cargoes.

Total steamers cleared in 1910, 130; 610,172 tons, for part and
entire cargoes.

Total steamers cleared in 1911, 165; 726,233 tons, for part and
entire cargoes.

The following statement shows the number of cars of deals,
timber, pulp wood, etc., carried by the Quebec and Lake St. John
Railway—for the year ending 31st October, 1911: Deals and 'lum-
ber, 4,626 cars; cordwood, 1,671 cars; square timber, 150 cars; ties,

125 cars; pulp, 1,728 cars; pulpwood, 875 cars.
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National Wholesalers Preparing" a Good Programme
Arrangements are rapidly approaching completion for the an-

nual meeting of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Associa-

tion, which is to be held in Louisville, Ky., on March 6th and 7th.

An unusually large attendance is expected and special cars are be-

ing arranged for, by members in several of the eastern states. Large
delegations are expected from manufacturing, wholesale and re-

tail associations. The Louisville hardwood club, who will be the

hosts of the convention, are leaving nothing undone which will con-

tribute to the comfort and entertainment of the delegates. The an-

nual banquet will be held on the evening of March 6th and will be

attended, not only by the members but by their lady friends. Sev-

eral attractive side trips are being arranged. On Thursday even-

ing the men will be entertained at a smoker, and a reception will be

held for the ladies.

Turning Slabs Into Pulp
North Bangor, N. Y.

Editor Canada Lumberman:
I have read your timely hint relative to making use of slab-

wood, and other mill refuse, published in a recent number of the

Canada Lumberman, and wish to make a few remarks thereon.

There are quite a number of pulp mills in this country using slabs

in the manufacture of pulp. The State of Pennsylvania leads with

65,061 cords. Next followed by Maine and West Virginia. The
13,000 cords of beech credited to Pennsylvania came to the mills in

the form of peeled slabwood.
The following are a few of the American firms using mill refuse

in the manufacture of chemical pulp; Kathadin Pulp & Lumber Co.,

Ltd., Lincoln, New Hampshire; George Henry & Son. Lincoln, New-

Hampshire; Carthage Tissue Paper Mills, Carthage, X.Y. ; Parsons

Pulp & Lumber Company, Parsons, W. Virginia. The Parsons Com-
pany manufacture their entire daily product of sixty tons of chemical

fibre, exclusively from peeled spruce and hemlock slabs.

In regard to the large mills of Ontario, where large quantities

of slabs are consumed in the business, a few questions would come
up relative to marketing the slabs, namely:

(a) The cost of transportation to the nearest consuming market.

(b) A means of rapidly and cheaply peeling wood at the point of

shipment.
(c) A price per cord at the point of delivery that will insure

a margin of profit.

Eirst of all, slabwood should be shipped by rail, peeled. in

West Virginia spruce and hemlock are mostly peeled at the stump,

This could not be done conveniently in the pine forests of Ontario.

Mill refuse, consumed in the burner, would furnish material for

all the chemical fibre made in Canada, and a great many thousand

cords left over.

This all points to a conservation of the forests, The more mill

refuse used the less circular wood used, and consequently, less

cutting of the forests. Yours truly,

GEORGE B. OBERTON.

Opposed to Free Import of Pulp and Paper
At a recent meeting of the Home Market Club of Boston a reso-

lution was passed unanimously, against the free importation of wood
pulp and print paper from Canada and the possible extension of the

privilege of free import of wood pulp and print paper from other

exporting countries. The resolution was as follows :

—

"Whereas, wood pulp and print paper have been placed on the

free list so far as Canada is concerned, notwithstanding that the ex-

pected concessions on the part of Canada have been denied us, and

whereas demands are now being made under the favored nation

clause by all paper exporting countries for the same tariff privileges

which have been extended to Canada

;

"Be it resolved, that we protest against this unjust treatment

of United States paper manufacturers and respectfully petition Con-

gress to repeal this legislation."

Secretary Marvin, after the adoption of the resolution pointed

out that in 1906 and 1907 the paper producing countries of Europe,

held by Norway, Germany, the Netherlands, Austria and Great Brit-

ain, had a surplus fo export amounting to $337,127,000, or nearly

twice as large as the entire paper and wood pulp production of the

United States.

Pulp Prices Increasing
The beneficial effects of the Gouin law prohibiting the exporta-

tion of pulpwood cut on Crown Lands are beginning to manifest

themselves. United States buyers of pulp wood are now paying
from $7.50 to $8 a cord for peeled wood. These prices are fully one
dollar in advance of those prevailing a year ago. Last year about

900,000 cords of pulp wood were exported from this province. This
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year it is estimated that not more than 600,000 cords will be exported.

Eventually the supply of pulp wood will become so scarce that

United States pulp and paper mills will be forced to locate in Quebec

province. Last year nineteen pulp and paper companies with a total

capitalization of $41,700,000 were in operation in Quebec Province.

The annual report of the Minister of Crown Lands for Quebec

shows a surplus of nearly $1,000,000 for the last fiscal year. The

increase in revenue from the stumpage dues alone over the pre-

ceding year amounted to $85,000, and the department gives promise

of showing an annual revenue of about $1,500,000. Quebec to-day

owns 6,468,368 acres of land surveyed and divided into lots. The

new forestry school, which was established by the Government and

affiliated with Laval University, has forty students.

A New Simonds Catalogue

The 1912 issue of Simonds Saw Catalogue has been issued from

the Montreal office of Simonds Canada Saw Company, Limited.

This is a 174 page book printed on high grade paper and illus-

trated throughout with excellent half-tone engravings. The full line

of Simonds circular, band, cross-cut, and hand saws is listed, and

several pages are devoted to Simonds woodworking machine knives.

Among the new pages which appear in this catalogue and not

in former issues, are those devoted to pit and whip saws, high speed

steel planer knives, cane knives, docking saws, also a page show-

ing a Simonds crescent ground cross-cut saw fitted with

the double horn handle. To catalogue thus early this new handle

is an indication of the way the printed matter of the Simonds Can-

ada Saw Company is kept up-to-date according to the requirements

of the supply dealers and of the lumber trade.

This catalogue is sent to all hardware dealers who may request

a copy. A special issue has been prepared for the use of filers and
millmen who want a convenient pocket size catalogue for ready re-

ference. Readers of the Canada Lumberman who are interested

should write Simonds Canada . Saw Company, Limited, Montreal,

asking for a copy of their 1912 catalogue.

Lower Freight on Transcontinental Lumber Shipments
W ithin six weeks the transcontinental railroads of the United

States will issue a new lumber tariff which will establish through
rates on lumber and shingles from Puget Sound points to Montreal
and other points in that territory. Through rates have been in effect

to New York and Boston for some time, but a combination of rates

has been arranged to be used on shipments in the eastern portion of

Canada. The effect of the new tariff will be to cut the rate on forest

products to that territory about two cents per hundred pounds. The
rate will be 85 and 75 cents respectively, for lumber and shingles.

Considerable lumber and shingles have of late been moving into the

section affected, so much in fact, that G. C. Fairbanks, traffic man-
ager of the Pacific Coast Shippers' Association, incorporated the new
rates in the association's rate book now in course of preparation.

A Trying Winter in Bruce Peninsula

J. E. Murphy & Co., Tobermory, Ont., manufacturers of lum-
ber, shingles, lath, etc., report that the present winter has been a

most trying one for operators. In their opinion the output on the
Bruce Peninsula will be about 40 per cent, less than that of last

year and the cost of production will be from $2 to $3 per thousand
greater. They report that it has been impossible to get a road to

carry a load of logs properly. On account of the continued snow
falls and the excessive frost both men and horses have suffered se-

verely.

Government Sells Petawawa Limits
Negotiations begun with Hon. Frank Cochrane by the lessees

of timber limits on the Petawawa River are reported to have been
renewed with Hon. W. H. Hearst, Minister of Lands, Forests and
Mines for Ontario. There is some white pine on the limits and the
lease-holders, it is stated, would sell out for $300,000. This has been
regarded by the government as a high price for 600 miles of country
already cut over. If there is a reduction in price negotiations may
result in a purchase.

A Large Order for Mackinaw
A representative of the Canada Lumberman recently visited the

office of Hewson's Limited, Amherst, N. S., and during his visit,

the President, Mr. H. L. Hewson, received an order by telegraph
from a dealer for 12,000 yards of pure wool heavy weight" Mackinaw.
Although Hewson's - Limited are recognized from the Atlantic to
the Pacific as, makers of fine tweeds and worsteds for the high class
tailoring trade, they have a branch devoted entirely to the needs
of the rapidly developing lumbering and north country trade.
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Hardwood Manufacturers' Meeting
Largely Attended Convention Held at Cincinnati
Statistics of Hardwood Stocks, etc., to be Gathered

The ioth annual convention of the Hardwood Manufa. turers
Association of the United States which was held at Cincinnati, Ohio,
recently proved to be one of the most successful and important in
the history of the association. The attendance was close to 700
and was representative of every branch of the industry. One of the
most important features of the meeting was the decision to assess
the members of the association lc. per thousand feet of their product
as a contribution to the advertising fund of the National Lumber
Manufacturers Association. Mr. W. E. Delany, Cincinnati, Ohio,
was elected president. The secretary, Mr. Lewis Doster was unani-
mously re-elected.

Another interesting feature of the convention was the confer-
ence of oak producers. This was largely attended. One of the
principal reasons for calling this conference was the lack of infor-
mation among oak producers, as to the supply of oak in various
parts of the country. It is practically unknown to the individual
oak manufacturer whether there is really a surplus in any grade
or thickness of either quartered or plain oak, or whether a posi-
tive scarcity exists, relative to the probable demand. After a dis-
cussion of this situation it was decided to make an immediate effort
to collect statistics of the supply of oak on hand and of the quan-
tities likely to be produced during the present year. A committee
was appointed to draw up a plan for securing this information. The
committee reported that in their belief the oak and chestnut manu-
facturers should attempt a closer co-operation. They suggested that
information should be obtained, as to the exact conditions existing,
in regard to oak and chestnut, as to the amount of feet in stock of
various thicknesses and grades, if plain and quartered oak and chest-
nut, both dry and green ; also the number of orders booked, and the
estimated amount to be cut, during 1912. The committee also sug-
gested that information should be secured regarding prices, and that
the work of compiling all this information should be undertaken
by the secretary of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers Asso-
ciation.

The meeting decided to carry out the suggestion of the com-
mittee. The information will be compiled without the use of the
names of the individuals or firms supplying it and will be trans-
mitted to all manufacturers and dealers who assist in the effort to
secure it. It is expected that this conference and discussion will
result in a series of further conferences of a similar nature.

In spite of the lack of information regarding the market situ-
ation, it was the general opinion of those present that an exagger-
ated idea existed of the stock on hand and of the amount to be
produced during the next 3 months, especially in the upper grades
of quartered stock.

The Outlook for a Single Set of the Grading Rules
The president of the Hardwood Manufacturers Association, Mr.

W. B. Townsend, in his annual address drew particular attention
to the work of the bureau of grades, referring particularly to the
effort which had been made in the direction of establishing one set
of grading rules or a single standard of inspection for the whole of
the United States. A conference at Chicago, and another at Louis-
ville, Ky., had been held in this connection, but unfortunately had
been unable to accomplish the purpose in view. He believed how-
ever, that before long, a single standard would be adopted, pro-
vided the manufacturers of hardwood co-operated in a sincere en-
deavor with that object in view.

The production of the mills represented in the association had
been increasing steadily and was now very close to the billion mark,
of hardwood alone. Many of the members manufacture large quan-
tities of hemlock, pine and spruce also which of course is not in-
cluded in this estimate.

Referring to business conditions, during the past year the presi-
dent congratulated the members upon having been able to secure
fair returns. Although prices had not been satisfactory in many
cases, when compared with the cost of production, as a whole, busi-
ness when properly managed had yielded moderate profits. There
had been few failures and collections had been satisfactory on the
whole. Particular attention was drawn to the broken condition of
stocks. Inventories completed during the month of January, showed
that there was much less stock at the mills than a year ago. There
was an especial scarcity of plain oak timbers. This was one of the
causes of the increasing cost of production and it was important
therefore to give close attention to the low price and lack of profit
at which it had been marketed. In the opinion of the president,
this situation, perhaps, more than any other should' be considered
seriously by the producers.

The secretary in his annual report gave interesting statistics of

the production and stock on hand of the members of the association.
The estimated normal capacity for carrying stock was 475,260,000
feet and the estimated stock on hand was 225,100,000 feet; there
being a deficit therefore of 250,160,000 feet. A preliminary report
of the stocks on hand at the point of production showed a very large
percentage of shortage.

Dealing with the matter of inspection, the secretary stated that
during the year 1910 the members of the association had shipped
659,022,000 feet, of which only 6,324,127 was made the subject of
complaints, amounting to 9/10 of 1 per cent, of the total shipped.
In 1911 the total shipments had been made 630,212,000 feet, of which
only 6,215,908 had been made the subject of complaint.

The secretary reported that the system of instruction at mills
and the more complete study of the mills was reducing each year
the misunderstandings which formerly were so prevalent, and allow-
ing a more satisfactory relationship between the shipper and cus-
tomer.

The value of hardwood lumber, as a whole, during the past
year has receded, even in the face of the lighter output and the in-
creasing cost of production. Standing timber had advanced in price,
labor and all commodities in the nature of supplies for the sawmill
had risen in price.

Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Cut
The following statement of the cut and shipments by the same

56 firms in January, 1912, compared with January, 1911, is compiled
from the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Associa-
tion records

:

Cut, M. Feet Shipped, M. Feet
1912. 1911. 1912. 1911.

Hemlock 17,147 12,720 22,234 21 592
Ash 370 211 531 426
Basswood 2,516 3,019 2,677 2 251
Blrch 4,361 4,709 3,795 4,595

Sf
m

, 1,425 1,019 1,421 1,213
Maple 2,655 2,804 1,864 2,180
°ak 229 143 181 242
M,xed 3,110 3,491 3,264 1,462

All hardwoods 14,666 15,396 13,733 12,369

Total 31,813 28,116. 35,967 33,961
Increase in hemlock cut, thirty-five per cent.
Increase in hemlock shipments, three per cent.
Decrease in hardwood cut, five per cent.
Increase in hardwood shipments, eleven per cent.
Increase in total cut, thirteen per cent.
Increase in total shipments, six per cent.

F. B. McCurdy Addresses A. P. and P. A.
At the annual banquet of the American Paper and Pulp Asso-

ciation on February 15 at New York, one of the speakers was F. B.
McCurdy, M.P. for Queen's-Shelburne. Mr. McCurdy alluded to the
fact that the supply of wood was the serious problem confronting
paper and pulp manufactures in the United States, that thirty per
cent, of the pulp wood consumed there came from Canada. He said
that Canadians were desirous that all raw materials, including pulp
wood, should be manufactured in this country. That was what the
National Policy established in 1870 aimed at and the result of the
elections last September, stripped of all side issues, was a pro-
nouncement against changing the protective policy under which the
Dominion had achieved remarkable prosperity. Canadians had be-
come much interested in the conservation of their supply of wood,
and already United States pulp and paper manufacturers had pur-
chased large pulp wood areas in Canada. He bespoke the co-opera-
tion of Americans with the Canadian authorities in the protection
of the wood supply. American paper and pulp manufacturers had
already established substantial manufacturing enterprises at the Can-
adian Soo, Three Rivers and La Tuque. Under conditions as they
exist, said Mr. McCurdy, I look forward with confidence to seeing
the government policy for the conservation of wood lands and manu-
facturing by Americans in Canada continue with increasing volume

Railways Must Maintain Efficient Fire Patrols
Reports from Ottawa state that the Dominion Board of Railway

Commissioners have decided to adopt regulations calling upon the
railway companies operating in the railway belt in B. C, to main-
tain efficient fire patrols after all trains in forested districts, during
the dry season, so as to reduce the number of fires resulting from
sparks issuing from locomotives. The intention is to issue the order
before the month of May so that it will be effective during the
coming summer.
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Progress at British Columbia Lumber Company's Plant

Eighty men are at work at Lulu Island, B.C., where the British-

Canadian Lumber Company is building" a large mill designed to turn
out. when completed, 25,000 feet of lumber an hour. Work was
started on September 1 last year, and will probably be complete
some time in August or September of this year. Already some
3,000 piles have been driven, and the mill building is rapidly nearing
completion. Besides the sawmill, measuring 72 by 378 feet, shingle

and planing mills and a box factory will be erected. The main mill

building itself will have two storeys over all, and a third measuring
60 by 72 feet, where the tiling machinery will be located. All saws
and mill machinery will be on the second floor, while the motive
machinery will be on the ground tloor. This building, with the bulk

of the other buildings, stands over the water. In addition to the

buildings already described, a deep-water dock 800 feet long will

be constructed, so that the mill will be able to enter the overseas

trade. The B.C.E.R. will supply shipping facilities by land. Alto-

gether, about $500,000 will have been invested in the building and

plant before it is completed.

Lumber Cut of the Duluth District

A prominent Duluth lumberman estimates that the cut of the

Duluth district for the year 1912 will be not less than ooO.OOO.OOO

feet and that 20O,U(JU,UO0 feet already lias been sold. 1 lie tigures are

based on a large number of inquiries made of the principal producers

of lumber in tlie district since Jan. 15. The production which is es-

timated for the district is a few million leet less than the average

for past years, but the estimate of stock already sold is unusually

large for the hrst month of the year. The low grade lumber uf the

district, No. 4 and 5 stock, is readily being picked up by the box
manufacturers of the country, and a great many ot the lumber pro-

ducers have sold their season's cuts of these grades. 1 he demand
for No. 3 and better is very fair for the time ot year, and the pros-

pects now are that at least 75 per cent, of the present estimated cut

tor the district will have been sold by the opening of navigation. It

the conditions continue to improve, and many of the lumbermen
are now convinced that they will, the production of the district may
be materially increased before the season is ended. In the old days

when lumbermen depended entirely upon rivers to deliver them their

season's cut of logs it was not possible to increase production even

if they had the mill capacity, unless they happened to have a sur-

plus over the original quantity provided for. But in these days of

logging railroads it is possible to put crews at work in summer and

increase the log supply at any time.

Are Lumbermen Strangling- their own Business
By Julius SeidH

For many years past I have been impressed with the changes

occurring in our business affecting the uses of lumber. These changes

have been slowly but surely taking hold of the public mind until

now they are a serious menace to our best interests and unless we
hasten to check the injury already done it is apt to undermine our

trade and have direful results on the entire industry from stump to

finish.

I am referring to the uses of substitutes for lumber, substitutes

for shingles, substitutes for lath, substitutes for ceiling stuff, for

siding, tanks and troughs, mining work and bridges, not to speak

of furniture, packing boxes, cooperage, ties, poles, etc.

We dealers are more directly interested in the substitutes that

affect the uses of lumber for structural or building work and to these

I will turn your attention. The strange part of the proceedings is

the fact that, we dealers have been the too willing promoters of sub-

stitutes for lumber without considering the recoil to our best inter-

ests, which must come if we continue in the channels that we have

been pursuing.
In the selling of these substitutes I believe we have deceived

ourselves and have been led on to give their sale our best efforts and

attention because the profit derived therefrom seemed alluring.

We charge our lumber account with every expense of doing

business, such as hauling, handling, office expense and hire; and in

handling side lines figure the profit derived from the sale of roofing-

paper, iron ceiling and roofing, tin and newfad shingles, plaster and

paper boards as strictly "velvet." Indeed, we chuckle when
we make a sale of these substitutes and call the margin over

cost a "'clear" profit. It is this phase of it I believe that has been

the bait to push their sale. Neither the manufacturers or the retailers

of lumber have been defenders of the uses for lumber.

We hear the public say "lumber is high," and give scant notice

to or fail to rise to defend such an erroneous impression and squelch

it on the spot. I have taken occasion to talk to some few people

* Address delivered before Southwestern Lumbermen's Association.
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who told me this, with the result that I found they had read about

about wanting woods such as walnut, cherry, poplar and white pine.

The first of these woods we know have been obsolete for commercial
uses for many years and the latter, white pine, is rapidly becoming
so for building work. When told that we have substitutes such as

yellow pine, fir, redwood and cypress at prices equal to or even lower

than the old standards for wood construction formerly sold for, they

look aghast and say, "'Is it possible?" Stating why, I read in this

magazine or that paper that the lumber supply was being exhausted.

They then lead oh to tell you, however, about having a few fine trees

of walnut, cherry or oak on their farm, which they would like a

market for, and would be willing to part with at twenty-five dollars

per tree. 1 am afraid that the thought of a diminishing lumber sup-

ply has been encouraged instead ot being refuted. \ es, it is true

acres of timber has been felled and the land cleared for the plow-
share, but other districts stand ready to supply lumber in exchange
for farm products which they don't produce. Believe me, that rais-

ing $1 per bushel wheat, beats raising or cutting up timber land
and selling it to the public.

It is unfortunate that so little attention is given to educating the

users of lumber as to the best wood adapted for the respective kinds

of work. A shoe dealer would not sell a laborer a patent leather

light soled shoe for work in the swamps, or a heavy built boot to

use on a dance Moor. God in his wisdom gave us the forests to use
wisely and judiciously. When, therefore, you sell a quick decaying
wood for exposed work you are helping to mould public opinion and
make the buyer believe that lumber is no good for a durable job
and further lead him in the straight road to try something else but
lumber. We know that proper lumber of a proper grade will with-
stand the ravages of time as will nothing else at an equal or higher
price. We point with admiration and reveration to old homesteads
of wood that have stood for fifty or seventy-five years, yes, a hun-
dred years, and are still inhabited. Have you heard of a modern
metal sheathing that will stand ten years without paint every six

months, or a plaster or composition board that can beat a %-inch
ceiling for wear, a cement tloor in a basement that will not be cracked,
concave or convex in ten years? A floor on cedar or white oak
sleepers with proper ventilation will last twenty-five years. A shingle
roof will last thirty-five years in the country or sixteen to twenty
years in the city. Show me a composition that will hold up one-half
as long. Put up your galvanized bucket against the old oaken or
cedar bucket. We dote on antique furniture; it was built to wear
and we cherish it. How long will steel cases last after they get
dented and the lacquer off? Would our descendants cherish it? Yes,
and this metal furniture is finished to imitate wood. How compli-
mentary. I might continue indefinitely, but the foregoing is illus-

trative for my purpose.

Advertising a wood so as to compel a dealer to keep a duplicate
stock of woods for a like purpose does not create a demand. It

simply creates a displacing of one kind of wood for another. We
must unite. That is, manufacturers, be they of yellow pine or white
pine, cypress or hardwoods, fir or spruce, oak or maple, in an effort

and with the yards must place before the public and architects the
fact that timber is still to be had in ample quantities for all demands;
that there is a reasonable priced lumber for any purpose. How to
attain this end can be best developed by the thought of lumbermen
the lumbermen themselves. In the way of a suggestion I would say
that for a long time I have spoken of woods products shows or ex-
position to be projected and put on in big centres to educate the
public mind to the use of wood. Its economy, its durability when
the proper kind is used for the proper places. Show that proper con-
struction can make wood buildings safe or nearly so from conflagra-
tions. There is no doubt that more fires are created by lax building-
laws than from the reason of wood products being used. These
shows could clearly demonstrate what it wood take good literature
years to impress, but do not understand me to mean that good, con-
vincing, truthful literature and paper exploitation is not effective
or needed, but it should be supplementary to the more forceful
methods of practical work. The recent fire of the Equitable build-
ing in New York has demonstrated forcibly that as long as we need
combustible things in them, such as paper, cloth, carpets, leather,
oils, curtains, books, etc., even though all the furniture was built of
steel, the possibility of fire exists just the same, and expansion of
heat may mean entire ruin of a building.

If a campaign as outlined should meet with favor it should be
worked upon the broadest of lines. There must be a more get-together
spirit between manufacturer and retailer to accomplish the purpose.
The best interests of the manufacturer are served through the retailer
who dispenses the product to the community. The sterling worth of
an article is always backed up by the good name of the firm or indi-
vidual in his community who sells it.

I believe the matter worthy of thought and nothing would please
me better than to have our association take the initiative to agitate
the matter.
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One Million Feet of 7 , 9 and 10 Wide Pine at $21.50 per T
One Million Feet of Pine Shorts .... at $17.00 per T
Cost of joining shorts by Linderman method into any size one piece ends, sides, tops, or bottoms, per thousand be

One Million Feet of Shorts, Joined by Linderman Method, al

Annual Ca

Linderman Automati
from Two to Three Mil

This saving, and the fact that it is annually, was one
—and in truth—the leading- inducement, for one of the

large Canadian Box Factories to order a 12-foot Linder-
man Automatic Dovetailer.

The saving does not stop at the above figures. When
you look at your immense edging waste have you ever
wondered how it can be reduced ? The Linderman
method can help you.

When you figure that 1000 board feet yields you only

750 feet of matched shooks, have you asked yourself,

can it be bettered ? It can be; the Linderman method
does it.

What is the Linderman method ? It is simply common
sense,—the joining together of several pieces of equal
length lumber, of miscellaneous widths into a panel that

is several inches wider than the width desired. This
piece is then passed through a sizing saw, ripped to

width and the edging which is several inches wide is

passed back through the Linderman Dovetailer and
joined to another panel.

CANADIAN LINDERMA
MUSKEGON, MICH. Wot
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msand. Last Year's (1911) Average Price

usand. This Year's (1912) Contract Price

uet, averages from 50 cents to 75 cents per thousand board feet.

- - $21,500.00

- - $17,000.00

Saving, $ 4,500.00

(1.00 per Thousand Feet Costs $ 1,000.00

Total Net Saving, $ 3,500.00

icity of a

Dovetail Glue Jointer
m Feet Board Measure

The Results Obtained are :~

1. A composite panel of the required width made up

of two or more pieces so firmly joined together as to

make a piece as strong, or stronger, than one-piece stock.

2. The ability to use narrow width lumber, working

it so cheaply as to \ ield a profit of several dollars per

1000 board feet over sny other method.

3. Effecting a considerable saving in the edging

waste, reducing to a minimum the waste of lumber to

make the tongue and groove.

4. Reducing the amount of stock lumber in the yard

of the various widths, so absolutely essential by the old

method, making a saving of money invested in stock

and interest on the investment.

5. Conservation of all resources, capital, labor and

lumber.

6. Improving the appearance and bettering the

quality of your finished product.

7. Profits—known and accessible.

ST COMPANY, LIMITED
s at WOODSTOCK, ONT.

I



THE WOODWORKER
Box Factory Cost System

We have found that all the experts, at least all we read, agree
that there are three cost elements to find, that of raw material, labor
and expense. They all also agree as to the method of finding the
first two. Whatever difference in theory there is shows itself in the
method of apportioning expense, which might include anything not

Tig. 1.

Order No. Name Date

Hoars Bate Cost OPERATION

Fitting

Resawing

Printing

Nailing

Brading

Handholing

Cleats

Pony Planer

Bundling

7 l%l |8| |%l |9| ti |10| |%) IHI 112
1 Ittl |2| |%| |3| % Ml |V4| |5| |K| |6

CONWAY LUMBER 00. BOX DEPT.

Foreman

directly chargeable to a particular order, supervision, interest, de-
preciation, taxes, etc. As shown later, we adopt the so-called per-
centage on wages system.

In most manufacturing processes it is a simple matter to take
a given qnantity of raw material destined to be evolved into a fin-

ished product and charge the labor of the different steps to it di-

rectly, leaving as the main problem the apportionment of overhead
expenses. The box business seems to be somewhat more compli-
cated.

To get our raw material we tally all lumber into the mill and
charge it up against the particular order.

ng. a.

FRONT VIEW OF CARD.

Customer Order No.

Lumber Quantity plus 10?

Shop Order No. Begun

COST
Lumber per M,

1. Labor through trimming per M
2. Labor Resawing per M

Labor Miscell. per M
Labor Overhead

Other material

per M

Expenses

Labor 1

Date Hours Amount Date

% wages

Total cost

Total cost per M

I ACK VIEW OF CARD.

Labor 2 Labor 3 Labor 4

Date Hours Amount Date Hours Amount I No. Feet

Our box business is not of enormous proportions, nor is it com-
plex. We manufacture shooks, almost entirely, for shipment in
carload lots, anything from a canning case to a dry goods box,
but all shooks. We use round edge lumber entirely.

On analysis, it appeared that every board used was handled
by the yard crew, was planed, was cut up by the swing saw men,
was fitted, was matched and was trimmed. Every bit of our output,
with almost no exception, passed through these stages, and the same
crew handled it all. We realized that the fitting was the key to the
progress of an order through the mill. Some orders naturally cost
more per thousand feet for fitting, and likewise in proportion for
all the other processes mentioned above. Theoretically, it costs
the same to handle any 1,000 ft. of lumber as it does another
thousand, and the same may be said of planing, though possibly
there might be a variation according to width and length. Actually,
however, if it takes longer to cut up and fit the lumber for a given
order, it costs more to plane it because there is the same crew get-

Cuetomer's Order No.

Destination

W

Fi*. A.
STRIPPERS TALLY.

I Our Order No

Date in Time out

/ Date out Time out

Me as.

No.
A

T
B

S

E

CI

CI

No.
B

T
B

S

E

CI

CI

No.
C

T
B

S

E

CI

CI
•

ting in their time and if they are able to go ahead and loaf what
shall we charge their time to but the order they are then working on.

Nice Point to Worry Over

Cost accountants will find that a nice little point to worry over,

but we are satisfied under our conditions to charge the labor, yard,
planer, cutting, matching and clipping proportionately to cost of

fitting. Consequently we have our fitters make out time slips show-
ing time spent on each order daily. See Fig. 1. The foreman,
who also keeps the time, has his time book divided into four groups
as follows

:

1. Ftting.

2. Yard, planer, cutting, matching, clipping.

3. Resawing, etc., anything charged direct.

4. Overhead.

From this a daily labor slip is made up, showing cost of each
group.

The cost of labor fitting a certain order : (is to) the whole
cost of fitting for the day : (as) (x) the cost of 2 for that order

:

(is to) the total of group 2 for the day. Find x.
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This amount is entered daily as Labor No. 1 on the back of

the card shown in Fig. 2, and filed in a drawer. The labor resawing
and nailing and miscellaneous productive, such as stapling, hand-
holing, bundling, mitring, etc., are all obtained from slips (See Fig.

1) made out by the workmen, and entered in the proper place on
the back of the card daily.

Group 4. overhead, in the time book includes, fireman, watch-
man, filer, foreman, edgings men, etc., all properly chargeable to
every order, which we do proportionately to the cost of the direct
labor on the order.

We also take care of office expense and overhead fixed charges
in the same way.

Get Out Monthly Statement

We get out a monthly statement (for other reasons) which
naturally makes it easy for us to keep the proper percentage of labor
to charge off for overhead expense. /

Fitf . b
Order No. Name / Date

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION PRICE AMOUNT

/
/
/

Foreman

Conway Lumber Co.—Material Delivered

Miscellaneous labor is charged daily; overhead expense when
the order is completed.

Were our product more diversified, or our business on a very
much larger scale and our resaw and nailing machines in less con-
stant use and representing a larger investment, we should feel justi-

fied in adopting the "production centres" idea, dividing up the fac-

tory into smaller units, say the first to include planers and every-
thing up to and including clippers, a second taking in the resaw,
and a third the nailing machines, distributing the overhead charges
in this way by means of a machine rate.

For our purposes, however, we feel that the above outlined plan
is accurate enough.

For the benefit of any who might be interested, we show the
various forms used in our system.

Fig. A is our production order, which is made out in triplicate,

one going to the trimmers and one to the shipper.

/ rig*, c.

cokWay lumber company
Box Shop Overrun Tally Order No

Box. No. T. & B. Sides Ends Cleats

»

Total Feet , Foreman

Fig. B shows the material slip used to charge up special ma-
terial against an order.

Fig. C is an overrun tally used by the foreman when more
stuff is gotten out on an order than shows on the invoice, manu-
factured stuff stored.

As stated above, ours is a small box business. It has the pro-
portions of the proverbial small man's plant which can be under
the watchful eye of the proprietor. And ours has been under a
watchful eye, but that eye necessarily has been a guessing one, and
it is surprising the number of times it has gussed wrong in view
of the facts as brought out since the establishment of our cost sys-
tem. It's the difference between thinking and knowing, beween
scientific management and the reverse. It discovers losses and in-
efficiencies, and points the way to the remedy. It has been success-
ful because the person in charge of it is intimately acquainted with
the business and follows it up, a necessity for the success of any sys-
tem.—Packages.

Advantages of Advertising- the Planing- Mill

By George D. Chalmers

A certain planing mill operator discovered that competition,

while perhaps the life of trade, was also somewhat fierce when it

came to making money. After a few years' wrestling with the fel-

lows who didn't know how to figure costs, on the one hand, and
with the big manufacturers who could make stock patterns in any
quantity and sell at almost any price, as it seemed to him, he began
to think that John D. had it right, after all, when he did a little

pioneering in the direction of the big business plateau.

He began to wonder whether he had the right idea in employ-
ing the high-class machine workmen that he had had on the pay-roll

all during his business career. He saw the man on the next street

managing to turn out passable work with mere lads working machines
to which he trusted only skilled men, earning as much in a day, almost,
as the boys in the other shop were making a week. He knew that

the other fellow got along with two or three skilled hands, who sup-
erintended the operation of the plant and made necessary adjust-
ments on the machines operated by the tyros, while each of his men
was able to look after every detail of his machine.

After he thought a while, though, he decided that he was pur-
suing the right course, even though it wasn't taking him to the point
where he could sell out and spend the rest of his time clipping cou-
pons off Government bonds. This didn't cause many pangs, how-
ever, because this planing mill operator was the kind who loved work
for work's sake—and, besides, Government bonds carry only a paltry
two per cent., anyway.

"I may be spending a lot of money turning out this work," he
mused, "and the other fellow may have succeeded in getting the cost
proposition down to a lower common denomination than I, but, by
jinks, my work is good stuff. I can go into a house where I have
installed mill work, and I can look it in the face without shrinking.
I don't have to apologize, either to it or to the man whose money
I took. I have got good men working at my machines, I am paying
for the best lumber that's in the market, and my customers are
satisfied.

"Why can't I capitalize on that?"
With that thought in mind, the planing mill expert began to

do a little advertising. He sent out personal letters to all the pro-
spective builders in his community, telling them how long his mill
had been running, what good work it had turned out, and specifying
seme of the buildings in which it was to be found. He concluded
with the frank statement that since his stuff had quality, he wanted
quality prices.

"If you knew that you were going to get work that is made just
a little better than seems necessary," he concluded, "wouldn't you be
willing to pay a price just a little higher than the manufacturer of
mediocre stock? I believe you would. For that reason I am going
to continue to make the highest-grade moldings, mill work and other
planing mill products that can be turned out, and I am going to count
on your support in doing it."

He didn't expect, really, that the letter would do much good;
and though he carried out the plan of exploitation by advertising in
the daily papers, in everv advertisement stating not that his stuff was
to be had more cheaply than anybody else's, but that it was the "best
in town," he saw his name and his claim put forward through printer's
ink without very much faith in the probable result. He hoped it

would do some good, and that was about all.

Fortunately, though, he had a friend who had thought a little

about advertising, and when the friend saw that he was spending
some money with the newspapers, he suggested to him to make his
space count, and to put in nothing except what he thought would
create the right kind of impression and one which would result in
business.

"You are paying about $1 an inch for that space," said this
adviser, "and in order to get back the dollars that the cashier of
the newspaper is banking, you have got to do some real talking in
those ads. I see that you are claiming to be a quality establishment.
Good; that's a new idea in this line, and one I'm glad to see being
applied to your business, in which the deadly level of mediocrity
seems to prevail worse than anywhere else.

"But why not tell the public, which, by the way, has a decidedly
inquiring turn of mind, just why your stuff is better. Let them know
that your men are experienced, expert machine operators, trained to
know good lumber and to handle it with the skill that comes only
with experience and the knowledge of one's tool, and the love of
doing an important thing well. Let them know that the woodlands
of the south, the north, and even the tropics, are producing the stock
that you use in the different kinds of work that your turn out, and
give them a touch of the romance that every human being likes by
describing how some of this stock originates.

"Say how carefully the wood that is used in your interior trim,
window sash, doors and other mill work is selected : how it is stored
and seasoned; how it is examined when it comes to the saws, and
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how the Inferior pieces arc rejected, tell them with what pains
the material is worked, and how each man lias before him, not the
task of getting out so many thousand feet a day, but getting out the
work in the best possible way.

"In other words, make your advertising mean something; make-
it interesting. Tell the public about your plant as you would tell

me if you wanted me to know what good stuff you are making. Pul
the human interest note in it, and, if your product comes up to speci-
fications, as I believe it will, you can sell all you have to offer at a
better price than you ever dared make before.

"And, by the way, don't try to hog all the space with thai niona-
ker of yours. Just because you own the mill is no sign that every-
body in town likes to see your name spelled out. Interest them in

what you have to say, and your name will take care of itself."

A good deal of this sounded like sense, although some of it was
theory that the planing mill man didn't understand. However, he
decided to take his friend's word for it, so he tried to tell, in a simple
but effective way, just why he thought he ought to have public pat-
ronage. He went into some of the details suggested, and he was sur-
prised to note that in the street cars and other public places people
were turning to the page on which his "Building Talks" were appear-
ing. He had arranged to get the same position every time his copy
appeared, and, though he had intended running it only two or three
times a week, he finally found it worth while to have it appear every
day during the building season.

Then the contractors and architects began to call him up oftener
and to consult him about details of the work which they had never
thought it worth while to take up with him before.

"Smith, the fellow who's budding this house," one contractor
said, "told me to get the mill work from you, so I suppose you'll
have to make it, though 1 told Mr. Smith it would cost more. He
seemed to think that you turned out better stuff than anybody. Of
course, your work is line, but I didn't think the public would ever
specify planing mills in planning to build its residences."

After that sort of thing had continued for some time, the mill
operator found that he could hardly devote as much time as neces-
sary to preparing the copy for the newspaper ads. he was run-
ning, so he hired a bright young man in the advertising department
of one of the dailies to get up the "dope" for him. The latter was
taken through the plant, and the ideas that the owner had were
explained to him.

With the enthusiasm of youth he jumped into the work and
turned out copy that was really interesting and effective. The space
used by the firm was increased, at his sueeestion, during the heavy
building months, to rather large proportions, but during the fall and
winter it dropped down to a point where it sufficed merely to keep
the name of the institution before the public during the period when
it was thinking about building, but not doing much work in that
direction.

"I've come to one conclusion," said the wood-worker one day
to a friend who had originally advised him as to his advertising-
efforts, "and that is, the public is interested in business.

"When I first began to advertise, it was with the idea that
even the people who read my advertisements would say, 'Oh, that's
only an ad.' But it didn't take me long to discover that they read
them and thought about them—and sometimes believed them! I

myself, I must admit, had always regarded the advertising in the
papers as money thrown away, or, at best, an expensive method of
letting you and me know that Jones has a clothing store at First
and Market. But now I know that if you have something really
worth while to say, and say it in an interesting manner, the public
will listen to you,

"'A man's home is probably the place to which he gives most
thought, when it comes to the material that goes into it, and the
appearance which it has. Even the builder who expects to rent or
sell the structure realizes that these things are big factors, and can
be made to see the dollar-and-cents value of having the stuff up to
the mark in all respects. So, after thinking it over, and getting
my arguments well worked out, so that I could express them prop-
erly, I found I didn't have much trouble in convincing people that
they ought to pay more attention to the quality of the wood work
which is going into their homes.

"We haven't been able to get prices so high that we could throw
otir cost system out of the window, or raise the wages of everybody
on the place 100 per cent., regardless, as my colored cook says. But
we have been able to get a price that meets the quality of our goods
and that enables u to put our effort into turning out the very best
work it is possible to produce, without worrying about whether the
price we get for it will be anything like the amount we arc putting
into it.

"And as for the men in the mill, whose ability and thoughtful-
ness and careful workmanship are making a name and fame for
our firm—well, you couldn't persuade me that it's good policy to
employ cheaper crews."—The Wood-Worker.

A Machine Woodworking- Study in Birch
Birch, as a valuable article in furniture making, is also a study

lit for the brightest and most experienced mechanic. First comes
the selection of the timber, which must be of the same age, growth
and the same degree of dryness.

In no other timber must such care in drying be taken, as the
wood in itself is of a nature which absorbs moisture very rapidly,
causing it to warp in almost every direction.

For example, a top that is of glued-up stock will warp on the
joints from the' simple process of gluing. A top made in this manner
must be sanded to a perfectly even surface before working on any
further. At this stage a straightedge should be laid on the top, and
tried at every point until it lies absolutely level at all points.

A Legacy for the Finisher

After this top has left the woodworker and gone to the finisher,

the trouble has started in earnest. If stains are applied with the
brush, they should be of sufficient strength in order that they may
be applied as lightly as possible. Flowing on with the brush, one
side at a time, will warp a top before it can possibly be turned over
and applied to the other side. A dip tank for stain is preferable, as
it comes nearer coating the article at the same moment, causing both
sides to draw against each other, holding each piece absolutely square.

Not long ago the writer was called in to see a stand top which
had warped enough to loosen one leg and tighten up on the holding
of the other three until the entire structure- was as dilapidated as
an old strawstack after a Kansas cyclone had struck it. Now, the
question arises, where was the trouble?

On investigation, I discovered that in selecting the narrow boards
forming the top little care had been exercised in selecting pieces of
the same growth. A straight-grained piece had been glued to one of
curly nature, and on the other side of the curly piece another straight-
grain had been applied, the grain running in the opposite direction.
It will be readily seen that when the top began to age something had
to give.

Corners Curl of Boards

Again, on this same top all the finish had been applied to the
top and nothing to the under side, causing a reflex action in each
board, which resulted in a corner curling up like smoke in a March
wind. Too many manufacturers put all their effort and expense in

the woodworking department, leaving so small a margin to the finish-

room that the finish is really a detriment to their work.

The question may arise in the mind of the reader what would
be the correct method of procedure in getting out a top of this kind.
In answer, I will give my own ideas from the experience gleaned in

about fourteen months' work with birch.

First, see that your wood is dried and cooled exactly the same.
After drying, cooling and cutting up the proper length, select the
pieces and pile them on a truck, so that each board of the same nature
and growth will be assembled in the same top.

When the pieces are sent to the matcher the same care fnust be
taken, as a good many tops go wrong in matching as well as any-
where else.

Now, we are ready for the glue-room. Here the glue must not
only be of the proper thickness, but the heat of the room ought also
to be of the same temperature, or a little more than the top has been
subjected to in the dry-kiln. I have seen hundreds of pieces of glued-
up work go wrong from gluing in a cold room. Glue joints need to
be dried as rapidly as possible to prevent water absorption by the
wood.

Planing, Sanding and Staining

The planing and sanding can be done the same as in other tops,
except, as previously stated, it must be brought down to a perfect
surface. After shaping and finishing the edge and applying the rail

as desired, this top is ready for the finishing.

In staining, the best results are obtained from dipping, which
gets all parts covered at practically the same time. In this I refer
more especially to colors using water or spirit stains. Oil stains are
not so liable to warp as are the others.

After the stain has dried sufficiently, a coat of shellac applied
on both sides is next in order. This will prevent any absorption of
moisture. If one coat of shellac does not sufficiently fill the pores,
apply two, as shellac is considerably cheaper than warped tops that
are returned from dissatisfied customers. After this, finish can be
applied as desired on the top side only. Birch worked in this man-
ner well, will prove out O. K. in nine cases out of ten.

You will see from the foregoing that the writer is not a believer
in a good hot dry-kiln and a shop cold enough to make the men hustle
to keep warm. More manufacturers lose from the abuse of first-

class dry lumber than they do from any slowness of the woodworker
—Wood Craft.



CAMP DEPARTMENT
Life in a Lumber.Camp

By R. (). Sweezey

For physical endurance, diligence and skilfulness in all kinds

of labor there is none to surpass the Canadian shantyman. Even
the Indians cannot teach him more than he already knows about

how to utilize the varied resources of the forest or adapt himself to

his surroundings. Give him an axe and a few matches, drop him
from a baloon into the wildest forest of the North and he will at once

proceed to the satisfying of his wants, absolutely confident of suc-

cessfully extricating himself from his unenviable position.

In tracing the history of the shantyman through the romantic

legends of the conteur de conte the impression is left that those of

his early lumbering days were of the roughest and most formid-

able character—physical giants with whom the shantyman of the

present day would be but miserably contrasted. From truer though

less romantic sources it is found, however, that those old bush-

whackers could chop no more logs in a given time than the present-

day lumberman. The converse of this is also true, in spite of the

belief that modern improvements have altered every kind of work.

In fact, the whole system of log making is, with few exceptions,

the same to-day as it was some sixty or seventy years ago, but the

demand for small logs in pulp making has in a measure altered the

conditions of transporting logs.

The "old timers" used to live all winter on pork and beans, peas,

bread and molasses. Tea was a costly luxury which the extravagant

user had to pay for at exhorbitant prices, to be deducted from his

wages of $8 to $12 a month. In the centre of their log shanty was
a huge fire, used for cooking as well as to assure warmth and comfort

in the bunks, the smoke escaping through an opening in the log

roof. But in the modern lumber camps operated by the lumber or

pulp and paper companies every consistent luxury in the way of food

and warmth is provided. In the long winter evenings the men gather

around the great camp stove to listen to some old shanty veteran

recounting the legendary tales of the ancient coureurs de bois, the

voyagers, the "Wendigo,"* the "Chasse Gallerie"t or the herculean

and daredevil exploits of the early shanty days.

These men are probably the most healthy and vigorous men in

the country. Porn or reared on the frontier, they take their hard

times as a matter of course. For a man to carry a 200 or 300 pounds

load on his back across a portage is to them a very ordinary feat,

while they can travel all day in rain or cold water and slush with an

80 pound pack, and at night, with a few dexterous strokes of the

axe, throw up a '•lean-to" of fir boughs, all the time being in the

most jovial mood.
With such men as these log making is easy, but in order to make

the logs cheaply, and thus take advantage of such skilfulness and

energy, the management of pulp mills should give out to them all

their log making by contract. Many new companies object to this

method, preferring to establish their own carefully studied and
elaborate system of camps, roads, teams and day labor. But one

season usually suffices to prove the inferiority in point of cost of

their system to that of the French-Canadian jobber. In the jobber

system the company gives contracts for the season's cut of logs to

ope or several responsible men, who in turn sublet the work in small

contracts to the habitant jobbers and such men as have horses and
are adapted to the work.

The company, if it owns limits, may cut their logs on these or

buy by contract from farmers scattered along rivers or railroads

;

but our methods are often adopted, obviously to save the timber on
the limits of the company.

The duty of the company's forestry superintendent is to know
the limits thoroughly in order to determine upon the policy to be

pursued in the annual operations. He will therefore determine the

locality and area of operation for each season's cut. He must know
how many logs the area will yield, the conditions of operating, the

cost of improvements to rivers for log driving, the storage require-

ments for the drive and how to place head contractors and jobbers

so that lumbering may be carried on in the most economical way.
The superintendent supervises operations in the forest to pre-

*The Wendigo—An evil spirit of the forest whose doings are enshrouded
in mystery.

fThe "Chasse Gallerie."
—"In the days of the 'old regime' in Canada the

free life of the woods and prairies proved too tempting for the young men,
who frequently deserted civilization for the savage delights of the wilder-

ness. These voyageurs and coureurs de bois seldom returned in the flesh,

.but on every New Year's Eve, back through storm and hurricane—in midair

—came their spirits in ghostly canoes, to join, for a brief spell, the old folks

at home, and kill the girls on the annual feast of the Jour de l'n, or New
Year's Day. The legend which still survives in French speaking Canada,
is known as 'La Chasse Gallerie.'

vent wasteful cutting, and also to see that jobbers shall cut and haul

the logs that are far from the river as well as those that are easy of

access.

According to law no trees smaller than 7 inches in diameter

on the stump may be cut, and in cutting year by year on different

parts of the limits the portion lumbered on is allowed to grow up

again, so that under natural conditions it will be ready to yield

another cut twenty to forty years later.

The jobber goes into the woods in September or October with

some of his sons, or, lacking these, a couple of hired men or boys,

and one or more horses, often taking witli him also his wife and

small children. He builds his abode of round logs, the spaces

between them being well stuffed with moss, so that with a good
wood pile at hand the small shanty is at least warm and snug if

not bright and airy. The same kind of a shanty is built for the

horses, though often the small jobber, with his wife, children, one

or two hired men and his horses are all sheltered under the same
roof, with a peek-a-boo partition to keep the horses from promis-

cuously trampling on the children. In a few such camps the horse

is not put to this indignity, but is allowed to enter by the same
door and share the same one room abode witli the human occu-

pants, probably being assigned a stall adjacent to the foot of the

two storey bunk, so that he may, if he wishes, back up to the full

length of his halter to warm his limbs by the stove, which he not

infrequently makes a mess of.

Being able to work well under such economical conditions, the

jobber is favorably equipped to compete with the company camps,
where high wages and good living prevail. Besides, with his "bob-

sleighs" and "grand-sleighs," he can with facility make roads to

every part of his allotted area. These roads and trails all lead to

a main or trunk road, which in turn leads directly to the "rollways"

on the river banks. The frozen ground and abundance of snow make
it easy to build these roads. Enormous loads can be drawn over
such roads on runner sleighs, since the natural slope within a river

valley or watershed is always toward the river.

A good axeman will chop about 100 logs of 12 to 16 feet in

a day. The logs are strewn along the various roac's, where they
are picked up by the teamsters and drawn to the rollways on the

river banks. With the disappearance of the snow in the spring the

logs are rolled down the sloping banks and into the river, thus
starting the log drive, which may be only 10 miles long, or perhaps,
as on the Ottawa River, 150 miles to the mills.

The skill and daring of the French-Canadian driver or river-

man is proverbial. His hours are from starlight to starlight, for

every second of daylight must be utilized while the flood is on.

Often in the front of a great jam of logs on the crest of a roaring
rapid a picked few of these drivers will work like madmen to break
the jam, until suddenly, perhaps, the great mass of 40,000 or 50,000

logs is started—slowly at first, but quickly gathering speed by rea-

son of the rush of water from behind. The brave fellows, canthook
in hand, are now nimbly jumping and side-stepping to reach safety
while the cheer of the thirty or forty men on the rope gang ashore
is but faintly heard above the rumbling and crashing of the mass
of logs. .

In driving large rivers into which the smaller streams carry
their burden of logs the dangers which the men have to face are
many, drowning and other accidents frequently occurring. Oar
boats of the flat-bottomed pointer type especially adapted for rough
rapids and portages are sometimes swept over impassable rapids
or falls, drowning some or all of the crew. It was on the
Quinze River near the headquarters of the Ottawa River
some years ago that a boat crew of seven was swept over
the famous "Devil's Chute." Attempting to reach a small log jam
on a rock above the falls the boat captain soon found that he had
miscalculated the velocity of the current. The most desperate strug-
gle with the oars, and the most expert wielding of the 9 foot paddle
by the steersman held them for a few minutes against the awful
current, but soon realizing the futility of further effort they all

stopped rowing and passed calmly to their doom before the eyes of
their comrades on shore.—Paper Trade Journal.

Following on the recommendations of the conservation commis-
sion the Dominion Government will set aside $110,000 to be ex-
pended this year on the new Rocky Mountain forest reserve. The
Minister of the Interior will appoint a forestry expert, to take charge
of the reserve, which is 600 miles long and anywhere from thirty
to sixty miles wide. It is likely that a part of the reserve will be
set apart for the preservation of Canadian animal life.



WANTEDI FOR SALE DEPARTMENT
PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate of
15 cents per agate line ($2.10 per inch) each
insertion, payable in advance. Space measured
from rule to rule. When four or more con-
secutive insertions of the same advertisement
are ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be
allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order. If
Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-
close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a
word net. Cash must accompany the order.
Minimum charge 50 cents.

Advertisement must be received not later
than the 10th and 26th of each month to
insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

No. 1 and No. 2 Hemlock and No. 1
White Pine Mill Culls. Send list of what
you have to Box 445, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 5

Saw Logs Wanted
Red and White Pine, Hemlock and Spruce.

Write in particulars of what you have. Reid
Bros., Bothwell, Ont. 2-7

White Pine Wanted
3 in. x 6-in-7-in. 18 ft. Tank Stock, also

Quarter Cut White Pine Pump Squares.

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Ont. t.f.

Lumber Wanted
Large quantities of Soft Elm Lumber, 1-in.

and grades No. 1 common and better. Es-
pecially attractive prices.

J. S. FINDLAY,
2-7 Owen Sound, Ont

Wanted
WANTED—Birch, maple and poplar logs,

No. _1 butt cuts. Delivered Montreal from
March to May, 1912. State sizes and lowest
cash price to E. J. H., B34 Board of Trade,
Montreal. 4-5

Pickets Wanted
We want at once and during 1912, 4/4 x

44 in. and 48 in.
; 5/4 x 44 in. and 48 in.

;

6/4 x 44 in. and 48 in. White Pine, Spruce,
Basswood or Poplar Squares. Will buy a
car or your entire output.
4-9 Box 58, Ogdensburg, N.Y.

Lumber Wanted
W ill contract with a few hardwood mills for

I hell entire cuts, 1912, including culls. Highest
prices paid, and quick shipment. Also open
for dry stock of all kinds. Also Spruce and
Hemlock. Apply to Box 414, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. 2-5

We want to purchase a quantity of dry
Maple, Elm, Basswood and Birch, and also
contract for the present winter and coming
spring cuts of Hardwood lumber. Address.
The London Lumber Co., London, Ont. 4 7

Wanted
Responsible contractor with good portable

sawmill, capacity about twenty thousand per
day, to take contract for four years to cut
from three to live million feet per year of
pine and fir timber situated on railway line

in the interior of British Columbia.

Dominion Lumber & l-'mber Co., Ltd.,
212 Winch Building,

5-6 Vancouver, B.C.

WANTED—Hemlock or pine lumber in
exchange for a five passenger fully equipped
McLaughlin-Buick Automobile, thoroughly
re-built and re-finished this winter and in
good road condition. Price $800.
4-5 Box 303, Oshawa, Ont.

Pine or Spruce Wanted
Wanted; million feet pine or spruce 1x4

and up shorts, 1911 or 1912 cut. Quote
price delivered and state when you~ can
commence shipment.

ZIMMERMAN BROS.,
0-8 Tavistock, Ont.

Sawdust Wanted
Two cars per week coarse sawdust for de-

livery at Chippewa, Ontario, via Michigan
Central Railroad. State price per car and
freight rate.

NORTON COMPANY,
5-8 Niagara Falls, N.Y.

WANTED—Three or four cars No. 1
Hemlock in sizes 2x8, If) and 12 from ten
to sixteen feet long, dry, about equal per
cent, of all lengths, also a couple of cars
cedar posts, 4'/2 up tops, 8 feet, dry, peeled.

Apply Box 195,
5 Jordan, Ont.

White Ash Wanted

We are in the market for the following
White Ash :

—

100,000 ft. 1^-in. (Dry size) plank.
50,000 ft. 2 x 2 x 32 in. dry size.

25,000 ft. 2'4 x 2% x 32 in. dry size.

50,000 ft. 2/, x 2j/2 x 36 in. dry size.
Reply, The B. H. Piper Company, Man-

chester, N. II., U. S. A. 4-6

Hardwood

Wanted

3,000,000 feet Hard Maple, Soft Elm, Rock
Elm, Beech, Birch, Basswood, Ash, Oak, and
Soft Maple, for delivery, shipping dry dur-

ing 1912. Sawn to our sizes. State what
you have to offer and lowest prices for spot

cash. Inspection at mill. Apply Manufac-
turer, Box 401, Canada Lumberman, Toron-
to, Ont. 1-8

FOR SALE-LUMBER. ETC.

Spruce Wanted
We can use short Spruce 4/4 in. and 5/1-

in., in 2/5-ft. and C/ll ft.

Describe what you have to offer, and give
lowest price delivered here.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
;>, 8 Deseronto, Ont.

Hemlock For Sale
12,000 feet 3x8, 10-16 ft. No. 1 Hemlock.
22,000 feet 3 x 10 10-16 ft. No. 1 Hemlock.
1,700 ft. 3x12, 10 & 12 ft. No. 1 Hemlock.
3,000 ft. 3x12, 14 ft. No. 1 Hemlock.

12,000 ft. 3 x 12, 16 ft. No. 1 Hemlock.
Will make a close price for prompt ship-

ment.
The Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Company, Ltd.,
5 18 Toronto Street, Toronto.

For Sale
The following Special Stock;

—

1,000,000 ft. Scant 2-in. Spruce Random.
300,000 ft. 1-in. Spruce Mill Culls.
50,000 ft. 6/4 and 8/4 White Pine Mill

Culls.

100,000 ft. 1-in. 6 to 9 ft. White Pine
Shorts.

100,000 ft. 1-in. Fourth Quality or Box
White Pine.

All dry and can be shipped promptly by
rail.

THE A. SHERMAN LUMBER CO.,
Potsdam, N. Y. also 50 Church St.,

2 t.f. New York City

FOR SALE— In June, cut to order, twenty
cars common grades of Birch. Reply Box
447, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5

For Sale
1-in., lJ4-in., l'A-in. and 2-in. mill cull

White Pine in strips and sidings. Fred T.
Smith, Board of Trade Building, Montreal.

1 t.f.

For Sale
Two carloads White Oak Timber in round

six to ten inches diaimeter small end. Eight-
een to thirty feet long.

ROBERT LIGHT,
3-5 Napanee, Ont.

For Sale
18 M. feet 7/8 x 2'A and 3 inches wide

hardwood flooring, T. & d. and dressed, kiln
dried, at $20 per M., f.o.b. car; 12,000 feet
3 inches dry hard maple. No. 1 C. & B., 80
per cent. 1st and 2nds, at $35 per M., f.o.b.
car. For quick shipment. Address Box 442,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 5-6

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

Pine Lumber and Timber For Sale
We have 15,000 pine logs 12 ft. and 16 ft.

lengths, 5 in. and up diameter, which we
are prepared to saw under contract into
squares or lumber as desired. Correspon-
dence invited. The' Pearce Co., Limited.
Marmora, Ont. 5-tf

FOR SALE—Sawmill, in good condition, on
Burford Lake, six miles from Wiarton, equip-
ped with 70 H.P. boiler, 60 H.P. engine,
new carriage by Long Bros., Orillia, good
trimmers and endless chain attachment for
hauling logs out of water.
Terms, etc., apply Massey-Harris Com-

pany, Toronto. 4-T.F.

Sawmill for sale, together with outfit, con-
sisting of a 05 H.P. Ames Locomotive Type
Boiler; a 50 H.P. Vim Engine, 12 x 15, in
first-class condition; also a No. 1 Lane Saw-
mill; a Lane Pony three-saw Edger ; Connell
Lath Machine and Bolter, together with But-
ting Saws; also Pulleys, Shafting, Belting,
and Tools. Will sell for cash or take pay-
ments in lumber. If interested address Box
433, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 4-9

Machinery For Sale
A Waterous No. 4 Band Saw Mill, with

Carriage Saws, Live Rolls, and complete Fil-
ing Room equipment, also several Good
Woodworking Machines, in splendid condi-
tion.

J. S. FINDLAY,
2-TF Owen Sound, Ont.

Relaying Rails For Sale
12 miles 56 and 60 lb. per yd. with fish plates.
10 miles 80 lb. per yard with angle bars.
4 miles 65 lb. per yard with fish plates.
Also 12, 16, 20, 25 and 50 pound.
New, light rails, all sections, in stock.

JNO. J. GARTSHORE,
5-6 58 Front St. W., Toronto.

For Sale
One jCiang Circular Sawing Machine (Ken-

dall patent) good as new; run only 18
months. This machine carries nine 32-inch
saws, takes from 4 to 10-inch cants, can be
set to cut one to three inch stock.
Reason for selling, cut out. For price,

write Jas R. Gillies, Arnprior, Ont. 24-5

Going out of Lumber Business:

1—24-in. Timber Planer.
1—15-in. Heavy McGregor & Gourlay Match-

er.

2—12-in. Cowan Stickers, New.
1—40-in. Cowan Band Saw, with Re-saw

attachment.
1—Self-Feed Rip Saw.
1—26-in. Cowan Double Surfacer.
1—Pipe Bender.
1—Rope Drive Equipment Complete.

Dry Kiln Trucks.
6—Lumber Waggons

;
single.

1—Lumber Lorry ; team.
22—Lumber Trucks.

Carpenter Benches, Knives, Etc.

Send your inquiries for the above or other
requirements ; we may have it. Apply, The
Gold Medal Furniture Manufacturing Com-
pany, Limited, Toronto. 5

For Sale Saw Mill and Plant
Machinery and everything complete, situa-

ted in one of the best lumbering towns in
Minnesota. Best facilities for everything.
This is a bargain. For particulars address
Box 443, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont

"

5-6

Saw Mill For Sale
On Georgian Bay, adjacent to North Shore,

good two-storey circular mill in good run-
ning condition, double edger, trimmers, capa-
city about 12,000 feet per day; plenty timber
available and ready sale for slabs; splendid
opportunity for small millman ; will be sold
cheap as owners have other interests re-
quiring their attention. Box 444, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5-TF

Saw Mill Property For Sale
Saw Mill Property at Ford River, Michi-

gan, consisting of three band saw mill,
shingle mill, tie and post mill, lath mfll,
docks, and trams, blacksmith shop and ma-
chine shop all stocked with tools, large store
and office building, large boarding house,
large barns, sixty-three houses, lands, etc.,
all of which will be sold at a bargain. Ap-
ply to The I. Stephenson Company, Wells.
Delta County, Mich. 3-<j

Machinery For Sale
Carver. 4 spindle, Rohlman.
Cut-off saw, railway, wood frame.
Dovetailer, Boults.
Engines and boilers, various sizes.
Floorer, 9-in. Berlin.
Jointer, chair seat, Jenkins.
Jointer, 16-in. White.
Moulder, 6-in. Houston.
Mortiser, Smith.
Mortiser, Bit.
Planers, 24-in. single belted.
Sander, double 24-in. Perry.
Sander, three drum 42-in. Boardman.
Sander, three drum 42-in. Columbia.
Saw Gummer, Rogers.
Saw-mill, band, 63-in. wheel.
Saw and dado machine, Williamsport.
Variety Lathe, Pringle & Brodie.

O. L. PACKARD MACHINERY CO..
Milwaukee, Wis.

WANTED—MACHINERY, ETC.

WANTED—Second-hand Steam feed, 7 in.
by 36 feet long, complete with fittings. Must
be in good repair. Reply, Box 432, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 4-5

Alligator Wanted
Wanted an alligator boat, in good condi-

tion. Reply, giving condition size, age, equip-
ment, price and situation. Box 405, Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 2-5

Lumber Trucks Wanted
Wanted 75 good two-wheel Lumber Trucks,

either new or second-hand. Must be good
heavy trucks to carry 6,000 pounds each,
with wood wheels, 3-in. or over tires. Write
the undersigned, giving full particulars.

Bathurst Lumber Company, Ltd.,
5-6 Bathurst Village, N.B.

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT

Advertisements under this heading one cent a
word per insertion. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 25 cents

Band Saw Filer wants position for coming
season. Single or double cut. Twenty years
experience. Address Box 413 Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto. 5-6

A.l. Band Sawyer wants position for the
coming season, right or left hand. A.l. re-
ference. Address Box 448, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. 5-6

WANTED—Position as Office Manager or
Head Bookkeeper in Lumberman's Office,
fourteen years experience in similar position
in Montreal and British Columbia. Highest
references. Age 42 ; total abstainer. Country
position preferred. Moderate salary. Address
New P. O. Box 83, Montreal, 5
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As liaml. Saw Filer, double or single cuts,
or in a factory where there are band re-

saws. First class references. Reply Box 422,
Canala Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 3-5

Hand or Circular Sawyer open for engage-
ment for coming season ; 14 seasons' experi-
ence, also tiler on round saws. Reply J. M.,
26 Westmount avenue, Toronto. 5-ti

Position as bush manager. Have had
fifteen years experience. Strictly temperate
and can furnish best of references. Reply
Box 446, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

5 6

As Engineer in Sawmill or Woodworking
Plant, long experience with Corliss and other
engines ; steam feed and setworks, niggers,
dynamos; have certificate, reference and tools.

Will go anywhere. Reply Box 452, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5-6

WANTED—Position as bookkeeper with
lumber firm in Ontario. Twelve years' ex-
perience, mostly as office manager ; age 34
years. Acquainted thoroughly with all de-

partments of lumber office. Best of refer-

ences furnished on application. Apply Box
399, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 1-8

Position wanted with lumber company,
planing mill or kindred institution by man
who understands the business from tree to

finished product. Years of experience as ac-

countant, manager, etc. Could handle branch
office or similar work and do it right. To-
ronto preferred, but any location considered.
Box 439. Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 4-5F

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Advertisements under this heading two cents a

word per insertion. Minimum charge SO cents

WANTED- Energetic Lumber Salesman to

handle our stock on commission basis.

The Southern Lumber & Boom Company,
5 Cincinnati, Oliio.

WANTED—Suitable parties to install and
operate small sawmill on limit, New Ontario.
Communicate with Box 437, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. 4-5

Millmen wanted, millwrights, edgermen,
trimmerman, engineer, round saw filer. Lath
mill men and lumber pilers. Mill will start

as soon as ice clears in spring. Apply giv-

ing experience. etc.. To Dyment Mickle
Lumber Company, Whitney, Ont. 4-5

WANTED—Good reliable party capable of

taking management of our lumber manufac-
turing plant, or preferable one able to take

charge of office and store management. To
such a party able to invest enough to make
them well interested in the business a good
paying position would be given. Address
Box 450, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

5 6

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Partner wanted, sleeping or active, with
$10,000, to manufacture small articles from
hardwood. I have a ten-year contract in my
pocket for all I can produce. Fifty per cent,

profits, unlimited quantity of suitable timber.

Don't answer unless you have the cash. Box
37S, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5-t.f.

Timber Limits For Sale
Can be quickly and profitably disposed of

by advertising them on this page. This is

where buyers of timber property look for op-

portunities to invest, if your "ad" is here the

investor will see it. Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. tf.

For Sale on Georgian Bay, Ontario
400 square miles of timber limits contain-

ing over 300,000,000 feet of pine, hemlock,
sprhce, cedar, basswood, birch, etc., and a
vast quantity of tie timber, aslo a sawmill
with a capacity of 100,000 feet per 10 hrs.

Price and terms very reasonable. Write for

full particulars to E. Stewart, Forest En-
gineer, Room 11, 84 King Street East, To-
ronto, Ont. 4-6

Planing Mill and Sash and
Door Factory For Sale

Modern in every way, machinery, building,

heating, dry-kilns, etc. Would consider pro-

position to run same from practical man who
could take full charge and would invest some
money as evidence of good faith and ability.

Factory could be converted for use of other
industry if wanted.
For complete description of plant apply

Box 430, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
3-TF

Timber Limit For Sale
Timber, British Columbia Coast, sworn

estimate 214,000,000 feet. Price only $75.-
000. Correspondence solicited. Westminster
Trust & Safe Deposit Company, Limited,
New Westminster, B.C. 5-6

Timber Limit For Sale
Ninety-three square miles of spruce tamar-

ack timber, estimated at 297,000,000 feet B.M.,
along the Carrat River, Saskatchewan, for
$275,000. $75,000 down, the balance on
terms. For particulars write John Anderson,
Box 661, Saskatoon, Sask. 5-8

For Sale
Established Lumber Business, with first-

class mill, now running full time. Timber
limits with 20 to 30 million feet of standing
pine timber conveniently located, and all

merchandise, etc. Price $55,000. This is

worthy of investigation. Address Box 332,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 19-22-t.f.

Given Free
Water with electric power and situation for

plant to manufacture hardwood furniture and
chairs. Will enter partnership with any man
who has proved himself capable of success in
the furniture and chair business, either one
or both, will also finance the enterprise.

Chas. T. White & Son, East Apple River,
Cumberland Co., N.S. 5-8

For Sale
170 ft. 1 in. good basswood short, 2 to 5 ft.

11 M. ft. 1% in. good basswood short,
2 to 5 feet.

14 M. ft. 2 in. good basswood short, 2 to
5 feet.

50 M. ft. 1 in. M. C. Ash.
50 M. ft. 2 in. M. C. Ash.

GEO. C. GOODFELLOW,
c Montreal, Que.

Canadian Timber Limits
E. STEWART (Forest Engineer)
Dealer in Timber Limits, Ontario and

Western farm lands and town property. Ex-
cellent investments now open. Correspond-
ence invited. 84 King Street East, Toronto.
Phone Main 5609. C

Planing Mill, Saw Mill and Head-
ing Mill For Sale

This is one of the best equipped Planing
Mills west <>f Toronto, doing a prosperous
business. Heading and Saw Mill in good
condition; considerable timber to be had;
will sell all or will sell Planing Mill separate.
This is a going concern; no better proposi-
tion anywhere; a money maker. Will stand
the strictest inspection. Can give satisfac-
tory reason for selling. Reply to Box 417,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 3-t.f.

For Sale
Mill and Plant situated on Bay Lake of

Montreal River and within the town limit
Town of Latchford on T. & N. O. Ry. Plant
consists of one Boiler, 60 in. diam. by 14 ft.

long, full flush front and rated at 70 h.p.
Right Hand Engine, 12 in. x 16 in., esti-

mated 64 h.p.

Three Moreau Machine Pulpwood Barkers
and Pullup and all saws, shafting, belts, etc.,
including extras.
Siding of T. & N. O. Railway runs into

mill yard
; good storing point for logs. With

very little extra cost, a circular saw and car-
riage could be installed as the power is suf-
ficient. This plant has been in use about
10 months only and is in good condition.
An excellent bargain for the right parties.
Write or communicate with C. & H. D.
Gamble, 28 Scott street, Toronto, Solicitors
for Owners. 2-7

Valuable Timber Property For Sale

The Oromocto Lumber Co., Ltd., ask for
tenders for their property. (Tenders to close
on or before 3rd day of April, 1912), and to
be mailed to Mark Curry, Amherst, N.S.,
marked "Tenders for Property of the Oro-
mocto Lumber Co., Ltd."

This property consists of about 71 square
miles of New Brunswick Government land
and about 5,783 acres of granted land, am
about 30 acres of leasehold land, situated on
the branches of the Oromocto River and esti-

mated to contain sixty to seventy millions
of logs, spruce, fir, pine and hardwood, and
one hundred millions of pulp wood; pro-
perty contains mill, five houses, barns, camp
outfits, seven horses, rigging, etc.

The lumber cut off this property is avail-

able for shipment to either the United States
or the English market as mill is on the line

of the C. P. Railway, rate of freight to

Boston points 14c. ; St. John 3c.

This property is well situated to be oper-
ated cheap, and logs or sawn lumber pro-
duced at a low figure and is without doubt
one of the best properties of its size in East-
ern Canada.

Full particulars with regard to the pro-

perty, etc., may be obtained from Mark
Curry, Amherst, N.S.,; Frank H. Lowe,
Brooklyn, Queen's County., N.S. ; William
E. Golding, St. John, N.B., or the Oromoc-
to Lumber Company, Ltd., Central Bliss-

ville, N. B. 3 6

For Sale
Heavy portable saw mill with single edger.

also Leonard Eclipse boiler and engine 35
h.p. Mill now running in first class order.

Situated near Delaware Village. For fur-

ther particulars apply Geo. A. Patrick, Dela-
ware, Ont. 5-tf

Water Circulation in Steam

Boilers

If the circulation of the water
in a boiler is slow and poor it

cannot be a rapid and economical
steam raiser; and, at the same
time, poor circulation is one of

the causes of unequal expansion
and the consequent deterioration

arising" therefrom. Also the ten-

dency to incrustation is increased

with boilers having a poor circu-

lation. With a rapid and unim-
peded circulation the bubbles of

steam formed are quicklv carried

to the surface, and the different

parts of the boiler are kept at a

fairly equal temperature, thus
avoiding unequal strains, which
are extremely detrimental. In

conjunction with a free circula-

tion the water should of course
be kept to a steady level, and the

stokin"- be regular and uniform.
If the water circulation in a

boiler is slow a considerably in-

creased time is, of course, neces-
sary to get up steam.
With the object of increasing

the heating surface and improv-
ing the circulation of the water
a considerable number of Lan-
cashire boilers have of late been
constructed, with the addition of

a series of horizontal tubes run-
ning the full leneth of the shell.

These have been found to con-
siderably increase the steaming
capacity of the boiler, and where
the feed-water is fairly pure are

very well suited for sawmill pur-

poses.

Decrease in Maine Spruce Trade

An incident among the changes
that have taken place in the sup-
ply of and demand for different

kinds of lumber in the United
States is illustrated by what has
occurred in the Maine spruce
trade during recent years. It is

stated from New York that a de-

cline in the demand for Maine
spruce began in the metropolitan
district about four years ago, and
since has continued with fluctua-

tions in volume, from time to

time. The falling off in require-

ments has been felt severely in

the past two seasons. Time was
when the bulk of the 3 in. stuff

went to the metropolitan market,
and large cargoes of heavy spruce
were disposed of there readily.

Last year Boston was the better

market. It is now a question as

to whether New York will ever
again be a great market for Maine
lumber. It is thought probable
that the principal reason for the
falling off of demand for Maine
spruce is the competition of

southern pine, including the long-
leaf variety of the Gulf region
and short-leaf and North Caro-
lina pine. Thus it is seen, re-

marks the "American Lumber-
man." that the great southern
wood has successfully invaded
northern markets from the Great
Lakes region to the Atlantic
coast, even having become a se-

vere rival to eastern spruce and
northern hemlock.

Sawing Accidents

Wood being thrown from the
saw is the most dangerous feature
of circular sawing, says a corres-

pondent of The Timber Trades
Journal. All connected with cir-

cular sawing should study and
learn as much regards ~ the na-
ture and quality of woods as they
do the mechanical manipulation
of the machine. Almost all fatal

accidents caused by circular saws
—and such are many—can be at-

tributed to the wood being
thrown from the back of the saw,
and certainly this dangerous pos-
sibility could be obviated if the
operator knew his business as he
ought to do. Great care should
be observed while cutting 'proud'
stuff, especially flatwise. The
wood should not be unduly forced
against the saw, and a wedge
oug-ht to be immediatelv inserted

in the saw kerf behind the saw
when possible. Probably larch

is the timber that is most liable

to jam the saw in tnis respect, but
fatal accidents have occurred
with other kinds of wood as well.

It may be said that guards will

not avert danerer or prevent acci-

dents when sawing 'proud' tim-

ber, so the onb' remedv is to

draw the wood back several times
until the wedge can be inserted.

Saw Mill To Let
with Water Power and Lachine Canal frontage,

near St. Gabriel Locks. Stone building, etc.,

in good order. About 75,000 square feet of land

is to let with the mill.

Well situated near Notre Dame and Canning
Streets. Possession 1st of May. Property of

estate of A. Cantin. Apply to

A The Cradock Simpson Company
BUSINESS ESTABLISHED 1879

205 St. James Street, MONTREAL



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

A good demand continues at Ottawa and in Eastern Ontario for

both the high and the low grades of white pine. Based upon these
conditions the general belief is that a good season's trade can be
expected. Whatever change there has been in market conditions
during the last few weeks points in the direction of improvement.
The lower grades have continued to advance in price and the mid-
dle grades are holding- their own. The building outlook at Ottawa
and in its neighborhood is excellent and the belief prevails that dur-
ing the present year there will be more extensive building operations
than ever before. Woods operations in the Ottawa Valley have been
favored witli better weather of late than during the earlier part
of the year, with the result that it is now believed that the output of

the camps will be about as large as was at first expected.

In central and western Ontario the lumber trade continues on a

firm basis. The leading feature is red pine. There is also a good
demand for hemlock and the prices are strong, as stocks in the re-

tailers' hands and at the mills are reported to be low. White pine
is steady with a good demand for practically all grades. Lath are
firm although the demand has not yet reached more than moderate
proportions.

The output of hemlock in the Georgian Bay district this winter
is likely to be much smaller than usual. One of the government
rangers who is closely in touch with the situation reports that the
hemlock output will fall far short of last year's. As yellow pine
does not compete seriously with the short hemlock logs, it is possible
that the reduced output will result in an improvement in the price
situation this year. A prominent Toronto wholesaler reports that
all the indications at present are in favor of a satisfactory year's trade
for Ontario lumbermen.

Eastern Canada

A serious car famine is holding back trade in Eastern Canada.
Reports from Montreal state that there are plenty of enquiries and
orders but that the lumber cannot be transported from the mills.
Stocks in general are reported to be low, particularly dry stocks of
spruce boards. Trade with the United States is dull.

' The hardwood
trade is active and prices are firm. The retail trade shows about a
normal amount of business in progress for this time of year.

The severe weather checked the trade in eastern spruce, at Bos-
ton, materially. Frames have been moving slowly. No sales are
recorded at anything under $24. A few dealers have secured $24.50
for small lots. The asking price is still $25, among those manufac-
turers who have plenty of orders on hand. A good demand con-
tinues for random and prices are steady. From "$21 to $22, is the
price of 2 x 4, though some holders are not accepting anything lower
than the latter price and no one is trying to force sales. No change
is reported in hardwoods, at Boston. A quiet trade continues in
quartered and plain oak, with prices steady. The demand for maple
is fair and ash is quiet. Hemlock boards are rather quiet, with
offerings of dry stock light. Holders are standing firm. Eastern
clipped boards are held at $20, and $20.50 is occasionally obtained
when frames are included in the order. The trade in shingles, at
Boston, is light but prices are unaltered. The best extras are bring-
ing $3.60 and clears are quoted at $3.25 to $3.35. Lath are quiet,
the asking price for \5/s inch being from $3.90 to $4, and for \V2
inch $3.50.

Great Britain

The period of cold weather which was experienced throughout
Great Britain recently caused a considerable interference with the
lumber trade. This, however, was only temporary, and the trade
quickly revived when the better weather arrived/ In the London
market at present, spot buying is rather quiet and forward buying
is on moderate lines. About the only consuming branch showing
decided activity is the packing trade. Uncertainty in connection with
freight rates, together with the present high prices, have had rather
a depressing influence upon future business. Prices continue firm,
both for floorings and deals, but forward prices are uncertain. At
the present time orders can be secured only by making a concession
to the buyers.

Messrs. Churchill & Sim, in their monthly report, write as fol-
lows :

—

"There has been a quite unusual importation of wood into Lon-
don during January. Last year it was large, this year it is larger
still, and a belated itnpor I of this sort, coming after the busi-
ness of the year is' supposed to be finished, and cutting into the small
remaining close time which is all that is now left to importers, has a
quite disproportionate adverse effect not only on the London market
itself, but also on all other markets, including the important one for

free-on-board selling for the new season, which is in full swing at
this time of the year. Of this extra importation some 4,500 standards
have been delivered overside in excess of January last year, but the
dock deliveries are 600 standards less than they were in the first

month of 1911. The dock stock may be estimated at nearly 15,000
standards less than it was twelve months ago. Prices for deals and
battens are perhaps a point better than they were before Christmas,
but for other things, including flooring, the market has been unsatis-
factory throughout the month, with a very poor demand. The free

business which was running in December for forward shipments
during the new season has slackened off considerably in January.
Shippers are very independent in consequence of the large sales al-

ready made, but further sales require much pushing and negotiations
as the orders come along, both sides appearing to be genuinely in-

different. Much less than usual has been sold to this coun-
try, and the prospects seem in favor of quiet, steady, un-
sensational selling without variation in prices. Freights are open-
ing higher than they were last spring, and seem likely to continue on
the basis of about a 10 per cent, rise."

The deliveries at London docks for the week ending February
3rd amounted to 3,771 standards, as compared with 3,809 during the
corresponding week of 1911.

At Messrs. Churchill & Sim's recent auction sale, 3 inch first

class Quebec birch brought Is. 6d. per cu. ft., and Is. 5 l/2 d., and
prime unsorted Oregon 4 inch sold at Is. 6d., 3x11 and 9 inch of
the same quality sold at Is. 4^d.

At Liverpool the timber trade has been deterred considerably
by the difficulty in obtaining freight room. The demand for tonnage
is still very strong, not only for lumber but for cotton and wheat.
Steamship owners are asking 50s. per standard, for f.o.w. Miramichi,
to good ports in the United Kingdom. From St. John, N.B., 45s.
per standard is asked to Liverpool. Reports state that no business
has yet been transacted at these figures and that both sides are play-
ing a waiting game. It is hoped that the freight situation may be
cleared up somewhat as spring advances. Considerable anxiety is

still felt at Liverpool and in the neighboring parts of the country,
about the unsettled condition of the great industries, there being ap-
parently no end to the unrest among the labor classes.

Spruce deals are very quiet, not only on account of the lack of
building operations but also as a result of the heavy frost and of
the unsettled condition of the freight market. Stocks at Liverpool,
in wholesalers hands, were nearly 1,000 standards less at the end
of January, than they were a year previous. Of the stocks on hand
at Manchester docks, 9,740 standards, nearly one-half was held by
consumers in storage.

The demand for hardwoods at Liverpool continues strong and
difficulty is experienced in filling orders for favorite sizes and qual-
ities. Great difficulty seems to be experienced in obtaining deliver-
ies of hardwoods ordered from the United States, on account of the
shortage of cars in that country and also on account of the short-
age of vessel space for the transatlantic shipments. Prime, plain
white oak boards are in good demand. The supply of medium and
better stocks is small but the demand is dull. Ordinary medium
stock in one inch boards is about the cheapest timber on the market
at present. The demand for thin oak seems to be very quiet but an
improvement is expected before long. The prospects are for a
good demand in the near future for medium cabinet oak planks, as
a result of the high prices for wagon and coffin oak planks.

At Manchester, the weather had the same effect upon the timber
trade as in other parts of the country. The prospects for the im-
mediate future, however, are bright. A slight improvement is noted
in the building trade. Retail prices of timber, at Manchester are
considered far too low. It is difficult in fact to characterize them
by any other term than ruinous. This is hard to account for, when
one considers the high prices which retailers now have to pay when
they come into the market for stocks. Oak of all kinds with ex-
ception of the very low grades is scarce and higher in price. Rail-
way companies are reported to be coming forward with numerous
enquiries. Some improvement is noted in the supply of railway
wagons for timber freight, though there is still a' considerable
shortage.

United States

No important changes are to be recorded in the lumber industry
and trade of the United States during the past two weeks. A grad-
ual improvement however, is noticeable in most parts of the coun-
try. The extremely cold weather kept the enquiries for spring trade
from developing materially. The soft weather of the last week or
two has made an important difference and improvement is reported.
Generally speaking there is a firm belief that the spring will witness
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an important increase in the demand for lumber, though it is just
possible that this development may commence a little later than ex-
pected. Retail stocks are rather low and the same applies to stocks
in the hands of consumers both in soft wood and hardwood. The
prevalent buying of small and mixed orders shows no indication of

change and the opinion is that only a decided advance in prices will

stir retail dealers to any other method of business. Retailers, espec-
ially those of pine are still inclined to hesitate about buying very
far in advance of their immediate requirements. The most important
demand for northern pine, is reported for the lower grades which can
be used in box manufacturing. Supplies of this class of lumber
are only moderate. Higher prices for lumber are only moderate.
Higher prices for low grade white and Norway pine are not unlikely
in the Saginaw Valley district.

Chicago.—The lumber trade has shown no noteworthy changes,
during the past fortnight. Weather conditions have been opposed
to any increase in demand. Retailers however, have been buying in

fairly large quantities during the last week or two, as their stocks
had been permitted to run down, since last fall. A fair number of
orders are reported for northern pine and the volume of trade is

considerably greater than a year ago. Prices are firm in all classes
of northern pine. The hardwood market is steadily improving and
a general feeling of optimism prevails. The principal demand is for
plain red oak which is strong, though rather scarce in the grades
that are most desired. Quartered white oak is in a little better de-
mand than formerly. A fairly active market for ash is reported.
Furniture manufacturers are enquiring for birch a little more than
formerly. Hemlock boards are quite strong in demand and stocks
of dry lumber are low. Southern pine for railroad timber and car
construction continues in good demand at Chicago. The prospects
are, that this will be the case for some time. Early spring buying
has developed well. An active and stronger market is confidently
expected. Manufacturers are holding out for good prices and an
upward tendency is expected during the spring. Shingles are dull,
although receipts from the coast have been reduced. The demand
is extremely light. Lath are in steady demand and firm.

Buffalo.—A good demand still continues for the best grade of
northern pine, for pattern purposes, and stocks are comparatively
light. Building lumber has been quiet, on account of the severe
weather. The demand for box lumber is good and more strength
is evident in the market. Hardwoods have been rather quiet, on
account of the severe weather. Plain oak, maple and birch are in

good demand and prices are firm. The trade in hemlock is small,
as building operations are light. An improvement is confidently
expected with the approach of spring. Stocks are light and in some
grades are quite low. Prices are firm and likely to continue so. They
have in fact increased about 50c. a thousand, of late. A good demand
continues, for North Carolina pine, as a result of the difficulty in
securing stock for immediate orders. The main difficulty has been
in the delivery. Prices are steady. Southern pine continues strong
and mill representatives are expecting higher prices, on account of
scarcity of stock. Shipments are arriving slowly, as cars have
frequently been held up during the last fortnight. Sales of red cedar
shingles have been smaller than usual. A better demand is expected
shortly. A feeling prevails that the demand for Canadian white
cedar shingles will be good, during the year. Prices are steady.

Bay City and Saginaw.—A steady market continues for the best
grades of northern pine and the trade in the lower grades for box
making is also good. Stocks of box lumber are low. Coarse grades
are worth more than they were a year ago and there is a little

fluctuation in the price of high grade pine.

Timber Trade in Barbados
S. P. Musson, Son & Company, Bridgtown, Barbados, report

under date of January 19th, regarding the lumber trade as follows:

—

"There has been no arrival of any description of lumber during the
fortnight. Dealers' yards are fairly well stocked with both white pine
and spruce, and further supplies are expected. Pitch pine—Last sales
$33.50 for merchantable (all heart) and $26.50 for second quality,
and we understand further contracts have been made in the neigh-
borhood of these prices. Shingles—No arrivals of either Gaspe or
cedar laying, for both of which there is a fairly good demand. Shooks— i\

To arrivals. Wood hoops—Receipts consist of 1,510 bdls. by the
S.S. "Caroni" from London, on importer's account.

Port-of-Spain Markets
Gordon (Irani & Co., Ltd., Port-of-Spain, report upon the trade

in lumber and cooperage materials, under date of February 5th as
follows:—The only arrivals are the s.s. Trym from Gulfport with
207,000 feet pitch pine, and the small cargo of N. S. boards by the
Schooner A. V. Conrad from Liverpool, N.S., to our consignment,
which we disposed of on arrival at satisfactory rates. There is al-
ways an outlet for this class of lumber and a small lot of spruce

boards would sell well. A cargo or two of good heart quality pitch
pine assorted in accordance with present requirements could In-

disposed of.

Market Correspondence

Montreal Trade Hampered by Car Shortage
Montreal, Feb. 24.—The outstanding feature in the Montreal

Trade is the scarcity of cars, with a consequent temporary dislo-
cation of business among wholesale lumbermen. The complaints
concerning the car famine are universal, and the head of one firm
states that he has never experienced such a shortage at this time
of the year. In some instances flat cars have been utilized, and
even in many cases where box cars have been employed they be-
long to foreign roads. There are plenty of inquiries and orders,
but the lumber cannot be transported from the mills, and the or-
ders are thus unfilled. This delay involves considerable expense,
and there is naturally a good deal of grumbling.

Generally, stocks appear to be low. This applies particularly
to dry stock, and notably to spruce boards. Dry stock has been
almost cleaned up, and the situation is aggravated by the impossibil-
ity of getting whatever lumber of this description is at the mills.
Export business to the Onited States is dull. Hardwoods continue
in fair demand, and while dimension lumber is quiet, prospects are
reported to be very good.

In the retail business the volume of trade is about normal for
the season, with spruce lath in better demand. It is yet too early
for any pronounced demands, but retailers are looking forward to
a very satisfactory season.

Pulp and Paper Mills Busy

With regard to the paper and pulp situation, there is very little

change to report. The mills are very busy, and while a lot of paper
is expected from the new mills, this will come gradually into the
market during the summer and fall.

In ground wood there has not been much movement into the Uni-
ted States, (except on contracts) until recently. A sale of 2,000 tons
by a Canadian mill to a Northern New York point is reported. It is

expected that prices will advance materially within the next week
or two. The streams in the Province of Quebec are low, and pro-
duction may be limited on this account.

Chemical pulps are very high in price and scarce, owing to the
extraordinarily strong demand from the United States during the
present winter.

The question of "the most favored nations" seeking free pulp
and paper admission to the United States, owing to the concessions
made to Canada under recent tariff legislation, is still before the
United States customs court. The general opinion appears to be
that European nations cannot be placed on the same plane as Can-
ada, and that the tariff will remain in effect against Europe as it

is to-day. The chances seem that the small concessions made to
Canada will not be changed.

Improved Prospects at Ottawa
Ottawa, February 24.—The lumbermen of the Ottawa Valley

are confident, as a general rule, that the trade conditions this spring
and. throughout the coming season will be much more satisfactory
than during the corresponding period of last year.

Senator Edwards, of W. C. Edwards & Co., reports that "there
has been little change in the outlook during the past few weeks,
but what change there has been has been since the New Year has
undoubtedly been for the better." This hopeful view of the situ-
ation is shared by the majority of the lumbermen. They point out
that the highest grades still command top-notch prices, and are
likely to maintain their strength indefinitely. The middle grades
command practically the same prices as have obtained for some
time. In common lumber, however, prices are stiffening appreci-
ably. I n mill culls, pine box boards, and shorts there has been a
continued steady advance in price as a result of the strong demand.
In fact, while this is a slack season in the lumberman's calendar,
the medium and lower grades have been selling rather freely.

Building Activity Still Increasing

The Canadian trade outlook appears to be bright to the local
dealers. Already the building figures of the various cities of the
Dominion are being compiled and in practically every instance the
large total of last season's building operations will' be surpassed.
In the immediate vicinity of the Capital an active spring and sum-
mer is already assured "for the building trades, and this of course
will directly react to the prosperity of the retail lumbermen, with
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an indirect stimulus upon the wholesale and manufacturing branches
as well. A keen demand from Montreal is also anticipated ,which
will still further assure a good season locally.

The United States market continues weak and unsatisfactory.
To add to the other perturbing conditions, the presidential elections
which are beginning to loom so large on the Southern horizon are
given as a reason against being optimistic in that direction.

"The average feeling among lumbermen," as one of the leading
dealers expressed it, "is not to go too steep in the United States
during a presidential year. Business tends to fluctuate more and
more as the time approaches and Canadian lumbermen will be well
advised to be conservative in that market."

Woods Operations on an Average Scale

While most of the larger firms will not be through their log
cutting for some weaks, several gangs have finished their winter's
cut. Some hundreds of the log-cutters from the shanties have re-
turned from the north to Ottawa and other centers in this dis-
trict. Hauling logs is now the order of the day. The sleighing is
excellent. This is well, for the winter's operations have been con-
siderably delayed in certain limits; first by the late opening of real
winter weather, and then, throughout most of January by the ex-
ceptional cold. Some weeks of good hauling, however, have given
an opportunity to catch up. Most of the firms, therefore, are count-
ing on the full season's operations as originally planned. This will
mean a somewhat larger supply of logs than last winter's normal
quantity.

Ottawa lumbermen are hoping that the Dominion Government
may enact the bill, recently presented to stop the too common prac-
tice of stealing drift logs and timber along the banks of rivers and
lakes. "Our logs are being continually stolen by such parties,"
stated Senator Edwards when questioned as to the need of further
legislation. "It must be twenty years since the present amendments
were made to the criminal code, to apply to the theft of timber on
bodies of water. There is certainly plenty of room for improving
the existing law. The trouble has hitherto been that the magis-
trates would very seldom convict, for if it were enforced even 'the
present law would be pretty stringent. It has evidently been found
wanting, and a better means of protecting the lumbermen is sought."

The new Bill, if made law, will make guilty of an indictable
offence and liable to three years' imprisonment, anyone who takes
possession of or conceals drift timber of any description whatever,
or if he removes any mark from the timber or refuses to deliver it

up to its rightful owner. Although this seems rather drastic, those
best able to appreciate the prevalence of this 'species of thievery
assert that it is in no wise too stringent. It is generally under-
stood that the Parliament will enact the law as proposed.

'

Timber Trade in United Kingdom
Gold Weather Caused Temporary Lull in Trade—Ocean
Freight Rates Advancing—Wagon Building on the Increase

By J. Hanmev Quail.

Liverpool, Feb. 1 1th.—Business in timber has been checked
somewhat by a time of keen frost and of unusually heavy snow.
London fared better in respect of these visitations than the timber
ports farther north, where yard stocks were, for a time, snowed up,
and deliveries were suspended as far as might be. Though London
had less snow and frost than the other ports, sales from yards were
on a very limited scale. At the auction sales buying was fairly active.
The lots offered were cleared without difficulty, and prices, in the
main, were very firm. More business for forward delivery has been
done, and has been viewed as a good feature of trade. Quebec 3x11
has lately sold at £11, and 3 x 6 at £9 to £9 5s. Floorings have
been in good demand, especially 6 and 7-inch widths. Planed boards
have been in more request and stocks of these are now very small.

Matchings have been more inquired for and narrow widths have
sold readily.

The high freights are interfering with the shipping branch of
the trade. For Canadian spruce, from 7s. to 10s. more than a year
ago is now being quoted as freight, Sawn pitch-pine has been in
moderate demand. The lower grades of the wood have sold more
freely but have not brought high prices.

Increased Use of Wood Paving Deal Blocks

Blocks for wood-paving continue to be in good demand for use
by London borough councils. Among the latter wood-paving opera-
tions which have been decided on may be mentioned that of the Rich-
mond Town Council, who have decided to pave Hill street with creo-
sote deal blocks, at a cost of £5,600, and that of the Marylebone
borough council who have decided to renew much of the wood pave-

ment of their thoroughfares in the course of the present year and
next year.

At Liverpool, apart from the interference with business through
the heavy snow, the demand for Canadian lumber has been good and
prices tend upwards. Liner shipments of spruce have found ready
purchasers at fall prices. The available freight space of the liners
have practically all been booked for some time to come. Spruce lias

sold well and some sizes, 2/2 x7 and 3x9, for example, are now \ cry
scarce. In pitch-pine, a good spot demand exists, and business is

being hindered by the absence of freight space, and the high and
increasing rates of freight. Boards meet with a good inquiry and
stocks have been much reduced. Birch planks have met with a ready
sale. Stocks are still small and prices are very firm. Oak has sold
freely, wagon wood being steadily called for and the demand for
coffin wood being more active. Boards from 1 inch down to y2 inch
sell readily.

At Manchester spruce deals have had a slow sale, partly owing
to the quietness in the building trade. Spruce scantlings have been
in good demand. Floorings have moved steadily and are somewhat
dearer, about £9 15s. now being quoted.

At Glasgow business in pine lumber has been on a fair scale,
and more confidence has been shown the trade of the near future.
Stocks continue on a much reduced scale. Shipbuilding is still very
active and a good demand for all classes of shipbuilders' timber ex-
ists. Yellow pine boards for joiners' uses have not been in much
request, but the demand from the furniture trade has improved. Oak,
elm, canary-wood and red-wood have all been in very fair demand!
Prices are firm and tend upwards.

Expansion of Wagon Building Industry

Wagon Trade Booming.—Reports of the results of the past year's
working by some of the leading wagon-building companies in the
United Kingdom have just been issued, and show unmistakably the
prosperous condition of the wagon-building trade of late. The Bris-
tol and South Wales Railway Wagon Company, Limited, are paying
a dividend at the rate of ten per cent, per annum for the past year.
The Scottish Wagon Company are paying a dividend at the rate of
six per cent. The Birmingham Railway Carriage and Wagon Com-
pany, Limited, are paying at the rate of \2y2 per cent, on the ordinary
shares, for the past half year. This will leave the dividend for the
whole year ten per cent., but a bonus of five per cent, additional will
be paid, which will bring the distribution to the shareholders up to
fifteen per cent, for the year.

As regards the wagon-building work in hand and the new work
being given out, there is no sign of any easing or falling off at the
present time. The London and North Western Railway Company
have just made a valuable contribution to the work of the kind in
hand by distributing orders for the construction of 2,000 wagons
among different builders. The value of this work is increased by a
stipulation which has been made that the under-frames of the
wagons are to be of English oak. A large number of wagons are
now being built for other companies, for which oak under-frames
have been stipulated, but in some cases Stettin oak has been called
for. This large demand for oak, for wagon work is keeping stocks
in dealers' hands very small.

The timber trade at Manchester are considering means of in-
creasing their accommodation at the Grosvenor Hotel, where their
meetings are held. It is probable that this will lead to 'the establish-
ing of an adequate timber exchange at Manchester.

Moderate Imports at Liverpool
Smith & Tyrer, Liverpool, Eng., in their monthly circular report

as follows upon January's trade :—Values have been well maintained
during the past month and the moderate importation, coupled with a
good demand for the season of the year, have tended to deplete stocks
and in this respect the situation is distinctly sound. The freight
question is a difficult problem. It is not easy to get shipments for-
ward from the shipping ports, and owners continue to withhold
steamers from the market while more preferable cargoes are obtain-
able. No immediate fall in rates appears to be in sight. Spruce deals
—Liner parcels have come forward more freely than last year but'
nevertheless, prices have gradually hardened. Shippers are not
pressing sales in advance, as the tonnage question continues so un-
certain. Birch.—Considerable forward business has been done both
in logs and planks and the demand continues. Pine deals—have been
steady but without material change. Hemlock—Onlv a small busi-
ness is workable.

Steady Trade at Liverpool
Farnworth & Jardine, Liverpool, England, report under date of

Feb. 2nd as follows:—The business of the past month has been
steady

;
supplies have reached the market in moderate quantities

and although deliveries have been somewhat interfered with by in-
clement weather, the volume of business transacted on the whole
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Works : Sherbrooke, Que., St. Catharines, Ont.
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may be considered fairly satisfactory, and compares favorably with
figures for the previous year; stocks generally are moderate.

Canadian Woods.—Pine timber.—Of waney, 1st class, there has
been no import. From Manchester stocks considerable deliveries have
been made; the quantity on hand is somewhat reduced, and is not
excessive; values rule at high points. Of 2nd class timber the stock
is moderate, and values steady. Square pine—The demand has been
nominal, and there is little enquiry. Oak—There has been more
enquiry; stocks are light and values firmer. Elm—There have been
no arrivals; deliveries have been fair, and the small stock is firmly
held. Pine deals—The import lias been very light; there has been
a fair consumption; stocks, however, remain ample, both in Liver-
pool and Manchester; values are firm. Red pine deals—Stocks are
not excessive, values unchanged.

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia spruce and pine deals.—The

import to the Mersey (including Manchester) during the past month
amounted to 3,970 stds. compared with 1,790 slds. d u n

i

ig the cor-
responding period last year; the bulk of the import having been
to Liverpool in liner parcels. The deliveries have been satisfactory,
amounting to 7,940 stds. against 5,888 stds. last year; c.i.f. values
have hardened to some extent, and the present slock is li^ht

;

freights continue very firm. Pine deals have been in rather better
demand.

Birch.—Logs have not been imported; there has been a moder-
ate consumption; stocks are low, and values firm. Planks have
been imported rather more freely, but consumption has kept pace, and
values are firm.

British Columbia and Oregon pine.—Imports amounted to 12,000
cubic feet during the past month ; there has been a slightly better
demand; stocks are not excessive; values firm and unchanged.

Machinery and Equipment
What Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Appliances are Doing

J. A. Pay & Egan Company's No. 291, Automatic Double Cut-off Saw.

A New Cut-Off Saw
The accompanying illustration represents a new cut-oft saw

manufactured by the J. A. Fay & Egan Company, Ohio. It is known
as No. 291 Automatic Double Cut-off Saw with Hopper Feed. The
company claim that this machine will do as much work as eight or
even ten of the hand feed machines, at the same time cutting off

more accurately than is possible by the slower method.
As regularly made the machines can be set to cut-off up to 6 feet

6 inches long and 20 inches wide. For the wide stock the hopper
feed is not used, as the operator can keep the machine filled to capa-
city without it. For stock 3 in., 4 in., 5 in., 6 in., 7 in., and 8 in. wide,
however, the hopper feed is used. The operator picks the stock from
the truck by the armful and dumps it into the hopper. The bottom
piece always rests upon slides between which runs a chain made of

milled steel blocks. At intervals in this chain are steel dogs. These
dogs take hold of the bottom piece in the hopper, carry it under the
pressure springs past the two saw blades which trim both ends
square, and then feed out the pieces to the off-bearer at the rear of

the machine.
This chain is practically the entire mechanism of the machine.

The chain passes over milled sprockets, preventing any jumping, and
each dog has a separate micrometer adjustment, insuring absolute
accuracy at all times.

The right-hand housing on this machine is stationary. The left-

hand housing, carrying the saw, moves back and forth on wide planed
ways, by means of a crank operating through a rack and pinion.
The machine can instantly be set to cut-off to any length within
its capacity.

Further information can be had by addressing the J. A. Fay &
Egan Company, 465-485 W. Front street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The Disston Crucible

"The Disston Crucible" is the title of an interesting monthly
magazine which has been inaugurated by Henry Disston & Sons,

Philadelphia, Pa. The first issue, a copy of which has reached us,
is a most creditable production and promises good things in the
future for all who are fortunate enough to be on the mailing list.

Among other interesting articles in the first issue is an account of
the part played by the saw in history. Excellent illustrations help
to make the magazine of value and interest and there is included, a
department of correspondence, in which many hints are given which
will be of material advantage to millmen. "The Disston Crucible"
will receive a warm welcome from the lumber manufacturing in-
dustry.

A Busy Machinery Firm
The Smart-Turner Machine Company, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.,

report that they have supplied the following equipment among their
recent orders: The Grenville Board & Pulp Company, Thorold, Ont.,
a centrifugal pump, and Gushing Bros., Saskatoon, Sask., a duplex
pump. They have received from The Jonquiere Pulp Co., Jonquiere,
P. Q., an order for a duplex pot valve pump, and an order for a
centrifugal pump for the Dryden Timber & Power Company, Dry-
den, Ont. They recently also supplied The Toronto Furniture Com-
pany, Toronto, with a Simplex vacuum pump.

Wolves in New Brunswick Forests

A Chatham, N.B., report says that there have been tales from
several sections of the province that wolves, practically unknown in

New Brunswick woods for many years, have been seen and heard
this winter. Two Chatham men state that they saw a pair of wolves
recently while in the woods. They had gone to an old camp in

that vicinity and were a little distance from it when a savage snarl-
ing and an unmistakable wolf howl drew their attention to a place
to their right. Two grey wolves then came out in the open and
disappeared in the forest.
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We dare you to put any of your

so called "waterproof " belts to this

actual test—hot water

!

The belt that will stand this

test is waterproof in every

sense of the word and

Leather Belting

will stand this sort of

treatment or any other test

because it is water and steam proof all the way
through and therefore the best belt for any drive

handling wet lumber or running in a damp place.

For over thirty five years the makers of the Best Leather Belts

MONTREAL TORONTO ST. JOHN, N.B.

511 William Street 27 Melinda Street 89 Prince William St.

WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

244 Princess Street 217 Columbia Ave.

ps~To Insure Satisfaction—State where Belt is to Run~»i
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ONEIDA STEEL PULLEYS

Increase

Your

Output

and

Reduce

Your

Operating

Expenses

If you are interested in the best pulley made and wish to know
how you can save two-thirds of the power now used to turn cum-
bersome cast iron pulleys, and if you wish to increase your output
at the same time by superior running- qualities of the pulleys used,
write us for the full particulars regarding the "ONEIDA" steel
pulleys before ordering any other.

Write For Our Catalog

OneiddL Steel Pulley Co.
Oneida., New York. U. S A.

CEDAR
SHINGLES
Campbell - MacLaurin Lumber Co.

Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL

Timber Estimates

Logging Maps

Water Power

Water Storage

Forest

Engineers

CLARK & LYFORD,
40.'i Crown Building

Vancouver

LYFORD, CLARK &
LYFORD

206 Board of Trade Bldg
Montreal

EDGINGS
Ontario

The Canadian Timber & Land Co., Ltd., has been incorporated with
authorized capital of $250,000; Thomas Long, Allan K. Davis, James I'lay-
fair and others are interested.

The Parkhill Lumber and Manufacturing Company, Parkhill, Out., are
preparing plans for an addition to their planing mill. They will manufac-
ture small woodenware and will be in the market for a complete outfit
of new machinery.

The Thomas Manufacturing Company, St. Thomas, are erecting a wood-
working factory at Outremont, Que. The building is to be five storeys.
120 x 50 feet, of mill construction. The architect is E. W. Barnes, 2126
Mance street, Montreal.

The Knechtel Furniture Company are considering the erection of a
spring furniture factory to cost $10,000. The building is to be four storeys,
68 ft. 6 in. x 99 ft. The equipment will include electric motors, elevator,
wood-working machinery and sprinkler system.

The Mattagami Company, Limited, has been incorporated with a capital
of $54,000 to deal in timber limits and carry on a general land and build-
ing business in all its branches with head office at Mattagami Heights, Ont.
The Provincial directors are O. L. Redfern and G. G. T. Ware Hailevburv
Ont.

'

Parry Sound, Ont., has carried a by-law to give $25,000 as a bonus and
$25,000 as a loan to the Standard Chemical, Iron and Lumber Company of
Toronto. The company intend to erect a charcoal blast furnace of about
one hundred tons daily capacity at Parry Sound. The plans and specifi-
cations have not yet been prepared.

The Arnprior Box Company, Limited, Arnprior, Ont., whose incorpora-
tion was recently reported in the Canada Lumberman, will make a specialty
of the manufacture of cheese boxes from wood fibre, which is to be pro-
duced from spruce fibre board. The managing director of the company is

Mr. Lindsay Whyte, the patenter of the box. The directors of the company
are D. McLachlin, president; T. S. Church, vice-president; G. F. Macnab.
secretary-treasurer; Neil Campbell and W. A. Whyte and Mr. Lindsay
Whyte. The company expect to be in a position to fill orders received
in good time for the present season's business.

The Canada Timber and Lands, Limited, recently incorporated, with head
office at 84 King street East, Toronto, is a holding company, with an
authorized capital of $250,000. The object is to deal in timber limits, pulp
limits, etc. Attention will be devoted very largely to British Columbia
timber lands, which it is believed will increase rapidly in price on account
of the growing markets in the Canadian Prairies, and the approaching com-
pletion of the Panama Canal, which will provide access to the markets of
the eastern states. Mr. E. Stewart, forest engineer, Toronto, is one of
the principal members of the company.

Allan S. Nicholson. Burlington, Ont., who for eighteen months previous
to January 1st last had been carrying on business in connection with G. H.
Nicholson under the name of The Nicholson Lunmber Company, at Burling-
ton and Hamilton, has bought out the interests of Mr. G. H. Nicholson, and
is continuing the Hamilton business under the same name as formerly.' He
has been carrying on the planing mill and lumber yard at Burlington and
the lumber yard at Hamilton under this name. On February 1st he made
another change by taking into partnership Messrs. R. Allen and M. Maude,
two of the old employees in the Hamilton business. The Hamilton business
is now known as The Nicholson Lumber Company and the business at Bur-
L
1"^?"' wh,cn is a separate concern, is conducted under the name of Allan
S. Nicholson.

Eastern Canada
A project is under discussion for the establishment of a large pulp

and paper plant at Newcastle, N.B., backed by English capital.

The Chicoutimi Pulp Company has increased its dividend from four to
six per cent., the new dividend being payable March 1st. The directors
hope to make a further increase during this year.

With the putting into operation recently of the large new machinery,
the output of the mills of the New Brunswick Pulp & Paper Company, of
Millerton, N.B., will be practically doubled, the capacity of the entire piant
now reaching 4,000 tons per annum.

The Wayagamack Paper & Pulp Company has been notified by its Euro-
pean and Australian agents of the closing of contracts which will take the
entire output of the company's plant for twelve months after it opens this
spring. The contracts, it is stated, have been made at good figures and will
total over 18,000 tons.

The Forest Reserve Pulp and Paper Company Limited has been incor-
porated with a capital stock of $1,000,000 to carry on business as dealers in
timber lumber, logs, wood pulp, paper, &c, with head office at Montreal
Que. The incorporators include G. W. MacDougall. L. Macfarlane and T
G. Cartwright, all of Montreal.

J. G. Avard & Company Limited, has been incorporated with a capital
of $100,000 to manufacture and deal in lumber, wood, pulp timber &c
to operate saw and planing mills, construct roads, conduits, railways, wharve-
&c, with head office at Montreal, Que. The incorporators are G. Mitchell'
R. Chenevert, and F. Callaghan, all of Montreal.

Reports from Marysville, N.B., indicate the likelihood of the estab-
lishment there of a pulp mill by the Consolidated Pulp and Paper Company
tne corporation recently formed with a capitalization of $5,000,000 in which
both English and United States capital is interested. Senator N'M Jones
of Bangor. Me., is one of the principal United States members of the com-
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pany. The proposition i> to take over the Alexander Gibson Railway and
Manufacturing C ompany, the Edward Partington Pulp and Paper Company,
and the St. John Forwarding Company.

The Bayless Pulp and Paper Company have practically completed all

arrangements for the erection of a pulp and paper mill at Beaupre, P.Q.,
with a capacity of 100 tons of paper a day. A contract for the supply of
power has already been made with the Stadacona Power Company, of Que-
bec. This company, which recently secured a charter, will generate power
from the fall> at St. Ferrol, about 25 miles from the city of Quebec. They
expect to develop 10,000 lmr«e power. The Bayless Pulp and Paper Com-
pany's mill is expected to be in operation about the time the company is

developing power.

The property recently purchased by J. L. Black & Sons. Limited, Sack-
ville. N.B., from Arthur A. flicks, Cooksville, is adjacent to lumber land
which they already own: their former holdings lying on two sides of it.

giving them in this block about :!().()()() acres, all of which they own in fee
simple. This block of land i> watered by three fair streams; the stream
running through the lot recently purchased Mows into the Tantramar River
and the Bay of Fundy, and the other two streams flow into Northumberland
Strait-. The new purchase gives them a driving stream on the Sackville side
of their property and their shipments from this point will be made over the
X. B. & P. E. I. Railway The larger part of their stock from their original
holdings goes to the Northumberland Straits and i> -hipped from Point du
Chene by water to foreign market- and by rail and schooner to the local
and United State- market-.

Western Canada
A sash and door factory i- being built by A. Cotton at Vancouver, B.C.

Donald Fra-er, lumber dealer, Letellier, Man., is reported to have sold
to H. McLelland.

The Cameron Lumber Company, :!.">."> Garbally Road, Victoria, B. C.
have prepared plans for their new mills and yards.

The British Columbia Government estimate that there is approximately
1200,000,000 invested in timber properties in the province.

The Brookside Milling Company, Limited, has been incorporated with
a capital of $10,000 to carry on business as timber merchants, -aw mill own-
er-. &c, with head office at Vancouver, B.C.

The Graham I -land Coal and Timber Syndicate Limited has been in-
corporated with a capital of £13,348, and head office at 81S Bower Building,
Vancouver, B.C. A. 11. Douglas, barrister, is the company's attorney.

The We-tern Vancouver Lumber C impany Limited has been incorporated
with capital of $400,000. The incorporators are C. Y. Dupont. \Y. Mawson
and 1*'. A. Robertson of Victoria, and F. 1". Buckley of Vancouver.

The Crow's Nest Pass Lumber Co. will construct ten miles of standard
gage railway next spring near Wardner, B.C. The company already have
two section.-, of railway for logging purposes.

The Western Vancouver Lumber Company, Limited, has been incorpor-
ated with a capital of $4()0.ooo. The incorporators are, C. T. Dupont, M.
Mawson, and F. A. Robertson, of Victoria, and F. F. Buckley, of Vancouver.

The Western Sash and Door Factories Limited have been incorporated
with a capital of $50,000 to carry on business as timber merchants, lumber
dealers, and manufacturers of sashes, doors. &c, with head office at Van-
couver, B.C.

Fire recently destroyed the sash and door factory of the McCormick
Manufacturing Company, Limited, St. Boniface, Man., entailing a loss in
the neighborhood of $25,000. The loss included over $10,000 worth of ma-
chinery. The insurance amounted to between $4,000 and $5,000.

C. T. McAllister Limited, has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$1,000,000 to carry on business a- dealers in all kinds of building materials,
timber limits, &c The head office is at Calgary, Alta., and the incorporators
are F. C. Moyer, S. C. Gray and G. W. Gallagher, all of Calgary.

Cooke, Peden & Company Limited have been incorporated with capi-
tal of $100,000 to acquire and take over as a going concern the business now
carried on by The Northern Lumber Company at South Fort George, B.C.,
to carry on business as builders, contractors, and general merchants, with
head office in the County of Cariboo, B.C.

Reports from B. C. state that the Western Vancouver Lumber Company,
which was recently incorporated, will soon commence active operations on
their limits on the western side of Vancouver Island. The property includes
from 90 to 100 square miles located in and around Nootka, Nitinat and Clay-
oquot, which is reported as all heavily covered with valuable timber. The
promoters are Messrs. G. H. and F. V. Robertson, Vancouver, and a large
amount of English capital is said to be behind the proposition.

Four hundred million feet of standing timber in British Columbia, lo-
cated on 10,240 acres have been sold to Henry Carstens, president of Car-
stens & Earle's. The tract was owned by S. B. Bolom and Elliott G. Cormick
and is located on the Salmon River, about 125 miles from Vancouver. The
Salmon River divides the tract. The timber consists principally of spruce
and cedar with a little fir, and covers sixteen limits of 640 acres each. While
the price was not announced, it is said to have been considerably in excess
of $250,000.

The Board of Trade of Kindersley, Sask, reports that there exists at
that place a first class opening for a small but well-equipped wood-working
plant, capable of turning out the contractors' and carpenters' supplies re-
quired there. The town, which is now about two years old, and a divi-
sional point on the C. X. R. Saskatoon-Calgary line, has a population
slightly in excess of 800; there are no competing towns within fifty miles
in any direction, and no wood-working plant nearer than Saskatoon, 125
miles distant. The town is the centre of a thickly settled district, and a
great deal of construction is going on

The Barnhart Log Loader
has been iu successful operation in all parts of the country
for twenty years and never caused a complaint. We are
now manufacturing a new Barnhart Loader known as
Model "12," which is specially designed for use in very
heavy timber. This loader is built on the same lines as the
old Barnhart Loader now known as Model "10" and which
we still continue to manufacture. We are operating lum-
bermen, producing 200,000,000 feet of lumber per annum
and we use the Barnhart Loader exclusively. Could we
afford to do so if it were not the best? Write us for
prices.

Goodyear Lumber Company, Tf

We have a splendid stock of

WHITE PINE

RED PINE

SPRUCE
Enquiries solicited from the

wholesale trade.

Thos. Mackarell & Co.
Ottawa

49 Metcalfe Street

Montreal

Canadian Express Bldg.
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Purchasers — And How
To Locate Them

John Apsley Jenkins sells Hardwood trim.

I met him yesterday, plodding along as

though headed for the undertaker's.
" Deucedly hard work digging up business

—made nine calls to-day and not a dollar

in sight" he confided.

Now, Jenkins is like nine out of even-

ten salesmen—spending their time making
unproductive calls. They waste much
time and good energy canvassing pros-

pects that may want something, some-
where, sometime.

How can this waste effort be eliminated ?

How can knowledge of present and pros-

pective markets be acquired quickly, effici-

ently, economically ? How can this in-

formation be obtained, daily, from every

town in Canada ?

If you really want to know—drop us a
line. Let us send you specimen reports

relating to your business and explain our
facilities for supplying you, daily, with

information that will enable you to make
sales.

MacLean Daily Reports Limited

220 King Street West, TORONTO

The Value of a Forest Survey
An intesting booklet entitled "Forest Surveys; What they are,

wherein they serve, what they cost," lias been issued hy Lyford
( lark and l.yford, the well known Forest Engineers, of Montreal,
and ( lark and Lyford, Vancouver. The hooklet is a Simple ex-
planation of the manifold advantages involved in the possession of
a properly prepared forest survey, for all who are owners of tim-
ber limits. These advantages are well explained in a portion of
the booklet under the heading, "Forest Surveys,— Wherein they
serve." from which the following quotation is reproduced:

' The maps and estimates resulting from a forest survey furnish
an inventory of raw material, complete, concise, and fully classified,
rhey provide a usable and convenient vehicle for taking directors
and managing officers over the ground, keeping them in close touch
with field operations. Maps made hy competent forest engineers
in such a way that all pertinent information is shown; and which
are so drawn that they can readily he kept up-to-date hy annual
revision (mapping of new cuts, etc.), enable the managing officers
to obtain a hirds-eye view of their operations—to see at a glance
just what and how much area has been cut over; how much is waste
land; how much timber is coming from each watershed; the loca-
tion of routes of travel through the property; the exact location
of camps and areas tapped hy each (me; the location of dams,
chutes, and all improvements ;—and give them a correct impres-
sion of the relation of the various features of the property one to
another as regards distance and direction. With the maps and es-
timates both at hand, general plans for operations can be made for
years ahead. Moreover, a distinct advantage is gained for the men
who are financially interested in the property, but have no close
connection with the management of either the office or field opera-
tions. With the aid of an adequate forest survey system, the man-
ager can readily show them in a comprehensive way just what is
going on and where it is going on, and what relation the amount
of wood used annually and the area cut over bear to the total
supply of wood and the area remaining uncut.

"A great many owners of standing timber are holding their
property with a view of eventually operating when industrial con-
ditions, extension of railroad facilities, etc., permit them to do so
to advantage; or, they may be holding their timber as an invest-
ment, aiming to take advantage of the steady and world-wide ad-
vance in stumpage values. Most of these owners lack reliable in-
formation regarding the actual area and condition of their timber-
lands. In many cases the boundary lines are not located on the
ground, leaving the limits subject to the possibility of being over-
lapped by limits adjoining. There are usually cruisers' reports on
these properties, but they are at best but rough estimates; in very
few cases have the areas been systematically covered, and in almost
no cases are there adequate maps. These owners can attain a strong
position as regards the value of their property by having a forest
survey made, thus providing themselves with all essential informa-
tion thoroughly digested. Along with the forest survey, boundary
lines may be established, thereby eliminating all chance of dis-
putes with adjoining owners."

Car Shortage Holds Back Camp Supplies
Lumbermen and produce dealers have appealed to the Domin-

ion Board of Railway Commissioners for relief in the matter of car
shortage. H. K. Egan and E. McLaughlin, prominent lumber man-
ufacturers asserted that the situation was never before so acute It
is said to be nearly impossible to get provisions to the men and
horses in the woods and log handling is in danger of suspension,
the shipping of manufactured lumber would suffer seriously if the
market was brisk, but the trade is rather quiet. The Ottawa Board
of Trade sent a protest to the Railway Commission, setting out
that within a radius of 100 miles of Ottawa, 7,000 cars of hay lav
awaiting shipment. This hay was worth $1,000,000 and was badlv
needed in the shanties. It was urged that the older parts of Can-
ada were suffering from the inadequacy of shipping facilities al-
though the authorities were engrossed with the needs of the western
grain men. I. Proulx, M.P. for Prescott, one of the largest hay
producing counties in Canada, called the attention of parliament to
the trouble and the minister of railways said he would refer it to
the Railway Commission. A railway authority ventures the ex-
planation that farmers have a surplus of hay now because they re-
fused to sell before the election on September 21, when there was
a chance of reciprocity which would have brought a higher price
for hay. & v

, ^nn\^af}C
r

Rj" lroad Company is about to place an
order for 25,000,000 feet of fir lumber for construction work near
lacoma, Oregon. The Washington millmen see in this the be°innino
of a period of activity in railway orders, and think trade in General
will quickly improve. &
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Canadian Headquarters for Lumber Insurance

security Lumber Insurance Co. of New York Economy

42 Central Chambers, Ottawa., Ont.

Dominion License E. D. Hardy, Canadian Manager
Ontario and Quebec

Canadian Deposit

Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

J. A. CHRISTIE & CO., Winnipeg, Man.
For British Columbia, address: Pacific Coast Agent for Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland
Department, Lumber Insurers General Agency j. g. RAINNIE, Halifax, N. S.

609 Corbett Bldg., Portland, Ore.

ARE YOU SUFFICIENTLY INSURED?
SPECIAL RATES TO LUMBERMEN

RUBBER GOODS
FOR LUMBERMEN

Beltillff—

^

ur 'on§ experience in the making of Rubber Belts enables us to specialize
& on this line. ''Monarch," "Red Strip" and "Lion" are our leading' brands

for power transmission. (Write for Booklet B-i.)

PclckinPfS
— "Redstone" High Pressure Sheet Packing' has proved by test that it

5 will outlast any other similar packing on the market We make Spiral
and Ring Packings, etc., that are equally reliable. (Booklet P-i.)

Hose— *° r Steam, Water, etc., etc., in various grades, made especially to give satis-

— facton and economical service under different conditions. (Booklet H-i.)

Fire Hose—

^

ne or Illore °f our twenty brands of Fire Hose will be found, not only
————— in the best equipped Factories, Mills, etc., but in almost every Fire
Department in the Dominion. (Booklet H-i.)

The Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co. of Toronto, Limited
TORONTO MONTREAL HALIFAX WINNIPEG CALGARY VANCOUVER

Excelsior

Cutting Machinery

Manufactured by

The Elmira Machinery
and Transmission Co.

Elmira, Ont.

Write for Circular and Prices

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited
GALT, ONTARIO

MANUFACTURING WOODWORKING

Machine Knives, Circular Cutters

and Mortise Chisel
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T.URN INTO MONEY
Your slow and doubtful book accounts — HANI) them to
the COLLECTION DEPARTMENT of the Mercantile Agency

R. G. Dun & Company
70 Bay Street, TORONTO

The Collection Service, which has been proved most satis-

factory by all users of it, is open to Reference Book Subscrib-
ers. Subscription and Collection Rates on application.

Over Seventy Years Record of Efficiency

Life Saver!
Patent

Car Stake Pocket
for Logging Cars and Slips

Money Saver!

The
Western Steel & Iron Works Co.

SOLE MANUKACTUKERS

Winnipeg - Canada

Every Hour Saved on a Job adds to the
Working' Capacity of your Mill

Will slab opposite

sides of a log at one

operation, and do it

rapidly andperfectly.

The machine is pro-

vided with two cir-

cular saws and

improved feedingand

guiding mechanism.

Will cut over 3000

Ties in Ten Hours.

Will slab opposite

sides of logs or bolts

from 4^ in. to 20

in. in diameter and

30 in . in length up.

New Tie or Log Sliding Machine

HERE IS A TIME-SAVING MACHINE
A machine to do special work and do it twice as quickly as any machine in your mill.
A machine to take care of a small class of timber or bolt work.
This class of work cannot be profitably manufactured with a band saw or circular mill
This new Tie or Log Sliding Machine will do the work—will turn non-paying work into profitable business.
A veritable money maker—it will extend your trade—it will increase your profits.

You are a Tie Maker—Think it over.

The Madison Williams Manufacturing Co., Limited
LINDSAY, ONTARIO

6 H.P. Heavy Duty Engine $175.00 Reversegear $36.00
Winch $30.00

River Driving Costs
will be decidedly lower this year if you
use Adams Gasoline Towing Machinery
in 25' punts for carrying supplies and
handling booms and logs. One man
does the work of ten. We have both
machinery and complete punts for

prompt shipment. Machinery $205.00.
Complete punts $375.00. It will pay you
to write us now. Gasoline engines all

sizes, 2 to 25 H.P.

Adams Launch and Engine Co.
Penetang, Ont.
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METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
Manufacturers High Grade Cylinder, Engine and

Machine Oils and Mill Supplies, Etc.

Mr. Saw-Mill or General Manufacturer:—
Are you willing to let us help you reduce the cost of lubricating your plant?

If you aie, we can do it, and believe this is a good time to call your attention to
one of our Specialties. Lubricating Grease by our system has put many an extra
dollar in the pockets of others, it will do so for you if you give us a chance and
you will be the gainer by the scheme.

Our Famous Lubricating Grease is a product that by common consent is
admitted to save 50 per cent, in cost of Lubrication; fully 75 per cent, in cost
of application. Continuous Lubrication, Economy, and Safety from Overheated
Journals are the results of its use.

A post card will bring Metropolitan Oil Company's samples and prices, or
better still our representative, who will give you his advice, and expert services.

METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
34 Atlantic Avenue - - TORONTO, ONT.

Algonquin Steel

Shanty Range
For Coal or Wood,

or Both

Built for the bitf capacity
and ioiikIi usage minimi in

Lumber and Mining
Camps,

Railroad Construc-

tion or Boarding
Houses,

Threshing Outfits
and Ranches

Big cooking surface.
Big Oven— Big Reservoir Big Fire Box— Big Ash Pit.
Heavy Steel Body— Extreme Heavy Cast Iron Top and Lids.
Duplex Grates and Fire Box Linings—all of heaviest design anil

construction.
Douhle Steel Wall on top and bottom of oven, interlined with heavy

Asbestos Board, ensuring quick and even baking.
Top Cooking Surface. 53 x28in.
Six 10 in. Cooking Holes.
Oven 24 x 26 x 14. Fire-door 9x9. Ash Door 9x9.
15 Gal. Capacit y Reservoir.
Note what the' Shelf made by the Big-Oue Piece-Drop-Oven Door
means to the cook when baking.

Oven Thermometer supplied at small extra cost if desired.
Sold Direct from Factory to User.
Quick delivery from Edmonton, Kegiua, Brandon, Saskatoon or Ottawa

National Manufacturing Co., Limited

OTTAWA, - - CANADA

"LIMESTONE" Wood Split Pulleys
The Strongest Wood Pulley Made. NAILED and GLUED

We carry the largest stock of Wood Pulleys in the Country.

ALLIGATOR BELT LACING

Rush Orders Promptly Filled.

Also Lukenheimer
Valves, Lubricat-
ing Oils and Greas-
es, Packings, Hose,
Paints, etc.

Belting in Stock 1-in. to 20-in.

LARGE BELTS A SPECIALTY

Crescent Oil Co., Hamilton, Ontario

Bankrupt
Belting
Bargains

POSITIVELY 25% TO 75% SAVED

NEW AND SECOND HAND

ALL KINDS and SIZES-FOR EVERY PURPOSE

ALSO ENORMOUS STOCKS

Iron Piping, Pulleys, Shafting, Hang-

ers, New and Relaying Rails, Saws,

Chains and Cables, Roofing, etc.

Write Us for Prices and Tell Us What You Need

Catalog on Request

The

Imperial Waste and Metal Co.
150 Queen Street, Montreal

MEASURE YOUR LUMBER WITH THE BEST RULE
Our Guarantee:

If our rules do not

prove to be the

most serviceable,

most DURABLE
and best, we'll take

them back whether

you've used them or

not.

7i^# 9- 10 4 i;

IVTH^n'*'^!'*'!;!'4

DIMENSIONS, ETC
LENGTH : 3 feet, includ-
ing handle.

WIDTH : Made jn two
widths, |" and 1".

SCALE: 12', 14' and 16' on
one side; 8', 10' and 18'

on the other.
REDUCED PRICE : In \
doz. lots, $6. Orders filled

by express same day re-
ceived.

American Rule

Mfg. Company
NASHVILLE, TENN.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

Adams Launch & Engine Co. .

.

American Rule Co
Amer. Woodworking Mach. Co.
Amer. Hoist & Derrick Co
Anderson & Co., C. G
Appleton & Sewall Co
Atkins Co., E. C
Auger & Son

<>2

o:!

66

I I

L6

8

B

Bamberger, Louis 9

Berlin Machine Works, Ltd 21

Bartram Brothers, Limited .... 5

Batts Limited 84

Banning, Leland G 18

Beal Leather Co., R. M 73

Borden Condensed Milk Co 55

Bromley, William H 7

Brockville Lumber Co., Ltd. .. 8

Bruce Mines Sawmill Co 8

Burton Saw Co., Ltd., A. J 05

Butterworth Foundry, Limited . . 20

Cameron & Co 13

Campbell-MacLaurin Lum. Co... 58

Can. Mach. Corporation, Ltd. . . 80

Canadian Linderman Co.. Ltd. 42-4:!

Canadian Western Lumber Co.,

Limited 58

Canadian Fairbanks Co., Ltd.... 1

Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville

Company, Limited 0?

Canada Wood Specialty Co., Ltd. 8

Canada Iron Corporation . . . . 72

Cant & Kemp 9

Casey-Shaw Lumber Co 19

Clark Bros. Co 81

Christy-Moir Company 47

Colonial Lumber Co 14

Campbell & Johnson 11

Coghlin Co., B. J 1

Christy-Moir Co 8

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co... 51

Clyde Iron Works 72

Coppock & Sons Lum. Co., S. P. 19

Crescent Oil Co 63

D
Diamond Iron Works 75

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos 7:;

Dominion Belting Co., Ltd 9.

Dominion Roofing Co 72

Davidson, James 15

Duhlmeier Brothers 17

Defiance Machine Works . . . . 20

Dom. Wire Rope Co.. Ltd. . .

Disston & Sons, Henry .. ..

Donogh & Co., John
Donald Eraser & Sons, Ltd.

05

69

1

1

M

East Kooteuay Lumber Co 12

Estabrook-Skecle Lumber Co. .. M)

Eaton & Sons, Ltd., J. R 6

Eby-lilain, Limited 2(>

Edwards & Co., W. C Mi

Ellicott Co., A. M 20

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co 11

Elmira Machinery & Transmis. 61

Fathauer Co., Theo 19

Fassett Lumber Co., Ltd 13

Fullerton-Powell Hardwood Lum-
ber Company 17

Farnworth & Jardine 9

Fay & Egan Co., J. A 74

Eraser Bryson Lum. Co. Ltd. . . 4

Fesserton Timber Co 11

Garlock Packing Co 15

George Gordon & Co., Ltd 3

Gillies Bros., Ltd 4

Georgian Bay Lumber Co., Ltd. 4

Gillespie Lumber Co., W. M. . . 6

Golden Lake Lumber Co., Ltd... 7

Geddes-Tyson Lumber Co 8

Gartshore, John J 8

Graves, Bigwood & Co 9

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of
Canada, Limited 2.">

Goodyear Lumber Co 59

General Supply Co. of Canada,
Limited 70

Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co.
of Toronto, Limited 01

Gerlach, Peter 77

Gendron-Penetang Shoepack Mfg.
Company 23

H
Hall, Adam 22

Hay Knife Co., Peter 01

Hamilton Co., Ltd., William .... 2

Hurdman Lumber Co., Ltd 7

Hyde Lumber Co 12

Harwood Lumber Co 11

Heaps & Co., Ltd., E. H 12

Hocken Lumber Co., Ltd 8

Hanchett Swage Works 75

Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Co. Inc. 73

Halberle Lumber Co 8

Heisler Locomotive Works .... 77

llines Lumber Co., Edward .... 7

Hoyt Metal Co 84

I

Imperial Waste & Metal Co 0:;

Imperial Timber & Trading Co. 9

International Stock Food Co. Ltd 71

Inylis Co., Ltd., John 84

J

Jenckes Machine Co., Ltd 55

Jeffrey Mfg. Co .. 05

Johnson, A. H 22

Jones Safety Device Co 24

K
King & Co., W. 0 19

Knowles & O'Neill 0

L

Lacey, Jas. D 77

Long Lumber Co 6

Leak & Co 11

Logan-Maphet Lumber Co 17

Lumber Insurance Co. of N. Y. 01

Lyford & Co., C. A 58

Leonard & Sons, E 71

Long Mfg. Co., Ltd., E 82

Long-Knight Lumber Co 19

Laidlaw Lumber Co., R 8

M
Maass Bros 9

Mackarell & Co., Thos 58

Madison Williams Mfg. Co 02

Mason, Gordon & Co 10

McKinnon Chain Co 1

McLaren Belting Co., J. C 84

McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd. . . 7

McLennan Timber Lands & Lum-
ber Co., Ltd 8

McClure, Geo. 1 9

Morse Lumber Co., Fred. S 71

Milne & Son, Ltd., Wm ]0

Mowbray & Robinson 17

McGibbon Lumber Co 7

Metropolitan Oil Co 03

Mereen-Johnson Machine Co. .. 78

Mowray & Sons 81

Montreal Lumber Co , . . 8

Mont. Locomotive Works, Ltd.. 70

Mershon & Co., Wm. B 22

Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Ltd. . . 6

N
New Ladysmith Lumber Co. .. 13

Nicholson File Co 1

New Michel Sawmill Co., Ltd. .. 7

North Channel Lumber Co 9

National Mfg. Co., Ltd o.s

O
Ohio Veneer Co m
Oneida Steel Pulley Co 58

P
Payette, P 70
Parry Sound Lumber Co., Ltd. . 5

Playfair & White 6

Pembroke Lumber Co 8

Papineauville Lumber Co 9

Peter Gerlach Co 71

Pure Carbon Chemical Co., Ltd. 71
Pink Co., Thomas 71

R
Rideau Lumber Co., Ltd 6
Rat Portage Lumber Co., Ltd... 10
Ritter Lumber Co., W. M 18

Rothfuss-Howard Iron Works .. 07

S

Sadler & Haworth 57

Shimer & Sons, Samuel J 79

Shurly Deitrich Co., Ltd 78

Siemon Bros., Ltd 8

Silver Manufacturing Co 64

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Ltd... 26

Smart-Turner Mach. Co., Ltd. .. 1

Southern Lumber & Boom Co. . . 18

Spears & Lauder 11

T
Todd, A. C 77
Tudhope-Anderson Co 24

Tuckett, Geo. E 67
Turner & Sons, J. J 1

V
Victoria Harbor Lumber Co . . 4

W
Waterous Engine Works C~.,

Limited 83

West & Peachy 73

Wells Lumber Co., R. A 18

Williams Lumber Co 7

Wilson Brothers, Ltd 12

Webster & Bro., Ltd., James.. 9

Woods Machine Co., S. A 14

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon .... 18

Western Steel & Iron Co 62

White Co., W. H. is

Wickes Bros 20

SILVER'S NEW JOINTERS
Band Saws, Saw Tables, Swing Saws
Thousands of Silver's Machines are earning big money in all parts of the

world. Australia, Now Zealand, South Africa and India are heavy buyers.
Silver's maehini s are designed for convenience and ease of operation

and for rapid efficient service. Their moderate price recommends them
to all wood workers.

Strong, durable, high pressure machines that will save you time and
labor. Made in sizes to suit any need or any purse.

Ask for 1911 Machinery Catalog and special Canadian prices.

THE SILVER MFG. CO.
375 BROADWAY SALEM, OHIO
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The Dominion WIRE ROPE Co., Limited
MONTREAL

The General Supply Company of Canada, Ltd., Agents for Manitoba

Jeffrey Seven Ton Storage Battery and Trolley

Locomotive Handling Pulp Wood
Illustration shows the battery in service at a point where the
track is not wired.

Jeffrey Storage Battery Locomotives are not only the

most economical medium for hauling material in Pulp and Wood-
working Industries, (showing a net saving of 40% over cost of

horse haulage,) but possess many other distinguishing features.

They eliminate the danger of fire incident to the use of steam or
gasoline locomotives. Cost of maintenance is very low. Con-
sume power and require attention only when in actual operation.
Require no skilled labor to operate.

Write for Bulletin No. /J, illustrating and describing

various styles and types which we manufacture

THE JEFFREY MANUFACTURING CO.
Winnipeg Office:

141 Bannatyne Ave.

Canadian Main Office and Works :

MONTREAL, CAN.

Patented IXL Bit Pat. No. 5£42B

This Bit Will Not 5 lip Sideways

See the Hey

Manufactured Only By

The A. J. BURTON SAW CD. Ltd.

Vancouver B. C.

Our Inserted Saws are Fitted with our

Patent I.X.L. Bits and Shanks, warran-

ted not to slip sideways, and to cut free

and easy, and have no equal in hard-

wood or any other timber.

Saws
Band, Gang,

Solid and Inserted

Tooth Circulars,

Bits and Shanks

Carried in Stock at our Ottawa Branch.

Special Attention given to all Saw Re-

pair Work.

The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Ltd,
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY

VANCOUVER, B. C.

BOX 848

Phone 1748

EASTERN OFFICE, SALES-ROOMS AND
REPAIR WORKS

374 Sparks St., OTTAWA, ONT.
Phone 74S8
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Beware of a high-speed tool

with ball bearings if its

mechanical con

struction is

weak

!

Write us direct or our Sales Office nearest you

T I RST IIV
Q UALITY AmericanWoodworkingMachinery Cosales office: s

NEW YORK - 90 West St.

CHICAGO - 917 Fisher Bid
NEW ORLEANS-CanalLaBankBid.

EXECUTIVE
AND GENERAL SALES OFFICE

Roche ster, N.Y.

SA LES OFFICES
SP0KANE-3I4 W.Pacific Ave

P0RTLAND.0RE-53-55 FihstSt
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL-46 FremontSt
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It is PERFORMANCE
you want, not CLAIMS

Unusually

well

Built

Keystone Gang Bolter

Our new (iarj£ Bolter is designed to saw slalis foi lath,

pickets or kindling wood holts at one operation.

We have shown others the superior features of our

Bolter and we can show you.

Mandrels are made of best steel 2fs inches in diameter

anil run in self-oiling boxes.

Our new catalogue is yours for the asking.

Wanted : Reliable Canadian Representative

Rothfuss Howard Iron Works
Williamsport, Pennsylvania

WE CAN

DOUBLE
THE CAPACITY OF YOUR

DRY KILN
GRAND RAPIDS VENEER WORKS

SAVE
60% Cutting Waste 35 on Machining

50% Fuel

Ask us WHY and HOW

Grand Rapids Veneer Works

A.11 ready roofings—except J-M
Ashestos (stone) Roofing—are made
of so-called felt composed of animal
or vegetable fibres. When these
fibres were growing, they lived
upon the ground or animal from
whence they came, and received
t heir life therefrom. So every fibre
of this nature is hollow, like a "straw.

These felts are waterproofed
with coal tar, asphalt and oil, or
other volatile compositions which
quickly evaporate when the sun
reaches them. Therefore, the sun

quickly begins its deadly work of taking these oils off the surface in
such roofings; and then continues to draw them out of the inside
through the strawlike fibres of which the felt is composed, until the
roofing becomes dry and porous and is no longer waterproof.

J-M Asbestos Roofing is unlike other roofings, because its felts are
made of stone fibres which are solid. These solid fibres defy the action
of the sim*s rays and positively prevent capillary attraction, thus her-
metically sealing all of the oils so they must r emain to do their dirty
indefinitely.

J-M ASBESTOS ROOFING
is not merely one sheet of waterproofed stone felt, but several layers
cemented together with nature's wonderful waterproofer—Trinidad
Lake Asphalt. This asphalt is also hermetically sealed, making any
escape of oils or asphalt impossible.

Prove for yourself that sun will soorr destroy the waterproof qual-
ity of ordinary roofings. Focus the rays of the sun through an ordin-
ary sun or magnifying glass and not' results. This, in ten minutes,
will show you what sun will do in a few months.

This simple sun-erlass test is as severe in its way as our famous blow-torch fire
test. It will show up the shortcomings of a roofing before you pay out your money.

Because of its stone nature. ,1-M Asbestos Roofing also never needs painting1

, and
is fire-proof, acid-proof, rust-proof and rot-proof.

Write Our Nearest House To-day for Sample and Catalog No. 303.

THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LTD.
Manufacturers of Asbestos

and Magnesia Products
Asbestos Roofings, Packings,
Electrical Supplies, etc. 1373

TORONTO, ONT. MONTREAL, QUE. WINNIPEG, MAN. VANCOUVER, B.C.

When you dine at the grill, order

with the fragrant cup of Mocha or

Java, a package of Tuckett's Special

Turkish Cigarettes. Their fine mel-

low taste blends delightfully with

the coffee and imparts an added zest

to the meal.

• TucKetts -

Cigarettes
THREE VARIETIES

Tuckett's .Special Turkish toe. for 10.

Tuckett's Club Virginias 15c. for 10.

Tuckett's T. & B. 10c. for 10.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Car Lots

White Pine:

1 inch No. 1 cuts and better $00 00 05 00
l'A inch No. 1 cuts and better 04 00 68 00
2-in. No. 1 cuts and better.. 67 00 72 00
l}4-in. No. 2 C & B 50 00 52 00
2-in. No. 2 cuts and better . . 56 00 60 00
l'/2 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts . . 48 00 50 00
2-in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 50 00 52 00
1-in. Good Shorts 40 00 45 001x4 and 5 com. and dressing 23 00 25 001x6 common and dressing.. 20 00 28 001x8 common and dressing ..27 00 29 00
1 x 10 common and dressing ..30 00 32 00
1 x 12 common and dressing.. 30 00 41 00
1x10 and 12 mill cull stocks . . 20 00 21 00
1-in. mill cull sidings 17 00
2 x 10 common 27 00 28 00
2 and 3 x 12 common 30 00 32 001x8 box and common 21 00 22 00
1 x 10 inch box and common. 23 00 24 00
1 x 12 box and common 27 00 29 00
1-in. mill run sidings 24 00 26 00
1-in. mill run shorts 18 00
1-in. dead cull sidings 12 50 14 00
IK -in. flooring 28 00
1-in. mill run Norway 22 00
2- in. mill run Norway 25 00
Norway, c and cf 1-in 33 00 34 00
Norway, c and cf l'/2 -in 35 00 38 00
Norway, c and cf 2-in 33 00 35 00
Spruce mill run 21 00 22 00
Spruce mill culls 15 00 10 00
Clear in. B.C. cedar, kiln dried 55 50 65 50
2 x 4 to 10 inch 18 ft 20 00
Douglas Fir
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet

:

8, 10x10, 10x12, 1x14, 12x12,
12x014, 14x14, 14x16 34 00

8x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x12, 10x16,
12x16, 16x16, 14x18, 16x18
18x18, and 20x20

6x14, 8x14, 12x18, 18x20
6x16, 8x16, 10x18, 12r20, 14x20,
anh 16x20

10 x 20
6 x 18, 8 x 18
6 x 20, 8 x 20
Lengths over 32 ft. take the followin
vances : 33 to 35 ft., 50c. ; 36 to 40 ft

41 to 45 ft., $3; 46 to 50 ft., $5.
Fir flooring, eoge grain
No. 1 and 2 clear 1-in. Fir rough
No. 1 and 2 clear l'A, l'A and

2-in. Fir rough
l'/2 -in. No. 1 4 ft. pine lath..
l'/2 -m. No. 2 4-ft. lath

lJ/2-in. 32-in. pine
iy2 -in. No. 1 4-ft. hemlock lath

l'/2 -'m. mill run hemlock lath

X pine or cedar shingles ....
XXpine or cedar shingles . •

.

XXX pine or cedar shingles .

.

XX B. C. cedar shingles ....
XXX 6 butts to 2-in

XXXX 6 to 23-16-in
XXXXX
Hemlock No. 1:
1x4 & 5-in. x 9 to 16 ft. ...

1 x 6-in. x 9 to 16-ft

1 x 8-in. x 9 to 16-ft

1 x 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16-ft.

1x7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16-ft.

1- in. No. 2, 6-ft. to 16-ft. 2x4
to 12-in., 6-ft. to 16-ft

2x4 to 12-in., 12 and 14 ft. ..

2x4 to 12-in., 18 ft

2x4 to 12-in. 20 ft

2 x 4 to 12-in., 22 ft

2 x 4 to 12-in., 24 ft

2-in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width, 6 to 16 ft

Hardwoods—Per M. Feet, Car Lots . . .

Ash white, lsts and 2nd.;, l'/2 and 2-in. 55 00
Ash, white, No. 1 common 45 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 48 00
Ash, brown, common and better .... 35 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 & 8/4. 55 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 35 00
Birch, No. 1, com. & better, 4/4 ... 29 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 and 8/4 . . 38 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 12/4 and 16/4.. 42 00
Basswood, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 38 00
Basswood, No. 1, com. and bet., 4/4. 30 00
Basswood, No. 2 and 3, common ... 16 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds 40 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4, com. & bet. . . 35 00
Basswood, No. 2 common and better. 25 50
Soft elm, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 33 00
Soft elm, No. 1 com. and bet., 4/4 . . 28 00
Soft elm, No. 2 and 3, common 15 00
Soft elm, 6/4 and 8/4 1 and 2 . .. 38 00
Soft elm, 8-in. lsts and 2nds 42 00
Rock elm, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 x 8/4 . . 50 00
Rock elem, No. 2 com. & bet. 6/4
& 8/4 35 00

Soft maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 31 00
Soft maple, com. and better, 4/4 25 00
Soft maple, 0/4 & 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 34 00
Hard maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 34 00
Hard maple, common and better, 4/4. 27 00
Hard maple, 12/4 & 16/4, lsts & 2nds. 43 00
Red oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4... 52 00
Red oak, plain, lsts & 2nds, 0/4 & 8/4 60 00
Red oak, plain lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 10/4 05 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4.. 52 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, l'/2

and 2-in 00 00
White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 12/4

and 10/4 70 00

White oak, 'A cut, lsts & 2nds, 4/4.. 83 00

White oak, 'A cut, 5/4 and 6/4, lsts

and 2nds 87 00
White oak, 14 cut No. 1 common ... 55 00
Hickory, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 70 00
Hickory, 0/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 75 00

34 50
35 00

35 (II)

36 (10

30 50
37 5(i

ig ad
t., $1;

44 50
45 10

47 10
4 25
3 75
1 00
3 25
3 Oil

1 05
2 25
3 30
2 40
3 30
3 52
3 75

14 50
17 50
17 50
19 50
17 50

9 50
18 00

50
23 50
25 50
28 00

12 50

OTTAWA, ONT.

Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings:
1- in. x 7-in. and up $54 00
lJ4-in. & l'A'm. x 8-in. & up 56 00
2- in. x 7-in. and up 58 00
No. 2 cuts 2 x 8-in. and up . . 40 00
Pine good strips:
Tin 40 00
1'A-m. and l'/2 -in 50 00
2 in 50 00

Pine good shorts:
1-in. x 7-in. and up 38 00
1-in. x 4-in. to 6-in 33 00
l!4-in. and l'/2 in 45 00
2 in 48 00
7-m. to 9-in. A sidings 25 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings . . 33 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips ..26 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts . . 22 00
Pine. 8 s.c. and better, 12 ft. to

16 ft 23 00
Pine, 7 up s. c. siding 1-in. ..22 00
Pine s. c. sidings l'/2 & 2-in... 20 00
Pine, s. c. strips 1-in 17 00

l'A, l'/2 and 2-in 22 00
Pine, s.c. shorts, 1x4x4 20 00
Pine, B.C. and bet. 1x5 21 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x6 23 50
Pine, box boards:
l"x4" and up 6 '-11' 13 00
l"x3" to 6", 12 '-16' 15 00
l"x7" and up 12 '-16' 16 00

Pine shorts 6' -11' l"xl0" 20 00
lxS and 9 No. 1 barn 25 00

0. culls r & w p 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out, 1-in 15 00
mill culls out, 1%-in 17 50
mill culls out, l'/2 -'m 21 00

Mill run Spruce:
l"x4" and up, 6 '-11' 14 00
l"x4" and up, 12 '-16' 16 00
l"x9"-10", & up, 12'-16'... 18 00
1%"xT' 8-9" & up, 12 '-16' 18 00
1K"x10" and up, 12'-16' ..19 00
iy2 " & 2"xl2" & up, 12 '-16' 24 00

Spruce 1-in. clear (fine dressing
and B) 24 00

Hemlock 1-in. rull 10 00
Hemlock 1-in. log run 13 00
Hemlock 2x4, 6, 8, 10, 12/16' 14 00
Tamarac 13 00
Basswood log run, dead culls
out 20 00

Basswood log run mill culls out 24 00
Birch log run 19 00
Soft elm, common and better,

1, iy2 , 2-in 20 00
Ash, black log run 26 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x7 21 50
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x7 21 50
Pine, sc. and better, lxS 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x9 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x10 ... 25 50
1 x 10 No. 1 barn 30 00
1 x 10 No. 2 barn 23 00
1x8 and 9 No. 2 barn . . 20 00
Pine mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. x 4-in. and up, 12-

ft. and up 13 00
Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.

and up, 6-ft. to 11-ft 11 00
Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine 1 3/8-in. x 4-ft. 4 00
No. 2 White Pine 2 75
Mill run white pine 3 25
Spruce, mill run IK -in 2 85
Red pine mill run 2 75
Tamarac mill run 1 25
Basswood, mill run 2 00
Hemlock, mill run 1 75
32-in. lath 1 25
Pine Shingles

xxxx, 18-in 3 50
Clear butt 18-in 2 50
xx 1 50

White Clear Shingles:
xxxx, 18-in 4 00
Clear butt, 18-in 2 50
18-in. xx 1 60

Spruce logs (pulp) 13 00

58 00
60 00
05 00
45 00

44 00
55 00
52 00

40 00
35 00
48 00
52 00
27 00
35 00
31 00
26 00

24 00
24 00
30 00
19 50
24 00
21 00
22 00
25 00

14 00
16 00
17 00
21 00
27 00
12 00

16 00
19 50
22 00

16 50
17 50
19 00
20 00
20 00
25 00

26 50
12 00
14 50
16 50
15 00

22 00
26 00
22 00

24 00
29 00
23 00
23 00
25 00
24 50
27 00
33 00
26 00
22 00

16 00

12 00

4 00
3 25
1 75

4 25
3 00
1 85

15 00

QUEBEC, QUE.

White Pine—In the Raft
cts.

Square white pine, measured off, 30
to 40 feet average 40 50

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in. av-

erage, according to lineal 80 85

Oak—Michigan and Ohio

By the dram, according to average
and quality 60 65

Elm

By the dram, according to average
and quality, 40 to 45 feet

By the dram, according to average

age and quality 25 3
Average 10 inch 30 4

Birch

14 inch 1H 20
15 inch 22 24
16 inch 26 28
18 inch 32 30

Quebec Spruce Deals

Per M.
12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 18 00 19 00
Oddments 15 00 16 00
Boards, 1 and 2 in 15 00 16 00

Birch Planks

1 to 4 in 10 00 17 00

SARNIA, ONT.

Fine, Common and Better

1x6 and 8 in

1 in., 8 in. and up wide
l'A and l l/2 in. and up wide
2 in. and up wide

54 00
62 00
05 00
68 00

48 00
60 00
62 00
48 00
50 00
42 00
46 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better
6/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better .

8/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better
6/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and belter .

8/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better
6/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better
8/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better

No. 1 Cuts

1 in., 8 in. and up wide 47 00
l'A jn., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
l'A in., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
2 in., 8-in. and up wide 59 00
2'/2 and 3 ft., 8-in. and up wide 75 00
4 in., 8-in. and up wide 80 00

No. 2 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 31 00
l'A in., 6-in. and up wide 44 00
15^-in., 6-in. and up wide 44 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 45 00
2'A, 3 and 4 in., 6-in. and
up wide 60 00 65 00

No. 3 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 23 00
l'A and l'/2 in., 6-in. and up wide... 33 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 33 00
2'A, 3 and 4-in., 6-in. and up

wide 43 00 48 00

Common and Dressing Mill Run

1-in. x 4-in 20.00
1-in. x 5-in 22.00
1-in. x 6 and 8-in 24.00
1-in. x 10-in 27.00
1-in. x 12-in 32.00
1-in. x 13-in. and up 32.00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 30.00

No. 1 Barn

1 inch 31 00 42 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 36 00 43 00
2'A and 3-in 42 00
4 inch 45 00

No. 2 Barn

1 inch 29 00 36 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 30 00 36 00
2'/2 and 3-in 35 00

No. 3 Barn

1 inch 21 00 26 00
l'A, l'A, and 2-in 25 00 30 00

Box

No. 1, 1, l'A, l'A, 2-in 20 00 22 00
No. 2, 154, l'A 2-in 16 00 19 00

Mill Culls

Mill run culls, 1-in 15 00
1, l'A, IK and 2-in 16 00
No. 2 13 00

Lath

No. 1, 32-in. pine 1 50
No. 2, 48-in. pine 3 75
No. 3, 48-in. pine 3 00
No. 1, 48-in. pine 4 25
No. 1, 48-in. hemlock 3 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.

No. 1 Pine, Spruce and Tamarac

PINK, SPKUCE, TAMARAC & LARCH
Mountain Stock

Dimensions

2 x 412 $21 50
2 x 4-8 14-16 21 50
2 x 4 10 18 20 24 50

1x8 8 lo 10 «>

Common Boards

4 inch f19 00
6 inch 21 50
5 inch 22 60
10 inch 22 50
12 inch 22 50

Flooring

4 or 6 inch No. 1 $33 00
4 or 6 inch No. 2 31 00
4 or 0 inch No. 3 24 50

Shiplap— Finished

4 inch $20 00
6 inch 22 50
8, 10, 12 inch 23 60

Siding

6 inch No. 1 $33 00
6 inch No. 2 31 00
6 inch No. 3 24 50

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 5 00
No. 2 cedar, pine, spruce 3 25

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER

Less $2 per M. 12 ft. 14 and 16 ft

3 x 6 and 3 x 8 20 50 20 50
3 x 10 21 00 21 00
3 x 12 22 50 21 50
4 x 4 to 6 x 8 20 50 20 50
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 22 60 21 50
8 x 8 22 50 21 50
6 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 00

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR

Dimensions, S. 1 S. and E.

4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 8 to 16 ft $21 50
4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 18 to 32 ft 25 50

2 x 10, 2 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 22 50
18, 20, 22 ft 26 50
24, 26, 28, 30, 32 28 60
2 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 50
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 8 to 10 ft 24 00
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft 29 00
6 x 6 to 6 x 12, up to 32 ft 24 00

27 00

FLOORING

No. 1 and 2 red pine, 4 in 34 00
E. G. No. 1 and 2 fir flooring 39 00
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 89 00
F. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 31 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 flooring 30 00.

SHIPLAP

Pine or spruce 25 00
8 to 16 ft., 6 in 23 00

B. C. Fir 8", 10" and 12" shiplap

10/16 ft 23 50
B. C. Fir 6" shiplap 10/16 ft 23 50

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 common pine, 10 inch $31 00
No. 2 common pine, 10 inch 25 00
No. 3 common pine mixed widths 20 00
No. 4 common pine, mixed widths . . 14 50
No. 5 common pine, mixed widths . . 10 00

SHINGLES

XXX B. C. Cedar $2 90
XX B. C. Cedar 1 »0
XXX Dimension 3 25

LATH

No. 1 Mixed W. & R. Pine $4 50
No. 1 B. C. Fir 3 50

Ash

13 inches and up, according to aver-

73 77 Dimensions, Rough or S. 1 S. and 1 E.

6 ft 8 ft 10 ft 14x10 ft

55 60 2 x 4 .. . . 13 50 16 50 20 00 18 00
2 x 6 .. . . 15 50 16 50 20 00 18 00
2 x 8 .. . . 17 50 18 00 21 00 19 50
2 x 10 .. . . 18 50 19 00 22 00 20 50

2 x 12 .. . . 18 50 19 50 22 50 22 00

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N.V.

White Pine

Wholesale Selling Price

Uppers 4/4 $94 00
Uppers 5/4 to 8/4 92 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 1 97 00
Selects 4/4 84 00
Selects 5/4 to 8/4 82 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 92 00
Fine common 4/4 01 00
Fine common 5/4 65 00
Fine common 6/4 65 00
Fine common 8/4 67 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 51 00
No. 1 Cuts 5/4 57 00
No. 1 Cuts 0/4 59 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 01 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 35 00
No. 2 Cuts 5/4 45 00

(Continued on page 86)
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DISSTON

CROSSCUT
SAWS

RUN EASIEST

CUT FASTEST
LAST LONGEST

If you are interested send for our new

Crosscut Saw booklet. It is unique, the

finest ever printed, for we have endeavored to

make it truly representative of Disston High

Grade Saws.

When we say Disston Saws run easiest

cut fastest and last longest, it is not a mere

advertising phrase—the booklet tells why—
the saws themselves show how.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS
INCORPORATED

KEYSTONE SAW, TOOL, STEEL AND FILE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.

BRANCH HOUSES :—Chicago, Boston, Cincinnati, New Orleans, Memphis, San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Spokane,
Toronto, Vancouver.
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128,350 Laths

in Ten Hours
Our Lath-Mill and Bolter have

made a test cut in ten hours of

i 28 350 four foot Laths, 1 y2 in.

by Y% in., counted,

tied and piled.

We also make a full

line of Lath-Mill and

Picket-Mill Mach-

inery, for mills, both

large and small.

five-Saw Lath-Mill

We also manufacture the following High-Grade Saw-Mill Machinery:—New Modern Saw-Mill Carriages, with either three or two

head-blocks ; P. Payette's New Patent Saw-Mill-Dog, for use in either winter or summer ; P. Payette's Grip-Set Works ; Steam

Feed Valves, Steam Lifter and Loader Valves. Five different class and style of Edgers, for either light or heavy duty. Combined

Gang-Circulars and Edgers,

or Independent Gang-

Circulars.

Steam-Canters, Steam

Lifters and Loaders, and a

general line of saw-mill

machinery. Detachable

Chain-Sprockets. Castings

of Gray-Iron, Semi-Cast

Steel, and brass castings

for general use.

Descriptive Booklet and

prices mailed free upon

request.

Four-Saw

Bolter

P. Payette & Co.
Engineers and Machinists

Penetanguishene, Ont, Canada
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ENGINES and BOILERS
OF ALL TYPES AND SIZES

HEATERS, STACKS, RETORTS, TANKS

We cater specially to the lumbering industries

Write for Prices and Information

E. LOENARD & SONS
LONDON, CANADA

Agencies ami Warehouses :_ST. JOHN*. X.B. MONTREAL. QUE. TORONTO. ONT.
WINNIPEG, .MAN. CALGARY. ALTA. VANCOUVER, B.C. Locomotive Boiler on Skids

International
Preparations for Horses are all

sold on a Spot Cash Guarantee

Let us figure on furnishing you the following supplies for the
coming season.

International Stock Food
We guarantee that your horses will do more work and
keep in better order on less feed if they get International
regularly.

International Silver Pine Healing Oil
Especially recommended for Sores, Bruises, Kicks, In-
flammation and all flesh wounds.

International Worm Powder
Will quickly expel all kinds of worms.

International Distemper Cure
For Coughs, Colds, and Distemper.

International Colic Cure
Guaranteed to cure Colic in ten minutes.

International Compound Absorbent
Greatest Curb cure on Earth.

International Gall Cure
Cures while horses work or rest.

International Foot Remedy
Cures Foot diseases, keeps the hoof soft, elastic and tough

International Harness Soap
Gives new life to old harness.

All our goods are guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Write for Special Prices

International Stock Food Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.

For low prices and prompt shipment

Yellow Pine Timbers

Short Leaf Finish

Chestnut --- Oak — Ash
Cypress

New Brunswick Shinges

of

TRY

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
Box 1600 SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Are You Interested

in British Colum

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

ion.

There is un-

doubtedlya big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg1

When ordering from your Jobber specify

ink's Lumbering' Tools
and if they cannot supply them order direct, and you

will get the best tool made

The Thomas Co.
Limited

PEMBROKE, Ont., Canada
Manufacturers of the best line of Lumbering- Tools in Canada
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

No. 2 Cuts 0/4 47 06
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 51 00
No. .'{ Cuts 5/4 37 00
No. 3 Cuts C/4 37 00
No. 8 Cuts 8/4 37 00
Dressing 5/4 46 00
Dressing 5/4 x 10 51 00
Dressing 5/4 x 12 52 00
No. 1 Moulding 5/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 0/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 58 00
No. 2 Moulding 5/4 47 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 47 Of
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 47 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 46 00
No. 1 Barn 1x6 and 8 35 00
No. 1 Bain 1 x 10 37 0')

No. 2 Barn 1x6 and 8 33 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 35 00
No. 3 Barn 1x0 and 8 27 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 10 29 00
Box 1x6 and up 24 00
Box 1 x 10 24 00
Box 1 x 12 26 00
Box 1 x 13 and up 31 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Bufialo
and Tonawandar

White Ash

1st and 2nd, 1 inch 40 00 42 00
l'A to 2 inch 44 00 46 00
2</2 to 4 inch 48 00 54 00
Strips 22 00 24 00
Common and culls 14 00 22 00

Black and Brown

1st and 2nd, 6 inch up 40 00 42 0C
Common good culls 14 00 20 00
1st and 2nd 6 inch and up, red 40 00 42 00
1st & 2nd, white, 6 in. & up.. 30 00 32 00
Common and good culls 16 00 18 00

Elm

1st and 2nd, rock, 6 in and up 32 00 35 00
Common and culls 15 00 17 00
1st and 2nd, soft, 6 in. and up 26 00 28 00
Common and culls 10 00 17 00

Maple

1st and 2nd hand 26 00 28 00
Common and culls 14 00 22 00
1st and 2nd, soft 26 00 28 00
Common and culls 14 00 22 00

The most economical all around loading machine is the old

reliable

McGlFFERT LOG LOADER
Made with either stationary or swing boom. It is also equipped
with four-wheel, swivel trucks for use on light rail These trucks

always remain in horizontal position when raised and come back
squarely to the track when lowered. Send for catalogue.

CLYDE IRON WORKS, DULUTH, MINN., U.S.A.

CHICAGO, ILL.

318 Fisher Bldg

C-., 3

BRANCHES
NEW ORLEANS, LA

421 Garondelet St.

SAVANNAH, GA.
501 Germania Bk. Bldg

BOSTON, MASS.

White pine uppers, 1 to 2 in. ..$99 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch 86 00
Fine common, 1 in 70 CO
Fine common, l'A to 2 in. ...
No. 1 Cuts 1 in
No. 1 Cuts l'A to 2 in 50 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in 35 00
No. 2 Cuts, l'A to 2 in 45 00
liarn Boards, No. 1 , 1 x 12 . . 50 00

No. 1, 1 x 10..
No. 1, 1 x 8 . .

.

No. 2, 1 x 12 ..

No. 2, 1 x 10 .. 36 00
No. 2, 1 x 8 . . .

No. 3, 1 x 12 ..

No. 3, 1 x 10 . . 30 00
No. 3, 1 x 8 ..

Canadian spruce boards 23 00
Spruce, 10 & 12 in. dimension 26 00
Spruce, 9 in. and under
10 and 12 in. random lengths,

10 ft. and up 24 00
2x2, 2x4, 2x5, 2x6, 2x7

and 3x4 random lengths, 10
feet and up 20 00

100 00
90 00
72 00
75 00
45 00
00 Hi;

37 00
48 00
51 00
38 00
37 00
43 00
37 00
35 00
:u 00
31 00
29 00

24 00
27 00
24 00

25 00

21 00

All other random lengths, 7"
and under, 10 ft. and up 20 00 21 00

5 inches and up merchantable
boards. 8 ft. and up, p Is.. 19 00

Vermont spruce boards..,
matched 22 00

1x2 and 1x3 furring, 01s
clipped and bundled 20 00 22 00

% \n. spruce laths 4 10
l'/2 in. spruce laths 3 50

New Brunswick Cedar Shingles

Extras $3 40 $3 5C
Clears 3 jo
Second clears 2 50
Clear whites 2 25 2 80
Extra Is (Clear whites out) .. 1 45 2 25
Extra Is (Clear whites in) .. 1 50 1 60
Red Cedar Extras, 10-in. 5 butts

to 2 in 3 75 4 00

Red Cedar Eurekas, 18-inch.
butts to 2 in 4 20

Red Cedar Perfection, 5 butts
to 2H 4 75

It will pay you to equip your Tram Cars with

our special

Charcoal Chilled

Cast Iron Wheels

We will fit these to your old

axles, or furnish new axles and
wheels separately.

Price, quality and service con-
sidered, we can save you time and
money.

Further particulars on request.

St. Thomas, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

Plants at

Midland, Ont.

Fort William, Ont.

The

Londonderry, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.

Canada Iron Corporation
Limited

Head Office : Mark Fisher Building, Montreal, P.Q.

"MULE-HIDE" TOUGH, TIME-TRIED and TRUE
SOLD WITH A TEN-YEAR IRON CLAD GUARANTEE

When we are prepared to back up every foot of Roofing sold you with such a

guarantee, it surely is up to you, Mr. Lumber Dealer, to investigate. Dealers
handling our Roofing find it most profitable, because it means a satisfied

customer.

FOR THE RETAIL LUMBER DEALER
have planned a local campaign for every dealer who handles our line. It is the most effective -

aid ever given to dealers, and is entirely new and in advance of anything ever done in this line. It
is all planned at our office and done at our expense. It not only helps your Roofing sales but
advertises your other sales as well. You owe it to your business to investigate this proposition.

WRITE US. DELAYS DON'T PAY—OUR PROPOSITION DOES.

The DOMINION ROOFING COMPANY OF CANADA, Limited, Toronto, Can.
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Makes It's Mark Vivid and Lasting
Marks that remain vivid and wear like iron are a real satisfaction to the

man who handles lumber. The metallic pigments, like graphite, of DIXON'SLUMBER CRAYONS offer marvelous resistance to all kinds of weather condi-
tions. Their marks are often visible after six months of severe exposure to sun
and storms.

DIXON'S LUMBER CRAYONS
have always remained the recognized standard because of their one, uniform and
dependable quality; their convenient and uniform shape and size and because of
the careful^ selection of materials used in their manufacture. DIXON'S LUMBER
CRAYONS are made in nineteen grades and colors, including black (six grades),
red (two grades), blue (two grades), green, white, yellow, brown, terra cotta,
violet, pink and orange. Some are made to fill particular needs—let us tell you
more about them. Get acquainted.

Write for lithographed booklet No. 239, illustrated in colors.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
Jersey City, U. S. A.

Wear Like Iron

WE tan the leather these larrigans are made
from and know they will stand all kinds
of wet and rough usage when properly car-

ed for. We put a counter stiffener in our larrigans

and sew it in with the leg when soled and heeled

—

a very durable feature in our goods.

Next time you buy larrigans see that you ask
for "John Bull."

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY, Ontario

Limited

HUTHER. BROS. PATENT GROOVER. OR DADO HEAD
For cutting any width groove from one quarter inch to z inches or over

Can be used on any Circular Saw Material. Will cut a perfect groove with or across the grain.

This is the only Dado Head on the market that gives entire satisfaction on all classes of work. No
screw adjustment. For different widtfi grooves, simply remove or add inside cutters. Sold by builders

and dealers of wood working machinery in all parts of the United States. Will send on approval, in

competition with any other make on the market; if not the best return at our expense.
HUTHER BROS., SAW MFG. CO., Inc., 1170 University Ave., Rochester, N.Y., manufacturer
of Circular Saws, Morgan Pattern Lock-Corner Box Cutters, Concave Saws, etc.

w
Old Town

Me.

Timber Estimates
With increasing values in timber land,

accuracy in estimates of standing timber
is all important. We are practical for-

esters and make all estimates according
to the most approved methods, assuring
the smallest margin of error. We furnish
forest maps

_
showing the character and

location of timber and the average stand
in each, as well as the topography ; also
the blocking of townships in one mile
blocks, a most necessary piece of work
in the economic operating of timber lands.

La Compagnie de Pulpe de Chicoutimi
Chicoutimi, P.Q., Canada,

August 23rd, 1911.
Gentlemen :

—

Replying to your favor of August 11th,
would say that we have no objection
whatever to your using the name of this

company with reference to the quality of your
work.

After a careful examination of the maps and
reports which were the result of your work on
the two hundred odd square miles in question,
we take pleasure in complimenting you on their

accuracy, neatness and generally satisfactory
character.
With best wishes for your success in the fu-

ture,

Yours very truly,

GEORGE C. W. LOW,
Manager Woodlands Department

Messrs. Appleton & Sevvall,

156 Fifth Avenue, New York.

We survey wild lands for the renewal of lines

to prevent encroachment and to get actual acre-
age, the old surveys often being faulty.

We appraise for present and future worth—of particular importance
to Bond and Banking Houses in connection with purchases and sales.

Our Booklet F, Applied Forestry," will prove of interest. Mailed
upon request.

We are pleased to refer you to H. S. Ferguson, Engineer, 200 Fifth

Avenue, New York City ; Kathdin Pulp and Paper Company, Boston,
Mass. ; Bonne Terre Farming and Cattle Company, Bonne Terre, Mo.

;

Chicoutimi Pulp and Paper Company, Chicoutimi, P.Q., Canada.

AppLefan & SewaU (§
INCORPORATED

Bangor

Me.

156 Fifth Avenue New York City

Not altogether what we
say but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug man-
ufactured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-
sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of
French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,
in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.



The Fay & Egan "333" is for the Planing Mill Man who
keeps ahead of Competition—the Man who Succeeds

—

—the progressive mill owner, who investigates care-

fully before he buys, is the man who is putting in

the "Three-Double-Three."

—you have got to come to this fast-feed proposition
sooner or later—for your own benefit, the sooner
the better.

—and when you do, you are going to buy a Fay &
Egan "333" if you give the fast-feed proposition the
careful investigation it deserves.

—because the "333" is the most advanced type of
Planer and Matcher made.

—it has twenty-eight new and exclusive features, for

which patents are being applied, that increase its

efficiency 25% over anything heretofore attempted
along this line.

—chief among these may be mentioned the construc-
tion which permits every adjustment to be made
from the outside of the machine, saving many hours
of time, and time means money.

—every "333" that has been put out started off

without a hitch, and has given increased satisfaction

as its wonderful capabilities are being more fully

realized.

—for formed work of all kinds we furnish a profiling

attachment, fully capable of keeping pace with the
planer itself.

—for making bevel siding, we furnish a twin spindle
resawing attachment which doubles the number of
lineal feet produced by the Planer.

—investigate this machine now, the detailed descrip-

tion and samples of work done at 200 ft. per minute,
which we will send upon request, will in themselves
demonstrate the superiority of the "333."

—or we will be glad to arrange for you to see a

machine in operation.

—don't be a laggard in the march of progress—in-

vestigate this matter carefully and you will soon find

that you can afford to put in the new "high speed
king," the Fay-Egan "333."

Mail the attached coupon now. We want you to know all about the FAY & EGAN "333" whether you

are ready to buy or not. It won't obligate you in any manner. Fill it in and mail it now.

J. A. Fay & Egan Co.SALES OFFICES:

Atlanta. Ga.

Buffalo, N.Y.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

New Orleans, La.

San Francisco, Cal.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Charlotte, N. C.

New York City

EvansvilTe, Ind.

Chicago, III.

Denver, Colo.

St. Louis, Mo.

Detroit, Mich.

Seattle, Wash.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Vancouver, B.C. Can. Montgomery,Ala.

ESTABLISHED 1830

WOODWORKING MACHINERY
THE "LIGHTNING" LINE

465-485 W. Front Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO

J. A. FAY & EGAN CO.,

Cincinnati, O.

:

Please mail illustration, description
and samples of work done on the "333"
to

Name

Address

City

State

C. L. & \Y.
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A Diamond
Horizontal Resaw

Will

Increase your Output
Lower your Cost of Production
Better your Grade of Lumber

LET US CONVINCE YOU THAT

IT IS A REAL MONEY SAVER .

IMPROVEMENTS have made DIAMOND MACHINERY
all the more desirable

We manufacture everything for the
Sawmill and are prepared to furnish
complete plans and specifications

to meet your requirements.

DIAMOND IRON WORKS
We»tern Representative :

F. HILL HUNTER
623 4 Realty Bldg., SPOKANE, WASH., U.S. A

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA,
U. S. A.

The

Filing Room
Something New
For nearly 20 years the

Hanchett Band Saw Swaee
has been on the market.

There are today nearly three

times as many Hanchett
swages on the market as

any other swage. There are over i4,ooo of them in use up to this date. They
are long lived too, for many of the very first ones made are still in daily use. We
have now made an attachment or die lever stop whereby the eccentric die may be
adjusted to not turn past the anvil or to turn past the anvil as desired. This
attachment will fit on any of the older Hanchett Swages. It is neat, solid and
compact. Send for Catalog No. 2.

HANCHETT SWAGE WORKS, Big Rapids, Mich. U.S.A.
"HANCHETT SWAGES DO GOOD WORK."
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Make Your Power Transmission An
Asset—Not a Liability.

When purchasing Belting- don't come to conclusions quickly the

selection of a poor cheap belt might mean considerable loss of power
and efficiency in your plant.

Beardmore Belting will save you this trouble and loss— it will also

wear better and last longer than any other belting on the market.

Beardmore Belting represents the maximum value obtainable in leather

belting.

Made only from extra selected No. i Packer Steer Hides—tanned

under the slow old fashioned process which positively ensures the long

life of the belt.

Having everything under our supervision from the hide to the finished

belt we are able to offer Leather Belting that we can fully guarantee.

SOLE CANADIAN AGENTS

:

The General Supply Co. of Canada, Limited
356-58-60 Sparks Street, OTTAWA, ONTARIO

Market and Louise Sts., WINNIPEG, MAN. - - 115-125 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO

INDUSTRIAL LOCOMOTIVES
•It is important for you to know what a loco-

motive will do to justify its cost.

It must pull the required load, start it and keep

it going.

It must provide just the right amount of the

right material in the right place.

Each and every part must be sure to fit not

only the locomotive of which it is a part, but every

other locomotive of the same size and design. Every

operation must be made in fixtures or to templets

compelling accuracy of manufacture so that the

machine will not be idle at a critical time for necessary repairs or renewals. Spare parts must be instantly available, made so well as to go

into place without a machine shop.

Visit our works and see how all this is accomplished.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
BANK OF OTTAWA BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA
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JAMES D. LACEY WOOD BEAL VICTOR THRANE

James D. Lacey & Co.
TIMBER LAND FACTORS and TIMBER VALUATORS

W e submit Detailed estimates with Topographical maps of all Timber Properties offered th rough our house.
Representations based upon our own Expert cruisers and loggers, whose Integrity and Experience have been
thoroughly tested over a period of many years.

We solicit correspondence with British Columbia timber owners and prospective purchasers.

1215 Old Colony Blk. 121 1 Whitney Central Bldg. 1104 Spalding Bldg. 1009 White Bldg.
CHICAGO NEW ORLEANS PORTLAND, Ore. SEATTLE

ir\ t/tcj ftimi/iiclurti q/'//te7o7/pit )tty

STAVES
BARRELS
COOPERAGE
MOO PS
PAILS
CHURNS
CANDY PAILS
BOX BOARDS
CHAIR STOCK
CLOTHES PINS

HEADING
KEGS
WOO DC N WARE
HANDLES
TUBS
FREEZERS
FISH KITS
BOTTOMS
SHINGLES
LUMBER

FOR 772EJ*£AJVZ7Fs\CTC/ZlE Or

BA
OURJTECIALTY. N(i

TOR PRICES AND FURTHER P.-.RT] C ULARS
,

TBEPETERGEWACH^'.^jr^"-

HEISLER GEARED LOCOMOTIVES
Especially adapted

for heavy hauling

on steep grades,

sharp curves and
uneven tracks. For
logging, switching

and pulling on main
lines, mills, fur-

naces and indus-

trial purposes.

Just Off the Press—New Detailed Descriptive Catalog 108 G.C.

Heisler Locomotive Works
ERIE, PA., U. S. A.

Whitney Engineering Co., Tacoma, Wash., North Western Sales Agent

"Polar Bear" Shoepaeks
The only all oil-tanned, hand

sewed, absolutely water-tight

pack manufactured in Canada-

Todd's Meaford Special 17 ill.

Draw String Shoepack
Arctic Storm King Child's Sporting.

All sizes and lengths of legs.

We use nothing but oil-tanned leather in both leg and foot, no
splits. We tan our own leather and our 20 years' reputation in the
manufacture of oil-tanned stock stands back of every pair we put out.

Quick shipments our specialty. Our large factory, up-to-date
appliances, good shipping facilities makes this possible. No order too
large or none too small but that we can take care of on shortest notice.

We make shoepaeks in any size or style
from customer's order. Send for our price list

A. C. Todd, Meaford, Ontario

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

For free sample copy address

Hugh C. Maclean, Ltd.
220 King Street West,

TORONTO
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Horizontal Slab Resaw
Built in Two Sizes

These resaws are com-
pactly built and are supported
on the floor line so they do not

need a special foundation.

Both upper and lower
feed rolls are driven which
gives a powerful and uniform
feed.

We also manufacture
Hopper Feed, Box Board
Resaws and many other

Hopper Feed Machines for

box factories.

We solicit your inquiries.

Mereen-Johnson Machine Company, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
U. S. A.

MAPLE LEAF SAWS
The Improved Racer Cross Cut Saw, by Actual Test, is the Fastest and Easiest Cutting Saw Made

The Maple Leaf saw is higher priced
than the ordinary saw because it costs
more to make it. It is made of the
very highest quality of steel and tem-
pered by a secret process which tough-
ens and refines the steel. The Maple
Leaf trade mark on the saw means
that it is the equal, if not superior to
any saw made. It also means that
you are privileged to test it against
any other make and if not found equal
or superior in quality you can return
it and have your money refunded.

The ambition of the manufacturers of
the Maple Leaf Saws has always been
to produce the. best tempered saw in
the world and they are constantly in-

vestigating and experimenting with
this end in view. They have recently
made some valuable discoveries in
evenness of temper. It has always
been difficult to get a perfectly even
temper on long and thin sheets of steel,

such as saws are made of. Our recent
discoveries make this an absolute cer-
tainty. Every user of saws should
bear in mind that the temper of the saw
is its most valuable quality. High fin-

ish and attractive appearance amount
to nothing if the temper is not right.

All Maple Leaf Saws are Guaranteed to be Perfect in Temper

Shurly-Dietrich Co., Limited Gait, Ontario
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Shimer Cutter Heads and Cutters!

The "Shimer Limited" Cutter Heads with Expansion, Figs. 627 and 628

These H«ads have self-centering and spindle-gripping features that will

interest you. The Bits carry a larger areal surface and are set at an acute angle

for fast cutting. Price, net, for Flooring $72.46 the set complete.

The Making of a Cutter Head
Demands years of experience, the employment of materials

that use and experience have shown to be the best for the purpose,

and a clear understanding of the needs of the mill man. Only in

buying from those who have made the manufacture of Cutter Heads

a life study can these demands be met, or is there certainty of getting

a thoroughly reliable, dependable and efficient tool.

The man who buys Shimer Cutter Heads, buys with his outfit

the assurance of a lifetime of accurate service—a guarantee that he

is going to be satisfied with his purchase.

Shimer Cutter Heads are designed so as to be practically

indestructible. In addition only the highest grade of Steel Forgings

are used in their manufacture, consequently they give long service

and perfect satisfaction, doing their work without calling for con-

stant attention and continual repairs.

Shimer Cuter Heads will save more actual time and money
in the mill than any other single tool you have. They make the

work more agreeable for the operator, more profitable for the em-

ployer and are guaranteed to pay for themselves in a few months'

use. They are simple and easy to operate, strong and durable,

reliable and economical, offering a solution to many difficulties that

come up daily in the mill.

We have perfect faith in the ability of the Shimer Cutter

Head to "make good," hence we make them to your order to fit any

matcher or molder and send them on trial to responsible mill men
anywhere.

Let us know what your requirements are in the way of

Cutter Heads or Cutters, We guarantee satisfaction on everything

we sell

Let us hear from you today !

Popular Cutter Heads
The most popular of The Shimer Cutter Heads are Figs.

202 and 203. The Bits are held within conical duplex bit

seats, self-centering, arranged with the very complete Ex-
pansion feature for the fine adjustment of tongue and
groove thicknesses.

Price with 4 bits to each head, the set .. .. $40.95
Price with 6 bits to each head, the set .. .. 49.27
Price with 8 bits to each head, the set . . .. 57.60

Complete with Flooring Bits. The Heads will also receive
Bits for thin Ceiling

—

yi at $1.30 each and Bits for 2-in. thick
plank at $1.63 each.

Jointer Heads
For jointing plain edges we make several styles of

Jointer Heads provided with shearing effect to produce the
easiest and at the same time the smoothest work. Made of
Steel Forgings they supply the strongest and best. Our
very reasonable prices put the tools within the reach of all.

Price, with 4 bits to each head, the set, i%-in. $31.20
Price, with 4 bits to each head, the set, 2-in. 33.28

Ship Lap Heads
to give you the best service must be of a kind that is always
ready and to interchange with matcher and other Heads you
may have fitted to your machine, thus avoiding a change of
machine guides. This is one reason why the Shimer Ship
Lap Heads are so generally used. The other reason is that
they do work so satisfactorily that all who know their con-
venience take them in preference to others.
Price, with 4 bits to each head, the set, l l/z-'m. thick, $34.84
Price, with 4 bits to each head, the set, 2^-in. thick 35.88

Double Ceiling Heads
These heads have a special design to suit the purpose of

double tonguing and grooving, with overlapping of the bit
cutting edges to produce perfect clearance and to protect the
leading points from unnecessary friction and wear.

They double the capacity of any matcher or moulder
and provide a means of turning out single surfaced ceiling
or flooring upon the most economical basis.
Price, Double Ceiling Heads complete with Bits, net, $40.94

Door, Sash and Coping Tools
That save all the hand fitting. No changing of patterns,
therefore, no trouble in framing the door and sash parts
when they are matched up with the Shimer Cutter Head.
We relieve you of that detail of the business when we place
the mould in counterpart within the contour of the Bits. The
Bits are filed only to sharpen and being set by means of a
gauge give accurate and uniform results. Prices very rea-
sonable.

Reversible and One Way Gutters
The Shimer Reversible Cutters for Single Spindle

Shapers, Variety Moulders or Friezers, are carefully mould-
ed opposite to the shape of the mould to be produced, in
such a way as to have only the cutting edge touch the lum-
ber. They are complete—inexpensive—time saving. We
also make One-Way Cutters for the Double Spindle Shaper.

Thin Steel Knives
Advanced ideas referring to the planing and surfacing of

lumber have developed into the use of the thin blades, made
from high speed steel, which when properly tempered and
treated, serve for one or two days of work on hard maple,
oak or hickory.

These blades are known as our Bedee Knives and are
recommended by users as the best that can be procured. For
the benefit of those desiring to use this style of a knife we
have facilities to furnish them in any length or thickness.

Write us about your requirements.

Branch of

Milton, Pa. SAMUEL J. SHIMER & SONS, Gait, Ont., Can.
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Canada Machinery Corporation, Limited

Gait, Ontario

No. 300 Heavy Duty Inside Moulder

The advantages of a Moulder and a Planer and Matcher are combined in the machine illustrated
above. Ease and speed in adjustment are insured through special unique features, not contained
in any other type of machine. The method of lubrication is perfect. The general construction
is after the plan of the planer and matcher, having heavy sides connected by heavy girths which
in combination with a series of platen plates form the bed.

No. 300 Heavy Duty Inside Moulder

The special features of this model machine include truing devices for top, bottom and side
heads, which insure all knives doing an equal amount of work. Six speeds are furnished through
friction feeds. Top rolls are made with pull-out shafts, and extra rolls are supplied, all

interchangeable. Matcher frames swivel, ample expansion for all bars and chipbreakers. Made
in two sizes 15x6 and 12x6

Catalogue and Prices on application

Canada Machinery Corporation, Limited

Gait, Ontario
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Looks like the others, but it's different and better
A CLARK OSCILLATING STEAM NIGGER

Tooth bars are of refined machine steel.

No cast steel or cast iron filling.

They taper and are practically unbreakable.

Notice cross tie at base of bar.

Cylinders oscillate on steel trunnions.

Valves are large and areas ample.

All valves ground perfectly true.

Piston rods are extra heavy.

They never spring or bend.

Pistons all packed with double snap rings.

Speed controlled by throttling plugs.

Spring cushion floor plates with steel

buffer blocks.

Parts are cast in the cylinder avoiding leaky joints

We build every machine required in an

up-to-date Band or Circular Saw Mill

Ask for Catalogs

The Clark Bros. Co.

Belmont, N. Y.
Coast Office : White Bldg., Seattle, Wash.

Everything for the Saw Mill

Our Lath Mill Our Two Saw Edger

We can equip your saw mill with everything from the motive power to the trimmer. Our complete line of saw
mill machinery cannot be surpassed. Every machine is complete, simple and a model of good workmanship.

Write for our literature and prices, they will interest you.

MOWRY & SONS, Gravenhurst, Ontario
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The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

Orillia - Canada
MANUFACTURERS OF MACHINERY FOR SAWMILLS OF ANY CAPACITY

Plans and Specifications on application

42" — 3 Saw Edger

We build edgers in the following sizes between frames : 32", 36", 42", 48", 54", 60", 66", 72", 84", 96".

A few points regarding our 42" edger worthy of consideration :

FRAME consists of one solid base, which supports three upright frames. Each frame is fitted with a mandrel

bearing 9" long, lined with best babbitt.

ARBOR is 3" in diameter and made from best machine steel.

SAWS Standard machine is fitted for three saws, one stationary and two moveable.

SAW SHIFTER We use a combination steel collar shifter and saw guide.

END BEARING can easily be removed by loosening two cap screws which allows saw to slip off end of mandrel.

FRONT PRESSURE ROLLER is self raising, and raises towards the saws.

FULL SPECIFICATION ON APPLICATION.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

Orillia - Canada
AGENCIES :

MONTREAL — Williams & Wilson, Ltd.

WINNIPEG— Stuart Machinery Co., Ltd.

EDMONTON and CALGARY— Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Ltd.

VANCOUVER— Robert Hamilton & Co.
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Steel Carriages

Built with knee opening of 36in., 42in., 50in., 60in., and 72in. Supplied in

any length and with any number and spacing of head blocks.

Designed for rope or steam feed. Bulletin 107.

Frame

The frame is built to eliminate spring. String-

ers and cross girts of 8in. x 6in. selected oak,

braced through-going tie rods and substan-

tial corner brackets. Stringers are iron banded
to prevent wear.

Running Gear

All steel. Double axles under each log seat.

Bearing surfaces everywhere much larger than

is the usual practice. Adjustment to take up
wear provides means of quick re-alignment.

Head Blocks

Cast of toughest steel throughout. Log seats of

double girder section with wide heavy nigger
nose, braced internally and steel faced with rever-

sible lining plates. Knees high and of new
design, are steel faced, provided with nigger

hook and spring cushioned, self aligning taper

movement of 6in.

Racks and Pinions

Cut from the solid steel with deep involute
tooth. Extra wide with the pinion split and
adjusted to overcome back lash.

Dogs

These carriages are provided with Waterous
Inserted Tooth Dog, latest and most common
sense dog on the market. Damaged teeth can
be withdrawn and replaced without disturbing
the dog in the knee. Designed to swing to
draw the log against the knee tightly and firmly.
Small logs, large logs and cants of all size hand-
led equally wrell.

Set Works

Our No. 4 Combination Set Works. A set-

ter and receder in one machine. Cannot
develop lost motion. We can prove this. New
form of pawl. All operating parts of steel or
wrought iron. The strongest, quickest acting,
most exact set works yet produced.

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.

Brantford, Canada

Branch :- Winnipeg, Man. Agency : H. B. Gilmour, Vancouver, B, C.
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$5>ooo,ooo.oo
worth of mixed metals is what we market every year

PEERLESS metal is compounded specially for sawmills and is the best on the market for that purpose.

FAULTLESS metal is a high grade copper hardened alloy made for heavy duty work, sawmills and engines.
Our policy is large tonnage, perfect alloys, and absolutely fair and honest treatment of the trade.

We .solicit your patronage

New York, N. Y.
HOYT METAL CO., Toronto, Canada

London, England St. Louis, Mo.

DESIGX B. L. NO 3

p BATTS LIMITED
WEST TORONTO

Manufacturers of

Staved Columns

Veneered Doors

Newel Posts

Sashes - Flooring

Trim

Pine Doors and

Frames •

Turned Newel Posts and

Balusters

Cypress Greenhouse

Material

Write for our Catalogue

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS

WEST TORONTO - 0NT.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS
n.m KNOWNOUR
rr _
EXTRA

oak <y\

^EXTRA^
i .> TANNtD O I

V?/ tM £>/

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

The J.C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

Sawmill Machinery
We make Engines and Boilers of all kinds, also

special machinery for Sawmill use. Fifty-two years

practical experience in Engine Building.

The

'Ingiia" Corliss Engine*

John Inglis Company. Limited
Engineers and Boiler Makers

14 Strachan Ave., TORONTO, ONT.
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western
Globe - Kearney& Foot - McClellan - J.B.Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Swell Weld Coil Chain

Made in Canada Sold by Jobbers
25% 25% 25%

More Weld More Strength More Wear
McKinnorv Chain Company

BUFFALO, N. Y. ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

SAW MILL SUPPLIES
There is not a jobber or manutacturer, or any other person employed by either, in an official position

who should miss the chance of looking over our new Catalogue on Transmission Supplies.
If you are looking for "Quality and Service" in your mill supplies we know you will be impressed

with the lines shown.

Send a post card for it to-day and you will have it by return mail.

DICK'S Balata Be,tin*
Steel Pulleys

Leather Belting

Clutches

Wood Split PuUeys Shafting Hangers Iron Pulleys
Babbitt Wood-Working Machinery Steam Goods

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
Fairbanks Scales Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines Safes and Vaults

Montrea! Toronto St. John, N. B. Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver

J. J. TURNER & SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in
Canada in

Lumbermens' Contractors' and Surveyors' Supplies

Tents, Awnings, Flags, Sails, Waterproof Covers, Oiled Cloth-
ing, Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags,
Coal Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snow-
shoes, Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the
Walsh Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER & SONS
Cor. George, King and Water Sts. Peterborough, Ont., Can.

Triplex Power Pumps
Centrifugal Pumps

Vacuum Pumps

Steam Pumps

Condensers

THE SMART-TURNER
MACHINE CO., LIMITED Hamilton, Canada

THE STRONGEST CHAIN IN THE WORLD
"Weldless

Steel Chain"
Photograph of 7/16-inch Weldless Steel Chain broken with a test load of 9 tons, 3 cwts (20 498 lbs ^ nr fnll^ Hm,w0 t*, Q a a • n.

breaking load for iron chain of this size. Note the elongation andTeduSn of^"^£2?,^ Admiralt*

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

B. J. COGHLIN CO., Limited
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

MONTREAL
Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, page 64
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Lath Mill Machinery

All our Lath Mills are solidly built to stand the severest work.

We have made a special study of Lath Mill Machinery for many years, the result

being that we can furnish machines correctly designed, each size of mill being
designed specially for a certain capacity, and having the weight placed properly

—where it is of some value to the machine.

Our catalogue shows machines ranging from a capacity of 20,000 lath up to 100,000
lath per day for a single machine.

JUST AT PRESENT WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF LATH MACHINERY
ON HAND, AND IF YOL REQUIRE ANYTHING OF THIS NATURE, THIS
IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO GET PROMPT SHIPMENT

We are now making the Covel Patent Automatic Saw Swage and Shaper. Write
about it.

William Hamilton Company, Limited
PETERBOROUGH - ONTARIO
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Saw Mill at Cache Bay, Ont.

George Gordon & Company
Limited

CACHE BAY ONTARIO

MANUFACTURERS OF

Norway and White Pine
Dressed Flooring, Mouldings, Bridge Tim-
bers, Siding, Ceiling, Pickets, Lath, etc.

Our 1911 Cut is nearly all sold. Place your orders
early for 1912 dimension stock.
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills ®. Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Yard <& Office CAPACITY 40.000.000

MOR.RISTOWN. N. Y.

New York City
Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co,
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Selling agents for Fraser & Co., Manufacturers

Mills at Deschenes, Que., near Ottawa

White
Red Pine

Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Office,
CTHSS!TS Ottawa, Can.

F. N. Waldik, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The

Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Manufacturers of
Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
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You Give Away Real Dollars

When You Hold Back Orders

Our uniform grades and prompt
shipments mean satisfied and profitable

customers to you.

Poor lumber is dear almost at any
price. It means worry and loss of time
and friends. Those who make the most
profit insist on buying and having de-

livered only standard, consistent grades.

This is the only kind of lumber we
handle and right now we are prepared to

accept contracts from iyi 2 sawing for

delivery next summer, so get your requir-

ments placed early. Don't overlook the
fact that we leave the Clear and Fine
Dressing in our Mill-Run, Quebec
Spruce.

With the spring season invariably comes a greater
demand for lumber. This means that the dealers' supply
becomes taxed to the utmost and—prices jump.

QUEBEC SPRUCE
should be ordered now, before the busy season really begins.

We supply you with choice mill-run stock, 1" x 4",
i" x 5", 1" x 6", in full or mixed carload lots

;
rough, dress-

ed or re-sawed, as desired, and remember that we leave the
clear and fine dressing in our Mill-Run Spruce.

WHITE PINE—We have it. Well watered factory
stock in 1", \y2 \ and 2" strips, shorts and sidings; etc.

HEMLOCK- -A nice dry stock of 1" sidings on hand.
Will make a low price on No. 1 and No. 2 to clear
them out.

BARTRAM BROTHERS, Limited
ED. T. SAXE, 200 Claremont Ave. MONTCLAIR, N. J. Hope Chambers, OTTAWA, CAN.

440 Square Miles Timber Limits
on Georgian Bay

to be Sold by Private Sale in Large or Small Blocks.

not hT°
UV?heir P

-

eSiden
' Prindpal shareholders h^S engaged in other large enterprises, andno having the time to give to them all, THE PARRY SOUND LUMBER COMPANY, Limited, offer forbale all of the timber lands mills and town property situated in the Town of Parry Sound

; also Tug Scow and
tull Camp Equipment for five camps, including boom chains, snow plows, sleighs, etc.

THE LIMITS TO BE SOLD
comprise some 440 square miles of licensed and deeded Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Birch and other timber. The

a fo low^ ^
ntano Government include all timbers and are not restricted for time. Government dues are

7« ler M ft T^' Y '

$I ' 5°^ M
' ^^ S*W L°^' Heml°Ck

'
TamaraC a"d °ther WOods

Christ n
,S S1^6d m TownshiPs of McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Monteith, Carling,

P f TT Burpee McConkey, Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge and Street. The Canadian

ceb orTe^d

na

f

ian

1 ^^^ ™ the limits: which makes some of the par-cels offered for sale particularly desirable for small mill owners.
A circular giving full information, maps, terms and conditions of sale will be furnished upon application to

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited
1315-20 Traders Bank Building, TORONTO, CANADA
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Yellow Pine Timbers

Finish, Flooring, etc.

White Pine and Hardwood
"WANTED: 4", 4^" and 5" Birch."

W. M. Gillespie Lumber Co.
801 Oliver Building PITTSBURG, PA.

To Shingle Manufacturers

For Sale
Slash Table with six saws spaced for

18 in., variable friction feed, 2 in.

steel saw arbors cutting independently.

Will sell at half original cost.

Can send fuller details.

The Rideau Lumber Co., Limited
OTTAWA, ONT.

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, —«^ . _
Hochelaga Bank Building V^UeDeC, QlIC

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT.
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

Casey-Shaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Sudbury, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Lumber and Lath
Planing Mill Work

SAW MILLS GENERAL OFFICE
Long Lake, Ont. and Blezard, Ont. Sudbury, Ont.

RED DEER*
Hardwood Flooring

is the flooring that is manufactured ex-

pressly to supply the demand for the best.

It is made by modern machinery, from carefully selected stock, and
every precaution is taken throughout our entire system to make it

fulfill in every particular the name we have built up for high quality
flooring.

We also manufacture Hemlock, Bill Stuff, Spruce and Hardwood Lumber

We specialize in prompt shipments

The Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited

Huntsville, Ont.

Empire Brand" Hardwood Flooring
in

Maple Oak Birch
Manufactured to meet the requirements of those
demanding flooring of perfect finish. Made from

lumber selected for its figuring.

It you are not convinced by what you have
heard about the superior qualities of " EMPIRE

BRAND," just send us a trial order.

J. R. Eaton & Sons, Ltd.
ORILLIA,
ONTARIO

Long Lumber Company
Hamilton, Canada

Must Move Quick

100,000 ft. 1x4x5 Norway Pine.

100,000 ft. 3 x 4— 10 to 18 Norway Pine.

Norway Dimension Bill Stuffs
In Transit

10 Cars XXX B. C. Cedar Shingles—A. Cottons Brand
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Cameron & Co, Limited
Manufacturers

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, TIMBER,
POLES and POSTS
We have for quick shipment

— DRY —
NO. 1 HEMLOCK

In 1 inch and 2 inch

Mill and Yard
OPEONGO, ONT

Head Office
OTTAWA, ONT.

Send your enquiries to our Head Office

The
Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA Limited

EASTERN

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

WESTERN

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

Williams Lumber Company
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

For 1 x 4 and up x 6/11 ft dressing shorts.

For 5, 6 and 8/4 x 12/16 dressing strips.

For 5, 6, and 8 4 shipping cull shorts, strips and sidings.

Write us before placing your orders

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

William H. Bromley
Everything in Pine, Spruce or Hemlock, at
Wholesale Car or Cargo. An excellent stock
of Shop and Better i to 2". Also a good
percentage of Mill Run 4-5-6-8 and 10" and
6/4" and 8/4" Sidings at Midland. All White
Pine

;
the product of an excellent lot of logs.

Also at Collingwood, Ontario, 1910 Cut, 1 x
6-8 and 10" - 5/4", 6/4" and 84" Sidings. A
nice line of 6/4 and 8/4" Cuts at Pembroke.

Quotations promptly given and enquiries solicited

Pembroke Ontario

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited

Everything in Lumber
Rough and Dressed

Wholesale and Retail

Want to Purchase

Dry Ash, Birch, Basswood and Rock Elm

ADDRESS
21 Dorchester Street West, MONTREAL

The New Michel Sawmill Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fir and Tamarac Lumber,
Timbers, Piling, Etc.

Saw Mill and Planing at New Michel, B. C.

Send in your orders for Sawn Lumber, Sash, Doors and Factory
Material to

New Michel, B. C.

or to

THE RIVERSIDE LUMBER CO., Ltd., Calgary, Alta.

Edward Hines Lumber Co.
(Branch Office)

Owen Sound, Ont.

: All grades of

WHITE PINE
and

Norway Dimension Bill Stuffs
WHITE and RED PINE LATH

The McGibbon Lumber Co.
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Lumber, Bill Stuffs, Lath,
Shingles, Wood, etc.

Hemlock a Specialty
Best Assortment

Phone us your
requirements Penetanguishene, Ont.
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John MoKergow, W, K.Grafftey,
I 'resident M a naM'iiitf- Director

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office : Montreal Office:

46 Elgin st. 759 Notre Dame St.,W

We Buy

SPRUCE
13 Foot and 16 Foot

Lath White Cedar Shingles,

WANTED
4/4, 5/4 and 8/4 No. 1 Culls

CHRISTY-MOIR CO.
149 Broadway, New York City

Thb

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber*

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Stuff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

McLennan Timber

Lands and Lumber Co.
Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

RAILS
Tramway*.

lew and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

Hardwood Flooring

End Matched, Bored,
Polished and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation LifeBldg., Toronto
EADIE DOUGLAS CO.

14 University St. Montreal

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
1 ra Manning Chambers, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest You

Rush Orders for

Pine Doors
No. 3 Pine Doors are now our specialty.

Our recently doubled plant enables us to
handle all kinds of rush orders to perfection.

We supply first-class, thoroughly well made
No. 3 Pine Doors and guarantee them.

We handle this line ourselves from the
forest to the dealers—from the logs which we
cut in our own sawmills to the final shipment
from our own factory to the dealer.

We can therefore quote you the lowest
prices and give prompt shipments.

Let us quote you your next order for
No. 3 Doors.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Buy and Smile
as do all the Retailers
who handle our

Hemlock

Pine a°d Hardwood

Because they know it

sells well, prevents
complaints, is up to
grade and always sat-

isfies their customers,
which means satisfac-

tory business.

WE SPECIALIZE IN CAR LOTS. WRITE US.

Hocken Lumber Co.
Otter Lake Station, Ontario

Limited.

WK SPECIALIZE IN

Saw Mill Repair Work
Our machine shop is equip-

ped with best and most up-to-
date machinery for Haw Mill
work of all kinds and we ean
turn out your work promptly
and with satisfaction.

Let us send you estimates
on your spring work.

Maass Bros.
Irving Ave., Ottawa, Ont.

TITE have 500 M ft. 8-4
™ " Common and Better

and 260 M ft. 5-4 Common
and Better White Pine
that we want to move
quick at hargain prices.

Write us

Bruce Mines Saw Mill Co.
Limited

Bruce Mines, Ont.

A1TE Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds

* * of Lumber and Timber in Can-
ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,

Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

^UGER & SON
QUEBEC

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.
Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.

Interior Trim Mill Work.
NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia, Ont.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED
Toronto

Sarnia

Buffalo
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Imperial Timber

& Trading Co.
LIMITED

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Branch Office:

15 Cadogan Block,

CALGARY, ALTA.

Every description of Douglas Fir,

Red Cedar, Spruce, Hemlock,
Larch and Pine Lumber, also Red
Cedar Shingles.

Heavy Timbers a Specialty

Export and Domestic Shipments.

FOR SALE

Piles and Poles

All sizes, all lengths

Apply to

PAPINEAUVILLE LUMBER CO.

Papineau ville, P.Q,
Limited

The

North Channel Lumber Co.
Limited

Successors to

SAGINAW LUMBER & SALT CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine Lumber
Saginaw, Mich. U.S.A.

Mills at Thessalon Ont.

For
Immediate Shipment

1250 tons prime 56 lbs. relaying
rails with fastenings.

25 Steel Flat Cars 5 to 7 tons
capacity.

Full particulars on application.

SESSENWEIN BROS.
Montreal

"Well Bought is Half Sold"

STOCK OFFER;-

1 Car 1 x 4 and up

No. 2 Norway $13,00

Suitable for Decking, Sheet-

ing and under Flooring.

2 Cars 1 x 6

Box and Common $18.00

Best End suitable for Drop
Siding, Balance for Flooring

and Decking.

4 Cars 5
4 x 12

Select Mill Run $37.00

Ideal stock for D.4S. Bone dry.

F. O. B. Midland.

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

730 Traders Bank Building, TorontO,0llt.

Mills : Byng Inlet Ont.

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves Hoops
Headings

JAMES WEBSTER & BR0., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office

:

Dashwood House 9 Broad St., E.C.

News Chambers, 57 Hope St., Glasgow

g an t& Kemp
5a St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address/'TECTONA," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

Louis Bamberger
Importer of

Pine, Spruce, and all Canadian

Wood Goods

2 Broad Street Buildings,

London, E.C.

TelegraphicAddress " Bellywood, London."

Open to Contract for
Glued-up Basswood Keyboards

F
ARNW0RTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth Liverpool

England

WANTED
1 00 m ft. clear hard Maple
axles 4 in. x 5 in.-6ft. and 12
ft. long. Also all thicknesses

Common and Better Birch.

For Sale

All grades and thicknesses of
Cherry and Mahogany lumber.
Also Mahogany, Circassian Wal-
nut and Quartered White Oak
veneer all thicknesses. Please
let us hear from you.

WARREN ROSS LUMBER CO.
Jamestown, N. Y.
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Mason, Gordon&Co. Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
——Car and Cargo lots only

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak

Write, Wire or Phone for Prices - Western Office : — Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B. C.

Donald Fraser

& Sons, Limited
GABANO, QUEBEC

MANUFACTURERS OF

Long Lumber
Rough and Finished

Shingles, Clapboard,
etc.

The Fernie Lumber
Co., Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch
Rough and Dressed Lumber

Dimension and Bridge Timber Cedar Telegraph and
a Specialty Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE, B.C.

Wm. Milne & Son, Ltd.
Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at North Bay, Sellwood Jet. and Spanish, Ont.

Head Office : North Bay, Ont.

North Bay Mill

White Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and
Birch Lumber, dressed flooring,

siding etc. Lath and Cedar Shingles.

Sellwood Jet. Mill

White and Norway Pine. Lumber
and Lath.

Spanish Mill

White and Norway Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock, Lumber and Lath.
Vessel shipment only.

D. S. PATE LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Yellow Pine
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Long Leaf Timbers and Implement Stock.

Short Leaf Finish.

nsher Bidg. . . Chicago, 111.
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The Fesserton Timber Co., Limited
34 Victoria Street, TORONTO

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

PINE, HEMLOCK, HARDWOOD,
CEDAR POSTS AND SHINGLES

BILL TIMBER A SPECIALTY

Special prices on 5 4 and 6 4 dry, common and dress-
ing White Pine, all widths from"4 to 12" piled separ-
ate, lengths 10 to 16 ft.

Mills at FESSERTON, ONT.

The Harwood Lumber Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

YELLOW PINE
Rough Timbers, Long Joists, Boards

both Long and Short Leaf
BE SURE TO GET OUR PRICES

Send Inquiries to us CLEVELAND, OHIO
OR

The Harwood Lumber Company Toronto, Ontario
Toronto phone Main 4089.

LEAK & CO., Limited
18 Aberdeen Chambers

TORONTO, ONT.

We are in the market for Hemlock,

Spruce and Hardwoods, also No. 1, 2

3 Lath.

Send us list of anything you have to offer.

JOHN DONOGH & CO.
Wholesale Dealers

OFFER— WHITE PINE =
i% No. i Mill Cull, . . . 150,000 feet.

i% No. 2 " << 100,000 feet.

2 x 12 Common and better 100,000 feet.

I, i}& and 2 in. good Strips and Sidings.

1205 TRADERS BANK BUILDING, TORONTO

Buyers of Lumber
should patronize the manufacturers and whole-
salers who advertise in the Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker. Give your business to the
man who is enterprising enough to spend money,
and time to get in touch with you.

And, if not too much trouble, mention
this paper when writing.

Spears & Lauder
Manufacturers of

Hemlock, Pine and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath and Shingles
Orders solicited for Hemlock. Bill Timber up to 30 feet.

For Quick Shipment

I cTvl 1 1 n!
a
9
D
w
5

}
Hemj°ck Strips. Can be dressed to order,o Oars 1 " No. 2 Hemlock, good widths.

Head Office: 501 Kent Bldg., TORONTO

The

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co.
18 Toronto St., TORONTO Limited

Wc offer for prompt shipment
90,000 ft. 2 x 10 - 10/16 ft. No. 1 Spruce
100,000 ft. 5 8 x 3 & up Grating Pine
50,000 ft. 3 x 8, 10 & 12 in., No. 1 Hemlock

300,000 pes. 112x4 ft. Mill Run Red Pine Lath
800,000 pes. 11/2x4 ft. No. 2 White Pine Lath

Inquiries Solicited

We have secured the total output of the celebrated

Cloverdale B. C. Shingles
manufactured by The Cloverdale Milling Co.

Take up your season's supply with us. The
best costs no more than the inferior grades.

C. G. Anderson Lumber Co.
Manning Chambers
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E. H. Heaps & Co., Limited

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, Finish,etc.
Specialties: AA1 BRAND HIGH GRADE SHINGLES

B. C. R. DOUGLAS FIR. TIMBER
Mills at

Vancouver and R.\iskin, B. C.
Head Office: Victoria Drive and Powell St.

VANCOUVER. B.C.

Send along your Orders
-FOR-

Doors, Sash, Wood Turnings

Interior Finish

Hardwood Flooring

Pine Flooring

EVERY ONE A GOOD SELLER

Wilson Brothers, Limited
COLLINGWOOD, ONTARIO

Shops

Commons
and

Mouldings

Yard Stock

Clears

and

Mouldings

The East Kootenay Lumber Co.
Head Office: JAFFRAY, B.C.

Mill, at
:
CRANBROOK, B.C., RYAN, B.C., JAFFRAY, B.C.

Limited

President and General Manager Assistant General Manager
D. C. Cameron, Winnipeg Wm. Robertson, Vancouver

Secretary-Treasurer, Wilson Bell, Winnipeg

The Rat Portage

Lumber Co, Ltd.

-Manufacturers of-

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
Cedar Shingles, Fir and Cedar Lath

Car Sills and Sheathing, Cedar Siding

Large and Long Timbers
for heavy construction work

Vancouver, B.C., and Harrison River, B.C.

TheGolden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers of-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles
Offer at LOW FIGURE for QUICK sale !

290
145,

125,

55,

3,

000 1 1/3 x 3/8 x 32-in. Mill Run Hemlock Lath
000-ft. 1 x 4 & up 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock

2 x 4 & up 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock
2 x 4 & up 6/18 Mill Cull Red Pine
| x 4 & up 6/16 C. & C. F. Red Pine
2 x 4 & up 6/16 Mill Cull White Pine
1 x 4 & up 6/16 Mill Cull Spruce
2 x 4 & up 6/16 Mill Cull Spruce
1 x 4 & up 6/16 Merchantable Cedar

000-ft,

000-ft

000-ft.

000-ft,

000-ft
000-ft.

000-ft,

15,

17,(
60,i

All of above, shipment G. T. R. from Golden Lake, Ontario

Head Office EGANVILLE, ONT.
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Pine Doors of All Kinds
KEPT IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

I I
The above is a partial line of Doors carried in stock in all the standard sizes for qWe are the largest manufacturers of Doors in Canada and operate our own sawmill and timber limits.We can save you Time and Money. Write us.

JAMES DAVIDSON, - OTTAWA, Ontario

TO ENGINEERS
q Have you a copy of the 1912 edition GARLOCK catalogue show-ing Packings for every purpose?

«I If not, send in your address at once and you will receive a catalogue by return mail, unique in design and detail : a real livetext-book in itself.

<I It's free for the asking.

«I Our prices in Mill Supplies in general will interest you.

<I Permit us to quote on your requirements.

The Garlock Packing Company
1 /. i*. . a 1

Branches

:

Head Office and Factory, HAMILTON, Ont.
MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Pioneers in the Packing Business
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EvervthiniiJL4 W M J M.MM M MM in LumberM MM MJk %M.MMM PJF^^JL

ft t / j /^r/o i j j1,1% and 2 x 4,— io/io Spruce, rough or dressed A choice lot of Winter Sawn 1 oasswood ; also

<<(< OVC ' ' ' ' ' '2x5, Birch Flooring in all grades and thicknesses.

" " 2x6, We can supply you all your wants in Pine.

" " 2x8, Dressed Lumber Our Specialty

(( it 2 x (( 44 ((

(( << 2 x I2 " " »<

Write, wire or 'phone us for prices before placing

your orders.

W. C. Edwards & Co., Limited
Ottawa, Ont.

Mills at Ottawa and Rockland Planing Mills and Factories at Ottawa

Why not make 1912 the most profitable saw year in your history ?

ATKINS STERLING BAND SAWS
Made in Canada

t ^HESE Saws are celebrated on account of their exceed-

1 ingly tough temper and generally scientific construc-

tion. They will stand up to their work longer under the

most trying conditions. You will find fewer cracks in

ATKINS BAND SAWS than any other and they will

hold their teeth and points remarkably. Why not place a

trial order and make us prove these statements.

Write to-day

E. C. ATKINS & CO., stekSTsaws HAMILTON, ONT.
Vancouver Branch, No. 109 Powell Street, U. S. Factory, Indianapolis, Ind.
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We Saw All the Year Round
Pine

Hemlock

Spruce

Hard-

woods

Rough

and

Dressed

We

make

a

Specialty

of

Long

Timbers

Fassett Lumber Co., Ltd.—A Logging Scene

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited
FASSETT, QUEBEC

STEEL WIRE CLOTH

for REFUSE BURNERS
Write for sample and full particulars.

Alligator Ropes Saw Mill Carriage Ropes

The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited
Hamilton, Ont. - - Montreal, Que.
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Place Your Dimension Orders Early
White and Red Pine, Spruce, etc., Bills, any Size, any Length

ROUGH OR DRESSED

Wc still have a few cars each

(Rear View) Woods' No. 107 Inside Moulder—Showing Encased Gears.

A Moulder of Merit and Built for Service
The marked features of WOODS NO. 107 are RIGID CONSTRUCTION, ACCESSIBILITY and CAPACITY. Heavy or light
cuts arc. made with equal precision. Changes, setups or adjustments are quickly, easily and safely effected. A fast producer
of quality mouldings; or flooring up to 100 lineal feet per minute. When equipped with our Profile Truing Devices its capacity
on some moulder work is increased 30 to 40%.

"THE PLANERS OF WOODS *

S. A. Woods Machine Co., Boston, U. S. A.
SEATTLE CHICAGO NORFOLK NEW ORLEANS SAN FRANCISCO, (Eby Mchy Co.)
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We Have Never Been in a Better Position
to quote "The Trade- CLOSE PRICES on our White Pine Output.
WHOLESALERS especially will find us able to sell ASSORTED BLOCKS
ARE GOING TO^VEIT "— ? ^^ * ^ °f ,umber to move and WE
Car and Cargo Trade also solicited.

Don't buy until you get our prices.

The Ever Lumber Co., Limited, 34 Victoria St., Toronto, Ont., are our Selling Agents.

The Cutler Bay Lumber Co., Limited, - Cutler, Ont.

Mowbray & Robinson
Main Office: CINCINNATI, Ohio

Band Sawmills at: WEST IRVINE and QUICKSAND, Ky.

SPECIALTIES

Plain and Quartered

Oak, Poplar and Ash

Our lumber is all bandsawed, soft and

colored. Oak Quarter Sawed for fig

even

ure

Sawmill Capacity 125,000 ft. per Day

QUICK SHIPMENTS GUARANTEED

Bankrupt
Belting
Bargains

POSITIVELY 25% TO 75% SAVED
NEW AND SECOND HAND

ALL KINDS and SIZES-FOR EVERY PURPOSE

ALSO ENORMOUS STOCKS

Iron Piping, Pulleys, Shafting, Hang-
ers, New and Relaying Rails, Saws,
Chains and Cables, Roofing, etc.

Write Us for Prices and Tell Us What You Need

Catalog on Request

The

Imperial Waste and Metal Co.
150 Queen Street, Montreal

MEASURE YOUR LUMBER WITH THE BEST RULE
Our Guarantee:

If our rules do not

prove to be the

most serviceable,

most DURABLE
and best, we'll take

them back whether

you've used them or

not.

DIMENSIONS, ETC
LENGTH

: 3 feet, includ-
ing handle.

WIDTH: Made in two
widths, |" and 1".

SCALE : 12', 14' and 16' on
one side

; 8', 10' and 18'
on the other.

REDUCED PRICE : In i
doz. lots, $6. Orders filled
by express same day re-
ceived.

^ American Rulem Mfg. company
^ NASHVILLE, TENN.
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

LELAND G. BANNING
Manufacturer of

SOFT OAK
rWILMINGTON, O.

Mills: < FRANKFORT, KY.
(.SALISBURY, N.C. Cincinnati, O

Canadian Representative, A. E. KL1PPERT, 11 Laxton Ave., TORONTO

Manufacturers of Foreign and Domestic Hardwood Lumber

and Veneers.

Ohio Veneer Company
Importers of

MAHOGANY AND FOREIGN WOODS

Office and MOIs: 2624 to 2634 Colerain Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

THE SOUTHERN LUMBER and

BOOM GO.
SALES OFFICE, CINCINNATI

OFFER FOR QUICK SHIPMENT
5 Cars 4/4 Is and 2s Chesnut. 10 Cars 4/4 Is and 2s Plain White Oak.

8 Cars 4/4 Is and 2s Plain Red Oak.

Send Us a List of Your Needs

R. A. Wells Lumber Co.
Wholesalers and Exporters of

Hardwood Lumber
of All Kinds

Special attention to Canadian trade. Prompt Shipments
Our speciality is 1" to 2" Gumwood, 1" to 2" Oak, both
plain and quartered stock, l"to2" Ash and 1" Cottonwood.

WRITE US BEFORE BUYING

230 S. LA SALLE STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

Lower Michigan Hardwoods

Rock Maple, Beech, Birch, Basswood and Ash, White
Rock Maple Flooring and Hardwood Dimension

We have four large mills, sawing the year round on Virgin Hardwood
Timber. We can furnish you any standard grade or thickness. We
own our own fleet of boats and can make water shipments. Send us
a list of your wants. We can serve you best.

W. H. White Company tlZSt.^
Lumber Co.

Buffalo, N.Y.
Mills at Boyne City, Michigan

Duhlmeier Brothers
MANUFACTURERS

Hardwood Lumber
_ _ _ c Kentucky,

1*1ILLd |
Tennessee,
Mississippi.

Main Office (

an
Yard. t CINCINNATI, OHIO

We always carry a stock of about 3 Million Feet of Plain Red and White Oak, Guaranteed White Oak, White Ash,
Chestnut, Poplar, Basswood, Hickory, Red Gum, Birch, etc. We want your enquiries—We make grades that are
right—at prices that are in line with the times. Try us, you will come again.

Eastern Representative <JaiTlGS H- Wf\lsh» White Building, Buffalo, N. Y.
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HARDWOO
United States Manufacturers and ^\

D LUMBER
Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

: — . :—!—— :

Long-Knight Lumber Co.

Manufacturers Indiana and Southern

Hardwoods
OAK, ASH, CYPRESS Our Specialties

Address all inquiries to the Main Office at

—

INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA

Theo. Pathauer w. M. Hopkins

Theo. Fathauer Co.
WHOLESALE HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Plain and Quartered Figured and Plain

White Oak. Red Gum

Southern Yard - Helena, Ark.
Address correspondence to

1428 Cherry Ave., Chicago

VARUS : (.KI.KANS.IN I).; FORT WAYNE, IND.; I'AOLI. INK.

S. P. Coppock & Sons' Lumber Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Hardwood
Lumber

UlUICLHCl v^/ UClI LCI CU V-/drV

Ash, Basswood, Poplar

Main Office FORT WAYNE, IND.

OUR SPECIALTY:

Anything in HICKORY LUMBER
Canadian Representative, MR. S. D. SMITH

W. M. Ritter Lumber Co.
Manufacturers - Columbus, Ohio

Let us quote you on your requirements in
any of the following "West Virginia stock :

Soft Yellow Poplar, Plain and Quarter Sawed
Red and White Oak, Chestnut and Basswood

All Grades and Thicknesses in Stock Dry.

We especially want to move during next thirty days and will make
attractive prices on

—

1 Car 5/8 x 1 8 to 23, Poplar Panel and No. 1
2 Cars 5/8 x 24 to 27,

1 Car 5/8 x 28 and up "

3 Cars 4/4 x 24 to 27,

3 Cars 4/4 x 7-in. and up, Selected No. 1 Common Poplar
2 Cars 4/4 Quarter Sawed Poplar 1st and 2nds.
3 Cars 4/4 " » <• No. 1 Common.
1 Car 4/4 " " " No. 2 Common.
3 Cars 4/4 1st and 2nd Basswood, 7-in. and up, 10 and 12 ft.
4 Cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. " 7-in. and up, 10 and 12 ft.
2 Cars 4/4 1st and 2nd Sound Wormy Chestnut 6-in. and up.
3 Cars 4/4 Quarter Sawed Sound Wormy Chestnut.
5 Cars 8/4 Regular Sound Wormy Chestnut.

Our stock is all band sawed and we ship the product of our mills only.

Northern Office, 919 Fisher BIdg., Chicago, HI.

Ontario Representative, John Crichton, King Edward Hotel, Toronto

W. 0. King & Co.
HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Michigan Hard Maple,
Birch and Basswood

2452 S. Loomis St., CHICAGO, ILL.

DRY BEECH
We want to move 200,000 feet 5/4—No.
1 and better dry Beech. A Snap at
the Price.

Also quick deliveries on NORTHERN
HARDWOODS, YELLOW PINE,
OAK DIMENSION, FIR, HICK-
ORY, OAK, CAR STOCK and PIL-
ING.

Estabrook Skeele Lumber Co.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

CHICAGO, ILL., U.S. A.
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CHAPLIN HANDLE LATHE

PUT THE PROFIT SIGN ON YOUR BUSINESS

DEFIANCE
Wood-Working Machines

PRODUCE REAL PROFITS OF DOLLARS
OUT extensive experience in practical machine eiiKinecriiHr should lie a real prollt lo the

manufacturer who is looking (or success.
ICach and c\ cry Defiance machine has a certain work to perform and unless it is funda-

mentally collect the purchaser has no right to expect it to produce the desired results. We
therefore offer you Machines that ere Right and that jjive you unlimited satisfaction.

Canadian Agents :—The A. It. Williams Ma- Address Dept. M. for particulars and price*,
chincry Co., Toronto, Agents for Ontario.
W illiams Hi W illiams. Ltd., Montreal. Que.
A.R.Williams Machinery Co., Ltd., St. John, -pi p» f . . . . . ... .

n. n. (New Brunswick, p. k. [, Guilford & 1 he Defiance Machine Works
Sons, Halifax. N.S. The Anjrel Kiitfincerimc
& Supply Co., St. John's, Newfoundland. Defiance Ohio
W. L. Slake & Co., Portland. Me

wenance, unio.

72 TURNING LATHE

New Hampshire, and Vermont.)
(Maine.

NO. 4 DOUBLE SPINDLE SHAPER

THE WICKES GANG

A DIVIDEND PAYER
Why ? Because of

Your ability to cut boards thinner in the rough.
Perfect boards, enabling the planer to dress both sides clean

the entire length on a very light planer shaving.
The use of very thin saws destroying minimum in saw kerf.
Smallest cost of saws and longest service from them.
Inexpensive filing room machinery.
Low labor cost compared with any other machine of similar

capacity.
Low cost of maintenance.
You will install a Wickes Gang sooner or later, why not -'DO

IT NOW ?" Write us today for details.

WICKES BROS., Saginaw, Mich.
Seattle Office, 410 White Bldg.

YANKEE PATENT REMOVABLE
SPLIT -RIM SPROCKET

The

SOMETHING NEW IN SPROCKETS
The removable rim does away with removing Sprocket

from Shaft. To renew, unbolt two halves of old rim, and
replace with two new halves. You only buy the Rim, at
one-third cost of new Wheel. Done in one-fifth the time
compared with Standard Sprocket.

A. M. ELLICOTT CO., Montreal

Look Here-
Mr. Millman

You can get better results out of
this little mill than any other on
the market.

It can be made portable or stationary.

It reduces the Cost of Manufacturing.
It Increases your mill Output.
It Produces board 3 of Uniform Thick-

ness.

It is Indestructible, Light and never
in the Repair Shop.

Write for our prices

Sleeper 6 Akhurst
Coaticook, Que.
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How This Rubber Belting

Cuts Production Cost
Don't let slipping belts waste power—drain away profits. Plug up the

leaks—save time, money, power, by investigating—installing Goodyear
Rubber Belting.

Goodyear Rubber Belting stands for saved energy—economy. Built up
ot phes of rubberized fabric, cured and vulcanized into the solid piece. Neither
slips nor stretches. Has the cohesiveness of rubber with the enduring
strength of a specially woven cotton duck fabric from which all stretch has
been taken out. It is steam, water, weather and rot proof.

The same high grade materials, the same skillful workmanship and the
Name years of experience that have built such famous service into the pro-
ducts of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., U.S.A., is doing the same for
Goodyear Rubber Belting and our many other rubber products.

AR Rubber Belting

High Efficiency Belting
Every size for every purpose— i inch to 60 inches wide— 2 plies

to 8 plies thick.

Goodyear Quality Belting
The highest grade made. Heaviest duck, best rubber, seamless,

tough, durable. The saving main-drive belt for Paper, Pulp and
Lumber Mills—for all mills where the horse-power transmitted is
large and the demand tor tensile strength is great.

Black Diamond Belting
Lighter in weight, lower in price than above, but same in quality.

Great quantities sold to Sawmill trade. Hundreds of mill owners
say it gives better service than any other belt ever used.

Red Cross Belting
The ideal belt for Thresher, Small Sawmill and Flour Mill use.

Built to meet competition, yet is far superior to all other third-

grade belts because made of tougher rubber, heavier fabric (which
means better friction) and better wearing service and cover.

Stitched Rubber Belting
We make this belting in Quality, Black Diamond and Red Cross

weights for those preferring this type of belting.

Elevator Belts
We make a specialty of Elevator Belts. Our Leg and Lofter

Belts used in hundreds of elevators. Give superior service because
of greater strength. Buckets never pull out. Plies never separate.
Long efficient service guaranteed.

Conveyor Belts
For conveying crushed stone, grain, coal, ore, etc. Made in all

thicknesses of face to suit requirements. Great toughness of rubber
face prevents cutting and chipping; insures longest service.

IMPERIAL HIGH-SPEED FRICTION SURFACE BELT

Specially designed for planer, dynamo, generator or fan work where pulleys are small and hig-h-
speeded. If we haven't what you want in stock, we'll make it—and remember

Goodyear Rubber Belts quickly earn their cost in pains and power saved-yet they cost less than the common kind.Let our expert solve your problem. Send requirements or write for catalog to-night.

Our sales of the last four months 50% greater than those of last year. Defective goods returned only $23.93.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Canada, Ltd.
General Offices—Toronto Factory—Bowmanville, Ont.

Write Our Nearest Branch
BRANCHES: Montreal—Winnipeg St. John, N. B.—Vancouver—Calgary—Victoria, B. C, 8S5 Fort St.-Re*Una Sask 2317-2318Railway St.—Hamilton, Ont., 127 King St. West

efiina
'

»asK., 4H7-..W18 South
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THE SIMONDS STEEL and SIMONDS METHODS used
in our Montreal factory are responsible for that especially

high grade Saw we are now furnishing the trade. This

applies equally to Solid Tooth and Inserted Tooth Saws.

Our factory facilities are good forgiving reasonable service

and on the basis of best value given for money received we
are soliciting additional orders for these saws. Buy them
through your Supply Dealers or send to us direct.

Simonds Canada Saw Co. Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C. MONTREAL, QUE. ST. JOHN, N. B.

J. F. EBY
President CAMP SUPPLIES HUGH BLAIN

Vice-President

If you are looking for QUALITY in your Camp Supplies,

you should specify :

"ANCHOR " brand
BAKING POWDER
JELLY POWDERS
EXTRACTS, SPICES
COFFEE TEA

(In sealed air tight packages)

Sweetened MILK Unsweetened

CANNED-
SALMON, FRUITS

VEGETABLES

The

Quality

Is

Guaranteed

The

Best

It

Is

Possible

To

Produce

WE CARRY A FULL RANGE OF CAMP SUPPLIES

Wholesale Grocers EBY-BLAIN, LIMITED ^ nj Manufacturers

TORONTO
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U. S. Lumber Market Conditions
A decline in prices of lumber during the last three months of

1911, was general in the United States according to the quarterly
record of wholesale prices of lumber, published by the Forest Ser-
vice. The prices which the government secures are based on actual
sales made f.o.b. each market. In an introductory summary the
report says:

In general, lumber prices for the last three months of 1911 show
declines under prices for the first three quarters. Yellow pine prices
were practically unchanged throughout the year, except in planking
and dimension sizes, the prices of which are higher for the last quar-
ter by $1 to $3 in Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburg, and
Jacksonville. White pine was higher in Buffalo and Pittsburg' dur-
ing the last three months of the year by $1 to $3, while in Chicago
and Minneapolis it was lower by $1 to $2. North Carolina pine
prices held closely to one general average throughout the year. West
Virginia spruce for the fourth quarter was higher by 50 cents in
Pittsburg and $1.50 to $3 in New York than during the previous
quarters of the year, and Eastern spruce in the Boston market was
higher by about $1.

Douglas fir generally sold at lower prices throughout the last
six months of the year. In Minneapolis, prices for this wood de-
clined $1 to $3 for this period, and in Kansas City, $1 to $1.50, whilem Denver and Salt Lake City they were lower by $1.50 to $3. In
California markets, Los Angeles and San Francisco, Douglas fir prices
held well throughout the year, there being no marked decline for
the last quarter, but in Portland and Seattle there was a definite
decline amounting to 50 cents to $2 for the last half of the year. In
San Francisco redwood items sold at about $1 lower for the last
quarter than during the preceding three quarters.

In hardwoods, comparisons show many variations, October-No-
vember-December prices being generally lower. In Memphis, ash

FAS fell off by $2 from prices obtained during the first half of the
year, and cottonwood boxboards sold at $4 less in the fourth quar-
ter than in the first. In New Orleans, plain red oak FAS and No.
1 common sold by $3.75 and $3 lower than in the first quarter. Hard-
wood prices in Northern markets, on the other hand, while a trifle

lower during the fourth quarter, held well with the prices of the
first nine months of the year.

Throughout 1911, eastern softwoods held fairly firm, but west-
ern softwoods sold for lower prices in most markets during the last
half of the year. Comparing 1910 and 1911, eastern softwood prices
held firm through both years, but western red cedar and Douglas fir

sold much lower and redwood somewhat lower in 1911 than in 1910.
Hardwood prices in 1910 declined in the second and third quar-

ters and advanced somewhat in the last quarter. This advance con-
tinued into the first quarter of 1911, and most of the hardwoods
have held fairly Arm throughout the year. It is noticeable that ash,
basswood and oak, both red and white, brought lower prices in most
markets in 1911 than in 1910. Maple, gum, and tupelo generally
sold at higher prices.

Trade Associations Here to Stay
During the last few months most of the important trade asso-

ciations connected with the lumber business in Canada and the
United States have held their annual meetings. As the years pass
by and successive annual meetings are held, nothing is more in-
creasingly apparent than the fact that the association movement has
come to stay. It has proved its usefulness more conclusively than
any other factor in the wonderful development which has character-
ized recent years.

in Canada, although the association movement is still young,
it is wonderfully lusty and promises to develop even as strongly as
it has in the United States. A number of active and indispensable
associations have now been in existence for several years. A few
of them, such as the Western Retail Lumbermen's Association num-
ber their ages in decades and the field of their activities is expanding
annually. One of the youngest associations in Canada is the Sash
and Door Manufacturers' Association of Ontario. Like most of the
important associations, this one developed out of a series of meetings
of a few of the prominent members of the trade. They found the
benefits of these meetings so pronounced that the natural result of
their gatherings was a decision to form an association. Since the
date of the formation of the association their usefulness to the in-
dustry has increased rapidly.

The case of the Ontario Sash and Door Association is men-
tioned here because it is typical both of the successes and of the
opposition which characterize the early years of association life and
it provides encouragement for others who may be at present in
doubt as to the wisdom of following the same road. When this
association was first suggested there were many who opposed it

and who really believed that it would be a menace to the industry.
If has proved the reverse. By way of substantiating this assertion
a few quotations may be cited from letters written by members to
the secretary upon the general subject of the association work.

A large manufacturer expresses his views as follows: "We be-
lieve that all trade associations are valuable, where they honestly
seek to acquaint members with the exact conditions under which they
are operating. A frank discussion of matters of interest should pro-
mote increased intelligence as to costs, the extent of competition
and what business is really desirable." This short statement of the
situation practically sums up the position. It is the result of many
years of experience in association work.

Another prominent and successful lumberman outlines the situ-
ation as follows

:
"The writer is a very strong believer in associa-

tion work, as a great deal can be accomplished by co-operation In
December 1903 the writer organized the Lumbermen's Association
of Western Nova Scotia, and the benefits which were obtained by
the manufacturers from meetings, exchanging ideas, getting person-
ally acquainted, etc., helped everyone, as it eliminated intense com-
petition and we are able to work together and get more out of the
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manufactured product. Through this organization we were able to

go to the government at Halifax as a body of representative lum-

bermen and we succeeded in establishing the forest fire laws of

Nova Scotia, which to-day are conceded to be the best in Canada or

in the United States. If the lumbermen had never met again after

this and had only accomplished this particular work, they were well

repaid for their trouble and efforts."

One of the most prominent members of the Sash and Door Asso-

ciation of Ontario writing upon the same subject says: "I cannot

see how friendliness and co-operation in this work can in any way
hinder competition. There are a great many things of mutual bene-

fit to all, which we can only secure by united effort and if we do

not obtain them it is an injury to the trade. By agreeing upon a

schedule of standard qualities, sizes, measurements, styles and prices,

we are rendering our service more efficient to the trade."

These views of prominent men in the lumber business accentuate

the claims of those who have been active in promoting the spread

of the association idea. They are substantiated also by the vigor-

ous growth of the movement and by the continual development of

new movements in the same direction. To-day in Ontario another

association is probably in the germ, in the gatherings of the hem-

lock manufacturers which take place every few months and at which
the proposal to form an association has already been discussed ser-

iously. The Canadian Lumbermen's Association which was formed
a little over four years ago has just proved in its annual meeting
that it is a force for great good to the whole lumber industry of

Canada, and that its influence will increase rapidly. It promises,

in fact, to become an influential mouthpiece for the whole industry.

It has had remarkable success during its formative period and has

recently reduced its annual fee by one half making it now $25. This
step is certain to result in a great increase in its membership and
influence.

An off-shoot of the association idea is found in the lumbermen's
clubs which are springing up in many parts of the United States.

These clubs are an excellent feature of the business life of the

members. The wonder is that they have not long ago developed

in far greater numbers. A movement is now on foot in Toronto for

the formation of a lumbermen's club. Other cities arc likely to

follow suit once the example has been set.

The association movement has apparently made good in Can-
ada and will remain with us.

The Muck-Raker and the Lumber Trade
Canadian lumbermen are not unfamiliar with the trials which

have beset their fellows in the United States of late years in the

direction of being branded by some of the public press as the pro-

moters of a great nation-wide trust. Such charges are sometimes

made even in Canada and we are able to appreciate in a small meas-

ure the feeling of the lumber manufacturers of the United States

who have been fighting for a profit, against the allied forces of

financial depression, overproduction and bloodthirsty competition.

The charge of conducting a trust, so far as the lumber manufacturers

of Canada are concerned, has been restricted largely to the few mem-
bers of Parliament who see in it a fine opportunity for making them-

selves solid with the constituents in their ridings, which happen to

be large consumers of lumber. Fortunately their attacks are pretty

well understood by the people of the country at large and practically

none of the mud which they sling sticks. It is otherwise in the

United States and the industry to-day is suffering greatly in this

regard. One of the principal accusers in the United States is a man
by the name of Charles Edward Russell who secures publicity in

the columns of sensational eastern publications. He has lately come
out with a wonderful description of the lumber trust of the United

States. He admits that the trust so-called, is not a trust in the or-

dinary sense of the term, but declares that for this reason it is all

the more dangerous.

That the country discounts the sensational in journalism to

some extent, even though it enjoys the sensation itself, is indicated

by an article which was published recently in the Tacoma Daily

Tribune. "The lumbermen of Canada," says the Tribune, "are pe-

titioning Ottawa to raise duties on lumber manufactured by their

fellow Hoo-Hoo south of the line. The lumbermen of this country

declare that unless Uncle Sam is agreeable to keep up the duties on

Canadian lumber and also give free coastwise tolls on vessels passing

through Panama the woodsmen of the north will capture what is

left of the American lumber market.

"They 'viewed with alarm' and 'denounced with indignation' the

Taft reciprocity scheme with Canada. There seems to be little fra-

ternal love, in a strictly business way, between the manufacturers

of the two nations.

"Even when consideration is confined to this country, matters

do not seem to be any better. The retail dealers declare that the

manufacturers are trying to butt into their field and that many of

them are of that despicable class, the mail order house. Lumber
apparently got down to such a picayunish affair that the retailers

denounce the parcels post as a possible means of invading their mar-

ket by the wicked wholesalers.

"The wholesalers are setting up selling agencies so that the ne-

farious retailers shall not combine to make them cut each other's

financial throats by underbidding among themselves. Mills are go-
ing or have gone into bankruptcy. Others are running at a loss.

Wages are down to the last possible notch, as there are as many men
out of employment as are engaged in the industry.

"Even in the West, where the lumber barons (or is it 'barrens'?)

are supposed to have their habitat, any two by four paving company
with a 'patent' work their sweet will with complaisant city councils

(or commissions) and are able to make cities pay double the proper
price for inferior pavement, while men that are 'richer than Rocke-
feller' (who, probably, wish they were) are kept in the chilly at-

mosphere of the anterooms, blowing on their fingers to keep them
warm

!

"There is no great industry in the country which is in a more
disorganized condition than that of lumber at the present day. That
being the case, and the evidences of it are everywhere, the national

muckraking joker, one Charles Edward Russell, in a Hearst publi-

cation, denounces it as the greatest trust in the United States. He
says the trust is all the worse because it isn't a trust and because
its members have no organization and not having one don't even
know that they belong to it. But, nevertheless, in some mysterious
way, this 'octopus' exists.

"If Mr. Russell were suddenly discovered to have one leg march-
ing south and another marching north, to be without a head and
bodyless, how much of Mr. Russell would there be left to entitle

him to recognition? Incidentally, how much is there of him now?"
All of which is reprinted here, for the purpose of reminding the

lumbermen of Canada that the smyptoms of sensational journalism
are pretty well developed in Canada, as well as in the United States,

and that the occasional charges made on the floor of the House of
Commons, may be considered as something in the nature of a warn-
ing as to what may come about in this country one of these days,
unless lumbermen benefit from the experiences of their fellows in

the United States and persistently and gradually educate the pub-
lic to a reasonable appreciation of their situation. Already the situ-

ation has developed into an unfair one and the lumber manufac-
turers find it a matter of the utmost difficulty to obtain justice when-
ever they have to ask for government action. The signs of the times
are pointing to a day when they will not only have to fight for their

rights but will be placed unfairly on the defensive by those whose
unpatriotic interests require that the lumber manufacturers shall

be sacrificed. The lumber interests in Canada are great enough to

make their opinions effective at Ottawa if they could only be per-

suaded to act in unison. The time for such action is to-day. In
the course of a few years it may be too late.
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Increasing Domestic Consumption of Pulpwood
Statistics of the production of pulpwood and manufactured pulp

and paper in Canada, which were published in the "Canada Lum-
berman" of February 15th are of the greatest interest to all who are
engaged in the paper and pulp industry. Not only is the paper
industry of Canada keenly concerned in this statistical record of
the progress of production, but the paper and pulp industries of the
United States are even more vitally involved. To some of the pro-
ducers in the North Eastern States the statistics afford a state-
ment from which they can foresee their future with almost startling
clearness.

The statistics are those of the year 1909 and 1910, it being as
yet impossible for the Forestry Branch to secure statistics in 'fur-
ther advance than this. On account of the increasing importance
of the paper-making industry in Canada, it is to be hoped that those
who are concerned will join with tht Forestry Branch in an effort
to make it possible to prepare the statistics for publication with
considerably less delay than has been the case up to date. At the
present time the paper-making industries of Canada and of the
United States are more keenly interested in statistics than prob-
ably any other industry one could name off-hand. Conditions have
been changing rapidly and the only way to form in advance a trust-
worthy idea of the way things may be expected to develop, is by
careful analysis of every available source of information. The in-
creasing scarcity of spruce in the Northern States and the closino
off of the supply from the Crown Lands in most of the provinces
ot Canada are two important factors at the present time.

So far as the statistics show, exports of pulpwood increased
slightly during 1911 both in quantity and in the relative percentage
to the total production. The production of 1910 amounted to 1 -

341,628 cords, and that of 1909 was 1,537,762 cords. The exports
in 1910 amounted to 943,141 cords or 61.2 per cent, of the total In
1909 the exports amounted to 915.633 cords or 59.5 per cent of
the total.

The figures illustrate clearly that during these two years Can-
ada was exporting far more pulpwood than she was converting into
wood pulp. The fact is one which must occupv our attention more
closely than any other in connection with the pulpwood industry of
tht present day. It seems reasonable to expect that the rapidly in-
creasing production of paper in Canada will result in a reversal of

these conditions, and that in the near future the quantity of pulp-
wood consumed in Canada will be considerably greater than the
quantity which is exported. Natural conditions are now likely to
bring about this result. Until the various provinces of Canada im-
posed a prohibition upon the export of pulpwood, such conditions
could not have been fostered. By prohibiting the export of pulp-
wood cut from Crown Lands, the erection of pulp and paper mills
in Canada was encouraged and the last year or two has seen enor-
mous developments in this direction. These mills must of neces-
sity consume large quantities of pulpwood and those who are closely
in touch with the situation feel convinced that statistics for the
years 1910-11 and 1911-12 will show that the mills of the Northern
States have been seriously deprived of one of their principal sources
of raw material.

Many other interesting features are to be noted in the sta-
tistics referred to. One of these is the increasing popularity of bal-
sam as a pulpwood. In 1908, balsam was reported to have formed
12 per cent, of the total. In 1909 it formed 16 per cent, and in 1910,
20 per cent, of the total. Another interesting feature is the rela-
tive development of the mechanical and the sulphite processes.
Pulpwood used in the mechanical processes in Canada during 1910
amounted to 388,561 cords. During the same time Canada con-
sumed 192,857 cords of wood for the manufacture of sulphite pulp.
The soda process during 1910 was responsible for the consumption
of 17,069 cords in Canada.

The report makes the interesting statement that if the pulp-
wood exported in 1910 had been reduced to pulp in Canada it would
have supplied 80 mills of the average size of those operating in
Canada to-day. The total number of mills would then have been
131 instead of 51. Some day it is to be hoped that we will have
in Canada a sufficient number of mills to take care of the greater
part of our output of pulpwood. During the last year wonderful
progress has been made in the erection of pulp and paper mills and
the year which is to come promises to eclipse this record. In the
meantime however, the United States presents a most convenient
market for our surplus wood and it is probable that much of this
surplus will continue to be exported until the day comes when we
can utilize it in our own pulp and paper mills.

Editorial Short Lengths for Busy Readers
Instructions are about to be issued by the Customs Board at

Ottawa prohibiting the importation of United States shingles marked
as of Canadian manufacture. This action is believed to have been
taken largely as a result of the representations made by Hugh David-
son and A. Cotton, who represented the manufacturers at the meeting
of the Canadian Lumber Manufacturers' Association.

While commenting upon the proposed provincial timber legisla-
tion, Mr. G. F. Gibson, connected with the timber department of the
Dominion Trust Company, Vancouver, expressed the opinion that
means should be adopted to safeguard the public against mislead-
ing reports of timber cruisers, many of whom, he declared, posses-
sed no qualifications. Mr. Gibson emphasized the truth of his
statement by producing a map showing the location of some timber
on a river in the interior, with the cruisers' report to the effect that
the river was driveable—a statement which was afterwards proven
to have been absolutely incorrect.

One hears from time to time, serious complaints from employees
in lumber camps that they do not receive proper medical care in
return for the money which, as a rule, is deducted from their wages
to cover such attention. Opinions vary greatly upon the subject and
there are no doubt many camps in which the owners, realizing the
advantage of proper medical care for the men, do all that lies in

their power to provide the best attention that the circumstances
permit. Nevertheless those who are interested in the lumber busi-
ness will be interested in a bill which has been introduced in the
Ontario Legislature by Mr. A. E. Donovan which is entitled a bill
to amend the Charity Aid Act. While a little aside from the sub-
ject of medical aid in lumber camps the bill touches the matter atone point and in the course of the discussion upon the bill Mr. Dono-
van dealt with the methods in existence for the care of lumber camp
employees when they were in need of medical attention.

In some cases, he declared, physicians would be retained to care
for the health of perhaps one thousand men in lumber camps, who
were each compelled to contribute $1 a month for the service, whe-
ther needing it or not. Doctors thus engaged had farmed out the
jobs to other medical practitioners at, say 75 cents per man on the
payroll. These concessions would be refarmed at 50 cents, or, Mr.
Donovan had heard, down to 25 cents per head, per month.

The purport of Mr. Donovan's bill was to force municipalities
to pay the actual cost of caring for sick or injured persons who are
unable or unwilling to pay their own bills in hospitals, which re-
ceive grants from the Government.

Mr. Donovan's statement reflects seriously upon the manage-
ment of camps in Ontario and it would be the part of wisdom among
those who conduct lumber camps to furnish the Government with
a statement of the actual conditions prevailing so that an effective
remedy may be provided, or the charge disposed.
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British Columbia's Forest Wealth
Interesting Address by Hon. Price Ellison in Introducing
His Budget—Optimistic Outlook for Lumber and Pulp

Hon. Price Ellison delivered his budget speech in the British

Columbia Legislature on February 24th. Referring to the condition

of the lumber industry and the lumber trade, he stated that they
both showed very satisfactory returns for the year 1911. In the

course of the speech he said: "1 ventured to predict in my last

budget speech that 1911 would prove a prosperous year in the lum-
ber trade. My forecast was correct. The steadiness of the lumber
market enabled the mills to operate during the entire year though
some of those in the interior curtailed their output during November
and December, on account of the American mills dumping their sur-

plus cut on the markets of the northwest at less than cost price.

"According to the returns made to the chief timber inspector
the lumber cut for 1911 was as follows:

"Logs officially scaled west of Coast range 619,000,000 feet; cut

from Esquimalt & Nanaimo railway lands, 144,000,000 feet
;

logs

officially scaled east of Coast range 297,000,000 feet; total, 1,060,000,-

000 feet.

"Of this amount the total manufactured into lumber was 1,013,-

000,000 feet, and the total exported 47,000,000 feet.

"The royalty collections for 1911 exceeded those of 1910 by no
less than $50,734.

"The causes of this better return may be summed up as follows:
"1. The crops in the prairie provinces compared favorably with

those of 1910.

"2. The record number of incoming settlers increased the de-
mand for dwelling and other houses.

"3. The checks on the dumping from the United States effected

by the enforcement of the customs regulations by the new govern-
ment at Ottawa will prevent the importation of other than real

rough lumber.
"4. The lesson taught by the prolonged shutting down of mills

in the United States has produced a lasting effect.

"I look forward therefore, to a still greater stimulus in the lum-
ber trade in 1912—especially as there will be a larger amount de-
manded provincially owing to our development.

Possibility of Pulp Industry

'The supply of pulpwood in the eastern United States has been
hopelessly insufficient for the present needs of their people, and
they already import one-quarter of the whole of the raw material
for their paper mills from Canada. We are also exporting to them
$4,000,000 worth of manufactured pulp for the paper mills of the
eastern states.

"I look forward to a rapid growth in that industry. I may add
that the completion of the Panama canal in 18 months time cannot
but have enormous influence in the development of our lumber trade.
It can hardly fail in fact to become by far the most profitable of our
staple industries. The cheaper freight rates, which will necessarily
accompany the opening of the canal, must give an unprecedented
stimulus, and will at the same time prevent a recurrence of periods
of depression. With an easy means of communication secured to
us by water as well as by land the depletion of the world's timber
in other regions cannot fail to make the timber output of our forest
lands a most permanent source of revenue for generations to come.

"This province more than two years ago outstripped Quebec in

the production of lumber, while in 1910 her output was on a par
with that of Ontario. It does not require the eye of a prophet to
see that, with a vast proportion of her virgin forests still untouched
she will, in proportion to her size take a prominent place within a
year or two among the great timber producing countries in the
world.

"In order to bring about this end and to encourage the establish-
ment of the paper making industry in the province the government
granted in 1901, 21 year leases of pulp wood forests to companies
on liberal terms. In 1903 the law granting pulp leases was re-
pealed. The annual rental now paid under these leases, is two cents
per acre and a royalty of 25 cents per cord of pulp wood cut. Four
companies are now cither erecting or operating plants, the British
Canadian Wood Pulp & Paper Co., the Swanson Bay Forests Wood
Pulp & Lumber Mills, the Ocean Falls Co., Bella Coola and the
Powell River Paper Co. As a proof of the prosperity of the in-
dustry the last named company is filled up with orders for all the
paper and pulp it can produce.

"I believe that the mills of Powell River, Swanson Bay, Howe
Sound and those of the British Columbia Wood Pulp & Paper Co.,
vast as they are, are but the pioneers of an enterprise which will'

fling its tentacles all over the world.
"Looking forward into the centuries, one can imagine a time

when the great forests of this province will be denuded of most of

their timber; but even then, if all the wealth were gone, British Col-
umbia would remain the greatest producing region in the world.
No country shares witli us our climate or our soil. It is the most
congenial for the Cottonwood, spruce, balsam, hemlock, and Lom-
bard poplar, which produce the best paper. Already our ships arc
conveying the output of our forests in pulp and paper to Australia,
New Zealand and the orient, and no far sighted man can doubt
that in the near future half of the whole world will be the market
place of the pulp and paper produce of British Columbia.

"We have in this province a combination of the three factors
which together insure the prosperity of the pulp and paper trade

—

factors without which the industry can nowhere be successfully
maintained. These three factors are (1) cheap water power; (2)
cheap timber; (3) cheap transportation in close juxtaposition. Wash-
ington, Oregon and California have the last two but they lack that
most essential factor—cheap water power. My conviction is there-
fore, that we can always compete successfully against other pro-
ducing countries in capturing the pulp trade."

Railway Found Responsible for Fire
A Nelson, B.C., despatch reports that a verdict has been given

for the plaintiffs in the case in which the King Lumber Mills, Lim-
ited, claimed $140,000 damages for fire on their limits near Yahk.
The jury finds that the blaze originated on the railway right-of-way,
but whether caused by a locomotive it is unable to decide. It also
declines to say whether the railway had the proper appliances to
prevent the escape of fire from locomotives, but it decides that the
railway was negligent in failing to maintain a clear right-of-way, and
in failing to properly attend to the fire when reported by its em-
ployees. It also finds that the railway did not take reasonable pre-
cautions to prevent the fire spreading. The amount of damages to
be paid to the plaintiffs has yet to be decided by the Supreme Court
judge.

Wood Pulp Resources of Ontario
The extensive wood pulp resources of western Ontario, or

rather northwestern Ontario, are described by a correspondent of
"The Paper Mill," in the following interesting article:

Western Ontario is a district which, at present, merits the atten-
tion of all manufacturers of wood pulp. It is destined to become,
within a few years, as important as the States of Wisconsin and
Minnesota.

Recent examinations have shown that the whole country is well
watered, and that in each of the larger river valleys there are large
tracts of spruce, balsam and jack pine forest which have escaped
fire.

There is, at present, only one pulp manufacturing company west
of Sault Ste. Marie. This is the Dryden Timber and Power Com-
pany, situated on Wabigoon Lake, west of Fort William. A pulp
and paper mill costing $400,000 is now being completed. A steel and
concrete pulp mill covering 50,000 square feet is now erected. The
chemical recovery room is 130 feet by 80 feet. The screen room
is 90 feet by 50 feet, the tank room 140 feet by 50 feet and the main
paper machine room 210 feet by 60 feet. The mill will use 20,000
cords of wood yearly, cut from the limits of the company, and will
have a pay roll of $400,000 yearly for the employees of the pulp, paper
and saw mills.

The mill at Dryden will be operated by electricity supplied by
a fall of about 5,000 horse power which is leased from the Provincial
Government for a term of twenty years, upon an annual payment of
$10 for the first two years and an annual payment of $1,000 per year
for each year thereafter. About 2,000 horse power are developed
at present.

There are sites in the country north of Lake Superior for two
score of mills similar to that at Dryden, provided that a market can
be found for their output.

Though the region is heavily forested, the pulp wood industry
will be more important than the saw mill industry. In ten years
the white and red pine of the Rainy River region will be exhausted.
Then nothing except pulp wood will remain. The whole region is

well watered. Every large river valley carries enough timber to
run a large mill indefinitely. On every river there are waterfalls
to supply the power, and at the head of every river are lakes which
will act as reservoirs and maintain the flow of water. Adequate trans-
portation will be provided by the three transcontinental lines of

railway which will cross the country in two years.
A few districts which are worth investigating are noted here.

Michipicoten Harbor. At this point, a short distance north of
Sault Ste. Marie, 17,000 horse power are available at the mouths of

the Magpie and Michipicoten rivers. Pulp wood may be driven
down the valleys of the two rivers mentioned, or may be towed to
the harbor from various nearby points on the lake.

Nepigon River. This river affords great possibilities for the
pulp manufacturers. The Nepigon River drains Nepigon Lake, a
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lake of 1,000 square miles surrounded by a watershed heavily fores-
ted with spruce and jack pine. The power available on Nepigon
River reaches 78,000 horse power. The C.P.R., C.N.R. and G.T.P.
transcontinental lines traverse the watershed of the Nepigon River.

Seine River. This river crosses the line of the C.N.R. between
Fort William and Fort Frances. It drains a heavily forested terri-

tory covered with a network of lakes and waterways. At one point
on the Seine, near the railroad, 7,500 horse power are available.
There is a vast quantity of timber available to this fall.

Fort Frances. This town is certain to become a pulp centre.
East, west and north from it numerous waterways stretch into a
forested country. At Fort Frances 14,000 horse power can be de-
veloped on the Canadian side of the Rainy River. The Canadian
Northern Railway runs from here south to the States, west to the
prairies and east to Ontario. It is understood that the consruction
of a mill is to be started in the spring.

Kenora. The Winnipeg River, at Kenora on the Lake of the
Woods, offers great possibilities. There are available over 19,000
horse power, of which only 6,300 horse power are developed. The
whole Rainy and Lake of the Woods watershed—several thousand
square miles—is available as a source of wood, and Kenora is on
the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, 200 miles from the
prairie market.

On the Grand Trunk Pacific are many prospects.
Pelican Chute, near Lake Superior Junction, will furnish 3,500

horse power on a river which drains a large area of spruce.
Further east, in the densely forested headwaters of the Ken-

ogamie River, where are thousands of square miles of the heaviest
spruce, balsam and poplar in Ontario, are twelve water powers aggre-
gating 99,000 horse power under discharge control.

In addition to the above most striking propositions awaiting
development, a close examination of the territory would reveal
many more.

estimated by a competent authority at approximately 300,000,000
feet. About 90 per cent, of this lumber was shipped to the prairie

provinces of Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, the balance being
absorbed by local consumption and by a few shippers to Europe.

The Government's Plan for Settling Northern Ontario
An old settler by the name of Fred Mullett, living at Bancroft,

Ont., criticizes the proposal of the Ontario Government to provide
houses and clearings for settlers in Northern Ontario. In a letter
to the Toronto Star he says in part

:

"I do not mean to say that Government assistance could not
be profitably given, but it would have to be in a different form from
that which I have seen proposed. Permit me to very briefly outline
my views in this matter, it being understood that space will not
permit more than an imperfect explanation.

"The first and most important rule to be observed would be to
prohibit the settling of land that was not suited for agricultural
purposes. Many thousands of acres have been cleared in Muskoka,
Haliburton, and Hastings that are now abandoned, and in many in-
stances large and expensive buildings have been erected on farms
that became worthless after the first few crops had been taken off.

"Instead of clearing land and building houses and barns on the
lands granted to the settlers, it should be understood that the Gov-
ernment would, in case of necessity, make advances of, say, half
the nominal value of the improvements made by the settler, the in-
terest being the very lowest amount at which the money could be
procured by the Government.

"Strict regulations as to the prevention of bush fires should
be enforced, not only on the settlers, but on the railways and lum-
bermen.

"If the authorities would take off from the timber dues the one
dollar a thousand feet that it would cost to burn the debris caused
by lumbering operations, we would hear very much less about set-
tlers' fires, and if effective screens were kept on the smoke stacks
of locomotives in dry times, many disastrous fires would be pre-
vented.

The construction of towns in the Porcupine mining region has
created a great demand for lumber and large supplies have gone
in from the mills in northern Ontario, the price being greatly in-
creased by transportation difficulties. A year ago as high as $65
a thousand feet was paid for lumber brought from a distance. The
camp is now supplied by four local mills, two of them operated
by Timmins Bros., near the Mattagami River; one by Joy Bros.,
at South Porcupine; and one by Golden City parties on the banks'
of Shallow Lake. The principal woods available in the neighbor-
hood are small jack pine, spruce and tamarack. As the timber can
be taken only where the title to the land has been granted by the
Government it is being petitioned to allow the cutting of timber
on public lands where there is danger that it will be destroyed by

Statistical Facts of the Lumber Trade
The 1912 edition of "5,000 reacts About Canada," compiled by

Frank Yeigh, has just been published by the Canadian Facts Pub-
lishing Company, 667 Spadina avenue, Toronto. It contains as usual
a great variety of information regarding the Dominion of Canada.
Some of the facts relating to forest resources and timber production
will be of interest to lumbermen. The book includes the following
statements :

The timber and lumber industries of Canada represented in 1905
a capital of $148,000,000.

British capital invested in the land and timber industries of Can-
ada amounts to $34,000,000.

British Columbia's forest production during 1910 was valued at
$17,160,000.

The timber cut of the Maritime Provinces during 1909 amounted
to 666,628,000 feet, valued at $8,663,091.

Nova Scotia's products of the forest, during 1911, were valued
at $5,000,000.

The Nova Scotia timber cut of 1910 amounted to 400,000,000
feet, one-half of which was exported.

New Brunswick has 7,000,000 acres of crown lands.
Two-thirds of New Brunswick is covered with forest. The es-

timated area being 7,500,000 acres.

New Brunswick,s timber cut during 1908-9 was 281,000,000 feet.

Ontario's lumber cut during 1910 totalled 1,642,191,000 feet,
valued at $30,011,000. Ontario's timber cut for 1910 was made
up as follows:—Pine 605,000,000 feet, other descriptions 95,000,000
feet, square timber 308,000 feet, cubic ; cordwood 40,000 cords

;
pulp-

wood 138,000 cords; railway "ties, 3,800,000 pieces.

The quantity of timber standing in Ontario, available for cutting,
is estimated as follows:—On unlicensed lands (red and white pine),
13,500,000,000,000 feet, on licensed lands, 7,000,000,000 feet; pulp-
wood on unlicensed lands, 300,000,000 cords.

Quebec is Canada's chief spruce producing province, turning out
one-third of the total Canadian cut.

Quebec's revenue from government forests is over $1,000,000 a
year.

Quebec has the largest forest area of any Canadian province,
viz., 77,000,000 acres, the estimated value of which is $450,000,000.

Quebec has an area of 220,000,000 acres, of which 45,034,880
acres are under timber licenses.

Quebec's forest reserves include 111,400,900 acres.
Quebec's timber production from 450 mills is about 1,000,000,000

feet per year.

Canada's forest products exports during 1910-11 were valued at
$45,439,057.

The timber cut of Canada, during 1910 (26 native species of
wood) totalled 4,900,000,000 feet, worth over $77,000,000.

Ontario lead with one-third of the cut; British Columbia sec-
ond; Quebec third.

Canada's average annual output of sawn lumber is more than
4,000,000,000 feet. Expressed in board feet units, the total annual
consumption of wood for various purposes in Canada is estimated
at 16,000,000,000 feet.

Canada has sixty pulp mills —one-half in Quebec and one-fifth
in Ontario.

Paper and pulp products and manufactures were imported into
Canada to the value of $5,000,000 during the last fiscal year. Wood
pulp was exported during 1910 to the value of $5,700,000. Pulpwood
was sent to the United States to the value of $6,210,000. After re-
duction to pulp its value was $13,500,000.

A Vancouver report says that last year's output of lumber from
the mills of the interior or mountain district of British Columbia is

A Record Carload of Lumber
Berlin, Ont., March 4, 1912.

Editor Canada Lumberman:
Car No. 41718, P. & L. E. arrived here with 31,817 ft. of 4 x 10

Norway and 1 inch No. 2 hemlock, shipped to us by the firm of Muir
I erry & Gordon, 203-4 Confederation Life Bldg., Toronto. Can vou
beat it?.

H. J. HALL & SON,
Berlin, Ont.

_

The average size of the logs driven down the Ottawa River
is decreasing 8 to 10 feet b.m. yearly. A few years ago the average
log contained 150 board feet; the average log in 1911 contained
about 48 board feet.
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Looking Two Ways—Past and Future
Significance of the Western Retail Lumbermen's Association in Canada's Develop-
ment— Stirring Address Delivered Before Annual Convention at Winnipeg

By" J. L. Campbell

J. L. Campbell, Toronto

At the recent annual convention of

the. Western Retail Lumbermen's Asso-
ciation at Winnipeg, one of the features
was an address delivered by Mr. J. L.

Campbell, of Campbell & Johnson, To-
ronto. Mr. Campbell, who was one of

the pioneers in the formation of the asso-
ciation, was specially invited to honor
the association with his presence at the
convention and to deliver an address. He
chose as his subject, "Looking Two
Ways." After a few introductory re-

marks, Mr. Campbell said :

In the first instance I wish to con-
gratulate the association on obtaining its

majority. If any justification were need-
ed for its existence it is abundantly evi-

denced by its twenty-one years of in-

creasing usefulness and the presence
here to-day of such a large number of its members. Its past is a
long, honorable and useful one; its future beneficence I contemplate
with confidence.

Some of you know something of the reasons why this organiza-
tion became established, but there may be others to whom a little

review may be useful, and after we have spent a little while at
this, I may take another view, that of the future, so that I propose
to deal as shortly as I can with two aspects, "Looking Two Ways,"
partly to the past and partly to the future.

Away back in 1890 the lumber business of this province was
in a very bad condition. The wholesalers used to sell to anybody,
the retailers had to contend with that sort of competition. Almost
anybody could enter the lumber business, and the trade became so
cut up that there was no encouragement to anyone already in the
business to keep anything of a stock. Good bills were frequently
supplied from outside sources and the local lumber dealer had to
worry along with the dribbling trade of his locality mostly done
on uncertain credit. Having only the worst end of the trade you
will readily see it was impossible to keep a stock to meet the re-
quirements of a good service to his customers. This bad condition
was accentuated by unfair competition, reducing reasonable profits
to which every man is entitled, to so small a margin that it was only
with the greatest difficulty he could make ends meet. So that the
public and those in the trade suffered through bad conditions. He
was also hampered in the way of finances. There were very few
banks at outside places; only in the large places, the centres, and he
had to get along as best he could. If he was fortunate enough to
have a bank account, he had a balance, but it was generally a red
one. These bankers don't like red balances. There was a farmer
who was considered to be in good circumstances, but he ultimately
got a red balance and the banker duly notified him of same; sent
him two or three notices, which were stuck up behind the clock,
and they finally sent a messenger to him, who said: "Here, Mr. So-
and-so, you have an overdraft at the bank; we would like you to
fix it up." Said the farmer, "Say, if you don't stop bothering about
that overdraft I will go down and draw it all out." Well, this was
the condition most of the retailers were in, they had a red balance.

Birth of the Association

Now a number of wholesalers were on an excursion down to
the Lake of the Woods, and these matters were under discussion,
and it was decided something should be done for the purpose of
organizing the business in a proper shape. After considerable dis-
cussion, Mr. G. B. TTousser was appointed Secretary of this Asso-
ciation, and he went around and got a number of signatures, and
the first meeting was held in Brandon, about August, 1890, From
that beginning it went on and increased, and became quite an insti-
tution. The good work it performed was noised abroad, and the
dealers out west as far as Moosomin were making applications to
be brought in, and the idea was formed of extending the. association
over a greater area, and so the work went on until it extended from
Fort William to the coast. Within that territory every wholesaler
and retailer of consequence became a member. From this forward
the benefits of concerted action soon became apparent. The whole-
salers and retailers by association and exchange of views began to

understand the others' position, and each extended to the other a
greater measure of fair treatment to the advantage of each. Soon
the retailers' position financially was so improved that failures were
almost unknown and losses to the wholesalers became a negligible
quantity. Owing to such improved conditions and unity of action
the price of lumber was reduced some dollars per thousand to the
retailers, who in turn were able to reduce their price to the con-
sumer, at the same time giving him a superior service, so that ad-
vantages came to all parties concerned. When it got to be known
what great benefits were accruing to the lumber trade, other lines
of trade attempted to imitate this association and formed organiza-
tions of their own, as nearly upon our lines as possible ,but so far
as I know none of them reached such a state of perfection as The
Retail Lumbermen's Association. We, however, became the envy
of some outside the fold, and some within, who could not control
its actions, to their selfish purposes, and, not realizing the advantages
of the association became our enemies, joining action with some in-
dividuals without, attempted to break up the association. They
appealed to the council of the city of Winnipeg for aid; to the pro-
vincial government, to the courts, but their efforts were vain; we
held our own and continued to be a power for good in the community.

Now we have seen this association as it has grown to extend
half way across the continent, while I must say that the growth
was dependent on the loyal support of all the members, there were
a few members whose services stood out conspicuously, as is always
the case, and I think it is only right in taking a retrospect of the
past that we should refer to some of those who have done their
duty and made the association what it has become to-day.

Fathers of the Association

I see my old antique friend, J. K. Robson—it is only fair to
start with him. He has acted in the position of Director of this

association longer than any man of this same association, but he
is still a Director, and words of mine can add nothing to the delicacy
of such a compliment. There was another man—I refer to Isaac
Cockburn, whom you all know, I fancy. Now, Mr. Cockburn was
not present at the birth of this association, but I can assure you that
he helped to rock the cradle, and he rocked it well. No man could
have taken a greater interest in the affairs of his own bairn than
did Mr. Cockburn in the affairs of this association. I know, as I

was closely associated with the man. I know he spent his best
thoughts—gave his most earnest attention, to the details of the
association, morning, noon and night and always. If any occasion
arose where there was a difference between the association and any
other interest he was on the side of the association every time. I

do not think it is sufficiently known how he husbanded the re-

sources of this association, as closely as anyone could have looked
after his own individual business, and as a result of the care with
which he administered the affairs of the association, you were able,
when you wanted to establish your Western Retail Lumbermen's
Fire Insurance Branch, by reason of his large balance in hand, to
do so, and I fancy you will bear me out when I say that its estab-
lishment has been of very great benefit to you all.

Another one whom I think I ought to mention was D. C. Cam-
eron, now the Honorable D. C. Cameron, Lieutenant-Governor of
the province. There were times when Mr. Cameron held in the
palm of his hand the life or death of this association. There were
instances arose, when the life of the association by his one act would
have been sacrificed. There were times when it would have been
to his temporary interest to have followed another course, but he
knew that had he done so it would have affected detrimentally the
interests of this association, and on no occasion did D. C. Cameron
allow his own private interests to militate against the interests of
this association. There is something more. In those days banking
facilities were not at all good. The dealers in remote parts of the
country, and there were very many of them, were not able to have
bank accounts, much of their banking was done at Rat Portage,
through Mr. D. C. Cameron ; he carried wads of past due paper in

those days for all of us. I feel sure of this, that there were times
when Mr. D. C. Cameron walked the floor at night when we fellows
out in the country were sleeping comfortably in bed. He is a man
you can afford to honor because you will never know how much he
has done for the association.

There is another q-entleman T might mention, a "entleman of
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very nice manner, diplomatic, who knows how to be smooth with-
out being rough, and is a delight to look upon. I wonder is there
anyone here who can guess to whom I refer? (Laughter). Now I

must tell you that Mr. D. E. Sprague occupied in respect of this

association, an unique position. Of those whose names I have men-
tioned as having a practical interest in the association, Mr. Cock-
burn, Mr. J. K. Robson, Mr. Cameron—they all had an interest in
the welfare of this association, Mr. Sprague was the only man who
gave any considerable attention to this association, who was not
personally interested in its welfare ; whichever way its destinies
might go it could make no difference to Mr. Sprague. But I can
assure you he has given a very great deal of his time and talents
and serious consideration to those questions which affected the well-
being of this association. I know, speaking for my own part, while
I had the honor to be President of this association, I used to go to
Mr. Sprague with a bundle of intricacies, a mass of chaos, would
talk the matter over with him, he would receive me courteously,
kindly, blandly, and I went away with all these things smoothed
out. His services were given absolutely without reward, except
the consciousness of having done good to a worthy institution. It
is a very great gift to be so constituted. I am also 'going to let you
into another secret. There was almost no important legislation
within the last twenty years, having for its object the welfare of
this association, in which Mr. Sprague was not the power behind
the throne.

There is another gentleman here—your good-looking Secretary.
Now I have not known him as Secretary. You know more about
him in that capacity than I do. I served with him as a Director of
your association, and he was a good Director, and I am glad to
say that I hear the best reports of him as Secretary. If any of you
think a secretary has nothing to do but sit in his office and hand
you a cigar when you call, I am sure that you will discover that
it is a delusion. There are many things to be done that must be
done right. He is the responsible man in carrying out the instruc-
tions given by the Board of Directors. The welfare of the associa-
tion depends very largely upon his diplomacy in the way of carry-
ing out instructions given by the Board of Directors, giving every
man his due, and the arranging of those varying interests that are
bound to come up. His is not altogether a bed of roses. As you
know, in an association of this kind, questions arise that require to
be treated with great delicacy. A slip on the part of your Secretary
might involve you in difficulty and paralyze the whole institution.
That he has kept you out of trouble is the greatest compliment that
can be paid him, and at the same time your guarantee for the future.

In Good Hands
It was my privilege yesterday, and my pleasure as well, to be

present at the meeting of your Board of Directors, and I was very
much struck with the business-like manner in which the questions
which were put before them were taken up and discussed. I doubt
very much if there are any other associations of men covering your
territory, who could take in the questions and discuss with more in-
telligence those which came before them yesterday than they did,
and I came to this conclusion, that so long as this association was
in the hands of men of the calibre of your Directors and President
the future of your association was assured.

Now, having taken a short retrospect— I have had to go over
it very quickly, of course— I hope you will pardon me if I make a
little digression—the reason will, I hope, become apparent later on.

I cannot attempt to discern the distant courses of futurity, but
so far as human vision can penetrate the mists of the future, I
believe I am not wrong in saying that the destinies of this country
do not lie in the way of political union with our neighbors to the
south. We do not want them to annex us, and they do not want us
to annex them; they have their questions to solve, of national im-
portance, and I believe they can solve them as well or better with-
out any help or hindrance from us. Some 150 years ago our cousins
of the south started national housekeeping on their own account

—

thirteen small colonies formed a fringe along the Atlantic Ocean.
They founded a nation upon the great principles of self-govern-
ment; liberty of the individual, safety of property and the right of
free speech, that trinity of principles which are the bulwark of old-
established governments, and which form the sure foundation upon
which young nations may rear a superstructure. These three prin-
ciples which they had brought across the Atlantic, were the result
of a thousand years of evolution in the old land, and with the diversi-
fied resources of half a continent behind them, they have gone on
and built up a nation which has become the wonder of the world.
Their progress has not had its parallel ; so great has been their suc-
cess that the Britisher at home can look with pride to the success
of the first off-shoot of the British Empire, while our cousins of the
Republic need not look back with anvthing but pleasure to the fact
that their origin was the Mother of Nations beyond the seas.

Now our position is somewhat parallel to theirs. We come of
the same stock, have the same principles of government, the same

ideas of civilization, but our destiny is to develop, not as an inde-
pendent nation, but as a link in the chain of Empire around the
world, and that Empire the greatest the sun has ever shone upon,
and upon which the sun never sets. Great, not because of the num-
ber of captives brought home; great, not because they have devast-
ated one people after another; not great only because her navy com-
mands the seas; but great because she has given to the world the
principles of freedom of government, freedom of the subject and the
securing of property. Great, because she has done much to improve
the condition of the downtrodden and the enslaved portion of the
world, because she has carried enlightenment to the dark corners of
the earth, and there is no instance in which she has not left a people
better than she found them. Now it is a great privilege for us to
look back upon an ancestry of that nature, to be co-partners in such
an Empire.

Our National Resources

So far as we are concerned in Canada, let us do a little bit of
national stock-taking; let us look at the national show-windows of
our nation. In Cape Breton you have coal and iron, those twin
sources of industrial greatness, lying side by side; there is the great-
est depth of coal in the world; seams 47 feet thick. Nova Scotia,
important not only on account of the $12,000,000 fisheries a year.
She has the Annapolis Valley, famous not only because it is the
home of Evangeline, but partly because the apples shipped from
that valley have made for that province a reputation for excellence
in the markets of the world. Passing through New Brunswick, with
its agricultural and timber wealth, we come to the province of Que-
bec, whose history during the French regime is more romantic than
fiction itself. A province divided in twain by the St. Lawrence River,
unique among the rivers of the world in this very important respect,
that its waters are not affected by drought or by freshets; it main-
tains a mean level almost throughout the year. And as its waters
roll on towards the sea they bear upon their bosom the great
leviathans of the deep, bringing the products from the ends of the
world, a thousand miles inland from the ocean. The southern half
of the province noted for its agriculture, the northern half for its
enormous forests of pulpwood placed as if it had been designed by
nature for the greatest reserve of waterpower of any province in
Canada. Among the waterpowers of Canada we have about sixteen
million horse-power ; of that, they have seven million in the province
of Quebec. One can imagine in these days of electricity what an
enormous advantage this electrical power may be to us in converting
the pulpwood and in manufacturing articles of all descriptions.

Next, the Ontario Province, hugging the shores of the inland
seas. I won't say much about Ontario, but I know that you will
feel that what I say is true, when I tell you that the province of
Ontario, from the point of view of development of its electrical
power, the variety and magnitude of its natural resources, has not
its equal in any province in Canada or any state in the Union. Take
in the north, the subterranean wealth of Ontario. There are the
nickel mines at Sudbury, which control the nickel of the world.
They supply 95 per cent, of the world's requirements: They fix the
price of nickel. This is an article which is used in the manufacture
of naval armaments, and if the British Government were to obtain
control of these mines and use for their own purposes only the
product of these mines, Russia, Germany, France, Japan, could not
build a Dreadnaught each in ten years. Further on we have the
Cobalt, which Professor Coleman informs me is only the beginning of
a succession of Cobalts, extending all along the west coast of Hud-
son's Bay, there, too, are enormous deposits of iron, copper and
coal. We come next to the prairie provinces, the home of millions
yet to be. The largest untouched area of wheat-growing land on
this continent.

Three-fourths of the wheat-growing area of America is situated
north of the international boundary. To give you an idea of the
great extent of the wheat-growing possibilities of the prairie pro-
vinces, away back in 1783, an employee of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany took some wheat from New York into the Peace River Dis-
trict. The product of that wheat, sown in successive years, took the
first prize at the Centennial, nearly one hundred years later, as the
best hard wheat grown in the world. This enormous wheat belt
vanes in width from three hundred to six hundred miles from north
to south, extending nine hundred miles from east to west. In 1883
the total amount of wheat shipped out from the west was 3,600
bushels; now the output based on present acreage is some 200,-
000,000 bushels, and only ten per cent, under cultivation. Is it sur-
prising that we say that the time is not far distant when the prairie
provinces shall become the granary of the Empire. In British Col-
umbia we have the mountains great with coal, iron and precious
metals. The valleys produce fruits in almost extravagant abundance.
The largest compact area of timber land in America is there—some
200,000,000 acres of timber land—and the best timber land in
America.

Now, having taken a very rapid review of our resources, let us
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come a little nearer home. The territory covered by your associa-
tion, before many years, will be the paramount district in Canada,
from point of wealth, population and political importance. The ter-

ritory to the west of the Great Lakes will ere long control the des-
tinies of this great country.

Next to agriculture, I think the lumber industry is the greatest
in this country. You are bound to play a very important part. I

think I may say without fear of contradiction that the Western Re-
tail Lumbermen's Association is the most important trade associa-
tion in Canada, 1 know of no other association that equals it in de-
tail of application and breadth of territory. I am going to say this:

The lumberman as a rule is a broad-minded man; he thinks on a

larger scale than some other classes of men. The nature of his busi-
ness is conducive to such habits of thought. You cannot expect
men who spend their lives counting buttons and measuring tape
to have as large a grasp of the things of the world, or as wide a
vision of its conditions, as those accustomed to think in large dimen-
sions. From the very nature of your business you deal in large fig-

ures. You are accustomed to taking a broad outlook generally.
You contemplate things at hand and afar ofT. You consider freight
rates; trends of trade; what the future has in store. Now the very
exercise of your minds in dealing with these large questions, has a
tendency to strengthen your intellect, to develop a broader mind; to

take a wider outlook with a greater grasp.
These things being so, you will naturally become leading men

in your own locality. This behooves you to remember that dis-

tinction brings with it responsibility and consequent duty to per-
form in adding to the welfare of your own sphere. J have been speak-
ing of you in your individual capacity. Collectively, your associa-
tion should be characterized by the same distinctive traits as its in-

dividuals, and it, too, has a duty to perform in relation to this coun-
try. Individually and collectively it seems to me, it is due from you
to set a high standard of business probity. The well-being of busi-
ness interests are dependent upon the great principles of justice,
involving upright dealing, not because it is the best policy, but be-
cause it is right. Show me a country whose business ethics are
founded upon these principles, and you will see a country leaving
its competitors behind. In an association covering such a large ter-

ritory as this, where the interests are so many, so diversified and so
antagonistic, it would be indeed strange if instances should not
arise involving friction. J think it is the duty of each to take a
fair and square look at all subjects as well in your private capacity
as collectively. Apply the square of right to your own actions. Try
how it fits to the view of the other party. Always be willing to see
that the other party has rights and respect them by giving and re-

ceiving a fair deal. No individuals, no society of men, can make
proper headway whose actions are not founded upon the principles
of a fair deal all around. Gentlemen, by applying these principles,
by upright conduct and square action, you will set a high standard
of business probity to the credit of your association, and the well-
being of this great country in guiding whose destinies you are bound
to play an important part.

Quebec's Forest Revenues Increasing
Annual Report of Department Indicates Permanent Annual Receipts of Nearly
$1,500,000- Stumpage Dues Greater by $85,000-The Paper Birch Industry

The annual report of the Minister of Lands and Forests of the
Province of Quebec, for the twelve months ending June 30th, 1911,
which has recently been published, contains much that is of inter-

est to lumbermen in that province. The Minister of Lands and
Forests, Hon. Jules Allard, in his introduction to the report, states
that the ground rents due on timber licenses brought in $221,215.50;
the dues on timber cut under such licenses, $821,719.37; penalties for

infringements $44,730.03 ; accrued interest $7,798.80, and bonuses on
transfer $31,444, making a total of $1,126,907.70. The total revenue
of lands and forests amounted to $1,229,928.97. On account of

greater production the stumpage dues brought in nearly $85,000 more
than in the previous year, although the new tariff was not yet ap-
plicable. Through the increase in stumpage dues and ground rents
and also by reason of the rapid settlement of the public lands, the
Minister of Lands and Forests reports that the department is sure
of a yearly revenue of nearly $1,500,000. The expenditure of the
department includes $85,000 for surveys, $16,523 for protection
against fire, and $4,000 for the Forestry School. The salaries and
disbursements of forest rangers amounted to $23,546.33. Woods and
forests general expenses amounted to $36,199.94.

Details of Timber Production

The report contains a tabular statement of the timber cut on
Crown lands during the twelve months ending June 30th, 1911, and
the amount collected for timber dues, etc. This statement shows
that the area under license during the year amounted to 70,138 square
miles. The amount of square timber cut was 109,406 cubic feet.

The cut of spruce, hemlock, balsam, cypress, cedar, white birch and
poplar, saw logs and boom timber totalled 498,624,002 feet b.m. The
cut of white pine and other varieties of saw logs and boom timber
amounted to 154,429,708 feet b.m. The cut of red pine, saw logs and
boom timber, amounted to 21,623,970 feet b.m. The cut of white
pine 11 inches and under for saw logs amounted to 62,112,914 feet

b.m. The quantity of poles cut was 203,586 lineal feet. The cut of

pulpwood amounted to 345,206 cords of 128 cubic feet. Of this

quantity 180,803 cords were shipped out of Canada. The cut of fire-

wood was 3,808 cords. Railway ties were manufactured to the num-
ber of 608,429 and pickets to the number of 109,734. The cut of
shingles amounted to 8,373,000. Spool wood was cut to the extent
of 8,981 cords. Of posts and rails, the output was 44,372 pieces and
755 cords of lathwood were manufactured.

The report contains a number of interesting appendices. Among
them being a report on the Paper Birch, by G. C. Piche and A. Bed-
ard. The limit holders in the county of Gaspe and Matane had pre-
sented a petition for a study of the paper birch and the report is the
outcome of this petition. They asked that the stumpage on paper
birch be reduced from the present rate of $1.05 per thousand feet.

In their petition they stated that a cord of paper birch, although
estimated at 600 feet b.m., really contained only 370 feet on an aver-
age. In the lumbering of paper birch, they also stated that they
were under very unfavorable circumstances, the winters being long,
the snowfall heavy and there being no railways by which to ship.

Moreover, they have to compete with the industries in the United
States and Maritime Provinces which can operate at a lower cost.
The refuse from the manufacture of spool-wood could be used only
as fuel and the market for this was very limited, so that the greater
part of the refuse was lost.

Reduced Stumpage Charge For Paper Birch

An inspection of the situation was made by Mr. Warren, in-

spector of agencies, and he reported favorably upon the lowering
of the stumpage and suggested at the same time that the depart-
ment should allow the trees to be cut at a diameter of 7 inches at
the stump.

After a consideration of the various natural peculiarities of the
paper birch, the report considers the uses to which it may be put.
During the season of 1908-9, 8,358 cords of birch were cut on Crown
lands. To this figure must be added, however, the quantity cut on
private lands. In 1908—to cite one case only—the Messrs. Richard-
son shipped 10,650 cords of birch, which shows that the industry
is carried on, on a large scale. Considering that this timber sawn
into lengths of four feet, cut into bars, tied in bundles and loaded
on sea-going vessels costs about $27 per thousand feet, it is seen
that at least $100,000 a year is spent in that region. This is the
only source of revenue for the settlers during the winter and it is im-
portant to preserve this industry and to improve it if possible. Re-
ferring to the loss of forty per cent, in the manufacturing, of the
timber, the report ascribes it to the abundance of sawdust, owing to
the number of saw-kerfs, and to the slabs, etc., being very thick.
Frequently also the heart of the birch is red and then it cannot be
used for turned wood. Red heart and knots alone are said to cause
a loss of fifty feet b.m. per cord. According to a report by the
Richardson Company, the average per cord in 1906 was 374 feet b.m.;
in 1907, 358 feet b.m. ; in 1908, 348 feet b.m.

The report also agrees with the petitioners in regard to the
difficulty in shipping and marketing the product of the paper birch.

This is caused by the lack of deep harbors in the district of pro-
duction and the heavy freight cost of $3 per thousand feet to take
the product to Montreal, which is the nearest market.

Among the uses to which the paper birch may be put are the
following: making spools for thread, wooden shoes, shoe-pegs, and
shoe-lasts, toothpicks, clothespins, childrens' toys, chair rails, dowels,
shuttles and other turned goods, also rules and squares. The young
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twigs are used for making hoops and brooms. From the bark of the
tree Indians make the celebrated birch bark canoes.

In conclusion the report says "we consequently believe that
paper birch should be cut at a maximum diameter of 7 inches at the
stump. That is the diameter fixed for the cutting of birch in Maine,
where conditions are exactly similar to those existing in Gaspe and
Rimouski. We might, therefore, allow such cutting.compelling the
lumbermen to take the tops down to a diameter of four inches, to
cut the stumps very low (this is necessary for obtaining good shoots),
and to endeavor to make use of the bark and refuse in the manner
indicated above.

To sum up, we consider that the requests of the limit-holders of
Gaspesia and Rimouski are grounded and that, in the case of paper
birch, it would be advisable to calculate the contents of an English
cord at 400 feet b.m., and also to allow the cutting of that tree^at a
diameter of 7 inches at the stump.

Forest Protection Was Effective

The report of the forest protection branch shows that the pro-
vince suffered very little from fire during 1910-11. The season was
a very dry one. but the excellent organization of the service and the
interest taken by the public resulted in all the fires being put out
in the early stages. The report contains the following reference to
the use of lookout stations and telephone lines.

"The River Ouelle Lumber Companv report that they have had
in constant use their telephone service and that it proved extremely
useful. This company, probablv owing to the comparatively flat
area it has under license, finds the telephone service more practical
anduseful than the lookout system ; at all events it gives them satis-
faction.

"The John Fenderson Companv. which last year erected a good
lookout station, report very favorablv on the results obtained from
it this vear.

"The Charlemagne & Lac Ouareau -Lumber Company erected
a large and substantial lookout on Lac Ouareau mountain, and the
report^ made by the company's chief fire-ranger is so clear that I
deem it proper to submit a synopsis of same as follows:—

'"Acting under orders received from A. MacLaurin, Esq I con-
structed, during the summer just passed, a lookout station 'on the
summit of Lac Ouareau Mountain.

'"The lookout is situated on the west side of the bay at the
south end of the lake and has an elevation above the lake" accord-
ing to the estimate of Hon. Judge Fortin. of 800 feet. Looking east-
ward, one can see far into Berthier Countv : to the north a long
distance, not determined as yet; to the south and southeast one can
see across the St. Lawrence, and actually, on a clear day, discern
Beloeil Mountain

; to the west one can see across Terrebonne Countv
in places; the view to the northwest is the least extensive.

Construction of the Lookout

'"The lookout is divided into sections, the lower one being
fitted up as a dwelling for the resident ranger, the two storeys above
as apartments, and the top as an observation tower. Each storev
is ten feet high

;
the total height of the lookout is 55 feet and the

superstructure is so arranged that a man can get right on the roof
if necessary. At the base, the dimensions are 24 feet square nar-
rowing to the top. which is 9 feet square. The whole structure is
stiffened by steel guy ropes, extending from the corners of the top
storey. Each storey is connected with the one above it, by a stair-
case.

'"A gentleman from Wilmington. Del.. U.S.A., who visited the
lookout stated that he had never seen such a view as is obtainable
from the top of the structure, that it was admirably situated andmust prove of great use in protecting the forests.

'"The lookout is about one and one-half miles from the main
road and the telephone apparatus, to connect with centres, is allready for installation; when in operation we will be able to com-
municate with many points, amongst others, with the head office ofthe company, in Montreal.

"1 think l am conservative in stating that this lookout is worth
forty men. stationed as our rangers have to be, and that no betterway can be devised of affording protection to the forests than by con-
structing such stations of observation wherever practicable on tim-
bered lands, as men can then be directed as to the shortest route toany
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served from the lookout, by telephone messages.

tn
Ihe lookout is equipped with table, compass, field glasses, etc

Ottawa civic authorities blame the city's annual visitation of
smallpox on the lumber camps of the Ottawa valley and have asked
the Provincial government to provide compulsory inspection. Sen-
ator Edwards has made a public statement that in 49 years' ex-
perience he has not known smallpox to originate in a lumber camp.

Will Protect St. Maurice Valley
Timber Resources of Great Power and Pulp District to
be Cared for by Newly formed Protective Association

Montreal, March 11.—At a meeting at the Place Viger Hotel,
Montreal, on March 2nd, it was decided to form the St. Maurice
Valley Forest Protective Association, with the object of protecting
from fire the timber lands of the St. Maurice River Valley. This
river supplies a large amount of power for Montreal and Three
Rivers by means of the Shawinigan Falls, and also for the largest
pulp and_ paper companies in the province. The association will,
through its manager, patrol the whole section, placing men in all
the larger streams to follow the river drivers, hunters, fishermen and
prospectors to see that they put out their camp fires and smudges
and observe the government regulations. These rangers will also
see that the settlers burn their clearings only when it is safe, and
will compel them to take proper precautions to prevent fires spread-
ing. On the railroads, men on gasoline "speeders" will follow the
trains and put out fires started by sparks or hot coals.
• Lookout stations will be established on high hills from which
fires can be detected, and these will be connected by telephone with
the nearest settlements, so that help can be obtained. Telephone
lines and trails will be built and fire fighting tools placed in con-
venient locations. Educational work will be undertaken to teach
the settlers and farmers the value of the forests and the necessity
of protecting them.

The association is composed of the following members- The
Quebec & St. Maurice Industrial Co., of La Tuque; the St. Maurice
Lumber Co.. of Three Rivers; the Laurentide Co., of Grand Mere •

The Union Bay & Paper Co., and the Gres Falls Co., of Three Rivers :

the Wayagamac Paper Co., of Three Rivers; the Belgo-Canadian
Pulp & Paper Co., of Shawinigan Falls; Mr.

J. H. Dansereau of
Montreal

;
Mr. Wm. Power, of Quebec, and Mr." J. H. Rousseau.

The Department of Crown Lands, through the Hon. Jules Al-
lard, its minister, has given its sanction and promised its aid in this
important cause. Those present at the meeting were: Hon. Jules
Allard Minister of Lands and Forests, and Messrs. W. R Brown
K. F. Grant, Ellwood Wilson, Alexander MacLaurin. H. Biermans'
L. Devenvus, J. H. Dansereau and S. L. de Carterel.

The Association has adopted a set of by-laws, and at another
meeting, to be held at Three Rivers on March 23rd. will fix the
assessment per acre in order to meet the necessary expenditure At
the same time a manager will be appointed. The head office will be
in J hree Rivers.

This is the first time that an association, at least in the province
of Quebec, has sought to put fire protection on a systematic basis
At present rangers are appointed by various companies, and are
given authority by the provincial government, but owing to the un-
satisfactory working of the arrangement, the owners in the St
Maurice River yalley have decided to put matters on a thoroughly
businesslike basis.

J

Steamship Supply Lumber Company
,u 3?
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^ines| of the Iat« Mr. Martin Power, under the name of

the Steamship Supply Lumber Company, is now being carried onunder the same name and at the same place, 213 Commissioners
Street, Montreal, by Mr. W. K. Grafftey, managing director of the
Montreal Lumber Company, Limited. The business uses annuallyabout three million feet of spruce for ship fittings, especially for
the cattle trade. The late Mr. Power had built up a most successful
ousiness which as a going concern, passes into the hands of Mr WK Grafftey as manager. The valuable relationship with the trade
will thus be preserved and developed
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Personal News of Lumber Trade

Mr. H. G. Goodday, of H. R. Goodday & Company, pine and
spruce shippers, Quebec, is paying his annual visit to the old country.

Mr. Mead, of the Lake Superior Taper Company, has been on
a visit to Montreal. It is proposed to start the company's mill in

July.

Ralph Loveland, of Loveland & Stone, Cutler, Ont., was in

Toronto for a few days this month in connection with the disposal
of the cut of the Cutler Bay Lumber Company for the present year.

Mr. J. S. Bock has been appointed Manager of the Eagle Lum-
ber Company, Ltd., Montreal, in succession to Mr. A. P. Beaupre.
Mr. Bock is the late manager of the Papineau Lumber Company,
Papineauville, P.Q.

Mr. John Crichton, Ontario representative of the W. M. Ritter
Lumber Co., Columbus, Ohio, has gone into the contracting busi-
ness on his own account at Calgary, Alta. He has been succeeded
in Ontario by Mr. Arthur C. Godson, whose present address is the
King Edward Hotel, Toronto.

Mr. Gordon Edwards, of the Edwards Lumber Company, left

Ottawa recently to attend the annual meeting of the National Whole-
sale Lumber Dealers Association, whose convention was held last

week in Louisville, Kentucky. Mr. Edwards is on the executive
committee of the Association, and will be one of the few Canadian
lumbermen in attendance.

Mr. Dwight J. Turner, of the Turner Lumber Co., Toronto, met
with a painful accident recently while on a visit to Detroit, where he
slipped upon an icy sidewalk and broke one of his ankles. This is

the second time that Mr. Turner has suffered injury in this manner.
The accident occurred on Wednesday, March 6th, and after a rest
in Detroit, Mr. Turner was brought to Toronto at the end of the
week. He is progressing favorably but will necessarily be laid

up for several weeks.

_
M. T. Bailey of Conely & Bailey, wholesale lumber dealers, De-

troit, Mich., visited Toronto this month as the guest of Ralph Love-
land, Cutler, Ont. Mr. Bailey reports that the lumber business at
Detroit is improving and the outlook is for a good spring business.
Business of all kinds at Detroit, however, is seriously handicapped
by the great shortage of coal. The railroads have been unable to
deliver coal in anything like sufficient quantities of late and there is

at present a serious famine.

W. E. Kirsch, superintendent of the Security Lumber Company,
Saskatoon,

_
Sask., sustained serious injuries in a railroad wreck re-

cently. His right leg was badly broken and his face severely cut.
In the same accident, Bruce Harris, sales manager for the Prince
Albert Lumber Company, sustained a slight sprain of the right leg.
The accident was the result of a Pullman'car attached to a Canadian
Northern train breaking through a bridge over the river between
Saskatoon and Nutana. The car fell fifty feet.

Mr. A. P. Beaupre has severed his connection with the Eagle
Lumber Company, Montreal (which he formed four vears ago), and
has started business on his own account, as the Canada Lumber
Sales Co., 97 St. James street, Montreal. Besides being managing
director of the Eagle Lumber Company, Mr. Beaupre acted some
years ago as salesman for the Montreal Lumber Company and J.
H. Redfern. He has had practical sawmill experience, and is now
devoting his attention to the wholesale softwoods trade.

A new firm of forest engineers has recently opened offices in
Philadelphia under the name of Clark, Lyford & Sterling. The
members are Judson F. Clark, of Vancouver, B.C. ; C. A. Lyford, of
Montreal, Que. ; and E. A. Sterling, of Philadelphia. Mr. Clark and
Mr. Lyford are also identified with the well-known firms of Clark
& Lyford, Vancouver, B.C., and Lyford, Clark & Lyford, Montreal,
Que. Mr. Sterling has resigned his position as Forester of the Pen-
nsylvania Railroad, which he has held for the past five years. This
organization is making a specialty of timber estimates and forest
maps, and is prepared to examine and report on timber properties
anywhere.

English Trade in Cautious Mood
The timber trade situation in the Maritime Provinces is rather

dull at the present time on account of the troubles that loom up in
the labor situation in England. Tt is well understood that if the coal
miners go on strike it will paralvze industry; hence buyers in all
lines oyer there are cautious about their transactions. The action of
the British Admiralty in chartering American freights to carry coal
to Gibraltar at the high price of 20 shillings, shows that, in spite of

the friendly interest of the British government in the matter, a
strike is fully anticipated. Evidently the conviction prevails every-
where in the old country that there will be trouble. With the lack of
interest in large buying that prevails as a consequence, it is difficult
for shippers on this side to do a thoroughly satisfactory amount of
business. No one is buying large stocks ahead as they were last

year. The markets in the United States are fair. Considerable busi-
ness is being done for forward shipment with the United States at
fairly satisfactory prices. The trade do not know, however, how the
oncoming presidential elections will affect the situation later.—The
Maritime Merchant.

Radical Insurance Changes Proposed
A new insurance bill has been introduced in the Ontario Legisla-

ture, by the Attorney General, Hon. J. J. Foy, which is to take
the place of the present Ontario Insurance Act. The new act is

exhaustive and in some respects contains extremely radical changes.
A number of these changes are worthy of the serious attention of
lumbermen. If the bill is made law certain classes of lumbermen
seeking insurance will find themselves seriously handicapped. One
of the changes proposed is the elimination of the former provisions
under which a Mutual Insurance Company (other than for the in-

surance of farm and non-hazardous property) could be formed. If

the proposed bill passes in its present form it will be impossible for
lumber interests to form a mutual company under the Ontario Act,
and if they feel it necessary to form a company of some kind they
will either have to form a joint-stock company, which aould have
no mutual features, or form a mutual company under the Dominion
Act, to which the Province of Ontario might then decline to grant
a license for the transaction of business in Ontario.

The second important change proposed is, the granting of licen-

ses for placing insurance in unregistered corporations only to brok-
ers who have given a guarantee of $5,000, covering their compliance
with the provisions of the act, and any loss sustained by their in-

surers which the unlicensed companies fail to pay. The broker is

also held liable for such unpaid losses outside of the guarantee which
he gives.

Clause 24 of the new bill is as follows: "No Cash-Mutual In-
surance Company shall hereafter be incorporated." The only pro-
vision for the formation of a Mutual Company is contained in clause
14. This clause provides only for the formation of Mutual Compan-
ies for insurance of farm and non-hazardous property against fire.

It would appear therefore, that persons desiring insurance upon
saw-milling property, if they wish to make use of attractive policies

in foreign Mutual Companies must deal through a broker and that
the broker must put up a $5,000 guarantee with the government.
Having put up such a guarantee, the broker would necessarily pro-
cure the insurance in such strong companies that he himself felt

perfectly secured. One of the objects of seeking such foreign in-

surance is to escape the high rates or stringent conditions imposed
by stronger companies. A broker with $5,000 deposit at risk would
not be inclined to place policies with these foreign companies, many
of which, however, under the former conditions have furnished ex-
cellent and satisfactory insurance for lumber manufacturers. Lum-
bering concerns which are in the habit of placing their own insur-

ance will not be seriously affected, but smaller ones will either have
to deal through a broker in the manner above described or will

have to go' into the market themselves and run many risks of ob-
taining insurance which is not of value. It seems as though the
proposed bill were one which lumbermen should study very care-

fully and regarding which they should make representations to the
government at once.

Good Prices for Pulp Wood in New Brunswick

The farmers along the St. John River are reaping a rich harvest
this winter. Logs piled on the banks of the river are selling for

from $6.50 to $7 per cord, which is $1 to $1.50 higher than last year.

The cause of the high price is that pulp wood cut from privately

owned lands is the only wood that can be exported from the prov-
ince. The opposition to the law prohibiting the export of wood
from Crown lands stated it would decrease the price of wood in the
province and injure the farmers. The law has only been in effect

four months and pulp wood for export has increased 30 per cent
in price.

The Canadian Pacific Railway Co. has been required by the
United States District Court to pay damages amounting to $138.-

400 for timber destroyed by fires set from the railroad in Franklin
and Somerset Counties, Maine, in 1908. The largest claimants were
the Great Northern Paper Co. and the Bradstreet Lumber Co.
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Market Correspondence

Favorable Logging" Conditions on St. John River
Fredericton, March 9th:— (Special correspondence of The Can-

ada Lumberman) :—Logging operations are now practically over for
the season, although a few operators still have some logs to move,
the middle of March will see very few, if any, logs on the yards.

The season has been a very favorable one for the lumbermen,
and prospects are at present considered very favorable for stream
driving. With rather more than the average quantity of snow in
the woods, and winter weather continuing well on in the season,
there is good reason to believe that suitable weather conditions will
prevail later on, and that a good spring freshet may be expected.

It is estimated that there is only between eighty and ninety mil-
lion feet (B.M.) of lumber, including that which was hung up last
spring, to be rafted at the Fredericton booms this season, which,
with a possible ten million of bank logs, will make up the total quan-
tity of logs cut on the St. John River waters above Fredericton, for
Fredericton and St. John mills.

There has been little change in market conditions during the
past month. Several mills have commenced sawing and find a fair
demand for spruce scantling, boards and lath.

There seems to be a growing demand for hardwood products,
and several small mills in Carleton County are now engaged in their
manufacture. With the opening up of new railways in the province
this should become a valuable industry, especially in the counties of
Carleton, Victoria and Madawaska. where there "is an almost unlim-
ited supply of good hardwood.

stronger than heretofore. Certainly there is a big improvement
over a year ago, according to the opinion of almost every consider-
able dealer. A few can see no appreciable improvement, and are
rather pessimistic as to the outlook. Stocks are well cleared, and
with the beginning of the spring building activity a good season is

looked for both locally and in general Canadian and export trade.

Ottawa Trade Active—Cars Very Scarce
Ottawa, Canada, March 11.—There is at present a car shortage

in effect around Ottawa and surrounding district which is causing
the liveliest concern among the lumber dealers, as well as the busi-
ness men generally of this part of eastern Ontario.

"We are getting a fine lot of orders," is the way the Booth
firm put the case in a nut-shell, "but we are being tied up by the
impossibility of getting nearly as many cars as the trade demands
The orders are coming in three times as rapidlv as the cars we can
secure. These orders are from the west, and other parts of Canada
as well as a good demand from the United States."

Moved by the loud complaints of the lumbermen and other
merchants affected, the Ottawa Board of Trade called emergency
meetings to consider whether some remedy for the tie-up could no't
be devised by the railways with the aid of the city and the business
community. The transportation people did not dispute the gravity
of the blockade and the enormous loss to the dealers which would
accrue from a continuance of such conditions. They contended how-
ever, that they were doing their best. The cry of the millions of
bushels of grain said to be rotting on the western prairies was ad-
vanced as a still more urgent evil than any which the local lumber
men could complain of. Meanwhile, the trade is being sadly crip-
pled and apparently the onlv possible remedy is to await the day
when the cars of the different companies will be freed from the
more pressing demands of the west and able to handle the trade
eagerly seeking an outlet from Ottawa.

The weather is again favorable for logging operations, which
have been impeded frequently by adverse conditions. The last big
blizzard brought with it an immense quantity of snow and the drifts
in many parts of the bush districts completed obliterated the roads
which had just reached prime condition for hauling. The destroyed
roads have now been restored and the work of getting the season's
cut out of the bush proceeds apace. Practically all the cutting is
over and the teams and gangs are trying to make up for lost time
the general expectation of the larger firms is, that despite the many
serious setbacks received by the lateness of the winter in opening
the phenomenal cold spell lasting through the first six weeks of
the new year, the later snow storms of exceptional depth and fury—
despite all these obstacles, hard work and favorable interludes will
surnce to make the winter's cut quite up to the normal.

The Booth and Edwards companies of this city, the McLachlinCompany of Arnprior, and the Hawkesbury Lumber Company—the
largest firms of the Ottawa Valley—will not be through their bush
operations for some weeks yet. While a number of the smaller
companies have finished their winter's work and the shantymen have
passed through Ottawa on their way harae, the larger firms are not
through the hauling at present. A full month will still be required
by such concerns as the Booth and Edwards companies.

The better demand for the lower and medium grades of lumber
continues. The trade condition is described as rather firmer and

Car Shortage at Montreal Increasing
Montreal, March 11.—The shortage of cars, referred to in our

previous issue, is now more accentuated, and there is wide-spread
dissatisfaction with the interruption to business which has neces-
sarily followed. Practically every manufacturer and wholesaler is

affected by this holding up of transportation facilities, and unless
there is speedy relief some factories identified with the lumber busi-
ness will have to shut down. The scarcity of cars is stated to be
due principally to heavy snow-storms, which prevented cars being
promptly shifted. This, being coincident with a rush of business,
disorganized the service. The sidings of the Grand Trunk are full
of cars waiting to be moved. A certain amount of local timber is

being shipped, but cars to and from United States points are not
available. There is said to be a shortage of 4000 cars on one impor-
tant trunk line, and during a week the available supply dropped by
400.

The consequence of this trade dislocation is that, although there
are plenty of orders, they can be, in some cases, only partially filled,
and in others they cannot be filled at all. Many" firms are three
weeks behind their orders, and "rush" business cannot be entertained.
Wholesalers carrying on trade with the United States have been
particularly affected, there being an embargo on cars, at two Ameri-
can points.

On every hand there is a feeling of optimism as to the immediate
future. The dislocation referred to will be only temporary, and
when this is righted there is promise of satisfactory business. In-
quiries and orders to date indicate that there will be a large demand,
with a tendency to higher prices. The head of one company states
that he is now buying freely, and that an all-round advance of ten
per cent, has been asked at the mills. There is a great scarcity of
dry stock, and quotations are very firm. The shortage of cars, and
the consequent lack of supplies, has affected some of the yards with
a resulting deficiency in several lines.

Lath is in good demand, shingles are strongly held, and it is
almost impossible to get spruce boards. Hardwoods generally are
firm. Reports from the province show that logging operations are
satisfactory.

In pulp and paper, news is in excellent request, with fair prices.
Ground wood is somewhat slow, and Canadian mills have stocks on
hand, but it is expected that United States requirements will absorb
anything that may have accumulated during the winter. Canadian
nulls have turned out less than usual during the last two months ow-
ing to ice trouble and very severe weather, so that there is expected
to be a shortage next summer, particularly as some unexpected re-
quirements for large quantities have occurred. There has also been
a curtailment at Ontario mills through the manufacture of paper in
the place of ground wood, and this, it is predicted, will have a marked
effect upon the quantity of ground wood for sale. The price is $18
to $19 per ton f.o.b. cars at the Canadian mills. The scarcity of cars
will interfere with the shipment of pulp wood, and it looks as if some
American mills will be very short of ground wood during the next
month. Reports from Europe indicate that ground wood is still very
hard to obtain there.

The chemical pulp market is advancing and prices for 1913 1914
and 1915 sulphite pulp will probably be higher than for the present
year. The Canadian and United States quotations have hardened
since our last report.

A flag pole 230 feet long, said to be the longest in the wor-ld has
been presented to the Panama Pacific Exposition Company by Ore-
gon parties. A fair-sized stick, there's no denying, but British Col-umbia timber limits contain many as large, and some that are larger

How to Reduce Selling Cost
"There is no question but that this cost (of selling lumber) isreduced by Judicious advertising in lumber trade journals; resultsmay not be had to-day, but the effect is far-reaching, and without
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The Timber Trade of Great Britain

Wagon Building by the Railroads Causes a Strong De-
mand 'for Oak—Manchester's New Timber Exchange

—

Liverpool, March 2.—At London, the export branch of the trade
in sawn wood has shown much animation for some days past. A
very fair movement of timber on export account has gone on. Ship-
ments would have been on a larger scale but for the burden of

freights. This has increased so much of late and is now felt to be
so onerous by exporters, that they are not at all eager to ship goods
at the present rates, so that goods are being kept back for the time.

Apart from the high rates of freight, the export market is now open
to take fairly large quantities of lumber. As it is, shipments are
on a very fair scale. The local demand has been moderate, the
building trade still being quiet. The packing-case branch of the
trade has made one of the best contributions to the demand, for 24-
in. and %-in. spruce of any useful sizes. Oak of first class quality
is taken up quickly for wagon building purposes, but lots are closely

inspected before being purchased, and anything which is considered
as at all inferior, is passed by. Dry wainscot oak of good quality
has been more inquired for, and is now being taken up readily. Prices
are higher and tend upwards.

At Liverpool business in lumber has been quieter. There, as at

London, the trade is suffering through the heavy freights, and also

through a shortage of freight-room. Contracts for next season have
been made at 7s. 6d. to 10s. per standard above the rates of last

year. All of this is tending to restrict business. Pine deals have
sold moderately and stocks are very small. Pitch pine, sawn, has
been in good demand, and is strongly held. Stocks are further re-

duced, the later importations having passed at once into consumption.
Birch in logs and planks is very firm. Planks are well inquired

for but stocks are small and holders are not pushing their goods.
Satin walnut is being taken up more freely, and wood of medium to
prime quality is taken on arrival. Medium boards, especially, have
found ready buyers, though at easy prices.

At Manchester, also, business has been quieter. Spruce deals are
very scarce and holders are asking more money for their stocks.

Pitch pine is in limited supply and higher prices are being asked for

wood in hand. Buyers are accordingly holding off, as far as possible,

in the hope of the tension relaxing.

At Glasgow, ship-builders and railway wagon builders are at

present the best customers of timber merchants. Sales of vellow
and redwood lumber for joiners' uses have fallen off, but the de-
mand from the ship-yards and from the railway wagon builders has
kept up well. Cabinet makers' woods have been in more demand.
Pine deals of the best quality have sold rather freely and stocks
are now within a small compass.

Hold-back of Timber for Cotton

A good deal of irritation has been caused among timber im-
porters and merchants, through the non-arrival of timber, well over-
due; from different American ports, owing to the keeping back of

the timber at the ports to accommodate cotton. Freight space which
it is claimed, was meant for the accommodation of timber, has been
given up to cotton. The timber has been left, crowding quays, while
the cotton has been shipped and conveyed overseas. Meanwhile
at the English ports, the timber has been eagerly awaited and in

some cases non-fulfilment of contracts to deliver has been caused by
the non-arrival of stocks with which to meet contract reauirements.
Tt can be well understood that importers and merchants feel that they
have a genuine grievance and that they do not feel too kindly towards
those "in cotton" who are obstructing them in carrying on their

own business.

The Boom in Wagon Building

Tt is truly an ill wind that blows no one any good. The dock
and railwav workers' strikes of July and August last, which, for a
time, disorganized the heavv goods' transport work of Great Brit-
ain, left some verv unfavorable results, chiefly in the form of losses
of revenue on trade. But thev produced one result which has proved
a distinct advantage to manv parties concerned. This has been a
boom in railway-wagon building. When the strikes came to an
end, in August, the railway companies found themselves faced by
accumulations of hundreds of thousands of tons of heavv goods of
all kinds: metals, minerals, textiles and foodstuffs; and bv the full

volume of their ordinary tonnage which was coming steadily along.
Tt was a case of moving "mountains," while moving the vast masses
of ordinary tonnage as well. The companies had not the wagons
for the work. Even bv using all their available rolling stock night
and day, the accumulations of tonnage could only be*worked off very
slowlv. Lines were congested to an extent which at times caused
a complete stoppage of operations.' Manufacturers, importers, ex-
porters and forwarding agents were in despair. Goods which were

occupying quays and depots, on rent, and which were waiting to be
shipped or to be sent by rail, inland, had to wait their turn to be
moved inwards or outwards. It meant costly chaos. Things are
not quite smoothened out yet. The managers for the different rail-

way companies did the best they could, but they were able to do
very little. The directors of the companies promptly determined that
nothing of the kind should occur again if they could prevent it. As
a first precaution against such a general hold-up, they decided to
increase their stocks of railway wagons. Orders for large numbers
of new railway wagons were issued. Wagon makers became very
busy and the demand for prime oak suitable for wagon-underframes
and upper frames became such that most of the available wood of
the kind was taken up readily. Order after order has been given
for wagons until at present the wagon-building trade is in a state of
high boom. And the boom will continue for a time. At the annual
meeting of the Great Western Railway Company in the third week of

February, it was decided to spend a sum of £130,000 on the building
of new wagons. The London and North Western Railway Company
placed orders for 2,000 wagons a few weeks ago. It is evident the
English railway companies do not mean to be held-up again through
a shortage of wagons, whatever else they may be through future
strikes or labor disturbances.

The consumption of railway sleepers continues active and on a

large scale, but from the conditions of use, orders for fresh supplies
of sleepers are issued somewhat irregularly. Stocks are replenished
as they became small. The re-laying of a length of line will clear
out a company's stock and make a good demand for more sleepers
at any time. The Great Western Railway Company are about to
replenish their stocks of sleepers. They have just received tenders
for supplies of 50,000 creosoted sleepers of Baltic pine; 50,000 of clean
wood, and 1,000 loads of creosoted crossing sleepers of Baltic pine.

This may be taken as a fair indication of the scale on which the
larger railway companies issue orders when replenishing their stocks
of sleepers.

Manchester's Timber Exchange
The new quarters which have been placed at the disposal of

members of the timber trade at Manchester, were entered upon
quietly and without formality, on February 20th. The principal room
which the members will use as their "exchange," is a large, well-
lighted, well-furnished and cheerful room on the first floor of the
Grosvenor Hotel. The response by the trade to the new exchange
movement, has been very gratifying and assuring. Upwards of 100
members of the trade have already enrolled themselves as members
of the new exchange. Mr. J. C. Fea is president; Mr. F. W. Boodie,
hon. treasurer and Mr. A. Winearls hon. secretary of the institution.

The committee formed in the first instance to consider the desir-

ability of the present accommodation at the Grosvtnor Hotel being
utilized, have been invited to act for the first twelve months, and have
consented to do so.

Mr. H. G. Goodday, of the firm of H. R. Goodday & Co., pine
and spruce exporters, of Quebec, is in England on a business visit,

at the time of writing. At London, Messrs. Foy, Morgan & Co.
are agents for Mr. Goodday's firm but there are many firms from
whom he will receive a hearty welcome, as coming direct from the
"other side." It means something to merchants and brokers to have
an opportunity of a quiet talk with someone who is "fresh over,"
and who knows all about the trade of the Canadian ports, and of

what shippers can do, and are willing to do.

National Wholesalers' Annual Meeting
The twentieth Annual meeting of the National Wholesale Lum-

ber Dealers' Association was held at Louisville, Ky., on March 6th
and 7th. The reports presented by the officers of the association

showed that all the departments had carried on their work efficiently

and successfully. A large increase in membership was reported,

showing that the influence of the association is continually widening.
One of the pleasantest features of the meeting was the com-

pliment offered to the Canadian members when Mr. Gordon C. Ed-
wards of Ottawa, Ont., was called upon to reply to the addresses
of welcome which had been delivered by representatives of the city

and of the Louisville Hardwood Club who were the special hosts
of the association. Mr. Edwards' reply was brief and interesting.

His remarks were in part as follows

:

"I deem it a very great honor, coming from Canada, to have been
selected by you to respond to these addresses of welcome of our
Louisville friends to-day. I am sure that on behalf of this asso-
ciation, an association of which we are all proud to be members,
I can extend to Mr. Clemons, representing the mayor of this city,

and to Mr. Kline, of the Hardwood Club, our hearty thanks for

their very cordial welcome.
"Our president has referred to the association to which we be-

long as being really international, especially in its scope. We cover
28 States of the Union and at least five Provinces of the Dominion
of Canada. Our members did once extend from the Atlantic to the
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Pacific coast in Canada, but I am informed that our most western
member has resigned. But we shall soon have more. I look for-

ward to the day when I hope we shall have as many members on
the other side of the boundary as we have, shall I say, in this sec-
tion, and if the association think it in the interest of the whole organ-
ization to make it international I am sure the Canadians will not
object to that.

"It may be of interest to you to know that altogether a consid-
erable quantity of lumber goes from Canada to the United States,
and Mr. demons has referred to the matter of conservation, in which
Canada and the United States are together interested, and he has
referred to the matter of "sparing the tree," and when I tell you that
476,000,000 feet of your lumber came into Canada last year I can
assure you that you are assisting us greatly in the matter of conser-
vation. (Applause and laughter.) If the increase keeps up at that

rate I think we shall have to curtail our outputs and let you keep
pouring it in, and I understand that in a few years the lumber sup-
ply will be taken away and then we will get back a little on the price
on which your lumber is coming into Canada to-day."

On the evening of March 6th, a banquet was held at the Seel-
bach Hotel at which a large attendance was registered. The ban-
quet was most enjoyable and successful and was attended not only
by the members but by many of their lady friends.

The election of officers resulted in Mr. F. E. Parker, Saginaw,
Mich., being chosen as president for the ensuing year and the fol-

lowing as trustees to serve for the ensuing three years: F. E.
Parker, Saginaw; F. W. Cole, New York City; Gordon C. Edwards,
Ottawa, Ont.; T. M. Brown, Louisville, Ky. ; M. M. Wall, Buffalo
N.Y.; C. I. Millard, Norfolk, Va. ; C. A. Goodman, Marinette, Wis!

The Retail Dealer and His Problems
Proposed Change in Western Shingles — Credit Problems.

Two Grades and Thicknesses of Shingles
By Col. H. S. Stine"

In presenting to you the proposition of one thickness and two
grades for Washington red cedar shingles I am not representing the
shingle manufacturer nor any lumber organization; the question has
not been considered by the shingle manufacturers of Washington as
a body, but a large number of individual manufacturers are deeply
interested in the subject, and heartily endorse the same.

I have for several years been working to create a sufficient senti-
ment in favor of the innovation, as far as Washington shingles are
concerned, to justify our shingle manufacturers considering the
change, i have suggested the change to our manufacturers when
meeting them personally and generally brought it to their attention
through the medium of the dirterent lumber journals and by circular
letters. I have followed the same course in my endeavor to secure
an expression from the retail lumber dealers of the country as to
the advisability of the change and the desirability from their stand-
point as distributors to the consumer.

In my work I have been assisted by the Wholesalers' Club of
Seattle, the Pacific Coast Shippers' Association and a number of retail
association secretaries, resulting in a sufficiently general endorsement
both by individual manufacturers and retail dealers from every ter-
ritory we distribute our shingle in to satisfy me that the proposition
would meet with little or no protest on the part of the interested
parties if adopted; that the change would prove generally satisfac-
tory in all territories.

I endeavored to have this question brought up and discussed at
the annual meetings of the associations this year,, and secure if pos-
sible a general endorsement of my plan, in order that I might be
able to present the question to the shingle manufacturers regularly
and with sufficient backing from the retailers of the country to con-
vince them that the change was desirable, and to prevail on them
generally and as a body to discontinue manufacturing two thick-
nesses of 16-inch shingles.

This feature of my work I felt was necessary since our shingle
manufacturer is desirous of serving the trade with the kind of
shingles most acceptable and useful, and would not seriously con-
sider a change so radical without first having the general endorse-
ment of the retail dealers from every section of the country, whom
they feel are in the best position to determine the attitude of the
consumer with relation to any change from the long-established cus-
toms we have followed.

As manufacturers and distributors of Washington red cedar
shingles we wish to encourage, not coerce, the consumer to use our
shingles; we wish to furnish him with the most serviceable roof
covering possible

;
give him what he wants within reason, and let

him to a conservative extent indicate how, in his judgment, we should
manufacture and grade our shingles in order that he may secure the
most desirable and serviceable roof covering of red cedar.

We have always manufactured two thicknesses of 16-inch
shingles, a thick shingle and a thin one. The thick shingle is gen-
erally distributed in that portion of the country thickly populated
and permanently settled; the thin shingle in the comparatively new
territory, thinly and newly settled.

The reason for the use of the thin shingle in the new territory
being settled is due to the cheaper price and the fact that the original
buildings usually are of a temporary nature only. In the distribution
of our two thicknesses of shingles to-day, the thick shingle generally

* Address delivered before Western Retail Lumbermen's Association at Seattle.

goes into the territory east of the Missouri River and the thin shingle
in the territory west of the river. As a rule our shingle mills cut
either the thick shingle or the thin shingle at all times; it is the ex-
ceptional mill which will cut the two thicknesses at the same time.
This resolves itself into certain mills cutting shingles for one ter-
ritory while other certain mills are cutting shingles for another dis-
tinct territory. In the event that the territory consuming the thin
shingles is not consuming the total output of thin shingles, the mar-
ket price on that thickness becomes weak. In that event, a certain
per cent, of these mills will change to the thick shingle, which sup-
ply, added to the output of the mills previously cutting, and who
always cut the thick shingle, will produce an overproduction tem-
porarily of the thick shingle, while the market using the thin shingle,
due to the reduced supply brought about by the mills changing to
the thick shingle, will be stimulated. Then the mills will again
change to the thickness in most active demand, all of which results
in the breaking of first one market and then the other in regular
succession. It is much like the swinging of a pendulum; the mar-
kets responding to the short supply or the long supply according
to the number of mills cutting on the different thicknesses of shingles.

It has been contended, in fact always contended by a large ma-
jority of those interested directly or indirectly in the shingle business,
that the frequent and radical change of prices, which no doubt oper-
ates against the industry, was due to an excessive supply, that sup-
ply exceeded the demand, that we manufacture more shingles than
the consuming demand can absorb. Personally I cannot bring my-
self to believe this, for in my ten years' experience on the coast there
has never been a time when shingles could not be sold at a price;
that whether our manufacturers shipped forty thousand or thirty
thousand cars a year they were disposed of to the retail dealers
and distributors.

In my opinion the trouble is chargeable to irregular demand in
the face of a regular supply. As long as you can sell shingles there
is some one wanting them ; as long as some one is willing to buy, it
is reasonable to suppose that there is a consuming demand for them
prospective or otherwise.

If the supply in truth exceeded the demand we would not be
able to sell at any price, at least no considerable volume of shingles.
I have taken the position that the condition which is accountable
primarily for wide fluctuations in shingle prices is irregular buying in
the face of regular shipments. The irregular buying can be traced
to a slack demand for one thickness, or in one section of the country,
with another thickness moving normally, generally in another sec-
tion, which, however, will finally affect both thicknesses, due to the
fact that the mills will turn to the manufacture of the thickness in
most active demand, and temporarily overproduce it.

In order to prevent the temporary breaking of the market in the
territory using either the thin or the thick shingle, due to the chang-
ing of the mills from one thickness to the other, my proposition is
that we serve all territories with the same thickness of shingle • that
we manufacture our 16-inch shingles of one thickness and grade them
for two or three qualities enabling us to still serve the market with
a cheap shingle for temporary construction and a high-grade shing-le
for the territory calling for a better grade.

In the event of one thickness being adopted and in case one sec-
tion of the country was taking a less than normal amount of shingles
the general demand would possibly be sufficient to prevent any ma-
terial effect on the market price. Under our present system of manu-
facture and grading we have four standard grades of 16-inch shingles
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and as many unofficial grades with little or no uniformity of brand-
ing. In some localities dealers are obliged to carry at least four
grades of 16-inch shingles, and it is not an easy matter to buy a
car containing more than two grades of the same thickness and a
harder matter to buy a car with two grades of different thicknesses.

Under my proposed plan a mixed car of two or three grades
could be bought as easily as a straight car, as all mills would cut
the same thickness and grades of shingles and could load any desired
mixture. The retail dealer would not be required to carry so large
a stock of shingles as at present; he would buy oftener and in mixed
cars, which would help to maintain the stability of the market price,
a condition much to be desired both by the dealer and the manufac-
turer.

An Advantage to Shingle Manufacturers
The change to one thickness would be of much advantage to the

manufacturer, as it would enable him to use his stumpage more
conservatively, eliminate much friction and trouble with his labor,
and place him in a position where he could better furnish guaranteed'
grades. Under the present system a mill is cutting either clears or
stars and grading under official rules which allow some discretion
being used by the packer, as certain minor defects of stated location
are allowed in each grade. In the case of a defect of a questionable
nature it is a matter of putting the shingle in a grade which will
bring the highest price or in the grade which will not net the cost
of manufacture without any account of the timber cost.

Under my proposition the grades would be so classified that there
would not be the same opportunity for degrades being improperly
packed, as I contemplate a grade of strictly clear shingles, a grade
of 10-inch clear butts and better all clears out, and a grade of culls
to be at least 6-inch clear butts, the two principal grades to be well
manufactured and four square corners, and in the case of the second
grades aside from being 10-inch clear butts the extent and character
of defects above the 10-inch limit would be defined and prescribed.

It may occur to some dealers that the proposed change would
really amount to a lower grade of shingles except in the case of clears.
These dealers possibly have in mind the present grading rules of our
extra *A*, which provide that 80 per cent, of the shingles shall be
clear and the remaining 20 per cent, have defects within 10 inches
of the butts. To those who take this position I desire to say that in
my opinion no roof is stronger than its weakest part ; that a roof laid
with 80 per cent, clear shingles and 20 per cent, with defects within
10 inches of the butts is no stronger or more serviceable than if the
full 100 per cent., were of the 10-inch clear butt variety. Now when
we give you a thicker shingle 10-inch clear butts we would be giving
you a roof covering that would outlast the present extra *A* shingle,
due to the increased thickness, and a shingle that we can deliver
to you at practically the same price as the present stars, possibly at
a slightly less price. The grade of clears will be better than our
present grade, since it is proposed to make them strictly clear.

Originally it was thought that if the one thickness and two
standard grades were adopted, to make the thickness a compro-
mise between the present thickness of clears and stars, but I find
an almost unanimous demand that the thickness be not less than
our present clears, which, I am sure, would be entirely satisfactory
to Coast manufacturers. The life of a red cedar shingle depends
on its thickness, for experience has practically proven that our
shingles do not rot out but wear out. For this reason the new grades
should appeal to the consumer or home builder in the territory now
using the thin shingles. It is the experience of those engaged in the
distribution of shingles that the territory using the thick shingle
is becoming larger each year and the demand for the thin shingle
proportionately decreasing. This of itself argues in favor of the
change I propose.

Reason for Abandoning Extra A' Shingle
Another reason for abandoning our present grade of extra *A*

shingles is due to the fact that it is the thinnest wooden shingle on
the market; cypress, white cedar, redwood and New Brunswick
shingles are all manufactured of one thickness and approximately
of the thickness of our extra clear. We have to sell our shingles in
some territories in competition with these shingles from*
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other
woods, and are at a disadvantage by not being able to furnish a
good grade of low-priced shingles of the thickness desired by the
consumer who cannot afford to buy our extra clears.

We of the Coast feel that there are certain practices in connec-
tion with the applying of our shingles which operate against a larger
consumption. One, that the proper nails are not always used to
apply the shingles, and that not enough nails are used even if of
the right kind. We do not like the demand for unusually wide
shingles or the complaint that shingles do not run sufficiently wideWe know that shingles running from three inches to eight inches
will make a better roof than shingles running much wider The
narrower shingle will not only make a better roof under like condi-
tions, but, due to the fact that they are narrow, will be better nailed
to the roof. Then wide shingles are more likely to split after they

are on the roof, and the split may come at a point where it will cause
a leak, causing our shingles to be condemned; a wide shingle will
not be so thoroughly nailed as a narrow shingle and is more likely
to blow off and again reflect against red cedar shingles. If the proper
nail is not used it may after a time be eaten off, letting the shingle
slip out of place and cause a leak, and again the head of the nail
may be so small as to pull through the shingle, with the same re-
sult. In these matters the retail dealer is in a position to do effec-
tive missionary work, and no doubt a majority do. Again, the fact
that four bunches of our shingles properly applied and laid four and
a half inches to the weather will approximately cover one and a
quarter squares of roof, should be brought to the attention of the
prospective buyer, and not permit him to compare the cost of four
bunches of our shingles with the cost of one square of prepared
roofing.

The Washington shingle manufacturers have done nothing in

the past to promote their product, to extend the consuming mar-
kets. This work has been done by the wholesaler and the retailer.

We appreciate the promotion work done by the retailer in the past,
and as an evidence of which we have endeavored to protect him in

the markets he has helped to create; we have left him to handle
our shingles to the consumer almost without direct competition.
This position can be made to serve either to increased consumption
or restricted consumption of our shingles. We want the retailer
to receive a reasonable profit on such of our shingles as he handles,
but would with good reason condemn any policy which would stim-
ulate the use of prepared roofings. There is no end to the com-
petition the retailer has to combat in the sale of prepared roofings,
while with shingles the only competition is among themselves. What
we wish is closer co-operation along every line which will encour-
age the increased consumption of our shingles in the territory al-

ready promoted, to open new markets, to encourage any movement
which will better standardize our grades and maintain us in pre-
venting radical price variations if possible from time to time, and
make the industry mutually profitable.

I am a firm believer in organization and association co-opera-
tion along lines materially beneficial and helpful. I am not in sym-
pathy with arbitrary methods in association or individual effort. I

believe in furnishing to the buyer what he wants and is willing to pay
for. I believe is a buyer buys what I offer to sell at a mutually agreed
price and terms he should not expect something different. I do
not consider it equitable to sell one thing and deliver another and
I am a firm believer in the faithful performance of all contracts
and agreements, no matter how badly it may hurt or the loss it may
incur on either the buyer or seller. I am not in sympathy with those
making technical complaints or repudiating contracts and obligations
on simply technical grounds. I believe in a square deal under all

circumstances and conditions, for which reason I unqualifiedly en-
dorse the code of ethics as recommended by the American Trades
Congress which your association had the honor to make possible at
its Tacoma meeting, and have in every instance stood unanimously
for its recommendations.

Credits, Their Use and Abuse
By P. C. Palmer*

We must concede that credits are necessary. It is stated on
good authority that the whole structure of the" business world is

based on credits, 90 per cent, of our commercial transactions being
credit.

What is Credit? I do not intend to cover but a small part, it

is too great a subject. Credit is defined as a transfer of commodities
involving the return of an equivalent at a future time. Modern credit
is founded on a law or system of commercial averages but little un-
derstood. A California professor defines credit as the confidence or
trust reposed by one person in the ability of some other person to
fulfill a promise at some future time. Now while confidence is always
a part of all normal credit, yet confidence is not credit by any means,
any more than my reason for talking comprehends the act of talk-
ing. If this professor's views were correct, one could have credit
without using it, just as one could have the sense of sight without
having used it. It would seem to me that credit is a transaction, not
a state of mind or apiece of paper, or a book account, but it is the
act by which capital discounts the future, so futurity is the very
essence of a credit transaction. If a man's credit is good we believe
we have reason for extending same; this may be true, but what
grounds have you for thinking so? Is the man responsible, reliable,
and are his morals good?

It requires no great amount of common sense to arrive at the
conclusion that the possession of property, marketable property, is

the first and vital requisite of normal credit, as the thing transfer-
red must have value in order to come within our discussion. If we
give much for a promise to pay which is not collectable, we suffer
loss which requires a readjustment of values. The whole structure

•Address road before Western Retail Lumbermen's Association al Seattle.
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of commerce rests on the exchange of articles at a normal valuation.
The legitimacy of a credit transaction rests on the debtor's posses-
sion of marketable property, or commodities. I admit the element
of confidence enters into the credit transaction. Confidence may be,
as so many will say, the basis of credit, but what does confidence
rest on?

This confidence must rest in normal credits on facts and figures,
not intuitions and fancies; therefore I believe credit is a transaction,
a transfer of commodities involving the return of an equivalent at a
future time.

The manager of a retail lumber yard is the credit man, he is on
the ground and he must know what is going on, as he has many
problems to consider when approached for credit.

A credit man who is not familiar with the community in which
he lives is a menace to the company he represents. He must study
the people, their habits and their surroundings.

The Intuitive Credit Man
The intuitive credit man will grope for fixed standards of judg-

ment. One man will assure you that the man who walks on his
toes is a sneak and a cheat; another that the man who wears side-
whiskers is a hypocrite; other men claim they can determine by the
shape of a man's mouth or perhaps in the way he runs over the heels
of his shoes. Such men make credit a cheap commodity easily pur-
chased by a few figures on paper. It hardly seems necessary to
comment on the value of these instinctive judgments based on such
variable values as the twist of a man's nose, the cut of his coat, his
manner of walk, the shape of his ears or the color of his hair.

The successful man extending credit is always thorough; when
in doubt he says "No" and when convinced "Yes" cheerfully. He
learns to read the man while conversing with him and to form his
judgment as to character, habits, etc.

We have a class of people who have obtained credit, and obtain
it because they have been on the books before, perhaps been prompt,
and perhaps very slow, and when he is loaded the tallyman, or man-
ager, asks "do you want it charged," and of course he says "Yes,"
if you will. If instead, you figure up the amount and state clearly,
so he can hear it, that the amount is $12.75, nine out of ten will pay
it. The little accounts are what hurt; the large amounts do some-
times, too, but not so often.

The fundamental principles of extending credit are: First, what
has the debtor to offer as security? Second, have an understanding
as to the terms and security. Losses are caused by being too anxious
to do business.

Listen. The credit man is not onto his job when he sees his
company's commodities leave his place without knowing the re-
liability of the purchaser to return the equivalent.

We run across a man who could unquestionably pay his indebted-
ness to you if he chose to do so. His excuses are "thin." It does
not necessarily follow that such a man is intentionally dishonest
he may be indulging in sharp practice. He will bear watching.

Prompt Collections Sometimes Necessary
The man who will not pay is sometimes using your money to

pay other bills, perhaps because he gets' better discounts from others,
which he desired to take advantage of, or perhaps someone else is
pushing him a little harder than you are. It does not necessarily
mean that the debtor has dishonest intentions in doing either of
these things, but he is the sort of man from whom it is well to make
prompt collections, for he will take an unfair advantage of your leni-
ence in a manner which causes you a double loss. You lose the use
of your money, and not only this—you lose his trade, for he will
naturally cut down his purchases with you while he owes you a past
due account.

The debtor makes a promise to pay, and perhaps before that
time has expired he steps in while the manager is away and in-
creases his account, with a promise to take up both at the same time.
A he is a lie, and a liar is a liar. I say this sort of practice is abom-
inable and this class need no sympathy.

The retailer has been the greatest sufferer from poor credit
methods. Necessity is a force that makes strange bedfellows, and
retailers are gradually realizing that it is the worst sort of folly to
keep their losses to themselves and to permit the bad credit risk to
prey on the trade generally.

The lawyer as a class has a grievance against credit men as a
class. We use him as "a scavanger for information and forget him
when the pie is being handed around," is his complaint.

Delinquent collections generally begin at home. The credit man
is lax in the first inspection and a delinquent debtor gets on the list
of accounts. We let him lapse a bit—"give him an inch and he takes
an ell"—he is chronic on the second lapse.

The question is, How shall we line up these men asking credit?
There is a way, if we were not such great big fools. Pardon me, I
forgot that ladies were present, but we are afraid the other fellow
will know we have the debtor on our books and how much he owes
us. A credit rating could be made whereby we could—you could—

know what amount the debtor owes, and then judge as to further
credit. In the principal cities bureaus have been established to
handle the exchange .of what is called "Ledger Experience." The
bureaus have worked most effectively.

A few years ago I listened to an eminent gentleman—Mr. Waite—talk on credits and collections, and wish to quote from him as
follows

:

"Credits are the curse of the retail lumber business and should
be eliminated to the last degree. Short credits are all right, in a
way, if they would only stay short, but this they refuse to do. They
are very elastic. A 30-day credit will frequently stretch out to 365
days, and then some. Our policy should be to cut the credit out."

But credits are here; whether to stay or not remains to be de-
termined. This being true, the next thing that confronts us is the
debtor, and his name is legion. He is all shades and grades, and he
usually has his gall right with him. He also has a fine assortment of
"hot air" and fair promises. For convenience, we divide our friends,
the debtors, into three classes, viz.:

Responsible, reliable and prompt. They need no comments;
they will take care of themselves.

Legally irresponsible, but fairH reliable and prompt. As a rule
these people will buy only what they are sure they can pav for, yet,
there is always an element of risk in carrvinp- these, since, being
weak, it does not take much of an accident to knock their prop out
and let them down.

Responsible, but slow and unreliable. This brand of debtor is
very undesirable and is almost as bad as No. 2.

The delinquent debtor, who is a cross between a cn-nt 0 and a
skunk. He has all the elusiveness of the former, and is as foul as the
latter. He is frequently a pleasant talker when trying to obtain
credit; tells a plausible story; promises positively and freely; gets
your material, and then your trouble begins. He is a moral coward,
a parasite, living off the efforts of better men. His right name is
"thief." You were a stranger (or easy) and he "took you in."

Docs Advertising- Pay?
By C. D. Rourke

One reason why you people don't advertise more is that you
pay out $200 for a thousand calendars, and they don't get circu-
lated, and next year the man tells you the trouble was you didn't
pay enough for them and sells you one for a 'higher price. The
$200 you pay for a thousand calendars will buy eight inches, or
four inches double column, three times a week in any paper in any
city of less than 50,000 in the state, and I would rather have it than
5,000 calendars, if never a man told me that he had seen it. I re-
member once a woman came in and asked, "Have you any calen-
dars?" and I gave her one that I thought real sweet; it had my
picture on it (Laughter) with others of the mill crew. She went
outside and I heard her say to her daughter, "Mamie, that's thirty-
two we have got, isn't it?" They were getting them so as to cut
the pictures out. (Laughter).

I believe a little in novelty advertising. Flere is the difficulty:
Some one comes in and you say, "Don't you want a nice calendar?"
They say, "Well, I will take it home." The calendar may have cost
you 20 cents, too, but if you have a little old bread knife that cost
you 8 cents and you give it to a woman she will say, "Isn't that per-
fectly lovely? How nice of you to think of it." They want some-
thing they can use.

I believe that the lumber dealer is a man who is looked upon
in his community as one of the leading merchants if not the lead-
ing merchant. He has got a paper there and if you know some of
these country newspaper men as I do—and it is more true where
there is only a weekly paper—he is one of the best propositions you
have, and if you have three papers as we have in our two towns
they are your three best propositions. Whether you ever realize
a cent from your advertising, if it does not bring you one dollar
in the entire year, you are not performing an act of charity by sup-
porting him. You can afford to do it if he will just keep his paper
there.

Mr. Hunter took hold of one of the most decrepit yards in the
state. They had pattern number 8018 that was run on one of the
old fashioned stickers back in 1858 and they had 4,500 feet of that
stock in 12 different places in the yard. That was the kind of yard
it was. I really believe that the little old weekly newspaper over
there has helped us in the business. If we dropped novelties and
everything else, we would stick to the newspaper.

I do not give a rap for any other man's ideas in advertising un-
less he has a headline or picture that suits me. Tell your people
something about your business. Do not say in your advertisements,
simply, "John Smith, Dealer in Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Cement,
Plaster, Lime and Hair." Don't go away from home to buy—good-
night! I wouldn't give a hang for that kind of an advertisement.—

* Address delivered at the Convention of Illinois Lumber Dealers.
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Berlin "NINETY" Matcher

CYLINDERS
Berlin fast-feed cylinder heads cannot be ruined. The gibs used are of

hardened steel. There are no wearing parts that form a part of the head
itself. The size of the spindle next the head shows that it will not spring
under the cut. The gib forms the lip for the under side of the knife, thus

forming no place for chips to wedge in.

SIDE HEADS
12-bitted ship-lap or 6-bitted round jointer heads may also be furnished

if desired. These heads as well as others may all be sharpened on our Pede-
stal Side-head Grinder. We have the only 12-bitted side-heads ever manu-
factured. Side-head jointer is also furnished.

BELT TIGHTENERS
There are two features about our automatic belt tightener construction

that stand out prominent. In a recent test covering a period of nine months,
night and day run in one of the largest plants in the world, a Berlin "90,"

a stock-model as above, ran night and day for over nine months and durir

that entire period not a single belt was taken up. Every tightener is aut
matic, works on the slack side of the belt, and the belts may be released \

lifting up the tightener pulleys. These flexible tighteners as compared wii

the screw method by which terrific pressure and friction is applied to tl

belt, make a saving of 25 to 50 per cent, in the horse-power required to drr
the machine. Belts may be put on endless and run for months and year
without being taken up. There is no unnecessary strain on the belts and tl

heads will handle the heaviest cuts. The life of the belts is tripled.

CHAIN DRIVE
In place of the great number of gears which are found on any oth<

matcher, the number of which run up to 30 to a machine, we designed a

automobile chain drive consisting of a power automobile chain running ov<

hardened steel sprockets. This applies to both front and rear rolls, reducin

the number of gears on the entire machine to a minimum and affording

drive that is positive and will never give trouble. The chain drive used o;

Branch Offices :

New York Chicago Boston

New Orleans San Francisco

Minneapolis, Minn. Columbus, Ohio

Berlin Machine
Plants : Hamilton, Cana
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with Profiling Attachment

Berlin fast-feed matchers, by actual test, is capable of transmitting seven
times the work required of it. It is practically noiseless in operation and
transmits no vibration to the working parts. Every part is protected from
shavings but is instantly accessible. Belt with tightener connects the in-
feeding and outfeeding rolls.

PROFILING ATTACHMENT
The most simple device on the market of its kind. Consists of two heavy

spindles at out-feeding end of machine, driven by one belt, with tightener
Both spindles are carried between double bearings, exactly like that of the
cylinder heads. End play in spindles is automatically kept out all of the
time and wear does not effect our device in any way. Cross-adjustment is
also provided The profiling heads are 6-bitted and may be furnished for all
styles of work and the tightening operation self-centers them on the spindle,cnanges for different runs may be made in a few moments time. Jointing
devices for top and bottom heads are furnished and the knives may be
jointed no matter what form they take.

FRAME OF MACHINE
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How to Hold Cracks in Saws from Going1 Deeper

By H. J. Kut/,

With permission from the editor I am going to state how 1 hold
cracks from going deeper, or, if center cracks, from running up
to the edge of saws. This I find not only works on band and gang,
but circular saws as well, only the size of punch ought to increase
with thickness of saws.

Before I explain how I do this, I wish to state that if any
filer ever had more cracks than I have had during two years of my
filing out of ten I have filed, I have never as yet seen or heard of

him. If he has ever had half as many he has my sincerest sym-
pathy. 1 do not think it sounds very pleasant to give myself credit

for being champion as having had more cracks than anybody else,

but when I get through explaining, perhaps you will give me the
honor I hope 1 don't deserve; and yet I trust no other filer will ever
have half as many as I had for two years.

But with all the cracks I did have, I only used five saws on
each mill a year. I started to file this mill when it was new, and
for three years got along nicely, and perhaps had no more cracks
nor made more brazes than any other filer would have had. Of
course, what cracks I had were punched the way about all filers

do-—some half-round, some just with a round punch, and some
drilled. But the time came when 1 had to change.

The first four years I filed I never had a center crack. How-
ever, I am confident the next two years I got hundreds to my credit
no other filer ever had, and I hope never will have. You will be-
lieve me when I say the most cracks I ever had in one run were forty-
six center cracks, and one on the tootli edge. Some were almost

Showing the Old and New Method of Punching Cracks

invisible to the naked eye, and none over 1-in. long, but neverthe-
less they were cracks—the steel was fractured, and had they not
been punched the next run would have notified me that it was neces-
sary to do so.

The strange thing about my saws cracking was, I could run a

new one for six or eight weeks and not a crack, then perhaps all at

once a saw would come off with a dozen scattered all along the
blade, and then my troubles would commence. Some runs pro-
duced only two or three, and by the time each saw ran about six

months it went on the scrap-pile, riddled with cracks, but nearly
all center cracks, and with my method of punching I could always
hold a crack as long as 2 in., and sometimes more

;
very seldom

did they go farther.

With the sketch of the old and the new way I have, you can
easily see how I do it. I am confident if any filer takes time and
pains, a crack as long as 2 in. can be held without any trouble. What
I mean by time and pains is, punch it right, and take pains to level

and roll his saw as he would at any other crack. The reason I

know is, I have had enough cracks to give up the old method and
try this one. This is nothing new and lots of filers use it, but nearly
all filers either punch at the end of a crack or drill a hole through
the saw. I used to have cracks, and when I would go to punch
them, perhaps the crack would run down 1 in. below the punch,
but by the method shown in sketch, it can't go deeper.

Briefly, this is how it is done: Take a well-tempered and sharp
punch, go down on each side of crack, about ]/% in. or 1/16 in. away
from crack, and go down below the crack at least J

/s in. And what-
ever you do, don't punch at end of the crack. Also, when you have
the outside punched, do the same thing on the inside of saw. Punch
it good and deep, and try and hit the hole on inside of saw you made
on the outside. Your crack will draw together and make it almost
impossible to go deeper. You will find the tension all out of saw
at the crack, and the back short, but just tension saw, level it,

stretch the back, and don't worry any more for six weeks; then
punch it over in the same punch marks, tension it again same as
for any other crack, and in due time your crack is gone. I do this

on a crack if only J^-in. long. On a center crack, after it is punched,

1 find it with too much tension, so take out what is required.
Now to explain why I had so many cracks during those two

years. I knew the cause right along. Our mill ran five years with-
out the wheels being ground. 1 begged our foreman and superin-
tendent to have it done, but they wouldn't until the mill builders
wrote me a nice letter and stated that wheels ought to be ground
at least once a year. By showing that letter the work was finally
done. Since that time, which will be two years next April, I have
had but three or four center cracks and not over half a dozen edge
cracks. To-day I haven't a crack in any of my saws. 1 usually wear
them down iy2 -'\n. and 2-in. So please don't give me too much credit
as a filer with the most cracks.

The Lumber Shed
One of the important features of the present-day factory or

planing mill is the handling of lumber stock, both surplus and regu-
lar working stock, says a writer in The Wood-Worker. All lumber
has a tendency to deteriorate if not properly cared for. The loss
in stock and the avoidable deterioration in grades may amount to
a tidy sum where this department is carelessly run.

The storage of lumber depends upon the kind of mill, the ground
space available, and the average requirement of the factory in ques-
tion. To this capacity must be added space enough to enable the
management to take advantage of price depressions and buy for
future consumption on a slump in the market. In other words, the
type and capacity of the shed will depend upon the relative cost ot
labor for handling and the capital charges on larger yardage. It
costs more to elevate lumber into second and third-storey sheds
than to pile it in the first storey. If the labor .question is the con-
trolling cost, it will be cheaper to use one-storey sheds only. One
man can often handle as much lumber into the one storey, and pile
it up, as two or three can put into the second storey of a shed. Pre-
ferably these sheds should be arranged facing each other, with track-
age between, or with trackage along the ends, so that the lumber
can be moved down the line between the sheds on either live or
dead rolls. This alleyway should be covered over to shed rain, sleet
and snow.

In construction, the foundation should be made of brick or con-
crete, well aligned, and if of one storey only the framework can be
made of 2 x 6, double-framed to make 4x6. In the single storey
are two tiers of bins, each tier 6-ft. high and from 4-ft. to 6-ft. wide,
according to the average amount of each individual size to be carred
in stock. With a low-step trestle to stand upon, one man can easily
pile both tiers. If a two-storey shed is desired, it is better to make
each about 8-ft. high, with a runway at 8-ft. from the ground. The
frame should be heavier, preferably of 2 x 8 on the bottom and 2x6
on the second storey. This arrangement will give bins about 4-ft.
high, and the width can be varied up to 6-ft. This gives a nice, con-
venient size for the many different grades and sizes found in the mod-
ern planing mill lumber yard.

The roof should be waterproof beyond question, and should be
built strong enough to carry sleet and snow, which sometimes makes
no inconsiderable load.

The use of the shed has several important aspects. It is used
for the storage of surplus stock, for the seasoning and air-drying of
green lumber, and for the storage of material ready to be sent out.
In the storage of surplus stock the main idea is to prevent deteriora-
tion. The lumber is sorted as it comes from the cars and is stored
in bins for its protection until used. Otherwise it would become
weathered and discolored through exposure to the sun, wind and
rain. Utterly outside of the economic side, it is no particularly plea-
sant thing to handle a lot of wet material through the machines, nor
to dig out an order from a mass of frozen, sleet-covered boards.

For the seasoning of hardwood lumber and the drying of green
lumber, it should be piled with the "sticks" laid crosswise at each
end and at least every 3 feet in between. One important thing not
always observed is to pile the sticks carefully, one above another, to
keep the weight of the pile from bending unsupported portions of
the lower boards. When "stuck" in this way free access of air is
afforded and but little opportunity given to the fungi which discolor
and stain wood if piled wet and damp, with no air spacing. It is
important that these piles be well sheltered from rain, either by a tem-
porary covering or in under a permanent roof, and that they have
a level foundation; otherwise the lumber will season, bent to the
form the pile took when green.

For storing outside molding and other machine stock for which
room is not available to stack it on end, the bins are generally sub-
divided into smaller compartments, suitable in size to the amount
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generally carried on hand. One little item which will save much time
is to always pile this finished material face down and protect it in
this way from ever-present dust.

One labor-saving idea, in the long run, is to sort all lumber as
it comes in according to width, piling, as far as possible, each width
by itself, in the same or separate bins. This will do much to en-
courage the use of proper stock for the job in hand, for no one likes
to turn over fifteen to forty 6-in. boards to get at the 10-in. piled
below. Keep each kind of wood by itself, so far as is possible, as
it will make things easier for the yard man and save lost motion in
getting required material into the mill from the yard. At best,
however, this is a matter of expediency, often, as there is generally a
crying demand for all the space available, particularly in the smaller
sheds.

Do not load up the shed with common lumber, which will re-
ceive but little or no damage from the elements, when you have to
run the risk of piling more valuable material outside for lack of
shed space. Many lower grades of rough lumber will stand ex-
posure for some little time without impairing their usefulness for
their intended work. With these it is only a question of correct
stacking to prevent needless injury.

Too often we see neglected, lop-sided, tumble-down piles of lum-
ber which will neither shed water in any degree nor afford a chance
for the water to dry out when occasion offers. They are piled on
flat, unsteady foundations, which the accumulated load disturbs into
an uneven settling. One manufacturer has a series of concrete lum-
ber foundation slabs, all sloped to let the pile shed water. When
lumber is stacked on these, with each layer projecting a trifle over
the one beneath it and a temporary roof made over it, it requires but
little attention to keep the pile in good shape until it has been en-
tirely used.

This same manufacturer always culls down his lumber stock as
it is being used. If a few boards are not suitable for the grade in
which they are found, they are at once transferred to their proper
grade on discovery. This keeps lumber from stagnating where it
does not belong, and from which it will never be used if allowed to
remain. In the same way, occasional good boards are selected out
from the poorer grades and transferred to corresponding bins. At
all times crooked, twisted, checked and otherwise defective lumber,
no matter where found, is constantly moved to the lower-grade piles]
instead of being left where it was until past all use.

A Model Filing- Room
The filing room should be of ample size and well lighted. It

is impossible to get too much light. It should be located close to
the band saw mill—preferably just above, so that the saws can be
let down and easily dropped on to the wheels.

The hammering bench should be located at one end of the room
with plenty of window space above it. The length of the bench

should be determined by the length of the saws to be fitted. At
the right, near the end of the bench should be placed the stretcher
rolls, near which should be located the leveling block with the sur-
face in exact line with the bottom stretcher roll. The anvil should
be on a level with the leveling block and placed about two feet to
the left. Above and below the bench should be a set of wooden
rollers for the saw to run on.

The automatic saw sharpener should be placed so that the light
falls on the front of the machine to enable you to see easily if it is

doing good work without depending upon the flash of the emery
wheel against the steel.

The filing frame should be placed so that the filer faces the

light, as so much depends upon filing square across the teeth to
keep the saw from leading in or out.

The remainder of the equipment of the filing room may be placed
where most convenient, but all should have good light. The illus-
tration shows our conception of a properly arranged filing room.

The above description of a filing room is reprinted from an in-
teresting booklet entitled "The Care of Band Saws," published by
Messrs. J. A. Fay & Egan, 245-265 W. Front street, Cincinnati, O.,
U.S.A.

A Difficult Job Made Easy
By H. W.

To rabbet or plow a piece of wood on the shaper is sometimes
a difficult job, if one wants a smooth job. The trouble mostly en-
countered is that the rabbet cut has no other cut with it. When the
other part of the wood is cut at the same time there is not much
danger in tearing out at the edges of the cut, but when there is

Details of Plowing Device for Shaper

no such cut being made and no other precaution taken, there is
great danger of tearing the wood and not leavin- a smooth job.

Very often the cutters are ground with a sharp point or "leader,"
and in this way much trouble is overcome; but sometimes one does
not wish to spoil a knife by so doing, and it is for this reason that
the following method has been adopted. It works well, too, but
cannot be recommended for extra-deep work; the width, of course,
makes no difference.

All there is to it is to get two or four pieces of old band saw
blade, grind one end to a point, and set them above and below
the cutters, as the case may require, and a little forward of the
cutting edge of the regular cutter. You then have a "leader" that
cuts ahead of the wide cutter, thus preventing the tearing out, which
is so common and annoying, and which very often spoils work.

Fig. 1 in the drawing shows a shaper spindle with cutters and
pieces of saw blade in place, cutting a groove, and shows how the
leaders look while in the cut. Fig. 2 shows how it is possible to
use different widths of saw blades to accomplish the same purpose,
there being no need to trim them down to any particular width.'
Fig. 4 shows flat collar, with one cutter and one piece of saw blade
in place, giving a better idea of how simple this method of doing
the work really is. Fig. 3 shows how the piece of saw blade is
pointed at the cutting edge. It is not necessary to grind off the
teeth, as will be seen. The rest of it is readily comprehended by
a study of the drawings.—The Wood-Worker.

Reports from various lumber camps in the Province of Quebec
state that owing to favorable weather a much larger cut than usual
will result.
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Memoranda of a Machine Woodworker

Every once in a while the question of what to do with the edg-
ings in ripping up random stock will come up in some more or less

disagreeable sliape, writes M. Wright, in Wood Craft, it seems
such an easy thing to hgure out tliat a strip that will not make
flooring or some of the molding widths will make a picket-size

square or some of the smaller squares for which there is an occa-
sional demand.

But there is the usual "off side" to the saving of these strips.

From the fact that the smaller sizes are supposed to be made from
waste, the prices is so low 'that it puts them out of reach of proht-
able making, and when working them runs into any other work there

is an element of loss that takes off all the possible profit.

It has actually happened to me that the working of these small
strips has delaped the work on a matcher, the loss ol time on which
for the half day we bothered with the strips would have paid for

a half carload of the blamed things.

Time, that prime factor in all cost figuring, is what tells against
these small items. When the time to make them is taken from a
costly machine and an expensive crew, it is better to carry the strips

out and burn them, if there is no other way of disposing of them.
But this method of solving the problem does not always meet witli

approval, and the' strip question, like the poor, is always with us.

I never saw a planing-mill that did much ripping that did not
have this problem to deal with, and few of them waste time in cull-

ing over a strip pile to make any stock from, for two very good rea-

sons. The first is that the time it takes to care for and sort these
strips costs more in many cases than the lumber from which to

rip them; the other reason is that the strips are always from the
worst edge of the boards being ripped, i he chances are always
two to one that the strips are culls when they are picked out and
handled, and the percentage of cull moldings made from them takes
off all the profit in working them. But then we do not all wear
the same kind of glasses, so we do not all see alike.

The axiom that "what is worth doing at all is worth doing well,'"

is so persistently overlooked that there is little wonder the machine-
shop man is busy almost all the time. While waiting for some minor
repairs to a machine, I have just had a chance to see some work
being done on a saw mandrel sent to the machine-shop for repairs,

ft took nearly l
/& inch of the diameter of the journal to turn off the

hat spot on it. What sort of a running mandrel must that have been
before it came to the shop?

Side head journals are likely to wear the same way, and one
reason for some of the neglect to which they are subjected is that
it is such a hard, dirty job to crawl in under a matcher to get out a
liner.

It has been my luck to find a machine on which this work can
be done in a minute's time and without any more fitting than is

necessary to turn a few bolts. I never could see why machine de-
signers could not realize that operators often have the deciding of

the selections of the machines, and therefore to try and put some-
thing on their machines that would not be calculated to make the
operator lose his standing in the church.

Adjusting of Journal Boxes

Adjusting screws in the caps of a box allow of quick setting,

and a perfect ht, with nothing further than the "feel" of the shait

to guide by. That is a note that some other builder may profit by.
I do not like to worry over a lot of liners, and like as not have one
of them get lost in the floor sweepings and then have to guess at
the size of another one. We have to do these jobs in a hurry some-
times, and then I like something that will stand hurry work.

Someone complained about an emery-wheel in a dark corner.
It would be a good thing if an old employer of mine could read
that, and then would paste it in his hat. The emery-wheel stand is

not only in a dark corner, turned from the light, but to grind on
it one has to stand right in front of a sand-belt where the fine dust
from the belt covers his back, while the cutoff-saw pumps dust in

the face from the front.

It was truly a most fascinating place to work in, and nothing
short of stopping my salary could have induced me to leave so charm-
ing a position. The more I travel the more I become convinced that
there are more fools in this world than there are peddling peanuts.

Supremacy in Sawing

In a shop near us is one of the best sawyers on a small band
that I have ever met, not even excepting those exhibition sawyers
we have all seen at the big expositions. But this man will not file

a saw, nor will he keep his guide in position; the filer has to change
the saws and set the guides all the time to protect his saws. The
sawyer, however, can push the work through, and that is all he
says he is paid for, and he doesn't want to know how to file and
braze saws. This man is the product of one of the large systematized

factories, where each man has to do just so much, and never gets
a change, with the result that he does not care to advance or learn
anything but the one thing he has learned to do so well.

I was recently fitting some machines that required to be taken
down, and in assembling them again I noted that one of the men
sent to help me was much faster in screwing up nuts than was the
other man. This man would set up three nuts to the other man's
two, and they were all about in the same position.

Taking particular note of their methods of handling the wrench,
I saw that the first man took hold of the nut and made a turn around
as far as the wrench would go, while the other one changed his hold
with the wrench to each of the hexagonal faces of the nut; conse-
quently, one man made much better progress than did the other,
yet neither noted the difference until 1 spoke of it.

I had a little job of saw fitting recently that showed some of the
queer notions of factory men. From the fact that there was no
saw filer in the mill, 1 expected to find the saws in a more or less

bad condition. I was not disappointed, for 1 found some of the long-
est, slimmest teeth it has ever been my lot to encounter.

It seemed that it had been considered a sovereign remedy for
all saw evils to "gum the teeth." When the saws cut badly they
gummed the teeth. If the belt ran off from forcing the work too
hard, they gummed the teeth. If the saw mandrel ran hot from want
of proper oiling, that gummed the teeth. The result was the oddest
looking lot of saws I ever got hold of.

Some of them had to be ground off l/i inch to get the teeth down
to where they could be given some shape and strength. The cut-
off-saws were gummed as deep as possible, and would have done
fairly well but for the fact that they were filed square on the front
of the teeth, with the bevel on the back; which sort of tooth will
not do good work in hardwoods, and it was all oak and hickory in
this factory.

Every once in a while someone takes a whack at the man who
uses a monkey-wrench for a hammer. 1 admit it is not an overly
desirable tool for the purpose if we regard only the construction of
the tool itself. But there are cases where it is a question as to a
man being so much of a careless operative simply because he will
turn a monkey-wrench butt end once in a while.

It often happens that a bolt needs driving only a little, or some
light hammer service is required, and then the time consumed in
getting a hammer or even changing the tools in one's hand can easily
be saved by using the head end ot the wrench for a hammer; and it

appears to me that the hammer head on the ordinary monkey-wrench
was put there exactly for that purpose.

1 may be mistaken, but it has a suspiciously handy position when
a man is in a hurry to get a bolt in or other work is pressing him.
I don't think I should want to use a wrench for a hammer as a regu-
lar thing, but there are times when I don't take the time and trouble
to change tools for the sake of using a hammer. My time is once in
a while worth more than a wrench.

A band resaw does not work as well in all sorts of wood at one
uniform speed; so it appears to me. One of the large mills sawing
a variety of woods has an extra long shaft on the resaw, one of the
driving pulleys being 12 inches smaller than the other. On the soft
woods the machine is run at 450 revolutions a minute, and on the
hard woods the speed is cut down to about 325 revolutions. This is

a very material difference in the saw travel, but I was told that the
arrangement was a very satisfactory one. The work I saw was cer-
tainly well done.

Panel Planers Working Oak
Along that same line I noticed that some panel planers, working

on oak almost exclusively, were run at a cylinder speed that I judged
to be about 2,700 or 3,000 per minute. High speed on hard, dry oak
is likely to heat the points of knives, as can easily be seen by stopping
the feed for a moment while a piece is in the machine. Less speed to
the cutting points of the knives has less tendency to heat and the
knives are likely to stay sharp longer and do better work. This may
be a strange, if not a new theory, and is related to show how some
people are trying ways to get the best results from stock and knives
without any regard to the head-long rush for quantity, to which we
have become accustomed.

I find that promptly bathing a bruised part of the hand in tur-
pentine will prevent soreness and I am told it will offset blood-
poisoning. But I would not care to claim so much for it.

The popularity of concrete in the structural world, instead of
curtailing the use of timber, seems to be enlarging the demand for
the present at least. This is due to the fact that many big buildings
which might have been built of steel, stone and brick are now being
built of concrete, and in this work it takes a large quantity of lum-
ber to make the forms; lots more, in fact, than would have been
used in a brick building, and all this calls for more extra lumber than
is being otherwise displaced in structural work by concrete.

If you are resawing yellow pine with a very thin circular, it

is safest not to resaw any very "fat" pieces. I saw over a dozen
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teeth stripped out of a resaw once by reason of getting choked up
in a fat pine strip.

In cutting a wire-laced belt to take up for slack, don't cut out
the whole joint, but with a chisel made from an old file, cut down
through lace and belt between the end of belt and holes, snatch out
the short ends of lace wire with pliers, and you've only one row of
holes to punch instead of two. This allows you to use the holes
in one end of the belt and saves much time, especially if it is a heavy
double belt. It gives equally as good results, too, as the wire lace
does not cut out the holes as leather lace does, and one set of holes
will last several lacings.

Don't hurry when you are filing a saw and then expect it to do
good work. The time it takes to carefully set and file a resaw will
be well repaid when you put it to work. You will also, if care is taken
in turning out all your work properly, be proud of your product.
Not only that, but more important, you will establish a reputation
for doing good work that will stand you in good stead with the con-
sumer.

Nearly everyone is willing to pay a trifle more for good work,
and while you may at times have a bluff tried on you to get you to

come down to the other fellow's figures, if your reputation for work
and finish is good and his not so good, the chances are you'll get

the order nearly every time, and get it at a fair price.

As to the proper way to file a circular saw, there appears to be
a little difference of opinion. One handbook of instructions says the

back of the tooth guides the saw when in the cut and should be filed

square across. The face of the tooth should also be filed either square
across or with the very smallest possible amount of bevel toward
cutting edge, to insure a keen point. I find saws filed this way give

excellent satisfaction.

Don't be afraid to tell the other fellow something through fear

of giving away a "trade secret." Perhaps you may want to ask him
for information some time. The days of trade secrets are past.

I recently remarked to an old molding machine man that in tem-
pering cutters I always heated the slotted end first and let heat grad-
ually run down to the finished edge. He laughed and said, "That's
the way I do it, too, but I have never told anybody."

I never hesitate to ask for information through fear of being
considered ignorant. There are lots of handy little tricks that some
of the very best mechanics have never heard of.

CAMP DEPARTMENT
Burning- of Slashings

By J. L. Bridge-

Experience during recent years with forest fires shows clearly
that the increasing slashing area is one of the most dangerous prob-
lems and one on which there are many opposing views. There is

controversy as to whether purposeful firing is always desirable, some
contending that in view of the difficulty of control at any time when
a clean burn can be had, an accidental firing that may not occur is

no bigger risk than the fire set. This is true only in a few isolated
cases, where topography of the country is such and fire control so
difficult that the danger of fire to adjoining property does not war-
rant the risk incurred by burning. Even in such instances, if a
time for burning is selected wisely in the early fall this danger of

resulting damage can be much reduced.
The majority of logging operators and timber owners of West-

ern Washington, realizing that this increasing slashing area means
a corresponding increase of the fire hazard, are now advocating elim-
iration of this risk by annual burning—the greatest difference of

opinion being over the question as to whether spring burning, with
its attending possibilities of hanging fires, is desirable.

Proper Time for Fall Burning
Fall burning is undoubtedly the safest, but not every fall offers

opportunity for doing this work, as evidenced by the season just

past. The proper time for fall burning is after the first rains have
fallen, when fires do not burn so fiercely, and when they can be
controlled with proper handling and a reasonable amount of precau-
tion. If weather conditions are favorable, a good burn can be had
with comparatively no danger. Weather conditions this fall, how-
ever, offered little opportunity for slash burning. The association
kept some of its men on duty through the month of September

—

the State Forester, Mr. J. R. Welty, also kept his county wardens
and together we had our men interview the owners of all dan-
gerous slashings and arrange for their burning. The numerous
rains and cloudy days during the month of September, however,
made it impossible to burn forest material in the open and we were
unable to carry out ovtr plans, except in a few cases where con-
ditions were especially favorable. The area of these slashings which
could not be burned this year is, in many localities, increasing so
that next spring will see a greater danger existing.

There is usually a time in the early spring when fire will run
in a slashing and a fairly good burn results. These spring fires will

consume the small branches and other finer material which make
the fierce fires, and while this same slashing may burn over the
following summer, the intensity of the heat and attending risk is

very materially lessened. It is, of course, impossible to get as

clean or hard a burn at this time of the year as when set under
favorable conditions in the fall, but this spring burning disposes of

the finer combustible material, the dead tree tops, brush, ferns, etc.,

the source of the intense heat of slash fires which makes them so
difficult for the fire fighter to handle. Slashings occasionally burn
over several times, two or three times possibly in one season, but
the first fire is the hot one and each succeeding fire easier to con-
trol. The rancher with his five or ten acre tract always wants to set

'Address delivered before the Western Forestry and Conservation Association.

fire to his slashings about the middle of August, when he can get
the hardest burn, but I am speaking more especially or dealing with
the big slashings left by the logging operator. In handling the small
fires of the settler all of our rangers, approximately 100 in number,
were authorized by the State Fire Warden to issue burning per-
mits. They were under instructions to examine every slashing
which the owner desired to burn before issuing a permit. In the
course of the last season the State and Association issued about 6000
and incidentally made a great many friends among the settlers, by
making it easier for them to burn according to law. No loss re-

sulted from any of these burnings.

Dangers of Spring Burning

The greatest objection to spring burning and really the greatest
danger is that some smouldering fires may be left unquenched by
the rains which invariably occur before July 1st, and later be fanned
into a blaze by the wind on some hot day, resulting in a second
burning. If the slashing lies in a dangerous location where a second
fire might threaten loss, the wisest plan is to spend a little money
and put out these small fires which were left. The greatest trouble
in this business is that too many people do not realize or do not
stop to think of the trouble which may result from the small fire

left to burn.
Last spring the Washington Forest Fire Association in co-oper-

ation with the State Fire Warden, inaugurated a slash burning cam-
paign and the results were most satisfactory. A great number of
these menaces were safely disposed of. In not one single case did
any succeeding loss result and the risk was eliminated of the first

burning occurring in the hottest part of the season, when control
would be impossible or at least most difficult.

In our organization we have ten men, known as inspectors, each
of whom has direct charge of a district with a number of rangers
under his supervision. Experience in fighting forest fires enters
largely into the selection of our inspectors and we depend largely
on them in this slash burning work. We put these men in the field
early last spring, with instructions to examine every dangerous slash-
ing in their district and arrange, if possible, for their disposal. It
was necessary to obtain the consent of owners and, of course, ad-
visable to obtain their assistance. It is a source of no little satis-
faction to be able to say that we received the most cordial assis-
tance and co-operation from operators and owners in our efforts
along this line. I wish to take advantage of this opportunity to
thank them on behalf of the Washington Forest Fire Association
for the valuable and material assistance rendered on numerous oc-
casions during the past season, and in numerous ways.

How to Burn
The actual operation in burning one of these slashings usually

consists of first cutting down dead trees and snags in the clearing
for a distance of from 300 to 1000 feet back from the edge of ad-
joining timber, and on the side opposite to that from which the
prevailing wind blows. As a rult we always cut down any snags
standing m the green timber two or three hundred feet back from
the slashing, and in especially dangerous localities cut a fire trail in
the green timber about 50 feet from the edge of the clearing. The
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extent of this preliminary preparation is governed by the risk to
be incurred by burning. Fires are then started usually in the late
afternoon or evening along what might be called the "lee" side of
the slashing near the line of green timber and allowed to burn back
toward the center of the clearing against the wind. In the mean-
time men are stationed in the edge of the green timber to prevent
these fires from running in that direction. After these first fires

have burned for say, three or four hours, they have consumed the
fine inflammable material for a distance of possibly four or five
thousand feet back from the edge of the timber. If the slashing
is an unusually large one, we may then set a second line of fire

through the center and let this burn toward the first fire set and
later go back to the extreme windward side and burn the balance.
If the slashing lays on a steep side hill as is often the case, with
timber standing above it, we start the first fires at the top of the
slashing on the side hill at the edge of the green timber, letting
them burn down the hill for a considerable distance before setting
others. The object of' this first burn along the edge of the green
timber is to keep the fierce heat of a big fire away from the green
trees and thus prevent its getting into the tops. Conditions to be
faced are different in practically every slashing—the suggestions
given will not apply to all cases by any means, but I think I have
sufficiently illustrated the methods generally employed.

In summing up the work of the past season in connection with
the question of slash burning, our experience has made us strong
advocates of this method of fire protection. Not every spring or
every fall offers favorable opportunity for this work, but when the
chance to burn is presented, advantage should certainly be taken
of it, and fire risks thus reduced. Some say it is not advisable to
burn slashings at all and maintain that fire can be kept out of them,
but our observation has been that most of them burn sooner or
later and it usually happens in the hottest part of the season. An-
nual burning has rapidly gained in favor during the last two or
three years and I feel sure it will continue to win advocates in the
next few years of heavy logging operations.

The Gasoline Engine as Power for Logging Donkeys
By R. T. Earle

A donkey with 12 x 14 cylinders and 72-inch boiler will use
not less than two cords of pine or fir wood a day, if worked hard.
This wood is probably worth $6.50 a cord ready to burn; this is

figuring the stumpage, the falling, hauling, sawing, splitting and
piling at sled. If a fireman is used he will cost not less than $2.25
a day; it will also cost at least $2 a day to get water to the boiler
for steaming purposes. This does not take into consideration the
investments for pumps, etc. In the matter of danger from fire it

would be hard to estimate the cost, as millions have been lost by
fires set by sparks from donkey engine stacks, notwithstanding the
great advances made in designs of spark arresters.

Now let us consider the gas engine: There are many builders,
and as many designs. The engines using gasoline are built lighter
and run faster than those using distillate. The engines using dis-
tillate do good work and are run much cheaper than those using
gasoline. A 100-horse-power engine, using gasoline for fuel and
running 500 revolutions a minute, can be had that weighs but 6,000
pounds; engines of the same power running 300 revolutions a min-
ute, using distillate for fuel, will weigh up to 16,000 pounds, so
one has many styles to choose from. A 100-horsepower engine using
distillate for fuel and turning 300 revolutions a minute will use,
in continuous running, one-eighth of a gallon of distillate per horse-
power per hour. The locality governs the price of the distillate;
it is bought in some places in 110-gallon drums for 8 cents.

First—Your logs go to the mill and not to the firebox, and this
saves timber.

Second—One has no pumping outfit to provide, or pumpman to
pay, or wood to cut, to furnish large quantities of water for steam
boiler. Two or three barrels of water will keep a 100-horsepower
gas engine cool with a circulator.

Third—One is free from all danger of fire set from donkey
boiler.

Fourth—One does not have to watch the steam gauge ; one does
not have to stop for steam with gas engines.

Fifth—The law governing steam boilers, and licensed engin-
eers, has no power over one's gas engine on a logging donkey.

Many other points in favor of the gas engine will suggest them-
selves.

Some are of the opinion that there is not variation enough in
the speed of gas engines for logging purposes; gas engines of about
100-horsepower are being run as slow as fifty revolutions a minute,
being cut down from 400 revolutions. I, however, should prefer
that they run under governor control, and handled by the friction on
the crank shaft of engine, letting the engine run continuously; if

necessary to stop the engine, it can be readily started by air pres-

sure from a reservoir supplied by a pump that is attached to engine
for that purpose.

Ottawa Alarmed by Smallpox Cases
A more rigid enforcement by the Provincial Board of Health of

the regulations governing lumber camps, will be asked by the city
of Ottawa. The Board of Control has reported as follows:

"The prevalence of smallpox every winter becoming a serious
matter to the city, involving as it does much inconvenience and a
growing amount of expense to the community, and there being no
reason to believe that the yearly outbreaks are due to unsanitary
conditions here, but rather to the disease being brought into the city
from the lumber camps, the Board is of the opinion that vaccination
compulsory or otherwise will not get at the root of the difficulty and
that what is required is such steps as will prevent the disease being
brought into the city, and consequently considers that the time has
arrived to call upon the Provincial Board of Health to afford Ottawa
and Ottawa Valley towns effective protection against smallpox which
originates in the lumber camps, and with this end in view recommends
that the said towns be invited to co-operate with Ottawa in such
representations as your council may make to the Provincial Board."

Aid. Nelson stated that last winter when the report came before
the council two provincial health officials had spent part of a day
in Ottawa and reported that smallpox was due to filthy conditions in
the city. Either they were wrong or the resolution of the Board of
Control did not state facts.

Aid. Chevricr objected to the statement that Ottawa had small-
pox every winter. This, he said, was not borne out by facts. He
moved an amendment, "That in the opinion of this council it is deem-
ed advisable to ask the Provincial Board of Health to insist upon
the strict observance of the regulations regarding lumber camps, and
also to ask all Ottawa Valley towns which are liable to suffer through
neglect of these regulations to co-operate with the council in such
other representations that might be made to the Provincial Board of
Health." The amendment carried.

Fredericton, N.B., Feb.28.—The Miramichi Lumber Company
will complete their season's operations this week. It is expected
the cut will total twenty millions, which is about the same as last
season. R. L. Young, of Taymouth, who is the largest operator, has
a cut on Cain's River totalling four and a half millions. The com-
pany also operated on the Main Southwest, Dungarvon and several
other streams. Mr. Young reports that the present winter has been
one of the most favorable for lumbering he has ever experienced.
The snowfall, while ample, was not heavy and no severe storm was
experienced in two months.

Fire Fighting
Jackson F. Kimball

Ground fires frequently travel with remarkable speed, often burn-
ing over a large area in a few hours. The resultant damage from
such a fire is not immediately apparent. A large percentage of our
pine is more or less gutted by old fires. Each new fire finds at-
tractive lodgment in these old fire scars, and unless extinguished
burns slowly for days. In fighting our fires, it is necessary not only
to stop further progress in the green timber, but also to enter the
burned area and put out all fires in the partly gutted trees. While
this is a particularly arduous task, on account of the heat, it re-
quires no special skill since the method is quite simple. Dirt is

thrown against the burning base until the flame is subdued and the
hole thoroughly plugged. It occasionally happens of course that
a fire has burned too far up the tree to reach it, yet patient, persist-
ent work will usually win out. While this work of salvage is of
great importance to the owner of the timber and should be prose-
cuted vigorously, the first duty in every instance is to prevent any
further spreading, if possible, but in any event to stop that fire. To
do this there ought to be a competent man in charge, a number of
regular patrolmen to assist the chief, an adequate force of labor-
ers, a sufficient supply of tools, and a camp cook and plenty of food.

The man on the ground best fitted by experience and qualifi-
cation should have absolute charge. He may make some mistakes,
yet he will "produce the goods" where a multiplicity of "heads" will
fail. For example, in 1910 there was a bad fire in an unorganized
district. Three crews of men working under different management
undertook to control it. Each outfit had a different plan and the
marvel is that they not burn each other up. The fire was finally
extinguished, but the loss and cost was unnecessarily heavy.

The usual method of lighting our fires is by trenching and back-
firing. It is necessary to have a crew large enough to build a trench
and hold what is built or dug. If sufficient men are available, an
effort should be made to prevent the fire crossing his trench and
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thereby wiping out all that he has so far done. Again, too much
stress cannot be placed on the danger of back firing. It should not
be started during the daytime while the wind is blowing, or in
the afternoon before the wind starts.

In every body of men there are certain natural leaders. A wise
chief will select one such to perhaps every twenty men to act as
straw boss. Much of the success of the work depends on this se-
lection. In picking up a crew of laborers to fight fire, it is safe
to say that ten per cent, are "no good." In our work we pay the
men twenty-five cents per hour, allowing time to fire, plus the
time spent working. Those who are discharged or quit before the
job is finished are given their time check by the bookkeeper in the
woods, and are furnished transportation back; while those who re-
main until the end are hauled out. Double time is offered in cases
where extra long or hazardous work seems necessary.

I desire to call attention to a method of trenching which may
be new to some and which, in the pine country, can often be used
to advantage. It is to hook two or more horses to as heavy a
log as can be dragged by the team, with a small crew following
up completing the trench. A quick defense may be made in this
manner.

A good camp cook, while often hard to find, is a satisfactory
investment. Arrangements should be made to feed the men on the
line every five hours, if possible. And it is generally wise to figure
that a bunch of fire fighters will eat about twice as much as a crew
doing ordinary work.

United States Foreign Lumber Trade
United States imports of boards, planks, deals and other sawed

lumber of a dutiable nature from Canada during the month of Jan-
uary, 1912, showed a large decrease as compared with the corres-
ponding month of 1911. The value of these imports from Canada
during^ Jan.. 1012, was $465.10/, and during Jan., 1911. the value was
$673,877. The decrease therefore amounted to thirty-one per cent.
For the seven months ending with January, 1912, an extensive de-
crease is also reported in imports from Canada. The total value was
$9,725,168. For the two corresponding periods in the two previous
years the total values were as follows: 1911. $11,368,954; 1910, $13,-
116.694. The decrease as compared with 1911. therefore, was 15 per
cent. Imports of laths for January, 1912, showed an increase, be-

ing valued at $69,122, as compared with $58,466 in January, 191?

.

For the seven months' period the value of imports of laths was as

follows: 1012, $1,199,555; 1911, $1,156,272; 1910, $1,242,265. Imports
of shingles for January were valued as follows: 1912, $42,339; 1911,

$37,656. For the seven months' period the imports of shingles were
valued as follows: 1912, $823,522; 1911, $880,985; 1910, $1,200,165.

Imports of pulp woods for the month of January, 1912, showed
a slight decrease. The value of all classes of pulp wood imported
was $283,353. During January, 1911, the value of all kinds of pulp
wood imports was $296,159. For the seven months period the totals

were as follows: 1912, $3,743,526; 1911, $3,638,889; 1910, $3,916,286.
Imports of wood pulp from Canada during January were valued

as follows: igi 2, $278,003; 191 1 , $473,939. For seven months period
the imports of 'wood pulp were valued as follows: 1912, $3,050,860;
1911, $3,485,850; 1910, $2,648,446. In this connection it is interest-

ing to note that while the imports of wood pulp from Canada de-
creased greatly during January, 1912, those from Sweden increased
in almost the same ratio as those from Canada decreased. The value
of imports of wood pulp from Sweden during the month of January
was as follows: 1912, $497,135; 1911, $250,524. For the seven months
period the imports from Sweden show very rapid gains. The values
were as follows: 1912, $2,405,258; 1911, $1,362,640; 1910, $911,346.

The total imports of wood and manufactures of wood into the
United States during January, 1912, were valued at $3,413,115, as
against $3,525,490 during January, 1911. For the seven months
period the total imports of wood and manufactures of wood into the
United States were valued as follows: 1912, $33,224,279; 1911, $34,-
443,794; 1910, $34,333,777.

Exports of lumber from the United States to Canada during the
month of January, 1912, show a falling off which will be much appre-
ciated by Canadian manufacturers of lumber. The total value was
$533,439, as compared with $621,188 during January, 1911. For the
seven months period the total value of exports of lumber from the
United States to Canada was as follows: 1912, $6,489,387; 1911,
$5,020,439; 1910, $2,455,280. The total value of exports to all coun-
tries of wood and manufactures of wood from the United States
during January, 1912, was $7,065,463, as compared with $7,086,774,
during January, 1911. For the seven months period the total value
of exports of wood and manufactures of wood from the United States
to all countries was as follows: 1912, $53,286,867; 1911 $49 583 231-
1010, $41,722,573.

.

Machinery and Equipment
What Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Appliances are Doing

A Well-Equipped Machinery and Supply House
The firm of Austen Bros., Ltd., Halifax, N.S., dealers in ma-

chinery and supplies, have been in business for nearly forty years
and are well equipped to look after the different industries needing
machinery or supplies of any kind. Among their numerous custom-
ers they still include firms who have been dealing with them since
they began business, a fact which is conclusive evidence of their suc-
cessful business methods and satisfactory stock. The firm carry a
well assorted stock of engines and other machinery, also cylinder
and machinery oils, waste, packing, belting, babbit metal, and in fact
everything needed in mills, factories, machine shops, foundries,
etc. They make a specialty of saw-mill machinery and supplies and
do a large trade in the Maritime Provinces.

Austen Bros., Ltd., are agents for the well-known "Lincona"
balata belting, a genuine British production of excellent quality.
Users of this belting speak of it in the highest terms. It is used
and is giving satisfaction in many parts of the world. The factory
in England which makes "Lincona" turns out over thirty thousand
feet per week, so large is the demand for this excellent belting.

The firm also handle the products of the Atlas Metal and Alloys
Company, Limited, London, and their sales of "Austen's Atlas,"
"Austen's Mascot Tin Toughened," and other grades of metals made
by the above company, are very large.

Mill men requiring machinery or supplies will do well to com-
municate with Austen Bros., Limited. An advertisement of this
firm will be found on page 58 of this issue.

aration is put up in sticks, cylindrical shape, 2 in. x 8 in., encased
in a neat cardboard carton and weighing about one pound each. It
is made of the same material as the Dixon bicycle stick graphite
with which every bicycle owner is familiar. The company claim that
it is by far the most convenient chain lubricant on the market, for
a bar may be carried on the car ready for use at any time. To
apply, it is simply necessary to rub the bar against the sprocket
side of the chain. The "big stick" makes it easy to keep automobile
driving chains in first class condition. Unlike oils and greases, it

will not collect dust and dirt.

An Excellent Moulder Catalogue
The S. A. Woods Machine Company, Boston, Mass., have issued

a splendid booklet describing their No. 107 Inside Moulder. The
booklet is one of the most attractive of its class that it has been our
good fortune to examine. Upon the cover is a reproduction in color
of the company's trade mark. This is a very dainty bit of coloring
and adds greatly to the attractiveness of the booklet. The printing
and illustrations in the booklet are in delightfully good taste and re^
fleet forcibly upon the care which this company takes to make every-
thing which they produce a perfect implement for the performance
of its especial work. The booklet is a most creditable production
and is certain to be both interesting and valuable to all who make
use of the class of machinery which it describes.

A Convenient Chain Graphite Stick

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company of Jersey City, N.J., have
just put on market a new chain graphite, specially intended for
lubricating the chains of motor trucks and pleasure cars. This prep-
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r.a-P rovincial license has been granted to the Earles-Cleary Lum-
ber and Shingle Company to carry on business in the province of BritishColumbia with provincial head office at Vancouver. George H. Moon con-
tractor, Vancouver, is attorney for the company.

The Howser Lake and Lardo River Lumber Company Limited, hasbeen incorporated with a capital stock of $250,000, to deal in timber lum-ber and all similar products, with head office at Winnipeg, Man. The incor-
porators are H. S. Edwards, J. Haffner and Alex. Haggar. all of Winnipeg.



WANTEDS FOR SAIE DEPARTMENT
PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate of
IB cents per agate line ($2.10 per incrO each
insertion, payable In advance. Space measured
from rule to rule. When four or more con-
secutive insertions of the same advertisement
are ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be
allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be Inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order. If
Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-
close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing: replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a
word net. Cash must accompany the order.
Minimum charge 50 cents.

Advertisement must be received not later
than the 10th and 26th of each month to
insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

WAHTEJd!UMBER,ETC.

No. 1 and No. 2 Hemlock and No. 1

White Pine Mill Culls. Send list of what
von have to Box 445, Canada Lumberman.
Toronto. Ont. .Vf>

Saw Logs Wanted
Red and White Pine, Hemlock and Spruce.

Write in particulars of what you have. Reid
Bros., Bothwell, Ont. 2-7

Basswood Wanted
Twentv carloads of white winter cut Bass-

wood, No. 1 Common and Better grade,
plump 1-in. thick when dry. For further
particulars apply Box 455, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. 6

WANTED—300 M. feet of 4/4-in. dry
Beech. Stock coming from district of Geor-
gian Bay preferred. Apply Box 456, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 6-7

We want to purchase a quantity of dry
Maple, Elm, Basswood and Birch, and also
contract for the present winter and coming
spring cuts of Hardwood lumber. Address.
The London Lumber Co., London, Ont. 4-7

Pine or Spruce Wanted
Wanted ; million feet pine or spruce 1x4

and up shorts, 1911 or 1912 cut. Quote
price delivered and state when you can
commence shipment.

5-8
ZIMMERMAN BROS.,

Tavistock, Ont.

Sawdust Wanted
Two cars per week coarse sawdust for de-

livery at Chippewa, Ontario, via Michigan
Central Railroad. State price per car and
freight rate.

NORTON COMPANY,
5-8 Niagara Falls, N.Y.

WANTED—Three or four cars No. 1
Hemlock in sizes 2 x 8, 10 and 12 from ten
to sixteen feet long, dry, about equal per
cent, of all lengths, also a couple of cars
cedar posts, 4% up tops, 8 feet, dry, peeled.

Apply Box 195,
5-6 Jordan, Ont.

White Ash Wanted

We are in the market for the following
White Ash :

—

100,000 ft. lyi-in. (Dry size) plank.
50,000 ft. 2 x 2 x 32 in. dry size.

25,000 ft. 2% x 2J4 x 32 in. dry size.

50,000 ft. 2yi x 2'/, x 36 in. dry size.

Reply, The B. H. Piper Company, Man-
chester, N. H., U. S. A. 4-6

Pine Logs or Lumber For Sale
We own and offer for sale on the Magane-

tawan River, about thirty miles from Geor-
gian Bay, in the Township of McKenzie, and
near Deer Lake Station on the C. & N. O.
Railway, twenty-three miles north of Parry
Sound, approximately seven and a half mil-
lion feet of pine logs, Government scale.

Ready for early delivery. Logs can be
driven to Byng Inlet in about three weeks'
time.

Will sell logs at a price delivered Byng
Tnlet, in one or more lots; or will sell the
product at mill on Georgian Bay: or, will
guarantee cost of sawing and towing.

The stock is of superior quality.

75 per cent, of scale 12-in. diam. and over.
85 per cent, of scale 10-in. diam. and over.
95 per cent, white pine.
85 per cent. 16 ft. lengths.

Buyers will be shown the logs by Mr. R.
G. Flanders, Manager, who may be reached
by letter to Whitestone. Ontario, or by tele-

phone from Parry Sound from the C. & N.
O. Railway Station.

Three days will be ample time to make
inspection and return to Parry Sound.

Further particulars given to prospective
buyers.

HOLT TIMBER CO., LTD.,
926 Manhattan BIdg.,

Chicago, Illinois.

Or, Whitestone, Ontario, Canada. 6

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

Pine Lumber and Timber For Sale
We have 15,000 pine logs 12 ft. and 16 ft.

lengths, 5 in. and up diameter, which we
are prepared to saw under contract into
squares or lumber as desired. Correspon-
dence invited. The Pearce Co., Limited,
Marmora, Ont. 5-tf

Saw Mill For Sale
On Georgian Bay, adjacent to North Shore,

good two-storey circular mill in good run-
ning condition, double edger, trimmers, capa-
city about 12,000 feet per day ; plenty timber
available and ready sale for slabs; splendid
opportunity for small millman; will be sold
cheap as owners have other interests re-
quiring their attention. Box 444, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5-TF

Machinery For Sale
Carver. 4 spindle. Rohlman.
Cut-off saw, railway, wood frame.
Dovetailer, Boults.
Engines and boilers, various sizes.
Floorer, 9-in. Berlin.
Jointer, chair seat. Jenkins.
Jointer, 16 in. White.
Moulder, 6 in. Houston.
Mortiser, Smith.
Mortiser, Bit.

Planers, 24-in. single belted.
Sander, double 24-in. Perry.
Sander, three drum 42-in. Boardman.
Sander, three drum 42-in. Columbia.
Saw Cummer, Roger*.
Saw-mill, band, 63-fn. wheel.
Saw and dado machine, Williamsport.
Variety Lathe, Pringle & Brodie.

O. L. PACKARD MACHINERY CO..
Milwaukee. Wis.

WANTED—MACHINERY, ETC.

Lumber Trucks Wanted
Wanted 75 good two-wheel Lumber Trucks,

either new or second-hand. Must be good
heavy trucks to carry 6.000 pounds each,
with wood wheels, 3-in. or over tires. Write
the undersigned, giving full particulars.

Bathurst Lumber Company, Ltd.,
5-6 Bathurst Village, N.B.

White and Red Pine Wanted
3 in. x 6-in-7-iri. IS ft. Tank Stock, also

Quarter Cut White Pine Pump Squares.

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Ont. t.f.

Lumber Wanted
Large quantities of Soft Elm Lumber, 1-in.

and grades No. 1 common and better. Es-
pecially attractive prices.

J. S. FINDLAY.
2-7 Owen Sound, Ont.

Pickets Wanted
We want at once and during 1912, 4/4 x

44 in. and 48 in. ; 5/4 x 44 in. and 48 in.

;

6/4 x 44 in. and 48 in. White Pine, Spruce,
Basswood or Poplar Squares. Will buy a

car or your entire output.
4-9 Box 58, Ogdensburg, N.Y.

Lumber Wanted
200.000 feet 1-in. Hard Maple.
100.000 feet 1-in. Soft Maple.
200,000 feet 1-in. Basswood.
100,000 feet 1-in. Elm.
25.000 feet 2-in. Elm.
50.000 feet 1-in. Black Ash.
50.000 feet 2_in. Hard Maple.

Give full particulars of what you have to

offer.

Apply Box No. 462, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 6-9

Wanted
Responsible contractor with good portable

sawmill, capacity about twenty thousand per
day, to take contract for four years to cut
from three to five million feet per year of
pine and fir timber situated on railway line

in the interior of British Columbia.

Dominion Lumber & Timber Co., Ltd.,
212 Winch Building,

5 6 Vancouver, B.C.

Spruce Wanted
We can use short Spruce 4/4-in. and 5/4-

in.. in 2/5-ft. and 6/11 ft.

Describe what you have to offer, and give

lowest price delivered here.

Hardwood

Wanted

3,000,000 feet Hard Maple, Soft Elm, Rock
Elm, Beech, Birch, Basswood, Ash, Oak, and

Soft Maple, for delivery, shipping dry dur-

ing 1912. Sawn to our sizes. State what

you have to offer and lowest prices for spot

cash. Inspection at mill. Apply Manufac-

turer, Box 401, Canada Lumberman, Toron-

to, Ont. 1-8

8-8
THE RATHBUN COMPANY,

Deieronto, Ont.

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale
1-in., 1%-in., l'/i-in. and 2-in. mill cull

White Pine in strips and sidings. Fred T.
Smith, Board of Trade Building, Montreal.

1-t.f.

For Sale
18 M. feet 7/8 x 2]/2 and 3 inches wide

hardwood flooring, T. & G. and dressed, kiln

dried, at $20 per M., f.o.h. car; 12,000 feet

3 inches dry hard maple, No. 1 C. & B., 80
per cent. 1st and 2nds, at $35 per M., f.o.b.

car. For quick shipment. Address Box 442,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto. 5-6

For Sale
Lumber

—

80 M. feet 1-in. Basswood shorts, 2 to 5 ft.

One car 1^-in. Soft Maple, log run.
Three cars 1-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.
Two cars 1 J/2 -in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.
Two cars 2-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.
Two cars 3-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.

GEO. C. GOODFELLOW,
Montreal, Que.

For Sale—Saw Mill and Plant
Machinery and everything complete, situa-

ted in one of the best lumbering towns in

Minnesota. Best facilities for everything.
This is a bargain. For particulars address
Box 443, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

5 6

FOR SALE—Sawmill, in good condition, on
Burford Lake, six miles from Wiarton, equip-

ped with 70 H.P. boiler, 60 H.P._ engine,
new carriage by Long Bros., Orillia. good
trimmers and endless chain attachment for

hauling logs out of water.
Terms, etc., apply Massey-Harris Com-

pany, Toronto. 4-T.F.

Machinery For Sale
A Waterous No. 4 Band Saw Mill, with

Carriage Saws. Live Rolls, and complete Fil-

ing Room equipment, also several Good
Woodworking Machines, in splendid condi-

tion.

J. S. FINDLAY,
2-TF Owen Sound, Ont.

Relaying Rails For Sale
12 miles 56 and 60 lb. per yd. with fish plates.

10 miles 80 lb. per yard with angle bars.

4 miles 65 lb. per vard with fish plates.

Also 12. 16, 20, 25 and 50 pound.
New, light rails, all sections, in stock.

TNO. T. GARTSHORE.
5-6 58 Front St. W., Toronto.

Sawmill for sale, together with outfit, con-

sisting of a 65 H P. Ames Locomotive Type
Boiler; a 50 H P. Vim Engine, 12 x 15. in

first-class condition ; also a No. 1 Lane Saw-
mill ; a Lane Pony three-saw Edger; Connell

Lath Machine and Bolter, together with But-

ting Saws; also Pulleys, Shafting, Belting,

and Tools. Will sell for cash or take pay-

ments in lumber. If interested address Box
433, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 4-9

Saw Mill Property For Sale
Saw Mill Property at Ford River. Michi

gan, consisting of three hand saw mill,

shingle mill, tie and post mill, lath mill,

docks, and trams, blacksmith shop and ma-
chine shop all stocked with tools, large store

and office building, large boarding house,

large barns, sixty-three houses, lands, etc.,

all of which will be sold at a bargain. Ap-

ply to The I. Stephenson Company, Wells.

Delta County, Mich. 3-6

For Sale Cheap
Our Double Surfacer, 30 x 12, Holmes Buf-

falo building.
Our Goldie and McCulloch End Matcher.
Our W. S. Sherman Side Flooring boring

machine.
Our Swing Cut-ofT Saw.

Apply S. E. Carss Lumber Company,
6 9 Orillia, Ont.

WANTED EMPLOYMENT

Advertisements under this heading one cent a

word per insertion. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 25 cents

Band Saw Filer wants position for coming
season. Single or double cut. Twenty years
experience. Address Box 413 Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto. 5-6

A.l. Band Sawyer wants position for the
coming season, right or left hand. A.l. re-

ference. Address Box 448, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. 5-6

Position as Band Sawyer on Left Hand
Side, for the coming season, have long ex-

perience and first clash references ; seven
years on last job. Apply to P. D. Leggero.
Norwood Grove, Winnipeg, Man. 6-8

Hardwood Inspector using National Rules
desires position, yard or road. Twelve years
experience. Married man, moral habits.

Good references furnished.
Address Box 457, Canada Lumberman, To-

ronto, Ont. 6

WANTED—A position by a man experi-

enced in all the different branches of the
timber trade for the past twelve years, and
used to the handling of men to obtain re-

sults. Have been with my present firm for

twelve years. Will consider any offer. Box
463, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 6-7

A practical mill man; understands all

branches of machinery, can take work from
blue prints, detail complete cutting bills for

all kinds of cabinet stairs and carpenter
work; handle men to good advantage. 20
years experience. State salary willing to pay.
Reply, Box 453, Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. 6
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Band or Circular Sawyer open (or engage-
ment for coming season ; 14 seasons' experi-
ence, also filer on round saws. Reply J. M.,
26 VVestmount avenue, Toronto. 5-tj

Position as bush manager. Have had
fifteen years experience. Strictly temperate
and can furnish best of references. Reply
I!ox 446, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

5-

As Engineer in Sawmill or Woodworking
Plant, long experience with Corliss and other
engines; steam feed and setworks, niggers,
dynamos; have certificate, reference and tools.
WU] tfo anywhere. Reply John Bain. 18<l

Ontario Street, St. Catharines, Ont. 5-6

WANTED— Position as bookkeeper with
lumber firm in Ontario. Twelve years' ex-
perience, mostly as office manager; age 34
years. Acquainted thoroughly with all de-
partments of lumber office. Best of refer-
ences furnished on application. Apply Box
399, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 1-8

WANTEO-EMPLOYEES

Advertisements under this heading two cents a
word per insertion. Minimum charge 60 cents

WANTED—Sawyer for double cut band,
work to start about April 1st. State wage
expected and give references. Box 461, Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. t.f.

Shipper and yard foreman wanted, must
be able to handle men. Apply, stating wages
and giving reference to

DYMENT, MICKLE LUMBER CO.,
6 Whitney, Ont.

WANTED—A good honest timber cruiser
especially to locate tie timber, also to take
charge of bush operation, could employ a
good man all the year round. Reply, Box
449, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 6-7

WANTED—Hardwood lumber salesman in

Ontario, to represent a large American man-
ufacturer of Northern and Southern Hard-
woods. Good commission and exclusive ter-

ritory to the right party.
Apply E. J. Macintyre, 4059 Perry Street,

Chicago, 111. 6-7

WANTED Good reliable party capable of

taking management of our lumber manufac-
turing plant, or preferable one able to take
charge of office and store management. To
such a party able to invest enough to make
them well interested in the business a good
paying position would be given. Address
Box 450, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

5 6

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Timber Limit For Sale
Timber, British Columbia Coast, sworn

estimate 214,000,000 feet. Price only $75,-

000. Correspondence solicited. Westminster
Trust & Safe Deposit Company, Limited,
New Westminster, B.C. 5-6

Timber Limit For Sale
1,200 acres Hardwood, Hemlock and Cedar.
Some Pine; 9 million feet for $5,000 cash.

Five miles from railroad ; two from river.

Box 431, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
6-t.f.

Partner wanted, sleeping or active, with
$10,000, to manufacture small articles from
hardwood. I have a ten-year contract in my
pocket for all I can produce. Fifty per cent,

profits, unlimited quantity of suitable timber.
Don't answer unless you have the cash. Box
378, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5-8

Planing Mill, Saw Mill and Head-
ing Mill For Sale

This is one of the best equipped Planing
Mills west of Toronto, doing a prosperous
business. Heading and Saw Mill in good
condition; considerable timber to be had;
will sell all or will sell Planing Mill separate.
This is a going concern; no better proposi-
tion anywhere ; a money maker. Will stand
the strictest inspection. Can give satisfac-

tory reason for selling. Reply to Box 417,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 3-t.f.

For Sale on Georgian Bay, Ontario
400 square miles of timber limits contain-

ing over 300,000,000 feet of pine, hemlock,
spThce, cedar, basswood, birch, etc., and a

vast quantity of tie timber, aslo a sawmill
with a capacity of 100,000 feet per 10 hrs.

Price and terms very reasonable. Write for

full particulars to E. Stewart, Forest En-
gineer, Room 11, 84 King Street East, To-
ronto, Ont. 4-6

Timber Limits For Sale
Can be quickly and profitably disposed of
by advertising them on this page. This is

where buyers of timber property look for op-
portunities to invest, if your "ad" is here the
investor will see it. Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. tf.

Timber Limit For Sale
Ninety-three square miles of spruce tamar-

ack timber, estimated at 297,000,000 feet B.M.,
along the Carrat River, Saskatchewan, for
$275,000. $75,000 down, the balance on
terms. For particulars write John Anderson,
Box 661, Saskatoon, Sask. 5-8

For Sale
Established Lumber Business, with first-

class mill, now running full time. Timber
limits with 20 to 30 million feet of standing
pine timber conveniently located, and all

merchandise, etc. Price $55,000. This is

worthy of investigation. Address Box 332,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 19-22-t.f.

Given Free
Water with electric power and situation for

plant to manufacture hardwood furniture and
chairs. Will enter partnership with any man
who has proved himself capable of success in
the furniture and chair business, either one
or both, will also finance the enterprise.

Chas. T. White & Son, East Apple River,
Cumberland Co., N.S. 5-8

For Sale
170 ft. 1 in. good basswood short, 2 to 5 ft.

11 M. ft. l'/i in. good basswood short,
2 to 5 feet.

14 M. ft. 2 in. good basswood short, 2 to
5 feet.

50 M. ft. 1 in. M. C. Ash.
50 M. ft. 2 in. M. C. Ash.

GEO. C. GOODFELLOW,
Montreal, Que.

For Sale or Lease
One of the best located and equipped Dress-

ing Mills in New England, at junction of
three railroads and on direct line to New
England and New York markets, with stop
over privilege from all Canadian and West-
ern points.
Equipment includes four latest high speed

planers and new dry kiln, 90 M. capacity.
Plenty of power, plenty of room, good sid-

ings on each side of mill and platforms under
roof.

Excellent local retail trade assured and
large amount of custom dressing business in
sight.

This is a first-class proposition, offering
an unusual opportunity. The same company
owns 7,000 acres of timber land also for sale.
Box 458, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
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For Sale
Mill and Plant situated on Bay Lake of

Montreal Kiver and within the town limit
Town of Latchford on T. & N. O. Ry. Plant
consists of one Boiler, 60 in. diam. by 14 ft.

long, full flush front and rated at 70 h.p.
Right Hand Engine, 12 in. x 16 in., esti-

mated 64 h.p.

Three Moreau Machine Pulpwood Barkers
and Pullup and all saws, shafting, belts, etc.,

including extras.

Siding of T. & N. O. Railway runs into
mill yard; good storing point for logs. With
very little extra cost, a circular saw and car-
riage could be installed as the power is suf-
ficient. This plant has been in use about
10 months only and is in good condition.
An excellent bargain for the right parties.
Write or communicate with C. & H. D.
Gamble, 28 Scott street, Toronto, Solicitors
for Owners. 2-7

Valuable Timber Property For Sale
The Oromocto Lumber Co., Ltd., ask for

tenders for their property. (Tenders to close
on or before 3rd day of April, 1912), and to
be mailed to Mark Curry, Amherst, N.S.,
marked "Tenders for Property of the Oro-
mocto Lumber Co., Ltd."

This property consists of about 74 square
miles of New Brunswick Government land
and about 5,783 acres of granted land, and
about 30 acres of leasehold land, situated on
the branches of the Oromocto River and esti-

mated to contain sixty to seventy millions
of logs, spruce, fir, pine and hardwood, and
one hundred millions of pulp wood ; pro-
perty contains mill, five houses, barns, camp
outfits, seven horses, rigging, etc.

The lumber cut off this property is avail-
able for shipment to either the United States
or the English market as mill is on the line

of the C. P. Railway, rate of freight to
Boston points 14c. ; St. John 3c.

This property is well situated to be oper-
ated cheap, and logs or sawn lumber pro-
duced at a low figure and is without doubt
one of the best properties of its size in East-
ern Canada.

Full particulars with regard to the pro-
perty, etc., may be obtained from Mark
Curry, Amherst, N.S., ; Frank H. Lowe,
Brooklyn, Queen's County., N.S. ; William
E. Golding, St. John, N.B., or the Oromoc-
to Lumber Company, Ltd., Central Bliss-

ville, N. B. 3 6

For Sale
Heavy portable saw mill with single edger,

also Leonard Eclipse boiler and engine 35
h.p. Mill now running in first class order.
Situated near Delaware Village. For fur-

ther particulars apply Geo. A. Patrick, Dela-
ware, Ont. 5-tf

Canadian Timber Limits
E. STEWART (Forest Engineer)
Dealer in Timber Limits, Ontario and

Western farm lands and town property. Ex-
cellent investments now open. Correspond-
ence invited. 84 King Street East, Toronto.
Phone Main 5009. C

Notes on Belt Driving

Belts should not run faster than
30 ft. per second. Belts should
not be run from very large to

very small pulleys; up to 3 to 1

is good practice. Belts running
at high speeds over small pulleys
should be thin and as wide as pos-
sible. Link chain belting made
to suit the curve of the pulley will

drive better and with less slip

than flat belting, and wide belts

will drive better than narrow
ones. Loss of power is largely

increased through belts curling
up at the edges or stretching un-
evenly. New belts do not bed
themselves so well on the pullevs,

and will slip more than when
they are older. Belts will slip

less when running at fast speeds
than slow. A fruitful cause of

belts stretching uneven'** and
running from the pullev is from
the driving and driven pullevs
not being exactly parallel with
each other and square in each di-

rection
;

consequently the belt

seeks the highest point and runs
off.

Loss of Power in Saw Mills

In addition to clumsy and bad-
ly arranged methods of transmis-
sion a very considerable loss of-

ten arises from the employment
of pulleys too narrow on the face
to remit the required power with
ease. The object of this was
probably in the first place to re-

duce the cost of belting, but this

was very false economv, as nar-
row pulley faces often mean tight
and strained belts, with increased
slip and wear on both belts and
bearings, and any small saving
in first cost is very soon dissipat-

ed.

In addition to line shafting, the
pulleys on the older woodworking
machines are in many cases too
small in diameter and width ; con-
sequently, the belt contact is in-

sufficient, it is impossible to keep
the machines up to the standard
speeds, and the writer has often

increased the sizes of these with
great advantage. If, however,
the sizes of the pulleys cannot be
conveniently altered, their driv-

ing power can be considerably in-

creased, and the slip reduced by
covering them with leather.

Oak Flooring and Its Color

Foresters and manufacturers of

oak lumber, divide all the oaks
into two distinctive groups—the
white oak (quercus alba) and the

red oak (quercus rubra). The red
oak requires two years to mature
its acorns and the white oak but
one year.

The woods of the two groups
are structurally different. In
physical structure the white oak
is of a much denser texture than
the red oak.

The white oak for flooring pur-
poses is preferred, as it receives

and holds a higher polish, and is

considered the most durable and
satisfactory.

The red oak is now much more
abundant than the white oak. It

grows faster—thus it is more
porous and is generally regarded
as inferior in strength and tough-
ness to the white oak when made
into flooring. However, both
varieties make a floor of unquali-
fied excellence.

COUfIT HOUSE & ^nunLn&Lu^HNmiHf^^
OBUS STORE FITTINGS

.ILp^ISEND FOR C£0^

LOG STAMPS
OUR SPECIALTY

SUPERIOR MFC. CO.U?
RUBBER &. STEEL STAMPS

^TORONTO, ont.

Robert Bury & Co.
Wholesale Hardwood Dealers

offer the following dry stock for prompt shipment :

1 Car 3in Com. and Better Hard Maple
1 " 2 in. "

2 " 11 in. Mill Run
1 " l| in. Quarter Sawn
1 " 1£ in. Com. and Better Soft Elm
1 " 1 in. •' " " "

1 " l&l|in. Mill Run Soft Maple
1 " 1 & 1£ in- " " Beech
5000 ft. 3 in. Rock Elm

Coming forward carload African Mahogany,
Liverpool sawn, 1 in. to 3 in., will sell on grade or
full log run.
Send us your enquiries for this season's cut of Hard
Maple, Soft Maple. Rock Elm, Soft Elm, White
Ash, Brown Ash, Basswood and Beech.

Telephone 1467 Adelaide 79 Spadina Ave., TORONTO



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

The most important feature of the lumber trade in Ontario to-

day is the fact that shipments of all kinds are badly delayed by
the shortage of cars. The snow blockade and the great demand for

cars for the movement of other classes of freight have combined to

make it impossible to move lumber from the mills to anythink like

the extent that has been necessary. Were it not for this, the trade

at present would be better probably than it has been at this time

of year for several years back. Reports from the Georgian Bay
district state that there are still large quantities of lumber there

owned by wholesalers, which have not yet been moved and which
may cause some delay in opening up the mills, unless the movement
improves shortly.

A well posted traveller for one of the wholesale firms in On-
tario reports that the stocks in the hands of retailers are larger

than is usual at this time of year. They have apparently been buy-
ing steadily throughout much of the winter season and have not dis-

posed of as much of their stocks as might have been expected. In

spite of this however, a steady trade continues. There is no marked
activity to the trade, and it is thought by some that the spring trade

will not be as brisk as has been expected. Other reports are to the

effect that the outlook for the building trade in the spring is un-

usually bright and that it may be counted upon to counterbalance
any other slackening influences. Another factor which is delaying
the movement of lumber from the mills is the scarcity of ocean
freight room. The 12-inch stock and most of the good lumber in

the mill yards is held largely for export and is awaiting ocean freight

capacity.

Reports from many of the camps in Northern Ontario show that

the winter has been an exceptionally favorable one for logging oper-
ations. The logs are coming out well and the amount of the cut
will compare favorably with that of former years. The exceptionally
hard winter however, has caused a considerable increase in the cost

of woods operations.

Hardwoods are steady in all varieties and the demand continues
good.

Eastern Canada

The lumber trade at Montreal is looking forward to an ex-

cellent season's business during 1912. Inquiries and orders which
have been received up to date clearly foreshadow a good demand and
indicate a stiffening up of prices. It is reported already by some of

the wholesalers that the mills are asking an all-round advance of

ten per cent. Dry stocks are unusually scarce and quotations are
firm. There is a good demand for lath. Shingles are held firmly.

Spruce boards are very scarce. Hardwoods are firm. Logging oper-
ations have been satisfactory. The only drawback to trade is the
great shortage of cars. This is preventing anything in the way of

rush orders being accepted and is holding back trade in general.

The market for news paper is strong.

The market for spruce lumber at Boston continues rather quiet.

Retailers' stocks however, are rather light and a greater demand is

expected with the spring trade. Dealers are asking up to $24.50 for

eastern spruce, but most of the business is done at $24. Occasion-
ally one hears reports that the price will be $25 when the spring
trade opens. Stocks of random are rather light. Prices are firm.

Stocks of dry spruce boards are also rather small. The hardwood
market at Boston is quiet, though the outlook is considered fair.

Quartered oak is rather quiet but plain oak is moving steadily.

Prices are unchanged. There is a fair demand for maple at steady
prices. The demand for hemlock boards is moderate and prices are
firm. Good dry stock of eastern clipped hemlock boards is scarce
and holders are firm. Cedar extra shingles at Boston are offered
at $3.60 to $3.65, although no business is reported at the higher
prices. Clears are firm, at $3.25 to $3.35. The demand for lath is

quiet. The asking price for 1% inch is $3.90" to $4, and for \y2 inch
$3.60.

At New York, very little straight cargo business is reported in

eastern spruce. Prices are steady but the yards have sufficient stocks
for current wants and are not likely to produce many enquiries until

the weather and the building situations improve. Quartered oak at

New York is in a little better demand. Plain oak is strong. A good
tone prevails in the New York hemlock market, although the or-

ders are smaller in quantity than is usual at this time of year.

Western Canada

Winnipee reports state that the demand for lumber is still

quiet. The indications however, are that improvement will be noted
as the season advances. All reports agree that there will be a
strong demand from the building trade as soon as the spring sea-

son opens. This applies both to the city and the rural trade. A
great deal of work remains for the farmers in the way of building,
which they were prevented from attending to last year on account
of the unfavorable weather and crop conditions. Although last

year was a record year for building operations in Winnipeg, the
aggreRatc OI permits issued during the present year to date is greater
than it was for the corresponding period of last year. Lumber
prices at Winnipeg are unchanged and there is a steady market for
building materials of all kinds. It is reported that there are still

about 60,000,000 bushels of wheat in the country to be marketed.
When the farmers receive the money for this there will probably
be an awakening of the demand for lumber. Collections continue
rather slow although as a whole there is a healthy feeling in trade
circles. A great volume of industrial development is under pro-
gress in the west and the railroads are preparing to spend large
sums on extensions. A record year for immigration is also expected
so that there are promising indications of a good year for the lum-
ber trade.

Great Britain

The labor troubles in the coal industries of Great Britain are
reported to have practically suspended all buying of lumber. Even
in the early days of the negotiations, the loss to the country has
been enormous and everybody is praying for an early solution of
the difficulty. Up to the present time, the timber trade, during 1912,
has been fair. Retail business in the north of England has been
better than was expected, in some places having exceeded in volume
the transactions for the same period of any previous year. In case
the coal mining difficulty should be terminated, it is expected that
there will be continued prosperity in most of the industrial circles.

Ship-building yards at present are supplied with plenty ot work.
Fresh contracts are reported by engineering firms and textile centres
are unusually busy. Conditions therefore, are all excellent with the
single and serious exception of the strike among the coal miners.

Spot values at London are unchanged but the market has ceased
to exhibit the hopeful feeling which was noticeable a few weeks
ago. The tendency towards stiffer prices has been temporarily
checked. There is a fair demand for paving and the packing trade
is also fairly active. Railway requirements are quite extensive. The
building demand is rather dull. During the week ending Feb. 17th,
the deliveries at London docks amounted to 3127 standards, as com-
pared with 3288 standards, during the corresponding week of 1911.
At the recent auction sale of Messrs. Churchill & Sim, 9 and 11 inch
1st Montreal spruce, sold at £16, 10s., and 7 and 8 inch brought
£15, 10s. For 3 x 11, 3rd Quebec yellow pine £16 was secured,
and Quebec birch planks sold at Is.," 5d. and Is., 4j^d. per cu. ft.

Another lot of 3 x 8 spruce lsts. from Montreal, brought £13, 15s.,

and the same price was secured for a lot of 3x7.
At Liverpool, the disturbed trade conditions have had a notice-

able effect upon the timber trade. The freight market is also a
deterring factor. The market for tonnage at present is very strong.
A recent engagement for freight from Montreal was made at 40s.,
whereas last year the rate at the same period was 30s. The Mer-
sey Docks and Harbor Boards are reported to be in the market
for a good quantity of pitch pine timber. The hardwood market at
Liverpool continues rather quiet, although business is still on sat-
isfactory lines with numerous orders. Plain and quartered oak in
the best grades are quite strong, especially for dry thick stock. There
has been a good demand for American quartered white oak boards
in thicknesses of less than one inch. Reports state that fresh sup-
plies of ash and hickory logs would be well received, as stocks in
merchants' hands are now very low.

At Manchester, trade is improving and a shortage of stocks is

being reported, especially pitch pine, for which prices are very strong.
Spruce deals continue firm at slightly advanced prices. An ad-
vance is expected in the price of floorings. The present basis is

£9, 15s. per standard c.i.f. Good prices are not confined entirely
to the timber trade. In fact everything which caters to the saw-
milling trade has gone up, or is going up. Brick makers, ironmongers,
hardware dealers, saw makers and last but not least coal dealers
have all pushed their prices upward and the sawmilling industry is

consequently experiencing far greater running expenses, than at any
previous time.

The labor trouble at the Glasgow docks gave promise of an
early settlement, according to the latest reports. An excellent de-
mand continues from the ship-building industry, being in fact every-
thing that could be desired, this doing much to compensate for the
dullness of some of the other wood consuming industries. Quebec
shippers, at Glasgow have been arranging a few contracts for timber
and the higher grades of pine deals. Orders placed so far however,
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The Mill That Saws All Winter "

Do You Use Pine?
If you do why not get the best that grows?

We Have It
A complete dry stock of White and Norway pine lumber

HEAVY TIMBERS
Cut to order any length up to 60 feet from Pine or B. C. Fir

RUSH ORDERS RUSHED

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited

A. F. Holden, Pres.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres.

SARNIA, ONTARIO
J. M. Diver, Gen'l. Mgr.
E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.
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Saw Mill To Let
with Water Power and Lachine Canal frontage,

near St. Gabriel Locks. Stone building-

,
etc.,

in good order. About 75,000 square feet of land

is to let with the mill.

Well situated near Notre Dame and Canning-

Streets. Possession 1st of May. Property of

estate of A. Cantin. Apply to

A The Cradock Simpson Company
BUSINKSS ESTABLISHED 1879

205 St. James Street, MONTREAL

The Safety

m
§

Hollow Set-Screw
Is made of the best quality of steel and is elastic.

This prevents loosening on account of changes of tem-
perature. Recommended by the government for the
prevention of accidents. Can be used in place of grub
and square head set-screws.

Sizes 3/g 5/8

MANUFACTURED BY

V. B. CONVIS
159 DUFFERIN ST. - - TORONTO

Sheep's Back to Dealer

A P H Pants>

i
•

es For Solid Substantial Wear, no Pants in

Canada like them. Dealers if interested,

write us for terms, etc.

CLAYTON & SONS
Halifax, N. S.

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

For free sample copy address

Hugh C. MacLean, Ltd.

220 King Street Wed.
TORONTO

make an unfavorable comparison in extent, with those of recent
years. Prices in general, arc firm, with an upward tendency in a
number of cases. Available stocks are low.

United States

The demand for lumber has been improving, as a general rule,

in the United States, since the beginning of the present year, al-

though the severe weather in a great many localities has interfered
considerably, both with delivery and production. Jt is expected that
this will cause some delay in the opening up of spring trade. On
the other hand, it is reasonable to believe that as soon as the weather
has definitely improved a proportionate rush for orders will develop.
Looking over the field in general, it is reported that production has
been considerably curtailed and that lumber in condition for ship-
ment has been reduced. The yard trade continues cautious, calling

principally for mixed car lots. Mill stocks as a rule, are uneven,
making it a difficult matter to fill the mixed orders which are most
prevalent. This applies particularly to soft woods. Dry assort-
ments of hardwoods are also scarce.

Chicago.—It is believed that only the severe weather condi-
tions which have lately prevailed are responsible for the failure of
the lumber movement to make a record up-to-date during the pres-
ent year, as compared with 1911. Enquiries are heavy and the
building trade is producing an increasing number of permits. The
receipts of lumber at Chicago for the week ending Feb. 24th totalled

36,474,000 ft., as compared with 34,994,000 ft. for the corresponding
week in 1911. The total receipts from Jan. 1st to Feb. 24th amounted
to 233,684,000 ft., a decrease of 22,248,000 ft., as compared with the
corresponding period of last year. Receipts and shipments of shin-
gles, both for the week and for the year to date show good increases.

A revival is reported in the demand for northern pine. Nearly all

grades are scarce and it is quite possible that prices will shortly
advance. The difficulty in securing cars for shipment from the
mills is resulting in a considerable reduction in the stocks of whole-
sale yards. Hardwoods continue to strengthen in demand. Stocks
of dry lumber are scarce. Birch and maple are still leaders among
the northern hardwoods and are steady in price. Basswood is un-
changed. Rock and soft elm are moving moderately. Plain red
oak is strong and an improvement is noticed in quarter sawed oak.
White oak is firmer. Higher prices for yellow pine are proving a
benefit to hemlock manufacturers. Hemlock supplies at the mills

are low and shipments during January are reported to be greater
than the amount cut. The country trade is improving and whole-
salers are moving extensive quantities of hemlock. It looks as
though later in the season, the strong demand may result in higher
prices. The demand for yellow pine is much stronger that at this

time last year. Railroad material, decking, siding and timber are
all reported scarce at the mills. Considerable activity in yellow pine
is reported from the yard trade. Red cedar shingles have strength-
ened recently. White cedars are in fair demand, at strong prices.

Lath are scarce and the demand is increasing.

Buffalo.—The demand for northern pine from the building trade
has been checked by bad weather during the past fortnight. It is

expected however, that the spring trade will soon become active and
that a decided improvement will be noted. Prices on all grades are
firm. Stocks of box lumber, especially No. 4 boards, are scarce. High
grade pine continues strong. The hardwood trade is fair, although
suffering considerably on account of the severe weather. Prices in

general are holding firm. Dry shipping stock in plain oak is scarce
and prices are strong. Bad weather has interfered with the move-
ment of stocks of lumber but all indications point to an active

building movement when the spring trade opens up. Stocks of

hemlock at Buffalo are not too great. Some grades in fact are
rather short. Indications are for higher prices early in the spring.

Southern pine deliveries are held back by the shortage of cars.

Prices continue strong. Shingles and lath are firm, as new stocks
are not expected to arrive so early this spring, as usual. If fair

weather sets in soon a distinct advance above present prices may
be looked for.

Bay City and Saginaw.—The market for the cheaper grades of

northern pine is active and firm. Box lumber is stiffening up. The
demand for box lumber is good. The general price list is firm. It

is estimated that more than 100,000,000 ft. of pine is in the yards
of mills and factories at this point, most of it being in the hands
of about half a dozen companies.

A despatch from Bay City, Mich., states that the Georgian
Bay district of Ontario, which contributes 75,000,000 feet of pine
lumber annually to dealers in the Saginaw Valley, has had a favor-
able logging winter. The larger portion of the prospective cut of

lumber in the upper portion of the district for the coming season
has already been contracted for. Prices there are about the same
as last winter, with the exception of mill culls and lumber for box
material, which is 50 cents to $1 higher.
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Your Choice of a Steam Loader
Is sure to be an "AMERICAN " if you compare
closely the important feature of durability.

The loader shown above, which has been operated constantly

for six years in rough country and has passed through several

wrecks, is practically as good as new to-day.

It's an "AMERICAN"
This result is only possible with a loader that is correctly and
substantially built.

Send for full information.

AMERICAN HOIST & DERRICK COMPANY
ST. PAUL, MINN.

Richest and Purest Milk

EVAPORATED

U NSW EE'

Ml 1
'

UNSWEETENED

from the choicest dairy

sections of Canada. From

cows properly fed and

cared for.

Borden's

Peerless Brand

Evaporated Milk

Dilute with water to desired

consistency and use same

as " fresh " milk.

Convenient Economical Safe

Borden's CondensedMilk Co.
Originators of Condensed Milk and Largest Manufacturers of Milk

Products in the World.

" LEADERS OF QUALITY"

Wm. H. Dunn, Agent

ESTABLISHED 1857

MONTREAL

Jenckes Boilers
YX^E aim to keep on hand a well assorted

stock of Horizontal Tubular, Vertical

and Locomotive Type Boilers. Your en-

quiry will probably find us in a position to

ship the required boiler at once ; if not it

can quickly be built. Write us anyway.

The Jenckes Machine Co.
Limited

Sherbrooke - Montreal - St. Catharines - Cobalt - South Porcupine - Vancouver - Rossland
Works : Sherbrooke, Que., St. Catharines, Ont.
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EDGINGSONEIDA STEEL PULLEYS

Increase

Your

Output

and

Reduce

Your

Operating

Expenses

If you are interested in the best pulley made and wish to know
how you can save two-thirds of the power now used to turn cum-
bersome cast iron pulleys, and if you wish to increase your output
at the same time by superior running qualities of the pulleys used,
write us for the full particulars regarding the "ONEIDA" steel
pulleys before ordering any other.

Write For Our Catalog

Oneida. Steel Pulley Co.
Oneida. New York. U. S. A.

LATH
Campbell - MacLaurin Lumber Co.

Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL

Ontario
The Canadian Northern Railway Company has incorporated a subsidiary

company with a capital of $20,000,000, to acquire timber limits.

It is reported that the United States Wood Preserving Company, New
York, are looking for a site of thirty acres at Hamilton, Ont., for the erec-
tion of a large wood preserving plant.

The Fesserton Timber Company, Limited, have removed their Torcfnto
office from 34 Victoria street to Rooms 4, 5 and 6 at 15 Toronto street.
Their new 'phone number is Adelaide 118:5.

Charles Mills has sold his sawmill at Harrow, Ont., and will shortly
start a new mill at Wheatley, Ont. Equipment and machinery will be needed
and it is probable that he will also erect a new building.

Campbell Bros., Limited, have been incorporated with a capital of $40,000,
to deal in railroad supplies, lumbermen's supplies, etc., with head office at
Port Arthur, Ont. The provisional directors are W. H. Campbell, J. A.
Campbell and A. J. McComber, all of Port Arthur, Ont.

A bill has been introduced in the Ontario Legislature by the Minister
of Lands, Forests and Mines, withdrawing from the Temagami Forest Re-
serve all the lands comprised within the limits of the unsurveyed township
of Deloro, and all lands east of the Mattagami River in the unsurveyed town-
ship of Ogden.

The Building and Construction Company, Limited, has been incorporated
with a capital of $40,000, to engage in the business of lumber milling, brick
making, bridge or railway construction, etc., with head office at Toronto,
Ont. The provisional directors are H. J. Cox, E. C. Ironside and N. G. Heyd,
all of Toronto.

Ernst Bros. Company, Limited, has been incorporated with a capital of
$40,000, to carry on business as general machinists, founders, mechanical en-
gineers, wood workers, etc., with head office at Mount Forest, Ont. The
provisional directors are J. J. Ernst, G. L. Ernst and W. J. Cleland, all of
Mount Forest.

The town of Owen Sound has carried a by-law for the granting of a
bonus of $10,000 annually for a period of twenty years, to a company which
proposes to construct a large drydock and establish a shipbuilding business.
The plant is to cost in the neighborhood of one and a half million dollars and
vyill be one of the most modern and efficient in the continent. It is being
financed chiefly by English capital.

Robert Bury & Company have transferred their office from Teeswater,
Ont., to Toronto, and will carry on their business as wholesale hardwood
dealers from their new office, 79 Spadina avenue (telephone Adelaide 1467),
and their yard at the foot of Spadina avenue. Mr. Fred. M. Thompson and
Mr. R. Buchan, who have handled the firm's business for some years will
now reside in Toronto and work from the above address.

The Eyer Lumber Company, Toronto, which was recently incorporated
to carry on the business formerly conducted by John H. Eyer, has secured
the selling rights for the 1912 cut of the Cutler Bay Lumber Company,
Cutler, Ont. The cut will amount to about 30,000,000 feet. Mr. J. W. Blair,
formerly of the Cutler Bay Lumber Company, is secretary-treasurer of the
Eyer Lumber Company. The former offices of John H. Eyer, at 34 Victoria
street, Toronto, are to be continued as the offices of the Eyer Lumber Co.

The Lake Superior Paper Company, Limited, Saulte Ste. Marie, Ont,
have taken over the woods department and lumbering operations of the
Algoma Commercial Company. Mr. H. Dennison, Superintendent, who has
been with the Algoma Commercial Company in this department for the
past ten years, will continue in charge. The superintendent of the sawmill
is Mr. C. W. Smith, formerly of Nesterville. The company expect to take
out this year about twenty-two million feet of white pine, and from sixty to
sixty-five thousand cords of pulpwood.

Eastern Canada
The Gilmour and Hughson mills, at Hull, P.Q., are being renovated and

enlarged in preparation for a larger production than last year.

A Fredericton report announces that the Miramichi Lumber Company
have completed their season's operations. It is expected the cut will total
twenty millions, which is about the same as last season.

The Sawmill at Longue Pointe, Que., belonging to the Montreal Loco-
motive Works was recently damaged by fire to the extent of about $4,000.
The loss was mostly confined to the roof, stock and machinery.

The new pulp mill of the Brompton Pulp and Paper Company at East
Angus, P.Q., has been started. This has been under construction for some
months, and is an addition to the company's plant already in operation.

Leahy Engineering and Contracting Company, Limited, has been incor-
porated with a capital of $20,000, to deal in timber, artificial stone and all
kinds of builders' supplies, with head office at Montreal The incorporators
are E. H. Godin, G. Bourdeau and J. H. Leahy, all of Montreal, Que.

Joseph Fortier, Limited, has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$100,000, to carry on business as paper manufacturers, dealers in pulp, paper,
lumber and all such products, with head office at Montreal, Que. The in-
corporators include, R. P. Fortier, E. Lalonde, Jos. Fortier and J. W. Butler,
all of Montreal, Que.

Byers & Anglin, Limited, have been incorporated with a capital of $250,-
000 to carry on business as a construction and development company, electric,
civil and hydraulic engineers, lumbermen and woodworkers, etc., with head
office at Montreal, Que. The incorporators are W. A. Merrill, W. S. John-
son and R. T. Heneker, all of Montreal.

The Edward Partington Pulp & Paper Company, in consideration of
a fixed assessment for a term of years, have agreed to spend $100,000 at
once on the enlargement of the pulp mill at St. John, N.B., and to add a
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paper mill at a cost of $300,000. It is expected that this company will be
merged into the Consolidated Pulp and Paper Company.

The Dressing Lumber Company, Cedar Hall, Que., which was recently
incorporated with capital of $10,000, is erecting a plant at Cedar Hall and
expects to have it in operation by the 1st of April. The company intend to
manufacture both soft and hardwood lumber and also a small quantity of
shingles. Their specialty will be kiln dried and dressed lumber, mould-
ings, etc.

L. D. Schaffner and E. G. Langley, Bridgetown, N.S., have returned
from a trip to British Columbia. They purchased several parcels of land at
Coquitlam, according to a Victoria despatch, for about $30,000. The pur-
pose of the purchase is said to be to secure a site for manufacturing lum-
ber from the timber taken off the land in the neighborhood of the new
C P. R. terminals.

Maritime Nail Company. Limited, has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $250,000 to build, erect and operate mills, foundries, and other works
to deal in metal, iron and wood goods and to acquire timber lands or timber
limits and carry out the development of such. The head office is at St. John,
X.B., and the incorporators are Stanley E. Elkin, Fred. Marvin, and C. P.
Nixon, all of St. John.

The Bathurst Lumber Company, which recently took over the mill and
property of the Xepisiguit Lumber Company, Bathurst, N.B., has increased
its board of directors from five to seven members. The board now consists
of Hon. \Y. C. Edwards, Ottawa; Angus McLean, Montreal; C. M. Carrier,
Buffalo; Hugh McLean. Buffalo; M. E. Preisch, North Tonawanda; W. H.
Crosby, Buffalo, and E. S. Peck, Scranton ,Pa., the last two being new
members. The officers elected were Hon. W. C .Edwards, president; C. M.
Carrier, vice-president; Angus McLean, secretary-treasurer and general man-
ager, and M. E. Preisch, assistant treasurer.

Western Canada
The Land and Finance Corporation of British Columbia, Limited, has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $2,500,000, to build and operate
railroads, bridges, tramways, telephone lines, sawmills, planing mills, reser-
voirs, etc., with head office at Vancouver, B.C. The incorporators are O. B.
McCallum, G. F. Gyks and R. L. Jones, all of Montreal, Que.

The Colwell Lumber Company, whose offices and yards at Zelandia, Sask.,
were recently completely destroyed by fire, intend to re-build at once. They
will erect a covered yard and will put in a complete stock as soon as pos-
sible. During the fire the company lost many valuable papers and records
as they only had a safe in the office. They now intend to build a vault for
the reception of important documents.

A serious fire and an explosion which occurred at the wholesale sash
and door factory of the Radfard- Wright Company, Limited, at 776 Main
street, Winnipeg, on Saturday night, March 9th, resulted in the death of
seven men and severe injuries to a number of others. The explosion occur-
red when a number of firemen and others were directing a hose upon the
back of the building. The back wall was suddenly blown out and buried
the victims beneath the debris.

C. B. Pride, of Wisconsin, was recently in Nelson, B.C., interviewing
the city council and board of trade for the purpose of securing a site and
cheap power to operate a pulp and paper mill there. He plans to build a
$300,000 mill to manufacture thirty tons of paper daily, and has already sec-
ured an option on an excellent site and large timber resources. Spokane,
Vancouver and Wisconsin capital is said to be back of the scheme. Mr.
Pride plans to build a power plant on the Kootenay River in about three
years, but wants to buy powder for a short time.

The O. K. Lumber Company, which was recently incorporated with
capital of $100,000, and headquarters at Kelowna, B.C., report that they ex-
pect an increased trade to result from the large influx of settlers into that
district. Many large orchards also, are now coming into bearing in the dis-
trict and will increase the demand for cases of various kinds for their ship-
ment. The company are extending their plant, putting in additional mach-
inery and erecting an up-to-date box factory. They have already large con-
tracts on hand and are looking forward to a most successful season.

The Brooks-McKenzie Lumber Company, Limited, which was recently
formed with headquarters at Penticton, B.C., and with capital stock of $25,-
000, will carry on a retail lumber business at Penticton. Penticton is a new
town in the Okanagan Valley, in the heart of the fruit growing section if

British Columbia. Mr. E. F. Brooks, who is president of the company, is

also general manager of the Adams River Lumber Company, of Chase, B.C.,
on the main line of the C. P. R. The Brooks-McKenzie Company will pur-
chase their stock from the Adams River Lumber Company. The other
officers of the company are N. A. Brooks, vice-president, and Kenneth Mc-
Kenzie, managing director and secretary.

The Terminal Construction and Manufacturing Company, Limited, Van-
couver, B.C., whose plant was destroyed by fire on December 29th, have
completed all the foundations of the new building. The foundations are of
concrete for all the buildings. The main buildings are now fairly well under
way. This building is to be of .solid framed construction covered with gal-
vanized iron, both sides and roof. The dimensions are 170 feet by 80 feet,

two stories. The building will be extra well lighted and steam heated. The
company are installing a double set of machinery of the most modern type,
all equipped with the blow pipe system and driven by steam power. They
are also improving their old boiler house by building a reinforced fireproof
boiler building separate from all other buildings. The boilers will be fed
automatically from the refuse of the mill which will be carried through the
blowing system. They are also erecting, in addition to their present shed,
a lumber shed with warehouse above. This building is 120 feet by 74 feet
over eaves and three storeys. The upper storey of the building is to be con-
nected with the main factory building by a bridge or solid timber platform
self supporting. Having ample ground space with good trackage facilities
and their own dry kilns they feel confident that within two months they will
again be doing business in one of the best, if not the best, and most modern
woodworking factories in British Columbia. In addition to the manufactur-
ing of sash and doors they will again manufacture all kinds of interior finish,
not only of native woods, but making a specialty of hardwood finish and
veneer work.

The Barnhart Log Loader
has been in successful operation in all parts of the country
for twenty years and never caused a complaint. We are
now manufacturing a new Barnhart Loader known as
Model "12," which is specially designed for use in very
heavy timber. This loader is built on the same lines as the
old Barnhart Loader now known as Model "10" and which
we still continue to manufacture. We are operating lum-
bermen, producing 200,000,000 feet of lumber per annum
and we use the Barnhart Loader exclusively. Could we
afford to do so if it were not the best? Write us for
prices.

Goodyear Lumber Company,
b
Ty

L0,

We have a splendid stock of

WHITE PINE

RED PINE

SPRUCE
Enquiries solicited from the

wholesale trade.

Thos. Mackarell & Co.
Ottawa

49 Metcalfe Street

Montreal
Canadian Express Bldg.
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Boss Line Lumbering Tools
Manufactured by

The McFarlane-Neill Mfg. Co., Ltd., St. Mary's, N. B.

Forged Steel Socket Peaveys and Cant Hooks are acknowledged by leading lumber-
men to be the lightest and strongest on the market.

Try our Steel Loading Blocks, Twitching Grips, Saw Wedges, Skidding Logs, Timber
Carriers, Split Rock Maple Peavey and Cant Hook Handles, etc

Catalogues furnished and prices quoted

on application
~ _—=«_^

ROBB ENGINEERING
COMPANY LIMITED

AMHERST, N. S. CANADA

has recently taken the general

agency for Canada of the GAS
ENGINES AND SUCTION GAS
PRODUCERS made by

DAVEY, PAXMAN & CO. LTD.
Colchester, England

The Paxman Gas Engine is made
in a full line of sizes from

to 300 horse power.

2%

Full information at any of the

ROBB DISTRICT OFFICES

Canadian Express Buiding, Montreal -

Traders Bank Building. Toronto
Union Bank Building, Winnipeg
Grain Exchange Building, Calgary

R. W. Robb, Manager
Wm. McKay, Manager
W. F. Porter, Manager
J. F. Porter Manager

Glue Room Necessities

Veneer Presses
Screw and Hydraulic

Glue Spreaders
Hand and Power Feed

Glue Heaters
Every Variety and Size

Clamps, Etc.
Whatever You Need

Power-feed Glue Spreading Machine. (Pat.
Aug., 1900.) Single, double and combin-

ation. 12 inches to 84 inches wide.

Veneer Presses, different kinds and sizes.

Our

Specialties

are used

the world

over.
The secret of the success of many woodworking factories is in their
glue room. Don't jeopardize your success with poor equipment or old
methods. It is easy to do veneering and built up work and get the
best and most economical results with Francis Equipment.

Thos. E. Francis & Co.
Main Office and Works :

RUSHVILLE, IND.

4
)

River Driving Costs
will be decidedly lower this year if you
use Adams Gasoline Towing Machinery
in 25' punts for carrying supplies and
handling booms and logs. One man
does the work of ten. We have both
machinery and complete punts for

prompt shipment. Machinery $205.00.
Complete punts $375.00. It will pay you
to write us now. Gasoline engines all

sizes, 2 to 25 H.P.

Adams Launch and Engine Co.

Penetang, Ont.
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For Every Requirement
We are specialists in the manufacture of wire rope. We can

ship from stock any length or size of the wire ropes usually supplied

and can manufacture specially a rope exactly suitable for your

requirements. Perhaps you are having wire rope troubles— if so

—

drop us a line advising us your requirements and we will be pleased

to make suggestions as to the class and style of rope you should

use. We have had years of experience—and should know.

The Dominion WIRE ROPE Co., Limited
MONTREAL

General Supply Company of Canada Ltd.—Winnipeg Agents

Jeffrey Conveyers

Pulp and Paper Mills

Combine thoroughness of

construction with high effic-

iency in operation, and are
guaranteed to handle material

with economy and to meet the

demands of the existing con-

ditions in every particular.

Illustration shows a Jeffrey

Chain Conveyer (307 feet

between centers); at Pulp Mill

of A. E. Reed & Co. Handles

sawed logs to barker conveyer.

Entire conveying equipment at

this mill furnished by the

Jeffrey Co.

We also design and build Conveyers of the Wire Cable Type,
Elevating and Power Transmission Machinery for all purposes,
Chains and Attachments, Industrial Locomotives for hauling
Lumber, Pulp Lap Shredders, etc.

Write for Latest Catalogs.

THE JEFFREY MANUFACTURING CO.
Winnipeg Office:

141 Banna tyne Ave.
Canadian Main Office and Works :

MONTREAL, CAN.

Patented iXL E3n Pat. 'No. 3£42S

This Bit Will Not Slip Sideways

See the Hey "See the ffei

Manufactured Only By

The A. J. BURTON SAW CO. Ltd.

Vancouver B. C.

Our Inserted Saws are Fitted with our

Patent I.X.L. Bits and Shanks, warran-

ted not to slip sideways, and to cut free

and easy, and have no equal in hard-

wood or any other timber.

Band, Gang,

Solid and Inserted

Tooth Circulars,

Bits and Shanks

Carried in Stock at our Ottawa Branch.

Special Attention given to all Saw Re-

pair Work.

The A, J. Burton Saw Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY

VANCOUVER, B. C.

BOX 848

Phone 1748

EASTERN OFFICE, SALES-ROOMS AND
REPAIR WORKS

374 Sparks St., OTTAWA, ONT.
Phone 7458
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Silver's New Woodworking Machines
Saw Tables, Jointers, Swing Saws, Band Saws—tools of good,

honest constitution, newest improvements and conveniences ;

patterns fresh from the designers.

JOINTERS-8, 12, 16, 20, and 24-inch.
BAND SAWS—20, (loot or belt power) 26, 32. and 36-inch.
SWING SAWS 6'., 7, 7<< and 8-foot lengths
saw tables-Two styles

Silver's machines are high pressure machines. They will do
your work and do it well, save you money and labor, suit you in
sizes and in prices too.

Post up on these tools. Ask for our 1911 catalogue and special
prices at once.

THE SILVER MFG. CO.
375 BROADWAY SALEM, OHIO.
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LEATHER BELTING
Will Cost You

Less Per Day of Service
This method is the ONLY way to arrive at a TRUE estimate of

your belting expenses. A belt which, when purchased, costs

you less per foot than "AMPHIBIA" is not necessarily the

cheapest belt.

No, Sir !

The least expensive belt is the one which delivers maximum
power day in, day out and has the least depreciation per annum,

—the least cost per day of service.

"AMPHIBIA" belts may cost a little more to buy because they

cost us more to make. BUT,—they are the least expensive

in the end and therefore the best investment.

Our "AMPHIBIA" PLANER is a fine belt. We make it

especially for heavy fast drives in wet places or handling

wet lumber. Write us about one for your mill.

Tanners and Manufacturers
For over 35 years the makers of the Best Leather Belts

MONTREAL TORONTO ST. JOHN, N.B.

511 William Street 27 Melinda Street 89 Prince William St.

WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
244 Princess Street 217 Columbia Ave.

i^~To Insure Satisfaction—State Where Belt is to Run~**J
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METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
Manufacturers High Grade Cylinder, Engine and

Machine Oils and Mill Supplies, Etc.

Mr. Saw-Mill or General Manufacturer:—
Are you willing to let us help you reduce the cost of lubricating your plant?

If you aic, we can do it, and believe this is a good lime to call your attention to
one of our Specialties. Lubricating Crease by our system lias put many an extra
dollar in the pockets of others, it will do so for you if you give us a chance, and
you will be the gainer by the scheme.

Our Famous Lubricating Grease is a product that by common consent is
admitted to save 00 per cent, in cost of Lubrication; fully 75 per cent, in cost
of application. Continuous Lubrication, Economy, and Safety from Overheated
Journals are the results of its use.

A post-card will bring Metropolitan Oil Company's samples and prices, or
better still our representative, who will give you his advice, and expert services.

METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
34 Atlantic Avenue - - TORONTO, ONT.

LIMESTONE" Wood Split Pulleys
The Strongest Wood Pulley Made. NAILED and GLUED
We carry the largest stock of Wood Pulleys in the Country.

ALLIGATOR BELT LACING

Rush Orders Promptly Filled.

Also Lukenheimer
Valves, Lubricat-
ing Oils and Greas-
es, Packings, Hose,
Paints, etc.

Belting in Stock 1-in. to 20-in.

LARGE BELTS A SPECIALTY

Crescent Oil Co., Hamilton, Ontario

" LINCONA

"

Balata Belting
IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF

Because

It

Is

Made

Of

Pure

Balata

Average break 1 1,700 lbs. per sq. inch.

Ask the other man the strength of his Balata, and see that he

shows you copy of test.

THIS BELT IS WORTH YOUR INVESTIGATION.
Write for Price List and Sample.

Austen Bros. Limited
HALIFAX, N. S.

PENATANG SHOEPACKS
Gendron Penatang Shoepack Mfg. Co.

The PENATANG SHOE PACK
is sold on the reputation it has attained for honest material, honest workmanship and consequently honest wear. That

explains why so many packs are sold as Pcnatangs, that
are only poor imitations.

All our packs are stamped with our Registered Trade
Mark, and dealers are warned not to infringe on our
rights. We have had many complaints that manufactur-
ers are representing their packs as PenatangS.

Write jor the Penatang Catalogue showing 20 diff-

erent styles of Hand Made Shoe Packs and Boots.

Our Hand Made
Surveyors and Ex-

plorers boots are the

most reliable on the

market.

Sole leather count-

ers, sewn in with the

upper, are special

features.

Our io inch and
8 inch River Drivers
Boots are made with
Genuine French Calf
Vamp and English
Kip Quarters.

Forty years exper-
ience in pack manu-
facturing- is the best

test of the Quality of

our goods.
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Beware of a high-speed tool

with ball bearings if its

mechanical con-

struction is

weak !

i'

Write us direct or our Sales Office nearest you

rmsT rr*
Q UALITT AmericanWoodworkingMachineryCoSALES OFFICES

NEW YORK - 90 West St.

CHICAGO - 917 Fisher Bld
NEW ORLEANS-CanalLa.BankBld

EXECUTIVE
AND GENERAL SALES OFFICE

Roche ster, N.Y.

SALES OFFICES
SP0KANE-3I4 W.Pacific Ave
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(.«. CANADA LUMBERMAN AND WOODWORKER

CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Car Lots

White Pine

:

1 inch No. 1 cuts and better $00 00 05 00
> cu,s and l,e"er 04 00 68 00*in. No 1 cuts and belter.. 67 00 72 00

2^m M O
2 ° & ?, 50 00 52 00

2 in. No. 2 cuts and better . . 56 00 60 00
}Vi-m No 1 2 and 3 Cuts .. 48 00 50 00
2 in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts .... 50 00 52 00
1-in. Good Shorts 40 00 45 00
X x 4 and 5 com. and dressing 23 00 25 001x0 common and dressing.. 20 00 28 001x8 common and dressing ..27 00 29 00
1 x 10 common and dressing ..30 00 32 00
1 x 12 common and dressing.. 39 00 41 00
1x10 and 12 mill cull stocks . . 20 00 21 00
1-in. mill cull sidings 17 00
2 x 10 common 27 00 28 00
~ and d x 12 common 30 00 32 001x8 box and common 21 00 22 00
1 x 10 inch box and common. 23 00 24 00
1 x 12 box and common 27 00 29 00
1-in. mill run sidings 24 00 20 00
1-in. mill run shorts 18 00
1-in. dead cull sidings 12 50 14 00
l'A-'\n. flooring 28 00
1-in. mill run Norway 22 00
2-in. mill run Norway 25 00
Norway, c and cf 1-in 33 00 34 00
Norway, c and cf l^-in 35 00 88 00
Norway, c and cf 2-in 33 00 35 00
.Spruce mill run 21 00 22 00
Spruce mill culls 15 ()() 10 on
Clear in. B.C. cedar, kiln dried 55 50 65 50
2 x 4 to 10 inch 18 ft 20 00
Douglas Fir
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet

:

8, 10x10, 10x12, 1x14, 12x12,
12x014, 14x14, 14x16 34 00

8x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x12, 10x10,
12x10, 16x16, 14x18, 16x18
18x18, and 20x20 34 50

6x14, 8x14, 12x18, 18x20 35 00
6x16, 8x16, 10x18, 12r20, 14x20,

-,A
anh

ni
6x20 35 00

10 x 20 3G oo
6 x 18, 8 x 18 so 5o
6 x 20, 8 x 20 37 50
Lengths over 32 ft. take the following ad-

vances: 33 to 35 ft., 50c; .06 to 40 ft SI-
41 to 45 ft., $3; 46 to 50 ft., $0.

Fir flooring, eoge grain 44 50
No. 1 and 2 clear 1-in. Fir rough 45 10
No. 1 and 2 clear l'A, iy2 and

2-in. Fir rough 47 10
l'A-'m. No. 1 4 ft. pine lath.. 4 25
1^-in. No. 2 4-ft. lath 3 75
l'A'm. 32-in. pine 1 (;o
l}4-in. No. 1 4-ft. hemlock lath 3 25
l'A-in. mill run hemlock lath 3 00
X pine or cedar shingles .... 1 05
XXpine or cedar shingles ... 2 25XXX pine or cedar shingles . . 3 30XX B. C. cedar shingles .... 2 40XXX 6 butts to 2-in 3 30XXXX 6 to 23-16-in 3 5"
XXXXX 3 75
Hemlock No. 1:
1 x4 & 5-in. x 9 to 16 ft. ... 14 50
1 x 6-in. x 9 to 16-ft 17 50
1 x 8-in. x 9 to 16-ft 17 50
1 x 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16-ft. 19 50
1x7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 10 ft. 17 50
1- in. No. 2, 6-ft. to 16-ft. 2x4

to 12-in., 6-ft. to 16-ft 9 50
2x4 to 12-in., 12 and 14 ft. . . 18 50
2x4 to 12-in., 18 ft 21 50
2x4 to 12-in. 20 ft 23 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 22 ft 25 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 24 ft 28 00
2- in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width, 6 to 16 ft 12 50

Hardwoods—Per M. Feet, Car Lots . . .

Ash white, lsts and 2ndj, l'A and 2-in. 55 00
Ash, white, No. 1 common 45 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 ...... 48 00
Ash, brown, common and better .... 35 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds. 6/4 & 8/4. 55 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 35 00
Birch, No. 1, com. & better, 4/4 ... 29 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 and 8/4 .. 38 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 12/4 and 10/4.. 42 00
Basswood, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 38 00
Basswood, No. 1, com. and bet., 4/4. 30 00
Rasswood, No. 2 and 3, common ... 16 00
Basswood, 0/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds 40 00
Basswood, 0/4 and 8/4, com. & bet... 35 00
Basswood, No. 2 common and better. 25 50
Soft elm, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 33 00
Soft elm. No. 1 com. and bet., 4/4 . . 28 00
Soft elm, No. 2 and 3, common 15 00
Soft elm, 0/4 and 8/4 1 and 2 38 00
Soft elm, 8-in. lsts and 2nds 42 00
Rock elm, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 x 8/4 . . 50 00
Rock elem, No. 2 com. & bet. 6/4
& 8/4 35 00

Soft maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 31 00
Soft maple, com. and better, 4/4 25 00
Soft maple, 6/4 & 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 34 00
Hard maple, lsts and 2nds. 4/4 34 00
Hard maple, common and better, 4/4. 27 00
Hard maple. 12/4 & 16/4, lsts & 2nds. 43 00
Red oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4... 52 00
Red oak, plain, lsts & 2nds, 0/4 & 8/4 60 00
Red oak, plain lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 16/4 05 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4.. 52 00
White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, l'A
and 2-in 60 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 16/4 70 00

White oak, 'A cut, lsts & 2nds, 4/4. » 83 00
White oak, <A cut, 5/4 and 6/4, lsts

and 2nds 87 00
White oak, 'A cut No. 1 common ... 55 00
Hickory, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 70 00
Hickory, 6/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 75 00

OTTAWA, ONT.

Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings:

Y"\ x '-in. and up $53 00
l!4-in. & l'/2 m. x 8-in. & up 50 00
2-in. x 7-in. and up 58 00
No. 2 cuts 2 x 8-in. and up . . 40 00
Pine good strips:

i

1
;'/"- 40 00

154 -111. and 1%-va 50 00
„>-"' 50 00
line good shorts:

1-in. x 7-in. and up 38 00
1-in. x 4-in. to 6-in 30 00
l'A-\n. and l'A-in. 45 00
jj'?

n
- • • • • 48 00

7-in. to 9-m. A sidings 25 00
rine, No. 1 dressing sidings .. 33 00
P«ne, No. 1 dressing strips . . 26 00
1 ine, No. 1 dressing shorts . . 22 00
I ine. 8 s.c. and belter, 12 ft. to

_.w ft 23 00
line,

1 up s. c. siding 1-in.. ..22 OO
Pine s. c. sidings l'/2 & 2-in... 20 00
1 ine, s. c. strips 1-in 17 00

l'A. l'A and 2-in 22 00
I'inc, s.c. shoi Is, 1 x A 20 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x5 21 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x6 23 50
Pine, box boards:
l"x4" and up 6'-ll' 13 00
l"x3" to 6", 12 '-16' 15 00
l"x7" and up 12'-16' 16 00

Pine shorts 6' -11' l"xl0" 20 00
1x8 and 9 No. 1 barn 25 00

O. culls r & w p 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out, 1-in 14 00
mill culls out, lJ4-in 10 00
mill culls out, 1.14-in 17 00

Mill run spruce:
l"x 4" and up, 6'- 11 14 on
l"x4" and up, 12 '-16' 16 00
l"x9"-10", & up, 12'16'... 18 00
l'A"xl" 8-9" & up, 12'16' 18 00
lJ4"xl0" and up, 12'-10' ..19 00
l lA" & 2"xl2" & up, 12' -16' 24 00

Spruce 1-in. clear (fine dressing
and B) 24 00

Hemlock 1-in. rull 10 00
Hemlock 1-in. log run 13 00
Hemlock 2x4, 6, 8, 10, 12/16' 14 00
Tamarac 13 00
Basswood log run, dead culls
out 20 00

Basswood log run mill culls out 24 00
Birch log run 19 00
Soft elm, common and better,

1, l'A, 2-in 20 00
Ash, black log run 26 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x7 21 50
Pine, sc. and better, 1x8 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x9 .... 23 OO
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x10 ... 25 50
1 x 10 No. 1 barn 30 00
1 x 10 No. 2 barn 23 001x8 and 9 No. 2 barn 20 00
Pine mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. x 4-in. and up, 12-
ft. and up 13 00

Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.
and up. Oft. to 11-ft 11 00

Lath per M:
No. 1 white pine 1 3/S-in. x 4-ft. 4 00
No. 2 White Pine 3 00
Mill run white pine 3 25
Spruce, mill run iy2 -in 2 75
Red pine mill run 2 75
Tamarac mill run 1 25
Basswood, mill run 2 00
Hemlock, mill run 1 75
32-in. lath 1 25
Pine Shingles
xxxx, lS-in 3 50
Clear butt 18-in 2 50
xx 1 50

White Clear Shingles:
xxxx, 18-in 4 00
Clear butt, 18-in 2 50
18-in. xx 1 60

Spruce logs (pulp) 13 00

55 00
00 00
05 00
45 00

44 00
52 00
55 OO

40 00
35 Oil

Tin no
52 00
27 00
35 00
31 00
20 00

24 00
25 OO
30 00
19 50
24 00
21 OO
22 00
25 00

14 00
16 00
17 00
21 00
27 00
12 00

10 00
Is 00
10 (Ml

15 00
17 50
19 00
20 00
20 00
25 00

27 00
12 00
14 50
16 50
15 00

22 00
26 00
22 00

24 00
29 00
23 00
25 00
25 00
27 00
33 00
26 00
22 00

15 00

13 00

00
25
50
00
00
00
50
25
75

00
25
75

25
00

85
15 00

QUEBEC, QUE.

White Pine—In the Raft
c

Square white pine, measured off, 30
to 40 feet average 40

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in. av-
erage, according to lineal 80

Oak—Michigan and Ohio

By the dram, according to average
and quality 60

Elm

50

85

05

age and quality 25
Average 16 inch

, 30

Birch

14 inch 18
15 inch

, 22
16 inch 26
18 inch 32

Quebec Spruce Deals

20
24
28
30

, , Per M.
12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 18 00 19 00
Oddments 15 oo 16 00
Boards, 1 and 2 in 15 00 16 00

Birch Planks

1 to 4 in 16 00 17 00

SARNIA, ONT.

Fine, Common and Better

1x6 and 8 in 54 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide '.

f}2 00
l'A and iy2 in. and up wide 65 00
2 in. and up wide (58 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 48 00
6/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 00 00
8/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 62 00
0/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better 48 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better 50 00
6/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better 42 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better 46 00

No. 1 Cuts

1 in., 8 in. and up wide 47 00
l'A jm, 8-in. and up wide 57 00
l'A 'n., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
2 in., 8-in. and up wide 59 00
2'A and 3 ft., 8-in. and up wide 75 00
4 in., 8-in. and up wide 80 00

No. 2 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 31 00
l'A .'n., 6-in. and up wide 44 00
l'A -in., 6-in. and up wide 44 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 45 00
2'A, 3 and 4 in., 6-in. and
up wide 60 00 65 00

No. 3 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 23 00
l'A and l'A in., 6-in. and up wide... 33 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 33 00
2'A, 3 and 4-in., 6-in. and up

wide 43 00 48 00

Common and Dressing Mill Run

1-in. x 4-in 21 00
1-in. x 5-in 23 00
1-in. x 10-in 28 00
1-in. x 6 and 8-in 25 00
1-in. x 12-in 32.00
1-in. x 13-in. and up 32.00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 30.00

No. 1 Barn

1 inch

31

00 42 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 36 00 43 00
2'A and 3-in 42 00
4 inch 45 00

No. 2 Barn

1 inch 29 00 36 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 30 00 36 00
2'A and 3-in 35 00

No. 3 Barn

1 inch 21 00 27 00
l'A, l'A, and 2-in 25 00 30 00

Box

No. 1, 1, l'A, l'A, 2-in 20 00 22 00
No. 2, l'A, l'A, 2-in 16 00 20 00

Mill Culls

Mill run culls, 1-in 15 00
1, l'A, l rA and 2-in 16 00
No. 2 14 00

Lath

No. 1, 32-in. 1 50
No. 2, 48-in. 3 75
No. 3, 48-in. 3 00
No. 1, 48-in. 4 25
No. 1, 48-in. 3 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.

No. 1 Pine, Spruce and Tamarac

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC & LARCH
Mountain Stock

Dimensions

2 x 412 Mm M
2 x 4-814-16 H\f>£8
2x8 8 10 16 50

Common Boards

1 inch £K
J"

:::::::::::::: £gg12 ,nch
22 60

Flooring

4 or 0 inch No. 1 ... nn
4 or 6 inch No. 2 si on
4 or 6 inch No. 3 24 50

Shiplap—Finished

6 inch :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: <Ba
8, 10, 12 inch 23 50

Siding

% !
nc '' No. 1 133 oo

0 inch No. 2 31 oo
0 inch No. 3 24 50

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 5 00
No. 2 cedar, pine, spruce 3 25

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
Less $2 per M. 12 ft. 14 and 16 ft3x6 and 3 x 8 20 50 20 50
3 x 10 21 00 21 00
3 x 12 22 50 21 50
4 x 4 to 6 x 8 20 50 20 50
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 22 50 21 60
5 x 8 22 50 21 50
6 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 00

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR

Dimensions, S. 1 S. and E.

4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 8 to 16 ft S21 60
4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 18 to 32 ft 25 50

2 x 10, 2 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 22 50
18, 20, 22 ft 26 60
24, 26, 28, 30, 32 28 50
2 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 50
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 24 00
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft 29 00
6 x 6 to 6 x 12, up to 32 ft 24 00

27 00

FLOORING

No. 1 and 2 red pine, 4 in 34 00
E. G. No. 1 and 2 fir flooring S9 00
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 39 00
F. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 31 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 flooring 30 00

SHIPLAP

Pine or spruce 25 00
8 to 16 ft , 6 in 23 00
B. C. Fir 8", 10" and 12" shiplap
10/16 ft 23 50

B. C. Fir 6" shiplap 10/16 ft 23 50

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 common pine, 10 inch $31 00
No. 2 common pine, 10 inch 25 00
No. 3 common pine mixed widths 20 00
No. 4 common pine, mixed widths . . 14 50
No. 5 common pine, mixed widths . . 10 00

SHINGLES

XXX B. C. Cedar $2 90
XX B. C. Cedar 1 90
XXX Dimension 3 25

LATH k

No. 1 Mixed W. & R. Pine $4 50
No. 1 B. C. Fir 3 50 '

Ash

13 inches and up, according to aver

average
t 73 77 Dimensions, Rough or S. 1 S. and 1 E.

average 6 ft 8 ft 10 • ft 14x16 ft

55 60 2 x 4 .. . . 13 50 16 50 20 •00 18 00
2 x 6 .. . . 15 50 16 50 20 00 18 00
2 x 8 .. . . 17 50 18 00 21 00 19 50
2 x 10 .. . . 18 50 19 00 22 00 20 50

to aver- 2 x 12 .. . . 18 50 19 50 22 50 22 00

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N.V.

White Pine

Wholesale Selling Price

Uppers 4/4 $94 00
Uppers 5/4 to 8/4 92 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 97 00
Selects 4/4 84 00
Selects 5/4 to 8/4 82 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 92 00
Fine common 4/4 61 00
Fine common 5/4 65 00
Fine common 6/4 65 00
Fine common 8/4 67 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 51 00
No. 1 Cuts 5/4 57 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 59 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 61 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 32 00
No. 2 Cuts 5/4 43 00

(Continued on page 62)
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DISSTON

CROSSCUT
SAWS

RUN EASIEST

CUT FASTEST
LAST LONGEST

D

If you are interested send for our new
Crosscut Saw booklet. It is unique, the

finest ever printed, for we have endeavored to

make it truly representative of Disston High

Grade Saws.

When we say Disston Saws run easiest,

cut fastest and last longest, it is not a mere

advertising phrase—the booklet tells why—
the saws themselves show how.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS
INCORPORATED

KEYSTONE SAW, TOOL, STEEL AND FILE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.

BRANCH HOUSES :-Chicago, Boston, Cincinnati, New Orleans, Memphis, San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Spokane
Toronto, Vancouver.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES- Continued

No. 2 Cuts 6/4 45 00
No. 2 Cuts N/4 50 00
No. 3 Cuts 5/4 33 00
No. 3 Cuts (i/4 34 00
No. 3 Cuts N/4 36 00
Dressing 5/4 46 00
Dressing 5/4 x 10 51 00
Dressing 5/4 x 12 52 00
No. 1 Moulding 5/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 58 00
No. 2 Moulding 5/4 47 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 47 0"
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 47 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 46 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 6 ami 8 34 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 36 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 30 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 32 00
No. 3 Barn 1x6 and 8 23 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 10 25 00
Rox 1 x 6 and up 22 00
Box 1 x 10 23 00
Box 1 x 12 25 00
Box 1 x 13 and up 30 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Buflalo
and Tonawanda :

White Ash

1st and 2nd, 1 inch 40 00 42 00
1*4 to 2 inch 44 00 46 00
2'/2 to 4 inch 48 00 54 00
Strips 22 00 24 00
Common and culls 14 00 22 00

Black and Brown

1st and 2nd, 6 inch up 40 00 42 00
Common good culls 14 00 20 00
1st and 2nd 6 inch and up, red 40 00 42 00
lsi & 2nd, white, 6 in. & up.. 30 00 32 00
Common and good culls 16 00 18 00

Elm

1st and 2nd, rock, 6 in and up 32 00 35 00
Common and culls 15 00 17 00
1st and 2nd, soft, 6 in. and up 26 00 28 00
Common and culls 10 00 17 00

Maple

1st and 2nd hand 26 00 28 00
Common and culls 14 00 22 00
1st and 2nd, soft 26 00 28 00
Common and culls 14 00 22 00

BOSTON, MASS.

White pine uppers, 1 to 2 in. ..$9!) 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch 86 00
Kine common, 1 in 70 00
Fine common, 1% to 2 in. ...
No. 1 Cuts 1 in
No. 1 Cuts \% to 2 in 56 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in 35 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1% to 2 in 45 00
Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 .. 50 00

No. 1, 1 x 10. .

No. 1, 1 x 8 . .

.

No. 2, 1 x 12 ..

No. 2, 1 x 10 . . 36 00
No. 2, 1 x 8 ...

No. 3. 1 x 12 ..

No. 3, 1 x 10 .. 30 00
No. 3, 1 x 8 ..

Canadian spruce boards 23 00
Spruce, 10 & 12 in. dimension 26 00
Spruce, 9 in. and under
10 and 12 in. random lengths,

10 ft. and up 24 00

2x2, 2x4, 2x5, 2x0, 2x7
and 3x4 random lengths, 10
feet and up 20 00

100 00
90 00
72 00
75 00
45 00
60 00
37 00
48 00
51 00
38 00
37 00
43 00
37 00
35 00
34 00
31 00
29 00

24 00
27 00
24 00

25 00

21 00

All other random lengths, 7"
and under, 10 ft. and up 20 00

5 inches and up merchantable
boards, 8 ft. and up, p Is..

Vermont spruce boards..,
matched

1x2 and 1x3 furring, 61s
clipped and bundled 20 00

%-\n. spruce laths

\y2 \r\. spruce laths

New Brunswick Cedar Shingles

Extras $;( 40
Clears
Second clears
Clear whites 2 25
Extra Is (Clear whites out) .. 1 45
Extra Is (Clear whiles in) . . 1 50
Red Cedar Extras, 10-in. 5 butts

to 2-in 3 75
Red Cedar Eurekas, 18-inch.

butts to 2-in

Red Cedar Perfection, 5 butts
to 2Va

21 00

19 00

22 (X)

22 00

4 10
3 50

$3 50
3 10
2 50
2 30
2 25
1 60

4 00

4 20

4 75

The most economical all around loading machine is the old

reliable

McGlFFERT LOG LOADER
Made with either stationary or swing boom. It is also equipped

with four-wheel, swivel trucks for use on light rail These trucks

always remain in horizontal position when raised and come back

squarely to the track when lowered. Send for catalogue.

CLYDE IRON WORKS, DULUTH, MINN., U.S.A.

CHICAGO, ILL.

318 Fisher Bldg

C-H3

BRANCHES
NEW ORLEANS, LA

421 Gatondelet St.

SAVANNAH, GA.
501 Germania Bk. Bldg

It will pay you to equip your Tram Cars with

our special

Charcoal Chilled

Cast Iron Wheels

We will fit these to your old

axles, or furnish new axles and
wheels separately.

Price, quality and service con-
sidered, we can save you time and
money.

Further particulars on request.

St. Thomas, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

Plants at

Midland, Ont.

Fort William, Ont.

The

Londonderry, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.

Canada Iron Corporation
Limited

Head Office : Mark Fisher Building, Montreal, P.Q.

"MULE-HIDE" TOUGH, TIME-TRIED and TRUE
SOLD WITH A TEN-YEAR IRON CLAD GUARANTEE

When we are prepared to back up every foot of Roofing sold you with such a

guarantee, it surely is up to you, Mr. Lumber Dealer, to investigate. Dealers

handling our Roofing find it most profitable, because it means a satisfied

customer.

FOR THE RETAIL LUMBER DEALER
We have planned a local campaign for every dealer who handles our line. It is the most effective

ever given to dealers, and is entirely new and in advance of anything ever done in this line. It
is all planned at our office and done at our expense. It not only helps your Roofing sales but
advertises your other sales as well. You owe it to your business to investigate this proposition.

WRITR US. DELAYS DON'T PAY—OUR PROPOSITION DOES.

The DOMINION ROOFING COMPANY OF CANADA, Limited, Toronto, Can.
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JAMES D. LACSY WOOD BEAL VICTOR THRANE

James D. Lacey & Co.
TIMBER LAND FACTORS and TIMBER VALUATORS

W e submit Detailed estimates w ith Topographical maps of all Timber Properties offered through our house.

Representations based upon our own Expert cruisers and loggers, whose Integrity and Experience have been
thoroughly tested over a period of many years.

W e solicit correspondence with British Columbia timber owners and prospective purchasers.

1215 Old Colony Blk.

CHICAGO
1211 Whitney Central Bldg.

NEW ORLEANS

STAVES
BARRELS
COOPERAGE
HOOPS
PAILS
CHURNS
CANDY PAILS
BOX BOARDS
CHAIR STOCK
CLOTHES PINS

HEADING
KEGS
WOODEN ' .ARE
HANDLES
TUBS
FREEZE^:
FISH KITC
BOTTOM;;
SHINGLES
LUMBER

rOR THEMANUTACTiatB or

RRE
LS.KEGS,STAVES„K

„^ OURJTECIALTY. G

TOR PRICES AND FURTHER PARTI C UJ-AR$
f

ADDRESS

THEPETER GERLACire> -^w\f">

HEISLER GEARED LOCOMOTIVES
Especially adapted

for heavy hauling

on steep grades,

sharp curves and
uneven tracks. For
logging, switching

and pulling on main
lines, mills, fur-

naces and indus-

trial purposes.

Just Off the Press—New Detailed Descriptive Catalog 108 G.G

Heisler Locomotive Works
ERIE, PA., U. S. A.

Whitney Engineering Co., Tacoma, Wash., North Western Sales Agent

1 1 04 Spalding Bldg. 1 009 White Bldg.

PORTLAND, Ore. SEATTLE

"Polar Bear" Shoepacks
The only all oil-tanned, hand

sewed, absolutely water-tight

pack manufactured in Canada-

Todd's Meaford Special 17 in.

Draw String Shoepack
Arctic Storm King: Child's Sporting.

All sizes and lengths of legs.

We use nothing but oil-tanned leather in both leg and foot, no
splits. We tan our own leather and our 20 years' reputation in the
manufacture of oil-tanned stock stands back of every pair we put out.

Quick shipments our specialty. Our large factory, up-to-date
appliances, good shipping facilities makes this possible. No order too
large or none too small but that we can take care of on shortest notice.

We make shoepacks in any size or style

from customer's order. Send for our price list

A. C. Todd, Meaford, Ontario

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

For free sample cop}' address

Hugh C. MacLean, Ltd.

220 King Street West,
TORONTO
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Horizontal Slab Resaw
Built in Two Sizes

These resaws are com-
pactly built and are supported
on the floor line so they do not
need a special foundation.

Both upper and lower
feed rolls are driven which
gives a powerful and uniform
feed.

We also manufacture
Hopper Feed, Box Board
Resaws and many other
Hopper Feed Machines for

box factories.

We solicit your inquiries.

Mereen-Johnson Machine Company, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
U. S. A.

Buy Guaranteed Chisel Tooth Saws
You need have no doubt about the quality when you buy

SMITH'S CHISEL TOOTH SAWS

No. V, Tooth

They are backed by a guarantee

as to their durability and will

stand up better than any saw

made. The shanks are made
from a special steel, and we use

only the GENUINE " HOE "

BITS which are uniform and

perfectly true.

Made in several sizes but the
following are specially reconiM
mended.

NO. 2]4 TOOTH—Designed for heavy feeds. Suitable for mills where in-

dependent steam feeds are employed, and also for edger saws.

NO. 3—Principally for hardwoods. The best saw where both soft and hard
woods are to be cut.

NO. 4—Specially recommended for British Columbia, and for cutting soft,

pitchy lumber where more throat room is required.

Smith's inserted and solid Tooth Saws are specified by
the Largest Canadian Manufacturers of Mill Machinery. No. 3 Tooth

R. H. Smith Company Limited
St

g^ST*
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ENGINES and BOILERS
OF ALL TYPES AND SIZES

HEATERS, STACKS, RETORTS, TANKS

We cater specially to the lumbering" industries

Write for Prices and Information

E. LOENARD & SONS
LONDON, CANADA

AjfeiKits and Warehouses :—ST. JOHX. N'.B. MONTREAL, QUE. TORONTO, ONT.
WINNIPEG. MAN. CALGARY. ALTA. VANCOUVER. B.C. Locomotive Boiler on Skids

International
Preparations for Horses are all

sold on a Spot Cash Guarantee

Let us figure 0.1 furnishing you the following supplies for the
coming season.

International Stock Food
We guarantee that your horses will do more work and
keep in better order on less feed if they get International
regularly.

International Silver Pine Healing Oil
Especially recommended for Sores, Bruises, Kicks, In-
flammation and all flesh wounds.

International Worm Powder
Will quickly expel all kinds of worms.

International Distemper Cure
For Coughs, Colds, and Distemper.

International Colic Cure
Guaranteed to cure Colic in ten minutes.

International Compound Absorbent
Greatest Curb cure on Earth.

International Gall Cure
Cures while horses work or rest.

International Foot Remedy
Cures Foot diseases, keeps the hoof soft, elastic and tough

International Harness Soap
Gives new life to old harness.

All our goods are guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Write for Special Prices

International Stock Food Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.

For low prices and prompt shipment of

Yellow Pine Timbers
Short Leaf Finish

Chestnut — Oak — Ash
Cypress

New Brunswick Shinges

Fred

TRY

S. Morse Lumber Co.
Box 1600 SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Are You Interested

in British Colum

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-
ion.

There is un-

doubtedlyabig

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg

When ordering from your Jobber specify

Pink's Lumbering' Tools
and if they cannot supply them order direct, and you

will get the best tool made

The Thomas Pink Co.
Limited

PEMBROKE, Ont., Canada
Manufacturers of the best line of Lumbering' Tools in Canada
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Every Hour Saved on a Job adds to the
Working' Capacity of your Mill

Will slab opposite

sides of a log at one

operation, and do it

rapidly and perfectly.

The machine is pro-

vided with two cir-

cular saws and

improved feedingand

guiding mechanism.

Will cut over 3000

Ties in Ten Hours.

Will slab opposite

sides of logs or bolts

from 4^2 in. to 20

in. in diameter and

30 in . in length up.

New Tie or Log Sliding Machine

HERE IS A TIME-SAVING MACHINE
A machine to do special work and do it twice as quickly as any machine in your mill.
A machine to take care of a small class of timber or bolt work.
This class of work cannot be profitably manufactured with a band saw or circular mill
This new Tie or Log Sliding Machine will do the work—will turn non-paying work into profitable business.
A veritable money maker— it will extend your trade— it will increase your profits.
You are a Tie Maker—Think it over.

The Madison Williams Manufacturing Co., Limited
LINDSAY, ONTARIO

Combined Gang Circular and Edger

For cutting up stock

from 4" to 8". Will

easily increase the daily

output from 20,000 to

30,000 feet with only

2 extra men, and will

cut perfect lumber.

Made separate from

the edger or combined

just as the cut shows.

Full particulars and

prices on application.

P. PAYETTE & COMPANY - Penetang, Ont.
Manufacturers of Saw and Lath Mill Machinery
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You cannot get a better Band Resaw than the FAY-EGAN NO. 104
may write your own guarantee on this machine

—

you

—sounds strong, but the No. 1 04 has never failed to make good.

—deeds, however, are stronger than words—seeing is believing,

and if you are going to buy a heavy Band Resaw, we would like

to arrange with you to see a No. 1 04 in operation—you won't

have to go far because the No. 1 04 is in use all over the country

In New Orleans alone, for instance, twelve No. 1 04's are run-

ning daily.

a particular reason for the wonderful success of the Fay-Egan
is the upper support to the feed rolls, by means of which a

straight board is produced no matter how warped or uneven
the stick may be.

of course we make other Resaws; in fact a complete line,

from the smallest to the largest, and we'll be glad to send you
a Resaw Catalog upon request.

SALES OFFICES:

ATLANTA, 366 Whitehall St.

BUFFALO, 501 White Bldg.

CHICAGO, 625 Com. Nat. Bk. Bldg.

CHATTANOOGA, 904 Houston St.

DENVER, 1621 17th St.

DETROIT. 97 Woodbridge St.

EVANSVILLE, 16 Powell Ave.

J. A. Fay & Egan Co,
ESTABLISHED 1830

Manufacturers of Woodworking Machinery
THE "LIGHTNING" LINE

465-485 W. Front Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO

SALES OFFICES:

LOS ANGELES, 164 N. Los Angeles St.

MONTGOMERY, 511 St. Lawrence St.

NEW ORLEANS, 920 Hib. B & T Bldg.

NEW YORK, 170 Broadway.

PITTSBURGH, 123 Water St.

ST. LOUIS, 410 Nat. Bk. of Com. Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO, 139 Townsend St.

SEATTLE, 401 White Bldg
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The Economy of
Vi-Balata Belting

is the economy of the "best in the long

run" systems—the choice of every long-

sighted policy.

Vi-Balata is distinguishable from every

other Balata Belting nominally by the

prefix "Vi" and materially by the vast

superiority of quality.

Vi-Balata Belting is absolutely waterproof

and steamproof and will not stretch or con-

tract with any alteration of atmospheric

conditions.

Every belt guaranteed.

Sole Canadian Agents:

The General Supply Co. of Canada, Limited
356-58-60 Sparks Street, OTTAWA, ONTARIO

Market and Louise Sts., WINNIPEG, MAN. - . 115.125 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO

INDUSTRIAL LOCOMOTIVES
It is important for you to know what a loco-

motive will do to justify its cost.

It must pull the required load, start it and keep

it going.

It must provide just the right amount of the

right material in the right place.

Each and every part must be sure to fit not

only the locomotive of which it is a part, but every

other locomotive of the same size and design. Every

operation must be made in fixtures or to templets

compelling accuracy of manufacture so that the

machine will not be idle at a critical time for necessary repairs or renewals. Spare parts must be instantly available, made so well as to go

into place without a machine shop.

Visit our works and see how all this is accomplished.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
BANK OF OTTAWA BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA
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Makes It's Mark Vivid and Lasting
Marks that remain vivid and wear like iron are a real satisfaction to the

yfilrnwo lt?rtlV?
be- The meta"'c pigments, like graphite, of DIXON'SLUMBtK iKAiUNb offer marvelous resistance to all kinds of weather condi-

tions. 1 heir marks are often visible after six months of severe exposure to sun
and storms.

DIXON'S LUMBER CRAYONS
have remained the recognized standard because of their one, uniform and
dependable quality; their convenient and uniform shape and size and because of

r-DA
Cwwc lect,on

,

of materials used in their manufacture. DIXON'S LUMBER
j /

"je made ln n">eteen grades and colors, including black (six grades),
red (two grades), blue (two gradesl. green, white, yellow, brown, terra cotta,
violet, pink and orange. Some are made to fill particular needs—let us tell you
more about them. Get acquainted.

Write for lithographed booklet No. 239, illustrated in colors.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
Jersey City, U. S. A.

Wear Like Iron

WE tan the leather these larrigans are made
from and know they will stand all kinds
of wet and rough usage when properly car-

ed for. We put a counter stiffener in our larrigans
and sew it in with the leg when soled and heeled

—

a very durable feature in our goods.

Next time you buy larrigans see that you ask
for "John Bull."

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY, Ontario

Limited

HUTHER. BROS.
Hollow Ground Combination Tooth Mitre Saw- Patent Groover or Dado Head

For either Rip or Cross Cutting Can be used on any Circular Saw Mandrel
Will cut equally as smooth in either Ripping, Cross- For cutting any width groove from 1/8"

cutting or cutting at an angle of 45 degrees, with to 2" wide. Will cut either with or across
grain of wood. the grain (Sent on approval).

Allow us to quote Prices on Saws for any special work that you wish to do
HUTHER BROS. SAW MFG. CO., Inc.. ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Before you Sell or

Buy Timber
make sure you know what you have to sell or buy.

The guessing method of the cruiser may be right

sometimes, but ten to one its 50% away from the

truth. What you need is exact knowledge such as

our caliper method of timber measurement gives.

We don't guess, we measure. From our forest

maps you can tell just the character, amount and
location of the timber in question. You aren't

taking chances.

Send for Book " Applied Forestry
"

Let us give you an idea of the service we can rend-

er and show you what we have done for other con-

cerns of prominence during our long forest-y

experience. The book is sent free on request if

you write on your business letterhead.

Appleton & Sewall Co.
FORESTERS and SURVEYORS

156 Fifth Ave., New York

Not altogether what we
say but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug man-
ufactured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-
sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of
French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,
in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.
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Aloxite

Saw Gummers
outlast the other wheels

That's the report from a mill us-

ing Aloxite wheels on band re-saws

-not only does the Aloxite wheel

outlast the others but it cuts faster

and cleaner—never burns or case

hardens the saw.

The Aloxite wheel doesn't grind

harshly or noisily—it cuts quietly

-there's no friction—just free, clean

cool work. Give your filers a chance

to tell you what they think of Alox-

ite wheels. Let us have your order

for a trial wheel.

THE

CARBORUNDUM COMPANY
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

Phone Main 6386 Mills: Knoxville, Tenn.
WalUnd, Tenn.
Franklin, Va.

The Atlantic Lumber Co.
Incorporated

Head Office: BOSTON, MASS.

Manufacturers Southern Hardwood Lumber

Canadian Branch

211 Kent Building, 156 Yonge Street, Toronto

Robert Vestal, Manager

ANYTHING IN OAK LUMBER

Sheldon Slow Speed

Exhaust Fans

The fans that are revolutionizing the shaving exhaust business.

They will handle wet or dry, long or short shavings and saw-
dust, and will do this work with a guaranteed reduction in
speed of from 25 to 40 % less, and with a power consumption
of from 20 to 35 % less than any other exhaust fan.

Descriptive circulars sent on request.

^Itdiwns, Eimittb - dklt, Ontario

LOUISIANA RED CYPRESS
QUARTERED OAK PLAIN OAK

POPLAR ASH
Yards at Nashville, Tenn.

We can ship you promptly any of the above

Stock, Carefully Inspected

WE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU

Wistar Underbill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Rep. - W. J. Anderson, 288 South St., London, Ont.
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Time and Labor Saving Tools

PERMANENT SATISFACTION
You cannot be sure of getting permanent satisfaction in Cutter Heads if you rely

on outside appearances only. You should base your judgment on the general get-up
or the Heads— their inside construction, the material from which they are made, the
principles on which they work, and their general labor-saving and time-saving features.

Quality in Cutter Heads is best proved by the test of time and service. Such
proof is not available at the time of purchase, except as the maker can show what
similar tools have done for others in like service.

The Shinier Cutter Heads are made of the best materials on scientifically correct
principles, that insure absolute reliability. In design and construction they are the
product of long and careful study and experimenting to determine what is best suited
to withstand the hard knocks to which tools of this kind are subject.

Good tools are the workman's best friends—the employer's best investment.
Shimer Cutter Heads are made upon the principle that good work can only be done
with good tools—and they prove their merit in every plant where they are put to use
Let us send you full particulars about the later makes of the Shimer Cutter Heads-
how they center on the spindle with a positive grip—how they can be expanded to
suit different thicknesses of material in an instant—how they save you all the "fit-
ting and trying"—how they will remove many of the annoyances which come up daily.

Or better still send us order for such tools as you can use and they will be made
to fit your machine and sent on trial for 30 days, returnable if not satisfactorv.

MATCHER HEADS
Figs. 22 and 2.'! with concave bit

seats, without Bits $24.31
Figs. 202 and 203. with Expansion,

$2.G0 extra each Head having 4
bit seats.

Bits for Ceiling, the set of 8 .. ..$10.40
Bits for Flooring, the set of 8 .. .. 11.44
Bits for 2 inch Plank, the set of 8. 13.04

SHIP LAP HEADS
Figs. 38 and 39, 4 bit seats to each
Head, price net $22. S8

Additional bit seats and bolts, only G5
cents extra each.

Bits for jointing, 4 5.20
Bits for Rabbeting, 4 G.7C

JOINTER HEADS
Figs. 54 and 55, 4 bit seats each ..$20.80
Additional bit seats with bolts, only 65

cents each.

Jointer Bits 1% in. wide, each 1.30
Jointer Bits 2 in. wide, each 1.56

DOUBLE CEILING HEADS
These tools double the capacity of a
matcher in working ceiling.

Price, 2 Heads with 4 bit seats each. $24.30
Price, Bits extra, 8 16.64

DOOR HEADS

Fig. 82, solid flange $10.75
Fig. 84, with Expansion 13.35
Bits to work 1 in. to 1% Doors (4). 7.28

DOOR COPE HEADS
Fig. 83, upper and lower copes to fit

any tenoner (set 2 Heads) .. ..$12.90
Bits extra, 4 5.72

SASH HEADS

Fig. 86, solid flange $9.75
Fig. 206, with Expansion 12.35
Bits extra to work 1 to 1% in. Sash

(2 Moulded Bits, $4.30; 2 Rabbet-
ing Bits, $2.86) 7.16

The Best Steel the World
Produces

is represented in our B. D. Brand
of Bits for the Shimer Cutter
Heads. They hold an edge from
one to five days at a single sharp-
ening, according to the class of
lumber they are used upon.
This special self-hardening steel

under our treatment is very dense
in grain—strong and tenacious

—

well calculated to withstand the
knots as well as the fibrous cross-
grain which is characteristic of the
lumber of some localities.

Frequent stoppages of the ma-
chine to sharpen up results in the
loss of a considerable amount of
time and the object of these spe-
cial bits is to lengthen out the
time between stop

, securing
longer service from machine and
tools with each day's operation.
These Cutters are made only to

order to fit any and every variety
of the Shimer Cutter Heads, and
must be ground to sharpen. They
cannot be filed. For the purpose
we manufacture two styles of
Grinding Machines on which every
position can be secured with re-
ference to the hook and slant to
suit the gauge lines, without tak-
ing the Cutters off the Head.
Thin Ceiling Bits cost only $2.60

each; Bits for Flooring from 13-
16 to 1 3-2 inches cost $3.25 each,
and two-inch plank Bits $3.90 each.
In addition to the longer time be-
tween each sharpening, there is

economy in using this steel, as it

grinds slowly and does not waste
as does other brands.

Thin Steel Knives
made from this brand for planing
and surfacing lumber, are recom-
mended by users as the best that
can be produced. Write us about
your requirements.

Cutter Head for Matching
Reversible Glue Joints

turns out a most satisfactory fit-

ting of the tongue and groove, in-

terlocking from the same piece of

matched material, requiring but
one Head with Bits to ' produce.
The jointed material will fit to-

gether when the pieces are sawed
to length by simply turning the
one piece end to end.

Glue Joints must depend upon
accuracy as well as permanency of
pattern. We guarantee both.

Prices range from $15.54 to
$17.30 for a four bit Head, and
from $19.96 to '$22.60 for a Head
with 6 Bits complete.

Expanding Dado Heads

These tools are arranged with
Circular Bits and saw spurs for
edging up the square shoulder of
the groove when cutting across
the grain of the wood. The Bits
will expand to nearly double the
thickness of the narrowest groove
they make, and with wider or
thicker Circular Bits their range
of expansion is readily increased
up to 2 in. or more. We make
them to fit any saw mandrel, long
or short. Price, complete, 8-in.

diameter or less, net, $21.45.

BOLTS, WRENCHES, Etc.

We carry a full stock of supplies
and can fill orders promptly for
anything in our line, such as
Wrenches, Planer Head Bolts,
Nuts, Washers, Gauges, Set
Screws, Brass Washers for under
Bits, etc.

The Shimer Limited, with Expansion, Fig.

628, Groove Head with 8 Bits and self-

centering and spindle clamping features.
Price $36.23 each, complete.

The Shimer Limited in solid section, Fig.
025. Groove Head with 8 Bits and the
self-centering and spindle clamping fea-
tures. Price $33.50 each, complete.

Fig. 203, Popular Expansion Groove Head
with 4 bit seats, complete, net $20.48.
Made also with 6 and 8 Bits to each Head.

Fig. 23, a Popular Solid Groove Head with
4 bit seats, complete $17.87. Also made
with 6 or 8 Bits to each Head.

miSSISpI Samuel J. Shimer & Sons, galt, ont., can.
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Canada Machinery Corporation, Limited

Gait, Ontario

No. 300 Heavy Duty Inside Moulder

The advantages of a Moulder and a Planer and Matcher are combined in the machine illustrated
above. Ease and speed in adjustment are insured through special unique features, not contained
in any other type of machine. The method of lubrication is perfect. The general construction
is after the plan of the planer and matcher, having heavy sides connected by heavy girths which
in combination with a series of platen plates form the bed.

No. 300 Heavy Duty Inside Moulder

The special features of this model machine include truing devices for top, bottom and side
heads, which insure all knives doing an equal amount of work. Six speeds are furnished through
friction feeds. Top rolls are made with pull-out shafts, and extra rolls are supplied all
interchangeable. Matcher frames swivel, ample expansion for all bars and chipbreakers Made
in two sizes 15x6 and 12x6

Catalogue and Prices on application

Canada Machinery Corporation, L
Gait, Ontario

imited
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A Band Mill

Without a Peer
Best balanced and most symmetrical

band mill ever designed

The despair of imitators
Built with 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 foot wheels
Does not overhang its foundation
Is the heaviest band mill built

Also the perfection of simplicity
It holds all the cutting records
Has the greatest range of top wheel
Double spring cushion tension device
Steam straining engine when specified
Quick opening bottom guides
Bottom guide completely buried in husk frame
Safety upper guide
Steam controlled upper guide when wanted
Steel spoke V section bottom wheel
Chain oiling bearings
Hubs are longer than on any other brand
This insures a very rigid wheel
Wheels tilt from front and rear
The standard of excellence
Every feature original with us
We build every machine required in an up-to-date mill

Ask for Catalogs

Clark Bros. Co., Belmont, N.Y.
Pacific Coast Office, 715 White Building, Seattle, Washington.

Mcdonough horizontal band resaw machine

The illustration shows the
McDonough Horizontal Band
Resaw Machine. This is the
most practical and efficient
horizontal resaw manufac-
tured. Equipped with saw
wheels seven feet in diame-

- ter, weight 24,000 pounds ;

also built with sixty - inch
wheels, weight 16,000 pounds.

We also handle smaller Re-
saws for factory use from 44
up to 60 inches. The Resaw
is one of the best paying ma-
chines in the saw mill. It is

a lumber saver. We are the
sole Canadian Agents for this
machine and we solicit your
enquiries as to price and the
work that it will do. At the
same time, remember that
we are builders of up-to-date
Saw and Shingle Mill Ma-
chinery. We build Saw Car-
riages from $200.00 up as hifrh
as you like. Edgers from $125
up to $1,250.00

We also make Log Loaders,
Kickers, Niggers and all the
machinery for a first-class
mill. Let us quote prices on
anything that you want.
Large or small orders will be
attended to promptly.

MOWRY 6v SONS. - Gravenhurst, Ontario
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The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited

Orillia - Canada
MANUFACTURERS OF MACHINERY FOR SAWMILLS OF ANY CAPACITY

Plans and Specifications on application

42" — 3 Saw Edger

We build edgers in the following sizes between frames : 32", 36", 42", 48", 54", 60", 66", 72", 84", 96".
A few points regarding our 42" edger worthy of consideration :

FRAME consists of one solid base, which supports three upright frames. Each frame is fitted with a mandrel
bearing 9 long, lined with best babbitt.

ARBOR is 3" in diameter and made from best machine steel.

SAWS Standard machine is fitted for three saws, one stationary and two moveable.
SAW SHIFTER We use a combination steel collar shifter and saw guide.
END BEARING can easily be removed by loosening two cap screws which allows saw to slip off end of mandrel.
FRONT PRESSURE ROLLER is self raising, and raises towards the saws.

FULL SPECIFICATION ON APPLICATION.

The E. Long Manufacturing Co., Limited
Orillia

AGENCIES
Canada

MONTREAL — Williams & Wilson, Ltd.

WINNIPEG — Stuart Machinery Co., Ltd.

EDMONTON and CALGARY - Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Ltd.VANCOUVER— Robert Hamilton & Co.
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Steel Carriages

Built with knee opening of 36in., 42in., 50in., 60in., and 72in. Supplied in

any length and with any number and spacing of head blocks.

Designed for rope or steam feed. Bulletin 107.

Frame

The frame is built to eliminate spring. String-
ers and cross girts of 8in. x 6in. selected oak,
braced through-going tie rods and substan-
tial corner brackets. Stringers are iron banded
to prevent wear.

Running Gear

All steel. Double axles under each log seat.

Bearing surfaces everywhere much larger than
is the usual practice. Adjustment to take up
wear provides means of quick re-alignment.

Head Blocks

Cast of toughest steel throughout. Log seats of
double girder section with wide heavy nigger
nose, braced internally and steel faced with rever-

sible lining plates. Knees high and of new
design, are steel faced, provided with nigger
hook and spring cushioned, self aligning taper
movement of 6in.

Racks and Pinions

Cut from the solid steel with deep involute
tooth. Extra wide with the pinion split and
adjusted to overcome back lash.

Dogs

These carriages are provided with Waterous
Inserted Tooth Dog, latest and most common
sense dog on the market. Damaged teeth can
be withdrawn and replaced without disturbing
the dog in the knee. Designed to swing to
draw the log against the knee tightly and firmly.

Small logs, large logs and cants of all size hand-
led equally well.

Set Works

Our No. 4 Combination Set Works. A set-

ter and receder in one machine. Cannot
develop lost motion. We can prove this. New
form of pawl. All operating parts of steel or
wrought iron. The strongest, quickest acting,

most exact set works yet produced.

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.

Branch :- Winnipeg, Man.

Brantford, Canada

Agency : H. B. Gilmour, Vancouver, B. C.
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85.000,000.00
worth of mixed metals is what we market every year

PEERLESS metal is compounded specially for sawmills and is the best on the market for that purpose
FAULTLESS metal is a high grade copper hardened alloy made for heavy duty work, sawmills and engines.Our policy is large tonnage, perfect alloys, and absolutely fair and honest treatment of the trade.

We solicit your patronage

New v u n ?°YT METAL CO., Toronto, CanadaNew York. N. V. London , EngIand ^ ^

DESIGN B. L. NO 3

BATTS LIMITED
WEST TORONTO

Manufacturers of

Staved Columns

Veneered Doors

Newel Posts

Sashes - Flooring

Trim

Pine Doors and

Frames

Turned Newel Posts and
Balusters

Cypress Greenhouse

Material

Write for our Catalogue

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS

WEST TORONTO - 0NT.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

that's

n.iD KNOWNOUR

EXTRA
/£' OAK <>\

^EXTRA^
TANNED O I

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

The J.C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

H. Walters & Sons
Limited

Head Office and Factory HULL, CANADA

VANCOUVER, B.C.
Corner Powell and McLean Su.

Branches

:

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Corner Market and Louise Su

The Largest Factory
for Lumbering Tools
in Canada. :: :: ::

"Send for Neiu Illustrated Catalogue"

Manufacturers of all kinds of

Saws, Axes, Axe Handles, Lumbering and Logging Tools, Machine Knives
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western

Globe - Kearney& Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Swell Weld Coil Chain

Made in Canada Sold by Jobbers
25% 25% 25%

More Weld More Strength More Wear

McKinnon. Chain Company
BUFFALO, N. Y. ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

SAW MILL SUPPLIES
There is not a jobber or manufacturer, or any other person employed by either, in an official position

who should miss the chance of looking over our new Catalogue on Transmission Supplies.

If you are looking for "Quality and Service" in your mill supplies we know you will be impressed

with the lines shown.

Send a post card for it to-day and you will have it by return mail.

DICK'S
Steel Pulleys

Leather Belting

Clutches

Wood Split Pulleys Shafting Hangers

Babbitt Wood-Working Machinery

Iron Pulley

Steam Goods

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
Montreal

Fairbanks Scales

Toronto

Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines

St. John, N. B. Winnipeg
Safes and Vaults

Calgary Vancouver

J. J. TURNER & SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in

Canada in

Lumbermens' Contractors' and Surveyors' Supplies

Tents, Awnings, Flags, Sails, Waterproof Covers, Oiled Cloth-

ing, Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags,
Coal Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snow-
shoes, Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the

Walsh Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER & SONS
Peterborough, Ont., and Regina Sask.

Triplex Power
Pumps

Centrifugal
Pumps

Vacuum Pumps
Steam Pumps
Condensers

THE SMART-TURNER
MACHINE CO., Limited

Hamilton, Ont.

THE STRONGEST CHAIN IN THE WORLD
"Weldless

Steel Chain
Photograph of 7/16-inch Weldless Steel Chain broken with a test load of 9 tons, 3 cwts. (20,496 lbs.), or fully double the Admiralty

breaking load for iron chain of this size. Note the elongation and reduction of area at the fracture.

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

B. J. COGHLIN CO., Limited
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

MONTREAL

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, page 64
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Lath Mill Machinery

All our Lath Mills are solidly built to stand the severest work.

We have made a special study of Lath Mill Machinery for many years, the result
being that we can furnish machines correctly designed, each size of' mill being
designed specially for a certain capacity, and having the weight placed properly—where it is of some value to the machine.

Our catalogue shows machines ranging from a capacity of 20,000 lath up to 100,000
lath per day for a single machine.

JUST AT PRESENT WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF LATH MACHINERY
ON HAND, AND IF YOU REQUIRE ANYTHING OF THIS NATURE THIS
IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO GET PROMPT SHIPMENT

• • • • • •

We are now making the Covel Patent Automatic Saw Swage and Shaper. Write
about it.

William Hamilton Company, Limited
PETERBOROUGH ONTARIO
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Saw'Mill at Cache Bay, Ont.

George Gordon & Company
Limited

CACHE BAY - - ONTARIO

MANUFACTURERS OF

Norway and White Pine
Dressed Flooring, Mouldings, Bridge Tim-

bers, Siding, Ceiling, Pickets, Lath, etc.

Our 1911 Cut is nearly all sold. Place your orders

early for 1912 dimension stock.
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills ia Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill, Yard <& Office CAPACITY 40.000.000

MOILRISTOWN. N. Y.

New York City
Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Selling agents for Fraser & Co., Manufacturers

Mills at Deschenes, Que., near Ottawa

White Pine

Red Pine

Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Office,
cT$££%e Ottawa, Can.

F. N. Waldib, President. R. S. Waldib, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The

Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Manufacturers of
Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
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You Want to Feel Satisfied

When You Purchase Lumber,

Your mail-order for any of the stock

we list will always receive the same care-

ful attention as tho' you were here to

purchase in person. You can always

depend on two things—uniformity of

grade and prompt shipment.

We handle nothing but the most
consistent, uniform grades of lumber,

and in every order filled care is taken to

see that this is the only kind shipped.

To delay ordering now is to keep

your customers waiting later on.

REMEMBER, always, that we leave

clear and fine dressing in our Mill Run
Spruce.

We realize it—and we make sure that you do. There
is no better time to test us out than now.

WHITE PINE
is listed in quantity at present, and the demand is heavy.
Well-watered factory stock in i", \%", and 2" strips,
shorts and sidings. Also all other lines.

QUEBEC SPRUCE
choice mill run stock— i-in. x 4-in., i-in. x 5-in., i-in. x
6-in., in full or mixed car load lots, rough, dressed or
re-sawed.

HEMLOCK
A nice dry stock of i-in. sidings on hand. Will make

a low price on No. 1 and 2 to clear them out.

BARTRAM BROTHERS, Limited
ED. T. SAXE, 200 Claremont Ave. MONTCLAIR, N. J. Hope Chambers, OTTAWA, CAN.

440 Square Miles Timber Limits
on Georgian Bay

to be Sold by Private Sale in Large or Small Blocks.

On account of their President and Principal shareholders being engaged in other large enterprises, and
not having the time to give to them all, THE PARRY SOUND LUMBER COMPANY, Limited offer for
Sale all of the timber lands, mills and town property situated in the Town of Parry Sound

; also Tug Scow and
tull Camp Equipment for five camps, including boom chains, snow plows, sleighs, etc.

THE LIMITS TO BE SOLD
comprise some 440 square miles of licensed and deeded Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Birch and other timber. The
licenses from the Ontario Government include all timbers and are not restricted for time. Government dues are
as follows

:
Saw Logs, White Pine, $1.50 per M. ft., B.M. Saw Logs, Hemlock, Tamarac and other woods

75c. per M ft. The timber is situated in the Townships of McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Monteith, Carling,
Christie Shawanaga, Burpee, McConkey, Mills, Allen, Secord, Falconbridge and Street. The Canadian
Pacific Canadian Northern and Grand Trunk Railways run through the limits, which makes some of the par-
eels offered for sale particularly desirable for small mill owners.

A circular giving full information, maps, terms and conditions of sale will be furnished upon application to

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited
1315-20 Traders Bank Building, TORONTO, CANADA
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Yellow Pine Timbers

Finish, Flooring, etc.

White Pine and Hardwood
"WANTED: 4", 4^" and 5" Birch."

W. M. Gillespie Lumber Co.
801 Oliver Building PITTSBURG, PA.

To Shingle Manufacturers

For Sale
Slash Table with six saws spaced for

18 in., variable friction feed, 2 in.

steel saw arbors cutting independently.

Will sell at half original ccst.

Can send fuller details.

The Rideau Lumber Co., Limited
OTTAWA, ONT.

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.
Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, _

Hochelaga Bank Building Quebec, Qlie.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

MIDLAND, ONT,

Casey-Shaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Sudbury, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Lumber and Lath
Planing Mill Work

SAW MILLS GENERAL OFFICE
Long Lake, Ont. and Blezard, Ont. Sudbury, Ont.

RED DEER*
Hardwood Flooring

is the flooring that is manufactured ex-
pressly to supply the demand for the best.

It is made by modern machinery, from carefully selected stock, and
every precaution is taken throughout our entire system to maKe it
fulfill in every particular the name we have built up for high quality
flooring.

We also manufacture Hemlock, Bill Stuff, Spruce and Hardwood Lumber

We specialize in prompt shipments

The Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited
Huntsville, Ont.

Empire Brand" Hardwood Flooring
in

Maple Oak Birch
Manufactured to meet the requirements of those
demanding- flooring of perfect finish. Made from

lumber selected for its figuring.

It you are not convinced by what you have
heard about the superior qualities of " EMPIRE

BRAND," just send us a trial order.

J. R. Eaton & Sons, Ltd.S
Long Lumber Company

Hamilton, Canada

Must Move Quick

100,000 ft. 1x4x5 Norway Pine.
100,000 ft. 3 x 4—10 to 18 Norway Pine.

Norway Dimension Bill Stuffs
In Transit

10 Cars X X X B. C. Cedar Shingles—A. Cottons Brand
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Cameron & Co, Limited
Manufacturers

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, TIMBER,
POLES and POSTS
We have for quick shipment

— DRY —
NO. 1 HEMLOCK

In 1 inch and 2 inch

Mill and Yard
OPEONGO, ONT

Head Office
OTTAWA, ONT.

Send your enquiries to our Head Office

Th.

Hurdman Lumber Co.
OTTAWA, CANADA Limited

EASTERN

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Latb and Shingles

WESTERN

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

Williams Lumber Company
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

For 1 x 4 and up x 6 11 ft dressing shorts.

For 5, 6 and 8 4 x 12, 16 dressing strips.

For 5, 6, and 8 4 shipping cull shorts, strips and sidings.

Write us before placing your orders

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

William H. Bromley
Everything in Pine, Spruce or Hemlock, at
Wholesale Car or Cargo. An excellent stock
of Shop and Better i to 2". Also a good
percentage of Mill Run 4-5-6-8 and 10" and
6/4" and 8/4" Sidings at Midland. All White
Pine ; the product of an excellent lot of logs.
Also at Collingwood, Ontario, 1910 Cut, 1 x
6-8 and 10" - 5/4", 6/4" and 84" Sidings. A
nice line of 6/4 and 8/4" Cuts at Pembroke.

Quotations promptly given and enquiries solicited

Pembroke - - Ontario

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited

Everything in Lumber
Rough and Dressed

Wholesale and Retail

Want to Purchase

Dry Ash, Birch, Basswood and Rock Elm

ADDRESS
21 Dorchester Street West, MONTREAL

The New Michel Sawmill Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fir and Tamarac Lumber,
Timbers, Piling', Etc.

Saw Mill and Planing at New Michel, B. C.

Send in your orders for Sawn Lumber, Sash, Doors and Factory
Material to

New Michel, B. C.

or to

THE RIVERSIDE LUMBER CO., Ltd., Calgary, Alta.

Edward Hines Lumber Co,
(Branch Office)

Owen Sound, Ont.

All grades of

WHITE PINE
and

Norway Dimension Bill Stuffs
WHITE and RED PINE LATH

ESTABLISHED 1855

THE McGIBBON LUMBER CO.
OF PENETANGUISHENE

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Etc.

Hemlock Billstuff a Specialty of which we have
the Best Assortment on Georgian Bay.

Don't wait to write. Phone us your requirements.

All stock sized or matched if required.

Our Yards are Unequalled for Drying Lumber
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John McKekoow, W. K. Grafftey,
President Managing-Director

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office : Montreal Office:

46 Elgin St. 759 Notre Dame St.,W

WHOLESALE DEALERS

SPRUCE
13 Foot and 16 Foot

Lath and
White Cedar Shingles

CHRISTY-MOIR CO.
149 Broadway. New York City

The

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath.

Shingles,

Bill Stuff

And all kinds ot SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

McLennan Timber

Lands and Lumber Co.
Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

For Tramways, Sidings, Etc.
New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

Hardwood Flooring

End Matched, Bored,
Polished and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Life Bids;., Toronto

EADIK DOUGLAS CO.
14 University St. Montreal

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
us Manning Chambers, Toronto, Ont.

Our Price* will Interest You

Rush Orders for

Pine Doors
No. 3 Pine Doors are now our specialty.

Our recently doubled plant enables us to

handle all kinds of rush orders to peifection.

We supply first-class, thoroughly well made
No. 3 Pine Doors and guarantee them.

We handle this line ourselves from the
forest to the dealers—from the logs which we
cut in our own sawmills to the final shipment
from our own factory to the dealer.

We can therefore quote you the lowest
prices and give prompt shipments.

Let us quote you your next order for
No. 3 Doors.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Buy and Smile
as do all the Retailers
who handle our

Hemlock

Pine and Hardwood

Because they know it

sells well, prevents
complaints, is up to
grade and always sat-

isfies their customers,
which means satisfac-

tory business.

WE SPECIALIZE IN CAR LOTS.—WRITE US.

Hocken Lumber Co.
Otter Lake Station, Ontario

Limited.

WE SPECIALIZE IN

Saw Mill Repair Work
Our machine shop is equip-

ped with best and most up-to-
date machinery for Saw .Mill

work of all kinds and we can
turn out your work promptly
and with satisfaction.

Let us send you estimates
on your spring work.

Maass Bros.
Irving Ave., Ottawa, Ont.

VyE have 500 M ft. 8-4
*™ Common and Better

and 250 M ft. 5-4 Common
and Better White Pine
that we want to move
quick at bargain prices.

Write us

Bruce Mines Saw Mill Co.
Limited

Bruce Mines, Ont.

V\7"E Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds
" " of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long: Leal Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ing's, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

^UGER & SON
QUEBEC

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors', Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.
Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.

Interior Trim Mill Work.
NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia, Ont.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED
Toronto

Sarnia

Buffalo
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Imperial Timber

& Trading Co.
LIMITED

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Branch Office:

15 Cadogan Block,

CALGARY, ALTA.

Every Description of

DOUGLAS FIR,

RED CEDAR, SPRUCE,
HEMLOCK, LARCH and

PINE LUMBER and
RED CEDAR SHINGLES

Heavy Construction
Timbers a Specialty

Lengths up to 110 ft.

Try a car of our Extra Quality

XXX BED CEDAR SHINGLES

Kail ami Water Shipments.

FOR SALE

Piles and Poles

All sizes, all lengths

Apply to

PAPINEAUVILLE LUMBER CO.
Limited

Papineau ville, P.Q.

The

North Channel Lumber Co.
Limited

Successors to

SAGINAW LUMBER & SALT CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine Lumber
Saginaw, Mich. U.S.A.

Mills at Thessalon Ont.

"Well Bought is Half Sold"

STOCK OFFER;

5 cars 1 x 4 Sel. M. Run White Pine $24.00

Specially sorted for high grade

ceiling and wainscotting.

4 cars 2 x 6" Com. and Dsg. White Pine $24.00

Best end suitable for tank stock.

F.O.B. BYNG INLET

31,000 ft. 4 4" No. 1 Com. and Btr. Birch $25.00

5,000 " 5 4 ' 1st and 2nd " 35.00

18,000 " 6 4' " " " 35.00

2,500 "10 4 " " " 40.00

Bright, beautiful and wide boards;

cut early spring igii.

F.O.B. DEER LAKE

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

730 Traders Bank Building, TorontO,Ont.

Mills : Byngr Inlet, Ont.

We are Buyen of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves Hoops
Headings

JAMES WEBSTER & BRO., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office

:

Dashwood House 9 Broad St., E.C.

News Chambers, 57 Hope St., Glasgow

Qant& Kemp
5a St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Ai and A B C Codes used

Louis Bamberger
Importer of

Pine, Spruce, and all Canadian

Wood Goods

2 Bkoad Street Buildings,

London, E.C.

TelegraphicAddress " Bellywood, London. '

Open to Contract for

Glued-up Basswood Keyboards

FARNW0RTH
& JARDINE

Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth Liverpool

England

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shingles
White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingles

QNorth Tonawanda, N. Y,
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Mason,Gordon&Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street, Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
-Car and Cargo lots only-

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak

Write, Wire or 'Phone for Prices Western Office :
— Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B. C.

Donald Fraser

& Sons, Limited
GABANO, QUEBEC

MANUFACTURERS OF

Long Lumber
Rough and Finished

Shingles, Clapboard,
etc.

Wm. Milne & Son, Ltd.
Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mill* at North Bay, Sellwood Jet. and Spanish, Ont.

Head Office : North Bay, Ont.

North Bay Mill

White Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and
Birch Lumber, dressed flooring,

siding etc. Lath and Cedar Shingles.

Sellwood Jet. Mill

White and Norway Pine. Lumber
and Lath.

Spanish Mill

White and Norway Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock, Lumber and Lath.
Vessel shipment only.

The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Ltd.
(WitluMills at Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B.C. Harrison River, B.C. Kenora, Ont. Rainy River, Ont. and Banning, Ont.)

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
v.n'f!Si

in
w

S
°j
Wo«lwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shooks and Packing Cases. White and Red Pine Lumber ManleFlooring, Hardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tama.ac, Piling etc.

P

Address
Head Office The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited - Winnipeg, Man.

D. C. CAMERON, President and General Manager.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
We have removed our Toronto office
from 34 Victoria Street to Rooms 4, 5,
and 6 at 15 Toronto Street.

NEW TELEPHONE ADELAIDE 1783

The Fesserton Timber Co., Limited
Toronto, Ontario

Mills at FESSERTON, ONT.

JOHN DONOGH & CO.
Wholesale Dealers

OFFER= WHITE PINE
1% No. 1 Mill Cull, . . . 150,000 feet.

1 % No. 2 " " 100,000 feet.

2x12 Common and belter 100,000 feet.

I, i}4 and 2 in. <;ood Strips and Sidings.

1205 TRADERS BANK BUILDING, TORONTO

The Harwood Lumber Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

YELLOW PINE
Rough Timbers, Long Joists, Boards

both Long and Short Leaf
BE SURE TO GET OUR PRICES

Send Inquiries to us CLEVELAND, OHIO
OR

The Harwood Lumber Company Toronto, Ontario
Toronto phone Main 4089.

ROBERT BURY & CO.
Wholesale Hardwood Dealers

We are open to purchase for cash \" Winter Sawn
Basswood, also stock of Birch. Send along par-

ticulars of what you have.

Dry Hardwoods for prompt shipment. Can offer a
few Cars of i ', i y2 " and 2" Hard Maple, Soft Elm,
Soft Maple and Beech. Enquiries Solicited.

telephone, Adelaide 1467 79 Spadina Avenue, TORONTO

LEAK & CO., Limited
18 Aberdeen Chambers

TORONTO, ONT.

We are in the market for Hemlock,

Spruce and Hardwoods, also No. 1, 2

3 Lath.

Send us list of anything you have to offer.

Spears & Lauder
Manufacturers of

Hemlock, Pine and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath and Shingles
Orders solicited for Hemlock. Bill Timber up to 30 feet.

For Quick Shipment

3 Cars 1 „ x 4 and 5 No. 1 Hemlock Strips. Can be dressed to order.
5 Cars 1 « No. 2 Hemlock, good widths.

Head Office: 501 Kent BIdg., - TORONTO

Th<

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co.
18 Toronto St., TORONTO, ONT. Limited

Wc offer for prompt shipment
15,000-ft. 6/4 x 10 & 12-in. dry selected White Pine
50,000-ft. 3 x 8, 10 & 12-in. No. 1 Hemlock

100,000-ft. 1-in. Sound Waney Grating Gull
80,000-ft. 5 8 x 4 & up Grating Pine

1,000,000-ft. 1 1/2 x 4-ft. No. 2 White Pine Lath

Inquiries Solicited

We have secured the total output of the celebrated

Cloverdale B. C. Shingles
manufactured by The Cloverdale Milling- Co.

Take up your season's supply with us. The

best costs no more than the inferior grades.

C. G. Anderson Lumber Co.
Manning Chambers
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E. H. Heaps & Co., Limited

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, Finish,etc.
Specialties: AA1 BRAND HIGH GRADE SHINGLES

B. C. R. DOUGLAS FIR. TIMBER
Mills at

Vancouver a^nd R.\iskin, B. C.
Head Office: Victoria Drive and Powell St.

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Send along your Orders
FOR

Doors, Sash, Wood Turning's

Interior Finish

Hardwood Flooring

Pine Flooring

EVERY ONE A GOOD SELLER

Wilson Brothers, Limited
COLLINGWOOD, ONTARIO

Pine Larch
Timbers

Yard Stock

Clears

and

Mouldings

The East Kootenay Lumber Co.

Selects

Shops

Commons
and

Mouldings

Head Office: JAFFRAY, B.C.
Mills at CRANBROOK, B.C., RYAN, B.C., JAFFRAY. B.C.

Limited

Maritime Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office :

Saint John, N. B.

Branch Office :

180 St. James St. Montreal, P. Q

We have on hand for immediate ship-

ment the following Pine, last year's cut

and in good shipping condition.

50,000 ft. 1x4 59,000 ft. 1x9
54,000 ft. 1x5 88,000 ft. I X 10

83,000 ft. 1x6 31,000 ft. I X I I

77,000 ft. 1 x 7 22,000 ft. I X I

2

86,000 ft. 1x8 600,000 ft. 3 x 7 & up

The above Pine is 10 ft. and up long,

well manufactured with culls and 4ths

out.

The Golden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers op-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

200
145

125
55

3,

98,

15,

17,

60,

All of

Offer at LOW FIGURE for QUICK «a!e :

,000 1

,000-ft

,000-ft

,000-ft

,000-ft.

,000-ft,

,000-ft,

000- ft.

000- ft.

above,

1/3 x 3/8 x 32-in. Mill Run Hemlock Lath
1 x 4 & up 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock
2 x 4 & up 6/16 No. 2 Hemlock
2 x 4 & up 6/18 Mill Cull Red Pine
g x 4 & up 6/16 C. & C. F. Red Pine
2x4 & up 6/16 Mill Cull White Pine
1 x 4 A: up 6/16 Mill Cull Spruce
2 x I & up 6/16 Mill Cull Spruce
1 \ I ..v up 6/16 Merchantable Cedar
shipment G. T. R. from Golden Lake, Ontario

Head Office: EGANVILLE, ONT.
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We Saw All the Year Round
Pine

Hemlock

Spruce

Hard-

woods

Rough

and

Dressed

We

make

a

Specialty

of

Long

Timbers

Fassett Lumber Co., Ltd.—A Logging Scene

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited
FASSETT, QUEBEC

When in a Hurry
To run out an order for Flooring,

Ceiling or Siding, it is comforting

to know that you have the tools

that will adjust quickly and easily

to suit the work at hand.

The Expansion Feature Built into

The Shimer Cutter Heads
enables you to adjust the cut of the tongue or groove to suit any
kind and condition of woody fiber as you find it in oak, pine or

poplar—dry, half dry or just as you get it from the log.

The experienced wood-worker know s that wood that is soft and
green will not stand up in the cut with the same resistance as the
wood that is dry and hard, and that the same set of Bits will not
make the tongue and groove to fit the same in oak as in pine, in dry
as in green lumber. He is also aware that a newly sharpened set of

cutters will not make the tongue or groove exactly like that which
they will cut when they are dulled.

With old-fashioned tools these differences were hard to over-

come. In some cases it could not be done without a complete

change of knives. In others it was remedied by putting washers

under the Bits. In every case considerable time was consumed.

The Shimer Cutter Head Expansion rights up these little differ-

ences without taking the Heads off the spindles. The spanner nut,

which operates the expansion, is provided with an automatic lock

that makes 12 stops to each full turn. Each one of these stops

represents 1-192 part of an inch, giving the finest kind of an adjust-

ment to the cutters to allow for differences of material.

Our Catalogue and Pattern Book gives full particulars about

this feature. Send for a copy.

Address

Branch of MILTON. Pa.
Samuel J. Shinier & Sons

GALT. ONT.. CAN.
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Place Your Dimension Orders Early
White and Red Pine, Spruce, etc., Bills, any Size, any Length

ROUGH OR DRESSED

East Entrance, No. 2 Yard

We still have a few cars each

dry 1x12,1^x12 and 2x12

x 1 2/1 6 for sale.

Fast Feed Planing Mill in

Connection

The Colonial Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ont.

A Moulder of Merit and Built for Service

THE MAR K ED FEATURES OF
Front View of No. 107 Note casing over outside driving gears

Wood's No. 107 Inside Moulders
^W^^^P^S?"^1^^1^ a

V
d CAPfCITY. New patented devices and attachments save much of the time formerlyrequired for se In addition these improvements provide for smoother planing, faster feed and make it

'

advantage. Wh< ii < quipped with WOODS PATENT PROFILE TRUING DEVICES the capacity of this
increased W to 40%. This is one of the line of

'

possible to work stork to better
s tool on some moulder work is

"THE PLANERS OF WOODS

S. A. Woods Machine Co., Boston, U. S. A
Branch Offices : SEATTLE NEW ORLEANS SAN FRANCISCO, (Eby Mchy. Co.) CHICAGO NORFOLK
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Pine Doors of All Kinds
KEPT IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

mm*
•

The above is a partial line of Doors carried in stock in all the standard sizes for quick shipments.
We are the largest manufacturers of Doors in Canada and operate our own sawmill and timber limits.

We can save you Time and Money. Write us.

JAMES DAVIDSON, - OTTAWA, Ontario

TO ENGINEERS
<l Have you a copy of the 1912 edition GARLOCK catalogue show-

ing Packings for every purpose?

IJ If not, send in your address at once and you will receive a cata-
logue by return mail, unique in design and detail : a real live
text-book in itself.

1§ It's free for the asking.

<J Our prices in Mill Supplies in general will interest you.

C[[ Permit us to quote on your requirements.

The Garlock Packing Company
Head Office and Factory, HAMILTON, Ont.

Branches: MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
Pioneers in the Packing Business
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Everything in Lumber
, ar) d 2 x 4,— 10/16' Spruce, rough or dressed

" 2x5,

2x6,

2x7,

" 2x8,

" 2 X IO,

" 2X12

A choice lot of Winter Sawn 1" Basswood ; also

Birch Flooring" in all grades and thicknesses.

We can supply you all your wants in Pine.

Dressed Lumber Our Specialty

Write, wire or 'phone us for prices before placing

your orders.

W. C. Edwards & Co., Limited
Ottawa, Ont.

Mills at Ottawa and Rockland Planing Mills and Factories at Ottawa

Why not make 1912 the most profitable saw year in your history ?

ATKINS STERLING BAND SAWS
Made in Canada

THESE Saws are celebrated on account of their exceed-

ingly tough temper and generally scientific construc-

tion. They will stand up to their work longer under the

most trying conditions. You will find fewer cracks in

ATKINS BAND SAWS than any other and they will

hold their teeth and points remarkably. Why not place a

trial order and make us prove these statements.

Write to-day

E. C.ATKINS & CO.. STERLING SAWS HAMILTON, ONT.
Vancouver Branch, No. 109 Powell Street, U. S. Factory, Indianapolis, Ind.
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Phone Main 6386 Mills: Knoxville, Tenn.
Walland, Tenn.
Franklin, Va.

The Atlantic Lumber Co.
Incorporated

Head Office: BOSTON, MASS.

Manufacturers Southern Hardwood Lumber
Canadian Branch

211 Kent Building-, 156 Yong-c Street, Toronto
Robert Vestal, Manager

ANYTHING IN OAK LUMBER

We Want to Move the Following in Hardwood

:

1,000,000 ft. 1 iu. Unselected Wisconsin Birch
400,000 " ljin.

3.50,000 " l.\ in.

50,000 " 2 in.

75,000 " 2A in.

43,000 " 3 in.

200,000 "
1 in. No. 2 & Btr Hard Maple

65,000 " 2 in.

40,000 " H in. No. 1 & Btr "

100,000 " 2 in. No. 2 & Btr Rock Elm
175,000 " IS in.

We can also furnish Northern and Southern Hardwoods. Can we quote you on same;

BRADLEY TIMBER & RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.
Second Floor Palladio Bldg., DULUTH, MINN.

Mowbray & Robinson
Main Office: CINCINNATI, Ohio

Band Sawmills at: WEST IRVINE and QUICKSAND, Ky.

SPECIALTIES

Plain and Quartered

Uak, roplar and Ash

Our lumber is all bandsawed, soft and even

colored. Oak Quarter Sawed for figure

Sawmill Capacity 125,000 ft. per Day

QUICK SHIPMENTS GUARANTEED

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

Cypress

Oak
Gum

Cottonwood
Elm

Send for Complete Stock List and Delivered Prices

The Hyde Lumber Co.
Manufacturkrs and Exporters

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

Do You Want a Salesman ?

HI Every live lumber salesman in Can-

ada reads the Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker.

<|f
You can get the man you want

through a small advertisement in the

"Wanted and For Sale" department

of this paper.

LOUISIANA RED CYPRESS
QUARTERED OAK PLAIN OAK

POPLAR ASH
Yards at Nashville, Tenn.

We can ship you promptly any of the above
Stock, Carefully Inspected

WE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU

Wistar Underhill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Rep. - W. J. Anderson, 288 South St., London, Ont.
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LELAND G. BANNING
Manufacturer of

SOFT OAK
(WILMINGTON, 0

Mills:
\ FRANKFORT, KY
[ SALISBURY, N.C. Cincinnati, O

Canadian Representative, A. E. KL1PPERT, 11 Laxton Ave., TORONTO

Manufacturers of Foreign and Domestic Hardwood Lumber
and Veneers.

Ohio Veneer Company
Importers of

MAHOGANY AND FOREIGN WOODS
Office and Milk: 2624 to 2634 Colerain Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

THE SOUTHERN LUMBER and

BOOM GO.
SALES OFFICE, CINCINNATI

OFFER FOR QUICK SHIPMENT
5 Cars 4/4 Is and 2s Chesnut. 10 Cars 4/4 Is and 2s Plain White Oak.

8 Cars 4/4 Is and 2s Plain Red Oak.

Send Us a List of Your Needs

R. A. Wells Lumber Co.
Wholesalers and Exporters of

Hardwood Lumber
of All Kinds

Special attention to Canadian trade. Prompt Shipments
Our speciality is 1" to 2" Gumwood, 1" to 2» Oak, both
plain and quartered stock, 1" to 2" Ash and 1" Cottonwood.

WRITE US BEFORE BUYING

230 S. LA SALLE STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

Lower Michigan Hardwood*

Rock Maple, Beech, Birch, Basswood and Ash, White
Rock Maple Flooring and Hardwood Dimension

We have four large mills, sawing the year round on Virgin Hardwood
Timber. We can furnish you any standard grade or thickness Weown our own fleet of boats and can make water shipments Send usa list of your wants. We can serve you best.

W. H White fnmnanv Boyne Ci*y Lumber Co¥F. 11. ff IIUC IsUmpanV Wholesa.e Yards at Buffalo, N.Y
Mills at Boyne City. Michigan

Duhlmeier Brothers Manofac,urers Hardwood Lumber
MILLS i Tennessee,

Mississippi.

Main Office (

"V
d
aro. I CINCINNATI, OHIO

We now have in stock dry and ready for prompt shipment 500,000 ft. of i-in., 1 i/-in 1 r/<

Pain anl O^red Cur FFV?*^^f^ S Also a ^ock of Red and^ Gum,'riain and Quartered Cut Oak. Let us quote you delivered prices.
OUR LUMBER IS MANUFACTURED RIGHT AND GRADED RIGHT. WE CAN SHIP QUICK.

Eastern Representative JaiTieS H. Walsh, 95 W. Mohawk St., Buffalo, N. Y.
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HARDWOO
United States Manufacturers and Wl

D LUMBER
lolesalers seeking Canadian Business

Long-Knight Lumber Co.

Manufacturers Indiana and Southern

Hardwoods
OAK, ASH, CYPRESS Our Specialtiej

Adchess all inquiries to the Main Office at—

INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA

Theo. Fathauer W. M. Hopkins

Theo. Fathauer Co.
WHOLESALE HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Plain and Quartered Figured and Plain

White Oak. Red Gum

Southern Yard - Helena, Ark.
Address correspondence to

1428 Cherry Ave., Chicago

YARDS : ORLEANS, DID.; PORT WAYKE, Dm; PAOJJ, DID.

W. M. Ritter Lumber Co.
Manufacturers - Columbus, Ohio

Let us quote you on your requirements in

any of the following West Virginia stock :

Soft Yellow Poplar, Plain and Quarter Sawed
Red and White Oak, Chestnut and Basswood

All Grades and Thicknesses in Stock Dry.

We especially want to move during next thirty days and will make
attractive prices on

—

1 Car 5/8 x 1 8 to 23-in. Poplar Panel and No. 1.

1 Car 5/8 x 24 to 27-in.
"

1 Car 5/8 x 28-in.andup "

2 Cars 4/4 x 24-in. " " *
"

3 Cars 4/4 x 7-in. and up, Selected No. 1 Common Poplar

2 Cars 4/4 x 7-in. and up, Regular
2 Cars 4/4 Quarter Sawed Poplar 1st and 2nds.

2 Cars 4/4 "" " " No. 1 Common.
2 Cars 4/4 " " " No. 2 Common.
3 Cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Basswood, 7-in. aud up, 10 and 12 ft.

4 Cars 5/4 " " " Reg- Widths & Lengths
3 Cars 4/4 x 6-in. and up, 1st and 2nd Sound Wormy Chestnut
2 Cars 4/4 Quarter Sawed Sound Wormy Chestnut
3 Cars 4/4 Sound Wormy Chestnut Veneer Strips, 3 to 6-in.

Our stock is all band sawed and we ship the product of our mills only.

Northern Office, 919 Fisher BIdg., Chicago, 111.

Ontario Representative, Arthur C. Gosden, 266 Huron St., Toronto,
PHONE COLLEGE 907

S. P. Coppock & Sons' Lumber Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Hardwood
Lumber

Indiana Quartered Oak

Ash, Basswood, Poplar

Main Office • FORT WAYNE, IND.

OUR SPECIALTY:

Anything in HICKORY LUMBER
Canadian Representative, MR. S. D. SMITH

W. 0. King & Co.
HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Michigan Hard Maple,
Birch and Basswood

2452 S. Loomis St., CHICAGO, ILL.

DRY BEECH
We want to move 200,000 feet 5/4—No.
1 and better dry Beech. A Snap at

the Price.

Also quick deliveries on NORTHERN
HARDWOODS, YELLOW PINE,
OAK DIMENSION, FIR, HICK-
ORY, OAK, CAR STOCK and PIL-
ING.

Estabrook Skeele Lumber Co.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.
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JUDGE FOR YOURSELF
DEFIANCE

WOODWORKING MACHINES

28" BAND SAW t

open the way to judge whether
you can afford to go on as you
are with your old, worn-out tools
or standardize and "get results

"

with new and up-to-date appli-
ances.

Unless your plant is operated
on a modern basis and with high
grade tools, your power to edge
up with the successful manufac-
turer is limited. a 3

Every DEFIANCE machine
produces results. We guarantee
this.

Canadian Agents:—The A. R. Wil-
liarns Machinery Co., Toronto,
Agents for Ontario. Williams & Wil-
son, Ltd., Montreal, Que. A. R. Wil-
liams Machinery Co., Ltd.. St. John,
N.B. (New Brunswick, P.E.I.) Guil-
ford & Sons, Halifax, N. S. The An-
gel Engineering & Supply Co., St.
John's, Newfoundland. W. L. Blake
& Co., Portland. Me. (Maine, New
Hampshire, and Vermont.)
Address Dept. M. for full particu-

lars and prices.

The Defiance Machine Works
NECKYOKE & SINGLETREE LATHE Defiance, Chio.

3» SPOKE LATHE

Light Saw Kerf.
The Wickes Gang takes out a minimum of saw kerf, hence

gives you the maximum of lumber from the log.

Sawdust pays you nothing ; make as little of it as possible.

Twenty gauge saws in hardwood, eighteen and sixteen in fir andpine; these are everyday records made possible by the patented per-fectly equalized saw tooth action of the new models of Wickes Gangthis means more boards from wide cants, boards instead of slabsfrom the sides of narrow cants.

THE GANG LEADS IN ECONOMY

WICKES BROS., Saginaw, Mich.
Seattle Office, 410 White Bldg.

YANKEE PATENT REMOVABLE
SPLIT -RIM SPROCKET

Tbe

SOMETHING NEW IN SPROCKETS
The removable rim does away with removing Sprocket

from Shaft. To renew, unbolt two halves of old rim, and
replace with two new halves. You only buy the Rim, at
one-third cost of new Wheel. Done in one-fifth the time
compared with Standard Sprocket.

A. M. ELUCOTT CO., Montreal

Diamond Shanty Steel Range— Six Holes
Size, of oven 24 x 27 x 15 in. Flush
M...1. ,,, ', i . ,"-, "<"" luwrvwir us rut or mgn reservoir.Made of extra heavy steel closely riveted. Malleable oven door frame!

Length of fire box for wood 28 in.
eservoir as out or high reservoir.

For the Camp
Camp Cooking and Baking

with our Diamond Shanty is an
absolute certainty, no guess
work, meals always on time.

When you buy these goods
you get our 30 years manufact-
uring experience.

A handsome Illustrated Catalogue is

yours for the Asking

Butterworth Foundry, Limited
ott

c

w
a

a

„Canada.
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o an d see the new BERLI
ast-feed matcher in operation

The mill is the laboratory in which the
durability of a matcher is shown. A year's
run will disclose more weaknesses and
show the need of mechanical efficiency
more clearly than any testing out the manu-
facturer could give.

And the great improvements made in the
wood-working field today are due to our in-

itiative in the direction of fast-feed machines.

Pioneering
When we brought out the first fast-feed

matcher ever built, a howl of skepticism
rose up.

Competitors scoffed, and most lumbermen
didn't believe a word of our advertising.
We told then as we tell today, the abso-

lute truth in our announcements.
The first fast-feed matcher was the "94."

It produced a better quality of work than
other machines and at double the rates of
feed.

Yet the "94" as compared with the latest
Berlins is like the automobile of today and
that of several years ago.

It paid its way. The hundreds and hun-
dreds installed were gilt-edged investments.
Yet we have been blamed because the "94"

wasn't developed twice as fast as anything
else in the machinery world.

Further developments
After we had proven that a hundred foot

feed was practical, the other makers of wood-
working machinery clambered into the race.

Patents don't always protect and it didn't
protect us then or now. If you notice mech-

anical construction you will find our im-
provements being adapted regularly.

Take the Berlin round cylinder head for
example. In the first one we built, the screw
which held the gib in place against the knife,

passed through a portion of the head itself.

The principle was wrong. We replaced
every head we had out. Yet that same style
of head is being sold you today on other
machines.

The Berlin cylinder head of today is the
only durable head offered the buyer. It can't
wear out. It's almost one solid piece. Ask
any user.

Go and see one of the latest Berlin match-
ers in operation. And look carefully at the
head construction. Compare it with others.

Testing side heads
We soon found out that fine cylinder

work must also be followed by equal side-

head production.
A new head department was organized.

Our pin type twelve bitted matcher heads
were developed. The expansion feature was
invented.

Today we have the only complete line of
fast-feed side-heads in the world. There's
the special ship-lap heads, matching heads,
double tongue and groove heads—a complete
line.

If you are unfamiliar with the complete-
ness of our side-head line, let us send you a
copy of a new booklet, 48-page, "Berlin
Heads and Specialties."

Let us mail it to you. It tells the reason
for the quality of our side-head work.

The feed drive
From thirty gears, we have descended to

almost none. On the latest Berlin fast-

feed matcher there is but five.

Our friclionless chain drive is by far the
most successful matcher feed works drive
today. Its life is as yet unknown.

The Diamond chain runs smoothly and
without perceptible wear. We used the chain
drive on our No. 108 Moulders for the last

eight years. We have never replaced a chain.

Competitors say "it will wear out." We
leave it to your judgment. Certainly, it will

stand ten time's the strain we put it to.

Fire engines, motor trucks, of 60 H. P.
and better, racing cars of 200 H.P. use the
Diamond Drive and it is used for heavy duty.

The chain drive does away with all com-
plications. Shavings don't stick. And we'll

guarantee the wear. That's the last thing
we think of.

The result

The result of our years of experience in

the fast-feed field is shown by the volume of
our business.

We have created and put out more im-
provements than all other makers combined.
Our line is high-grade and medium priced.

The results show in our latest machines.
Go and see them in operation. Notice the
profiling attachments and its simplicity.

Be sure and notice our line of heads. Go
and see a machine. Ask us where you can
see one running.

Berlin Machine Works, Limited
Branch Office.: Manufacturing Plants: Br*nch office8:

on D 1 • lir- • || ~
t

Montreal, Que.

Spokane, Seattle Deloit, Wisconsin. I I Hamilton, Canada Vancouver, B.C.
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We Have Never Been in a Better Position
to quote "The Trade" CLOSE PRICES on our White Pine Output.

WHOLESALERS especially will find us able to sell ASSORTED BLOCKS
sawn to suit, at lower figures than usual, as we have a lot of lumber to move and WE
ARE GOING TO MOVE IT.

Car and Cargo Trade also solicited.

Don't buy until you get our prices.

The Eyer Lumber Co., Limited, 34 Victoria St., Toronto, Ont., are our Selling Agents.

The Cutler Bay Lumber Co., Limited, - Cutler, Ont.

WE LEAD IN MILL SUPPLIES

IN THE MARITIME PROVINCES

We can equip your mill with everything you
require and at lowest prices.

Transmission

Goods

:

Pulleys,

Hangers,

Shaftings,

Etc.

Crane or Pipe

Fittings

Leather,

Rubber

and

Canvass

Belting

Steam

Packings

Our stock has been carefully selected and the quality is

guaranteed.

The manufacturers we represent are those whose names
are a guarantee of the quality of their output.
We carry a complete stock and can fill orders promptly.
We are satisfied with a fair profit and give you the benefit.

GIVE US A TRIAL

GUILDFORD & SONS
HALIFAX, N. S.

D. S. PATE LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERH OF

Yellow Pine
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Long Leaf Timbers and Implement Stock.

Short Leaf Finish.

Fisher Bldg. Chicago, 111.

Glue Room Necessities

Veneer Presses
Screw and Hydraulic

Glue Spreaders
Hand and Power Feed

Glue Heaters
Every Variety and Size

Clamps, Etc,
Whatever You Need

Power-feed Glue Spreading Machine. (Pat.
Aug., 1900.) Single, double and combin-

ation, la inches to 8» inches wide.

Veneer Presses, different kinds and sizes.

Our

Specialties

are used

the world

over.
The secret of the success of many woodworking factories is in their
glue room. Don't jeopardize your success with poor equipment or old
methods. It is easy to do veneering and built up work and get the
best and most economical results with Francis Equipment.

Chas. E. Francis & Co.
Main Office and Works :

RUSHVILLE, IND.

Canada's Greatest General

Trade Journal

Vne S'inancial. Commercial and General &ra<)e
cA~eu/s/>af>er of Canada's Inland 'Empire

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

$2 per Year

Covers Central and Western

Canada Like a Blanket
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G00Dj5?EAR
Power^Saving Rubber Belting

Goodyear Rubber Belting stands for power saved and money saved. It

is built up of plies of rubberized fabric cured and vulcanized into one solid

piece. It neither slips nor stretches. It has the cohesiveness of rubber

with the enormous tensile strength of close woven, long fibre cotton fabric

from which all stretch has been taken out.

Goodyear Rubber Belting" is manufactured by a

process that makes it proof against steam, water,

weather and rot. Made in all three grades and

all sizes. For Pulp, Paper, Saw Mills

—

all mills

where horse power transmitted is large and de-

mand for tensile strength great. Used by biggest

lumber mills and manufacturing plants in the Do-
minion. Outlives, outlasts all other belts.

Rot-Proof Mill Fire Hose
Goodyear Underwriters is a hose built to meet

the specifications of the Associated Factory Mutual

Fire Insurance Companies. Tube used of highest

grade NEW rubber. Won't harden or crack with

age. Special circular woven fabric with least ex-

pansion or elongation under pressure. Antiseptically-

treated to make it rot and mildew proof.

The strongest most reliable hose for all mills

and factories. Insist on Goodyear Underwriters,

the hose with the black and yellow stripes.

Non-Chipping Conveyor Belts
Built for all purposes. For conveying crushed

stone, grain, coal, ore, etc.

Made in all thicknesses of face to suit re-

quirements of buyer. Rubber face made of

toughest stock possible, to prevent cutting and

chipping. Gives longest, most enduring service.

We also manufacture other rubber goods, such

as tires, all kinds of hose and belting, rubber pack-

ing, etc.

Write us tonight for catalog and prices.

Our Sales of the last four months 50 per cent, greater than those of last year.

Defective goods returned only $23.93.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Canada, Ltd.
General Offices—Toronto Factory—Bowmanville, Ont.

Write Our Nearest Branch

BRANCHES : Montreal—Winnipeg—St. John, N. B.—Vancouver—Calgary—Victoria, B. C, 855 Fort St.—Regina, Sask., 2317«2318 South
Railway St.—Hamilton, Ont., 127 King St. West

(ID
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The making of a Knife depends principally on getting it

hard and tough enough to stand the severe usage that

it is subjected to in machine use, and, at the same time

leaving the Knife at such a temper as will permit the user

to grind it and keep it in shape when needed. We teel

that this temper is reach2d perhaps a little more closely

in Simonds Knives than in others on the marker. We
also believe th it for hjlJing a cutting edge the Simonds
Knife leads others.

Simonds Canada Saw Co. Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C. MONTREAL, QUE. ST. JOHN, N. B.

CAMP SUPPLIESJ. F. EBY
President

HUGH BLAIN
Vice-President

If you are looking for QUALITY in your Camp Supplies,

you should specify :

"ANCHOR " brand
BAKING POWDER
JELLY POWDERS
EXTRACTS, SPICES
COFFEE — TEA

(In sealed air tight packages)

Sweetened MILK Unsweetened

CANNED-
SALMON, FUITS
and VEGETABLES

WE CARRY A FULL RANGE OF CAMP SUPPLIES

Wholesale Grocers

The

Quality

Is

Guaranteed

The

Best

It

Is

Possible

To

Produce

EBY-BLAIN, LIMITED ^ers and Manufacturers

TORONTO
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A National Journal

Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President.

THOS. S. YOUNG, Toronto, General Manager.

OFFICES AND BRANCHES:
TORONTO - - Telephone Main 2362 - 220 King Street West
VANCOUVER - Telephone Seymour 2013 - Hutchison Block

MONTREAL - - Telephone Main 2299 - B34 Board of Trade

WINNIPEG - Telephone Garry 856 - Commercial Travellers' Bldg.

NEW YORK - Tel. 3108 Beekman - 931 Tribune Building

CHICAGO 4059 Perry Street

LONDON, ENG. 3 Regent Street S.W.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Canada, United States and Great Britain, $2.00 per year in advance; other

foreign countries embraced in the General Postal Union, $3,00.
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Increased Tariff Upon Stop-Off
Privilege

The C. P. R. have issued a new tariff, No. E. 1914, covering the

stop-off privilege on lumber for dressing, resawing, or sorting and
reshipment. The other railroads have agreed to this tariff and are

issuing a similar one. The tariff is to become effective on May 1st

and is to make a charge of 2 cents a hundred pounds. The present

charge is one cent a hundred. The increase will subject lumber to

a charge of 50 cents a hundred for pine and about 80 cents a hun-

dred on hardwoods. On an average car load of pine the charge,

therefore, would be about $8.50. The lumber trade is likely to find

this a serious matter, and ought to take immediate exception to it.

The matter should be laid before the Dominion Board of Railway
Commissioners and all the details of the case examined closely.

Dressing in transit is a most important branch of the lumber in-

dustry and at the present time it is more than questionable whether
a charge of this nature will not be most injurious to the business in

general. Apparently the railroads have been casting about for a

convenient means of increasing their revenues and have decided that

the lumber trade was the easiest one to get results from. This is

a matter which ought to be given immediate attention by the trade

and an effort made to prevent such a tax being imposed.

A feature of the case which might prove important, but which
at present is not of great concern, is the outcome in case the duty
on rough and dressed lumber entering the United States were to be
removed. It is not a matter of impossibility that the Democrats may
be elected in the United States next November,, and that they may
take the duty off rough and dressed lumber. Under such conditions

the Canadian industry would be seriously handicapped in seeking
trade across the border. In the United States generally, the charge
at present is one cent a hundred pounds. In New York State the
rate is only $3 per car.

The estimate of $8.50 per car which is mentioned above, refers

to pine. The charge for hemlock would be proportionately heavier

on account of its greater weight. Taking an average car load of

lumber at about 17,000 feet, the weight of a car load of pine would

be about 42,500 pounds. The weight of a car load of hemlock would

be about 51,000 pounds, and the weight of a car load of maple or

birch would be about 68,000 pounds. This would make the charge

for stop-off $8.50 for pine, $10.20 for hemlock and $13.60 for maple

and birch, instead of one-half these amounts as at present. The full

text of the proposed tariff is published elsewhere in this issue.

Protecting the Public Health
The bill which has been introduced in the Legislature of the

Province of Ontario by Hon. W. J. Hanna, entitled "An Act Re-

specting The Public Health," is fraught with considerable import-

ance to everybody in the province and is also of much interest to

the lumber manufacturers of Ontario. Although the bill deals with

matters of public health in general and makes no specific reference

to the management of lumber camps, it has an important bearing

upon the lumber manufacturing industry. There is no change in-

volved in the general act regarding the preservation of public health

in the lumber camps, but the act as it stands in the form in which

it was presented for the first reading, provides much more efficient

machinery for the enforcement of public health measures. Accord-

ing to clause 13 of the proposed act, the province is to be divided

into not more than ten "health districts." A legally qualified medi-

cal practitioner to be known as the district officer of health is to

be appointed for each such district. The district officer of health

is to receive a salary not exceeding $2,500 and an allowance of $1,000

for expenses, the salary to be paid jointly by the province and by
the county or counties constituting the health district. Every dis-

trict health officer will be entrusted with the duty of enforcing the

act and other public health regulations within his district and gen-

erally will be empowered, within the district, to do anything which

a member of the Provincial Board, the medical officer of health or

the sanitary inspector is authorized or required to do, under the act.

A district officer of health will also have authority to perform similar

duties in any other part of Ontario, when required to do so by the

Board. The district health officer will act under the supervision

and control of the Board and will report to it at least monthly, and

at such other times as may be required. Local Boards of Health

are to be appointed for every municipality in Ontario. Very definite

regulations are laid down regarding sewerage systems and sewage,

which, although applying more specifically to municipalities, have

also their bearing upon methods of sewage disposal in lumber camps.

Provision is also made by the act for the establishing of isolation

hospitals for the reception and care of persons suffering from any
communicable disease. Local boards of health are to be appointed

in every municipality, consisting of the head of the municipality, the

medical officer of health of the municipality, and one resident rate-

payer.

So much criticism has been directed from time to time against

the system of medical inspection in the lumber camps of Ontario

that the working out of the new act so far as it affects this question

will be watched with considerable interest. It is reasonable to ex-

pect that with the province subdivided into ten health districts, each

with a capable health officer responsible for the proper enforcement

of the Act within his district, it will be possible to give much closer

attention than formerly to the individual requirements of each district.

In this way it is to be hoped that the lumber camps will receive

better attention than they have in the past. If this result is brought
about it will be a boon to the employees in the camps and it will

also help to do away with the belief, so generally held among the

public, that lumber camps are breeding grounds of smallpox and
other communicable diseases. This belief has not applied so much
to Ontario as to some of the other provinces, but it does apply, even
in Ontario, and the newly constituted machinery for the preservation

of the public health will have to meet this feature of the case from
the outset. It should not be a difficult matter to have the camps
properly provided with medical attention and supervision. The
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lumber manufacturers are always ready to assist the authorities in

keeping their camps healthy. With a staff of officers capable of

handling the situation there should be very definite results secured
from the first.

While on this aspect of the case it will be a good thing if the
Government will give careful attention to the complaints, so frequent-
ly made by the employees in lumber camps, to the effect that they
do not secure proper medical care when in need of it. A certain sum
is deducted from their pay to cover medical attention and they feel

that they are justly entitled to proper care. That they do not receive
it in all cases is notorious. It is charged that the doctors are far

more concerned about collecting their fees than about giving value

for them. It has recently been claimed that some of the doctors

even receive their fees and then farm out their duties to other doctors

whose object is to furnish attendance at as little expense to them-
selves as possible. There should be no possibility of such complaint
even being made. The trouble in the past has been the absence of

responsibility. Under the new act, the responsibility will be more
definitely placed and the government should commence by making
the district officers of health understand that they will be held re-

sponsible for the satisfactory enforcement of the act, one of the im-

portant objects of which should be to give the employees in the lum-
ber and construction camps complete surety that in return for their

money they will receive proper medical care whenever they require it.

U. S. Competition Still E
Enquiries which have been made by the "Canada Lumberman"

of a number of lumber manufacturing firms in British Columbia
bring forth information to the effect that United States competition
is still threatening the Canadian manufacurer. One firm reports
that there is at the present time a good demand for lumber, but
prices are poor on account of the foreign lumber which comes into

Canada. This firm, however, states that if Canadian manufactur-
ers would hold out for higher prices, they would be able to get them.
Another firm speaking of the same subject, writes as follows: "The
lumber business was never in such a chaotic state as it is at the
present time. Immense quantities of United States' lumber are
pouring into the Prairie markets, and, in fact, the entire market
is in the hands of United States mill men. In one day, during the
last week of February, 100 cars of United States lumber passed
through the town of Fernie, B.C.

"Prices are from $3 to $4 lower to the retailers than they were
six months ago. Still, in districts where there is no competition,
farmers and consumers are being charged a price which nets the
retailers from $10 to $12 per thousand above the cost. The United
States competition, together with a reduction in loans has caused
an almost universal panic among the Interior mill men. Taking
the largest estimated amount, there will not be over 25 per cent,

of the Interior mills operating this summer, if some measure of re-

lief is not granted against the United States competition. Sworn
evidence has been obtained that Washington and Idaho mills are
importing lumber into Canada which does not net the mill men $7

^pressing Prairie Markets
per thousand feet. Owing to the high cost of supplies and the in-

creased cost of labor as compared with the United States mills, this

makes a most unfair discrimination. The timber in the Interior is

very scattered and small and hard to log, and is also of an inferior

quality, there not being on an average over 15 per cent, of uppers,
while across the line it runs from 25 to 60 per cent., so that the
United States mill men can sell their lumber at a sacrifice and still

make a good showing on their uppers.

"We do not expect any trade until September. We will not try
to compete with the United States lumber, but will hold our stock
until prices advance."

Another firm reports that prospects for trade as compared with
a year ago are very poor, the United States depression at the pres-
ent time causing quantities of lumber to be dumped in Canada, and
reducing the price materially. Another firm puts the same fact in

the following words : "The dumping of lumber into our markets by
United States mills has brought prices to where there is nothing
in them."

In spite of these unfavorable reports everyone is agreed that
actual conditions to-day in all other respects are satisfactory. The
consumption of lumber on the prairies and in Western Canada will
be exceptionally heavy during 1912, and if it were not for ruinous
competition from the United States, the lumber trade in Western
Canada would be able to do an excellent season's business. The
government of Canada cannot be properly alive to their duty un-
less they cause an investigation into the subject to be made at once.

Lumber Gamp Reforms Still Required
A correspondent of the "Ottawa Citizen," in a letter to that paper

of recent date, criticizes the various provincial governments for not

enforcing more rigidly the laws regarding the preservation of health

and providing for the proper sanitation of lumber camps. While to

a certain extent there is cause for considerable criticism along this

line, there is also reason to feel that some of the strictures which
have been published in this manner of late, overstep the mark con-

siderably. For instance, the writer of the letter referred to says

that on the Ottawa River there are many camps employing a large

number of men, and most of these camps are never visited by any-

one in authority, and are built only with one idea in view—cheap-

ness. Either the writer of this letter is seriously prejudiced or else

he has not been in a position to form a proper judgment of the situa-

tion. No one for a moment will declare that all the camps are pro-

perly constructed and regularly visited by persons whose duties it

is to see that the public health regulations are properly enforced.

But on the other hand, there is absolutely no question that there are

not "a large number of camps which are never visited by anyone
in authority,, and are built only with one idea in view—cheapness."

The lumber industry has made great strides of recent years.

The necessity for scrutinizing every possible means of loss has led

owners of lumber camps to realize the loss caused by inefficient

labor is the most serious of all the losses occurring in the woods.
The cost of labor has advanced enormously, and the class of men
available for woods operations has rapidly deteriorated. The old
conditions under which the lumber jack took a great pride in his
work have disappeared. All these conditions have made it an abso-
lute necessity to provide for the men in the woods a far higher stand-
ard of comfort and a greatly improved class of food than was ever
possible in the early days. Cheapness is not profitable to-day in the
lumber camps. A thorough inspection of a number of representative
camps cannot fail to convince one that in all these directions great
improvements have taken place of late years. An occasional camp
wdl no doubt be found where conditions are far from satisfactory,
and the writer of the letter referred to, no doubt, has one of these
in mind. Before criticising the lumber camps as a whole, however,
he should have visited some of those which are conducted upon
modern methods. He would not have found it difficult to have visit-
ed many of these, in which he would have been surprised at the
cleanliness, order, care and general business-like atmosphere of the
whole institution.

There is one important point, however, in regard to which much
room for improvement still remains. The sleeping quarters provid-
ed for lumber jacks, in a great majority of cases, is far from reason-
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ably satisfactory. As the writer of the letter stated, many men
occupy one large building which is poorly ventilated. With their

wet clothes hanging upon the lines, hot box-stoves making the at-

mosphere resemble that of a Turkish bath, the lack of cleanliness

in regard to bed clothing, and many other undesirable features asso-

ciated with the ordinary sleeping camps, these quarters are often

the very opposite of what they should be. A man who has been

working in the woods all day requires above all things else a re-

freshing sleep. In a stuffy hot atmosphere it is impossible for him
to obtain this.

The provincial health authorities are beyond question up against

a most difficult problem in this matter. They have, however, made

much headway of late years and the indications are that still fur-

ther advances are about to take place. Ontario is at present dealing

with the problem in a manner which appears to be most practical.

Criticisms of existing systems in the public press will assist greatly

in the solution of the difficulties, but these criticisms ought to be

based on a very definite understanding" of the situation. The public

should not be told that all lumber camps are badly run. A lot of

valuable reform effort must be wasted unless the public is truthfully

acquainted with the actual conditions. Many difficulties still remain

to be solved which are serious enough and criticisms of them will be

far more effective if they are not clouded by unfounded criticism of

other features.

Retailers Expecting Increased Trade
The retail lumber trade in Ontario during the year 1911 en-

joyed a fairly active and uniform business from the beginning to

the end. Enquiries, which have been made by the "Canada Lum-
berman" indicate not only that this condition is likely to be con-

tinued during 1912 but that there will be a decided improvement
in the trade. Enquiries were made of a number of prominent re-

tail firms and from their replies this fact is clearly evident. Taking
replies, which were received from about twenty well-known firms,

the information received states that they turned over during 1911

about 31,500,000 feet of lumber, the average price of which was
$26.89. This total was made up as follows: pine 15,500rOOO feet;

hemlock 10,600,000 feet ; and spruce 3,000,000 feet, the balance being
miscellaneous woods. The same firms turned over 14,864,000 lath

and 24,800,000 shingles. Six of these firms report that the stock

they now have on hand is about the same in quantity as it was at

this time last year. Three firms report the same in quantity as it

was at this time last year. Three firms report that the stock is

somewhat less, and two firms are carrying heavier stocks. Four of

the firms report that the prospects for trade during the present year
are about the same as they were a year ago. None of them report

a poorer outlook. The balance report t he outlook to be as good or

much better, one firm report that their prospects were never better

than they are to-day.

One well-known firm of retailers in central Ontario, whose
quantity of stock on hand is about the same as last year, report as

follows: "Prespects for business are far better than last year at this

time. A large amount of lumber will be used in the surrounding
country this coming season. Another very satisfactory point we
notice this year is in regard to collections. We are having verv
little trouble compared with last year in collecting our accounts. Of
course, our business is with the farmers, and we have to give credit

on 90 per cent, of our sales. We find the only way to be assured
of a past due account is to say that we will have to charge bank
interest and that they might as well borrow from the bank. That
catches most farmers and they pay right up."

One of the bright spots in the retail trade is Hamilton, Ont.
Prospects for the summer are unusually good, and everyone is look-
ing forward confidently to a busy season.

The situation in Western Ontario is summed up by one of our

correspondents as follows : "The prospects for trade compared with

a year ago are a little better. Pine is about the same as last yearP

but the grading is lower. There is where our trouble mostly ex-

ists. The grade is being lowered all the time. Some system of

inspection is required so that our firms will all grade in the same

manner. The hemlock market is very close, and wholesalers are

asking from $1.00 to $1.50 more than a year ago." Another retailer

reports that hemlock is now costing him about $2.00 a thousand more

than a year ago.

One dealer in South Western Ontario reports having had a

very bad year during 1911, largely on account of his being located

too near to Sarnia which is an important wholesale centre. He finds

it impossible to buy from all the wholesale yards at that point and

complains that some of the firms sell to contractors in his territory

and to farmers in the surrounding district. The prospects for his

business, however, are better than they have been for a number

of years. Already he has more orders on hand than he had taken

in during the whole of last year, and he has been obliged to increase

his staff.

The retail prices received for hemlock in Ontario during 1911

are reported to have varied from $19.50 to 22.00 per thousand. For

pine the prices reported run from $30 to $40, the majority being in

the neighborhood of $35. Spruce is reported to have sold at from

$24 to $30. Lath are reported to have sold all the way from $3.20

to $4.00.

Reports received from eleven well-known retailers in the Prov-

ince of Quebec show that they turned over during 1911, 41,600,000

feet of lumber at an average price- of $18.76. This total included

20,995,000 feet of spruce; 11,160,000 feet of pine; and 6,500,000 feet

of hemlock. The same firms disposed of 7,680,000 pieces of lath and

1.200,000 shingles. All of them with one exception report that their

stocks at the present time are the same as they were a year ago.

The single exception is a case in which the stocks are considerably

heavier. Three of these dealers report the prospects for the pres-

ent year to be about the same as they were a year ago, three others

report that the prospects are better, and one finds them a great

deal better.

Editorial Short Leng
An order for about 30,000,000 feet of British Columbia lumber

has been placed with the Hastings Mill at Vancouver, B.C., to be

delivered to the Savudad Varonai de Buagnes y Maderas of Val-
pariso, Chile.

A correspondent at Sherbrooke, P.Q., reports that lumbermen
have completed operations in the woods, and the cut is ready to be
sent down to the mills when the rivers open up. The demand for

pulpwood is very brisk, and prices have advanced.

With a view to prevent forest fires, it has been decided to use

oil in place of coal on the Esquimault and Nanaimo Railway, Van-

hs for Busy Readers
couver Island. The country through which the line runs is bounded
on each side by huge forests, and the use of oil will remove all

danger.

The Hon. E. E. Tache, Deputy Minister of Crown Lands &
Forests, Quebec,, died in that city on March 13th, aged 76 years. He
had been in the service of the provincial government for over fifty

years, and served under thirteen ministers. Last year he was, on

the occasion of his jubilee of service, presented with an address and

a piece of statuary. Mr. Tache was the designer of the Parliament

Buildings and other important structures in Quebec.
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Lumber Industry in New Brunswick
Annual Report of Surveyor-general Shows Increasing Returns from Crown
Lands— Pulp Wood Situation and its Problems—Successful Fire Protection

The 51st annual report of the Surveyor-general of New Bruns-
wick, for the fiscal year ending October 31, 1911, has just been pub-
lished. The report notes that a very large increase has occurred
in the receipts of the Crown Land Department, in fact the year
was a banner one so far as receipts were concerned, the total being
$33,947.-10 in excess of the receipts of the previous year. Compared
with the receipts of five years ago, there was an increase in terri-
torial revenue of no less than $268,502.06. The direct cause of the
increase is the more efficient manner in which the stumpage is col-
lected and the successful working out of the regulations enforced
by the Department. The total receipts for the year were $528,439
as compared with $494,491 during the previous year.

Provincial Receipts from the Land
Referring to the receipts of the Department, the Surveyor-gen-

eral in his report says:
"It was felt for a great many years that the Province was not

getting a fair return for the lumber cut, that the system of scaling
was obsolete and that proper supervision was not taken to check the
work of those whose duty it was to report to this department a fair
return of the lumber cut. Happily these difficulties, to a very large
extent, have been removed and under the system we have adopted
I am safe in saying we are getting a return that is considered fair
to both the operator and the Department.

"While the large revenue obtained from our forest wealth is a
matter of much congratulation to this Province, I am not unmind-
ful of the fact that there is a serious side to the question requiring
wise and efficient administration to prevent the overcutting of the
forest lands. Previous reports have pointed out that considerable
areas of the Crown Lands under license could, with great advantage,
be set aside to allow the young growth to rotate, and with this^in
view the Department sent out this year firm instructions to the
scalers to absolutely prevent undersized lumber from being cut and
followed this up by sending special officers to see that these instruc-
tions were carried out. The prevailing opinion now is that we are
cutting very nearly up to the annual growth, indeed in some local-
ities it is claimed we have been exceeding it for many years, and
that this is a serious situation is at present apparent. The licensees
claim that so long as they renew the licenses they should be al-
lowed to cut enough to keep their mills running; the result is that
the penalty of double stumpage has been exacted in some instances
Even this exaction does not seem to meet the difficulty and I have
under consideration more drastic penalties to prevent the destruc-
tion of cutting this undersized growth.

"Every succeeding year brings us fresh proofs of the value
ot our timber lands and it is incumbent on the administration, who
have the management of these lands, to work out regulations that
will not prove burdensome to the limit holder, but will insure a
continuous revenue to the Province in the way of stumpage dues."

The Pulp Wood Situation
Dealing with the question of the supply of pulp wood in the

I rovince of New Brunswick, the Surveyor-general writes as follows:As foreshadowed in the last report of this Department, stepswere taken at the last session of the Legislature to enact a law to
prohibit the exportation of pulp wood cut from our Crown Lands
Jn doing thiswe were following in the line of the Provinces ofOntario and Quebec in preserving this class of wood with the ob-
ject of manufacturing it into pulp within the boundaries of our own
1 rovince. It was thought that out of fairness to those from theneighboring republic who had invested in properties of this kind
a certain time should elapse before placing the principles of the bill
into operation and accordingly it was decided that pulp wood shouldbe prohibited from exportation on existing licenses on and after
the first of August, 1912. While it is true our water powers aresmall in extent in comparison to Ontario and Quebec, upon which
depends so largely the successful manufacture of pulp, still it was
felt that the enactment of such legislation would be an incentive
to utilize such water powers as we have, thus affording employment
to a large class of our people in an industry derived solely from ournatural resources. When it is considered that a cord of pulp woodloaded on the cars ,„ this Province is sold on an average of $S acord the pnee of this same cord when manufactured into pulpwon d average at least treble that amount. To extend this argu-ment further and manufacture this pulp into finer grades of paper
a huge industry would be the result. The prevailing opinion through-

out the Dominion to-day is to preserve our natural resources, and
so far as this Province is concerned there is -no question more vital

to our interests than that which relates to the pulp wood industry.
"The most serious aspect of the pulp wood problem is not in

the prohibition of its export, nor in regard to the difference of its

value when manufactured into pulp or paper, but in the cutting down
of our young forests which should be left to grow and mature and
thus keep up the forest supply.

"There is no doubt that the price of pulp wood is a strong in-
ducement for our wood land owners to ship the young growth and
turn into money what is considered only idle capital; but such
a decision in the end not only impoverishes the owner of the land
but lays waste the forest growth, provides fuel for fires in the
slashings made and injuriously affects the forest floor. We have
much to learn from countries of the old land, Germany, France,
Sweden, and even in our own mother country, in our forest manage-
ment and the marketing of timber. Conditions in these countries
are of course different from ours, but the same principles prevail as
to forest cutting and the care of the forest from fires. In some
of these countries a tree must be planted for every one cut down;
the whole of the tree even to its branches, is marketed and large
areas are annually set out with young trees in order to perpetuate
the forest. The forest floor is cleared of all material of a combustible
nature and such a degree of perfection is attained in fire ranging
that damage from this source is reduced to a minimum. In Great
Britain a great movement has commenced under Government aus-
pices to replant waste ground and millions of pounds in money have
been provided to carry out this project. In the United States the
forest problem is now being grappled with as never before. Great
national forests are set apart under the care of trained foresters.
The era of the land grafter has gone, and the crv has gone over all
that mighty land to preserve the forests for the present as well as
for future generations, and to save what is left of ruthless devasta-
tion by the hand of man and the ravages of fire.

"It is not then opportune for us to husband our forest re-
sources, to pass wise laws to preserve them from destruction and
to vote what monies are sufficient to carry these laws into effect?"

Protection of Forests from Fire

The subject of the protection of forests from fire is discussed
at considerable length in the report. Upon this subject the Sur-
veyor-general says

:

"The policy of this Department since we assumed control has
been to place and maintain in the field a large staff of men to
act in the joint capacity of fire rangers and game wardens. Be-
sides this force we have commissioned—fishery wardens, part of
whose duties is to watch and put out any fires that may start up
along the banks of the rivers thev are guarding. In addition to
these wardens a number of others have received commissions on
the application of private persons. It will at once be seen that a
considerable fighting force is thus employed to protect our wild
lands from fire. The regularly appointed wardens are instructed
when a serious conflagration is imminent, to call out men and teams
to fight these fires, and during the past vear $2,324.22 has been so
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addltlon to the Pay of the wardens amounting to

•
ii «S'aw o? ° lncludes the cost of protecting fish and game,

in all $^6//.83. This service is much beyond anything heretofore
attempted by any other management of the Public Domain, and
owing to greater experience I am of the opinion that some improve-
ment can be made in order that the Province may receive full value
tor the large amount expended. The question of establishing look-
out stations, connected by telephone, on the highest ground in the
1-rovince is under the serious consideration of the Government I
teel that a few of these stations might be erected as a beginning
in order to bring out the full value of further expenditures in this
connection A large number of these stations have been erected in
the state of Maine and are found a splendid help in quickly locat-
ing the commencement of a fire and thus enabling a force to be on
the ground early to fight the fire out. Another suggestion which
is also receiving serious consideration is the establishment of caches
of fire fighting tools in central localities. How often, when a fire
breaks out, the warden of the locality has not at hand the imple-ments to successfully cope with it, and thus valuable time is lost in
obtaining shovels, axes, mattocks, etc.

"The past season, particularly through the latter part of Mavand the beginning of June, was dry and threatening. It was not
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long before a pall of smoke hung over nearly every section of New
Brunswick, requiring the utmost vigilance of this Department in

suppressing these forest fires. The telephone and telegraph were
freely used in issuing the necessary orders to our wardens and I

am happy in stating that these prompt means, and the calling out
of large numbers of men and teams, resulted in a satisfactory man-
ner."

During the year 1911, 73 forest fires occurred which were re-

ported at the Department of Crown Lands for the Province of New
Brunswick. Of these, by far the largest number occurred in the
County of Northumberland. This county alone was the scene of

17 of the fires reported. The County of York came second with 9
fires, and the County of Queen's third with 8 fires. Six fires were
reported from Victoria, six from Kent, five from Restigouche and
the others were divided fairly evenly among the remaining coun-
ties. The majority of the fires took place in the month of May,
no less than fifty-one being reported during that month. The next
largest number was twelve, during the month of August. Six fires

occurred in June, two in July, one in September, and another at

a date not stated. Of the seventy-three fires reported, thirty-four
are set down as results of unknown causes. Nineteen were due to
the clearance of land by settlers. Eleven were caused by the rail-

way companies. The balance of nine fires were due to miscellan-
eous causes. Only one fire is reported as having been caused by
smokers. The fires covered an area of 111 square miles and the
estimated damage was approximately $20,000. The Provincial Gov-
ernment expended $2,324 in fighting these fires, in addition to the
expenses of the regular patrols.

Causes of Forest Fires

In discussing the fires, the report says:
"These fires were, to a very large extent, confined to old burnt

areas, and mainly along or in the vicinity of lines of railway, show-
ing that the legislation passed at the last session has been placed on
the statute book none too soon. It is my intention, during the
coming spring, to bring directly to the notice of every railway com-
pany in the Province the provisions of this act, so that more effec-

tive measures than ever before can be taken to lessen the large
number of fires that annually spring up along railway lines.

"The Government have been of the opinion for some time that
the principle of protecting private wild lands with public money
is unsound, and while it may be claimed that every forest fire re-
maining unchecked may eventually extend its ravages to Crown
Lands, still it cannot be argued that owners of private lands should
not be called upon to pay a proportionate amount of the cost of
suppressing these fires. In the last report of this Department, at-
tention was called to the new fire law passed by the State of Maine,
where all lands are in the hands of private individuals. This act
provides for the payment into the fire fund a certain amount for
every dollar value of the lands, and from the report of the Forestry
Board of that state the Act is considered a great success, both as
to the amounts received and the administration of the funds.

"In this Province it is true that the big land owners, who hold
the title in fee, are alive to the fighting fire problem, while on the
other hand the owners of small tracts of forest lands invariably look
to the Government to pay the cost of extinguishing any fire that
may burn or threaten their property.

"It is ray intention, at a very early date, to call a meeting of
all persons interested in forest lands, particularly inviting the owners
of Crown timber limits to take into consideration the whole ques-
tion of fire protection. I am satisfied that the Crown operators,
from previous expressions of opinion, would be willing on their part,
to assume a proportion of the expense, provided a satisfactory ar-
rangement could be made in the selection of the fire wardens. I

am satisfied that an acceptable arrangement can be made, looking
for even better results than have been attained under the present
administration.

"It is also my intention to bring before that meeting a matter
of the gravest importance with respect to the fire problem. I refer
to the condition the forest floor is left in after a lumbering opera-
tion, when the tree tops, branches and other debris : are scattered
in all directions, and when dried out afford a tremendous accessory
to a forest fire. To emphasize this matter I have, through the
kindness of the American Forestry Association, caused two plates
to be inserted in this report, one showing the condition of the for-
est floor such as I have described, the other illustrating the gath-
ering and piling of this debris ready for burning during the winter
season. Lumbering under these conditions is carried on to-day in
the American National forests and has reduced forest fires to a
large extent. By cleaning the forest floor of this debris the young
trees have a greater chance to grow, and thus our forests would be
more quickly replenished. In advocating this new departure I quite
feel I am taking a very forward step, but it seems to me that what

is being done in the west under similar conditions can be done in

the east, particularly when the cost is found to be not more than
thirty cents per thousand board feet.

"These and other matters will be brought up for discussion at

the meeting suggested."

French Lumber Market Openings
Direct Shipment of Manufactured Product could be Worked
up Profitably—Close Observance of Requirements Essential

The fact that the lumber trade of France has been dominated
for years by Great Britain is made the subject of a special report to
the United States Department of Commerce and Labor. The United
States Consul at Havre reports that some prejudice exists in France
against the American exporter and against having any direct rela-
tions with him. He considers, however, that this prejudice could
be readily overcome by proper attention to details. Some of the

' reasons for the failure of United States shippers to secure a footing
in the French markets will repay consideration by Canadian ex-
porters who may be considering the possibility of making shipments
to France.

One of the largest importers of wood at Flavre, says: "If the
Americans wish to increase their business with European importers
they must do something toward improving their present methods.
This would mean greater regularity in shipments, not only in regard
to date, but to quality of merchandise and careful conformity with
French requirements as to measurements. The metric system should
be adhered to. It goes without saying that this would mean a modi-
fication of present custom, but it is certain that the results would
well repay the pains taken to conform with the requirements of an
important market."

Another Havre merchant says:
—

"Certainly there is a way to
increase the sale of American lumber in France, the importations of
which are already large. There are many good houses in the trade
in France, and if the Americans, once they have entered into rela-
tions with reliable firms, will fill orders promptly and to the letter,
there is sure to be an augmentation of business. Greater care in the
selection of wood, its quality, and dimensions will tend to the intro-
duction of the American product in regions where its sale is limited
at present. Many American houses also exact cash against docu-
ments. This system is not agreeable to the French buyer, who is
accustomed to pay shippers in other countries 80 per cent, against
documents and the balance after the lumber has been received,
classified, and found to correspond with the order given and the in-
voice transmitted. The classifications in oak especially have been
unsatisfactory, while almost all the shippers who have undertaken
to saw wood in metric measurements have failed."

Conditions To Be Observed
Conditions have not changed since these letters were written,

the report says. It would seem that here is an unusual opportunity
to take active missionary measures intended to meet the peculiarities
of the French market. It can not be too often repeated that the great-
est care should be given to details of measurement.

The shipper need not concern himself about the question of
duty, which is invariably paid by the importer. Indeed, it is not
advisable to attempt to quote prices duty paid. The usual terms
are c. i. f. It is important to observe, however, that the French
customs duty on lumber is based on its thickness. In general, the
thinner it is sawn the higher the duty. If, therefore, the order re-
ceived is not executed with the greatest care, any deviation from the
prescribed measurements may result in the importer paying a far
higher rate than he expected, not to mention the delivery of dimen-
sions which are not suitable to his or his customer's requirements.
In view of the fact that lumber is comparatively cheap in the United
States, American merchants are disposed to attach secondary im-
portance to dimensions. But when the freight, insurance, French
customs duty, etc., have been paid, lumber becomes a very expensive
article, and importers can not afford to pay more than they antici-
pated.

Attention should also be given to shipping conditions, to arrange-
ments for extending reasonable credit when wanted, and for arbitra-
tion of disputes over cargoes arrived. Banking arrangements at
Havre are numerous, convenient, and inexpensive. As to arbitration,
I suggest that the American exporters associate in some way to as-
sist in the employment of a central bureau for settling claims. This
plan has recently been successfully adopted in the cotton trade.

Imports and Prices

The character of the lumber trade of France is indicated by the
imports during 1910, which were as follows, in tons: Oak logs, 1,744;
oak ties for railways, squared or sawn, of 3.149 inches or over,' L140-
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railway ties of the same dimensions, other than oak, 10,050; oak,
sawn, in boards over 1.377 inches and less than 3.149 inches thick,
12,644; in boards of less than 1.377 inches in thickness, 20,860; wal-
nut logs, 2,119; walnut, sawn or squared, 3.149 inches in thickness
or over, 1,401; walnut sawn in boards over 1.377 and less than
3.149 inches thick, 1,218; less than 1.377 inches in thickness, 6,497;
wood of various sorts sawn in boards over 1.377 inches and less
than 3.149 inches in thickness—from Russia 393,793, Norway 18,963,
Sweden 263,073, other countries 37,830; wood of various sorts sawn
in boards of 1.377 inches in thickness or less—from Russia 168,514,
Norway 1,257, Sweden 156,387, other countries 90,651; staves, oak
—from Russia 20,842, Austria-Hungary 5,550, United States 48,743,
other countries 5,557; staves, other than oak—from Austria-Hun-
gary 7,449

;

other countries 3,186; shooks, 3,895; veneers, 1,056; cabi-
netmakers' wood, in logs squared or sawn, and over 7.874 inches in
thickness—boxwood 4,114, mahogany 15,059, various kinds 28,884;
total importations into France in 1910, 1,332,576 tons. Havre's share
in this trade was 118,358 tons.

The following were the c.i.f. prices of logs and lumber at Havre
on August 24, 1911: Pitch-pine lumber, $13 to $15 per 50 cubic feet;
pitch-pine beams, squared, 15 to 20 inches thick, $21 per 50 cubic
feet; 12 to 15 inches thick, $18.50 per 50 cubic feet; red-gum lumber
1 inch thick, $18 per cubic meter (35.314 cubic feet)

;
sap-gum lumber

1 inch thick, $12 per cubic meter; oak lumber 1 inch thick, $18 to $30
per cubic meter; chestnut lumber 1 inch thick, $25 to $27 per cubic
meter; poplar logs, 70 to 93 cents per 110.23 pounds; small, well-
finished pitch-pine boards, suitable for flooring, $45 to $90 per St.
Petersburg standard (165 cubic feet); ash logs, $12 to $15.50 per
2,204.6 pounds

; bird's-eye maple, $4.80 per 220.4 pounds ; black wal-
nut, $1.93 to $2.40 per 110.2 pounds; mahogany—Tabasco $1.93 to
$2.40, Cuban $1.50 to $1.60 per 110.2 pounds; ebony—Gabun $4 to
$4.50, Macassar, $3.40 to $4.80 per 220.4 pounds; rosewood (Rio),
$1.93 to 02.85 per 110.2 pounds. Importers exact, as a rule, only
wood containing 20 per cent, of heart.

A Market Worth Trying For
Most of the lumber imported at Plavre is brought in steamers

and sailing vessels, many of which come direct from ports in the Gulf
of Mexico, while others first discharge part of their cargo in England
and proceed to Havre with the balance.

When it is considered that Havre is the most important lumber
market in France and the third most important in Europe, the busi-
ness offers a special opening for careful personal representation,
direct connection between exporter and importer, scrupulous ad-
herence to contracts, even at a loss when the market changes mean-
while, and a generous construction of disputes and claims.

Logging Conditions in the East
The Labour Gazette for Februarv, referring to the lumbering

industry during January, says:—"The general snowfall throughout
the country gave an impetus to lumbering operations, which had
been somewhat retarded in December through lack of snow. In
New Brunswick fewer men than last season were in the lumber
camps. Wages and the cost of teams were lower than in the pre-
vious year. The lumber and pulpwood industries in the Province of
Quebec were exceptionally active during 1911 with a still better pros-
pect for 1912. The quantity of lumber sawn in the District of Three
Rivers was as follows:

—

St. Maurice Lumber Company 17,500,000
J. H. Dansereau 10709^680
Gres Falls Lumber Company, Limited 9,500,000
Wayagamack Pulp & Paper Company, Limited 5^800^000
Burrill Lumber Company, Limited 3,477,000

"The quantity of pulpwood sawn was as follows :

—

Cords.
Gres Falls Lumber Company, Limited 36,000
St. Maurice Lumber Company, Limited 25^000
Wayagamack Pulp & Paper Company, Limited 10/100

Want a Commission for Forest Protection
A public meeting under the auspices of the New Brunswick

Fish, Forest and Game Protective Association, was recently held at
St. John, N.B., at which the principal matter for discussion was a
proposal that the government should be urged to place the protec-
tion of the fish, forests and game of the province in the hands of a
commission, which would be free from political influence. A resolu-
tion to this effect was finally passed with almost unanimous sup-
port. During the discussion, Hon. Charles E. Oaks, who for nine
years occupied the position of Forestry Commissioner for the state
of Maine gave an interesting account of the manner in which the
fish, forests and game of that state are protected. He laid great

stress upon the importance of protecting the forests from fire, ex-
plaining the methods which are in use in the state of Maine. Three
commissioners were appointed apart from any political interest.
These men had full control over the wardens and selected men who
could undertake the work properly. The forest fire problem was
one of the first considered by the wardens. The principal plan of
their work was to send men to fight a fire as soon as it had been
discovered. The telephone was largely used in this work. He
thought that the local government should devise and put into effect
a practical method of patrolling the forests and preventing large fires.

Miramichi Driving Companies Hold Annual Meetings
The annual meetings of the Upper South-West Miramichi Log

Driving Company, and the South-West Log Driving Company, were
held at Fredericton, N.B., on March 6th. The year's business of both
companies was closed up and directors were elected and officers
appointed.

The directors elected by the Upper South West Miramichi Log
Driving Company were as follows :—John T. Rundle, Newcastle;
James Robinson, Millerton

; Herbert Freeze, Boiestown, and R. W.
McLellan,. Fredericton. The officers appointed were as follows: John
T. Rundle, president; R. W. McLellan, secretary-treasurer.

The new directors elected by the South West Log Driving Com-
pany were as follows: John T. Rundle, Newcastle; M. Welsh, Bristol;
James Robinson, Millerton; Herbert Freeze, Boiestown; R. W. Mc-
Lellan, Fredericton.

Important Amalgamation of Nova Scotia Companies
The Atlantic Lumber Company, Limited, of Amherst, N.S., with

business office in Truro, N.S., which was incorporated in November,
1911, have absorbed and will operate under one name this coming
season about thirteen mills situated in different parts of Nova Scotia.
The concerns absorbed by the larger company are the Springhill
Lumber Company, with one mill; Salmon River Lumber Company,
with five mills; Beaver Lumber Companv, with one mill; Anthony
Lumber Company, with five mills, and Gilrov Bros., with one mill.
The holdings of the new company are 50,000 acres, situated in
Colchester, Cumberland, Hants and Halifax Counties. Twenty-three
million feet have been taken out this past winter to be cut 'in the
different mills and for a good proportion of this the company have
already found a market. The officers of the new concern are J. R.
Lamy, Amherst, N.S., president; J. R. Douglas, secretary-treasurer;
A. W. Gilroy and R. B. Atkinson, managers. Both of the last named
men are lumbermen of long standing. Mr. Gilroy has been over
twenty-five years connected with the lumber industry in Nova Scotia
and was part owner of the Springhill, Salmon River and Gilroy Bros,
mills. Mr. Atkinson was manager of the Salmon River business.

Personal News of Lumber Trade

Mr. G. W. Grier, of G. A. Grier & Son, Limited, Montreal, is
on a visit to Bermuda.

Mr. W. K. Grafftey, managing director of the Montreal Lumber
Company, has been on a visit to New York.

Mr. Alexander MacLaurin, president of the Campbell-Mac-
Laurin Lumber Company, Ltd., Montreal, is on a visit to Palm Beach,
Florida.

Mr. J. S. Beauregard has resigned his position as director of the
Richelieu Lumber Company, Limited, Montreal, owing to private
business engagements.

Mr. Oliver Page, for three years superintendent of the Bathurst
Lumber Company, Bathurst, N.B., has accepted a position in the
wholesale department of the McLellan Lumber Company, Montreal.
Mr. Page, who has been in the lumber business all his life, is a native
of Buckingham, P.Q.r and for five years was manager for the East
Templeton

, Lumber Company, of East Templeton, Que.
Mr. Arthur C. Gosden, 266 Huron street, Toronto, has been ap-

pointed sales representative for Eastern Canada for the W. M. Rit-
ter Lumber Company, of Columbus, Ohio. Mr. Gosden is thoroughly
familiar with all the details of the hardwood lumber business, having
spent several years at their mills in West Virginia as well as having
had experience at their export offices in Liverpool, England.

Eastern Canada Power and Pulp Plant Nearly Completed
According to advices from Murray Bay, P.Q^ the $3,000,000

plant of the Eastern Canada Power & Pulp Co. there will be com-
pleted early in June, perhaps before that. It is claimed that the
plant is the most complete on this side of the Atlantic. The mills
are located five miles from Murray Bay, and the power to be gen-
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erated will amount to 10,000 horse-power. Mr. M. E. Stoddard, of

Syracuse, who was one of the founders of the company, states that

a project has been worked out by which a water reserve has been

secured sufficient to run the plant every day of the year, while the

timber supply is large enough to last one hundred years. A force

of five hundred men has been employed all winter at the plant, but

150 will be regularly employed when it starts operations. The out-

pat will be 100 tons of pulp a day. The Quebec and Saguenay
Railway have ordered the construction of a spur line from their

main line connecting the mill with deep water at Murray Bay.

Canadian Lumber Corporation had Successful Year
The first annual meeting of the British Canadian Lumber Cor-

poration, Limited, was held in Montreal on March 20, when it was

stated that the amount earned by the corporation during the first ten

months since its organization was sufficient to pay a 6 per cent,

dividend on the preferred stock, despite the fact that it had only two
mills running during the first seven months of its existence. The
old board of directors was re-elected.

At the board meeting immediately following the annual meeting,

the officers for the following year were appointed as follows: G. F,

Johnston, president; Senator Mackay, vice-president, and John S.

Rigby, secretary.

The president's address was in part as follows:

—

"We have had only two mills running for a portion of the year.

These two mills have manufactured 47,372,272 feet of lumber; 23,-

736,000 shingles, and 13,919,150 lath. We are now erecting two more
new mills, one at Xew Westminster, which is a large, double mill

with a daily capacity of 250,000 feet board measure; the other at

Port San Juan, forty-live miles from Victoria, with a daily capacity

of 125,000 feet. These two new mills we expect will be finished about

the 1st or 15th of May.
"I would like particularly to point out to the stockholders that

unless we have misunderstood the history of standing timber, as

well as misinterpreted its future, you have not only a valuable asset,,

but a rapidly growing asset in the standing timber owned by your

corporation. This being the case, your yearly dividend on the pre-

ference shares, or on the ordinary shares as well, will represent a

comparatively small fraction of your ultimate profit when the stand-

ing timber is sold. This will be obvious to you when you consider

the fact that although this is only the first anniversary of the cor-

poration's life, your directors have received firm offers of over 100

per cent, profit on three of its properties, amounting, if sold, to over

$2,800,000 of net profits on a preferred stock basis. In other words,

the three properties alone for which we have received offers, aggre-

gating less than 50 per cent, of your standing timber, to say nothing

about all the other properties owned by your corporation, have dur-

ing the first year of its corporate life, increased in value sufficiently

to represent over 30 per cent, of its entire issue of preference shares.

•'In order to facilitate the ready sale of lumber, a very favorable

arrangement has been made with a retail lumber company, whereby

the sale of your corporation's output is practically guaranteed. This

selling arrangement will obviate the necessity and expense of travel-

ling salesmen."

Reclaiming Denuded Lands
The Quebec Department of Forestry is undertaking an inter-

esting experiment in forestry in the reclamation of desert land in

the county of Argenteuil. A few miles east of Lachute are what are

known as the Sandy Lands of Upper Lachute, once fertile farm lands,

but after years of too much working over, without grazing or proper

manuring, deteriorated into barren wastes of sand, so exposed to

violent winds that the shifting sands have for some time past threat-

ened the total destruction of a number of valuable farms in the

neighborhood.
Various projects have been suggested, both in the county and

also at Ottawa and Quebec, for reclaiming these lands from their

present condition, and the neighboring territory from threatened

ruin, but until the present nothing has really been attempted. Ar-

rangements have now been made whereby the newly established

bureau of Forestry at Quebec will take the matter in hand, and

plant a considerable portion of the land with pine trees, which, it is

expected, will prevent the further shifting of the sand. A portion

of the land has been purchased by the Government for this purpose,

and operations will shortly be commenced upon it. The terms of

the purchase provide for the re-sale of the lands within a certain

limited period to their former owners, in case the latter are inclined

to avail themselves of the opportunity, and to reimburse the Gov-

ernment for its expenditure.

Fort Frances to Have Paper and Pulp Mill

An agreement has been reached between the town of Fort

Frances, Ont., and the Ontario and Minnesota Power Company which

involves the erection of a pulp and paper mill at Fort Frances. The
plant will cost over $1,000,000 and is to have a capacity of one

hundred tons of news print paper per day. The mill is to provide

continuous employment for at least 200 hands. The town agrees

to a fixed assessment on the plant of $25,000 for a period of ten

years, exclusive of school and local improvement taxes. A by-law

for the ratification of the agreement will be submitted to the rate-

payers.

Northern Ontario Resources and Prospects

An interesting report entitled "The Resources and Trade Pros-

pects of Northern Ontario," has recently been compiled by Fred.

W. Field. Toronto, and published by the Board of Trade of the

city of Toronto. The report deals extensively with the mineral, for-

est, water power, and agricultural wealth of Northern On-
tario and also discusses at considerable length the railroad facil-

ities, freight rates, and trade prospects
;
concluding with a concise

summary of the facts brought forth in the main report, and a num-
ber of useful appendices containing more recent statistics than some
of those which are included in the main report. Separate chapters

are devoted to forest wealth, and its cognate subjects. These chap-

ters present in attractive form, statistics of the lumber production

and forest wealth of Canada and of Ontario.

In the summary, Mr. Field deals with the timber situation of

Northern Ontario, as follows:

—

The timber wealth of Northern Ontario is the basis of new
industrial development. Not only have the total exports of pulp and

paper by the United States decreased, but the imports into that

country have largely increased and notably those from Canada. The
possibilities of pulp and paper manufacture in the north are such

as would seem to demand aggressive action with a view to ex-

ploiting the timber resources in that direction.

In view of these considerations, the provincial regulation

prohibiting the export of spruce and other woods suitable for pulp,

cut on Crown lands, seems amply justified.

An analysis of the timber situation in Northern Ontario

reveals a need for capital for the development of these resources. Up
to the present the capitalists who have interested themselves in this

industry, have chiefly confined their attention to Quebec province.

The Northland offers investments equally as good as those of the

neighboring province. The desirability of reduced timber dues may
be discussed in this connection.

The wooded condition of the large land areas, makes ade-

quate fire protection of towns and forest lands imperative.

Going One Better—A Large Carload
In the "Canada Lumberman" of March 15th a letter was pub-

lished from H. J. Hall & Sons, Berlin, Ontario, telling of a record

carload of lumber which had been shipped to them by Messrs. Muir,

Terry & Gordon of Toronto. The car contained 31,817 feet of 4

x 10 Norway and 1-in. No. 2 hemlock. The letter concluded by
asking whether anybody could beat this? The Huntsville Lumber
Company Limited, do not stop at anything like 31,817 feet. In a

letter to the "Canada Lumberman" dated March 20th they say:

—

"Just to go one better than car reported in your last issue,, we to-

day shipped from here to R. Laidlaw Lumber Company, Limited,

Toronto, L. & N. Flat No. 20897 containing 33,129 ft. 1 x 6 and up
hemlock." The "Canada Lumberman" would be pleased to hear

whether anybody can manage to pile anything over this amount
upon a single car.

During the month of February, 1900, licenses were issued by
the timber branch of the British Columbia Department of Lands for

lands west of the Cascade range. The receipts therefrom amount to

$134,626.90. For lands east of the Cascade range. 609 licenses were
issued, the receipts therefrom amounted to $72,472.50. The total re-

ceipts of the timber branch reserves for February were $249,786.22.

A Word of Appreciation
Prince Albert, Sask., March 18, 1912

Messrs. Canada Lumberman,
Toronto.

Dear Sirs:

We beg to advise you that we have opened at Prince
Albert a fully equipped sales office, in the Mahon Block, Central
Avenue.

This office will be in a position to handle all inquiries etc.

promptly and efficiently, and we wish you to change the address
of your very valued paper, we cannot very well get along without
it. and we do not want to miss a copy.

Yours truly,

The Big River Lumber Co., Limited.
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Fire Prevention Methods for Sawmills
Valuable Information Regarding Ways and Means of Reducing Risk-Spark Pits and Their Purpose-How to Handle Inflammable Materials

Lumber insurance specializing companies have been instrument-
al in educating sawmill owners and woodworking companies to a
useful knowledge of the best methods of preventing loss by fire in
their mills and plants. A good example of the valuable information
which they distribute is contained in a pamphlet recently issued by
the Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company, of Boston, part of
which we reproduce herewith.

One of the causes of fires around woodworkers' and lumber
yards, they say, is sparks from boiler chimneys. About ten per cent,
of our mill fires have been so caused and the danger is so evident that
special precautions have been required and should be taken.
Rules for Preventing Sparks

1. Have the stack big enough.
2. Have a spark pit as big as possible back of the bridge wall.
3. Have a spark chamber at base of stack.
At some places, such as where the boiler plant is very much

larger than necessary to supply steam required, none of these pre-
cautions may be necessary. At others, due to insufifkient boiler
power or desire to get rid of refuse, all of them may be necessary.
Since the cost of them when a plant is built is small, all of them
should be used in new work. Many policy holders who were having

The Importance of Good Draft

To produce combustion you must have air and for continued
combustion you must have a constant supply of air. (Fires have
occurred in small, tight rooms and gone out as soon as they used up
the supply of air in the room). To produce a given amount of com-
bustion requires a certain amount of air. The air may be used so
slowly that the heat will be lost as fast as it is made and will not
be noticeable, or it may proceed so rapidly that the result is an ex-
plosion. To burn coal or shavings or sawdust for the purpose of
making steam you want enough air so that the fuel will burn quickly
enough to make steam as fast as it is needed for use and to maintain
that required amount of steam. The faster the air is blown through
and over the fuel the more quickly it burns, provided draft is not so
strong as to blow fuel away, and if the intention is simply to burn
the refuse, the stronger the draft the better. If, however, one is
burning fuel for the purpose of making steam, just draft "enough is
as good as a feast" and better. All the gases should be burnt up be-
neath or inside of the boiler before they get to the stack. Perfect
combustion is wanted inside of the furnace and boiler, therefore for
efficiency it is desirable that you have a low velocity of draft rather
than a high velocity. Enough air passed through as slow as possible
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fires and trouble from sparks have moved their stack from the boiler
to a spark chamber for the sole purpose of preventing sparks and
have been completely successful. The spark pit has come to our
attention more recently and has not been tested by us, but the same
principle is in use in the spark chamber and the sources of our in-
formation are such as to convince us of its efficiency.

To see if stack is properly proportioned multiply the diameter
of the boiler flues by itself and then by the number of the flues. The
diameter of the stack multiplied by itself should give an equal or
larger result.

The width of the inside of the chamber multiplied by the leno-th
of the inside of the chamber should be equal to the diameter of the
flue or breeching multiplied by itself and then by 3 1/7 if boiler is
tubular, and by 5, if boiler is locomotive style. Top of chamber
should be six feet above top of flue or breeching. Stack should be
the same diameter as breeching or flue.

A "round" spark chamber should have its internal diameter twice
that of the stack or flue, if boiler is a tubular boiler; and 2.6 times
if a locomotive boiler.

Spark Arresters

For many years the insurance regulations have called for a spark
sieve on top of the stack or chimney. This is almost useless besides
being a nuisance. The sieve clogs and kills the draft, so that if it
has a hd on the to,,, the lid is kept open. The sparks and soot lodge
in the sieve and form a coating over the inside and outside of the
sieve, which coating catches fire and is blown off, so that instead of
a spark as big as a thumb nail you have a burning chip-like brand
perhaps half as large in area as one's hand. Some of these spark
arresters may be less inefficient than others. However, this is simply
an attempt to cure, not prevent the trouble which should not exist
and which, if the boiler furnace and stack were properly constructed
to burn shavings and sawdust and other light refuse, would not ex-
ist. We have been hunting the proverbial ounce of prevention for
this trouble and we have found it and have proven it by many years
observation.

to maintain the desired steam pressure is what is wanted. The fire-
man regulates the draft by opening and closing the furnace or ash
pit doors. There are, however, certain constructions and relative re-
lations of boiler, furnace and stacks that force the use of a strong draft
and certain fuels require a stronger draft. Sparks are due chiefly to
too strong a draft.

Stacks as Large as All the Flues
When the fire department opens a fire plug the water will throw

8 to 10 feet or so. When they attach a 2y2-in. hose and a nozzle
with an inch hole it will throw 50 to 100 feet. The use of small boiler
stacks or chimneys, i.e., too small for the boilers, is a great spark
producer since it is necessary, in order to get enough air, to use a
strong draft and this pulls the light fuel along with it. A boiler has
say, 92 4-ih. tubes. (Due to the clogging up of small sized tubes
they are not advisable in boilers using shavings and sawdust for fuel)
The area of a cross section of these is 1156 square inches. The stack
should have as large a cross section or just a little larger. A 38-in.
stack has almost exactly as many square inches of cross section- a
40-in. stack is a little larger. Let us suppose that this boiler is 'in
other respects also properly arranged and that it operates without
causing sparks. Another boiler is added and this same stack is made
to serve the two boilers. One is almost certain to have sparks You
have got 2318 square inches of air going through the boilers and
only half that capacity in the stack, so that it is necessary that the
air go through the stack twice as fast as through the boilers. In
order to get enough air the boilers must be run with the ash doors
open, i.e., with a strong draft. You can have the same trouble with
one boiler if through false economy of the maker or the buyer the
stack is smaller than the sum of all the flues. If the draft is strono-
enough, due to high stack or forced draft, one can make one stack
do the work of two, but it increases the danger of sparks and is we
understand, not as good for the boilers.

If the surface of the boiler grates could be kept evenlv covered
with fuel and the ash pit doors equally opened, and other arrange-
ments were such that the air in the stack came constantly- in an
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equal amount from each boiler, the danger of sparks would not be
caused by this second boiler. The second boiler is, however, added
without changing the location of the stack or the size of the breech-
ing, if there is any. The result is that the one boiler alone is in the
direct line of draft and it is practically impossible for ihe boilers to
give stack an equal amount of air, so that doubling the velocity of
the air in the stack decidedly increases the velocity of the air through
one boiler though the draft is poor through the other boiler. If by
great height of stack, or by running with the ash doors open, or by
having the engine exhaust into the stack, one can maintain a good
draft in both boilers, the pull is so strong that burning fuel is pulled
through the boilers, up and out of the stack. Since woodworkers
are almost universally underpowered and since frequentlv the more
fuel consumed the less must be destroyed some other way, the in-

efficiency of such an arrangement will not prevent its being installed.

However, the many fires caused by sparks from boiler stack make it

unwise to do this. About ten per cent, of our mill fires have been
caused by sparks from boiler stacks.

Deep Spark Pit Back of Bridge Wall
It is the usual custom, we believe, to place a bridge wall across

the furnace at the rear end of the grates. (The grates should not
extend further back under the boiler than they can conveniently be
kept covered with fuel.) At this line a brick wall is built across be-
neath the boiler. It confines the fuel to the grate and banks the
flames up against the boiler. This bridge wall should be curved like

the boiler and the area of the cross section of the opening between
it and the boiler should not be less than the sum of the area of cross
section of all the flues, or of the breeching or the stack. Practically
all boilers are as above. The space from the bridge wall to the rear
end of the boiler setting is frequently filled in with earth to the level
of the top of the bridge wall, w ith the idea that it is necessary to do
this in order to keep the heat of the flames up around the boiler and
because the engineer wants to avoid having a pit here which he will
have to clean out, and the result is that fuel that is pulled over the
bridge wall by the draft is carried through this space, into the flues
and up and out of the stack. This space" should not be filled up and
the rear clean-out door should be at the lowest level possible.

When it can conveniently be done, i.e., when grade at rear is

much lower than grade at front end of boiler, it is even advisable to
dig a pit under rear end of boiler and have clean-out door at bottom
of this pit. Any burning fuel that is pulled over the bridge wall, be-
ing heavier than the gases and flames, drops below the line of draft
which is close to the boiler and goes down into this pit where it is

consumed. (Rear clean-out door should fit tightly so that there will
be no draft up through this pit). This pit is an aid to perfect com-
bustion since the fuel is burnt up beneath the boilers and does not
get into the flues where more or less of it would lodge and keep the
heat from direct contact with the metal of the boiler. Whether the
fuel is burned under the boiler or in a Dutch oven in front of the
boiler, this same principle holds good. With a Dutch oven it is

most efficient, since the space is longer. This principle has been used
successfully for years with and without Dutch ovens.

This spark pit should slope to the clean-out door so it can be
cleaned easily and it should be cleaned frequently enough to prevent
filling to such a height that its contents will be pulled out by the draft.

Spark Chamber
When the plant is a permanent one it is advisable (for reasons

that have nothing to do with the spark hazard) to set the boiler stack
on a separate base instead of having it rise from the boiler. In such
a case if the base is made sufficiently large it will prevent sparks.
A principle somewhat similar to that of the spark pit beneath the
boiler effects this. The area of a cross section of the chamber or
base should be four to five times the area of the cross section of the
breeching and of the stack, and the chamber or base should extend
six feet above the top of the breeching. When the smoke passes from
the breeching into the larger base or chamber the velocity is checked
and the sparks drop out of the line of draft and to the bottom of the
chamber where they burn. A door at the bottom allows this chamber
to be cleaned. This door should fit tightly.

Dutch oven.

For burning wet fuel such as sawdust, the "Dutch Oven," is the
best device. (See sketch.). It consists in placing the grates in a
chamber in front of the boilers instead of beneath the boilers. It is

advisable to have a great distance, say five feet, between grate and
dome of oven to allow a large amount of refuse to be in the furnace.
In this deep furnace when the dust is on the grate it is nearly in the
form of an arch and the burning of the dust around the edge of the
pile where it is thinner, distills a gas from the refuse in the centre,
which gases are ignited by the hot brick work of the oven. Sufficient
feed holes should be provided so that the entire grate can readily be
kept covered with fuel. The usual way of feeding refuse into these
ovens is by means of a conveyor, six or seven feet above the furnace,
with an open movable slide to feed hole. This is not the most effici-

ent way since much air enters the furnace through the feed hole, and
being on top of the fire, tends to cool the boiler. The Eagle Lumber
Company, of Mont Laurier, Quebec, and a few others, have closed

iron pipes from carrier to feed hole. (Pipes are hinged and jointed

to allow moving). These pipes are full of refuse at all times, feed-

ing it automatically to the furnace as it is used. This prevents cold

air entering on top of the fire. It also enables them to keep the top
of the oven clear of refuse which is a frequent cause of fire, since the

sawdust on top of boiler dries and catches fire from the feed hole and
the fire burning back under the pile till it gets into contact with a

wooden platform or wooden partition, which should not exist, though
it frequently does, causes a fire of greater or less extent. The con-
veyor should be entirely of iron and should start in the boiler room,
the refuse being dropped upon it from the mill conveyor (which
should end outside of the boiler house) through an all iron chute ex-

tending through the tire wall with an automatic sliding (up and
down) fire door. This prevents a spark being dragged back into mill

or fire passing back into mill through conveyor hole. The chute to
lire hole should be entirely of iron. The refuse platform around
Dutch oven on which refuse is piled for use at night should be en-
tirely of incombustible material as should all partitions and walls
around boilers.

Dip Tanks

Dip tanks should have an automatic cover, tin clad like a fire

door, or of heavy iron, held open by fusible metal links. The top
<>\ the tank at the ends on which the drain boards rest should slope
out for a distance of six feet at an angle of forty-five degrees so the
drain board can drain into the tank without obstructing the closing
of the cover. This cover should be equipped with counterbalancing
weights by chains or cords over a double pulley, one or both of

which weights should have a fusible link in its cord at the outer edge
"i the cover and the cover should so stand when open that if the
weight of one of the counterbalancing weights is removed the cover
will close. The hinges of this cover should be such that a little var-
nish on them will not prevent their operating so that the cover can
easily he opened and closed by hand and should be kept closed ex-
cept when the tank is actually in use. Instead of the top of the
ends of the tank sloping out. there can be a forty-five degree sloping
ledge extending into the tank far enough so that the cover resting
on it will clear the drain boards. Just below the cover when it is

closed, put a 4-inch iron overflow pipe extending to sewer, or where
it enters the tank so the vertical height of the opening can be 1-inch,
provided the width is enough to allow the full capacity of the pipe
to enter. To prevent evaporation through this overflow pipe, put
a double "gooseneck" bend into it and seal by pouring a twenty-five
per cent, solution of chloride of calcium into the gooseneck- till goose-
neck is full. All of this gooseneck should be below the level of the
bottom of the overflow pipe hole of the tank. A twenty-five per
cent. solution of calcium does not freeze, evaporate, corrode or smell
badly. A wrought iron pipe is suggested, or the heaviest grade of
galvanized iron if it is non-leaking and is guarded against mechanical
injury.

From the bottom of the tank extend a 2-inch pipe up to about
the same level as the overflow pipe and there have a double goose-
neck in it with a plugged hole for filling gooseneck and for cleaning
pipe, then extend this pipe down again to below the level of the
bottom of the tank where it can enter the drain pipe. This is to
serve as a syphon drain in case of fire. If a fire occurs and cover
does not close and water is thrown into the tank, the burning con-
tents, instead of flooding over the floor, escape out of the overflow
pipe. Going through the gooseneck ought to put out the fire of the
burning liquid. Anyway, the burning liquid will be taken outside of
the building. If the cover closes and the fire is in the tank, the fire

will be smothered out if the cover fits tightly. If the fire is not
smothered out, the burning gas and heat will produce a pressure
on the surface of the liquid. As the only part not under the pressure
of this heat is the 2-inch pipe from the bottom, the liquid will rise
in this 2-inch pipe till it fills the pipe and flows out into the drain.
This then becomes a syphon and will empty the tank. The same
thing should happen in case of a fire around the tank but not in
the tank. These pipes should be of such metal that they will not
rust or leak, wrought iron preferably,, but a first class job of heavy
galvanized iron would probably do the work.

In case of small dip tanks which are used occasionally, the covers
should always be self-closing and be opened by foot power, as ex-
plained under wash pails below, and the same principle can be used
with the largest dip tanks.

Naphtha Wash Pails

The use of pails full of naphtha for washing hands in varnishing
as well as in dipping rooms seems to be absolutely necessary, as it

is universal. The fact that the men who dip and varnish must wash
their hands in naphtha many times a day makes it necessary that
the pail be close to their work. However, one to a dozen open pails
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of naphtha, each holding two or three gallons of the fluid, is a decided
hazard in a factory whether dipping is done or not, and especially
so as these pails are usually not emptied into a stoppered can at night
even when the dip tanks are covered. These pails should set in a
bench at such a height as is convenient for use. A hinged iron lid
can easily be arranged in such a way that when a man wishes to
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wash his hands he puts his foot on a treadle on one end of a lever
about five feet long. Between his foot and the fulcrum of the lever
is a rod extending to a projection about two inches long on the lid
back of the hinge. When he presses his foot down the rod pulls
down projection of the lid and lid is raised from a horizontal to a
vertical position and the bucket is open for use. A stopper should
prevent lid being pulled so far back that it will not close when the
foot is taken off the treadle and a weight on the other end of the
lever keeps the treadle up when it is not in use. This lid should
be separate from the pail, since the pail has to be emptied at times
and fresh naphtha placed in it. Any mill mechanic can adapt this
same principle to the large dip tanks, so that while a workman stands
on a platform in front of tank, the cover will be up, and when the
workman leaves, the cover will close.

It is suggested that if self-closing wash pails are not used that
the naphtha be kept in the safety benzine cans and be used from them
It is also suggested that the use of benzine for washing be prohibited
and that kerosene be supplied for washing purposes.

Where small articles are dipped they are hung upon sticks or
hooks over the drain board. We find that these hooks and sticks
when not in use, are kept in open pans of naphtha. These pans'
should have automatic covers like the wash pails. Sticks had better
be kept vertically in deep cans, say eight inches square, rather than
horizontally m pans eight inches by forty inches or sixty inches since
the surface of the naphtha exposed is less and a self-closing cover
is more easily applied. Hooks can be kept in covered pails.

Brushes which are cleaned and kept in naphtha should be keptm self-closing pails.

The loss from evaporation due to open tanks of a naphtha mix-
ture and to open pails of naphtha make' it advisable that some such
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precaution be taken, to say nothing of the danger to life and pro-
perty by fire and explosion. 1

Dipping Rooms
Dipping should be done in small rooms not used for stock-stor-

age and these rooms should be fireproof and be cut off by automatic
fire doors and it is advisable that the fireproofed floor slope to a
drain leading via a sealed gooseneck to the sewer, or without a
gooseneck to the open air at a point where the plant will not be

endangered. These rooms should be arranged to ventilate at inp
and bottom. They should be heated by steam pipes on iron over-
head or by hot air from a steam coil and fan in another part of the
plant. No stoves or kerosene heaters should be used in these i coins.
Light should be by a standard equipment of incandescent lighting!
No cutouts, rosettes, or switches should be in the room where the
dipping is done. The lamps should be of the keyless double ^lobe
kind and should be enclosed in that kind of wire cage that has a coil
spring between the cage and the lamp.

All joints of electric wires in this room should be soldered and
taped. This includes the joints where the lamp cords connect 10
the feed wires. All cords should be of the kind where there is an
extra cover of rubber and an extra braided cover around the usual
twisted cord.

Smoking and the use of matches and open lights should be abso-
lutely prohibited.

Waste cans (standard) or perhaps better, a rigid system of re-
moving all rags and waste, excelsior, etc., noon and night, should
be enforced. Private fire appliances should be provided, consisting
of dry sand with scoops (it is suggested that sand be kept in small
paper bags, so that it can be thrown on to the fire, the breaking of
the bag to release the sand). It would seem that dry powder ex-
tinguishers, since they are largely sand, can be of use here, though
pails of sand with scoops will be cheaper; three gallon chemical fire
extinguishers, steam jet into the top of the room with valve out-
side and automatic steam sprinklers. When there is a constant steam
supply, our company would prefer automatic steam sprinklers.

Insurance Specifications for Sawmills
Illustrations on the opposite page afford clear and useful informa-

tion concerning the insurance standard specifications for sawmills
which are in use by the Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company
of Boston, Mass., and a number of other lumber specializing com-
panies in the Eastern States. They are published herewith par-
ticularly for the sake of making comparisons with the specifications
issued by the Canadian Fire Underwriters' Association for saw and
rossing mills, whether driven by steam or water power.

A study of the following specifications, which are those of the
Canadian Fire Underwriters' Association, will reveal that in manv
cases the specifications are practically identical with those of the
United States. The editor of the Canada Lumberman would appre-
ciate greatly any comment upon these specifications and their local
application. The Canadian rules are as follows:—

Standard Mill.—Substantial heavy rigid frame. Basement to
be not less than 10 feet high. Not over two storeys. Floors
of not less than two inch plank. Roof covered with metal slate or
approved composition. All woodwork limewashed annually - ladder
to peak of roof; no planers; no shingles made; no heading saws or
machines; lighting, coal gas or incandescent electric; no electric
motor, lighting plant or transformers in mill; oil room outside and
detached, unless in brick engine room; machinery in plain sieht
and easily accessible. Metal bearing only, and oil drip cups to
all bearings, bed, bridge, hanger or post. Green or wet lo^s onlv
sawn. At least 500 yards clear of bush. No drying of lumber by
artificial means in the mill or in any building communicating there-
with

;
or if m detached brick building, to be 50 feet from mill and

if m frame, detached 100 feet.

Boiler House.—Must be detached at least 5 feet from
mill. Brick, stone or cement walls; entire iron roof- with
unbroken parapetted fire wall towards mill; brick smoke stack- or
metal stack through entire iron roof, or on independent brick base
rising from ground to three feet above roof; or may be carried
through brick or entirely iron wall of boiler house to brick base of
outside stack; to have fixed spark arrester. Sawdust removed by
carrier to iron feed, with drop or break between mill and boiler
house from carrier to feed, which latter must be of iron to outside
oi boiler house. No exhaust into metal stack.

F
ire

•

Appliances.—Under protection of Municipal WaterWorks with fully paid Fire Department and having fire alarm
in connection with the department; with two hydrants within 300
eet on not less than 6 inch main with pressure of not less than 60
bs. at hydrant; or to have Underwriters steam force pump of not
less than 500 gallons capacity per minute located in detached pump
house or fireproof boiler house, and worked independently of mill-
steam to operate pump to be constantly maintained throughout the
whole year. Sufficient 2y2 inch hose (not less than 500 feet) to lay
two lines from pump to hydrants to any part of mill propertv, to be
kept on reel or in hydrant houses, and outside connections sufficient
to cover all parts of premises with use of not more than 150 feet of
nose at each connection. Not less than two casks and six pails of
salted water on each floor of mill. Watchman, with electric clock
at all times when mill is not running, except from after usual winter
closing down to reopening for repairs in spring; watchman to make
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rounds hourly every night and every two hours in the daytime,
when mill not running.

Refuse Burner.—To stand on stone or brick base; to be

of iron, lined inside with brick to a height of twelve feet

above feed door; to be from 60 to 100 feet in height, and to be from
18 to 30 feet diameter, according to capacity of mill; to be of equal
diameter (or with not more than 25 per cent, difference between; top
and base. Top to be enclosed by wire screen from 15 to 25 feet high,
with a mesh not exceeding *4 square inch. No open refuse burner
of any kind within 200 feet of mill.

General Sir Robert Baden-Powell, head of the Boy Scout move-
ment, is at the present visiting in British Columbia. He was recently
entertained by a number of prominent business men who took him
on a trip to Ruskin, where he was shown over the Stave Lake Power
Plant, and was also given an excellent demonstration of the methods
used in securing logs in lumber camps.

Lumber Matters in the Law Courts

Purchase of Timber Limits Causes Trouble Regarding Tim-
ber Estimate — Rights of Loggers to the Use of a River

Disputing a Timber Limit Sale: An interesting legal action was
tried recently at Vancouver by Mr. Justice Morrison, in which the
point at issue was the obligation to purchase a timber limit accord-
ing to an arrangement which had been made. The plaintiffs were
Messrs. R. C. Edwards and N. H. HinsdaleP the defendant being-
Mr. Frank King, a timber broker. The limit in question is located
at Secret Cove, Sechelt. The plaintiffs stated that they were led to
believe that the property contained 14,000,000 feet of timber, whereas
they claimed that it only contained 3,000,000. Furthermore, they
alleged that Mr. King had misrepresented himself as agent of the
property when in reality he was the owner.

In June, 1911, according to Mr. Hinsdale's evidence, a visit was
made by the plaintiffs to the limit, in company with Mr. King and
a timber cruiser by the name of T. E. O'Neill. The plaintiffs
claimed that Mr. O'Neill made a cruise of the property and reported
that it contained 19,581,000 feet. Relying upon these representa-
tions, Mr. Hinsdale stated that he and Mr. Edwards purchased the
property, giving in exchange land in New Westminster valued at
$15,000, paying off a mortgage for $4,000 and giving Mr. O'Neill
$120 for his services. In addition to this, they paid Mr. King $500
in cash. Subsequently, when trying to dispose of the property, the
plaintiffs claimed that they found that the land had previously been
logged off and that only 3,279,920 feet of timber was left, which was
not accessible for economical lumbering. They claimed, furthermore,
that Mr. King represented himself as being the agent of the pro-
perty, while actually he was the owner.

Mr. King in his defence stated that he was not the owner of the
property at the time he offered it to the plaintiffs, although he subse-
quently purchased it before the sale to the plaintiffs was completed.
He also stated that he had been told there were 10,000,000 feet of
timber on the property, and that he had told the plaintiffs this, but
had not guaranteed the quantity. He also claimed that Mr. T. E.
O'Neill,, the cruiser, was engaged by the plaintiffs.

_

Mr. Justice Morrison after hearing the evidence of both sides,
decided to dismiss the action.

Log Drivers' Rights.—In the Supreme Court on March 15th the
consolidated appeals were heard in the cases of Howard vs. Ouebec
and St. Maurice Industrial Company. The dispute arose between
the parties who are all engaged in the manufacture of pulp lumber,
which is dnven down the Gilbert River, a short stream in the County
of Beauce, which runs down the side of a mountain for about eight
miles, emptying into the Chaudiere River near Beauce Junction.
Owing to the rapid character of the stream and the short period
during the spring freshets, when there is sufficient water for the
driving of log ulp wood, it is necessarv that the different owners
of logs should ;date each other during the drive. The appel-
lants in each case claim that their logs were obstructed and detained
by the manner in the Industrial Company placed booms at and
near the mouth of the river, and brought actions for declarations as
to their rights in the river and for damages. Cross-actions were also
taken by the respondents, and at the trial of these actions in the
.Supreme Court, the appellants' contentions were maintained and
they were awarded damages. This decision was reversed by the
Court of Kings Bench on app< .1. and the present appellants seek
to have the Superior Court judgment restored. Judgment was re-
served. °

Railroads Double Stop-Off Charges
Two Gents a Hundred Pounds to be Charged for the
Privilege After May 1st.— Details of the Change

A charge of 2 cents a hundred pounds is to be imposed by
Canadian railroads, commencing May 1st, for stop-off privileges for
dressing, re-sawing or sorting and re-shipment. This will double
the present charge and will amount to about $8.50 per car for pine,
$10.20 per car for hemlock and $13.60 per car for maple, birch, etc.,

based upon an average car load of 17,000 feet. The text of the
proposed tariff is as follows:

Shipments of rough lumber, carloads,, for dressing, re-sawing or
sorting and reshipment, within thirty days after arrival at stop-off
points, and moving between points in Canada, may be given the bene-
fit of through rate, original shipping point to final destination (pro-
vided stop-off point is on direct run), plus 2c. per 100 lbs., for stop-off
under the following conditions :

—

Dressing: This privilege will apply only to rough lumber that
is to be surface planed, tongued or grooved, but will not apply on
lumber that is worked into shape, which comes under the heading
of "Joiners' Work" in the Canadian Classification.

Resawing: This privilege will apply to lumber re-sawn the
full length of the board.

Rules

1.—The stop-off privilege will apply only to straight carloads
of hardwood, or straight carloads of softwood, not on mixed car-
loads of^ hardwood and softwood, both into and out from stop-off
point. That is, where a straight carload of hardwood lumber is
shipped in, a straight carload of hardwood must be shipped out.
Further, a carload of lumber inwards must not be substituted in
outwards movement by a carload of lath, shingles, etc., or mixed
carload of same.

2.—These privileges are not to apply on box shooks or cross-
arms.

3-—On shipments destined to points on connecting lines, the
connecting lines are to be allowed in rebilling their proportion
of the through rate from original point of shipment to destination
based on the outwards weight. If the balance of the rate from stop-
off point is not sufficient to meet connecting lines revenue the dif-
ference required is to be waybilled as a foreign prepay, and agents
will make application to Freight Claims Auditor for clearance of
the amount so billed.

Notes

A.—On re-shipment of lumber from stop-off point, charges will
'

be based on application of tariff rate in effect on date shipment was
forwarded from original point of shipment. Should the cars ship-
ped from stop-off point contain lumber from one or more inwards
carloads, the highest through rate from original shipping point to
final destination will apply.

B.—Actual weight to govern both to and from stop-off point,
subject to minimum carload weight, as provided for by tariff or
Classification, except as provided for in Item "I," where the weight
of the outbound shipment is in excess of that billed to stop-off point,
such excess weight must be charged the less carload rate, applicable
from stop-off point to final destination.

C—If stop-off point is not on the direct run, charge of lc. per
ton per mile (minimum 20 miles) for haul out of direct run will
be made in addition to stop-off charge as above.

D.—Stop-off charge, also charge for haul out of the direct run,
if any, to be based on inwards weight to stop-off point.

E-—To be entitled to this arrangement, lumber must be billed
at local rate to stop-off point, and must be re-shipped by same party
or firm as that to whom the material was originally consigned.

F.—Original receipted expense bills, covering inwards ship-
ments, must be surrendered at time of re-shipment, and outwards
billing must show reference to inwards waybill.

G.—Shipping bills must, in all cases, both in movement from
point of shipment to stop-off point and on outward movement to
final destination, distinctly describe the character of lumber offered.

H.—If cars are required to be switched to the tracks of a con-
necting railway at stop-off point, switching charges both inwards
and outwards of such connecting lines will be in addition to through
rates.

I.—Where dressing or re-sawing in transit is performed, the
outwards weight must not exceed 85 per cent, of the weight ship-
ped in to stop-off point, subject to tariff or Classification minimum.

The Big River Lumber Company, Prince Albert, Sask., have
opened a fully equipped sales office at Prince Albert, in the Mahon
Block, Central avenue, and report that they are in a position to
handle all enquiries promptly and efficiently from that address.
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Lumber Production in United States

Yellow Pine Output Still Maintains a Safe Lead —
Washington Heads the States, with Louisiana Second

A report has just been issued by the United States Forest Ser-
vice, upon the production of lumber, lath and shingles during the
year 1910. The information contained in the report was secured
from 36,3-18 active mills, the largest number ever reporting. This
includes 4,414 mills sawing less than 50,000 feet and which are omit-
ted from the statistics. The production of lumber, lath and shingles
during 1910 amounted to 40,018.282 thousand feet b.m. In 1909 the
total was 44,509.761 thousand feet b.m. In 1908 the total, was 33,-

224,369 thousand feet b.m. In 1907 the total was slightly greater
than in 1910, being 40.256,154 thousand feet b.m. The cut of laths

amounted to 3.494,718 thousands. This was about 200.000 thousands
less than in 1909. The cut of shingles totalled 12.976 362 thousands
as compared with 14,907.371 thousands in 1909 and 12.106.433 thou-
sands in 1908. The report states that the figures indicate some
reduction in output during 1910, as compared with 1909. It is not un-
likely however that, had the figures been gathered in 1910 from an
equivalent number of the same class of establishments as in 1909,

the total reported production would have, reached approximatelv the
figures for the former year. In 1907 and 1910 the reported cut is

shown to have exceeded that of 1908 by 20 per cent. The lumber
production was doubtless at its largest in 1907 when a smaller num-
ber of mills reported a greater production than in 1910.

Referring to trade conditions the report says "The lumber trade
in 1910 as a whole, was not distinguished from that of 1909 by any
striking characteristics. Current statistics concerning movements
within the lumber industry, or operations closely related to it which
often indicate variations in the quantity of lumber being manufac-
tured, were contradictory in 1910. Exports of lumber amounting
to about 5 per cent, of the production were somewhat larger than
in the preceding year and as usual exceeded the imports which were
also greater than in 1909. while figures covering building permits in

manv large cities showed a falling off in 1910. The demand from
the large lumber-purchasing corporations was below normal. Many
of the industries sawing wood were in a very prosperous condition
and made heavy purchases of lumber, principally in the hardwoods
and in special stock, but the retail-yard demand did not increase
uniformly over the preceding year as had been expected.

Statistics compiled by lumber association secretaries, although
covering only a fraction of the total production, indicated that the
volume of lumber reaching the principal markets in 1910 was greater
than in the preceding year. This gave rise to a general opinion
in the trade that the total cut of lumber was also considerably
greater. The statistics of lumber production did not justify this
opinion. The increased cut of some of the large mills of the south-
ern yellow-pine belt and of the Pacific Coast mills was counterbal-
anced by a smaller production in the average mill. The gradual
falling off of the cut in certain eastern cities continued on account
of the diminution of the supply. The prices received for softwoods
were in general not such as to encourage production to the full capa-
city of the mills.

The State of Washington ranked first in lumber production dur-
ing- 1910. as it has done since 1905. the total for the year being
4.097.492.000 feet which is within 207.561,000 feet of the'record re-

ported in 1906, over one third more than the total for 1908, and a
considerable increase over 1909. . Louisiana came second in the list

of states with a total cut of 3,733,900,000 feet, the largest ever re-
corded for that state. This was reported by 497 mills, giving the
state the high average of feet per mill of '7,513.000 feet. Yellow
pine and cypress are the principal woods cut in this state, 76.7 per
cent, being yellow pine.

Mississippi.
_
also a yellow-pine state continued in third place

and Oreeron which formerly was around ninth place rose to fourth
place. In 1899 Oregon ranked twenty-third. Since that time its

production has increased 183.8 per cent., the cut in 1910 amounting
to 2.084.633,000 feet. By far the larger part of this output con-
sisted of Douglas fir.

The proportion of the total of lumber furnished by the conifers
or softwoods is gradually increasing. In 1899 the hardwoods sup-
plied about one quarter of the total amount of lumber cut, while
in 1910 the auantity of this wood reported amounted to little more
than one fifth. Yellow pine, Douglas fir, white pine and hemlock
supplied more than three quarters of the softwood lumber, while oak,
maple, tulip, poplar, red gum, chestnut and beech supplied more
than three quarters of the hardwood lumber manufactured. The
rank -in point of production of the five leading woods was the same
in 1910 as in 1909, Douglas fir having the greatest relative gain.

For more than ten years yellow pine has been the leading wood
in point of quantity produced. In T910 this wood furnished a" higher

production of the reported cut than in any other year except 1904
and 1909. Douglas fir, with a greater production than ever before
ranks second. Oak and white pine rank third and fourth respec-
tively. Western pine rose from seventh place in 1909 to sixth place

in 1910 and spruce which had formerly been in sixth place for a
number of years, fell to seventh, with a large decrease in the quan-
tity reported.

Royalty's Interest in Lumber Industry
Ottawa, March 20th; (Special correspondence of the Canada

Lumberman) :—Quite a flutter was created among society people
as well as among the lumbermen of the city and vicinity when it

was announced a few days ago that Their Royal Highnesses the
Duke and Duchess of Connaught and the Princess Patricia were go-
ing on a little pleasure jaunt to the lumber shanties of Ottawa's
lumber king, Mr. John R. Booth. The invitation was no sooner ex-
tended by the grand old man than their distinguished guests ac-
cepted, and began with zest to prepare for the trip. The shanties
selected for the visit are in Booth's timber limits, situated on the
banks of the Madawaska River.

The visit itself is not so significant, but it becomes more so as
an indication of the growing recognition of lumbering as one of
Canada's basic industries. When the Duke and Duchess indicate
their eagerness to gain first-hand information of a lumber camp their
example will be followed either in actual experience or in studious
concern by a host who would not otherwise have shown any interest
in it.

Lumbermen generally have not hesitated to accept the proposed
visit as a happy augury for the increased public interest in and sym-
pathy with their industry.

The fact that the proposed visit had to be called off shortly
before the date selected because the Duke had a slight attack of
sciatica, and all his engagements were postponed for a time, does
not detract from the interest and import of this incident.

B. C. Deputation Asks for'Lumber Duty
A deputation of prominent lumbermen,, headed by Mr. A. E.

Watts, of Wattsburg, B.C., recently waited upon Premier McBride
at Nelson, B.C., to en. [age his support in their efforts to obtain pro-
tection for the lumber industry. Special emphasis was laid upon the
fact that United States lumber manufacturers are dumping their out-
put at less than cost in the markets of the Canadian prairies and
British Columbia. It was also pointed out that the lumber industry
is practically the only one in Canada which enjoys no adequate pro-
tection, and that at the same time it pays a heavy duty upon prac-
tically everything which is necessary in conducting its business.
Premier McBride promised to do all that was in his power to assist
the industry and referred to the steps which had already been taken
in that direction by the Provincial Government.

Growing- Up with the City
A recent report from Victoria,, B.C., stated that the Cameron

Lumber Company of that city had prepared plans for new mills and
yards to be established by them. In reply to an enquiry upon the
subject the company say they "do not contemplate any new con-
struction other than such as is common around a manufacturing
plant which is growing and expanding to keep pace with the gen-
eral growth of the community in which it may happen to be lo-
cated. The city of Victoria is growing rapidly, and we have, for
some months past, been running our plant to its utmost capacity in
order to keep pace with our growing demand, and incidentally we
have been making improvements and additions here and there. The
total expenditures along that line since the first of December have
totalled over ten thousand dollars."

B. C's. New Railway Policy
The British Columbia Government recently announced its new

railway policy, which involves the opening up of extensive areas of
virgin country to development and settlement. Since then the pro-
vincial timber agent reports that he had been flooded with inquiries
regarding timber tracts along the lines of the proposed railways.
Speaking of the subject, the Crown timber agent, Mr. George Mc-
Kay, stated that he did not remember having ever received such a
large number of questions as to timber and lands in any previous
similar period of time. A large number of the letters had been from
United States capitalists who apparently are expecting an extensive
impetus to the growth of the province.

The Western Canada Lumber Company, Limited, who havo been lo-
cated at Macleod, Alta., for the past five years, have purchased additional
property adjoining their retail lumber yard, and intend t,o enlarge their
present plant.
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Keeping Fire out of Forest Reserves
How the Dominion Government Proposes to Save Rocky Mountain Reserve from
Destruction — Trail Building, Telephone Lines, Ranger Stations and Tool Caches

By H. K. MacMilan-

ache and Ranger's Cabiu, Rocky Mountain Reser\ e

IHFRE is no doubt but that many people in the West who look
at a map of Western Canada and see that a large area of
Alberta, about thirteen million acres, lias been set aside as
forest reserve, will wonder what the Dominion Government

is doing to make this land produce timber, to protect it from fire, and
how the natural resources of this great area of land are being made
available to the settler, lumberman and miner.

The first and most important problem to be solved is the protec-
tion of the forest from fire. No labor or money can wisely be ex-
pended on the reforestation of this tract until the whole area has
been made practically fireproof. Those persons who are intimately
acquainted with the Rocky Mountains Forest Reserve, and who
know that about three-fifths of the total area have been burned and
repeatedly burned by forest fires, may scoff at the idea of develop-
ing on so large and isolated an area' any means of fire protection.
The experience of such persons has probably been that forest fires
are acts of God and that they are, in consequence, inevitable and that
there is no means of preventing them or of stopping them. The
first duty of the forestry branch will be to prove by its works that
forest fires are acts of carelessness and that they can be prevented to
such an extent that many causes of fire will be altogether eliminated,
and that fires which do hereafter start in the forest reserve will be
extinguished before they cause any damage.

The fire fighting program in' the Rocky Mountains Forest Re-
serve will, therefore, be organized to do two things: the preventing
of fires that can possibly be prevented, and the extinguishing of the
other fires while they are yet in infancy.

A study of the causes of the forest fires in the Rockies shows
that a very large proportion of them can be prevented. Roughly
speaking, there are three causes of fires. The fires starting from
the railway tracks, the fires originating in and near settlements
from clearing land, logging operations, saw mills, etc., and the fires
originating in the higher and less accessible country from campers
lightning, prospectors and surveyors.

Fires from railway tracts will be eliminated from the Rocky
Mountains Forest Reserve. Fire rangers employed either by the
forestry branch or by the company operating the railroad, w'ill be
required to patrol the tracks either on foot or with gasoline speed-
ers after every train to extinguish all fires starting on the right of wayThe locomotives will be examined by forestry branch fire ransrers
given power for this purpose by the Dominion board of railway com-
missioners, and the railroad companies operating through the forest
reserve will be required in the future, as they have been in the past
to equip the* locomotives with the best fire preventive appliances'and to maintain the equipment in good condition. Wherever it is
practicable the railroad companies will be required to maintain fire
guards on each side of the right of way through the forest reserve

_

The patrol will be furnished will, suitable tools for the extin-
guishing of fires, such as shovels, axes and collapsible water buck-
ets. I he patrol will be authorized to call on section gangs for assis-
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tance whenever assistance is necessary; and wherever extra equip-
ment would be of any use, the railroad company will be required to
keep at certain stations or sidings within the forest reserve, suffi-
cient fire fighting tools for a gang of a certain number of men.
I he patrol and fire preventive devices along the railroad tracks
through forest reserves will be closely inspected periodically by of-
ficers of the forestry branch. Under such conditions it will be prac-
tically impossible for a fire to start from the right of way and do
damage in the forest reserve.

Fires originating in or near settlements, logging operations, saw
nulls and mines will be provided against by a close patrol of such
districts bordering on or within the forest reserve during the whole
of the fire season. This patrol will be provided by maintaining a
permanent organization on the forest reserve, whose chief duty
throughout the forest fire season will be to prevent forest fires.

The Rocky Mountain Forest Reserve is so large that it should
be divided into about four forest reserves—one extending from the
international boundary to the divide between the Highwood river
and Sheep river; the second extending from this divide to the divide
between the Red Deer and the Clearwater rivers; the third extending
from this divide to the Grand Trunk Pacific railway, and the fourth
extending from the Grand Trunk Pacific railway north. Fach one
of these separate forest reserves will be in charge of a chief forest
ranger or forest supervisor, whose duty will be to look after the
business originating on the forest reserve to ensure that the forest
reserve is protected from fire. Each forest reserve should be divided
into ranger districts of about 100 to 200,000 acres, these districts to
be located so that each district, as far as possible, is a unit which can
be administered and patrolled by one forest ranger.

The forest ranger in charge of the district should live on that
district during the whole year. The ranger station, which would be
provided by the forestry branch for his residences, would be so lo-
cated that the forest ranger could easilv patrol the points in his dis-
trict from which forest fires might be expected. In any district where
one man would not suffice for the patrol and fire protection of the
dangerous areas, temporary men would be appointed for fire patrol
during the dangerous season. In each district the fire patrol would
watch carefully all developments, such as settlers clearing land on
the district boundaries, saw mills operating in or near the forest re-
serve, mines operating in or near the forest reserve, and would warn
all parties working on such works of the danger of forest fires aris-
ing from their work, and would see that in every case the necessary
steps were taken before the fire season opened, and during the whole
fire season, to prevent any fires from starting from their works.
1 he forest ranger on patrol would keep all the trails through his dis-
trict plentifully supplied with notices calling attention to the danger
of forest fire, and giving directions for avoiding forest fire. Camp-
ers, prospectors and other travellers in the forest reserve would be
interviewed, and, if necessary, watched to see that no forest fires
started. When the forest ranger was not engaged in patrolling, he
would be busy with the other business of the forest reserve which
will be discussed later. This patrol on the eastern boundary p{ the

Lodging Under GovernmenMSupervision—Timber Clear CS^t in Strips
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Rocky Mountains Forest Reserve, and in the valleys where travel-

lers and others are likely to prove a source of forest tire, should prac-

tically prevent all forest fires coming into the reserve from the out-

side.

There is still the other and more dangerous class of fires to be
considered ; that is, the fires which start in the interior of the re-

serve far from any settlement, which are caused by lightning, hun-
ters or campers, and which are likely to reach large proportions be-
fore the patrol men lower down in the valleys are aware of their

existence. To guard against these by patrol would be practically im-
possible, as not enough men could be engaged to cover the whole
of the reserve. Fortunately the topography of the Rocky Mountains
lends itself to another means of fire protection. Throughout the
whole of the forest reserve there are many prominent points from
which a view of large areas of the surrounding country might be ob-
tained by a man stationed on lookout. It is the intention of the
forestry branch to locate in each of the ranger districts where it may
be deemed necessary, one or more of such lookout points from which
a view may be obtained of practically the whole district. Pack trails

will be provided to these lookouts. Where the lookouts will not be
reached by the ranger or patrol they will be connected by telephone
with the ranger headquarters in the valley below. A temporary man
will be engaged to remain stationed at each of the more important
lookout points during the whole of the fire season. This man will

be provided with a map of the country and with field glasses. He
will remain at his post constantly, and will watch the country care-
fully for the first misty spiral of smoke which is always the earliest

indication of a forest fire. Having located the fire the lookout man
will, if he cannot extinguish the fire himself, telephone immediately

Fire Line Cleaned Out Through Moose Mountain Reserve

for assistance and supplies will immediately be sent to the fire from
the ranger station by the most direct route.

If a fire can be located and reached within a few hours of its

start, it is usually a comparatively easy matter to extinguish it, al-

though this much must be said of a forest fire on the eastern slope
of the Rocky Mountains, that it is much harder to extinguish than
a fire almost an)' place else in the forests of North America.

It has been shown that by a very intensive patrol of the rail-

road tracks, by a systematic and intelligent patrol of settlers' hold-
ings and locations, of large clearings of land, logging operations,
saw mills or mines being developed, and by the stationing of men
on lookout on prominent points in the timber districts which cannot
be covered by patrol, practically every forest fire in the Rocky Moun-
tains could be prevented from starting or could be reached by the
forest ranger and other fire fighters before it had attained serious
dimensions. All of this patrol and lookout work, however, presup-
poses the completion of sufficient improvement work to allow the
supervisor in charge of each section of the forest reserve to keep in
constant communication with every district in his forest reserve, and
to send fire fighters and supplies quickly to any district where fire

may arise. This improvement work may be divided under four
heads: The building of trails, the building of telephone lines, the
building of ranger stations and the establishing of tool caches. The
energies of the forestry branch will be concentrated on accomplish-
ing this work within the next three or four years.

Before very much can be done in the way of protecting the
Rocky Mountains from fire, trails must be constructed connecting
the headquarters of each of the four separate forest reserves with
every ranger district in the forest reserve. Then, secondly, trails must
be opened up which will provide for the covering of each ranger dis-
trict from the ranger station which will be the headquarters of that
district. These trails will probably at the first be only rough pack

trails, or as they are known in some parts of the Rockies as "Shot-

gun" trails. Such trails may be constructed cheaply and quickly,

costing probably only $10 to $40 per mile, even through fairly heav-

ily timbered country. Such trails may be later widened out to stan-

dard pack trails. The great necessity is to get not good trails to

begin with, but the greatest possible mileage of trails such as will

enable fire fighters and supplies to be sent to any fire.

Each forest reserve headquarters must be connected at the ear-

liest possible date by telephone with every ranger district in the

forest reserve. These telephone lines will be built by the forest

rangers themselves, and will consist of a single galvanized wire
strung on the trees along the main trail. Such telephone lines can
be built for from $20 to $25 per mile, and are satisfactory for con-
versations over a distance of about sixty miles. Branch lines should
be built to connect the ranger districts with the lookout points in

each district. As soon as this work is done the supervisor in charge
of the forest reserve will be able to keep in touch daily with every
ranger and patrol man under his charge, will receive daily reports

from all rangers and lookout men regarding fire conditions, and at

the first sign of a fire can secure labor and supplies and start them
in under a competent foreman with orders to stay with that fire until

they extinguish it.

Before the forest rangers in the Rocky Mountains will be in a
position to protect their districts from fire, to supervise the cutting
and grazing within the forest reserve, to serve the public and to safe-

guard the resources of the forest reserve, provision must be made
to have every ranger live on the forest reserve during the whole
year. To this end ranger stations will be built in each district. Each
ranger station will consist of a suitable house, stable and corral.

These buildings will be built of the most accessible materials and,
so far as possible, will be built by the labor of the forest rangers
themselves. It is estimated that the whole ranger station should not
cost more than about $800 or $900. Provision will be made for start-

ing the building of the ranger stations, as will the trails and tele-

phones, during the summer of 1912. As soon as the ranger stations
are completed, the forest rangers will be required to move on to the
forest reserve. Each ranger will be required to keep sufficient

horses to supply himself with saddle horses throughout the year,
and will be allowed to keep two or three cows for his own use.

As some of the ranger districts in the different subdivisions of
the Rocky Mountains Forest Reserve will be more or less isolated
for years to come, it will be advisable to have stored at accessible
points in each district tools and supplies for firefighters. Several
tool caches have already been built and equipped with supplies and
fire fighting tools for twelve men. These tool caches are located
at the most accessible points in each district. They simplify the
matter of fire protection by enabling the forest ranger to equip for
fire-fighting and to board any temporary assistants he may require.

Provision has been made by the'forestry branch to carry out the
whole of this programme of fire protection. No effort will be spared
to protect the Rocky Mountains Forest Reserve from fire. The plan
which we have followed is that which has been found most success-
ful throughout the forests of the United States. Whether this plan
will eliminate forest fires from the Rocky Mountains Forest Reserve
or not will depend altogether upon the character of the men who
are secured to act as forest rangers. Every forest ranger will be in
a position of trust. He will have to protect on the average, over one
million dollars' worth of government property, and whether he pro-
tects it or not will depend upon his enthusiasm, conscientiousness,
intelligence and everlasting attention to his work.

The U. S. Treasury Department's decision to apply the tariff

to paper and other products manufactured from pulp wood cut on
Federal lands in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Col-
umbia will have no influence. Not one cord of pulp wood has yet
been cut on the lands described. There is not a paper mill between
Sault Ste. Marie and the Pacific ocean, although several have been
projected and one is building. Federal lands carry immense quanti-
ties of pulp wood adjacent to water powers, and the prairies present
a great market for paper products as well as news print (there are
over 200 newspapers in the wheat belt, paying freight for 1,000 miles
on news print from Ontario and Quebec) but no capitalist has yet
taken up the pulp proposition.

A project is being promoted for the erection of a large pulp and paper
mill at Nelson, B.C. The proposal is backed by Spokane and eastern capital
and the promoter is the president of a large paper company in Wisconsin.
The proposal is to erect a plant costing three hundred thousand dollars, with
a capacity of thirty-five tons of paper per day. Later on it is intended to
increase the output considerably.

The Western Canada Saw Mills Company, Saskatoon, Sask., will have
under consideration the erection of new yards, lumber sheds, and offices
and the purchase of new lumber handling equipment at Nutana, Sask.



CAMP DEPARTMENT
Lumbering- on Vancouver Island

Vancouver Island's shaggy mane is being tugged at by number-
less sawmills, but the sum total of their efforts has hardly touched
her forest covering. East and west, north and south the timber
rises, magnificent Titans of fir and cedar, hemlock and spruce
enough to furnish of merchantable wood at least one billion feet a
year for a hundred years to come, writes Ernest McGaffey in the
current number of the "British Columbia Magazine." Outside of
the agricultural land under cultivation, or as yet uncultivated there
are thousands of acres of the finest timber imaginable on the Island
and as a source of potential wealth it is immensely suggestive

Timbering is a scientific calling, but in a country where the
trees are as plentiful as on Vancouver Island there is a great deal
of waste permitted. This goes on from the first step in the manu-
facture to the last; from carelessness which allows of forest fires
in the wake of the hunter or angler, or even the careless "cruiser

"

to the final burning-up of tons of waste yearly at the saw-
mills. Other countries have regretted this enormous waste and it
behooves Canada, and especially her heaviest timbered provinces
to provide for less destruction in the future.

_

The story of a bridgetimber is a succession of regular grada-
tions from the standing tree to the finished slab. The first inkling
the forest has of the intentions of man is when the "timber cruiser"
appears, mousing about the hills and valleys, measuring the trees
with practiced eye, thumbing his little book and marking down his
figures—numerals most potent in the coming unfolding of the for-
est s possibilities

—

"A chiel's amang ye takin' notes;
An' faith, he'll print 'em."

With pack on back and trusty compass handy, with dawn and
starlight to guide his wandering footsteps, the "cruiser" is a weird
pi grim of the wilderness, serene, indifferent and absolutely self-
reliant He reads the story of the ranked and enfiladed tree trunks
as a child cons his primer. The secrets of waste places are his and
what the veil of Isis hides.

With the timber "cruised" and possibly "re-cruised" to make
assurance doubly sure, the advent of the logging "crews" and the
building of logging railways to bring the timber into the mills
follow on m regular course. A logging camp and crew presents one
ot the most interesting and instructive sights in industrial enter-
prises. Every phase of its working is carried on with almost mili-
tary precision and decision. The "heavy artillery" is the powerful
donkey engine, set firmly on its log foundation,, run by steam

power, and the keystone to the entire situation. With it are cables
huge steel strands reaching out in many directions, like a spider's
web, and enmeshing cloud-challenging tree trunks like so many hap-
less insects. J ^

The log platform on which the "donkey" is placed extends to
a narrow track where the logging cars are shunted up to receive
their loads. These cars stand sideways to the platform, and the
logs are drawn in by the cables endways, so that all that is neces-
sary to load them on the cars is to roll them from the platform to
the cars, when they are ready to be taken out to the mills Out in
the timber the "crew" are at work getting out the logs
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S arC fdled by axe and saw the w^e cables are
hitched about the fallen logs and the signal given to fetch them
in to the platform. Then ensues a remarkable exhibition of thepower of the engine and the strength of the cables. Through thick
and tough underbrush, over fallen logs and debris, even through
smaller trees, the huge logs are steadily dragged, nothing short of a
gigantic tree being able to bar their progress. The cables strain
like the strings of a violin keyed to concert pitch, the "donkey"
chugs and rumbles, and black smoke puffs from its short smoke-

stack as though some hidden demon was imprecating the sullen
resistance of the forest.
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0g reaches the edSe of the Platform, a short halt
is made, the log n set in motion, drawn upr the cable un-
hitched and preparations made to roll it on the car. A horse on
the Platform furnishe most of the motor power at this stage, andthe skilful hands of one of the loggers, armed with a cant-hook/com-
plete the job. The log kidded, yanked and guided by cable
horse-power and

_

man-handling" until it slides on to the car and
settles down for its journey "saw-ward" to the mill

There is always danger lin king near in the manipulation of these
great timbers. In the woods, if a cable snaps it flings out like the
coils of a maddened python, and woe to the luckless logger whohappens to be m the line of its flight. He is cut in two almost
or smashed to a jelly, the force of the flying strand being simply

terrific. Or a falling tree may strike another tree and fling it on
to a logger, or cast a dead limb far out and away, reaching some-
one standing in fancied security. On the platform the treacherous
logs may tip suddenly and catch the handler, and the least that
means is the loss of a limb ; the result is likely death.

The fact of so few accidents is a tribute to the care and so-
briety of the logging crews and the fact that they know by ex-
perience what perils are enveloping them. A rigid scrutiny of cables
and machinery, a military obedience to signals and rules make the
process one in which eternal viligance is of necessity practised to
meet the demands of the situation . Men have been suddenly drawn
against trees by advancing logs when a shrill signal has saved them
from instant death. The engineers at the "donkey" has much re-
sponsibility and is almost invariably a cool-headed and splendidly
capable man in every respect.

As the cars are loaded and a train formed the little logging
engine, squat but important, steams in and fastens to the cars and
rolls them away. Like a serpent winding in and out of the woods
the heavily-loaded train disappears in the distance and the piling-
up of logs for the next load goes bravely on.

At the mill the logs are dumped in long wind-rows, often scores
of straight trunks aligned together, a hundred feet or more in length
each, and from four to six feet or more in diameter. These
huge timbers are hoisted to the platforms, where the saws run in
to meet them; they are then slid over to the embrace of the steel
the saws spring to meet them, and belts hum, the refuse timber falls'
away, the log moves slowly down the chute, the singing, swirling
last act has begun, and the squared timber, fit to hold a kingdom up
slides out at the further end of the mill ready to take its place in
the world wide drama of events.

There is nothing more picturesque nor dominant in the indus-
trial world than this squaring of the big timbers for the market
And whether for the old world or the new—for Liverpool, Glasgow
the Clyde, or Peru, Brazil or further ports, there is always the'
sense of something huge and portentous in their very size like
bridges spanning mile-wide torrents or later Armadas, frowning
from cannon-mouthed decks, high-towering over seas remote and
blue.

Vancouver Island, last of the Last Great Wests, holds mor^
merchantable timber of larger size than any spot on earth. More
and better timber; sounder and more easily handled trees. It is
just in the awakening of its vast advantages in this direction and
to a large extent it holds the centre of the stage in this development
at the present time. Both by natural and artificial channels it is
peculiarly adapted to handling this magnificent crop. Sea ways and
fresh water ways, lakes, rivers, salt water arms, abound and the
rails are coming in from all directions to supplement the aids of
Nature.

And yet with all this embarrassment of riches in the way of
forest growth it is not too soon nor too hysterical to sound the note
of alarm. These forest Titans seem to disappear for ever once
they are cut down; reforestation does not seem to bring back for-
mer conditions. "There were giants in those days." Strange, is it
not that these monarchs do not appear to leave their inheritance
to their descendants! The Provincial Government has done wisely
and well in late years in the way of forest reserves and precau-
tionary measures against fire. No Government can afford to do
less. To paraphrase Goldsmith:

"Cities and towns may flourish and may fade;
A breath can make them, as a breath has made.
But a tall forestry, its country's pride,
When once destroyed can never be supplied."

Passing of the Amateur Ranger
The governments of the various Canadian provinces have awak-

ened to the fact that forest protection is a matter not to be treated
slightingly, says the Paper Trade Journal. There was a time well
within the memory of the rising generation, when the timber wealth
of Canada was treated in a reckless way, as might be expected of a
country whose population is comparatively very small in propor-
tion to its immense area. The waste of timber lands in Canada as
in this country, has been little short of a crime, and the results of
extreme prodigality in respect to the natural timber wealth of the
Dominion are being felt somewhat keenly to-day. The reckless waste
of the wooded resources on this side of the line seemingly offered no
deterring influence in Canada, and, not until the demand for pulp
wood and -timber of various kinds became pressing from this side
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did the Canadians seem to realize the value of their own possessions

and the necessity for a reasonable measure of conservation.

The strain upon the once seemingly inexhaustible store of

wooded wealth has begun to tell, and the Canadians, profiting by

the example of wasteful prodigality set them in this country, have

begun to draw the lines of conservation more closely about their

natural resources. They have suddenly awakened to their domin-

ating position, as evidenced by the number of their paper manufac-

turing enterprises, and, realizing the dependence of this country upon
their timber markets, they have not been slow to work them to the

best advantage.
But Canada has suffered severely by forest fires which, year by

year, have stripped her of vast areas of natural wealth
;

yet, not-

withstanding this forcible and destructive lesson, she has not until

within a comparatively recent period awakened to a full realization

of her danger. The work of protecting the forests in Canada, as

well as in this country, has not been treated as seriously as its im-

portance demanded, and the very fact that we have actually begun
to import young trees from Europe shows the lengths to which the

wastefulness in regard to our timber resources have been allowed to

spread. It was not until, having largely exhausted our own resources

by extravagant methods, that we turned to our northern neighbor

for supply. Canada then began to realize her position in the paper

markets of the world. She has been quick, too, to profit by ex-

ampler as instanced by the passage of stringent Crown land regula-

tions, particularly in (juebec and Ontario, whereby the export of pulp

wood is practically confined to lands owned in fee simple. In this

way she hopes to build up a substantial paper industry within her

own borders, and so far she is succeeding remarkably well.

The preservation of her forests—a matter of paramount impor-

tance—has, strangely enough, however, been carelessly treated. Fires

have wrought terrible damage to which the country is now fully

alive, as instanced by the news received from one of our Canadian
correspondents this week, that no more college youths are to be
employed during their summer vacations as fire rangers. The work
of guarding the timber, is hereafter to be intrusted to Indians and
experienced bushmen only. The importance of this regulation should

have been apparent long ago, and if it had, Canada would have
been spared many a serious loss.

The young college man during vacation could ask no better

amusement than to turn amateur bushman during his holiday, es-

pecially as all expenses were paid and some sixty dollars a month
beside. Amateur bush rangers, like amateur sailors, cannot be re-

lied upon; and if the country has suffered severely by forest fires,

it has largely been the fault of those entrusted with the appointment
of these young, inexperienced men, who seldom treated their calling

seriously, and whose sole object in applying for this class of work,
for which they are absolutely unfitted, was that they might have a

summer's outing at the Government's expense.

The Canadian woods have suffered severely as the result oi

employing these amateur bush rangers, and now that the important

duty of guarding the forests is to be entrusted to men who have
been born in the bush, and have lived there all their lives, and who
know it, as the city man knows the streets, a marked improvement
may well be expected.

The bush ranging service belongs by every right to the Indian,

and to those whose permanent home is in the forest and who know
it like a book. These men can be depended upon, not only because
they are at home in the bush, but because they have an individual

interest at stake. To them bush ranging is neither a vacation nor

a joke. It is an occupation, the seriousness of which no one can
better appreciate than they themselves. They have a double interest

at stake and being men of tireless energy in the woods, alert to

every sight and sound, and with a much greater interest at stake

than the mere monetary compensation offered by the Government,
they can be relied upon to do their work thoroughly.

Causes for Discoloration of Wood
An esteemed Riga correspondent enters on a wide field of in-

quiry in connection with the seasoning of sawn red and white wood
goods, a class of merchandise in the hands of the converter that is

prone to discoloration before shipment.

He touches the spot when he fears that artificial treatment to

preserve a portion of, say, a cargo of sawn goods from this evil

would involve the treatment being extended to the whole ; the same
fear would also extend to the extra handling of the stock, an item
in the cost of production.

Cost and Cure of Discoloration

If the discoloration can be averted without any additional cost

there would clearly be a gain ; if this cannot be achieved without
incurring cost the question presents itself, Is not the remedy worse
than the disease? for at the worst the "blue goods" in a dried state

are salable as "low grades."

There is nothing known about the influence of frost or low tem-

perature in the seasoning of sawn goods by artificial means, and it

is fair to assume, if placed in a refrigerator for twenty-four hours,

that little progress would be made in the direction of drying for

shipment; its effect could not be much different from that of a

night or two's natural frost—the moisture in the wood might be

congealed, but it would revert to the old order in the succeeding

twenty-four hours of thaw.
The reverse is the case in the instance of sawn goods being ex-

posed to natural frost for weeks and months, the drying qualities

of which are well known. The wisest course is to look closely into

the cause of this discoloration more with the view of minimizing

than averting the evil.

First, we have the question of floated and unfloated logs. The
former cannot be converted at Riga the same winter as they are

felled, and some of the after evils may possibly creep in during the

springtime when in passage or stored in water, or on land until

wanted at the coast-line mills, where, as our correspondent says,

"a good deal of the sap has been washed out."

One other effect of this saturation is that the heartwood is soft-

ened or mellowed, for the sectionary matter natural to the tree, that

marks or distinguishes it from the newer sapwood, is solvent in

water, although in a less marked degree. We believe the question

has yet to be asked, "does this saturation render the wood immune
from discoloration in a later converted state?"

Our correspondent's experience seems to give a negative answer,

for he says the produce of forest mills where they can convert the

logs in the same winter as they are felled is mostly free from sub-

sequent discoloration ; his words are :
"

. . . the wood
which is sawn in forest sawmills only a few months after the fell-

ing, but in the same winter, is in most cases free from discolora-

tion."

Secondly, we have the question of unfloated wood, in which the

sap is not washed out by saturation. This carries our minds back
in the trade half a century or more, when we were familiar with

the old order of hand-sawn deals and battens of forest produce,,

otherwise termed "peasant-sawn." They were innocent of water
or floating, thoroughly dried before shipment, and the sapwood was,

literally speaking, as clean and white as chalk. They were mostly
14 feet long and chopped on the edges.

,

In this unfloated state they are still represented in the great

wood trade of the Baltic by sawn goods, white and speckled, with
resin on the sap, with patches of bark affixed to the waney or

wanting edges. They have no particular name in the trade, but
are easily recognized and difficult to inject with creosote oil. We
mention these goods in particular, as the floating of logs does not
appear to be an antidote against discoloration in the later sawn
goods.

In both instances the sapwood, as ligneous matter, is unques-
tionably alive to the call of nature, and vegetable ferment will gen-
erate in the cells when or where heat and moisture are present.

"The spring finds it not less alive to her sweet form" than
the living tree with its new mantle of leaves. "Not there, my
child," to use a hackneyed phrase, must we look for the solution

of this discoloration question, but rather to climatic change or

local environment, for it goes without saying that neglect or indif-

ference on our part will lead newly converted stocks direct to ruin.

Store them with a heavy touch, in a humid valley or district, or in

confined surroundings, and blue goods, especially on the sapwood,
will result.

Stocks and Store Sheds

We could point to a merchant in hardwoods whose yards are

partly on low and partly on high ground, who admits he could
not dry his stock on the former, and erects his store sheds on the
latter. Again, in the old wood duty days of England, when stocks
were largely held in customs bond yards, closely walled in, it was
impossible to keep the lower piles of sawn goods in merchantable
condition in the presence of slow-moving or stagnant air. When
the duty was repealed the walls were pulled down and replaced
with open fencing.

It is possible, in the instance of this question being raised at

Riga, that the coast sawmills suffer from the humidity of the Gulf
Stream, the warm sea drifting into the Baltic with the prevailing-

south-west winds, and that the more inland or forest mills are im-
mune from its influence, and can dry their goods at a quicker rate

with less discoloration of the stocks.

The remedy by which the evil can be minimized is, in our
opinion, to store the goods open spaced, in open surroundings,, on
high or open land wherever possible, and find markets for the blue
goods when thoroughly dried where color is not an object, say,
where heavy or rough packing-cases are in demand for the transit

or shipment of machinery, or creosoting is indulged in, a process
that converts the sap portion into the most durable part of the
wood.—Timber Trades Journal.
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Wide Stock from Narrow Wk
All classes of woodworking factories are recognizing more clearly the economic value and the benefits

ceived by installing a Linderman Automatic Dovetail Glue Jointer.
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hs or Lindermanized Lumber
to take any width stock to the Linderman Dovetailer join it into wide widths, then rip to size desired, elimin-

ating all waste except the saw kirf.

This method is also being' followed out for casing's, base boards, panels, hand rails, stair treads, etc. For

deep moulds instead of making' deep cuts the desired width is first built up from strips of 2" stock joined to 1"

then joined to some other thickness to suit just the mould desired making a saving not only in lumber but

lessening" also the strain on the moulder.

Lindermanized joints by actual test are stronger than the natural wood and they are invisible, discernible

only by the different color or grain of the wood.

In Xew York, Chicago and elsewhere interior trim and fixtures for the finest office, bank and store build-

ing's, are being built up in this manner. Wide lumber for man)' purposes is more surely each day becoming a

thing of the past. Like the built up table top, the built up stair tread, panel, casing', base board and mould

has come to stay, not only from absolute necessity but because it is better as warping, checking, twisting, etc.,

is more nearly eliminated.

The kindling pile in the up-to-date plant no more contains cuttings of good clear lumber from the various

departments, these are now sent to the Linderman Dovetailer and converted into cores for doors and panels.

Such economy utilizing such waste pays—pays big—in many instances the saving effected the first year

covers the entire cost of the machine.

You have your problems—your waste. Tell us about it, we will endeavor to show you how you can

change it into Profit.

S" COMPANY, LIMITED
s at WOODSTOCK, ONT.



The Retail Dealer and His Problems
Lumber Yard Details—The Dealer's Personality

The Ideal Lumber Yard
By W. K. Hall*

During the twenty-five years that I have been engaged in the
retail lumber business I have held all positions in the business from
bookkeeper up to owner of the business and have seen 'the business
grow from the time when we bought all our stock in the rough from
the neighboring sawmills and worked our flooring, ceiling, siding and
finish on a pony planer and had our bills of dimension filled from
the sawmills in the rough, up to now, when we have to buy nearly
all of it several hundred miles away and have it shipped in, worked
ready to nail up. During this time I think I have learned what is

necessary as a convenience, if not a necessity, in the construction of
warehouses for the handling of lumber and other building material
on a retail yard.

Possibly there are a very few of us who know just what it costs
to handle lumber, especially loading it out, which should always be
done by high-priced men, and if we can so arrange our stocks that
one man can wait on two customers in the same time that he took
to wait on one before his improvements, it will not take long to make
back the addtiional cost.

Yard and Mill Equipment
I am situated in a city of about 7,000 inhabitants. My yard is on

a lot 100 x 300, within the fire district, in the centre of the city, and
I have built with reference to these advantages or disadvantages* as
you are pleased to call them. The demand requires that I carry floor-
ing, ceiling, dimension, boards, shiplap only in yellow pine, but I

carry finish in pine, poplar, cypress and oak, siding in four kinds of
timber, also mouldings and other small articles in several kinds of
timber, and also carry many things that some of you do not, as I

am a believer in side lines on which I can make more profit than on
lumber, such as sash and doors, porch and inside trim, ridge role,
valley, galvanized roofing, three kinds of prepared roofing, cement
plaster,, cabinet mantles and grates, and builders' hardware and nails.
All of these I carry in the warehouse, so that it can be loaded on
wagons conveniently, besides six grades of shingles which I carry
on the yard. On this lot I also have a planing mill, 40 by 50, two
storeys high, containing a surfacer, moulder, jointer, resaw, cut-
off saw and rip saw driven by a 1-S horseoower electric motor, on
the lower floor, and a band saw, variety saw, turning lathe, sharpener,
tenoner and mortiser on the second floor, driven by a five horse-
power motor.

The Reason for the Planing Mill

There is, I know, considerable diversity of opinion as to whether
a planing mill pays in a retail yard- but that depends on local condi-
tions. My competitor has one, and as there is still considerable
standing timber in our section of the country which the farmers
bring in to be worked into siding, flooring and finish, I would lose
many bills if I was not able to work it for them. It can also be used
to advantage where we run short of some article by working it out
of something else of the stock that we do have ; also in making-
frames, store fronts, special mouldings, etc. I am satisfied in my
own mind that a planing mill within itself does not pay, and if it

was not for these conditions I would not have one. I can remember
the time when we kept nothing ready worked but flooring, ceiling,
siding and moulding. When a customer came in for a few pieces of
finish we would go to the rough lumber shed and turn over the plank
until we came to one of the right width, length and thickness and
take it in to the mill and rip and dress it, thereby losing a great deal
of time and material, as we could not always find just what we
wanted. If you do have a planing mill and stock to work do not
follow these old methods, but work it all at once and store it away
in stalls. The planing mill I have in mind is of brick, covered with 2-

ply Paroid roofing, and has storehouses situated on both sides of it.

Notwithstanding this, my insurance rate is only \y2 per cent. The
building is 1 with roof sloping back, two driveways 18 ft. wide,
leaving a row of stalls on each outside 16 feet deep, and one section
in centre 32 feet wide; store 14 by 16 feet; stock on outside and 10-12
feet on one side centre section and 18 and 20 feet lengths on
the other side of centre section. Have an office in centre section on
the street, 20 by 32, across the driveway; to right mantle room; to
left windows. Ceiling to office 12 feet; over office, mantle and sash
room and both halls there is a platform 20 by 100, on which I keep
my doors, columns and other porch and stair work, glass roofing and
other small articles. The driver can stand on his wagon and hand
these articles to this platform. I keep the heavy stock in the stalls

" Address delivered before Kentucky Retail Lumder Dealers' Convention at Louisville.

on each side of the driveways on lower floors. The second tier of
stalls is 7 feet above, with a walkway 30 inches wide running along
front of same. I keep lighter stock, such as finish, boards, ceiling,
etc., on this floor. Would like to call your special attention to my
manner of keeping my finish. You will see that I have the stalls
divided in sections, the proper width to hold two piles of each width,
length and thickness, and arranged in regular rotation as 1 by 4 by
10; next, 12, 14, 16; next, 1 by 5, 10, 12, 14, 16, etc. These bins hold
200 pieces each and are replenished as used, or about 40,000 feet each
thickness. Nearly all the framing for this shed is 2 by 6.

The Retail Lumberman's Calling-

It may be well to take a look at the retail dealer in lumber and
to see what manner of man he is, says J. D. Crary in the New York
Lumber Trade Journal. For this purpose let me divide the retailers
in two classes, the country retailer and the city retailer.

If I were asked to estimate the popularity of the individual in
the country town, I should say that the most universally respected
and popular man is the village undertaker. He is no more loved and
respected by those who do love and respect him than the parson or
the family doctor, but the undertaker's field is larger, for a village
that will support several ministers and a number of doctors will have
but one undertaker, and he is loved and respected because he, with
the minister and doctor, gets very close to the hearts of the people.

Well, next to the undertaker and the parson and the doctor comes
the country lumber dealer, and the reason is that he enters so closely
into the life of the whole community. Everybody at some time, for
some purpose, wants lumber. The farmer wants it when the crops
are harvested, and the time comes to build a new barn or repair an
old one; for a chicken coup or a hog pen. The fisherman wants it
between seasons for his lobster pots. The widow and orphan for
necessary repairs to property which may be their sole means of sup-
port. The storekeeper wants it for new shelves, etc., an(L of course,
the builder wants it for new work in hand. To all but the builder]
the village dealer must not only be the source of supply, but he
must be guide and counselor, and, sometimes, architect. He must
give the farmer ideas as to the best stock to use for the work in
hand, and so it is with the most of his customers. The daily con-
servation on the part of the customer is, What do I want for this or
that job? and the dealer tells him.

Every last living one of them at times and often is his debtor
the farmer pays when his crops get into the market; the fisherman
pays when lobsters strike on, the widow when her dividend comes
in; the carpenter when he gets his pay for the job, and so on. Is
it any wonder that the country lumber dealer is popular? That he
gets very near to the hearts of his neighbors?

He is not only popular, but he is influential and a leader in the
affairs of his section.

Of course the city lumberman does not come as close as this to
the community m which he does business. In the country the whole
neighborhood are customers. In the city a dealer has a few custo-
mers that he can call his own. He gets his trade by no favoritism
but m the face of the keenest and ofttimes cruel competition He
has ever been an important factor in the building up of the city
and to a very large extent, much larger than was good for him he
has financed the operation. Time and again he is the "goat" and if
it were not that in cities values are constantly increasing he would
have suffered much more than is now apparent. But he has suffered
enough. He has m the life of the business put hundreds of thousands
ot dollars into the realty values of his section, and the fortunes of
the loan shark have been made at the expense of the retail lumber
dealer.

The average city lumberman is at all times the victim of the
hungriest sort of competition. Never has he seemed to have wisdomenough to overcome it. A long haul or a short haul, it is all the
same,, and somebody always wants the job awful bad. We doubt if
there is any other line of business where competition is quite as
keen or credits so loosely made. The character and financial stand-
ing of some of the customers of the city lumbermen who conduct
large operations is a joke, or would be if results were not so serious
In the case of both the country and city dealer the rent account is
large, it takes many lots to accommodate the business of the re-
tailer. His stock is varied and consists of many items. In a country
yard there will be from 500 to 1,000 different items of stock In a
city yard it may be five times as many. He can never get an accurate
line on what is going to be wanted or how much of any one thing

'
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is going to be required. He only knows in a general way that his
customers want what they want when they want it. As a rule they
dp not know in advance what this will be. A well equipped lumber
yard must at all times be prepared to supply any demand that may
arise, and the retailer being in touch with local conditions is more
able to approximate coming demands than any other branch of the
trade. Oftentimes such demand may be a severe tax on the yard
called upon. Many, many times a neighboring yard has to help
out, and in no case could a scalper or a wholesaler or a manufacturer
be relied upon to furnish what was wanted with any sort of satis-
faction whatever, and the larger the order the more is this true. A
retailer with good judgment and foresight can to a considerable ex-
tent anticipate the wants of the community so that he can, either
alone or with help from his neighbor, be at all times equipped to sup-
ply the demand. The consumer could not do this. He could never
anticipate his wants with sufficient judgment to make it practical
to supply them by going round the retailer. Some have tried this
and failed. Others have done it under a misapprehension that they
were saving money. Plans in the building trade are not made very
long in advance, and this is truer to-day than ever before, so that the
building trade is not unlike the government after the great earth-
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quake at Messina. It was then that the United States Government
asked the authorities over there in what shape they would like their

appropriation, whether in cash or some other form. The reply came
back that they would rather have it in lumber. Certain specifications
were sent which could be supplied in duplicate and give satisfaction

and relief to all concerned. The important tiling was haste and
quick shipment, for delay meant suffering. If it had not been for

the facilities of the retail lumber dealer we venture to say that the
government would not and could not have rilled that order in its

entirety in months. As it was, the entire amount, aggregating tens
of thousands of dollars or several million feet, was supplied prac-
tically instantaneously. Now what is true in this big case is true
in the smaller ones.

In conclusion, we want to say with all emphasis that the retail

lumber business is freer from high finance or anything that partakes
of it than anything we know of. In all my connection with the trade,
which was clearly set forth in a previous article, I have never known
the retail lumber trade to spend one dollar to influence legislation
or to secure any special benefits in any way whatsoever,, and the
retail lumber dealers as a class are as clean and honest a set of mer-
chants as there is under the blue canopy of heaven.

THE WOODWORKER
Built-Up Veneered Doors

By George E. Walsh

The manufacturer of hardwood doors, with cores of light wood,
and outside veneering of some hardwood, is to-day an extensive
business and steadily on the increase, writes Geo. E. Walsh in
Wood-Craft. Their superiority to the solid hardwood door is ap-
parent to any who have had the handling of the latter, but they are
not only easier manipulated but cheaper.

Without the built-up or veneered doors it would be impossible
to supply the trade with all the hardwood doors demanded. The
result would be that the hardwood doors would be within the means
of the wealthy alone, and the medium and poor classes would have
to get along with the cheap pine or other softwood doors.

It is surprising to-day to see the extensive use to which the
hardwood veneered doors are put. Private houses of quite ordinary
construction, but artistically pretty, boast of doors that show up
almost as satisfactorily as those in the very expensive homes. Apart-
ment houses are equipped with built-up doors throughout, and their
handsome appearance adds greatly to the renting value of them. The
hardwood doors of this character can be made architecturally per-
fect at comparatively little cost so as to harmonize with the inter-
ior decorations, which could not be done with the ordinary softwood
door.

The veneered or built-up doors are used both for interior and
outside work, but the problem of manufacturers in making the lat-
ter has been to secure comparatively weather-proof veneered work
of a nature that will resist atmospheric changes. The cabinet-maker
who uses fine veneers does not have to face this problem, for his
furniture and other articles are all made for interior use, and the
atmospheric changes are slight. Outside doors exposed to wet and
damp weather must, however, possess more resisting capacity than
those used inside.

Injury from Moisture
Wr

e know that veneered work will stand a certain amount of
moisture without serious damage, but beyond this limit the injury
increases rapidly. When the moisture absorbed is sufficient to
loosen the glue holding the layers together, the top veneer will
buckle and eventually peel off. An outside door exposed at all
times to the weather may, in the case of a prolonged rain, become
so saturated with moisture that it will be ruined.

The relation of moisture to the strength and durability of wood
is one that is always of interest to-the woodworker, and the veneer
companies must consider it carefully. We know that proper dry-
ing greatly increases the strength of wood, the amount of increase
depending upon the species and the dryness. For instance the
strength of some green woods is increased 400 per cent, by a thor-
ough drying at the temperature of boiling water. Air-dried wood
containing only about 12 per cent, moisture is one to two time*
stronger than when green. Stiffness is also increased by drying.

But a fact not always appreciated by those handling well-sea-
soned lumber is that strength decreases again when the wood is al-
lowed to reabsorb moisture. When wood has been dried and is
resoaked it becomes weaker than when green. All veneered work
must therefore be kept as nearly dry as possible. If it becomes

saturated with moisture it loses much of its fine quality. The de-
gree of saturation of fibers varies in species. All species will absorb
a certain percentage of water,, and beyond that point the water simply
fills the pores of the wood like honey in a comb. It does not affect
the wood in any way, either making it weaker or stronger.

White ash has one of the lowest percentages of saturation of
our common woods. The saturation point is reached at 20 per cent,
of moisture. Red fir comes next, with a saturation point of 23 per
cent. ; then loblolly pine sapwood at 24 per cent. ; red gum, chest-
nut and longleaf pine at 25 per cent., Norway pine and Western
tamarack at 30 per cent., and red spruce at 31 per cent.

Larger timbers present even greater difficulties in drying, for
they require years before the moisture is reducd to the point where
strength begins to increase. There is also the danger to larger tim-
bers that comes from checking. If the checking is excessive it

may produce general weakness sufficient to overcome any strength
gained through drying. In making suitable hardwood veneers for
outside work makers have to consider these points, and when the
finished products are shipped a certain amount of anxiety is caused
by the carelessness of builders and carpenters. Veneered work must
never be shipped or stored where it is exposed to moisture. A good
deal of fine work has been ruined by this carelessness. Many build-
ers are so careless in storing their lumber material that they are
indifferent to the needs of veneered work.

For instance a quantity of handsomely veneered doors were
shipped to a builder, and instead of removing them at once from
the cars and storing them in a dry place they were left exposed
under a leaky shed for several days. It was a rainy spell and when
the doors were finally removed they were found to be a little

warped around the edges and ends.
The builder entered a complaint and a representative of the

mill made an examination of the damaged goods. They were found
to contain almost as much moisture as the green wood. They had
absorbed moisture during the rain storm which made them prac-
tically worthless for building purposes. Yet the builder entered a
claim for damages on the theory that as some of these doors were
intended for outside use they were therefore not up to the guarantee.

Weather-proof or Weather-weakened
This brings up the whole question of what is meant by outside

work. Outside veneered doors are not intended for exposure to rain
storms. They are intended only for use where there is at least a
protecting piazza or porch cover. No veneered work will withstand
a steady and constant soaking without warping and peeling.

The manufacturers have had their troubles in making weather-
proof veneered work, and they do not expect to produce work that
is to be soaked in water. A plain solid door will not stand this
long unless frequently painted or varnished to protect the wood.
Solid wood, as we have seen, that has been carefully and proper!}
dried will reabsorb moisture to such an extent that its texture is
considerably injured. The only possible way to avoid this is to
protect it by frequent painting and varnishing, and even then if
the ends and edges are not painted as thoroughlv as the sides and
panels injury will follow.

In veneer work the real damage begins with the glue which
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holds the different layers together. When the glue is softened by
the water, the veneers will buckle and peel off. In the best veneer
work, the different layers of thin wood will hold their position and
quality perfectly until the binding material has been weakened. Then
they can no longer be expected to retain their shape.

Gripping Power of Glue
This brings the whole question down to the glue. A weather-

proof glue will enhance the value of veneered doors a hundredfold
and prolong their life indefinitely. What we mean by weatherproof
glue is not a glue that will not eventually yield to the disintegrating
effects of water, but a glue that will not absorb moisture except
very slowly and will not soften until it has been exposed to a soak-
ing for a long time. No glue has yet been discovered that can
lay in water for days at a time without getting soft and losing its
gripping power.

There have been a number of waterproof glue substances made
and used, and some of these yield splendid results. They are
weather-proof, and will resist the ordinary absorption of moisture,
but they will not hold up under a long soaking. Undoubtedly any
improvement in the glue used for veneering would prove a great
boon to the trade.

A good deal of veneer work is done with ordinary glue, and it

is perfectly satisfactory for interior use. The cabinet-maker and fur-
niture designer do not have to consider the difficulties which the
builders of built-up veneered outside doors must encounter. Their
work must possess more of a weather-proof character.

The glue is the most useful part of the veneering, for the life-
time of the article cannot be greater than the lasting qualities of the
binder. In making hardwood doors for outside use, glue is em-
ployed as little as possible. The improved methods of millwork
enable the workmen to assemble and build up the doors with a min-
imum of glue. Owing to the peculiar construction of the rails of
the door, glue is not used in fastening in the panels to the rails
except, perhaps, in a single panel door. The panels are entirely
surrounded by stiles and rails which in their turn are firmly fas-
tened to each other.

The most susceptible part of a veneered door to moisture is
the edge parts. The moisture cannot strike through the panels or
the rails and stiles so quickly as it will creep up through the ends
and sides. Manufacturers fully realize this circumstances and in
sending out built-up doors they frequently call attention to this
fact. In order to protect the bottom and' top of the doors, some
good paint or wood preservative is sometimes used. This paint is
of a very oily nature and is applied in two coats so that the grain
of the wood is well saturated with it. If brought up to the ed°e
of the door without flowing over it, the paint will form a skin that
will prove water-tight.

Almost any woodwork is varnished or painted to resist water
and moisture, and if the covering is repeated often enough the pro-
tection is perfect. In this work for outside doors only such paint
suitable for outdoor work should be used. That it is possible to use
both a paint and varnish that will stand up well in wet weather we
have only to investigate the decks and sides of boats, which are
exposed to the weather more than any other class of articles A
good spar varnish used on the decks of boats will last a whole
season without renewing, and during that time it will be exposed
repeatedly to rains and the wash of the sea. Moreover, the sea
water is salty, which increases its power of disintegrating paint
the same is true of many of the paints used on the outside of the
hulls. They will stand up well all season and protect the wood
from getting wet.

Now to make veneered doors for outside work perfectly satis-
factory it is quite evident that the builders and manufacturers must
resort to processes of paint and varnish protection equally satisfac-
tory as those adopted by boat builders. If the panels, sides, edges
and all other parts thus hermetically sealed up by a thick layer of
spar varnish or some equally good paint even an inferior glue used
for binding the layers of veneer together would last a long time
Li the glue is not weatherproof, then the varnish and paint must
be so.

Finish of Veneered Doors
Generally speaking the manufacturers of veneered doors put

them together and merely paint or varnish them with a priming
coat I he rest of the finish is done by the painters after the doors
are hung in position. The painting or varnishing is a part of the
decoration of the house itself. This is the weak" link in the chain
00

".' lt'" rbrnrators work only for effect and forget the pre-
servative nature of their work. The panels and sides are varnished
and finished oil beautifully, but the edges are frequently left just
as they come from the factory. The result is that beautiful doors
are thus often warped and buckled within a comparatively short
time through undue exposure to the weather.

To overcome any such possible damage, which in the end is

apt to reflect upon the manufacturers of the doors, a number of com-
panies to-day use special protecting coats of paint or varnish for
these vulnerable points. The edges are thoroughly painted with
prepared compositions which will seal up the ends for a long time.
This method of treatment proves the most satisfactory in the long
run, for if the doors are not then properly treated by the carpenter
and painter they will last a long time before moisture can be ab-
sorbed to destroy the veneers.

A practice that has been observed by some factories in recent
years is to line the edges, to]) and bottom, with copper sheeting or
some other kind of metal that will not rust. This thin metal sheet-
ing is nailed in position after the ends of the doors have been painted
or treated with some kind of wood preservative. The metal sheet-
ing is not absolutely watertight at the edges, but it is so near to
it that very little moisture finds its way up into the woodwork. To
prevent the edges of the metal sheeting from turning up and catch-
ing, it is necessary to fasten close to the wood, and in some cases
it is buried slightly in it. The joint between the wood and the metal
is made invisible, and the woodwork is not marred at all. Such
work, however, is intended only for outside doors or those connect-
ing with vestibules where they are exposed to a maximum of mois-
ture.

Manufacturing Hardwood Flooring
Necessity for Excessive Care in Order to Maintain Qual-
ity of Production — Difficulties Caused by Faulty Laying

The business activity of every hardwood flooring manufacturer
may be likened to a pair of scales, whose balances consist of the
producing departments, which serve to get quality, and of the ser-
vice department, which must contain definite connection with and
supervision over the contracting force that lays the floor. Of the
two balances, the latter may be reckoned as the more important.

The first consideration, that of quality in production, resulting
from a well-equipped and scientifically-managed plant, is what affords
the manufacturer his first really strong grip on the field. In the
commonly used policy of selling from manufacturer to the flooring
contractor who makes a specialty of laying, and who acts as the
middleman between the producer and consumer, the contractor is
quick to grasp the service of the best-equipped mill in his vicinity,
the one that will produce for him the finest grade of flooring or par-
quetry, will deliver it on time, and the one that is generally sub-
stantially backed. The manufacturer gains advertisement through
the excellence of his product and it is by his works that he first
becomes a power in his territory.

But in maintaining prestige that has once been gained it is
necessary to pay attention to the second balance of the scales of
business. After the first step of flooring production has been suc-
cessfully managed, the flooring man is practically in his dealer's
or contractor's hands. Whatever weal or woe comes to the name
of his establishment through popular opinion of his floors is di-
rectly traceable to influences that are controlled by men who lav
the strips.

Obviously, no matter how good the floor, if it is carelessly laid
the house-owner is justified absolutely in registering a strenuous
complaint, and though it be due absolutelv to no fault of the floor-
ing manufacturer, that worthy is bound to receive what is termed
a black eye in business, the unrestrained "kick" of a dissatisfied
consumer. If a satisfied customer may be rated as the best adver-
tiser in the world, certainly a disgruntled patron ranks as the most
ertective thorn in the side of the business man.

The flooring stock may be of the finest quartered oak or maple
milled to a nicety and finished even better than piano surfaces, and
yet if that stock is laid badly, and it cracks and buckles after a little
wear, the owner of the building will forget all about quality in his
remembrance of poor workmanship. He becomes a chronic "knocker"
on the flooring mill or dealer who supplied the stockr and he does
not hesitate to tell his friends about it. Evidently, through not ex-
ercising supervision over the contractors who lay his floors the
manufacturer stands all to lose ajid nothing to win.

The hardwood flooring manufacturer who goes ahead in business
with the jaunty assertion that he does no direct contracting himself
and therefore is not responsible for the standing of his product with
the public, makes a mistake. He should have every dealer safe
under his circumspect wing. The time and trouble' expended insupplying dealers with definite instructions covering the work of
laying floors are amply compensated for by a harvest of satisfied
customers.

It is up to the flooring trade to provide means of tracing the
°
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and to ascertain the degree of satisfaction

aflorded the consumer, from the time the finished stock ?oes to the
contractor until it is in actual and every-day use. It Ts the con-
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sumer who furnishes the demand, and the contractor, who merely

acts as middleman, is energetically hustling for business and then

patronizing the nearest and best-reputed mill or wholesaler.

The dealer in hardwood flooring should watch the conditions

that surround the laying of his floor. He should refuse to supply

a job that is not just right; that is, when the weather is bad or the

structure itself is unsuited to receive the interior finish and flooring,

by reason of not being thoroughly dried out. Furthermore, he

should not furnish stock more quickly than it can be laid, for hard-

wood flooring subjected to varying weather conditions about a build-

ing that is nearing completion is sure to prove unsatisfactory.

He should also drop in to inspect the flooring while the work of

laying is in progress, and if this be practicable he will have no dif-

ficulty in gaining the contractor's co-operation in eliminating bad or

careless workmanship. The contractor may not be able to be on
that particular job all the time, but he will be glad to assist in

straightening out points that are suggested as the result of the com-
petent flooring man's inspection.

The accepted idea of fire-proof construction which prevails now-
adays in office building, business structure and even in the home,
offers unpleasant possibilities to the flooring manufacturer. Fire-

proof construction nowadays demands concrete floors, but a con-
crete surface is a cold and forbidding proposition for general utility,

however much it may tend to eliminate fire hazard. Consequently,
the concrete workers set strips of wood in the floor and hardwood
finish is laid over these foundation strips. No matter how im-
posing the office building or factory, it can be beautified and also

fire-proofed through a concrete, hardwood-surfaced floor.

But a concrete floor that has been trowled off for its hardwood
surface is about the shiftiest material that the flooring manufacturer
could have to deal with. The concrete is still wet and persists in

remaining damp, so that the upper surface of wooden strips begins
to cup within a few weeks after the building is heated for occu-
pancy, and the moisture begins to arise from the fireproofing.

In one of the largest cities of the Ohio valley, where the erec-
tion of a big hospital has just been completed, a certain flooring

contractor laid thousands of square feet directly over a new con-
crete floor. Two months after the work was completed and the
big institution was warmed thoroughly, all the flooring began to

cup until the surface in a bedroom or section of hall looked like

a miniature "Ocean Wave" or "Racer Dip" at Coney Island. The
board of supervisors of the hospital decided at once that the man
who made the flooring was responsible. Although the stock was
perfect, they couldn't see that the method of laying could have any-
thing to do with it, and placed the blame on the poor manufacturer
of the material. That is only one instance wherein flooring men
have been visited with popular displeasure because of the sins of
the contractors.

The flooring man should watch fire-proof structures that are
being finished with his product more closely than any others. The
best and absolutely safe plan is to wait several months after the
concrete is laid, so as to subject it to all climatic conditions, but it

is often the case that a structure cannot be held up so long. In such
event it becoriies necessary for the flooring producer to specify
with his contractor that a few coats of reliable, water-proof paint be
applied to the concrete after it has set, or that a couple of layers
of water-proof paper be laid over the coating between the concrete
and the hardwood floor. Such precautions as these preclude the pos-
sibility of disaster.

"It is absolutely amazing," said a prominent flooring man who
is an enthusiastic disciple of the doctrine of co-operative inspec-
tion, "to note that lots of flooring men are willing to have their
stock laid as soon as the outside structural work is completed. Some-
times the windows and doors are not in, and new floors are sub-
jected to all sorts of weather. I make it a point to insist that my
floors be laid after the house is as tight as a drum,, just a few days
prior to its occupancy. Furthermore, I burn charcoal heaters twenty-
four to forty-eight hours in the rooms to be floored before the work
begins, as the result of arrangements with the contractors. The
outcome of these precautions is that I never have had an unsatis-
factory residence job since I inaugurated the system."

In dealing with work that must be laid over sub-floors, there
are also numerous opportunities for slips in satisfactory execution.
The sub-floor is almost invariably poorly conditioned to receive the
hardwood superstructure. Remedies for such conditions exist in the
flooring man specifying that the sub-floor be of kiln-dried stock.
In illustration of this point may be cited a recent occurrence in a
lug eastern hotel. The owners had completed the structure and
wished to provide a handsome hardwood floor for its big ball-room
in double-quick time, so that the opening could be celebrated.

A big flooring company which is very circumspect took a look
at the job and decided that the sub-floor, constructed of rather green
stock, would eventually ruin any hardwood floor surface. The floor-
ing experts asked for a month's time to heat the ball-room and dry

out the sub-floor, but this was refused and the work was awarded to

another company, which went ahead and laid the floor amid the worst

possible physical surroundings. Within a month the floor cracked

and buckled, and the wise operators who had at first refused the

job were awarded a contract for replacement.

In connection with the existence of bad physical surroundings

in the job itself there is the fact that flooring contractors are often

poorlv equipped to handle storage of stock flooring strips for future

use. They supply themselves plentifully, but frequently keep their

stocks in 'warehouses that are neither heated nor especially well

protected from falling weather. The result is that a lot of strips that

are damaged by the weather are forced into commission because the

contractor does not wish to stand the loss, and the ill effect of the

procedure eventually hits the manufacturer. As a remedy for this

undesirable feature, numerous mill operators are refusing to sell

stock to any operator who is not equipped with a heated storage

compartment for its safe-keeping.—Hardwood Record.

Saving the Waste of the Plant

In the manufacture of broom handles there is as much, if not

more waste than in almost any other line of woodworking, writes

H. B. Alexander in the Wood-Worker. It is necessary, from the

nature of things, to use the best lumber that can be obtained, yet

this is of so high a price that, in order to be aide to pay a dividend,

we have to watch out for every little leak. We have at last been

able to discover a market for the short ends that come from the

cut-off saw, at a price that will pay us about 60 per cent, of what

the cost of the lumber was.

We are able to work our edgings from the rip saw, and the

culls from the lathe and the inspection room, into toy handles, and

make a little profit on the labor in working them up, and now we
are baling our shavings and selling them. This was hard to start,

and for several years we buried them up to get rid of them (we

use electric power). The failure of the straw crop last year made
it scarce and high-priced, and the farmers and horse and cattle

men turned to shavings as a last resort, and found, to their surprise,

that they are better than straw for bedding. Hard maple shavings

have no odor, and so are very valuable for dairy barns, as they are

cleaner than straw.

One trouble came when we started to baling these up. As they

come from the lathes they are nice, light and flakey, but when they

have passed through the fan and collector they are badly broken

up, and are so fine that we found it impossible to bale them satis-

factorily. We put in a conveyor belt, 8-in. wide, under the floor

and under each one of the lathes, with boxes at each one to catch

the shavings, and run this to a bucket elevator, like that used in

»rain elevators to raise grain to higher levels. This, in turn, dumped
into another conveyor belt running off at an angle into the baling

room, some 60 ft. away. They arrived there in the same shape as

they first came from the lathe.

Then came the baling. We at first thought we could bale them
with the regular horse-power hay-baler, and indeed some firms do
this, but they have shavings that are more stringy. This would
not work, as it made the bales very tight at the bottom and very

loose at the top, also made them too heavy. We decided that an

upright baler would do the work, so borrowed a common waste-

paper baler, run with a hand lever. This would bale them good and
tieht. but the bales were about 32 in. long and would weigh about
120 lbs., which was too heavy. We finally found one that would
make the bales as short as we wanted. We made bales on this that

were about 26 in. long and weighed about 80 lbs., which is a nice-

sized bale. One man on this machine could turn out about sixty

of these bales a day, doing all the work himself. But it was very
hard on him, so we figured around until we wrorked out a baler

run by city water pressure. This is fine; we can bale 150 bales a

day with it. In fact, the amount per day depends on how fast the

man can tie the wires and get the bales out.

Our next problem was to get the bales into the cars, as the

shavings room is about 20 ft. above the level of the switch and 80
ft. away, with a 30-ft. roadway in between. We rigged up a chain

conveyor that takes the bales on the level up to the edge of the

roadway and there dumps onto a slide that is movable and is placed
from the convevor to the car. This causes less handling and makes
car-loading a pleasure instead of the usual hard work.

Reports from Nelson. R.C., state that it is now certain that the pulp
& paper mill projected by Mr. C. P. Pride and his associates of Spokane,
Washington, will be erected at Nelson. The mill is to be operated by a

power plant which will be constructed in the vicinity of the site selected.

Tt is also reported that the plant will give employment to 300 families.

At the commencement of operation the output will be 30 tons of paper
per day. It is intended subsequently to increase the caoacity of the mill

and to open paper box making and envelone factories. The plant is to be
located a mile west of the city, and will qost in the neighborhood of

$3,000,000, exclusive of the cost of the power plant. Timber will be ob-
tained from the surrounding district, where large quantities are available.
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WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED—One or more cars, dry inch cullAsh or Elm. Reply Box 470, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Out. 7

WANTED—300 M. feet of 4/4-in. dry
Beech. Stock coming from district of Geor-
gian Bay preferred. Apply Box 45G, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 6-7

Basswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter

cut preferred. Apply Firstbrook Box Co.,
Ltd., Toronto, Ont. 7.^

Saw Logs Wanted
Red and White Pine, Hemlock and Spruce

Write in particulars of what you have Reid
Bros., Bothwell, Ont. 2-7

Lumber Wanted
Have standing orders for dry Pine, Spruce,

and Hemlock. Millers write B. F. John-
ston, 167 Mutual street, Toronto, Ont "

7

Basswood Wanted
Twenty carloads of white winter cut Bass-

wood, No. 1 Common and Better grade,
plump 1-in. thick when dry, For further
particulars apply Box 455, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. j f

White and Red Pine Wanted
3 in. x 6-in-7-in. 18 ft. Tank Stock, also

Quarter Cut White Pine Pump Squares.

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Ont. t.f.

We want to purchase a quantity of dry
Maple, Elm, Basswood and Birch, and also
contract for the present winter and coming
spring cuts of Hardwood lumber. Address
The London Lumber Co., London, Ont 4 7

Lumber Wanted
Large quantities of Soft Elm Lumber, 1-in.

and grades No. 1 common and better. Es-
pecially attractive prices.

J. S. FINDLAY,
2-7 Owen Sound, Ont

Pickets Wanted
We want at once and during 1912 4/4 x

44 in. and 48 in.; 5/4 x 44 in. and 48 in ;

6/4 x 44 in. and 48 in. White Pine, Spruce
Basswood or Poplar Squares. Will buy a
car or your entire output.
40 Hox 58, Ogdensburg, N.Y

Lumber Wanted
200,000 feet 1-in. Hard Maple.
100,000 feet 1-in. Soft Maple
200,000 feet 1-in. Basswood
100,000 feet 1 in. Elm
25,000 feet 2-in. Elm
50,000 feet 1-in. Black Ash
50,000 feet 2-in. Hard Maple.
Give full particulars of what you have to

offer.

Apply Box No. 402, Canada Lumberman
'1 oronto, Ont.

Spruce Wan
We can use short Spruce 4/4 i- and 5/4-

in., in 2/5 ft. and 0/11 ft.

Describe what you have to offer, and give
lowest price delivered here.

THE RATHBUN COMPAN

.

3-8 Deseronto,

Sawdust Wanted
Two cars per week coarse sawdust for de-

livery at Chippewa, Ontario, via Michigan
Central Railroad. State price per car and
freight rate.

NORTON COMPANY,
58 Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Hardwood
Wanted

3,000,000 feet Hard Maple, Soft Elm, Rock
Elm, Beech, Birch, Basswood, Ash, Oak, and
Soft Maple, for delivery, shipping dry dur-
ing 1912. Sawn to our sizes. State what
you have to offer and lowest prices for spot
cash. Inspection at mill. Apply Manufac-
turer, Box 401, Canada Lumberman, Toron-
to, Ont. j.g

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale
To the trade only: Birch, Maple, Bass-

wood and Elm in all thicknesses. Send us
your enquiry. The Meaford Lumber Company'
Meaford, Ont. 7.23

For Sale
1-in., 1%-in., l'/2 -in. and 2-in. mill cull

White Pine in strips and sidings. Fred T
Smith, Board of Trade Building, Montreal

1-t.f.

For Sale
5 cars dry 1-in. Birch Com. & Btr.
4 cars dry 1-in. Black Ash, Com. & Btr.
3 cars dry 1-in. Soft Elm, Com. & Btr.
3 cars dry 1-in. Birch, Ash and Elm Culls

Apply to Box 409, Canada Lumberman, Tor-
onto, Ont. 7

Pine Lumber and Timber For Sale
We have 15,000 pine logs 12 ft. and 16 ft.

lengths, 5 in. and up diameter, which we
are prepared to saw under contract into
squares or lumber as desired. Correspon-
dence invited. The Pearce Co., Limited
Marmora, Ont. 5_ t f

For Sale
80 M. feet 1-in. Basswood shorts, 2 to 5 ft
One car lj^-in. Soft Maple, log run.
Three cars 1-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash
Two cars 1^-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.
Two cars 2-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.
Two cars 3-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.

GEO. C. GOODFELLOW,
Montreal, Que.

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
Holmes Fast Feed Perfection Planer and

Matcher: capacity 15" x 6". Variable feed
up to l.)0 feet per minute. T. R. Eaton &
Sons, Limited, Orillia. 7

Pine or Spruce Wanted
Wanted; million feet pine or spruce 1x4

and up shorts, 1911 or 1912 cut. Quote
price delivered and state when you " can
commence shipment.

ZIMMERMAN BROS.,
58 Tavistock, Ont.

2-TF

FOR SALE
Sawmill, in good condition, on Bllrford Lake

iix miles from Wiarton, equipped with 70 II.
:

'. boiler, HO H.P. engine, new carriage by Long
, Orillia, Out,., good trimmers and endless

in a 1 Inch men t for hauling logs out of water,
1 enns, etc., apply Masaey-llams Com-

pany, T oronto. 4.7 p

.
Sawmill for sale, together with outfit, con-

sisting of a 05 H P. Ames Locomotive Type
Boiler; a 50 HP. vim Engine, 12 x 15 in
first-class condition; also a No. 1 Lane Saw-
mill; a Lane Pony three-saw Edger; Connell
Lath Machine and Bolter, together with But-
ting Saws; also Pulleys, Shafting, Belting
and Tools. Will sell for cash or take pay-
ments in lumber. Tf interested address Box
433, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 4-9

For Sale Cheap
One Double Surfacer, 30 x 12, Holmes Buffalo
builder.

One r-olrlie MeCulloch End Matcher
One W. g. Sherman Side Flooring boring
machine.

One Swine Cut-ofT Saw.
Apply S. E. Carss Lumber Companv.

6-9
Orillia, Ont.

Saw Mill For Sale
On Georgian Bay. adiacent to North Shore

good two-storey circular mill in good run-
ning condition, double edger, trimmers, capa-
city about 12,000 feet per day; plenty timber
available and ready sale for slabs: splendid
opportunity for small millman ; will be sold
cheap as owners have other interests re-
quiring their attention. Box 444, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5-TF

Whitney Saw Mill For Sale
We offe^ the Whitney' mill at $25,000 as it

stands. This mill is equipped with good
heavy machinery and is in good repair. Cost
when new $170,000.00. Has three single
cutting nine foot baM mills and one nine
foot band re-saw. Three edgers, trimmers,
lath and picket mill, shafting, pulleys, belt-
ing, etc. 751) horse-power Eneine with bat-
tery of eight boilers, 6 ft. x 20 ft. Machine
shop, refuse burner, sprinklers, lighting plant
etc.

THE MUNN LUMBER CO
Orillia, Ont.

Going Out of Lumber Business
1 door cramp, 1 veneer Dress. 1 glue tank

1 sash sticker, 2 Grand Rapids, 4 bit sash
pulley boxer, 1 foot power mitre machine
1 20-in. single surfacer, 1 post borer 6
carpenter benches, etc. 1 15-in. McGregor
Gourlay matcher, 2 12-in. Cowan stickers, 1
2f>-m. Cowan double surfacer, 1 Cowan band
resaw, 1 rope drive complete, dry kiln
trucks, 1 pipe bender, 1 24-in. timber planer-
knives, pulleys, etc. Apply
7-tf Gold Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Machinery For Sale
Carver, four spindle, Rohlman.
Povefailer, Boults.
Saw Cummer, Rogers.
Cut-off Saw, Railway.
Rip-saw, circular self feed, Williamsport.
Swing saws, five and six foot.
Rip saw, band, Berlin, 44 in. wheel.
Re-saw, band, American, 48-in. wheel, car-

riage IS ft.

Moulder 6 in., 2 side Smith.
Moulder 6 in., 3 side Smith.
Moulder fi in., 4 side Houston.
Moulder, 9 in., 4 side Fay,
Moulder, 12 in., 4 side wood inside.
Planer, 24 in. Cincinnati.
Planer, 20 in.. Gem.
Planer & Matcher 9 in. by 6 in. Berlin.
Sander, hand feed, drum 24 in. diameter.
Sander, Perry, power, 24 in. two drum.
Shaper, home made, wood frame, 2 spindle.
Shaper, iron frame, wood table, 2 spindle

light.

Shaper, iron frame, wood table, 2 spindle,
heavy.

Jointer, chair seat.
Jointer, 10 in. Clement.

,

Mortiser, Smith.
Mortiser, Bit.

Engines and boilers.

O. L. PACKARD MACHINERY Co.
c Milwaukee, Wis.

WANTED- EMPLOYMENT

Advertisements under this heading one cent aword per insertion. Box No. 10 cents extra
Minimum charge 25 cents

Machinery For Sale
A Waterous No. 4 Band Saw Mill, with

( arrive Saws. Live Rolls, and complete Fil-

.
Ronm

.
equipment, also several GoodWoodworking Machines, in splendid condi-

tion.

J. S. FINDLAY,
Owen Sound, Ont

POSITION WANTED
first-class band and band resaw filer, doubleor single cut. Fifteen years experience. Giltedged references. Apply box 468 CanadaLumberman, Toronto, Ont. 7.9

WANTED
Position as Band Sawyer on Left liana

side, tor the coming season, have lone ex-perience and first clash references; sevenyears on last job. Apply to P. D. Leggero,Norwood Grove, Winnipeg, Man. 6-8

W A N'TED -POSITION
l

pi a ,^
n
^
ineer in

.

Sawit»'" or Woodworking
la

!
n

'
lo"K experience with Corliss and otheTengines; steam feed and setworks, niggers

JXU!
m
°Ur „

haVC cerlifi«te, reference andtools Will go anywhere. Reply Box 452Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 7-8

en!^TEI,i

_J
f
P°V^ 0" by a man experi-enced ,n all the different branches of thetimber trade for the past twelve years, andused to the handling of men to obtain re

suits. Have been with my present firm fortwelve years. W, 1 consider any offer. Box
4b.i, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 6-7

WANTED—Position as bookkeeper withlumber firm in Ontario. Twelve years' ex-
perience, mostly as office manager- age 34
years. Acquainted thoroughly with all de-partments of lumber office. Best of refer-

wo
eVfurn

j
slle

T
d on application. Apply Box

JJii, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 1-8

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Advertisements under this heading two cents aword per insertion. Minimum charge 50 cents

Sawmill Help Wanted
WANTED: Two band saw setters, twoedgermen, also other sawmill help. Prince

Sask
rt ber Co- Ltd

>
Prince Albert,

WANTED—Sawyer for double cut bandwork to start about April 1st. State wage
expected and give references. Box 461 Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. t f

WANTED—A good honest timber cruiser
especially to locate tie timber, also to take
charge of bush operation, could employ agood man all the year round. Reply, Box
449, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 6-7

WANTED—A male bookkeeper and steno-grapher for retail lumber and planing mill
business. Applicant must be experienced inlumber business. State age, amount of ex-
perience and salary wanted. Applications willbe considered if not a stenographer. Apply toAllan S. Nicholson, Burlington. 7

WANTED—Hardwood lumber salesman in
Ontario, to represent a large American man-
ufacturer of Northern and Southern Hard-
woods. Good commission and exclusive ter-
ritory to the right party.
Apply E. J. Macintyre, 4059 Perry Street.

Chicago, 111. g.f

Sawyers and Engineers Wanted
Head sawyer for circular mill gun shot

feed no filing, shingle sawyer for horizontal
Perkins machine, engineer with certificate
operations start May 1, 1912. Apply to

J- E. MURPHY & CO.,
'"° Tobermory, Ont.

WANTED: Experienced accountant with
knowledge of stenography and typewriting for
saw mill office in B. C. Must be well up in
all branches of lumber mill office work.
Steady position to right party who must be
practical, sober and agreeable. Apply giving
references, what experience, age, habits, etc.,
to L. E. W., care of Canada Lumberman, p'

O. Box 2727, Winnipeg, Man. 7
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale
Mills, docks and trams at Fort River, Mich.

Call or write t», I. Stephenson Company,
Trustees, Wells, Michigan. 7-lU

Timber Limit For Sale
1,200 acres Hardwood, Hemlock and Cedar.
Some Pine ; 9 million feet for $5,000 cash.
Five miles from railroad ; two from river.

I5ox 431, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
0-t.f.

For Sale Timber Limit
50 square miles, excellent quality of Spruce,

North Saskatchewan; driveable river divid-
ing limit. Address Box 464, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 4

For Sale
Heavy portable saw mill with single edger,

also Leonard Eclipse boiler and engine 35
h.p. Mill now running in first class order.
Situated near Delaware Village. For fur-

ther particulars apply Geo. A. Patrick, Dela-
ware, Ont. 5-tf

Partner wanted, sleeping or active, with
$10,000, to manufacture small articles from
hardwood. I have a ten-year contract in my
pocket for all I can produce. Fifty per cent,
profits, unlimited quantity of suitable timber.
Don't answer unless you have the cash. Box
378, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5-8

Timber Limits For Sale
Can be quickly and profitably disposed of
by advertising them on this page. This is

where buyers of timber property look for op-
portunities to invest, if your "ad" is here the
investor will see it. Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. tf.

Timber Limit For Sale
Ninety-three square miles of spruce tamar-

ack timber, estimated at 297,000,000 feet B.M.,
along the Carrat River, Saskatchewan, for
$275,000. $75,000 down, the balance on
terms. For particulars write John Anderson,
Box 661, Saskatoon, Sask. 5-8

For Sale
Established Lumber Business, with first-

class mill, now running full time. Timber
limits with 20 to 30 million feet of standing
pine timber conveniently located, and all

merchandise, etc. Price $55,000. This is

worthy of investigation. Address Box 332,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 19 22-t.f.

Given Free
Water with electric power and situation for

plant to manufacture hardwood furniture and
chairs. Will enter partnership with any man
who has proved himself capable of success in
the furniture and chair business, either one
or both, will also finance the enterprise.

Chas. T. White & Son, East Apple River,
Cumberland Co., N.S. 5-8

Canadian Timber Limits
E. STEWART (Forest Engineer)
Dealer in Timber Limits, Ontario and

Western farm lands and town property. Ex-
cellent investments now open. Correspond-
ence invited. 84 King Street East, Toronto.
Phone Main 5609. C

For Sale
Mill and Plant situated on Bay Lake of

Montreal River and within the town limit
Town of Latchford on T. & N. O. Ry. Plant
consists of one Boiler, 60 in. diam. by 14 ft.

long, full flush front and rated at 70 h.p.
Right Hand Engine, 12 in. x 16 in., esti-

mated 64 h.p.
Three Moreau Machine Pulpwood Barkers

and Pullup and all saws, shafting, belts, etc.,
including extras.

Siding of T. & N. O. Railway runs into
mill yard

; good storing point for logs. With
very little extra cost, a circular saw and car-
riage could be installed as the power is suf-
ficient. This plant has been in use about
10 months only and is in good condition.
An excellent bargain for the right parties.
Write or communicate with C. & H. D.
Gamble, 28 Scott street, Toronto, Solicitors
for Owners. 2-7
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Saw Machines

The question as to which is the

best device of tension for band
saws—spring or lever—is of con-

siderable importance, says a cor-

respondent of The Timber Trades
Journal. It is surprising that

there are so many band saws in

operation and in the market hav-

ing lever and weight as the

means of tension. In comparison
with the spring the lever is cer-

tainly more impracticable and in-

jurious to the life of the saw. The
latter will instantaneously yield

to any abnormal or sudden strain

to which the saw may at times

be subjected, but this cannot be

said regarding the lever. In the

event of a sudden thud on the

blade ten times the amount of

pressure would be required to in-

stantly move the lever compared
with the spring, which means
that a uniform strain can be

maintained where the spring is

used independent of any sudden
jerk or thud which the saw may
encounter.

your sketch and see if the cutter

would stand it?

European countries, only a twen-
tieth part of their area being cov-

ered with forest.

"Screeching" Driving Belts

It is not an unusual sound in a

saw mill to hear driving belts

screeching, and as this means loss

of power and damage to belts

the cause should always be at

once sought out and remedied.

Supposing the belts are of suffi-

cient width to easily transmit the

power and are not too tight, the

most frequent cause of screech-

ing arises from the driving and
driven pulleys not being dead
true with one another, and this

causes the belt to run spirally,

stretching it unevenly and reduc-

ing the arc of contact or driving

power between the belt and the

pulley faces. Again, belts are

often allowed to rub on part of

the face of a tight pulley when
standing or against its edges or

the stationary bars of striking

gear
;

consequently they become
unduly stretched on their edges,

and their driving power is reduc-

ed in proportion, as complete con-

tact does not then take place.

Bevels for Planing

Eor planing softwood the bevel

of the cutting edge should be
more extended than when used
for hardwood. An angle of from
30° to 25° to the face of the iron

is the best for softwood; if they
are made much less than this the

edges of the cutters would not

have enough substance to enable

them to stand up to their work.
For working hardwood an angle

of from 40° to 50° is usually

found most suitable. Cutterblocks
are usually made so that the iron

strikes the wood at an angle of

about 60°, consequently they can
be used for moderately hard as

well as soft woods. Many oper-

ators grind cutters with a double
bevel, leaving about ^ in. to be
whetted to a keen edge by hand,
which can be altered if desired

to suit different woods. Why
not try the acute angle shown on

The idea of an extensive forest

generally calls to mind the for-

ests of South America or the

heart of Africa, but it is a surpris-

ing fact that in proportion to its

size Europe is much more exten-

sively wooded than the rest of

the globe, says an exchange. It

is calculated that nearly a third

of the surface of Europe is cov-

ered with trees, whereas the pro-

portion over the whole land area

of the world is only about one-

quarter. Finland and Sweden
have the greatest extent of forest

land, half of their surface being

covered with trees. Britain and

Portugal are the least wooded of

Circular saws above 48 in. di-

ameter work as well, if not bet-

ter, with guiding pir.o v;:t^

plaited yarn
;
besides, the forme!

appliance is much more easil>

adjusted. Gasket or plaited yarn

packing should be confined to

comparatively thin gauge saws
below 48 in. diameter for board

wood cutting or re-sawing. Saws
of 60 in. diameter for breaking

down work are usually so thick

that (if the teeth are well trim-

med and the saw otherwise in

good working order) they would
perform their work without pack-

ing of any description.

The Fernie Lumber
Co., Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch

Rough arid Dressed Lumber
Dimension and Bridge Timber

a Specialty

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE, B.C.

Our Specialty is

Results

-^ mi
DUMBER!

Results

The above cut shows the office of a large lumber

firm who had placed an advertisement in the

Wanted and For Sale Department

of this paper, for a lumber salesman If

YOU
want a lumber salesman, shipper, bookkeeper,

superintendent, sawyer, filer or any other em-

ployee, you know how to get him

Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker

Toronto Canada



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

The retail lumber trade in Ontario has been remarkably active
since the beginning of the present year. In Western Ontario par-
ticularly there is a good demand and the indications are that it

will continue into the building season. Travellers for wholesalers
report that retail yards seem to be doing a good business. The
trouble is, in fact, that business is likely to be too large in some
lines before new stock commences to arrive on the market. A rep-
resentative of a Toronto wholesale house, who recently visited the
mill points in Northern Ontario, reports that unsold stocks at the
mills are very scarce. A fair supply is still to be had of the com-
mon and dressing lines, but in all the other grades a great scarcity
exists. As to mill and dead culls there seems to be practically
none in the country, and the prices are from $1.50 to $2.00 per
thousand higher than they were a year ago.

The severity and duration of the present winter promises to
have a retarding effect upon the mills and most of them will be
later than usual in starting their spring operations. Last year at
this time some of the boats were already running. This year it

looks as though it will be late in April before the boats can oper-
ate. As a result, all arrivals of new stocks on the market will be
delayed considerably. The mills, moreover, have been handicapped
by the failure of the railway companies to move their stocks. Great
quantities of lumber which have been sold have not yet been de-
livered. The lumber yards are still piled full of snow which lies
two or three feet deep on top of the piles, and covers many of the
sidings. The railway companies have provided very few cars, be-
cause most of them are snowed up in different parts of the country.
The railroads, moreover, are short of engines and have been handi-
capped by the coal scarcity also; so that a number of features
have combined to cause a delav in the moving of lumber from
the mills.

Speaking of this feature of the situation, a well known travel-
ling representative of a firm of wholesalers states that when the
railroads are able to supply cars there will surely be a great rush of
business. The present condition is the worst that he has seen in
this connection for years. His firm have from a hundred to a hun-
dred and fifty cars on order Avhich they cannot get out. The situ-
ation, in fact, is a most regrettable one. It is characterized by an
extra demand and an utter impossibility to deliver stocks. From
the retailers' point of view it looks as if the part of wisdom at the
present time would be to order stocks well in advance because when
the rush commences, stocks will be hard to secure and prices are
almost certain to stiffen.

figure. A slight improvement is noted in the demand for shingles
Sales of clears have been made of late at $3.35. At New York
a bright outlook is reported for the building trade, and the out-
look in the market for eastern spruce is encouraging. A fairly sat-
isfactory trade is reported in hardwoods and higher prices are ex-
pected on account of low supplies at the mills. Oak is moving
well in the plain sizes and the same applies to maple and birch. The
market for hemlock is unchanged, but the outlook is bright as the
building activity in suburban sections is likely to increase.

Great Britain

Importers in Great Britain arc in a general state of uncertainty
regarding the immediate future of the lumber market. The labor
unrest and the uncertainty in connection with freight rates have
caused a widespread interference with trade. Importers are at a
loss to understand why the moderate advance in the prices of coal
should bring about an increase in freight rates anything like what
is predicted. The addition to tonnage which is being made every
month by the commercial fleet of Great Britain makes the expected
advance rather difficult to explain, unless it be that a boom in trade
is to occur shortly, of greater proportion than any which has taken
place in previous years. Of course, this is not impossible but it
is highly improbable.

The ci.f. market for spruce continues unchanged and very firm
with a noticeable tendency towards higher prices. Only a very
small quantity is being offered through west coast ports, and it is
quickly appropriated by importers at the asking prices. It is re-
ported that a fair amount of spruce is available for shipment, but
that the freight room available is scarce. Liner shipments are
therefore confined to small parcels. The upward tendency of freight
rates is certain to have the effect of increasing ci.f. values On

Eastern Canada
The lumber trade in Eastern Canada is suffering from the same

complaint of shortage of cars as that in many other parts of the
country. Reports from Montreal include numerous complaints upon
this score, every branch of the trade and industry being disorgan-
ized, as it is a matter of the utmost difficulty to fill orders This
delay means a considerable loss to the trade and serious conges-
tion when business commences moving once more. Orders for var-
ious classes of lumber are plentiful, but cannot be filled. Local re-
tailers are drawing on their stocks extensively, and several lines
are rapidly growing scarce. The lack of some lines is, in fact hold-
ing up work. It is believed that the scarcity of cars will be re-
lieved considerably during the early days of April. There is a eood
demand for hardwoods. Lath and shingles are both strong at Mon-
treal, the latter being very scarce and quoted at $3.90 for New Bruns-
wick extras and $3.45 for clears. The demand for softwoods inNew hngland and New York markets is increasing.

The market for Eastern spruce at Boston is improving. Several
manufacturers are asking $25 for frames, and it is believed that the
general price will reach this figure shortly. At the present timesome of the dealers arc not asking more than $24.50, but the de-mand is hkely to increase with the arrival of spring weather It
is not thought that the production will increase appreciably for someweeks An improved trade is noted in random and prices are firm

lie asking price is probably close to $20. The demand for hard-woods at Boston is moderately active. Plain oak is in fairly ~ooddemand. Maple is moving steadily. Quartered oak is rathei un-
certain. J he trade in hemlock boards is continually improving-
Some quotations for eastern clipped boards are as high as $21 and
no one will accept less than $20. An upward tendency is reported
in the Boston market for lath. Some dealers are getting $3.60 foriy2 inch, but others are contented with $3.45. It is difficult, how-
ever, to obtain anything at less than $3.50. From $3.85 to $4 is
the range for mch lath with the tendencv in favor of the higher

a cargo recently offered for the west coast the price was almost
Z5s. per standard higher than a price on a similar cargo at the com-
mencement of last season.

At London the spot market is suffering extensively on account
of the coal strike. Practically no forward business is being con-
tracted. Travellers find it difficult to cover the country quickly
and their journeys result in very little business, as no one seems
disposed to enter into fresh contracts. An early settlement of the
strike would be most welcome, but it would be a long time before
trade could settle back into normal channels. It is more than likely
that the promise of the year has already been spoiled. A full amount
of deliveries from the docks is reported, but it can scarcely be as-sumed that these stocks are for immediate consumption, as most
of the consuming industries are very slack. Deliveries from theLondon docks for the week ending March 9th total 3,082 standards
as compared with 3,939 standards in the corresponding week of 1911At foy Morgan & Company's recent auction sale 3 x 9 St Tohn

£7
UC

10s ^ S°ld ^ £? 16S
-

and 3 X llj 5 t0 9 feet
'
brouSht

The coal strike made itself more severely felt in Liverpool dur-
ing the second week in March than it had previously. Before the
strike occurred a very fair year's trade was expected. This hasnow been practically destroyed and business is in the dumps until
the labor atmosphere is cleared. Very little business is being done
to arrive. Freight rates from Gulf ports are very high and thesame applies to New Brunswick and Nova Scotia ports The Gulf

port freight rates are stiffened on account of the excessive amount
ot tonnage required for the cotton movement. Prices are very firm
in the spruce spot market in harmony with the ci.f. market Ar-
rivals are not sufficient to meet the demand and stocks, accordingly
are being rapidly reduced. Further increases in spot quotations
are therefore to be expected. It is believed that as soon as the strike
has been settled trade will revive greatly. A general scarcity is
also expected in stocks before the opening of the import season, so
that values are likely to advance. The ci.f. market for birch planksand logs is very firm with an upward tendency. The spot market
also is firm, and importers having stocks on hand are able to dis-pose of them easily at full prices. Parcels which are arriving seem
to be going directly into consumption. The business in Canadian
pine is quiet. Consumers of this class of lumber are chiefly machin-
ists pattern makers, etc., and their industry is being held back bythe labor situation. Trade at Manchester " has beeri brought to a
standstill by the strike. At the docks fully two thousand men areout of employment daily. In spite of the depression there is a steadytone to the market and numerous enquiries are being receivedSpruce is scarce and dear, stocks at the docks being low. Special
lines are bringing their own prices whenever they can be procuredThe lumber trade of Glasgow is suffering severely on account
of the coal strike. Buyers are unwilling to purchase anything except
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The Mill That Saws All Winter "

Take No Chances
You take no chances when you buy our lumber. Every

piece is perfectly milled, correctly graded, and is sure to

meet the requirements of your trade.

Complete dry stocks of Norway and White Pine always

on hand for prompt shipment.

We make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to order any

length up to 60 feet from Pine or B.C. Fir.

RUSH ORDERS RUSHED"

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited

A. F. Holden, Pres.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres.

SARNIA, ONTARIO
J. M. Diver, Gen'l. Mgr.

E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.
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what they actually need. Spruce continues very firm, with few ar-
rivals. Some lines Have been sold at unusually high prices. The
demand for pine goods is rather poor.

United States

A. general strengthening in the demand for lumber is reported
from many of the important markets in the United States. In face
of the unfavorable weather conditions this is generally thought to
be most satisfactory. The number of enquiries received is also very
encouraging, and prices in the majority of cases are well held. The
few days of favorable weather which occurred during March caused
an immediate improvement in trade. Reports from the country in
general and particularly from the more important cities show that
building operations will be extensive during this summer. The
railroads moreover, seem to have reached a stage at which their
policy of economy, which has been continued for a long period, will
oblige them to make extensive additions to their rolling stock;
Most of the wood consuming industries are experiencing an ex-
cellent demand which is becoming greater as the season advances.
Practically all branches of the lumber trade are active, and the con-
sensus of opinion is that an excellent season's trade may be ex-
pected.

Chicago:—The number of building permits issued in Chicago
intimate a large and varied demand. Dealers are finding consider-
able difficulty in securing stock and are obliged to pay higher prices
for some of their items. The receipts of lumber at Chicago for the
week ending March 16th totalled 45,279,000 feet, against 33,924,000
feet for the corresponding week in 1911. The total receipts for the
year up to March 16th showed an increase of 11,377,000 feet as
compared with the corresponding period of last year. The ship-
ments for the week show an increase of 3,046,000 as compared with
the corresponding week of last year, and the shipments for the year
to date show an increase of 6r497,000 feet. The market for northern
pine is firm with an improving demand and prices well held. Stocks
are rather broken. There is a scarcity of coarse lumber. Box mak-
ers are experiencing a fair business and planing mills and factories
are also doing well. Hardwoods continue to improve with an ex-
cellent demand for red oak both plain and quarter sawed. White
oak is moving more actively. Prices are strong with an upward
inclination. Ash is fairly active, but stocks are low. Among the
northern woods birch, maple, ash and basswood are more active
and prices are firm. The demand for hemlock is steady and prices
are unchanged. An improvement is noted in the southern pine
market. Orders from the railway companies are more plentiful
for car sills, bridge supports, car sidings and car roofing. Red cedar
shmgles are uncertain because of weather conditions. Clears are
selling at $2.99, and Stars at $2.52. The demand for white cedars
is fair and prices are unchanged. Lath are firm with a good demand
and stocks low.

Buffalo :—Sales of northern pine have been delayed consider-
ably by the severe weather, but a tendency towards better busi-
ness is already noted. A strong tone prevails in box lumber and
some of the lower grades are very scarce. The hardwood trade is
improving with the improvement in the weather. The indications
are that spring business will be favorable. Plain oak is scarce. Low
grades generally are firm. An improvement is noted in the hemlock-
trade. Low grades are firm in price and the supplies at mill
points are reported to be low. A scarcity is reported particularly
in the 8 feet and 10 feet boards, so that shorter boards are bein°-
substituted, chiefly 4 feet and 6 feet. There is a better demand for
North Carolina pine. Shingles are scarce and prices are firm. It
is expected that a good many red cedars will arrive by all rail route
before the lake navigation opens. Lake-and-rail rates are already
being quoted by a number of dealers.

North Tonawanda:—A very satisfactory amount of new busi-
ness is reported in northern pine. Stocks are in good condition for
this time of the year. An extremely strong demand has prevailed
lor hemlock and most of the yards are practically sold out for im-
mediate and future delivery. Some contracts have already been
made for delivery early in the season. High prices are being asked
by producers and local quotations have had to advance in propor-
tion Lath are reported to be very scarce as the demand of late
has been quite active. Prices have accordingly advanced. Shingles
are in good supply but active buying continues on the part of re-
tailers and consumers. Prices are unchanged.

Bay City and Saginaw :—An excellent feeling prevails in the
northern pine trade. The usual amount of stock is being carried
by Saginaw Valley firms. Good lumber is firm and the lower grades
are moving actively. A busy trade is reported among the door
and box makers.

A large exploration contract has just been closed by Appleton

v ?WaJLC°-" InC" forestcrs and surveyors, 156 Ffth avenue, New
York. I he tract comprises 60,000 acres in the West Indies

Car Famine Dislocates Montreal Trade
Montreal, March 26th; (Special correspondence of the Canada

Lumberman; : The position here is dominated by the car situation.
Everywhere one hears bitter complaints of the dislocation which
has resulted from the tieing up of the cars. It is disorganizing the
manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers, who find themselves unable
to fill their orders. Many firms are six weeks behind, and naturally
this will mean a great loss. There are hundreds of cars loaded with
lumber waiting on the sidings and these cannot be moved owing to
the want, it is said of locomotives. This, of course, entails a scarcity
of cars at the mills and to make matters worse, United States rail-
ways are detaining all the Canadian cars they have in their posses-
sion. There is plenty of business on order, but witli the present
traffic congestion it is impossible to get them executed with any
promptitude. The whole situation hinges on the speed with which
the transportation problem is solved. In any case it has meant a
heavy loss and much worry.

Local retailers, in the absence of any large fresh supplies, are
drawing on their stocks, and some lines are very scarce. In certain
instances work is being held up owing to the impossibility of getting
lumber which was ordered many weeks ago.

It is admitted by Mr. Guy Toombs, the chief agent of the
C. N. R., that the shortage of cars for lumber is very pronounced.
He has just returned from a trip through the lumber'and pulp dis-
tricts served by his company, and states that the congestion will be
over in a few days. As the railways on the other side of the line
show signs of recovering from the effects of the recent severe wea-
ther, they will, in all probability, be able soon to give back some of
the Canadian cars they have had stalled.

Hardwoods are in request. Lath is also strong, and it is almost
impossible to get shingles, $3.90 being quoted for New Brunswick
extras and $3.45 for clears. In fact, there are many inquiries for all
descriptions of lumber, but until the cars are freed it will be impos-
sible for trade to be carried on under satisfactory conditions.

Mr. Poulin, the general manager of the Richelieu Lumber Com-
pany, reports a heavy demand for softwoods from New England and
New York markets. He considers the coming season will provide
an advantageous "seller's"' market.

There is a very good demand for pulpwood, and as compared
with this time last year, prices have advanced a dollar to a dollar
and half per cord.

Ground wood pulp is steady, and inquiries have increased, but
there is much less moving this winter than a vear ago. The United
States have not purchased as heavily as usual in Canada owing to
smaller requirements. As„ however, the mills over the border are
running at full capacity, it will not be long before there will be an
augmented demand for Canadian ground wood.

Sulphite pulps are stronger than since the last report. It is re-
ported here that an Ottawa Valley mill has closed an order for 9,000
dry tons of ground wood pulp for shipment to the United States, 'the
order being spread over a year.

Business in all kinds of paper is very good, although quotations
are ruling low in poorer grades of wrapping paper.

North Shore Had a Good Winter
Thessalon, Ont., March 19th:— (Special correspondence of the

Canada Lumberman)—The winter is now over and warm weather
prevails. The snow is fast disappearing and the roads are breaking
up. The camps are all broken up and the men are out having a
good time.

The lumbermen got their logs out at a reasonable price this
season, owing to the fine weather, lots of frost and cold steady wea-
ther. Everything is now at a standstill until the opening of navi-
gation,

The writer has just returned from the woods and has visited
about thirty camps. To see the logs on the lakes is quite a sight,
and some are as fine white pine logs, as the Yankee would say, "as
ever grew out doors."

Mr. F. N. Waldie, of Waldie Bros., Spragge, Out., was in the
north recently and visited Blind River. He appears very optimistic
as to the future. Mr. Waldie is one of the largest operators in
Ontario.

The Hope Lumber Company, Thessalon, Ont., have finished op-
erations on Berth 169 and are now moving their plant out. They are
going to operate north of Soo, Ont., where they have a large limitWe are sorry to loose them here, but what is the loss of Blind River
will be a gain for Soo, Ont.

The mills on the North Shore will be all stocked this season with
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the exception of the Waldie mills at Spragge. The logs that were
always cut there will in future be cut at Victoria Harbour, where
the company have some very fine mills.

Eddy & Glynn, of Saginaw, Mich., have got out a large quantity
of board timber this season off the Township of Chesley and have
sold it for a record price. They also have got out a large quantity
of logs which will be sawed at Nesterville, Algoma.

Car Shortage Killing Lumber Trade
Intolerable Condition Reported by Large Ottawa Shippers
—Market Conditions Otherwise on Satisfactory Basis

Ottawa, March 25th; (Special correspondence of the Canada
Lumberman):—"Where will the car shortage end?" is the question
on every business man's tongue these days. While in a general way
it has been known for a few weeks that the shippers were anxious
for more freight cars than the railways were supplying, yet until
a day or two ago the gravity of the situation was not realized. Fig-
ures have been submitted to the attention of the Railway Commission
which called forth such terms as "intolerable" from Commissioner
Dr. Mills and the other members.

"The community at large does not know it," said one of the
largest lumber shippers, "but the car shortage is hitting us especially
hard. The hay merchants and dealers in perishables can get a
little relief from the companies just because such produce cannot
wait, and the prestige of the road suffers very materially when failure
on their part results in the utter loss of any perishables. That is

partly why the railways have been straining every nerve to market
the western wheat since it was published that the grain was rotting
along side of the tracks. The lumber merchant, however, has to
wait his turn, and when not enough cars are available for perishable
goods it is very apparent that the shipper of lumber is absolutely
tied down."

A few of the startling facts and figures submitted to the Railway
Commission were as follows:

The C. H. Squire & Son Company, of Ottawa, hay shippers, had
asked for 370 cars from the Grand Trunk during December. They
got 16. In January the same railway was asked for 360 cars, and
only nine were allotted to them. In February the proportion' was
still less, only six cars being supplied when 282 were ordered. As a
result of the inevitable delays implied by this shortage, United
States customers and dealers in the Ottawa Valley are entering ac-
tions for damages against this and other companies similarly unable
to live up to their contract in the matter of delivery.

"The lumber orders are piling up," reports Mr. Jackson Booth,
of the Booth firm, "but we cannot nearly keep pace with our normal
business because the car shortage still prevents the shipment of
more than a fraction of the orders received. We cannot see any very
strong grounds for confidence that the blockade will be speedily over-
come. The railways have the whole matter under their own control.
Our trade should be good just now with the New England States, as
well as the centres of Eastern Canada—that is, judged by our orders,.
But the prevention of most of our shipments is going a long way
to stop absolutely our general business, until such time as the car
shortage is overcome."

The Booth Company will quote their coming season's prices in
about a month's time. The management are now in a position to
state that the entire lumber camp operations will be over in two
weeks. While it was feared by most lumbermen that the unpre-
cedented severity of the winter would make it impossible that an
ordinary season's output be produced, unusually favorable weather
lately enabled the shantymen to catch up, so that the whole winter's
work will even up to a normal production. All concede, however
that it was the hardest season for a score of years, and some of the
smaller and less well equipped camps could not make nearly so &ood
a showing. &

One of the leading wholesale firms has a list of orders on its
books, some of them two months old, which cannot be filled because
only one car is available where twenty are needed. It is not sur-
prising, accordingly, that many large dealers are bitterly complain-
ing that this blockade is reacting upon business, and hurting whatever
lines were good.

The local Canadian trade is fairly good. This is helped by the
possibility of getting occasional shipments off for nearby Canadian
cities, whereas distant shipments, and trade to the United States is
altogether precarious because of the car scarcity

The United States trade is dull, One important exception how-
ever must be noted, namely, the very active demand for common
lumber. In medium and better grades there is very little trading

I rices remain unchanged since two weeks ago
The extremely mild spell during the past week is looked upon

as the real ushering in of spring, and probably the car blockade will
be soon overcome, when larger trains and better time can be made

"The Canadian trade is equally as good as it has been," stated
Mr. Gordon Edwards, of the Edwards Company, when summing up
the general trade conditions; "while the American trade is better
than it has been. The biggest obstacle just now, of course, is the
impossibility of getting anything like the number of cars required."

Coal Strike Demoralizing English Trade
Liverpool, March 13th :— (Special correspondence of the Canada

Lumberman)—Business in the timber trade is restricted at the time
of writing by the general strike in the coal trade. Many industries
have already been stopped and many others are being carried on
from day to day, their working staffs being retained on a day-to-
day engagement, which will continue just as long as the present
limited stocks of fuel serve to keep boilers or furnaces going. The
larger railway companies have suspended train services, wholesale
and are keeping other services going provisionally, to be suspended
without further notice if the managers find their stock of fuel worked
down to such limits that it is necessary to stop further consump-
tion.

One branch of the timber trade has been brought to a standstill
by the coal strike, that which handles the large quantities of pit-
props which are imported and used at colleries, together with the
supplies of deals and square wood which are used for structural
work above ground. For the time, the use of all such wood at col-
leries may be said to be suspended. At Cardiff, Hull, Sunderland and
at the Tyne ports, pit wood of all kinds is being stocked, to await
the demands which will no doubt arise when work at the pits has
been resumed.

At London, business in the sale-rooms has gone on freely and
has given no indication of the great labor struggle which has checked
trade so seriously outside. Quebec spruce has been taken up readily
3 x 9 of second quality bringing £12 5s.; third quality £9 10s and
f"" rtI

V,
£9 5S

-
t0 £9 10s

- Quebec P'ne - 3 x 5 unsorted, has sold at
±.8. Moorings have been offered in fair quantities, and have found
buyers without difficulty, 1 x 5, third, bringing 8s. per square; 1 x 6V2
(t and g) 9s. 9d., and ^ x 7, third, 7s. 6d. per square. Birch has
been well competed for, Quebec logs, 1st, being taken at 82s. 6d. to
6/s. 6d. per load, and planks at Is. Ay2 d. to Is. 5d. per foot. Battens
and boards have found ready buyers but have been sold without
reserve.

With regard to the outside trade demand, yellow and white pine
for^ builders' and joiners' uses have had a moderate sale. Case-mak-
ers wood was in good demand prior to the commencement of the
lock-out and paving blocks have been taken freely. Oak of clean
and sound qualities has found ready buyers.

At Liverpool, business is checked through the stoppage in the
coal trade. Apart from this, the consumption of timber is on a sat-
isfactory scale and values are very firm and tend upwards. The
steady rise in freights is, however, causing much uneasiness, as it is
seen that higher prices must be got for the timber, to cover the
extra charge for freight. Shipments lately effected from Montreal
to Liverpool are at 10s. per ton higher than last year. Spruce has
been in good demand and the stock of Quebec is now low. The
sizes, 2^x7,3x6, 3x8 and 3 x 9, are now in very small supply

Birch continues to sell freely, fresh arrivals being taken ex quay
Logs are held in moderate supply and planks in fair quantity. Prices
continue very firm. Oak has had a strong market, with a well-sus-
tained demand for all sorts of good quality. Boards of 1 in. to \ lA
in. of dry and clean wood have been called for.

At Manchester, business was brisk prior to the check caused by
the coal trade trouble. The building trade has become more active
and more wood for builders' uses has been taken. Cabinet makers
have been actively employed. Packing case makers have been active-
ly engaged, and continue so. Maple for flooring has been inquired
for rather largely. Spruce has been in good demand and prices are
hardening. Pine lumber has sold freely. Pine boards of 1-in., first
quality, have been more called for.

At Glasgow, business has been moderately active. Spruce has
been in fair inquiry. Canadian pine goods have sold more freelyWood for general purposes has also been taken more freely and isnow in fair consumption. Wavey and Oregon pine have been taken
in fair quantities for ship-builders' uses. Oak has still a good and
strong market, the demand from wagon builders being well main-

Trouble in the Packing-Case Trade
The packing-case making trade of the United Kingdom is one

of the more valuable of the many timber using trades to timber
importers and merchants. Two or three kinds of wood only are re-
quired for the vast bulk of the work done by packing-case makers,
but the quantity of wood used is large, and the consumption is very
steady. The demand from the packing-case trade has for years
been steady, and the scale of consumption has been maintained^ At
the time of writing the trade at London is in a state of rest owing
to an unexpected and regrettable stoppage. A small trouble led to
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a general lock-out which continues at the time of writing. A ques-
tion arose at the packing-case works of Messrs. E. Abrahams & Co.,
\\ hitecross street, London, E., which led to the dismissal of two
workmen. The dismissal of the men was resented by the others,
and they remained out on strike. In view of the aspect of things at
the works concerned, a lock-out at other factories took place.

Bristol Channel Importers

Timber traders of the Bristol Channel ports had a good time
together on the occasion of the annual meeting of the Bristol Channel
Timber Importers' Association held at the Royal Hotel, Cardiff on
Thursday, February 22. Mr. J. E. Meggitt, president of the asso-
ciation, presided over a large and representative gathering of mem-
bers of the trade of the different ports in the Bristol Channel. The
twenty-second annual report of the association which was submitted
contained a special reference to the repeal by the Dominion Gov-
ernment, of Clause 10 of the Canadian Water Carriage of Goods Act.
1910, to which the association and importing agents of the Bristol
Channel and other ports had taken exception and for the repeal of

which action had been taken by the trade. The members had had
the satisfaction of seeing the obnoxious clause repealed by the Do-
minion Government, on May 11, 1911. "This result," the report
stated, "is most gratifying to the members of the Bristol Channel
Association, as their prompt and decisive action undoubtedly had
much to do with the satisfactory termination of what would unques-
tionably have been a great hindrance to their business. In the even-
ing the members and friends assembled for their annual banquet
under the genial presidency of Mr. J. C. Meggitt, who was influen-
tially supported by prominent public men and business men connect-
ed with the trade of the Bristol Channel ports.

Mr. T. W. Davis, J.R, proposed the toast of "The Trade and
Commerce of the Bristol Channel." This opened the way for an
interesting statement as to the extent of the trade of the channel
ports by Mr. Joseph Davis, when responding to the toast This
gentleman pointed out that in 1913 <>,300.000 loads of timber were
imported into the I'nited Kingdom, and that 2,070,000 loads, or 22V2
per cent, of it came into the Bristol Channel. Of this, no less than
one-half, or some 12 per cent., was brought into Cardiff.

Machinery and Equipment
What Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Appliances are Doing

The Requisites of a Model Planer
Nothing is more interesting to the lumber industry than the

work of a modern planer. The planing of lumber by machinery to-
day means considerably more than it did five years ago. It re-
quires unlimited mechanical ingenuity and a continuaf policy of
development for any builder of planers to cope with the situation.

The machinery manufacturers have been responsible for this
condition of affairs entirely. They have placed in the hands of
lumber people, planers for accomplishing bigger and better things

I he company have also placed on the market a new feeding
device, known as their Automatic Feeding Table. This enables the
mill man to procure from his modern planer all that it is capable of
giving. It has many advantages some of which are: Elimination
of manufacturing defects which occur on fast feed planers fed by
hand; greater increased production; raising of grades; economy in
feeding; reducing of costs per thousand.

No. 404 High Speed Planer and Matcher.—S. A. Woods Machine Co.

and their progressiveness explains why the lumberman with one
machine to-day can plane a higher quality of board and more of
them than he could on three machines four or five years back. Due
to this we find the lumber industry passing through its most re-
markable period since the inception of the planing machine.

At the present time the most exacting requirements are de-
manded of the planing machine. It must be heavy; built for service;
arranged for quick set-ups; equipped with mechanical devices of
precision; furnished with attachments that increase its capacity;
responsive to the operator's adjustment and embody in the simplest
form possible those mechanical features which permit of greater
production and improved quality of work. This advancement in the
planing process, though performed in practically the same manner
as on the old style machines, has meant the introduction of many
new mechanical appliances as well as distinctive construction. The
part which one of the oldest concerns in the business, S. A. Woods
Machine Company, Boston, U.S.A., have had in this is worthy of
mention, fur their prominence in the movement is chiefly due to
the fact that they adopted a policy of specialization. They have
concentrated their entire time and efforts during this period in
manufacturing only "The Planers of Woods" and their accessories.

Their 400 series embody all the requisites of modern machines.
In this series will be found planers for working hard and soft woods;
also planers with their patented one side drive, as well as an equal
number constructed with the universally used two side drive. Fol-
lowing are the machines of the series:

One side drive machines patented:
No. 401 — One Side Drive—Soft Wood—Six Feed Rolls
No. 402 — One Side Drive—Hard Wood— Six Feed Rolls
No. 403 — One Side Drive—Soft Wood—Four " "

Two side drive machines:
No. 404 — Two Side Drive—Soft Wood—Six Feed Rolls
No. 405 — Two Side Drive-

I lard Wood—Six Feed Rolls
No. 406 — Two Side Drive—Soft Wood—Four " "

A Jointer for Small Work
The accompanying illustration shows the American Hand Jointer

for small work such as is required in the pattern shop, chair and fur-
niture factory and the manual training school—for which it was
principally designed. This machine will joint material up to 6 inches
wide and has a cutting capacity up to ^-in. The cylinder contains
three thin knives, and is the latest improved safety type. The throat
over the cylinder is less than 1 inch wide when the table is in normal
position. These two features form a safety device which, the com-
pany claims, largely eliminates the danger contingent upon the
operation of a hand jointer. The method of oiling the bearings

Hand Jointer for Small Work.—American Woodworking
Machinery Co.

which are the radial ball collar type, is very effective ; the balls run-
ning in a well of oil and requiring very little attention.

The illustration shows the jointer mounted on a supporting
frame, -but ordinarily the machine is placed on the bench. By the
use of adjusting screws under the table the rear table is brought to
the level of the cutting circle, and the infeeding table is adjusted to
any required depth of cutting.

Anyone who is interested in this class of machine may secure
information from the American Wood Working Machinery Com-
pany, Rochester, N.Y., who are the makers of this jointer.
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Dominion Roofing- Co. Report Good Business

Mr. Earl R. Malby, General Manager of the Dominion Roofing
Company, who has made a personal tour of the principal towns of
Ontario during the past few months reports that he has met witli
an excellent demand for Mule-Hide Roofing.

Smart-Turner Machine Co. Contracts
The Smart-Turner Machine Co.„ Limited, Hamilton, Out. re-

port that they are supplying the Wm. Cane & Sons Co., Newmarket,
Out., with a Duplex pot valve pump; J. H. Parent & Frere, Dis-
raeli. Quebec, with a Standard pump, and The International Har-
vester Co., Hamilton, with a centrifugal pump.

An Interesting- Advertisement
Attention is called to the advertisement of Messrs. Clayton &

Sons, of Halifax, N.S., one of the best known firms of clothing manu-
facturers in the lower provinces. Established for many years in
Halifax, the firm has steadily grown to its present large proportions
and built a reputation for lasting qualities in their manufactures that
is well known by every lumberman throughout the eastern provinces.

Moving to Larger Quarters
Increased business in the sale of J-M Asbestos, Magnesia and

Electrical Supplies, throughout the territory covered by the Cana-
dian H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Limited, at Winnipeg', has neces-
sitated a move from their old quarters at 320 Main street, to 89
Princess street. The new building will enable a much larger stock
of goods to be carried on hand than heretofore. Mr. M. C Burgess
who has been a resident of Winnipeg for many years and is wellknown in that section, has charge of this office, and has under his
supervision a staff of nineteen men.

An Unique Saw Exhibit
One of the most attractive features displayed at the Illinois

Hardware Dealers Convention which recently held an important
meeting and exposition in Chicago, was the nine-foot circular saw

Simonds Manufacturing Company's Unique Exhibit

in the booth of the Simonds Manufacturing Company, Fitchburg
Mass and Chicago, 111. The saw was made for displav purposes
only but was very accurate so far as appearances were concernedOn the saw were fastened four cross-cuts, eight Simonds hand saws
and various small saws such as sold by the hardware trade The
size of the saw is best realized when compared with the height of
a man standing beside it. The saw was fitted up on an arbor and
had an electric motor to keep it revolving slowly. It attracted a
great deal of favorable comment and caused man^ interested deal-
ers to stop and admire it.

Messrs. Guildford & Sons, of Halifax, N.S., are advertising in
another column their full line of mill supplies for the sawmill trade
Established for many years in Halifax, they carry the lines of all
the leading manufacturers of mill supplies, among them being such
well known makes as Dodge Split Pulleys, Penbcrthy Steam special-
ties and lubricating devices; Defiance machinery, etc. There is no-
thing in the mill supply line this firm cannot furnish and a large
stock is kept constantly on hand, so that all orders can be shipped
on shortest notice. Our readers would do well to send for then-
catalogue.

Setting an Example in Machine Woodworking
By L. Villers

Setting an example as an element in work has probably never
been given the analytical study it should have. There is really
nothing like it to both stimulate and regulate work, and in many
a shop and factory quality as well as the quantity of work might
be improved by careful attention to the matter of pace-making.

It has long been recognized in athletic feats that pace-setting is
important as a regulator and also as a stimulant to the expenditure
of the right amount of energy.

In the sawmill the pace-maker is the man at the lever handling
the saw. Every man each side of him must keep step with his
work. The man getting in logs must keep him supplied, the man
at the edger must take care of all that comes his way, and so it
goes all through the mill. The sawyer sets the pace and therefore
is an important man. If he becomes sluggish he may easily cost the
mill man more than his wages amount to, whereas if he is brisk
and energetic he may increase the efficiency of the mill more than
is paid him in the way of wages.

In manufacturing institutions consuming lumber there is not
generally the same distinct example that we have in the sawmill.
In some establishments certain machines set the pace for the fac-
tory, but in many places there is no real pace-setting and as a
result the product may vary in the point of quality considerably
from day to day, depending on the health, humor, or mental con-
dition of the man at work.

It should pay the wise manager to study this example-setting
idea m two ways. One is to have certain machines thoroughout
the plant so arranged that they set the pace for certain other ma-
chines, then keep a live-wire man at these machines even though
it costs considerably more.

The other part of the idea is that of studying the men them-
selves, and of picking out here and there with each crew a man
that is full of energy and quite active and making it worth his while
to set a standard both in the quantity of work and in the quality
to set an example m the full sense of the word, to turn out a pro-
duct from which others can measure to get the degree of perfection
and quantity that will make an excellent day's work.

In other words, and to use a common phrase, there should be
a man at every part of the work to cut out a pattern for the day's
work Then the others will be inspired to follow and even though
they do not quite keep up in either quality or quantity they will
keep better step than they will if left to' drift.

Also, in carrying out a scheme of this kind it is a splendid
idea to study the men individually. Some are naturally slow mov-
ing, some are naturally quick, and strive to distribute them at the
different machines and at different work so that their peculiar na-
ture can either be used to the best advantage or automatically stim-
ulated.

For example, if a man is slow and if left for himself to take
his own initiative would be a draggy workman, get him to feeding
some machine where either his slow movements will count as well
as any other or where the machine and its requirements will stim-
ulate him to greater energies. It is a mistake to waste the ener-
gies of a quick, lively man at feeding a machine that requires only
a slow, sluggish operator, and by the same logic it is a waste of
opportunity to put a slow-moving man at a machine, the capacity
ot which depends directly on his own agility.

Take to illustrate this point the feeding of a planer on the
one hand and the operating of a tenoner or mortiser on the other
Here we have one machine that sets the pace itself, whereas with
the other it is the operator that sets the pace. The output depends
more on the agility and skill of the operator than on the cutting-
speed of the machine itself.

Almost any slow geared man could feed the planer, but for the
tenoner or mortising machine to get the full measure of work it
requires a man who is not only quick at thinking, but quick at
acting and a live wire generally. It is in the shifting and handling
of the stock that the speed is made and one man may turn out
twice the quantity of work with the "same machine as another man
i herefore, at machines of this kind are places where there should
either be a live-wire man operating them or someone before or be-
hind to set the pace and stimulate the operator.

The preferable way is to put men who are naturally slow, but
are careful and thorough, to feeding and handling machines that do
not require quick motions and put the deft-fingered and quick-act-
ing people at machines where the capacity depends directly on the
operator. J

Then all the time study the matter of personal motion and ar-
range the machines and shape the work so that something like
a regular pace will be set and each man along the line must do
his part or have the fact of not doing his allowance become easily
evident from the accumulations of work behind him.—Wood-Craft
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Canadian Headquarters for Lumber Insurance

Security Lumber Insurance Co. of New York Economy

42 Central Chambers, Ottawa^, Ont.

Dominion License Canadian Deposit

Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

J. A. CHRISTIE & CO., Winnipeg, Man.

E. D. Hardy, Canadian Manager
Ontario and Quebec

For British Columbia, address : Pacific Coast Agent for Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland

Department, Lumber Insurers General Agency j, G. RAINNIE, Halifax, N. S.

609 Corbett Bldg., Portland, Ore.

ARE YOU SUFFICIENTLY INSURED?
SPECIAL RATES TO LUMBERMEN

RUBBER GOODS
FOR LUMBERMEN

Beltinp;—Our long experience in the making of Rubber Belts enables us to specialize

2 on this line. " Monarch," "Red Strip" and "Lion" are our leading brands

for power transmission. (Write for Booklet B-i.)

PackinffS
— "Redstone" High Pressure Sheet Packing has proved by test that it

2_ will outlast any other similar packing on the market. We make Spiral

and Ring Packings, etc., that are equally reliable. (Booklet P-i.)

Hose— Steam, Water, etc., etc., in various grades, made especially to give satis-

. factory and economical service under different conditions. (Booklet H-i.)

Fire Hose—

^

ne or more °^ our twenty brands of Fire Hose will be found, not only

, . . in the best equipped Factories, Mills, etc., but in almost every Fire

Department in the Dominion. (Booklet H-i.)

The Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co. of Toronto, Limited

TORONTO MONTREAL HALIFAX WINNIPEG CALGARY VANCOUVER

Excelsior

Cutting Machinery

Manufactured by

The Elmira Machinery
and Transmission Co.

Elmira, Ont.

Write for Circular and Prices

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited
GALT, ONTARIO

MANUFACTURING WOODWORKING

Machine Knives, Circular Cutters

and Mortise Chisel
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ONEIDA STEEL PULLEYS

Increase

Your

Output

and

Reduce

Your

Operating

Expenses

If you are interested in the best pulley made and wish to knowhow you can save two-thirds of the power now used to turn cum-
bersome cast iron pulleys, and if you wish to increase your output
at the same time by superior running qualities of the pulleys used
write us for the full particulars regarding the "ONEIDA" steel
pulleys before ordering any other.

Write For Our Catalog

Oneida Steel Pulley Co.
Oneida., New York, U.S. A.

Everything

in Spruce
Dressed and in the Rough

Campbell - MacLaurin Lumber Co.
Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL

Timber Estimates

Logging Maps
Water Power

CLARK & LYFORD,
403 Grown Building

Vancouver

CLARK, LYFORD &
STERLING

1331 Real Estate Trust Bldg.

Philadelphia

Forest

ngineers

LYFORD, CLARK &
LYFORD

206 Board of Trade Bldg
Montreal

EDGINGS
Ontario

E. Clendennan, Niagara Falls, Ont., is contemplating the erection of a
planing mill at Tliorold, Ont.

Springett Brading & Co., contractors and planing mill operators, Fort
William, Ont., are succeeding Hamilton & Frcgeau.

The Hope Lumber Company, Thessalon, Ont., have finished their oper-
ations on Berth 109 and are moving their equipment t,o north of the Soo
Out., where they have a large limit.

All the mills on the North Shore of Georgian Bay will be sawing thissummer with the exception of the mill of VValdie Bros, at Spragge The
logs which were formerly cut at Spragge will now be taken to the mills at
Victoria liarbor.

A proposition is being considered by the town council of Lindsay Ont
which involves the location of a woodenware manufacturing firm at that
town. If the council approves of the proposals they will be submitted in
the near future to the ratepayers.

Lindsay-Bailey Lumber Co., Ltd., has been incorporated with capital of
.$50,000 to carry on business as a lumber and timber company in all its branch-
es, the head office is at Toronto, Ont., and the provisional directors are N R
Lindsay, G. F. Davis and H. Hunter, all of Toronto.

The Ontario Paper Company, Limited, has secured incorporation under
the Ontario Companies Act. The incorporators are S. T. Shephard S E
lhomason, P. S. Patterson and F. A. Dean, |r., all of Chicago, and' H c'Lutkin of Evanston, 111. The head office is to be at Toronto.

Charles W. Sharpe, Burks Falls, Ont., is offering for sale at $3 500 a
mill on the shore of Lake Cecebe near the mouth of the Magnettawan
Liver the mill has a capacity of 20,000 feet per day and the property
includes 100 acres and a large boarding house, good loading wharf, barns, etc.

The town of Port Arthur, Ont., is applying to the Ontario Legislature
ior permission to pass a by-law exempting the Pigeon River Lumber Com-
pany and all its property and assets in Port Arthur from municipal taxa-
tion excepting school taxes and local improvement rates for a period of ten
years.

The Canada Furniture Company have entered into negotiations with
the council of Guelph, Ont., in regard to the erection of an addition to
their factory at that place. The addition is to cost $35,000 and is to con-
sist of four storeys, 153 x 160 feet, brick, cement foundation, steam heat-
ing, electric lighting and power. Tenders were called to be received until
April 1st.

According to the report of the Spanish River Pulp and Paper Com-
pany, for the year ended 31st December last, the gross earnings were $309 -

263 Of this amount, bond interest took $106,627.54, and dividend on the
preferred stock $105,000,000. In addition, the sum of $39,328 was applied
to renewals and depreciations, and $2,000 written off deferred charges
leaving $56,317.66 to be carried forward to surplus account. It is expected
that the entire new portion of the plant will be in operation by May 1st.
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er ComPany has completed its organization.
Mr. W. J Sheppard, Waubaushene, Ont, is president and the other officers
are as follows: vice-president and managing director, T. H Watson- di-
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and P A Lamb 1 he limits of the company adjoin those of the Spanish
Kiver Pulp & Paper Company. The capital will be $1,500,000 of twenty
year 6 per cent, bonds and $1,500,000 of common stock. Over 200 men
are now at work upon the plant and a large portion of it is expected to
be ready for operation shortly.

The Northern Islands Pulpwood Company, Limited, have decided to go
into liquidation and Mr. G. T. Clarkson, Toronto, has been appointed liqui-
dator. Ihe company have been .operating for the last four years on the
north shore of Lake Superior with head office at Port Arthur, where the
president, Mr. W. H Russell lives, and where most of the stock is heldIhe principal cause of the company's difficulties has been lack of sufficient
capital immediately available to carry on their operations. The crisis was
precipitated by the issuance of a writ by one of the company's largest
creditors It is hoped that the liquidation proceedings will result in amethod being found for continuing the company's business, which has
been chiefly exporting pulp to the United States. The assets consist of aplant at Port Arthur, and timber cutting rights valued at about $400,000.

The first unit of the plant for treating railway ties and timber at Fort
prances Ont, has been completed. The other two units or cylinders will
be added at once increasing the present capacity from 1,580 to 5.000 ties per
day. Ihe cost of the entire plant will be about $100,000—while the num-
ber of men employed at present is about 60. H. L. Galloway the man-
ager, says that it is the intention of the company to add a tie mill in
order that the ties can be cut direct from the bogs. In this way contracts
for the timber can be made and the timber floated to the boom facing
the mill, which will ensure a supply of ties for treatment when they can-
not be procured by rail. This plant is the only one of its kind in Canada,
and was budt by A. Bruce & Co., of Glasgow, Scotland, wh.o have five sim-
ilar plants in England and Scotland, where they have been treating timber
with a special pressing process for the past 60 years. Mr R Bruce amember of the firm, arrived two weeks ago from Scotland to be present
at the opening. The company have a contract with Mackenzie & Mann to
treat 1 000 000 ties, and have a large number of inquiries as to treatment
ot blocks for paving purposes.

Benson and Bray, Midland, Ont., manufacturers of doors, sash, mould-
ings, interior finish, etc., have secured an .option on a new site 556 x 200 ft
convenient to the dock and close to the Grand Trunk railroad tracks They
have applied to the town for a loan of $25,000 and have agreed in return
to erect a plant costing upwards of $46,000 and to employ 50 men the year
r
?
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wiU be 165 x 70 feet
-
two stpreys high for a length

of 126 feet. The boiler room and shavings vault will be one storey high
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The plant is to be built of slow-burning construction and equipped with up-
to-date sprinkler system so as to secure the lowest possible insurance rates.

The company have purchased a large Wheelock engine 20 x 46, rated at

about 300 horse power, which will be run non-condensing as they intend
to use the exhaust steam for the dry kiln and for the heating system.
Railway sidings will be provided on each side of the shop, and the ma-
chines will be arranged with a view particularly to handling the transit

dressing trade to advantage. The company will also erect a modern dry
kiln 20 x 52, and a stock shed 48 x 116, two storeys high. This will be a
frame building covered with iron. These additions have been rendered
necessary by the fact the company's business has increased so rapidly that
their equipment is not sufficient to meet the demand for their products.
The company started business in 1007. The vote on the by-law will be
taken on April 12th and the company report that the chances are in favor
of it being carried easily.

Eastern Canada
The Canada Lumber Sales Co., Montreal, have been registered.

The Ue Sambor Lumber Co., Montreal, have been registered.

J,os. Yalliere, Pintendre, Que., is advertising his saw mill business for
sale.

Jos. Beaudoin, St. Francois. Que., is advertising his sash and dour fac-

tory business for sale.

George W. Upman, M P.P., of Woodstock. X. B.. is cutting 2,000,000
feet this season in his camps on the Xackawick River.

A despatch from Sherbrooke, P.Q., states that the Brompton Pulp -and
Paper Company have purchased the limits of L. S. Roberge, situated near
Lambton, on the Quebec Central Railway. The property consists of 5,000
acres, and a mill at Atwatcr Place; the price is stated to be $60,000.

The Glen Lumber Company Limited has been incorporated with a cap-
ital stock of $20,000 to deal in timber lands and limits, and to carry on a
general lumber and manufacturing business in all its branches, with head
office at Montreal. The incorporators are J. H. Sherrard of Westmount,
C. H. Martin and A. H. Richardson of Montreal, Que.

Moirs, Limited, of Halifax, N.S., have recently completed the erection
of a new rotary saw mill, box factory and planing mill at Bedford, M.S.,
on the site of the old mill which was destroyed by lire in June, 11)11. The
new building is of solid concrete, two storeys high, and is equipped with
the latest type of machinery. It is driven by water power, with steam
auxiliary.

A despatch from Sherbrooke, Que., states that the Brompton Pulp and
Paper Company have completed the purchase of the L. S. Roberge free-
hold timber lands which are located beyond Lambton. The property con-
sists of 5,000 acres which are tributary to the St. Francis River, down which
logs may be driven to the mills at Angus or Brompton. The purchase also
includes the Roberge mills at Garthby. The price is reported to havt
been in the neighborhood of $60,000.

The New Brunswick Lands, Limited, are applying to the Province ot
New Brunswick for incorporation, part of the powers which they desire
being to deal in lumber and lumber products. The provisional incorpor-
ators include J. D. Palmer, Fredericton, N.B., J. H. Richards, Boiestown,
N.B., C. F. Chestnut. Fredericton, N.B., F. B. Edgecombe, i-redencton, and
A. R. Slipp, Fredericton, N.B. The capital stock of the company is $20,-
000, and their head office is to be at Springhill in the county of ^cork, N.B.

Mr. G. O. Black, of Oxford, N.S., has employed about 100 men and
50 horses in his camps in Little River, Valley Road, Polly Brook, and
River Philip, this winter. He expects to have a cut of 3,500,000 feet of
lumber, and with 1,500,000 feet held over from last season, will have 5,-

000,000 for shipment. Mr. Black recently purchased 2814 acres of timber
land from the Nova Scotia Lumber Co. The block is known as the North-
ern division and is said to be the best lot of timber in one lot in Cum-
berland county.

The officers of the Gloucester Lumber and Trading Company, of Bath-
urst, N.B., are making several additions to the equipment of their fine new
mill which was erected last year. Carriers, a Garland trimmer and six
slab slashers have been added, as well as a new power plant. The mill,
which is a two rotary one, now has a capacity of 40,000 feet per day.
Mr. W. G. White, owner of the mill, who has been prominent in lumber
circles in New Brunswick for many years, reports that the prospects are
bright for an active season.

Western Canada
The Equity Lumber Company will establish lumber yards and offices

at Raymond, Alta.

W. S. Russell will erect new lumber sheds and offices on Front street
east, Taber, Alta.

MacGregor Williamson Reilly Co., Windthorst, Sask., have sold out
to the Security Lumber Co.

The Security Lumber Co., Winnipeg, are reported to have under con-
sideration the opening of a yard at Regina, Sask.

The Constructors Limited, Regina, are considering the advisability of
rebuilding on a larger scale during the coming summer.

A Victoria despatch reports that the successors of M. Sweeney & Sons
coopers, of Victoria, B.C., will erect a large cooperage plant at that place!

Thurston-Heath Lumber Company Limited has been incorporated with
a capital of $10,000 to carry on a general lumbering business, with head
office at Vancouver, B.C.

The Radford Wright Company, Limited, of Winnipeg, who recently
suttered severe loss by fire have secured new warehouse quarters and within
tour days from the time of the fire had commenced shipping. They expected
to be handicapped for a week or ten days only.
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Provincial license has been granted to "Earles-Cleary Lum-
ber & Shingle Company" of Seattle, Washington, to carry on business in
the Province of British Columbia. The provincial head office of the com-pany is to be at Vancouver, and Mr. Geo. H. Moon, contractor, Vancouver
is attorney for the company. The capital stock is $100,000.

The Barnhart Log Loader
has been in successful operation iu all parts of the country
for twenty years and never caused a complaint. We are
now manufacturing a new Barnhart Loader known as
Model "12," which is specially designed for use in very
heavy timber. This loader is built on the same lines as the
old Barnhart Loader now known as Model "10" and which
we still continue to manufacture. We are operating lum-
bermen, producing 200,000,000 feet of lumber per annum
and we use the Barnhart Loader exclusively. Could we
afford to do so if it were not the best? Write us for
prices.

Goodyear Lumber Company,
BU
n
F

y
L0,

We have a splendid stock of

WHITE PINE

RED PINE

SPRUCE
Enquiries solicited from the

wholesale trade.

Thos. Mackarell & Co.
Ottawa

49 Metcalfe Street

Montreal

Canadian Express Bldg.
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E. C. Mershon, President,

W. B. Mershon & Co.

"A
Specialty

Not a

Side Line"
Back of every Mershon Resaw stands

its original designer and inventor—

a

recognised authority throughout the

world on all matters pertaining- to the

sawing- of wood with a band saw.

Purchasers of the Mershon Line have

the benefit of his experience.

Wm. B. Mershon & Co.
Saginaw, Mich.

Are your horses of use to you?
This seems au absurd question—and the answer is always

"Of course they are" —In which case provide yow Btablee with:

Johnson's Reliable
Veterinary Remedies

Johnson s Horse Liniment, No. 1 (Alcoholic)
1 gal. jugs (Imperial) $4.50 gal.
1 11). bottles 8.00 doz.
2 lb. bottles 15.00 doz.

Johnson's Horse Liniment, No. 2 (an oil liniment)
1 gal. jugs (Imperial) 3.00 gal.
1 lb. bottles 6.00 doz.
2 lb. bottles 11.00 doz.

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy
A sure and speedy cure for all kinds of Colic
1 gal jii£s (Imperial) 40 doses 5.00 gal.
1 lb. bottles 4 doses 8.00 doz.
2 lb. bottles 8 doses 15.00 doz,

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Ointment (Gall Cure)
2 lb- tins 2.25 per tin
4 °z- tins 3.50 doz.

Johnson's Condition Powders (Concentrated)
1 lb. Packages 3.C0 doz.

Johnson's Camp and Household Remedies, such
as Cough Syrup, Healing Ointment, Headache
Powders, Big 4 Liniment, Stomach Bitters, Cathar-
tic Pills, etc., etc., have stood the test of twenty-
five years and are in use all over Canada, from the
Atlantic to the Pacific. Prices are lower than
those of all other manufacturers. Letter orders
receive prompt attention.

A. H. Johnson, Druggist, Collingwood, Ont.

Lumber Camp Ranges and Heaters
Our stoves are specially designed

to meet all requirements of camp
work.

We know exactly what is neces-

sary and desirable in this class of

stove.

We put into all our stoves the

best of material and workmanship
coupled with the best of expert

experience.

The 'Leader Range' for coal and
wood, shown in this cut is specially

adapted to Lumberman Camps,
Hoarding Houses, Hotels and Rail-

road Construction Camp Work.
We also make this Range with side

hinge doors.

It is large, heavy and strongly

built. Has good oven space and
large heating surface. When a

good, solid, reliable stove is wanted
the 'Leader' will give satisfaction

Write for our catalogue.

All Kinds of Stoves for

Large or Small Camps

NO. 10-36A SIX HOLE LEADER RANGE AND RESERVOIR

ADAM HALL, Limited - Peterborough, Ontario
Manufacturers of Ranges, Heaters, etc., for Lumber Camps, Hotels, and Railway Construction
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The

Filing Room
Something New

anv other swaere.

For nearly 20 years the

Hanchett Band Saw Swage
has been on the market.

There are today nearly three

times as many Hanchett

swages on the market as

There arc over i4,ooo of them in use up to this date. They
are long lived too, for many of the very first ones made are still in daily use. We
have now made an attachment or die lex er stop whereby the eccentric die may be

adjusted to not turn past the anvil or to turn past the anvil as desired. This

attachment w ill fit on any of the older Hanchett Swages. It is neat, solid and

compact. Send for Catalog- No. 2.

HANCHETT SWAGE WORKS, Big Rapids, Mich. U.S.A.
"HANCHETT SWAGES DO GOOD WORK."

Detachable Lumber Trucks
with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

tor Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc.

Dump Carts for Saw Mills

with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

In %, y± and i Cord Capacity—extra strong of thor-

oughly seasoned hardwood and bolted throughout.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in trains or singly for platform work.

The Tudhope-Anderson Co., Limited
Successors to TUDHOPE-KNOX CO., LIMITED

ORILLIA - - ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
A

Adams Launch & Engine Co. .. 70

Amer. Hoist & Derrick Co 55

Amer. Woodworking Mach. Co. 66

Anderson & Co., C. G 11

Appleton & Sewall Co 73

Atkins Co., E. C 16

Atlantic Lumber Co 17

Auger & Son g

Austin Bros 75

B

. Bamberger, Louis 9

Ban ning, Leland G 18

Batts Limited 84
Beal Leather Co., R. M 73

Berlin Machine Works, Ltd. . . 21

Bertram Brothers, Limited .... 5

Borden Condensed Milk Co. . . 55

Bradley Timber & Lumber Co.. 17
Brockville Lumber Co., Ltd. . . 8

Bromley, William H 7

Bruce Mines Sawmill Co 8

Burton Saw Co., Ltd.. A. J 67
Bury Co., Robt 11

Butterworth Foundry Co 20

C

Cameron & Company 7

Campbell-MacLaurin Lum. Co... 60
Can. Mach. Corporation, Ltd. . . 80

Canadian Failbanks Co., Ltd. . . 1

Canada Wood Specialty Co., Ltd. 8

Canada Iron Corporation 72

Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville
Company g5

Canadian Linderman Co 42

Cant & Kemp 9

Casey-Shaw Lumber Co 6

Christy-Moir Company 8

Clark Bros. Company 81

Clayton & Sons 72

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co... 51

Clyde Iron Works 72

Coghlin Co., B. J 1

Colonial Lumber Co 14

Coppock & Sons Lum. Co., S. P. 19

Crescent Oil Company 75

Cutler Bay Lumber Co 22

Cutler, D. G 73

D
Davidson, James 15

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos 73

Defiance Machine Works 20

Disston & Sons, Henry 69

Dominion Belting Co., Ltd 9

Dominion Roofing Co 79

Dom. Wire Rope Co., Ltd 67

Donald Fraser & Sons, Ltd 10
Donogh & Co., John 1 1

Duhlmcier Brothers 18

Dun & Co., R. G 70

E

East Kootenay Lumber Co 12

Eaton & Sons, Ltd., J. R r,

Eby-BIain. Limited :.i

Edwards & Co., W. C io

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co 11

Ellicott Co., A. M 20

Elmira Machinery & Trans. Co. 59

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co. .. Hi

F

Fauthauer Co., Theo 19

Fasset Lumber Co., Ltd 13

Farnworth & Jardine 9

Fay & Egan Co., J. A 74

Fraser Bryson Lum. Co., Ltd. . . 4

Fesserton Timber Co 11

Francis, Chas. E 22

G

Garlock Packing Co 15

Gartshore, John J 8

Gendron-Penetang Shoepack Co. 75

General Supply Co. of Canada,
Limited 76

George Gordon & Co., Ltd 3

Georgian Bay Lumber Co., Ltd. 4

Gerlach, Peter 77

Gillies Bros., Ltd 4

Gillespie Lumber Co., W. M. . . 6

Gillespie, Jas 9

Golden Lake Lumber Co., Ltd. 12

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of
Canada, Limited 23

Goodyear Lumber Co 61

Grand Rapids Veneer Works .. 65

Graves, Biewood & Co 9

Greening Wire Co., B 15

Guilford & Sons 22

Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co. 59

H
Halberle Lumber Co 8

Hally, Adam 62

Hamilton Co., Ltd.. William .... 2

Hanchett Swage Works 63

Harwood Lumber Co 11

Heaps & Co.. Ltd., E. H 12

Heisler Locomotive Works .... 77

Ilines Lumber Co., Edward .... 7

Hocken Lumber Co., Ltd 8

Hoyt Metal Co 84

Hurdman Lumber Co., Ltd 7

Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Co. Inc. 73

Hyde Lumber Co 17

Imperial Waste & Metal Co. .. 79

Imperial Timber & Trading Co. 9

Inglis Co., John 84

International Stock Food Co. Ltd. 71

J

Jenckes Machine Co., Ltd 55

Jeffrey Mfg. Company 07

Johnston, A. H 62

K
King & Co., W. 0 19

Knowles & O'Neill 6

L

Lacey, Jas. D 77

Laidlaw Lumber Co., R 8

Leak & Co n
Leonard & Sons, E 71

Long-Knight Lumber Co 19

Long Lumber Co 6

Long Mfg. Co.. E 82

Lumber Insurance Co. of N. Y. .. 59

Lyford & Co., C. A 60

M
Maass Bros s

Mackarell & Co., Thos 61

Madison Williams Mfg. Co 70

Maritime Lumber Co 12

Mason, Gordon & Co 10

McGibbon Lumber Co 7

McKinnon Chain Co l

McLaren Belting Co., J. C 84

McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd. .. 7

McLennan Timber Lands & Lum-
ber Co., Ltd 8

Mereen-Johnston Machine Co.' .. 78

Metropolitan Oil Co 75

Milne & Son, Ltd., Wm 10

Montreal Lumber Co 8

Mont. Locomotive Works, Ltd. 76

Morse Lumber Co., Fred. S. . . 71

Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Ltd. . . 6

Mowbray & Robinson 17

Mowray & Sons 81

Mushon & Co., W. B 62

N
Nicholson File Co 1

New Michel Sawmill Co., Ltd. .. 7

North Channel Lumber Co 9

O

Ohio Veneer Co is
Oneida Steel Pulley Co 60

P

Papineauville Lumber Co -9
Parry Sound Lumber Co., Ltd 5
Pate, D. S 22
Pembroke Lumber Co 8

Peter Hay Knife Co 59
Pink Co., Thomas 71

Playfair & White 6

R
Rat Portage Lumber Co., Ltd. . . 10

Rideau Lumber Co., Ltd 6
Ritter Lumber Co., W. M 19

Rothfuss Howard Iron Works . . 65

S

Sadler & Haworth 57

Shimer & Sons, Samuel J 13

Siemon Bros., Ltd 8

Silver Manufacturing Co 64

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Ltd. 24

Smart-Turner Mach. Co., Ltd. .. 1

Southern Coupon Co 72

Southern Lumber & Boom Co. .. 18

Spears & Lauder 11

T
Tpdd, A. C 77

Tuckett 65

Tudhope Anderson Co 63

Turner & Sons, J. J 1

V
Victoria Harbor Lumber Co. .. 4

W
Waterous Engine Works C^.,
Limited 83

Webster & Bro., Ltd., James.. 9

West & Peachy 73

Western Steel & Iron Works Co. 70

Wells Lumber Co., R. A 18

White Co., W. H .'. is

Wickes Bros 20

Williams Lumber Co 7

Wilson Brothers, Ltd 12

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon .... 17

Woods Machine Co., S. A 14

Band Saws, Jointers, Saw Tables, and Swing Saws k^J-g
Silver's New Wood-working Mach'n?s are Newest, most improved tools on the market. The cuts
give a slight suggestion of their n atness of design and construction. In rigidity, in ease and con-
venience of operation, in moderate price, they beat all others to a frazzle.

Silver's Machines are high-pressure machines
They wi 1 do your work to the limit and do it well

JOINTERS 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24-inch
BAND SAWS -20, 26, 32, and 36-inch

SWING SAWS- 6^, 7, 1% and 8-foot

saw tables-Two styles

Send for igit Machinery Catalogue

and Special Prices at once.

The Silver Mfg. Co.
375 Broadwa - Salem, Ohio
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Everything
for a Sawmill

trimmers

ram Cars

ath Mill and Bolter

hogging and Yard Locomotives

aw Gummers
'halting Grates

Picket Headers, Gang Bolters, Edgers

Prompt shipments on all orders.

Prices and circulars upon request.

Wanted : Reliable Canadian Representative

Rothfuss- Howard Iron Works
Williamsport, Pennsylvania

LAYER OF PURE
WHITE ASBESTOS

J^LAYER OF ASPHALT
CEMENT

LAYER OF ASBESTOS
FELT SATURATED

LAYER OF ASPHALT
CEMENT

LAYER OF ASBES-
TOS FELT SATUR-
ATED

fireproof

Irainproof

COST
THE
ONLY
COST

, - prS of asbestos and asp^
* BeVeral

layers 01
tt _mineral 1

f

consists tf ^ fovininB »"
oof ,

woatheip
'

in coinlnn.^ o»;,
oof

wateiP r {<

*hicb f
practically

^e
^eVCT needs c°a

aciaprpol
a-u

ly
,

c°st
;vac\c, and easily aPPi

If not at yo"
iroen ot

PRACTICALLY

WEAR-PROOF

NEVER
NEEDS
PAINT

u W Johns-
TV... Canadian n- Um _ted

' M»nn«s* Kl ^ Electrica
nonets

Manville Co.

Asbestos
Roofings,

packings

Montreal.

,1U5<«__P packing*

Electrical
SuppUes^

Winnipeg.

^^^^^^

WE CAN

DOUBLE
THE CAPACITY OF YOUR

DRY KILN
GRANO RAPIDS VENEER WORKS

SAVE
60% Cutting Waste 35% on Machining

50% Fuel

Ask us WHY and HOW

Grand Rapids Veneer Works

Grand Rapids,

Michigan

Right for the pocket — That's

where imported brands touch you

hardest. But the fine flavor of

Tuckett's Cigarettes tickles the pal-

ate without "hazarding-" the pocket

and scores heavily with those who

know g-ood tobacco. Take your

cue from this : Tuckett's g-ives you

all the goodness of the best imported

brands without exacting a forfeit for

duty costs.

fucKetts

.

Cigarettes
THREE VARIETIES

Tuckett's Special Turkish 15c. for 10.

Tuckett's Club Virginias loc. for 10.

Tuckett's T. & B. 10c. for 10.
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American No. 77

Above Competition

AMERICAN WOOD WORKING MACHINERY CO.
Executive and General Sales Office :

Rochester, N. Y.
S.M.Krt Okkicks :

N'l' W YOl'K !Hl West SI •

SALES Ofdices :

CHICAGO, 917 Fieher Bld|! ?8S.TLA£D '
ORE

. First & Pine Streets
N EWORLfeANS, < lanal Ca Bank. Bldg. If?MA^Yi?,? ; Hi w - ^ificAve.SAN FRANCISCO. 4li Fremont Street
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When you need wire rope for any
purpose whatever, it will surely pay you
to communicate with us.

We have in stock all kinds—in all

sizes—in any length.

Should your requirements be special

—

we can make rope to exactly suit your
needs. We know how, as we have had

years of experience.

Wire Rope Fittings of all Kinds

The Dominion WIRE ROPE Co., Limited
MONTREAL

General Supply Company of Canada Ltd.—Winnipeg Agents

Jeffrey Conveyers
FOB

Pulp and Paper Mills

Combine thoroughness of

construction with high effic-

iency in operation, and are
guaranteed to handle material

wiih economy and to meet the

demands of the existing con-

ditions in every particular.

Illustration shows a Jeffrey

Chain Conveyer (-507 feet

between centers); at Pulp Mill

of A. E. Reed & Co. Handles
sawed logs to barker conveyer.

Entire conveying equipment at

this mill furnished by the

Jeffrey Co.

We also design and build Conveyers of the Wire Cable Type,
Elevating and Power Transmission Machinery for all purposes,

Chains and Attachments, Industrial Locomotives for hauling-

Lumber, Pulp Lap Shredders, etc.

Write for jLatest Catalogs.

THE JEFFREY MANUFACTURING CO.
Winnipeg Office

:

141 Bannatyne Ave.

Canadian Main Office and Works ;

MONTREAL, CAN.

Patented IXL Br Pat. No. 5c?4CB

his Bit Will Not Slip Sideways

See the Key '"See the /fey

Manufactured Only By

The A. J. BURTON SAW CO. Ltd.

Vancouver B. C.

Our Inserted Saws are Fitted with our

Patent I.X.L. Bits and Sh anks, warran-

ted not to slip sideways, and to cut free

and easy, and have no equal in hard-

wood or any other timber.

Band, Gang,

Solid and Inserted

Tooth Circulars,

Bits and Shanks

Carried in Stock at our Ottawa Branch.

Special Attention given to all Saw Re-

pair Work.

The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY

VANCOUVER, B. C.

BOX 848

Phone 1748

EASTERN OFFICE, SALES-ROOMS AND
REPAIR WORKS

374 Sparks St., OTTAWA, ONT.
Phone 7458
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Car Lots

White Pine:

1 jncll No. 1 cuts and better $00 00 05 00
l'A inch No. 1 cuts and better 04 00 OS 00
2 in. No. 1 cuts and better.. 07 00 72 00
lJjS-in. No. 2 C & B 50 00 52 00
2-in. No. 2 cuts and better .. 50 00 00 00
l'/z in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts .. 4S 00 50 00
2-in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 50 00 52 00
1-in. Good Shorts 40 00 45 001x4 and 5 com. and dressing 23 00 25 001x0 common and dressing.. 20 00 2S 001x8 common and dressing ..27 00 20 00
1 x 10 common and dressing ..30 00 32 00
1 x 12 common and dressing.. 39 00 41 00
1x10 and 12 mill cull stocks .. 20 00 21 00
Tin. mill cull sidings 17 00
2 x 10 common 27 00 28 00
& and 3 x 12 common 30 00 32 001x8 box and common 21 00 22 00
1 x 10 inch box and common. 23 00 24 00
1 x 12 box and common 27 00 20 00
1-in. mill run sidings 24 00 20 00
Tin. mill run shorts 18 00
1-in. dead cull sidings 12 50 14 00
lj^-in. flooring 28 00
1- in. mill run Norway 22 00
2- in. mill run Norway 25 00
Norway, c and cf 1-in 33 00 34 00
Norway, c and cf l'/2 -in 35 00 38 00
Norway, c and cf 2-in 33 00 35 00
-Spruce mill run 21 00 22 00
Spruce mill culls 15 00 10 00
Clear in. B.C. cedar, kiln dried 55 50 05 50
2 x 4 to 10 inch 18 ft 20 00
Douglas Fir
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet

:

8, 10x10, 10x12, 1x14, 12x12,
12x014, 14x14, 14x10 34 00

8x10, 0x12, 8x10, 8x12, 10x16,
12x16, 16x16, 14x18, 16x18
18x18, and 20x20 34 50

6x14, 8x14, 12x18, 18x20 35 00
0x16, 8x16, 10x18, 12r20, 14x20,
anh 16x20 35 00

10 x 20 30 00
6 x 18, 8 x 18 30 50
6 x 20, 8 x 20 37 50
Lengths over 32 ft. take the following ad-
vances: 33 to 35 ft., 50c; 36 to 40 ft , SI-
41 to 45 ft., $3; 40 to 50 ft., $5.

Fir flooring, eoge grain 44 50
No. 1 and 2 clear 1-in. Fir rough 45 10
No. 1 and 2 clear l'A, l'/2 and

2-in. Fir rough . 47 10
l'/2 -in. No. 1 4 ft. pine lath.. 4 25
l'/2 -in. No. 2 4-ft. lath 3 75
l'/2 in. 32-in. pine 1 00
l'/2 -in. No. 1 4-ft. hemlock lath 3 25
1)4 -in. mill run hemlock lath 3 00
X pine or cedar shingles .... 1 05
XXpine or cedar shingles ... 2 25XXX pine or cedar shingles . . 3 30XX B. C. cedar shingles 2 40
XXX 6 butts to 2-in 3 30XXXX 6 to 23-16-in 3 52XXXXX 3 75
Hemlock No. 1

:

1x4 & 5-in. x 9 to 16 ft. ... 14 50
1 x 0 in. x 9 to 16-ft 17 50
1 x 8-in. x 9 to 16-ft 17 50
1 x 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16-ft. 19 50
1x7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 10- ft. 17 50
1- in. No. 2, Oft. to 16-ft. 2x4

to 12-in., O ft. to 16-ft 9 50
2x4 to 12-in., 12 and 14 ft. .. IS 50
2x4 to 12-in., IS ft 21 50
2x4 to 12-in. 20 ft 23 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 22 ft 25 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 24 ft 28 00
2- in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width, 6 to 16 ft 12 50

Hardwoods—Per M. Feet, Car Lots

Ash white, lsts and 2nd.;, l'A and 2-in. 55 00
Ash, white, No. 1 common 45 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 48 00
Ash, brown, common and better .... 35 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 & 8/4. 55 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 35 00
Birch, No. 1, com. & better, 4/4 ... 29 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 and 8/4 .. 38 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 12/4 and 10/4.. 42 00
Basswood, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 38 00
Basswood, No. 1, com. and bet., 4/4 . 30 00
Basswood, No. 2 and 3, common ... 16 00
Basswood, 0/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds 40 00
Basswood, 0/4 and 8/4, com. & bet. . . 35 00
Basswood, No. 2 common and better. 25 50
Soft elm, 1sts and 2nds, 4/4 33 00
Soft elm, No. 1 com. and bet., 4/4 . . 28 00
Soft elm, No. 2 and 3, common 15 00
Soft elm, 6/4 and 8/4 1 and 2 38 00
Soft elm, 3 in. lsts and 2nds 42 00
Rock elm, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 x 8/4 . . 50 00
Rock clem, No. 2 com. & bet. 0/4
& 8/4 35 00

Soft maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 31 00
Soft maple, com. and belter, 4/4 25 00
Soft maple, 6/4 & 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 34 00
Hard maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 34 00
Hard maple, common and better, 4/4. 27 00
Hard maple, 12/4 & 16/4, lsts & 2nds. 43 00
Red oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4... 52 00
Red oak, plain, lsts & 2nds, 0/4 & 8/4 00 00
Red oak, plain lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 10/4 05 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4.. 52 00
White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, l'A
and 2-in 00 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 10/4 70 00

White oak, 'A cut, lsts & 2nds, 4/4.. 83 00
White oak, >A cut, 6/4 and 6/4, lsts

and 2nds
ffl ouWhite oak, % cut No. 1 common ... 55 00

Hickory, lsts and 2uds, 4/4 70 00
Hickory, 0/4 and S/4, lsts and 2nds. 75 00

OTTAWA, ONT.

Manufacturers" Pi ice*

Pine good sidings:
1-in. x 7-in. and up s ;-,.j 00lM -in. & lyi -in. x 8 in. & up 56 00
**B . x 7-in and up 58 00
No. 2 cuts 2 x Sin. and up .. 40 00
1 me good strips :Mn

: 40 00
ljg-m. and l'/2 m 00 00

p.
2 "

1 "- 50 00
Pine good shorts:

1-in. x 7-in. and up 3S 00
1-in. x 4-in. to 6-in 30 00
l'A -in. and 1^-in 45 0()

%-\ n - • 48 00
7-in. to 9-in. A sidings .... 25 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings . . 33 00
i ine, No. 1 dressing strips . . 20 00
£>ne, No. 1 dressing shorts . . 22 00
fine. 8 s.c. and better, 12 ft. to
16 ft 23 00

Pine, 7 up s. c. siding 1-in..!.22 00
Pine s. c. sidings l'/2 & 2-in... 20 00
'?fj

s
; °/

Slrips l in 17 00
1A, l'A and 2-in 22 00

Pine, s.c. shorts, 1 x 4 20 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x5 21 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x6 23 50
Pine, box boards:
l"x4" and up 0' -11' 13 00

to
,
6"' *2'-*6' 15 00

1 xi and up 12'-16' 16 00
Pine shorts C'-ll' l"xl0".... 20 00
lxS and 9 No. 1 barn 25 00

0. culls r & w p 10 00
Ked Pine log run,

mill culls out, 1-in 14 00
mill culls out, l'A-in. ...... 16 00
mill culls out, I14 -in 17 00

Mill run Spruce:
1,','x4 " and up

'
G '-H 14 00

1 x4" and up, 12 '-10' 10 00
l"x9"-10", & up, 12'16'... 18 00
1J4 x7 8-9" & up, 12 '-10' 18 00
l'A xlO" and up, 12 '-10' ..19 00
l'/2 " & 2"xl2" & up, 12 '-10' 24 00

bpruce 1-in. clear (fine dressing
and B) 24 00

Hemlock 1-in. rull 10 00
Hemlock 1-in. log run 13 00
Hemlock 2x4, 0, 8, 10, 12/16' 14 00
lamarac

, 13 00
Basswood log run, dead culls

n
out 20 00

Basswood log run mill culls out 24 00
Birch log run 19 00
bolt elm, common and better,

a 7* V4' ,

2 i

,

n 20 °o
Ash, black log run 26 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x7 21 50
Pine, sc. and better, 1x8 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x9 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x10 ... 25 50
1 x 10 No. 1 barn 30 00
1 x 10 No. 2 barn 23 001x8 and 9 No. 2 barn 20 00
Pine mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. x 4-in. and up, 12-
ft and up 13 00

Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.
and up, 6-ft. to 11-ft 11 00

Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine 1 3/8-in. x 4-ft. 4 00
No. 2 White Pine 3 00
Mill run white pine 3 25
Spruce, mill run l'/2 -in 2 75
Red pine mill run 2 75
Tamarac mill run 1 25
Basswood, mill run 2 00
Hemlock, mill run 1 75
32-in. lath 1 25
Pine Shingles
xxxx, 18-in 3 50
Clear butt 18-in 2 50
xx 1 50

White Clear Shingles:
xxxx, 18-in 4 00
Clear butt, 18-in 2 50
18-in. xx 1 60

Spruce logs (pulp) 13 00

t)5 00
00 00
05 00
45 00

44 00
52 00
55 00

40 00
35 00
50 (in

52 00
27 00
35 00
31 00
20 00

24 00
25 00
30 00
19 50
24 00
21 00
22 00
25 00

14 00
10 00
17 00
21 00
27 00
12 00

10 00
15 00
19 00

15 00
17 50
19 00
20 00
20 00
25 00

27 00
12 00
14 50
16 50
15 00

22 00
26 00
22 00

24 00
29 00
23 00
25 00
25 00
27 00
33 00
2G 00
22 00

15 00

13 00

4 00
3 25
3 50
3 00
3 00
2 00
2 50
2 25
1 75

15 00

QUEBEC, QUE.

White Pine—In the Raft
c

Square white pine, measured off, 30
to 40 feet average 40

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in. av-
erage, according to lineal 80

Oak—Michigan and Ohio

By the dram, according to average
and quality GO

Elm

By the dram, according to average

50

85

age and quality
Average 10 inch

,

25
30

Biich

inch
inch
inch
inch

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMAKAC &

Mountain Stock

DintemioM

Quebec Spiuce Deals

18 20
22 24 2 X 412
26 28 2 x 4-8-14 16
32 30 X 410 18 20

2
2
X
X g

8 * 10

LAK< !i

*-'l 5H
21 5o
24 5n

50

,., , Per M.
12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 18 00 19 00
Oddments 15 00 16 00
I.oards, 1 and 2 in 15 00 16 00

Birch Planks

1 to 4 '» 10 00 17 00

SARNIA, ONT.

Fine, Common and Better

1x0 and 8 in 54 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide

\ 62 00
l'A and l'/i in. and up wide 05 00
2 in. and up wide 68 00

Cuts and Better
*/•» x 8 and up No. 1 and better 48 000/4x8 and up No. 1 and better 00 00
8/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 02 00
0/4 x 0 and up No. 2 and better 48 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better 50 00
0/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better 42 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better 40 00

No. 1 Cuts

1 in., 8 in. and up wide 47 00
l'A in., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
l'A 'n., 8-in. and up wide 67 00
2 in., 8-in. and up wide 59 00
2'/2 and 3 ft., 8-in. and up wide 75 00
4 in., 8-in. and up wide 80 00

No. 2 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 31 00
l'/i in., 6-in. and up wide 44 00
l'A-in., 6-in. and up wide 44 00
2-in., 6 in. and up wide 45 00
2'/2 , 3 and 4 in., 0-in. and
UP wide 60 00 65 00

No. 3 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 23 00
l'A and l'/2 in., 6 in. and up wide... 33 00
2 in., 0-in. and up wide 33 00
2'/2 , 3 and 4-in., 6-in. and up

wide 43 00 48 00

Common and Dressing Mill Run

1-in. x 4-in 21 00
1-in. x 5-in .- 23 00
1-in. x 10-in 28 00
1-in. x 6 and 8-in 25 00
1-in. x 12 in 32.00
1-in. x 13-in. and up 32.00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 30.00

No. 1 Barn

1 inch 31 00 42 00
l'A. 1J4 and 2-in 30 00 43 00
2'/2 and 3-in 42 00
4 inch 45 00

No. 2 Barn

1 inch 29 00 30 00
l'A, l'/z and 2-in 30 00 30 00
2'/2 and 3-in 35 00

No. 3 Barn

1 inch 21 00 27 00
l'A, l'A, and 2-in 25 00 30 00

Box

No. 1, 1, l'A, l'A, 2-in 20 00 22 00
No. 2, l'A, l'A, 2-in 10 00 20 00

Mill Culls

Mill run culls, 1-in 15 00
1, l'A, l'A and 2-in 10 00
No. 2 14 00

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Lath

1, 32-in. pine 1 50
2, 48-in. pine 3 75
3, 48-in. pine 3 00
1, 48-in. pine 4 25
1, 48-in. hemlock 3 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.

No. 1 Pine, Spruce and Tamarac

By the dram, according to average
and quality, 30 to 35 feet

Ash

13 inches and up, according to aver-

73 77 Dimensions, Rough or S. 1 S. and 1 E.

0 ft 8 ft 10 ft 14x16 ft

55 00 2 x 4 .. . . 13 50 10 50 20 00 18 00
2 x 6 .. . . 15 50 16 50 20 00 18 00
2 x 8 .. . . 17 50 18 00 21 00 19 50
2 x 10 .. . . 18 50 19 00 22 00 20 50
2 x 12 .. . . 18 50 19 50 22 50 22 00

Common Boards

* incl
! *ia 00

« !«* 21 50

£„
,nci

\ 22 60
]?, !

nc
' 22 SO12 mch 22 60

Flooring

4 or 6 inch No. 1 %-t-i

4 or 6 inch No. 2 31 00
4 or 0 inch No. 3 24 50

Shiplap— Finished

* i
nc '' $20 00

0 inch 2'> 5o
8, 10, 12 inch 23 b»

Siding

£ !
nc

j'
No. 1 $33 o,,

0 inch No. 2 31 00
0 inch No. 3 24 50

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 5 00
No. 2 cedar, pine, spruce 3 25

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
Less $2 per M. 12 ft. 14 and 10 ft3x6 and 3 x 8 20 50 20 50
3 x 10

21

00 21 00
3 x 12

22

50 21 50
4 x 4 to 0 x 8 20 50 20 50
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 22 50 21 50
8 x 8

22

50 21 50
6 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 00

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR

Dimensions, S, 1 S. and E.

4, 2 x 0, 4 x 8, 8 to 16 ft $21 50
4, 2 x 0, 4 x 8, 18 to 32 ft 25 50

2 x 10, 2 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 22 50
18, 20, 22 ft 26 50
24, 26, 28, 30, 32 28 60
2 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 50
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 24 00
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft 29 00
G x 0 to 0 x 12, up to 32 ft 24 00

27 00

FLOORING

No. 1 and 2 red pine, 4 in 34 00
E. G. No. 1 and 2 fir flooring W 00
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 39 00
F. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 31 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 flooring 30 00

SHIPLAP

Pine or spruce 25 00
8 to 10 ft., 0 in 23 00
B. C. Fir 8", 10" and 12" shiplap
10/10 ft 23 50

B. C. Fir 0" shiplap 10/16 ft 23 50

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 common pine, 10 inch $31 00
No. 2 common pine, 10 inch 25 00
No. 3 common pine mixed widths 20 00
No. 4 common pine, mixed widths . . 14 50
No. 5 common pine, mixed widths . . 10 00

SHINGLES

XXX B. C. Cedar $2 90
XX B. C. Cedar 1 90
XXX Dimension 3 25

LATH

No. 1 Mixed W. & R. Pine
No. 1 B. C. Fir

S4 50
3 50

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N.Y.

White Tine

Wholesale Selling Price

Uppers 4/4 $94 00
Uppers 5/4 to 8/4 92 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 97 00
Selects 4/4 84 00
Selects 5/4 to 8/4 S2 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 92 00
Fine common 4/4 01 00
Fine common 5/4 65 00
Fine common 6/4 05 00
Fine common 8/4 07 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 51 00
No. 1 Cuts 5/4 57 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 59 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 01 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 32 00
No. 2 Cuts 5/4 43 00

(Continued on page 72)
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DISSTON

CROSSCUT
SAWS

RUN EASIEST

CUT FASTEST
LAST LONGEST

If you are interested send for our new

Crosscut Saw booklet. It is unique, the

finest ever printed, for we have endeavored to

make it truly representative of Disston High

Grade Saws.

When we say Disston Saws run easiest,

out fastest and last longest, it is not a mere

advertising phrase—the booklet tells why

—

the saws themselves show how.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS
INCORPORATED

KEYSTONE SAW, TOOL, STEEL AND FILE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.

BRANCH HOUSES :—Chicago, Boston, Cincinnati, New Orleans, Memphis, San Francisco Seattle, Portland, Spokane
Toronto, Vancouver.
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TURN INTO MONEY
Your slow and doubtful book accounts — HAND tbem to
the COLLECTION DEPARTMENT of the Mercantile Agency

R. G. Dun & Company
70 Bay Street, TORONTO

The Collection Service, which has been proved most satis-
factory by all users of it, is open to Reference Book Subscrib-
ers. Subscription and Collection Rates on application.

Over Seventy Years Record of Efficiency

Life Saver!
Patent

Car Stake Pocket
for Logging Cars and Slips

Money Saver!

Th<
Western Steel & Iron Works Co.

SOLF MANUFACTURERS

Winnipeg - Canada

JOHNSTON RE-SAW is a Lumber Saver and a Money Maker
The advantages of this machine over all others hi- 1*1 ., i... v.

prevent saw burning by slivers '•

Vi ,// VYi m i.-^.
''

''V''
1 '' il< JUKtI"cnt ^

so that s,ws can speed » i tho u t v i >rati<fir TH&EK l&lvTS ^Kid '

h.p: Weight 6,500 pounds: Floor^H^h^H^J^ re" U,red - * 10 30

<\DIS0N WILLIAMS MFC. CO. Limited
UNDS/VY ONT.

THE MADISON WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Limited, Lindsay, OntarioBuilders of Sawmill IWaPhi™™ «n« v., .
' » V/"lai XSJ

Eastern Representative : H. E.
Builders of Sawmill Machinery and 'Triumph

Plant, 1790 St. James St., Montreal, Que
Turbine Water Wheels

Western Representative: The Canadian Fairbanks C o., Vancouver, B.C.

6 H.P. Heavy Duty Engine $175.00
Winch $30.00

Reversegear $36.00

River Driving Costs
will be decidedly lower this year if you
use Adams Gasoline Towing Machinery
in 25' punts for carrying supplies and
handling booms and logs. One man
does the work of ten. We have both
machinery and complete punts for
prompt shipment. Machinery $205. 00.
Complete punts $375.00. It will pay you
to write us now. Gasoline engines all
sizes, 2 to 25 H.P.

Adams Launch and Engine Co.
Penetang, Ont.
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ENGINES and BOILERS
OF ALL TYPES AND SIZES

HEATERS, STACKS, RETORTS, TANKS

We cater specially to the lumbering- industries

Write for Prices and Information

E. LEONARD & SONS
LONDON, CANADA

Agencies and Warehouses :—ST. JOHN. X.B. MONTREAL, QUE. TORONTO, ONT.
WINNIPEG, MAN. CALGARY. ALTA. VANCOUVER, B.C. Locomotive Boiler on Skids

International
Preparations for Horses are all

sold on a Spot Cash Guarantee

Let us figure on furnishing you the following supplies for the
coming season.

International Stock Food
We guarantee that your hoiBOfl will do more work and
keep in hetter order on less feed if they get International
regularly.

International Silver Pine Healing Oil
Especially recommended for Sores, Bruises, Kicks, In-
flammation and all flesh wounds.

International Worm Powder
Will quickly expel all kinds of worms.

International Distemper Cure
For Coughs, Colds, and Distemper.

International Colic Cure
Guaranteed to cure Colic in ten minutes.

International Compound Absorbent
Greatest Curb cure on Earth.

International Gall Cure
Cures while horses work or rest.

International Foot Remedy
Cures Foot diseases, keeps the hoof soft, elastic and tough

International Harness Soap
Gives new life to old harness.

All our goods are guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Write for Special Pricet

International Stock Food Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.

For low prices and prompt shipment of

Yellow Pine Timbers
Short Leaf Finish

Chestnut — Oak — Ash
Cypress

New Brunswick Shingles

TRY

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
Box 1600 SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Are You Interested

in British Colum

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few
years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

There is un-

doubtedlya big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg

When ordering from your Jobber specify

Pink's Lumbering' Tools
and if they cannot supply them order direct, and you

will get the best tool made

The Thomas Pink Co.
Limited

PEMBROKE, Ont., Canada
Manufacturers of the best line of Lumbering Tools in Canada
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES- Continued

iN'o. 2 Cuts (i/4 45 00
No. 2 Cms 8/4 , 50 00
No. 3 Cuts 5/4
No. 3 Cuts 6/4 34 00
No. :{ Cuts 8/4 36 00
Dressing 5/4 46 00
Dressing 5/4 x 10 51 00
Dressing 5/4 x 12 52 00
No. 1 Moulding 5/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 5S 00
No. 2 Moulding 5/4 .' 47 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 47 0"
No. 2 Moulding S/4 47 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 .' 46 00
No. 1 Barn 1x0 and 8 34 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 36 00
No. 2 Ham 1x6 and 8 30 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 32 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 23 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 10 25 00
Box 1x6 and up 22 00
Box 1 x 10 23 00
U°x 1 x 12 25 00
Box 1 x 13 and up 30 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Buflalo
and Tonawanda:

White Ash

1st and 2nd, 1 inch 40 00
1 '/i to 2 inch 44 00
2'/2 to 4 inch 48 00
Strips 22 00
Common and culls 14 00

Black and Brown

1st and 2nd, 6 inch up 40 00
Common good culls 14 00
1st and 2nd 6 inch and up, red 40 00
1st & 2nd, white, 6 in. & up.. 30 00
Common and good culls 16 00

Elm

1st and 2nd, rock, 6 in and up 32 00
Common and culls 15 00
1st and 2nd, soft, C in. and up 26 00
Common and culls 10 00

Maple

1st and 2nd hand 26 00
Common and culls 14 00
1st and 2nd, soft 26 00
Common and culls 14 00

42 00
46 00
54 00
24 00
22 00

42 00
20 00
42 00
32 00
18 00

35 0'J

17 00
28 00
17 00

28 00
'£1 00
28 00
22 00

BOSTON, MASS.

White pine uppers, 1 to 2 in... $90 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch 86 00
Fine common, 1 in 70 00
Fine common, 1% to 2 in. ...
No. 1 Cuts 1 in
No. 1 Cuts l'A to 2 in 56 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in 35 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1% to 2 in 45 00
Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 . . 50 00

No. 1, 1 x 10..
No. 1, 1 x 8 ...
No. 2, 1 x 12 ..

No. 2, 1 x 10 .. 36 00
No. 2, 1 x 8 . . .

No. 3, 1 x 12 ..

No. 3, 1 x 10 .. 30 00
No. 3, 1 x 8 ..

Canadian spruce boards 23 00
Spruce, 10 & 12 in. dimension 26 00
Spruce, 0 in. and under
10 and 12 in. random lengths,

10 ft. and up 24 00
2x2, 2x4, 2x5, 2x0, 2x7

and 3x4 random lengths, 10
feet and up 20 00

10(1 llll

90 00
72 00
75 00
45 00
00 00
37 00
4.8 00
51 00
38 00
37 00
43 00
37 00
35 00
34 00
31 00
29 00

24 00
27 00
24 00

25 00

21 00

All other random lengths, 7"
and under, 10 ft. and up 20 00

5 inches and up merchantable
boards. 8 ft. and up, p lg..

Vermont spruce boards..,
matched

1x2 and 1x3 furring, 01s
clipped and bundled 20 00

5^-in. spruce laths
l'/Zin. spruce laths

New Brunswick Cedar Shingles

Extras $3 40
Clears
Second clears
Clear whites 2 25
Extra Is (Clear whites out) . . 1 45
Extra Is (Clear whites in) . . 1 50
Bed Cedar Extras, 10 in. 5 butts

to 2-in 3 75
Red Cedar Eurekas, 18-inch.

butts to 2-in

Red Cedar Perfection, 5 butts
to 2K

21 00

19 00

22 00

22 00

4 10
3 50

$3 5C
3 10
2 50
2 30
2 25
1 60

4 00

4 20

4 75

The most economical all around loading machine is the old
reliable

McGlFFERT LOG LOADER
Made with either stationary or swing boom. It is also equipped
with four-wheel, swivel trucks for use on light rail These trucks
always remain in horizontal position when raised and come back
squarely to the track when lowered. Send for catalogue.

CLYDE IRON WORKS, DULUTH, MINN., U.S.A.

CHICAGO, ILL.
318 Fisher Bldg

C - 1
1

3

BRANCHES
NEW ORLEANS, LA

421 Garondelet St.

SAVANNAH, GA.
501 Germania Bk. Bldg

It will pay you to equip your Tram Cars with

our special

Charcoal Chilled

Cast Iron Wheels

We will fit these to your old
axles, or furnish new axles and
wheels separately.

Price, quality and service con-
sidered, we can save you time and
money.

Further particulars on request.

St. Thomas, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

Plants at

Midland, Ont.

Fort William, Ont.

The

Londonderry, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.

Canada Iron Corporation
Limited

Head Office : Mark Fisher Building, Montreal, P.Q.

Sheep's Back to Dealer

A P H Pants
For Solid Substantial Wear, no Pants in

Canada like them. Dealers if interested,
write us for terms, etc.

CLAYTON & SONS
Halifax, N. S.

COUPON BOOKS

Will Save You Time, Labor and Money
No chance of overrunning credit limits; no room for wrangles or

disputes.
The easiest method of discharging obligations between the store

and its employees.
An automatic system of accounting without book-keeping or red tape.

Used by all Progressive General Merchants and Commissaries

WRITE AT ONCE FOR SAMPLE AND PRICES.

Southern Coupon Company, Birmingham, Alabama, U.S.A.
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Makes It's Mark Vivid and Lasting
Mai ks that remain vivid and wear like iron are a real satisfaction to the

man who handles lumber. The metallic pigments, like graphite, of DIXON'S
LUMBER CRAYONS offer marvelous resistance to all kinds of weather condi-
tions. Their marks are often visible after six months of severe exposure to sun
and storms.

DIXON'S LUMBER CRAYONS
have always remained the recognized standard because of their one, uniform and
dependable quality; their convenient and uniform shape and size and because of

the careful selection of materials used in their manufacture. DIXON'S LUMBER
CRAYONS are made in nineteen grades and colors, including black (six grades),
red (two grades), blue (two grades!, green, white, yellow, brown, terra cotta,

violet, pink and orange. Some are made to fill particular needs—let us tell you
more about them. Get acquainted.

Write for lithographed booklet No. £tH, illustrated in colors.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
Jersey City, U. S. A.

"John
Bull"

Larrigans
Wear Like Iron

WE tan the leather these larrigans are made
from and know they will stand all kinds

of wet and rough usage when properly car-

ed for. We put a counter stiffener in our larrigans

and sew it in with the leg when soled and heeled

—

a very durable feature in our goods.

Next time you buy larrigans see that you ask

for "John Bull."

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY, Ontario

Limited

HUTHER. BROS. PATENT GROOVER. OR DADO HEAD
For cutting any width groove from one quarter inch to 2 inches or over

Can be used on any Circular Saw Material. Will cut a perfect groove with or across the grain.

This is the only Dado Head on the market that gives entire satistaction on all classes of work. No
screw adjustment. For different width grooves, simply remove or add inside cutters. Sold by builders

and dealers ot wood working machinery in all parts of the United States. Will send on approval, in

competition with any other make on the market; if not the best return at our expense.
HUTHER BROS., SAW MFG. CO., Inc., 1170 University Ave., Rochester, N.Y., manufacturer
of Circular Saws, Morgan Pattern Lock-Corner Box Cutters, Concave Saws, etc.

Sit in your Office and See

Your Land as ifon the Spot
With one of our forest maps before you, you

can know exactly the amount, character and loca-

tion of your timber. The knowledge will he exact,

not what some cruiser has guessed at. This infor-

mation will enable you to get at least 10% more
from your timber yearly.

Our service to your business will cut out a big

waste and give you data of great value.

We appraise new lands, and survey wild lands for renew-
al of lines or to get actual acreage.

Lot us prove to you the value of the services which our skill and ex-

perience can otter.

SEND FOR OUR BOOK " APPLIED FORESTRY "

A valuable text book on how to tret greater returns from your timber
at once and in the future. Tells you also how wc work and what we have
done for others during our Ion;; forestry experience. Free on request.

APPLETON & SEWALL CO ,
Inc,

Foresters and Surveyors Dept. A, 156 Fifth Ave., NEW YORK

Not altogether what we
say but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping- Tug" man-
ufactured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-

sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of

French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,

in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.

D. G. Cutler Co.
Duluth, Minnesota

Distributers of

Kelley Island Lime—(Lighthouse Brand)

Burned with WOOD, from selected Ohio bottom Rock,

and packed fresh from the Kilns, in new, tight, double-

headed barrels.

Can also ship you in Mixed Carloads

Hard Wall Plaster, Wood Fibre Plaster, Hydrated
Lime, Mortar Colors, Waterproofing.

Distributors of HURON PORTLAND CEMENT
Wire Us Your Orders for Prompt Shipment
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Fay & Egan "Lightning" No. 133

Fast Feed Inside Molder
It takes more than iron and steel to make a

Molderwith that "Built-in" quality that enables it

to stand up to the heavy cuts and high speeds now
demanded by the progressive manufacturers of
lumber.

We've been building Molders since 1830—
eighty-two years ago. We've learned a whole lot

about them in that time— and every bit of this

experience and knowledge was brought into use
when we designed the No. 133.

That our care was justified is shown by the

large number in use in every part of the country.

No matter where you are located—North, East,

South, West or in the Central States—there is a No.

133 running within a few miles— and owner and
operator of that machine are enthusiastic over it.

Drop us a line and we'll tell you where you can

see a No. 133 running—Look it over, talk to the

owner and operator, then decide.

Our Molder Catalog shows a complete line of Inside and Outside Types. Write for it.

J. A. FAY & EGAN COMPANY
SALES OFFICES:

ATLANTA, 366 Whitehall St.

BUFFALO. 501 White Bldg.

CHICAGO. 625 Com. Nat. Bk. Bldg.

CHATTANOOGA. 904 Hou»ton St.

DENVER, 1621 17th St.

DETROIT, 97 Woodbridge St.

EVANSVILLE, 16 Powell Ave.

Manufacturers of Woodworking Machinery
THE "LIGHTNING" LINE

Main Office and Works:

465-485 W. Front Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO
ESTABLISHED 1830

SALES OFFICES:

LOS ANGELES, 164 N. Lo. Angeles St.

MONTGOMERY, 511 St. Lawrence St.

NEW ORLEANS, 920 Hib. B & T Bldg.

NEW YORK, 170 Broadway.

PITTSBURGH, 123 Water St.

ST. LOUIS. 410 Nat. Bk. of Com. Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO, 139 Townsend St.

SEATTLE, 401 White Bldg.
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METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
Manufacturers High Grade Cylinder, Engine and

Machine Oils, Lubricating Greases, Mill Supplies, Etc.

Canada's Greatest Grease Makers
We manufacture all grades of Lubricating Greases of the highest

quality and are always the choice of discriminating buyers for all

kinds of Journals.

Admitted to save 50% in cost of Lubrication, and 75% in cost of
application, continuous Lubrication, economy and safety from over-
heated Journals are the results of its use.

Write us for Prices and Samples or if you wish our Repre-
sentative will call and advise you the most economical and best

suited grades for your plant.

METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
34 Atlantic Avenue - - TORONTO, ONT.

"LIMESTONE" Wood Split Pulleys
The Strongest Wood PiTley Made. NAILED and GLUED

We carry the largest stock of Wood Pulleys in the Country.

ALLIGATOR BELT LACING

Rush Orders Promptly Filled.

Also Lukenheimer
Valves, Lubricat-

ing Oils and Greas-

es, Packings, Hose,

Paints, etc.

Belting in Stock 1-in. to 20-in.

LARGE BELTS A SPECIALTY

Crescent Oil Co., Hamilton, Ontario

Because

It

Is

Made

Of

Pure

Balata

" LINCONA *

Balata Belting
IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF

Therefore

It is so

Much

Stronger

Than

Any

Other

Balata

Belt

Average break 1 1,700 lbs. per sq. inch.

Ask the other man the strength of his Balata, and see that he

shows you copy of test.

THIS BELT IS WORTH YOUR INVESTIGATION.
Write for Price List and Sample.

Austen Bros. Limited
HALIFAX, N. S.

PENATANG SHOEPACKS
Gendron Penatang Shoepack Mfg. Co.

The PENATANG SHOE PACK
is sold on the reputation it has attained for honest material, honest workmanship and consequently honest wear. That

explains why so many packs are sold as Penatangs, that

are only poor imitations.

All our packs are stamped with our Registered Trade
Mark, and dealers are warned not to infringe on our

rights. We have had many complaints that manufactur-

ers are representing their packs as Penatangs.

Write for the Penatang Catalogue showing 20 diff-

erent styles of Hand Made Shoe Packs and Boots.

Our Hand Made

Surveyors and Ex-

plorers boots are the

most reliable on the

market.

Sole leather count-

ers, sewn in with the

upper, are special

features.

Our io inch and
8 inch River Drivers

B.)ots are made with

Genuine French Calf

Vamp and English

Kip Quarters.

Forty years exper-

ience in pack manu-
facturing is the best

test of the Quality of

our goods.
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Good Belting
Is Essential to Plant Efficiency

It is impossible to retain the maximum efficiency in your plant by
the use of cheap belting. Sooner or later that belting- will stretch

—then it will slip—then you will be losing power with every
revolution of the pulley. It pays in the end to avoid this loss by
installing at the outset,

Bcardmore Belting
For the past sixty years we have made belts which at every period

in our history have proved vastly superior to any others on the

market. This is the record to which we owe our present com-
mercial supremacy—the record at the back of every belt we. sell.

Catalogue containing full belting information

will be forwarded on request.

The General Supply Co., of Canada, Ltd.
356«58«60 Sparks Street, OTTAWA, ONT.

Market and Louise Streets, WINNIPEG, MAN. 115-125 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO

INDUSTRIAL LOCOMOTIVES
It is important for you to know what a loco-

motive will do to justify its cost.

It must pull the required load, start it and keep

it going.

It must provide just the right amount of the

right material in the right place.

Each and every part must be sure to fit not

only the locomotive of which it is a part, but every

other locomotive of the same size and design. Every

operation must be made in fixtures or to templets

compelling accuracy of manufacture so that the

machine will not be idle at a critical time for necessary repairs or renewals. Spare parts must be instantly available, made so well as to go

into place without a machine shop.

Visit our works and see how all this is accomplished.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
BANK OF OTTAWA BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA
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JAMES D. LACEY WOOD BEAL VICTOR THRANE

James D. Lacey & Co.
TIMBER LAND FACTORS and TIMBER VALUATORS

We submit Detailed estimates with Topographical maps of all Timber Properties offered through our house.

Representations based upon our own Expert cruisers and loggers, whose Integrity and Experience have been

thoroughly tested over a period of many years.

We solicit correspondence with British Columbia timber owners and prospective purchasers.

1215 Old Colony Blk.

CHICAGO
1211 Whitney Central Bldg.

NEW ORLEANS
1104 Spalding Bldg.

PORTLAND, Ore.

1009 White Bldg.

SEATTLE

'or t/ic\ Ycj/faAjcfare. o/'//rc/b/7ou )/ty:

STAVES
BARRELS
COOPERAGE
MOO PS
PAILS
CHURNS
CANDY PAILS
BOX BOARDS
CHAIR STOCK
CLOTHES PINS

HEADING
KEGS
WOODEN WARE
HANDLES
TUBS
FREEZERS
FISH KITS
BOTTOMS
SHINGLES
LUMBER

fOK THE /£AJVZZFi\CTtSRE OF

^RRELS^STAVES^,^
BA ourjtecialty. c

TOR PRICES AND FURTHER PARTICULARS

,

.ADDRESS

TBEPETER GERLACHT^^j-an"

HEISLER GEARED LOCOMOTIVES
Especially adapted

for heavy hauling

on steep grades,

sharp curves and

uneven tracks. For
logging, switching

and pulling on main

lines, mills, fur-

naces and indus-

trial purposes.

Just Off the Press—New Detailed Descriptive Catalog 108 G.C.

Heisler Locomotive Works
ERIE, PA., U. S. A.

Wliitnsy Engineering Co., Tacoma, Wash., North Western Sales Agent

44 Polar Bear " Shoepaeks
The only all oil-tanned, hand

sewed, absolutely water-tight

pack manufactured in Canada.

^^^^

Todd's Meaford Special 17 in.

Draw String Shoepack.
Arctic Storm King Child's Sporting.

All sizes and lengths of legs.

We use nothing but oil-tanned leather in both leg and foot, no

splits. We tan our own leather and our 20 years' reputation in the

manufacture of oil-tanned stock stands back of every pair we put out.

Quick shipments our specialty, Our large factory, up-to-date

appliances, good shipping facilities makes this possible. No order too

large or none too small but that we can take care of on shortest notice.

We make shoepaeks in any size or style

from customer's order. Send for our price list

A. C. Todd, Meaford, Ontario

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

For free sample copy address

Hugh C. MacLean, Ltd.

220 King Street West,
TORONTO
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Horizontal Slab Resaw
Built in Two Sizes

These resaws are com-
pactly built and are supported
on the floor line so they do not
need a special foundation.

Both upper and lower
feed rolls are driven which
gives a powerful and uniform
feed.

We also manufacture
Hopper Feed, Box Board
Resaws and many other
Hopper Feed Machines for

box factories.

We solicit your inquiries.

Mereen-Johnson Machine Company, MINNT°T'mm -

MAPLE LEAF SAWS
The Improved Racer Cross Cut Saw, by Actual Test, is the Fastest and Easiest Cutting Saw Made

The Maple Leaf saw is higher priced
than the ordinary saw because it costs
more to make it. It is made of the
very highest quality of steel and tem-
pered by a secret process which tough-
ens and refines the steel. The Maple
Leaf trade mark on the saw means
that it is the equal, if not superior to
any saw made. It also means that
you are privileged to test it against
any other make and if not found equal
or superior in quality you can return
it and have your money refunded.

The ambition of the manufacturers of
the Maple Leaf Saws has always been
to produce the best tempered' saw in
the world and they are constantly in-
vestigating and experimenting with
this end in view. They have recently
made some valuable ' discoveries in
evenness of temper. It has always
been difficult to get a perfectly even
temper on long and thin sheets of steel,
such as saws are made of. Our recent
discoveries make this an absolute rer-
fcainty. Every user of saws should
bear in mind that the temper of the saw
is its most valuable quality. High fin-
ish and attractive appearance amount
to nothing if the temper is not right.

All Maple Leaf Saws are Guaranteed to be Perfect in Temper

Shurly-Dietrich Co., Limited Gait, Ontario
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Building Reports
When you know definitely, clearly and in detail

just who is in the market for your product, you are in

a fair way to land the order.

MacLean Daily Reports will introduce you to

buyers in every Province every day at a trifling cost

when the results are considered.

May we submit our proposition ?

A POSTAL WILL BRING DETAILS

MacLean Daily Reports, Limited

220 King St. West, Toronto

also Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver.

Bankrupt
Belting
Bargains

POSITIVELY 25% TO 75% SAVED

NEW AND SECOND HAND

ALL KINDS and SIZES-FOR EVERY PURPOSE

ALSO ENORMOUS STOCKS

Iron Piping, Pulleys, Shafting, Hang-

ers, New and Relaying Rails, Saws,

Chains and Cables, Roofing, etc.

Write Us for Prices and Tell Us What You Need

Catalog on Request

The

Imperial Waste and Metal Co.
150 Queen Street, Montreal

Stung

But

Not

With

is the way any man feels after he has used a

cheap trashy roofing- which he bought
through a mail order house.

if his local dealer should sell him the same
grade of material he would lose the man's
trade.

a howl would be made to the mail order
house when the consumer was stung, but

—

the local dealer it would be different. He
would lose his old friends and it would be
hard to make new ones. The dependable
kind of roofing for any dealer to sell is

Mule-Hide Roofing
'
'Not a Kick in a Million Feet 1 '

For it is made of good wool felt and high grade a'sphalt, and is sold at useable prices.

MULE-HIDE is never bought by mail-order concerns—There's a reason. But we have
a "GET ACTION" Selling Service which is helping the dealers get the trade which
rightfully belongs to him. We will give you particulars if you want them.

We get business for you

DOMINION
The

ROOFING COMPANY OF CANADA
Limited, Toronto, Can.
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Canada Machinery Corporation, Limited

Gait, Ontario

No. 300 Heavy Duty Inside Moulder

The advantages of a Moulder and a Planer and Matcher are combined in the machine illustrated
above. Ease and speed in adjustment are insured through special unique features, not contained
in any other type of machine. The method of lubrication is perfect. The general construction
is after the plan of the planer and matcher, having heavy sides connected by heavy girths which
in combination with a series of platen plates form the bed.

No. 300 Heavy Duty Inside Moulder

The special features of this model machine include truing devices for top, bottom and side
heads, which insure all knives doing an equal amount of work. Six speeds are furnished through
friction feeds Top rolls are made with pull-out shafts, and extra rolls are supplied all
interchangeable. Matcher frames swivel, ample expansion for all bars and chipbreakers. Made
in two sizes 15x6 and 12x6

Catalogue and Prices on application

Canada Machinery Corporation, Limited

Gait, Ontario
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IT IS A MISTAKE TO

Install a Light Band Resaw
Just as many men are required to operate a

60" or 66" resaw using 6" or 8" saws as are

required to operate a 7' resaw using 12" saws.

The band resaw illustrated herewith is capable

of a continuous daily output of from fifty to

sixty thousand feet of 1" and 2" lumber, every

piece of which is perfectly manufactured. This

band resaw in connection with transfers and

return rolls will raise the output of a single band

mill from twenty-five to fifty thousand feet daily

and will increase the daily cut of a double band

mill from fifty to sixty thousand feet, depending

upon the size cants or timbers passed through it.

It is a powerful and extremely rigid machine and

weighs 28,000 pounds.

We build the heaviest and most complete line

of saw mill machinery in the world. Better

ask for catalogs.

Clark Brothers Co.
BELMONT, N. Y.

A 7 FOOT CLARK BAND RESAW

Pacific Coast Office:

6321 17th Ave. South, SEATTLE, WASH.

SAW MILL EQUIPMENT
for

Your

Spring Sawing

LOG LOADER : It always makes half revolution towards the carriage, is very strong and
heavy with improved method of fastening the arms. Large cylinder with
cross head guide.

LOG DECKS : With larger cylinders than are generally used. Steam Decks with double or
single mills. Steel used wherever necessary. Our Log Deck is the one for you.

STEAM NIGGER : The principal improvement in this device over the ordinary steam Nigger,
is the single slide steam valve, which is a great saver of steam.

BOARD CATCHER: and Cant Flip combined, catches board, throws cant to gang. No
loss of time.

Also Edgers, Lath and Shingle Machines, Cant Flips, Steam Feeds, Concave Rolls, Etc.

Our literatnre will tell you. more about our up-to-date Saw Mill equipment. Send us your address.

MOWRY & SONS, Gravenhurst, Ontario
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Long's Quality

STEEL CARRIAGES

This style carriage is built in the following sizes :-36", 40", 44", 48", 54", 60", 66", 72" opening.

Standard carriage has three headblocks, but any number desired, spaced as required, can be supplied.

Nothing but the very best material and workmanship enter into the

construction of our carriages. The above cut shows this design so

perfectly, that a detailed description is not necessary. We might,

however, mention our improved spring quadrant on back of knees

for absorbing shock of nigger. This is worth investigating.

Detailed specifications gladly sent on application

The E. Long Manufacturing Co. Limited

Orillia Canada

MONTREAL - Williams & Wilson, Ltd.
WINNIPEG— Stuart Machinery Co., Ltd.

AGENCIES :

EDMONTON and CALGARY- Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Ltd.VANCOUVER— Robert Hamilton & Co.
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44COVEL» SAW FILING
EQUIPMENT

A

Complete

Line of

Filing Room

Tools

For

Band and

Circular

Sawmills

Any Size

YVTE are the only authorized Canadian manufacturers of the

famous Covel line of Saw Filing Equipment. Weempha-
size "authorized" because it has a definite meaning in this instance.

Other Canadian firms are building and selling what they repre-

sent to be "Covel" filing machinery. So it is. But it is years out
of date. It has been superseded by newer designs that have been
evolved and placed on the market because they were better than
the old. As authorized builders of these tools, we are in direct

and constant touch with the designers. Every model they turn
out and every improvement added is embodied in the machine
we sell you

—

the latest and best in the filing tool line.

Use the Coupon

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.
Brantford, Canada

Name.

Agency

:

H. B. Gilmour, Vancouver, B.C.

Branch :-

Winnipeg, Man.
Address.

Finn
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85,.,000,000.00
worth of mixed metals is what we market every year

PEERLESS metal is compounded specially for sawmills and is the best on the market for that purpose.

FAULTLESS metal is a high grade copper hardened alloy made for heavy duty work, sawmills and engines.
Our policy is large tonnage, perfect alloys, and absolutely fair and honest treatment of the trade.

We solicit your patronage

HOYT METAL CO., Toronto, Canada
New York. N. Y. London. England St. Louis. Mo.

DESIGN B. L. NO 3

BATTS LIMITED
WEST TORONTO

Manufacturers of

Staved Columns

Veneered Doors

Newel Posts

Sashes - Flooring

Trim

Pine Doors and

Frames

Turned Newel Posts and

Balusters

Cypress Greenhouse

Material

Write for our Catalogue

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS

WEST TORONTO - 0NT.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

that's
KNOWNOUR

ff —
EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

The J.C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

The John Inglis Company, Limited
Engineers & Boiler Makers

"Inglis" Boilers

are the Best

Write us for quotations

14 Strachan Ave.

BOILERS
We Make

Return Tubular, Scotch

Marine, Fitzgibbon,

Scotch Dryback, Loco-

motive, Water Tube.

Toronto, Canada
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western

Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Swell Weld Coil Chain

Made in Canada Sold by Jobbers
25% 25% 25%

More Weld More Strength More Wear

McKinnon Chain Company
BUFFALO, N. Y. ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

SAW MILL SUPPLIES
There is not a jobber or manutacturer, or any other person employed by either, in an official position

who should miss the chance of looking over our new Catalogue on Transmission Supplies.

If you are looking for "Quality and Service" in your mill supplies we know you will be impressed

with the lines shown.

Send a post card for it to-day and you will have it by return mail.

HICK'S Balata Belting Leather Belting Wood Split Pulleys Shafting Hangers Iron Pulley
LMIIY O

SteeJ paj|eys Clutches Babbitt Wood-Working Machinery Steam Goods

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
Fairbanks Scales Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines Safes and Vaults

Montreal Toronto St. John, N. B. Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver

J. J. TURNER & SONS
Peterborough, Ontario

The Largest Wholesale Manufacturers and Dealers in

Canada in

Lumbermens' Contractors' and Surveyors' Supplies

Tents, Awnings, Flags, Sails, Waterproof Covers, Oiled Cloth-

ing, Horse Blankets, Grey Blankets, Nose Bags, Grain Bags,

Coal Bags, Straw Ticks, Sleeping Bags, Toboggans, Snow-
shoes, Moccasins, Etc. Sole Canadian Manufacturers of the

Walsh Window Tent for Consumptives.

J. J. TURNER & SONS
Peterborough, Ont., and Regina Sask.

Triplex Power
Pumps

Centrifugal
Pumps

Vacuum Pumps
Steam Pumps
Condensers

THE SMART-TURNER
MACHINE CO., Limited

Hamilton, Ont.

THE STRONGEST CHAIN IN THE WORLD
"Weldless

Steel Chain
Photograph of 7/16-inch Weldless Steel Chain broken with a test load of 9 tons, 3 cwts. (20,496 lbs.), or fully double the Admiralty

breaking load for iron chain of this size. Note the elongation and reduction of area at the fracture.

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

B. J. COGHLIN CO., Limited
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

MONTREAL

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, page 6o



Lath Mill Machinery

All our Lath Mills are solidly built to stand the severest work.

We have made a special study of Lath Mill Machinery for many years, the result
being that we can furnish machines correctly designed, each size of mill being
designed specially for a certain capacity, and having the weight placed properly—where it is of some value to the machine.

'

Our catalogue shows machines ranging from a capacity of 20,000 lath up to 100,000
lath per day for a single machine.

JUST AT PRESENT WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF LATH MACHINERY
ON HAND, AND IF YOU REQUIRE ANYTHING OF THIS NATURE THIS
IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO GET PROMPT SHIPMENT ::

We are now making the Covel Patent Automatic Saw Swage and Shaper Write
about it.

William Hamilton Company, Limited
PETERBOROUGH - ONTARIO
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Saw Mill at Cache Bay, Ont.

George Gordon & Company
Limited

CACHE BAY - - ONTARIO

MANUFACTURERS OF

Norway and White Pine
Dressed Flooring, Mouldings, Bridge Tim-

bers, Siding, Ceiling, Pickets, Lath, etc.

Our 1911 Cut is nearly all sold. Place your orders

early for 1912 dimension stock.
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-TreaB

Mills ® Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Yard (St Office CAPACITY 40.000.000

MOR.RISTOWN, N. Y.

New York City
Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co,
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Selling agents for Fraser & Co., Manufacturers

Mills at Deschenes, Que., near Ottawa

White
Red Pine

Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Office,
aff$£2Tt Ottawa, Can.

F. N. Waldie, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The

Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Manufacturers of Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
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Pine must be well watered to be right

Water counteracts the effect of gums and rosins in pine logs only after

the logs have been in the water for a period of from one to two years.

WHITE PINE
supplied by us is invariably of the finest quality. Ready

in assorted grades and sizes.

Spruce and Hemlock

c hoice stock. And remember that we leave the clear

and fine dressing in our mill-run Quebec Spruce.

Write for Monthly Stock Sheet.

BARTRAM BROTHERS, Limited

You've heard that old adage
about the satisfied customer.

Without doubt, the man who
gives you an order and finds it filled

properly, is going to talk favorably

about you and your methods.

That's the reason we make cer-

tain to apply what we ourselves

believe to every order with which
we are favored. You are con-

sequent ly assured, at all times, of

three big essentials in any success-

ful business :

Lowest market prices, prompt
shipments and uniformity of grade.

ED. T. SAXE, 200 Claremont Ave. MONTCLAIR, N. J. Hope Chambers, OTTAWA, CAN.

Pine Doors of All Kinds
KEPT IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

The above is a partial line of Doors carried in stock in all the standard sizes for quick shipments.
We are the largest manufacturers of Doors in Canada and operate our own sawmill and timber limits.

We can save you Time and Money. Write us.

JAMES DAVIDSON, - OTTAWA, Ontario
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Yellow Pine Timbers

Finish, Flooring, etc.

White Pine and Hardwood
"WANTED: 4", 4^' and 5" Birch."

W. M. Gillespie Lumber Co.
801 Oliver Building - PITTSBURG, PA.

To Shingle Manufacturers

For Sale
Slash Table with six saws spaced for

18 in., variable friction feed, 2 in.

steel saw arbors cutting- independently.

Will sell at half original cost.

Can send fuller details.

The Rideau Lumber Co., Limited
OTTAWA, ONT.

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.
Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, —. .

Hochelaga Bank Building l^UeDCC, QllC

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

MIDLAND, ONT,

Casey«Shaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Sudbury, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Lumber and Lath
Planing Mill Work

SAW MILLS GENERAL OFFICE
Long Lake, Ont. and Blezard, Ont. Sudbury, Ont.

sift*

RED DEER*
Hardwood Flooring

is the flooring that is manufactured ex-

pressly to supply the demand for the best.

It is made by modern machinery, from carefully selected stock, and
every precaution is taken throughout our entire system to make it

fulfill in every particular the name we have built up for high quality
flooring.

We also manufacture Hemlock, Bill Stuff, Spruce and Hardwood Lumber

We .specialize in prompt shipments

The Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited

Huntsville, Ont.

" Empire Brand" Hardwood Flooring
in

Maple Oak Birch
Manufactured to meet the requirements of those
demanding flooring of perfect finish. Made from

lumber selected for its figuring.

It you are not convinced by what you have
heard about the superior qualities of " EMPIRE

BRAND," just send us a trial order.

J. R. Eaton & Sons, Ltd.
ORILLIA,
ONTARIO

Long Lumber Company
Hamilton, Canada

Must Move Quick

100,000 ft. 1x4x5 Norway Pine.

100,000 ft. 3 x 4— 10 to 18 Norway Pine.
'

Norway Dimension Bill Stuffs
In Transit

io Cars XXX B. C. Cedar Shingles—A. Cottons Brand
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Cameron & Co, Limited
Manufacturers

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, TIMBER,
POLES and POSTS
We have for quick shipment

— DRY —
NO. 1 HEMLOCK

In 1 inch and 2 inch

Mill and Yard
OPEONGO. ONT.

Head Office
OTTAWA, ONT.

Send your enquiries to oui Head Office

The Hurdman Lumber Co.
OTTAWA, CANADA Limited

EASTERN

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

WESTERN

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

Williams Lumber Company
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath

ROUGH OR DRESSED

For 1x4 and up x 6 11 ft dressing shorts.

For 5, 6 and 8 4 x 12 16 dressing strips.

For 5, 6, and 8 4 shipping cull shorts, strips and sidings.

Write us before placing your orders

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

William H. Bromley
Everything- in Pine, Spruce or Hemlock, at

Wholesale Car or Cargo. An excellent stock

of Shop and Better i to 2". Also a good
percentage of Mill Run 4-5-6-8 and 10" and
6/4' and 8/4" Sidings at Midland. All White
Pine ; the product of an excellent lot of logs.

Also at Collingwood, Ontario, 1910 Cut, 1 x
6-8 and 10" - 5/4", 6/4" and 8/4" Sidings. A
nice line of 6/4 and 8/4" Cuts at Pembroke.

Quotations promptly given and enquiries solicited

Pembroke Ontario

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited

Everything in Lumber
Rough and Dressed

Wholesale and Retail

Want to Purchase

Dry Ash, Birch, Basswood and Rock Elm

ADDRESS
21 Dorchester Street West, MONTREAL

The New Michel Sawmill Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Fir and Tamarac Lumber,
Timbers, Piling, Etc.

Saw Mill and Planing at New Michel, B.C.

Send in your orders for Sawn Lumber, Sash, Doors and Factory
Material to

New Michel, B. C.

or to

THE RIVERSIDE LUMBER CO., Ltd., Calgary, Alta.

Edward Hines Lumber Co.
(Branch Office)

Owen Sound, Ont.

All grades of

WHITE PINE
and

Norway Dimension Bill Stuffs

WHITE and RED PINE LATH

ESTABLISHED 18S5

THE McGIBBON LUMBER CO.
OF PENETANGUISHENE

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Etc.

Hemlock Billstuff a Specialty of which we have
the Best Assortment on Georgian Bay.

Don't wait to write. Phone us your requirements.

All stock sized or matched if required.

Our Yards are Unequalled for Drying Lumber
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John McKkhgow, W. K. (Jkaki'tky,

President Managing-Director

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office : Montreal Office:

46 Elgin St. 759 Notre Dame St.,\V

WHOLESALE DEALERS

SPRUCE
13 Foot and 16 Foot

Lath and
White Cedar Shingles

CHRISTY-MOIR CO.
149 Broadway. New York City

Thb

Brockville

Lumber

Company

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber^

Lath,

Shingles,LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y. ' Bill Staff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

McLennan Timber

Lands and Lumber Co.
Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

RAILS
Fo

.
r

.

Tramw
;
ay 8

'
Siding.. Etc.

New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

Hardwood Flooring

End Matched, Bored,
Polished and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation LifeBldg., Toronto

EADIE DOUGLAS CO,
14 University St. Montreal

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
112 Manning Ctiambers, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest You

Rush Orders for

Pine Doors
No. 3 Pine Doors are now our specialty.

Our recently doubled plant enables us to
handle all kinds of rush orders to peifection.

We supply first-class, thoroughly well made
No. 3 Pine Doors and guarantee them.

We handle this line ourselves from the
forest to the dealers—from the logs which we
cut in our own sawmills to the final shipment
from our own factory to the dealer.

We can therefore quote you the lowest
prices and give prompt shipments.

Let us quote you your next order for
No. 3 Doors.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

We Have the Goods
You need no stronger in-

surance for future business
than a stock of our

Hemlock, Pine

and Hardwood

Our lumber is of a qual-
ity that sells well on sheer
merit.

We are the only firm to

dress and size all our hem-
lock lumber.

Remember this is a help
—freight is a big item.

We specialise in car lots—
Write us your requirements

Hocken Lumber

Co., Limited
Otter Lake Station, Ont.

WE SPECIALIZE IN

Saw Mill Repair Work
Our machine shop is equip-

ped with hest and most up-to-
date machinery for Saw Mill
work of all kinds and we can
turn out your work promptly
and with satisfaction.

Let us send you estimates
on your spring work.

Maass Bros.
Irving Ave., Ottawa, Ont.

XXTK have 500 M ft. 8-1

' * Common and Bel ber

and 250 M ft. 5-4 Common
and Better White Pine
that we want to move
quick at bargain prices.

Write us

Bruce Mines Saw Mill Co.
Limited

Bruce Mines, Ont.

A1TE Buy, Sell and deal in all kind*
* * of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States : Spruce,
White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,

Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

^UGER & SON
QUEBEC

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.
Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.

Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia, Ont.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED
Toronto

Sarnia

Buffalo
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Imperial Timber

& Trading Co.
LIMITED

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Branch Office:

15 Cadogan Block,

CALGARY, ALTA.

Every Description of

DOUGLAS FIR,

RED CEDAR, SPRUCE,
HEMLOCK, LARCH and

PINE LUMBER and

RED CEDAR SHINGLES

Heavy Construction
Timbers a Specialty

Lengths up to 110 ft.

Try a car of our Extra Quality

XXX RED CEDAR SHINGLES

Rail and Water Shipments.

FOR SALE

Piles and Poles

All sizes, all lengths

Apply to

PAPINEAUVILLE LUMBER CO
Limited

Papineauville, P.Q.

The

North Channel Lumber Co.
Limited

Successors to

SAGINAW LUMBER & SALT CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine Lumber

Saginaw, Mich. U.S.A.

Mills at Thessalon Ont.

"Well Bought is Half Sold"

STOCK OFFER;-

5 cars 1 x 4" Sel. M. Run White Pine $24.00

Specially sorted for high grade

ceiling and vvainscotting.

4 cars 2 x 6 Com. and Dsg. White Pine $24.00

Best end suitable for tank stock.

F.O.B. BYNG INLET

31,000 ft. 4 4" No. 1 Com. and Btr. Birch $25.00

5,000 " 5 4 ' 1st and 2nd " 35.00

18,000 " 6 4 " " " 35.00

2,500 "10 4 " " " 40.00

Bright, beautiful and wide boards;

cut early spring 191 i

.

F.O.B. DEER LAKE

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

730 Traders Bank Building, TorontO,Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

We are Buyer» of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves Hoops
Headings

JAMES WEBSTER & BRO., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office

:

Dashwood House 9 Broad St., E.C.

News Chambers, 57 Hope St., Glasgow

Qant& Kemp
52 St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

A 1 and ABC Codes used

Louis Bamberger
Importer of

Pine, Spruce, and all Canadian

Wood Goods

2 Br<OAD Street Buildings,

London, E.C.

Telegraphic Address " Bellywood, London.
'

Open to Contract for

Glued-up Basswood Keyboards

F
ARNW0RTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth Liverpool

England

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shingles

White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingles

North Tonawanda, N. Y.
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Mason, Gordon&Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street, Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
-Car and Cargo lots only-

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock,Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak
Write, Wire or 'Phone for Prices Western Office

:
— Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B. C.

Donald Fraser

& Sons, Limited
GABANO, QUEBEC

MANUFACTURERS OF

Long Lumber
Rough and Finished

Shingles, Clapboard,
etc.

The Fernie Lumber
Co.. Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch
Rough and Dressed Lumber

Dimension and Bridge Timber
a Specialty

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

We have a Speaal Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE. B.C.

Wm. Milne & Son, Ltd.
Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at North Bay, Sellwood Jet. and Spani.h, Ont.

Head Office : North Bay, Ont.

North Bay Mill

White Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and
Birch Lumber, dressed flooring,
siding- etc. Lath and Cedar Shingles'

Sellwood Jet. Mill

White and Norway Pine. Lumb
and Lath.

er

Spanish Mill

White and Norway Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock, Lumber and Lath.
Vessel shipment only.

D. S. PATE LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Yellow Pine
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Long Leaf Timbers and Implement Stock.

Short Leaf Finish.

Fisher Bldg. Chicago, 111.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

We have removed our Toronto office

from 34 Victoria Street to Rooms 4, 5,

and 6 at 15 Toronto Street.

NEW TELEPHONE ADELAIDE 1783

The Fesserton Timber Co., Limited
Toronto, Ontario

Mills at FESSERTON, ONT.

JOHN DONOGH & CO.
Wholesale Dealers

OFFER— WHITE PINE
i}{ No. 1 Mill Cull, . . . 150,000 feet.

1 V± No. 2 " " 100,000 feet.

2x12 Common and better 100,oro feet.

\, 1% and 2 in. good Strips and Sidings.

1205 TRADERS BANK BUILDING, TORONTO

The Harwood Lumber Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

YELLOW PINE
Rough Timbers, Long Joists, Boards

both Long and Short Leaf
BE SURE TO GET OUR PRICES

Send Inquiries to us CLEVELAND, OHIO
OR

The Harwood Lumber Company Toronto, Ontario

Toronto phone Main 4089.

ROBERT BURY & CO.
Wholesale Hardwood Dealers

We are open to purchase for cash 1" Winter Sawn

Bassvvood, also stock of Birch. Send along par-

ticulars of what you have.

Dry Hardwoods for prompt shipment. Can offer a

few Cars of 1

", i%" and 2" Hard Maple, Soft Elm,

Soft Maple and Beech. Enquiries Solicited.

telephone. Adelaide 1467 79 Spadina Avenue, TORONTO

LEAK & CO., Limited
18 Aberdeen Chambers

TORONTO, ONT.

We are in the market for Hemlock,

Spruce and Hardwoods, also No. 1, 2

3 Lath.

Send us list of anything you have to offer.

Spears & Lauder
Manufacturers of

Hemlock, Pine and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Orders solicited for Hemlock. Bill Timber up to 30 feet.

For Quick Shipment

3 Cars 1 " x 4 and 5 No. 1 Hemlock Strips. Can be dressed to order.

5 Cars 1 " No. 2 Hemlock, good widths.

Head Office: 501 Kent Bldg., TORONTO

The

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co.
18 Toronto St., TORONTO, ONT.

Limited

We offer for prompt shipment

75,000 ft. 2 x 10, 10 16' No. 1 Spruce
45,000 ft. 3 x 8, 10 & 12" No. 1 Hemlock
700,000 pes. IK x 4' No. 2 White Pine Lath
300,000 ft. \ l/2 x 5 Selected White Pine
145,000 ft. 1^ x 10 & 12 Selected White Pine

Enquiries Solicited

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.

WANTED
Mill Stocks of :

—
HARDWOODS
PINE
SPRUCE
HEMLOCK

We are now buying- for the 191 2 trade. Write us describ-

ing- Stocks you have, or will have to sell. We pay CASH.

Manning Chambers, TORONTO
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E. H. Heaps & Co., Limited
Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, Finish,etc.

Specialties: AA1 BRAND HIGH GRADE SHINGLES
B. C. R. DOUGLAS FIR. TIMBER

Mills at

Vancouver and R.\iskin» B. C.
Head Office: Victoria Drive and Powell St.

VANCOUVER. B.C.

Send along your Orders
—FOR—

Doors, Sash, Wood Turning's

Interior Finish

Hardwood Flooring

Pine Flooring

EVERY ONE A GOOD SELLER

Wilson Brothers, Limited
COLLINGWOOD, ONTARIO

Pine Larch
Timbers

Yard Stock

Clears

and

Mouldings

The East Kootenay Lumber Co.

Selects

Shops

Commons
and

Mouldings

Head Office: JAFFRAY, B.C.
Mill* at

:
CRANBROOK, B.C., RYAN, B.C., JAFFRAY, B.C.

Limited

Maritime Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office :

Saint John, N. B.

Branch Office :

180 St. Jamei St. Montreal, P. Q.

We have on hand for immediate ship-

ment the following Pine, last year's cut

and in good shipping condition.

50,000 ft.

54,000 ft.

83,000 ft.

77,000 ft.

86,000 ft.

1 x 4

1 x 5

1 x 6

1 x 7

1 x 8

59,000 ft. 1x9
88,000 ft. 1 x 10

31,000 ft. I X I I

22,000 ft. I X 12

600,000 ft. 3 x 7 & up

The above Pine is 10 ft. and up long,

well manufactured with culls and 4ths

out.

The Golden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

290,000 1

145,000-ft

125,000-ffc

55,000-ft

3,000-ft.

98,000-ft,

15,000-ft

17,000-ft.

60, 000- ft.

All of above,

Offer at LOW FIGURE for QUICK sale :

1/3 x 3/8 x 32-in.
. 1 x 4 & up 6/16
2> 4 <fe up 6/16

. 2 x 4 & up 6/18
g x 4 & up 6/16
2 x 4 & uj) 6/16

. 1 x 4 & up 6/16
2 x 4 & up 6/16
1 x 4 & up 6/16

shipment G. T

Head Office:

Mill Run Hemlock Lath
.No. 2 Hemlock
No. 2 Hemlock
Mill Cull Red Pine
C. & C. F. Red Pine
Mill Cull White Pine
Mill Cull Spruce
Mill Cull Spruce
Merchantable Cedar
R. from Golden Lake, Ontario

EGANVILLE, ONT.
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We Saw All the Year Round

^^^^^^

Fassett Lumber Co., Ltd.—A Logging Scene

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited
FASSETT, QUEBEC
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Everything in Lumber
\% and 2 x 4,-10/16' Spruce, rough or dressed

2x5,

2x6,

2x7,

2x8,

2 x 10,

2x12

A choice lot of Winter Sawn 1" Basswood ; also

Birch Flooring in all grades and thicknesses.

We can supply you all your wants in Pine.

Dressed Lumber Our Specialty

Write, wire or 'phone us for prices before placing

your orders.

W. C. Edwards & Co., Limited
Ottawa, Ont.

Mills at Ottawa and Rockland Planin(, MiUs and Factories at ottawa

Why not make 1912 the most profitable saw year in your history ?

ATKINS STERLING BAND SAWS
Made in Canada

THESE Saws are celebrated on account of their exceed-

ingly tough temper and generally scientific construc-

tion. They will stand up to their work longer under the

most trying conditions. You will find fewer cracks in

ATKINS BAND SAWS than any other and they will

hold their" teeth and points remarkably. Why not place a

trial order and make us prove these statements.

Write to-day

E. C. ATKINS & COc, ste™ °sawS HAMILTON, ONT.
Vancouver Branch, Ho. 109 Powell Street,

U. S. Factory, Indianapolis, Ind.
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Timber Limits for Sale
on Georgian Bay

The undersigned offer for sale in large or small blocks all their remaining timber lands, mills and town prop-

erty situated in the Town of Parry Sound, Out
;
Tug Sccw and other Lumber Equipment, including

boom chains, plows, sleighs, etc.

The Limits, part or" which have recently been sold, include : 440 square miles of licensed and deeded Pine,

Hemlock, Spruce, Birch and other timber. The licenses from the Ontario Government include all timbers and

are not restricted for time. Government dues are as follows : Saw Logs, White Pine,$i.5o per M. ft., B.M.

Saw Logs, Hemlock, Tamarac and other woods 75c. per M. ft. The timber is situated in the Townships of

McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Monteith, Carling, Christie, Shawanaga, Burpee, McConkey, Mills, Allen,

Secord, Falconbridge and Street. The Canadian Pacific, Canadian Northern and Grand Trunk Railways

run through the limits, which makes some of the parcels offered for sale particularly desirable for small

mill owners.

A circular giving full information, maps, terms and conditions of sale will be furnished upon application to

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited

1315-20 Traders Bank BuUding, TORONTO, CANADA

TO ENGINEERS
<J Have you a copy of the 1912 edition GARLOCK catalogue show-

ing Packings for every purpose?

<J If not, send in your address at once and you will receive a cata-
logue by return mail, unique in design and detail : a real live

text-book in itself.

<I It's free for the asking.

^ Our prices in Mill Supplies in general will interest you.

Permit us to quote on your requirements.

The Garlock Packing Company
Head Office and Factory, HAMILTON, Ont.

Branches: MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
Pioneers in the Packing Business
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Place Your Dimension Orders Early
White and Red Pine, Spruce, etc., Bills, any Size, any Length

ROUGH OR DRESSED

East Entrance, No. 2 Yard

We still have a few cars each

dry i x i 2, i

J/2 x i 2 and 2x12

x 1 2/ 1 6 for sale.

Fast Feed Planing Mill in

Connection

The Colonial Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ont.

A Moulder of Merit and Built for Service

THE MARKED FEATURES OF
Front View ofdNo. 107- Note casing over outside driving gears

Wood's No. 107 Inside Moulders
requiredte^^^^l^*8?™^ CAPf°/TY - New patented devices and attachments save much of the time formerlyw wC P addition these improvements provide for smoother planing, faster feed and make it possible to work stock to hJttXadvanfcaf^ ,,,, equipped with WOODS PATENT PROFILE TRUING DEVICES the capacity of this tool on some? mo£ work

"
increased Hi) U, 10%. This is one of the line of

" THE PLANERS OF WOODS"

S. A. Woods Machine Co., Boston, U. S. A.
Branch Offices :—SEATTLE "r"r —NEW ORLEANS SAN FRANCISCO, (Eby Mchy. Co. CHICAGO NORFOLK
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Phone Main 6386 Mills: Knoxville, Tenn.
Walland, Tenn.
Franklin, Va.

The Atlantic Lumber Co.
Incorporated

Head Office: BOSTON, MASS.

Manufacturers Southern Hardwood Lumber
Canadian Branch

211 Kent Building, 156 Yongc Street, Toronto
Robert Vestal, Manager

ANYTHING IN OAK LUMBER

Mowbray & Robinson
Main Office: CINCINNATI, Ohio

Band Sawmills at: WEST IRVINE and QUICKSAND, Ky.

SPECIALTIES

Plain and Quartered

Oak, Poplar and Ash

Our lumber is all bandsawed, soft and even

colored. Oak Quarter Sawed for figure

Sawmill Capacity 125,000 ft. per Day

QUICK SHIPMENTS GUARANTEED

We Want to Move the Following in Hardwood
1,000
400
350
50
75,

13,

200
65,

40,

100

175,

,000 ft. 1 in. Unselected Wisconsin Birch
000
000
000
000
000
,000

000 *' 2 in.

000 " 1J in. No. 1 & Btr "

000 " 2 in. No. 2 & Btr Rock Elm
000 " 11 in.

liin
li in.

2 in.

2i in.

3 in.

1 in. No. 2 & Btr Hard Maple

We can also furnish Northern and Southern Hardwoods. Can we quote you on same;

BRADLEY TIMBER & RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.
Second Floor Palladio Bldg., DULUTH, MINN.

LOUISIANA RED CYPRESS
QUARTERED OAK

POPLAR
PLAIN OAK
ASH

Yards at Nashville, Tenn.

Wc can ship you promptly any of the above
Stock, Carefully Inspected

WE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU

Wistar Underhill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Rep. - W. J. Anderson, 288 South St., London, Ont.

Do You Want a Salesman ?

<Jf Every live lumber salesman in Can-
ada reads the Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker.

€Jf You can get the man you want
through a small advertisement in the

"Wanted and For Sale" department
of this paper.

Yellow Poplar
MANUFACTURERS WATER
SEASONED, BAND SAWED

POPLAR LUMBER

All Grades Quick Shipments

COAL GROVE, Ohio, U.S.A. Lumber Co
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.RDWOOD LUMBER
states Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Mills:

LELAND G. BANNING
Manufacturer of

SOFT OAK
(WILMINGTON, 0. f4 • • A • ^-V

-j FRANKFORT, KY. |2l T\G111 11 $1. Cl ^ CJ
1 SALISBURY, N.C.

VlUVlIllia l/lj KS •

Canadian Representative, A. E. KL1PPERT, 11 Laxton Ave., TORONTO

Manufacturers of Foreign and Domestic Hardwood Lumber

and Veneers.

Ohio Veneer Company
Importers of

MAHOGANY AND FOREIGN WOODS

Office and Mills: 2624 to 2634 Colerain Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

R. A. Wells Lumber Co.
Wholesalers and Exporters of

Hardwood Lumber
of All Kinds

Special attention to Canadian trade. Prompt Shipments
Our speciality is 1" to 2" Gumwood, 1" to 2" Oak, both
plain and quartered stock, 1" to 2" Ash and 1" Cottonwood.

WRITE US BEFORE BUYING

230 S. LA SALLE STREET - CHICAGO, ILL.

THE SOUTHERN LUMBER and

BOOM GO.
SALES OFFICE, CINCINNATI

OFFER FOR QUICK SHIPMENT
5 Cars 4/4 Is and 2s Chesnut. 10 Cars 4/4 Is and 2s Plain White Oak.

8 Cars 4/4 Is and 2s Plain Red Oak.

Send Us a List of Your Needs

Lower Michigan Hardwoods

Rock Maple, Beech, Birch, Basswood and Ash, White

Rock Maple Flooring and Hardwood Dimension

We have four large mills, sawing the year round on Virgin Hardwood
Timber. We can furnish you any standard grade or thickness. We
own our own fleet of boats and can make water shipments. Send us
a list of your wants. We can serve you best.

H» ^^llltC COfflDciny Wholesale Yards at Buffalo, N.Y.
* <* Mills at Boyne City, Michigan

Diihliricict* Brothers Manufatues Hardwood Lumber

MILLS {SSft
M^ce

{ CINCINNATI, OHIOv Mississippi. i arm

We now have in stock dry and ready for prompt shipment 500,000 ft. of i-in., i^-in., 1 1/2 and 2-in.

plain Red Oak, nice soft texture, good widths, good lengths. Also a nice stock of Red and Sap Gum,
Plain and Quartered Cut Oak. Let us quote you delivered prices.

OUR LUMBER IS MANUFACTURED RIGHT AND GRADED RIGHT. WE CAN SHIP QUICK.

Eastern Representative H. W&lsll, 95 W- Mohawk St., Buffalo, N. Y.
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Long-Knight Lumber Co.

Manufacturers Indiana and Southern

Hardwoods
OAK, ASH, CYPRESS Our Specialties

Address all inquiries to the Main Office at

—

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Theo. Fathauer W. M. Hopkins

Theo. Fathauer Co,
WHOLESALE HARDWOOD LUMBER

Oui" Snecialties

Plain and Quartered Figured and Plain

White Oak. Red Gum

Southern Yard - Helena, Ark.
Address correspondence to

1428 Cherry Ave., Chicago

YARDS: ORLEANS. IN'I).; FORT WAYNE. IND.: PAOLI. IND.

S. P. Coppock & Sons' Lumber Co.
W. M. Ritter Lumber Co.

Manufacturers - Columbus, Ohio

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

11 CL 1 U WUUU
Lumber

Indiana Quartered Oak
Ash, Basswood, Poplar

Main Office • FORT WAYNE, IND.

OUR SPECIALTY:

Anything in HICKORY LUMBER
Canadian Representative, MR. S. D. SMITH

Let us quote you on your requirements in

any of the following West Virginia stock :

Soft Yellow Poplar, Plain and Quarter Sawed
Red and White Oak, Chestnut and Basswood

All Grades and Thicknesses in Stock Dry.

We especially want to move during next thirty days and will make
attractive prices on

—

1 Car 5/8 x 18 to 23-in. Poplar Panel and No. 1.

1 Car 5/8 x 24 to 27-in. " " " "

1 Car 5/8 x 28-in.andup "

2 Cars 4/4 x 24-in. "

3 Cars 4/4 x 7-in. and up, Selected No. 1 Common Poplar
2 Cars 4/4 x 7-in. and up, Regular " "

2 Cars 4/4 Quarter Sawed Poplar 1st and 2nds.
2 Cars 4/4 " " " No. 1 Common.
2 Cars 4/4 " " " No. 2 Common.
3 Cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Basswood, 7-in. and up, 10 and 12 ft.

4 Cars 5/4 " " " Reg. Widths & Lengths
3 Cars 4/4 x 6-in. and up, 1st and 2nd Sound Wormy Chestnut
2 Cars 4/4 Quarter Sawed Sound Wormy Chestnut
3 Cars 4/4 Sound Wormy Chestnut Veneer Strips, 3 to 6-in.

Our stock is all band sawed and we ship the product of our mills only.

Northern Office, 919 Fisher Bldg., Chicago, III.

Ontario Representative, Arthur C. Gosden, 266 Huron St., Toronto,
PHONE COLLEGE 907

W. 0. King & Co.
HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Michigan Hard Maple,
Birch and Basswood

2452 S. Loomis St., CHICAGO, ILL.

DRY BEECH
We want to move 200,000 feet 5/4—No.
1 and better dry Beech. A Snap at

the Price.

Also quick deliveries on NORTHERN
HARDWOODS, YELLOW PINE,
OAK DIMENSION, FIR, HICK-
ORY, OAK, GAR STOCK and PIL-
ING.

Estabrook Skeele Lumber Co.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.
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MACHINES THAT "MAKE GOOD
THE DEFIANCE LINE

Should Always be Your First Choice

AUTOMATIC THREAD CUTTER

They arc in a class all by themselves, both as; regards quality and service. They (five
results to be obtained by no oilier inctbod. No constant expensive repair bills or sending
lor parts. DICFIANCK Machines arc made heavy and will stand tin; wear expected of

them.

{ Write us for full particulare and prices.

The Defiance Machine Works
426 Perry St.. Defiance, 0 hio, U.S.A.
Canadian AgenU: The A. H. W'il
llama Machinery Co.. Toronto
Atfents for Ontario. Williams it W'il
Mains. Ltd.. Montreal, Que. A. It. W'il
liamsMacbinerv'Co., Ltd.. St. John
N H. (New Brunswick, P.E.L) Gull
ford & .Sons, Halifax, N. S. The An
jrcl Kntrincerintr & Supply Co.. si.

Newfoundland, w . L. Blake

26 DOUBLE SURFACE PLANER
John'i

.

& Co., Portland. Me. (Maine.
Ilainpsbire, and Vermont.)

New
No 0 COPYING LATHE

No Waste Here
A. Wickes Gang will

not over-slab. We wish
no band or circular

sawyer ever did ! They
are working for a re-

cord : so many hundred
logs or so many thous-

and feet per day. So
it's hustle ! Let her
slide! You know the
pressure, and so why
blame them if slabs that

should have been boards
go merrily on their way
to t he burner.

Take the pressure off

by putting in a Wickes
Gang. Let its multiple

saws do the work more
cheaply.

Let the Gang do the
slabbing on two sides

of the log. Those two
sides, at least, will yield

you all the boards they
contain, for

THE GANG
CAN'T OVERSLAB

WICKES BROS., Saginaw, Mich.
Seattle Office, 410 White Bldg.

YANKEE PATENT REMOVABLE
SPLIT -RIM SPROCKET

The

SOMETHING NEW IN SPROCKETS
The removable rim does away with removing Sprocket

from Shaft. To renew, unbolt two halves of old rim, and
replace with two new halves. You only buy the Rim, at
one-third cost of new Wheel. Done in one-fifth the time
compared with Standard Sprocket.

A. M. ELLICOTT CO., Montreal

Look Here-
Mr. Millman

You can get better results out of
this little mill than any other on
the market.

It can be made portable or stationary.

It reduces the Cost of Manufacturing.
It Increases your mill Output.
It Produces boards of Uniform Thick-

ness.

It is Indestructible, Light and never
in the Repair Shop.

Write for our prices

Sleeper 6* Akhurst
Coaticook, Que.
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Power-Saving, High-Efficiency Belts
For Planers, Dynamos, Generators, Fan Work, Etc.

Make your power transmission an
asset instead of a liability a money-
saver instead of a power-waster. Belt

your machinery with

A Few of the Lines We Manufacture

GoodJyear
Imperial

High-Speed, Friction-Surface

BELTS
"The Belt That Clings"

Built the famous Goodyear way, for high-speed
pulleys where great tensile strength is demanded

The Imperial has the cling of rubber and the endurance of many plies of hard-twist, long-fibre cotton
fabric, rubberized, cured and vulcanized into one solid, enduring piece.

Earns Cost—Costs Less
The Imperial Belt is a power saver. It earns its cost by turning into increased production the power and

the time lost by slippery leather belting. And it costs less.

Wears Longest Without Stretching
Most economical because it wears longest.— First,

because it doesn't slip. Secondly, because it is made by
a process that abolishes internal friction. This soon
wears the life out of the best leather belting and is

caused by internal grinding as the belt bends and
whizzes around small-high-speed pulleys.

Instead of a few plies of coarse fabric, we build up
the Imperial with many plies of fine fabric. After the

stretch has all been taken out, rubber is forced

through and all threads are separated from each other.

Thus they can't rub and chew themselves, and the cause

of internal friction is eliminated.

These belts are built to suit the purchaser. Let us

quote prices on this most durable and economical high-

speed, friction-surface, wear-resisting belting.

Wc also make other rubber products—Tires, Hose for all purposes, Sheet Rubber
Packing-, etc. Throughout, you get the same high quality materials, skillful
workmanship and years of experience that have built such famous service into
products of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, U. S. A. Our sales of the
last four months 50% greater than those of last year. Defective goods returned
only $23.93. Write us at once.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Canada, Ltd.
General Offices—Toronto Factory—Bowmanville, Ont.

Write Our Nearest Branch
BRANCHES

(15)

Montreal—Winnipeg—St. John, N.B.—Vancouver—Calgary—Victoria, B.C, 855 Fort St.—Regina, Sask., 2317-2318 South
Railway St.—Hamilton, Ont., 127 King St. West
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THE SIMONDS STEEL and SIMONDS METHODS used

in our Montreal factory are responsible for that especially

high grade Saw we are now furnishing the trade. This

applies equally to Solid Tooth and Inserted Tooth Saws.

Our factory facilities are good forgiving reasonable service

and on the basis of best value given for money received we
are soliciting additional orders for these saws. Buy them
through your Supply Dealers or send to us direct.

Simonds Canada Saw Co. Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C. MONTREAL, QUE. ST. JOHN, N. B.

J. F. EBY
President CAMP SUPPLIES HUGH BLAIN

Vice-President

If you are looking for QUALITY in your Camp Supplies,

you should specify :

"ANCHOR " brand
BAKING POWDER
JELLY POWDERS
EXTRACTS, SPICES
COFFEE TEA

(In sealed air tight packages)

Sweetened MILK Unsweetened

CANNED-
SALMON, FRUITS
and VEGETABLES

WE CARRY A FULL RANGE OF CAMP SUPPLIES

The

Quality

Is

Guaranteed

The

Best

It

Is

Possible

To

Produce

Wholesale Grocers EBY-BLAIN, LIMITED ^ nj Manufacturers

TORONTO
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A National Journal

(anadalumbermanV* £ Wood *—* WnrkfirWorker
Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH C. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers

HUGH
THOS.

TORONTO - -

VANCOUVER -

MONTREAL -

WINNIPEG - Tel

NEW YORK •

CHICAGO -

LONDON, ENG

C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President.

S. YOUNG, Toronto, General Manager.

OFFICES AND BRANCHES:
Telephone Main 2362 - 220 King Street West

Telephone Seymour 2013 - Hutchison Block

Telephone Main 2299 - B34 Board of Trade

ephone Garry 856 - Commercial Travellers' Bldg.

Tel. 3108 Beekman - 931 Tribune Building

4059 Perry Street

. . - - - - - - 3 Regent Street S.W.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Canada, United States and Great Britain, $2.00 per year in advance; other

foreign countries embraced in the General Postal Union, $3,00.

Single copies 15 cents.

"The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is published in the interest

of, and reaches regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and

allied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion

by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-

worthy market quotations throughout the world, so as to afford to the trade

at home and abroad information on which it can rely in its operations.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For man-

ufacturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention of

owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworking factories, pulp

mills, etc., "The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedly the

most' direct and profitable advertising medium. Special attention is directed

to the "Wanted" and "For Sale" advertisements.

Vol. 32 Toronto, April 15, 1912 No. 8

Lumber Prices During 1911
The course of wholesale prices of lumber in Canada during the

year 1911 is shown in a report published by the Labor Department

at Ottawa. The report covers the wholesale prices of a large number

of important articles of production and consumption. In the section

relating to lumber the report says:

'The Department's record indicates a somewhat higher general

level of prices for 1911 as a whole than for 1910, though conditions at

the close of the year were about the same as at the beginning. The

advance in the yearly average was largely due to the continued rise

in high grades of pine ; laths also were upward, as was soft maple at

Toronto. The lower grades of pine and hemlock, however, were

cheaper than in the preceding year, the tendency of 1910 to show the

divergence in the price direction of high and low grades being accen-

tuated. The average price at which the entire cuts of several mills

in the Ottawa valley were sold was estimated to be slightly below

that of 1910, namely $20 per M. as compared with $20.50 in 1910.

New Brunswick spruce deals were lower, but shingles from that

province averaged higher. The same situation developed in western

Canada, B.C. fir being lower than in 1910, and cedar shingles at

Winnipeg higher."

In compiling these statistics the Department has taken the de-

cade from 1890 to 1899 as the standard from which to measure the

fluctuations of prices in subsequent years. The average price for

1890 to 1899 is, therefore, designated at 100, which is used as

the index number, and prices in subsequent years are shown as either

so much above or so much below 100. In this manner the prices of

lumber during the year 1911 are shown to have fluctuated between

163 and 167; that is to say, they were between 63 and 67 per cent,

higher than during the decade from 1890 to 1899.

The report includes a chart of the course of prices of lumber

during 1911, showing that they commenced at about 164^ in Janu-

ary, remaining steady until March when they advanced at about

166 and slowly advanced from then until June when they reach 167.

From June to July they dropped suddenly to 164^. From July to

August the drop continued, reaching about 163^. A slight recov-

ery then took place and prices advanced slowly until in December

they reached 164^, precisely the point at which they had commenced

the year.

It is interesting to note the advance between the course of

lumber prices during 1911 and the average course of all the other

commodities included in the report. Referring to the average prices

of all these commodities, the report says:

"Wholesale prices in Canada reached, during 1911, a general level

higher probably than in any previous year within the present gener-

ation. The detailed statistical record of the Department of Labor

on the subject goes back to 1890; within that period prices have only

once approached a high point comparable with those of the past

year, namely, in 1907, and the level is distinctly higher now than

then. Looking to the period prior to 1890, prices ranged very high

in the early 70's, but were lower in the later years of that decade;

in the decade 1880-90 they rose again, reaching a higher level than

in 1890-1900. Accepting the findings of the most authoritative for-

eign index numbers as roughly applicable to Canada for these earlier

years, it is safe to say that prices have been higher in Canada in

the year just past than at any time since 1882-4 or possibly since

1872-3.

"The upward movement during 1911 which effected this result

did not develop with any degree of strength during the first six

months of the year. From the middle of June onward, however,

the advancing trend became pronounced and continuous, each month

showing a material gain over its predecessor, the year closing with-

out appreciable check to the tendency and with November and De-

cember prices on the highest levels of the twelvemonth. Between

January 1 and December 1, the average rise may be set down as

approximately three per cent."

W hile the general average of prices was advancing, therefore,

during the last half of 1911 the average price of lumber was gradu-

ally losing the advance which it had made during the early half of

the year.

Dealing with the different varieties of lumber included in the

tables the report publishes the prices quoted on the first market day

of each month during 1911. Most of the prices quoted were secured

from the columns of the "Canada Lumberman" while a few were

obtained from local dealers.

Prices of good pine sidings 1 in. x 7 in. and up, at Ottawa, are

given at $54 to $58, showing no fluctuation during the year. These

are quoted to-day at $53 to $55.

Pine cull sidings \
l/2 in. to 2 in., at Ottawa, commenced the year

at $31 to $32, and finished the year at $26 to $30, making the aver-

age for the year, $30. These are quoted to-day at $26 to $30, the

figure at which they finished the year 1911.

Pine box boards 1 in. x 4 in. and up, 6 feet to 11 feet, at Ottawa,

are quoted throughout the year 1911 at $13 to $14, the price which

prevails to-day.

No. 1 white pine lath l}i in. x 4 ft., at Ottawa, are quoted

throughout the year 1911 at $4, which is the price prevailing to-day.

Hemlock culls 1 in., at Ottawa, are quoted throughout the year,

at $10 to $12, which is the price prevailing to-day.

Spruce 1 in. x 4 in. and up, 6 ft. to 11 ft., is quoted, at Ottawa,

throughout the year at $14 to $16.50. The quotation to-day is $14

to $15.

Merchantable New Brunswick spruce 3 in. x 7 in., 3 in. x 9 in.,'

3 in. x 11 in., and up, are quoted at St. John, N.B., at $15 in Janu-

ary. The high point for the year was $15.25 in February; from that

time the price slowly declined reaching $13.50 in September, at which

it remained throughout the balance of the year. The average price

for the year was $14,271.

N. B. shingles "clears" and "extras," at St. John, commenced the

year at $2 to $2.50, remaining there throughout January, February

and March. In April they were quoted at $2.10 to $2.60, in May
and June the price was $2.15 to $2.65, in July, August, September,
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October, and November the price was $2.15 to $2.50. The Decem-
ber price was $2.25 to $2.60. The average throughout the year was
$2,329.

Pine No. 1, cuts and better, 1 in., at Toronto, opened the year
at $50 to $55. In March the price had reached $60 to $65,
at which it remained throughout the balance of the year,'
and which is the present quotation. The average for the
year was $60,833.

Plain red oak, firsts and seconds, 1 in., went through the year
at $54, at Toronto. The price to-day is $52.

Common and better birch, 1 in., went through the year at To-
ronto at $29, the price which prevails to-day.

Soft maple, common and better, 1 in., went through the year at

$25, the price which prevails to-day.

B. C. fir, 2 in. x 4 in. and up, 8 ft. to 16 ft., went through the
year at $21.50 at Winnipeg. This is the price which prevails to-day.

B. C. shingles, XXX, commenced the year at Winnipeg at $2.50,
remaining at this price until May, when $2.90 was reached, which'
was maintained throughout the balance of the year. This is the price
prevailing to-day. The average price during 1911 was $2,767.

Something New on the Tariff Situation
Now that reciprocity has been safely stored away for an in-

definite period of time, any interest which is taken in the matter is

generally in the nature of post-mortem examinations as to what
might have been, if the proposal had become effective. Most of the
articles which one reads upon this subject nowadays, however, are
dry and rather stupid, and many of them are still tinctured with
politics. As a welcome change, comes a tariff article in a recent
issue of the "Southern Lumberman," a paper which frequently ex-
presses its views upon the tariff issue.

A year or two ago a tariff enquiry was held in the United States,
and the proposal was made that lumber should be admitted free of
duty into that country. The lumber manufacturers of the United
States scented disaster, and made a determined attack upon this pro-
posal, and were in a measure successful. The lumber duty was not
entirely cut off, but was reduced from $2 per M. to $1.25. During
the discussion and enquiry at that time, one of the most frequent
arguments was that Canadian lumber was produced far more cheaply
than United States lumber, and that accordingly it would flood the
markets of the United States and bring ruin to many of the manu-
facturers. This argument was repeated so continually that many
came to believe it.

With the arrival of the reciprocity dispute, however, political
arguments upon both sides of the question became general and
strange to say, the fear of the United States manufacturers' was
echoed by the manufacturers of lumber in Canada. Actual facts re-
garding the importation of lumber from the United States into Can-
ada of recent years have gone far to prove that so far as the Cana-
dian manufacturer is concerned he has ample cause to regret the
importation of foreign lumber into Canada free of duty and indi-
cate very strongly that the fear of the manufacturers in the United
States was not justified when they claimed that free importation of
Canadian lumber would injure United States markets.

The "Southern Lumberman" in the article referred to takes
pleasure m giving a slight dig at both parties to the argument Ap-
parently it has little faith in the idea that the United States markets
had anything to fear . from Canadian lumber. Being far away from
the markets of Canada, it has little difficulty also in proving to itself
that for similar reasons the Canadian lumbermen were needlessly
alarmed. We believe, however, that if the editor of the "Southern
Lumberman" were living in Canada, and were depending for his

welfare upon the sale of Canadian lumber, he would find the imports
of southern pine or west coast lumber products into Canada, most
objectionable features of the trade. However, he is not very closely
in touch with Canadian conditions, and it is necessary to make
some allowance for him for this reason.

With these remarks by way of introduction, we take a great deal
of pleasure in publishing for the entertainment of our readers the
following breezy editorial from his pen :

"Canadian lumbermen appear to be more and more discombobo-
lated over the way we are dumping our cheap lumber on them. They
think that they are being ruined by American cheap labor.

"Some sort of a new ruling has been laid down by the Domin-
ion Government containing a prohibition against our sending over
lumber dressed more than one side, and that this has been protested
against by some of the Canadian people, presumably the consumers
of lumber.

"Many British Columbia lumber manufacturers attended the
recent big lumber convention at Ottawa, where they took occasion
to call on the new premier, Mr. Borden, and the other heads of govern-
ment, to voice their views. These manufacturers altogether approve
of the new ruling, and they urged upon Mr. Borden that he not only
see to it that the ruling stands, but that it be rigidly enforced for the
protection of the Canadian manufacturers. They assured him that
"they have investigated the matter fully," and "'that there has been
no increase of lumber prices to the consumer by reason of this effort
to check the importation from the United States." "Statistics were
likewise submitted," our dispatch proceeds, "to show the importance
of the lumber manufacturing industry in Canada, and the necessitv
of its receiving the protection afforded it at the present time."

"Suffering Moses
!
With what a familiar sound does all this fall

on our bruised ears—only vastly different. Three years ago it was
altogether the other way around. We were then the ruined party,
ruined by the cheap labor and cheap stumpage of these Canadian
manufacturers, ruined by their imported Hindu laborers and other
off-scourings of the Orient. What a contretemp ! To sweat through
the heat and burden of that long, hard day; to wade through shot
and shell and fire and filth to find after all we were not the bull
that is being gored; that it is our cheap labor and our cheap lum-
ber that is driving our Canadian competitors to despair."

The extent to which political subterfuge will sometimes go isamusing m the extreme. We have seen a good deal of it in Can-
ada, but when we want a really illuminative example we can gener-
ally depend upon finding it more readily in the political affairs of
the United States than anywhere else. As a source of this class
of business, the negotiations and developments which have grown
out of the situation in connection with the tariff on pulp wood en-
tering the United States is perhaps the most forcible example at
the present time before the public. The history of this question is
replete with peculiar twistings on the part of the United States
government. The idea of making alterations in the duty on ^pulp-
wood, wood pulp and paper, entering the United States, was con-

A Fearful and Wonderful Argument
ceived in the first place, a few years ago, as a political expediency
more than anything else, and it is not surprising therefore, that the
political developments which have taken place since that time have
brought about a number of decidedly peculiar situations. None of
these is more singular than that which exists in regard to the inter-
pretation of the "most favored nation" clause. Pulpwood grown on
private lands in Canada, and wood pulp and paper manufactured
therefrom, are admitted into the United States free of duty as a
result of the application of clause 2 of the Reciprocity Act, which
was passed by the government of the United States in the expecta-
tion that Canada would also pass its reciprocity measure. Although
Canada failed to do so, section 2 of the United States' act still re-
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mains in force and several countries in Europe are now claiming

that the importation of pulp wood and paper from Canada free of

dutv into the United States, entitles them, under "the most favored

nation" clause of the Payne-Aldrich tariff, to have their pulp woods

enter the United States free of duty also. The government of the

United States puzzled over this difficulty for some time, and at

last decided that the problem was too much for them. Accordingly

the whole question was referred to the Board of United States Gen-

eral Appraisers to see if they could invent a solution. When the

Board took up the hearing of the arguments upon the matter the

Deputy Attorney General for the United States appeared hefore

them on behalf of the government and presented its case.

The point of greatest interest to Canada is the manner in which

the United States government is now seeking to withdraw from the

consequences of the situation. Apparently they do not desire to

reimpose the duty upon pulpwood and paper entering the United

States from Canada, as this would render them guilty of fostering

the so-called paper trust in the United States, and to that extent

increasing the cost of living, or as some would put it, placing a

tax upon the education of the people by making their newspapers

more expensive. Apparently the government is in a quandary and

wants to rind some plausible reason for retaining the duty.

After casting around for many months they have at last hit

upon an argument which, though somewhat uncomplimentary to

Canada, will be received with amusement both in Canada and the

United States. The argument is now made that Canada is not a

country, a nation, or a state, and that, therefore, the "most favored

nation" clause is not affected by the admission of Canadian pulp

wood and paper into the United States free of duty. No doubt Can-

ada is not a nation or a state in the accepted meaning of the terms,

but if it is not a country, the cleverest lawyers will be puzzled to

explain just what it is. However, if this argument is held valid,

Canadians who export pulpwood will be glad enough to have their

products enter the United States free of duty, and to allow the

people of that country to continue in their idea that Canada is not

a country. If it be true, however, that Canada is not a country

and that conditions prevailing in the Dominion do not obtain in

foreign countries, is it not just as reasonable to argue that there

should be no duty whatever upon Canadian products entering the

United States? If Canada is not a country, a nation or a state,

why is there any tariff wall keeping articles which emanate from

this nameless district out of the markets of the United States?

Logically the claim made by the Attorney General in the present

case should lead to the removal of all duties against Canadian pro-

ducts, but no one will take this aspect of the argument seriously,

for this is a horse of quite a different color.

Co-operative Forest Fire Protection
The decision of the St. Maurice Valley Forest Protective Asso-

ciation to adopt the system of co-operative patrol over the timber

lands in which its members are interested, is a development of much
interest and importance to the lumber trade of Canada. The move-

ment in favor of forest protection has made rapid advance of recent

years. It has been taken up actively by the Dominion and Provin-

cial governments, and in a few cases by individual companies. It

is a comparatively new thing to find a number of companies in one

locality taking an interest in a co-operative manner on this question,

and it promises well for the future of the timber resources of Can-

ade that such a step should be taken. Doubtless, the successful

operation of this plan by the St. Maurice Association will lead to

the adoption of a similar plan in other important timber producing

sections of the country. Not only will the co-operative control of

the timber lands of the members of this Association result in the

cheapening of the cost of fire protection, but is is certain to resuh

in greatly increased efficiency of work. No matter how desirous

an individual may be of protecting his own timber lands against

forest fires, he is, in a great many cases, practically helpless, when
an extensive fire is in a neighboring forest land, to protect his own
forest. Unless all parties interested in the timber covering a large

area, such as the St. Maurice Valley, work in unison in this matter,

it will be seen that much of the money spent individually may be

wasted. When the work is done by men representing an Associa-

tion of all the owners of timber, these men, realizing the added

magnitude of their work and its additional importance cannot fail

to devote far greater and more effective attention to their work.

Again, in times of danger, the danger zone is frequently local-

ized to a greater extent. Under the system of separate forest fire

protection such a danger zone might have only the men employed

by the separate company in which it is located, to fight or prevent

fires. Many very useful men would be scattered throughout the

country instead of being in the one locality where the greatest dan-

ger exists. Under the co-operative system concentration would be

possible, and instead of a number of men trying to prevent the

advance of a great fire into their own particular limits, a much larger

force would be employed in obliterating the fire at its source. No
argument, in fact, is necessary to justify such a development in the

work of forest fire protection. It must appeal to all who are con-

cerned in properties which may be protected in this manner, and the

St. Maurice Valley Forest Protective Association are to be sin-

cerely congratulated for having adopted so wise a method of con-

serving their properties.

In connection with this matter it is most interesting to note

the address which was recently delivered by Mr. C. S. Chapman of

The Oregon Forest Fire Association at its recent annual meeting.

Mr. Chapman's address is printed in full in another part of this issue,

and should be read by all who are owners of standing timber. Mr.

Chapman, who is the Manager of the Association, laid particular

stress upon the importance of co-operative control, pointing out its

many direct and indirect benefits, and making a practically unanswer-

able case in favor of the movement.

Editorial Short Lengths for Busy Readers
Lumbermen of British Columbia have petitioned the Govern-

ment to allow the export of pulp wood cut on Crown lands. It is

argued that no pulp wood would actually be exported, as the Pacific

Coast States cannot compete with British Columbia in the manufac-

ture of paper, but that if pulp wood were on the free list, paper manu-

factured in British Columbia would enter the United States duty

free and the manufacturers would gain greatly. There are practically

no privately owned lands in British Columbia from which pulp wood
may be exported, but there are over 300,000 acres of timberlands

leased by paper companies and four fully equipped paper mills now
at work.

The opening up of the enormous area of land between the Grand

Trunk Pacific lines through Ontario, which is promised by the plans

of the Government-owned Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Rail-

way, will bring to the doors of Canadian pulp and paper mills prob-

ably the richest area of raw material remaining on this continent

A recent report, while unable to define the extent of the spruce for-

ests, states that for at least 300 miles to the west, south and east

of the shores of Hudson and James bays pulp wood abounds.

Throughout this great distance not a stick has been cut except about

the few clearings of the Hudson Bay Company posts. The first

means of transportation into it will be provided by the Hudson Bay
Railway, built and operated by the Federal Government. Within a

few years will come the extension of the Temiskaming & Northern

from Cochrane, joining the other road at Fort Churchill.
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ExcellentHardwood in Southern Ontario
Interesting Operations at Wallacetown, Elgin County, Where Splendid
limber is Still to be Secured. — Description of Logging Methods.

I he lumber industry of Canada is so closely identified with
the production of white pine, spruce, fir, cedar and other soft woods
that many are accustomed to think that Canada is a softwood produc-
ing country. In the early days, however, large hardwood stands weremany are accustomed to think that Canada is a softwood producing
country. In the early days however, large hard wood stands were
iound by the pioneers who settled the country. This was particu-
larly the case in south western Ontario, where one of the most

Wallacetown Sawmills—General View of Yard and Mill

magnificent and extensive hardwood stands which ever existed wasfound by pioneers who settled the country. Large quantities of thisvaluable timber were cut or destroyed by fire in order to clear theland for settlement In certain localities however, sometimes byaccident, and at other times by design, excellent stands of hardwood were preserved. It would be a matter of surprise to many lum-bermen m Canada to find growing in south western Ontario to-daysome of the finest hardwood timber which has ever existed in Can-ada. Of course, such examples of hardwood are extremely rare to-
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a fCW Sti" t0 be f°Und and they are of ««^ualinterest to all who are engaged in the lumber industry. A par-
ticularly interesting example is afforded by the county of Elgin The
illustrations accompanying this article show the yard and mill ofthe Wallacetown Saw-mills, of Wallacetown, Out., owned by Mr
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>
a well known dealer in all kinds of hardwoodlumber. A glance at the illustrations will show conclusively that

timber
VC " t0 S°me m°St attractive hardwood

Wallacetown is one of the oldest trading posts in Ontario It
is s.tuated about five and a half miles from Lake Erie on the oldlalbot Road, one of the well known stage roads of the early daV sHie town of Wallacetown was one of the very first to be settled in
the county of Elgin. It was the stopping place for travellers andshippers Jong before there were any railroads in that part of thecountry, Tyrconnell and Port Talbot being the two lake ports forthe district, from which large quantities of grain, square timber, and
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il thls d,st"ct has been settled for so many years it is still pro-du
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cln8 ' hardwood timber. This goes to show what a care-

S /" tn would effect, if put into practice in the more
Closely tncts of the country. Not only is the county of
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Prodl1 excellent timber to-dav, but it is one of the

best farming districts to be found in south western Ontario
Ihe forests which surrounded the town of Wallacetown con-

sisting of sp
«

; ch e 1Ty) whitewood, and oak, all of whichwcrc m "si PJentiful here were also large quantities of ash whichwas particularly m its splendid quality. To-day when ash
IS in such unive! ind and is almost extinct in Ontario this
district in the county oi Elgin still possesses some of the very finest
ash timber Mr. Old 0f example, reports that he had
in his yard this spring, tin product of an ash tree which provided
five body logs and measured 3,300 feet, all of which was of the
hnest quality. When manufactured, he estimates that it will have

a value of in the neighborhood of $175. This is a remarkable factwhen it is taken into consideration that the tree was cut not overone mile from the mill and town.
One of the illustrations accompanying this article shows a load

of three logs which were the second, third and fourth logs of the
butt of a balm or Cottonwood tree. These three logs contained 3 180
feet, the whole tree containing 5,800 feet. This' tree is not of a
particularly valuable variety, its lumber being worth about $25 per

lt " used mostly for wagon boxes and boards for the north
west trade, after being manufactured into boxes in Ontario This
particular tree was one of a 200 acre block which in the early days
belonged to the estate of the late Colonel Talbot, one of the pioneer
settlers of western Ontario. On this 200 acre block to-day there isgrowing some of the finest and choicest basswood, cherrv red oak
white ash, balm, and hard maple to be found in the country Mr'
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ber as j t stands is alone' worth'
^MU.UUU. It is located only five miles from the mill

Lumbering in an old settled district of this nature is a very
different proposition to lumbering in the back woods of Canada The
sleighing season, for instance, is usually short, about four or five
weeks. Everything possible is done to get in a large stock on the
sleighs I he balance is brought in on trucks. This is by no means
a drawback as might be imagined. The district contains most excel-
lent gravel roads which facilitate the drawing of timber The loadshown in the illustration was taken out on sleighs, being drawn a
distance of five miles. Mr. Oldreive reports that the past winter was
a most /avorable one for sleighing purposes and that he was able to
get in 1,500,000 feet, all of choice logs.

Some very good timber remains to be secured in the district
surrounding Wallacetown. It is all in the hands of farmers posses-
sing blocks of some 10. 15 or 20 acres. All of it is valuable and
easily logged as most of the trees fall on a good township made
road. Jt will be seen therefore that the logging proposition is very
different from that with which the lumbermen of Canada in -encral
are acquainted. No roads have to be made, either in winter or sum-
mer.

In one of the illustrations accompanying this article Mr Old-
reive s mill is shown in the background.' In the other illustration
the yard and office are shown with Mr. Oldreive standing in the
office doorwav.

In a letter to the Canada Lumberman Mr. Oldreive remarks
that there is still an important opening for the manufacture of low
grades into boxes and other products. His own business cate. >

I
I

A Record Load at Wallacetown—3180 feet in Three logs

extensively to the fishing industry, supplying fish boxes which are
manufactured from the poor end of the lumber. These boxes aremade out of J^-inch stock and enable him to use up freely his rouHiand inferior lumber and make a good profit out of it In order
to do this it has been necessary only to put in a few pieces of inex-
pensive machinery such as rip-saws, cut-off saws etc Mr Old
reive is also fortunate in being able to find a ready market for all
his slabs and waste in the town of Wallacetown, securing for it a
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good price. The Wallacetown sawmill is an up-to-date hardwood
manufacturing plant with a capacity of from 15,000 to 20,000 feet

per day.

Mr. Oldreive was brought up in the lumbering business by his

father Mr. J. Oldreive of Glencoe, where he was born. About six
years ago he decided to make a change in his work and went to

Edmonton, Alta., where he accepted the position of salesman for the
Alberta Lumber Company. After occupying this position for two
years he decided tiiat the mill and hardwood business was more to
his liking and he came back to Ontario four years ago and bought
out a business at West Lome, Ont. Subsequently he established
at Wallacetown and has been most successful in his operations at
that place. Mr. Oldreive is one of the youngest men in the lumber
and mill business and with the training and record which he has
already had, is certain to make a success of his industry.

How is This for a Record Carload ?

Evidently the size of a car load of lumber is increasing or else
the spirit of emulation has entered into the lumber trade to such
an extent as to induce some of its members to endeavor to trans-
form their car loads into ship loads so as to make a record. Re-
cently a reader of the Canada Lumberman advised us with consid-
erable pride that he had shipped no less than 31,817 feet of lumber
on a car to one of his customers. This consisted of 4 x 10 Norway
and 1 inch No. 2 hemlock. This brought out a report from the
Huntsville Lumber Company to the effect that they had shipped
a car load containing 33, 12V feet of 1 «x 6 and up hemlock to R.
Laidlaw & Company, Toronto.

This looked as though it would be the record, but, according
to recent reports received by the Canada Lumberman, it is now a
back number. George Gordon & Co., Cache Lay. Out., report that
they shipped recently to the Canadian Copper' Co., Copper Cliff.

Ont, car No. 859.546, P.L. containing 33,288 feet of 2 x 12. in. Norway
On top of this comes a report from Messrs. Savoie & Co., Man-

seau. Que., which puts all the others in the shade. Messrs. Savoie
& Co. are so afraid that our readers may imagine they are drawing
a long bow, that they send along the invoice and bill of lading which
corroborates their report. On Oct. 19, 1907, they shipped to Messrs.
Williamson and Morrison, Adriondack let.. Que., a gondola car 40
feet in length containing no less than 34.471 feet of 2x3 in., 3x3
in. and 3x4 in. merchantable spruce and 1 in. merchantable hem-
lock. The carrying capacity of this car was 100.000 lbs. but the
load weighed 105,000 lbs. Their customers were somewhat afraid
of the car when they received notice of its shipment. They had
been in the habit of asking for large car loads but this was too
much for them. In a letter to Messrs. Savoie & Co. they wrote as
follows:—"We anticipate trouble either from the railroad com-
pany or from our customer, as this car is equivalent to two large
cars. We asked for large cars but no such shiploads as you have
been sending us lately. 80 to 90 M. is a very big car of lath and
15 to 17 M. a very big car of lumber." Messrs. Savoie & Co. report
however, that they had no trouble from the railroad company or the
customer.

Can any one else report a larger carload?

Ottawa Lumberman Buys Central Real Estate
Mr. C. Jackson Booth has finally completed the purchase of the

Bank Street Presbyterian Church, Ottawa. About two months ago
he bought it from the trustees for $130,000, but then it was discovered
that the sale was null and void by reason of an old provision in the
original deed of the property making it obligatory upon the church
trustees to sell it by public auction. An auction sale was accord-
ingly advertised and as Mr. Booth was the only bidder, his former
purchase price of $130,000 again made the centrally located church
and property his. His intention is to erect a large commercial office
building on this corner, Bank and Slater, as he believes that the site is

an ideal one for, say, an eight or ten-storey building. Mr. Booth
informed your correspondent that the new building would have no
relation to .the Booth lumber firm. It Avould be simply a down-town
office building. Mr. Booth has also bought the northwest corner of

, Sparks and O'Connor streets, and will build this year a seven-storey
\ commercial structure on this site, one of the most valuable in the city.

May Establish Another Dominion Forest Reserve
The survey party sent out by the Forestry branch of the Depart-

ment of the Interior to explore the country around Lesser Slave Lake,
Athabasca, has found that there, as elsewhere throughout the north-
ern forest country, a greater part of the merchantable timber has
been destroyed by fire. The whole country was originally covered
with a dense growth of white spruce, black spruce and lodgepole
pine which appear to have escaped fire up to 1885. Fires which have

started since that date have denuded large areas. Timber which has
escaped fire shows that the previous forest was both dense and valu-

able. The forest here produces occasionally as much as thirty thous-
and feet, board measure, of timber per acre. The survey party re-

ports that around Lesser Slave Lake there is a large area of land
too high and hilly for agriculture. This land is admirably situated
for the production of spruce and lodgepole pine timber. In order
that it may be properly managed in the future and protected from
fire, the Forestry branch is seeking to have it set aside as a perman-
ent forest reserve. The timber from such a forest reserve would be
accessible to the Edmonton district. It could be floated down the
Athabasca river to Athabasca Landing, and then carried down by
rail at a comparatively low cost.

Unique Lumber Shed and Planing Mill
Mr. Wm. A. Dunn, the well-known lumber dealer, of Toronto,

who sustained serious loss by fire at his yards and planing mill on
Davenport Road on December 6th, has at last practically concluded
arrangements for the re-erection of his planing mill and storage shed.
Mr. Dunn experienced considerable difficulty with the City Council
for a short time, as it was proposed at first to expropriate his pro-
perty and turn it into a park, so as to prevent the possibility of fire

again endangering the lives of the inmates of the Aged Men's Home
and the Aged Women's Home, which are on adjoining property.
Satisfactory arrangements have been made however, and are now
almost concluded, whereby Mr. Dunn will be able to erect a planing
mill and lumber storage shed for his plant on the old site. In order
to prevent the recurrence of fire Mr. Dunn is taking every precau-

Type of Construction for Mr. W. A. Dunn's New Lumber Shed

tion which is practicable. The planing mill which is to be 50 ft. by
112 ft. will have a 14-in. brick wall on all four sides and will be
two storeys high. It will be furnished with a sprinkler system and
equipped with the most modern planing mill machinery. The boiler
house, fuel and engine rooms will be entirely separate from the mill.

The planing mill will have a concrete floor. The contract for the
brick work has been let to Mr. R. J. Bustard of Toronto.

The new storage shed will be a most unique feature of this
plant. It is to be built by the Ruby Manufacturing Co., Kent Build-
ing, Toronto, and will be of sectional steel, similar in construction
to the illustration accompanying this article, but of larger propor-
tions and different outline. It is to be 49 ft. wide by 112 ft. long,
16 ft. 6 in. high. The supports of the building will be set on plates
which are sunk in cement. An interesting feature of the building-
is that it is so constructed that it can be taken down at any time
and removed to a different site. This is not Mr. Dunn's intention,
however, but he considered that this type of building was the most
suitable for use as a lumber storage shed. The framework of the
building consists of 2-in. by 2-in. steel angles. The rafters and hor-
izontal rails are l}i in. by \}i in. steel angles. The frame of the
building is of galvanized sectional sheet steel. The manufacturers
claim that the building is absolutely fire-proof, and that it will not
sag or twist tinder any kind of natural pressure, such as wind, snow,
etc. The building will be sub-divided into bins constructed of sted
with 8 ft. square openings into which the lumber will be stored. The
cost of this building is to be $5,000 and the cost of the planing mill
$20,000. Mr. Dunn expects to commence building as soon as the
weather permits and to have the wheels in his new planing mill
turning by July 1st.
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Canadian Saw Mill Managers
A. Kulinder, Swedish Canadian Lumber Co., Rexton, N.B.

A. Kulinder, Rexton, N.B.

One of the chief advantages
of the lumber industry is the
cosmopolitan nature of its exper-
iences. A man who has gone
through the various branches of
lumber manufacture in one coun-
try is in most cases pretty well
fitted for taking up a similar
class of work in a foreign land.
An interesting example is the
case of Mr. A. Kulinder, the effi-

cient manager of the Swedish
Canadian Lumber Company's
mill at Rexton, N.B.

Mr. Kulinder came to Can-
ada in the spring of 1910, to take
charge of one of this company's
mills located at Nordin (Mira-
michi) N.B. He had been in

Canada only a few months when
the company placed him in

charge of their other mill at Rex-
ton, and he has remained at this
work since that time.

We take pleasure in publishing herewith a portrait of Mr. Kul-
inder. Mr. Kulinder was born in Sweden in 1881 and is therefore
still a comparatively young man. He has however, seen a great deal
of experience in the lumber industry. For a number of years he
was engaged in various classes of employment in the saw mill and
lumber yard. This being his first business experience, provided him
with an excellent idea of the essential points in connection with the
industry. Being a man of observant and practical nature he put this
experience rapidly to advantage. Then he went in for such work
as tallying, grading, checking, etc., and obtained an even more
minute acquaintance with the details of the lumber manufacturing
and shipping business. His next step was to the position of foreman
of the shipping department of a large manufacturing firm, and while
occupying this position he also took charge of the manufacturing
and shipping of large quantities of pit props, the scaling of logs and
the managing of the lumbering operations etc. It will be seen, there-
fore, that he developed at an early stage of his career a remarkable
ability to handle a wide assortment of duties, and that he was en-
trusted by his employers with some of the most important work in
connection with their industries. His position at this time was with
Mariebergs Aktiebolag, a firm operating a six gang mill turning out
annually about eighteen million feet of lumber.

When Mr. Kulinder was but twenty-five years of age he secured
a position as superintendent of shipping at the Savenas Aktiebolag's
mill which operated twelve gangs, and had a yearly output of thirty
million feet. It will be seen therefore, that Mr. Kulinder had an
unusual amount of business ability to occupv so important a position
in such a large industry. This, however, was not his only occupa-
tion at that time. In addition to looking after the shipping of the
company's large output, he was also responsible for the proper man-
ufacture and measuring of the lumber.

An indication of the manner in which he went about his work
-which is responsible probably for his success as a business man—
is the fact that he made a special study of the best methods of se-
curing from the lumber the largest possible quantity of good selling
dimensions from the different sizes of logs, with a view particularly
to preventing waste of the cubical contents. A man who studies
such a problem as this may be depended upon to develop an excep-
tional insight into the important details of the industry. That Mr
Kulinder had acquired a knowledge of this is clearly illustrated by
the confidence which has been placed in him by the Swedish Cana-
dian Lumber Company in taking him from his occupation in a for-
eign country and putting him in charge of operations in a mill where
he was a total stranger. Such a test of a man's ability is certain to
prove the most severe that can be devised. Fortunately Mr. Kulin-
der was the right man in tin right place and came through the test
successfully His future in the lumber industry in Canada promises
well and will be watched with interest by all who come across him
in the course of business.

A despatch from Wolfville. N. S., announces the death of S P
Benjamin, of the S. P, Benjamin Company, Limited, sawmill
operators.

Oak and Chestnut Production in United States
Secretary L. F. Perry, of the National Wholesale Lumber

Dealers Association, 66 Broadway, New York City, recently sent ouj
circulars to manufacturers of oak and chestnut asking for informa
tion as to the amount of oak and chestnut on hand on March 1st
both dry and green, and an estimate of the amount of this lumber
which would be manufactured during the present vear. As a result
of the information secured in this manner the association has issued
a report containing some interesting information. "There are per-
haps about twenty-five species of oak," the report says, "growing in
the United States which are valuable as lumber, or likely to become
SO, the most important being white oak, red oak, Texas red oak,
chestnut oak, post oak, cow oak, overcup oak, chinquapin oak, bur
oak, swamp white oak. Spanish oak, water oak, and tanbark oak

I he reported production consists chiefly of white oak and red oak
or species accepted by the trade under these names.

"An idea of the wide distribution of commercial types of the
oak may be gained from the fact that 37 states reported the manu-
facture of oak lumber in 1010. More mills reported oak than any
other kind of lumber, but the average mill turned out less than 200'-
000 feet. The production of oak has shown an upward tendency
since 1906, although the quantity reported has fluctuated consider-
ably from year to year."

The report contains a table showing the production of oak in
the various states. The total production in the United States as
reported by 10,550 active mills, amounted to 3,522,008,000 feet. The
Inst place is occupied by the State of Tennessee, with 1 564 mills
producing 421,025,000 feet, or 12 per cent, of the total production.
\\ est \ irgmia comes second, with 994 mills, producing 420,870,000
feet, or 11.9 per cent. The third place is occupied by Kentucky with
1,596 mills, producing 375,143,000 feet, or 10.7 per cent. The pro-
duction of oak, according to the report, is more evenly distributed
than that of any other species with the possible exception of ash.
No other wood has so many different uses as oak, and for this rea-
son it is in greater demand than any other hardwood. The estimate
of stock to be manufactured between March 1. 1912, and January 1

1913, is as follows: white oak, 377,930,000 feet; red oak, 172 415 000
feet; chestnut, 49,533,500 feet.

Lumber Matters in the Law Courts
Contract for Sale of Standing Timber Causes Interesting Suit—
Right of Agent to Sell Timber—Trespass Upon Timber Lands

Contract for Sale of Standing Timber:—In the case of Dempster
v. Russell which was recently- tried before Mr. Justice Kelly the
plaintiff sought to recover $2,000 for timber sold by him to the
defendant which it was claimed was to be removed and paid for by
April 1, 1911, and for damages for non-fulfilment of contract The
defendant held that the plaintiff had not given clearance of encum-
brances, timber dues, Crown dues, etc., as agreed, that he had not
given possession and that he had waived his rights under the agree-
ment. These points were covered to a large extent by a letter which
the plaintiff had written to the defendant regarding interruptions
which had been made by other parties. The plaintiff in this letter
said that he had taken legal advice upon the subject and found that
neither of the interrupting parties had any right to the timber or to
forbid the defendant from fulfiling his contract. . Consequently the
plaintiff told the defendant that he must proceed with work until
stopped by force. In case of any interruptions the defendant was to
notify the plaintiff and the latter would clear the Avay.

Mr. Justice Kelly upheld the claims of the plaintiff and found
that the value of the timber which the defendant had agreed to pur-
chase and had not paid for was $1,270. Accordingly he gave judg-
ment for this amount with interest and costs. The property involved
in the case was timber on the south half of lot 1 and on'the south
half of lot 2 in the township of Armstrong, in the district of
Nipissing.

Trespass upon Timber Lands:—The case of the British North
American Mining Company v. the Pigeon River Lumber Company
and bred J. Smith which was heard in the Court of Appeal for On-
tario recently has been decided in accordance with the judgment
winch had already been given in the lower court by Mr. Tustice
Sutherland. This confirms the claim of the original 'plaintiff com-
pany that the defendants were not justified in cutting and retaining
the pulp wood on land which they believed thev'had purchased
from an agent of the plaintiffs, but which the plaintiffs claimed had
not been sold, as the party who made the sale, although in the em-
ploy of the plaintiffs, was not an agent authorized to make the
sale.

The claim of the plaintiffs was that the defendants had tres-
passed upon the land and had cut therefrom about 2500 cords of pulp-
wood and caused it to be floated in the Tarvis river where it was lo-
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cated when the action began. The defendant company claimed that

they had bought the pulpwood from the defendant Smith who had
a title thereto under a contract in writing made by one Spittal, the

authorized agent of the plaintiff; that they found such contract regis-

tered in the district registry office, and purchased the pulpwood in

good faith. The defendant Smith claimed that Spittal was the auth-
orized agent of the plaintiff and had made the sale to him.

The plaintiffs showed that Spittal was employed by them only
to mine and explore certain properties and to take such action as he
might consider necessary in the interest of the company. The Court
of Appeal held that this did not constitute Spittal an authorized agent
to make a sale of the company's property, and accordingly decided
that Smith's title to the property was not good. The appeal there-

fore was dismissed.

Railway Liable for Timber Fire Losses:—The King Lumber Co.
was successful recently in the Supreme Court of British Columbia
in winning its. action for $140,000 damages against the Canadian Pa-
cific Railway. This is an important case, in that several other suits

are pending, the parties awaiting the result of this before proceeding.
The finding of the jury and the court is of great importance to own-
ers of timber adjoining railway lines. It establishes that unless the
right-of-way is kept continuously in a clean condition it is not ne-

cessary, where a fire occurs on a right-of-way and is not reasonably
taken care of, to prove that the fire was started by a spark from the
railway company's locomotive, proof of which is always difficult

to get. It also establishes the fact that a fire which originates on
the company's right-of-way, even after it has spread from the com-
pany's right-of-way after a lapse of weeks and has lingered on other
lands, is >till within the responsibility of the railway company, since

they were the originators of it. The trial lasted ten days, and after

twenty-eight hours' consideration of the evidence, the jury found
that the right-of-way was dirty; that the fire started there and spread
to the plaintiff company's timber; that reasonable efforts to sup-
press it were not made when it was on the right-of-way and after it

spread ; that they could not say whether the fire originated from
sparks from the engine or not. The lire started on the right-of-way,
where it spread slowly for four days, then jumped the Movie River
and finally swept 10.000 acres of timber of the King Lumber Co.
In addition to the verdict for $140,000 there will be a reference to

the registrar.

Ottawa Mill Employees May Strike

Labor Agitators Reported to be Instilling Discontent
Among the Men Increased Pay the Point at Issue

Ottawa. April 10; (Special correspondence of The Canada Lum-
berman) :—Considerable uneasiness was caused among local lumber-
men and the business community generally by the announcement
some few days ago that this summer would witness one of the largest

strikes ever known in the Ottawa Valley, effectually tieing up the
sawmill industry of Ottawa and Hull. No fewer than three thous-
and five hundred employees were said to be ready to join the strike

if their demands were not acceded to. The firms affected are most
of the leading mills of Ottawa and vicinity, namely, the J. R. Booth,
the E. B. Eddy, Gilmour and Hughson, Ritchie Bros., Shepard &
Morse, Bailey Bros., and the East Templeman Lumber Company.

The confident information was given out by a Hull labor man,
Mr. L. Charlebois, that two permanent labor organizations from
Ottawa and Hull had been quietly but successfully working among
the thousands of shantymen employed by these and other companies
during the winter, and had organized the men into unions for the
sake of demanding an increase in wages this summer. The men
claim that their sawmill pay, around a dollar and a half a day, is

insufficient to keep pace with the largely increased cost of almost
all the necessaries of life. They suggest that an increase of 25 cents
a day all round would balance things up sufficiently to meet their

requirements.

Should their demands be rejected, the men claim that it will

mean a long drawn out fight, for they claim to have laid up funds
to continue the strike indefinitely through the summer, if necessary.

Such was the men's side as published broadcast, and which per-
turbed the city until the companies concerned were heard from.

"We have heard nothing about the matter yet," stated Mr. Jack-
son Booth, "except what the men are reported in the papers to have
been doing." None of the other leading lumbermen had any definite

word from the supposed discontented employees. Indeed, the men
have not made their demands of any firm yet, nor opened up any such
negotiations. Such action would at this stage be premature, the mill

owners point out, , as the season's milling operations will not com-
mence for a month or more. In short, those most in a position to

know among the larger firms, place little credence in the reports
that there will be trouble among the men this summer. They recall

the fact that throughout last year the cost of labor was steadily
higher than ever before, and they believe that the employees ob-
tained their full share of the profits, to put it mildly, of the year's
lumber business. The companies involved will not know positively
how much or little basis there is for apprehension until the sawing
actually begins, and the men are engaged.

New Brunswick Shipments in 1911

Decrease of 21,326,895 ft. in St. John Transatlantic Exports
of Lumber—Shipments from all Ports Decreased 41,538,042 ft.

Complete returns of the shipments of lumber from St. John,
N.B., to transatlantic ports during the year 1911 show total ship-
ments of 125.237,141 superficial feet against 146,564,036 during 1910.
The shipments were sent to the following ports:

1911 s. ft. 1910 s. ft.

Liverpool 19,862 088 19,853,324
Manchester 33,254,821 35 599751
London ... . 13 244 076 19 280 610
( ilasgow . . 3 93? 851 1 3 664 31

1

Sharpness ... 6 899 173 14,801,472
Llanelly 1 ?80 466
Cardiff 9 795 954 7 975 682
Bristol ... 2 952 853 3 186 325
Newport 4,776,840 3,282,167
Swansea 3 873 067 2670128
Barry ... 2 073 148
Fleetwood -.

.

1 044 560

1,189,522
Preston 1 052 138 3,226^582
Plymouth 1,193,615

659,284
Cork 7,522 450 4,044' 175
Newry 1^557^331
Dublin 1 166 472 3 ',942,1 46
Limerick . 2 061 761 l'630886
Belfast 2 522 518 935,951
Voughal . . 489,349
Kilrush 486 649 404'333

Galway 403,590

229,641
Valentia Is 214^777
Sligo 1,202,428
Londonderry 2,083,644
Dingle 561,917
Malaga 1,232,692
Havre 58,525
South Africa ... 2,505,345 3,341,973
Australia 2,174,258 403,560

Totals 125,237,141 146,564,036
Completed returns of shipments from other New Brunswick

ports are as follows

:

1911 s. ft. 1910 s. ft.

Campbellton 39,291,355 31,089,404
Dalhousie 25,685,342 24,000,000
Bathurst ... 12,348,516 10,934,024
Newcastle • ... 17,126,307 23,750,322
Chatham 36,878,903 55,259,922
Richibucto 775,792 3,226,585
Buctouche . . .. 315,262 385,601
Sackville (outportsj 7,734,442 10,191,619
Shediac 1,180,904 5,044,827

... 17,407,415 17,073,445
Total shipments from New Brunswick to transatlantic ports dur-

ing 1911 and three previous years were as follows:

Deals, etc.

Vessels Tons S ft.

1908 296 720,804 306,445,056
1909 339 822,272 325,213,639
1910 334 847,845 327,519,421
1911 287 725,443 285,981,379

Shipments of lumber from Halifax to the United Kingdom
during 1911 and 1910 were as follows

:

1911 s. ft. 1910 s. ft.

John E. Moore & Co., Ltd 19,042,000 17,515,592
W. Malcolm Mackay .... 9,619,931 8,631,000
Colin C. Tvrer 6,448,287 4,582,417

8,000,000 7.635,900
I. H. Mathers & Sons 4,000,000 6,600,200
Primrose Brothers 1,600,000 2,420,800
R. F. Dickie 200,000 1,500^00
Frost & Smith 4,200,000 3,080,000

53,110,218 51,965,909
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Hemlock Men Hold Interesting Meeting
Lumbermen and Architects Discuss the Use of Yellow Pine and the Possibilities
of Increasing the Use of Canadian Woods-Good Prospects for Hemlock Trade

One of the most successful and interesting meetings which have
ever been held by the hemlock manufacturers and wholesalers of
Ontario, took place at the Queen's Hotel, Toronto, on April 9th.
The most important feature of the meeting was the fact that three-
prominent members of the architectural profession were present to
discuss with the lumbermen the question of encouraging the use
of Canadian woods for construction purposes. These were Pro-
fessor C. H. C. Wright, of the Architectural Department of the
University of Toronto, A. Frank Wickson, President of the Ontario
Association of Architects, and F. S. Baker, President of the Royal
Architectural Institute of Canada.

Mr. Chas. McGibbon, Penetanguishene, occupied the chair, and
in opening the meeting said that the principal object was to discuss
with representatives of the architectural profession the use of Cana-
dian woods. He suggested that Canadian architects should prepare
their specifications for large buildings in December, instead of wait-
ing until the spring. If this were done Canadian lumber manufac-
turers would be able to get out the woods specially suited for mak-
ing the lumber required and in this way would be able to compete
more successfully with the manufacturers of southern pine who are
able to take out logs all the year round, and who fill orders by
sending to the woods to have the logs cut for the particular class
of lumber which is on order. Mr.McGibbon also referred to the in-
flammability of Georgia pine remarking upon the statement that it

was possible to set fire to a piece of dressed Georgia pine 12 x 12,
simply by the application of a match. He believed that this was
the case, as an experiment had been made at his own factory which
bore it out.

Canadian Woods Should be Specified
Mr. W. C. MacBeth, of the Parry Sound Lumber Co., Toronto,

was called upon and spoke in regard to the inflammability of Geor-
gia pine. He also declared that it was possible to set fire to a
piece of dressed Georgia pine, no matter what size it might be,
simply by the application of a match. Moreover, as the timber in-
creased in age in a building it became still more inflammable, be-
cause the gum would ooze out, and the little globules of gum Were
almost as inflammable as benzine. He suggested that the architects
should study a little more closely, the sizes of the timber and the
lengths required. If this were done he believed that Canadian manu-
facturers of lumber would be able to furnish a much larger num-
ber of bills than they were to-day. Of course in some cases, yellow
pine was stronger than many of our Canadian timbers, but it was
not any stronger than Norway pine. If the lumbermen had an op-
portunity of seeing the bills in time so as to make preparation in
the early part of the season to get the logs out, they would be in
a far better position to compete.

Mr. MacBeth referred to the fact that many of the public
schools in Ontario were finished in yellow pine, and thought it was
a great pity that students should have this foreign material con-
tinually in front of them as an example. Many of them, when they
left school would be building houses of their own, and would have
a natural preference for the class of wood with which they had be-
come familiar. Such matters as these, he believed, should be taken
into consideration from a national standpoint. The fact that much
of this lumber can come into Canada free of duty from the other
side was a very serious handicap and everything possible should
be done to encourage a national spirit among the people of Canada
which would induce them to prefer the natural products of Can-
ada to those of any foreign country.

Mr. MacBeth, by way of example of the use of yellow pine in
Canada, mentioned also the case of the Canadian Canners who are
erecting a factory at Simcoe, Ont. The whole building is to be of
yellow pine, and will contain 500,000 feet of lumber. The contract
for this went to Allan Bros., of Detroit, and the lumber is to cost
about $12,000. Inasmuch as the canning industry is strongly pro-
tected by duty against foreign competition he considered it a mat-
ter of the greatest injustice to Canadian lumbermen that such an
institution should place orders for their building materials with
foreign companies.

Mr. J. G. Cane, Toronto, said that there were, of course cer-
tain sizes of timber which they could not produce in Norway 'pine
but Canadian Douglas fir could be used in such cases. He did not
believe that Norway pine was anything like as inflammable as south-
ern pine. In regard to the strength required there were very few
buildings in Toronto in which Norway pine would not be of ample
strength. Wherever Norway pine would not be strong enough

Douglas fir certainly would. Perhaps southern pine could lie brought
into Canada a little more cheaply, but he did not think lumbermen
ought to use it simply for this reason. A few days ago he had been
threatened, (because his mill culls had advanced a little in price)
that inside of twelve months the lower grades of yellow pine would
also come into Canada and force mill culls back to a lower level

I his was not right and Canadians should not stand for it.

Prices and Merit the Determining Factors
Mr. A. C. Manbert, of Graves-Bigwood & Comp'any, Toronto

said that the matter should be approached with two points kept par-
ticularly in mind. One was the question of competitive prices and
the other was the question of merit. It was not to be expected that
any architect who was designing a house would knowingly specify
items which would cost the builder more than a reasonably satis-
factory substitute could be supplied for. That is to say, with British
Columbia fir at present prices, if Georgia pine could be furnished
at a less price—as it could in (lie large sizes and long lengths-
Georgia pine would be specified unless some good reason could be
shown, why it should not, such as the fire hazard, and so forth. He
did not think that the fire insurance people made any difference in
mill construction as between Georgia pine and Douglas fir. So it
came right back to a question of the condition of affairs which per-
mitted the yellow pine to come into the country. He did not think
that any agitation would accomplish very much in the matter of
duty, which undoubtedly played the largest part in the matter They
had to recognize the fact that Norway pine in large sizes did not
exist in suitable quantities. The amount of 12-in. x 12-in. that could
be secured was pretty small. The conditions under which the
southern pine operators and the coast operators worked made it
possible for them to do, from a logging standpoint, with railways
what was impossible in Ontario, where much of the larger lumbering
was done upon streams. The man in the South who received an or-
der for long timbers would send an order to the woods. The stuff
would be got out, put on the railway, sent to the mill, and sawed
inside of a week. They could not do that sort of thing in Ontario
He almost believed that a man was right in buying that which served
his eye and his pocket best. The only question was whether Can-
adians were willing as an economic policy, to exempt the incomino-
woods from duty. He really did not think that in fairness to the
architects and consumers any proposition could be put through
which would involve obliging them to purchase Canadian timbers
when they could secure equally satisfactory material from foreign
producers at a lower price. As a matter of fact, he believed that it
would be only a short time before all this kind of material would
be forced out of the market by steel construction on account of the
enhancing values of lumber.

Mr. McGibbon asked whether he did not think architects should
pay more attention to the inflammable nature of southern pine

Mr. Manbert replied to the effect that he did not like the stuff
himself and would not put it into a house, but the question of price
always came in.

Mr. McGibbon then called upon Professor C. H. C. Wright for
some remarks upon the subject.

Architects In Sympathy With Lumbermen
Professor Wright referred, in opening, to tests which had beenmade at the School of Science upon the strength of various classes

of Canadian lumber. They found that the results of tests however
did not correspond with practice. After a great deal of experiment-
ing it had been discovered that the problem was one of moisture
I hey should not only test the strength of a wood, but test its moist-
ure at the same time. Knowing the conditions of moisture and the
strength, they were able to make fair comparisons between various
classes of wood. Following out this plan thev made a large num-
ber of tests on Canadian woods at the School of Science and found
that they compared very favorably with foreign woods. He believed
the results would show that Norway pine was the equivalent of
Georgia pine, or at least very closely so ; so closely that it was not
worth while talking about the differences of strength.

At the University they always tried to impress the stu-
dents with the importance of utilizing Canadian materials This
applied not only to woods but to stone, brick and building materials
generally. Canadian building materials would be used much more
in the future than in the past. To-day they were making bricks inCanada which were second to nothing j n the United States Thev
were improving rapidly in the manufacture of terra cotta Some
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mention had been made of birch and ash. Professor Wright spoke

highly of each of these woods, and also made mention of Canadian
maple and other hardwood, referring to their particular points of

beauty and usefulness. He believed there was no question that Can-

adian woods would be more widely used in Canadian building for

finish, in the future, because they were more generally appreciated

now than they were before. The most difficult feature that they had
to deal with was the question of price. This was not only true in

the case of woods but of all other building materials. Wherever it

was possible to use Georgia pine on account of its cheapness, archi-

tects could not use Canadian material, as they were bound to keep

the cost sheet on the right side. The architectural profession dealt

with other people's money, and they must build as cheaply as they

could, provided the quality was kept up. He had been very pleased

to notice a few days ago in looking over the waterfront at Toronto
that scows were being built at the foot of Rathurst street for the

city in which the timber was entirely from the Rritish Columbia
coast. It was a source of pleasure to him to see that Canadian woods
were able to compete successfully in this manner.

Referring to Southern pine, he said, there was no question that

it was very inflammable. He had never heard the statement before

that you could light the timber with a match. It was a matter of

much interest to him, however, and would provide material for some
interesting experiments at the University. In conclusion Professor
Wright expressed his extreme pleasure at being present, and hoped
that he wotdd be able to attend upon any future occasion when the

subject of the use of Canadian lumber was being discussed.

Mr. Macbeth remarked that what had been said in regard to

the cheaper cost of yellow pine applied to private concerns, but it

should not apply to the government. Departmental buildings ought
to be constructed of Canadian timber wherever possible.

Professor Wright agreed entirely with this view.

Mr. Macbeth, continuing, said that the government was getting

a great deal of money from the lumbermen in Ontario. It was ab-
surd and it was a rank injustice to the lumbermen and the country
that the government should use yellow pine for its departmental
buildings and its other constructions. For instance, on the T. & N.
O. Railway, they were using yellow pine for their ties, stations, etc.

Considering the class of material which was being put into this work,
however, he would not like to see white pine used in the same way.
The work and material was a disgrace.

Architects Using More Canadian Material

Mr. A. Frank Wickson, president of the Ontario Association of

Architects, was next called upon. He said that architects generally
tried to make use of Canadian material wherever possible. Not
very long ago he had had the pleasure of changing an entire specifi-

cation for foreign marble and arranging for the use of native marbles.
Architects, however, had to come between a very great variety of

conflicting interests. They had to consider not only their clients,

but municipal by-laws, factory inspectors and fire underwriters. In

regard to the assertion that architects should draw up their specifi-

cations in September instead of in the following spring, they must
bear in mind that architects were not at liberty to follow their own
inclination in this regard. When they get an order for a building
they generally had to put it through in short time. They could not
choose their own time in preparing specifications. The element of

cost was not the only one to be considered. Of equal importance
was the element of time. If they were to specify Canadian fir instead
of Georgia pine he would not be sure that they could get it out in

time. In mill construction buildings they almost had to use
Georgia pine. The underwriters made no allowance in the way of
rebate if other woods were used. They must use the pine timbers
because in mill construction they were obliged to put their supports,
a- far apart as far as possible and at the same time have them as
strong as possible.

Mr. Wickson suggested that lumbermen should put the archi-
tects more closely in contact with the materials which they could
furnish and should give them more information as to how they
could be used successfully. They might then be able to use Can-
adian wood in places where at present they were afraid of it. Why
could not the architects be better informed as to the standard uses
of timber which the mills could produce most easily? While it

might not be possible to use Canadian timbers in mill construction
for pillars, beams, etc., it might quite reasonably be used for floor-

ing and other similar purposes. Instead of 4-in. Southern pine they
might be able to use 6-in. hemlock. The architects might also be
informed in regard to the different qualities of hemlock and how
to specify them. They would like to know how hemlock would
work for trim. The bugaboo of the architect's life was his wood.
It w^as a matter of the greatest difficulty to secure wood which
would stand the trials of the Canadian climate. What they wanted
was to find out what class of wood was least liable to expansion
and shrinkage. He did not like Georgia pine for interior trim, but
it was difficult to get a wood which was satisfactory for this work.

He believed that the lumbermen could do a great deal along the line

he suggested of furnishing architects with useful information regard-

ing the qualities and uses of Canadian woods.
The question of shrinkage and expansion was then referred to

by Mr. Macbeth, who told of a case at Niagara Falls, N.Y., *vhere

green hemlock had been put into a lumber shed and painted. This
had been done during the winter, and in the following September,
when he saw the shed again, there was practically no place where
the paint had come off. Absence of shrinkage and expansion in hem-
lock was illustrated also by the fact that when cutting hardwood in

the mills they had to change the gauge. If they cut it at the pine

gauge it would be too thick.

Mr. F. S. Maker, president of the Royal Architectural Institute

of Canada, was next called upon, and remarked that whatever hem-
lock he had ever had anything to do with was what had been left

after the tanning companies had taken the bark. Any hemlock ho

had seen was not suitable to put into good buildings. He could not
conceive of any way in which they could make hemlock a usclul

material for building. It certainly could not be used for trim. He
believed it must only be used for small stuff. He claimed to be as

loyal a Canadian as anybody, but he believed that general conster-

nation would result in this country if it were suddenly announced
that we were not to have any more Georgia pine. This was an un-

fortunate situation, but it was one which the lumbermen themselves
must solve. He was surprised at the remarks which had been made
regarding the inflammability of Georgia pine. No doubt it was of

a very resinous nature and would burn more rapidly than red pine,

for instance.

Mr. McGibbon expressed his regret that Mr. Raker had been
so unfortunate as to get his lumber from dealers who supplied such
poor stuff, and suggested that if he would place his business with
manufacturers such as those who were in attendance at the meet-
ing he would find that hemlock was a much more dependable material.

.Mr. Macbeth remarked that in his opinion it would be in the
interests of the architects when drawing up specifications to call in

a lumberman to assist him in deciding upon what class of lumber
to use. If this were done a much larger proportion of the material
could be provided by Canadian manufacturers. He remarked also

upon the intricacy of many of the specifications which were being
drawn up to-day, and thought they could be simplified considerably.

Professor Wright stated that he would like to arrange to have
some representative lumberman give them a talk at the University
next year upon the conditions of the lumber industry at the present
time. He assured them that if this could be arranged they would
have an audience of not only the students and graduates, but also
many of the architects.

Hemlock Trade Conditions Excellent

The visiting architects then withdrew from the meeting and a
discussion took place regarding business conditions in the hemlock
markets. Practically all present agreed that there was a scarcity
of dry hemlock and that the cut of hemlock at the Ontario mills this

ytar would be much smaller than last year. The concensus of opin-
ion, in fact, was that prospects for the season's trade were better
than they had been for several years. Prices were reported to have
advanced about a dollar or a dollap and a half a thousand and there
was a distinct feeling in favor of making still further advances.

A short discussion also took place about the importance of hav-
ing the smaller manufacturers represented at the meetings. It had
been found very difficult to obtain the interest of the manufacturers
of small quantities of hemlock, but it was important that they should
be induced to attend.

During the discussion it was made apparent that the rules which
were drawn up at a recent meeting for the inspection of hemlock
were being well received and that they were being lived up to in

many cases. It is hoped that in the near future these rules will be-
come in general use in Ontario.

Mr. Macbeth reported the result of the meeting of the Canadian
Lumbermen's Association at Ottawa, which took up the discussion
of rules of inspection. The result of that meeting was that the pro-
posed rules were referred to a special committee for consideration.
Mr. Macbeth also urged upon those present that they should become
members of the Canadian Lumbermen's Association.

Mr. Cane backed up what Mr. Macbeth said regarding the Can-
adian Lumbermen's Association, and many members present indi-
cated their intention of joining that association.

Mr. Macbeth remarked further, that the suggestion had been
pretty generally made at the Ottawa meeting that such matters as
grading rules for hemlock should be attended to by local associa-
tions, which should be branches of the Canadian Lumbermen's Asso-
ciation, and that rules of this nature should be enforced locally and
backed up by the Canadian Lumbermen's Association.

An interesting discussion took place about the proposal of the
railway companies to double the charge for the stop-off privilege on
lumber for dressing. The opinion of the meeting was strongly op-
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posed to the change, as it would be a serious tax upon the industry.
It was decided that the secretary should write to the secretary of
the Canadian Lumbermen's Association expressing strong opposition
to the increased charge, and asking to have the matter brought forc-
ibly to the attention of the Dominion Board of Railway Commis-
sioners.

Reports received by Mr. McGibbon from various manufacturers
regarding their stocks of hemlock and the amount which they will
cut during the coming season were as follows: Mickle-Dyment &
Son, Barrie, 5,000,000 ft. dry stock, 12,000,000 ft. to cut- Utterson
Lumber Company, 100,000 feet dry stock, 800,000 ft. to cut ; Boake
Manufacturing Company, 1,700,000 dry stock; Httntsville Lumber
Company, 200,000 ft. dry stock, 1,500,000 ft. to cut; Trussler Bros
Trout Creek, 1,000,000 ft. dry stock, 1,000,000 to cut - Knight Bros'
Lurk's Falls, 1,000,000 ft. dry stock, 1,750,000 ft. to cut - Trout Creek
Lumber Company, 1,500,000 ft. to cut; H. Weismiller, Bala 2 500-
000 ft. to cut; J. P. Newman, Wiafton, 200,000 ft. dry stock, 200000
ft. to cut; Arthur Moore, Falkenburg, 500,000 ft. dry stock' 500 000
ft. to cut

;
Wm. Peter Estate, 10,000,000 ft. to cut ; McGibbon Lum-

ber Company, Penetanguishene, 2,000,000 dry stock, 5,500,000 ft to
cut; Conger Lumber Company, 5,000,000 ft. to cut - Martin Bros
Hillsdale, 1,000,000 ft. to cut.

The lumbermen present at the meeting included the following:
J. J. Corkery, Trout Creek Lumber Company; Jas. G. Cane, Toronto-
James Lauder, Toronto; N. C. Hocken, Otter Lake; H. Brooks, Fes-
serton Lumber Company, Toronto; Joseph Spears, Burk's Falls-' Geo
Gladman, Peterboro

; Guy Long, Hamilton ; D. C. Johnston, Toronto

;

K B. Wilson, Graves Bigwood Lumber Company .Toronto- Wm
Martin, Hillsdale; J. A. Detweiller, Toronto; J. R. Summers Graves
Bigwood Lumber Company, Toronto; A. C. Manbert, Toronto - Chas
McGibbon, Penetanguishene; A. E. Eckhart, R. Laidlaw Lumber
Company, and W. J. MacBeth, Parry Sound Lumber Co., Toronto

Timber Trade in United Kingdom
Buoyancy of Trade in Spite of Coal Strike—Joiners
Threaten to Strike—

W

ood Block Paving in Demand

Liverpool, March 27th.; (Special correspondence of the Canada
Lumberman) :—Business at the principal timber ports is at present
restricted by the conditions of trade and industry set up by the coal
strike. Many works are temporarily closed. Many others are being
operated in particular departments only, some departments being
closed down in order to reduce the demands for steam and fuel. Worst
of all, the principal railway companies have greatly curtailed their
services, and are now moving very little bulky freight, such as tim-
ber. Everything on the railways has been subordinated to the duties
of keeping a service of trains going, for the conveyance of meat and
foot-stuffs, and a mam line passenger train service. The convey-
ance of heavy and bulky goods other than meat and provisions is
consequently pretty much suspended for the time being. Hav-
ing regard to this general condition of things, the timber trade may
be said to be faring well. At London and at Liverpool the public
sales have been well attended; the bidding for all kinds of attrac-
tive wood has been brisk and the prices obtained have been con-
sidered good. The sale-rooms have not in any way reflected the
strike conditions. They have unmistakably reflected the sound con-
ditions of trade, apart from the disturbance caused by the coal strike
As it is, a very fair amount of business has been done at London in
white-woods, yellow pine, pitch pine and hardwood. Business is cer-
tainly hampered by the strike, but it is continuing and asserting it-
self m spite of it. There is abundant evidence that as soon as^the
way is clear again, trade will expand and go ahead once more
briskly.

Quebec spruce, 3x9, has met with a ready sale, 1st quality
bringing £16 15s. to £17. Red pine deals have also been in .request
and stocks are very light. Floorings were bought readily at the
sales but prices have been a little easier. . Oak continues to sell
readily and has been in slightly better supply, though stocks are
still small.

At Liverpool, despite the coal strike, a very fair amount of busi-
ness has been done. Inquiries continue to come in freely The last
auction sales passed off satisfactorily and a good tone now pervades
the market. Spruce deals have been in fair demand, and are very
firm From £8, 6s., 3d. to £8, 10s., Od. per standard, c.i.f. at Liver-
pool has lately been paid. Stocks arc very small. Canadian pine
has been in moderate request. Birch has been in very fair and steady
request, the demand from the furniture trade being considerable and
improving. Arrivals of birch are taken up at once for consumption.

At Manchester, the trade has suffered through the coal strike but
fair business has been done, notwithstanding spruce has been in oood
inquiry and some sizes are scarce. Prices have advanced and are
very firm. Bitch pine has been in fair request, and the supply is now

within narrow limits. 100s. per load has been asked for lots
lately sold. I he joinery trade of the district has maintained a
moderate demand for spruce and pine deals and for yellow and red
pine boards. A cloud however, now overhangs this field of consump-
tion. Joiners of the district have given notice that they want an-
other penny per hour, which will bring their rate of payment op
to 10K>d- per hour. The demand has within it all the potentialities
of a trade-crippling strike.

At Glasgow, the effects of the coal strike have been felt rather
severely and spot business in timber has been on a very small scale
1 he undercurrent of trade is decidedly good and when the way is
clear business will speedily become active again. Spruce deals
yellow pine and pitch pine lumber have been in moderate inquiry but
very little stock is now moving owing to the curtailed railwav ser-
vices. '

Manchester Ship Canal—New Wood Goods' Schedule
A revised wood-goods' schedule came into operation at Manches-

ter on April 1, in respect of the use of the ship-canal and its quays-
the storage of timber on the dock areas; haulage in the vicinity of
the canal and lighterage or raftage of timber in the canal or on the
docks. Ihe principal changes made in the rates are: the canal toll
on larch deals is now chargeable at 66 cubic feet to the ton in lieu
of 50 cubic feet, as for some time past. The quay and storage rent
charges and the quay and storage charges as appearing in the old
schedule, are unaltered m the new schedule, but, owing to the higher
rates of wages paid, and to other increased working expenses an
additional charge of ten per cent, is being made in respect of all' the
changes above referred to, with the exception of the charges forquay rent and the rent charged for the storage of timber under
cover. Ihe overtime rates have been increased from 4d to 5d per
hour on ordinary working days and on Saturdays from 5 p m to
10 p.m., and from 6d. to lOd. per hour after 10 p.m. on Saturdays
and on Sundays, Christmas Day, Good Friday and Bank or special
holidays. Reductions have been made in several of the through rail-way rates appearing in the old schedule, and rates to 38 additional
places have been added to the list. The lighterage rates issued by
the Bridge-water department of the canal company's business, on
February 28th, 1911, will continue to operate until further notice
With regard to the tolls for the use of the canal, timber in the lojr
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unmanufactured or roughly hewn or sawn is charged

at 40 or 50 cubic feet to the ton
; deals, battens and boards unpre-

pared, and not exceeding 4 inches in thickness, are, with some excep-
tions, charged at 66 cubic feet to the ton; Carolina, Fensacola or
other pitch-pine deals, battens and boards, unprepared, not exceed-
ing 4 ins in thickness, are charged at 55 cubic feet to the ton - hem-
lock deals at 50 cubic feet, lathwood (not laths) and pulpwo'od at
I tons 14 cwt. to the fathom of 216 cubic feet ; and Riga blocks 9 ft
x 9 or 10 ins. square, or 10 ins. x 5 ins., not creosoted, are charged
per standard of 2 tons 10 cwt.

Wood Paving Blocks in Demand
The demand for blocks for wood paving is increasing and some

very fair orders for blocks have lately been placed. The Works
Committee of the Westminster City Council have accepted tenders
from W. W Howard Bros. & Co. Ltd., for the supply of 23,000
yellow deal blocks, 6x3x9 ins.; 8,000 6 x 3 x 8 ins.,' and 13 500
other blocks, for the total sum of £295, 8s., 8d. The Works Com-
mittee of the Hammersmith District Council have decided to pave
lengths of roadway within their area with creosoted deal blocks-
"\°"e c

^f
e % a c°£t of £3 -587, and in another case, at a cost of

t u - L 6 Wn Counci1 of Lowestoft have accepted a tender by
Millars Karri and Jarrah Company Ltd.. for the supply of 300 000—
Jarrah paving blocks at £10, 6s. Od. per 1,000 and the Twickenham
District Council have accepted a tender from T. Gabriel & Sons for
3,000 creosoted deal blocks, 8x3x4 ins., at £5, 2s., 7d. per l 000
3,000 creosoted deal blocks, 8x3x4 ins., at £5 2s. 7d per 1 000*
nection. The Metropolitan Asylums' Board have accepted a tender
irom J. M. Jackson & Sons, for re-laying the upper deck of the
training ship Exmouth, with teak, for the sum of £3,000.

The use of wood pulp for making serviceable cloths and silks
has opened up a new branch of industry which promises to make a
large demand for wood pulp. Mr. W. P. Dreaper, chairman of the
Society of Dyers and Colorists, in the course of a paper on the Ger-

'

man Wood Pulp Industry, read by him before the London Section
of the society, spoke of the making of cloth and silk from wood
pulp, in the cloth manufacture the pulp, he explained, was made
first into paper. This was rolled out and cut and twisted into
thread Wood of the value of 3s would yield paper "yarn" of
the value of £2 5s. An equal quantity of wood could be made into
artificial silk of the value of £7 10s. These new uses of wood-pulp
which of course, mean wood, are causing some apprehension in the
timber trade as they foretell a large coming trade in wood for pulp-
nig, which may prove more remunerative than the present trade inwood for constructional work.
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Stop-off Increase Would Be Disastrous

The effect of the proposed increase in the charge for the stop-

off privilege for dressing lumber in transit, from one cent a hundred
pounds to two cents, is forcibly described in a letter written by a

prominent Ontario lumber manufacturer to the Secretary of the

Canadian Lumbermen's Association. The letter referred to is as

follows :

—

"The proposed change would have a disastrous effect upon
milling in transit and could only result in either compelling saw-
mills to put in planing mills or drive the work across the frontier

on shipments to the United States.

"1. The increase from one cent to two cents for a stop-off is not
warranted by any change in the conditions. The ten days allowed
for re-shipping is ample protection to the railway against unneces-
sary delay, and we are satisfied that in most cases the delay is very
brief, the lumber being handled directly across the planing mill back
into the car.

"2. The distinction which the new regulation makes between
lumber 'surfaced, planed or tongued and grooved,' and lumber 'work-
ed into shape,' might be construed to prevent lumber being run in-

to V. or beaded sheeting or Manitoba siding, styles which are quite
as frequently manufactured as flooring. These styles of mill work
have no more reason to be called joiners' work than dressing a piece
of timber four sides. Further, carload shipments are frequently sent
through a mill to be resawn or split into other sizes. All of these
forms of work are straight mill work, and when shipments are made
in straight car lots, why should the railway company be concerned
with the way in which it is manufactured so long as it is the product
of the material originally shipped?

"3. The proposed restrictions against the shipment of hardwoods
and softwoods in the same car is unreasonable and arbitrary. The
tariff rate is the same on both woods, and there would seem to be
no good reason why the railway company should be allowed to
dictate in regard to this.

"4. The '85 per cent, minimum' is an unreasonable and outrage-
ous exaction. For illustration, a carload of dry white pine, contain-
ing, say, 20 M. feet, sent to a mill to be surfaced one side, would
probably weigh 2,800 lbs. per M. in the rough and would not, so
far as our experience goes, be reduced more than ten per cent, in

weight by dressing, especially if it was l;/>-in. or 2-in. lumber. Un-
der the proposed rule, if this carload of lumber, when billed out,
weighed within 90 per cent, of the original billed weight, the ship-
per would be fined by having to pay L. C. L. rates for the surplus
weight over 85 per cent. As the reduction in weight would depend
mainly upon the dryness and thickness of the lumber, it would be
impossible for the planing mill manager to determine whether or not
the weight was within the prescribed limits. Again, why should
the railway company be permitted to claim freight on the actual
rough weight from shipping point to destination, and exact a penalty
from the shipper for not reducing the weight through milling to less
than 85 per cent, of the original billed weight? The railway should
be compelled to carry the full weight from shipping point to destina-
tion, and the shipper should have the privilege of making up the
reduction in weight caused by mill work. Under the present regula-
tions, the railway collects freight at destination on the original billed
weight regardless of any reduction that may be made in milling.
The proposed regulation looks like an attempt to collect full rough
weight from shipping point to destination and an extra rate if the
weight is not reduced more than 15 per cent, in transit.

"5. In order to illustrate the difference between the present rate
and the proposed rate, we submit the following:

—

If shipped from Hull and milled at Ottawa

:

(1) Present tariff, Hull to Toronto, 11c. per 100 lbs.; stop-off
at Ottawa, lc. per 100 lbs.; through rate 12c. per 100 lbs.

on original billed weight.

Proposed tariff, Hull to Toronto, 11c. per 100 lbs.; stop-off at
Ottawa, 2c. per 100 lbs.; through rate, 13c. per 100 lbs.

Plus excess charge for weight over 85 per cent, original billed
weight.

Combined locals, Hull to Ottawa, 2c. per 100 lbs. ; Ottawa to
Toronto, 11c. per 100 lbs.; through rate, 13c. per 100 lbs.

Difference lc. per 100 lbs. over present rate. No difference over
proposed rate, unless charge for car shortage made for detention over
48 hours.

(2) If shipped from Hull and milled at Smith's Falls same
as Ottawa if milled in transit with stop-off.

Combined locals, Hull to Smith's Falls, 5c. per 100 lbs.;

Smith's Falls to Toronto, 10c. per 100 lbs.; through rate,

15c. per 100 lbs. : difference of 3c. over present rate and
2c. over proposed rate, unless storage charge added at
milling point.

Increased Stop-off Privilege Charge Causing Complaint

Ontario lumber manufacturers and wholesalers are considerably

worked up over the proposed increase in the charge made by the rail-

ways for the stop-off privilege for dressing, re-sawing or sorting and
re-shipment of lumber. The proposal of the railways is to make the

charge for this privilege 2c. per 100 pounds instead of lc. There are

a number of places in Ontario where dressing in transit is carried

on, and manufacturers at these points feel that a change of this na-

ture would be an injustice to their trade. They claim that this in-

crease has the appearance of a favor to firms at points where dressing

in transit is not carried on. It would be a very serious handicap to

firms which do carry on this kind of business. The object of the

railway companies is naturally to increase their tariff and possibly

to prevent a few advantages which have been taken of the lc. priv-

ilege. These advantages consist, it is said, of securing a lc. freight

rate by means of obtaining a through rate, stopping the lumber off

for dressing, shipping out lumber which has already been dressed,

and disposing of the original carload locally. It is not believed, how-
ever, that this practice has been general, and it is scarcely reasonable
to expect that it can be established as justification for an increase of

100 per cent, in the charge for the stop-off privilege. The proposed
increase looks more than anything else like a measure conceived sim-
ply for the purpose of increasing the revenues of the railway com-
panies, and it is a question whether the Dominion Board of Railway
Commissioners will permit such an increase to be made, if the matter
is brought to their attention.

May Modify Increased Stop-off Tariff

Montreal, April 4th; (Special correspondence of the Canada
Lumberman) :—A special committee of the Lumber section of the
Montreal Board of Trade, consisting of Messrs. W. T. Mason, of

Gordon, Mason & Company, and Arthur H. Campbell, of the Camp-
bcll-MacLaurin Lumber Company, met representatives of the Cana-
dian Pacific, Grand Trunk and Canadian Northern Railways, in the
Hoard of Trade on April 4th and discussed the proposed new tariff

and rules covering the stop-off privilege on lumber for dressing, re-

saw iug or sorting and reshipment. This tariff increases the charge
from lc. per 100 lb. to 2c. per 100 lb. and is proposed by the com-
panies to become operative May 1st.

At the conference the various aspects of the proposed increase
and rules were discussed, in a friendly way, and the representatives
of the companies promised to consider the arguments of the lumber-
men and to give an answer on April 15th whether the companies
would modify the new tariff or not.

Fireproof Dry Kilns

Whoever has in contemplation the building of a dry kiln should
eliminate from his mind the old notion that the dry kiln need neces-
sarily be the most hazardous portion of a lumber plant. It has taken
many years to convince insurance men that the kiln may be a de-
cidedly safe risk from a fire insurance standpoint. But it is now gen-
erally recognized that with properly constructed kilns, the hazard
of artificial drying of lumber can be almost completely removed, to-
gether with the attendant worry -over the danger to the sawmill
plant as a whole from this particular source.

The inherent hazard in drying lumber is such that at a plant of
any permanency nothing but a fireproof kiln should be provided.
In devising proper plans for the construction of fireproof kilns in
the South, the Louisiana Fire Prevention Bureau has done some very
good service. Their specifications include the following:

—

"A dry kiln to be fireproof should be of brick and iron con-
struction throughout, except the ceiling or roof. The outside walls
should be 13 inches thick; the division wall 17 inches thick, each
compartment not to exceed 22 x 104 feet inside measurement; floor
of earth, tile, brick or cement; ceiling or roof to be reinforced con-
crete or arched hollow vitrified fire clay tile; doors to be entirely
of metal

; to be built and hung subject to approval of the Bureau,
tracks entirely of iron, supported by iron or brick columns

;
drying

by steam only, direct or exhaust (no blower),* same radiated by iron
pipes supported by metal hangers on supports at least two feet be-
low the lumber on cars; each compartment to be fully protected by
an approved system of automatic jets; casks of water and fire pails
to be provided (not less than one cask and two fire pails to each
outside and division wall) at each end

;
connection, if any, with saw

or planing mill to be of open, uncovered, trestle-work construction
only.

"Kilns are not considered as meeting these requirements if there
is any woodwork whatever in track supports, walkways or wheel
chocks."

Right installation and construction in the beginning will do
away with a host of subsequent annoyances, and will go a" long way
toward reducing the fire waste; a motive which alone should justify
the wise precaution of providing a fireproof kiln.
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Are Substitutes Displacing Lumber ?
Statistics Indicate Increasing Use of Other Construction Materials
rer Capita Consumption of Lumber Advancing at the Same Time

Written Specially for the Canada Lumberman
There is an impression abroad that cement and steel construe-* . — I. mm 111,"

tion is gradually replacing the use of timber and that for this reason
the manufacturers of lumber will sooner or later be hard put to dis-
pose of their products. This impression is bolstered up by such
statements as the following, delivered before the National Hardwood
Manufacturers' Convention at Cincinnati on Jan. 31. "The Long-Bell
Lumber Company has about one hundred and fifty retail yards They
are very large manufacturers of lumber. They do not manufacture
cement. In 1905 they sold one carload of cement to sixteen carloads
of lumber; in 1906 they sold one carload of cement to six carloads
of lumber; in 1909 they sold one carload of cement to five carloads
of lumber; m 1910 they sold one carload of cement to four and a
half carloads of lumber; in 1911 they sold one carload of cement to
three and one tenth carloads of lumber." This statement shows that
in the territory covered by the 150 Long-Bell retail lumber yards the
sale of cement has increased five times more rapidly than the sale
of lumber. But it does not show that the quantity of lumber sold
has decreased, or even that the annual per capita consumption of
lumber has decreased.

Similarly those who argue for the increased use of cement for
sidewalks, foundations, factories and residences and the increased
use of metal for doors, interior trim and office fittings, that the mar-
ket for lumber is becoming yearly narrower are only giving one half
the argument. They do not state that the standards of 'living are
increasing, that the requirements of each individual are yearly be-coming greater, and that this increase in the use of manufactured
articles, improvement in the size and standards of building and fur-
nishing more than makes up for the displacement of lumber by other
matenals. So rapidly are our ideas changing as to what we require
to make us comfortable that our annual per capita consumption ofwood is increasing. This may best be shown by a study of the
use of wood in Great Britain, where nearly all the wood is im-
ported, and where consequently close account has been kept of all
the wood used and the use of wood has been as economicol as pos-
sible. Great Britain is the home of cement, stone and brick con-
struction, and produces all metal and steel goods cheaply, yet the
annual per capita consumption of wood has increased steadilv dur-
ing the last few years.

So firmly do the manufacturers of hardwoods in the United
States believe that the heavy advertising campaigns conducted bvthe manufacturers of cement, steel furniture, inside trim, doors and
sash have resulted m a decreased use of wood that they are raisin-
an advertising fund of $100,000 to be used in improving the marked
for hardwoods This appears to be a peculiar step in view of the
fact that the United States Forest Service has during the past five
years repeatedly made the statement that the high grade hardwoods
of the United States will only last another 15 or 20 years at the
present rate of cutting. The U. S. census returns show that the rate
of production of the high grade hardwoods has steadily increased
since that prophecy was made. Thus the strange spectacle is pre-
sented of the United States government on one hand spending mil-
lions of dollars in buying up and managing hardwood lands, to pre-
vent the high grade timber from becoming extinct, and of the hard-wood manufacturers on the other hand undertaking a policy of na-
tional advertising which will increase the use of high grades butwhich will not increase the use of low grades.

It is not likely that special advertising will be necessary to helpmarket Canadian lumber, unless it were a well directed campaign
to show that Canadian species are quite as satisfactory, and in somerespects to be preferred to southern yellow pine. There is every
prospct that the Canadian lumberman, east of the Rockies at least
will always be ab e to sell all he can cut. Just as the cut of themore valuable timbers, pine and the hardwoods, begins to decreaseas it surely is decreasing now through the exhaustion of the forests'the increased prosperity of the people is bringing about a greaterper capita demand for these timbers, and the increased population iadding another den,;,,! These two demands, the demand of wealth-
ier Canadians and the demand of new Canadians, will, year in andyear out always take all the lumberman can produce. At presenthe greater part of the Canadian demand for hardwoods is met bythe importation of United States wood. The demand for pine ismet by using spruce and an increasing proportion of the cedar used
in Canada is secured in the United States

It is interesting to note that an investigation was conducted inthe central states a few months ago to learn the extent to which

substitutes were replacing wood in common uses and it was learned
that, so far as could be judged by the 1200 retailers and builders re-
porting, the total substitution amounted to only 5 per cent. It is
easy to understand that the increased standard of living would make
up for this loss of 5 per cent.

During tile last three years it is estimated that substitutes have
replaced wood to the extent of 9 per cent, for interior finish. For
lath the substitution has reached 3 per cent., due to the use of ex-
panded metal lath. Other materials have displaced 2.4 per cent of
the wood formerly used for sheathing. Metal and cement posts
are now occupying 3.7 per cent, of the space formerly occupied by
wooden posts. Tin and sheet metal sidings cover 4.1 per cent, of
our buildings to the exclusion of wooden siding. For general pur-
poses substitutes are used to the extent of 5.3 per cent, in place
of lumber. Reinforced concrete, brick and structural iron have taken
up 5.4 per cent, of the trade formerly given over to dimension tim-
ber. Concrete flooring has increased rapidlv. It supplies yearly 6
per cent, of the area laid. The day of the wooden picket is waning
wire fences, ornamental iron, etc., now displace 9 per cent of the
wooden pickets. In farm fences the change is greater; 13.7 per cent
of such fences are now of materials other than wood. As the sub-
stitutes are displacing rails the lumberman need not worry The
greatest change is in shingles. About 16.2 per cent, of the roofs arenow covered with substitutes for wood. It appears that the wooden
shingle manufacturer is the only man who should advertise He
should give his shingles a creosote treatment at the mill then should
advertise regularly and steadily.

Making and Selling Dimension Stock
Causes for Low Price Realized in Sale of Special Sizes—Inter-
esting Address Delivered at Lumber Sales Managers Convention

By Van B. Perrine

It is hardly worth while to tell you what we all know—that most
oi the dimension stock is not only unprofitable but, in many cases
is an actual loss to the millman.

The low price at which most of it is sold is not based on actual
figures of cost, but is an inheritance handed down to us, of to-day—
by our predecessors, who also did not figure the cost, but made the
dimension stock because smooth talking manufacturers with theirown interests in view suggested, "You can utilize your waste (nc
value), make something out of nothing; here you have, no value It
will give you $12 per thousand, 12,000 feet in a carload, do you getme? Worth saving, isn't it?" So the mill man "got him," got busy
cut his waste into dimension, cut his cull into dimension, and sold his
firsts and seconds elsewhere where they didn't have the wise manu-
tacturer. 1 his is our inheritance—let's settle up the estateDo you know Mr. Millman, what it costs you to manufacture
dimension stock? Some of you do, but it is to those who don't knowam putting the question, and for the benefit of the ones who don'tknow let me say, arrange your machinery (the best you can pur-
chase), your lay out to the best possible advantage for handling at
a minimum cost, and you will find that seven dollars is the mini-mum cost, and there is no maximum, all depending on the dimen-
sions you are manufacturing, and the kinds of wood you are cutting
up. Did I mention "overload?" No sir ! Add this as you may have
figured it out (if you have ever figured it out), and bear in mind the
above is not based on what you have cut up of lumber, but on whatyou get out in dimension and for which you are paid. I have foundby actual tests, that $8 to $12 per thousand is a fair result for cost
in the manufacture of dimension stock based on the output of vari-ous dimensions not on the material cut up (this does not include
the overload), whereas it costs over $20 per thousand to manufacturesome dimensions Again, if you are to make a profit at all, you musthave a number of different orders, each down the scale, to utilize the
waste from the other, and the price on the last piece of waste can
be too low for profit. Of course, you know, if you will stop to think
it is bound to cost you much more to manufacture 1 x 1 anv length
than it does to manufacture 2 x 2 of the same length. Don't takemy word font-try it out. When you go home get busy, not makingdimensions for the other fellow, but finding out how much it really
costs you to make his dimension. Spend $50, a $100, or more it
will be the best investment you ever made. You know what your
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common lumber and your cull lumber is worth to you in the pile.

Measure up and run back in the mill a few thousand feet of its value;

add to this the actual cost of remanufacturing it into dimensions.

Don't forget the overhead, for the overhead, like interest, is always

working, which reminds me of the following story (if you will per-

mit a few minutes from the services) :

"Some men were arguing as to who was the greatest inventor.

One said Stephenson ; another said Watts ; another said Bell, and an-

other Edison. One said Morse and still another Marconi. Finally

one of them turned to a little Jew who hadn't said anything . 'What
do you think about it?' 'Vel,' was the reply, 'the man who invented

interest was no slouch.' " Never forget this overhead, Mr. Millman,
be you rich or poor. Your bankers, your creditors, your family, de-

mand that you always keep it in mind. This overhead spells suc-

cess or failure, and yet so few of us know what it costs to do business.

Costs of Manufacturing must be Known

When you invoice at the end of your fiscal year, you know you
have made or lost so much money. Do you know where you have made
it or where you have lost it? In most cases you don't, but simply know
you see so much one way or the other, and if to the good, and you
know within reason what each department was making and which
department was losing, couldn't you, Mr. Millman, cut out the loser,

or in selling material from this department sell it at a price for

profit? Surely you could; surely you would. When your customer
comes around and offers $28 per thousand feet for dimension stock

you know costs you $38, you would turn down the order, and all

along the line the man who knows would turn it down. If every-

body turned it down, the customer would do one of two things, pay
your price for the dimension, or purchase your firsts and seconds,

your common, or your cull, at the price you know it is worth, and
make his own dimension. It is your lumber he has to use in some
form. Think it over.

Each mill and locality has its own problem to figure out. It would
be stupid for me, in Indiana, to say what should be done in Texas
or Louisiana. Texas and Louisiana have as much brain matter as

any other states and can figure out the problem if they will only
stop and take time to figure, not only on paper, for while it is said

figures never lie, I have found out that figures are mighty liars, when
they compute manufacturing dimension stock. So the only safe way
is to experiment. Better spend a couple of hundred dollars this way,
rather than lose a couple of thousand in filling the other fellow's

dimension order, not knowing what it cost you. For several years
I have made money on dimension stock. Why? Because I know
what it costs to manufacture the various dimensions; know what
each grade of lumber entering into them is worth, and how much of

same it takes. Then let me emphasize the following. I won't sell or

manufacture the dimension, unless there is a profit. Sorne of you
would be surprised should I tell you that you are selling the same
customers the same dimension, at prices varying from two to twelve
dollars per thousand. Why do they pay one $12 more than they pay
another? Because they can't get enough at your price, and they pay
the $12 more because they can't cut it out of lumber cheaper or as

cheaply. Don't lose the point.

Cost Knowledge Would Raise Prices

If only half of the millmen who cut dimension as a business or

as a sideline and saving scheme, knew its value and would not sell

for less, it would raise the price to a profitable basis in less than four

months, or clean out your low-grade lumber before then. The manu-
facturer must have either the lumber or the dimension. Don't lose

the point.

If the manufacturer can buy dimension cheaper, he buys it—all

he can get at the price, and if not enough, fills out with lumber at the

next best price to cut into dimension himself. If the weak-kneed
salesman would get a profit on everything he sells, he would have a

better profit at the end of the year, even were sales much less in

volume. The price cutter not only defrauds himself and cheapens
his wares, but helps to defraud and cheapen the wares of his neighbor.
The same amount of lumber would probably be sold in the end, as

I haven't heard of any lumber getting stick rotten for the last few
years, neither at the mills nor in the yard of the manufacturer.
Don't lose the point.

In conclusion, help all of us by helping yourself
;
every carload

you sell at a loss has its influence. Get busy and figure, not only
on paper, but by actual test—the cost.

It would be presumptuous for me to say you should get so
much per thousand feet for your dimension. If you are so fortunate
as to be located where you can supply it at a less figure, do so and
reap a portion of the benefit of your foresight, luck, or whatever it

may be, and undersell me, but bear in mind, I will still sell all I

can manufacture at my price. The manufacturer will always pay
for dimension, as much as it will cost him to make it, if he must.

Saw Speeds for Hard and Soft Woods
Valuable information regarding the speed of saws for sawing

hardwood and softwood, is contained in an article published in a re-

cent issue of the Disston Crucible. A correspondent says : "By
practical experience we find that the same saw fitted up identically

the same, if run at the same speed in cutting hardwood as in soft,

will cut only about one-half as much as though the speed was
slackened in cutting hardwood. The faster the saw runs the slower

we have to feed in order to make good lumber, which of course re-

duces the output of mill. Can you help us out please. Also state

the reason why the same saw fitted in the same way must be run
slower in frozen timber than in thawed timber, in order to get the

cut. As we have it, the speed must be slackened in frozen soft tim-

ber and also in frozen hardwood timber as compared with the speed
when the timber is not frozen."

The reply given is as follows: "In general practice, it is not

customary to change speeds for different woods in mills where
lumber is manufactured, but it is a manifest impossibility to carry

the same feed in hardwood that is carried in soft wood.

"The reason for this is evident to almost everyone who has had
experience in the business. The "texture" of one wood offering a

greater resistance than another necessitates a reduction in some di-

rection to equalize the strain on the cutting tool, and usually the

reduction is brought about by a reduction in the feed.

"Noting your experience as to speed, there is a fixed scientific

principle covering this point and there is still a great deal of room
for improvement in lumber manufacturing methods through proper
scientific experiment and research into the very important question of

adaptation of speed to other conditions.

"The majority of lumber manufacturers seem to work on the

principle that the higher the speed the greater the capacity of the
mill and are generally too busy to go into the question as they should.
Further, machinery manufacturers often encourage the millmen on
the high speed proposition and this view has held good so long that

it is accepted without question, with the result that speeds in many
both hard and soft wood mills are unnecessarily and injudiciously
hi£h -

"The foregoing being granted, it is evident that the usual speed
carried in large modern mills is not a proper basis to work from,
for hardwood speeds.

"We never advocate excessive speeds, and notwithstanding the
fact that many millmen carry a circular saw speed ranging from 12,-

000 to 15,000 feet rim motion, and a log band mill speed of 11,000
feet or more, our experience and observation have demonstrated that

a greater capacity and better lumber can be produced through the
operation of moderate speeds.

"All points considered, we do not think there is any advantage
in running large circular saws at a speed in excess of 11,000 feet rim
motion per minute, and we place the maximum judicious speed of

log saws at 9,000 feet per minute.
"In support of the above, we will mention that high speed in-

variably necessitates high tension in circular saws to offset centri-

fugal force, and detracts from the "standing-up" qualities of the
saws, while in band saws excessive speed increases the vibration and
elastic "overthrow" of the saw out of all ratio to the excess speed
and causes it to "snake" in the cut under the slightest provocation.

"In other words, unduly high speeds are not advantageous from
any point of view. As an illustration on band sawing, it is easier
to carry a feed of 14 inches per revolution of saw at 9,000 feet per
minute than it is to carry 12 inch feed on 10,000 feet, and as the
former would represent a continuous feed of 223 feet per minute
on a 45-foot band saw and the latter a continuous feed of but 222
feet, the advantage is most obvious. Further, under ordinary cir-

cumstances 8,000 feet of speed will show a gain in quantity and qual-
ity of output over the 9,000 feet.

"Of course, it is understood that power is not to be sacrificed
when reducing speed. If the reduction in saw speed is accomplished
by reducing size of drivers, or increasing size of receiving pulleys,
the accuracy of the above statements can be readily demonstrated.

"Now, from the above it will be apparent that, in our opinion,
the trouble is not so much in the present comparative hard and soft
wood speeds as it is in a tendency to run at an excessively high
speed in soft wood mills and creating an improper basis of speed for
the hardwood; for the latter, offering the greater resistance to the
saw, naturally shows up the disadvantages of high speed in a more
pronounced way than would be apparent in sawing soft wood. How-
ever, with all conditions adapted to hardwood sawing, we do not
see any good reason for materially reducing speed from a proper
soft wood basis.

"This is truly a many-sided question. There are almost as many
different opinions on it as there are operators. The question of
adaptation would embrace teeth with less hook and more obtuse
angles in both circular and band saws; also, less set for clearance
and, in circulars, saws of a heavier gauge."



The Retail Dealer and His Problems
Stock Keeping Methods—The Lumber Salesman

Improved Stock Keeping- Methods
By H. A. Templeton *

This paper has been prepared from the viewpoint of one who is

in business for profit; to which class it is assumed we all belong.
If there be among us a man who admires more than profits by fine
large piles and extensive sheds well filled with good grades of lum-
ber, and who is willing to pay "for the gratification of his whim, I

have nothing so say which will be of interest to him. Whenever the
investment in business pays us less or even as little as the current
interest rate on farm mortgages we will get out of business.

We all know that the margin between buying price and selling
price has been constantly on the decrease in the last several years.
The volume of business done per yard has certainly decreased owing
to the largely increased number of yards and the consequent cutting
up of former territories. These two forces have acted conceitedly
toward a reduction of net returns on investment and for many of us
the effect has been very nearly disastrous. Therefore, tire method
by which we are to maintain the proper ratio between investment
and net profit is of greatest importance. In fact the absolute neces-
sity of this is so obvious that no proof could be demanded. Yet the
strange thing is that so many of us wander aimlessly along the beaten
path doing nothing whatever to stay this deadly decline in returns
per dollar on our business investment.

The first thing to be done is the installation of modern and econ-
omical methods which will bring about a reduction in operating ex-
penses. The next thing is to reduce the investment to a point where
the present yearly profit possible will be a reasonable return on that
investment. We younger men listen with mouths open to the remin-
iscences of you who sold lumber in these Western States fifteen or
twenty years ago. You tell us of the days when there was one yard
in a town of 1,000 to 5,000 people, with a territory 25 to 100 miles in
radius and the sales ran up to what now seem fabulous amounts.

To-day these same towns have three to five yards each, with a
territory having a radius of possibly five to fifteen miles. The sales
and net profit you tell us are possibly one-quarter what they were
in the old days. But the investment? Just as large as it ever was,
and possibly larger. I say the successful continuation of a business
in this plight certainly demands a reduction of investment in the
same ratio as the sales and net profits have been reduced. It makes
the difference between a good business and a poor one—success and
failure.

For example
:
A and B each own a yard in a town of 500 to 1 000

people, when there is $40,000 to $50,000 of business annually. Both
are business getters and aggressive with the result that the business
is about equally divided. The margin of profit is approximately the
same and consequently the end of the year finds each with about the
same amount of net profit—say a thousand dollars. Certainly, one
would conclude, there is very little to choose between these two men
and the condition of their businesses. Wait a minute! Whereas A
has a total investment in stock, real estate, buildings, and outstand-
ing accounts of $10,000, B's total investment foots up to $20,000.

An Easy Matter to Decide
With this added information it is easy enough to choose between

the two yards. A makes ten per cent, on his investment; B makes
five per cent, on his. A's business is prosperous and successful; B's
business could not be called good according to any definition. There

£or^°ne thing for B to do
'
and that is to reduce his investment to

$10,000, and only when he has done this will his business be healthy
and will he be able to meet his competitor on even ground.

I would say that a shortening of the terms of sales and a reduc-
tion of outstanding accounts are the first steps to be taken. A reduc-
tion of stock the third and with that reduction this paper is to deal
especially. We all know the difficulty of selling something we have
not got, and agree that it is absolutely essential to have what the
customer needs when he needs it. It is largely in our power, how-
ever, to educate our trade as to what items of lumber they need and
use.

Pardon reference to personal interests, but to illustrate: Some
time ago we established a yard in a new town out in the homestead
country The business in sight was not large and we could not
see justification for a large investment. Our stock was bought ac-
cordingly, and was made up of the regular items of dimension, 10
to 20 feet long: 12-inch No. 3 boards; mixed widths No. 3 boards-
mixed widths No. 4 boards; 8-inch No. 2 shiplap ; 6-inch No. 2 pine
flooring; 4-inch vertical grain fir flooring; 6-inch No. 2 drop sidin^-
a small amount of C finish of each width; extra *A* shingles; two

'AdclrcHH delivered at WeHtein Retailers' Convention at Seattle,
~ "

sizes of two light windows; two sizes of four light windows; some
stock doors, threaded felt; 30-pound building paper; 2-ply roofing,
and only a few other items of regular stock.

Our customers came in for their little shack and barn bills and
were supplied from this stock to their entire satisfaction. They
never thought of or mentioned No. 2 shiplap, or No. 3 shiplap; 4-in.
pine flooring or 6-inch pine flooring; extra *A* shingles or standard
shingles, 1-ply roofing or 3-ply roofing. Shiplap was shiplap; pine
flooring was pine flooring; shingles were shingles, and so on down
the line.

A year later a competitor came in. Not a bad, mean competi-
tor, but a good one; a nice fellow and a good lumberman. He went
right at it though to get in a "complete stock" as his ads read. Be-
fore long he had No. 1 drop siding, No. 2 drop siding and No. 3 drop
siding; 4-inch and 6-inch flooring; No. 2 and No. 3 shiplap; red
cedar bevel siding and pine bevel siding.

Our yard looked like a vanishing shadow compared to his. The
trade began to specify grades and call for long lengths. We simply
had to come to it. Then they wanted 3-ply and half-ply roofing, as
well as all weights between, and were ever fearful lest thev should
not be given the grades and weights wanted, since they had found
out there were such differences.

Making a Long Story Short
To make a long story short, our investment doubled at that

point inside of six months; and did the volume of business or the
net profits increase, Not a cent. Was our trade better cared for or
better satisfied, Not a bit of it.

This incident was one in the experience of a very small yard I

know, but the same thing happens to the large yards in the large
towns. Why introduce southern yellow pine to a trade already edu-
cated to and satisfied with fir and mountain larch finish. Why dupli-
cate a stock of cedar with California redwood? Why carry every
weight of red rosin paper on the list and some special weights be-
sides?

You can not give your trade any more for their money by so
doing. You can not gain a reputation for having a more complete
stock than your competitor, for he will add these items as rapidlv
as you do in self-defence. So I say the first thing is to educate youV
trade to a stock which the business will justify. Do not try to carry
every item found on the list. If you already have your stock dupli-
cated in all kinds of woods available and all weights of paper and
roofing, start right in and cut out some of them. It is a hard job,
but it can be done. A man does not have to injure his conscience
to argue convincingly with a customer that a standard shingle is not
as good a purchase for the money as the stars. You know as well
as I do that fir flooring is as good and better than yellow pine. Edu-
cate your trade to that point of view.

No man ought to use 20-pound red rosin paper. It is no good
1 hen do not carry it. Half-ply roofing is but little better than tar
felt Then do not do your trade the injustice of tempting them with
it. Two-ply or tar felt is better for the customer and better for you.

Then as to the quantity of each item necessary. A customer
wanting 1,000 feet of boards is as well satisfied to take them from a
pile containing 4,000 feet as from one containing 10.000 feet The
only problem is to keep from reaching the bottom. One must man-
age to always have some left, for it is disastrous to anv business to
be forever out of stock.

To one who has never made a special effort in that direction
however, it is surprising to know how small an amount of stock will
serve the purpose, if it is carefully watched and studied with a view
to constantly providing for future needs by ordering mixed cars
made up of small amounts of many items. Two by fours should be
ordered in lots of 100 each instead of by the thousand; sheeting in
ots of 5,000 feet instead of carloads. We must stop buying in a hap-
hazard, take-a-chance manner and get down to the fine points of it
ordering only what is needed. Too many buyers have the erroneous
idea that if they "get the price" their mission is ended, nothing more
being necessary than to fire in specifications in bulk as outlined bysome subordinate or the yardmen. Such a plan of action passed
muster all right in the good old days when sales ran high and the
customer was treated on the "Take it or leave it, there^ is anotherman waiting' basis. Those methods do not do now-a-days We
have come to the point of real merchandising. It takes a real sales-
man, utilizing real salesmanlike methods, to sell lumber and his
work must necessarily be backed up by intelligent and careful buying

In the yard make it a point to keep all of one item of stock in
the same place. Do not scatter your 6-inch, 16-foot floorin- all
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over the shed in three or four different piles. Some day you will

forget where one pile is, think you are out and order a lot more,
which is not needed. Always keep copies of orders filed in an order-

ly way. Look them over carefully when placing further specifica-

tions, and be sure you are not duplicating some items. To para-
phrase Patrick Henry, "Eternal vigilance is the price of doing busi-

ness with a small stock."

For lineyard companies or others where the buyer is not right

on the ground and familiar with the yard day by day a piece stock
sheet record is all but essential. Such a record when properly kept
shows exactly how many pieces of 2-inch dimension of each size and
length is in the yard, and how many feet of each item of boards
and products.

Never buy anything which you do not need or stuff which is

not regular stock in your yard, simply because it is cheap. It may
look like easy money, but the tail-end left over from an odd lot of

stuff will eat up the profit, as well as clutter up your yard ; or if all

the lot is sold some of your customers will have taken a fancy to

it and will demand more after the special lot is gone. There you
are—either add it as a regular item of stock or have a dissatisfied

customer.
Then in spite of every precaution the time frequently comes when

a yard is long on one or two items of stock and short on others. It

is then that another art of salesmanship is called into action. The
long item must be pushed incessantly. Not a man should come to

the yard and get away without being tried out as a prospective buyer
for some of it. Keep hammering away until you have that pile down
where it belongs.

Nothing gives the yard such a bad appearance as an old black
pile. When a pile of boards get black they are twice as hard to

move as when they were bright and new. Old, dull looking stock
should be got rid of as quickly as possible at whatever price it will

bring. It cumbers a yard and gives it a dismal appearance as well
as tying up investment which it does not deserve. This nightmare
of blackened, dried-out old lumber and musty, dirty millvvork should
be enough argument let alone all others in favor of a small stock.
Show me a yard that carries a big stock in proportion to the sales,
and where lumber is bought in large quantities, and I'll show you
black piles; lumber that you or any other hard headed business man
would not take at sixty cents on the dollar. Have a small, evenly
balanced stock and keep it moving.

Study Demand
Study the demands of your trade constantly. Keep a good supply

of items which are heavy sellers, find out which length of every item
goes out most rapidly and plan your orders accordingly. Bear the
special requirements of each season in mind and be prepared to fill

them.

You country yard owners, be long on bridge plank in June when
the rains and consequent high-water washouts come. Be sure your
shiplap piles are well up at harvest time. The farmers will be build-
ing granaries soon. Avoid ordering plaster, lime or cement in the
fall. Have your post pile low when snow flies, but see that you have
plenty of tar paper in the warehouse. In short, be always vigilant
and keep in touch with the demands of the season and the peculiar
needs of your trade. Know your people and their needs, the way
a musician knows the keys of a piano. Provide what they need
when they need it and forever avoid providing what they do not need
and can not use.

It is something of a tragedy to see a fine, big lot of B and B
finish stowed away in the shed of a little country yard where the
farmers only want to pay for No. 1 common, with which to trim up
their modest buildings; a big pile of No. 1 clear flooring in the shed
and not a 2 x 4—16 in the yard. A tragedy indeed and one how often
enacted.

Within the last month I have been in a little country yard where
there is 3,000 feet of as fine 1% inch white pine finish in the shed
as you can find any place. Three hundred feet would fill every order
that yard will have for thick finish in a year.

The consumer might offer the criticism that we are striving to
get as much from him in the way of business and profits as possible
with as little outlay and investment as possible. When he makes
this criticism he is short-sighted indeed. Can any man stay in busi-
ness without making interest on his investment? Certainly not.
Who pays that interest? Mr. Consumer. If the investment is

doubled by the accumulation of a lot of additional items for which
there is little demand and a surplus of stock which the trade does
not justify, does not the amount of that interest item necessarily in-
crease, and must not Mr. Consumer pay that increased item in higher
prices for the lumber which h'e buys?

No, we would not wrong but benefit our trade. We would not
increase the margin between the buying and the selling price, but
decrease it if anything, and lastly but still of importance, we would
not allow our business to continue in a half-hearted, ' half-profitable
way, but make it prosperous and satisfying.
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In closing, allow me this one suggestion: Go home and take a

walk through your own yards, compute as nearly as possible the
amount of dead stock you have on hand. By dead stock I mean not
only the worthless old junk which has accumulated, but that excess
of good saleable lumber which is not necessary to supply the present
demand. After making this computation in feet, reduce it to dollars

and cents and you very probably will have a good surprise on hand.
Go out again and classify your stock at least approximately into
three divisions

:

First, the good, bright, saleable material in regular stock items
in amounts not exceeding present needs.

Second, regular items of stock in excess of present needs, but
in reasonably bright and saleable condition.

Third, old black lumber in all grades and dimensions; excess
amounts of short lengths ; small left-over lots not in demand and
comparatively unsaleable ; 6-months-old lime, plaster and cement ; odd
and defective millwork and any other unsaleable material which you
have on hand.

The first division will take care of itself. Keep the items of the
second division constantly in mind and push the sale of them hard
and constantly until they are eligible for entry to division one.

Hang out the bargain sign on the third division and make a
price which will move it rapidly, regardless of what that price may
be. Clear your yard of it within a reasonable period at any cost.
This done your investment will be reduced, your yard will be more
inviting and not only the appearance but the reality of prosperity
will pervade your whole business.

Education of the Lumber Salesman
Training and Handling Men who find a Market for Stocks-
Address delivered at Lumber Sales Managers Convention

By E. M. Holland

My subject is about as broad as the manufacture of the product
we sell, and opinions are undoubtedly as different. It is a subject
on which I would invite an open discussion when I am through, as
1 think the trading of ideas would help wonderfully to cope with
same. To illustrate to some extent I am going to relate a few obser-
vations made while I was aboard the training ship. We had three
men on the road steadily—one sold a large amount of goods, but
had the extreme misfortune of having a great number of complaints
on same after shipment ; the second sold even a larger quantity of
goods at higher average prices and rarely had any trouble ; the third
was extremely unfortunate in closing his contracts, lie could get
business well started, but for some unaccountable reason could not
close a deal and someone from the main office invariably had to as-
sist him. This weakness caused him to be a poor business getter.
The first mentioned salesman did not know one grade or kind of
lumber from another, hence unintelligent sales. The second could
inspect and tally lumber as well as anyone, understood manufacture
thoroughly and could impress his clients with the fact that lie knew
his business. The third knew the lumber business from a manufac-
turing standpoint, but he could not gi,ve his customers an intelligent
idea or description of what he had to sell—at least to a sufficient
extent to warrant their placing their business with him.

Later we engaged two more salesmen, with the result that we
secured one good travelling man and one fair cocktail absorber. Our
travelling man always had the same hardluck story. I often won-
dered why he was not provided with printed blanks, the beginning
or end of which was "Business is rotten." The other usually secured
a reasonable number of orders, but largely from our poor paying
friends, about ninety per cent, of the time off the list, and never an
order from a good, responsible concern.

The results just cited often made me ask myself, "Why doesn't
Jones' business go through? Why does Smith sell so much "and have
so few complaints?" "Why could not our third friend close his deals
without assistance from the office? Why could not our travelling
man friend get orders when all lines of business seemed good, mill
running full blast, correspondence orders coming in freely, Why
could not our 'Jolly good fellow' get some representative trade and
the higher standard of business that goes with it?" Simply a lack
of the proper education on the part of three and wrong vocation on
the part of one out of the five mentioned. Nothing struck me so
forcibly as when we figured each one's cost per thousand dollars'
worth of business. The comparison was astonishing.

Simmering the fact down, it meant that the salesman must know
his own business first; to like it, to eat it, to dream it, and to live it.

To do so he must begin at its source and follow it to the end. When
he has to a degree mastered his own business, he must learn his
customers' also, and know his customers' weaknesses, whatever they
might be—make his customer his personal friend—but above all, gain
the explicit confidence of his customer by knowing his customer's
business; help him and help himself; give the proper suggestions
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at the proper time; get him to experiment a little—put up his ideas
in such a manner that his customer will feel he is heing done a kind-
ness and cannot lose; not to be afraid to educate him and not to mis-
represent his lines. An overdrawn idea has a more weakening effect
on a sale than an under-estimated one. To illustrate: Selling goods
at a fixed price that represents profit to your house is salesmanship,
but the man who is constantly cutting prices and seeking ways and
means by which he can secure orders by manipulating and mis-
representation, contrary to the rules of his house, is not a salesman,
and he will not only prove a disappointment to his customer, but
to both his company and himself as well. Never misrepresent your
goods; when it becomes necessary to do so, it is time to quit the
business, or secure another line that does not require misrepresenta-
tion. We all make mistakes, but the man who persists in making
them either is a fool or dishonest. We are employed to represent
our company, not to misrepresent it. If you are right you can prove
it ; if you can't the chances are that you are not right.

Travellers Who Talk Too Much
You will find a great number of travelling salesmen who will

usually consume their customer's time talking baseball, politics, aero-
planes, etc., instead of getting down to business after a reasonable
greeting. This is the fault of a great many. They must learn to
be a character reader to some extent. Some buyers are pleased with
this method, but most of them now-a-days are too busy to see you
at all, to say nothing of having time for gossip. Also when a man
is in a bad humor he should be given time to get over it. Get out,
then call again. A lunch or night's sleep is likely to work like the
sun after a heavy rain. He may be as glad to see you when you re-

turn as he was grouchy the day before. This will be the time to
make the most of your visit. Try to show him that you have some-
thing that would be worth his investigation; interest him with what
you have; give him a word picture of same and if you are not success-
ful in closing, you will have left an impression that will work out
its salvation.

A good plan on the part of the sales managers is to have their
men visit the plant as often as possible, giving them opportunity
to refresh their memories, and at that time go over every detail in
regard to their territory. Make them ask questions, and in turn rid-
dle them with a rapid fire yourself. Make them explain their ex-
perience with this buyer and that buyer. What does he think of us?
Are you of the opinion you can command a share of his business?
What indications do you see that tend that way? How many times
has he turned you down? Are you sure he has not bought anything
in our line since you first called? What does he think of you? This
gets results and you can readily see whether or not the territory is

being covered properly. Another thing—be sure that your sales-
man has his prices and stocks put up to him intelligently. This is

a fault usually laid at the door of the salesman, when in fact, most
of the sales managers leave half to be guessed at. Salesmen should
have lists gotten up in such a manner that they could memorize the
greater portion of them. Did you ever see a salesman with about
a hundred pages of dope like this? Nothing gets on the nerves of a
buyer so much as to have to wait from one to three minutes while
a salesman runs through this distorted heap of papers trying to find
something that should be at the tip of his tongue or easy of access.
Just a little help along this line would work wonders with your men.

Keeping the Salesman Posted
Another good plan on the part of the sales manager is to send

his men a weekly letter, giving a synopsis of the week's business,
some idea of the market conditions, and above all, a little "salve"
or soft soap should the week be particularly bad and a slap or two
on the back when he has done well. A little along this line does not
spoil quite as quickly as the cold-blooded manner. You must remem-
ber that a good salesman is usually proud and sensitive and a poor
man is devoid of both these feelings.

To get your men to learn their customers' business is probably
as hard as any part of the trade. Friendship with his customer is

where he is going to make good. You will find all firms use this,
that and the other kind of stock, as the agencies give all this data

—

it is part of their business. We can buy this information, but you
will find it is another matter to sell these same manufacturers their
requiremcnts. Usually a buyer is glad to see a good salesman, par-
ticularly when he knows he is interesting and of benefit. He is

proud to take his friend through his plant and show him what he
has. This is the time or one of the times for the salesman's brain to
work. His eyes and ears should be open and a picture of what he
sees should be stamped indelibly on his mind as he will find a great
many opportunities for its use later. I wish to make one positive
statement in this regard which comes home to myself. In going
back over every day I have travelled, 1 find 1 have never failed to
sell where I have had the privilege of going through my friends'
plants, nor failed to offer some suggestions for betterment when I

saw opportunity for it—ideas how best to obtain material adapted for

special work. You realize a man making what a factory terms "sheet
stock" does not want long, narrow cuts and strips, and a manufac-
turer making long turnings does not want short panel cuttings. This
is the way I have often moved low-grade lumber when my friends
could not use anything but No. 1 common and better. The low grade
was made to fit the purpose. It is indeed surprising what a saving
you can make for your buyer friend and yet make more money your-
self.

I am now getting down to one of the real reasons why men who
have ability do not make good under certain sales managers and
office managers. Unfortunately some sales managers persist in com-
petition with their own salesmen. They are always building up
themselves and make their own men root over ground they have
already gone over and taken what they could by correspondence.
They rarely, if ever, see their salesmen, and never write an encourag-
ing letter. J know of several cases where salesmen leave their own
mail or phone address to be insured that the order will not be sent
in direct and "gobbled up" by the sales manager and credited to
office solicitation. Plow ridiculous! Do you think that a sales man-
ager who does this is broad enough to make his firm's business
larger? How can he hope to do so when the competition is mostly
with his own salesmen? I believe every broad-minded manufacturer
is, and always has been, willing to credit his sales manager with all
the business, whether sold through travelling salesman, journal ad-
vertising or direct solicitation by correspondence. Is it not better
for the sales manager to give the credit for all that is taken from his
salesman's territory to him? I find that this is the greatest producer
of hard work on the part of my salesmen and have tried many other
ways. Have also had it suggested to me by different ones that I

would be making drones of my men, but will take chances as long
as I have my hand on the tiller and know where the bark is going.
When 1 find my men slowing up they will soon hear what I have to
say, just as quickly as I would compliment them when they are do-
ing good work. One man who had worked for our firm a short time
was very much surprised to have me ask him to send in his order
for such and such a car or cargo for Messrs. So and So, in order that
his order file could be kept properly. He stated he was never used
to having a kindness done him in this manner. Has it spoiled him?
No, not very much. He is worth triple, if not four times what he
was worth to us when he first started. It has given him greater
confidence; he is perfectly willing to trust me in anvthing and he
can rest assured that I would not injure him in any way but would
be more inclined to help him. Consequently he works harder, and
the harder he works the more benefit does the firm derive.

Another plan I have found good is an occasional trip to call on
the trade in company with the salesman, giving the customer a little
further acquaintance with those with whom he corresponds, and a
good word or two from you to the salesman in the customer's pres-
ence. You would be surprised to find how it helps to inspire confi-
dence all round.

I could go on possibly indefinitely with ideas such as I have
already set forth, but my time was first limited to ten minutes and
then extended to twelve so it is now time to quit. Before doing so,
let me caution you, all our members, that the sales manager must be
the teacher to some extent, and let him be very careful that he co-
operates and treats his salesmen as he would like to be treated.

New Plan for Utilizing Sawdust
A plan which may render legislation against the pollution of

streams by lumber mills unnecessary was outlined at a Society of
Chemical Industry meeting in Toronto recently by Mr. Wallace P.
Cohoe, Ph.D., Vice-Chairman of the Canadian section. The plan in-
volves the conversion of sawdust into glucose, which can either be
refined and sold as commencial glucose or mixed with yeast and
formed into alcohol. The proposition is entirely new in Canada.
Experiments are being made at a Toronto laboratory, and it is
claimed that the industry has a great future in view of the fact that
gasoline is getting high in price, and that it will be possible to use
the product in question in an ordinary automobile. In the United
States and Germany at is used largely in the manufacture of ex-
plosives and varnishes. On a laboratory scale, Mr. Cohoe said they
had been able to produce alcohol that ran 25 gallons of 94 per cent,
spirits per ton, and on an industrial scale 20 gallons of 94 per cent!
per ton-. At present the sawdust of Canadian lumber mills is being-
disposed of largely by incineration. It was claimed that the by-
products would be even more profitable to the manufacturer than
the glucose or alcohol. The alcohol produced by the combination
was said to be high grade, and entirely free from fusel oil. The
opinion was expressed by several speakers that the scheme would
mean much to Canadian industries. Those who took part in the
discussion included Dr. B. E. Fernow, Dean of Forestry in the Uni-
versity of Toronto; Prof. W. H. Ellis, of the Faculty of Applied
Science

;
Prof. W. Lash Miller, Mr. R. S. Gourlay, and Dr. Guttman

of Kingston.
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Various Ways of Utilizing Sawdust
Great Waste in Slabs Used as Fuel—How it may be
Prevented Outline of Methods Successfully Used

The writer was consulted some time ago in regard to a prac-
tical furnace for firing sawdust in a portable boiler of the locomo-
tive style, writes C. W. R. Eichoff, M.E., in the American Lumber-
man. More than 50 per cent, (.it was claimed 75 per cent.) of the
wood slabs used for manufacturing purposes was going to waste as
sawdust, which was considerably more than could be used for fuel

to fire the boilers in the plant. The most extensive use of sawdust
up to date is for fuel.

There are in the United States and Canada immense quantities
of this valuable material piled up in the lumber districts and wood
mills wasting and rotting away, exposed to the effects of weather.
In many cases the are an unavoidable nuisance, taking up valuable
space around mills, representing a similar condition as that of the
vast coal-wastes near coal mines.

For many years efforts have been made to make a practical and
commercial use of these residues.

Used as a Fuel

The inconvenient process of burning this valuable waste—taking
into consideration that this sawdust when moderately dry has the
same heat value as the wood from which it originates—has led to the
design and construction of many different styles of furnaces, which
in some cases have brought a betterment and in others failure. Fur-
naces of the "Dutch oven" style are mostly used in this connection
and specially with boilers. But there are other convenient construc-
tions now in existence. In all these furnaces the main effort was
directed to a better distribution of the air necessary for a success-
ful combustion of the material.

Abroad, where conservation of the natural resources has been
practiced to a greater extent than in our country, experiments have
been made to form this sawdust into briquettes. At present a num-
ber of briquetting plants are in successful operation across the At-
lantic and of later years American lumbermen and mill owners be-
came interested in the briquetting of such sawdust. But the Ameri-
can has not looked favorably toward this utilization. The large lum-
ber concerns considered it more profitable not to bother with such
a process, claiming that these briquettes can be used only to a small
extent and could not compete with other fuels in which our country
is so rich. More interest in the matter was shown by the smaller
concerns, where the loss of such valuable wood wastes demands ser-
ious consideration.

Many owners took up the matter but in all cases they became
discouraged and dropped the proposition when they learned the cost
of such sawdust briquetting plants. Considering that a product has
to be manufactured which requires for its fabrication either a suit-
able binder or great pressure not using a binder, it is essential that
every part of such a plant be designed and constructed with the
utmost care and skill in all its details.

Suitable binders are water-gas, pitch, tar, rosin, flour, waterglass
and others of the same nature as used in the briquetting of coal.

As these binders materially increase the cost of manufacture
their use was found prohibitive and machines are now used that
deliver the goods without the application of a binding material.

The sawdust in this process has to be perfectly dry before being-
brought into the press. From the press the briquettes are trans

&

ported automatically into a cooling room and when cool they are hard
and ready for transportation. Such briquettes are an excellent fuel
for residence use in fire places and stoves; do not corrode; leave
very little ashes and soot. The cleanliness, rapid ignition, intense
heat and odorless combustion make them a fuel preferable to the
best wood. They are also the most convenient fuel for power house
use in saw mills and for logging locomotives, replacing coal or saw-
dust, which latter would take considerable space. They are also
very convenient as a kindling material. The briquettes are of oval
form to facilitate ventilation when piled up.

Presses are built with a capacity of 24 briquettes a minute, giv-
ing 14,440 briquettes in 10 hours, each briquette weighing about one-
half pound, which would be equivalent to a daily output of 3.6 tons.

The power required for the dryers and this press amounts to
about 16 horsepower. Another press has a capacity of 9 tons a day,
requiring 45 horsepower for the machine. The form of such a bri-
quette is shown in the accompanying figure.

Can be Subjected of Dry Distillation

A very attractive proposition is the charring of sawdust and sub-
jecting it to the process of a dry distillation. The remaining charred
material (charcoal) is then briquetted and yields a briquette of very
high heat value, equivalent to the best anthracite coal.

The process is practically the same as that used in the distilla-

tion of wood. The resulting by-products are an illuminating gas,
which can be used to light up the mill, wood vinegar or pyroligneous
acid, wood spirits or methyl alcohol and wood tar. The wood tar

can be subjected to further treatment and yields creosote, benzol,
naphthalin, paraffine, etc. The description of these different pro-
cesses is not the object of this article and belongs in the field of

chemical technology.
Sawdust has been used for the operation of gas producers for

power purposes, in which case it can be handled either in the loose
state or in form of briquettes.

Related to the briquetting of sawdust is the manufacture of arti-

ficial wood. This material is of great tenacity and strength, does
not decay and is less susceptible to the action of the atmosphere than
natural wood. All this artificial wood can be cut, sawed and planed,
but not split.

The manufacture of it has become quite an industry abroad.
Decorations for walls, ceilings and furniture are manufactured from
mixtures the essential part of which is sawdust. These ornaments
rival carved work and are a great deal cheaper, replacing those made
of zinc, papier-mache and artificial stone or cement.

Sawdust is the essential part of a stone-like material used for
building purposes and also for paving blocks. These paving blocks
are said to outlast the regular creosoted wood blocks.

Sawdust is pulverized and used instead of sand. In this state
it can be colored, perfumed and be used for many purposes, for in-

stance, satchet bags, etc.

Miscellaneous Uses
The writer remembers the time when this fine sawdust was used

in offices instead of sand and blotters. Its polishing quality in the
pulverized state for gold and silverware is well known.

Further, from fine dust of colored wood, as mahogany, etc., stains
can be made to stain other woods. With linseed oils one can make
a filler. The material for this filler is best obtained from the kind
of wood on which it is to be used.

Sawdust and shavings are used for packing glassware, porce-
lain and other ceramic articles. In this state it should be dry, so
as not to have a detrimental effect, especially on ceramic goods.

The use of sawdust for cleaning floors is too well known to be
mentioned. Not so generally known is its property to preserve eggs.

Any person handling oily and painty tinware should know that
it is an excellent means for cleaning fresh paint from such tinware,
rendering same perfectly dry and clean.

Sawdust is used in the manufacture of insulating material for
steam boilers and steam piping, and as insulating filler in fireless
cookers, ice boxes, walls, etc.

It can be laid in cement floors instead of sand, rendering these
floors warmer and more porous.

It is used for roofing material instead of sand, making roofing
paper lighter for transportation and so reducing cost.

Charred sawdust is an excellent means for filtration of liquids
and has disinfecting qualities making it more suitable for this pur-
pose than ordinary charcoal. Added to brick it makes a more por-
ous brick and good protector of heat. Mixed with clay it can be
used for the manufacture of filtering articles. This has proved to
be an attractive process. *

It is used to absorb moisture in building walls that are ex-
posed to water. In the manufacture of cheap wall paper and arti-
ficial flowers it is used in the form of a fine dust; for cementation
in steel mills, also for cleaning purposes in the production of gas, and
the manufacture of carborundum and calcium carbide arid in foun-
dries for pickling.

Everybody knows of its application in the manufacture of pow-
der and explosives. Further uses are for floors in gymnasiums and
riding schools; in the manufacture of paper; in winter for slippery
streets; in stables for bedding; the sawdust improves soil mechan-
ically only, but saturated with stable products it also works chem-
ically on the soil and so improves it; as sawdust mortar for moist
places ; in horticulture to protect hot beds, etc. ; also with proper
manipulation a good wood soil, so valuable in flower gardening, can
be obtained ; in the manufacture of soap for washing and cleaning
purposes.

We see that the utilization of sawdust and waste wood is mani-
fold and other suggestions will offer themselves.

Very promising is the manufacture of sugar and alcohol out of
waste woods. But these processes are not far enough advanced
to be of commercial value and to justify large expenditures at the
same time.

Last but not least it is the only material used now for a cheap
production of oxalic acid (GO4LL).

La Compagnie Louis Caron et Fils, Limitee, have been incorporated with
a capital stock of $50,000, to take over the business of Louis Caron et Cie,
at Nicolet, Que., as general contractors, sash, door and furniture manufac-
turers, etc. The incorporators are L. J. Caron, Jr., J. H. O. Kebert and L. L.
Roy, of Nicolet, Que.
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Berlin "NINETY" Matcher

CYLINDERS
Berlin fast-feed cylinder heads cannot be ruined. The gibs used are of

hardened steel. There are no wearing parts that form a part of the head
itself. The size of the spindle next the head shows that it will not spring
under the cut. The gib forms the lip for the under side of the knife, thus
forming no place for chips to wedge in.

SIDE HEADS
12-bitted ship-lap or 6-bitted round jointer heads may also be furnished

if desired. These heads as well as others may all be sharpened on our Pede-
stal Side-head Grinder. We have the only 12-bitted side-heads ever manu-
factured. Side-head jointer is also furnished.

BELT TIGHTENERS
There are two features about our automatic belt tightener construction

that stand out prominent. In a recent test covering a period of nine months,
night and day run in one of the largest plants in the world, a Berlin "90,"

a stock-model as above, ran night and day for over nine months and during
that entire period not a single belt was taken up. Every tightener is auto-,
matic, works on the slack side of the belt, and the belts may be released by
lifting up the tightener pulleys. These flexible tighteners as compared with
the screw method by which terrific pressure and friction is applied to the
belt, make a saving of 25 to 50 per cent, in the horse-power required to drive
the machine. Belts may be put on endless and run for months and years,
without being taken up. There is no unnecessary strain on the belts and the
heads will handle the heaviest cuts. The life of the belts is tripled.

CHAIN DRIVE
In place of the great number of gears which are found on any other

matcher, the number of which run up to 30 to a machine, we designed an
automobile chain drive consisting of a power automobile chain running over
hardened steel sprockets. This applies to both front and rear rolls, reducing
the number of gears on the entire machine to a minimum and affording a
drive that is positive and will never give trouble. The chain drive used on

Branch Offices :

New York Chicago Boston

New Orleans San Francisco

Minneapolis, Minn. Columbus, Ohio

Berlin Machine
Plants : Hamilton, Canad
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with Profiling Attachment

Berlin fast-feed matchers, by actual test, is capable of transmitting seven
times the work required of it. It is practically noiseless in operation and
transmits no vibration to the working parts. Every part is protected from
shavings but is instantly accessible. Belt with tightener connects the in-
feeding and outfeeding rolls.

PROFILING ATTACHMENT
The most simple device on the market of its kind. Consists of two heavy

spindles at out-feeding end of machine, driven by one belt, with tightener.
Both spindles are carried between double bearings, exactly like that of the
cylinder heads. End play in spindles is automatically kept out all of the
time and wear does not effect our device in any way. Cross-adjustment is
also provided. The profiling heads are 6-bitted and may be furnished for all
styles of work and the tightening operation self-centers them on the spindle.
Changes for different runs may be made in a few moments time. Jointing
devices for top and bottom heads are furnished and the knives may be
jointed no matter what form they take.
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Works Limited
Beloit, Wisconsin

Branch Offices :

Seattle Spokane Atlanta, Ga.

Norfolk, Va. Montreal, Que.

Vancouver, B. C.



CAMP DEPARTMENT
Top Lopping* as a Protective Measure

By Waller W. Gleasou

Decay of limber is caused by moisture primarily but a certain
amount of heat is required. Fungi and insects also aid considerably.
A tree top left in the wouds stands up away from the "round and
all the moisture it receives is from rainfall or from snow in winter
and a small' amount absorbed from the atmosphere. The amount ut'

this moisture which penetrates the wood is small and consequently
the decay is slow. Now the object of lopping the branches is to
get as much of the top in contact with the sod as possible. A branch
lying on the ground absorbs moisture from the soil and tends tu
decap rapidly. Everyone knows that the slash left after a lumber-
ing operation remains in a very inflammable condition for years.
The tops are held up from the ground by the branches and during
the dry seasons are as dry as tinder. It is not uncommon tu find
softwood tops cut ten years ago which are still quite sound. There
may perhaps be some sap rut on the exterior but the heart will be
sound. Even if the sap has rotted it is readily ignited during the
dry seasons. If these tops had been lopped and the branches spread
over the ground they would have been rotted away, and the danger
of lire reduced to a minimum. 1 do not say that they would be
entirely decayed because 1 have seen hemlock logs cut forty years
ago which still had sound heart wood. However, all the branches
would have disappeared and they form the larger portion of the
debris and the part which is especially dangerous. In addition tu
this rapid decay lopping is beneficial in that the soil is enriched
quickly and the reproduction is aided. To the conservative lumber-
man this is a point in favor of top lopping. How much influence
lopping has on the run off of rainfalls is undetermined but unques-
tionably it tends to retard this.

There are some places, however, where tup lopping might be
detrimental unless the brush was disposed uf. Eur example take
a stand uf very dense timber such as is frequently found on low land.
Here trees necessarily are felled across each other and the brush
must be piled more or less so that the timber can be skidded readily.
The snow during the winter packs these piles down to a certain
extent but nevertheless no reproductiun occurs under them and con-
sequently is confined to the skidding trails and the spots occupied by
the skidways. Also, in case of fire, the severity is increased and the
reproductive capacity Of the soil is destroyed.

The Practical Viewpoint
In dealing with the practical side of the problem I will discuss

the conditions in New York State. There the law requires that the
branches of all coniferous trees cut for sale or use, except those
cut for sale or use with the branches on, shall be cut off or lopped.
This law was advocated by foresters for a long time but did not meet
with the approval of the lumbermen until 1909 when it was passed.
At the time the lumbermen did not realize the cost it would entail
or at least they say they did not. Since the passing of the law the
lumbermen are not unanimous in their approval of the measure.

To the lumbermen top lopping is very important because it is
on him that the burden of cost falls and he wants to know whether
the lopping of the tops will pay him. That is, he considers the cost
primarily.

The question, confronting the owners of timberland, is very sim-
ilar to that which a mill owner faces in regard to insurance on his
mill. The amount of expenditure for protection depends on the
stumpage values. In deciding such a question there are two points
which require consideration. First, the owner should decide what
sum the present stumpage values warrant him in expending for fire
protection. Second, having the warrantable expenditure it is neces-
sary to determine by what method the most efficient protection can
be secured for that sum. Top lopping as one of the methods is
worthy of consideration and in this connection I have some cost
figures which may be of interest. These figures were given me by
prominent lumbermen who are operating under the New York
State law.

Cost of Top Lopping
_One large company says it costs on the average 15 cents a cord

or 5 cents a standard, another gives 27 cents a cord or 9 cents a
standard, and a large contractor gives 25 cents a cord or 8*/2 cents
a standard. The average of these three sets of figures gives 23 1/3
cents a cord or 7 7/10 cents per standard. Usually five standards are
figured as being equal to a thousand feet. This would give an ad-
vanced cost of I7y2 cents a thousand. To illustrate this further, take
a concern which cuts 30,000,000 feet a year. Now if this company
cuts only on its own lands and has enough territory to provide a

continuous yield of this size it will have about 300,000 acres, assum-
ing that the land will cut 10,000 feet per acre and will be 'of mer-
chantable size in 100 years. A cut of 30,000,000 feet a year means
that they will have to cut over 3,000 acres annually and the cost of
lopping the tops will be about $11,250.. This sum divided over the
total acreage gives 3}i cents per acre. These figures would be re-
presentative for a stand composed of 70 per cent, spruce and balsam
and the remaining 30 per cent, of white pine, hemlock and tamarack.

The results secured by top lopping are greatly dependent upon
several factors. In the first place, the men have to be watched very
closely to see that they lop the tops completely. A favorite trick is
to cut the branches on the upper side and throw these over the rest
of the top. This hides the top and makes it difficult to tell whether
the top has been completely trimmed. If any branches are left on
the under side the top is held up and the purpose of lopping is de-
feated. The men also dislike the work and will shirk it unless there
is very close supervision.

The secure the best results it is necessary to dispose of the brush
alter it is lopped. This can be done in either of two ways. It can
either be piled and burned or it can be scattered over the ground
so that each branch is in intimate contact with the soil. Burning is
an excellent method but is costly because care must be taken
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in
placing the piles so that the young trees will not be injured and in
order to have successful burning the piles must be closely packed
rhere are two ways in which the burning may be done. First, it
may be burned as fast as the swampers are done with the tree and
second, it may be done by having a crew organized for brush burn-
ing who burn the brush after the lumbering operation is done In
using the first method of burning, it is necessary that the soil be
wet or that there be enough snow on the ground to prevent the
fires from spreading. I believe the United States Forest Service
figures that the cost of this method in a stand of red and white pine
was 12 cents per thousand feet, while under the second about 25
cents was allowed for piling and 5 cents for burning, per thousand
feet. In using these figures, it should be borne in mind that the
cost of lopping varies greatly in different stands. The cost of red
pine, which is a small, open crowned species, would be much less
than tor the large, irregular crowned hemlock or the long narrow
crowned spruce. Also a dense stand costs more to lop per thousand
jeet than an open one berause it is more difficult to get at the
branches when the trees are felled one on top of the other and
nearly al the brush has to be piled so that a clear trail will be left
tor the skidders.

* As far as I know, no experiments in a large way have been made
with the lopping of hardwood tops. The cost would probably bemuch greater than for the softwoods. In small second growth hard-wood used to a three or four-inch diameter, Forester Graves gives
10 to 2o cents per cord for piling and burning. However, these fig-
ures would be far below the cost of the same operation in large

Sawing Season Opening- in B. C. Interior
A Nelson B.C. despatch says:—lumber mills in Kootenay arecommencing operations for the summer season. The Otis StaplesLumber company's mill at Wycliffe has commenced operations and

the Baker Lumber company at Waldo, the Adolph Lumber company
at Baynes

.

Lake, the Summit Lake Lumber company at Summit Lake,
the East Kootenay Lumber company, the Malcolm Mclnnis Lumbercompany at Crow s Nest and the Crow's Nest Pass Lumber com-pany are all preparing to commence the season's cut

Following the promotion of J. R. Martin, assistant timber in-
spector stationed at Nelson to the Fort George district Mr A Car-ney has been placed in charge with an assistant, A. M. Black of the
district bounded by the Okanagan watershed, the main line, Golden,
he Windermere Valley, the Crow's Nest Pass and the international
boundary line on the south. In this district there are approximately
75 mills. Mr. Carney reports that the dumping of American lum-
ber has made the prospects for the coming season dull. " \t thelowest calculation, 300,000,000 feet of lumber has been thrown onhe praine market by United States manufacturers during the past
11 months. This is very near the total surplus, that is the surplus
production of the mills above the local consumption.

Mr Valentine Boyd, who has been connected with the Canadian
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Co-operation in Forest Fire Patrol

Greater Effectiveness and More Economical Operation Result-
ing from Combination of Timber Owners for Fire Prevention

By C. S. Chapman*

It has been but a few years since our forests were entirely with-

out protection against tire. We can look back even fewer years to

the time when anything like adequate protection was given them.
The .National Government in 1898 had a few men on Forest Re-
serves, whose chief duty was to patrol for fire; but it was not until

after 1905 that anything like adequate protection to these lands was
afforded. At about this same time some private owners began to

take an interest in protection ; but most of them, even as late as

six or seven years ago, felt that fire, like a plague, had to run its

course and that human effort to check it was to no avail.

Within the last few weeks, particularly the last three, all of

this has been changed. No one doubts to-day that fire damage can

be kept down to an insignificant figure if money is available and
the right kind of an organization to fight fires is maintained. Most
timber owners figure that the 2, 3 or 4 cents per acre expended in

patrol and fire fighting is cheap insurance. Some few, however, still

take the same risk they did years ago, when conditions were quite

different, and trust to good luck and their neighbors and not to a

strong patrol to keep their property intact.

That there is vast improvement at the present time here in the

State over what existed even two or three years ago, no one will

deny. But neither can it be denied that there is room for at least

as much more improvement, before timber owners can feel that all

reasonable precautions have been taken and ordinary conditions pro-

vided for.

At present we have in Oregon among private owners three ac-

tive cooperative patrol associations, a large number of cases where,
informally, owners cooperate to protect a watershed or given block

of timber, and the rest of the timber is looked after by the owner
himself or not at all.

Further Steps Necessary

But I take it that the purpose of any subject is to suggest what
changes seem necessary in order to have Oregon's timber at least

as well protected as that of any other northwestern state. In con-

sidering this, there are two things to take into account—economy
and efficiency. If every owner in the State would carefully look

after his own lands we would have good protection ; but from the

fact that many holdings are scattered and intermingled with others,

there would be much duplication of effort and consequent waste
of funds. There would be no economy in such a plan. Timber own-
ers realize this and in many cases have gotten together and jointly

hired men to cover small areas. But even this fails entirely to do
away with duplication. The result is that last year the average cost

of patrol and fire fighting to a large number of owners was over 4
cents per acre, a figure too high for good economy during an ordin-

ary year. So it is evident that good business demands a change of

method.

We have the experience of Idaho, of Washington, of Montana,
as well as that of Coos County, Klamath Lake and Jackson Coun-
ties, in handling fires in extensive fire patrol associations. At the

recent meeting of the Western Forestry & Conservation Association

here in Portland, the Northern Idaho Forestry Association reported

that for 3 cents per acre it protected 1,514,000 acres belonging to its

members and an equal amount not owned by members and not

contributing. Work of the Washington Forest Fire Association dur-

ing last summer cost 1.7 cents per acre; the Pend d'Oreille Timber
Protective Association 2y2 cents per acre, and here in Oregon the

Coos County Association covering over 400,000 acres costs its mem-
bers iy2 cents per acre. These are a few examples. In every case

the fire loss was small.

In other words it is evident that under a system of individual

management it is costing in Oregon much more than it does in other

sections under the cooperative plan. To be sure there are excep-

tions. Some owners here keep their expenses down to 1 or 2 cents

but not many. Personally I believe that cooperative patrols of not

too great extent, say covering one or two counties, will work out

best here in Oregon, for transportation facilities do not lend them-
selves to a state-wide patrol ; but at any rate the experience of all

sections the last three years seems to prove conclusively the need of

extensive cooperation in which the Government, State and private

owners participate ; and the part of wisdom would seem to make
it necessary that here in Oregon we do not disregard the experience
of other sections. Especially is this true in the light of the aid

which the State is willing to extend. Add to this a strong State

"Address delivered at the recent Annual Meeting of the Oregon Forest Fire Association.

alliance, and the fire protection movement in the State would be

impregnable.
The Insurance Problem

Another matter 1 wish to bring out in this connection is the

question of insurance. Most cooperative patrols pro-rate the fire-

fighting expenses over the areas they cover. The expense ordinar-

ily is very small to an individual. The assessment of iy2 cents or

2 cents covers fire fighting and patrol alike. Even during a bad year
it would hardly exceed 3 or 4 cents per acre.

But one bad fire might run up the cost of protection to a man
working" independently to a point far beyond this. Again every

owner in Oregon to-day is likely to have to pay for fighting fire off

his lands. Sometimes he can collect for such work, often he can
not. With a properly organized local patrol, all owners in a section

would help bear the expense and no one would be hard hit. In

other words, patrol associations furnish the best insurance a tim-

ber owner can obtain. He knows all fires in or threatening his tim-

ber will be taken care of, and that during no one year will he be
called upon to expend a large sum for his protection.

Details of Patrol Service

Some owners feel that a patrol association will fail to get the

best kind of men, that the head fire warden will not take proper in-

terest or be so vigilant as when a man is paid direct by the company
hiring him. This is not, I feel, a valid objection. In the first place,

system can be introduced in the case of a large area. The best

possible head fire warden can be afforded and patrolmen can be kept
under a supervision far more rigid than is generally the case when
owners employ their own men. Nor is there any reason why owners
should not have a good deal to say about who looks after the dis-

trict in which their timber is located.

And right here I wish to say a word about securing men for

patrol. Every year some poor men are secured, just as each year
the acreage has been substantially raised. It is not an easy task
to get responsible and capable men. Consequently I was greatly
impressed with the plan devised by some of the Idaho associations.
There each logger loans to the association yearly one or more of

his best and tried men. It may be a camp foreman, a cruiser, com-
pass man or any other, but he is a regular employee of the com-
pany and has probably worked for it a number of years and goes
back to it when the fire season is over. The result, though it may
be an inconvenience to the company concerned, is a crew of picked
men, who can not be other than interested in the work for they have
to make good in it the same as if working on their regular job.
This is, 1 think, worthy of consideration. It is being worked to a
limited extent in Oregon, but could, I judge, be more extensively used
to advantage.

Other Advantages of Cooperative Patrol

I have spoken only of the direct benefits of cooperative patrols,
for it would appear that in saving alone, if efficiency be conceded,
there would be ample reason for one following the example of other
Northwestern States.

But there are other advantages. It offers possibilities for the
small owner to contribute toward protection. He will often pay
his $5 or $10 to a patrol association, whereas he could not furnish
a patrolman or would not help a large company who might be lo-

cated near him or even be patrolling his few claims.
And this naturally leads to the need for public support in out-

work. It is difficult for the individual to secure, but associated effort
in a matter of public importance seems to have no such difficulty.
A warden working for a corporation will, from actual experience,
often run against snags in the matter of enlisting the support of set-
tlers and others where an association warden will have no difficulty.
This may be far more logical, but it has been so proven.

Public Opinion an Important Factor
In the work of fire prevention favorable public opinion is at least

half the battle. If the people going into our timber are careless
with fire, they will run the legs off our best fire wardens and cause
incalculable expense.

This work must be kept up until the need for care with fire is
firmly planted in the brain of every settler. It is just as important
as any other part of the work, though you can not tabulate results.

The whole trend of modern business is toward cooperation,
effective joint effort. Fire protection is no less a business matter
than the selling of lumber or the disposal of logs. That cooperation
should apply to forest protection from nearly every standpoint seems
to have been adequately proven ; and I believe timber owners here in
Oregon would do well to think seriously of its benefits and work with
the State and Federal Government, establishing strong cooperative
patrols in every section where timber land forms a large percentage
of the ownership.

P Boileau, Eastview. Ont., is reported to be selling nut his sash and
door factory.
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Topographical Surveys for Logging
Value of the Logging Engineer to Timber Operators
—Scientific Methods Required by Modern Conditions

By R. I.. Rankin

Logging engineering is a comparatively new science. Jt is here
and lias come to stay, because there is a constantly growing field for
the exercise of the profession.

Some ten years hack there were few loggers of any size com-
pared with the logger of to-day. Most of them were logging in ex-
cellent "'chances" along the streams or bays of the West. These
chances were soon cut off and the logger found he must rely on
something beside the donkey engine to get out his timber. This
change in system took shape in a small logging railway one or two
miles in length, the logger owning prohably one or two sections
ahead of his operations. Soon there came a boom in timber, large
capital came into the country, bought up much of the available
holdings with a consequent advance in the price of lumber. In some
instances these new companies built logging roads, hut as a rule
the big companies took hold of the small road and carried on oper-
ations as they had been started by the fellow who did not have the
capital to go on with an industry that had grown to a matter of
hundreds of thousands of dollars. The big companies, of course, took
the timber out on a much larger scale than the little fellow and as
the roads had been projected up a creek or small river, it was not
long until they were back into the rough country.

Railways Must be Carefully Located

_
Now, about this time the respective companies began to have

their troubles. As most of these railways had been in charge of
men who were loggers and know little of engineering, they never
realized the necessity of planning and projecting their railways and
operations far enough ahead to avoid confusion. In fact, the parties
who built the roads in the first place were not in a position financially
to do any planning and for this reason they followed the creek bed,
cutting down their railway grade and construction as much as pos-
sible and following the line of least resistance. The fall of these
creeks kept increasing as the logger went back, and lie found be-
fore long that he was operating on something in the neighborhood
of a ten per cent, grade. Not until then did he commence to wonder
how he was going to get away from the creek bed in order to reach
that timber which lay at its head and along its higher slopes, in
most instances the logger turned to the civil engineer to help him out
of his difficulties. The civil engineer, who, in nine cases out of
ten, knew nothing of logging roads, probably got a road into the
desired tract, but when the logger went to take the timber out over
this new projection unforeseen difficulties arose. He found he could
not build satisfactory rollways along the railway built by the en-
gineer

; he also found that being used to working along common
carrier lines he had spent about one-third more on construction than
was necessary in the building of a railway that was more or less
temporary. These things are what made the majority of loggers
unwilling to spend any money on extensive engineering work.

The Logging Engineer's Advantages
The logging engineer is a graduate of the woods with the ad-

vantage of a technical engineer's training. He realizes that the log-
ging industry needs engineers with a knowledge of how timber is

taken out and what is required of a logging railway from a practical
and not a theoretical standpoint. The first engineers to make log-
ging railway and timber engineering a business started with a small
crew who were more or less familiar with both logging and engin-
eering. They had received only a few commissions when they saw
there was still something lacking in this work, for the number of
preliminary survey lines run in order to get the best system of rail-

way spurs through a tract were too expensive and still incomplete;
and even then there was no telling whether or not these projections
could be improved upon. They saw that without running enough
preliminary surveys, so that actual topography could be taken be-
tween the lines, it was nearly impossible to pick out the best routes
for railways, and this, of course, is very impracticable. The idea
of making a topographical survey, or contour map, of the tract in
hand and plotting it on paper so that they could make their projec-
tions before going into the field came as a natural sequence. They
took a common aneroid barometer, made a rough contour map of
the country, made their railway projections and worked out a tract
under this system, and though their topographical map was more or
less inaccurate the company who owned the tract received such good
returns that to-day there are any number of logging companies oper-
ating with the aid of this form of survey, and the services of 'an organ-
ized crew of logging topographical surveyors may be had as the
result of their endeavors. Up to date, the main trouble with the
topographical survey is that the loggers have been unwilling to
spend enough money to make it accurate.

In the making of topographical surveys so far, the logging en-
gineer has depended loo much on the aneroid barometer and the
barograph and have established contours at too great intervals. A-
every woodsman and engineer knows, there is a constant error in
the aneroid barometer, due to the change in atmospheric pressure,
caused by weather conditions, and in running across a mile while
taking topography it is apt to vary from 50 to 150 feet from the
correct reading. This error can be avoided to a certain extent by
the use of the barograph or recording barometer, but even then the
work cannot be absolutely relied upon, for if the barograph is any
distance from the land that is being contoured, the weather condi-
tions in the vicinity of this instrument, which is usually left in
camp, will probably affect it where it would not the aneroid in the
field, and vice versa. Then again there is apt to be an error due
to inaccurate pacing. In this work only the most reliable and ex-
perienced compassman can be of value, 'but even though there is a
barometric error of 100 feet, or a compassman's pacing too long or
too short, the error is generally so distributed that from one contour
to another it is fairly accurate. One big trouble so far has been in
the establishing of 50-foot contours instead of at smaller intervals
In using this method it is impossible to show small knolls and draws
that would mean a 30-foot cut or fill in the construction of the rail-
way, or that would affect the locating of a rollway, and in many in-
stances it has been found necessary to abandon a railway projection
on account of a series of expensive cuts or fills which did nut show
on the map. As for the locating of rollways where the 50-foot con-
tour is used, it has been found practically impossible to do this to
any advantage, except where the ground is comparatively level. Al-
though there is hardly any company having a topographical survey
under the old system who has not saved many times the cost of having
it done, if they had spent twice the amount on a more accurate sur-
vey, their operations would have been benefitted in proportion. Until
a certain height of accuracy is obtained, it is a case of the more you
spend the more you save.

An Instructive Comparison
The writer has in mind a company on the Columbia River who

spent 50 cents per acre in making a topographical survey of one sec-
tion. Immediately adjoining this section was another which did
not undergo this examination; but as to the contour of the land
and the stand of timber they were' as alike as possible for two
sections in a rough country to be. These sections were both logged
one with the aid of a topographical map, the other without. The fol-
lowing is the result of the two systems, letting that section con-
toured be known as No. 1 and that not as No. 2: On Section 1 the
cost of railway construction averaged $6,000 per mile; on Section
2, $7,500. There were four rollways less built on Section 1 than on
Section 2. This company's average cost of building was $95.00 per
rollway, making a difference of $380 on this item. On Section 1 there
was one rollway on which more than one donkey engine was used
on section 2 there were three. The estimated difference in the ex-
pense of roading on these two sections was a minimum of $1,000On the other hand, there was one-fourth mile more of railway builtm Section 1 than in Section 2; or on Section 1, three and one-half
miles, and on Section 2, three and one-quarter miles, which would
mean $4,/5o against the cost of operation on Section 2 so far. Sub-
tracting $320, the cost of survey of No. 1, there would be a total
difference of $4,435.00 in the cost of. operations on these items alone
to say nothing of the system with which the operations on Section
1 were carried on. At first thought $320 per section seems like a
lot of money to spend in this way, but compared with the saving
shown herein, which was unquestionably due largely, but indirectlv
to the topographical survey, this expense should not be considered
On this section there were approximately 30,000,000 feet board
measure, making the cost of survey less than 1 cent per thousand.

• There are very few loggers who realize how expensive a poor
railway projection is. This is especially so on main line logging
roads. There are logging roads in this country to-day that if torn
up and rebuilt the cost of reconstruction would not be any more than
the terrific cost of maintenance for a few vears on the old line
This is due a great deal to the fact that as the lines are bein<r ex-
tended the logger is not sure which is to be the main line.

&
For

instance, the logger has a system of spurs projected in somethino-
the shape of a fan for logging out a tract. In two out of five cases
he does not know which of these spurs will eventually be the main
hne and which taken up. He spends about the same amount of
money on the construction of each, as he probablv does not know
just what spur will tap the timber farther back until he has the
present sides exhausted, and he has to move. It he has a topo-
graphical map witli the main line and spurs projected, he knows
from the first which is the main line and which are the spurs and
he constructs accordingly. What is the use of spending the same
amount of money on short spurs that will take out only 2,000,000 ft
as you would on a line that is going to be more or less permanent
There are some districts in which the topographical survey is more
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beneficial than others. It is not to be expected that the logger will

receive as much benefit on comparatively level ground as in a coun-
try where hills, hard clay and plenty of ballast go to make up the

land formation. But even then he can cut down the expense of oper-

ation to an extent that the difference will pay interest on a good
many thousand dollars. One big feature of the topographical survey
is that it enables the logger to keep a good main line in view and
to avoid long paralleling railways. We know it is much less ex-

pensive to operate a good main line and short spurs that can be
torn up and the rails relaid than to stand the cost of maintenance on

two paralleling main lines.

After completing a topographical survey the engineer projects

a system of railways through the entire tract with a view to logging
uphill and yarding the timber, using a certain length of cable as

a basis on which to work. These routes do not necessarily have to

be followed to the letter—the logging railway and timber engineer
does not consider he knows it all—but where a change is made a good
reason for it must be shown, and it gives an absolute check on the

operation.

Co-operation between the logging railway and timber engineer
and the man in charge of operation means much to the future of the

logging industry. Let them get together, for united there should
be few difficulties in connection with logging that cannot be over-

come. A poor topographical survey can sometimes do a great deal

of harm; a good one is something that every logger should have. It

can be had for upwards of 15 cents per acre, according to the num-
ber of lines of levels run through each section and the accuracy de-

sired. The logging railway and timber engineer of to-day must
depend but very little on the aneroid barometer.

The foregoing article refers more directly to conditions in the

west, and other sections of the country where logging railroads are

used. As a matter of fact, the reasoning here followed out is fully

as applicable to regions where railroads are not used in logging
operations, as in Eastern Canada and Northeastern United States.

Here also, a topographic survey, made with the needs of the logger
in view, saves time and money, by enabling the superintendent in

the office to pick out routes for main roads, and be sure he is get-

ting the most direct. Furthermore, the man who blazes out the line

which the road will follow,—who does the preliminarv location work
on the ground,—is saved at least two-thirds of his time, probably
more, because he can see by the map before he starts, which routes
are impossible, and he does not need to spend time and effort in in-

vestigating these, but can devote his energies to the one appearing
most feasible on the map. Cases have been known such as where
a road has been used for several years,—a road located without the
use of a topographic map,—and all the time a route with an easier

grade and a shorter distance by two miles was waiting to be dis-

covered by a topographic map which was recently made. In the
meantime thousands of pounds had been hauled the long way around.
This is only one instance of the working of a map.

By including an estimate of the timber, and an investigation of
water storage possibilities, with careful mapping of all driveable
streams and bodies of water ; in other words, by making a complete
forest survey, the forest engineer is enabled to render a service to

the logging operator which has to-day come to be recognized and
appreciated by even those lumbermen whose steady custom has been
to regard with suspicion any idea, in connection with their busi-

ness, which did not emanate from their own organizations.

A number of prominent firms are now engaged in the work of

mapping timber lands in this manner. In Canada, the firm of Lyford,
Clark and Lyford of Montreal, and Clark and Lyford of Vancouver,
are devoting their time with much success to this work and have
recently extended their operations into the United States where they
have a branch at Philadelphia under the name of Lyford, Clark and
Sterling. It is interesting to note that a Canadian firm are thus
acting the part of pioneers, in Canada and the United States, in a

field of work which is certain to have a most important effect upon
the future of the lumbering industry in both countries.

Private cable advices received at Vancouver from Australia state
that the commissioners appointed some time ago by Canada and
Austrailia to consider means for promoting trade between the two
countries has decided to report in favor of placing a duty of $2 per
thousand on United States lumber entering Australia. It is believed
that such a measure would result in the large lumber trade between
the United States and Australia being shifted into the hands of

Canadian lumbermen.

The sawmill of Mr. M. Vezina, Normanville avenue, Montreal, has heen
destroyed by fire.

The Peace River Land and Investment Company, Limited, has been in-

corporated with a capital stock of $1,000,000, to deal in timber lands, etc.,

construct and maintain roads, bridges, etc., with head office at Toronto. The
incorporators are A. Haydon, J. P. Ebbs and E. Clancy, all of Ottawa.

Lumber Suitable for Boxes
A subject which is of continually increasing interest to the

lumber industry is the class of lumber most suitable for box making.

At a recent convention of the National Association of Box Manufac-

turers, Mr. R. H. Van Sant dealt with the matter in part as follows:

The method we have been following in our rules is that the poorest

piece that can come in our grade of lumber is the one described, and

all boards up to the next higher grade are also included in that

rule. It was said by one of your members at our annual meeting a

few days ago that the "box is used but once." This being the case,

you must necessarily use a low grade of lumber. In making our

rules the grade of No. 3 Common was so constructed as to meet the

needs of the box manufacturers. I will read to you the three last

or lowest rules of our association so that you may have a clearer

idea of what these rules contain:

No. 2 Common: Lengths, 6 ft. and over,, admitting 15 per cent,

of odd lengths; 25 per cent, may be 6, 7 and 8 ft. and not to ex-

ceed 10 per cent, under 8 ft.
;
widths, 4 in. and over

;
thickness, stan-

dard. No. 2 Common shall include all lumber that will not come up
to the grade of No. 1 Common and that will wrork at least 50 per

cent, into sap or clear face cuttings. No cuttings to be less than
4 in. wide and 2 ft. long. Sound discolored sap is not to be con-

sidered a defect in this grade.

No. 3 Common : Lengths, 4 ft. and over, admitting 15 per cent,

of odd lengths; 25 per cent, may be 4, 5 and 6 ft., and not to exceed
10 per cent, under 6 ft.; widths, 3 in. and over; thickness, standard.

No. 3 Common must contain at least 50 per cent, sound cuttings;

balance of the board after cutting the per cent, should grade as good
as No. 4 Common. No cutting to be less than 3 in. wide and 2 ft.

long.

No. 4 Common : No. 4 Common shall include all lumber not
up to grade of No. 3 Common that can be used for cheap boxing,
sheathing, crating, etc. Worm holes arc not to be considered de-
fects, and unsound lumber with sufficient substance to hold nails

admitted.
I know that it has been the idea of some box manufacturers

that it is better to buy No. 2 Common than No. 3 Common. But
if No. 3 Common is graded according to the rule, I think this idea
is erroneous. You will notice in reading the rule of No. 2 Common
that there may be great wraste and not nearly the number of feet

gotten out of a board for box purposes than in No. 3 Common. No.
2 Common is only required to work 50 per cent, clear face cut-
lings. This was intended to cover lumber suitable for planing mill

purposes,, pianos, clocks and such works where they could buy No.
2 Common and cut clear face pieces suitable for their work with
less cost than to buy a higher grade. You will notice further that
it was the intention of the framers of the rule that there should
be no great waste or loss in the grade of No. 3 Common for the
purpose of making boxes. No. 3 Common must cut 50 per cent,

sound cuttings, the balance of the board to be as good as No. 4
Common. This is the poorest piece. It may have practically 100
per cent, sound cuttings and still be No. 3 Common.

It is not presumed by millmen that the box manufacturers ex-
pect to get only lumber that makes a higher grade of boxes. They
have orders for high grade, medium and low grade boxes; also or-

ders for crating, etc. The box manufacturer has the opportunity
and should also use the poorest part of the board that will not make
the higher grade of boxes but that can be used for some other pur-
pose, to wit : cheaper grades of boxes, crating, etc. In view of the
fact that we are forced to furnish you as cheap a grade of lumber for
your purpose as can possibly be used, I do not see how a rule can
be worded that would protect your interests more. I ask your in-

dulgence while I again read this rule.

No. 3 Common: Lengths, 4 ft. and over, admitting 15 per cent,
of odd lengths; 25 per cent, may be 4, 5 and 6 ft., and not exceed
10 per cent, under 6 ft.

;
widths, 3 in. and over

;
thickness, standard.

No. 3 Common must contain at least 50 per cent, sound cutting-
balance of the board after cutting the per cent, should grade as good
as a No. 4 Common. No cutting to be less than 3 in. wide and 3 ft.

long.

You will readily see that there should be but a small amount
of waste, except the loss that is actually caused in the manufacture
and cutting into sizes if the poor part of the board is used in mak-
ing crating or the cheaper grade of boxes.

The extraordinary advance in the cost of production (and when
I say "production" I mean the cost of the standing timber, the cost
of logging and everything connected therewith up to and including
the cost of delivery on cars for shipment) makes it necessary that
we manufacture our lumber with greater skill and market it more
carefully than we have heretofore. If this were not so,, it would
be impossible for us to make any profit at all in the business. The
manufacturer must necessarily look for his profit in the amount of
money received from the entire cutting of the log. And in separ-
ating the log into the different grades and placing a value upon
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it he must take into consideration competition and the uses to which
the lumber is to be put. He must sell his lumber in carload lots,
and it is impossible for him to use the same economy as may be
used by the consumer in taking care of all parts of the board when
it goes into the finished product.

Much has been said about the conservation of our forests and
forest products. I am firmly of the opinion that one of the greatest
factors in this conservation is greater care in the manufacture of
timber into lumber, and also greater care on the part of the one
who finishes it and places it upon the market, so that every part of
it that can possibly be used for some legitimate purpose shall be
a benefit to the trade. It is believed by a large part of our associa-
tion that this can only be done when lumber is finished in large
centers, as then we have a wider field for marketing and do not
have to sell it in carload lots, as has to be done by the manufactur-
ers. In other words, that the manufacturer of lumber should not
carry on any other business; that when the lumber leaves the saw
it should be sent to the centers to be finished and should be placed
on the market by those who finish it. The reason for this is ob-
vious. The little amount of freight that is paid can more than be
made up by reason of having a market for all parts of the board.
It has been the policy of our firm not even to have a planing mill
but to ship all of our lumber in the rough as manufactured from
our saw mill. This we believe to be to the best interest of the trade
and have followed it with that view.

Personal News
Mr. Clyde Leavitt, of the United States Forestry Service, has

been appointed Chief Forester to the Canadian Forestry Commission.
Geo. F. Johnston, of Johnston, McConnell & Allison, Vancouver,

B.C., has been elected president of the British Columbia Lumber
Corporation.

J. R. Booth, the veteran lumberman, of Ottawa, celebrated the
85th anniversary of his birth on April 5th. He was the recipient of
numerous letters and telegrams of congratulation.

D. C. Johnston, formerly the purchasing agent of the Interna-
tional Harvester Company of Canada, has been appointed Toronto
representative of the Long Lumber Companv, of Hamilton, Ont.

Great Britain's Imports of Timber
The following figures show the imports of hewn and sawn tim-

ber into the principal ports of the United Kingdom during the year
ending December 31, 1911, together with the corresponding period
of 1910 :

—

Ports Position, Imports, Position, Imports
1911 1911 1910 1910

loads loads
Condon 1 1,596,790 1 1,684,403
Cardiff 2 1,079,306 2 1.107,472
Hull 3 824,376 3 917,670
Liverpool 4 593,620 4 614,094
West Hartlepool 5 549,445 6 455,141
Manchester (incl. Runcorn) . . 6 463,570 5 494 125
Newport (Mon.) 9 362,235 7 355,722
Grangemouth 8 275,551 9 261,397
Grimsby 9 264,394 8 305,438
South Shields L ... 10 207,605 11 192,890
B'Oness 11 201,139 10 261,397
Swansea 12 179,388 12 177,397

Total imports to all United
Kingdom ports 9,302,278 9,640,563

Protecting St. Maurice Valley Timber
Montreal, April 3rd; (special correspondence of the Canada

Lumberman) :—The St. Maurice Valley Forest Protective Associa-
tion, Ltd., has further perfected its organization to protect from fire
the timber lands in the St. Maurice River Valley, P.Q. For nine
years efforts were made to secure co-operative action for protective
purposes, but it was found impossible, until a short time ago, to get
all those interested to unite. The cost is considerable, as 50 men
will be employed, and the other measures to be taken will involve
a large expenditure. The limits are to be divided into sections, which
will be patrolled by rangers appointed for particular territories, and
these men will be in telephonic communication with one another.

This association is the only one of its kind in Canada—there
are some in the United States—and the officers are hoping that the
owners of the neighboring limits will follow their example, and that
later other associations in the Dominion will be formed on the same
lines.

At a recent meeting of the St. Maurice Valley Association, at

Quebec, Mr. Alexander MacLaurin of Montreal, was elected presi-
dent; Mr. Brown of La Tuque, Quebec, and St. Maurice Industrial
Company, vice-president; and Mr. Henry Sorbins, of Montreal, man-
ager. The constitution of the association was accepted, and it was
decided to assess those interested at 1 /16c. per acre. Over 90 per
cent, of the limit holders in the St. Maurice Valley signed the agree-
ment to contrbute. The meeting was well attended, several officials
of the Quebec Government being present.

The Association has been registered as a limited liability com-
pany, with a capital of $100,000, Three Rivers being given as the
place of business/ The promoters are W. R. Brown, Geo. Chahoon,
Jr., Alex. MacLaurin, Robert F. Grant, and Frank I. Ritchie.

New Sash and Door Company at Ottawa
Ottawa, April 9; (Special correspondence of The Canada Lum-

berman) :—An important real estate transaction and property trans-
fer was completed to-day, marking the formation of another lumber
manufacturing and wholesale company in which some of the Capi-
tal's most prominent lumbermen are interested. The Gow-Bayliss
lumber plant and valuable site was purchased by Mr. F. P. McGrath
and half a dozen other enterprising lumber merchants of the city
for $40,000. The new company will be known as the Greater Ottawa
Sash, Door and Lumber Company. Its initial capital is $50,000.

Mr. McGrath is one of Ottawa's foremost business men, and
is well known to the lumber trade of the whole Dominion. For
thirty-four years he has been foreman of the James Davidson lumber
factory of Ottawa. Some of his associates in the new company are
Albert McGowan, estimator for thirteen years for the Davidson
Company; James Dawson, for fourteen years their head buyer; T. J.McManus, a former mayor of Cochrane, who is thoroughly convers-
ant with every branch of the lumber business, and Mr. H. G. Blakey.
The strong company formed is regarded as a sufficient guarantee of
the bright prospects before the new venture.

The property is particularly attractive, as there is plenty of
scope for future extensions, as soon as these are desired. Fronting
on three streets, Parkdale, Hamilton and Armstrong avenues, the
Parkdale frontage is 296 feet, while that on Hamilton has 276 feet.
Merely as a real estate proposition it is considered a splendid acqui-
sition for the purchase price.

While the former Gow-Bayliss planing mills had not been run-
ning for the past six months, the mill has all the requisite machinery
for the work in contemplation, and the equipment is thoroughly up-
to-date. Work has already resumed, for the negotiations were
pending for some days, and sixty hands are now employed. This
number, however, must shortly 'be increased to handle the large
orders which the new management has alreadv received, and which
continue to come daily.

The Salesman a Necessity to the Public
There is a great deal of elimination talk nowadays. The high

cost of living, which in itself is a debatable proposition, has led peo-
ple to ask if there is not some method by which some factor in the
selling of goods could be eliminated. But it has been found by prac-
tical men that the elimination has already occurred. There is no-
thing to eliminate. Competitive conditions and the desire of the re-
tailer, who is the ultimate transmitter of goods to the consumer,
brought attention to this subject long before it became one for na-
tional discussion by the consumers themselves. The consumer has
tried to buy in some other manner, but with small success. He has
found that you can not do business satisfactorily except by personal
contact. Men of ordinary caution do not buy things "sight unseen"
Avhen compelled to pay a certain price.

Men are not machines, and a human transaction must be carried on
by human beings and by human association. It is necessary for a
man before he buys to see the goods. The only logical way is for
some one to assemble them in quantity and to dispense them accord-
ingly to the smaller needs and desires of the community.

Two other factors in commerce, the manufacturer or jobber and
the retailer, would likewise be glad to cheapen the distribution of
goods if it could be done. But neither is prepared to exchange a
few cents in price for dollars in discord. It has been demonstrated
by centuries of commercial practice that our present method of mer-
chandising is not only the easiest way but the cheapest way, since
the manufacturer finds it the line of least resistance in getting his
products to the consumer and, therefore, the cheapest, and the con-
sumer at the other end of the line finds that each element in the
system performs the function for him which he could not perform
for himself with a guaranty of satisfaction.

Not the least important link in this chain of distribution is the
salesman. The retailer learns the needs of the community and tells
his needs to the one man who is competent to know both ends of the
chain. He knows where the stocks are and what they are on the one
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hand and where the requirements are and what they are on the other.

The travelling salesman maintains competitive conditions in any
trade. He is anxious for business because business is essential to

his existence. He, therefore, is compelled to give the cheapest price

in order to maintain his position in the commercial fabric. The trav-

elling salesman is the consumer's friend because he keeps the con-
sumer in close touch with the markets, gives him the benefit of

many advantages in buying and is personally responsible to the
retailer for the quality of his goods. There is no doubt that if the
retailer were doing business with a remote source of supply, with
the matter of personal responsibility largely eliminated, he often
would be an innocent party in furnishing goods that were not up
to his requirements. The practical salesman of necessity is a pro-
tection and means of economy, a personal flesh-and-blood represent-
ative of the factory and mill, and as much a representative of the
consumer at the mill as in the communities he visits.—American
Lumberman.

Payette's New Improved Patent Mill Dog-

The accompanying design shows a new improved patented mill

dug manufactured by P. Payette & Co., machinists and founders,
Penetanguishene, Out. The design of this patented dog is the re-

sult of over twenty years experience and study by the patentee. It

o—

Diagram of Payette New Improved
Patent Mill Dog

has now been for over four years in actual use in many of the lead-
ing sawmills in Canada and has come to be recognized by millmen
and manufacturers as exceptionally complete, safe and rapid in ac-
tion. Each mill dog contains ten dogs. Six of the dogs have the
down-forward movement, and four of them have the upward move-
ment, so that the log or cant is dogged both on the top and bottom,
preventing it from turning its position on the head-block. Even if

the log were dogged, not touching the head-block, the dog would
hold the log firmly. The ten dogs are fastened on the pivot pin
or bolt marked "A" on the cut, and are connected with the link
bars from the principal dog to the lever "O," which operates all

the dogs. Five of the dogs project more than the others, about 2 in.

from the head-block. These are known as the log dogs. Five pro-
ject about y% in. from the head-block. There are called the board
dogs; but when dogging a board, a plank, or a stock, all of the
dogs come evenly out of the head-block about 5/g in., so that in
dogging a board or a stock, both the log dogs or board dogs grip
it, providing that the board or stock is wide enough to take all the
dogs.

The company claim that this patent mill dog will dog perfectly
safe in all classes of timber, pine, hemlock, or hardwood, of any
description, and will also dog in frozen timber. They also draw
special attention to the fact that it does not tear the board or stock.

Very little power is necessary to operate this dog as it works

on a principle similar to that of skidding tongs or ice tongs. The
company also claim it is impossible for the log to release itself from
the grip of the dog, as the weight of the lever and the tension ol

ths springs act directly upon all the dogs and their connection com-
pelling the dog to hold a firm grip. When undogged the same action

tends to hold the dog from coming out of the head-block, thus mak-
ing it quite safe. These dogs can be installed on almost any type

of head-block.
This dog is made in two sizes, standard and ?£. The standard

size is used where the majority of the logs are large, and the J4, size

where the majority of the logs are small. Either sized dog, however,
can be used for both large and small logs.

P. Pavette & Company also manufacture many other types of

sawmill machinery, which are well known to lumber manufacturers.
Their lath mills and picket machinery are specially well known and
highly commended by those who have used them. On a test cut of

ten hours, their lath mill has produced 128,350 laths. This mill has
many special features of much interest, and those who are interested

will do well to secure detailed information regarding it from the

company.

Another machine manufactured by this company, which is ex-

tensively used in the lumber industry, is their improved Gang Cir-

cular and Edger. Where small logs are to be cut into lumber, the

gang circular is one of the most profitable machines of the sawmill.

The company claim that in cutting up stocks from 4 in. to 8 in. it

will easily increase the daily output from 20,000 to 30,000 feet with
only two extra men, and that it will produce perfectly cut lumber.
It is built very strong and heavy so as to stand any amount of rough
usage. The machine is made separate from the edger or combined.
The gang circular will take from 8 to 10 saws, 21-in. to 24-in. diam-
eter. The edger will take 21-in. to 24-in. saws. The company will

be pleased to send blue prints of this machine either combined or

separate, to anyone who enquires for them.

The following explanations give details as to the construction
and working of the New Improved Patent Mill Dog. The letters

refer to the diagram given in the accompanying illustration.

"A"—Is the casting or knee which holds the Mill Dog.
"a"—Shows the pivoted bolt which goes through the casting and

which the Dog swings on.
"15"—Shows the Log Dog, downward motion.
"C"—Shows the Log-Dog, upward motion.
"D"—Shows the Board-Dog, downward motion.
"E"—Shows the Board-Dog, upward motion.
"F"—Shows the Vertical-Link Bar, which works the Dog up

and down.
"H"—Is the principal Dog of the downward motion.
"I"—Is the principal Dog of the upward motion.

"J"—Is the Link-Bar that connects the principal Dog "II" of

the downward motion.
"K"— Is the Link-Bar that connects the principal Dog "I" of

the upward motion.
"L"—Is the Pivoted-Bolt that connects the link-bar "K" and

link-bar "J" and also connects the link-bar "O" and link-

bar "N."
"M"—Is the Regulating Swing Post, which regulates all the

Dog's movements.
"N"—Is the Link Bar that connects from the Pivoted Bolt "L"

to the Lever "O."
"P".—Is the spring which connects onto the link bar "Q" onto

the pivoted bolt "L" which controls the tension" of the
Dogs, from Swing Post "M."

"Q"—Is the Link Bar that connects from the Pivoted Bolt,
marked "L" and Spring marked "P."

Paper and Pulp Markets Active
The paper market is looking good, but on account of the new

production coming in, the United States mills are taking a very
moderate view of prices. The Canadian mills, however, are not offer-
ing any cheap paper, as they feel there will be an ample demand for
everything they can offer.

With regard to ground wood pulp, the water powers in the United
States are so satisfactory that they are manufacturing practically
all they need; the imports are only about 300 tons a day instead of
an average for last year of 700 tons. This makes the demand for
Canadian ground wood 40 per cent, of the normal. In spite of
this, stocks are not heavy here, as Canada is consuming more itself.
It is probable that about the middle of May there will be a demand
for all the ground wood that can be turned out, and by the fall there
is likely to be a shortage on account of the heavy demand from
Europe, and prices will go up. Sales have been made at Canadian
mills at $21 per ton, delivered at the mill.

Sulphite pulp has risen $2 per ton within two weeks, this ad-
vance being due to the shortage in Europe and the coal strike there.
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PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate of
15 cents per agate line ($2.10 per inch) each
insertion, payable in advance. Space measured
from rule to rule. When four or more con-
secutive insertions of the same advertisement
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insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED—One or more cars, dry inch cull
Ash or Elm. Reply Box 470, Canada Lum-'
berman, Toronto, Ont, 7_8

Basswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter

cut preferred. Apply Firstbrook Box Co..
Ltd., Toronto, Ont. 7_tf

Oak Wanted
Five or ten cars 4/4 Plain Red, Ontario

Oak in good shipping condition. Reply Box
475, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 8-11

Basswood Wanted
Twenty carloads of white winter cut Bass-

wood, No. 1 Common and Better grade,
plump 1-in. thick when dry, For further
particulars apply Box 455, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. t.f.

Wanted to buy up to 200 M. feet of Elm,
1-in. to 3-in. thick, 6/16 feet long. State
quality, price, average widths and percent-
age of lengths, also name shipping point.
Address Cox, Long & Co., Hope Building,
Ottawa, Ont. 8-9

White and Red Pine Wanted
3 in. x 6-in-7-in. 18 ft. Tank Stock, also

Quarter Cut White Pine Pump Squares.

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Ont. t.f.

Pickets Wanted
We want at once and during 1912, 4/4 x

44 in. and 48 in. ; 5/4 x 44 in. and 48 in.

;

6/4 x 44 in. and 48 in. White Pine, Spruce,
Basswood or Poplar Squares. Will buy a
car or your entire output.
4-9 Box 58, Ogdensburg, N.Y.

Sawdust Wanted
Two cars per week coarse sawdust for de-

livery at Chippewa, Ontario, via Michigan
Central Railroad. State price per car and
freight rate.

NORTON COMPANY,
5-8 Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Pine or Spruce Wanted
Wanted; million feet pine or spruce 1 x 4and up shorts 1911 or 1912 cut. Quote

price delivered and state when you~ cancommence shipment.

ZIMMERMAN BROS.,
Tavistock, Ont.

5-8

Lumber Wanted
200,000 feet 1-in. Hard Maple.
100,000 feet 1-in. Soft Maple
200,000 feet 1-in. Basswood.
100,000 feet 1-in. Elm.
25,000 feet 2-in. Elm.
50,000 feet 1-in. Black Ash.
50,000 feet 2-in. Hard Maple.
Give full particulars of what you have to

offer.

Apply Box No. 462, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. (j.ij

Spruce Wanted
We can use short Spruce 4/4-in. and 5/4-

in., in 2/5-ft. and 6/11 ft.

Describe what you have to offer, and give
lowest price delivered here.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
3-8 Deseronto, Ont.

Hardwood

Wanted

3,000,000 feet Hard Maple, Soft Elm, Rock
Elm, Beech, Birch, Basswood, Ash, Oak, and
Soft Maple, for delivery, shipping dry dur-
ing 1912. Sawn to our sizes. State what
you have to offer and lowest prices for spot
cash. Inspection at mill. Apply Manufac-
turer, Box 401, Canada Lumberman, Toron-
to, Ont. j.g

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale
To the trade only: Birch, Maple, Basi-

wood and Elm in all thicknesses. Send us
your enquiry. The Meaford Lumber Company,
Meaford, Ont. -.:),]

For Sale

«r?".
in

-* JH-M'1?-' 1H-in. and 2-in. mill cull
White Pine in strips and sidings. Fred T
Smith, Board of Trade Building, Montreal"

1-t.f.

Pine Lumber and Timber For Sale
We have 15,000 pine logs 12 ft. and 16 ft

lengths, 5 in. and up diameter, which we
are prepared to saw under contract into
squares

_ or lumber as desired. Correspon-
dence invited. The Pearce Co., Limited,
Marmora, Ont. 5_ tf

For Sale
80 M. feet 1-in. Basswood shorts, 2 to 5 ftOne car 1%-in. Soft Maple, log run.
Three cars 1-in. Com. and Bet. White AshTwo cars 1^-in. Com. and Bet. White AshTwo cars 2-in. Com. and Bet. White AshTwo cars 3-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash!

GEO. C. GOODFELLOW,
Montreal, Que.

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
Sawmill, in good condition, on Burford Lake

six miles from Wiarton, equipped with 70 H
P. boiler, 60 H.P. engine, new carriage by Long
Bros., Onllia, Ont., good trimmers and endless
chain attachment for hauling logs out of water.
Terms, etc., apply Massey-Harris Com-

pany, loronto. 4-T.F

Relaying Rails For Sale
8 miles 56 lb. per yd. with fish plates.
6 miles 65 lb. per yd. with fish plates
Also 12, 25 and 30 lb. per yard.
New, light rails, all sections, in stock.

JOHN J. GARTSHORE,
58 Front St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Tug For Sale
Canadian Tug for sale or charter, or will

contract tug and crew for towing. Engine
22 x 24 high pressure. Boiler allowed 140
pounds of steam, equipped with steam steerer,
tug in good condition. For further informa-
tion, address Box 162, Amherstburg, Ont

8-10

Machinery For Sale
A Waterous No. 4 Band Saw Mill, with

Carnage Saws. Live Rolls, and complete Fil-

fflF J"" f'l'iipnient, alRO several GoodWoodworking Machines, in splendid condi-
tion.

T. S. FINDLAY,
Owen Sound, Ont.

WANTED- EMPLOYMENT

2-TF

Sawmill for sale, together with outfit, con-
sisting of a 65 H P. Ames Locomotive Type
Boiler; a 50 HP. Vim Engine, 12 x 15 in
first. class condition; also a No. 1 Lane Saw-
mill; a Lane Pony three-saw Edger ; Connell
Lath Machine and Bolter, together with Rut-
ting Saws; also Pulleys, Shafting, Belting,
and Tools. Will sell for cash or take pay-
ments in lumber. If interested address Box
433, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 4 9

For Sale Cheap
One Double Surface*, 30x12, Holmes Buffalo
builder.

One Goldie & McCulloch End Matcher.
One W S. Sherman Side Flooring boring
machine.

One Swing Cut-off Saw.
Apply S. E. Carss Lumber Company.

OrlUia, Ont6-9

Saw Mill For Sale
On Georgian Bay, adjacent to North Shore

good two-storey circular mill in good run-
ning condition, double edger. trimmers, capa-
city about 12.000 feet per day; plenty timber
available_ and ready sale for slabs; splendid
opportunity for small millman ; will be sold
cheap as owners have other interests re-
quiring their attention. Box 444, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5-TF

Whitney Saw Mill For Sale
We offer the Whitney mill at $25,000 as it

stands. This mill is equipped with good
heavy machinery and is in good repair Costwhen new $170,000.00. Has three single
cutting nine foot band mills and one nine
foot band re-saw. Three edgers, trimmers,
lath and picket mill, shafting, pulleys, belt-
ing, etc. 750 horse-power Engine with bat-
tery of eight boilers, 6 ft. x 20 ft. Machine
shop, refuse burner, sprinklers, lighting plant,

THE MUNN LUMBER CO..
7 tf

Orillia, Ont.

Going Out of Lumber Business
1 door cramp, 1 veneer press, 1 glue tank

1 sash sticker, 2 Grand Rapids, 4 bit sash
pulley boxer, 1 foot power mitre machine
1 20-in. single surfacer, 1 post borer 6
carpenter benches, etc. 1 15-in. McGregor
Gourlay matcher, 2 12-in. Cowan stickers, 1
Zb-m. Cowan double surfacer, 1 Cowan band
resaw, 1 rope drive complete, dry kiln
trucks, 1 pipe bender, 1 24-in. timber planer-
knives, pulleys, etc. Apply

7-tf Gold Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Machinery For Sale
Carver, four spindle, Rohlman.
Dovetailer, Boults.
Saw Gummer, Rogers.
Cut-off Saw, Railway.
Rip-saw, circular self feed, Williamsport
Swing saws, five and six foot.
Rip saw. band, Berlin, 44 in. wheel.
Re-saw, band, American, 48-in. wheel car-

riage 18 ft.

Moulder 6 in., 2 side Smith.
Moulder 6 in.. 3 side Smith.
Moulder 0 in., 4 side Houston.
Moulder, 9 in., 4 side Fay.
Moulder, 12 in., 4 side wood inside.
Planer, 24 in. Cincinnati.
Planer, 20 in., Gem.
Planer & Matcher 9 in. by 6 in. Berlin.
Sander, hand feed, drum 24 in. diameter.
Sander, Perry, power, 24 in. two drum.
Shaper, home made, wood frame, 2 spindle.
Shaper, iron frame, wood table, 2 spindle

light.

Shaper, iron frame, wood table, 2 spindle,
heavy.

Jointer, chair seat.
Tointer, 16 in. Clement.

,

Mortiser, Smith.
Mortiser, Bit.

Engines and boilers.

O. L. PACKARD MACHINERY Co.
e Milwaukee, Wis.

Advertisements under this heading one cent a
word per insertion. Box No. 10 cents extra

Minimum charge 25 cents

Position Wanted
Position wanted as mill foreman or band filer
rirst class reference if required. AddreM
Box SB, Latchford, Ont. s

POSITION W ANTED
Ont-claSB band and band reaaw flier, double
or single cut. Fifteen years experience. Giltedged references. Apply box 468 Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. Ont. 7.9

WANTED
Position as Band Sawyer on Left Haim

hide, for the coming season, have lone ex-
perience and first clash references; seven
years on last job. Apply to P. D. Leggero
Norwood Grove, Winnipeg, Man. C-8

POSITION WANTED
as Engineer in Sawmill or Woodworking
1 lant, long experience with Corliss and other"
engines; steam feed and setworks, niggers
dynamos; have certificate, reference and
tools Will go anywhere. Reply Box 452
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 7-S

WANTED -Position as bookkeeper with
lumber firm in Ontario. Twelve years' ex-
perience, mostly as office manager; age 34
years. Acquainted thoroughly with all de-
partments of lumber office. Best of refer-
ences furnished on application. Apply Box
399, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 1-8

Saw mill foreman wants position at once
First class man, sober and reliable. Know
my work thoroughly, having 10 years' ex-
perience. Can give first class references.
Would invest some money in reliable com-
pany. Reply Box 474, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. £-9

Position Wanted
Bookkeeper—Thoroughly competent and

aggressive, 18 years' experience in all depart-
ments lumber and woodworking business,
with large Ontario company, desires position
as accountant or manager, at present en-
gaged; age 40. married, best of references
Address Box 478, Canada Lumberman, Toronto
Ont. 8

Position Wanted
The advertiser wants to get in touch with

a filer who is in need of a helper on Bands,
etc. Have several years' experience hammer-
ing all kinds of saws and am handy on fit-
ting up saws. Can show good references
Apply Box 480. Canada Lumberma n, Toron-
to, Ontario. g.o,

Position Wanted
A man speaking English and French

languages, with over six years' experience in
lumber business, wants a position as travel-

ler in a wholesale lumber company. Apply
to Daniel Plouffe, Cartierville, Que. 8-11

WANTEO-EMPLOYEES

Advertisements under this heading two cents a
word per insertion. Minimum charge 50 cents

Sawmill Help Wanted
WANTED: Two band saw setters, two

edgermen, also other sawmill help. Prince
Albert Lumber Co., Ltd., Prince Albert
Sask. 7-8

Sawyers and Engineers Wanted
Head sawyer for circular mill gun shot

feed no filing, shingle sawyer for horizontal
Perkins machine, engineer with certificate

—

operations start May 1, 1912. Apply to

J- E. MURPHY & CO.,
•'8 Tobermory, Out.
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WANTED—Sawyer for double cut band,
work to start about April 1st. State wage
expected and give references. Box 4C1, Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. t.f.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Timber Limit For Sale
1,200 acres Hardwood, Hemlock and Cedar.
Some Pine; 9 million feet for $5,000 cash.
Five miles from railroad ; two from river.
Box 431, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont

6 t.f.

For Sale-Timber Limit
50 square miles, excellent quality of Spruce,

North Saskatchewan ; driveable river divid-
ing limit. Address Box 404, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 7.1(1

For Sale

4
Mills, docks and trams at Fort River, Mich.

Call or write to, I. Stephenson Company,
Trustees, Wells, Michigan. 7-10

For Sale
Heavy portable saw mill with single edger,

also Leonard Eclipse boiler and engine 35
h.p. Mill now running in first class order
Situated near Delaware Village. For fur-
ther particulars apply Geo. A. Patrick, Dela-
ware, Ont. 5_ t f

Partner wanted, sleeping or active, with
$10,000, to manufacture small articles from
hardwood. I have a ten-year contract in my
pocket for all I can produce. Fifty per cent
profits, unlimited quantity of suitable timber.
Don't answer unless you have the cash. Box
378, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5-8

Timber Limits For Sale
Can be quickly and profitably disposed of
by advertising them on this page. This is
where buyers of timber property look for op-
portunities to invest, if your "ad" is here the
investor will see it. Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont.

t f

Timber Limit For Sale
Ninety-three square miles of spruce tamar-

ack timber, estimated at 297,000,000 feet B.M.,
along the Carrat River, Saskatchewan, for
$275,000. $75,000 down, the balance on
terms. For particulars write John Anderson,
Box 661, Saskatoon, Sask. 5-8

For Sale
Established Lumber Business, with first-

class mill, now running full time. Timber
limits with 20 to 30 million feet of standing
pine timber conveniently located, and ail
merchandise, etc. Price $55,000. This is
worthy of investigation. Address Box 332,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 19-22-t.f]

Given Free
Water with electric power and situation for

plant to manufacture hardwood furniture and
chairs. Will enter partnership with any man
who has proved himself capable of success in
the furniture and chair business, either one
or both, will also finance the enterprise.

Chas. T. White & Son, East Apple River,
Cumberland Co., N.S. 5-8

An Opportunity. 400 million feet timber,
saw and planing mill, complete and up-to-
date, ready to start. Also logging outfit.
Will sell all or part and give management
or lease mill and sell stumpage, to respons-
ible parties. Situated in British Columbia,
close to prairie trade. Reply Box 471, Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. S-9

Timber Limit and Mill For Sale
Saw Mill and Limit for sale; situated on

Mary's Lake. Shipping point Huntsville
Station, G. T. R. Capacity of mill 15,000 ft.
per day. 2,000 acres timber. Timber is
large per cent, hemlock and hardwood. Will
be sold cheap, owners having other interests
requiring their attention.

For particulars apply to
PARKER BROS.,

8:11 Parkersville, Ont.

Canadian Timber Limits
E. STEWART (Forest Engineer)
Dea 'er in Timber Limits, Ontario and

Western farm lands and town property. Ex-
cellent investments now open. Correspond-
ence invited. 84 King Street East, Toronto.

Phone Main 5609. C

Saw Mill For Sale
On shore of Lake Cecehe, saw mill with

good wharf for loading. Machinery nearly
new and in first-class condition. Belting ex
tra heavy and general equipment thoroughly
modern. Two Boilers and new Lath Mach-
ine. Capacity 20,000 feet of lumber per day.
Good boaiding house, barns, spring water,
etc. Must be sold at once, cheap. For further
particulars apply to Box 477, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto. Ont. 8

For Sale
Saw Mill situate in the heart of the City

of Brandon, and Timber Limits situated in

Duck Mountains, comprising 37J4 square
miles of Spruce Timber.

ALSO
The oldest established Retail Lumber Yard

and Sash and Door business in the West.

These propositions will be sacrificed by the
owner, owing to his leaving the country.

For full particulars apply to J. Hanbury,
Vancouver, B.C., or to J. H. Hines, Bran-
don, Manitoba. 8-10

Engine and Machine Founda-
tions

Any reasonable outlay on en-
gine and machine foundations is

money well invested, otherwise
they are apt to get out of level,
and vibration, pinching of the
bearings, with consequent large
loss of power, and other troubles
are set up, says The Timber
Trades Journal. The best found-
ation to employ will depend
largely on the nature of the soil.

I'nder normal conditions—in all

cases in the first instance—a good
bed of concrete carefully rammed
and of larger area than the en-
gine foundation should be laid.

Three of gravel, one of sand, and
one of cement is suitable for this
work.
A very good and very general

foundation for engines,consists of
hard burnt bricks laid in cement
and finished off with a course of
stone. It is important, however,
that the bricks or stone are not
porous in their nature, as they
may gather moisture and gradu-
ally disintegrate under the vibra-
tion of working. Occasionally,
where stone is cheap, the entire
foundation may be built of it, but
in this case the stone should be
uniformly dressed and be care-
fully laid in close cement joints.

For cheap machine foundations,
either an outside wall of brick,
with an interior of concrete, or
concrete alone can be used, but
in this latter case its surface
should be protected from oil,

which has a tendency to disinte-

grate the cement.
In cases where stone is used its

stability will depend greatly on
the nature of the stone used and
whether the size and shape of the
blocks are in proportion to its

strength. Blocks of long dimen-
sions in proportion to their thick-
ness should never be used, as
with heavy machines with a verti-

cal reciprocating motion the risk

of breakage is considerable. A
safe rule is to make the length of
the block, say, about three times
the thickness, and the width one
and a half times. Great care

should be taken that the masonry
is accurately levelled and set as

nearly perpendicular to the direc-

tion of the stress as possible.

Where the stress is consider-
able it is a good plan to cramp
the top blocks and till with molt-
en lead. In arranging founda-
tions it should be borne in mind
that on their stability the quality

of the work turned out and the
longevity of the machine depend
to a greater extent than is gener-
ally imagined; therefore every
pains should be taken to make
them absolutely effective. Ample
foundations will soon repay their

cost, as through them the vibra-

tion and stress of working is

largely reduced. Good long foun-
dation bolts should be used, and
these should pass entirely

through the masonry and be ce-

mented in their places. The
writer has found it a good plan
to fix the foundation bolts loosely
in drain pipes, and when the en-

gine or machine is made level in

every direction these can be with-
drawn and the bolts cemented in

their places. As foundations
shrink in the drying, the bolts

should be tightened up occasion-
allv for a few weeks.

ment with the shaft, and will na-
turally stand a greater pressure
without damage than a series of

smaller rollers.

Ball and Roller Bearings

Although it is admitted on all

hands that well-designed roller or
ball bearings largely reduce fric-

tional losses, owing, probably,
to their increased first cost, they
have only been introduced to a

limited extent as yet in the line

shafting of sawmills, says The
Timber Trades Journal. When
properly applied, however, the
experience of the writer is strong-
ly in their favor, as they no
doubt largely reduce the power
required to drive, and the lubri-

cation necessary is reduced in

proportion.

In fitting roller bearings it is of
the first importance that the roll-

ers are of a sufficient number, di-

ameter and length to easily with-
stand the load and belt pressure
and rolling action of the shafting.

For ordinary loads bearings
about three diameters long, fit-

ted with ground steel rollers and
roller paths, are suitable. These
can with advantage be mounted
in swivelling journals, which ad-
apt themselves to any spring in

the shaft from belt load; and, at
the same time, unlike fixed bear-
ings, the pressure is distributed
over the whole surface of the
bearings, and the dead pressure
and scraping friction are trans-
formed into a much lighter roll-

ing action, and considerable pow-
er is thus saved. Another im-
portant matter is that the rollers
are so mounted that they are kept
strictly parallel to the shaft, to
obviate any chance of their wear-
ing taper from "creeping" or
cross-winding. For saw mill
shafting the writer prefers a
moderate number of rollers, say
four, as they will roll easier, and
are less likelv to get out of align-

Collars of Saw Spindles Out of

True

If the collars of a saw spindle
are only slightly out of true, it

is multiplied considerably in a
saw of large diameter. A seamy
saw spindle with a bit of metal
torn up is enough to throw a saw
out, or if packing be used up or
uneven it will have the same re-
sult. Saws are sometimes blamed
for cutting untrue when the fault
lies with the collars or pins. The
side of the saw nearest the wood
should be tried with a straight
edge, and should it be found to
bulge in the centre it will prob-
ably arise from the saw collar
being out of true or improperly
concaved. If the collar attached
to the saw spindle—that is the
one nearest the wood—is perfect-
ly flat, have it removed and slight-

concaved, when the bulge in the
saw plate will probably disappear.
Use collars of ample diameter.

Saddle Tank Locomotives
Geared Locomotives

Steel Rails

Flat Cars

All Secondhand

Correspondence solicited

SESSENWEIN BROS.
Montreal

WANTED
100 m ft. clear hard Maple
axles 4 in. x 5 in.-6ft. and 1

2

ft. long. Also all thicknesses

Common and Better Birch.

For Sale

All grades and thicknesses of

Cherry and Mahogany lumber.
Also Mahogany, Circassian Wal-
nut and Quartered White Oak
veneer all thicknesses. Please
let us hear from you.

WARREN ROSS LUMBER CO.
Jamestown, N. Y.



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

The lumber trade in Ontario continues on a satisfactory basis.

Travellers report that the prospects for the building trade at most
of the important Ontario centres are excellent. This applies to all

parts of the province, and particularly to southwestern Ontario. The
market for hemlock and the lower grades of pine and lath is extremely
firm on account of the good prospects for the building trade and the
decrease in the amount of stock which is likely to be manufactured.

The output of the Georgian Bay District is likely to be a great
deal smaller than in former years. Some manufacturers who are well
posted report that the output of pine will be 40 per cent, smaller than
usual and the output of hemlock 50 per cent, smaller. Mill yards at

northern Ontario points are pretty well cleaned up, operators report
that stocks at the mills have not been so low as at present for many
years.

The inability of the railway companies to supply freight cars for
the carriage of lumber is still a great drawback to the trade, and
apparently no important relief is at hand.

It would seem to be wise on the part of retailers to buy stock
as soon as they have a demand for it in anticipation. The shortage
<>f cars seems to be the result both of a lack of cars and a lack of
motive power to draw them. The trade with the United States is

rather dull, Buffalo and Detroit firms, for instance, report that the
influence of the presidential election and the danger of a coal strike
are both depressing the markets. At present, however, it is a matter
of much difficulty to foretell how far this condition will affect the
otherwise re-assuring conditions which exist.

A welcome improvement is reported in the freight car situation
at Ottawa. Cars are a little more plentiful than formerly, but there
is still a great shortage as compared with the demand. However,
lumber firms are now able to fill a few of their long-standing orders,
and are hopeful that the situation will improve steadily from now on.
The outlook for trade at Ottawa is considered to be rather satis-
factory. ^ A steady improvement is noted in the demand from the
United States, while the Canadian trade continues on a satisfactory
basis with firm prices. There is still an excellent demand from the
United States for box and common lumber. Prices are considerablv
higher than they were a few months ago, and there is no tendency
towards decline. The better grades of lumber are still selling at
good prices and the demand is strong and steady. The remarkable
building activity at most of the important cities in Eastern Canada
has created an active demand for lumber and gives promise of a
splendid year's business. The winter's logging has practically been
concluded and the gangs have returned from the bush. The indica-
tions are at present for excellent driving facilities in all the Northern
Ontario rivers and streams. Operators report that there is more
snow and ice remaining in April than they ever remember in pre-
vious years. A rather unpleasant situation is remotely possible at
Ottawa, on account of reported unrest among mill employees. From
some quarters it is reported that a strike is probable, the object being
an increase in pay. The situation has not developed into anything
critical as yet, and mill owners are hopeful that the unrest will sub-
side without the occurrence of a strike.

Eastern Canada
The scarcity of cars for lumber shipment still continues at Mont-

real, and is a source of great trouble to the lumber trade. Present
indications are that the effect of this shortage will be felt for two
or three months yet. A slight improvement is reported in connec-
tion with one of the railways, which is offset, however, by an em-
bargo placed by another railway upon all dead freight coming to
Montreal. Some cars which were ordered as far back as January
have not yet been provided. The difficulty seems to be the result of
lack of motive power, rather than shortage of cars. A prominent
wholesale him in Montreal has as much as seven million feet on or-
der at. the mill which it is unable to obtain. The busy time is now
at hand and orders are coming in rapidly, so that there is practically
no chance of catching up with the business. Mills from many points
report that they are obliged to refuse business and already have hun-
dreds of orders unfilled. Wholesalers, accordingly, are not able to
accept trade, and retailers are running short of certain lines of lum-
ber. The building trade is handicapped as a result, and contractors
arc complaining seriously. Hardwoods in particular are scarce,
caused both by the shortage of cars and by severe snow storms in the
south. A shortage is also reported of all kinds of dry lumber; especi-
ally common pine, hemlock and spruce, and prices have advanced.
There is a strong demand for railway ties and the trade in shingles
and clapboards is active. Orders for dimension timber have been
plentiful and firms which have guaranteed delivery to contractors
are in an awkward position, being unable to make good on account

of the car shortage. An excellent trade is reported in paper and pulp.
Sawing operations are becoming more general in the St. John

Valley, N. B., but are not expected to be in full swing until the open-
ing of river navigation. An increased demand is reported for spruce
boards and dimension lumber. Stocks on hand at distributing cni-
tres are diminishing and the prospects are for higher prices in the
near future. The car shortage has hampered mill men greatly dur-
ing the winter, but it is believed to be nearly at an end. The United
States markets are still dull with the exception of the trade in shingles
and lath. A good trade is reported with South America in spruce
boards and dimension lumber. Freights to Buenos Ayres have ad-
vanced $1.50 since last year, lleavy snow falls during the month of
March increased the cost of hauling, but are expected to provide ex-
cellent driving facilities during the spring.

A change has been arranged among the manufacturers of eastern
spruce which is an important feature in the market at Boston. For
tnany years the lengths have been 24 feet and under, and the widths
9 inches and under, covered by the base price. For every two feet
over the 24 feet, $1 extra has been charged. Under the new method,
the maximum base length will be 20 feet, and the maximum width
8 inches. For every two feet over 20, $1 extra will be charged. The
demand for spruce is not large, as most of the buyers are not ready
yet to place additional orders. A moderate call is reported for
frames, and an improvement is expected shortly. The cold and wet
weather has delayed the spring trade. Frames are selling at about
$24.50, but some dealers are asking $25. There continues a good
demand for random and prices are steady with the offerings small.
Dry spruce boards are firm. The hardwood market is rather uncer-
tain, some dealers reporting an improvement, and others stating that
no change is apparent. Plain oak is in fair demand and steady. A
moderate demand is reported for maple and ash. Hemlock is firm at
Boston, and eastern clipped stock is well held. Some dealers in need
of supplies have paid as high as $20.50, though the general selling
price is $20. A fair demand is reported at Boston for shingles, but
prices are unchanged. Large offerings of Washington shingles are
reported at low prices. Cedar "extras" are reported at $3.60 to $3.70,
and "clears" at $3.25 to $3.35. The demand for lath is quiet, the
price for \y2 inch being $3.50 to $3.60, and for 1^-inch from $3.90 to
$4.00.

A scarcity of spruce is reported from Boston, and prices are
stiffening considerably. It is believed, however, that this situation
is only temporary. Just at present there is a good demand for spruce
of all descriptions, and it is reported that the cut in the Maine mills
has been small this winter. It is understood, on the other hand, that
the cut in the woods has been large, and that the output of the mills
during the coming summer will therefore be extensive.

United States

Weather conditions in most parts of the United States have
improved materially during the past fortnight and the lumber trade
has been quick to respond to the impetus thus given. The volume
of orders has increased extensively, and reports from markets in all
parts of the country indicate a widespread increase in business. Prac-
tically all the important classes of softwoods and hardwoods are feel-
ing the improvement. The market conditions at the present time
are characterized chiefly by a desire on the part of the purchasers for
immediate delivery. Stocks have been allowed to run down to a
greater extent than is usual, and it is expected that as soon as spring-
weather has become general there will be a splendid demand. The
result is that prices to-day are very firm and show a tendency to-
wards advance.

Chicago :—Winter weather in the north and an unusual amount
of ram in the south have had an important effect upon the lumber
trade of Chicago during the past fortnight. The result is that stocks
are smaller than usual and prices are stronger. The demand for rail-
road and car material is very active and there is also a first rate in-
quiry for lower grades of the different varieties of lumber. Northern
pine continues to move actively, and makes a good showing as com-
pared with this time last year. The demand for coarse lumber for
boxes and building requirements is good and prices are stiffening.
There is a good enquiry for shop and better grades and prices are
strong. Reports from the mills indicate that orders are plentiful
enough to keep them actively employed.

The leading hardwoods are in active demand and prices are very
firm. Some of the northern manufacturers are now asking for birch,
f.o.b. at the mills, a price as high as the consumers in Chicago are
willing to pay. The supply of plain red oak is low and the demand
is excellent. Low grades of northern stocks in general are moving
well with the prices steady. It has been a difficult matter to fiil

contracts on account of the car shortage. An improved demand is
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Take No Chances
You take no chances when you buy our lumber. Every

piece is perfectly milled, correctly graded, and is sure to

meet the requirements of your trade.

Complete dry stocks of Norway and White Pine always

on hand for prompt shipment.

We make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to order any
length up to 60 feet from Pine or B.C. Fir.

" RUSH ORDERS RUSHED "

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO

A. F. Holden, Pres.
J. M. Diver, Gen'l. Mgr.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.
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£xpected when the building activity increases, for framing, dimension,
sheathing and flooring. The demand for southern pine has improved
and the tendency of prices is upwards. The railroads are buying
plentifully. Construction material is also in good demand. Reports
from the mills indicate a shortage of several items, and no immediate
prospect of replenishing them. Advances in prices are not unex-
pected. Red cedar shingles are firmer, particularly "clears," which
are selling at from $2.99 to $3.02. "Stars" are bringing $2.51, Chicago
basis. The opening of Spring trade has improved the demand for
white clears. There is a good demand for lath, but prices are rather
low.

Buffalo :—-The trade in northern pine for building purposes is
rather uncertain on account of fluctuating weather conditions. There
is a fair demand for pattern lumber and prices are firm. 15ox lumber
is in good demand and prices are strong. Cow grade stocks are low.
A moderate but general improvement is noted in the hardwood trade.
The principal demand is for plain oak, and arrivals of dry stock are
rather light. Quarter-cut oak is quiet and linn. The demand for
maple and birch is good, and ash has been moving more freely than
usual. It is confidently expected that better weather conditions will
stimulate trade considerably. Hemlock is firmer and is reported to
he selling at about $1 higher than the price which prevailed at the
close of 1911. A good trade is reported in North Carolina pine at
firm prices. Difficulty is experienced in securing delivery of orders.
Prices on southern pine are strong with a tendency upwards. There
is' a good demand for southern pine timbers. Red cedar shingles are
scarce, but the unpleasant weather has caused the demand to he
rather dull. Stocks are not likely to increase until sometime in May,
so that prices may be expected to continue firm. The shortage in
yellow pine stocks at North Tonawanda, resulting from adverse
weather conditions, is reported to have wiped out one inch box in
northern pine and other grades are also low. Prices have strength-
ened considerably.

Hay City and Saginaw :—A fair demand is reported for northern
pine. Prices are firm, especially for common and low grades.

Great Britain

The timber trade at London has shown little alteration of late.
During the prevalence of the coal strike, business was practically at
a standstill and quotations remained unchanged. Stocks as a result
are low, and it has not been a difficult matter to maintain price levels
At Churchill & Sim's recent auction sale 3x9 1st Quebec spruce sold
for £1/ and £16 15s. A parcel of 3 x 8-13 fourths brought £7 5s.

Lahor troubles have overshadowed the trade at Liverpool of
late, and many travellers practically abandoned their efforts to secure
trade. The latest reports were to the effect that as soon as the coal
strike should he concluded the market would quickly respond and
become satisfactory. A very healthy tone is reported in practically
all departments. The market for spruce deals is firm and importa-
tions from St. John, N. B., sold at about £8 6s 3d to £8 10s for
c.i.f. at Liverpool. Stocks at Liverpool are low and most of the stocks
at Manchester are in the consumers' hands. Spot trade in Canadian
pine deals is as usual at this time of the year, being confined largely
to retail operations.

Manchester suffered severely from the coal strike. Travellers
at this time of the year are generally extremely busy, but the coal
strike put them all out of business for the time being. The timber
trade, therefore, was practically at a standstill. Spruce deals are re-
ported firmer than ever. It is a long time since prices for spruce
deals have reached their present level at Manchester. Timbers
however, are reported to be in poor demand.

At Glasgow the timber trade has been quiet during the past
fortnight. Practically everybody has been marking time on account
of the coal strike. The tone of the market in general, however is
good, and improvement is looked for shortly. The various branches
of the trade are still supplied with work and indicate an excellent
demand so soon as the labor conditions have settled down. Stocks
on hand are moderate, but arrivals are heavy.

Successful Logging in New Ontario
Reports from Kenora, Ont, state that logging operations during

the past season have been very successful and a heavy cut was made
in the district trihutary to Kenora. Lumber and tie operators have
had the usual number of camps and the cut has heen larger than
hitherto. I he problem of getting the logs to the mill caused some
anxiety last year on account of the exceptionally low water in the
streams and lakes, and a considerable portion of the cut was held
up there not hem- sufficient water to float the logs to the larger
lakes It is believed that there will he plenty this season and that
the whole cut, including the halance of the previous cut, will likely
reach the mills without much difficulty. The Keewatin Lumber
Company ran both day and night shifts all last season and thev
expect to do the same this year. The Rat Portage Lumber Company
had an additional camp in the Lake of the Woods territory and their

cut was consequently large, with the result that they may also run
a night shift. J. W. Short's operations were also extensive and his
tie mill will have a husy season, as will that belonging to Captain
Kendall.

Market Correspondence

St. John Valley Lumber News
Eredericton, N.B., April 6th; (Special correspondence of the

Canada Lumberman) :—As the season advances, sawing is becoming
more general, though a number of the larger mills will not com-
mence operations before the opening of river navigation. The mar-
ket remains fairly firm with increasing demand for spruce boards
and dimension lumber. With the lowering of stocks on hand at
distributing centers, and more or less general curtailment in the
lumber cut of this season, prospects of better prices for the season
are fairly bright.

The shortage of cars has hampered the millmen considerably
but with the winter season at an end, freight is being moved more
rapidly, and cars are becoming more plentiful.

The United States markets is still rather dull, with the excep-
tion of shingles and lath, hut a good trade is being carried on with
South America, considerahle shipments of spruce boards and dimen-
sion lumber going to Buenos Ayres. Freights have advanced $1 50
per M. to this port since last season.

The prospect of Edmundston having a large pulp and paper mill
in the near future seem fairly bright at present. Negotiations are
in progress, it is said, between the town and the Fraser Lumber
Co., which if an agreement is reached, will, it is expected result
in an industry being established there giving employment to at least
400 men. Part of the power required can be developed at the
company's plant on the Madawaska river. The town is having sur-
veys made to determine the additional power which can be developed
on Green River. The town already have an electric plant there de-
veloping 500 horse power, which is transmitted ten miles to the
town, supplying it with light and power for the water system'.

The Fraser Lumber Co. own extensive limits on the Madawaska
river—near the mouth of which the plant will be built—and lumber
may be driven at a very small cost from Temisconala Lake to the
mill at the dryest time during the summer a distance of 22 miles

The heavy snowfalls of March, while delaying and increasing
the cost of hauling logs to the streams have also increased the pros^
pect of a good driving season.

Car Situation Improving at Ottawa
Ottawa, April 10th.

; (Special correspondence of the Canada Lum-
berman) :—At last the lumbermen report that the freight car short-
age which has been so seriously handicapping them for the past
month or more shows signs of improvement. A few more cars are
available from time to time these days, but very few compared to
the demand of the larger shippers.- This has enabled some of the
firms to fill long-standing orders, though at the rate the railways are
doling out the cars it. will be a good while vet before the lumber-
men can catch up to their orders of the very latest date.

"While the car shortage continues," report the J. R. Booth
firm, "there has been an appreciable improvement. This has en-
abled us to start clearing up the orders which have been graduallv
accumulating during the weeks of the blockade. Little by little w'e
hope to fill all the orders thus received and temporarily held in
abeyance."

The gangs engaged during the winter in logging have almost
all finished their season's work. The Booth and the Edwards mills
however, have still a few shantymen left in the bush finishino- the
hauling of the logs to the water's edge, in readiness to be driven
down the Ottawa and Gatineau rivers. The lumberjacks are later
this spring than usual, the winter having been very backward It
is remarked by those who have spent a score or more of winters
in the camps north of Ottawa that there is more snow and ice re-
maining in April than they ever remember.

Trade Situation Promising
The trade outlook is generally satisfactory to local lumbermen

'Aside from the car shortage," states Mr. Gordon Edwards of the
Edwards firm, "the prospects are bright. Trade is steadily improv-
ing with the United States. The Canadian trade continues -ood
and prices are firm."

Box and common lumber is still in great demand in the United
States, and the prices being paid, while much higher than some
months ago, show no tendency to drop. On the better grades of
lumber the same excellent prices are being quoted, and the demand
remains constant.
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ECONOMY OF OPERATION
is ONE of the Essentials to be

considered when comparing initial

cost of a steam LOG LOADER

Average cost of loading Logs with above

"AMERICAN" LOG LOADER
purchased nine years ago, lO^c per

1000 feet, everything included.

i Watch for our next ad I

AMERICAN HOIST & DERRICK COMPANY
ST. PAUL, MINN.

Richest and Purest Milk

l'NSWEETENED

from the choicest dairy

sections of Canada. From

cows properly fed and

cared for.

Borden's

Peerless Brand

Evaporated Milk

Dilute with water to desired

consistency and use same

as "fresh" milk.

Convenient Economical Safe

Borden's Condensed Milk Co,
Originators of Condensed Milk and Largest Manufacturers of Milk

Products in the World.

" LEADERS OF QUALITY

'

Wm. H. Dunn, Agent

ESTABLISHED 1857

MONTREAL

Jenckes Boilers
WE aim to keep on hand a well assorted

stock of Horizontal Tubular, Vertical

and Locomotive Type Boilers. Your en-

quiry will probably find us in a position to

ship the required boiler at once ; if not it

can quickly be built. Write us anyway.

The Jenckes Machine Co.
Limited

Sherbrooke - Montreal - St. Catharines - Cobalt - South Porcupine - Vancouver - Rossland

Works : Sherbrooke, Que., St. Catharines, Ont.
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President and General Manager Assistant General Manager
D. C. Cameron, Winnipeg Wm. Robertson, Vancouver

Secretary-Treasurer, Wilson Bell, Winnipeg

The Rat Portage
Lumber Co. Ltd.

Manufacturers of-

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
Cedar Shingles, Fir and Cedar Lath

Car Sills and Sheathing, Cedar Siding-

Large and Long Timbers
for heavy construction work

Vancouver, B.C., and Harrison River, B.C.

Bankrupt
Belting
Bargains

POSITIVELY 25% TO 75 SAVED
NEW AND SECOND HAND

ALL KINDS and SIZES—FOR EVERY PURPOSE

ALSO ENORMOUS STOCKS

Iron Piping, Pulleys, Shafting, Hang-
ers, New and Relaying Rails, Saws,
Chains and Cables, Roofing, etc.

Write Us for Prices and Tell Us What You Need

Catalog on Request

The

Imperial Waste and Metal Co
150 Queen Street, Montreal

Ottawa, Montreal and other Canadian cities are in the midst
of a Pronounced boom. While primarily a real estate movement, and
largely stimulated by speculators and the speculative hopes of the
investors, yet along with this will go a considerate amount of serineand summer building. In Ottawa itself the outlook for a busy sea-

fn°?i 2 ,i V",
1!

T u
ade

f rs never brighter. The building permits
ndicate that hundreds of homes will be built this season. Alreadythe lumber dealers have felt the stimulus of the demand for building
material. I he reinforcement of the. local demand by the activeCanadian trade in other centres makes the Ottawa lumbermen opti-
mistic that prosperous days are ahead of them

1 he danger connected with the present boom in the Capital hasnot escaped the watchful attention of certain among the more con-
servative dealers. They expect to see the presnt high land values

M l^uffi a0d ,,usmess t0 be no farther ahead than before,with little building actually carried on. It must be said, however
that in the case of Ottawa, at any rate, pessimistic views iind scantsupport and few champions.

Coal Strike May Affect United States Trade
The announcement of the anthracite miners' strike has had adisci, ceiling effect upon the attitude toward United States trade It

IS too soon to set precise limits to its effects but dealers who ship
largely to the American market were fearful that the demand would
cease in the meantime. Even should the demand remain unim-
paired, it is felt that the orders could not be filled. There is still
difficulty enough m getting cars for the American trade and any
further obstacle, such as the Pennsylvania strike is likely to de-velop, would almost entirely shut off what trade there is. Ottawa
dealers, however, hope a way can be found out of the impasse before

ensue''

1 " industrial paralysis that followed the British strike-

Car Shortage Still Depressing: Montreal Trade
-Montreal, April 10th.; (Special correspondence of the CanadaLumberman) I here is no alleviation of the car position, and some

very strong language is being used by lumbermen whose businesses
are being crippled owing to lack of transportation facilities. It is aserious matter for many firms, and the effects are certain to be felt
for two or three months. One of the lines is giving a slightly better
service, but another has put an embargo on all dead freight coming
to Montreal. In some instances cars ordered at the beginning ofJanuary are still held up, and unfortunately there is only a slight
prospect of the congestion being relieved, "it is not so much lack
ot cars as want of motive power, and this is so deficient that on
certain lines passenger traffic has been suspended. The entire trade
is disorganized, and the resultant losses not only from delavs in
tiacie but from extra expenses incurred naturally call forth indig-nant protests, but so far without appreciable results. Some firms
are almost at their wits' end as to what to do in order to secure
lumber. One wholesale house has over seven million feet on order
at the mill but cannot obtain delivery of even a fraction of this
amount. I he busy time is now on, and with orders fast comingm, there is little chance of the work being caught up; on the con-trary the tendency will be for it to accumulate, "to the loss of all
concerned. Many mills are, indeed, refusing business. They havehundreds of orders unfilled, and until there is a hope of obtaining
cars the mills decline to promise deliverv within any definite date
In turn wholesalers have to decline trade,' and local yards are in con-
sequence unable to supply certain lines of lumber. 'This affects the
building trade, and is handicapping contractors. The Board of Trade
have made urgent representations to the railway companies, and have
taken up the matter with the presidents of the roads. Hitherto theanswer has been that the companies are doing their best under diffi-
cult circumstances.

There is a notable deficiency in hardwoods, caused not only by
the want of cars but by severe snow storms in the south which
prevented lumber being available until the sun melted the snow
covering the stocks. Dry lumber of all kinds is very scarce, par-
ticularly common pine, hemlock, and spruce, and prices have ad-
vanced. Railway ties are in big demand owing to the extensive rail-way construction, and shingles and clapboards are verv firm Many
extensive orders for dimension timber have been placed, and some
of the firms which have guaranteed deliverv to contractors find them-
selves in an awkward position owing to the car tie-up.

The office of Leonard Bronson, manager of the National Lumber
Manufacturers Association has been moved from Tacoma Wash to
Chicago, so that he may be in close touch with the general advertis-
ing campaign of the association. Until May 1st temporarv quarters
have been secured at 413 Fisher Building, 343 South Dearborn street
and permanent quarters will be secured later on. The former office in
the Fidelity Building, Tacoma. Wash., will be continued in charge of
Mr. A. H. Landram for the use of President Griggs during his 'term
of office.

&
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A ^V^f^** A 1 £ VTA 10 the tact that y°u SAVE DOLLARS by securing

illV X Oil AllVv your Lumber in advance on this RISING MARKET ?

We Can Sell You White Pine
the product of CHOICE LOGS, beautifully manufactured and properly graded—at prices which you can't

duplicate Elsewhere. MAY WE QUOTE YOU on 191 1 stock, or on the coming Season s Cut ?

The Ever Lumber Co., Limited, 34 Victoria St., Toronto, Ont., are our Selling Agents.

Don't buy till you get our prices

The Cutler Bay Lumber Co., Limited, - Cutler, Ont.

Detachable Lumber Trucks
with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

tor Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc

Dump Carts for Saw Mills

with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

In }4> Yi, and 1 Cord Capacity—extra strong of thor-

oughly seasoned hardwood and bolted throughout.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in trains or singly for platform work.

The Tudhope-Anderson Co., Limited
Successors to TUDHOPE-KNOX CO., LIMITED

ORILLIA - - ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
Manufacturers High Grade Cylinder, Engine and

Machine Oils, Lubricating Greases, Mill Supplies, Etc.

Canada's Greatest Grease Makers

We manufacture all grades of Lubricating Greases of the highest
quality and are always the choice of discriminating buyers for all
kinds of Journals.

Admitted to save 50% in cost of Lubrication, and 75% in cost of
application, continuous Lubrication, economy and safety from over-
heated Journals are the results of its use.

Write us for Prices and Samples or if you wish our Repre-
sentative will call and advise you the most economical and best
suited grades for your plant.

METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
34 Atlantic Avenue, - - TORONTO, ONT.

Canada's Greatest General

Trade Journal

£v5e (Financial, Commercial and General "Grade
o#eu/s/>aper of 6anactct^ Inland "Empire.

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

$2 per Year

Covers Central and Western

Canada Like a Blanket
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ONEIDA STEEL PULLEYS

Increase

Your

Output

and

Reduce

Your

Operating

Expenses

If you are interested in the best pulley made and wish to know
how you can save two-thirds of the power now used to turn cum-
bersome cast iron pulleys, and if you wish to increase your output
at the same time by superior running qualities of the pulleys used,
write us for the full particulars regarding the "ONEIDA" steel
pulleys before ordering any other.

Write For Our Catalog

Oneida Steel Pulley Co.
Oneida, New York. U.S. A.

CEDAR

Shingles
Dressed and in the Rough

Campbell - MacLaurin Lumber Co.
Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL

Timber Estimates

Logging Maps
Water Power

CLARK, LYFORD &
STERLING

1331 Real Estate Trust Bldg.

Philadelphia

Forest

Engineers

CLARK & LYFORD,
403 Crown Building

Vancouver

LYFORD, CLARK &
LYFORD

206 Board of Trade Bldg
Montreal

EDGINGS
Ontario

The planing mill of James A. Cole & Co. at North Hay, Out was re-
cently destroyed by fire.

Tht Wentworth Orchard Company, Dundas, Ont, A. C. Caldwell
Manager, are preparing plans for the erection of a large new evaporating
plant which will include a box and barrel manufacturing establishment.

Canadian Finance and Securities Limited have been incorporated with
a capital of $50,000 to carry on business as contractors, dealers in lumber
umber, &c, with head office at Toronto. The provisional directors are H
J. Macdonald, W. T, Stuart and G. C. Craig, all of Toronto.

The Ontario Paper Co., Ltd., whose incorporation was reported in the
Canada Lumberman of April 1, has purchased twenty-four acres of land
near lock twenty-five, new WelJand Canal, at Thorold, Ont. on which it
will at once erect a temporary office, and expects to break ground for actual
construction work by May 1.

Foftier & Kilpatrick Limited have been incorporated with a capital stock
of $250,000 to manufacture and deal in lumber, timber and other forest
products, asphalt and all builders' supplies and carry on business as con-
tractors with head office at Toronto, Ont. The incorporators are J H
Spence, Grant Cooper and R. P. Locke, all of Toronto.

Mr. J. J. Smith, formerly of the firm of Smith & Free retail lumber
dealers, Toronto, has severed his connection with the company and is
opening a retail yard at Hamilton. Ont. His two sons Charles and Ed-
ward Smith will assist Mr. Smith in the new business. The business of
Smith & hree, Toronto, will be continued by Mr. Free.

The Butt Improvement Company, Limited, has been incorporated with
head office at Hamilton, Ont., and capital stock of $10,000. The purpose
of the company is to improve the south branch of the Magnetawan River
so as to facilitate the floating of timber. The incorporators include R
Gowans, R.M. Coates, Wm.G. Flood, and C. D. Magee, of Toronto and Her-
bert Brennan of Hamilton.

The splendid planing mill of J. R. Eaton & Sons, at Orillia, Ont was
recently completely destroyed by fire. The flames commenced in the' attic
of the mill and spread so rapidly that it was impossible to check them
Ihe flames were confined to the planing mill however, and no damage was
done to the adjoining buildings or to the lumber piles. The loss is reported
to rave been in the neighborhood of $75,000 which is fairly well covered
by insurance. It is expected that the plant will be rebuilt at once. Mr.
J. R. Eaton has been spending the winter in Bermuda and was away at
the time of the fire.

J. J. Turner & Sons, Peterborough, Ont., dealers in lumbermen's and
contractors' supplies, have recently opened a branch at Regina, Sask., where
they have a warehouse located on Dewdney street facing the C P R tracksThe warehouse is about 50 x 120 feet, and a large stock is carried on hand
so that orders can be filled promptly. The company report that their busi-
ness in the west is increasing rapidly. Car load lots of goods are shipped
from the factory at Peterborough to the Regina warehouse. The company
have also commenced the erection of two additional storeys on their fac-
tory at Peterborough, which is 50 x 100 feet containing three storeys and
a basement. When completed, the factory will have five storeys and base-
ment. The company have found it necessary to make these additions in
order to handle their increasing business.

Eastern Canada
The Oromocto Lumber Company, Limited. Central Blissville, N.B., are

reported to be offering some of their timber property for sale.

Granby Hardware Limited has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $250,000 to manufacture and deal in all kinds of lumber, timber, &c with
head office at Granby. The incorporators are W. E. Bullen, C. A Shannon
and J. F. McGovern, all of Montreal.

La Compagnie de Meubles de Robertsonville Limitee have been incor-
porated with a capital of $49,900 to deal in all kinds of lumber and manage
and establish mills for the purpose of sawing and manufacturing. The head
office is at Robertsonville, Que., and the incorporators are A. Lambert Dr
J. E. Fortin and A. Fillion, all of Robertsonville.

The Hardwood Planing Mills, Limited, have been incorporated by the
Province of New Brunswick, with a capital stock of $150,000 to carry on a
general lumbering business in all its branches. The incorporators include
G. H. Hedelius, Stockholm, Sweden; K. Nordin, Head of Tide Resti-
gouche, N.B.; K. A. Broman, Head of Tide, Restigouche, N.B.; J Ander
Nordin, N.B., and H. Oquist, Newcastle. The head office of the company-
is to be at Head of Tide, Restigouche County, N.B.

reported to '.e

Western Canada
W. H. Day 1354 W. 15th avenue. Vancouver, B.C.

erecting a sawmill at Eburne, B.C.

W. A. Pierson, lumber dealer, &c. Carnegie, Man., is reported to be
selling his business to R. A. Hill.

The Hills Sawmill Company are reported to be intending "to bui'd
a saw mill at Cordage Park this year.

The Northern Planing Mills. Limited, Saskatoon. Sask, have been in-
corporated. Their capital st,ock is $50,000.

Nelson & Foster's sash and door factory, at Winnipeg, Man., suffered
considerable loss by fire recently. They were partly insured.

The E. W. Shingle Company, Limited, has been incorporated with capital
stock of $10,000 and head office at New Westminster, B.C.

The board of trade of Kamloops, B.C., has opened negotiations with a
number of American capitalists who are looking for a favorable location
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to establish a pulp industry. A sum of $300,000 is involved in the pro-
posal and the promoters are said to look favorably upon Kamloops.

Leask & Johns,on's saw mill at Benedict Siding, near Cranbrook, B.C..

is reported to have been damaged by lire to the extent of $3,000.

The Great West Lumber Company, Red Deer, Alta., have commenced
operations on an addition to their mill which will double its capacity.

The new mill of the J. H. Preston Planing Mills at Medicine Hat, Alta.,

will be one storey, of brick construction with basement and will contain
20.000 feet of floor space.

An incendiary lire on March 20th destroyed the Yale-Columbia saw
mill and a large quantity of lumber. The mill had just been preparing for
the season's run and fifty men will be out of employment.

Fire, which is believed to have been started by small boys, caused dam-
age to the extent of about $3,000 recently in the Hutchison Lumber Com-
pany's planing mill at Queen and Power streets, Toronto.

The Last West Lumber Company Limited has been incorporated with
a capital of $100,000 to carry on business as timber and lumber merchants,
>hingle and saw mill owners, &c, with head office at Xanaimo, B.C.

The Kevelstoke Saw Mills Company, Calgary, Alta., intend to put up
new lumber sheds of frame construction and to establish yards in East
Calgary shortly. The cost of the proposed sheds is $2,000.

Newport Sawmills Limited have been incorporated with a capital of
$50,000 to carry on business as foresters, timber merchants, saw and plan-
ing mill proprietors, &c, with head office at Newport, B.C.

It is reported that the Lumber Manufacturer^' Yards Limited will erect
a new head office building at Kegina, Sask., and that they intend also to
open some fifty additional lumber yards in the province of Saskatchewan.

The Revelstoke Lumber Company, Calgary. Alta., have prepared plans
for the erection of a lumber shed which is to cost $3,000. The building is

to be one storey, 150 x 154 feet, with concrete foundation and frame con-
struction.

The Swift Current Land and Development Company Limited has been
incorporated with a capital of $30,000 to carry on a general land, lumber-
ing and contracting business with head office at Winnipeg, Man. The incor-
porators are G. A. Maybee of Moose Taw > D. P. Smith and D. G. Mac-
Pherson of Winnipeg, Man.

The Canada Southern Lumber Company, Limited, has been incorporated
with the head office at Victoria, B.C., and capital stock of $200,000, to carry
on a business as sawmill owners, loggers, lumbermen, etc. Their charter
gives them the right to acquire the whole or any part of the plant of the
Gulf Lumber Company, Limited, from the Sannich Lumber Company,
Limited.

Spokane, Wash., capitalists have announced their intention of erect-
ing a pulp and paper mill at Nelson, B.C. They have secured a site op-
posite the city, at the foot of Grohman falls, where they will make z
hydro-electric development of 5,000 horse-power. The power development
and the first units of the pulp and paper plants will involve an expenditure
of about $300,000.

The Peace River Valley Development and Colonization Company, Lim-
ited, has been incorporated with a capital stock of $250,000 to deal in all

kinds of timber, lumber, all products of the forest and to construct and oper-
ate plants for the generation of electricity, steam or other power, &c,
with head office at Winnipeg, Man. The incorporators are J. F. Fisher, W.
C. Hamilton and S. M. Battram, all of Winnipeg.

Mr. John Hanbury of Brandon, Manitoba, is offering for sale his saw
mill situated in the heart of the city of Brandon, together with timber limits
in the Duck Mountains, comprising 37^ square miles of spruce timber. He
is also offering for sale his retail yard and sash and door business which
is one of the oldest established in the west. Mr. Hanbury has recently
acquired extensive interests in British Columbia and for this reason has
decided to dispose of his business at Brandon. Full particulars may be
had from Mr. J. Hanbury, V ancouver, B.C., or from J. H. Hines, Brandon,
Man.

Trade Enquiries
The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain the

following trade enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman" may obtain
the names of enquirers by writing to the Department of Trade and Commerce
and stating the number of the enquiry.

137. Wood-working machinery.—A firm of consulting engineers and man-
ufacturers' agents in Buenos Ayres, desires to be placed in touch with manu-
facturers of wood-working machinery. Quotations must be c.i.f. Buenos
Ayres, and full particulars as to shipping weights, &c, must be given. Fur-
ther particulars from the Department of Trade and Commerce.

163. Handles.—A Manchester firm is open to receive prices of wood
handles, all kinds, including hay fork, manure fork, Irish spade and shovel,
pick, acme, and ash stems, from manufacturers only.

164. Oak spokes.—A Manchester firm desires prices and dimensions of
oak spokes from Canadian manufacturers only.

173. Handles.—A Liverpool firm wishes to receive catalogues and prices
of wood handles from Canadian manufacturers qnly. Quotations must be
c.i.f. Liverpool.

178. Maple rollers.—A manufacturing company in Sweden invite quota-
tions from Canadian producers of maple rollers suitable for mangles and
wringers.

201. Handles.—A Lancashire firm is open to receive prices and catalogues
from Canadian manufacturers only of broom handles in 4 feet and 5 feet 6
inch lengths, c.i.f. Liverpool or Manchester.

244. British Columbia spruce.—A large firm of importers and commission
merchants desires to be placed in touch with exporters of British Columbia
spruce in large quantities. Quotations to be c.i.f. Buenos Ayres. Further
particulars on application to the Department of Trade and Commerce.

292. Elm staves.—A manufacturer of barrels, in Newfoundland, desires
to communicate with Canadian manufacturers of elm staves.

294. Lumber.—An established firm doing a commission business in lum-
ber and timber is seeking the representation in France of Canadian pro-
ducers and exporters.

The Barnhart Log Loader
for twenty years and never caused acomplaint. We are
now manufacturing a new Barnhart Loader known as
Model "12," which is specially designed for use in very
heavy timber. This loader is built on the same lines as
heavy timber. This loader is built on the same lines as the
old Barnhart Loader now known as Model "10" and which
we still continue to manufacture. We are operating lum-
bermen, producing 200,000,000 feet of lumber per annum
and we use the Barnhart Loader exclusively. Could we
afford to do so if it were not the best? Write us for
prices.

Goodyear Lumber Company.
b
Ty

L0,

We have a splendid stock of

WHITE PINE

RED PINE

SPRUCE
Enquiries solicited from the

wholesale trade.

Thos. Mackarell & Co.
Ottawa Montreal

49 Metcalfe Street Canadian Express Bldg.
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Boss Line Lumbering Tools
Manufactured by

The McFarlane-Neill Mfg. Co., Ltd., St. Mary's, N. B.

Forged Steel Socket Peaveys and Cant Hooks are acknowledged by leading lumber-
men to be the lightest and strongest on the market.

Try our Steel Loading- Blocks, Twitching- Grips, Saw Wedges, Skidding- Logs, Timber
Carriers, Split Rock Maple Peavey and Cant Hook Handles, etc

Catalogues furnished and prices quoted

on application

ROBB-BRADY
SCOTCH BOILER

This new internally fired type fully realizes the recognized
efficiency of the Scotch marine boiler. In addition

It changes the sluggish flow cf water inlo rapid circula-

tion and does it without a pump or other device.

Ask for Bulletin No. 3

ROBB ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
WORKS :

SO. FRAMINGHAM, MASS. AMHERST, N.S. CANADA
39-15

WE LEAD IN MILL SUPPLIES

IN THE MARITIME PROVINCES

We can equip your mill with everything you
require and at lowest prices.

Transm ission

Goods

:

Pulleys,

Hangers,

Shaftings,

Etc.

Crane or Pipe

Fittings

Leather,

Rubber

and

Canvass

Belting

Steam

Packings

Our stock has been carefully selected and the quality is

guaranteed.

The manufacturers we represent are those whose names
are a guarantee of the quality of their output.

We carry a complete stock and can fill orders promptly.

We are satisfied with a fair profit and give you the benefit.

GIVE US A TRIAL

GUILDFORD & SONS
HALIFAX, N. S.

Heavy Duty Engine $175.00
Winch $30.00

Reversegear $36.00

River Driving Costs

will be decidedly lower this year if you
use Adams Gasoline Towing Machinery
in 25' punts for carrying supplies and
handling booms and logs. One man
does the work of ten. We have both
machinery and complete punts for

prompt shipment. Machinery $205.00.
Complete punts $375.00. It will pay you
to write us now. Gasoline engines all

sizes, 2 to 25 H.P.

Adams Launch and Engine Co.

Penetang, Ont.
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Wire Rope
We manufacture and carry a complete stock of wire rope

for all requirements.

Alligator Ropes Haulage Ropes—Ballast and Wrecking Ropes

Wire Rope Fittings of all Descriptions

Blocks — Clips — Thimbles — Shackles, Etc.

The Dominion WIRE ROPE Co., Limited
MONTREAL

General Supply Company of Canada Ltd.—Winnipeg Agent*

Another Proof of the Superiority of

Jeffrey Wire Cable Conveyers

This Conveyer is part of a Jeffrey Equipment installed
at a large Cooperage plant to replace an inefficient

system. Handles refuse from saw mill to boiler room.
One customer advises that this Conveyer has not on-
ly given the highest satisfaction, but has never cost a
single cent for repairs during the three years it has
been in use.

This type of Jeffrey Conveyer is also used very ex-
tensively in Pulp and Paper Mills for handling Pulp
Wood and other materials.

Write for our late Catalogs on Elevating, Conveying
and Power Transmission Machinery.

JEFFREY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Canadian Main Office and Works :

MONTREAL.
Winnipeg Office

:

141 Bannatyne Ave.

Patented IXl Bit Pat. No.

This Bit Will Not Slip Sideways

See the Key See the Key

Manufactured Only By

The A. J. BURTON SAW CD. Ltd.

Vancouver B. C.

Our Inserted Saws are Fitted with our

Patent I.X.L. Bits and Shanks, warran-

ted not to slip sideways, and to cut free

and easy, and have no equal in hard-

wood or any other timber.

S
Band, Gang,

aws Solid and Inserted

Tooth Circulars,

Bits and Shanks

Carried in Stock at our Ottawa Branch.

Special Attention given to all Saw Re-

pair Work.

The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY

VANCOUVER, B.C.
BOX 848

Phone 1748

EASTERN OFFICE, SALES-ROOMS AND
REPAIR WORKS

374 Sparks St., OTTAWA, OMT.
Phone 7458
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Fesserton Timber Co II

G

Garlock Packing Co 15

Gartshore, John J 8

Gendron-Penetang Shoepack Co. 62

General Supply Co. of Canada,
Limited 72

George Gordon & Co., Ltd 3

Georgian Bay Lumber Co., Ltd. 4

Gerlach, Peter 67

Gillies Bros., Ltd 4

Gillespie Lumber Co., W. M. . . 6

Gillespie, Jas 9

Golden Lake Lumber Co., Ltd. 12

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of
Canada, Limited 21

Goodyear Lumber Co 57

Graves, Bigwood & Co 9

Greening Wire Co., B 13

Guilford & Sons 58

H

Halberle Lumber Co 8

Hamilton Co., Ltd., William .... 2

Harwood Lumber Co 11

Heaps & Co., Ltd., E. H 12

Heisler Locomotive Works .... 73

Hines Lumber Co., Edward .... 7

Hocken Lumber Co., Ltd 8

Hoyt Metal Co 80

Hurdman Lumber Co., Ltd 7

I hither Bros. Saw Mfg. Co., Inc. 67

Hyde Lumber Co 17

I

Imperial Waste & Metal Co. .. 54

Imperial Timber & Trading Co. 9

International Stock Food Co. Ltd. 69

J

Jenckes Machine Co., Ltd 53

Jeffrey Mfg. Company 59

K

King & Co., W. 0 19

Knowles & O'Neill 6

L

Lacey, Jas. D 67

Laidlaw Lumber Co., K 8

Leak & Co 11

Leonard & Sons, E 69

Long-Knight Lumber Co 19

Long Lumber Co 6

Long Mfg. Co., E 78

Lyford & Co., C. A 56

M
Maass Bros s

Mackarell & Co., Thos 57

Madison Williams Mfg. Co 70

Maritime Lumber Co 12

Mason, Gordon & Co 10

McGibbon Lumber Co 7

McKinnon Chain Co 1

McLaren Belting Co., J. C 80

McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd. .. 7

McLennan Timber Lands & Lum-
ber Co., Ltd 8

Mereen-Johnston Machine Co. . . 68

Metropolitan Oil Co 55

Milne & Son, L{d., Wm 10

Montreal Lumber Co 8

Mont. Locomotive Works, Ltd. . 72

Morse Lumber Co., Fred S. . . 69

Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Ltd. .. 6

Mowbray & Robinson 17

Mowry & Sons 77

N
Nicholson File Co 1

New Michel Sawmill Co., Ltd. .. 7

North Channel Lumber Co 9

O

Ohio Veneer Co 18

Oneida Steel Pulley Co 58

P
Papineauville Lumber Co 9

I'arry Sound Lumber Co., Ltd. . 10

Pate, D. S 22

Payette & Co., P 70

Pembroke Lumber Co d

Pink Co., Thomas 6!)

Playfair & White 6

R

Rat Portage Lumber Co., Ltd. . . 54

Rideau Lumber Co., Ltd 6

Bitter Lumber Co., W. M 19

Bobb Engineering Co 58

S

Sadler & Haworth 61

Sheldons, Limited 74

Shimer & Sons, Samuel J 75

Siemon Bros., Ltd 8

Silver Manufacturing Co 60

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Ltd... 22

Sleeper & Akhurst 20

Smart-Turner Mach. Co., Ltd. .. 1

Smith Co., R. H 68

Southern Lumber & Boom Co. .. 18

Spears & Lauder 11

Superior Mfg. Co 49

T
Todd, A. C 67

Tudhope-Anderson & Knox ... 55

Turner & Sons, J. J l

V
Victoria Harbor Lumber Co . . 4

W
Warren Ross Lumber Co 49

Waterous Engine Works C">.,

Limited 79

Webster & Bro., Ltd., James.. 9

West & Peachy 73

Wells Lumber Co., R. A 18

White Co., W. H 18

Wickes Bros 20

Williams Lumber Co 7

Wilson Brothers, Ltd 12

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon .... 17

Woods Machine Co., S. A 16

Y
Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 17

Silver's New Woodworking' Machines
Saw Tables, Jointers, Swing Saws, Band Saws—tools of good,

honest construction, newest improvements and conveniences :

patterns fresb from the designers.

JOINTERS-8, 12, 16. 20, and 24-inch.
BAND SAWS—20, (foot or belt power) 26, 32, and 36-inch.
SWING S^.WS-6^, 7. TA and 8-foo lenghs
saw tables-Two styles

Silver's machines are high pressure machines. They will do
your work and do it well, save you money and labor, suit you in
sizes and in prices too.

Post up on these tools. Ask for our 1911 catalogue and special
prices at onee.

THE SILVER MFG. CO.
375 BROADWAY SALEM, OHIO.
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The other day

We overhauled a twenty eight inch

double belt which was bought from us

in February 1882 and which has been
doing 100 per cent service for thirty

years. This belt is over 100 ft. long and
has cost only about 5 cents per day of

service .

This is the grade of belting you get

when you order

Leather Belting
" Costs Less per day of Service "

Made by

Tanners and Manufacturers

MONTREAL TORONTO ST. JOHN, N.B. WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
511 William Street 27 Melinda Street 89 Prince William St. 244 Princess Street 217 Columbia Ave.

^"To insure Satisfaction—State where belt is to run-»i
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Sheep's Back to Dealer

A P H Pants
For Solid Substantial Wear, no Pants in

Canada like them. Dealers if interested,

write us for terms, etc.

CLAYTON & SONS
Halifax, N. S.

LIMESTONE" Wood Split Pulleys
The Strongest Wood Pulley Made. NAILED and GLUED

We carry the largest stock of Wood Pulleys in the Country.

Also Lukenheimer
Valves, Lubricat-
ing Oils and Greas-
es, Packings, Hose,
Paints, etc.

ALLIGATOR BELT LACING

Rush Orders Promptly Filled. Belting in Stock 1-in. to 20-in.

LARGE BELTS A SPECIALTY

Crescent Oil Co., Hamilton, Ontario

Because

It

Is

Made

Of

Pure

Balata

" LINCONA

'

Balata Belting
IS IN A CLASS BY ITSELF

Average break 1 1,700 lbs. per sq. inch.

Ask the other man the strength of his Balata, and see that he

shows you copy of test.

THIS BELT IS WORTH YOUR INVESTIGATION.
Write for Price List and Sample.

Austen Bros. Limited
HALIFAX, N. S.

PENATANG SHOEPACKS
Gendron Penatang Shoepack Mfg. Co.

is sold on th

The PENATANG SHOE PACK
e reputation it has attained for honest material, honest workmanship and consequently honest wear,

explains why so many packs are sold as PenatangS, that

are only poor imitations.

All our packs are stamped with our Registered Trade
Mark, and dealers are warned not to infringe on our
rights. We have had many complaints that manufactur-
ers are representing their packs as PenatangS.

Write for the Penatang Catalogue showing 20 diff-

erent styles of Hand Made Shoe Packs and Boots.

That

Nipissing Sample No 21

Our Hand Made
Surveyors and Ex-

plorers boots are the

most reliable on the

market.

Sole leather count-

ers, sewn in with the

upper, are special

features.

Our 10 inch and
8 inch River Drivers

Boots are made with

Genuine French Calf

Vamp and English
Kip Quarters.

Forty years exper-

ience in pack manu-
facturing is the best

test of the Quality of

our goods.
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American No. 77

Above Competition

AMERICAN WOOD WORKING MACHINERY CO.
Executive and General Sales Office

Rochester, N. Y.
Sales Offices :

NEW YORK, 90 West Street
CHICAGO. 917 Fisher Bldg,
NEW ORLEANS, Canal-La Bank. Bldg.

Sales Ofdices :

PORTLAND, ORE , First & Pine Streets
SPOKANE, WASH., 311 W. Pacific Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO. 16 Fremont Street
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES—WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Car Lots

White I'ine:

1 inch No. 1 cuts and better $00 00 05 00
l'A inch No. 1 cuts and better 04 00 68 00
2-in. No. 1 cuts and better.. 67 00 72 00
}/''" No

- 2 C & B 50 00 52 00
i in. No. 2 cuts and better .. 56 00 60 00
l'/2 \n. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts .. 48 00 50 00
2-in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 50 00 52 00
1-in. Good Shorts 40 00 45 001x4 and 5 com. and dressing 23 00 25 001x6 common and dressing.. 26 00 28 001x8 common and dressing ..27 00 29 00
1 x 10 common and dressing ..30 00 32 00
1 x 12 common and dressing.. 39 00 41 00
1x10 and 12 mill cull stocks . . 20 00 21 00
Tin. mill cull sidings 17 00
2 x 10 common 27 00 28 00
2 and 3 x 12 common 30 00 32 001x8 box and common 21 00 22 00
1 x 10 inch box and common. 23 00 24 00
1 x 12 box and common 27 00 29 00
1-in. mill run sidings 24 00 26 00
Tin. mill run shorts 18 00
1-in. dead cull sidings 12 50 14 00
1^4 -in. flooring 28 00
1-in. mill run Norway 22 00
2- in. mill run Norway 25 00
Norway, c and cf 1-in 33 00 34 00
Norway, c and cf l#-in 35 00 38 00
Norway, c and cf 2-in 33 00 35 00
Spruce mill run

21

00 22 00
Spruce mill culls 15 00 16 00
Clear in. B.C. cedar, kiln dried 55 50 65 50
2 x 4 to 10 inch 18 ft 20 00
Douglas Fir
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet:
8, 10x10, 10x12, 1x14, 12x12,

12x014, 14x14, 14x16 34 00
8x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x12, 10x16,

12x16, 16x16, 14x18, 16x18
18x18, and 20x20 34 50

6x14, 8x14, 12x18, 18x20 35 00
6x16, 8x16, 10x18, 12r20, 14x20,
anh 16x20 35 00

10 x 20 30 00
6 x 18, 8 x 18 36 50
6 x 20, 8 x 20 37 50
Lengths over 32 ft. take the following ad-
vances: 33 to 35 ft., 50c; 36 to 40 ft $1 •

41 to 45 ft., $3; 46 to 50 ft., $5.
Fir flooring, eoge grain 44 50
No. 1 and 2 clear 1-in. Fir rough 45 10
No. 1 and 2 clear l'A, l'/2 and

2-in. Fir rough 47 10
lyi-in. No. 1 4 ft. pine lath.. 4 25
l'A-in. No. 2 4-ft. lath 3 75
lyi-in. 32-in. pine 1 60
l'A-in. No. 1 4-ft. hemlock lath 3 2o
1 5-2 -in. mill run hemlock lath 3 00
X pine or cedar shingles .... 1 05
XXpine or cedar shingles . . 2 25XXX pine or cedar shingles . . 3 30XX B. C. cedar shingles .... 2 40
XXX 6 butts to 2-in 3 30XXXX 6 to 23-16-in 3 52
XXXXX 3 75
Hemlock No. 1

:

1x4 & 5-in. x 9 to 16 ft. ... 14 50
1 x 6-in. x 9 to 16-ft 17 50
1 x 8-in. x 9 to 16-ft 17 50
1 x 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16-ft. 19 50
1x7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16-ft. 17 50
1-in. No. 2, 6-ft. to 16-ft. 2x4

to 12-in., 6-ft. to 16-ft 9 50
2x4 to 12-in., 12 and 14 ft. . . 18 50
2x4 to 12-in., 18 ft 21 50
2x4 to 12-in. 20 ft 23 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 22 ft 25 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 24 ft 28 00
2- in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width, 6 to 16 ft 12 50

Hardwoods—Per M. Feet, Car Lots

Ash white, lsts and 2nd3, l'/2 and 2-in. 55 00
Ash, white, No. 1 common 45 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 48 00
Ash, brown, common and better .... 35 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 & 8/4. 55 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 35 00
Birch, No. 1, com. & better, 4/4 ... 29 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 and 8/4 . . 38 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 12/4 and 16/4.. 42 00
Basswood, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 38 00
Basswood, No. 1, com. and bet., 4/4. 30 00
Basswood, No. 2 and 3, common ... 16 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds 40 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4, com. & bet... 35 00
Basswood, No. 2 common and better. 25 50
Soft elm, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 33 00
Soft elm, No. 1 com. and bet., 4/4 . . 28 00
Soft elm, No. 2 and 3, common 15 00
Soft elm, 6/4 and 8/4 1 and 2 38 00
Soft elm, 8-in. lsts and 2nds 42 00
Rock elm, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 x 8/4 . . 50 00
Rock elem, No. 2 com. & bet. 6/4
& 8/4 35 00

Soft maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 31 00
Soft maple, com. and better, 4/4 25 00
Soft maple, 6/4 & 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 34 00
Hard maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 34 00
Hard maple, common and better, 4/4. 27 00
Hard maple, 12/4 & 16/4, lsts & 2nds. 43 00
Red oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4... 52 00
Red oak, plain, lsts & 2nds, 6/4 & 8/4 60 00
Red oak, plain lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 16/4 65 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4.. 52 00
White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, l'/2
and 2-in 00 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 16/4 70 00

White oak, 'A cut, lsts & 2nds, 4/4.. 83 00
White oak, 'A cut, 5/4 and 6/4, lsts

and 2nds 87 00
White oak, 'A cut No. 1 common ... 55 00
Hickory, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 70 00
Hickory, 6/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 75 00

OTTAWA, ONT.

Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings

:

1- in. x 7-in. and up $53 00
l'A-in. & l'/2 -in. x 8-in. & up 50 00
2- in. x 7-in. and up 58 00
No. 2 cuts 2 x 8 in. and up . . 40 00
Pine good strips:
Tin 40 00
154-in. and l$£-in 50 00
2 in 50 00

Pine good shorts:
1-in. x 7-in. and up 38 00
1- in. x 4-in. to 6-in 30 00
l'A-in. and l'A-in 45 00
2-m 48 00
7-in. to 9-in. A sidings 25 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings . . 33 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips . . 26 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts . . 22 00
Pine. 8 s.c. and better, 12 ft. to

16 ft 23 00
Pine, 7 up s. c. siding 1-in 22 00
Pine s. c. sidings l'/2 & 2 in... 26 00
Pine, s. c. strips 1-in 17 00

l'A, l'/i and 2-in 22 00
Pine, s.c. shorts, 1 x 4 20 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x5 21 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x6 23 50
Pine, box boards:
l"x4" and up 6 '-11' 13 00
l"x3" to 6", 12'16' 15 00
l"x7" and up 12 '-16' 16 00

Pine shorts 6' -11' l"xl0" 20 00
1x8 and 9 No. 1 barn 25 00

O. culls r & w p 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out, 1-in 14 00
mill culls out, lJ4-in. .. 16 00
mill culls out, VA-in 17 00

Mill run Spruce:
l"x4" and up, 6'- 11 14 00
l"x4" and up, 12'-16' 16 00
l"x9"-10", & up, 12'-16'... 18 00
l'A"x~" 8-9" & up, 12' -16' 18 00
l!4"xl0" and up, 12'16' ..19 00
iy2 " & 2"xl2" & up, 12'-16' 24 00

Spruce 1-in. clear (fine dressing
and B) 24 00

Hemlock 1-in. cull 10 00
Hemlock 1-in. log run 13 00
Hemlock 2x4, 6, 8, 10, 12/16' 14 00
Tamarac 13 00
Basswood log run, dead culls
out 20 00

Basswood log run mill culls out 24 00
Birch log run : 19 00
Soft elm, common and better,

1, iy2 , 2-in 20 00
Ash, black, log run 25 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x7 21 50
Pine, sc. and better, 1x8 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x9 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x10 ... 25 50
1 x 10 No. 1 barn 30 00
1 x 10 No. 2 barn 23 00
1x8 and 9 No. 2 barn 20 00
Pine mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. x 4-in. and up, 12-

ft. and up 14 00
Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.

and up, 6-ft. to li ft 11 00
Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine lf^-in. x 4-ft. 3 75
No. 2 White Pine 3 00
Mill run white pine 3 25
Spruce, mill run \ x/2 -in 2 75
Red pine mill run 2 75
Tamarac mill run 1 25
Basswood, mill run 2 00
Hemlock, mill run 1 75
32-in. lath 1 25
Pine Shingles
xxxx, 18-in 3 50
Clear butt 18-in 2 50
xx 1 50

White Clear Shingles :

xxxx, 18-in 4 00
Clear butt, 18-in 2 50
18-in. xx 1 60

Spruce logs (pulp) 13 00

55 mi
60 00
65 00
45 00

44 00
52 00
55 00

40 00
35 00
50 00
52 00
27 00
35 00
31 00
26 00

24 00
25 00
30 00
19 50
24 00
21 00
22 00
25 00

14 00
16 00
17 00
21 00
27 00
12 00

16 00
18 00
19 00

15 00
17 50
19 00
20 00
20 00
25 00

27 00
12 00
14 50
16 50
15 00

22 00
26 00
22 00

24 00
28 00
23 00
25 00
25 00
27 00
33 00
26 00
22 00

15 00

13 00

00
25
50
00
00
00
50

2 25
1 75

00
25
75

25
00
S5

15 00

QUEBEC, QUE.

White Pine—In the Raft
cts.

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in. av-

erage, according to lineal 80 85

Oak—Michigan and Ohio

By the dram, according to average
and quality 60 6l>

Elm

By the dram, according to average
and quality, 40 to 45 feet 73

By the dram, according to average
and quality, 30 to 35 feet 55

Ash

13 inches and up, according to aver-

age and quality 25
Average 16 inch 30

Birch

14 inch 18
15 inch 22
16 inch 26
18 inch

I ...... . 32

Quebec Spruce Deals

20
24
28
30

Per M.
12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 18 00 19 00
Oddments 15 00 16 00
Hoards, 1 and 2 in 15 00 16 00

Birch Planks

1 to 4 in 16 00 17 00

SARNIA, ONT.

Fine, Common and Better

1x6 and 8 in 54 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 02 00
l'A and iy2 in. and up wide 65 00
2 in. and up wide 68 00

Cuts a.nd Better
4/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 48 00
6/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 60 00
8/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 62 00
6/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better 48 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better 50 00
6/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better 42 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better 46 00

No. 1 Cuts

1 in., 8 in. and up wide 47 00
l'A in., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
l'A in., 8-in. and up wide 67 00
2 in., 8-in. and up wide 59 00
2'A and 3 ft., 8-in. and up wide .... 75 00
4 in., 8-in. and up wide 80 00

No. 2 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 31 00
l'A in., 6-in. and up wide 44 00
l'A-in., 6-in. and up wide 44 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 45 00
2'A, 3 and 4 in., 6-in. and
up wide 60 00 65 00

No. 3 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 23 00
l'A and VA in., 6-in. and up wide... 33 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 33 00
2'/2 , 3 and 4-in., 6-in. and up

wide 43 00 48 00

Common and Dressing Mill Run

1-in. x 4-in 21 00
1-in. x 5-in 23 00
1-in. x 10-in 28 00
1-in. x 6 and 8-in 25 00
Tin. x 12-in 32.00
1-in. x 13-in. and up 32.00
1%, V/i and 2-in 30.00

No. 1 Barn

1 inch 31 00 42 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 36 00 43 00
2'A and 3-in 42 00
4 inch 45 00

No. 2 Barn

1 inch 29 00 36 00
1%, l'A and 2-in 30 00 36 00
2'A and 3-in 35 00

No. 3 Barn

1 inch 21 00 27 00
154, l'A, and 2-in 25 00 30 00

Box

No. 1, 1, l'A, l'A, 2-in 20 00 22 00
No. 2, l'A, l'A, 2-in 16 00 20 00

Mill Culls

Mill run culls, 1-in 15 00
1, l'A, l'A and 2-in 16 00
No. 2 14 00

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

32-in.

48-in.
48-in.

48-in.

48-in.

Lath

pine 1 50
pine 3 75
pine 3 00
pine 4 25
hemlock 3 00

WINNIPEG, MAN.

No. 1 Pine, Spruce and Tamarac

Dimensions, Rougli or S. 1 S. and 1 E.

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMAKAC & LARCH
Mountain Stock

Dimensions

2 x 4-12 «...

2 x 4-8- 14 16 21 50
2 x 4-10-18 20 I!

2x8 8 '° 1(5 0O

Common Boards

1
inch

,
$19 00

g !
nc 1 21 60

* lnch
,

22 60™
!
nc 1 22 50

J2 ln <=h 22 60

Flooring

4 or 6 inch No. 1 133 oq
4 or 6 inch No. 2 , . . . 31 00
4 or 6 inch No. 3 24 60

Shiplap—Finished

4 inc" $20 00
6 inch 2'' 50
8, 10, 12 inch .'. 23 60

Siding

6 inch No. 1 $33 00
6 inch No. 2 31 00
6 inch No. 3 24 50

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 5 00
No. 2 cedar, pine, spruce 3 26

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
Less $2 per M. 12 ft. 14 and 16 ft3x6 and 3 x 8 20 50 20 60
3 x 10 21 00 21 00
3 x 12 22 60 21 60
4 x 4 to 0 x 8 20 60 20 50
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 22 50 21 50
8 x 8 22 60 21 50
6 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 00

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR

Dimensions, S. 1 S. and E.

4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 8 to 16 ft $21 60
4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 18 to 32 ft 25 50

2 x 10, 2 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 22 60
18, 20, 22 ft 26 60
24, 26, 28, 30, 32 28 60
2 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 60
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 8 to 10 ft 24 00
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft 29 00
6 x 6 to 6 x 12, up to 32 ft 24 00

27 00

FLOORING

No. 1 and 2 red pine, 4 in 34 00
E. G. No. 1 and 2 fir flooring 5>9 00
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 39 00
F. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 31 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 flooring 30 00

SHIPLAP

Pine or spruce .' 25 00
8 to 16 ft., 6 in 23 00
B. C. Fir 8", 10" and 12" shiplap
10/16 ft 23 50

B. C. Fir 6" shiplap 10/16 ft 23 50

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 common pine, 10 inch $31 00
No. 2 common pine, 10 inch 25 00
No. 3 common pine mixed widths 20 00
No. 4 common pine, mixed widths . . 14 60
No. 5 common pine, mixed widths . . 10 00

SHINGLES

XXX B. C. Cedar $2 90
XX B. C. Cedar 1 90
XXX Dimension 3 25

No.
No.

LATH

1 Mixed W. & R.
1 B. C. Fir

Pine $4 50
3 50

60 6 ft 8 ft 10 ft 14x16 ft

2 X 4 .. . . 13 50 16 50 20 00 18 00

2 X 6 .. . . 15 50 16 50 20 no 18 00

2 X 8 .. . . 17 50 18 00 21 0(1 19 50

2 X 10 .. . . 18 50 19 00 22 ilf) 20 50

2 X 12 .. . . 18 50 19 50 22 50 22 00

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N.Y.

White Pine

Wholesale Selling Price

Uppers 4/4 $94 00
Uppers 5/4 to 8/4 92 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 97 00
Selects 4/4 84 00
Selects 5/4 to 8/4 82 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 92 00
Fine common 4/4 01 00
Fine common 5/4 65 00
Fine common 6/4 65 00
Fine common 8/4 67 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 51 00
No. 1 Cuts 5/4 57 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 59 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 01 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 32 00
No. 2 Cuts 5/4 43 00

(Continued on pnge 72)
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DISSTON

CROSSCUT
SAWS

RUN EASIEST

CUT FASTEST
LAST LONGEST

4^ >

If you are interested send for our new

Crosscut Saw booklet. It is unique, the

finest ever printed, for we have endeavored to

make it truly representative of Disston High

GradelSaws.

When we say Disston Saws run easiest,

cut fastest and last longest, it is not a mere

advertising phrase—the booklet tells why

—

the saws themselves show how.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS
INCORPORATED

KEYSTONE SAW, TOOL, STEEL AND FILE WORKS

PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.

BRANCH HOUSES :—Chicago, Boston, Cincinnati, New Orleans, Memphis, San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Spoka
Toronto, Vancouver.

ne.
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES Continued

No. 2 Cuts (5/4 45 00
No. 2 Cuts N/4 50 00
No. If Cuts 5/4 33 00
No. ."! Cuts G/4 34 00
No. 3 Cuts 8/4 30 00
Dressing 5/4 46 00
Dressing 5/4 x 10 51 00
Dressing 5/4 x 12 52 00
No. 1 Moulding 5/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 0/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 58 00
No. 2 Moulding 5/4 47 00
No. 2 Moulding G/4 47 On
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 47 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 40 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 34 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 3G 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 30 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 32 00
No. 3 Barn 1x0 and 8 23 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 10 25 00
Box 1x0 and up 22 00
Box 1 x 10 23 00
Box 1 x 12 25 00
Box 1 x 13 and up 30 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Buflalo

and Tonawanda:

White Ash

1st and 2nd, 1 inch 40 00 42 00
114 to 2 inch 44 00 40 00
2</2 to 4 inch 48 00 54 TO
Strips 22 00 24 00
Common and culls 14 00 22 00

Black and Brown

1st and 2nd, 0 inch up 40 00 42 0C
Common good culls 14 00 20 00
1st and 2nd 0 inch and up, red 40 00 42 00
1st & 2nd, white, 6 in. & up.. 80 00 32 00
Common and good culls 10 00 18 00

Elm

1st and 2nd, rock, (i in. and up 34 00 38 00
Common and culls 16 Oil 20 00
1st and 2nd, soft, t> in. and up 2* 00 32 00
Common and culls 13 00 18 00

Maple

1st and 2nd hand 20 00 2S 00
Common and culls 14 00 22 00
1st and 2nd, soft 26 00 28 00
Common and culls 14 00 22 00

BOSTON, MASS.

White pine uppers, 1 to 2 in... $99 00 100 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch 90 00
Fine common, 1 in 72 00
Kinc common, 1 to 2 in. .. 74 00 7.

r
, 00

No. 1 Cuts 1 in 45 00
No. 1 Cuts 1 Yi to 2 in 58 00 00 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in 35 00 37 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1]4 to 2 in 45 00 48 00
Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 . . 50 00 52 00

No. 1, 1 x 10. . 38 00
No. 1, 1 x 8 . . . 37 00
No. 2, 1 x 12 . . 43 00
No. 2, 1 x 10 . . 35 00 37 00
No. 2, 1 x 8 ... 34 00 35 00
No. 3, 1 x 12 . . 33 00 34 OO

No. 3, 1 x 10, . . 2K 00 29 00
No. 3, 1 x 8 . . 28 00 29 00

Canadian spruce boards 23 00 24 00
Spruce, 10 & 12 in. dimension 20 00 27 00
Spruce, 9 in. and under " 25 00
10 and 12 in. random lengths,

10 ft. and up 24 00 25 00

2x2, 2x4, 2x5, 2x0, 2x7
and 3x4 random lengths, 10
feet and up 20 00 22 00

All other random lengths, 7"
and under, in fl. and up . . 21 OO 22 00

5 inches and up merchantable
boards. 8 ft. and up, p Is.. 19 00

Vermont spruce boards..,
matched 22 00 23 00

1x2 and 1 x 3 furring, pis
clipped and bundled 19 00 21 OO

1£$ -in. spruce laths 4 00 4 10
l'/s-in. spruce laths 3 00

New Brunswick Cedar' Shingles

Extras .$3 00 *3 75
Clears 3 25 3 In

Second clears 2 75
2 30

Kxtra Is (Clear whites out) .. 1 45 2 25
Kxtra Is (Clear whites in) .. 1 50 1 GO
Red Cedar Extras, 16 in. 5 butts

50 4 Oil

Bed Cedar Eurekas, 18-incli.

4 20
Red Cedar Perfection, 5 butts

to 2X 4 75
Washington 10-in. 5 butts to 2-

in. extra red cedar 3 50

The most economical all around loading machine is the old

reliable

McGlFFERT LOG LOADER
Made with either stationary or swing boom. It is also equipped

with four-wheel, swivel trucks for use on light rail These trucks

always remain in horizontal position when raised and come back

squarely to the track when lowered. Send for catalogue.

CLYDE IRON WORKS, DULUTH, MINN., U.S.A.

CHICAGO, ILL.

318 Fisher Bldg.

C-i 13

BRANCHES
NEW." ORLEANS, LA

421 Garondelet St.

SAVANNAH, GA.
501 Germania Bk. Bldg

It will pay you to equip your Tram Cars with

our special

Charcoal Chilled

Cast Iron Wheels

We will fit these to your old

axles, or furnish new axles and
wheels separately.

Price, quality and service con-
sidered, we can save you time and
money.

Further particulars on request.

St. Thomas, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

Plants at

Midland, Ont.

Fort William, Ont.

The

Londondeiry, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.

Canada Iron Corporation
Limited

Head Office : Mark Fisher Building, Montreal, P.Q.

"MULE-HIDE" TOUGH, TIME-TRIED and TRUE
SOLD WITH A TEN-YEAR IRON CLAD GUARANTEE

When we are prepared to back up every foot of Roofing sold you with such a

guarantee, it surely is up to you, Mr. Lumber Dealer, to investigate. Dealers

handling our Roofing find it most profitable, because it means a satisfied

customer.

FOR THE RETAIL LUMBER DEALER
We have planned a local campaign for every dealer who handles our line. It is the most c ffective

aid ever given to dealers, and is entirely new and in advance of anything ever done in this line. It

is all planned at our office and done at our expense. It not only helps your Roofing sales but
advertises your other sales as well. You owe it to your business to investigate this proposition.

WRITE US. DELAYS DON'T PAY-OUR PROPOSITION DOES.

The DOMINION ROOFING COMPANY OF CANADA, Limited, Toronto, Can,
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JAMES D. LACEY WOOD BEAL VICTOR THRANE

James D. Lacey & Co.
TIMBER LAND FACTORS and TIMBER VALUATORS

We submit Detailed estimates with Topographical maps of all Timber Properties offered through our house.
Representations based upon our own Expert cruisers and loggers, whose Integrity and Experience have been
thoroughly tested over a period of many years.

We solicit correspondence with British Columbia timber owners and prospective purchasers.

1215 Old Colony Blk.

CHICAGO
1211 Whitney Central Bldg. 1104 Spalding Bldg. 1009 White Bldg.

NEW ORLEANS PORTLAND, Ore. SEATTLE

HUTHER. BROS.
Hollow Ground Combination Tooth Mitre Saw

I

Patent Groover or Dado Head

'"•WHIP'
For either Rip or Cross Cutting

Will cut equally as smooth in either Ripping, Cross-
cutting or cutting at an angle of 45 degrees, with
grain of wood.

Can be used on any Circular Saw Mandrel
For cutting any width groove from 1/8"

to 2" wide. Will cut either with or across
the grain (Sent on approval).

...™..TO ^1!£
W us to quote Prices on Saws {or an y special work that you wish to do.HUTHER BROS. SAW MFG. CO., Inc.. ROCHESTER N

The 44 Polar Bear"Shoepacks

N'o. 24 Youths Shoe-pac k
14 In. oil Grain,
sizes 11. 12, Kl.

The only all oil-tanned, hand

sewed, absolutely water-tight

pack manufactured in Canada.

No. 24V< Youths Shoepack
Hig-h Cut.

These youths shoepacks are made
from selected oil-tanned leather, both

leg and foot are perfect pieces— no

splits. The sewing is strong and

secure. Every pair is guaranteed to

be the best that up-to-date manufac-

turers can produce. We make quick

shipments of large or small orders of

any styles of shoepacks on shortest

notice

We make shoepacks in any size or style
from customer's order. Send for our price list

A. C. Todd, Meaford, Ontario

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

For free sample copy addref-

Hugh C. MacLean, Ltd.
220 King Street West,

TORONTO
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Horizontal Slab
Built in Two Sizes

Resaw
These resaws are com-

pactly built and are supported
on the floor line so they do not

need a special foundation.

Both upper and lower

feed rolls are driven which
gives a powerful and uniform
feed.

We also manufacture
Hopper Feed, Box Board
Resaws and many other

Hopper Feed Machines for

box factories.

We solicit your inquiries.

Mereen-Johnson Machine Company, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
U. S. A.

Buy Guaranteed Chisel Tooth Saws
You need have no doubt about the quality when you buy

SMITH'S CHISEL TOOTH SAWS

No. 21 Tooth

They are backed by a guarantee

as to their durability and will

stand up better than any saw

made. The shanks are made

from a special steel, and we use

only the GENUINE " HOE "

BITS which are uniform and

perfectly true.

Made in several sizes but the

following are specially recom-
mended.

NO. 2/z TOOTH—Designed for heavy feeds. Suitable for mills where in-

dependent steam feeds are employed, and also for edger saws.

NO. 3—Principally for hardwoods. The best saw where both soft and hard

woods are to be cut.

NO. 4— Specially recommended for British Columbia, and for cutting soft,

pitchy lumber where more throat room is required.

Smith's inserted and solid Tooth Saws are specified by

the Largest Canadian Manufacturers of Mill Machinery. No. 3 Tooth

R. H. Smith Company Limited St
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ENGINES and BOILERS
OF ALL TYPES AND SIZES

HEATERS, STACKS, RETORTS, TANKS

We cater specially to the lumbering industries

Write for Prices and Information

E. LEONARD <fc SONS
LONDON, CANADA

Agendas and Warehouses :—ST. JOHN, N.B. MONTR KA I.. QUB. TORONTO, ONT.
WINNIPEG. MAN. CALGARY. ALTA. VANCOUVER, RC. Locomotive Boiler on Skids

International
Preparations for Horses are all

sold on a Spot Cash Guarantee

Let us figure on furnishing you the following supplies for the
comiug season.

International Stock Food
We guarantee that your horses will do more work and
keep in better order on less feed if they get International
regularly.

International Silver Pine Healing1 Oil
Especially recommended for Sores, Bruises, Kicks, In-
flammation and all flesh wounds.

International Worm Powder
Will quickly expel all kinds of worms.

International Distemper Cure
For Coughs, Colds, and Distemper.

International Colic Cure
Guaranteed to cure Colic in ten minutes.

International Compound Absorbent
Greatest Curh cure on Earth.

International Gall Cure
Cures while horses work or rest.

International Foot Remedy
Cures Foot diseases, keeps the hoof soft, elastic and tough

International Harness Soap
Gives new life to old harness.

All our goods are guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Write for Special Prices

International Stock Food Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.

For low prices and prompt shipment of

Yellow Pine Timbers
Short Leaf Finish

Chestnut — Oak — Ash
Cypress

New Brunswick Shingles

TRY

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.Box 1600

Are You Interested

in British Colum

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

ion.

There is un-

doubtedly a big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg

When ordering- from your Jobber specify

Pink's Lumbering' Tools
and if they cannot supply them order direct, and you

will get the best tool made

The Thomas Pink Co.
PEMBROKE, Ont., Canada

^
Manufacturers of the best line of Lumbering- Tools in Canada
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The Edger that Never Encounters a Superior and
Rarely Meets an Equal

I he illustration .shows our No. 4 E Iger with double feed. In the cut the rear table is not shown, but it is always furnished.
Every feature of this edger is extremely practical, and there is nothing crude or clumsy about it.

If you want to saw good straight lumber our No. 1 will do it for you. Descriptive bulletin and prices on request.

THE MADISON WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Limited, Lindsay, Ontario
Builders of Sawmill Machinery and ' Triumph ' Turbine Water Wheels

Eastern Representative: H. E. Plant, 1790 St. James St., Montreal, Que. Western Representative: The Canadian Fairbanks Co., Vancouver, B.C.

Combined Gang Circular and Edger

For cutting up stock

from 4" to 8". Will

easily increase the daily

output from 20,000 to

30,000 feet with only

2 extra men, and will

cut perfect lumber.

Made separate from

the edger or combined

just as the cut shows.

Full particulars and

prices on application.

P. PAYETTE & COMPANY - Penetang, Ont.

Manufacturers of Saw and Lath Mill Machinery
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NO. 159 DOUBLE CYLINDER PLANER AND MATCHER

Perhaps your mill does not require a 200 ft. per

minute Matcher—you could use a FAY-EGAN
"LIGHTNING" No. 159 to better advantage—
—just because we make the best fast feed match-

er, we don't try to force it into a mill where our

wide experience tells us a machine of another

type will prove more profitable to the purchaser.

—for the average mill filling- orders for different

kinds and sizes of stock, and for certain car

shops, we know, and recommend our No. 159

to be the better investment.

—it is made in five sizes, from 10 to 30" wide;

the 24 to 30" machines can be equipped with

divided feed-in rolls and bars; all sizes work up

to 8" thick.

—the No. 159 will do all kinds of planing, match-

ing- and surfacing on moderately fast and

economical feeds, producing work of the highest

grade.

-and the pressure bars adjust sufficiently to

permit it being used as an INSIDE MOLDER
for cuts up to 1" deep.

—you can safely put your matcher problem up
to us; our line is so complete that we are certain

to have a machine suited to your exact require-

ments, and won't sell you a bigger, higher

priced one than you need.

Our Catalog of PLANERS and MATCHERS sent upon request

J. A. Fay & Egan Co.
Established 1830

Manufacturers of Woodworking Machinery. THE "LIGHTNING" LINE

465-485 W. Front St., - - CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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When Specifying Belting Insist on

VI-BALATA
Nothing Else is Good Enough for You

The
Market and

Justice to a new plant has not been
done unless the belting in it is

Vi-Balata
This ensures the plant running without
any trouble whatever in the power
transmission.

If you get Vi-Balata you are sure of

satisfaction— if you don't, you may get

satisfaction but you're not sure of it.

That is what the Vi-Balata guarantee
means to you.—Vi-Balata will with-

stand unusual conditions of heat, cold or

wet better than any other balata belt.

Particulars on reguest. Quotations given.

General Supply Co. of Canada, Limited
356-58-60 Sparks Street, OTTAWA, ONTARIO

Louise Sts., WINNIPEG, MAN. - - 115-125 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO

INDUSTRIAL LOCOMOTIVES
It is important for you to know what a loco-

motive will do to justify its cost.

It must pull the required load, start it and keep

it going.

It must provide just the right amount of the

right material in the right place.

Each and every part must be sure to fit not

only the locomotive of which it is a part, but every

other locomotive of the same size and design. Every

operation must be made in fixtures or to templets

compelling accuracy of manufacture so that the

machine will not be idle at a critical time for necessary repairs or renewals. Spare parts must be instantly available, made so well as to go

into place without a machine shop.

Visit our works and see how all this is accomplished.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
BANK OF OTTAWA BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA
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Makes It's Mark Vivid and Lasting
Marks that remain vivid and wear like iron are a real satisfaction to the

man who handles lumber. The metallic pigments, like graphite, of DIXON'S
LUMBER CRAYONS offer marvelous resistance to all kinds of weather condi-
tions. Their marks are often visible after six months of severe exposure to sun
and storms.

DIXON'S LUMBER CRAYONS
have always remained the recognized standard because of their one, uniform and
dependable quality; their convenient and uniform shape and size and because of
the careful selection of materials used in their manufacture. DIXON'S LUMBER
CRAYONS are made in nineteen grades and colors, including black (six grades),
red (two grades), blue (two gradesl, green, white, yellow, brown, terra cotta.
violet, pink and orange. Some are made to fill particular needs—let us tell you
more about them. Get acquainted.

Write for lithographed booklet No. 239. illustrated in colors.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
Jersey City, U. S. A.

(Pm ta lii Li, ui u a.i rt a ro ui m u a » J. ••!

Sit in your Office and See

Your Land as ifon the Spot
With one of our forest maps before you, you

can know exactly the amount, character and loca-
tion of your timber. The knowledge will bee.vnr/,

not what some cruiser h&s guessed at. This infor-

mation will enable you to get at least 10% more
from your timber yearly.

Our service to your business will cut out a big
waste and give you data of great value.

We appraise new lands, and survey wild lands for renew-
al of lines or to get actual acreage.

Let us prove to you the value nf the services which our skill and ex-
perience can offer.

SEND FOR OUR BOOK " APPLIED FORESTRY"
A valuable text book cm how to (ret greater returns from your timber

at once and in the future. Tells you also how we work and what we have
done for others during our tang forestry experience Free on request

.

APPLETON & SEWALL CO., Inc,
Foresters and Surveyors Dept. A, 156 Fifth Ave., NEW YORK

L

Wear Like Iron

WE tan the leather these larrig"ans are made
from and know they will stand all kinds

of wet and rough usage when properly car-

ed for. We put a counter stiffener in our larrigans

and sew it in with the leg when soled and heeled

—

a very durable feature in our goods.

Next time you buy larrigans see that you ask

for "John Bull."

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY, Ontario

Limited

HEISLER GEARED LOCOMOTIVES
Especia ly adapted

for heavy hauling

on steep giades,

sharp curves and

uneven tracks. For
logging, switching

and pulling on main

lines, mills, fur-

naces and indus-

trial purposes.

Just Off the Press—New Detailed Descriptive Catalog 108 G.C.

Heisler Locomotive Works
ERIE, PA., U. S. A.

Whitnsy Enginearing Co., Tacoma, Wash., North Western Sales Agent

Not altogether what we
say but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug man-
ufactured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-
sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of
French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,
in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.

D. G. Cutler Co.
Duluth, Minnesota

Distributors of

Kelley Island Lime (Lighthouse Brand)

Burned with WOOD, from selected Ohio bottom Rock,
and packed fresh from the Kilns, in new, tight, double-

headed barrels.

Can also ship you in Mixed Carloads

Hard Wall Plaster, Wood Fibre Plaster, Hydrated
Lime, Mortar Colors, Waterproofing.

Distributors of HURON PORTLAND CEMENT
Wire Us Your Orders for Prompt Shipment
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A Thirty Foot
Band Resaw
Ground in Twenty Minutes

Aloxite

Saw Gumming

Wheels

Save from 15 to 40 minutes in

gumming band resaws in a big Western

mill—The Aloxite Wheel cuts fast,

free, cool and gives a perfectly gummed
saw in 2o minutes—Other wheels take

from 35 to 60 minutes, never give

such good results or stand up as well

Conditions are the same— It is simply

another evidence of the superiority of

the Aloxite Saw Glimmer.

Glad to get your order for a trial wheel

THE

CARBORUNDUM COMPANY
NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

The Enterprise Camper
A Large Heavy Serviceable Steel Range, specially adapted

for Lumber, Mining, and Railway Construction Camps,
Hoarding Houses, etc.

MADE IN TWO SIZES

The largest No. 10—30 lias an oven 30 x 26 x 14 and six 10 inch covers.
The oven of the i)—24 measures 24 x 26 > 14. The Tops of both are made
of three heavy interchangeable Key plates. Both sizes can be fitted

with waterfronts and the 9—24 with a 15 gallon copper reservoir
t inned on the inside to prevent rust. Size of pipe collar iy2 inches.
Length of wood fire box 31 inches. The body is of very heavy Besse-
mer Sheet Steel and is well braced and st l engthened. Castings are
made of the highest grade of pig iron

Burns Coal, Coke or Wood Send for Illustrated Circular

The Enterprise Foundry Co.,

Manufacturers of: Sackville, N. B.

High Grade Stoves, Ranges, Furnaces and Fire Place Fittings

Sold by : Fred J. C. Cox & Co.. Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton
Enterprise Hardware Co. , Saskatoon W. T. McArthur & Co., Vancouver

Sheldon Slow Speed

Exhaust Fans

The fans that are revolutionizing the shaving exhaust business.

They will handle wet or dry, long or short shavings and saw-
dust, and will do this work with a guaranteed reduction in
speed of from 25 to 40 % less, and with a power consumption
of from 20 to 35 % less than any other exhaust fan.

Descriptive circulars sent on request.

.Shdbons, Jimittb - (Salt, ©ntario
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THE SHIMEK CUTTER HEADS

The "Shimer Limited" Cutter Heads with Expansion, Fig. 627 and Fig 628

Price for Flooring, $72.46 per set complete.

. - *

Good Cutter Head
Value

The reason we have been so successful in launchingour Fast Feed

Head—the "Shinier Limited"— is because almost every planing mill

man isacquainted with our patterns and know what they will do in

actual service. He had cause to feel assured that in the "Shinier

Limited" as in our other tools, oui claims were conservative and he

was sure of getting good value for his money— that there was no risk

in the Heads not coming up to our representations.

Severe trials have been given these Fast Feed Heads by some

of our patrons, resulting in duplicate orders to equip other machines

and spreading their fame to such an extent that Shinier Cutter

Heads are invariably specified when practical men order new
equipment.

The "Shinier Limited" Cutter Heads are made on the same general

lines as our more familiar tools, contain all the time and labor-saving

features, but differ therefrom in the method of attaching to the spindle

in the construction of the bit seats, of the bit designed for faster

cutting, in the greater strength of the holding bolts, and in the

self-centering device which clings to the spindle when drawn up,

securing it firmly thereto.

These Heads are safe and efficient tools to match flooring at

high speeds. They have no delicate parts to break down or get out

of order. They are made in solid section or with the expansion

feature as preferred. In solid section the price is $67.00 the set

complete. With expansion feature $72.46 the set complete

A trial of these Cutter Heads is our most convincing argument.

Will you let us make it to you ?

If so, send measurements today.

Our Popular Cutter Heads
Figs. 202 and 2(1.'! are the leading tools, hav

ing Conical Duplex Bit Seats and The Shinier

Cutter Head Expansion. Flooring Bits will work
-»-i-r;'.--,'.J

from 18 It! to IJi-in. in thickness with tongue
.

*"

and groove proportions expanded to suit. jrg
Jjjj ;

/.'i^l 55

Price, net, complete with one set of floor- r**s,;- V; Cl^^flfflBiSH
ins Hits, the gauges for setting the Hits

"'' ^iJh^^JV"*
and wrench $40.95 ^

Extra Hits for Flooring 11.44 wuh 4 Biu to Each
Extra Hits fur Ceiling 10.40 Head

Jointer Heads
Figs. 54 and 55, with four Bits in line of

work, shear the cut downwardly to insure a sharp

and clean upper edge. They cut clean and free

anil are shipped out under our guarantee to give

satisfaction.

X
: \ fcfc? Price, Heads, complete with Bits for

§ \MM Kxtra I'.ils 1'
,
in. face, the set 10.40

F^xtra Bits, 2-iu. face, the set 12. 48

O. G. Batten Heads

Figs. 48 ami 49, represent our best tools for 1

this work, having .'! Bits in line of cut so ar-
j

jfl

upon 'i in 11 seat inclines as to protect It > IIB --

all lint cutting edge against friction and weai . \

Price, two Heads, complete with Hits, net ^k3p BjH
° n,V ,

r.xtra Hits, each, net J. OS

Double Ceiling Heads

F'igs. 45 and 40, are made in solid section, steel

forged, with Bits of special design to cut two
J 1 -ML-as-. tongues on one edge of board, and two grooves

on opposite edge, to be re-sawed for two thin

^^"^IJ jri buauK tongucd and grooved. Very complete.

Price, with one set of Bits, net $40.94

Extra Bits, per set of (8) 16.64

Ship Lap Heads

Figs. •">* and 39 are made of steel forgings, I II

in solid section, designed especially for heavy MB SI
duty. The bit seats have the latest improved J^^^SS
slants to provide free cutting edges, and we 9MK
sell them at the following low and net prices:

f^fpSJ'' i

Heads willi one set of Bits to work 15/16
*
1/ ''I frfci J^m,

to 154-in. thick, net $34.84 ''"IMfl! Jg$.
"

Extra set of Bits ... -11.96

Door, Sash and Coping Tools
^- That save all the hand fitting. No changing of

!|Hk patterns, therefore, no trouble in framing door
"* and sash parts wdien matched with the Shinier
§ Cutter Heads.

DOOR AND SASH HEADS
,»-^«»',;;3k) Fig. 82, solid flange, Door Head $10.75

"ll
J'i -\'m< Fi e- 84. Expansion Door Head 13.35P Fig. 86, solid flange, Sash Head 9.75

F'ig. 206, Expansion Sash Head 12.35
Bits to work 1-in. to lJ4-in. Doors, 4.. 7.28
Bits extra to work 1 to lJ4-in. Sash (2
Moulded Bits, $4.30; 2 Rabbeting Bits,

$2.86) 7.16

i/^X, '

/ I

COPE HEADS
"(ff

'
Fig. 83, Cope Heads (2) $12.90
Coping Bits, each 1.43

The Shimer Box Board Matching Heads
make a uniform cut and close fit. as well

after years of use as when new. with no

friction upon the Bits. For thicker material Mm
tin- Hit- can in- expanded . fe; 0t^\ V .

Price lor two Cutter Heads in matrh MHVtfK'jjtet
to l/2 inch, $23.60. I^I1BFJ&|W
We also furnish when desired a Yoke- '

M Ire! with -elf-oilins boxes, boxed f.o.b. ^^isSF
Gait, .SU.OS. *f

Branch of
Milton, Pa. SAMUEL J. SHIMER & SONS, Gait, Ont., Can.
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No. 122

MATCHER C.M.C.
No. 122

MATCHER

C.M.C. No. 122 Heavy Duty Fast Feed Planer and Matcher

The latest and highest type of extra fast speed Planers and Matchers.

The top and bottom cylinders are of the round type equipped throughout with
thin, high speed steel knives. Side heads of the same tvpe can be furnished if
desired.

The machine is equipped with six 12" feed rolls, driven by machine cut gears
carefully guarded. No chains are used on this machine to give constant trouble!
lop and bottom cylinders and side heads are driven from countershaft which is
attached to the frame, thus making the machine self-contained. A single lever
tightens the top, bottom, and side head belts.

The Workmanship is of the highest class, and the machine is guaranteed to turn
out perfect work at 200 feet per minute. Drop siding, casings, base
etc. are made by a profiling attachment, at the delivery end of the machine, with
spindles and heads provided to suit customer. Jointing devices can be supplied
tor truing irregular surfaces.

More detailed information, with bulletins and prices will be furnished on
application.

We Make the Most Complete Line of Woodworking Machinery in Canada

Canada Machinery Corporation, Lm
Gait, Ontario
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A Band Mill

Without a Peer
Best balanced and most symmetrical

band mill ever designed

The despair of imitators

Built with 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 foot wheels
Does not overhang its foundation
Is the heaviest band mill built

Also the perfection of simplicity

It holds all the cutting records
Has the greatest range of top wheel
Double spring cushion tension device

Steam straining engine when specified

Quick opening bottom guides
Bottom guide completely buried in husk frame
Safety upper guide
Steam controlled upper guide when wanted
Steel spoke V section bottom wiveel

Chain oiling bearings
Hubs are longer than on any other brand
This insures a very rigid wheel
Wheels tilt from front and rear

The standard of excellence

Every feature original with us
We build every machine required in an up-to-date mill

Ask for Catalogs

Clark Bros. Co., Belmont, N.Y.
6321 17th Ave. South, Seattle, Washington

SAW MILL EQUIPMENT
for

Your

Spring Sawing

LOG LOADER : It always makes half revolution towards the carriage, is very strong and
heavy with improved method of fastening the arms. Large cylinder with
cross head guide.

With larger cylinders than are generally used. Steam Decks with double or

single mills. Steel used wherever necessary. Our Log Deck is the one for you.

STEAM NIGGER : The principal improvement in this device over the ordinary steam Nigger,
is the single slide steam valve, which is a great saver of steam.

BOARD CATCHER : and Cant Flip combined, catches board, throws cant to gang,
loss of time.

No

Also Edgers, Lath and Shingle Machines, Cant Flips, Steam Feeds, Concave Rolls, Etc.

Our literature will tell vou more about our up-to-date Saw Mill equipment. Send us your address.

MOWRY & SONS, Gravenhurst, Ontario
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Long's Quality

STEEL CARRIAGES

This style carriage is built in the following sizes :-36", 40", 44", 48", 54", 60", 66", 72" opening.

Standard carriage has three headblocks, but any number desired, spaced as required, can be supplied.

Nothing but the very best material and workmanship enter into the

construction of our carriages. The above cut shows this design so

perfectly, that a detailed description is not necessary. We might,

however, mention our improved spring quadrant on back of knees

for absorbing shock of nigger. This is worth investigating.

Detailed specifications gladly sent on application

The E. Long Manufacturing Co. Limited

Orillia - Canada
AGENCIES :

w?n J.
R
pV^~«r

m
f ™

S Wilson
' Ud - EDMONTON and CALGARY— Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Ltd.WINNIPEG Stuart Machinery Co., Ltd. VANCOUVER- Robert Hamilton & Co.
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"mXFlFY n SAW FILING
KAJ V £*JL# EQUIPMENT

A

Complete

Line of

Filing Room

Tools

For

Band and

Circular

Sawmills

Any Size

The

^y^fE are the only authorized Canadian Manufacturers of the

famous Covei line of Saw Filing Equipment. We empha-

size "authorized" because it has a definite meaning in this instance.

Other Canadian firms are building and selling what they represent

to be "Covel" filing machinery. So it is. But it is years out of

date. It has been superseded by newer designs that have been

evolved and placed on the market because they were better than the

old. As authorized builders of these tools, we are in direct and

constant touch with the designers. Every model they turn out and

every improvement added is embodied in the machine we sell

you

—

the latest and best in the filing tool line.

Use the Coupon

Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.

Brantford, Canada

Please

send me
a copy of

your Covel

Saw Filing

Booklet and oblige

Xame.

Agency

:

H. B. Gilmour, Vancouver, B.C.

Branch

:

Winnipeg, Man.
Address.

Firm

.
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$5,000,000.00
worth of mixed metals is what we market every year

PEERLESS metal is compounded specially for sawmills and is the best on the market for that purpose.

FAULTLESS metal is a high grade copper hardened alloy made for heavy duty work, sawmills and engines.
Our policy is large tonnage, perfect alloys, and absolutely fair and honest treatment of the trade.

We solicit your patronage

HOYT METAL CO., Toronto, CanadaNew York. N. V. London, England St. Louis. Mo.

DESIGN B. L. NO. 3

BATTS LIMITED
WEST TORONTO

Manufacturers of

Staved Columns

Veneered Doors

Newel Posts

Sashes - Flooring

Trim

Pine Doors and

Frames

Turned Newel Posts and

Balusters

Cypress Greenhouse

Material

Write for our Catalogue

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS

WEST TORONTO - 0NT.

H. Walters & Sons
Limited

Head Office and Factory HULL, CANADA

THE

LEATHER
BELT

that's
KNOWNOUR

ff —
EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

The J.C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

VANCOUVER, B.C.
Corner Powell and McLean Su.

Branches

:

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Corner Market and Louise Su

The Largest Factory
for Lumbering Tools
in Canada. :: :: ::

"Send for New Illustrated Catalogue"

Manufacturers of all kinds of

Saws, Axes, Axe Handles, Lumbering and Logging Tools, Machine Knives
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle • Great Western
Globe - Kearney& Foot • McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Swell Weld Coil Chain

Made in Canada Sold by Jobbers
25% 25% 25%

More Weld More Strength More Wear
McKinnorv Chain Company

BUFFALO, N. Y. ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

SAW MILL SUPPLIES
There is not a jobber or manufacturer, or any other person employed by either, in an official position

who should miss the chance of looking over our new Catalogue on Transmission Supplies.
If you are looking for "Quality and Service" in your mill supplies we know you will be impressed

with the lines shown.

Send a post card for it to-day and you will have it by return mail.

DICK'S Balata Belting Leather Belting Wood Split Pulleys Shafting Hangers Iron Pulley
Steel Pulleys Clutches Babbitt Wood-Working Machinery Steam Goods

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
Fairbanks Scales Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines Safes and Vaults

Montreal Toronto St. John, N. B. Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver

TURN INTO MONEY
Your slow and doubtful book accounts—HAND them to

the COLLECTION DEPARTMENT of the Mercantile Agency

R. G. Dun & Company
70 Bay Street, Toronto

The Collection Service, which has been proved most satis-

factory by all users of it, is open to Reference Book Subscrib-
ers. Subscription and Collection Rates on application.

Over Seventy Years Record of Efficiency

Triplex Power Pumps, Centrifugal

Pumps,
Steam Pumps,

Vacuum
Pumps, Con-
densers, etc.

The Smart - Turner Machine Co., Limited
Hamilton, Ont.

THE STRONGEST CHAIN IN THE WORLD
"Weldless M

Steel Chain
Photograph of 7/16-inch Weldless Steel Chain broken with a test load of 9 tons, 3 cwts. (20,496 lbs.), or fully double the Admiralty

breaking load for iron chain of this size. Note the elongation and reduction of area at the fracture.

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

B. J. COGHLIN CO., Limited
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

MONTREAL
Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, page 6o
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Lath Mill Machinery

All our Lath Mills are solidly built to stand the severest work.

We have made a special study of Lath Mill Machinery for many years, the result
being that we can furnish machines correctly designed, each size of mill being
designed specially for a certain capacity, and having the weight placed properly—where it is of some value to the machine.

Our catalogue shows machines ranging from a capacity of 20,000 lath up to 100,000
lath per day for a single machine.

JUST AT PRESENT WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF LATH MACHINERY
ON HAND, AND IF YOU REQUIRE ANYTHING OF THIS NATURE, THIS
IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO GET PROMPT SHIPMENT.

We are now making the Covel Patent Automatic Saw Swage and Shaper. Write
about it.

William Hamilton Company, Limited
PETERBOROUGH - ONTARIO
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Planing Mill at Cache Bay, Ont.

George Gordon & Company
Limited

CACHE BAY - - ONTARIO

MANUFACTURERS OF

Norway and White Pine
Dressed Flooring, Mouldings, Bridge Tim-

bers, Siding, Ceiling, Pickets, Lath, etc.

Our 1911 Cut is nearly all sold. Place your orders

early for 1912 dimension stock.
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec. -Treat

Mills <& Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Yard <Sl Office CAPACITY 40.000.000

MOR.R.ISTOWN, N. Y.

New York City
Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Selling agents for Fraser & Co., Manufacturers

Mills at Deschenes, Que., near Ottawa

White
Red Pine

Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Office,
t
?S22!%' Ottawa, Can.

F. N. Waldib, President. R. S. Waldib, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The

Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Manufacturers of
Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
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The Price You Pay Does Not
Indicate the Quality You Buy

Some time ago we advised you

t
hat pnces would go up.

But when you buy from a reliable firm you are always sure that quality is

consistent with price.

WHITE PINE
Prices have advanced already in bought from us will prove to be the finest well-watered stock obtainable,

this district and in the near future will Always ready in assorted grades and sizes. The same applies to our RED
PINE.soar still higher. If you want to save

money get your order in now.

To delay doing so is to keep your

own customers waiting later on and

Quebec SprUCe Choice dry i" stock on hand.

you can't afford to run the nsk of , - I) rv miH_rUn [" stock cllwayS ready
delayed shipments once the busy sea- I JLClIllOClv~^~r 1

'

tor shipment.
son has begun.

Write for Monthly Stock Sheet

BARTRAM BROTHERS, Limited
Ed. T. Saxe, 1200 Claremont Ave., MONTCLAIR, N.J. Hope Chambers, OTTAWA, CAN., Head Office

Timber Limits for Sale
on Georgian Bay

The undersigned offer for sale in large or small blocks all their remaining timber lands, mills and town prop-
erty situated in the Town of Parry Sound, Ont

;
Tug Scow and other Lumber Equipment, including

boom chains, plows, sleighs, etc.

The Limits, part of which have recently been sold, include : 440 square miles of licensed and deeded Pine,
Hemlock, Spruce, Birch and other timber. The licenses from the Ontario Government include all timbers and
are not restricted for time. Government dues are as follows : Saw Logs, White Pine,$i.5o per M. ft., B.M.
Saw Logs, Hemlock, Tamarac and other woods 75c. per M. ft. The timber is situated in the Townships of
McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Monteith, Carling, Christie, Shawanaga, Burpee, McConkey, Mills, Allen,
Secord, Falconbridge and Street. The Canadian Pacific, Canadian Northern and Grand Trunk Railways
run through the limits, which makes some of the parcels offered for sale particularly desirable for small
mill owners.

A circular giving full information, maps, terms and conditions of sale will be furnished upon application to

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited
1315-20 Traders Bank BuUding, TORONTO, CANADA
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TheGolden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

•Manufacturers <>k-

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Offer at LOW FIGURE for QUICK tale :

80,000' 2 x 4 & up 6/16' No. 1 White Pine Mill Cull
20,000' 2 x 4 & up 6/16' No. 2 White Pine Mill Cull

18,000' 1 x 4 & up 6/16' Log Run, Dead Culls out Whi'e Birch

125,000 pes. 1 Yi x 24x32" Mill Run Hemlock Lath

All of above, shipment G. T. R. from Golden Lake, Ontario

Head Office: EGANVILLE, ONT.

The Rideau Lumber Co., Limited
Trafalgar Building, Ottawa, Ont.

We can offer nearly all sizes in Dry Spruce

Our 3" x 7 and up White Pine Mill Culls resaw

nicely.

Factory Strips and Sidings all thicknesses in

White Pine

18" Cedar Shingles

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Correspondence Solicited.
Hochelaga Bank Building QuebeC, QllC

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITH

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath • Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT,
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

Casey«Shaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Sudbury, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Lumber and Lath
Planing Mill Work

SAW MILLS GENERAL OFFICE

Long Lake, Ont. and Blezard, Ont. Sudbury, Ont.

RED DEER*
Hardwood Flooring

is the Mooring that is manufactured ex-

pressly to supply the demand for the best.

It is made by modern machinery, from carefully selected stock, and
every precaution is taken throughout our entire system to inaK>' it

fulfill in every particular the name we have built up for high qualil y

flooring.

We also manufacture Hemlock, Bill Stuff, Spruce and Hardwood Lumber

ff e .specialize in prompt shipments

The Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited

Huntsville, Ont.

Long Lumber Company
Hamilton, Canada

A Bargain for Quick Shipment
50,000 ft. 4/4 x 4 & 5 C. & B. White Pine
80,000 ft. 4/4 x 6 ,,

40,000 ft. 4/4 x 8 ,,

8c. rate to Toronto

1

1

1 1

Order Sample Car
A. Cottons' XXX B. C. Shingles

Always in Transit

The Fernie Lumber
Co., Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch

Rough and Dressed Lumber
Dimension and Bridge Timber

a Specialty

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

FERNIE. B.C.
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Cameron & Co, Limited
Manufacturers

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, TIMBER,
POLES and POSTS
We have for quick shipment

— DRY —
NO. 1 HEMLOCK

In 1 inch and 2 inch

Mill and Yard
OPEONGO, ONT

Head Office
OTTAWA, ONT.

Send your enquiries to our Head Office

The
Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA Limited

EASTERN

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

W ESTEKN

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

Williams Lumber Company
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

For 1 x 4 and up x 6 11 ft dressing shorts.

For 5, 6 and 8 4 x 12 16 dressing strips.

For 5, 6, and 8 4 shipping cull shorts, strips and sidings.

Write us before placing your orders

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

William H. Bromley
Everything in Pine, Spruce or Hemlock, at

Wholesale Car or Cargo. An excellent stock
of Shop and Better i to 2". Also a good
percentage of Mill Run 4-5-6-8 and 10" and
6/4/ and 8/4" Sidings at Midland. All White
Pine

; the product of an excellent lot of logs.

Also at Collingwood, Ontario, 1910 Cut, 1 x
6-8 and 10" - 5/4", 6/4" and 8/4" Sidings. A
nice line of 6/4 and 8/4" Cuts at Pembroke.

Quotations promptly given and enquiries solicited

Pembroke - - Ontario

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited

Everything in Lumber
Rough and Dressed

Wholesale and Retail

Want to Purchase

Dry Ash, Birch, Basswood and Rock Elm

ADDRESS
21 Dorchester Street West, MONTREAL

The New Michel Sawmill Co., Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS OP

Fir and Tamarac Lumber,
Timbers, Piling, Etc.

Saw Mill and Planing at New Michel, B. C.

Send in your orders for Sawn Lumber', Sash, Doors and Factory
Material to

New Michel, B. C.

or to

THE RIVERSIDE LUMBER CO., Ltd., Calgary, Alta.

Edward Hines Lumber Co.
(Branch Office)

Owen Sound, Ont.

- All grades of =

WHITE PINE
and

Norway Dimension Bill Stuffs

WHITE and RED PINE LATH

ESTABLISHED 1855

THE McGIBBON LUMBER CO.
OF PENETANGUISHENE

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Etc.

Hemlock Billstuff a Specialty of which we have
the Best Assortment on Georgian Bay.

Don't wait to write. Phone us your requirements.

All stock sized or matched if required.

Our Yards are Unequalled for Drying Lumber
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John Mi Kkkoow, W. K. Grafftey,
I 'resident MiuiiifdnK-I'ireetor

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office : Montreal Office:

4<i Elgin St. 759 Notre Dame St.,W

WHOLESALE DEALERS

SPRUCE
13 Foot and 16 Foot

Lath and
White Cedar Shingles

CHRISTY-MOIR CO.
149 Broadway, New York City

Thh

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Stuff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

McLennan Timber

Lands and Lumber Co.
Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

RAILS
F
°N

Tramw
!
B?*' hidings, Etc.

few and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

Hardwood Flooring
End Matched, Bored,
Polished and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Life Bid?., Toronto
EADIE DOUGLAS CO.

14 University St. Montreal
C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
11a Manning Chambers, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest You

Rush Orders for

Pine Doors
No. 3 Pine Doors are now our specialty.

Our recently doubled plant enables us to

handle all kinds of rush orders to perfection.

We supply first-class, thoroughly well made
No. 3 Pine Doors and guarantee them.

We handle this line ourselves from the
forest to the dealers—from the logs which we
cut in our own sawmills to the final shipment
from our own factory to the dealer.

We can therefore quote you the lowest
prices and give prompt shipments.

Let us quote you your next order for
No. 3 Doors.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Maritime Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office :

Saint John, N. B.

Branch Office :

180 St. James St. Montreal, P. Q

OFFER
For Rail or Water Shipment:

1,500,000-ft. Merchantable

Spruce Side Boards 1 x 4

and up.

For Rail Shipment

:

600,000-ft. 3x7 and up 1 st.,

2nd. and 3rd. White Pine.

The Harris Tie

& Timber Co.,

198 Sparks St., Ottawa, Ont.

Cedar Poles and Posts,

Piles and Bridge Timber

Track and Switch Ties

have 500 M ft. 8-4

Common and Better
and 250 M ft. 5-4 Common
and Better White Pine
that we want to move
(j nick at bargain prices.

Write us

Bruce Mines Saw Mill Co.
Limited

Bruce Mines, Ont.

VITB Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds
* " of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States : Spruce,
White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

^UGER & SON
QUEBEC

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway YeUow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.
Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.

Interior Trim Mill Work.
NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia, Ont.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED
Toronto

Sarnia

Buffalo
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Imperial Timber

& Trading Co.
LIMITED

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Branch Office:

15 Cadogan Block,

CALGARY, ALTA.

Every Description of

DOUGLAS FIR,

RED CEDAR, SPRUCE
HEMLOCK, LARCH and
PINE LUMBER and
RED CEDAR SHINGLES

Heavy Construction
Timbers a Specialty

Lengths up to 110 ft.

Try a car of our Extra Quality

\X\ RED ( KDARSHINCil.l s

Kail and Water Shipments.

FOR SALE

Piles and Poles

All sizes, all lengths

Apply to

PAPINEAUVILLE LUMBER CO
Limited

Papineauville, P.Q.

The

North Channel Lumber Co.
Limited

Successors to

SAGINAW LUMBER & SALT CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine Lumber
Saginaw, Mich. U.S.A.

Mills at Thessalon Ont.

"Well Bought is Half Sold"

STOCK OFFER;

5 cars 1 x 4 Sel. M. Run White Pine $24.00

Speciall) sorted for high grade

ceiling and wainscotting.

4 cars 2 x 6 Com. and Dsg. White Pine $24.00

Best end suitable for tank stock.

F.O.B. BYNG INLET

31,000 ft. 4 4" No. 1 Com. and Btr. Birch $25.00

5,000 " 5 4 1st and 2nd " 35.00

18,000 " 6 4 " " " 35.00

2,500 " 10 4 " " " 40.00

Bright, beautiful and wide boards;

cut early spring 191 i.

F.O.B. DEER LAKE

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

730 Traders Bank Building, Toronto.Ont.

Mills: Byng Inlet Ont.

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves Hoops
Headings

JAMES WEBSTER & BRO., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office

:

Dashwood House 9 Broad St., E.C.

News Chambers, 57 Hope St., Glasgow

f|ant& Kemp
5a St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

Louis Bamberger
Importer of

Pine, Spruce, and all Canadian

Wood Goods

2 Broad Street Buildings,

London, E.C.

Telegraphic Address " Bellywood, London.
'

Open to Contract for

Glued-up Basswood Keyboards

F
ARNW0RTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth Liverpool

England

We Specialize in

Saw Mill Repair Work
and castings of all descriptions
and machinery built to order.

Second hand machinery little used :

1 Northey gear drive pump
7" x 12'

1 Northey 6 H. P. Stationary
Gasoline Engine

1 Autmobile 20 H. P. 2 cylinder
Suitable for truck

Maass Bros.,
Irving Ave., Ottawa, Ont.

Advertise
in the

Wanted and for Sale

Department

Maple Leaf
Stitched Cotton Duck

Belting
[Dominion Belting Co. Ltd.

I Hamilton! Canada
|
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Mason,Gordon&Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street, Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
-Car and Cargo lots only-

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak

Write, Wire or 'Phone for Prices Western Office :
— Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B. C.

Donald Fraser

& Sons, Limited
GABANO, QUEBEC

MANUFACTURERS OF

Long Lumber
Rough and Finished

Shingles, Clapboard,
etc.

Wm. Milne & Son, Ltd.
Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at North Bay, Sellwood Jet. and Spanish, Ont.

Head Office : North Bay, Ont.

North Bay Mill

White Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and
Birch Lumber, dressed flooring,

siding etc. Lath and Cedar Shingles.

Sellwood Jet. Mill

White and Norway Pine. Lumber
and Lath.

Spanish Mill

White and Norway Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock, Lumber and Lath.

Vessel shipment only.

The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Ltd.
(With Mills at Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B.C. Harrison River, B.C. Kenora, Ont. Rainy River, Ont. and Banning, Ont.)

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shooks and Packing Cases. White and Red Pine Lumber, Maple
Mooring, Hardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tamarac, Piling, etc.

Address
IIkad Officio The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited - Winnipeg, Man.

I). C. CAMERON, President and General Manager.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
We have removed our Toronto office
from 34 Victoria Street to Rooms 4, 5,

and 6 at 15 Toronto Street.

NEW TELEPHONE ADELAIDE 1783

The Fesserton Timber Co,, Limited
Toronto, Ontario

Mills at FESSERTON, ONT.

JOHN DONOGH & CO.
Wholesale Dealers

OFFER— WHITE PINE
\V* No. 1 Mill Cull, . . . 150,000 feet.

i}4 No. 2 " " 100,000 feet.

2x12 Common and better 100,000 feet,

and 2 in. good Strips and Sidings.

1205 TRADERS BANK BUILDING, TORONTO

The Harwood Lumber Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

YELLOW PINE
Rough Timbers, Long Joists, Boards

both Long and Short Leaf
BE SURE TO GET OUR PRICES

Send Inquiries to us CLEVELAND, OHIO
OR

The Harwood Lumber Company Toronto, Ontario
Toronto phone Main 408

ROBERT BURY & CO.
Wholesale Hardwood Dealers

We are open to purchase for cash i" Winter Sawn
Basswood, also stock of Birch. Send along par-

ticulars of what you have.

Dry Hardwoods for prompt shipment. Can offer a

few Cars of i" to 3" Hard Maple, Rock Elm, Soft

Elm, Soft Maple and Beech. Enquiries Solicited.

telephone, Adelaide 1467 79 Spadina Avenue, TORONTO

LEAK & CO., Limited
18 Aberdeen Chambers

TORONTO, ONT.

We are in the market for Hemlock,

Spruce and Hardwoods, also No. 1, 2

3 Lath.

Send us list of anything you have to offer.

Spears & Lauder
Manufacturers of

Hemlock, Pine and Hardwood
Lumber, Lath and Shingles
Orders solicited for Hemlock. Bill Timber up to 30 feet.

For Quick Shipment

3 Cars 1 „ x 4 and 5 No. 1 Hemlock Strips. Can be dressed to order.
5 Cars 1 » No. 2 Hemlock, good widths.

Head Office: 501 Kent Bldg., TORONTO

The

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co.
18 Toronto St., TORONTO, ONT. Limited

We offer for prompt shipment
75,000 ft. 2 x 10, 10/16' No. 1 Spruce
45,000 ft. 3 x 8, 10 & 12" No. 1 Hemlock
700,000 pes. iy2 x 4' No. 2 White Pine Lath
300,000 ft. V/2 x 5 Selected White Pine
145,000 ft. IK x 10 & 12 Selected White Pine

Enquiries Solicited

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.

WANTED
Mill Stocks of:—

HARDWOODS
PINE
SPRUCE
HEMLOCK

We are now buying for the 1912 trade. Write us describ-
ing Stocks you have, or will have to sell. We pay CASH.

Manning Chambers, TORONTO
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E. H. Heaps & Co., Limited
Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, Finish,etc.

Specialties: AA1 BRAND HIGH GRADE SHINGLES
B. C. R. DOUGLAS FIR. TIMBER

Mills at

Vancouver and R^viskin, B. C.
Head Office: Victoria Drive and Powell St.

VANCOUVER. B.C.

Send along your Orders
FOR-

Doors, Sash, Wood Turning's

Interior Finish

Hardwood Flooring

Pine Flooring

EVERY ONE A GOOD SELLER

Wilson Brothers, Limited
COLLINGWOOD, ONTARIO

Pine Larch
Timbers

Yard Stock

Clears

and

Mouldings

The East Kootenay Lumber Co.

Selects

Shops

Commons
and

Mouldings QU^N

Head Office : JAFFRAY, B.C.
Mills at

: CRANBROOK, B.C., RYAN, B.C., JAFFRAY, B.C.

Limited

We Have the Goods
You need no stronger in-

surance for future business
than a stock of our

Hemlock, Pine

and Hardwood

Our lumber is of a qual-
ity that sells well on sheer
merit.

We are the only firm to

dress and size all our hem-
lock lumber.

Remember this is a help
—freight is a big item.

We specialise in car lots—
Write us your requirements

Hocken Lumber

Co., Limited
Otter Lake Station, Ont.

D. S. PATE LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Yellow Pine
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Long Leaf Timbers and Implement Stock.

Short Leaf Finish.

Fisher Bldg. Chicago, 111.
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Lumber of Uniform Quality
Standard uniform quality is the

Keystone of our success. If you
are not acquainted with the superior

merits of our lumber let us send you
a sample car of

PINE, HEMLOCK
SPRUCE or

HARDWOOD
We have also a splendidly

equipped planing- mill and dress
lumber to order.

LONG TIMBERS
A Specialty.

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited
FASSETT, QUEBEC

Fast Feed
Cutter Heads!

To match Flooring at the rate ot 150 to 170 lineal

feet per minute steadily all through the day, and do good
work, requires Cutter Heads built especially for the
purpose. They must be of undoubted stength to with-
stand working strains and the power of centrifugal force.

They must be so designed in the bit seats and Bits that
the work is easy for the Heads, else their usefulness is of
short duration.

Only in the Shimer Limited Cutter Heads are these
qualifications to be found. They are built from our own The "Shimer Limited" with Expansion, price $72.46 per set, complete
special brand of Steel Forgings and are patterned after
designs that experience has taught us are best for tools of this kind. Consequently, like all other Shimer Cutter
Heads, they will be found just as efficient after years of hard service as when new.

They are perfectly centered on the spindles by means of a chucking device which grips firmly thereto when drawn
up, removing the objectionable set screw as a means of fastening and insuring that all the cutters are doino- their
share of the work.

&

We recommend these Heads as safe and efficient tools for matching flooring, etc., at high speeds. If you have
a machine that will swing them and feed 150 feet or more per minute, you should increase your output by using them.

We are prepared to execute promptly all orders sent us, but would request that specifications be sent us as far in
advance as possible. Mail them today.

Fig. 627 Fig. 628

Miiton, Pa. Samuel J. Shimer & Sons Gait, ont
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JR QUICK SHIPMENT
we offer the following stocks

A few cars left of

:

5/4 x 6/8/10 No. 1 and 2, Barn

6/4 x 6/8/10 No. 1 and 2, Barn

200M 1", \y2 " and 2" x 12— 12/16 Spruce

100M 3 x 10— 10/16 Spruce
1" x 4", 5" and 6" No. 1 and 2, Barn
1^" x 4", 6", 8" x 10" No. 2, Barn and Better

From Small Logs

,
1 6' Spruce, rough or dressed\ and 2 x 4,— 10/

2x5,
2x6,
2x7,
2 x 8,

2 x 10,

2x12
A choice lot of 1" Ash and winter sawn 1" Bass-

wood ; also Birch Flooring in all grades and
thicknesses.

We can supply you all your wants in Pine.

DRESSED LUMBER OUR SPECIALTY
Write, wire or 'phone us for prices before placing your orders.

W. C. Edwards & Co., Limited
Ottawa, Ont.

Mills at Ottawa and Rockland Planing Mills and Factories at Ottawa

"EVERYTHING IN LUMBER"

Why not make 1912 the most profitable saw year in your history ?

ATKINS STERLING BAND SAWS
Made in Canada

THESE Saws are celebrated on account of their exceed-

ingly tough temper and generally scientific construc-

tion. They will stand up to their work longer under the

most trying conditions. You will find fewer cracks in

ATKINS BAND SAWS than any other and they will

hold their teeth and points remarkably. Why not place a

trial order and make us prove these statements.

Write to-day

E. C. ATKINS & CO., ste™ °saws HAMILTON, ONT.
Vancouver Branch, No. 109 Powell Street, U. S. Factory, Indianapolis, Ind.
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Pine Doors of All Kinds
KEPT IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

The above is a partial line of Doors carried in stock in all the standard sizes for quick shipments.
We are the largest manufacturers of Doors in Canada and operate our own sawmill and timber limits.

We can save you Time and Money. Write us.

JAMES DAVIDSON, - OTTAWA, Ontario

TO ENGINEERS
q Have you a copy of the 1912 edition GARLOCK catalogue show-

ing Packings for every purpose?

q If not, send in your address at once and you will receive a cata-
logue by return mail, unique in design and detail : a real live
text-book in itself.

q It's free for the asking.

q Our prices in Mill Supplies in general will interest you.

q Permit us to quote on your requirements.

The Garlock Packing Company
Head Office and Factory, HAMILTON, Ont.

Branches: MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
Pioneers in the Packing Business
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Place Your Dimension Orders Early
White and Red Pine, Spruce, etc., Bills, any Size, any Length

ROUGH OR DRESSED

East Entrance, No. 2 Yard

We still have a few cars each

dry ixi2, 1^x12 and 2x12

x 1 2/1 6 for sale.

Fast Feed Planing Mill in

Connection

The Colonial Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ont.

You cannot Grow without Spending Money
In doing this however you must be wise enough to know how to make the best investment.

Do you think the fellow that manufactures a varied line of tools can serve you better than one who makes a study of one type
of machine. The Planers of Woods" are built on the latter policy—SPECIALIZATION

We have a machine for any size planing mill. Our No. 400 series are built and designed to fulfil the highest demands of any
mill. With our Automatic Feeding Table attached to one of these any feeder regardless of experience is able to get the max-imum production in quantity and quality of output. This equipment will produce a beautiful grade of finish at ratas ranging- from
200 to 300 lineal feet per minute.

(Front View) Woods' No. 403 High Speed Planer and Matcher with Patent One Side Drive

S A Woods Machine Go Boston USA
SEATTLE CHICAGO NORFOLK NEW ORLEANS SAN FRANCISCO (Eby Mchy Co.)
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Phone Main 6386 Mills: Knoxville, Tenn.
Walland, Tenn.
Franklin, Va.

The Atlantic Lumber Co.
Incorporated

Head Office: BOSTON, MASS.

Manufacturers Southern Hardwood Lumber
Canadian Branch

211 Kent Building-, 156 Yongc Street, Toronto
Robert Vestal, Manager

ANYTHING IN OAK LUMBER

We Want to Move the Following in Hardwood

:

1,000,000 ft. 1 in. Unselected Wisconsin Birch
400,000 " l}in.

350,000 " lk in.

50.000 " 2 in.

75.000 " 2k in.

W.OOO " 3 in.

200.000 " 1 in. No. 2 & Btr Hard Maple
65,000 " 2 in.

'

40,000 " U in. No. 1 & Btr "

100,000 " 2 in. No. 2 & Btr Rock Elm
175,000 " H in.

'

We ran also f Mill i-h Northern and Southern Hardwoods. Can we quote you on same;

BRADLEY TIMBER & RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.
Second Floor Palladio Bldg., DULUTH, MINN.

Mowbray & Robinson
Main Office: CINCINNATI, Ohio

Band Sawmills at: WEST IRVINE and QUICKSAND, Ky.

SPECIALTIES

Plain and Quartered

Uak, roplar and Ash

Our lumber is all bandsawed, soft and even

colored. Oak Quarter Sawed for figure

Sawmill Capacity 125,000 ft. per Day

QUICK SHIPMENTS GUARANTEED

HARDWOOD
LUMBR

Cypress

Oak
Gum
Ash

Cottonwood
Elm

Send for Complete Stock List and Delivered Prices

The Hyde Lumber Co.
Manufacturers and Exporters

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

Yellow Poplar
All Grades Quick Shipments

COAL GROVE, Ohio, U.S.A.

MANUFACTURERS WATER

SEASONED, BAND SAWED

POPLAR LUMBER

Lumber Co.
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

LELAND G. BANNING
Manufacturer of

SOFT OAK
/"WILMINGTON, O

Mills: 1 FRANKFORT, KY
[SALISBURY, N.C. Cincinnati, O.

Canadian Representative, A. E. KL1PPERT, 11 Laxton Ave., TORONTO

Manufacturers of Foreign and Domestic Hardwood Lumber

and Veneers.

Ohio Veneer Company
Importers of

MAHOGANY AND FOREIGN WOODS

Office and Mills: 2624 to 2634 Colerain Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

THE SOUTHERN LUMBER and

BOOM GO.
SALES OFFICE, CINCINNATI

OFFER FOR QUICK SHIPMENT
5 Cars 4/4 Is and 2s Chesnut. 10 Cars 4/4 Is and 2s Plain White Oak.

8 Cars 4/4 Is and 2s Plain Red Oak.

Send Us a List of Your Needs

R. A. Wells Lumber Co.
Wholesalers and Exporters of

Hardwood Lumber
of All Kinds

Special attention to Canadian trade. Prompt Shipments
Our speciality is 1" to 2' Gumwood, 1» to 2" Oak, both
plain and quartered stock, 1" to 2" Ash and 1" Cottonwood.

WRITE US BEFORE BUYING

230 S. LA SALLE STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

Lower Michigan Hardwoods

Rock Maple, Beech, Birch, Basswood and Ash, White
Rock Maple Flooring and Hardwood Dimension

We have four large mills, sawing the year round on Virgin Hardwood
Timber. We can furnish you any standard grade cr thickness. We
own our own fleet of boats and can make water shipments. Send us
a list of your wants. We can serve you best.

W. H. White Company fc,S.hrberCo

* *T Mill* at R/,vn a f'ilv ft

ffalo, N.Y.
Mills at Boyne City, Michigan

Dllhlmeier Brothers Manofac,urers Hardwood Lumber
VI If T C r

Kentucl{y.
I»i i 1_/ \_/^ J

y
Tennessee,

Main Office f
an
Y
d
ard s { CINCINNATI, OHIOMississippi.

We now have in stock dry and ready for prompt shipment 500,000 ft. of i-in., i^-in., 1 1/2 and 2-in.
plain Red Oak, nice soft texture, good widths, good lengths. Also a nice stock of Red and Sap Gum,
Plain and Quartered Cut Oak. Let us quote you delivered prices.

OUR LUMBER IS MANUFACTURED RIGHT AND GRADED RIGHT. WE CAN SHIP QUICK.

Eastern Representative JfaiTlCS H. Walsh, 9^ W. Mohawk St., Buffalo, N. Y.
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business 1

Long-Knight Lumber Co.

Manufacturers Indiana and Southern

Hardwoods
OAK, ASH, CYPRESS Our Specialties

Address all inquiries to the Main Office at

—

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

Theo. Fathauer W. M. Hopkins

Theo. Fathauer Co.
WHLESALE HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Plain and Quartered Figured and Plain

White Oak. Red Gum

Southern Yard - Helena, Ark.
Address correspondence to

1428 Cherry Ave., Chicago

YARDS: OKI. KAN'S, INI).: FORT WAYNE, INI).; I'AMI.I. INI>.

S. P. Coppock & Sons' Lumber Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Hardwood
Lumber

mflisna (liiartprpn flair1 1 lUlallct v/Ual LCI CU v7 ci rv

Ash, Basswood, Poplar

Main Office - FORT WAYNE, IND.

OUR SPECIALTY:

Anything in HICKORY LUMBER
Canadian Representative, MR. S. D. SMITH

W. M. Ritter Lumber Co.
Manufacturers - Columbus, Ohio

Let us quote you on your requirements in
any of the following West Virginia stock :

Soft Yellow Poplar, Plain and Quarter Sawed
Red and White Oak, Chestnut and Basswood

All Grades and Thicknesses in Stock Dry.

We especially want to move during next thirty days and will make
attractive prices on

—

1 Car 5/8 x 18 to 23-in. Poplar Panel and No. 1.

1 Car 5/8 x 24 to 27-in. " " " "

1 Car 5/8 x 28-in.andup " " " "

2 Cars 4/4 x 24-in. "

3 Cars 4/4 x 7-in. and up, Selected No. 1 Common Poplar
2 Cars 4 4 x 7-in. and up, Regular " "

2 Cars 4/4 Quarter Saw ed Poplar 1st and 2nds.
2 Cars 4/4 " " " No. 1 Common.
2 Cars 4/4 " " " No. 2 Common.
3 Cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Basswood, 7-in. and up, 10 and 12 ft.

4 Cars 5/4 " " " Reg. Widths & Lengths
3 Cars 4/4 x 6-in. and up, 1st and 2nd Sound Wormy Chestnut
2 Cars 4/4 Quarter Sawed Sound Wormy Chestnut
3 Cars 4/4 Sound Wormy Chestnut Veneer Strips, 3 to 6-in.

Our stock is all band sawed and we ship the product of our mills only.

Northern Office, 919 Fisher Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Ontario Representative, Arthur C. Gosden, 266 Huron St., Toronto,
PHONE COLLEGE 907

W. 0. King & Co.
HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Michigan Hard Maple,
Birch and Basswood

2452 S. Loomis St., CHICAGO, ILL.

DRY BEECH
We want to move 200,000 feet 5/4—No.
1 and better dry Beech. A Snap at

the Price.

Also quick deliveries on NORTHERN
HARDWOODS, YELLOW PINE,
OAK DIMENSION, FIR, HICK-
ORY, OAK, GAR STOCK and PIL-
ING.

Estabrook Skeele Lumber Co.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.
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USE ONLY THE DEFIANCE WOODWORKING MACHINES

THE IMPRINT OF SATISFACTION
There is hut ONE DEFIANCE line of high
even the hunt imitators. No plant using- DEI
the product emanating from their use
iB of the very highest grade.

Get in line. Our catalog and prices
are yours for the asking.

The Defiance Machine Works
26 Perry St., Defiance, O hio, U.S.A.

rade machines and they are not reproduced by
ANCE tools has met with failure, simply because

Canadian Agents: 'I'lic A. K. Williams Machinery
Co., Toronto, Agents for Ontario. Williams ft Wil-
son, Ltd.. Montreal, Quo. A.K. Williams Machin-
ery Co., Ltd., St. John, N R (New Brunswick.
P.E.I.) Guilford & Sons, Halifax, N. 8. The Angel
Engineering & Supply Co.. St. John's, Newfound-
land. W. h. Hlake & Co., Portland. Me. (Maine.
New Hampshire, and Vermont.*

<gw

—

12" FELLOE, HOUND and BOW BENDER HOOP and BASKET STRIP CUTTER 7s" TURNING LATHE VARIETY TURNING and BORING LATHE

Have You

Crooked Logs?
Watch them on the carriage. See how much goes into

slabs, how little into lumber.

Change the process. Slab them at right angles to the

bend — thin uniform slabs.

Throw them to the gang, flat

side down, the bend horizon-

tal. Guide them through the

gang saws parallel to the

grain and get all the boards

there are in the log. The

bent boards straighten out in

the kiln and pile and are as

good as any.

Thus a little brains, a little

patience and a little waste

timber are

COINED
INTO MONEY

WICKES BROS., Saginaw, Mich.
Seattle Office, 410 White Bldg.

YANKEE PATENT REMOVABLE
SPLIT -RIM SPROCKET

The

« 4 &

SOMETHING NEW IN SPROCKETS
The removable rim does away with removing Sprocket

from Shaft. To renew, unbolt two halves of old rim, and
replace with two new halves. You only buy the Rim, at
one-third cost of new Wheel. Done in one-fifth the time
compared with Standard Sprocket.

A. M. ELLICOTT CO., Montreal

Diamond Shanty Steel Range—Six Holes. Length of fire box for wood 28 in.
Size of oven 21 x 27 x 16 in. Flush reservoir as cut or high reservoir.
Made of extra heavy steel closely riveted. Malleable oven door frame.

For the Camp
Camp Cooking and Baking

with our Diamond Shanty is an
absolute certainty, no guess
work, meals always on time.

When you buy these goods
you get our 30 years manufact-
uring experience.

A handsome Illustrated Catalogue U
yours for the Asking

Butterworth Foundry, Limited
Ottawa,

Canada.
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How This Rubber Belting

Cuts Production Cost
Don't let slipping belts waste power—drain away profits. Plug up the

leaks—save time, money, power, by investigating—installing Goodyear
Rubber Belting.

Goodyear Rubber Belting stands for saved energy—economy. Built up
ot plies of rubberized fabric, cured and vulcanized into the solid piece. Neither
slips nor stretches. Has the cohesiveness of rubber with the enduring
strength of a specially woven cotton duck fabric from which all stretch has
been taken out. It is steam, water, weather and rot proof.

The same high grade materials, the same skillful workmanship and the
same years of experience that have built such famous service into the pro-
ducts of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., U.S.A., is doing the same for

Goodyear Rubber Belting and our many other rubber products.

(jOODJ^VEAR Rubber Belting

High Efficiency Belting
Every size for every purpose— i inch to 60 inches wide— 2 plies

to 8 plies thick.

Goodyear Quality Belting
The highest grade made. Heaviest duck, best rubber, seamless,

tough, duraHle. The swing m lin-drive belt for Paper, Pulp and
Lumber Mills—for all mills where the horse-power transmitted is

large and the demand tor tensile strength is great.

Black Diamond Belting
Lighter in weight, lower in price than above, but same in quality.

Great quantities sold to Sawmill trade. Hundreds of mill owners
say it gives better service than any other belt ever used.

Red Cross Belting
The ideal belt for Thresher, Small Sawmill and Flour Mill use-

Built to meet competition, yet is far superior to all other third-

grade belts because made of tougher rubber, heavier fabric (which

means batter friction) and better wearing service and cover.

Stitched Rubber Belting
We make this belting in Quality, Black Diamond and Red Cross

weights for those preferring this type of belting.

Elevator Belts
We make a specialty of Elevator Belts. Our Leg and Lofter

Belts used in hundreds of elevators. Give superior service because
of greater strength. Buckets never pull out. Plies never separate.

Long efficient service guaranteed.

Conveyor Belts
For conveying crushed stone, grain,-coal, ore, etc. Made in all

thicknesses of face to suit requirements. Great toughness of rubber
face prevents cutting and chipping; insures longest service.

IMPERIAL HIGH-SPEED FRICTION SURFACE BELT

Specially designed for planer, dynamo, generator or fan work where pulleys are small and high-
speeded. If we haven't what you want in stock, we'll make it—and remember

Goodyear Rubber Belts quickly earn their cost in pains and power saved—yet they cost less than the common kind.
Let our expert solve your problem. Send requirement* or write for catalog to-night.

Our sales of the last four months 50% greater than those of last year. Defective goods returned only $23.93.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Canada, Ltd.
General Offices—Toronto Factory—Bowmanville, Ont.

Write Our Nearest Branch

BRANCHES : Montreal—Winnipeg—St. John, N. B.—Vancouver—Calgary

(19)
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The making of a Knife depends principally on getting it

hard and tough enough to stand the severe usage that

it is subjected to in machine use, and, at the same time

leaving the Knife at such a temper as will permit the user

to grind it and keep it in shape when needed. We feel

that this temper is reach-d perhaps a little more closely

in Simonds Knives than in others on the market. We
also believe that for holding a cutting edge the Simonds
Knife leads others.

Simonds Canada Saw Co. Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C. MONTREAL, QUE. ST. JOHN, N. B.

J. F. EBY
President CAMP SUPPLIES HUGH BLAIN

Vice-President

If you are looking for QUALITY in your Camp Supplies,

you should specify :

"ANCHOR " brand
BAKING POWDER
JELLY POWDERS
EXTRACTS, SPICES
COFFEE — TEA

(In sealed air tight packages)

Sweetened MILK Unsweetened

CANNED-
SALMON, FRUITS
and VEGETABLES

The

Quality

Is

Guaranteed

The

Best

It

Is

Possible

To

Produce

WE CARRY A FULL RANGE OF CAMP SUPPLIES

Wholesale Grocers EBY-BLAIN, LIMITED ^= nj Manufacturers

TORONTO
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of, and reaches regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and
allied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely
information on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discussion
by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-
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A Menace to Lake Navigation
A matter of the greatest importance to the Lumbermen of ( )n-

tario and Quebec and to everyone in Eastern Canada and the l'nited

States bordering upon the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River

whose welfare depends in any measure upon the preservation of the

facilities for navigation upon the Great Lakes, is the application which

has recently been made by the Board of Trustees of the Chicago San-

itary District for a permit to increase the diversion of water from

Lake Michigan to the waters of the Mississippi River.

The lumber manufacturers of the Georgian Bay District depend
upon lake navigation very largely for the movement of their product

to the markets. A number of companies depend absolutely upon
this source of transportation. The export trade in lumber from

Montreal to the markets of Great Britain is also vitally interested

in this question.

Brieuy. the situation is as follows, the Trustees of the Chicago
Sanitary District have applied for permission to increase the diver-

sion of water from the 4,167 cubic feet per second authorized by
the permit of June 30th, 1910, to 10,000 cubic feet per second. On
March 27th, 1912, at a hearing at Washington before the L'nited

States Secretary of Wr
ar, protests were made on behalf of the Gov-

ernment of Canada, the Commission of Conservation, the Dominion
Marine Association, the Toronto Harbor Commissioners, the Mont-
real Board of Trade, the Montreal Harbor Commissioners and others.

Seven days were allowed for the Trustees of the Sanitary District

to file their brief, the Government of Canada to be allowed later to

file a counter-brief.

The position now amounts to this, that the question is being-

considered by the United States Secretary of War, and that if the

permission is granted the waters of the Great Lakes will be lowered
and vessels plying upon them, as well as vessels calling at Montreal
for transatlantic freight will be obliged to reduce their carrying

capacity in proportion. Major Keller. L'nited States Engineers, in

a report upon the question, states that each inch of draught for the

modern lake freighter is the equivalent of from 80 to 100 tons of

profitable cargo. During 1911, when the low water cycle prevailed,

it is estimated that each modern lake freighter lost from 320 to 400

tons of profitable cargo on each trip. Respecting the loss upon the

St. Lawrence at and below Montreal, Mr. Andrew Allan, Allan

Steamship Company, states that in October and November, 1911,

the "Virginian" and the "Victorian," owing to low water, carried in

six voyages only 8,340 tons, as compared with their capacity of 15,-

599 tons at ordinary full draught. At least 1,650 tons was loss due

to the Chicago diversion. Mr. Allan also states that if their cargo

carrying capacity is to be still further reduced it will mean that

vessels of over 10,000 tons will not ascend the river to Montreal.

In the face of these figures the advocates of the Chicago Sanitary

District are asking permission to bring about this condition of affairs

in order that they may be able to continue a system of sewage treat-

ment by dilution which is declared by eminent authorities to be im-

practicable. The claim is made that the sewage of Chicago cannot

be treated by filtration—that filtration in fact has been tried and

found wanting. The great city of London, with a population of seven

and a third millions, as against Chicago's 2,185,000, filters its water

supply and treats its sewage with success. Chicago has permitted

her great manufacturing industries to pollute her water supply and

rather than adopt modern methods of preventing this, seeks to im-

pose upon the navigation interests of the Great Lakes, a loss which
would be irreparable. The case is eminently one which calls for

more scientific treatment of its sewage by the city of Chicago and
the interest of the people bordering upon the Great Lakes should

m it for one moment be jeopardized in order that Chicago may con-

tinue to treat its sewage in an inadequate manner. There is in addi-

tion, the whole question of water power to be considered. The loss

to the industries depending upon Niagara and other water powers

along the Great Lakes would be considerable, if any reduction were
made in the amount of water which passes by way of the St. Law-
rence to the sea.

To appreciate the situation in its concrete effect one needs only
to consider the estimate of Major Keller in his report to the United

States Senate. "The earning capacity of each freighter," he says,

'will be reduced to the extent of $75 to $100 per trip. During the

average season the loss for each vessel would total $2,500 to $3,000."

So convincing are the arguments against the proposal that it is likely

to die a natural death, but the very fact of its having been made and
t several undertakings having already been carried out by the city

of Chicago which depend upon the increased allowance for their

usefulness, make the situation one of the gravest importance to all

the people of Canada and of the United States who live along the

shores of the ( Ireat Lakes and the St. Lawrence River.

Canada's Exports for Twelve Months
Statistics which have been issued by the Department of Trade

and Commerce at Ottawra show that Canada's foreign trade for the

twelve months ending with February, 1912, amounted in value to

$847,372,738. The totals for the three previous years were as follows :

1911. $753,940,560; 1910, $663,749,258; 1909, $555,099,991. The 1912

aggregate was made up of imports to the value of $537,282,263 and

exports to the value of $310,090,475.

The largest total of exports during 1912 for any one class of pro-

duct was that of agricultural products which amounted to $103,129,-

619 in value. Next in the list came animal products, which was ex-

ported to the value of about $48,994,520. Products of the forest came
third, being exported to the value of $41,339,637. Products of the

mine came fourth, being exported to the value of $40,346,613. Fifth

in the list came manufactures, which were exported to the value of

$35,386,441. Products of the fisheries were exported to the value of

$16,301,170.

Imports of dutiable sawed boards, planks, and deals into Can-

ada during the month of February, 1912, from the United States,

amounted in value to $40,368. During the eleven months ending-

February, 1912, the imports under this heading from the United
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States were valued at $591,498. During the twelve months end-
ing March, 1911, the total value of imports under this heading was
only $315,621, so that the imports for the eleven months of 1912
show an increase of $275,877 as compared with the total receipts of
the whole fiscal year previous.

Imports of planks, boards and other lumber dressed on one side-
only, free of duty, into Canada from the United States during the
month of February, 1912, were valued at $217,900. The imports under
this heading for the eleven months ending February, 1912 were
valued at $4,550,491. During the whole of the fiscal 'year ending
March, 1911, the imports under this heading were valued at $3,500,-
066. During the whole of the fiscal year ending March, 191o' the
value was $1,852,542. As compared with the whole of the fiscal year
1911, therefore, the imports for the eleven months ending February,
1912, showed an increase of $1,050,425, and as compared with the
whole of the fiscal year of 1910, the imports for the eleven months
ending February, 1912, showed an increase of $2,697,949. The in-
crease during the eleven months, therefore, as compared with the
twelve months of the fiscal year of 1910 is nearly 150 per cent. As
compared with the whole of the fiscal year of 1911 the increase for
the eleven months ending February, 1912, is exactly 30 per cent.

Exports of pine deals during the eleven months ending Febru-
ary, 1912, amounted in value to $1,345,136, all of which,' with the
exception of $11,583. was from Canadian forests. The exports of pine

deals to Great Britain for the eleven months were valued at $1 278-
415, and to the United States at $16,953. Exports of pine deal's fo'r
the whole of the fiscal year of 1911 amounted in value to $1,564,518.
Exports of spruce deals for the twelve months ending February 1912
were valued at $5,615,531, of which the exports to Great Britain
were valued at $4,987,480, and those to the United States at $423 737
During the whole of the fiscal year 1911 the value of spruce deals
exported was $6,939,010.

Exports of planks and boards for the eleven months ending
hebruary, 1912, were valued at $18,388,655, of which the exports to
the United States made up $12,977,468; those to the Argentina $2

-

145,041, and those to Great Britain $1,902,871. During the whole of
the fiscal year ending March, 1911, the exports of planks and boards
were valued at $21,535,086.

Exports of pulp wood to the United States during the eleven
months ending February, 1912, were valued at $5,372,376. During
the whole of the fiscal year ending March,.1911, the exports of pulp
wood were valued at $6,092,715.

Exports of wood pulp mechanically ground during the eleven
months ending February, 1912, to the United States, were valued at
$2,640,858, as compared with $4,407,431, for the whole of the fiscal
year 1911. Exports of wood pulp chemically prepared during the
eleven months ending February, 1912, were valued at $1,401,776, as
compared with $1,308,101, for the whole of the fiscal year 1911

Effect of Freight Increases on Transatlantic Trade
The effect of the increased shipping rates on the lumber mar-

kets of Great Britain is dealt with in a recent issue of the United
States Daily Consular and Trade Reports in the following manner:—

"An authoritative source estimates the tonnage employed in the
timber trade of Liverpool and other Mersey ports (including that
which entered the Manchester Ship Canal from the River Mersey i

during 1911 at 737,000 tons. While this is 43,000 tons in excess of
the figures for 1909, it falls 32,000 tons below the estimated figures
of 1910.

"The advance in the freight rates which went into effect during
the latter part of 1910 continued throughout last year, and another
advance the coming season is not improbable.

"Imports of pitch pine from the United States fell slightly be-
low the totals of 1910, the market showing no interesting develop-
ment until the autumn, when an advance in values was established
due to an advance in the ocean freight rates. This has discouraged
importers from entering into forward engagements at current quota-
tions, and as a consequence consumption has exceeded imports both
in timber and deals, and holders of stocks have benefited thereby.
While stocks of timber are moderate, deals and boards, although not
excessive, are regarded as quite sufficient for present demands. The
present demand in deals and boards is largely confined to the better
grades.

"The imports of American hewn pine amounted to 140,000 cubic
feet and sawn pine 2,646,000 cubic feet, compared with 166,000 and
2,619,000 cubic feet for 1910, respectively. The stock of sawn pine
on hand at the end of 1911 was estimated at 636,000 cubic feet.
Fogs were freely imported from Mobile and other Gulf ports last
year, amounting to 117,000 cubic feet. The stock on hand at the
end of 1911 was small, with good demand at moderate prices. The

imports of oak planks were in excess of last year, and there was a
fair demand throughout the year. There was on hand at the end of
the year 170,000 cubic feet, compared with 337,000 the preceding year.

"The imports of walnut logs from the United States were light,
and stocks were reported small at the end of the year, with a de-
mand for medium to large size logs of prime quality. The receipts
of whitewood logs were smaller than during 1910, being 149,000
cubic feet against 269,000 cubic feet. The stock of hickory logs' on
hand at the end of 1911 was small, with a demand for strictly first-
class wood. The receipts of ash logs were in excess of 1910, with a
demand for good quality logs.

"The total imports of staves from the United States were 3,622
mille, of 1,200 each, against 4,717 mille in 1910. A local autho'rity
stated that the reduced imports last year diminished the stocks con-
siderably, the arrivlas consisting principally of dressed stock for
brewers and palm-oil coopers. Conditions in the wine-pipe trade
were quiet, and exporters should be cautious in shipping 60-inch
pipes.

"The imports of all kinds of African mahogany logs, except Ga-
boon, during last year were 43,243 tons, against 46,623 tons the pre-
ceding year. There was an advance in the prices of both boards and
logs. The market was slow until the last part of the year, when two
large American firms became extensive buyers, and during the last
three months buying became general. The outlook for 1912, accord-
ing to one well informed in the trade, favors shippers, because one or
two of the largest exporters from the West Coast of Africa will re-
strict supplies and do all in their power to keep prices up. The
shipbuilding industry was responsible for a large part of the support
given the trade last vear."

The Panama Canal— Its Effect Upon Western Trade
The probable effect of the building of the Panama Canal are be-

ing discussed extensively among the business men of the Pacific
coast both in the United States and in Canada. The opinion is gen-
erally accepted that when traffic is opened from coast to coast by
way of the canal there will be a great increase in business upon the
Pacific coast. For this reason the discussion has been directed par-
ticularly to the probable charges which will be made for traffic upon
the canal. In this question of rates for the use of the canal is in-
volved the whole matter of the benefit of the canal to those who are

located on the Pacific coast. With all countries sharing alike in the
advantages of the canal on an equal basis and with the shipping
laws of the United States being forbidden by law to use foreign
vessels for carrying trade from one United States port to another,
will be handicapped somewhat in competing with manufacturers in

Canada who are free to use the ships of any country they please.
Foreign vessels are able to accept freight at a much cheaper rate than
the United States vessels because of the cheaper labor which they
can procure to man the vessels and because of the fact that ship-
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building in foreign countries costs consderably less than in the

United States. This restriction upon United States shippers results

in a difference to their detriment of from $2.50 to $3 per M. feet in

the freight charges upon lumber. The duty upon lumber entering

the United States is $1.25 per M. feet and therefore British Columbia
manufacturers will be able to ship lumber to the Atlantic coast ports,

pay the duty, and still undersell the lumber which is produced in

the United States.

Under these circumstances the question arises whether it will

be possible for the government of the United States to refund the

canal charges upon United States vessels so that they will then be
placed at an advantage to offset the cheaper freight rates available

to shippers who use foreign vessels. Upon this point the Hay-
Pauncefote treaty between England and the United States says:

—

"The canal shall be free and open to the vessels of commerce and
of war and of all nations observing these rules, on terms of entire

equality, so that there shall be no discrimination against any such
nation or its citizens or subjects, in respect of the conditions or

charges of traffic or otherwise. Such conditions and charges of

traffic shall be just and equitable."

An eminent legal representative of the United States, writing
to the American Lumberman, gives his opinion as to whether the

government of the United States will be able, under this agree-
ment, to refund the canal charges to the owners of vessels flying the
United States flag. He expresses the opinion, with qualification, that

it will be both possible and proper for the United States to adopt
such a course. It will at the same time be possible for any other
country to do the same thing, i.e., to refund the canal charges upon
vessels belonging to its citizens. Such a course is already followed
in connection with charges on the Suez canal, the regulations in con-
nection with which have been used as a model to a large extent in

connection with the Hay-Pauncefote treaty for the Panama canal.

Spain has already taken steps to provide for the payment, out of her
national treasury, of the Panama tolls in connection with one of the

Spanish lines which will use that canal. President Taft, likewise,

has expressed the opinion that it will be quite within the power of

the United States to follow this course without straining the spirit

of the agreement in any way.

The matter is apparently treated simply as one of national

policy. Canadians, therefore, and all others who will be interested

in this question, may count upon a strong effort being made to free

the vessels of the United States from the burden of the canal charges.

If this is done, British Columbia manufacturers will be in a poor
position to compete in the markets of the Eastern States unless a

similar course is adopted by the government of Canada in connec-
tion with Canadian shipping. Canadian trade will deserve encour-

agement in this manner as much as the trade of any other country.

The question will be vital for Canadian manufacturers, not only of

lumber but of everything else which can be disposed of in the mar-
kets of the United States. It will have to be faced sooner or later

and the present is the best time. Much will depend upon getting

an early start in the markets of the United States as soon as the

canal is opened. If a discrimination in freight costs is allowed to ex-

ist, even for a short time, it will be doubly difficult to promote Can-
adian trade in the United States after the people of the United States

have secured the advantage of an early foothold. It is necessary,

therefore, that the problem should be studied in detail beforehand
and that a policy be prepared for immediate adoption.

To put the matter in a nutshell, so far as the lumber trade is

concerned; Canadians with a duty of $1.25 per M. feet and a dis-

crimination to the amount of the toll exacted upon the canal, will

have their shipping advantages wiped out and will not be able to

dispose of their lumber in the markets of the United States in any
case in which the trip to market involves shipment by way of the
canal. To offset this, Canadian vessels will need the same encour-
agement for their traffic from the Canadian government as is likely

to be given by the United States government to the vessels of their

country.

Editorial Short Leng
A log of wood and a roll of paper are placed in a new match

making machine, and when human hands next touch the material it

is all bound up in packages containing one gross of boxes of matches,
ready for the consumer. During the process the machine cuts the
paper boxes, prints the labels on them, fills each box and packs
them. The machine has been patented by a Norwegian match com-
pany, and is extensively used.

The Mountain Lumbermen's Association held a largely attended
meeting at Cranbrook, B. C, recently, at which they discussed chiefly
the car shortage and the competition of United States lumber. As
a result of the car shortage, members present reported that their

business had been seriously crippled during the last few months.
It was agreed that unless some improvement was brought about by
the railways immediately, the whole matter should be placed before
the board of railway commissioners. In regard to the competition of

United States lumber, members present were loud in their criticism
of the government for permitting this lumber to come into the coun-
try free of duty. Some very plain language was indulged in, and it

was clearly evident that the members intended to leave no stone
unturned in their endeavor to obtain what they consider justice to
their industry.

The fortnightly bulletin of the American Railway Association
stated that on March 22 the net surplus of cars on the railroads of
the United States and Canada stood at 18,708, compared with 3,043
two weeks previous, showing an increase of 15,665, compared with
46,028, while shortage decreased from 42,985 to 33,974 cars. In the
two weeks ended March 27 the surplus of coal cars increased from
9,844 to 12,540, and box car surplus increased from 12,910 to 14,681.
Flat and miscellaneous cars likewise increased. For the first time
since the middle of January the idle car surplus shows an increase,
which is attributed to improved weather conditions. In the New

is for Busy Readers
England states and in the Northwest the increase in car surpluses
was due largely to the greater number of box cars on hand. In the
middle Atlantic States and on the Pacific coast the surplus of coal
cars decreased, but elsewhere more of this class of cars were avail-

able than two weeks before. The middle western roads reported an
increase of box car shortage, but this was a sectional exception.

Lumbermen in Canada, especially in central and western Can-
ada, are awaiting with interest the decision of the Exchequer Court
in the matter of the duty upon dressed lumber imported from the
United States. It is a short time only, since the lumbermen believed
that they had secured their object in this matter and that the gov-
ernment intended to impose the duty upon all lumber which had been
dressed on one side and one edge, whether the edge had been sub-
sequently roughed to obliterate the signs of the planer, or not.
There seems to have been a hitch in the proceedings, however.

For some years the shipowners whose steamers ply to the log-
ging camps of the Pacific coast have had a problem to solve—the
wear and tear on carpets, decks and furnishings by men who come
from the lumber camps with long spikes jutting from the soles of

their heavy boots. The Puget Sound Navigation Company has
worked out a solution. General Manager Frank E. Burns has in-

vented the logger's sandal and the edict will soon go forth that log-
gers, lumber jacks and others wearing calked boots or shoes will

have to don sandals before going on board. The sandals are made
of wood, sufficiently large to cover the calking on the boots of the
biggest lumber jack. In the ticket office at the Colman dock, neatly
stacked beside the tickets to Sound ports, will be enough wooden
sandals to cover the calked boots of several hundred lumber jacks,
and with the tickets they will be passed out to prospective passengers
whose footwear looks menacing to the polished floors, tiling and
velvet carpets aboard the vessels.
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Ontario Sawmills Expect Good Season
Most of the Mills Commencing Operations Early in Present Month— Unsold Stocks Smaller than a Year Ago— Trade Outlook Good

The sawing season in Ontario lias commenced at many of the
important mills and those which have not already opened are pre-
paring to do so in the near future. In practically all cases it seems
probable that by the middle of the present month the mills will be
running. In order to secure a definite idea of the business situation
at the mills, the Canada Lumberman has secured reports from about
thirty-five representative mills. In reply to questions asked by the
Canada Lumberman, sixteen of these mills report that the quantity
of their unsold stocks to-day is about the same as it was a year ago.
Ten mills report that their unsold stocks are less than they were a
year ago, and nine state that they have no unsold stocks at all.

In reply to a question as to the quantity of logs in stock for this
year's sawing as compared with those of a year ago, eleven mills
report that they have the same amount as last year. Seven mills
have less and eight mills have more.

Nineteen of the mills state that they expect to cut all their logs
this year. Only four mills expect to carry any of their logs over for
next year.

Twenty-four of the mills report that they have already started
operations. Three of them expected to commence at once, and two
would not begin until about the end of May.

In reply to a question regarding the outlook for the lumber
trade during the present year, practically all the mills reporting
stated that the prospects were good. Two of the mills find the out-
look the same as it was a year ago, and two are doubtful about the
immediate future. One mill reported that conditions were excellent.

On account of the confidential nature of much of the information
furnished to the Canada Lumberman in these reports it is impos-
sible in some cases to make use of any of the names. Without using
names, however, several quotations will be of interest to our readers,
and they are published herewith.

"The outlook at the present time is for an increased demand
and a proportionate increase in prices."

"Present indications are that the demand in our markets will be
heavy. Prices at the present time are not satisfactory."

"Present indications show a decided improvement in the hem-
lock market both for demand and price."

"The market indications for spring are the best we have seen.
The stock at the mills is quite low, and the stock of hemlock logs
is only about 60 per cent, of what it was in 1911. The demand is

very strong and prices are firm at an advance of $1 to $2 per M. feet
on inch and two inch stock. Bill timber is also very firm. Pros-
pects for the coming season look very bright along this line and on
the whole. Llemlock manufacturers should do well, provided labor
or unforseen troubles do not materially affect the markets."

"Prospects at the present time are that there will be a substan-
tial improvement in both demand and price for red pine, hemlock
and lath, also for red pine culls. We are figuring on better condi-
tions also for box and better white pine."

"Prices are a little better this year."
"While we are not in a position to know very much about the

present market, we think indications for future trade are only fair."
"The demand is good and prices are better than last vear but

still too low."
"The outlook never was better. We are unable to fill orders

promptly. It is a question with us to get the raw material to the
mill. Prices are firm and we are looking for an advance particularly
in low grade lumber. Business never was better than it is to-day,
and it is not a question of selling lumber but it is a question of get-
ting lumber to sell."

"From present indications we expect a good demand with an
advance in prices."

Trade Reports From Ontario Mills

The Moulthrop Lumber Company, John Island, Out., com-
menced their sawing operations on April 20th. They expect to cut
during the present season 8,000,000 feet of white pine, 3,000,000 feet
of red pine, and 4,000,000 pieces of lath. They report that the out-
look for business is good.

The Peterborough Lumber Company, Peterborough, Ont., report
that their stock of logs is about the same as a year ago and they
expect to carry over about 3,000,000 feet for next year's sawing. They
commenced their operations for the present year about April 23rd,
sawing about 50,000 feet per day with one shift. Their output for

the present year will be about 1,000,000 feet of white pine, 500,000 feet
of red pine, 200,000 feet of spruce, 6,000,000 feet of hemlock, 500,000
feet of hardwood, 2,000,000 lath, and 3,500,000 shingles. They' re-
port that the outlook for the lumber trade during the present year
is good.

Kennan Bros., Owen Sound, (Jut., commenced sawing operations
on May 1st, operating both night and day. Their stock of logs this
year is about 33 per cent, larger than last year. They expect to cut
about 4,750,000 feet of hardwoods, and report that the outlook for
trade at the present time is fine.

J May fair & White, Midland, Ont., report that they did not put
in any logs last winter and therefore will have no output of logs
for themselves during the present summer. Their mill, however,
will be running upon custom work. Their unsold stock is about one-
half or less than a year ago.

The Kent Cooper Lumber Company, Limited, Collingwood, Ont,
will start their mill on June 1st, and expect to cut during the pre-
sent season 750,000 feet of hardwood, principally maple, and 2,500,000
feet of white pine. They have no unsold stock on hand at present.
They report that the present indicatu ins for the coming summer's
trade are good.

J. Austin & Sons, Kinmount, Ont., commenced their sawing
operations about the middle of April. Their cut this year will
amount to about 100,000 feet of white pine, 300,000 feet of spruce,
500,000 feet of hemlock, 430,000 feet of hardwoods, 100,000 lath, 2,000,-
000 shingles, 10,000 railroad ties and 100,000 feet of cedar timber.
They report that market conditions have improved considerably of
late.

C. Beck Manufacturing Company, Penetanguishene, Ont., com-
menced operations about the end of April with a daily capacity of
about 150,000 feet, operating- one shift. The output during the pre-
sent year will be about 15,000,000 feet of white pine, 1,000,000 feet of
red pine, and 12.000,000 lath. They report that the demand for lum-
ber is fair and that prices are more buoyant than they have been for
some time.

Grant & Kennedy, New Liskeard, Ont., report that all their stock
of lumber has been sold and they are cutting 50,000 feet per day on
two shifts. They have been operating their mill since December
1st, and estimate their output this year at 500,000 feet of white pine,
5,500,000 feet of red pine, and 1,000,000 feet of spruce. They report
that the outlook for trade is good and that they have already sold
their entire output.

The Spanish Mills Company, Limited, report that they will start
their sawing operations some time between the 1st and 10th of May.
They intend running their mill to full capacity during the day time
and to part capacity at night; making a total capacity of about 180,-

000 feet for the twenty-four hours. They expect to produce between
20,000,000 and 25,000,000 feet this year, 80 per cent, of which will be
white pine and the balance Norway.

Manley Chew, Midland, Ont., commenced sawing operations at

his mills at Midland and Sturgeon Bay about April 25th. He is cut-
ting 100,000 feet at each mill on a ten hour day. His output for the
present year will be about 5,000,000 feet of white pine, for himself,
and 10,000,000 feet of white pine on contract, 2,000,000 feet of hard-
woods for himself, 2,000,000 pieces of lath for himself and 5,000,000
pieces of lath on contract. He reports that prices and demand for
lumber are improved.

The Quincy Adams Lumber Company, Toronto, are commenc-
ing their sawing season at their mills at Longford, Koshee, Ravens-
worth and Haileybury, on May 1st. Their stock of unsold lumber is

about the same as it was a year ago and their stock of logs is about
25 per cent. smaller. They expect to manufacture all their stock of
logs this season and will cut about 50,000 feet per day on one shift.
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Their output this season will be about 250,000 feet of white pine,

500,000 feet of spruce, 3,000,000 feet of hemlock, 1,000,000 feet of

hardwoods, and 1,000,000 lath. They report that the demand for all

kinds of lumber is good, especially the demand for hemlock.

The Trout Creek Lumber Company, Nipissing, Ont., report that

the cut of hemlock and spruce in their vicinity this year will not be
half as large as last year. They expect to manufacture this year
500,000 feet of spruce, 2,000,000 feet of hemlock, and 1,000,000 feet of
hardwoods. They report that trade conditions are good. They com-
menced sawing operations about the middle of April.

The Baker Lumber Company, Lindsay, Ont., report that their

stock of lumber on hand to-day is 25 per cent, less than a year ago.
They will have about the same amount of logs to cut as during last

year and intend to cut them all during the present year. They ex-
pected to start their mill about the first of May, cutting from 20,000
to 25,000 feet per day on one shift. The outlook both in regard to

the demand and to prices, they consider to be very good.

Knight Bros., Burk's Falls, Ont., report a slight improvement
in the market for lumber. Their stock of logs at the present time is

about 500,000 feet more than a year ago. They expected to start

their mill on the 1st of May with one shift cutting from 25,000 to

30,000 ft. per dav. Their output for the present year will probablv
be about 100,000 feet of white pine, 1,500.000 feet of spruce, 1,500,000
feet of hemlock, 900,000 feet of hardwoods, and 500,000 lath.

Rixon, Ainslie & Stoddart, Owen Sound, Ont., expect to com-
mence their sawing operations about the end of May with a daily

output of about 40,000 feet, operating one shift. The output for

the present year will be in the neighborhood of 1,500,000 feet of

white pine. 500,000 feet of red pine, 150,000 feet of spruce, 500,000
feet of hemlock, 1,250,000 feet of hardwoods, 1,500,000 lath, and 3,000,-

000 shingles. They report that the demand for lumber is good and
that prices are stiffening.

Geo. Tennant, Bracebridge, Ont., intended to commence his saw-
ing operations on May 1st, cutting about 15,000 feet per day with
one shift. His stock of unsold lumber is about 100,000 feet less than
it was a year ago and he has 250,000 feet more of logs this year than
he had at the beginning of the sawing season last year. He expects
to manufacture all his stock of logs into lumber this season. His
output will be about 20,000 feet of white pine, 200,000 feet of spruce,

1,200,000 feet of hemlock and 35,000 feet of hardwoods. He reports

that, judging from the enquiries which have been received, the de-
mand this year will be much better and that prices will improve.

The John Carevv Lumber Company, Lindsay, Ont., report that

their stock of logs at the present time is about the same as it was
a year ago. They hardly think that they will get all their logs out
during the present season, but they will run their mill up to the end
of November. They have already commenced sawing, and will run
only one shift with a double cut handsaw having the daily average
capacitv of 35,000 feet. They expect to cut during this year 1,000,-

000 feet of white pine, 800,000 feet of spruce, 1,500,000 feet of hem-
lock, 1.000,000 feet of basswood, 600,000. feet of elm and 300,000 feet

of maple. They are expecting a good demand and advanced prices.

The Pearce Company, Limited, Marmora, Ont., expected to

commence sawing operations on or before May 1st, cutting about
25,000 feet per day' of ten hours, and operating one shift. Their un-
sold stock is about 10 per cent, less than it was a year ago and their

stock of logs will be slightly larger than it was a year ago, as they
recently purchased a portable mill to handle logs to be sawn in the
winter. They expect to cut up all their logs this season. Their
estimated output will be about 750,000 feet of white pine, 1,250,000

feet of hemlock, 750,000 feet of hardwoods, 350,000 pine and hem-
lock lath, and about 500,000 shingles. In regard to the outlook for

the season's trade they say:
—

"It seems rather hazardous to make
predictions regarding the market for 1912, but so far as we can judge
we believe it will prove quite as good as and probably better than,

last year. Certainly, basing prices on cost of production there should
be an advance of 20 per cent, in selling figures. Hemlock particularly

is not fetching anything like the prices it should and we are inclined

to think the price will go higher on account of apparent reduction
in production and the higher cost of getting the timber' out."

Welland Canal Improvement Plan Announced
After long investigation to ascertain the best route for the new

Welland Canal, the Federal Government has announced its plan.

The intention is to widen and deepen the present canal from Port

Colborne to a point a short distance north of Thorold, where the
new cutting 5 miles in length will start and run west of the present
canal, crossing it and the Grand Trunk Railway en route, and en-

tering Lake Ontario at Ten Mile Creek, 3 miles east of Port Dal-
housie. The present canal will be deepened from 14 to 25 feet in

the stretches and 30 feet in the locks, and will be widened from 150
to 200 feet. The new section will be of similar dimensions. A very
important feature is that by reason of the deepening and dredging
the number of locks will be reduced from 22 to 7. The total esti-

mated cost is $45,000,000. The repairs will not interfere with navi-
gation.

Architect's Views on Hemlock and Southern Pine
Mr. A. Frank Wickson, President of the Ontario Association of

Architects, who represented the association at the recent meeting of
hemlock manufacturers and wholesalers in Toronto, writing to the
Canada Lumberman, expresses his views upon the use of Canadian
hemlock and pine, as follows :

—

"The situation seems to be about as follows :—that No. 1 hem-
lock joisting is fairly satisfactory and in view of the difficulty in get-
ting pine without bad knots, can be considered a strong rival to the
latter. For under-flooring and roofing, the hemlock boarding ans-
wers very well if it is of good quality. A usual and valid objection

* to the use of this wood in exposed positions where good finish is

an object is the tendency to sliver and check and the difficulty of
keeping a good face and good edges.

"Regarding the rough lumber, one source of trouble seems to
be a twisting in small timber such as 2-in. x 4-in. studs—this could
probablv be overcome if cut out of 12-in. material after it has dried.

"If some definite method could be arrived at of cutting and
keeping the timber so that architects could rely on obtaining a sup-
ply of straight and sound quality, there would appear to be no rea-
sonable objection to a more extended use of hemlock. But so long
as one has to be constantly on the watch for the warped and badly
checked stuff, there is not likely to be a more favorable consideration
given to it."

Still the Carloads Grow in Size
If the size of the car loads of lumber shipped by Canadian firms

continues to increase as it has recently, it looks as though the rail-

way companies will have to increase their maximum weight allow-
ances and raise most of their bridges. Reports published in the Can-
ada lumberman of April 15th made the record up to that date no less
than 34,471 feet. It did not seem likely that this record would be
surpassed, but apparently this is quite a small load of lumber, as it

is considerably exceeded by several loads which have been reported
since that date.

The Fesserton Timber Company advise us that they recently re-
ceived a car from the Parry Sound Lumber Company containing
36,159 feet of 2-inch No. 1 hemlock.

For about half a day this constituted a record, but the Canadian
Western Lumber Company thought nothing of such a load as this.

They advise us that they have made the following rather astonish-
ing shipments:—Canadian Pacific Railway car 131970 shipped to the
Nova Scotia Car Works, Halifax, containing 36,708 ft. of 1 x 6 in.

fir, 5 ft. long; Great Northern car No? 136302 shipped to the Crossen
Car Company, containing 39,796 ft. of 1 x 6 in., 8 and 10 ft. fir; I. C. R.
car No. 141087 shipped to the Canadian Car & Foundry Company,
Montreal, containing 40,320 ft. of 1 x 4 in. 9 ft. fir.

Other reports of large carloads include the following: Fawcett
Lumber Company, Limited, Fawcett, Que., car containing 35,992 ft.

of 2 x 8 in. hemlock shipped to Shearer, Brown and Wells, Montreal.
Big River Lumber Company, Limited, Prince Albert, Sask., car

containing 37,463 ft. of 8 in. shiplap, shipped to the Goose-Lake Lum-
ber and Grain Company, Netherhill, Sask.

Quincy Adams Lumber Company, Toronto, car containing 36,-
235 ft. of rough hemlock.

The shipment of 40,320 ft. of fir on one car by the Canadian
Western Lumber Company as noted above, held the record for a few
days, until we heard from the Hardwood Lumber Company, Cleve-
land, Ohio. In a letter to the Canada Lumberman this company
says: "We have been noting with interest the 'record' car loads of
lumber shipped by different parties, but we invoiced a car that we
have not seen equalled anywhere. We shipped to Erie, Penna., car
S. P. 21537 containing 43,916 ft. of 1 x 4 No. 1 common yellow pine
flooring. There were 9,858 pieces, running from 10 to 20 ft. in
length."

In the language of the sporting fraternity, this is "some" car.
Next

!

The supply of lumber in hands of manufacturers that can be
worked up into box stuff in the Bay City & Saginaw, Mich., district
is ^abnormally low.
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Notable Ontario Pulp and Paper Plant
Operations of the Spanish River Paper and Pulp Mills Limited
at Espanola— Prominent Lumbermen Interested in the Industry

THE nature of the pulp and paper making industry is such
that it has a particular interest to lumbermen. Of late years
the making of pulp and paper in Canada has developed more
rapidly than any other single line of industry. Many factors

have combined to bring about this result, not the least of them
being the increasing scarcity of pulp wood in the United States
which has caused the consumers of that country to investigate closely
the possibility of securing their supplies in Canada. Tariff matters
also have played a considerable part in the development of the pulp
and paper industry in Canada. The policy of various Canadian gov-
ernments in forbidding the export of pulp wood in an unmanufac-
tured state has fostered the growth of the pulp and paper industry
and to-day there are many large plants devoted to this work while
numerous others are in course of erection.

One of the best known of these companies in Ontario is the

pany arc splendidly located. The Spanish River runs through the
heart of the timber and its tributaries reach practically every por-
tion of the six thousand square miles which comprise the company's
holdings. The town of Espanola, where the plant is located, is 40
miles west of Sudbury on the Soo branch of the Canadian Pacific
Railway and 38 miles cast of Sault Ste. Marie. The company is

therefore provided with excellent facilities for the shipment of its

product. It expects during the present year moreover to secure the
advantages of competitive rail rates, when the Algoma Pastern Rail-
way, which is in course of construction, is completed. This will
connect the plant with water transportation and also with the Cana-
dian Northern Railway at Sudbury.

The woods operations of a pulp wood consuming industry of
this nature are pretty well understood by lumbermen. They are
conducted in the winter and spring in a manner similar to the oper-

Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Espanola, Ont.—General View of Plant

Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills Limited at Espanola, Ont., a
company which was organized something over a year ago and which
has behind it in the way of raw material no less an area than 6,000
square miles of richly wooded land in Northern Ontario. This com-
pany and its operations and holdings are of special interest to On-
tario lumbermen on account of their proximity to the great white
pine district along the North Shore of the Georgian Bay from which
much of the finest white pine that has ever been manufactured in
Canada has been secured and which continues to turn out annually
great quantities of splendid pine lumber.

Another source of interest in this company for the lumbermen
of Ontario is the fact that the personnel of its members and offi-
cers includes a number of well known Ontario lumbermen. The
president of the company is Mr. W. J. Sheppard of Waubaushene,
Ont., well known to Ontario as the President of the Georgian Bay
Lumber Company; J. B. Tudhope, Orillia, Ont., whom lumbermen
know as the President of the Tudhope Carriage Company, Limited,
and Mr. T. II. Sheppard, another well known lumberman of Orillia,
are members of the Board of Directors of the Spanish River Pulp
and Paper Mills, Limited.

From an operating point of view the timber limits of the com-

ations of a lumber company. The raw material of the Spanish River
Pulp and Paper Mills, Limited, is driven by the Spanish River and
its numerous tributaries, direct to the company's booming grounds.
The company pays no ground rent or taxes to the government. Its
dues are paid only after the timber is cut. Cruisers who have esti-
mated the timber on the company's limits report that its supply
of wood is assured for all time. The timber lands are covered with
spruce, jack pine, balsam and poplar. For power purposes the com-
pany is also fortunately situated. By constructing a dam between
two rocky promontories on the Spanish River it has secured a sixty-
foot head of water.

The manufacturing process in connection with the making of
pulp and paper is most interesting. When the logs leave the boom-
ing ground they are in lengths varying from eight to sixteen feet.
From the booming grounds they are conveyed on an inclined table
to a sixteen-foot slasher contained in a solid brick building, far
above the level of all the other buildings comprising the pulp plant.
The slasher cuts all the logs into two foot lengths. The logs then
drop directly into a cable storage conveyor which is 600 feet long
and 60 feet high. From this conveyor the wood is piled in heaps
where it is left until it is required in the mill. A great supply has
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to be created in this manner to keep the mill going throughout the

winter months. The company has storage capacity for 25,000 cords

of wood.

The lugs are conveyed from the storage pile to the barking ma-
chines which remove the rough knots and bark. The shavings and
waste from the wood are mechanically conveyed by blowers to the

boiler house and used for fuel. The barked wood is delivered to the

grinder house by a short conveyor and a large gravity slide. At

Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills -The Slash Room

the bottom of this slide the logs are kept in a tank of water until

they are needed in the grinders.

Twenty-four grinders are used which are driven by water-wheels.

The grinders reduce the logs to pulp. The pulp is reduced in con-

sistency by means of water and conveyed to a large concrete tank

by means of gravity. The next step is to convey the pulp by gravity

through the two sets of screens, and it is then passed on to the stor-

age tanks in the machine room. The machine room contains eigh-

teen 84-in. wet machines. The pulp flows in at one end of these

in the consistency of milk and' reappears at the other end in sheet

form. The sheets are then piled on iron trucks with wire mats

Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills—Grinder Room

between each sheet. Each of these trucks when filled is rolled into

a hydraulic press which squeezes out most of the moisture by means
of a pressure of 450 tons. The pulp is then conveyed by an elevator

to an upper level, where it is loaded directly into cars for shipment.

The new mill which will be in operation in a few weeks is

equipped with the most modern type of machinery for the produc-
tion of paper. The company will then have a capacity of 100 tons of

news print paper and 170 tons of mechanical pulp daily. Provision
is also being made so that the paper mill capacity can be doubled
readily at a minimum capital expenditure.

Personal News of Lumber Trade

Mr. William Rutherford, Mayor of Westmount, and head of

William Rutherford & Sons Company, Montreal, will be the Liberal
candidate for Westmount at the coming Province of Quebec elections.

C. P. Lindmark, former mayor of Revelstoke, and a well-known
millman, has accepted the position of general superintendent of the
Dominion Sawmills & Lumber Company (Limited), recently or-

ganized.

Mr. John D. Creen, representing Briggs & Cooper Company,
Limited, dealers in hardwood lumber, Saginaw, Mich., was a visitor

recently at the office of the Canada Lumberman, lie reports ex-
cellent trade conditions in southwestern Ontario.

Mr. Lewis C. Haskell, Montreal, has resigned the position of

secretary-treasurer of the East Canada Power & Pulp Company and
the Labrador Electric & Pulp Company, and has been succeeded by
Mr. Laurent G. Morin, of Montreal, with Mr. J. Duguay, of Murray
Hay, as assistant.

Mr. Nil Asselin, of The Louise Lumber Company, Lake Me-
gantic. One., has been appointed secretary and treasurer for- The St.

Maurice River Boom & Driving Association and for The St. Maurice
Valley Forest Protective Association, with headquarters at Three
Rivers, Que. Mr. Asselin was with Moore, Park & Sharp, whole-
sale lumber dealers, at Shelldrake, Mich., during 1905, and with Kaine
& Bird, wholesale lumber dealers, of Quebec City, and for the past
three years with Howard & Craig, of Sherbrooke, and The Louise
Lumber Company, of Lake Megantic.

Cooperage Business Continues Active
The Sutherland-Innes Co., Chatham, Ont., report upon the coop-

erage trade situation as follows

:

Business still continues exceedingly brisk for this season of
the year, and more cooperage stock is being used than ordinarily.
No doubt, the heavy demand is caused by the stocks in the hands
of the consumers being depleted, and they are simply living from
hand to mouth at the present time.

The winter in the North is now over, and a pretty fair idea
of the output for the year can be estimated, and, as far as we can
see, it will not be in excess of last year's. In fact, in elm staves,
the production will be at least 30 per cent, less than last year.

The Northern mills find they can make more money out of elm
lumber than to put their logs into staves, and the output may be
very much less than we have estimated. The same applies to hard-
wood staves. The writer recently met one of the largest manufac-
turers from Michigan, and he has sold his logs to a lumber concern,
and will not manufacture any hardwood staves this season. This
will cut down the production of hardwood staves in the neighbor-
hood of these mills in Michigan this year.

The weather in the South has been unfavorable for logging, and
all the mills in the South report a decreased output for the year.
All the manufacturers are very stiff on prices, for future delivery,
and everything points to prices for cooperage stock all round being
higher than they have been for the past four or five years.

The demand for tight barrel stock still continues good, and noth-
ing is being accumulated at the mills. In fact, manufacturers report
being booked up for months ahead on everything they can produce.
We, therefore, look for a good price on tight barrel stock, the whole
of this year, and we do not see that the Presidential election will
have the usual effect in disturbing business, especially in the coop-
erage line.

The Argenteuil Lumber Company Limited, are closing their
branch office in the Board of Trade, Montreal, and are removing
to the head office at the mill, Morin Heights, P.Q.

The minimum car load weights for lumber from competitive
water shipment points to Montreal, for domestic consumption, has
been increased by the railroads for a summer traffic. For cars un-
der 36 feet the minimum has been increased from 30,000 lbs. to 35,-
000 lbs. For cars 36 feet and longer the minimum has been in-
creased from 30,000 lbs. to 40,000 lbs.

Elmer & Moody Co. have been incorporated with a capital of $25,000
to carry on business as lumbermen, sash and door builders, &c, with head
office at Victoria, B.C. H. G. Lawson is attorney for the company.
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Canadian Saw Mill Managers
H. J. Ferguson, Rat Portage Lumber Co., Kenora, Out.

K. J. Ferguson, Kenora, Ont.

A successful superintendent
of a sawmill is invariably a man
oi versatility and wide experi-

ence. To superintend the manu-
facturing of lumber, it is not only
necessary to know all about the
lumber itself, but it is essential
to understand every machine in

the mill, to know the employees
and their capabilities, to have an
intimate acquaintance with the
timber limits from which the logs
are procured, to know a lot about
the markets in which the lumber
is sold and their characteristic re-

quirements, and finally to have a

fair knowledge of the distribu-
tion facilities between the mill
and the markets. A knowledge
of the employees does not consist
simply of knowing them by their

christian names. There are a

great number of individuals in

connection with a sawmill who
have their special duties to perform, totally unlike the work done
by anyone else in the mill. The filer for instance, is a man of highly
specialized ability and his work is of the utmost importance to the
plant. The superintendent must know nearly as much as the filer
about the filer's business. He must have an intimate knowledge of
the duties of the sawyer, of the man on the carriage, and in fact
of the work of every man in connection with the plant. In other
words, there is only one way to become a successful mill superin-
tendent, namely, by graduating through the various branches of em-
ployment m the mill and knowing all about the work from actual
experience. Any mill in charge of a man who has first hand ac-
quaintance with the work is certain to produce good results. If
one were to visit a number of the important mills of the country
he would find in practically every case that the superintendent is
a man of this class.

By way of example the career of Mr. R. J. Eerguson, superin-
tendent of manufacturing for the Rat Portage Lumber Company,
Kenora, Ont., is a forcible illustration of this point. Mr. Eerguson
was born in Ottawa in 1860 and introduced himself to the lumber
business in 1884, when he entered the employment of the Diamond
Iron Works at Minneapolis, Minn. During the first five years of his
business life he followed the millwrighting line. In 1892 he was
engaged in the installation of machinery for the Hill Clutch Works
in Sadalia, Wis., and at Peroria, 111., South Bend, Ihd., Chicago, 111
and in Minneapolis, Minn. At Minneapolis his work was in connec-
tion with the construction of the electric street railway company's
power house, where the widest leather belt in the world at that time
was installed, being eighty-four inches wide. In 1893 Mr. Ferguson
took a position with the Bovey & DeLattier Lumber Co which
he occupied until 1895. In the latter year he moved to Cloquet
Minn., to superintend the manufacturing for the Johnson, Went-
worth Co. After occupying this position for three years he returned
in 1898 to Minneapolis, Minn., entering the service of the H. C.
Ackly Lumber Co. with whom he remained for five years. Durin°"
1903 Mr. Ferguson was engaged from spring until fall with the Turm
bull & Son Lumber Co. at Stillwater, Minn., and in the fall of 1903
he moved to Kenora where he accepted the position which he still
occupies as superintendent for the Rat Portage Lumber Co., Ltd.

Many of the positions which Mr. Ferguson held, occupied him
only during the summer months. During the winter he was en°-a o-edm building and remodelling mills at Cloquet, Minn., for Johnson
Wentworth Co.; at Skibo, Minn., for Nolan Bros. & Laird - at Frozee'
Minn for the Commonwealth Lumber Co.; at Hayward, Wis for
the limes Lumber Co.; at Minneapolis, Minn., for the Plymouth
Lumber Co.; at Banning, Ont., for the Rat Portage Lumber Co
and at Kenora, Ont., for the Rat Portage Lumber Co.

It is interesting to note the principal results of Mr. Ferguson's
experiences so far as the practical working of a sawmill is con-
cerned. Many years of employment in connection with the machin-
ery of the sawmill have led him to the conviction that the best re-
sults are obtained in one way only, viz., by having the best possible
machinery which will do the work satisfactorily. Many of the mills
which he has remodelled have been cluttered up with useless and

cumbersome machinery which not only cost money to buy, but
wasted valuable material in operation, so that they were extremely
expensive machines to run. According to Mr. Ferguson's exper-
ience therefore, it is always important to have in any mill, machinery
of the latest type which will do the work well. Another point which
he considers of equal importance is the prevention of waste. In his
own work he has always laid great stress upon the necessity for
installing machinery of the light edger and trimmer class, to take
care of the trimmings which are to be utilized as box lumber.

Mr. Ferguson, whose portrait is published herewith, is one of
that class of men who make a life study of their work, lie has be-
come a specialist in mill management and is a typical example of
the class of men upon whom the sawmilling industry in Canada and
in the United States has depended to a greater extent probably than
upon any other class, for the remarkable progress which it has' made
during the last fifty years.

To Improve the French River
Supplementary estimates brought down just before the close of

the session of Dominion Parliament contained a vote. for ITench River
improvements which will ultimately become part of the Georgian
May Canal. There is also $12,000 for preparatory work in connection
with the work. Some enthusiasts had expected a larger sum for the
Georgian Bay Canal, and especially the lumber and paper interests
of the Ottawa Valley.

Lumber Matters in the Law Gourt

s

Interesting Case Involving the Forfeit of a Deposit Upon
an Option to Purchase Timber — Employer's Liability

Ownership of Payment for Option:— In the case of Munn v.

Vigeon which recently came before Mr. Justice Britton, the action
taken by the plaintiff was for the recovery of $5,000, alleged to have
been furnished to the defendant Vigeon who deposited it in the Im-
perial Bank to secure an option for the purchase of certain timber
limits and assets in the defendant company, The Ontario Lumber
Co., Ltd. The plaintiff alleged that it was agreed that if the option
was not exercised the money was to be returned. The whole ques-
tion turned upon a document drawn up by a Mr. Lawrence acting
for the Ontario Lumber Co., Ltd. The plaintiff claimed that this
document was simply a contract for option and was not a contract
for purchase. As drawn up however, the document, which was pre-
pared by Mr. Lawrence at his own office, was in form an offer to
purchase. In the opinion of Mr. Justice Britton it was not an un-
qualified offer to purchase, which would give the defendant the
right to apply the money on account of purchase money or to forfeit
it in case the contract was not completed. Mr. Justice Britton there-
fore gave judgment for the plaintiff against the defendant company
for $5,000 with interest at 5 per cent., dismissing the action against
the defendant Vigeon.

Cost of Sorting Logs.—The case of Tremblay vs. Pigeon River Lum-
ber Company, an appeal from a report of the Master at Port Arthur,
came before Mr. Justice Middleton recently. The action involved
a claim for the cost of sorting logs, pulp wood and ties, in the Kam
river. The plaintiff, who contemplated the making of a contract
with the owners of a quantity of ties upon the Kam river for their
sorting and loading, entered into a verbal agreement with the de-
fendant company—who owned the logs and pulp wood with which
the ties were mixed—that the ties should be sorted on the defend-
ant's sorting-jack in the river and that the expense of sorting should
be born in proportion to the quantity of timber sorted. The agree-
ment was not in writing and was very vague in its terms, and there
was no standard by which the expense of handling the different kinds
of timber could be ascertained. The Master had found that the ex-
pense should be shared equally.

Shortly after the agreement, a freshet swept most of the tim-
ber down the river, carrying away the booms and the sorting-jack.
The sorting-jack was afterwards replaced and the timber remaining
above it passed through and was duly sorted. The timber below the
jack was saved and boomed near the loading jack, after which the
plaintiff sorted out the ties, leaving the logs and pulp wood mixed.
Each party made claim against the other for damages for delay.

Mr. Justice Middleton decided that the case was a comparativelv
simple one of apportioning the cost of the operation of the sorting'-
jack. The plaintiff had had five men outside of the cook, and two
men engaged upon the boom. The defendants had had one man
on the sorting-jack in addition to a checker whose work was to count
the logs which passed and whose payment did not therefore fall with-
in the expenses to be divided. To equalize the expenditure he found
that the defendant had to pay to plaintiff the wages of three men
for eighty days, and their board for an additional fourteen Sundavs.
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The total time spent upon the work, some 91 days, including ten days

during" which no work was done, owing to circumstances for which
the defendants were not responsible. Figuring the wages of the em-
ployees at $2.25 per day plus 75c. for board, the total amounted to

$720 and the board on the Sundays brought it up to $751.50. The
plaintiff had claimed $735. Mr. Justice Middleton accepted this

tigure as being probably more accurate and allowed to the defendants

one-half the sum paid for replacing the sorting-jack, thus bringing

the plaintiff's claim down to $712.13, to which extent the plaintiff's

appeal was allowed.

Employers' Liability:— In the case of Delyea v. White fine

Lumber Company which was recently decided by Mr. Justice Clute;

the Divisional Court having heard an appeal reduced the damages
to the plaintiff from $1,300 to $950. The case was one resulting

from the accidental death of Frederick Delyea while working for the

defendant company. Death was the result of the falling of a der-

rick upon Delyea's head. The question at issue was whether Delyea
was actually in the discharge of his proper duties or was doing work
which he was not called upon to do. At the instruction of the camp
blacksmith, Delyea was assisting him in the erection of a log jam-
mer. The derrick was being raised by means of a pole in the hands
of the deceased and a piece of inch board in the hands of another em-
ployee. These were placed under the derrick and rested upon the

frozen ground and when the weight of the derrick was allowed to

come upon them something slipped and the derrick fell striking

Delyea upon the head. The exact cause of the slipping could not

be ascertained. Both Mr. Justice Clute, and the Divisional Court
upon appeal, decided that the plaintiff was following his proper duties

and that the administrators of his estate were entitled to damages.
Mr. Justice Clute had placed the damages at $1,300. Mr. Justice

Middleton in giving the judgment of the Divisional Court said that

the deceased had been earning $30 a month and his board. His
father and mother, on whose behalf the action was brought, were
people in a humble walk of life; the father earning $2 a day and his

board. The amount awarded was almost equivalent to the capital-

ized value of one-half of the young man's earnings for the lifetime

of his parents, assuming them to be fifty years of age. Having in

mind the risks of life, the possibility of the marriage of the deceased
and other important considerations, he decided that the damages
should be reduced to $950.

Six judges of the Supreme Court of Canada divided evenly on the

application of the James McLaren Company, pulp makers, of Buck-
ingham, Chie., in regard to rights on the Gatineau River, with the
result that the case will go to the Privy Council of Fngland. The
rights depend on whether the Gatineau is declared a navigable stream.

West Indian Islands Seek Trade Agreement
Fifteen delegates from nine of the British West Indian islands

visited Ottawa recently for the purpose of negotiating a preferen-
tial trade agreement between Canada and the islands they repre-

sent. The delegates represent islands which have a population of

1,076,000, and import goods to the value of $46,000,000, which they
claim could all be secured from Canada if a preferential treaty were
negotiated. Three of the items which they wish to secure from
Canada in larger quantities are lumber, pulp and paper. Other com-
modities are flour, cereals, bacon, fish and various manufactured
articles. At the present time Canada's trade with the islands is very
small, the bulk of their business being with the United States and
Great Britain. With the establishment of preferential trade between
Canada and the islands, and the establishment of a fast line of

steamships, and commercial agencies, it is believed that this country
will capture much of the business which has hitherto gone to the
United States. There is every likelihood of the negotiations being
successful, as both countries have expressed their desire for closer
commercial relations.

The completion of a reciprocity treaty between Canada and the
W est Indies has profoundly interested every trade and industry which
sees possibilities of commercial development in the new field opened
up by the trade agreement. Lumber dealers are wondering what
effect it will have upon their trade with the West Indies. Already
there is a considerable export trade with these British colonies in

some lines of the lumber business, particularly the rough grades. In
return for concessions on such native products as sugar, lumber of
all kinds will receive preferential treatment, amounting to at least
twenty per cent. There is every reason to believe that in conse-
quence of this reduction the lumbermen will find the demand from
the West Indies greatly stimulated, as the Canadian shippers will
have advantages in that market over their nearer American rivals.

Jamaica, Grenada, Bermuda, British Honduras and the Bahamas are
the only islands of the British West Indies which are not included
in this pact, and in their case, Hon. George E. Foster, Minister of
Trade and Commerce announces that every encouragement will be
extended to them to enter the same sort of a reciprocal trade agree-

ment. Improved cable and steamship communication between Can-
ada and the West Indies will still further strengthen the bonds of

trade and sentiment connecting these colonies. In the present reci-

procity treaty there is no such question as arose at the time of the

proposed pact between Canada and the United States. That agree-

ment left in doubt the possibility of friction on account of favored
nations claiming the same trade concessions according to ancient

treaties. This pact with the W^est Indies leaves each party perfectly

free to make whatever arrangements it pleases with any other nation

whatsoever. The statements given to the press by the Canadian
Government outline the chief features of the mutual concessions, but
add: "Inasmuch as the agreement is to be submitted to the various
governments concerned for their consideration and approval, it is

not advisable to give the details thereof at present to the public."

W hile, therefore, there is nothing definite about the treaty ar-

ranged between the delegates of the West Indies and Canada, it is

expected that on lumber the preference will range from twenty per
cent, to absolute free trade on the various grades. That the total

trade of these islands is worth capturing is shown by the statistics.

Last year's commerce amounted in value to over $104,000,000, about
half of which was in exports from Canada.

Surveying- New Brunswick College Lands
Mr. A. Knechtel, Inspector of Dominion Forest Reserves, re-

cently made a trip to New Brunswick to inspect the College timber
lands of the University of New Brunswick. In company with Pro-
fessor Miller, chief of the Faculty of Forestry of the University, Mr.
Knechtel inspected a large amount of the lands in question, and
spent several days at the Forestry Camp which was constructed by
the students last fall. The students, under Professor Miller, will

make a working map of the woods, and also a strip survey of the lands.

Speaking of this work, Mr. Knechtel said:

"It would be a very helpful matter for the Province to have a

similar survey made of the Crown Lands to ascertain the amount
of timber they have and also to ascertain what growth is taking place
so that the cutting could be done more regularly and systematically.
The survey might be made by the students of the University, in

the same manner in which the Dominion Crown Lands are surveyed
by students of the different colleges. This would give the province
the necessary knowledge which it desires and also assist the students
and keep the young men in their home province.

"] consider New Brunswick the best province in the Dominion
of Canada for growing timber. The rainfall is over forty inches;
the rains are copious and distributed generally throughout the differ-

ent seasons, making the trees grow at a rapid rate. These rains
also lessen the danger from forest fires, which are to-day considered
the greatest menace to the forests of the Dominion."

Mr. Knechtel also spoke very favorably of the class of men turn-
ed out in the Forestry School at the University of New Brunswick.
On the forest reserves in Alberta and other western provinces some
of these men were doing excellent work. Two responsible positions
on the Alberta reserves were now held by graduates of the Univer-
sity of New Brunswick. Mr. P. E. Caverhill, a graduate of several
years ago, is now supervisor of the Cypress Hills Reserve, and Mr.
Harold Edgecomb is supervisor of one of the sections of the Rocky
Mountain Reserves. Mr. Knechtel stated that both of these men
were doing admirable work and were certain of achieving success
in their profession.

St. John River Improvements
The St. John River, which empties into the Bay of Fundy at the

city of St. John, forms in its upper reaches the boundary between
Maine and New Brunswick. For many years there has been more
or less acute trouble each spring between the lumbermen on the two
sides of the river about the difficulty of separating the logs belonging
to the various owners. Attempts have been made, more or less suc-
cessfully, to hold up the logs until they are sorted, but of recent years,
according to the usual practice of rivers running through deforested
regions on this continent, the spring freshet water of the St. [ohn
has been allowed to flow out very quickly.

An attempt is to be made to get over this difficulty by building-
storage dams and reservoirs on the St. John for the purpose of regu-
lating the flow of the river and prolonging its capacity to float logs
down to any desired point. The whole matter has been under in-
vestigation by a mixed Commission made up of two representatives
of Maine and two of New Brunswick, with the aid of, scientific ex-
perts. It is expected that there will be twenty dams, and that the
cost will be about a million dollars. The theory of this plan for the
improvement of the St. John is plausible enough, but there is always a
danger of one of the series of dams breaking away and allowing a
fierce flood to bring an enormous pressure to bear on the dams lower
down. It may yet be found necessary to resort to the practice of
holding up at least part of the freshet water in the tributaries of the
river, so as to lessen the risk of delay.
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MissionWork in Ontario Lumber Camps
How the Shantymen's Christian Association is Helping to Solve
the Labor Difficulties in the Woods- Report of Annual Meeting

T* \ rr^HE recent growth of the
work of the Shantymen's
Christian Association
should be a matter of the

greatest satisfaction to all lumber
operators in Canada. In Ontario
the movement commenced a few
years ago when Mr. William
Henderson, a man especially fit-

ted for the work commenced to
visit the camps and hold services
among the men. There was noth-
ing denominational about his
work. He simply visited camps
wherever he could, and talked in
an unassuming manner to the
men about the essentials of re-
ligion. His work lias recently
taken a strong hold and is now
divided among a number of camp
visitors, and fostered by an or-
ganization known as the Shanty-
men's Christian Association. The
work has been supported chiefly
by the camp employees, receiving
only a tithe of the support to
which it is entitled from the
lumber camp operators them-
selves. When one considers the
importance of the movement as
an economic factor in camp man-

agement it is evident that the lack of support from the camp oper-
ators is the result of their not as yet being aware of the excellent
work done. The periodical visits of the representatives of the Shanty-
men's Christian Association to the camps are doing much to reduce
the amount of drinking by lumberjacks and in giving the camps a
better name. If this work is encouraged and developed, it will help
greatly to solve the labor troubles in the camps, by making them
better places for men to work in and thereby assisting to

&
attracl

more efficient men to the woods. Mr. Henderson, during the past
winter made a long trip and visited a large number of camps. A
few typical lumbering scenes, taken during his trip are reproduced
herewith, together with interesting views of the mission sleigh in
which he and a companion travel and sleep.

The fourth annual meeting of the Shantymen's Christian Asso-
ciation was held in the Bible Training College, Toronto, on April
22nd, with Mr. H. B. Gordon in the chair.

From the reports presented it is evident that there has been a
steady growth in interest and in work done by this association. Four
years ago the founder, Mr. William Henderson, was the only worker,
while during this past winter there have been five. One of these'
Mr. Russel Lawrence, is supported by the North Bay Auxiliary and
has been travelling up and down the T. & N. O. Railway and also
visiting the camps on the South side of Lake Nipissing and in the
French River district. Other workers visited the camps in Parry
Sound district, and during the winter the covered sleigh, which serves
at night for sleeping quarters, has been busy between Massey and
Victoria Mines in charge of Messrs. Clark and Judd. The former
was a Lieutenant in the Yeomanry during the Boer war, and since

Lumber Jack Missionaries
Wm. Henderson— P. T. Tyers

then lias travelled extensively in South Africa. He was most en-
thusiastic in the interests of the lumberjacks, getting up sometimes
at 3 a.m. just to have short talks with the teamsters while they were
waiting for breakfast, and taking every opportunity that offered dur-
ing the day to seek to give these men good advice. Among other
things lie had printed and circulated among the men hundreds of
temperance pledge cards many of which the men signed. Such in-
terest in their welfare has gained the respect of the men whatever
other good has been accomplished, and many offered him money,
but as the rules of the Association are against asking for collections]
he declined to accept these offers except in one or two special cases.'
In one case where some $13.00 had been gathered unknown to him
lie refused to accept it.

While the sleigh was thus occupied Messrs. Henderson and Tyers
took the camps along the line of the Canadian Northern north of
Sudbury, visiting not merely the lumber but also the construction
camps, taking a final journey of 400 miles in March along the right-
of-way of the above railway. In all some 414 services have been
held by the workers of the Association and some 16,000 men ad-
dressed.

How the Movement is Supported

So much for the report as to facts and figures, but what the lum-
berman wants to know is "What is at the bottom of the thing?"
It was all very well for two or three religious enthusiasts to start
work three years ago driving round in this covered sleigh—taking
up no collections, and not even making appeals to the wealthy camp
owners to support them. There owners had seen other enthusiasts
do this sort of thing occasionally but generally one winter ended it,

but here this work not only goes on but is manifestly growing. An
examination of salaries paid would indicate that it is not a money
making job for those engaged in it, and the absence of the names
of all but a very few lumbermen among the list of subscribers shows
that it is not getting much encouragement from the owners.

It must mean then that the men in the camps are the ones who
are showing enough appreciation of these services to encourage their
continuance, and there increase; and from reports given this appears
to be a fact. There may be only a few drunkards reformed each
year, but that is something; there have been certainly lots of young
fellows encouraged to sobriety and good conduct and that means
a lot more. With the men thus showing an interest in their own
improvement it is surely a very short sighted policy on the part of
the owners not to encourage this work financially.

The annual report in book form is a very interesting and read-
able book, and can be had by any one desiring it who will write
to the secretary, Mr. Thomas Yellowlees, 23 Division street, To-
ronto.

At the annual meeting the following directors were elected-
Messrs. H. B. Gordon, John McClelland, John J. Gartshore, John
Firstbrook, T. Yellowlees, Wm. Henderson, W. H. Lailey and Dr.
W. H. Howitt of Toronto, and Messrs. A. G. Browning and D. Pur-
vis of North Bay

; and the following as General Council :—Sir John
M. Gibson and Messrs. John Donogh, J. D. Nasmith, W. H Shaw
Toronto

; John Murphy, G. D. Grier, Montreal ; F. C. Blair, R. J. Far-
rell, Matthew Orme, Ottawa; B. W. Robertson, Kingston; W. H
Whittaker, Brantford; Robert Booth, Pembroke; R. H. Dav'ies, Oak
Ridges; H. C. Brennan, Hamilton; A. J. McGaughey, North Bay; R.
D. Mclnnes, Cache Bay

; W. E. Bigwood, Byng Inlet, and Judge Ar-
dagh, Barrie.

Mission Sleifd* Ready for the\Road A Typical Camp Crew^Cutler Bay Lumber Co Mission Wagon Pitched for the Night
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Stop-Off Charge Increase Cancelled
Montreal, April 20th. (Special correspondence of the Canada

Lumberman) :—The special committee of the lumber section of the
Board of Trade appointed to discuss the circular of the railway
companies dealing with stop-off privileges for lumber and increas-
ing the rate from lc. to 2c. per 100 lbs., met the representatives of the
railways to-day. This was the second meeting, the first having
taken place on April 4th, when the railway representatives promised
further consideration of the objections of the lumber trade. To-day
the lumber section was represented by Mr. Arthur H. Campbell, of
the Campbell-MacLaurin Lumber Company, Mr. W. T. Mason of
Mason, Gordon and Company ; Mr. Thomas Rutherford, of William
Rutherford Sons Company; Mr. J. Stanley Cook, secretary of the
lumber section, and Air. W. S. Tilson, manager of the transporta-
tion bureau of the Board of Trade. The railways were represented
by Mr. F. J. Watson, assistant general freight agent, Grand Trunk;
Mr. Guy Tombs, Canadian Northern ; Mr. Geo. Fowler, lumber agent,
Canadian Pacific, and Mr. J. H. Coleman, superintendent of car de-
partment, Grand Trunk.

As the result of the negotiations it was agreed that the old rate
of lc. per 100 lbs. should be unchanged, but the following alterations
should be made—as to weights in reshipment

:

Where lumber is stopped-off, solely for sorting, the outwards
weight must not exceed the inwards weight; where resawing only,
in transit, is performed, the outwards weight must not exceed 95 per
cent, of the weight shipped in to stop-off point ; where dressing or
dressing and matching is performed, the outwards weight must not
exceed 90 per cent, of the weight shipped in to stop-off point ; where
resawing and dressing or resawing, dressing and matching is per-
formed in transit, the outwards weight must not exceed 85 per cent,
of the weight shipped in to stop-off point.

With the exceptions above noted, the regulations in the circular,
including rules and notes, are to be enforced.

The railway companies will issue a new circular embodying the
alterations agreed on, it being understood that the tariff will come
into operation on May 1st.

Death of Mr. Edward J. Maxwell
Montreal, April 15th; (Special correspondence of the Canada

Lumberman).—Mr. Edward John Maxwell, for many years con-
nected with the Montreal lumber trade, died in the city on Monday,
April 15, at the age of 77 years. He was a native of Montreal, and
of Scottish parentage, his father and mother coming from Jedburg
in 1830. Mr. Maxwell was, early in his commercial life, associated
with his father's business as a builder, and in 1862 founded the firm
of E. J. Maxwell & Company, lumber merchants, Craig street. This
he carried on until about two years ago, when he retired, and the
business was turned into a limited liability company under the name
of E. J. Maxwell, Limited. Mr. Maxwell built up a very successful
trade, specializing in valuable imported hardwoods. In 1860 he
married Miss Johan Macbean, of Montreal, who predeceased him in

1909. Four children survive, Miss Jessie G. Maxwell, Miss Millie J.
Maxwell and Mr. Edward and Mr. W. S. Maxwell, architects. Mr.
Maxwell was a man of many talents and was well-known as an
amateur horticulturist. One of his hobbies was the making of fine
violins and 'cellos.

Quebec Limit Holders' Annual Meeting
The ninth annual meeting of the Province of Quebec Limit

Holders Association was held at the Chateau Frontenac recently.
The following members were presen :t—Alex. Machauvier, president,
in the chair; Geo. Chahoon, jr., vice-president; Wm. Power, Beauce
Pulp and Lumber Co. ; H. R. Goodday, W. G. Power, F. Anderson,
River Ouelle Pulp and Lumber Company, St. Gabrael Lumber
Company, Price Bros. & Company, Jonquiere Pulp Company,
Wayaggamack Pulp and Paper Company, Charlemagne and
Lac Oureau Lumber Co., Gres Falls Co., Union Bag and Paper

Co., Henry Atkinson, J. A. Rousseau, H. A. Calvin, Laurentide Paper
Co., De Carteret, Quebec and St. Maurice Industrial Co., James
Richardson & Co., Wm. Russell Hunter Carr, Battle Island Pulp
and Paper Co., Lake Megantic Pulp Co., G. M. Stearns, J. M. Dalbuc,
A. Machauvier, jr.; Ham. Montgomery & Co., Riordon Paper Co.,

J. Scott, Ritchie Small.
The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as follows:

Wm. Power, Esq., M.P., president; Messrs. F. M. Anderson and J.
A. Rousseau, vice-presidents; executive committee, Messrs. D. C.
Atkinson, Arch. Fraser, G. M. Stearns, Wm. Price, H. C. Foy, J.
B. White, W. G. Power, H. A. Calvin, D. P. Brown, B. A. Scott;
secretary-treasurer, Paul G. Owen

;
auditor, P. B. Murphy.

Quebec's Forestry Policy
In defending the policy of his department, the Hon. Jules Al-

lard, Minister of Crown Lands & Forests in the Quebec Govern-
ment, stated in Montreal recently that the most delicate question for
the department to deal with was the conflict between the settler and
the holder of timber limits. They were natural enemies of each
other and were each entitled to the protection of the government.
The homestead law in the Province of Quebec was such that the
limit holder was thoroughly protected and that the bona fide settler
had nothing to complain of. The Government, he said, had adopted
all possible measures to ensure the permanency of the forests. Train-
ed specialists had organized a special service of forestry, and the
government was working jointly with the limit holder for the pro-
tection of timber lands against forest fires. The conclusions reached
by Mr. Allard were that the Quebec forests were under a better man-
agement than those of Ontario.

Pulp and Paper Progress in Newfoundland
Hon. M. P. Cashin, Minister of Finance and Customs for New-

foundland, in his annual budget speech delivered recently referred
to the importance of the pulp and paper industry of the colony. The
progress of the industry was shown by the following table of pro-
duction :

Year Ended June 30th, 1909

Quantity Value
Tons

PaPer • None None
PulP None None

Year Ended June 30th, 1910
PaPer 7,866 $ 352,155
PulP • 6,853 69,164

$ 421,319
Year Ended June 30th, 1911

PaP er • ... 21,064 $ 943,699
PulP 27,177 251,048

$1,194,747
Six Months Ended Dec. 31st, 1911

PaP er 17,184 $ 769,920
PuIP • 31,933 336,218

$1,136,139
An evidence of what this industry means is supplied by the fact

that the Harmsworth mills at Grand Falls employ about 2,000 men
and pay out not less than $900,000 a year in wages, while the mills
are expected to have an annual output, when the new machines are
installed, of 35,000 to 40,000 tons of ground wood pulp and about
60,000 tons of paper, and the Albert Reed mills at Bishop Falls em-
ploy about 800 men in similar work. Another large pulp industry is
now in process of formation at Bay of Islands and its output will
augment substantially that of the preceding two, as well as further
stimulate the general prosperity of the colony.

'"*~W f".

40 Ft. Boom Logs fo/ Cleveland Sarnia Co. Dam Under Construction for P, Shannon & Co. Loading Logs on Sleigh vfith a Side Jammer
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British Columbia Stumpage Prices
Abnormally Low Valuation Still Prevails Compared
with Other Districts—Higher Prices Approaching

By Roland D. Craig, F. E.

There are two ways of determining the value of stumpage; one
is the price for which standing timber may be bought, and the other
is the net profit that can be obtained after deducting the cost of
logging and sawing from the price of the manufactured product, i.e.,

the lumber, shingles or pulp. The difference between these two
values varies greatly, and in British Columbia there appears to be
very little relation between the two.

Until about five years ago standing timber in British Colum-
bia had practically no sale value. The Government gave the timber
to anyone who was willing to pay the ground rent, and it was not
to be expected that purchasers would pay much of a bonus to pri-
vate timber-holders when they could stake other limits themselves,
but since the reservation by the Government of what little timber
it had left in 1907 the sale value has risen at the rate of about 100
per cent, per annum. At that time good available stumpage could
be bought at from 15c. to 25c. per M., which is now selling for
from 75c. to $1 per M. In some of the recent sales the price has
been as high as $3 per M., but it is yet possible to buy some of the
very best timber in the province for $1.50 or less per M.

In comparison with the price in other North American districts,
British Columbia stumpage is still abnormally low. Pine in On-
tario and the Northeastern States sells readily at from $8 to $10
per M., and southern pine at $2.50 to $4; and Washington timber
similar to that of British Columbia, only as a rule not so accessible,
at from $2.50 to $5 per M. The assessed value of the timber in the
State of Washington averages $2 per M., and this is always con-
siderably below the sale value.

Prices Certain to Rise
That these differences will be eliminated in the near future is

certain. One of the chief reasons is that supplies in the East are
diminishing rapidly, and the centre of timber production is moving
west. The cut of white pine in the United States has been reduced
from 7,742,000,000 b.f. in 1900 to 3,900,000,000 b.f. in 1909; of hem-
lock, from 3,421,000,000 b.f. to 3,032,000,000 b.f., while Douglas fir

has increased from 1,737,000,000 b.f. to 4,856,000,000 b.f. and Wash-
ington has jumped from sixth place to first as a lumber-producing
state. Another reason is that so much of the British Columbia tim-
ber is located directly on protected arms of the sea, that logging
operations and shipping can be carried on at all times of the year.
The increased railway facilities furnished by the Grand Trunk Pa-
cific and the Canadian Northern and the completion of the Panama
canal, will remove a handicap which British Columbia has suffered
in competing in eastern markets. Then, again, the size and quality
of the British Columbia timber cannot be obtained elsewhere ex-
cept in the Pacific States. The damp climate and broken topo-
graphy of the country renders the fire risk less than it is with al-
most any other timber in North America.

From the standpoint of the investor, the tenure under which the
bulk of the timber is held is very attractive. The owner may now
hold the licenses in perpetuity, or as long as there is merchantable
timber on them, or they are not required for agricultural purposes.
Settlers are not allowed to homestead, purchase or squat on licensed
lands, thereby eliminating one of the greatest sources of trouble
and loss from which Eastern Canadian lumbermen suffer. An an-
nual ground rent of $140 is charged for coast timber, $115 for in-
terior timber, and this amounts on the average to, approximately,
one cent per M. The largest part of the taxation is reserved until
the timber is cut, as it should be. This gives the Government an
interest in the timber to the extent of 50c. per M. ,and is a great
stimulus to Government co-operation in forest protection. This re-
servation of the 50c. royalty is practically a loan to the investor
of that amount of money without interest for an unlimited time.
On the average stand of 20 M. per acre, this loan amounts to $10
per acre, and the interest saved to the investor at six per
cent, is 60c. per acre, or about three times as much as the ground
rent. The lumbermen of Washington are trying to have their tax-
ation arranged in this way, on the ground that high annual taxation
forces early and wasteful logging.

The only practical way of studying stumpage values, however,
is by comparing the net values after deducting the cost of manufac-
ture from the prices of lumber. This may be called the absolute
stumpage value. Canadian data on this point have not been col-
lected, but in Bulletin 122 of the U. S. Forest Service the report
of a careful investigation of prices between the years 1899 and 1906
is given. In spite of the increased efficiency of logging machinery,
there is no doubt that the cost of labor is increasing, and the timber

" From tlio Canadian Forestry Journal.

logged is less accessible, so that $2 to $2.25 should be allowed for
increased cost of manufacture during that time. It was found that
the average mill value of fir increased from $8.67 per M. in 1899
to $14.20 per M. in 1906, which, after deducting $2 for increased
cost of manufacture, shows a net increase of $3.53, or an average of
50c. per annum. Cedars increased in the same time from $11.68 to
$19.27 per M. and, allowing $2.25 for increased cost of manufacture
there is left a net increase of $5.34, or 76c. per annum. It is confi-
dently expected that the census of 1910 will show that the same
rate of increase has been maintained.

In predicting the future, the chief guides are past experience
supply and demand.

Canada and the United States are so interdependent that what
affects the one must affect the other, and we must consider the in-
creasing demand which the Republic is bound to make on us. It
is estimated that at the present rate of cutting (about one hundred
billion feet, including all forest products) the United States has
sufficient wood to last only twenty-five years, and, according to the
estimate of the Hon. Clifford Sifton, we have in Canada only 500
billion feet, or enough to supply that demand for five years. Fur-
ther exploration may, in the opinion of the writer, bring this esti-
mate up to about 700 billion feet.

Of this amount, about 300 billion feet is in British Columbia.
With the rapid growth of population and development of indus-

tries, the consumption of wood is increasing rapidly. The increase
in the cut of 1909 over that of 1900 in the United States was 27 per
cent. It is estimated that less than one-third of the consumption
is being replaced by new growth, so that we must expect to be
called upon to supply an increasing demand. Not only do we have
to consider the demand in the home and the United States markets,
but our lumber trade with Australia, the Orient, and Europe is each
year assuming larger proportions.

The only inference is that stumpage must continue to rise, and
that British Columbia timber, which is so exceptionally well situ-
ated to supply the markets of the world and is at the same time
the cheapest to buy and carry, offers an unparallelled opportunity
for investment.

B. C. Lumbermen Prepare Strong- Test Case
For some time past British Columbia lumbermen have been

rightly insisting on determining whether lumber is free or dutiable
when dressed on one side only, but re-sawn to uniform width. Di-
mensions in dispute are : Two inches by six, two inches by eight,
two inches by ten, two inches by twelve, and other sizes.

Under the terms of the customs law it is possible to make an
appeal from rulings of the department to the Court of Exchequer,
the highest authority in the Dominion, whose decision is final. The
executive bodies of the mountain and coast lumbermen in British
Columbia have entered a case against the Customs department, and
in the meantime all importations of lumber will be subject to the
decision of the case about to come before the court. The lumbermen
are now engaged in working up a strong test case. All preliminaries
are well under way, and it is intended that a deputation will attend
the Exchequer Court at Ottawa, when the case is called early in May.

The result will be of immense importance to the lumber industry
in British Columbia, and is being awaited with the keenest anticipa-
tion by local millmen.

Douglas Fir vs. Southern Pine
Douglas fir, says Mr. H. R. MacMillan in Bulletin 24 of the

Forestry Branch of the Department of the Interior, is the only Cana-
dian wood existing in any quantity, the natural qualities of which
are such as would enable it to displace yellow pine for car and fur-
niture building.

_

It has been shown that, in addition to the physical qualities
which render Douglas fir as easily worked, as readily polished, and
as suitable for_ finish as yellow pine, Douglas fir possesses the me-
chanical qualities which render yellow pine adaptable for car build-
ing and for use in situations where durability, strength and resis-
tance to compression are required.

Douglas fir is about twenty per cent, lighter than longleaf pine.
Bending tests show that Douglas fir will support a greater weight
without taking a permanent set than will longleaf pine, and that
Douglas fir will support almost as great a weight as yellow pine
before breaking.

Douglas fir is not as stiff as longleaf pine and will not support
as great a pressure parallel to the grain. It will, however, support
without crushing just about the same pressure perpendicular to the
grain.

On the Pacific coast, Douglas fir is rapidly coming into favor
for furniture-makinp- and car-building.

Douglas fir is easily worked and when well seasoned is free
from warping or checking. It takes a high polish and is very suit-
able for all cheaper grades of furniture, such as bedroom sets, tables,
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kitchen cabinets, chairs, school, lodge and church furniture. It

may be stained to represent other woods and may be stamped to
imitate quarter-cut oak. Its straightness of grain and the contrast
between spring and summer wood render it very suitable for mission
furniture.

Douglas fir is a splendid wood for car building, the use for
which the greater part of the 2,000,000 feet of yellow pine was im-
ported in 1910. It is strong, hard, stiff, large and clear enough for
car frames, is suitable for car sidings and ceilings, and is beautiful
enough for the interior finish of passenger coaches. It has been
used for the interior finish of private cars in the United States.

The designation 'Southern' or 'yellow' pine, as used above, de-
notes that kind of pine also known as 'hard,' 'Georgia,' 'North Caro-
lina' and 'pitch' pine. The 'longleaf and 'shortleaf pines are species,
the timber from which is included indiscriminately under the above
names.

British Columbia Production 1911
Increase of 241,000,000 teet in Output of Lumber as
Compared wiih 1910 — Shipments Show Falling of

The Mountain Lumbermen's Association have prepared a re-
port upon the production and shipments of the sawmills ot British
Columbia for the year 1911, giving comparisons with the years 1910
and 1909, and an estimate of production for the year 1912. The
report is as follows

:

Mountain Mills 1909 1910 1911
feet feet feet

Production 329,646,898 427,822,304 462,778 494
Shipments 324,829,326 376,879,471 430,719,292

Coast Mills

Production 605,000,000 739,000,000
Shipments 604,000,000 708,000,000

Pine Mills

Production 180,000,000
Shipments 120,000,000

Spruce Mills

Production (Saskatchewan
and Manitoba)

. 167,000,000
Production (Alberta) .. .. 25,000,000
Shipments (Saskatchewan
and Manitoba) 80,000,000

Shipments
( Alberta) .. .. 17,000,000

Total Production Western
Mills ••. 1,332,000,000 1,573,000,000

Total Shipments Western
Mills 1,326,000,000 1,355,000,000

Total stock 1st Jan. 1912
Coast Mills 225,000,000
Mountain Mills 225,000,000
P,ne Mllls 150,000,000
Spruce Mills (Saskatchewan and Manitoba) 112 000 000
Spruce Mills (Alberta) 15^000^000

mated spruce production for 1912 shows an increase of 28,000,000
feet as compared with the actual production of 1911. The estimated
pine production for 1912 shows an increase of 20,000,000 feet as com-
pared with the actual production of 1911.

757,000,000
(As compared with 529,000,000 feet on hand one year ago)

Estimated Spruce Production for 1912 220,000,000
Estimated Pine Production for 1912 20o|o00,000
Mountain Production problematical.
Coast Production normal.

Coast Sales for 1911

Jr
ocal

• 324,000,000

324,000,000
l4 °re,&n • ... 50,000,000

708,000,000
It will be seen from the above figures that although the pro-

duction of all the western mills increased by 241,000,000 feet, the
shipments of all the western mills increased only 29,000,000 'feet
Comparing the production with the total shipment there was an
apparent overproduction of 218,000,000 feet. When one takes into
consideration the excessive imports of United States lumber into
Canada during 1911 these figures of overproduction in British Colum-
bia are easily understood. An excessively heavy movement of United
States lumber into Canada took place last year. The total for the
first nine months of the year being 379,226,000 feet. Compared
with the corresponding nine months of the year 1909 this showed
an increase of 275,000,000 feet, which took place in face of a de-
crease in the average price of $6.21 per M. feet or nearly 23 per
cent. J ^

( ioo n^'n™ !?
and °n the firSt 0f JanuaiT> 191 2, showed an increase

of 228,000,000 feet, amounting in all to 757,000,000 feet. The esti-

Increasing Timber Values in British Columbia
The increasing value of timber in British Columbia is shown

by a paragraph in the report of the president at the first annual
meeting of the British Canadian Lumber Corporation (Ltd.), held
recently. This concern had mills in operation last year in Van-
couver and near Nelson in east Kootenay. It expects to have two
more completed next month, one at New Westminster and another
at San Juan on the lower southwest corner of Vancouver Island.
The president pointed out to the shareholders what a fine asset the
company possessed in its timber and stated that although the com-
pany has been in existence only a year it had already received offers
on three of its properties which would have netted 100 per cent,
profit. These properties aggregated less than 50 per cent, of the
standing timber controlled by the concern. A dividend of six per
cent, on the preferred stock was declared for the first 10 months.
During the year there was cut 47,372,272 feet of lumber, 23,736,000
shingles and 13,919,150 lath. The new plants will have capacities
of 250,000 feet and 125,000 feet daily, respectively. Officers for the
British Canadian Lumber Corporation (Ltd.) for this year are:
President, G. F. Johnston; vice-president, Senator Mackay ; secre-
tary, John S. Rigby. Montreal and Quebec capital is largely inter-
ested in this enterprise.

TwoViews Upon the Tariff Question
Consumer and Manufacturer Give their Opinions
Regarding United States Lumber in Canada

At Calgary, Alta., the question raised by the imports of United
States lumber into Canada at prices which Canadian mills cannot
compete against, has been widely discussed of late. The importance
of the subject was increased by the presentation of the two sides
of the question by leading representatives of the farmers and of the
lumber manufacturers who were in the city recently at the same time.

Mr. E. J. Fream, secretary of the United Farmers' Association,
discussing the situation, stated that the solution of the difficulty
would be found in co-operation rather than in the imposition of a
duty on lumber from the United States. The bone of contention, he
said, was not the importation of cheap United States lumber, but the
conditions imposed by middlemen, who in some cases were taking
advantage of temporary conditions to purchase cheap United States
lumber and were selling it to Canadian consumers at high prices in
preference to Canadian lumber. This could be most easily solved by
more direct communication between the producer and the consumer.
From $2 to $5 per thousand could be saved to the consumer if this
were brought about. Every local union had at present under con-
sideration the possibility of establishing a co-operative organization
embracing every part of the province.

The establishment of a provincial co-operative agency, he said,
would have a particularly desirable effect in the adjustment of the
lumber trade between the manufacturers in British Columbia and
the consumers in Alberta. Under normal conditions, it was impos-
sible for United States manufacturers to compete with British Colum-
bia in Alberta, on account of the difference in freight rates. The
natural source of the lumber supply for this country was the Koote-
nay district, and the eastern slope of the Rockies, and the rate from
Nelson, Nakusp, and Kaslo was about 20c. to 22c, while the rate
from Vancouver to Calgary was but 36c.

However, the Canadian manufacturers suffered from an addi-
tional handicap in the excessive cost of operation, due, in some mea-
sure, to antiquated methods and to an apparently inferior natural
field. Investigation by representatives of the United Farmers had
shown that it cost about $12.50 per thousand to load the lumber onto
the cars in the Kootenay country.

A representative of the British Columbia lumber manufacturers
who called on Mr. Fream made the statement that of all the lumber
cut in the Kootenay country, only 15 per cent, went into uppers; the
other 85 per cent, was common or cull. It was apparently to offset
such disadvantages as this that lumbermen were asking for a pro-
tective duty. The working out of a high tariff scheme would afford
no relief to the western consumer; but it might probably assure the
entire trade for Canadian mills, at the expense of the present middle-
man's profits.

That the middlemen, alone, are profiting by any importation of
American lumber was proven by the statistics of last year, which
showed that the largest amount of imported lumber was received
at Vancouver. Of 300,000,000 feet imported, over 100,000,000 feet
was hard timber, which is not produced in Canada; and the larger
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portion of the remainder was sent to Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
The freight rates from Seattle, Portland, and Spokane to these pro-
vinces are practically the same as from Vancouver, giving the Can-
adian manufacturer a slight advantage, if anything.

Mr. Fream's views, as reported above, being those of the con-
sumer, are naturally pretty hard on the retailer, but they bear out
in a remarkable manner, the claim made by the Canadian lumber
manufacturers that the imposition of a duty, or the proper enforce-
ment of the duties already provided for in the tariff would not in-

volve any increase in the price of lumber to the consumer.
It is interesting in this connection to note the other side of the

question as presented by Mr. P. Lund, president of the Crow's Nest
Pass Lumber Company. According to the statement of Mr. Lund,
as published in The Calgary Albertan alongside of Mr. Fream's
views, the lumber industry of British Columbia is in a perilous con-
dition, and unless the people of the west are prepared to pay higher
prices in order that it may be protected by a tariff from southern
competition, the mills of British Columbia may be closed down and
the once prosperous lumbermen forced to join the bankrupts.

"The output of the mills for this year will be decreased by one-
half," declared Mr. Lund. "Last year the lumbermen of the' south
dumped 500,000,000 feet of lumber into Canada, and I estimate that

this year the amount will be doubled. The reason for this is evident.
The United States with its larger production and greater cities affords
an extensive market for the higher grades of lumber, while present-
ing but a small demand for the lower grades. In Western Canada,
at the present time the lower grades are in demand. Having a good
market for the higher grades the United States concerns can alford
to sell their low grade lumber at a rate lower than that at which
the Canadian lumbermen can offer theirs under existing conditions.

Again, the southern concerns at the present time have better
facilities for transportation. The railways are glad to get the trade
into Canada and of late have been able to supply better facilities than
the one road which offers an outlet for the British Columbia pro-
duct, handicapped as this road has been for some time by the demand
for cars for shipment of grain.

"The effect of this dumping is already being felt by the Canadian
lumbermen and will operate to the disadvantage of the west, even
though for a time the consumer is able to obtain his lumber at slight-
ly reduced prices. This year the output of the western lumbermen
will be reduced by half. This will mean that money which would
have been spent in payment of wages to Canadian workers and in

the purchase of supplies from Canadian firms will go out of the
country."

Wisconsin and Michigan Statistics
Hemlock and Hardwood Shipments Show Large Increase—Hemlock
Input Decreased 10 per cent.—Hardwood Input 14 per cent. Less

The Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers Associa-
tion held its quarterly meeting at Milwaukee, Wis., on April 17th.

The following statistics were presented, showing the cut and ship-

ments during March, 1912, by 57 firms, compared witli similar sta-

tistics from the same firms for March, 1911:

Hemlock Firms M Ft. Firms M Ft. Percent

Cut, M feet Shipped, M feet

1912 1911 1912 1911

HEMLOCK . 18,691 14,040 35,396 23,755
Ash 722 1,169 921 864
Basswood 3,852 5,363 2,622 2,721
Birch 7,155 9,226 5,404 3,423
Elm i 2,496 2,852 2,129 1,662
Maple 6,138 4,363 3,172 2,570
Oak 486 328 351 207
Mixed 9,058 8,155 4,814 2,096

ALL HARDWOODS . . . . . . 29,907 31,456 19,413 13,543

Total 48,598 45,496 54,809 37,298

Increase in Hemlock Cut, 33 per cent.

Increase in Hemlock Shipments, 49 per cent.

Decrease in Hardwood Cut, 5 per cent.

Increase in Hardwood Shipments, 44 per cent.

Increase in Total Cut, 7 per cent.

Increase in Total Shipments, 47 per cent.

The total dry stock on hand unsold on April 1 is reported as
follows

:

1911

M ft.

Hemlock 137,998
Hardwoods 38,662

1912 Decrease-
M ft. Percent
99,965 27
23,171 40

Total 176,660 123,136

The Log Input

Reports from 50 representative firms in Wisconsin and
Michigan give the following figures upon the log input this

and last;

Hemlock Plardwood Pine All

M feet M feet M feet

Logged 1910-11 310,164 166,759 115,114
Expected to log 1911-12 ... 275,400 155,150 104,335
Actually logged 1911-12 ... 278,837 143,720 102,972

Decrease in Hemlock input—10 per cent.

Decrease in Plardwood input—14 per cent.

Decrease in Pine input—10 per cent.

Decrease in All Kinds— 11 per cent.

Dry Lumber on Hand Unsold

Reports from 45 firms give the following amounts of dry lumber
on hand unsold on April 1, 1911, and April 1, 1912:

30

Upper
season

Kinds
M feet

592,037

534,885

525,529

No. 1 21

No. 2 . ... .

No. 3
No. 1 & 2
Mixed

Total.

Ash

Mixed

Total ...

Basswood
No. 2 & Btr.

No. 3

Mixed

Total
Birch

No. 2 & Btr.

Mixed

Total ... .

Elm
No. 2 & Btr.

No. 3

Mixed

Total
Maple
No. 2 & Btr.

No. 3 ...

Mixed

Total
Oak
No. 2 & Btr.

No. 3

Mixed

Total

1911 1912 Decrease

21 43,352 23 36,729 15

21 25,818 21 21,088 18
29 26,769 18 9,908 63
12 25,030 7 13,811 45
7 17,029 6 18,429 Inc. 8

. 137,998 99,965 27

11 1,132 7 178 84
12 719 11 230 67
5 326 2 85 74

2,177 493 77

19 6,233 14 2,122 66
13 1,793 11 338 82
6 1,698 5 1,050 38

9,724 3,510 64

16 7,405 17 6,550 12
18 5,679 15 2,695 52
6 2,593 5 1,663 36

15,677 10,908 30

13 2,769 12 897 68
17 1,899 17 1,123 41
5 747 3 535 28

5,415 2,555 53

9 671 12 1,210 Inc.80
13 2,087 15 1,147 45
4 1,362 4 1,616 Inc .19

4,120 3,973 4

7 361 7 357 0
7 281 8 260 7
3 907 3 1,115 Inc.23

1,549 1,732 Inc. 12

The Smart-Turner Machine Company, Limited, Hamilton, Ont,
have received an order from J. C. Wilson & Company, Lachute
Mills, Quebec, for a Simplex Power Vacuum Pump. They are also
supplying Chappell Brothers, St. Omer, Quebec, with \ Duplex
Packed Piston Pump.
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From the Wholesaler's Point of View
Market Steadied and Distribution Promoted by
Man Who Comes Between Mill and Retailer

The position of the wholesaler of lumber is much the same
in all parts of the country so far as his relations with manufacturers
and consumers are concerned. The same problems are always crop-

ping up and being discussed, and the tendency is growing stronger
each day in the direction of eliminating sources of trouble which may
be removed by co-operation between the various branches of the
trade. The Canada Lumberman has drawn attention many a time
to the chief features of these problems and has discussed the meth-
ods of handling them which are adopted in other countries. Prac-
tical suggestions of a valuable nature are contained in a letter which
was written recently by a number of wholesalers of Columbus, Ohio,
to an association of lumbermen in another part of the country.

"There has never been a time in the history of the lumber in-

dustry," says the letter, '"when the manufacturer and the legitimate
wholesaler needed one another so much as at the present time, and
particularly is this true as concerns the members of your honorable
association.

The manufacturers of the present day all having good timber,
are enabled to secure equally good machinery to mill and manufac-
ture this timber; the system of handling and grading has been re-

duced so much to a similarity and a uniformity, that the matter of

the disposition of the stocks so manufactured resolves itself into the
elements of personality, and the intimate acquaintance with the con-
suming public, by the party who is selling the stock.

The manufacturer has not the time, and often not the inclina-

tion or opportunity to get into close contact with the users of the
class of material that he puts out. His labors are largely those
of logging, handling to the mill, and the economical manufacture
of same at the mill.

The consumer, and the retailers who purchase lumber do not
anticipate their needs so much in the past few years as formerly,
and consequently, it is necessary for one who expects to sell him
any large portion of his demands to make his calls frequent, and to

be within easy reach by 'phone, should he not be right on the spot
when the buying humor happened to strike the purchasing agent.

Where the Wholesaler Comes In

At this point the reliable and legitimate wholesaler comes to
the rescue, and is able to secure the order for the stock, and look
after the account after it is delivered.

The first class wholesaler is in all cases the development of the
very best salesman in any section ; he has covered a stated terri-

tory for years, and has through absolutely fair dealings, and frank-
ness, as well as the amount of personal interest shown in the wel-
fare of both the retailer, and the wholesaler or manufacturer estab-
lished a prestige and an acquaintance, which it would be impossible
for any man sent from the mill to acquire in a long time.

The travelling man who is sent out by a manufacturer into a
certain territory to move stock is one of the worst enemies to the
values to be obtained by the mills for their stock.

The wholesaler who is on the ground and who knows his trade
is always a man who gets the top of the market ; he helps to hold
up the general market, and can always secure more from the trade
for the stock than you can by the medium of a direct representative.

The man with whom the purchaser is personally acquainted and
has known favorably for years is the one who secures the order,
even at a little preference.

The wholesaler is a disseminator of knowledge ,and a carrier of

new and beneficial ideas to the retailer, as well as to the mill man.
He educates the retailer into the uses of items of stock which you
can cut to best advantage ; he informs the mill man how he can
work some items of stock that will secure a ready sale, and in fact
is indispensable to the success of both.

An Indispensable Go-between

The wholesaler is of great advantage to you as an intermediary
between the shipper and the retailer or receiver of the stock being
on the ground, and, through old acquaintance and knowledge of

the customer, he is able to adjust any differences to a much better

advantage, and with less friction than you can if compelled to han-
dle the shipment direct with your customer, and the loss of time
and prestige which is always sure to follow a long-distance corres-

pondence on the settlement of differences as to grade or mill work
will soon be quite apparent, and will redound to the benefit of the
wholesaler.

The wholesalers through an interchange of credit information,
are able to handle this portion of the business in a great deal better
shape than the mill which is widely separated from its customer,
and does not know anything of his doings, except what is given

them by the commercial agencies, whose information is very crude,
and nearly always separated from the facts and conditions that
exist, except in the most flagrant cases.

The wholesalers in our particular section and state are in most
excellent shape to assist the manufacturer in the handling of the
business, as well as other matters which are now one of the deep
concerns of the average mill man.

In the one item of adjusting claims, you are all conversant with
the records of the inspection and adjusting bureau of the associa-
tion, which shows that in the greater percent of inspections, the
claimant is upheld.

Permit us to suggest that you avail yourselves of the know-
ledge and tact of the wholesalers in the particular territory where
your complaint may be made.

Wholesalers as Arbitrators

There could be two reliable and first class wholesalers in the
principal large cities, to whom the question of arbitration of a
great many claims could be referred, and we think that you would
find the reclamations would be much reduced, your prestige with the
customer retained, and the possibilities of much enmity and hard
feeling eliminated.

In the matter of official inspectors' work, let us suggest that
the reason that most of the complaints are upheld is that said in-

spector goes into the grading of the stock from a technical stand-
point, laying out much stock which through the efforts of an arbi-

tration committee would be allowed to pass. Again, the prompt-
ness in the settlement of complaints always tends to reduce the
amount of trouble found with the stock.

Our suggestion would be to endeavor to settle and adjust all

claims where possible, without the use of the official inspection, and,
while on this subject, will say that the wholesalers in this section
are at the present time endeavoring to form an association with a
view of elevating its members and this branch of the trade to the
highest possible standard, and we have already contemplated the ap-
pointment of an arbitration committee in each of the principal cities

for the purpose of settling claims or disputes that arise between its

members and mill connections; the committee in each city to have
charge not only of its own city, but also surrounding territory. Un-
der such an arrangement our entire territory would be covered by
an arbitration board to which many disputes could be referred and
probably settled satisfactorily to all concerned, and with very little

expense and delay.

Permit us to suggest in the line of getting the lumber ready
and on its way to market the following:

That the standard of working flooring, ceiling, drop-siding, and
in fact all planing mill items, be followed more closely, so that any
of the above items shipped from one mill to-day will match with
the same kind of stock shipped by some other mill to-morrow.

More care in the proper cleaning of cars before lumber is loaded
into them, as well as the removal of all projecting nails and broken
bolts on the inside of the car doors, which do such a lot of damage
to the edges of the lumber, in transit, caused by its being shifted
from end to end in the rough handling of the train crews.

Care to this last suggestion, as well as more care by your load-
ing crews in putting the stock into the cars, will insure the arrival
of the stock in a great deal better shape, and a better satisfied cus-
tomer.

In the matter of the grading, your inspectors often allow a few
low line boards to get by, and thereby make the entire lot look bad,
and it is very hard for a customer to see only the very good in any
grade, and not have the bad foremost in his eye.

When you put in the degrade from working any particular
car, try and put same some place besides right on top of the car,
as it invariably causes the customer to kick, and quite often makes
him over-critical on the remainder of the shipment.

The method of a few mills, whose shipping crews are often
known to put in two or three hundred feet of the culls in order to
get rid of them, even though they may not be tallied, is also to be
depreciated.

As indicated above the careful loading and tallying of cars is

a very important factor towards a satisfied customer, and you all

recognize that a satisfied customer is your very best and cheapest
advertisement.

The wholesalers in the State of Ohio and surrounding territory
are endeavoring to elevate the standard of those in the business,
and wish to assure the manufacturers that we stand ready to assist
you in any way that we can towards the more careful and profitable
handling of lumber from the mill to the consumer.

We sincerely believe that with a reciprocal feeling among the
mills whose business it is to manufacture the lumber in the most
approved method, thereby getting the highest average for his stump-
age, that the wholesaler will be your very best asset towards main-
taining prices, eliminating troubles for you, and that this mutual
good feeling will redound to the advantage of both.



The Retail Dealer and His Problems
Spring Gleaning in the Yards—Economical Piling

A Good Time to House Clean the Retail Lumber Yard
The average lumber yard is not a very attractive place to the

sense of sight at any time and particularly so at this time of the
year, and going from the fresh air into many of the offices is repl-
iant to the sense of smell also, writes C. H. Ketridge, in The Missis-
sippi Valley Lumberman. A stranger visiting the town is not taken
around to see the fine looking buildings of the lumber yards or the
elevators. And the reason is that the approaches to these places
in the early spring time are not of a character, or in a condition to
induce such a sacrifice of effort as would be involved in walking
on the muddy streets or picking the way over the equally muddy
crossings. The lumber office has few visitors these days excepting
those who are forced to come on business. The farmer bein<r used
to mud, don't mind driving in the slush and mud of the alleys and
even if this is too bad, he sits in his seat, and makes the yard man
load him up.

There has been a great improvement in the physical character of a
great many yards during the past few years. This class of dealers are
no better lumbermen perhaps, but they place a higher value on the
looks of their business places than did a majority of the dealers of the
old regime. Their taste for a better style of living has become edu-
cated and this has been extended to their places of business. In the
old days, when such a one had to wear gum boots to get around in his
alleys he didn't mind scraping the worst oft" his boots and entering
his house for dinner. Now, however, he has a yard foreman to do
in the yard what he used to do himself and he can sit in his hard-
wood floored office at his polished oak desk and do business in a
civilized way. Having a good office, they naturally want the rest of
their yard buildings to be and look correspondingly neat. Wherever
such yards are located the lumberman and his business are held in
higher estimation by the community than they were in the former
days of the lumbermen's poverty and lack of disposition to make his
business place attractive. But there are a good many lumbermen
who are still of the same old mind and disposition to get alon°- with
the same dirt alleys and rusty looking old buildings that have^never
had a bit of paint on them except perhaps the one coat that was put
on the office when it was first built, and the office was only painted
then m order to let people know which was the office building There
these old buildings are to-day among the other old landmarks of the
town. In many instances there is not even a sidewalk leading to the
yard, a few short pieces of broken plank, or a flat stone maybe shows
where customers may pass over the mud in getting to the office door.

They Use the Telephone Instead
The telephone and free delivery are a great convenience to the

community and to those patronizing the lumber yard with these con-
ditions nobody will care to go there unless they have to when they
can send word and have what they need delivered to them I've no
doubt that the beginning of free delivery arose from the difficulty
of people getting to the yard in the muddy times of the year and bad
weather. I've noticed that when it was clean under foot I had a
good many little sales that the customers carried away themselves
without stopping for the wagon to deliver them, which I would not
have made had the walking been bad.

I have noticed these things because my old yard was situated
away from the main business streets of the town and at the junction
of two streets near the grain elevator. I was two hundred feet from
a sidewalk and for two or three years I tried to get the town to lay
a sidewalk on the vacant part of the block I was on. I held off doin°-
anything to remedy it for some time. Then I saw I was losing trade
irom the townspeople when the walking was bad and not having the
telephone. My competitor, whose yard was on a main travelled street
and good sidewalk, I saw was getting the better of me in the smaller
retail trade. Getting tired of this handicap, I went to work and laid
a stone walk along the entire front of the yard, and connected it with
a tour plank along the vacant lots to the street sidewalk Then I
put up a hundred feet of good strong hitching rack and it was not
long before J noticed an increase in the small trade.

I rather balked at first, at the thought of going to expense of somuch hitching rack, but later on I was satisfied in doing it, and keep-
ing it in repair. I found it brought farmers to the yard that I had
seen but seldom in that neighborhood, and it gave me the opportunity
of chatting with them and finding out about their inclinations to build
or make improvements. The accommodation of the rack served tomake them favorably inclined toward me, and that in itself was
worth a good deal. On cold days they would hitch their teams andcome into the office to warm before going up town, sometimes they

had their women folks along who were particularly pleased at the
chance of warming and straightening their hats and fixing their hair
before the good sized mirror that hung in the office.

The Value of Accommodation
1 well remember an incident that showed me the value of these

little services. A couple had drove in with a load of grain one cold
March day and had unloaded at the elevator. Seeing them drive over
and hitch to my rack, I invited them in to get warmed up. They
accepted the invitation, though they were strangers to me As they
were getting ready to leave the woman said, "Well, we might as
well get that lumber we want here, as to go over to the other yard "

1 hey left their team and went to the stores to do their shopping and
when they came back I loaded them up a good sized "jag" which 1
would otherwise have lost, as I found later on he had been trading
at the other yards. That long hitching rack paid for itself many
times over and speaking of it leads me to tell something of the wav
I made it.

'

J had noticed before that it was throwing money away to put
up a cheap form of rack, so 1 took some large round posts I had in
the yard and set them four feet in the ground and seven feet apart
I hen I took Norway, 4 x 6 SI sunk them two inches into the posts
and bolted them firmly. I covered both them and the posts with a
good coating of iron paint, in which I mixed a decoction of bitter
aloes [ think it was, and over all I nailed strips of sheet iron and tin
which I got from the tin shop. The horse that put his nose to that
surface never tried it with his teeth. In this way my rack preserved
its original form for a good many years.

Some don't like the nuisance of a hitching rack in front of their
yard but knowing what I know I would not only have a good hitch-
ing rack but in addition have a watering trough, and if I had room
a storm hitching shed as well. My old friend and competitor, Andy
Bloomer, made a good deal of the money he is enjoying now by
giving such accommodations to his farmer customers His office
and yard buildings were "no great shakes" in point of appearance
but he had the conveniences about the yard that appealed particu-
ariy to the farmers who had come in from a long drive I believe
his was the yard I had seen or heard of that had a feed barn attached
to it, where there was plenty of grain and hay free of charge for
those of his customers who had come in from a distance. Of course
he was more or less imposed on by men of the class that will "hoe"'
anything that is gratis. This sort of thing is no particular
novelty nowadays, there are many dealers now who are doing thesame thing or something similar.

Importance of Clear Alleys
With the coming of the frost out of the ground and the sprin°-

rains the country yard is not a pleasant place to get around inland
as 1 think of the many seasons of discomfort I had to endure during
the years spent in a country yard, from having to put up with dirt
alleys, I am convinced that there is nothing about a yard that needsany more consideration than its alleyways. If I had my choicebetween having an office with all the modern improvements 'and dirt
alleys in the yard, and a yard with concrete or brick alleys and
a common plain office, you can bet I would prefer the latter stvle
of yard every time. One of the things that made me sick of work-ing in a country yard was the muddy alleys and slush that I had
to wade around in in the spring and wet weather and I did what
i could to minimize.

When I was going through a model retail yard in Lincoln Neband saw the entire area of the yard covered with a thick surfacing
of concrete, I said then " Here's the yard I have been looking for
all these years. The general manager said that when hewas given full power to go ahead and build according to
his own notion, he made up his mind he would have a yard wherehe could move around without getting his feet muddy. Bob hadtramped around m muddy yards for as many years as I had and heknew what it meant also, when the wind was blowing a gale in adry time. & 6

In a certain way, lumbermen are bound by a custom that hascome down from the early days of the retail yard. They startedthem in a cheap way and were forced from lack of means to put
as little as possible into anything but the stock. They have -oneon gradually improving the class of their yard buildings, but" the
old time dirt alley remains the same and only comparatively few ofthe dealers of the present day have made any improvement in this
respect. I have been in yards where the entire stock was under roof,but the stifling clouds of dust on every windy day showed they had
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not given any thought to their alleys to make them what they ought
to be in keeping with the other improved features of the yard.

Put All Their Capital into the Stock

It used to be accounted as one of the advantages of the lumber
business that there was no need for putting much money into build-
ings and thus leaving free one's capital to be in the earning invest-
ment in stock. Yards were put on leased ground also for the freer

use of capital. Many years ago, a large percentage of lumber yards
were on the railroad right-of-way for which practically no direct
compensation was paid and even now there are some who still in

this way save an investment in real estate. It sometimes looked
to me as though when a man opened a new yard that he didn't
intend or expect to remain in the business very long, and therefore
he didn't want to tie much money up in non-productive buildings
or improvements of any kind. He was trying an experiment, as it

were, and if it panned out well, he would stay and fix up the yard as
it should be. A good many did this very thing and have stayed
many years longer than they expected and the longer they stayed
the less became their disposition to make any change in their yard
surroundings. But, these old yards are gradually changing their
ownership. Every new owner wants to make some improvements
to meet his own ideas and I believe that in the course of years this

process of change will result in the future lumber yard being T
business plant of a different character than it is now. It will have
as substantial buildings as the best merchandize stores, factories,

or warehouses in the town, and its alleyways will not be the primi-
tive dirt, but rather, they will be the most substantial parts of the
yard as they should be.

I was in a yard last fall where the alleys were of packed cinders
and as smooth and as hard almost as concrete. There were two or
three push carts in use, and I noticed the comparative ease with
which one man could move 500 feet or more on them from one part
of the yard to another, effecting thereby a great saving in time and
labor. There is not a yard in the country but where push carts can
be used to great advantage, part of the time, when the alleys are
dry, and might be all the time if the alleys were of a stable and
permanent character. There are times when the team is occupied
that a carpenter will come and want a little stuff taken to his shop
which may not be very far away and instead of packing it on his

back as he sometimes does, the whole of it could be put on a push
cart and he would take it over there himself. I had a carpenter
customer who made a cart himself, and used it very often to take
his small purchases from the yard, but he did it for his own con-
venience, rather than mine. I gave him the worth of it though
in the bargains he got from me.

Hard to Get Started

One of the hardest things for a lumberman to do is to start

on the job of painting his own yard buildings. He thinks of it every
spring when he sees other business men freshening up things around
them with the paint brush. He may make up his mind to start

in on the job as soon as he gets around to it, but, unfortunately, lie

is apt to allow something or other to prevent it, and he follows" tttif

line of the least resistance.

I remember once, when I held the position of manager, I spoke
to the "boss" when he was on a visit to the yard of the rusty ap-
pearance of the yard buildings. He fully agreed with this, and
thought he would have it done when times got better. As soon as
he was gone I went to work and picked up all the old "shelf worn"
cans of paint in the stock we had on hand, got a tub, and emptied
them all together. Then I put in a lot of brown coloring matter and
oil and set my man to stirring it up to the proper mixing and con-
sistency. Then we went at it and painted every building with the
color except the office, which I gave another and more appropriate
one. Things were pretty dead in the town about that time but the
changing of the looks of that yard freshened up the common con-
versation on the sidewalks wonderfully and a few of the more opti-
mistic and daring went at it and did a little of the same around
their own premises, when the "boss" came up next time instead of
making a "kick" at the expense as I thought probably he might he
complimented me on the improved appearance of the yard and I

heard afterwards he had several of the other yards treated the same
way.

All there is needed for an improvement of this kind is the
proper state of mind. You that are married and keeping house,
may probably have noticed every year about this time that your
wives are getting in a "state of mind" to do a job of house cleaning
and when a woman's mind is in this state the most negative and
easy going among them is transformed into a fury of energy and
disorder so that the average man feels like going out of town for
a few days to escape the torrent of upheaval at home. But after
it is all over and the dear one's mind has resumed its normal action
he is just as much pleased over the results of the flurry as his
wife is and takes as much credit for it.

The Economical Piling- of Lumber
By James F. Hobart

The requirements of a good foundation are that it be solid, and
that the two or more bearers be exactly in alignment with each
other. Beyond all doubt, the best and cheapest lumber-piling foun-
dations that can be constructed are of concrete. A trench, a few
boards for a form, some gravel or crushed rock, a little mixing and
tamping, with 1 to 5 cement, and there you are ; the foundation thus
constructed being for all time. It will never decay or burn.

Depth of the Foundations

The concrete should be carried below the surface of the ground
just far enough on a clayey soil, to prevent frost from reaching the
bottom of the concrete. On sandy or gravelly soil, the foundations
need go just deep enough to prevent the water by heavy rains from

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

soaking down and under the foundations. If drain tile be laid on
either side of a foundation, and the drain connected with a ditch which
can carry away the water which collects, the foundation need not go
very deep. But be sure that the foundation will not settle when
loaded. That surely spoils lots of otherwise good lumber.

The concrete foundation is shown by Fig. 1, a three-pier ar-

rangement for stuff from ?4 up to 2 inches thick. Plank 2 inches
and more in thickness and not over 20 feet in length will go all

right with only two bearings instead of three, as shown by Fig. 1.

But three bearings are necessary for thin stuff and the three foun-
dations should by all means be put in. They will be there when
wanted for thin stuff, and the middle one need not be used when
lumber over 2 inches thick is being "stuck out."

It will be noted that Fig. 1 shows a foundation 16 by 16 feet,

which is quite a convenient size for 16-foot lengths, although many
yards will doubtless require provision for 12-foot lengths on the
piling ground. The foundation shown may be used for 12-foot stuff,

letting the rear ends overhang four feet. But this is not very good
practice for the lumber. The overhanging ends are very apt to

Fig. 3 Fig. 4

warp, twist and otherwise get out of shape. It is best to have foun-
dations for different lengths of lumber and always pile those lengths
there. By so doing yard room is economized a good deal.

Bearings and Pitch of Pile

The left or front foundation is shown 16 inches high, above
ground, and the depth below the surface is not marked. That must
be left to be fixed according to local conditions as discussed in a
previous paragraph. The middle bearing is 12 inches high, the rear
one 8 inches. This gives a pitch of 8 inches from front to back, or

y2 inch to the foot. This pitch works pretty well. If more is

wanted, pile narrow planks or boards upon the front and middle
bearings until the desired pitch or inclination is obtained.

Fig. 1 shows the concrete foundation with a footing. It may
seem to some that a footing is useless. In some cases that is so.
When the soil is very hard, the footing may be omitted and the
6-inch concrete wall placed directly on the earth. But let's do a
bit of figuring and see what pressure per square foot is actually
put upon the foundations of a pile of lumber. Take, for instance,
a pile containing 16,000 feet, board measure, of common green lum-
ber, spruce, whitewood, pine or Oregon fir, in fact any of the com-
mon woods except yellow pine, oak or maple. The latter are heavier
than those first named which will be assumed to weigh, green, 4yi
pounds per board foot. This will give 72,000 pounds to be sup-
ported by the foundation.

Assume that there will be three bearers, as in Fig. 1. This will
give 72,000 -^3 = 24,000 pounds for each sill or bearer. As there
are 16 feet long, there will be 24,000 -r- 16 = 1,500 pounds per foot
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1911 Model Linderman Aut

WHO are using them:—
W. C. Edwards Co., Ottawa, Ont., 4 ft. machine, boxes

W. C. Edwards Co., Ottawa, Ont., 8 ft. machine, boxes

Meyer-Thomas Co., Granby, Que., 4 ft. machine, boxes

Zimmerman Bros., Tavistock, Ont., 12 ft. machine, boxes

M. Langmuir Mfg. Co., Toronto, Ont., 10 ft. machine, trunk boxes

J. Eveleigh & Co., Montreal, Que., 8 ft. machine, trunk boxes

L. McBrine & Co., Berlin, Ont., 6 ft. machine, trunk boxes

Cummer-Dowswell, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont., 6 ft. machine, washing machines

Wm. Cane & Sons Co., Newmarket, Ont., 3 ft. machine, wooden ware

Czerwinski Box Co., Winnipeg, Man., 8 ft. machine, store fixtures

Cashing Bros. & Co., Calgary, Alta., 12 ft. machine, interior trim, veneered doors store and office
fixtures

Western Manufacturing Co., Regina, Sask., 16 ft. machine, interior trim, veneered doors, store andotnce fixtures '

Canadian Pacific Railway Co., Montreal, Que., 10 ft. machine, railway cars

Knechtel Furniture Co., Hanover, Ont., 6 ft. machine, furniture

Knechtel Furniture Co., Walkerton, Ont., 6 ft. machine, furniture

Canada Furniture Mfrs., Woodstock, Ont., 6 ft. machine, furniture

Victoriaville Furniture Co., Victoriaville, Que., 6 ft. machine, furniture

ON ORDER,—Not yet shipped :_
Canadian Office & School Furniture Co., Preston, Ont., 8 ft. machine, school seats and desks

D. Hibner Furniture Co., Berlin, Ont., 6 ft. machine, furniture

Martin Freres Co., Montreal, Que., 4 ft. machine, boxes

CANADIAN LINDERMi
MUSKEGON. MICH. Wo)
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,

inatic Dovetail Glue Jointers

4'

are they making:

—

BOXES:—Converting narrow width lumber, shorts and short shorts into wide stock for one piece

ends, sides, tops and bottoms, effecting a saving in the original purchase of their lumber from $2.00 to

$10.00 per thousand, actual figures given after testing out the machine, securing results in the finished

product never before possible.

BANK, OFFICE AND STORE FIXTURES:— Interior finish ; cores for veneered doors; casing; base

boards, etc.

CORE WORK for interior of cars; joining up solid panels, etc., for sleepers, diners and coaches.

WIDE PANELS for washing machines from narrow widths so as to make tight water joints where
before wide lumber was necessary.

HEADING for candy pails, lard tubs and wooden buckets of all descriptions, utilizing the narrow
widths of stock 1" and upwards, 7" long and upwards.

FURNITURE: Solid Quartered Oak Matched tops, Mahogany, Plain Oak, Maple, obtaining better

joints than ever before possible: making drawer sides and bottoms; back panels; chair seats; cores for

veneered stock; etc.

In fact there are 191 1 model Linderman Dovetailers working to-day in Canada on practically every

different kind of work requiring wide stock, and all machines are doing the work better, far cheaper and

more satisfactorily than is possible by any other method.

Tell us your conditions and we will outline the results

WHAT

J COMPANY, LIMITED
I at WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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of length. As the bearers are only 6 inches wide, it is evident that
the foundation will be loaded at the rate of 1,500 ^ l/2 — 3,000
pounds per square foot. This is too much load for some soils,

while other kinds of earth will carry that load, and more, without
danger of settling.

Should the bearers be given a 10-inch footing, as shown by
Fig. 1, then the load per square foot will be 1,500 -5- 6 X 10 =
2,500 pounds, or a little more than one ton per square foot. This
load will be easily carried by almost any soil except very wet sand,
mud or some other and equally unstable soil, therefore a 6-inch
wall with a 10-inch footing, projecting 2 inches on either side, will
provide a "safe and sane" foundation for green lumber. If oak or
yellow pine is to be piled, calculate the weight per square foot of
foundation by using 5 to S l/2 pounds per board foot

But lumber is not always piled upon concrete bearers—more's
the pity—and millions of feet of all kinds of stock are piled upon
makeshift foundations, of which Fig. 2 shows what may be called a
fair average. This foundation, or "bearer" as it is often called, is

merely placed on top of the ground, no excavating at all having
been done. Sometimes a slight leveling of the ground is done, but
usually, when there is a low spot, a bit of plank is slipped under the
long plank which in Fig. 2 is shown lying on the ground.

In almost every instance where a foundation of this kind is

found in use, the plank will be found badly bent upwards between

Fig. 5 Fig. 6

the blockings where the portions directly under the blockr»gUiuvc
settled into the ground. A foundation of this kind is by all means
better than none at all but is not a very mechanical arrangement.
The load is all concentrated upon three points in each sill or foun-
dation bearer instead of being distributed along its entire length
as it should be. With 72,000 pounds of lumber on three bearers
as shown by Fig. 2, there will be 72,000 9 = 8,000 pounds upon
each blocking. Is it any wonder that they each and all settle into
the soft top-soil and that the single 2-inch plank underneath the
blockings is curved into an ox-bow?

Care Must be Continuous
And care and common sense should by no means stop when the

foundation is ready, but should be carried through the entire oper-
ation of piling, from the time the first board is placed upon the bear-
ers until the rain roof is battened down and tied against the wind.

One of the first mistakes usually made in piling lumber is shown
at A, Fig. 3. The cross plank is placed just fair with the face of
the bearing foundation. The next lengthwise plank is also faced
with the bearer. Were this practice to be followed, the pile of
lumber would slope backward instead of forward, as it should al-
ways do. And the bringing of the front of the pile to the proper
angle, after it has been started wrong, always leaves a bad looking
angle in the front of the pile as shown between A and B.

That last letter, B, marks another bad way of piling, it will
be noted that the long plank projects farther front than the cross
plank. This means that water will find its way along under the long
plank, whereas had the long plank been flush with the cross plank
underneath it as at D, and E, the water would nearly all run down
over the cross plank instead of finding its way in between it and
the long plank.

But take care not to go to the opposite extreme as shown at
C. Here the long plank is pulled back on top of the cross plank,
making another water trap which is even worse than that at B.
Water will stand all the time, at the end of the long plank, when
piled as at C, and the water takes every and steady opportunity to
sneak down between the long and cross planks. It also finds its
way into the sap pores of the wood. Pile the plank as at D and
I

1
'., and the least possible amount of water will find its way into and

between the planks.

Prevention of Irregular Piling

Another very bad thing, which has already been mentioned, is

the crooked piling of the front end. Nothing looks worse to a me-
chanic than crooked piling, either sidewise or endwise. Until the
trick of straight piling has been learned, better set up a couple of
planks, as shown at F, and use them as guides for placing the
cross planks or boards. After the "trade has been learned" there

will be no need of such "pilot planks" but they do help out a be-
ginner most mightily.

Another very bad thing, and perhaps the worst the lumber piler
is guilty of, is the crooked arrangement of the cross planks as shown
at G, Fig. 3. This should never be tolerated. It is disgraceful and
an eyesore all the time the piles remain on the foundations, and it

also damages a lot of lumber.
Be sure to keep the pile of lumber vertical sidewise as well as

slightly inclined forward on the front end. The boards, if all of the
same length, will help a whole lot in piling vertically, sidewise; but
when there are unequal lengths to be dealt with, a good deal of
care must be taken in order to make a good looking pile of lumber.
And the good looking ones are the ones which shed water the best!
There is one place where beauty is of some value and is more than
"skin" deep !

When there are a lot of short lengths in the lumber, and where
it is desirable to pile 10 and 12-foot lumber 16 feet wide, then the
method should be followed as is illustrated by Fig. 4.

Shedding of Rain Water
The way is very simple. Just put two cross planks or boards

instead of one, but above all be sure to always put the front board
on the same corner as shown. If the front board be altered from
one corner to the ether, the lumber will suffer the same as when the
cross boards are not kept one fair above the other as shown by
Fig. 3, at C. But if the same corner is kept front, all the time, the
best possible results will be obtained.

At best, however, the method is not a desirable one to follow
for the fun of it. The long boards where the cross is back one
board-width must catch more water and not dry out as quickly as
when the cross is front all the way across. In fact, the lumber at
A

>
Fig. 4, is piled exactly as we were warned against doing and

as is shown at B, Fig. 3. But we can't always keep our cake and
eat it too, therefore we have to make the best of the matter and
sometimes pile as shown by Fig. 4.

In cases of this kind, always place the longest cross board in
front, then there will not be as many unsupported front ends as if

the short cross board were placed in front and the longer one back.
This matter is well illustrated by Fig. 5, which shows two ways of
piling; very short boards or plank, the two methods being markedA and B respectively.

Never pile as shown at A, if it is possible to do otherwise.
It will be seen that in this pile there are seven front ends exposed,
while in the method shown at B, Fig. 5, with the middle cross in
back, there are only three front ends exposed. The better value ob-
tained by piling according to sketch B needs little description. It
is self-evident.

Proof Against Rain or Wind
The finishing of a pile of lumber so as to make it wind and

rain-proof is a matter which does not always receive the attention
it should. Sometimes piles of lumber are 'to be seen with heavy
timbers piled on top to keep the upper layers from blowing off.
Sometimes, too, the top of the pile will be battened by placing two
layers of boards longwise of the pile, the upper layer being placed
over the cracks of the layer beneath. But many a pile of lumber
may be found with no attempt whatever toward keeping off the rain
or weighting the top courses so the wind shall not tear the boards
away.

Fig. 6 illustrates a very good method of finishing a pile of lum-
ber so it will withstand any amount of rain and any wind less than
80 miles per hour. About eight inches in depth of timber is piled
across the front end of the pile and two inches across the back
end, the boards being placed one on top of another until the pitch
of the top has been increased so it will shed rain fairly well.

Next, a battened roof is spread over the pile and upon the packed
boards above described. It pays to use boards for the roof which
are kept for that purpose and replaced upon new piles when old
piles are removed. That is, just keep the roof boards for roofino-
purposes, using them over and over, thus avoiding the use of new
lumber each time a pile of lumber must be roofed over. This saves
a large amount of lumber in a yard where many piles are maintained
Of course, for an occasional pile the special roofing would not pay
but it does pay, and pays well, when a large number of lumber
piles are maintained.

Firmly Securing the Roof
Having battened the roof, send up a couple of 2 by 4-inch

scantlings and place them across the roof. One of these scantlings
is shown at B, Fig. 6. Several narrow boards, placed one un top of
the others, will answer if scantlings are not at hand. Then thrust
a couple of sticks into the pile, a few courses down, as shown at C
Next tie, or wire, the scantling to the sticks C, then twist the wires
or strings with a short stick, as shown at D, and the roof is com-
plete and ready for a heavy rainstorm or for a gale of wind—Wood
Craft.



Machinery and Equipment
What Manufacturers of Logging, Sawmill and Woodworking Appliances are Doing

Two New Lightning- Line Products

The J. A. Fay & Egan Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, have recently

added two more interesting and useful machines to their well-known
"Lightning" Line. The accompanying illustrations show these two
machines, the No. 297 Universal Cutter-head Grinder and the No.
306 Rutting Saw.

The No. 297 Universal Cutter-head Grinder is proving an excel-

J. A. Fay 6* Egan Co's. No. 297 Universal Cutter-head Grinder

lent machine for getting the most out of fast feet matcher heads,

four side slotted, capped, solid milled, circular heads with thin

knives, heads with formed cutters, etc. All knives and hits on a head
can be ground without resetting or removing the head from the stud,

an automatic stop locating each knife or bit in proper position for

grinding. Thin steel knives may be back-ground to give cutting, as

well as clearance bevel. The Xo. 297 Grinder will not take up much
space nor use much power.

No. 306 is a new Butting Saw to work behind a fast feed hard-

wood floorer. TJiere is only one way to increase the capacity of the

man at the feed-out end of the hardwood floorer and that is to give
him a machine which runs so rapidly and easily that he can work
at full speed all day long. In this regard the company claim that the

No. 306 is an especially valuable machine. The saw mandrel is

mounted on steel balls travelling in planed "V's" practically eliminat-

ing friction. Coil springs and rubber bumpers are provided to start

the carriage in either direction, and very little pressure is required on

the foot treadle to make the cut.

As shown in the illustration, the 306 is a right-hand machine.

It is also made left hand, and where a double machine is required, a

J. A. Fay 6? Egan Co's. No. 306 Butting Saw

right and left are placed side by side. Further information may be
secured from the manufacturers, J. A. Fay & Egan Company, 465-

485 West Front street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Record Four Days with Clyde Skidder

A record four days skidding was recently completed by the
"Star" crew of the Industrial Lumber Co. of Marionville, La. The
total number of logs skidded in the four days was 4,325, contain-
ing 865,000 feet, as follows:

March 30th 1000 logs 200,000 feet

April 1st -1000 logs 200,000 feet

April 2nd 1003 logs 200,600 feet

April 3rd 1322 logs 264,400 feet

This made a daily average of 1081 logs, or 216,250 feet. A four-
line Clvde Steam Skidder was used.

American New 36-in. Band Saw

American New 36-in. Band Saw
The American Band Saw fitted up as shown in

the accompanying illustrations, makes an attractive

and efficient equipment. The wire guard for the up-
per wheel and the closed doors for the lower elimin-

ate the possibility of danger.

Ball-bearings applied to both wheels insure an easy
running saw—a feature which is essential in a tool

of this kind.

Direct connected motor with rheostat mounted
on the machine itself provides an excellent method of

driving a band saw. There are no belts and no mo-
tion is lost, while very little power is used, in com-
parison with other methods of drive.

The patent weighing strain to the upper wheel,
with indicator for adjusting weight to different widths
of blades, relieves the operator from guess work in

adjusting, and prevents saw blades from cracking or

breaking.

The micrometer adjustment to the table with ac-

curately graduated scale insures the proper tilt in

either direction—4-5 degrees to right—5 degrees to

left.

More detailed information can be had, also a pho-
tograph and full description of the machine, by ad-
dressing the American Wood Working Machinery
Company, Rochester, N. Y. American New 36-in. Band Saw



WANTED* FOR SALE DEPARTMENT

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT

PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate of
15 cents per agate line ($2.10 per inch) each
insertion, payable in advance. Space measured
from rule to rule. When four or more con-
secutive insertions of the same advertisement
are ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be
allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order. If
Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-
close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a
word net. Cash must accompany the order.
Minimum charge 50 cents.

Advertisement must be received not later
than the 18th and 26th of each month to
insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

Basswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter

cut preferred. Apply Firstbrook Box Co.,
Ltd., Toronto, Ont. 7-tf

Oak Wanted
Five or ten cars 4/4 Plain Red, Ontario

Oak in good shipping condition. Reply Box
475, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 8-11

Basswood Wanted
Twenty carloads of white winter cut Bass-

wood, No. 1 Common and Better grade,
plump 1-in. thick when dry, For further
particulars apply Box 455, Canada Lumber-
man, Toronto, Ont. t.f.

Wanted to buy up to 200 M. feet of Elm,
1-in. to 3-in. thick, 6/16 feet long. State
quality, price, average widths and percent-
age of lengths, also name shipping point.
Address Cox, Long & Co., Hope Building,
Ottawa, Ont. 8-9

White and Red Pine Wanted
3 in. x e-in-7-in. 18 ft. Tank Stock, also

Quarter Cut White Pine Pump Squares.

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Ont. t.f.

Pickets Wanted
We want at once and during 1912, 4/4 x

44 in. and 48 in.
; 5/4 x 44 in. and 48 in.

;

6/4 x 44 in. and 48 in. White Pine, Spruce,
Basswood or Poplar Squares. Will buy a
car or your entire output.
4-9 Box 58, Ogdensburg, N.Y.

Lumber Wanted
200,000 feet 1-in. Hard Maple.
100,000 feet 1-in. Soft Maple.
200,000 feet 1-in. Basswood.
100,000 feet 1-in. Elm.
25,000 feet 2-in. Elm.
50,000 feet 1-in. Black Ash.
50,000 feet 2-in. Hard Maple.
Give full particulars of what you have to

offer.

Apply Box No. 462, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 6-9

Lumber Wanted
Sap Birch—Basswood 4x4 inches 1st and

2nd. All 10 ft. lengths.

LUCAS E. MOORE,
11 Broadway,

0 New York, N.Y.

Telephone Poles For Sale
Telephone poles peeled ready for loading.

For prices, etc., apply P. O. Box No. 213
Almonte, Ont. (jjo

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale
To the trade only : Birch, Maple. Bass-

wood and Elm in all thicknesses. Send us
rour enquiry. The Meaford Lumber Company,
Meaford, Ont. 7-20

For Sale
,»,?"•'"" 1 ^"in -> IH-in. and 2-in. mill cull
White Pine in strips and sidings. Fred T
Smith, Board of Trade Building, Montreal

1-t.f.

For Sale
About 1,100 cedar poles, from 25 ft. to CO

ft. in length, suitable for telegraph poles.
For particulars apply to Gropp Bros., Pene-
tang, Ont. 9

For Sale
A cargo of merchantable and No. 2 Hem-

lock for sale on North Shore of Lake Huron.
This stock was cut last fall and is ready to
ship as soon as ice is out. Address Box 482,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 9

Pine Lumber and Timber For Sale
We have 15,000 pine logs 12 ft. and 16 ft.

lengths, 5 in. and up diameter, which we
are prepared to saw under contract into
squares or lumber as desired. Correspon-
dence invited. The Pearce Co., Limited,
Marmora, Ont. 5-tf

For Sale
80 M. feet 1-in. Basswood shorts, 2 to 5 ft.

One car l'A-in. Soft Maple, log run.
Three cars 1-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.
Two cars 1^-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.
Two cars 2-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.
Two cars 3-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.

GEO. C. GOODFELLOW,
Montreal, Que.

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
Sawmill, in good condition, on Burford Lake,

six miles from Wiarton, equipped with 70 H.
P. boiler, 60 H.P. engine, new carriage by Long
Bros., Orillia, Ont., good trimmers and endless
chain attachment for hauling logs out of water
Terms, etc., apply Massey-Harris Com-

pany, Toronto. 4-T.F.

Relaying Rails For Sale
5 miles 56 lb. per yd. with fish plates.
6 miles 65 lb. per yd. with fish plates.
Also 12, 25 and 30 lb. per yard.
New, light rails, all sections, in stock.

JOHN J. GARTSHORE,
8-11 58 Front St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Tug For Sale
Canadian Tug for sale or charter, or will

contract tug and crew for towing. Engine
22 x 24 high pressure. Boiler allowed 140
pounds of steam, equipped with steam steerer,
tug in good condition. For further informa-
tion, address Box 162, Amherstburg, Ont.

S-10

Machinery For Sale

A Waterous No. 4 Band Saw Mill, with
Carriage Saws, Live Rolls, and complete Fil-
ing Room equipment, also several Good
Woodworking Machines, in splendid condi-
tion.

J. S. FINDLAY,
2-TF Owen Sound, Ont.

Sawmill for sale, together with outfit, con-
sisting of a 65 H.P. Ames Locomotive Type
Boiler; a 50 H.P. Vim Engine, 12 x 15, in
first-class condition; also a No. 1 Lane Saw-
mill; a Lane Pony three-saw Edger; Connell
Lath Machine and Bolter, together with But-
ting Saws; also Pulleys, Shafting, Belting,
and Tools. Will sell for cash or take pay-
ments in lumber. Tf interested address Box
433, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 4-9

For Sale
Sawmill machinery, consisting of one 100

H.P. Engine, one 57 H.P. Engine Four
Boilers, Three Block Carriage, Cunningham
teed Nigger, Log Kicker, Gang Edger, Lath
Machines, Pulleys, Shafting, etc. All in good
condition. Address:

Vigars-Shear Lumber Company, Limited.
910 Port Arthur, Ont.

For Sale Cheap
One Double Surfacer, 30 x 12, Holmes Buffalo
builder.

One Goldie & McCulloch End Matcher.
One W. S. Sherman Side Flooring boring
machine.

One Swing Cut-off Saw.
Apply S. E. Cares Lumber Company.

69 Orillia, Ont.

Saw Mill For Sale
On Georgian Pay. adjacent to North Shore,

good two-storey circular mill in good run-
ning condition, double edger, trimmers, capa-
city about 12,000 feet per day; plenty timber
available and ready sale for slabs; splendid
opportunity for small millman; will be sold
cheap as owners have other interests re-
quiring their attention. Box 444, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5-TF

Whitney Saw Mill For Sale
We offer the Whitney mill at $25,000 as it

stands. This mill is equipped with good
heavy machinery and is in good repair. Cost
when new $170,000.00. Has three single
cutting nine foot band mills and one nine
foot band re-saw. Three edgers, trimmers,
lath and picket mill, shafting, pulleys, belt-
ing, etc. 750 horse-power Engine with bat-
tery of eight boilers, 6 ft. x 20 ft. Machine
shop, refuse burner, sprinklers, lighting plant
etc.

THE MUNN LUMBER CO.,
Orillia, Ont.

Going Out of Lumber Business
1 door cramp, 1 veneer press, T glue tank,

1 sash sticker, 2 Grand Rapids, 4 bit sash
pulley boxer, 1 foot power mitre machine,
1 20-in. single surfacer, 1 post borer, 6
carpenter benches, etc. 1 15-in. McGregor
Gourlay matcher, 2 12-in. Cowan stickers, 1
26-in. Cowan double surfacer, 1 Cowan band
resaw, 1 rope drive complete, dry kiln
trucks, 1 pipe bender, 1 24-in. timber planer;
knives, pulleys, etc. Apply

7-tf Gold Medal Furniture Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Machinery For Sale
Carver, four spindle, Rohlman.
Cut-off saw, railway.
Dovetailer, Boults.
Engines and boilers.
Jointer, chair seat, Jenkins.
Jointer, 16-in., Clement.
Moulder, 2-side, 6 in. Smith.
Moulder, 3-side, 6-in. Smith.
Moulder, 4-side, 6-in. Houston.
.Moulder, 4-side, 9-in. Fay.
Moulder, 4-side, 12-in., Woods, inside.
Mortiser, Smith.
Mortiser, Bit.
Planer, 20-in., Gem.
Planer, 24-in. Cincinnati.
Planer and matcher, 9 in. by 6 in., Berlin.
Resaw, band, American 4S-in. wheel.
Resaw, 42-in., circular.
Ripsaw, band, Berlin, 44-in. wheel.
Ripsaw, circular, self feed, Williamsport.
Sander, 24-in. Perry, power, two drum.
Saw glimmer, Rogers.
Saw-mill, band, 03-in. wheel, carriage 18 ft.

Shaper, home made, wood frame, 2 spindle.
Shaper, iron frame, wood table, 2 spindle

light.

Shaper, iron frame, wood table, 2 spindle,
heavy.

Swing saws, five and six feet.

O. L. PACKARD MACHINERY Co.

C Milwaukee, Wis.

WANTED -MACHINERY, ETC.

WANTED — Good second-hand single
spindle shaper. Dominion Furniture Mfg.
Co., Ste. Therese, Que. 9

Advertisements under this heading one cent .
word per insertion. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 25 cents

POSITION W ANTED
first-class band and hand resaw filer, double
or single cut. Fifteen yearn experience. Gilt
edged references. Apply box m Canada
Lumberman, Toronto. Out. 7.9

Saw-mill foreman wants position at once.
First class man, sober and reliable. Know
my work thoroughly, having 10 years' ex-
perience. Can give first class references.
Would invest some money in reliable com-
pany. Reply Box 474, Canada Lumberman.
I 01 onto, Ont. £.9

Position Wanted
The advertiser wants to get in touch with

a filer who is in need of a helper on Bands,
etc. Have several years' experience hammer-
ing all kinds of saws and am handy on fit-
ting up saws. Can show good references.
Apply Box 480, Canada Lumberman, Toron-
to. Ontario. g.9

Position Wanted
A man speaking English and French

languages, with over six years* experience in
lumber business, wants a position as travel-
ler in a wholesale lumber company. Apply
to Daniel Plouffe, Cartierville, Que. 8-11

Position Wanted
Young fellow about twenty wants a posi-

tion in a lumber yard with a chance to learn
the grading. Has had about two years' ex-
perience and is not afraid of work. Best
of references furnished. Reply, Box 481, Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 9

An Ontario Commission Lumber Traveller
wishes to get lists from manufacture s who
are in a position to fill orders for Hem-
lock, Pine and Spruce. Box 488, Canada
Lumberman. 9t.f.

Position Wanted
Young man over 10 years' experience in

practical planing mill work, and retail yard
management, is open for engagement May 1st,
as superintendent or sales manager, under-
stands all kinds of mill machinerp and is
capable of taking charge of retail business.
Apply Box 479, Canada Lumberman. 9

Position Wanted
As bookkeeper with lumber firm in On-

tario. Five years experience in the business.
Have knowledge of inspecting and measuring.
Not afraid of work. Best of references on
application. Box 486, Canada Lumberman,
Toronto, Ont. 9

WANTED EMPLOYEES
Advertisements under this heading two cents a
word per insertion. Minimum charge 50 cents

WANTED—Planer man to take charge of
a new Berlin Surfacer, also a wood-turner
of ability and other furniture workers. Do-
minion Furniture Mfg. Co., Ste. Therese
Que. 9

Wanted Salesman
Young man, with good references, to re-

present a wholesale lumber company. Write
stating experience and salary expected, Box
4S9, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 9

Buyer Wanted
Wanted—Hardwood Buyer and Shipper for

Ontario. Must have a knowledge of grades
and values and a knowledge of road work.
We want a good live practical man who will
guarantee to make good. No boozer need
apply. Will pay large salary to right man.
State age and experience. Must have highest
references. Strictly confidential. Reply Box
487, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Out. 9
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Reporter
We want an energetic representative in

each town in Canada to report on building

and engineering work—to tell us where ma-
chinery, equipment, supplies or materials may
be sold. Reports are paid for on the per

item basis. It depends upon your own ef-

forts how much you make. This is a profit-

able side line and there is good money in it

for a hustler. Write to MacLean Daily Re-

ports Limited, IJ-'O King Street West, To-

ronto.

IUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Timber Limit For Sale
1.2C0 acres Hardwood, Hemlock and Cedar.

Some Pine ; 9 million feet for $5,000 cash.

Five miles from railroad; two from river.

Uox 431, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
C-t.f.

For Sale Timber Limit
50 square miles, excellent quality of Spruce,

North Saskatchewan; driveable river divid-

ing limit. Address Iiox 464, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto. Out. 7-10

For Sale
Heavy portable saw mill with single edger,

also Leonard Eclipse boiler and engine 35
h.p. Mill now running in first class order.

Situated near Delaware Village. For fur-

ther particulars apply Geo. A. Patrick, Dela-

ware, Ont. 5 tf

Timber Limits For Sale
Can be quickly and profitably disposed of

by advertising them on this page. This it

where buyers of timber property look for op-

portunities to invest, if your "ad" is here the

investor will see it. Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. tf.

For Sale
Established Lumber Business, with first-

class mill, now running full time. Timber
limits with 20 to 30 million feet of standing
pine timber conveniently located, and all

merchandise, etc. Price $55,000. This is

worthy of investigation. Address Box 332,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 19-22-t.f.

FOR SALE
Saw Mill and Timber

Lands
At Stirling Bay, St. Joseph Island, Al-

goma. Ont. Capacity of mill, 15 to 20 M.
ft. Full equipment of machinery. Lumber
Dock and Blacksmith Shop, Two Barns, five

dwellings and office.

About 2,000 acres of timber lands, prin-
cipally hardwood, hemlock, cedar and spruce.
To close out an estate.

For further particulars apply to E. Stubbs,
Box 1S9, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. 9-12

Timber Limits
Callieres Timber Limits and Saw Mill are

for sale. The Callieres Limits, Charlevoix
County, and Saw Mill at Port aux Quilles
near St. Simeon, about 100 miles below Que-
bec on the north shore of the St. Lawrence.
Apply to Herman Young, Quebec, Que. 9-12

An Opportunity. 400 million feet timber,
saw and planing mill, complete and up-to-
date, ready to start. Also logging outfit.

Will sell all or part and give management
or lease mill and sell stumpage, to respons-
ible parties. Situated in British Columbia,
close to prairie trade. Reply Box 471, Can-
ada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 8-9

Timber Limit and Mill For Sale
Saw Mill and Limit for sale ; situated on

Mary's Lake. Shipping point Huntsville
Station, G. T. R. Capacity of mill 15,000 ft.

per day. 2,000 acres timber. Timber is

large per cent, hemlock and hardwood. Will
be sold cheap, owners having other interests
requiring their attention.

For particulars apply to
PARKER BROS.,

S-ll Parkersville, Ont.

Canadian Timber Limits
E. STEWART (Forest Engineer)
Dealer in Timber Limits, Ontario and

Western farm lands and town property. Ex-
cellent investments now open. Correspond-
ence invited. 84 King Street East, Toronto.

Phone Main 5CQ9. C

FOR SALE

Saw Mill Property in Northern
New Brunswick

Completely equipped twelve machine shingle
mill; electric light equipment; heated by
Sturtevant blower system ; Lidgerwood log
piling equipment; two stables; one-third in-

terest in Boom Company ; all the Cedar Tim-
ber on about live hundred (500) square miles
Government limits; all the timber, Spruce,
Pine and Cedar (over one-third soft White
Pine) on about 140 square miles Govern-
ment limits. Nearly all timber being on
Nepisiquit River and tributaries. Mill lo-

cated on Main line of Intercolonial Railway
at Bathurst, N.15. To be sold at auction in

front of the Court House in Bathurst, N.B.,
on Wednesday, June 20th, at Twelve o'clock
noon.

For further particulars address W. H.
Harrison, Royal Bank Building, St. John,
N.B., or Fred S. Morse, Box 1000, Spring-
field, Mass. 9-12

For Sale
Mills, docks and trams at Fort River, Mich.

Call or write to, I. Stephenson Company,
Trustees, Wells, Michigan. 7-10

For Sale

Saw Mill situate in the heart of the City

of Brandon, and Timber Limits situated in

Duck Mountains, comprising 37J4 square

miles of Spruce Timber.

ALSO
The oldest established Retail Lumber Yard

and Sash and Door business in the West.

These propositions will be sacrificed by the

owner, owing to his leaving the country.

For full particulars apply to J. Hanbury,

Vancouver, B.C., or to J. H. Hines, Bran-

don, Manitoba. 8-10

Tenoning Machine for Doors

A correspondent asks the Tim-
ber Trades Journal, "What form
of tenoning machine do you re-

commend for turning out lar^e

quantities of cheap doors at a

rapid rate?"

We should recommend you a

double headstock machine for the
purpose you name, says the above
journal. In this arrangement
practically two separate mach-
ines or headstocks are mounted
on a planed cast-iron bed. One
of the headstocks is made to

traverse along the bed by means
of a hand-wheel and screw, and
its position can be readily ad-

justed to suit the length of the

wood to be tenoned. The cutter-

blocks are mounted in the usual
way, in slides having vertical and
lateral adjustments to suit tenons
of various sizes and shoulders,

but in lieu of ordinary sliding

tables the wood is fed automatic-
ally past the cutters at a rapid

rate by means of two endless

chains fitted with adjustable dogs.

Where large quantities of work
are turned out, the headstocks
are sometimes fitted with circu-

lar saws for cross-cutting the

wood to one exact length, and
the two tenons—one at each end
of the wood—can be completed at

one operation.

The United States Consul at

Christiania,, Norway, has given
in his report some uses to which
wood flour is now put. The flour

is ground in a cheap mill, very

similar to those which grind corn
and rye. Pine and spruce saw-
dust is used in Europe, and after

passing through the stones and
the bolting chest, it is sacked or

baled for shipment. It is often

worth £2 8s. to £2 12s. a ton.

The flour has a number of uses.

It is the absorbent for nitro-gly-

cerine, which is the explosive in-

gredient. Wood flour dynamite
is inferior to that made with in-

fusorial earth as the absorbent

;

but it serves many purposes, and
is cheaper. But dynamite is one
of the smallest prospective uses

for the product. Linoleum mak-
ers mix it with linseed oil, and
give body to their floor coverings.

It is not considered quite equal

to ground cork for this purpose,

as it is less elastic; but it is

cheaper, and meets requirements
for medium grades.

The flour fills an important

place in the manufacture of xyo-
lite, a kind of artificial flooring,

resembling wood in weight, and
stone in other respects. It is used
for kitchen floors, and in halls,

corridors, cafes, restaurants, and
public rooms. It is impervious
to water, and is practically fire-

proof. It is floor material in

some of the German war vessels.

It is so used because it is not li-

able to take fire or splinter if

struck by shells.

METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
Manufacturers High Grade Cylinder, Engine and

Machine Oils, Lubricating Greases, Mill Supplies, Etc.

Canada's Greatest Grease Makers

We manufacture all grades of Lubricating Greases of the highest
quality and are always the choice of discriminating buyers for all

kinds of Journals.

Admitted to save 50% in cost of Lubrication, and 75% in cost of

application, continuous Lubrication, economy and safety from over-

heated Journals are the results of its use.

Write us for Prices and Samples or if you wish our Repre-
sentative will call and advise you the most economical and best

suited grades for your plant.

METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
34 Atlantic Avenue, - - TORONTO, ONT.

High Efficiency

Mill Supplies
The installation of efficient mill equipment will reduce the working
cost of any mill to a minimum.

We specialize in the very best

Mill Supplies

Here are a few of our lines:

Balata Belting—We sell only the best viz., " Vinco."
You cannot afford to buy anything else.

Flexible Metallic Hose—For conveying Steam, Gas,
Air, etc. All sizes kept in stock from £" to 2".

Steam Packings—To suit all conditions. Tell us your
requirements. We will ship you goods that will prove
a saving in trouble and cost.

Asbestos—Gaskets, Sheet, etc., we carry in large quan-
tities. Special sizes, gaskets, etc., made up on shortest
notice.

Prompt Delivery Highest Quality

Reasonable Price

The Asbestos & Rubber Goods Co.
L'mited

141 King St. East Branch: 43 St. Francois Xavier St.

TORONTO MONTREAL



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

The lumber trade in Ontario has responded quickly to the im-
proved weather conditions and the better freight service which have
prevailed during the past fortnight. The number of cars furnished
by the railways has increased greatly and prospects are that ship-
ments of lumber will soon catch up and return to the normal state.

Travellers report that throughout all parts of Ontario a brisk
trade is now in progress. Stocks of dry lumber are very scarce in
first hands although still some which has been purchased remains
to be moved from the mill yards. This quantity is not extensive and
will not in any way interfere with the commencement of the sawing
season. A number of reports which have been received by the Can-
ada Lumberman show that the season has already started in some
parts of Ontario and that operations will be pretty general by the
middle of the present month. The scarcity of dry lumber applies par-
ticularly to hemlock and Norway, all kinds of which are hard to find.
Lath also are scarce and in excellent demand. The cut of hemlock
is likely to be greatly reduced this year. Tanners report that there
is in sight less than 12,000 cords of hemlock bark as compared with
25,000 cords at this time last year. Stocks of dry spruce also are hard
to find, particularly culls. Common lumber is reported stronger with
a good demand. Prices prevailing both for common and the better
grades are considerably higher than they were a year ago.

The market for hardwoods continues strong. The improvement
in the car situation has assisted hardwood dealers greatly and they
look forward to being able to meet all the demands of their busi-
ness within a few weeks. The export business in hardwood to the
Old Country is on a very satisfactory basis. There is very little dry
stock of any kind of hardwood to be had to-day. It is surprising in
fact, how thoroughly the cull end in all kinds of hardwood has, been
cleaned out. New stocks will probably be on the market shortly
and will be shipped earlier this year than usual, as sawing operations
in several districts commenced rather early. Stocks of new birch will
be ready for shipment in some cases by the 15th of May, which is
about three weeks earlier than usual. Basswood is reported scarce
and strong. Common and better brown ash is in good demand at
slightly better prices, being quoted at Toronto in car lots at $37 per
M. Stocks of this grade are scarce. There is a strong demand for
1-in. birch which, however, is practically off the market. In fact
dry birch and maple of all thicknesses can scarcely be purchased at
any price. A stronger feeling prevails in common and better birch
4/4 which is selling at $30 in car lots at Toronto. 10/4 and 12/4
birch are selling at $42 for firsts and seconds. Four-inch birch firsts
and seconds is bringing $44. An advance of $2 is general in the
price of soft elm which is now bringing $35 in car lots at Toronto
Improvement is also noted in the market for No. 1 common and
better soft elm 1-in. which is bringing $29.

Reports from Ottawa state that most of the large Ottawa Val-
ley mills will have commenced their season's sawing operations by
the middle of May. In some cases sawing has already commenced
and all the other mills are busily preparing for the opening which
will take place as soon as the break-up in the river permits logs to
be driven down the upper Ottawa and its tributary rivers A fair
sized boom of logs left from last season's operations is still available
at Ottawa, including some 8,000 pieces, so that sawing operations
will not depend entirely upon the arrival of new logs for its com-
mencement.

The car situation has improved considerably at Ottawa durin°-
the past fortnight. Most of the large manufacturers report that the?
are beginning to catch up with their orders. The United States mar-
ket has fallen off slightly during the past month as a result principally
o the arriva of new stocks cut by the early mills in the Eastern
Mates. Southern pine is reported to have advanced in price during
the past month or two, and Canadian white pine dealers are feeling
the benefit, as the distressing competition of southern pine is now far
less serious. A further factor in the depressing of the markets 'of
the pastern Slates has been the shipment of large quantities of lum-
ber from the Duluth district. The Canadian demand continues active
and satisfactory, particularly in the larger cities.

Eastern Canada
The freight car situation has considerably improved in Ouebec

province as compared with the state of affairs existing a fortnight
ago. A gradual relief is being afforded and lumbermen report that
more cars are being put out each day. It will still be sometime
however, before conditions can return to the normal, although the
Cx. T R. report that by the first of May they expect to be able to
handle everything satisfactorily.

The wholesale lumber trade and the manufacturers are excep-

tionally busy putting through their deliveries as quickly as they
can obtain cars. This is an extremely active period of the year
under ordinary conditions and the recent traffic congestion has made
it doubly so. Enquiries and orders are plentiful, according to re-
ports from wholesalers and the indication is that this condition is
likely to continue. Builders and architects are unusually busy and
are expecting a record volume of business this summer. The market
continues firm in all regards. Hardwoods are rather scarce par-
ticularly birch which is selling at better prices. There is a strong
demand for spruce and stocks are scarce. Lath also are scarce
and stiff in price. 1 he paper and pulp industry is enjoying an active
trade with good prices. Most of the mills are expecting as much
business as they can handle between now and next fall Prices
continue firm and unchanged.

A firmer tone is reported in the market for spruce lumber atboston than has prevailed for many months. Offerings from the
nulls are only moderate and are not expected to increase for a month
or more. here is apparently no trouble to find buyers, but the
difficulty is to find lumber for prompt shipment. Spruce frames arevery firm. No one will accept less than $25. Firm prices continue
lor random. Offerings of dry spruce boards are light. There is anupward tendency in the market for hemlock boards at Boston Dry
stocks in manufacturers' hands are reported light and offerings are
not expected to increase for some time. Prices continue firm. East-ern clipped boards are selling at $21 and it is not thought that they
will stay at that price long, as the tendency is upward. The shinglemarket at Boston has also strengthened of late, offerings being small
1 he manufacturers are insisting upon $3.75 for cedar extras and inmost cases clears are bringing $3.35. Lath also are firmer and offer-
nigs are moderate. Higher prices are expected. For ls/s m the ask-
ing price is from $4 to $4.15 and for V/2 in., $3.60.

Ihere is an active demand for eastern spruce at New York andthe outlook is promising. Prices are held firmly. The hardwood
rade continues firm. Plain oak is selling well and the same applies

to birch and maple. There is a better demand for hardwood floor-
ing. Quartered oak is very much stronger than it was a month or
so ago. the whole hardwood situation is quite promising. Hemlock
is in good demand, especially for larger sizes, and the prospects are
lor a continuation of satisfactory trade conditions.

United States
Extraordinary conditions have prevailed in the lumber business

in general throughout the United States during the past fortnight
Excessive spring floods have reduced the production of lumber inthe central states and wet weather has interfered with logging inthe yellow pine district. The southern hardwood production has
also been interfered with by conditions of this nature, so that ingeneral throughout the southern and central states, business hasbeen rather depressed. In the north, however, a strong demand con-tinues as a result of an excellent current consumptionA favorable trade is reported from most of the important north-ern pine distributing points in the United States. This applies par-
ticularly to the demand for box lumber and all low grade stocksThere is a fairly active trade in New York for white pine and the
indications are that it will continue. Box lumber and mill culls areunusually strong at Saginaw and good pine lumber is also activethere is a strong demand also at Pittsburg

Chicago:—Much anxiety was felt recently on account of the
differences between the carpenters and contractors. These havefortunately been relieved and a great deal of spring building is pro-jected, so that the outlook for the lumber trade is considered En-couraging. Northern pine dealers report a fair amount of activitywith an increase in the demand. Prices are stiff and dry stocks arenot any too plentiful. Hardwood wholesalers have We fencedconsiderable difficulty in securing shipment of their stocks The

totaV:, T?°C
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hands have been exposedto floods and the drying out process will occupy a month or moreSome manufacturers are asking and securing higher prices Thedemand is considered quite satisfactory. Plain Ted oak is scarceQuarter sawed oak both in white and red is in steadv demand. Birchand maple are the leading northern woods with prices strong Thedemand for basswood is rather slow. The market for hemlock re-mains firm. It is not expected that stocks of this year's cut will beas heavy as those of last year. The demand for'southern pine isactive and prices are fairly steady. A better demand for yard stock

T?* 611

1? 'wr 631' futUre
-

Car materiaI a"d t™ber continue ingood demand. White cedar shingles are active at firm pricesWashington red cedars are offering at $3.02 to $3.05 for cleans and
$2.56 for stars The demand has improved slightly. There is a fairdemand for lath at strong prices.

'
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" The Mill That Saws All Winter^'

Take No Chances
You take no chances when you buy our lumber. Every

piece is perfectly milled, correctly graded, and is sure to

meet the requirements of your trade.

Complete dry stocks of Norway and White Pine always

on hand for prompt shipment.

We make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to order any

length up to 60 feet from Pine or B.C. Fir.

RUSH ORDERS RUSHED"

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited

SARNIA, ONTARIO
J. M. Diver, Gen'l. Mgr.

E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.
A. F. Holden, Pres.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres.
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Buffalo:—Improvement is reported in the demand for building

lumber, but prices are still considered too low. There is so much
competition, however, that the chance for an advance in price is
still rather poor. Low grades are scarce and box lumber is difficult
to find, trade at North Tonawanda is spotty, but the outlook is
encouraging. There is a steady trade in hardwoods at Buffalo and
some improvement is noted over a fortnight ago. The severe floods
in the southwest have cut off deliveries and some stocks are quite
low, particularly plain oak. Prices remain firm and unchanged
Hemlock is moving more actively and indications of improved busi-
ness are plentiful. There is a fair trade in shortleaf pine with prices
farm. Orders for yellow pine are coming in plentifully. Retail
stocks are rather broken. Prices are firm with a tendency to ad-
vance. Red cedar shingles are moving more actively as a result of
the improvement in the weather. Stocks are not large. The indica-
tions are that new stock by vessel will not yet arrive for a week or
two.

Bay City and Saginaw :—Receipts of lumber from Ontario are
expected shortly. Supplies in the hands of wholesalers and retailers
are depleted. There is a strong demand for mill culls and box lum-
ber Hardwoods and hemlock are also being extensively used in
the box trade but this does not seem to injure the demand for pine
In fact everything that is offered can be sold. There is a fair de-mand for good pine lumber and local stocks are light. Prices are
strong with a tendency to advance.

Great Britain
During the first three months of the present year the imports

^1 T,T1
W°°d g°°ds lnt0 the United Kingdom showed an increase of

64,442 loads, the increase in the value being £57,439. No change is
reported in the c.i.f. market for spruce deliveries by liner vessels
Recent prices are well maintained and the offerings are small

London reports are to the effect that the lumber trade has been
rather unsettled during the last fortnight. A certain amount of
iorward buying is in progress but trade is mostly for satisfying
actual requirements. Deliveries at London docks during the week
^
ndmS A.Pnl 6th amounted to 2,273 standards, as compared with

4,02.3 during the corresponding week of 1911.
At Liverpool there have been very few contracts for future ar-

rivals of spruce deliveries of late on account of the difficulty of secur-
ing ocean freight. It has therefore been noticeably hard to make con-
tracts for St. John, N.B., and Nova Scotia ports for the approaching
s^s°"- Pnces caA

-
for steamer parcels are from £8 7s. 6d. to

10s. per standard for the ordinary specification of 70 per cent,
of 3 x 7 and 8 in., balance wider. Higher prices are necessary for
parcels containing a larger proportion of wider deals. Stocks of
spruce deals at Liverpool and neighboring ports are quite small The
spruce spot market is firm with stocks reduced and prices showing
a tendency to advance as the present rate of import is much below
the consumption. Stocks of 3 x 9 in. are almost out of existence at
Liverpool and very little of this size is included in liner parcels
there is a good demand for all sizes of scantlings and they also
are scarce. The birch market continues firm in all regards, logs and
planks being greatly in demand and the supply being much less
than sufficient. Canadian pine deals are quiet with little or no indica-
tion of improvement.

At Manchester, higher prices are being secured for spruce deals
than for some years past. Stocks in all sizes are quite low.

Satisfactory Lumber Season in Quebec
Advices from various parts of the province state that the season

in the lumber camps which has just closed was a satisfactory one
the cut of lumber was larger than last year, and the conditions
under which the men carried on their work were more satisfactory
than usual. As a general rule wages and the cost of teams were
lower this winter than they were a year ago. In the Three Rivers

?i
s;"ct ther

e

™as sawn a total of 46,956,680 feet board measure and
/4,400 cords of pulp wood.

Market Correspondence

Better Freight Conditions at Montreal
Montreal, April 24th. (Special correspondence of the Canada

Lumberman) :—l here is now a more cheerful tale to tell regarding
the car situation. The congestion is now being gradually relieved
lumbermen reporting that they arc getting more and more cars each
day. Ihere is still an immense amount of leeway to be made up
and it will be a long time before normal conditions prevail The
whole trade has, indeed, been discouraged, and the results are likely

£ \xrl °/ "L
any a day

-
A Board of Trade committee, of which

Mr. W. K. Grafftey, president of the lumber section, was a member
interviewed the vice-president of the Grand Trunk Railway Com-
pany on the subject, and was assured that normal conditions would
prevail by May 1st'.

Both manufacturers and wholesalers are rushing deliveries as
fast as they can secure cars, and are more than ordinarily busy
Ihis of course is the most active period of the year, the pressure
being all the greater by reason of the recent dislocation. Whole-
salers report a very large number of inquiries and orders—to use
the words of the head of one firm, "business was never better"—
and as far as can be seen this is likely to continue.

There is no appreciable slackening in land and property specu-
lation, and many new projects are under consideration. Architects
are at work on a large number of plans, while contractors are put-
ting up a number of important buildings. All these circumstances
point to an increased demand for lumber, and certainly no com-
plaints are heard as to the volume of trade passing.

Prices all continue firm. There is a shortage of hardwoods
birch being particularly scarce and higher; spruce is also a strong
market, and there is little to be obtained. Lath is in short supply
with prices holding up.

rr/i

With regard to the paper and pulp situation, news is very goodm Canada and the Canadian board mills report having all the work
they can handle. The sulphite market is still strong, $40 per ton
being the general price at the mill. While small shipments of groundwood to the United States have been the rule, a greater demand hasnow arisen, as considerably more paper is being manufactured, ow-
ing to the spring rains having brought up the water powers to their
tull standard. It is expected that the Canadian mills will have all
the business they can take care of from now until next fall The
market is firm at prevailing prices.

New Railroads in Quebec Timber Districts
The Quebec Legislature has voted very generous amounts to-ward the building of new railroads in the northern part of the prov-

ince. As a result of these contributions it is expected that large new
areas of pulp and forest lands will be brought within marketable
distance, and that a big impetus will be given to these industries
the Government has granted about $6,000,000 in land subsidies to
various railroad companies, and in one or two cases has also given
cash subsidies. In the Lake St. John district many miles of new
road will be constructed, and the timber forests in the counties of
LnicoutinH, Saguenay and Charlevoix will be well tapped The Gov-
ernment is also giving large grants to railroads in the Temiskam-mg district, which is across the boundary from the Cobalt and Por-
cupine mining districts in Ontario. This part of the country is also
very heavily wooded.

Ottawa Valley Industry in Good Shape
Ottawa April 25; (Special correspondence of the Canada Lum-

berman).—The eyes of the local lumbermen are turned towards the
spring and the prospects for the coming season's trade. The large
mills of the Ottawa Valley will begin the spring and summer's cut-
ting operations before two weeks, in a majority of cases.

Some mills, indeed, have already begun to cut. Of these the
most important one is the Hawkesbury Lumber Company. None of
the large hrms m Ottawa or Hull have as yet resumed, but the Booth,

u ,

Edwards
>
and th e other mills are busily preparing so that

they will be ready when the break-up in the river allows the logs to
be driven down from the Upper Ottawa, the Gatineau, the Mada-
waska and the other waters depended upon by the lumber companies
of this district. The initial break in the ice-locked rivers has already
taken place and with the warm sun and the occasional rain of the
past few days, lumbermen predict that next week will see the saw-
ing operations become general.

Independent of the fresh booms of logs to be driven down as
soon as the water is open enough, there is a large supply of some
eight thousand pieces in one boom which is left over from the pre-
vious season's cutting by the Booth and other firms on the Ottawa
these thousands of logs will be a sufficient start for the local mills
even before the new drive of logs comes down.

Car Situation Shows Improvement
The car situation is much relieved of late but not before every

lumber firm in the Ottawa Valley had suffered severely through in-
ability to ship the orders which kept coming in. The different rail-
roads have been furnishing a fairly satisfactory supply of cars dur-
ing the past two weeks. The Booth, Edwards, Shepard & Morse and
other large shippers report that they are at last catching up with the
orders which had accumulated during the long and acute car con-
gestion.

The United States market is not so good for the local shippers
as it was a month or two ago. The reasons for this slackening are
hard to state, but perhaps the chief factor noted is the invasion of
the American market by the early cut of the sawmills of the Eastern
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States. This lumber is already on the New England market and
the Canadian exporter finds himself forestalled this year in this
coveted market by reason of the backwardness of the local sawing
season.

One favoring consideration is the fact that southern pine has
advanced somewhat in price during the last six weeks. As tin's is

the great rival of Canadian white pine, the Ottawa dealers have felt

the good effects of that higher price, allowing them a better chance
of successful competition than they have enjoyed for a long while.

There has been a large amount of lumber shipped to New Eng-
land from Duluth and the large mills in that vicinity. This onslaught
has still further cut into the normal American market possessed by
the ( )ttawa firms.

The Canadian trade, fortunately, remains satisfactory. The de-

mand from Montreal is particularly gratifying. The Spring building
in this and other Canadian cities has a very pronounced reflex in-
fluence upon the lumber bu siness, and this year, the prospects are
all that could be desired in this line. Around Ottawa a genuine
boom is in progress, hundreds of residential, and several costly com-
mercial buildings being in course of erection. The wholesalers and
retailers, accordingly, of the immediate vicinity are having a first-
class season's business.

Prices remain stationary. No change of any account has been
noted in the market quotations since a week ago. As a rule although
trade at present is only moderately active, conditions are considered
satisfactory.

CAMP DEPARTMENT
A Forest Ranger Hero

Overton W. Price, vice-president of the National Conservation
Association in his book "The Land We Live in," tells this story of
a heroic forest ranger

:

"The summer of 1910 by reason of great drought and unusu-
ally high winds was the worst for forest fires that the west has
even known. In Montana, Idaho and Oregon the danger was great-
est.

"On the Coeur d'Alene national forest, in northern Idaho, Ran-
ger Pulaski had under him forty men, who after many hours of hard
work had got a big fire practically under control. Suddenly the
wind strengthened until it blew a gale. It immediately became a
question of saving the lives of the men. The fire fighters were in a
deep forest many miles from a railroad and far from any clearing.

"Pulaski remembered that within a mile of where they were
working there was an abandoned mine shaft running back about
forty feet into the hillside. He rushed his men to the shaft as
quickly as possible and told them as they passed through their camp
to catch up their blankets as they ran. The shaft reached, Pulaski
hurried his men into it and, packed like sardines, they filled it up.
Pulaski placed himself at the opening, across which he stretched a
blanket.

"Within a few minutes after the men were in the shaft the fire
came. The blanket at the opening caught, and Pulaski jerked it

away and hung up another, which caught in its turn. The blanket
caught again and again, and each time Pulaski replaced it until
toward the last he held the blanket across the opening with his bare
hands.

"The shaft grew hotter and hotter, and the smoke and fumes
grew thicker and thicker until the men's sufferings were almost be-
yond human endurance. They began to break for the opening. Pul-
aski, whose strength was great like his courage, for awhile forced
them back. Seeing that he would soon be overpowered and that
his men would rush to their certain death, he drew his revolver and
said that he would kill the first man who broke away.

"In perhaps twenty minutes the worst of the fire passed by.
hive of the men in the shaft were dead from suffocation; the thirty-
five others were alive. Pulaski was blinded and seriously burned
upon the face and arms. It was three months before his sight was
partially restored. Had not his heroism and presence of mind been
what they were he would have lost all of his men instead of five.
I hat is the kind of men there are in the forest service."

Steam Skidding in Rough Country
The difficulties that confront the lumberman operating in a

rough country are so great that he often is almost at his wits' end
to find means of overcoming them in a way that will leave him a
profit when the work is done, says the American Lumberman.
Steam is being used more and more in woods work and whenever
it is practicable to substitute steam for horse power the operator is
quick to adopt steam. The cableway skidder is one of the methods
of bringing in the less accessible timber by steam that is in wide
use and one that has many advantages that appeal to the alert
operator. The use of this device is only limited in any forest by the
length of the skidding haul, a distance over 1,600 feet not being gen-
erally practicable unless in relay.

The cableway skidder is operated through the air, the logs being
partly or wholly in suspension. Consequently skidding by this
cableway method is less affected by the nature of the ground than
are some others.

There are several forms of cableway skidders used in mountain

operations. The semi-portable form for mounting either upon a
car or sled is the simplest. It is used principally in operations where
the long haul is by water, sled or wagon, in transferring or reyarding
or in railroad operations.

This form of cableway skidder is usually small and light so as
readily to pull itself about the woods. The runners upon which
the machine is mounted have large bearing surfaces and are turned
up at the ends so as readily to support the machine in passing over
rough and swampy ground.

The cableway skidder in this simple form is placed beside a
tall, stout tree, known as the head spar. The engine has suitably
constructed drums. The main cable is suspended between the head
spar and a similar tall spar situated not more than 1,600 feet away.
Upon the main cable travels a skidding carriage, the outer end of
the main cable passing from the tail spar down to a stump to which
it is made fast. The other end of the main cable is, at the head
spar, shackled to a main cable extension ; the latter in turn being
connected to a stump by means of a block and fall outfit by which",
with the aid of the engine, the main cable is tightened.

Three running ropes are required; namely, the out-haul rope
to draw the carriage out into the woods, the skidding rope to draw
the carriage in with its load of logs and the slackpulling rope to
lower the tongs or other grabs and pay out slack in the skidding
line to the tong man.

In operation the outhaul rope draws the carriage out along the
main cable. Upon arriving at the point where the logs are to be
picked up the tongs or slings are lowered to the ground automat-
ically by the engine. The skidding rope, to the end of which the
tongs or slings are attached, is thus paid out in sufficient amount
to hook the logs.

When the grabs have been fastened to the logs the carriage
is held stationary until the logs are lifted sufficiently to clear ob-
structions. The skidding rope is then drawn in, the outhaul rope
is automatically paid out, and the log or logs are skidded to the
end of the cableway, where they are dropped. "The carriage is drawn
out again by the outhaul rope, logs are attached and the operation
is repeated.

It must not be supposed that with this system it is necessarv
constantly to move the skidding engine from one place to another
and rig up a new spar. On the contrarv one head spar is only de-
serted for another after all the timber in a circular area of the reach
of the skidder has been cleared.

The process of skidding gradually rotates about the head spar
a new tail tree being selected every 200 or 300 feet on the circum-
ference of the skidding area, as conditions permit. These tail trees
are rigged ahead of the skidding so that no loss of time due to the
rigging occurs. Shifting of main cables, tightening of guys. etc..
are accomplished by the engine, suitable additional winchhead's and
drums being provided for the purpose.

A cableway skidder of this form is placed alongside of the water-
way, sled road or wagon road to which the logs are to be delivered
and may deck the logs there or load them upon vehicles for further
transportation.

In mountain railroad operations the semiportable form of cable-
way skidder usually may be used permanently mounted on a car
and with or without additional loading equipment.

With this use a head spar tree 'is chosen close beside the rail-
road and the skidder run off beside it on a short spur or by the use
of a swivehng truck car with jacks. The tail spar and the method
of rigging are as with the form mounted upon a sled.

ft is obvious that as skidding is only possible for 1.500 or 1,600
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feet with this system, the railroad must he built within that dis-
tance of all timber. However, the cableway skidder may be used
as a reyarder in connection with teams or with other machines and
timber farther away thus secured.

Loading
The logs arc loaded on the cars by a separate loading engine

latter being held directly over the railroad track. The loading
outfit therefor consists of a cable suspended from the head su;ir
on one side of the railroad track to a stump on the other side, thus
spanning the railroad. This cable supports a loading carriage, the
latter being held directly over the roalroad track. The loading
rope passes from its drum on the skidding engine through a block
on the head spar and thence through a block depending from the
loading carriage. The logs, after being brought in by the .skidder.
are grappled by the loading tongs and are drawn from under the
main cable over to the car, where they are hoisted and deposited on
the car.

Cutting- and Hauling- Hardwoods
In the cutting of hardwood logs in the woods, many methods

are followed according to the locality. Certain general principles
however, prevail which are found with slight variations in most
parts of the hardwood producing sections. Mr. S. G. Helm of the
Indiana and Arkansas Lumber Company, Marianna, Ark., gives the
following particulars of the methods adopted by his company :

In every department of the lumber industry, system is an im-
portant factor. Proper organization and common sense in operating
are absolutely essential in obtaining satisfactory results. This is

especially true in obtaining best methods, cutting and hauling hard-
wood logs. There should be no conflicting authority and each man
must know the duties assigned him. Tools and machinery must be
of the best. Whether mules, horses or cattle be used, the animals
must be in the best of condition and without blemish. A good out-
fit in charge of a well organized crew is, without question, very
necessary in getting the best results at the lowest cost.

We have a foreman at each camp, whose authority is absolute.
He must report to the woods superintendent, who is held responsible
to the manager. The woods foreman has complete charge and is

looked to for results. He keeps a daily record of the work of each
team, also trees felled and logs cut by timber cutters. The saw filer—an important man at our camp—in addition to keeping the saws in
shape, acts as sub-foreman over the timber cutters. He also meas-
ures the trees felled to be cut so as to get the best length and clear,
straight logs. We have a scaler whose duties are to measure all logs'
as they are unloaded at the dump. Each log is branded with the
company's trademark. A brass tag bearing a number and year cut
is nailed on the small end near the edge. These are fastened with
Ji-in. heavy roofing nails. The scaler enters log on tally cards. Two
separate tallies being kept. One shows the daily results of each
team for the use of the foreman and woods superintendent. The
other is made showing logs under headings separating as to kind
of timber and grade. This is for the use of the office. The log is
tagged for several purposes. When logs are delivered at mill, the
man on log deck scales it and enters same on a tally sheet. This is
large enough for one day's run. The tag number, contents and
species under the heading separating species and grades. This is
then turned into the office where the woods tallies are checked up
from the mill tally and comparisons are made as to difference in
measurements and grades. At close of season or when a certain lot
of logs are sawn, woods tally is checked up and it can be ascer-
tained whether all logs are delivered by water, as it is most impos-
sible to otherwise ascertain if all logs have been delivered and sawn.

In establishing a camp, the first thoughts are given to the camp
site with the idea of locating at the point most suitable and nearest
to the place of operation so as to waste as little time as possible in
going back and forth.

We always try and use the very best of everything and have
tried different tools that from appearance and demonstration looked
good. We find, however, that the best saws are such with a nar-
row blade and ground very- thin to the back and what are termed
as four cutters. The narrow blades, thin and tapering, run easier
and cut the fastest. We have tried different types of log wagons,
four-wheelers, six-wheelers and eight-wheelers. We find that the
best results are obtained with the four-wheel type. They run as
easy as the others, carry a bigger load, can be got through the woods
better and are not continuously out of repair. We use a four-
wheel wagon with a 4^-in. skein and a 5-in. tire. Wheels are boxed
for the rainy season with 2-in. plank. During the dry summer and
fall, this boxing is taken off. We use a 10-in. snatch block with
a l^-in. manilla rope for block line to handle logs which we term
as veterans. Until several years ago, we logged entirely by cattle.
Wc then changed to mules and had some horses, but find that the

mule is the most dependable motive power to be obtained. They are
hardier than horses and we find that our mules do twice the amount
of work done with oxen in a given time and the cost of keeping
less for the reason that five mules can do the work of ten oxen.

We prefer the wheel mules to weigh about 1,400 pounds and
the leaders 1,100 pounds. The heavier mules can stand the strain
of the tongue and wagon better and the lighter mules as leaders get
around quicker. We put two mules at the tongue and three mules
in the lead.

We believe our way the most practical and the best method
to cut and haul hardwood logs at the present time. Because of the
conditions the logger must labor under, we believe our way will
continue the most practical, until the time comes when airships will
Supplant everything on wheels.

During the hot summer months, we creosote all our logs, at
the ends, as soon as cut to prevent fungus and protect the logs from
the worms. We find it very beneficial.

If I were to write from now until dooms-day trying to lay down
a system to which logging superintendents could refer and find out
how to run their jobs, there would be many thousands of them look-
ing through the manuscripts and turn the last leaf in disappoint-
ment, finding nothing which would apply to their locality. However,
I will try to give in general a system which will, by subdividing the
North, South, East and West from one another, as follows be of
some help

:

North
Skidding to sleigh roads.
Pulling on sleighs to river and floating to town.
Skidding and hauling to track.
Loading on cars, transporting to town by rail.

Taking the North to start with, we must divide it into the fol-
lowing proportions: skidding to the sleigh road; pulling the logs
by sleighs on ice roads to the water in which they are floated to the
mill, which system was used much in the good old days around
Saginaw, Mich. Skidding and hauling to the track where they are
loaded on cars by cross-haul teams, or steam loaders, thence trans-
ported to the mill by rail.

South
Short Leaf—Skidding: Russell, Lidgerwood and Clyde. Teams:

.four and eight-wheel wagons, slip-tongue carts, high wheel carts
bummers, drays, lizzards and mud-boats.

Long Leaf—Skidding: any standard make. Teams: four and
eight-wheel wagons, slip-tongue carts, high wheel carts, bummers
drays, lizzards, and mud-boats.

Cypress—Pullboats.
Hardwood—Skidding: any standard make. Teams: four and

eight-wheel wagons, slip-tongue carts, high wheel carts, bummers
drays, lizzards, and mud-boats.

Taking the Southern division, we subdivide it into three, namely
short leaf, long leaf, cypress and hardwood logging. We go back
again and subdivide these three propositions into the following-
skidding, teams and pullboat propositions. The skidders are divided
into the different types of skidders, namely, the Russell, the Lidger-
wood, and Clyde. We must, before proceeding further, divide the
team proposition up into wagoning, bummer, cart, dray, etc.

East
Railroading propositions. Fore and aft slides, Pacific coast

slides, gravity slides, overhead and ground skidders, tramming in-
cline cars, ball-hooting.

Taking the eastern section of the United States, in North and
South Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, Virginia, WT

est Virginia and
Kentucky, we will not divide this into the different classes of tim-
ber as we did the South, but into the methods of getting the timber
out, the following propositions are to be figured out: railroad pro-
positions, fore and aft slides, Pacific coast slides, gravity slides, over-
head and ground skidders, tramming, incline cars and ball-hooting.

West
Similar to East, including, of course, Pacific coast donkev svs-

tem, locomotive trail without cars.
'

The West is similar to the eastern section of the United States
from a logging standpoint as they use gravity skidders, chutes
floating, etc., with the additional systems of the Pacific coast donkev
and the fore and aft tram road systems and the system of trailing
logs down the middle of the track with an engine where no cars
are used.

The Ballantyne Lumber Company, Powasson, Ont., report that
they are taking out 100,000 hemlock and cedar railway ties from one
of their berths on the Canadian Northern Railwav. They report that
there will be a large number of ties taken out' in various parts of
Northern Ontario this year on account of the extensive railroad con-
struction.
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Difficulties Met With in Log- Scaling

By I). L. Wiggins

A piece of oak or hickory about six feet long, graduated into
mclies, slightly tapered, a steel end, chisel-shaped, another piece of
Steel about six inches long at right angles to the main shaft, con-
stitute the working tools of a scaler.

If trees all grew straight and round and sound, the matter of
Scaling would be reduced to a very simple proposition; but such
is not the case. Defects are numerous and peculiar to the district
from which the logs come or the trees grow.

Defects in logs can be largely summarized as follows: Conch,
both blind and open, stump rot, rotten and black knots, spike knots,'
pitch pockets, pitch seams, pitch rings, running partially or alto-
gether around the logs and showing on one or both ends, an exces-
sive amount of sum in the butt, crooked logs, and logs injured in
falling—having shattered sides, wide shakes, where the fibre of Hie
wood has separated, bruised ends, caught by striking against each
other when running down steep chutes.

The above will probably cover the main points which have to
be passed^ on by the scaler when scaling and on which he must
decide. The peculiar defect which causes a scaler the most thought
and of which he knows the least as far as actual damage to the log
is concerned, is open or exposed conchs.

The Importance of Defects
To. determine what is to be done with the log, the location of

the defect must at all times be taken into consideration; if near one
end and only appears on the surface, a fairly accurate guess can
be made as to what shall be cut off the end, or inches in diameter to
be taken off to clear it of the rot; if a number of such defects
are found on the log and distributed, "condemnation proceedings" are
immediately commenced and speedily terminated by placing the
brand "cull" on it. Just here we would say that it is our belief
that a man should look carefully over a log before the culling pro-
cess is used; this is just where the careful man will differ from the
careless or indifferent; it is a simple matter to say "cull;" when that
is done the log is out of the way, but many times it is not justice
to the man who has gone to the expense of putting the log into
the raft. If there is sufficient amount of good material in the log
to pay the mill for the cutting of the good and the bad material
with a reasonable profit, the log should be scaled.

The blind conch is more deceptive and at times passed over with-
out notice and only the really experienced scaler will notice it; if
seen, the same or better judgment of the scaler is called for' in
arriving at a conclusion as to the value of the log or the damage
done by this defect, thus differing from the open conch in this
respect. Nature has done its best to repair the damage to the tree
by causing a thin coating of wood to grow over the wound- but
there is still left marks that can be readily seen: the healed wood
looks something like a bad burn on a person's hand; it is healed,
but the lines and wrinkles never disappear.

Stump rot is very easily handled. It does not require am-
p-eat amount of experience to know how much the log is injured
by this

;
the cutting-off process eliminated this, but in all cases the

man with the stick must exercise fairness. To cut off four feet
when two feet will abundantly clear the log of the trouble is not
fair.

Under the old system of scaling, the knot question had to be
considered to a greater extent than under the present system.
Largely followed, black knots produce poor lumber; so, when they
were black or loose, or spiked, or too large, the scaler took enough
off the diameter or actual scale to make the log the same in value
as nearly as possible, as the log without the defects named. Under
the grading system the price now takes care, to a great extent of
the knot problem.

Pitch Rings—Their Effect upon Grade
We have now to deal with the pitch rings found in almost all

districts, and especially in the large yellow fir logs—the accumula-
tion of gum in the butt of a log caused by the gum gradually set-
tling at that point during the growth, being heavier than the sap,
the latter not being able to carry it up and distribute it, separates
the fibre of the wood; a receptable is then formed and year by year
adds to the store until the ring is formed, running vertically or all
around the log. In meeting this defect the scaler must take into
consideration the location of the ring and determine to what extent
the log is injured. If the ring is near the surface the injury is less
than if more distant, say six to eight feet. In either case the width
of the lumber is decreased as well as the depth of the cut, and is at
once made unfit as far as stepping or wide finish is concerned. From
one to five or six inches will be taken off from the diameter for
serious defects of the nature named. Should this seam or gum
streak show at the top end as well as the butt, as it does at times,
it will then destroy any hope of getting a timber out of the centre
or dimension that is of much value.

J he double ring at times is found and treated in about the same
manner as has been described, the deductions being made accord-
ing to the location of the rings and the general appearance of the
log and what it will produce after the .niter surface is taken offAt the best, the latter cannot help but be verv narrow and of in-
ferior quality.

The gummy butt is easily handled; the cutting-off process or
decrease in diameter is used and is taken according to the judgment
of the scaler, but generally two to four inches will take care of this
particular defect, and the material produced from such butts is
useless, except for wood. While kiln drying carbonizes this gum
the discoloration is still there and is always cut off at the trimmer by
the grader. ]

A large number of other defects come under the scaler's obser-
vation, and he must decide at once how much or how little depre-
ciation is caused by what he sees. These can probably be sum-
marized as crooked logs, burns, bruises on the ends or sides, pieces
knocked out of the log in falling or buckling or bv being run down
chutes and striking each other.

The scaler should have a good general idea of the lumber trade.
Not only should he know logs, but he should also have the time and
opportunity to see the logs from the various districts cut in the
mill, so that his own judgment can be corrected by noting during
the cutting of the log whether the defect he sees injures the log
more or less than his judgment indicated at the time it was scaled.

In fact the scaler, to be a good one, must have more than a
general knowledge of his work

; experience in lumber as well as logs
is necessary, and then last, and foremost of all, must be the man
behind the stick," where there is such great opportunity for varia-

tion in scale without giving much reasonable ground for question-
ing of integrity. It is of the greatest importance that the scaler at
all times keep in mind that there are two parties usually interested—buyer and seller—but giving to the mill in everv case the benefit
of any doubt that may be in his mind.

This for the reason that there are always defects in logs that
can never be taken into account in scaling.

There are still men to lie found that make the claim that where
a scaler knows that logs from a district have a defect peculiar tothem, that the scaler should make an allowance for this, and here
is where the argument begins. Our claim is that where the log hastwo good ends and good surface it is not the province of the scaler
to reduce the size of the log in order that he may take care of some-
thing he cannot see; to do so, or allow this to become custom issimply niviting dishonest work. This is a matter purely between
buyer and seller where the price should regulate, and not the scale
I he scaler can only see the surface and ends and must make his
decision on what he can see and not what he thinks mav be in the
interior. If the purchaser knows of any defect in logs from a dis-
trict his business is either not to buy or settle the matter in price
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Summing it all up, without absolute fairness and honesty ofthe most rugged kind on the part of the scaler, coupled with a good,
stiff spinal column, a man, no matter what other qualification he mayhave, will never be a good enough man to handle from five to eightthousand dollars of another man's money every dav he works
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J°hni °"' Benedict Siding, B. C, whose plant has recently beendestroyed by fire, commenced at once to rebuild and replace the machinerywinch was destroyed. They now have the pl ant in runningborder^once morl!

The Canadian Southern Lumber Compaq-, Limited which has heen
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' ^ ^ ov" the^ -7tUe hold-ings ot the Saanich Lumber Company, Limited, at Sydney B C The reorganization has been under way for some time, andI promises to advance
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S^nd greatly, ft 1 C Bi 'l-g- wLse efficient m n-agement of the affairs of the Saanich Lumber Company has made the ex-tension possible will remain managing director of the new company withheadquarters at Victoria. The plant at Sydney is to be enlarged and theoutput increased to 100,000 feet or better.
enlarged, and the
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d ^ rancis Weist. of Portland, well known loggershave taken a contract to log 100.000,000 feet of timber for the Sovereign Lum-ber Company, at Aims, B.C., about 330 miles east of Vancouver The con— BIBB- Hr±#tr*w*3
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Vancouver ™"T s,ates "1al negotiations art under way for the sale

Company to Mr. E. H. Heaps of the Columbia Trus*. Company^The mfl

summer cottages on ,he property and run the hotel as ».™
"sort
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Canadian Headquarters for Lumber Insurance

security
|

Lumber Insurance Co. of New York
42 Central Chambers, Ottawa., Ont.

Economy

Dominion License E. D. Hardy, Canadian Manager
Ontario and Quebec

Canadian Deposit

Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta: For British Columbia, address: Pacific Coast Agent for Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland :

T A CHRISTIE & CO Winnipee Man Department, Lumber Insurers General Agency j. G. RAINNIE, Halifax, N. S.
J ' 609 Corbett Bldg., Portland, Ore.

ARE YOU SUFFICIENTLY INSURED?
SPECIAL RATES TO LUMBERMEN

Jenckes Boilers
WE aim to keep on hand a well assorted

stock of Horizontal Tubular, Vertical

and Locomotive Type Boilers. Your en-

quiry will probably find us in a position to

ship the required boiler at once ; if not it

can quickly be built. Write us anyway.

The Jenckes Machine Co.
Limited

Sherbrooke - Montreal - St. Catharines - Cobalt - South Porcupine - Vancouver - Rossland

Works : Sherbrooke, Que., St. Catharines, Ont.

Excelsior

Cutting Machinery

Manufactured by

The Elmira Machinery
and Transmission Co.

Elmira, Ont

Write for Circular and Prices

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited
GALT, ONTARIO

MANUFACTURING WOODWORKING

Machine Knives, Circular Cutters

and Mortise Chisel
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ONEIDA STEEL PULLEYS

Increase

Your

Output

and

Reduce

Your

Operating

Expenses

If you are interested in the best pulley made and wish to knowhow you can save two-thirds of the power now used to lurn cum-
bersome cast iron pulleys, and if you wish to increase ) our output
at the same time by superior running qualities of the pulleys u^ed
write us for the full particulars regarding- the "ONEIDA" steel
pulleys before ordering any other.

Write For Our Catalog

Oneida Steel Pulley Co.
Oneida^ New York. U.S.A.

LATH
Campbell - MacLaurin Lumber Co.

Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL

Timber Estimates

Logging Maps

Water Power

CLARK, LYFORD &
STERLING

1331 Real Estate Trust Bldg.

Philadelphia

Forest

Engineers

CLARK & LYFORD,
403 Crown Building

Vancouver

LYFORD, CLARK &
LYFORD

200 Board of Trade Bldg
Montreal

EDGINGS
Ontario

Geo Heaman, London, Out., is considering the erection of a new factory
tor which he will require woodworking machinery.

The factory of the Mann Lumber and Cheese Box Company at Peter-
boro, Ont., was damaged to the extent of $6,000 recently by fire. The losswas well covered by insurance.

James A. Cole and Company, North Bay, Ont, whose planing mill wasrecently destroyed, have had it rebuilt and expected to be running againby May 1st. 1 hey have added about 2,000 feet of floor space.

d 7i
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,

Pige° n Riv" Lu«nber Company are likely to erect a pulp mill attort Arthur, Unt. 1 hey will require from 5,000 to 6,000 h.p. and are askinethe city council to arrange to furnish them with this quantity of power at$12 per h.p. per annum.
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Limited, have been incorporated with a capital
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t0 ™\ry ?" business as dealers in logs, shingles, lumber, timber

ff W ° f1,Ce at °wen Sound
'
the Provisional directors are M

Calbraith, E. ]. Harrison and W. P. Telford, Jr., all of Owen Sound
'
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'!raonJ & Pra tt,. Limited, have been incorporated with a capi-

al of $40000, to carry on business as builders, contractors, sawmillers luni-
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Th * provisional direc-tors are J. R. S. Scott, S. L. Hammond and Austin C. Pratt, all of Toronto
E. W. Backus, president of the Ontario and Minnesota Power Co re-
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1C event ° f the by-law being carried for the erection of theirplant at Fort Frances, Ont., the company will commence to build their pulpand paper mills at once and will finish them if possible within the present year

Work has been commenced upon the erection of the plant of the Inter-ake aper Company at Merritton, Ont., the contract being in the hands ofthe Bishop Construction Company, Toronto. The building is to be two

foundadon
X ?°

'

reinforced concrete, steel and brick, with concrete

Large pulp and paper mills will be established at Nepigon or Port Arthur
in the near future, according to a recent despatch. Development work onthe Aep.gon river power has already been commenced by Mackenzie & Mannand as soon as the preliminary investigations are complete, a large staff ofmen will be employed. 6

The Thorold Planing Mill. Thorold, Ont., is being extended The ex-tension consists of one storey, 80 x 57 feet, lumber foundation lumber con-
struction, gravel and shingle roofing. Practically all the machinery installed
will be second-hand but the company will require considerable lumber. MrA. Wills, lnorold, Ont., is receiving tenders

The Superior Match Company, Limited, has been incorporated, with acapital of $200,000 to manufacture and deal in lumber, lath, woodenwaretimber limits and forest lands, to own and operate sawmills, shingle mills

t
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T
ead ° fficei s at Toronto and the provisional direc-

tors are W. A. Goetz, W. J. Broady and N. L. Le Sueur, of Toronto.
The Butt Improvement Company, which was recently incorporated toconstrue improvements on the Magnetawan River, Ont., will direct its atten-

tion to the improvement of the river from Butt Township in Algonquin Park
to the town of Kearney, where the Canada Pine Lumber Company are erect-ing a doub e cut sawmill. The new mill is to be of the very latest designand especial attention has been given to the lighting, and layout for economi-
cal working, as well as to the general appearance of the mill. The Canadattne Lumber Company is controlled by members of the firm of M. Brennen& Sons Company, Hamilton, Ont;

Eastern Canada

disso'lied
RiChmC>nd Lumber Com Pan y- Richmond, Que., is reported to have

O. D'Bousquet & Company, Sherbrooke, Que., have been registered tocarry on a lumber business.

Merrill & Raymond have been registered to carry on business as lumber
dealers, etc., at Smith's Mills, Que.

D. L. Gillespie & Company, Montreal, Que., have been registered to carryon business as wholesale lumber dealers.

Mederic Pepin's saw and planing mills at Trout Brook, Que were des-
troyed by fire recently at a loss of about $3,000. They will be rebuilt assoon as possible and new mill machinery will be installed.

Proposals are being invited by the Canadian Government for what willbe the largest drydock in the world. The dock will be located at Quebec orLevis and will be 1,150 feet long, 137 feet wide and 37 feet deep.
A. Rousseau,139 St. Hubert street, Montreal, has commenced the erect-tion of a sash and door factory to cost $4,000. The building is to be of twostoreys, 175 feet by 32 feet, brick encased construction, with concrete founda-

The Canadian United Lumber Company, Limited, composed of New
PaHfiTSilw^-t

3 ' 6 ^r^, 3 Planing mil1 at Co <lui tlam, the new Canadian

or ttl r towns;te. They contemplate adding an electric sawmill lateron, but for the present will handle the output of several local mills
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been incorporated with a capital stockof $50,000, to manufacture and deal in timber, lumber, wood and pulp etc
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railways, sidewalks, etc., with headoffice

:

at Montreal The incorporators are J. E. Saucier, Rene Chenevertand Frank Callaghan, all of Montreal.
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' ces from*** lower St. Lawrence state that the $3,000,000 plant ofthe Eastern Canada Power and Pulp Company, of Murray Bay, will be com
nboui?XftJS

JUn% The
,
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Which is said to P° s- ss a belt of spruS.

Marcus E StnddnrH
tlmben

^as °rganized ^ CharIes W
-
Tooke andMarcus E. Stoddard, of Syracuse, N. Y., with whom was associated, amongothers, Sir Rodolphe Forget, of Montreal. Those who have visited the™om
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pany's plain assert that it is as complete as anything on this side of the At-
lantic. The mills are located five miles from Murray Bay, and the power to
be generated will amount to 10,000 horse power. A force of 500 men has
been employed all winter at the plant, but 150 will be regularly employed when
it starts operations. The output will be 100 tons of pulp per day. Sir Ro-
dolphe Forget placed most of the stock in England and France.

The Municipal Council of St. John, N. B.. has passed a by-law agreeing
to fix the assessment on the Partington Pulp Company's mill property at

Lancaster at $225,000 for fifteen years on the following conditions: The pulp
company must spend the sum of $100,000 at least within two years in enlarg-
ing and improving its plant, employ fifty more hands and eventually must
erect a new paper mill.

Western Canada
The McColl Seymour Lumber Company. Winnipeg, Man., are reported to

have dissolved.

Pray & McLennan, lumber dealers, have removed from Abernethy, Sask.,
to Edmonton, Alta.

The plant of the Dominion Saw Mills Company at Nelson, B. C, was
recently destroyed by tire.

The Salmon River Lumber Company. Langley, B.C., are applying for
permission to change their name to "W. A. Simpson Co., Ltd."

Gray & McMaster have acquired the sawmill at South Wellington,
Vancouver Island, formerly owned by the Pacific Coast Coal Co.

Cushing Bros.. Saskatoon, Sask., are considering plans for enlarging their
present mill. The increased capacity would involve the employment of one
hundred more men.

German capitalists, with whom Alvo von Alvensleben, of Vancouver, is

associated, have bought a water front site on Burrard Inlet, near Port Moody,
and will erect a large sawmill.

A fire occurred recently in the dry kiln of the New Westminster Mill
Company, on Lulu Island. B. C. The blaze was very spectacular but the
damage was confined t<> the kiln.

The Everett Sash and Door Company has been incorporated with a

capital of $10,000, to manufacture sash, doors, mouldings, etc., and all kinds
of building material, with head office at 319 Winch Building, Vancouver.
G. A. Bell is attorney.

The Es([iiimau!t Development Company, Limited, has been incorporated
with office at GOT Sayward Block. Victoria. B. C. and with authorized capital

of $500,000. The objects of the company include carrying on the business
of timber merchants, sawmill proprietors, etc.

Sir William Plendor. the receiver appointed in the matter of the Dominion
Sawmills, makes the announcement that a scheme of reconstruction has been
prepared which has received the approval of all the shareholders. A meet-
ing will shortly be convened in London. England.

The Williams Land Investment Company has been incorporated with a

capital of $00,000. to deal in timber and timber limits and carry on a general
lumbering and mining business, with head office at Winnipeg. The incorpor-
ators are M. Anderson. F. M. Doyle, and F. W. Louthood, all of Winnipeg.

The Seaman Kent Company, Limited, has been incorporated with a capi-
tal of $500,000, to manufacture and deal in timber, lumber and wood products
within the Province of British Columbia, with head provincial office at 83"

Hastings street. Vancouver. B.C. F. K. M. Russell, barrister, is the attorney
for the company.

The Central Lumber and Implement Company. Limited, has been incor-
porated with a capital of $100,000. to carry on business as retail and whole-
sale lumber merchants, etc.. with head office at Rapid City. Man., the incor-
porators are Hugh Lockhart. H. A. Mcintosh and R. X. Stone, all of Rapid
City, Man.

The mill of the British Canadian Company at Queensborough, across the
river from New Westminster, B.C.. is rapidly nearing completion. When
it is in full operation there will be about 400 men employed. The mill is

72 x 378 feet, three storeys, with a foundation of large reinforced concrete
piles. Excellent shipping facilities are being provided both by rail and water.
The company intend to start sawing in June before the plant is completed,
so as to provide some of the lumber needed in the building.

The Canadian United Lumber Company, Limited, has been organized
at Coquitlam, B.C. The company intend to erect a saw mill with modern
equipment, driven by electric power. Their plans also include the erection
of a saw mill. Construction of the new mill is to begin at once. The
contracts have already been let. It is reported that in less than 90 days
the sawing of lumber will commence. An excellent three-storey brick build-
ing will also be erected for the accommodation of mill employees.

A pulp mill and cardboard factory is to be erected in Elmwood, Man.,
this summer at a cost of $125,000. A company interested in the undertaking
has been organized under the name of F. J. Welwood & Company, Limited,
with an authorized capital of $300,000, who will acquire the manufacturing
and retail business heretofore carried on by F. J. Welwood. They intend
to enlarge the business and to erect a new mill immediately. The initial capa-
city of the mill is to be fifteen tons daily, which can be increased later to
twenty tons.

The Security Lumber Company. Limited, Moose Jaw, Sask., have pur-
chased the entire lumbering business of the Davidson & Fraser Company,
including their lumber yards at Moose Jaw, Drinkwater and Keeler, as well
as the real estate occupied by the yards at these points. The price paid
was in the neighborhood of $100,000. The Security Lumber Company are
now reported to have fifty-three yards in Saskatchewan. Mr. Frank Chap-
man, who was manager for Davidson & Fraser, will continue as manager
for the new owners.

A pulp and paper mill is to be established at Grohman Creek, B. C, near
Nelson. A company is being organized with $500,000 capital in connection
with the proposal. Among those interested are Henry Hall, Spokane, Wash.;
C. B. Pride, and others. The most modern type of machinery will be in-
stalled and a sawmill will be built near the pulp mill. The sawmill will cut
the lumber for the buildings and the wood for the steam engine which will
supply the power for the manufacture of pulp and paper. All the capital is

being subscribed in the United States.

The Barnhart Log Loader
for twenty years and never caused aeomplaint. We are
now manufacturing a new Barnhart Loader known as
Model "12," which is specially designed for use in very
heavy timber. This loader is built on the same lines as
heavy timber. This loader is built ou the same lines as the
old BarnhartLoader now known as Model "10" and which
we still continue to manufacture. We are operating lum-
bermen, producing 200,000,000 feet of lumber per annum
and we use the Barnhart Loader exclusively. Could we
afford to do so if it were not the best? Write us for
prices.

Goodyear Lumber Company,
BU
n
F
y
L0,

We have a splendid stock of

WHITE PINE

RED PINE

SPRUCE
Enquiries solicited from the

wholesale trade.

Thos. Mackarell & Co.
Ottawa Montreal

49 Metcalfe Street Canadian Express Bldg.
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WE LEAD IN MILL SUPPLIES
IN THE MARITIME PROVINCES

We can equip your mill with everything you
require and at lowest prices.

Crane or Pipe

Fittings

Leather,

Rubber

and

Canvass

Belting

Steam

Packings

Our stock has beeu carefully selected and the quality is
guaranteed.
The manufacturers we represent are those whose names
are a guarantee of the quality of their output.
We carry a complete stock and can fill orders promptly.
We are satisfied with a fair profit and give you the benefit.

GIVE US A TRIAL

GUILDFORD & SONS
HALIFAX, N. S.

Are your horses of use to you?
This seems an absurd question—and the answer is always

"Of course they are" —In which case provide your stables with:

Johnson's Reliable
Veterinary Remedies

(Alcoholic)

$4.50 gal.
8.00 doz.

15.00 doz.

(an oil liniment)
3.00 gal.
6.00 doz.
11.00 doz.

Johnson's Horse Liniment, No. 1

1 gal. jugs (Imperial)
1 lb. bottles
2 lb. bottles

Johnson's Horse Liniment, No. 2
1 gal. jugs (Imperial)
1 lb. bottles
2 lb. bottles

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy
A sure and speedy cure for all kinds of Colic
1 gal jugs (Imperial) 40 doses 5.00 gal.
1 lb. bottles 4 doses 8.00 doz.
2 lb. bottles 8 doses 15.00 doz

Johnson's Veterinary Healing- Ointment (Gall Cure)
2 lb

- fc

.

in8 2.25 per tin
4 oz

- tins 3.50 doz.

Johnson's Condition Powders (Concentrated)
1 lb. Packages 3.6O doz.

Johnson's Camp and Household Remedies, such
as Cough Syrup. Healing Ointment, Headache
Powders, Big 4 Liniment, Stomach Bitters, Cathar-
tic Pdls, etc., etc., have stood the test of twenty-
five years and are in use all over Canada, from the
Atlantic to the Pacific. Prices are lower than
those of all other manufacturers. Letter orders
receive prompt attention.

A. H. Johnson, d^SSs}? coiiingwood, ont.

Lumber Camp Ranges and Heaters
Our stoves are specially designed

to meet all requirements of camp
work.

We know exactly what is neces-

sary and desirable in this class of

stove.

We put into all our stoves the

best ot material and workmanship
coupled with the best of expert

experience.

The 'Leader Range' for coal and
wood, shown in this cut is specially

adapted to Lumberman Camps,
Boarding Houses, Hotels and Rail-

road Construction Camp Work.
We also make this Range with side

hinge doors.

It is large, heavy and strongly

built. Has good oven space and
large heating surface. When a

good, solid, reliable stove is wanted
the 'Leader' will give satisfaction.

Write for our catalogue.

ADAM HALL, Limited

All Kinds of Stoves for

Large or Small Camps

NO. 10-36A SIX HOLE LEADER RANGE AND RESERVOIR

Manufacturers of Ranges, Heaters, etc, for Lumber Camps, Hotels, and Railway Construction

Peterborough, Ontario
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The

Filing Room
Something New
For nearly 20 years the

Hanchett Band Saw Swage
has been on the market.

There are today nearly three

times as many Hanchett

swages on the market as

any other swage. There arc over i4,ooo of them in use up to this date. They
are long lived too, for many of the very first ones made are still in daily use. We
have now made an attachment or die lever stop whereby the eccentric die may be

adjusted to not turn past the anvil or to turn past the anvil as desired. This

attachment will fit on any of the older Hanchett Swages. It is neat, solid and

compact. Send for Catalog No. 2.

HANCHETT SWAGE WORKS, Big Rapids, Mich. U.S.A.
"HANCHETT SWAGES DO GOOD WORK."

Detachable Lumber Trucks
with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

tor Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc

Dump Carts for Saw Mills

with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

In Yi, and i Cord Capacity—extra strong of thor-

oughly seasoned hardwood and bolted throughout.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in trains or singly for platform work.

The Tudhope-Anderson Co., Limited
Successors to TUDHOPE-KNOX CO., LIMITED

ORILLIA - - ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
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Adams Launch & Engine Co. . . 60
Amex. Woodworking Mach. Co. 02
Anderson & Co., C. G n
Appleton & Sewall Co 69
Asbestos & Rubber Goods Co... 45
Atkins Co., E. C 14
Atlantic Lumber Co 17

Auger & Son g

Austin Bros 71

6

Bamberger, Louis y

Banning, Leland G 18

Batts Limited 80

Beal Leather Co., K. M 69
Bartram Brothers, Limited .... 5
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Brockville Lumber Co., Ltd. . . 8

Bromley, William H 7

Bruce Mines Sawmill Co 8

Burton Saw Co., Ltd., A. J 63

Bury Co., Robt 11

Butterworth Foundry Co 20

C

Cameron & Company 7

Campbell-MacLaurin Lum. Co. . 56
Canada Wood Specialty Co., Ltd. 8

Canada Iron Corporation . . . . 68
Can. H. W. Johns-Manville .... 61

Can. Mach.. Corporation, Ltd. . . 76

Canadian Failbanks Co., Ltd. .. 1

Can. Western Lumber Co 49

Cant & Kemp 9

Casey-Shaw Lumber Co 6

Christy-Moir Company 8

Clark Bros. Company 77

Clayton & Sons 68

Cleveland- Sarnia Saw Mills Co... 47

Clyde Iron Works 68

Coghlin Co., B. J 1

Colonial Lumber Co 16

Coppock & Sons Lum. Co., S. P. 19

Crescent Oil Company 71

Cutler Bay Lumber Co 66

Cutler, D. G 69

D
Davidson, James 15

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos 69

Defiance Machine Works 20

Disston & Sons, Henry 65

Dominion Belting Co., Ltd 9

Dominion Roofing Co 75

Dom. Wire Rope Co., Ltd 51

Donald Fraser & Sons, Ltd 10
Donogh & Co., John 11

Duhlmeier Brothers is

Dun, R. G 1

E
East Kootenay Lumber Co 12

Eby-Blain, Limited 22
Eckhardt Co., H. P 51

Edwards & Co., W. C 14
Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co 11

Ellicott Co., A. M 20
Elmira Machinery & Transmission
Company 55

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co. .. 19

F

Fauthauer Co., Theo 19

Fasset Lumber Co., Ltd 13

Farnworth & Jardine 9

Fay & Egan Co., [.A 70
Fernie Lumber Company 6

Fraser Bryson Lum. Co., Ltd. . . 4

Fesserton Timber Co n

G

Garlock Packing Co 15

Gartshore, John J 3

Gendron-Penetang Shoepack Co. 71

General Supply Co. of Canada,
Limited 72

George Gordon & Co., Ltd 3

Georgian Bay Lumber Co., Ltd. 4

Gerlach, Peter 73

Gillies Bros., Ltd 4

Golden Lake Lumber Co., Ltd. 6

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of
Canada, Limited 21

Goodyear Lumber Co 57

Grand Rapids Veneer Works ... 61

Graves, Bigwood & Co 9

Guilford & Sons 58
Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co. 63

H

Halberle Lumber Co 8

Hall, Adam 58

Hamilton Co., Ltd., William .... 2

Hanchett Swage Works 59

Harris Tie & Timber Co 8

Harwood Lumber Co 11

Heaps & Co., Ltd., E. H 12

Heisler Locomotive Works .... 73

Hines Lumber Co., Edward .... 7

Hocken Lumber Co., Ltd 12

Hoyt Metal Co 80
Hurdman Lumber Co., Ltd 7

Huther Bros., Saw Mfg. Co., Inc. 69
Hyde Lumber Co 17

I

Imperial Waste & Metal Co. .. 75
Imperial Timber & Trading Co. 9

Inglis Co., John so
International Stock Food Co., Ltd. 67

J

Jenckes Machine Co., Ltd 55

Johnson, A. H 53

K
King & Co, W. 0 19

Knowles & O'Neill 6

L

Lacey, Jas. D 73

Laidlaw Lumber Co, R 8

Leak & Co n
Leonard & Sons, E 67

Long-Knight Lumber Co 19

Long Lumber Co 6

Long Mfg. Co, E 78

Lumber Insurance Co. of N. Y. 55

Lyford. Clark & Lyford 56

M
Maass Bros 9

Mackarell & Co., Thos 57

MacLean Daily Reports 75

Madison Williams Mfg. Co 66

Maritime Lumber Co 8

Mason, Gordon & Co 10

McGibbon Lumber Co 7

McKinnon Chain Co l

McLaren Belting Co, J. C 80

McLennan Lumber Co, J.'d. .. 7

McLennan Timber Lands £ Lum-
ber Co, Ltd 8

Mereen-Johnston Machine CV-. . . 74

Metropolitan Oil Co 45

Milne & Son, Ltd, Win 10

Montreal Lumber Co 8

Mont. Locomotive Works, Ltd. . 72

Morse Lumber Co, Fred S. . . 67

Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co, Ltd. .. 6

Mowbray & Robinson 17

Mowry & Sons 77

N
Nicholson File Co l

New Michel Sawmill Co., Ltd. .. 7

North Channel Lumber Co 9

O
Ohio Veneer Co is
Oneida Steel Pulley Co 56

P
Papineauville Lumber Co 9
Parry Sound Lumber Co, Ltd. . 5

Pate, D. S 12
Pembroke Lumber Co g
Peter Hay Knife Company .... 55
Pink Co, Thomas 67
Playfair & White 6

R

Rat Portage Lumber Co, Ltd. .. 10
Rideau Lumber Co, Ltd 6
Ritter Lumber Co, W. M 19

Rothfuss-Howard Iron Works .. 61

S

Sadler & Haworth 53
Shimer & Sons, Samuel J 13

Shurly-Dietrich Co 74
Siemon Bros, Ltd. 8

Silver Manufacturing Co 60

Simonds Canada Saw Co, Ltd... 22

Smart-Turner Mach. Co, Ltd. .. l

Southern Lumber & Boom Co. .. 18

Spears & Lauder 11

T
Todd, A. C 73

Tudhope-Anderson & Knox ... 59
Tucketts 61

Turner & Sons, J. J 1

V

Victoria Harbor Lumber Co . . 4

W
Waterous Engine Works 0\,
Limited 79

Webster & Bro, Ltd, James.. 9

West & Peachy 69

Wells Lumber Co, R. A 18

White Co, W. H is

Wickes Bros 20

Williams Lumber Co 7

Wilson Brothers, Ltd 12

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon .... 68

Woods Machine Co, S. A 16

Y
Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 17

SILVER'S NEW JOINTERS
Band Saws, Saw Tables, Swing Saws
Thousands of Silver's Machines are earning big money in all parts of the

world. Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and India are heavy buyers.
Silver's machines are designed for convenience and ease of operation

and for rapid efficient service. Their moderate price recommends them
to all wood workers.
Strong, durable, high pressure machines that will save you time and

labor. Made in sizes to suit any need or any purse.
Ask for 1911 Machinery Catalog and special Canadian prices.

THE SILVER MFG. CO.
375 BROADWAY SALEM, OHIO
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Keystone Gang Bolter

Durable

Compact

Reliable

Accurate

Thii cut illustrates our New Gang Bolter for sawing slabs for

Lath Pickets

Kindling Wood Bolts

Bolts for from 60,000 to 100,000 lath can be cut in one day

Other Keystone Machines :

Combined Bolter and Lath Mill

Circular Saw Tables

Pole Road Tram Car

Picket Header

Have you a copy of our Catalogue

Wanted: Reliable Canadian Representative

Rothfuss Howard Iron Works

Asbestos Mines

J?

The largest in

the world

Composed of solid

asbestos rock fibres and
Trinidad Lake As-

phalt, this ready roof-

ing is literally a pliable

sheet of stone.
It is all mineral-
Contains no perishable

material.
Absolutely fireproof.

Never nee^s coating or

graveling. Won't rust, rot

melt, crack or peel.
_

Makes buildings warm in winter and cool in summer.
It is the result of over half a century's experience in the man-
ufacture of roofings.

Sold direct if your dealer won t supply you. Write our

nearest branch for sample of the curious Asbestos Rock
and Catalog No. 303.

The Canadian

H. W. Johns-Manville Co., Ltd.,

Toronto, Ont. Montreal, Que.
Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B.C.

Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs, Ark.
Roofed with J-M Asbestos Roofing.

Williamsport Pennsylvania

WE CAN

DOUBLE
THE CAPACITY OF YOUR

DRY KILN
GRANO RAPIDS VENEER WORKS

SAVE
60% Cutting Waste 35 on Machining

50% Fuel

Ask us WHY and HOW

Grand Rapids Veneer Works

Grand Rapids,

Michigan

These are the essentials to contentment :

An easy mind, a clear consc ence and a

Tuckett cigarette. Not the least of these is

the Tuckett cigarette. In the soothing full-

ness Ot its flavor and its delicate aromatic
fragrance, there is ease and pleasure for the

man who enjoys a good smoke. Tuckett's

are gratifyingly good.

Cigarettes
THREE VARIETIES

Tuckett's Special Turkish 15c. for 10.

Tuckett's Club Virginias 15c. for 10.

Tuckett's T. & B. 10c. for 10.
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RUBBER GOODS
FOR LUMBERMEN

Beltillf?—

^

ur ' on ^ exPer ience in tne making of Rubber Belts enables us to specialize
6 on this line. "Monarch," " Red Strip " and " Lion " are our leading brands

for power transmission. (Write for Booklet B-i.)

PackinffS
— "Redstone" High Pressure Sheet Packing has proved by test that it— will outlast any other similar packing on the market We make Spiral

and Ring Packings, etc., that are equally reliable. (Booklet P-i.)

HoSC—

^

or Steam, Water, etc., etc., in various grades, made especially to give satis-—— factor}- and economical service under different conditions. (Booklet H-i.)

Fire Hose—

^

ne or more °^ our twenty brands of Fire Hose will be found, not only———_> in the best equipped Factories, Mills, etc., but in almost every Fire
Department in the Dominion. (Booklet H-i.)

The Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co. of Toronto, Limited
TORONTO MONTREAL HALIFAX WINNIPEG CALGARY VANCOUVER

Patenteic IX l_ Bit Pat. No. 3£4£S

This Bit Will Not Slip SiOEwayS

\\.

See the Key

Manufactured Dnly By

The A. J. BURTON SAW CO. Ltd.

Vancouver B. C.

Our Inserted Saws are Fitted with our

Patent I.X.L. Bits and Shanks, warran-

ted not to slip sideways, and to cut free

and easy, and have no equal in hard-

wood or any other timber.

Saws
Band, Gang,

Solid and Inserted

Tooth Circulars,

Bits and Shanks

Carried in Stock at our Ottawa Branch.

Special Attention given to all Saw Re-

pair Work.

The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY

VANCOUVER, B. C.

BOX 848

Phone 1748

EASTERN OFFICE, SALES-ROOMS AND
REPAIR WORKS

374 Sparks St., OTTAWA, ONT.
Phone 7458
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Car Lots

White Pine:

1 inch No. 1 cuts and better $00 00 05 0U
IK inch No. 1 cuts and better 04 00 08 00
2-in. No. 1 cuts and better.. 07 00 72 00
lK-in. No. 2 C & B 50 00 52 00
2-in. No. 2 cuts and better . . 50 00 00 00
lK-in. No. 1. 2 and 3 Cuts .. 48 00 50 00
2-in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 50 00 52 00
1-in. Good Shorts 40 00 45 001x4 and 5 com. and dressing 23 00 25 001x6 common and dressing.. 20 00 28 001x8 common and dressing ..27 00 29 00
1 x 10 common and dressing ..30 00 32 00
1 x 12 common and dressing.. 39 00 41 00
1x10 and 12 mill cull stocks . . 20 00 21 00
1-in. mill cull sidings 17 00
2 x 10 common 27 00 28 00
2 and 3 x 12 common 30 00 32 001x8 box and common 21 00 22 00
1 x 10 inch box and common. 23 00 24 00
1 x 12 box and common 27 00 29 00
1-in. mill run sidings 24 00 26 00
1-in. mill run shorts 18 00
1-in. dead cull sidings 12 50 14 00
IK -in. flooring 28 00
1-in. mill run Norway 22 00
2-in. mill run Norway 25 00
Norway, c and cf 1-in 33 00 34 00
Norway, c and cf V/3 -in 35 00 38 00
Norway, c and cf 2-in 33 00 35 00
Spruce mill run 21 00 22 00
Spruce mill culls 15 00 10 00
Clear in. B.C. cedar, kiln dried 55 50 65 50
2 x 4 to 10 inch 18 ft 20 00
Douglas Fir
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet

:

8, 10x10, 10x12, 1x14, 12x12,
12x014, 14x14, 14x16 34 00

8x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x12, 10x16,
12x16, 16x16, 14x18, 16x18
18x18, and 20x20 34 50

6x14, 8x14, 12x18, 18x20 35 00
6x16, 8x16, 10x18, 12r20, 14x20,
anh 16x20 35 00

10 x 20 30 00
6 x 18, 8 x 18 30 50
6 x 20, 8 x 20 37 50
Lengths over 32 ft. take the following ad-
vances: 33 to 35 ft., 50c; 36 to 40 ft., $1;
41 to 45 ft., $3; 46 to 50 ft., $5.

Fir flooring, eoge grain 44 50
No. 1 and 2 clear 1-in. Fir rougli 45 10
No. 1 and 2 clear 1%, 1% and

2-in. 1 Fir rough 47 10
1^-in. No. 1 4 ft. pine lath.. 4 25
IK ->n. No. 2 4-ft. lath 3 75
l'/i-in. 32-in. pine I 60
lKjn. No. 1 4-ft. hemlock lath 3 25
lK-in. mill run hemlock lath 3 00
X pine or cedar shingles .... 1 05
XXpine or cedar shingles . . 2 25
XXX pine or cedar shingles . . 3 30
XX B. C. cedar shingles .... 2 40
XXX 6 butts to 2-in 3 30
XXXX 6 to 23-16 in 3 52
XXXXX 3 75
Hemlock No. 1

:

1x4. & 5-in. x 9 to 16 ft. ... 14 50
1 x 6-in. x 9 to 16-ft 17 50
1 x 8-in. x 9 to 16-ft 17 50
1 x 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16-ft. 19 50
1x7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16-ft. 17 50
1- in. No. 2, 6-ft. to 16-ft. 2x4

to 12-in., 6-ft. to 16-ft 9 50
2x4 to 12-in., 12 and 14 ft. . . 18 50
2x4 to 12-in., 18 ft 21 50
2x4 to 12-in. 20 ft 23 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 22 ft 25 50
2 x 4 to 12 in., 24 ft 28 00
2- in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width, 6 to 16 ft 12 50

Hardwoods—Per M. Feet, Car Lots

Ash white, lsts and 2ndi, IK and 2-in. 55 00
Ash, white, No. 1 common 45 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 48 00
Ash, brown, common and better .... 37 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 & 8/4. 55 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 35 00
Birch, No. 1, com. and bet., 4/4 30 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 and 8/4 . . 38 00
Birch, 1st and 2nds, 10/4 and 12/4 . . 42 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 16/4 44 00
Basswood, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 38 00
Basswood, No. 1, com. and bet., 4/4. 30 00
Basswood, No. 2 and 3, common ... 16 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds 40 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4, com. & bet... 35 00
Basswood, No. 2 common and better. 25 50
Soft elm, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 35 00
Soft elm, No. 1 com. and bet., 4/4 . . 29 00
Soft elm. No. 2 and 3, common 15 00
Soft elm, 6/4 and 8/4 1 and 2 38 00
Soft elm, 3-in. lsts and 2nds 42 00
Rock elm, lsts and 2nds, 0/4 x 8/4 . . 50 00
Rock elem, No. 2 com. & bet. 6/4
& 8/4 35 00

Soft maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 31 00
Soft maple, com. and better, 4/4 25 00
Soft maple, 6/4 & 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 34 00
Hard maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 34 00
Hard maple, common and better, 4/4. 27 00
Hard maple, 12/4 & 16/4, lsts & 2nds. 43 00

Red oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4... 52 00

Red oak, plain, lsts & 2nds, 6/4 & 8/4 00 00

Red oak, plain lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 16/4 65 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4.. 62 00
White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, IK
and 2 in 60 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 12/4

and 16/4 70 00

White oak, 'A cut, lsts & 2nds, 4/4.. 83 00

\Vhite oak, % cut, 5/4 and 6/4, lsts

and 2nds 87 00
White oak, 'A cut No. 1 common ... 55 00
Hickory, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 70 00
Hickory, 0/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 75 00

OTTAWA, ONT.

Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings:
1- in. x 7-in. and up $53 00
l!4->n. & lK-in. x & up 50 00
2- in. x 7-in. and up 58 00
No. 2 cuts 2 x 8-in. and up . . 40 00
Pine good strips:

1;»B: • • • • 40 00
lM-m. and lK-in 50 00

p.
2-,n

- 50 00
Pine good shorts:

1- in. x 7-in. and up 38 00
Tin. x 4-in. to 6-in 30 00
l'A-in. and lK-in 45 00
2-jn 48 00
7-in. to 9-in. A sidings 25 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings . . 33 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips . . 20 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts . . 22 00
Pine. 8 s.c. and better, 12 ft. to
.18 f t 23 00

Pine, 7 up s. c. siding 1-in 22 00
Pine s. c. sidings I'A & 2-in... 26 00
Pine, s. c. strips 1-in 17 00
IK, l'A and 2-in 22 00

Pine, s.c. shorts, 1 x 4 20 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x5 21 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x6 23 50
Pine, box boards:
l"x4" and up 6' -11' 13 00
l"x3" to 6", 12 '-16' 15 00
l"x7" and up 12 '-16' 16 00

Pine shorts 6' -11' l"xl0" 20 00
lxS and 9 No. 1 barn 25 00

O. culls r & w p 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out, 1-in 14 00
mill culls out, 1^-in 16 00
mill culls out, IK -in 17 00

Mill run Spruce

:

l"x4" and up, 6'- 11 14 00
l"x4" and up, 12 '-16' 16 00
l"x9"-10", & up, 12'-16'... 18 00
l'A"xl" 8-9" & up, 12 '-16' 18 00
1K"x10" and up, 12'16' ..19 00
IK" & 2"xl2" & up, 12'-16' 24 00

Spruce 1-in. clear (fine dressing
and B) 24 00

Hemlock 1-in. call 10 00
Hemlock 1-in. log run 13 00
Hemlock 2x4, 6, 8, 10, 12/16' 14 00
Tamarac 13 00
Basswood log run, dead culls
out 20 00

Basswood log run mill culls out 24 00
Birch log run 19 00
Soft elm, common and better,

1, IK. 2-in 20 00
Ash, black, log run 25 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x7 21 50
Pine, sc. and better, 1x8 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x9 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x10 ... 25 50
1 x 10 No. 1 barn 30 00
1 x 10 No. 2 barn 23 00
1x8 and 9 No. 2 barn 20 00
Pine mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. x 4-in. and up, 12-
ft. and up 14 00

Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.
and up, 6-ft. to li ft 11 00

Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine lf^-in. x 4-ft. 3 75
No. 2 White Pine 3 00
Mill run white pine 3 25
Spruce, mill run lK-in 2 75
Red pine mill run 2 75
Tamarac mill run 1 25
Basswood, mill run 2 00
Hemlock, mill run 1 75
32-in. lath 1 25
Pine Shingles
xxxx, 18-in 3 50
Clear butt 18-in 2 50
xx 1 50

White Clear Shingles :

xxxx, 18-in 4 00
Clear butt, 18-in 2 50
18-in. xx 1 60

Spruce logs (pulp) 13 00

55 00
60 00
65 00
45 00

44 00
52 00
65 00

40 00
35 00
50 00
52 00
27 00
35 00
31 00
26 00

24 00
25 00
30 00
19 50
24 00
21 0(1

22 00
25 00

14 00
16 00
17 00
21 00
27 00
12 00

16 00
18 00
19 00

15 00
17 50
19 00
20 00
20 00
25 00

27 00
12 00
14 50
16 50
15 00

22 00
26 00
22 00

24 00
28 00
23 00
25 00
25 00
27 00
33 00
20 00
22 00

15 00

13 00

00
25
50
00
00
00
50
25
75

00
25
75

25
00
85

15 00

QUEBEC, QUE.

White Pine— In the Raft

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in. av-
erage, according to lineal 85

Oak—Michigan and Ohio

By the dram, according to average
and quality 62

Elm

By the dram, according to average
and quality, 40 to 45 feet 80

By the dram, according to average
and quality. 30 to 35 feet 00

Ash

13 Inches and up, according to aver-

90

67

83

05

age and quality 25 30
Average 16 inch 30 40

Birch

\i
Inch IS 20

15 inch 22 24
}6 |nc'' 20 28
18 lnc» 32 30

Quebec Spruce Deal*

Per M.
12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 18 00 19 00
Oddments 15 00 16 00
Boards, 1 and 2 in 15 00 10 00

Birch Planks

1 to 4 I" 10 00 17 00

SARNIA, ONT
Fine, Common and Bettei

1x6 and 8 in 54
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 67 00
l'A and IK in. and up wide 69 00
2 in. and up wide 72 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 55 00
6/4 x S and up No. 1 and better 65 00
8/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 67 00
6/4 x ti and up No. 2 and better 52 00
8/4 x 0 and up No. 2 and better 54 00
6/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better 46 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better 50 00

No. 1 Cuts

1 in., 8 in. and up wide 47 00
l'A jn., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
IK in-, 8-in. and up wide 57 00
2 in., 8-in. and up wide 60 00
2K and 3 ft., 8-in. and up wide 75 00
4 in., 8-in. and up wide 85 00

No. 2 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 31 00
l'A in., 6-in. and up wide 42 00
lK-in., 6-in. and up wide 44 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 48 00
2K. 3 and 4 in., 6-in. and
up wide 62 00 65 00

No. 3 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 24 00
IK and IK in., 6-in. and up wide... 33 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 33 00
2K, 3 and 4-in., 6-in. and up

wide 43 00 48 00

Common and Dressing Mill Run

1-in. x 4-in 22 00
1-in. x 5-in 24 00
1-in. x 6-in 26 00
1-in. x 8-in 27 00
1-in. x 10-in 30 00
1-in. x 12-in 35 00
1-in. x 13-in. and up 35 00
IK. IK and 2-in 32 00

No. 1 Barn

1 inch 31 00 45 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 36 00 45 00
2K and 3-in 45 00
4 inch 50 00

No. 2 Barn

1 inch 28 00 36 00
IK. IK and 2-in 30 00 36 00
2K and 3-in 38 00

No. 3 Barn

1 inch 21 00 28 00
No. 1, 1, IK, l'A, 2-in 20 00 25 00

Box

No. 1, 1, IK, IK, 2-in 20 00 22 00
No. 2, IK, IK, 2-in 17 00 21 00

Mill Culls

Mill run culls, 1-in 16 00
1, IK. IK and 2-in 18 00
No. 2 14 00 15 00

Lath

No. 1, 32-in. pine 1 50
No. 2, 48-in. pine 3 75
No. 3, 48-in. pine 3 00
No. 1, 48-in. pine 4 25
No. 1, 48-in. hemlock 3 25

WINNIPEG, MAN.

No. 1 Pine, Spruce and Tamarac

Dimensions, Rough or S. 1 S. and 1 E.

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC & LAN (J I

Mountain Slock

Dimensions

x 4-12
x 4-8-14-16 ..

2 x 1-10-18-20
2 x 6, 8 10 lti

2 x S, 8 to 16 . .

No. 1 Common Board*

20 ,',0

20 5o
22 5o
20 00
20 SO

8 inch
10 inch
12 inch

* ."u
j

l1 $1* 5(1
«

!
nc

!' 21 32
23 00
23 OO
23 00

Flooring

4 or 6 inch No. 1 $33 00
4 or 6 inch No. 2 31 00
4 or 0 inch No. 3 24 60

Shiplap—Finished

* !
nc '' $20 00

0 inch 22 60
8, 10, 12 inch 23 60

Siding

2 i
00 ' 1 no. 1 : $33 00

6 inch No. 2 81 00
6 inch No. 3 , 24 60

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 5 00
No. 2 cedar, pine, spruce 3 25

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
L*ess $2 per M. 12 ft. 14 and 16 ft3x6 and 3x8 L'l OH 21 00
3 x 10 23 00 L'2 mi
3 x 12 ' 23 004x4 to 6x8 . . 21 50 21 50
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 . . 23 50 22 50
8 x 8 .. 21 50 21 5o
6 x 14 up to 32 ft. .

.

29 00

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR

Dimensions, S. 1 S. and E.

4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 8 to 16 ft $21 60
4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 18 to 32 ft 25 50

2 x 10, 2 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 22 50
18, 20, 22 ft 26 50
24, 26, 28, 30, 32 28 60
2 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 60
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 24 00
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft 29 00
6 x 6 to 6 x 12, up to 32 ft 24 00

27 00

FLOORING

No. 1 and 2 red pine, 4 in 34 00
E. G. No. 1 and 2 fir flooring M» 00
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 39 00
F. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 31 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 flooring 30 00

SHIPLAP

Pine or spruce 24 00
8 to 16 ft., 6 in 22 00
B. C. Fir 8", 10" and 12" shiplap
10/16 ft 23 60

B. C. Fir 6" shiplap 10/16 ft 23 50

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 common pine, 10 inch $31 00
No. 2 common pine, 10 inch 2D 00
No. 3 common pine mixed widths 20 00
No. 4 common pine, mixed widths . . 14 60
No. 5 common pine, mixed widths . . 10 00

SHINGLES

XXX B. C. Cedar $2 00
XX B. C. Cedar 1 90
XXX Dimension 3 25

LATH

No. 1 Mixed W. & R. Pine
No. 1 B. C. Fir

$4 25
3 65

6 ft 8 ft 10 ft 14x10 ft

2 X 4 .

.

.. 14 00 17 00 20 50 18 50
2 X 6 .. . . 10 50 17 no 20 50 18 50
2 X 8 .. .. 18 00 18 50 22 00 20 III!

2 X 10 .. .. 19 00 19 50 22 50 21 mi
2 X 12 .. .. 19 00 20 00 24 511 L'L> 50

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N.V.

White Pine

Wholesale Selling Price

Uppers 4/4 $94 00
Uppers 5/4 to 8/4 92 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 97 00
Selects 4/4 84 00
Selects 5/4 to 8/4 82 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 92 00
Fine common 4/4 61 00
Fine common 5/4 65 00
Fine common 6/4 65 00
Fine common 8/4 67 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 51 00
No. 1 Cuts 5/4 57 Oil

No. 1 Cuts 6/4 59 00
No. 1 Cuts S/4 61 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 32 00
No. 2 Cuts 5/4 43 00

(Continued on page 68(
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The loyalty of our army of skilled mechanics

is embodied in the quality of the goods

they make, and this in the past Seventy-

two Years engendered a like loyalty to the

DISSTON BRAND on the part of the great

multitude of great saw tool and file users.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS
INCORPORATED

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works

PHILADELPHIA
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Yrtll A lll/tf*
t0 thC faCt that you SAVE COLLARS by securing^ * All V^ your Lumber in advance on this RISING MARKET ?

We Can Sell You White Pine
the product of CHOICE LOGS, beautifully manufactured and properly graded-at prices which you can't
duplicate Elsewhere. MAY WE QUOTE YOU on i9i, stock, or on the coming Season's Cut ?

The Eyer Lumber Co., Limited, 34 Victoria St., Toronto, Ont., are our Selling Agents.

Don't buy till you get our prices

The Cutler Bay Lumber Co., Limited, - Cutler, Ont.

JOHNSTON RE-SAW is a Lumber Saver and a Money Maker
wt^^^^x^lS^?^ i,n ",|U7

S im "
: M 8 dumber saver using

rigid, so that mwe
driven; Three return live KolTs x inch

prevent saw huimiig by slivers eatehmg: THK FRAME being heavy is very

.inw.'iiT ''iVn" i
1 !- 1

',
s i" <'' without vibration; THREE POIXl

Rniu'x'iiir'.iV'-iT.MwVA','.' SI«T"? °i?ca. \'y 20 i, "' h automatic feed: Two grooved

MAOISON Williams MFG. CO Limited
LINOS/VY ONT.

THE MADISON WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Limited, Lindsay, Ontario
Builders of Sawmill Machinery and 'Triumph' Turbine Water WheelsEastern Representee

: H. E. Plant, 1790 St. James St., Montreal, Que. Western r£EEJ££ The Canadian Fairbanks C o., Vancouver, B.C.

6 H.P. Heavy Duty Engine $175.00 Reversegear $36.00
Winch $30.00

River Driving Costs
will be decidedly lower this year if you
use Adams Gasoline Towing Machinery
in 25' punts for carrying supplies and
handling booms and logs. One man
does the work of ten. We have both
machinery and complete punts for
prompt shipment. Machinery $205.00.
Complete punts $375.00. It will pay you
to write us now. Gasoline engines all
sizes, 2 to 25 H.P.

Adams Launch and Engine Co.
Penetang, Ont.
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ENGINES and BOILERS
OF ALL TYPES AND SIZES

HEATERS, STACKS, RETORTS, TANKS

We cater specially to the lumbering industries

Write for Prices and Information

E. LEONARD & SONS
LONDON, CANADA

Agencies and Warehouses :-ST. JOHN, N.B. MONTREAL. QUE. TORONTO. ONT.
WINNIPEG, MAN. CALGARY. ALTA. VANCOUVER, B.C. Locomotive Boiler on Skids

International
Preparations for Horses are all

sold on a Spot Cash Guarantee

Let us figure on furnishing you the following supplies for the
coming season.

International Stock Food
We guarantee that your horses will do more work and
keep in Letter order on less feed if they get International
regularly.

International Silver Pine Healing* Oil
Especially recommended for Sores, Bruises, Kicks, In-

flammation and all flesh wounds.

International Worm Powder
Will quickly expel all kinds of worms.

International Distemper Cure
For Coughs, Colds, and Distemper.

International Colic Cure
Guaranteed to cure Colic in ten minutes.

International Compound Absorbent
Greatest Curb cure on Earth.

International Gall Cure
Cures while horses work or rest.

International Foot Remedy
Cures Foot diseases, keeps the hoof soft, elastic and tough

International Harness Soap
Gives new life to old harness.

All our goods are guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Write for Special Prices

International Stock Food Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.

For low prices and prompt shipment of

Yellow Pine Timbers
Short Leaf Finish

Chestnut — Oak — Ash
Cypress

New Brunswick Shingles

TRY

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
Box 1600 SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Are You Interested

in British Colum

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-
ion.

There is un-

doubtedlyabig

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg

When ordering from your Jobber specify

Pink's Lumbering' Tools
and if they cannot supply them order direct, and you

will get the best tool made

The Thomas Pink Co.
Limited

PEMBROKE, Ont., Canada

Manufacturers of the best line of Lumbering Tools in Canada
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES- Continued

No. 2 Cuts 6/4 45 00
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 50 00
No. 3 Cuts 0/4 33 00
No. 3 Cuts 0/4 34 00
No. 3 Cuts 8/4 36 00
Dressing 5/4 46 00
Dressing 5/4 x 10 51 00
JDressing: 5/4 x 12 52 00
No. 1 Moulding 5/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 58 00
No. 2 Moulding 5/4 47 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 47 OH
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 47 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 46 00
No. 1 Barn 1x6 and 8 84 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 36 00
No. 2 Barn 1x6 and 8 30 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 32 00
No. 3 Barn 1x6 and 8 23 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 10 x

25 00
Box 1x6 and up 22 00
Rox 1 x 10 23 00
Box 1 x 12 25 00
Box 1 x 13 and up 30 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Buffalo
and Tonawanda:

White Ash

hi and 2nd, 1 inch 40 00
1% to 2 inch 44 00
2]/2 to 4 inch 48 00
Strips 22 00
Common and culls 14 00

Black and Brown

1st and 2nd, 6 inch up 40 00
Common good culls 14 00
1st and 2nd 6 inch and up, red 40 00
1st & 2nd, white, 6 in. & up.. 30 00
Common and Rood culls 16 00

Elm

1st and 2nd, rock, 6 in. and up 34 00
Common and culls 16 00
1st and 2nd, soft, 6 in. and up 28 00
Common and culls 13 00

Maple

1st and 2nd hand 26 00
Common and culls 14 00
1st and 2nd, soft 26 00
Common and culls 14 00

42 00
46 00
54 00
24 00
22 00

42 00
20 00
42 00
32 00
18 00

38 00
20 00
32 00
18 00

28 00
22 00
28 00
22 00

THE ONLY LOG-LOADER

IT HANDLES ANY SIZE LOGS!'

That allows emp-
ties to pass through

on the same track

without jacking up
the loader onspuds.

The
McGIFFERT

Steam
LOG-

LOADER
lb is self-propell-
ing, moves and
spots its own ears,
dispensing with
the services of a
road engine.

it cuts the cost of
logging some 66%:
We would like to
send you a book of
facsimile letters
thatPROVE this.

A beauifully illustrated book, full describing the workings
of the McGiffert and the immense savings it makes pos-
sible, awaits your request for " CATALOGUE M. "

CHICAGO NEW YORK
DULUTH, MINN.

BOSTON, MASS.

White pine uppers, 1 to 2 in... $99 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch
Fine common, 1 in
Fine common, 1 14 to 2 in. ..74 00
No. 1 Cuts 1 in
No. 1 Cuts l'A to 2 in 58 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in 35 00
No. 2 Cuts, l'A to 2 in 45 00
Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 . . 50 00

No. 1, 1 x 10..
No. 1, 1 x 8 . .

.

No. 2, 1 x 12 ..

No. 2, 1 x 10 . . 35 00
No. 2, 1 x 8 ... 34 00
No. 3, 1 x 12 .. 33 00

No. 3, 1 x 10, . . 28 00
No. 3, 1 x 8 . . 28 00

Canadian spruce boards 23 00
Spruce, 10 & 12 in. dimension 26 00
Spruce, 9 in. and under "

10 and 12 in. random lengths,
10 ft. and up 24 00

2x2, 2x4, 2x5, 2x0, 2x7
and 3x4 random lengths, 10
feet and up 20 00

100 00
!tn 0(1

72 00
75 00
45 00
<!0 (in

37 00
48 00
52 00
38 00
37 00
43 00
37 00
35 00
34 00
29 00
29 00

24 00
27 00
25 00

25 00

22 00

All other random lengths, 7"
and under, 10 ft. and up . . 21 00 22 (JO

5 inches and up merchantable
boards, 8 ft. and up, p Is.. 19 00

Vermont spruce boards..,
matched ....... 22 00 23 001x2 and 1 x 3 furring, pis
clipped and bundled 19 00 21 00

1^6 -in. spruce laths 4 00 4 10
l'/i in. spruce laths 3

New Brunswick Cedar Shingles

£.
xlras *3 00 $3 75

<r
Iears •• 3 25 3 40

second clears 2 75
Clear whites 2 30
Extra Js (Clear whites out) .'. 1 45 2 25
Extra Is (Clear whites in) . . 1 50 1 60
Red Cedar Extras, 16-in. 6 butts

„ '? 2-'n. 3 50 4 00
Red Cedar Eurekas, 18-inch.

butts to 2-in 4 20
Red Cedar Perfection, 5 butts

to 2^ 4 75
Washington 16-in. 5 butts to 2-

in. extra red cedar 3 50

The "Midland" Band Wheel
Grinder

After this machine has
been attached to the
Frame of the mill it can be
adjusted and put to work
in twenty minutes.

One Setting Grinds Both
Wheels.

The whole operation done
before you can get enough
timbers together to rig up
any of the Grinders now on
the market. Every Sawmill
man knows that Band
Wheels should be ground

ottener than they are, but with the heretofore existing appliances this
operation meant a shut-down for two or three days. With THEMIDLAND yo.i can grind up at any time, and by keeping your wheels
in shape make and save money.

Further particulars on request.

St. Thomas, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont

Plants at

Midland, Ont. Londonderry, N.S.

Fort William, Ont. Three Rivers, P.Q.

The Canada Iron Corporation
Limited

Head Office: Mark Fisher Building, Montreal, P.Q.

Sheep's Back to Dealer

APH Pants
For Solid Substantial Wear, no Pants in

Canada like them. Dealers if interested,
write us for terms, etc.

CLAYTON & SONS
Halifax, N. S.

LOUISIANA RED CYPRESS
QUARTERED OAK PLAIN OAK

POPLAR ASH
Yards at Nashville, Tcnn.

Wc can ship you promptly any of the above
Stock, Carefully Inspected

WE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU

Wistar Underbill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Rep. . W. J. Anderson, 288 South St., London, Ont
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Makes It's Mark Vivid and Lasting
Marks that remain vivid and wear like iron are a real satisfaction to the

man who handles lumber. The metallic pigments, like graphite, of DIXON'S
LUMBER CRAYONS offer marvelous resistance to all kinds of weather condi-

tions. Their marks are often visible after six months of severe exposure to sun

and storms.

DIXON'S LUMBER CRAYONS
have always remained the recognized standard because of their one, uniform and
dependable quality; their convenient and uniform shape and size and because of

the careful selection of materials used in their manufacture. DIXON'S LUMBER
CRAYONS are made in nineteen grades and colors, including black (six grades),

red (two grades), blue (two gradesi. green, white, yellow, brown, terra cotta,

violet, pink and orange. Some are made to fill particular needs—let us tell you
more about them. Get acquainted.

Write for lithographed booklet No. ZX>. illustrated in colors

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
Jersey City, U. S. A.

"John
Bull"

Larrigans
Wear Like Iron

WE tan the leather these larrigans are made
from and know they will stand all kinds

of wet and rough usage when properly car-

ed for. We put a counter stiffener in our larrigans

and sew it in with the leg when soled and heeled

—

a very durable feature in our goods.

Next time you buy larrigans see that you ask

for "John Bull."

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY, Ontario

Limited

Don't Guess About It-
Know Your Timber

An exact knowledge of the timber on your land would
mean at least 10 £ greater returns each year.

In place of the guessing of the cruiser, we furnish map
and data whioh show the character of your timbor, its

looation and amount.
Our service includes, also surveys

an.l appraisals. Everything is done
by thoroughly prac-

tical methods.

Our Book "Applied Forestry'

ESSSS3B

will prove valuable. Let us send you a copy, freo, and prove to you the

yearly saving we can make for you from your timber land.
1 IJ OCV » in., »» V • » -w- ^ v

We have the men, the skill and the experience to "make good.

Appleton & Sewall Co., Inc.
Foresters and Surveyors

New York

Not altogether what we
say but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug man-
ufactured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-

sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of

French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,

in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.

HUTHER. B FLOS. PATENT GR.OOVEH OR. DADO HEAD
For cutting any width groove from one quarter inch to > inches or over

Can be used on any Circular Saw Material. Will cut a perfect groove with or across the grain.

This is the only Dado Head on the market that gives entire satisfaction on all classes of work. No
screw adjustment. For different width grooves, simply remove or add inside cucters. Sold by builders

and dealers of wood working machinery in all parts or the United States. Will send on approval, in

competition with any other make on the market; if not the best return at our expense.
HUTHER BROS.. SAW MFG. CO., Inc., 1170 University Ave., Rochester, N.Y., manufacturer

0f
Circular Saws, Morgan Pattern Lock-Corner Box Cutters, Concave Saws, etc.

D. G. Cutler Co.
Duluth, Minnesota

Distributors of

Kelley Island Lime—(Lighthouse Brand)

Burned with WOOD, from selected Ohio bottom Rock,

and packed fresh from the Kilns, in new, tight, double-

headed barrels.

Can also ship you in Mixed Carloads

Hard Wall Plaster, Wood Fibre Plaster, Hydrated

Lime, Mortar Colors, Waterproofing.

Distributors of HURON PORTLAND CEMENT
Wire Us Your Orders for Prompt Shipment
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No. 225 TRIPLE DRUM SANDPAPERING MACHINE
From Operator's Position

The only Sander made in three parts
is the FAY-EGAN No. 225.

This exclusive feature alone makes the No. 225 ''LIGHTNING" the most valuable
Triple Drum Sander now made, as it gives access to the Drums in two minutes instead
of the five to ten hours required on other types. But this is not all—there are many
other exclusive features in this, the most advanced type of Sander made. Ask us
about it—our Special Sander Catalog free upon request.

SALES OFFICES :

ATLANTA, 386 Whitehall St.

BALTIMORE, 306 Pre.stman St
BUFFALO, 501 White Bldg.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
409 Houston St.

CHICAGO, 625 Com. Nat. Bk. BIdK .

DENVER, 1621 17th St.

DETROIT. 97 Woodbridge St.

EVANSVILLE, 16 Powell Ave.

MONTGOMERY. 51 1 S. Lawrence St.

NEW YORK, 170 Broadway

PITTSBURGH, 123 Water St.

J. A. Fay & Egan Co.
( Established 1830

)

Manufacturers of

Woodworking Machinery.

The "LIGHTNING" Line
465-485 W. Front St., Cincinnati, Ohio

J. A. Fay & Egan Co.

Please mail Catalog showing
complete line of sandpapering
machines.

Name

Address

City

State

C. L. & W.
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A Manual for Northern Woodsmen
By Acstin Caky

A clear statement of the methods employed and the prin-

ciples involved in the survey and valuation of logs,

standing timber and forest land.

From a Northern Woodsman:—"I feel that every owner
of forest land from the farmer up would own a copy if

it were brought to his attention. I keep a copy in my
grip all the time and would just as soon think of goin^
without my compass."

250 Pages Canvas Binding Illustrated $2.00

Published by HARVARD UNIVERSITY

"LIMESTONE" Wood Split Pulleys
The Strongest Wood Pulley Made. NAILED and GLUED

We carry the largest stock of Wood Pulleys in the Country.

Also Lukenheimer
Valves, Lubricat-

ing Oils and Greas-
es, Packings, Hose,

Paints, etc.

ALLIGATOR BELT LACING

Rush Orders Promptly Filled. Belting in Stock 1-in. to 20-in.

LARGE BELTS A SPECIALTY

Crescent Oil Co., Hamilton, Ontario

PENATANG SHOEPACKS
Gendron Penatang Shoepack Mfg. Co.

The PENATANG SHOE PACK
is sold on the reputation it has attained tor honest material, honest w orkmanship and consequenth honest wear.

explains why so many packs are sold as Penatangs, that

are only poor imitations.

All our packs are stamped w ith our Registered Trade
Nark, and dealers are warned not to infringe on our

rights. We have had many complaints that manufactur-

ers are representing their packs as Penatangs.

Write for the Penatang Catalogue stowing 20 diff-

erent styles of Hand Made Shoe Packs and Boots.

That

Our Hand Made
Surveyors and Ex-

plorers boots are the

most reliable on the

market.

Sole leather count-

ers, sewn in with the

upper, are special

features.

Our io inch and
8 inch River Drivers

Boots are made with

Genuine French Calf

Vamp and English
Kip Quarters.

Forty years exper-

ience in pack manu-
facturing is the best

test of the Quality of

our goods.

AUSTEN BROS. LIMITED
Are Headquarters for Lumbermen's Supplies

Such as

"Alligator" Belt Lacing, Axes, Babbitt Metals,
Belting (Rubber and Leather), Belt Laces, Blowers,
(Sawdust), Cant Hooks, Emery Wheels, Emery
Wheel Grinders, Files, Forges, Friction Board,
Hose (Cotton Mill), Injectors, "Lincona" Balata
Belting, Lubricating Oils (all kinds), Packing
(Spiral, Sheet, etc.), Pulleys, Pipe Cutters.

Pipe Vises, Pipe Wrenches, Saws (Inserted and
Solid Tooth), Saw Bits and Shanks, Tube Cleaners,

Tube Expanders, Taps and Dies, Valves (Brass

and Iron Body), Wire Rope, Wrought Iron Pipe,

Waste (Cotton and Wool), etc., etc.

Your orders will receive careful and
prompt attention.

The Banner Machinery and Supply House of the Maritime Provinces.

Halifax, N.S.
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PROFIT by the Experience of Others
rhousands of firms throughout the continent testify the effic-

iency and economy of Beardmore Belting.

The price of their experience was the cost of a cheap belting,
resulting in stretching and consequent loss of power.

Beardmore Belting has made enormous savings of power in
power plants all over the country.

The maximum value is put into every piece of belting we
man ufacture.

The old fashioned oak tanning of No. i.

Packer Steer Hides produces a leather unequalled for solidity
and tensile strength.

The utmost stretch is taken from the leather by improved
methods which without injuring its life give the greatest
belt efficiency possible.

Get information about Beardmore Belting.
It may mean much help to you in the long run to send for

catalogues now.

The General Supply Co., of Canada, Ltd.
356*58*60 Sparks Street, OTTAWA, ONT.

Market and Louise Streets, WINNIPEG, MAN. 1 15-125 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO

INDUSTRIAL LOCOMOTIVES
It is important for you to know what a loco-

motive will do to justify its cost.

It must pull the required load, start it and keep

it going.

It must provide just the right amount of the

right material in the right place.

Each and every part must be sure to fit not

only the locomotive of which it is a part, but every

other locomotive of the same size and design. Every

operation must be made in fixtures or to templets

compelling accuracy of manufacture so that the

machine will not be idle at a critical time for necessary repairs or renewals. Spare parts must be instantly available; made so well as to go
into place without a machine shop.

Visit our works and see how all this is accomplished.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
BANK OF OTTAWA BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA
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JAMES D. LACEY WOOD BEAL VICTOR THRANE

James D. Lacey & Co.
TIMBER LAND FACTORS and TIMBER VALUATORS

We submit Detailed estimates with Topographical maps of all Timber Properties offered through our house.

Representations based upon our own Expert cruisers and loggers, whose Integrity and Experience have been

thoroughly tested over a period of many years.

We solicit correspondence with British Columbia timber owners and prospective purchasers.

1215 Old Colony Blk.

CHICAGO
1211 Whitney Central Bldg.

NEW ORLEANS
1104 Spalding Bldg.

PORTLAND, Ore.

1009 White Bldg.

SEATTLE

r
ujru/~<Jc(urc o/'fficIbTtoxJ/tly.

STAVES
BARRELS
COOPERAGE
HOOPS
PAILS
CHURNS
CANDY PAILS
BOX BOARDS
CHAIR STOCK
CLOTHES PINS

HEADING
KEGS
WOODEN WARE
HANDLES
TUBS
FREE Z ERS
FISH KITS
BOTTOMS
SHINGLES
LUMBER

FOR THE M.WTTACTL'Ii&^or

RARRELS.
KE«.STAVES«

flEADl
B* OURJTECIALTY. Q

TOR PRICES AND FURTHER PARTICULARS,

TBEPETERGERl^CH^^ve^d

HEISLER GEARED LOCOMOTIVES
Especially adapted

for heavy hauling

on steep grades,

sharp curves and

uneven tracks. For
logging, switching

and pulling on main

lines, mills, fur-

naces and indus-

trial purposes.

Just Off the Press—New Detailed Descriptive Catalog 108 G.G

Heisler Locomotive Works
ERIE, PA., U. S. A.

Whitney Engineering Co., Tacoma, Wash., North Western Sales Agent

The u Polar Bear " Shoepacks

No. |& 17 in Sporting Shoe
.Made in sizes 6 to 11

\T
0. 14. Todd's Meaford Special

10 iii. Draw String'

The only all oil-tanned,

hand sewed, absolutely

water-tight pack manufac-

tured in Canada.

These two styles, the " Meaford
Special" and the "Sporting Shoe '

cannot be beaten anywhere at
any price. Oil-tanned leather, leg
and foot, no splits. The work and
material put into these shoepacks
make them the favorites with all

desii'ing the genuine article.

We make shoepacks in any size or style

from customer's order. Send for our price list

A. C. Todd, Meaford, Ontario

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

For free sample copy address

Hugh C. Maclean, Ltd.

220 King Street West,
TORONTO
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Horizontal Slab R
Built in Two Sizes

esaw

These resavvs are com-
pactly built and are supported
on the floor line so they do not
need a special foundation.

Both upper and lower
feed rolls are driven which
gives a powerful and uniform
feed.

We also manufacture
Hopper Feed, Box Board
Resaws and many other
Hopper Feed Machines for
box factories.

We solicit your inquiries.

Mereen-Johnson Machine Company, mmE
^ff

mih».

Crosscut Saws
"Maple Leaf"

Every Saw Guaranteed

Largest Stock ©f Crosscuts,

etc., in Western Canada at

our Vancouver Branch.

Of different styles of gullets

lengths

Of different weights
" styles of teeth

" rakers » « widths

BUT the same old "RAZOR STEEL" and "SECRET TEMPER" as used for 40 YEARS Thiscomb,nat,on made our business. Largest manufacturers of saws in the British Empire"

We solicit your orders

write us

Shurly - Dietrich Company, Limited
*

1
* Western Branch : 41 Alexander St., VANCOUVER, B. C.
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Building Reports
When you know definitely, clearly and in detail

just who is in the market for your product, you are in

a fair way to land the order.

MacLean Daily Reports will introduce you to

buyers in every Province every day at a trifling cost

when the results are considered.

May we submit our proposition ?

A pqBTAL WILL B&ING DETAILS

MacLean Daily Reports, Limited

220 King St. West, Toronto

also Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver.

Bankrupt
Belting
Bargains

POSITIVELY 25% TO 75% SAVED

NEW AND SECOND HAND

ALL KINDS and SIZES FOR EVERY PURPOSE

ALSO ENORMOUS STOCKS

Iron Piping, Pulleys, Shafting, Hang-

ers, New and Relaying Rails, Saws,

Chains and Cables, Roofing, etc.

Write Us for Prices and Tell Us What You Need

Catalog" on Request

The

Imperial Waste and Metal Co.
150 Queen Street, Montreal

Stung

But

Not

With

is the way any man feels after he has used a

cheap trash) - roofing which he bought
through a mail order house.

if his local dealer should sell him the same
grade of material he would lose the man's
trade.

a howl would be made to the mail order
house when the consumer was stung, but—

the local dealer it would be different. He
would lose his old friends and it would be
hard to make new ones. The dependable
kind of roofing for an}- dealer to sell is

Mule<-iHide Roofing
"Not a Kick in a Million Feet"

For it is made of good wool felt and high grade asphalt, and is sold at usable prices.

MULE-HIDE is never bought by mail-order concerns—There's a reason. But we have
a "GET ACTION" Selling Service which is helping the dealers get the trade which
rightfully belongs to him. We will give you particulars if you want them.

We get business for you

The
DOMINION ROOFING COMPANY OF CANADA

Limited, Toronto, Can.
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No. 122

MATCHER CMC No. 122

MATCHER

CM.C. No. 122 Heavy Duty Fast Feed Planer and Matcher

The latest and highest type of extra fast speed Planers and Matchers.

The top and bottom cylinders are of the round type equipped throughout with
thin, high speed steel knives. Side heads of the same type can be furnished if
desired.

The machine is equipped with six i 2 " feed rolls, driven by machine cut gears
carefully guarded. No chains are used on this machine to give constant trouble.'Top and bo torn cylinders and side heads are driven from countershaft which isattached to the frame, thus making the machine self-contained. A single levertightens the top, bottom, and side head belts.

The Workmanship is of the highest class, and the machine is guaranteed to turnout perfect work at 200 feet per minute. Drop siding, casings base
etc are made by a profiling attachment, at the delivery end of the machine, with
spindles and heads provided to suit customer. Jointing devices can be supplied
for truing irregular surfaces.

FF

More detailed information, with bulletins and prices will be furnished on
application.

We Make the Most Complete Line of Woodworking Machinery in Canada

Canada Machinery Corporation, Lm
Gait, Ontario
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A Clark Heavy Duty Gang Edger

Frames cast iron hollow box section. Special trussed tables front and rear any length. Arbors are made from high carbon forgings.

Saws are 24 inches maximum diameter. Arbor diameters 4}4 in. to 5 in. Edgers have four movable, two stationary saws. Arbor

pulley webbed and turned inside and out. One movable guide is standard but two can be'furnished. Three arbor bearings, chain

oiling and water jacketed. Saw shifters automatically lock saws to any position. Two fluted feed rolls in front, two in rear of saws.

We build this type of edger fitted with flooring compartment and variable feed, Gears cut from'solid blanks- Press rolls are of large

diameter and are fitted with long buffer springs. Standard front and rear tables 12 ft. long. Standard edger sizes 51 in., 63 in., 75

in. x 7% in.

Clark Bros. Co., Belmont, N. Y.
6321 17th Ave., South, Seattle, Washington

SAW MILL EQUIPMENT
for

Your

Spring Sawing

LOG LOADER : It always makes half revolution towards the carriage, is very strong and
heavy with improved method of fastening the arms. Large cylinder with

cross head guide.

LOG DECKS : With larger cylinders than are generally used. Steam Decks with double or

single mills. Steel used wherever necessary. Our Log Deck is the one for you.

STEAM NIGGER : The principal improvement in this device over the ordinary steam Nigger,

is the single slide steam valve, which is a great saver of steam.

BOARD CATCHER : and Cant Flip combined, catches board, throws cant to gang. No
loss of time.

Also Edgers, Lath and Shingle Machines, Cant Flips, Steam Feeds, Concave Rolls, Etc.

Our literature will tell vou more about our up-to-date Saw Mill equipment. Send us your address.

MOWRY & SONS, Gravenhurst, Ontario
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Longs' Quality Machinery

Here are a few

machines which

appeal to the

practical mill-

man.

We have others.

If you don't see

what you want
here, send us

your inquiry.

Steel Carriages
This style built with Sfcin., KMo., Il-in.. IK-in.. .M-i,,.. iso-in.. ;•>l in., opcninir fr.un si u line

32-in. Edger

EDGERS

suitable for

Sawmill of

any

Capacity
This style built 54-in. 60-iii., 66-in.. 7_'-in.. si-in.. Mfi-in. between frames

Complete

Mills of any

Capacity

No. oo Portable Mill

3 Saw Lath Bolter

Our entire attention

is devoted to studying
the needs of the saw-
mill trade. Our ser-

vices are at your
disposal.

Mill plans and speci-

fications of complete

mills furnished.

Heavy Duty Lath Machine

The
E. LONG MANUFACTURING CO., LIMITED, Orillia, Ont.

MONTREAL Williams & Wilson, Ltd.WINNIPEG Stuart Machinery Co., Ltd.

AGENCIES :

I?
CALGAR Y-Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Ltd.VANCOUVER Robert Hamilton & Co.
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Why Not Make Laths?

CANADA is in the midst of a phenomenal growth. With the great influx of European and "Across the
Line" immigration, and the increase in general prosperity, a building boom unprecedented in the history

of the Dominion is taking place. Building activities in innumerable localities, east and west, show an
increase of from 1 50 per cent, to 200 per cent, over last years records.

Coincident with this, the demand for building materials of all sorts has extended immensely. Meet this

market. Utilize your waste slabs and edgings. Convert them into laths.

Waterous Combination Lathmill and Bolters

built as shown above, present the heaviest and fastest, most compact Combina-
tion machines on the market to-day. Turned out to stand up under hard and
severe service, their design is all for economy of time and labor.

Simplicity of operation is one feature. The bolter operator handles the

slabs with his left hand, they pass through the saws, slide down the incline

table to the lathmill operator's right hand. There is never a hitch or a stop.

This means an average capacity of some 40,000 laths a day.
As to construction :—The best materials only are used. The frame is of

iron. Both upper and lower feed rolls are power driven. Drive independent
of the saw mandrel. The lower rolls are cut spiral to crowd the stock against
the guides. Upper rolls are of improved design, large diameter, grip the stock
firmly, without slip or tendency to mar. Can be raised or lowered and be
swung up out of the way when changing saws. Arbors of steel, 2 7/16 in.

diameter. The three Bolter saws are 16 in. diameter, Lath Saws, four in all,

12 in. in diameter.

This installation may mean dollars to you. Investigate now. Bulletin

No. 105.

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.

Brantford, Canada

This Little Machine

our Combined Lath Trimmer and
Binder is built in two sizes, for 50
and 100 lath respectively. The cut
explains itself. The laths are placed
in the bunching arms, these are
closed by pressing the foot tread ;

the laths are easily tied and the
bundle is tilted between the saws
which trim it smooth and even at
both ends; We furnish the binder
alone when desired.

30 in. saws are used with
combination machine.
Described in Bulletin No. 105.

the
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$5*000,000.00
worth of mixed metals is what we market every year

PEERLESS metal is compounded specially for sawmills and is the best on the market for that purpose.
FAULTLESS metal is a high grade copper hardened alloy made for heavy duty work, sawmills and enginesUur policy is large tonnage, perfect alloys, and absolutely fair and honest treatment of the trade.'

We solicit your tm rottage

New York, N. Y.
HOYT METAL CO., Toronto, Canada

London, England St. Louis, Mo.

DESIGN B. L. NO. 3

BATTS LIMITED
WEST TORONTO

Manufacturers op

Staved Columns

Veneered Doors

Newel Posts

Sashes - Flooring

Trim

Pine Doors and

Frames

Turned Newel Posts and

Balusters

Cypress Greenhouse

Material

Write for our Catalogue

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS

WEST TORONTO - 0NT.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS
KNOWNOUR

ff mm

EXTRA
fg OAK <>\

-EXTRAg
, ^> TANNED C> I

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

The J.C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

The John Inglis Company, Limited
Engineers & Boiler Makers

"Inglis" Boilers

are the Best

Write us for quotations

14 Strachan Ave.

BOILERS
We Make

Return Tubular, Scotch
Marine, Fitzgibbon,

Scotch Dryback, Loco-
motive, Water Tube.

Toronto, Canada
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western
Globe - Kearney& Foot - McCIellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Swell Weld Coil Chain

Made in Canada Sold by Jobbers
25% 25 25%

More Weld More Strength More Wear
McKinnon Chain Company

BUFFALO, N. Y. ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

SAW MILL SUPPLIES
There is not a jobber or manufacturer, or any other person employed by either, in an official position

who should miss the chance of looking over our new Catalogue on Transmission Supplies.
If you are looking for "Quality and Service" in your mill supplies we know you will be impressed

with the lines shown.

Send a post card for it to-day and you will have it by return mail.

DICK'S
Steel Pulleys

Leather Belting

Clutches

Wood Split Pulleys Shafting Hangers
Babbitt Wood-Working Machinery

Iron Pulley

Steam Goods

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
Montreal

Fairbanks Scales

Toronto

Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines Safes and Vaults
St. John, N. B. Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver

What arc You Paying
Your Watchman for ?

THE HARDINGE
WATCHMAN'S CLOCK
can best answer this question.

Write for Circular M-48.
CLOCK STATION

HARDINGE BROS., 3133-3141 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, III.

Triplex Power Pumps, Centrifugal

Pumps,
Steam Pumps,

Vacuum
Pumps, Con-
densers, etc.

The Smart -Turner Machine Co., Limited
Hamilton, Ont.

THE STRONGEST CHAIN IN THE WORLD
"Weldless

Steel Chain
Photograph of 7/16-inch Weldless Steel Chain broken with a test load of 9 tons, 3 cwts. (20,496 lbs.), or fully double the Admiralty

breaking load for iron chain of this size. Note the elongation and reduction of area at the fracture.

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

B. J. COGHLIN CO., Limited
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

MONTREAL
Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, page 6o
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Shingle Mill Machinery

The Grand Triumph Shingle Machine has a capacity of from
30 thousand to 60 thousand shingles in ten hours; the actual capacity
being dependent upon the special conditions that each machine has
to meet.

Ten to fifteen horse power is sufficient to drive it to its full

capacity.

It is the most economical machine to use, as it cuts every pos-
sible shingle out of the bolt—there is no large spalt left at the end.

.

We carry a large stock of these machines on hand and can
make immediate shipment.

Send for our catalogue which illustrates also

POWER DRIVEN SHINGLE MACHINES JOINTERS
PACKERS BOLT CUT-OFF MACHINES

DRAG SAWS, ETC.

William Hamilton Company, Lim
PETERBOROUGH
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VIEW OF MILL PROPERTY AT CACHE BAY, ONT.

CROSS ARMS
We have on hand the following 3 % in.x 4^ in. BONE DRY CROSS ARMS
which we wish to move. We will shape and bore them as required.

3 ft. 6 in. Painted 2,300 arms

4 " " 1,620
"

6
u " 2,380 u

10 " " 700
"

4 " Unpainted 12,500
"

6 " " 10,693
"

Also Place Your Order Now for this Season's Dimension Stock in Red and
White Pine. :: ::

»
:: :: :: ::

George Gordon & Company
Limited

CACHE BAY - . ONTARIO
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills <& Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill, Yard (Q. Office ' CAPACITY 40.000.000

MOR.R.ISTOWN. N. Y.

New York City
Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co.
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Selling agents for Fraser & Co., Manufacturers

Mills at Deschenes, Que., near Ottawa

White Pine

Red Pine

Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Office, "SWaST" Ottawa, Can.

F. N. Waldib, President.

The

R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Manufacturers of Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
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The Price You Pay Does Not
Indicate the Quality You Buy

But when y°u bu >" from a reliable firm you are always sure that quality is

consistent with price.

Some time ago we advised you

that prices would go up.
J"J Jf J£ PINE

Pnces have advanced already in bought from us will prove to be the finest well-watered stock obtainable,
this district and in the near future will A Inrouc r*->A*. ;~ a j j •

j , , ||

Always ready in assorted grades and sizes. The same applies to our REDsoar still higher. If you want to save PINE

To delay doing so is to keep your Quebec Spi"UCe Choice dry i" stock on hand.

money get your order in now.

To delay doing so is to ke<

own customers waiting later on and

ZSSlZZZJtl Hemlock-f

D,\ miI| -run stock ^ ^
son has begun.

t01* Shipment.

« Write for Monthly Stock Sheet

BARTRAM BROTHERS, Limited
Ed. T. Saxe, 1200 CUrec-t Ave., MONTCLAIR, N.J. Hope Chambers, OTTAWA, CAN., Head Office

Timber Limits for Sale
on Georgian Bay

The undersigned offer for sale in large or small blocks all their remaining timber lands, mills and town prop-
erty situated in the Town of Parry Sound, Ont.

;
Tug Scow and other Lumber Equipment, includingboom chains, plows, sleighs, etc. ' ^

The Limits, part of which have recently been sold, include : 440 square miles of licensed and deeded Pine,Hemlock, Spruce, Birch and other timber. The licenses from the Ontario Government include all timbers and
are not restricted for time. Government dues are as follows : Saw Logs, White Pine,$i. 5o per M ft B MSaw Logs Hemlock Tamarac and other woods 75c. per M. ft. The timber is situated in the Townships ofMcDougall Foley McKellar, Monteith, Carling, Christie, Shawanaga, Burpee, McConkey, Mills, Allen
Secord, Falconbridge and Street. The Canadian Pacific, Canadian Northern and Grand Trunk Railwaysrun through the limits, which makes some of the parcels offered for sale particularly desirable for small
mill owners.

A circular giving full information, maps, terms and conditions of sale will be furnished upon application to

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited
1315-20 Traders Bank BuUding, TORONTO, CANADA
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A +0f± A A<im to the fact thal y°u SAVE DOLLARS by securingAlC A vU AllVC your Lumber in advance on tins RISING MARK HI ?

We Can Sell You White Pine
the product of CHOICE LOGS, beautifully manufactured and properly graded—at prices which you can't

duplicate Elsewhere. MAY WE QUOTE YOU on 191 1 stock, or on the coming Season's Cut ?

The Eyer Lumber Co., Limited, 34 Victoria St., Toronto, Ont., are our Selling Agents.

Don't buy till you get our prices

The Cutler Bay Lumber Co., Limited, - Cutler, Ont.

The Rideau Lumber Co., Limited
Trafalgar Building, Ottawa, Ont.

We can offer nearly all sizes in Dry Spruce

Our 3" x 7 and up White Pine Mill Culls resaw

nicely.

Factory Strips and Sidings all thicknesses in

White Pine

18" Cedar Shingles

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, »

Hochelaga Bank Building l^UebeC, QllC

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT.
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

RED DEER*
Hardwood Flooring

is the flooring that is manufactured ex-

pressly to supply the demand for the best.

It is made by modern machinery, from carefully selected stock, and
every precaution is taken throughout our entire system to rnaKe it

fulfill in every particular the name we have built up for high quality

flooring.

We also manufacture Hemlock, Bill Stuff, Sprue* and Hardwood Lumber

We specialize in ptouijjt shijtments

The Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited

Huntsville, Ont.

TheGolden Lake Lumber Co,
Limited

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Offer at LOW FIGURE for QUICK sale :

80,000' 2 x 4 & up 6/16' No. 1 White Pine Mill Cull
20,000' 2 x 4 & up 6/16' No. 2 White Pine Mill Cull

i8,oro' 1 x 4 & up 6/16' Log- Run, Dead Culls out White Birch

125,000 pes. 1 Y^, x Y% x 32" Mill Run Hemlock Lath

All of above, shipment G. T. R. from Golden Lake, Ontario

Head Office: - EGANVILLE, ONT.

Long Lumber Company
Hamilton, Canada

A Bargain for Quick Shipment
50,000 ft. 4/4 x 4 & 5 C. & B. White Pine
80,000 ft. 4/4 x 6 ,,

40,000 ft. 4/4 x 8 ,,

8c. rate to Toronto

> 1

1

»

Order Sample Car
A. Cottons" XXX B. C. Shingles

Always in Transit
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Cameron & Co, Limited
Manufacturers

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, TIMBER,
POLES and POSTS
We have for quick shipment

— DRY —

1 WHITE PINE MILL CULLS
1 " " BOX

Mill and Yard Head Office
OPEONGO, ONT. OTTAWA, ONT.

Send your enquiries to our Head Office

The Hurdman Lumber Co.
OTTAWA, CANADA Limited

EASTERN

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Latb and Shingles

WESTERN

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

Williams Lumber Company
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

For 1x4 and up x 6 11 ft dressing shorts.

For 5, 6 and 8 4 x 12/16 dressing strips.

For 5, 6, and 8 4 shipping cull shorts, strips and sidings.

Write us before placing your orders

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

William H. Bromley
Everything in Pine, Spruce or Hemlock, at

Wholesale Car or Cargo. An excellent stock
of Shop and Better i to 2". Also a good
percentage of Mill Run 4-5-6-8 and 10" and
6/4' and 8/4" Sidings at Midland. All White
Pine ; the product of an excellent lot of logs.

Also at Collingwood, Ontario, 1910 Cut, 1 x
6-8 and 10" - 5/4", 6/4" and 8/4" Sidings. A
nice line of 6/4 and 8/4" Cuts at Pembroke.

Quotations promptly given and enquiries solicited

Pembroke Ontario

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited

Everything in Lumber
Rough and Dressed

Wholesale and Retail

Want to Purchase

Dry Ash, Birch, Basswood and Rock Elm

ADDRESS
21 Dorchester Street West, MONTREAL

Casey«Shaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Sudbury, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Lumber and Lath
Planing Mill Work

SAW MILLS GENERAL OFFICE

Long Lake, Ont. and Blezard, Ont. Sudbury, Ont.

Edward Hines Lumber Co.
(Branch Office)

Owen Sound, Ont.

- All grades of =

WHITE PINE
and

Norway Dimension Bill Stuffs

WHITE and RED PINE LATH

ESTABLISHED 1855

THE McGIBBON LUMBER CO.
OF PENETANGUISHENE

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Etc.

Hemlock Billstuff a Specialty of which we have
the Best Assortment on Georgian Bay.

Don't wait to write. Phone us your requirements.

All stock sized or matched if required.

Our Yards are Unequalled for Drying Lumber
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John MoKeiioow, W. K. Gkakkthv,
Preald ent M amitri ng- 1 )irect or

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office : Montreal Office:
4(i Elgin St. 759 Notre Dame St.,

W

WHOLESALE DEALERS

SPRUCE
13 Foot and 16 Foot

Lath and
White Cedar Shingles

CHRISTY-MOIR CO.
149 Broadway. New York City

The

Brockville

Lumber

Company

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y. ' Bill Sttfff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

McLennan Timber

Lands and Lumber Co.
Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

P^|L5 '?or Tramway », Sidings, Etc.
4ew and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

Hardwood Flooring

End Matched, Bored,
Polished and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation Life Bid?., Toronto

EADIE DOUGLAS CO.
14 University St. Montreal

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
tia Manning Chambers, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest You

We Make the Best

Pine Doors
We Specialize in

No. 3 Pine Doors

These are produced from good sound kiln-dried
lumber by expert workmen with up-to-date
machinery.

Doors that will not sag warp or crack—every
one thoroughly well made and guaranteed.

With our new improved equipment and organ-
ization we can manufacture large and small
quantities of No. 3 Pine Doors at a price
which meets all competition.

Rush orders given prompt attention—Complete
shipments made on time. Try us with your
next order for No. 3 Pine Doors.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Maritime Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office :

Saint John, N. B.

Branch Office :

180 St. James St. Montreal, P. Q

OFFER
For Rail or Water Shipment:

1,500,000-ft. Merchantable

Spruce Side Boards 1 x 4
and up.

For Rail Shipment

:

600,000-ft. 3x7 and up 1st.,

2nd. and 3rd. White Pine.

The Harris Tie

& Timber Co.,

198 Sparks St., Ottawa, Ont.

Cedar Poles and Posts,

Piles and Bridge Timber

Track and Switch Ties

VyK have 500 M ft. 8-4

* ' Common and Better
and 250 M ft. 5-4 Common
and Better White Pine
that we want to move
quick at bargain prices.

Write us

Bruce Mines Saw Mill Co.
Limited

Bruce Mines, Ont.

Y\TK Bu y. Sell and deal in all kinds
of Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States : Spruce,
White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir. Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leat Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-
ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

A^GER & SON
QUEBEC

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

WhiXe ,

Pi
?» •

Norway YeUow Pine, HemlockOak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and
Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.

Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.
Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia, Ont.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

Toronto

Sarnia

LIMITED

Buffalo
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Imperial Timber

& Trading Co.
LIMITED

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Branch Office:

IS Cadogan Block,

CALGARY, ALTA.

Every Description of

DOUGLAS FIR,

RED CEDAR, SPRUCE
HEMLOCK, LARCH and
PINE LUMBER and
RED CEDAR SHINGLES

Heavy Construction
Timbers a Specialty

Lengths up to 110 ft.

Try a car of our Extra Quality
XXX RED CEDAR SHINGLES

Rail and Water Shipments.

FOR SALE

Piles and Poles

All sizes, all lengths

Apply to

PAPINEAUVILLE LUMBER CO.
Limited

Papineauville, P.Q.

The

North Channel Lumber Co.
Limited

Successors to

SAGINAW LUMBER & SALT CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine Lumber
Saginaw, Mich. U.S.A.

Mills at Thessalon Ont.

"Well Bought is Half Sold"

STOCK OFFER;-

5 cars 1 x 4 Sel. M. Run White Pine $24.00

Specially sorted for high grade

ceiling and wainscotting.

4 cars 2 x 6 Com. and Dsg. White Pine $24.00

Best end suitable for tank stock.

F.O.B. BYNG INLET

31,000 ft. 4 4' No. 1 Com. and Btr. Birch $25.00

5,000 " 5 4 1st and 2nd " 35.00

18,000 " 6 4 " " " 35.00

2,500 "10 4 " " " 40.00

Bright, beautiful and wide boards;

cut early spring 191 1.

F.O.B. DEER LAKE

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

730 Traders Bank Building, TorOIltO,Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

We are Buyer* of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves Hoops
Headings

JAMES WEBSTER & BRO., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office :

Dashwood House 9 Broad St., E.C.

News Chambers, 57 Hope St., Glasgow

Q ant & Kemp
5a St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "TECTONA," Glasgow

Ai and ABC Codes used

Louis Bamberger
Importer of

Pine, Spruce, and all Canadian

Wood Goods

2 Broad Street Buildings,

London, E.C.

Telegraphic Address " Bellywood, London. '

Open to Contract for

Glued-up Ba86wood Keyboards

F
ARNW0RTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Famworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth Liverpool

England

We Specialize in

Saw Mill Repair Work
and castings of all descriptions
and machinery built to order.

Second hand machinery little used :

1 Northey gear drive pump
7" x 12'

1 Northey 6 H. P. Stationary
Gasoline Engine

1 Autmobile 20 H. P. 2 cylinder
Suitable for truck

Maass Bros.,
Irving Ave., Ottawa, Ont.

Advertise
in the

Wanted and for Sale

Department
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Mason,Gordon&Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street,Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
— Car and Cargo lots only

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock,Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak
Write, Wire or Phone for Prices . Western Office: - Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B. C.

Donald Fraser

& Sons, Limited
GABANO, QUEBEC

MANUFACTURERS OF

Long Lumber
Rough and Finished

Shingles, Clapboard,
etc.

NOTICE
If you intend calling for tenders on any building or engineer-
ing project—or are in the market for equipment, apparatus,
matenals, furnishings or supplies, we will report your require-ments through our DAILY SERVICE without cost. Our sub-
scribers include the leading manufacturers and engineers ofCanada and the United States. Send us details of your require,
tnents and they will be promptly reported, A copy of the
published report will be mailed to you.

Details of our plan and report forms will be sent on request

MacLEAN DAILY REPORTS LIMITED
220 King St. West, TORONTO

Wm. Milne & Son, Ltd
Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at North Bay, Sellwood Jet. and Spanish, Ont.

Head Office : North Bay, Ont.

North Bay Mill

White Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and
Birch Lumber, dressed flooring,

siding etc. Lath and Cedar Shingles.

Sellwood Jet. Mill

White and Norway Pine. Lumber
and Lath.

Spanish Mill

White and Norway Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock, Lumber and Lath.
Vessel shipment only.

ofFor low prices and prompt shipment

Yellow Pine Timbers
Short Leaf Finish

Chestnut — Oak — Ash
Cypress

New Brunswick Shingles
TRY

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.Box 1600
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Full stock of dry Hemlock Lum-
ber to offer.

Hemlock dimension timber sup-

plied at any season of the year.
NEW TELEPHONE ADELAIDE 1783

The Fesserton Timber Co., Limited
Toronto, Ontario

Mills at FESSERTON, ONT.

JOHN DONOGH & CO.
Wholesale Dealers

OFFER

WHITE PINE
1% No. 1 Mill Cull, . . . 150,000 feet.

1 No. 2 " " 100,000 feet.

2x12 Common and better 100,000 feet.

1, 1)6 and 2 in. good Strips and Sidings.

1205 TRADERS BANK BUILDING, TORONTO

The Harwood Lumber Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

YELLOW PINE
Rough Timbers, Long Joists, Boards

both Long and Short Leaf
BE SURE TO GET OUR PRICES

Send Inquiries to us CLEVELAND, OHIO
OR

The Harwood Lumber Company Toronto, Ontario
Toronto phone Main 4089.

ROBERT BURY & CO.
Wholesale Hardwood Dealers

We are open to purchase for cash i" Winter Sawn
Bissvvood, also stock of Birch. Send along par-

ticulars of what you have.

Dry Hardwoods for prompt shipment. Can offer a

few Cars of i" to 3" Hard Maple, Rock Elm, Soft

Elm, Soft Maple and Beech. Enquiries Solicited.

telephone, Adelaide 1467 79 Spadina Avenue, TORONTO

LEAK & CO., Limited
18 Aberdeen Chambers

TORONTO, ONT.

We are in the market for Hemlock,

Spruce and Hardwoods, also No. 1, 2

3 Lath.

Send us list of anything you have to offer.

Spears & Lauder
OFFER

One Million feet, Birch, Basswood,
Ash, Elm and Maple

now being cut from exceptionally choice logs.

Also during the Summer months 2^ million feet of hemlock.

LET US QUOTE YOU ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

Head Office: 501 Kent Bldg., - TORONTO

The

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co,
18 Toronto St., TORONTO, ONT. Limited

We offer for prompt shipment

1 car, 1^x5 Selected White Pine
4 to 5 cars, \% x 10 & 12 Selected White Pine
4 to 5 cars, 2 x 10, 10 16 No. 1 Spruce
10 to 15 cars, 1 x 10 & 12 No. 1 White Pine Mill Gull
2 cars, 2x4 & up, Clear and Clear Face Norway

Close prices for prompt shipment.

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.

WANTD
Mill Stocks of:—

HARDWOODS
PINE
SPRUCE
HEMLOCK

We are now buying for the 191 2 trade. Write us describ-
ing Stocks you have, or will have to sell. We pay CASH.

Manning Chambers, TORONTO
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E. H. Heaps & Co., Limited

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, Finish,etc.
Specialties: AA1 BRAND HIGH GRADE SHINGLES

B. C. R. DOUGLAS FIR. TIMBER
Mills at

Vancouver and Revision, B. C.

Send along your Orders
FOR

Doors, Sash, Wood Turning's

Interior Finish

Hardwood Flooring'

Pine Flooring

EVERY ONE A GOOD SELLER

Wilson Brothers, Limited
COLLINGWOOD, ONTARIO

Pi Larch
Timbers

Yard Stock

Clears

and
Mouldings

The East Kootenay Lumber Co.

me #
Selects

Shops

Commons
and
Mouldings

Head Office: JAFFRAY, B.C.

Mill* at
I
CRANBROOK, B.C., RYAN. B.C., JAFFRAY, B.C.

Limited

Head Office: Victoria Drive and Powell St.

VANCOUVER, B.C.

We Can Deliver the Goods

That Sell

The easiest lumber to sell

is that kind for which there

is already a big demand—our

Hemlock, Pine

and Hardwood

will always meet with a

ready sale because there is

always a demand for the

best.

We are the only firm to

dress and size all our hem-
lock lumber.

Remember this is a help

—freight is a big item.

We specialize in car lots—
Write us your requirements

Hocken Lumber

Co., Limited
Otter Lake Station, Ont.

D. S. PATE LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Yellow Pine
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Long Leaf Timbers and Implement Stock.

Short Leaf Finish.

Stock Exchange Bldg. - Chicago, 111.
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Lumber of Uniform Quality

Fassett Lumber Co.—General View of Saw .Mill

Standard uniform quality is the

Keystone of our success. If you
are not acquainted with the superior

merits of our lumber let us send you
a sample car of

PINE, HEMLOCK
SPRUCE or

HARDWOOD
We have also a splendidly

equipped planing mill and dress
lumber to order.

LONG TIMBERS
A Specialty.

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited
FASSETT, QUEBEC

The Shimer

Limited

Tongue Head

With

[ I J Expans ion

The Shimer

Limited

Groove Head

with

Expansion

The ' ShimerLimited"CutterHeads

are made especially for fast feed matching machines. They will do good
work at 150 to 170 lineal feet per minute.

By means of a chucking device they are self-centered on the spindles
and fastened securely without the aid of set screws. Besides being perfectly
centered, the Bits can be jointed on our Head Jointing Machine, insuring
smooth work.

The construction of the Bits in regard to areal seat surface and the
stronger holding bolts keep the Bits in correct cutting position on the seats,
while the acute angle of the cutting edge insures greater relief to the parts
coming into contact with the lumber.

These Heads are simple and strong throughout, have no delicate parts
to break down or get out of order, consequently they are safe and efficient

tools to match flooring at high speeds.

They are made either in solid section or with the expansion feature as
may be preferred. In solid section we are selling them for $67.00 the set
complete with Bits for making flooring, and all necessary wrenches,
gauges, etc. With the expansion feature at $72.46 the set complete.

If you have a machine that will swing these Heads and will feed 150
feet or more per minute, you should try a set and increase your output.

Send measurements today.

Samuel J. Shimer & Sons,

Milton, Pennsylvania
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FOR QUICK SHIPMENT
we offer the following stocks

A few cars left of

:

5/4 x 6/8/10 No. 1 and 2, Barn

6/4 x 6/8/10 No. 1 and 2, Barn

200M 1", and 2" x 12— 12/16 Spruce

100M 3 x 10— 10/16 Spruce
1" x 4", 5" and 6" No. 1 and 2, Barn

\
l/2 " x 4", 6", 8" x 10" No. 2, Barn and Better

From Small Logs

1", and 2 x 4,— 1 0/ 1
6' Spruce, rough or

i i

2 x 5,
<

(

2 x 6, " "
i (

2 x 7,
(

(

2 x 8,
'<

I (
2 x 10, u 44

«

I

2 X I 2
4 4 4 4

A choice lot of 1" Ash and winter sawn 1" Bass-
wood ; also Birch Flooring in all grades and
thicknesses.

We can supply you all your wants in Pine.

DRESSED LUMBER OUR SPECIALTY
Write, wire or 'phone us for prices before placing your orders.

W. C. Edwards & Co., Limited
Ottawa, Ont.

Mills at Ottawa and Rockland Planing Mills and Factories at Ottawa

"EVERYTHING IN LUMBER"

Why not make 1912 the most profitable saw year in your history ?

ATKINS STERLING BAND SAWS
Made in Canada

THESE Saws are celebrated on account of their exceed-

ingly tough temper and generally scientific construc-

tion. They will stand up to their work longer under the

most trying conditions. You will find fewer cracks in

ATKINS BAND SAWS than any other and they will

hold their teeth and points remarkably. Why not place a

trial order and make us prove these statements.

Write to-day

E. C.ATKINS & CO.,
Vancouver Branch, Mo. 109 Powell Street,

Makers of

STERLING SAWS HAMILTON, ONT.
U. S. Factory, Indianapolis, Ind.
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Pine Doors of All Kinds
KEPT IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

I
1 he above is a partial line of Doors carried in stock in all the standard sizes for quick shipments.
We are the largest manufacturers of Doors in Canada and operate our own sawmill and timber limits.

We can save you Time and Money. Write us.

JAMES DAVIDSON, - OTTAWA, Ontario

GARLOCK PACKINGS
Garlock Regular Rings

For all general purposes outside of high pressure
work. This Packing is a special grade thoroughly lubri-
cated with the celebrated " Garlock " compound, and is

the perfected result of over thirty years experience in
manufacturing fibrous Packings.

Garlock Square Duck Packing
Made of good quality Cotton Duck and friction for

cold water.

Garlock High Pressure Gaskets
Absolutely heat proof, will not vulcanize or blow out

under any steam pressure, being made of long fibre
Asbestos Brass Wire Insertion.

Garlock Red Sheet Packing
Made of high grade Rubber compounded in such a

way as to give it great strength and reliability.

This Packing has established wide reputation on its

own merits.

Garlock Cloth Insertion Sheet
Used on cold and warm water pipes. Is unexcelled

in pliability, smoothness of finish and strength of Cloth
Insertion.

Garlock Rubber Valves
Specially made to meet specific conditions—absolute-

ly unaffected by oils.

Before placing your next order for supplies get our prices on Leather, Rubber and Canvas Belts,
Hose, Brass Valves, Babbitt Metals, Saw Blades, Files, Emery Wheels, etc. Write for catalogue.

THE GARLOCK PACKING CO.
Head Office and Factory: HAMILTON, ONT.

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG
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Place Your Dimension Orders Early
White and Red Pine, Spruce, etc., Bills, any Size, any Length

ROUGH OR DRESSED

East Entrance, No. 2 Yard

We still have a few cars each

dry 1x12,1^x12 and 2x12

x 12/16 for sale.

Fast Feed Planing Mill in

Connection

The Colonial Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ont.

Patented IX L Bit Pat. No.

This Bit Will Not Slip Sideways

See the See the /fey

m Manufactured Dnly By

The A. J. BURTDN SAW CD. Ltd,

Vancouver B. C.

Our Inserted Saws are Fitted with our

Patent I.X.L. Bits and Shanks, warran-

ted not to slip sideways, and to cut free

and easy, and have no equal in hard-

wood or any other timber.

Saws
Band, Gang,

Solid and Inserted

Tooth Circulars,

Bits and Shanks

Carried in Stock at our Ottawa Branch.

Special Attention given to all Saw Re-

pair Work.

The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTOBT

VANCOUVER, B. C.

BOX 848

Phone 1748

EASTERN OFFICE, SALES-ROOMS AND
REPAIR WORKS

374 Sparks St., OTTAWA, ONT.
Phone 7458
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Phone Main 6386 Mills: Knoxville, Tenn.
Walland, Tenn.
Franklin, Va.

The Atlantic Lumber Co.
Incorporated

Head Office: BOSTON, MASS.

Manufacturers Southern Hardwood Lumber
Canadian Branch

211 Kent Building", 156 Yong-c Street, Toronto
Robert Vestal, Manager

ANYTHING IN OAK LUMBER

£ LET US QUOTE YOU ON THE FOLLOWING
2h in. lsts & 2nds Unselected Wisconsin Birch
lj ««

1}
«

1 <« •« «« M <(

10 & 12 ft. Birch Moulding Strips
40,000 ft. 1 in. No. 1 Com. & Btr. Basswood
100,000 " 1J " No. 2 "

125,000 "1 " No. 2 " " Hard Maple
3 carloads 2 " No. 2 " " " "

Hardwood and Softwood Crating of All Kind*
200,000 ft. 2 in. No. 2 Com. & Btr. Rock Elm
175,000 " 1J " No. 2 "

WHAT DO YOU NEED?

BRADLEY TIMBER & RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.
Second Floor Palladio Bldg., DULUTH, MINN.

Mowbray & Robinson
Main Office: CINCINNATI, Ohio

Band Sawmills at: WEST IRVINE and QUICKSAND, Ky.

SPECIALTIES

Plain and Quartered

Oaky Poplar and Ash
Our lumber is all bandsawed, soft and even

colored. Oak Quarter Sawed for figure

Sawmill Capacity 125,000 ft. per Day

QUICK SHIPMENTS GUARANTEED

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

Cypress

Oak
Gum
Ash
Cottonwood
Elm

Send for Complete Stock List and Delivered Prices

The Hyde Lumber Co.
Manufacturers and Exporters

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

Yellow Poplar
MANUFACTURERS WATER
SEASONED, BAND SAWED

POPLAR LUMBER

All Grades Quick Shipments

COAL GROVE, Ohio, U.S.A. Lumber Co
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LELAND G. BANNING
Manufacturer of

SOFT OAK
WILMINGTON, O.

Mills: ! FRANKFORT, KY.
[SALISBURY, N.C. Cincinnati, O

Canadian Representative, A. E. KL1PPERT, 11 Laxton Ave., TORONTO

Manufacturers of Foreign and Domestic Hardwood Lumber

and Veneers.

Ohio Veneer Company
• Importers of

MAHOGANY AND FOREIGN WOODS

Office and Mills: 2624 to 2634 Colerain Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

THE SOUTHERN LUMBER and

BOOM 00.
SALES OFFICE, CINCINNATI

Band Mills: Valleyview, Ky., Glendora, Miss.

Manufacturers

OAK GUM
POPLAR CHESTNUT
ASH CYPRESS

Duhlmeier Brothers
MILLS \

Tennessee,
Mississippi.

R. A. Wells Lumber Co.
Wholesalers and Exporters of

Hardwood Lumber
. of All Kinds

Special attention to Canadian trade. Prompt Shipments
Our speciality is 1" to 2" Gumwood, 1» to 2" Oak, both
plain and quartered stock, 1" to 2" Ash and 1" Cottonwood.

WRITE US BEFORE BUYING

230 S. LA SALLE STREET CHICAGO, ILL.

Lower Michigan Hardwoods

Rock Maple, Beech, Birch, Basswood and Ash, White
Rock Maple Flooring and Hardwood Dimension

We have four large mills, sawing the year round on Virgin Hardwood
Timber. We can furnish you any standard grade or thickness. We
own our own fleet of boats and can make water shipments. Send us
a list of your wants. We can serve you best.

W. H. White Company
* » Mill. =t R~.. «":»

Lumber Co.

Buffalo, N.Y.
Mills at Boy ne City, Michigan

Manufacturers Hardwood Lumber
Main Office (
an
Y
d
ard. \ CINCINNATI, OHIO

We now have in stock dry and ready for prompt shipment 500,000 ft. of i-in., i^-in., 1 1/2 and 2-in.
plain Red Oak, nice soft texture good widths, good lengths. Also a nice stock of Red and Sap Gum,
Flain and (Quartered Cut Oak. Let us quote you delivered prices.

OUR LUMBER IS MANUFACTURED RIGHT AND GRADED RIGHT. WE CAN SHIP QUICK.

Eastern Representative James H. Walsh, 95 W. Mohawk St., Buffalo, N. Y.
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Long-Knight Lumber Co.

Manufacturers Indiana and Southern

Hardwoods
OAK, ASH, CYPRESS Our Specialties

Address all inquiries to the Main Office at

—

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

YARDS: OKI. EAN>. INI'.; Kl >HT U A V N K. INI ).: l'AOI.I. IM>.

S. P. Coppock & Sons' Lumber Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Hardwood
Lumber

Indiana Quartered Oak
Ash, Basswood, Poplar

Main Office FORT WAYNE, IND.

OUR SPECIALTY

:

Anything in HICKORY LUMBER
Canadian Representative, MR. S. D. SMITH

W. O. King & Co.
HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Michigan Hard Maple,
Birch and Basswood

2452 S. Loomis St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Theo. Fathauer W. M. Hopkins

Theo. Fathauer Co,
WHOLESALE HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Plain and Quartered Figured and Plain

White Oak. Red Gum

Southern Yard Helena, Ark.
Address correspondence to

1428 Cherry Ave., Chicago

W. M. Ritter Lumber Co.
Manufacturers - Columbus, Ohio

Let us quote you on your requirements in

any of the following West Virginia stock :

Soft Yellow Poplar, Plain and Quarter Sawed
Red and White Oak, Chestnut and Basswood

All Grades and Thicknesses in Stock Dry.

We especially want to move during next thirty days and will make
attractive prices on

—

( lars I [ 1st and 2nds Quarter Sawed Poplar
5 Cars 4/4 Quarter Sawed Sound Wormy Chestnut
3 Cars 4/4 1st and 2nd Chestnut
1 Car 5/4

"

2 Cars 6/4
"

8 Cars 4/4 to 8/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut
5 Cars 4/4 1st and 2nd Sound Wormy Chestnut
3 Cars 4/4 Sound Wormy Chestnut Veneer Strips, 3 to 6-in.

4 Cars 10/4 and 12/4 Sound Wormy Chestnut.
6 Cars 5/4 No. 1 Common Basswood,
5 Cars 4/4 Poplar 1st & 2nds., Bright Sap no Defect, 7" & up.

3 Cars 5/8 Poplar Panel and No. 4, 18 to 36-in.

4 Cars 4/4 " " 18 to 36-in.

3 Cars 4/4 High Grade No. 2 Common Quartered White Oak.

Our stock is all band sawed and we ship the product of our mills only.

Northern Office, 919 Fisher Bldg., Chicago, III.

Ontario Representative, Arthur C. Gosden, 266 Huron St., Toronto,
PHONE COLLEGE 907

DRY BEECH
We want to move 200,000 feet 5/4—No.
1 and better dry Beech. A Snap at

the Price.

Also quick deliveries on NORTHERN
HARDWOODS, YELLOW PINE,
OAK DIMENSION, FIR, HICK-
ORY, OAK, CAR STOCK and PIL^
ING.

Estabrook Skeele Lumber Co.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.
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EFFICIENCY IS THE WORD!
D EF I A N C E WOODWORKING

/AACMINTHE IMPRINT OF SATISFACTION
They represent the highest type of efficiency «nd .ervice-long service. Owing to their compactness they ar. ,..y of «c«...

Write UN for full particulars & prices

Every m ;i c h i n e
well balanced and
w rii able to pro\ e
themselves in act-
ual continuous
operation to be far
superior in capa-
city and quality of
work to any ma-

chine on the
market.

fit* .—

' FELLOE, HOUND and BOW BENDER CHAPLIN HANDLE LATHE

THE DEFIANCE
MACHINE WORKS
426 Perry St., Defiance, Ohio. U.S.A.
Canadian Agents:—The A. R, Wil-
liams Mai him i \ < 'u.. Toronto. Agents
forOntario! Williams & WUsonTLtd.,
Montreal. Que. A.H. W illiams Ma-
chinery Co., Ltd.. St. .John. N H.
(New Hrunswiek. I'.K.I.) (iuilford &
Sons, Halifax. N. S. The Angel Kn-
gineeiinB & Supiily Co.. St. John's.
Newfoundland. W. L. Make & Co..
Portland. Me. (Maine. New Hamp-
shire, and Vermont.!

HOOP and BASKET STRIP CUTTER

Easily Added Output
A Wickes gang will add largely to the capacity of your
mill with but moderate addition to the cost, the plant
or the number of men employed.
Its thirty to fifty saws all cutting at once, require but
one machine, one foundation, one crew.

You can get a Wickes gang that will saw into perfect
flooring strips all the high-grade flitches you can supply,

a larger one to

saw all the logs a
single band can
slab, a still larger
one to saw the

slabbed product
of two or three
bands, or a gang
to saw, in the

round, all the
logstwomencan
feed into it.

It is a Success in Hard-
wood as well as in
Pine, Fir or Spruce.

We have a gang to

meet every require-

ment and everyone

a money maker

WICKES BROS. ?.i
G^„=

YANKEE PATENT REMOVABLE
SPLIT -RIM SPROCKET

The

SOMETHING NEW IN SPROCKETS
The removable rim does away with removing Sprocket

from Shaft. To renew, unbolt two halves of old rim, and
replace with two new halves. You only buy the Rim, at
one-third cost of new Wheel. Done in one-fifth the time
compared with Standard Sprocket.

A. M. ELLICOTT CO., Montreal

Look Here-
Mr. Millman

You can get better results out of
this little mill than any other on
the market.

It can be made portable or stationary.
It reduces the Cost of Manufacturing.
It Increases your mill Output.
It Produces boards of Uniform Thick-

ness.

It is Indestructible, Light and never
in the Repair Shop.

Write for our prices

Sleeper & Akhurst
Coaticook, Que.
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Power-Saving Rubber Belting

power saved and money saved. It
is built up of phes of rubberized fabric cured and vulcanized into one solid
piece. It neither slips nor stretches. It has the cohesiveness of rubber
with the enormous tensile strength of close woven, long fibre cotton fabric
from which all stretch has been taken out

C.Goodyear Rubber Belting is manufactured by a
process that makes it proof against steam, water,
weather and rot. Made in all three grades and
all sizes. For Pulp, Paper, Saw Mills

—

all mills

where horse power transmitted is large and de-
mand for tensile strength great. Used by biggest
lumber mills and manufacturing plants in the Do-
minion. Outlives, outlasts all other belts.

Rot-Proof Mill Fire Hose
Goodyear Underwriters is a hose built to meet

the specifications of the Associated Factory Mutual
Fire Insurance Companies. Tube used of highest
grade NEW rubber. Won't harden or crack with
age. Special circular woven fabric with least ex-

pansion or elongation under pressure. Antiseptically-
treated to make it rot and mildew proof.
The strongest most reliable hose for all mills

and factories. Insist on Goodyear Underwriters,
the hose with the black and yellow stripes.

Non-Chipping Conveyor Belts
Built for all purposes. For conveying crushed

stone, grain, coal, ore, etc.

Made in all thicknesses of face to suit re-
quirements of buyer. Rubber face made of
toughest stock possible, to prevent cutting and

chipping. Gives longest, most enduring service.
We also manufacture other rubber goods, such

as tires, all kinds of hose and belting, rubber pack-
ing, etc.

Write us tonight for catalog and prices.

Our Sales of the last four months SO per cent, greater than those of last year.
Defective goods returned only $23.93.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Canada, Ltd.
General Offices—Toronto Factory—Bowmanville, Ont.

Write Our Nearest Branch
BRANCHES

:
Montreal-Winnipef*-St. John, N. B.-Vancouver-Calf|ary

mi
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The making of a Knife depends principally on getting it

hard and tough enough to stand the severe usage that

it is subjected to in machine use, and, at the same time

leaving the Knife at such a temper as will permit the user

to grind it and keep it in shape when needed. We teel

that this temper is reached perhaps a little more closely

in Simonds Knives than in others on the market. We
also believe that for holding a cutting edge the Simonds
Knife leads others.

Simonds Canada Saw Co. Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C. MONTREAL, QUE. ST. JOHN, N. B.

J. F. EBY
President CAMP SUPPLIES HUGH BLAIN

Vice-President

If you are looking for QUALITY in your Camp Supplies,

you should specify :

"ANCHOR" brand
BAKING POWDER
JELLY POWDERS
EXTRACTS, SPICES
COFFEE TEA

(In sealed air tight packages)

Sweetened MILK Unsweetened

CANNED-
SALMON, FRUITS
and VEGETABLES

WE CARRY A FULL RANGE OF CAMP SUPPLIES

The

Quality

Is

Guaranteed

The

Best

It

Is

Possible

To

Produce

Wholesale Grocers EBY-BLAIN, LIMITED ^ nj Manufacturers

TORONTO
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Track Scale Allowances Not Enforced
It is a little over a year now, since a change was made by the

Dominion Board of Railway Commissioners in the track scale allow-

ances, according to their order No. 13520, effective May 1st, 1911.

As an evidence of the necessity for reform in connection with the

enforcement of the orders which are issued by the Board, this par-

ticular change, which has now been in effect for over a year, is only

enforced in a few of the important shipping centres. Possibly, so

far as notifying agents regarding the change, and complying with the

letter of the law in general are concerntd, the railways may have done
all that they were called upon to do, but they have not taken care to

see that the agents remembered the change. In many places the

agents to-day know nothing of the order, having forgotten it entirely,

and when a complaint is made by a shipper it is necessary to go
through a lot of correspondence. The situation is a direct tax upon
manufactures and other shippers and the Board ought to put an end
to it.

The order in question was one which increased the track scale

allowances on account of variation in tare, absorption of moisture,

etc. Had the order reduced the track scale allowances, it is certain

that the railways would have taken pains to acquaint their agents
thoroughly with the change and would also have seen to it that the

new allowances were enforced invariably. Something is lacking in

connection with the enforcement of the orders of the Board and it

ought to be remedied at once. The Board's orders are all liable to

be rendered of only partial effect in this manner and it is an injustice

to the shipping public that they should have to bear the expense of

proving their cases and then be in doubt as to whether they will re-

ceive any benefit.

Under the new order the track allowance on flat cars from De-
cember 1st to April 30th was increased from 1,000 lbs. to 1,500 lbs.,

and the allowance on flat cars from May 1st to November 30th was
increased from 500 lbs. to 1,000 lbs. This alteration was the result

of a protest made by the Canadian Manufacturers' Association and
the Canadian Lumbermen's Association against a new schedule of

track scale allowances which the railways were attempting to put
in force. When the Board had gone into the matter they decided
upon the increases, and the manufacturers believed that they had ob-

tained their point conclusively. In the outcome of the matter, how-
ever, they do receive the additional allowances ordered, in some cases,

and in others they find the agents of the railways ignorant of the

new order and a great deal of friction results. Orders of this nature,

when issued by the "Board, ought to be accompanied by a provision

making it compulsory on the part of the railway companies not only
to inform their agents of the change but to see that they all put
the change into immediate and continual effect.

The Death of Judge Mabee
The sudden, death of Judge Mabee at a time when his services

to the people of Canada were at their highest possible state of effici-

ency, is a serious loss not only to the shipping public of the country,

but to the transportation interests. It is doubtful if there ever lived

in Canada or ever will, for many years to come, a man who com-
bined, so effectively, a minute legal knowledge and a wonderful ap-

preciation of human nature. But his learning and his knowledge of

men, exceptional as they were, were secondary in importance to his

unique common sense and appreciation of real justice. Everyone
who had cause to make application, of whatever nature, knew well

that the merits of his case would be the only things considered, apart

altogether from legal technicalities. The railroads knew that their

interests would be zealously guarded and individuals, who had cause

to complain regarding any of the railways, knew that the wealth

of the greatest corporation in the world would be weighed in the bal-

ance and found wanting, against an individual's appeal, if the latter

had justice on its side.

The lumber interests of Canada have had good reason to know
of Judge Mabee's work. While they have not always got the best

of the argument with the railways when appearing before the Do-
minion Board of Railway Commissioners, they have felt in every

case that Judge Mabee has given them complete and courteous con-

sideration of their appeals, and that any future appeals might be made
with the certain knowledge of receiving invariably the same fair

treatment and securing, what in Judge Mabee's opinion was simple

justice. It will be a remarkably difficult matter to fill the place of

the deceased chief of the Railway Commission. Those who have
seen him at his work cannot believe that another man of the same
calibre will ever be found.

Another Step in Pulp Wood Case
Another step has been taken in the long drawn out controversy

in the United States regarding the free entry of wood pulp from
Canada and from other countries. On account of the free entry of

wood pulp from unrestricted lands in Canada, other countries hav-

ing "most favored nation" treaties claimed the right to have their

wood pulp enter under the same condition. The matter came before

the Board of United States General Appraisers recently, on a num-
ber of test cases arising out of the protests of several importers

against payment of duty. It has now been passed upon by that

body but still it is far from settled, because two appeals remain t*.

be dealt with. In the first place the finding of the Board of General

Appraisers will be appealed to the Customs Court of Appeals, and
whatever decision this body reaches will doubtless be appealed to

the Supreme Court of the United States.

The decision given by the Board of United Statey General Ap-
praisers is unanimous .so far as its result is concerned, ^though the

reasons put forward by the members of the board for their views are

as widely divergent as the two poles. The President of tne Board
based his decision upon the proposition that Canada is not a "country,

nation or state" within the meaning of the "most favored nation"
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treaties. General Appraiser, Eugene G. Hay, disagreed with this

proposition, but decided against the protests because the so-called
"most favored nation" treaties are not "self-operating," but re-

quire some other action on the part of the high contracting parties
before becoming effective. If the passage of the act granting special
favors to any one country were of necessity to involve the granting
of similar favors to countries with whicli the United States has "most
favored nation" treaties, Congress must be aware of this, and any
act it passed, such as one providing free entry of Canadian wood
pulp, must be interpreted as having been passed with this result
distinctly in view.

The only question which he considered absolutely essential to
be answered was whether "most favored nation" treaties were "self-
operating." His own view was that such treaties are simply agree-
ments to grant to the contracting parties any favors which are
granted to other countries. Something further must be done by the
two parties therefore, before the treaties could be put into effect. For
this reason he finds that they are not "self-operating" treaties, and
that the passage of an act of the United States Congress giving free
entry to Canadian pulp does not involve the granting of free entry
to similar products from countries with which these treaties exist.
It is not unlikely that further refinements in the way of legal argu-
ments will be presented to make this delicate problem all the more
interesting before it is finally disposed of by the Supreme Court of
the United States.

What Canadians are interested in mostly, is the fact that their
wood pulp, when made from wood grown upon private lands, will be
allowed to enter the United States free of duty and that no other
country will enjoy a similar privilege. There may be no particular
boon in this, but it is a straw indicating the direction of the wind,
and will be taken by Canadians as showing a tendency on the other
side of the line towards a reduction of the tariff in general. Cana-
dians do not feel any too well pleased when they see their wood
pulp going across the line and giving employment to foreign labor
instead of being made into paper in Canada. This regret however,
is not likely to long continue, as the exports of wood pulp may be
expected to dwindle considerably during the next few wears on ac-
count of the restricted area from which wood pulp which can enter
the United States free of duty can be secured. A decrease in the
export of this product has in fact already commenced. Exports

of mechanically ground wood pulp, for instance show the tendency
which has already set in this direction. In 1907 the value of these
exports was $2,652,098, in 1909 it was $2,703,923, in 1910 it was
$3,545,751 and in 1911 it reached $4,407,431. The exports of wood
pulp for the fiscal year ending March, 1912, will probably show a
considerable decrease. The figures for the twelve months are not
yet complete but for eleven months ending January 1912, the ex-
ports were valued at $3,261,109. Taking an average of the exports
for January and February and adding it to this total it would appear
that the exports for the twelve months will be valued at the utmost
at $3,717,356. Inasmuch as the exports for February were valued
only at $193,546, it is more than likely that the exports for the fiscal
year will be about $3,450,000 which is a great reduction compared
with $4,407,431, the value for the fiscal year ending March 1911.
By the time some of the nations enjoying "most favored nation"
treaties with the United States are able to persuade that country
to allow their wood pulp to enter free of duty, it looks as though
the imports from Canada will have dwindled to an inappreciable
amount, and that the United States will possibly think it wise to
remove from the statute books, section 2 of the reciprocity measure
which has caused all the trouble.

Canadians cannot resist a measure of amusement at the course
which has been taken by the United States in this matter. The
decision of the two members of the Board of United States General
Appraisers show.s how ingeniously an argument may be woven to
support any view of a case that is desired. Apparently some of the
lawyers who appeared before the Board persuaded one of these
members that Canada was not a "country, nation or state," within
the meaning of the treaties and others persuaded the other member
that Canada was a "country, nation or a state" within the meaning
of the treaties. Other lawyers persuaded one of tne members of the
Board that the "most favored nation" treaties were "self-operating"
and still others persuaded another member that they were not so.
Fortunately for the peace of mind of those who are interested in
the matter both members of the Board agreed upon one point, that
the protests of importers against payment of duty upon foreign wood
pulp were not well founded. As the question finds its way through
the Customs Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court of the United
States its course will be watched with keen interest by many in
Canada, although as time proceeds the interest is likely to be aca-
demic rather than commercial.

The "Duty Evader " How It Originated
The Canada Lumberman has made frequent references of late

particularly to the large importations of United States lumber into
Canada, and to the fact that much of the lumber imported is of a
class which, according to the tariff act, should pay a duty of 25
per cent, ad valorem, but escapes the duty because the dressing on
the edge has been obliterated by the use of a machine specially de-
signed for this purpose. This lumber when shipped has all the out-
ward appearance of being dressed on one side only. A few weeks
ago the Lumber World Review of Chicago took up the question in
its leading editorial and criticized the Canada Lumberman in a mild
but very definite manner for blaming the manufacturers of the
United States, because they shipped such lumber to Canada The
point made by the Lumber World Review was that if the people
of Canada wished to evade their own customs laws or ignore them
upon occasion it was no affair of the lumber manufacturers of the
United States. At the same time they consider that the expressions
of opinion in the Canada Lumberman on this subject were in the
nature of an "eruption," meaning probably that the complaint was
only of a temporary nature and not to be considered seriously "In
any event," they say, "if blame is to be attached, the Canadian Rail-
road Company, the Canadian consignees and officials of the govern-
ment, who wish to see their citizens secure the lumber at a more
reasonable price than Canadian manufacturers themselves can offer
should at least share in the wholesale condemnation."

The articles which have appeared in the Canada Lumberman

have taken this point of view continually, but have also put a share
of the blame upon those manufacturers in the United States who
have been willing to practise a dishonest method of putting up their
lumber, in order to take advantage of a clause in the Canadian Tar-
iff Act regarding which a dispute has arisen. There is no question of
international friendship mixed up in this matter. It is a business and
moral question only. Any strictures which the Canada Lumberman
may have considered proper to make, regarding the business morals
of manufacturers in the United States, for making lumber dressed
on one side and one edge look as though it were dressed only on
one side, were justly made, but they had no reference to the people
of United States as a whole. We believe, that the better class of
manufacturers in the United States would discountenance this pro-
ceeding as decidedly as any others. The Lumber World Review
would be the first to assert that such a practice was not only dis-
honest but disreputable, if they were brought intimately into touch
with its serious effects. The blame in this matter belongs to all
parties concerned, and the lumbermen of Canada are doing what
they can to put a stop to the practice on this side of the line, by
pointing out to the government just who in Canada are the parties
deserving the blame.

Nov is the matter one which has grown up entirely out of a
desire of Canadian consumers to evade their own customs laws.
The most important fact in the development of the situation has
been the inventive genius of United States manufacturers who have
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made it economically possible to dress lumber on the side and edge

and then obliterate the signs of dressing on the edge. Seeing that

there would be an outlet for lumber of this class in Canada, if the

tariff act were not strictly enforced, some of the United States

manufacturers set themselves to find out how it could be produced.

A machine was invented which is known as the "duty evader." .It

contains small saws which roughen the lumber, enough to evade
the duty, but not sufficiently to impair its use for building.

Under these circumstances we hardly think the Lumber World
Review or any other good citizens of the United States will claim any
longer that the blame is all to be attached to the importers and
transportation companies of Canada. People who manufacture
lumber dressed on one side and one edge and ship it under a de-

scription which leads the customs authorities to imagine that it is

only dressed on one side, are guilty of making false description of

their goods. In other spheres of life actions of this class become
criminal. Morally there is no difference between a man following

this practice and the man who makes false reports to the govern-

ment regarding the standing of a bank. The difference is only one
of degree. Canadian lumber manufacturers have no grudge against

their fellow manufacturers in the United States so long as they will

play the game fairly. There would probably be no complaint even
if the situation were less one sided, and rough lumber were ad-

mitted into the United States free of duty. Unfortunately however,
the Canadian manufacturer has the heavy end of the load, both going
and coming, and he is certainly justified in making loud complaint

when he finds that this load is being still further increased

by improper co-operation between representatives of the consumer
in this country and manufacturers across the border who are un-

scrupulous enough to look for a bargain, even though it involve direct

loss to others, who are entitled to more equitable treatment.

Lumber Camp Inspection
Everyone connected with the lumber industry is acquainted with

the complaints which are made from time to time regarding man-
agement and accommodation provided in lumber camps. Much has
been done of late years to improve the condition of the lumber-
jacks in this regard, but much still remains to be accomplished.
In Ontario the recent re-arrangement of the Province into ten health
districts with special officers for each, whose duty is to see to the
enforcement of the Medical Act, is a decided step in advance.

In the daily press, letters have appeared from time to time call-

ing attention to conditions in the lumber camps which require in-

vestigation. The complaints are not always well-founded but there
is a general belief that some of them are generally justified by
actually existing conditions. One of these letters, which appeared
recently in a British Columbia paper, contained a strong criticism

of the conditions existing in the lumber camps of that province, and
although the letter claims to reveal conditions which will be denied
by many operators and which fortunately do not exist in the better
managed camps, still there is enough truth in the charges, so far

as some of the comps are concerned to make it incumbent upon the
government to investigate the whole situation carefully, and put
into force a set of regulations which will make future complaints
much less frequent. It is to the interest of the camp operators as
much as to anyone else, that proper sanitary conditions and com-
fortable living quarters should be provided for the loggers. Upon
this depends in a great measure the successful outcome of every
operation. A discontented underpaid or poorly housed crew will

show the result of its condition very quickly in the output of the
camp.

The letter referred to was prompted by the report that the Prem-
ier of British Columbia intended to have a commission appointed
to enquire into labor conditions. The writer urged that the com-
mission should be directed to enquire particularly into the condi-
tions existing in the lumber camps. "It is about time," the writer
says, "something was done to better conditions in that direction. I

know it to be a fact that at some of the camps on the Coast, the

buildings are unsanitary, especially where a lot of hogs are kept
and allowed to run at large and during the night sleep under the

cookhouse and bunk house. . . . The water which is used
for drinking and cooking purposes is polluted, unless it is brought
a long way by means of pipes. I should think that a health in-

spector should be appointed, whose duty it would be to go around
to the different camps and insist that everything in and around the

camp is kept in a sanitary condition and to especially see that hogs
are kept in a pen made for that purpose. ... In some places

the bunk houses are too crowded and dirty." Much more to the

same effect is contained in the letter, an important part being a

complaint against the cook being expected to look after the bunk
houses and keep them in shape. The cook has a hard enough job
as it is, and his day's work is much longer than it should be. Other
complaints are that provisions are often not plentiful enough be-

cause they are not ordered in time by the boss. The cook gets the

blame for this and becomes dissatisfied. The men pay a fixed sum
for board per week and if they do not get as good board as they
are entitled to, they naturally kick and make the cook's lot a hard
one. Loggers are grumblers as a general rule, but they often have
a reasonable kick coming and something should be done to make
these kicks as scarce and harmless as possible.

There may be a great deal of exaggeration in these complaints
but there is no doubt that some of them are well-founded, so far as

a certain number of the camps are concerned. For the benefit of the

logging industry, no less than for the sake of fair play to the lum-
berjacks themselves, the governments of the different provinces

should adopt and enforce stringent regulations regarding labor con-
ditions in the camps. In the Eastern" provinces, general conditions

have been improved considerably of late, on account of the labor

problem making it necessary to provide the best possible care for

the men in order to keep them. In the west however, if there is any
truth in the complaints made, conditions require serious attention

and the government which takes the question up and handles it vigor-

ously should earn the thanks of all concerned.

British Columbia's P
Railway projects which have been recently developed by the

Government of British Columbia promise to be of great importance
in the development of the timber resources of the Province. Alto-
gether, the new policy provides for the construction of approximately
8o0 miles of railroad on the mainland and on Vancouver Island.
On the mainland the most important line projected is from Van-
couver to Fort George via Howe Sound, Pemberton Meadows and
the Fraser River. This is to be built by the Pacific Great Eastern
Railway. Work is to commence ten miles from Vancouver this sum-
mer and the government is guaranteeing the bonds to the extent of

$35,000 in addition to making free grants of the town sites and
right of way. Another line of importance to the lumber industry is

the extension of the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway on Vancou-

ew Railway Projects
ver Island from Parksville to Comox. A line is projected also to

cross the Hope Mountains and provide for an interchange of com-
merce between the coast and the trade centres of the boundary,
Kootenay and other districts of the interior. The principal object

of this road will be to stop the drain of British Columbia commerce
to Spokane and other centres in the state of Washington. The lines

projected are expected to develop existing lines of trade, to create

important new ones and to open up new districts which will be of

great value to the Province, on account both of the remarkable
fertility of much of the country which is to be passed through, and
also on account of the timber and mineral wealth which exists in

other sections, which will be given commercial value by being brought
into touch with the markets.
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Labor Statistics of Ontario Sawmills
Interesting Tables Showing Capital Invested, Value of Product, Wages Paid, Cost
of Manufacture, Profits, Etc., in connection with Lumber Manufacturing Plants

The Ontario Government has recently issued its 12th report of
the Bureau of Labor for the year ending December 31. 1911. The
export contains an interesting series of tables relating to the labor
conditions, salaries, wages, output, etc., in connection with a num-
ber of the chief manufacturing industries of Canada. Among these
tables are a number which are of much interest to lumber manufac-
turers, wood workers, etc. Several of these are reproduced here-
with.

TaMe number one shows the capital invested, value of the
product, taxes and insurances paid, number of employees, their earn-
ings, etc., in connection with lumber manufacture.

Table number two gives similar statistics in connection with
planing mills, sash and door factories, etc.

Table nnmber three gives similar statistics in connection wiih
wood working factories.

Table number four gives similar statistics in connection with
wood pulp factories, paper mills, etc.

Another series of tables growing out of the above is also in-
cluded in this report. The most interesting features of these are

the reports showing employees' average annual earnings, daily rate
of pay, the percentage of wages of the gross value of products and
the percentage of the cost of material, etc., of the gross value of
products. A summary of these details in connection with the lum-
ber manufacturing industry shows the following:

Fifty-six plants employing 6,680 persons were in operation for
an average of 192 days during the year 1910. The amount paid in
wages and salaries totalled $2,332,032. The gross value of their pro-
duct was $8,322,981. The average annual earnings of the employees
was $354.12. The average daily rate of pay of the employees was
$1.97. The wages paid totalled 30 per cent, of the gross value of
the product, and cost of material, interest, insurance, taxes, etc., and
profit made up the other 70 per cent.

Forty planing mills, sasli and door factories employing 1,664
persons during 1910, were operated at an average of 276 days in the
year. Their wages and salaries paid amounted to $863,499, and the
gross value of the product was $4,310,463. The average annual earn-
ings of_ employees was $476.01. The average daily rate of pay
was $1.77. The wages paid amounted to 25 per cent, of the gross

Woodworking Factories. Specialties in Woodenware.—Table No. 3.
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Wood-pulp Factories, Paper Mills, Stationery Factories.—Table No. 4.
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value of the product, and cost of material, interest, insurance, taxes
and profit amounted to 75 per cent.

Thirty-five wood working factories employing 2,082 persons were
operated on an average of 285 days during 1010. The wages and
salaries amounted to $971,859, and the gross value of their product
was $3,634,907. The average annual earnings of their employees
amounted to $440.94 and the average daily rate of pay was $1.59.

The wages paid amounted to 54 per cent, of the toss value of the
product, and cost of material, interest, insurance, taxes and profit

made up 66 per cent.

Twenty-one wood pulp paper and stationary plants employed
891 persons during 1910 and were operated on an average of 293
days. The wages and salaries amounted to $407,871, and the gross
value of their product was $1,882,794. The average annual earnings
of their employees amounted to $436.45 and the average daily rate of

pay was $1.48. The wages paid amounted to 27 per cent, of the

gross value of the product, and cost of material, interest, insurance,
taxes and profit made up 73 per cent.

Ontario Sawmills Expect Good Year
Further Letters to Canada Lumberman Show that Improve-
ment Reported is General—Culls and Good Lumber Strong

A number of replies to letters sent out by the Canada Lumber-
man have been received, in addition to those which were published
in the May 1st issue, upon the subject of the stocks of lumber and
logs on hand at mill points in Ontario and' the outlook for the com-
ing season's business.

The Herman H. Hettler Lumber Company, Midland, Out., re-

port that their unsold stock at the end of April was less than it

was at the same date a year ago and that their stock of logs for

this season's sawing is about the same as their stock of a year ago.
They expect to cut all the logs they have on hand during the pres-

ent season. They commenced sawing operations early in May with
a combined capacity of 200,000 feet per day for their two mills,

working one shift only. Their output will amount to about 11,000,-

000 feet of white pine and 1,000,000 feet of red pine, also 5,000,000
lath. From present indications they are looking for a brisk de-,

mand for pine this season. They report a decided increase in the
price of culls and good lumber and a slight increase in the middle
grades.

Messrs. Booth & Shannon, Biscotasing, Ont., report that their

unsold stock at the end of April was very much lighter than a year
ago, and that their stock of logs this year will be only about 60
per cent, of what it was a year ago. They intend to cut all their

present stock of logs during the season of 1912. They started saw-
ing operations about the 1st of May with a daily capacity of from 60,-

000 to 70,000 feet in 10 hours. They estimate that their cut during
the present year will amount to 9,000,000 feet, nearly all of white
pine. They expect a good demand and fair prices. They report that
thev have contracted for their whole output of lumber and lath for

1912.

Neil Watson, Mull, Ont., reports that his unsold stock is about
one-half what it was a )^ear ago and that his stock of logs for this

season's sawing is also about one-half as large as that with which
he commenced the season of 1911. He commenced sawing in April
with a daily capacity of 10,000 on one shift, operating entirely upon
hardwoods.

W. G. Barnes of the Green River Woodworking Factory, Green
River, Ont., reports that they have no unsold stock from 1911 and
that their cut of logs this year will be slightly larger than last year.

Their mill is a hardwood mill and all stock is winter cut. It oper-
ated during the past winter on one shift at 12,000 feet per day and
cut 70,000 ft. of basswood, 65,000 ft. of soft elm, 37,000 ft. of maple
and 11,000 ft. of rock elm and ash. Mr. Barnes expects that the
trade this season will be better than during 1911.

A well known Ontario firm who prefer not to publish their name,
report that their dry stock is all sold and was nearly all shipped
out at the end of April. Their stock of logs for this year's sawing
is about the same as it was a year ago and they intend to cut it all

this year. They find that the outlook for trade is improving.
The Utterson Lumber Company, Utterson, Ont., report that

their stocks of lumber are all shipped out and that they expect to

cut their stock of last winter's logs during the present summer.
They are running one shift and cutting about 15,000 feet per day.
Their output this vear will be about 20,000 feet of white pine, 25,-

000 feet of spruce, 700,000 feet of hemlock, 250,000 feet of hardwoods
and 200,000 shingles. They report also that the outlook for trade is

good. The demand is very good but they find that prices are not
high enough compared with the cost of labor.

The Bruce Mines Saw Mill Company, Bruce Mines, Ont., re-

port that their unsold stocks arc about the same as a year ago and
that their stock of logs is about one-half as large. They intend to

cut all their present logs this season. They will not commence saw-
ing until June 1st and will cut about 200,000 feet of white pine and
400,000 feet of hemlock. They find the outlook for trade improved.

A. Mitchell, Powasson, Ont., reports the same amount of un-
sold stock as he had a year ago and his stock of logs, all new cut,
about three times as large as his stock of a year ago. He intends
to cut all his present stock of logs this year. Mis mill is running at

10,000 feet per day on one shift. 'His output this year will be about
300,000 feet of spruce, 150,000 feet of hemlock and 75,000 feet of
hardwoods.

A well known Ontario manufacturer, who does not wish his
name published, reports no unsold stock on hand, 600,000 feet of
logs less than a year ago, and stock all sold except 300,000 feet of
basswood, at satisfactory prices, which are the same as those of
last year.

The quantity of logs taken out on the Bruce peninsula last win-
ter was not so large as it was the winter before. The snow was very
deep and made it more costly to get out the logs.

F. C. Mclnnes, Leeburn, Ont., reports that the demand is better
with them than it was a year ago and that local trade is better for
custom work.

R. Truax & Son, Walkerton, Ont., report that there is a very
large demand for hardwood lumber, in fact they do not think that
the quantity on hand will supply the demand this year. All soft-
woods also are in demand, particularly hemlock and pine. In their
section of the province, they do not think that there will be nearlj
sufficient for local needs.

Wm. McLachlin, Magnetawan, Ont., reports that he com-
menced sawing on April 15th and has about one million feet of cus-
tom and contract sawing to do, in addition to a small amount for
himself. Most of his sawing this season will be hemlock. His
stock of logs is about as large as a year ago. He finds the demand
far better than it was a year ago and expects to get an advance
of $2 for his lumber this year.

The Wolverine Cedar and Lumber Company, Little Current,
Ont., report that they had on hand at the first of May only 300,000
feet of unsold stock, whereas last year at the corresponding period
they had about 3,000,000 feet. Last year they also had about 7,000,-
000 feet of unsold stock to be manufactured and this year they have
about 13,000,000 feet of unsold stock to be manufactured. Their
stock of logs, including new cut and stock carried over is about the
same in quantity as it was a year ago. They intend to carry over
about 50,000 pieces of their own logs, which compares with approx-
imately a like number of other people's logs carried over at their mill
for early 1912 sawing. They started their mill on April 25th, on
one shift, cutting daily from 125,000 to 150,000 feet. Their estimated
output this year will be 16,000,000 feet of white pine, 3,500,000 feet
of red pine, 500,000 feet of spruce and 6,000,000 pieces of lath. Re-
garding the outlook for trade, they report as follows :—"There seems
to be a considerably improved demand this season, which, with the
lessened supply, should lead to some advance in prices, although
we do not look for great advance on account of political conditions
in the United States. The improved demand at present is mostly
for the cheaper items, that is, box lumber, red pine and white pine
shorts and strips. We anticipate that white pine common boards
will follow suit and good white pine is as scarce as ever."

The Georgian Bay Lumber Company report that their unsold
stock is less than it was a year ago and 'that their stock of logs is

a little heavier than it was at this time last year. They will carry
over some of their logs for the season of 1913. They commenced
sawing operations on April 25th and will cut about 160,000 feet per
day, on one shift. They estimate that their cut this year will amount
to about 20,000,000 feet of white pine, 4,000,000 feet of red pine, and
1,000,000 feet of spruce and hemlock. From present indications thev
report that the demand, being good, they think there is a possibility
of a stiffening of prices.

The Shortreed Lumber Company, Kearney, Ont., report that
their entire stock of last year's sawing has been shipped with the
exception of four or five car loads which were to be shipped in the
next few days. During the past winter they have taken out a stock
similar to last year's. They will have 500,000 feet of birch, and
other hardwood of good quality, 500,000 feet of spruce and pine, and
1,000,000 feet of hemlock. They are running their mill on a ten
hour shift with a daily capacity of 20,000 to 25,000 feet. Regarding
the outlook for trade they say :—"The present indications point to
a brisker demand for all stocks than at the commencement of the
sawing season last year, with prices somewhat in advance also, and
more especially so with regard to the stocks of hardwood. The
lumbermen in this vicinity are meeting with many eager buyers and
will have no difficulty in disposing of their stocks to good firms, and
the prevailing prices are, on the whole, satisfactory, with the pos-
sible exception of hemlock, which is still too low in price to en-
able the manufacturer to swell his bank account to anv ereat
extent."

3 s
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B. C. Timbers for Scow Construction
Interesting Equipment for Laying Toronto's In-
take Pipe— Canadian Materials used Throughout

In these days when one hears so much complaint about the
extent to which southern pine is taking the place of Canadian lumber
and timbers in the markets of Canada it is refreshing to learn of
cases in which Canadian timber is the only kind which a contractor
will use for a special purpose. Such an occurrence is so rare that it

is worthy of special note and we are pleased for this reason to re-
produce a picture of some timbers which have been used in Toronto
in the construction of a special class of scow which is to be used by
Roger Miller & Sons, contractors, for the work of laving the intake
pipe for the city of Toronto. The only timber used "in "these scows
is British Columbia fir which was obtained from the firm of Mason,
Gordon & Company, Montreal.

The scows are 100 feet long, 30 feet wide and 8 feet deep. The

Another interesting feature in which long British Columbia tim-
bers come into play, is the provision which is made for propping
the scows 011 bottom when it is necessary to do any heavy lifting.
Two spud guides have been placed on one side of the scows and
spuds consisting of 38-ft. timbers are lowered through them and
allowed to rest upon the bottom of the lake while the lifting opera-
tions are in progress. By this means good leverage is secured.

In the construction of the scows all the boring and driving was
done by compressed air as in most cases the awkward position and
lack of light made it practically impossible to use anything in the
nature of a hammer or hand drill.

One of the scows is provided with two derricks, each of 20-ton
capacity with clam shells for digging. The booms for the derricks
are 14 in. x 16 in. x 65 ft. These derricks will be used for digging
the trenches in which the pipes will be laid. The other scow will
have a steel derrick of 20-ton capacity, which will be used for laying
the pipes. The pipes are each 66 feet long and 6 feet in diameter
and weigh 50 tons.

largest timbers used are the outside kelsons, which are 16 in. x 17 in.

x 72 feet. In shipping these timbers from the coast to Toronto it

was necessary to place them upon two flat cars on account of their
great length. The side planks are also unusually large timbers, be-
ing 5 in. thick, 21 in. wide and some of them 60 feet long. An inter-
esting feature of these scows is the fact that they have each two bulk-
heads at the sides. The timbers used for the bulkhead walls are
5 in. thick and run the whole length of the scows. By the use of
valves placed in the side of the scow to admit water it is possible to
dump the scows from either side. This is an extremely valuable
feature, making it possible to dump heavy loads of rock at any
desired spot at a trifling cost. The bulkheads are emptied by a pump
after the dumping process has been completed.

Another interesting feature in the construction of the scows is

that each has three sets of two wells formed of 8 in. pipe. Two wells
are placed in the centre and two others at each side of the scow.
These wells extend from the top to the bottom of the scow and
through them chains are passed which can be drawn up around the
sections of intake pipe which are thus carried to the place where they
are to be laid. The pipes can be lowered to their position with ease.

Texas Northern Land and Irrigation Company Limited has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000,000 to acquire and
hold timber lands, sink wells and construct waterworks, reservoirs,
and develop powers for electric lighting and other purposes. The
head office is at Toronto and the incorporators are Robt. Gowans,
J. S. Lovell and Wm. Bain, all of Toronto.

Reforesting- in Hastings County
As a result of the act passed by the Ontario Government last

year empowering municipalities to engage in forestry, the county
of Hastings has already taken steps to acquire waste lands for the
purpose of reforesting them. During the coming summer the Do-
minion Commission of Conservation will supervise a survey of
the county of Haliburton and the northern portion of the county of
Peterborough. This survey is to furnish a detailed description of
economic and natural conditions and resources of the watershed in
Peterborough and Haliburton counties feeding the Trent Canal wa-
ters, and to serve as a basis for a system of management.
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B. C. Lumber Will Never Be Cheaper
Conditions of Last Summer Convince Manufacturers
that a Serious Injury has Resulted from U. S. Imports

Mr. W. A. Anstie, Secretary of the Mountain Lumber Associa-
tion, in an interview recently is reported to have said: "1 am con-
fident that lumber will never again be as cheap in the West as it is

now, and was last year. Notwithstanding the dumping of lumber
on the Canadian market by the United States manufacturers the
present price cannot be obtained for long. The reason is the in-

creasing cost of production." These remarks were made by Mr.
Anstie in connection with the statement made by Mr. E. J. Fream
of the United Farmers of Alberta, who in an interview a few days
previous had stated that it was not true that United States lumber-
men were dumping their surplus product on the Canadian market.
Mr. Fream's remarks upon this subject were reported in the May
1st issue of the Canada Lumberman.

Mr. Anstie remarked further that lumber could not be produced
much longer at the present price. Under present conditions Brit-

ish Columbia mills were operating at a loss. This was a' serious
matter not only for lumbermen, but for the people of the West
generally, and was causing loss to the farmers of Alberta, in par-
ticular. "Farmers, cattlemen, horse dealers, etc., in Alberta," states
Mr. Anstie, "have noticed a very material falling off of trade with
British Columbia during the past six or eight months. This is di-

rectly due to the shutting down of the lumber camps of the interior
of that province owing to the unprofitable operations which arc
caused by United States competition. The interior of British Col-
umbia can only be prosperous and can only take large quantities of
the farm products of Alberta when the lumbering industry there is

on a paying basis.

"It is a notorious fact," continued Mr. Anstie, "that over 400,-

000,000 ft. of United States lumber entered Canada both Eastern and
Western last year. 90 per cent, of this came in duty free.

"It is from our standpoint a regrettable fact that a large portion
of the national market has been lost to the Canadian lumber mills
owing to abnormal conditions, due principally to overproduction by
the lumber men of the United States.

"United States shippers frankly admit that they are losing
money on the lumber they are selling in Canada. While these im-
portations have undoubtedly meant lower prices to Canadian con-
sumers, from a national standpoint, I believe we have lost more
than we have gained. Millions of dollars have been sent out of
the country which should have gone towards the employment of
thousands of Canadian workmen in the mills and camps of. British
Columbia.

"Seven-eights of the total cost of producing lumber is wages
paid to the men who do the work and the loss is to Canadian work-
men and to the principal industry of B. C.

"Mr. Fream states that the cost of lumber is retarding the de-
velopment of the west. All I can say is that lumber is being sold
here below cost."

Will Stop Imitation of B. C. Shingles
A practice has prevailed of late among shingle manufacturers

in the States of Washington and Oregon of marking their shingles
as "British Columbia" red cedar shingles. The Canadian Depart-
ment of Customs has taken the matter into consideration and has
decided to put an end to this practice. Within the past month severaj
carloads have been seized by the authorities. The British Colum-
bia red cedar shingle is the best known shingle in the world and" is

in great demand throughout Canada. It can command a higher price
than the substituted article and this was the reason that the United
States producers tried to imitate it. Mr. H. H. Sevens, M.P., took
the matter up recently at Ottawa and as a result a new order was
sent out to the Customs Department to the above effect. It is ex-
pected that considerable benefit will result to British Columbia shin-
gle manufacturers.

Alberta Reserves Forest Protection

The work of organizing for fire protection in the Brazeau forest
reserve, Alberta, will be pushed forward as rapidly as possible this
summer. An appropriation of $30,000 has been made by the Domin-
ion Government for the construction of trails and telephone lines
and other improvements for this purpose. Mr. J I. R. MacMillan,
Ottawa, assistant to Mr. R. II. Campbell, Superintendent of Forestry!
recently visited Edmonton in connection with this work. The for-
estry organization adopted by the Dominion Government will be
similar to that used in the United States which was inaugurated by
Mr. Gifford Pinchot. There are four large forests in Alberta, the

Crow's Nest, with 2,000,000 acres; the Bow River, with 1,800,000
acres; the Brazeau, with 11,000,000 acres and the Athabasca with
If )()(),()()() acres. Very little work has been done on the Athabasca for-
est reserve, which is the most northerly of all, lying along the Eastern
Slope of the Rockies. $60,000 however, has been appropriated for
the protection of this forest. Mr. G. II. Edgecombe who had charge
of the survey of the eastern slope will be supervisor for the Atha-
basca forest reserve. During the summer a number of rangers will
be placed in the forests on temporary work, but there will also be
a permanent ranger for each district into which the forest will be
divided, who will have charge of the construction of the trails and
telephone lines and of the fire fighting in their districts. A super-
visor will be placed in charge of the rangers.

Lumber Company Holds Convention
The Rogers Lumber Co., of Moose Jaw, Sask., recently held a

successful two days convention which was concluded by a banquet
at the Royal George Hotel. About fifty members of the company
including many yardmasters were present. Among those present
were Mr. A. R. Rogers, President of the company; Mr. G. H. Rogers,
Vice-president; Mr. J. J. Rogers, Secretary-treasurer; Mr. A. W.'
Jones, Superintendent and Mr. 1). J. Craig, credit manager. A num-
ber of interesting subjects were delivered, and a particular feature
was the discussion which took place upon the importance of assist-
ing the farmers as much as possible in their agriculture, because
they were among the best customers of the company.

Mr. A. R. Rogers congratulated the guests upon the work they
had done during the year and spoke particularly regarding the in-
terest which the company should take in the farmers. He pointed
out that in the United States the farming interest had been declin-
ing simply on account of bad management. He urged upon the
guests also the invariable necessity for strict honesty in dealing with
customers.

An interesting feature of the occasion was the presentation of a
handsome cabinet of silverware to Mr. A. W. Jones on behalf of
the yardmasters of the firm.

Excellent Trade in Washington State

A report from Seattle, Wash., states that, notwithstanding the
fact that many lumbermen expected a falling off in the demand for
lumber after the placing of large orders by the railways, the de-
mand has assumed even larger proportions and business" is coming
from the east at a rate almost unprecedented. A prominent lumber
manufacturer declared recently that there were now enough lum-
ber orders on the books of the manufacturers in the State of Wash-
ington to keep every mill in the State operating at least sixty days.
The demand has become so strong, in fact, that prices on practically
all kinds of lumber, except spruce, have advanced 50c. a thousand.
The price of shingles has also been raised 5c. per thousand, making
it the highest price which has been received at Seattle in two yars.

Logger Secures $2,000 for Loss of Leg
A logger named Axel Gustafson who was working on Reid

Island, B.C., last October has been awarded $2,000 damages by a
special jury in the Supreme Court of British Columbia, in a suit
brought against W. R. Jones of Vancouver, his employer. Mr. Gus-
tafson's leg had to be amputated as the result of an accident caused
by a couple of logs "jack-knifing" while being hauled out of the
bush. Gustafson claimed that no notice had been given him to stand
clear before starting the donkey engine and that when the log swung
it caught his leg. The defence claimed that the ordinary signals
had been given and Gustafson wilfully remained in the way. The
jury returned a verdict as above under the Employers' Liability
Act.

New Box and Shingle Mill at Nelson, B. C.
The Western Box & Shingle Mills Limited have recently com-

menced operations in their new plant at Nelson, B.C. The plant
is driven by electric motors and the company report that they find
this a most satisfactory method of driving their machinery The ca-
pacity of their shingle mill is from 40,000 to 50,000 at present but
they expect to increase it by installing another machine in the 'near
future. They also have installed a box factory with a capacity of
from 1000 to 2000 boxes daily, which however has not yet been put
in operation. They expect to manufacture boxes for the fruit trade
in the near future. Mr. W. H. Kreyscher is manager and Mr. H. D.
Kenny secretary-treasurer.

Mr Joseph Scholey of the Scholey Lumber Co., Toronto, died
suddenly of heart failure at his residence, 344 Berkley street Toronto
recently. Mr. Scholey had been a resident of Toronto for fortv-ei<dit
years. He came to Canada from Devonshire, England.
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Canadian Saw Mill Managers
C. P. Willey. Tobin Manufacturing Co., Bromptonville, Que

C. P. Willey. Bromptonville. Que.

One of the most character-
istic facts in connection with the
lives of prominent lumbermen
is the fact that in many cases
they are men who commenced
working either in the hush or in

the mill, at a period of their lives

when other boys were enjoying
camping trips or going in for
higher education. This does not
mean that successful lumbermen
are men of neglected education.
It is frequently the case that men
of this type have schooled them-
selves in a manner which has
equipped them, so far as educa-
tion is concerned, with something
far more practical and valuable
than is to be obtained in any
educational institutions. The
education which an ambitious
young man secures by his own
perseverance both in industry and
reading, i» frequently the only

education which prominent lumbermen have enjoyed, and just as
frequently it seems to be the foundation of their future success.

Mr. C. P. Willey of Bromptonville, Que., who occupies the im-
portant position of mill superintendent for the Tobin .Manufactur-
ing Company, of Bromptonville, is a man to whom the above re-

marks apply with particular force. He was born in North Carolina
in 1867 and during his school days, instead of taking vacations like

most of the other lads, he found employment in the mill of The
Snow Lumber Co., of High Point, N.C. As soon as he had com-
pleted his schooling he took a permanent position with this com-
pany and remained there until he was twenty years of age, secur-
ing a grounding in the details of the lumber manufacturing business
which enabled him later on to advance to the most important posi-
tions in connection with lumber manufacturing. When twenty years
old, an age at which many young men are looking about for their
first position, Mr. Willey went to Richmond, Virginia, where he was
placed in charge of a plant for Thos. E. Stagg, a position which he
continued to occupy for eleven years. When thirty-one years of
age, with an excellent practical training in mill management to fall

back upon, Mr. Willey moved 'to Montreal, Que., where he took
charge of the extensive plant of Shearer, Brown and Wills, a posi-
tion which he occupied for about four years, after which he went to
the Western States and occupied a similar position with The Wheeler
Osgoode Co., Tacoma, Wash. After occupying this position for four
years Mr. Willey returned to his home in Bridgewater, Mass., and
shortly afterwards was secured by The Tobin Manufacturing Co.

It will l^e seen that The Tobin Manufacturing Co., in "securing
Mr. Willey 's services were obtaining a man who had the best pos-
sible experience for conducting their work with success. Being a
specialist in mill management and having had practical experience
in all its branches he is a man whose opinions upon any details of
management are invariably to be depended upon. Mr. Willey's
views therefore are of value to any lumberman with whom he may
come in touch. We take pleasure in referring to some of the points
he has found of importance in connection with mill management.

"Saw mills which are now making money," Mr. Willey says,
"are well equipped and all have up-to-date machinery. I might also
say that the only way to make money at the present day in a saw-
mill is to specialize. There is no mill making money on sash and
blinds. There is a little profit to be made in frames and doors,
however you are obliged to take all the short cuts to be successful.
I advise any mill superintendent to be good to his men. If the
foreman cannot do the work get rid of him and put another in his
place. There are lots of ways to get work done. One man has
to be worked one way and the man by his side has to be worked
another way. Try as far as possible to keep on the right side of
the men. Thus, when you are busy in another part of the mill
you will have the work done just the same as if you were right
there by the side of the men. Another important matter is to keep
track of the cost of everything. When a mill owner comes to you
and asks what a certain article costs, you ought to know enough
to be able to give an answer at once.

"If you have machinery that is not kept up you will get poor
results. If you have poor power you will also have poor results.

\ ou need up-to-date machinery, good dry kilns, and plenty of power,
then look for your results.

"Another matter of the utmost importance which should be
watched closely and which will bring disaster to any company which
does not watch it, is the management of the cutting room. Never
put a cheap man to cutting up your stock. Always put the best
man you can secure. Have your plant arranged so that you can
look after your stock with the least possible amount of handling."

That Mr. Willey's experience with mill employees is varied and
extensive is readily seen when one considers the class of plants with
which he has been connected. The Snow Lumber Co., of High
Point, N.C, with whom he secured his first situation employed 500
men. The Wheeler Osgoode Co., of Tacoma, Wash., where he was
superintendent for four years employed 400 men at the factory and
100 men at the saw mill. At the plant of Shearer, Brown & Wills,
Montreal, Que., 275 men were employed. At the Tobin Manufac-
turing Company's plant Mr. Willey has just that class of work to
look after for which he is peculiarly fitted and it affords every op-
portunity for good work that an ambitious man could desire. Mr.
Willey is there in his element and is an important factor in the
successful operation of his employers' plant.

Lumber Trade in West Indies

S. P. Musson, Son & Co., Barbados, report as follows under date
of April 25th :— Lumberstuffs.—White Pine—There have been no
arrivals during the fortnight, but some further cargoes have been
contracted for, and we have placed a cargo to arrive at $32.50 and
$24.50 respectively, for Merchantable and Second Quality. In
Spruce—We have had to our address, the "Rosalie Belliveau" with
261 m. ft. and the Schr. "P.asile" with 192 m. ft. Both of these
cargoes we sold previously to arrive at $25.00 and $24.00 respec-
tively lor Shipping, and $21.00 and $20.00 for Seconds. These re-
ceipts along with the arrival reported in our last have about filled
dealers' requirements. Pitch Pine—No arrivals. Shingles—Stocks
are very light, supplies are wanted, and first arrivals should do well.
Shocks— Xo receipts. Wood Hoops—No receipts, season over.

Cordon, Grant & Co., Ltd., Port of Spain, report as follows un-
der date of April 15th :—Lumber and Cooperage Materials—The
Schr. Albani from Mobile bus just arrived with a cargo of pitch
pine on dealers' account but there are no shipments of N. S. boards
to report. Yards are scantly supplied with pitch pine and one or
two prompt cargoes would find ready sale. Stocks of white pine and
spruce boards are ample for present requirements.

Sappy Oak
Sap oak has suffered unjustly from abuse, and has been neglected

because it has not been properly understood. The sap part of oak
has been considered as inferior, and the outside or sappy boards have
never been regarded with much favor. All the same, if properly cared
for from the time it is cut until it is used, it will often give good re-
sults. Por certain schemes of finish in cabinet work it is really a
better body to work on than heart oak. It is the same way in floor-
ing. If one but takes care of the sap and segregates it from the heart
stock so as to get it all together for harmony" in texture and color
there is a chance to do just as effective work with sap as with heart'
I here is no comparison of sap with heart for timbers and exposed
work outside where durability is an object under the method of usino-
the timber plain, but with the modern systems of treating wood
the sap part of oak is being made much more useful and durable even
for outside work. If sap oak flooring is selected and laid with care
and properly stained before finishing, it will present a beautiful ap-
pearance. The same applies, but in a higher degree, to furniture and
cabinet work. The only thing necessary is to take care of the sap
stock from the time it is cut until it is ready to be used. To have
the sap dominating in the particular work in which it enters and
the work earned out right, one can get new appreciation of the possi-
bilities and beauties of sap oak. The sappy part of oak is more likely
to check from the sun and wind, and therefore needs extra care The
manufacture of artificial limbs and crutches has become a consider-
able source of consumption for several kinds of hardwoods Red wil-
low of the best grade obtainable is used for this purpose in America
It is bought in round blocks just as they are cut from the lo^s . in
lengths varying from 16 in. to 22 in., and in diameter from 5 in to
10 in. Air-dned stock is essentially the only kind that can be used
as it has been proven practically impossible to prevent checking
along the grain of kiln-dried blocks. Willow blocks are used inwhat are known as extensions, namely, specially-shaped blocks for
equalizing the length of deformed limbs. There is also a consider-
able quantity, of various hardwoods used in the manufacture of
crutches. Hard maple, rosewood, ebony, hickory, and some lacquer-wood are the principal species utilized. The best grades of stock
are used for this purpose, and are taken in lengths varying from 32
in. to 60 in. The boards are ripped into inch squares, after which
they are shaped, rounded, and varnished.
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Pioneer Sawmilling in Newfoundland

A pioneer lumberman of New-
foundland is Mr. George W.
Clarke, of Springdale, Newfound-
land. It was in the year 1889
that Mr. Clarke commenced lum-
bering at Springdale and with a

few minor interruptions on ac-

count of fires he has been pro-

ducing lumber ever since that

date. At the present time the

mill and timber limits are in the

possession of the International

Lumber Company of Michigan,
to whom they were recently sold,

and who intend to erect a pulp
plant as the limits are rich in

pulpwood.

When Mr. Clarke commenced
lumbering at Springdale, the saw-
milling business in Newfoundland
was in its early days and he lo-

cated on Mill Island, Hall's Bay,
where their business was con-
ducted in partnership with the

late Francis C. Curtis. After they had operated this mill for about
three years it was destroyed by fire in 1892, about three weeks after
the great fire at St, Johns, N.F.

After the mill had been rebuilt the company started as Geo.
Clarke & Brothers and ra)n the mill for 17 years, cutting annually

Geo. W. Clarke
Springdale, Newfoundland

General View of Springdale, Newfoundland, a Pioneer Lumbering Village

about 1,000,000 feet. In 1904 they again suffered to some extent by fire
when the town of Springdale was wiped out by a conflagration. By
hard work however, the mill was saved, being the only building left
standing.

The accompanying illustration gives an interesting view of the
town of Springdale, showing the mill located on the shore, and a
schooner loading lumber at the dock. The interest taken by the
International Lumber Company in the industry at this plant is taken
as an indication of increased activity in the near future and the peo-
ple of Springdale are anticipating keenly the commencement of the
pulp manufacturing operations.

Pitwood Markets in England
Liverpool, April 30; (Canada Lumberman special correspondence)

—The recent stoppage of the coal trade served to bring out very
prominently the extent of the ordinary demand for the kinds of
wood known as pitwood. A report from the British Consul at Bor-
deaux, mentioned that 325,539 tons of this wood were shipped from
Bordeaux to the United Kingdom in 1910, at an average price of
16s. per ton, f.o.b. at Bordeaux, though at the close of the year a
few cargoes had been shipped at somewhat higher rates owing to
delays which had been caused by bad weather. Spain and Portugal,
Norway, Russia and Finland as well as France, make large contri-
butions of pitwood to the requirements of the United Kingdom's
coal-mining industry. Most of the timber shipped under the title
of pitwood is round fir-wood, ranging from iy2 ft. to about 13 ft. in
lenght and from about 2 ins. to about 7 ins. in diameter. On June
30, last, the importers of pitwood at the Bristol Channel ports de-

cided at a special meeting that the diameter of 6 l/2 ft. lengths should
not be less than 9 centimeters (3.54 ins.) and that of the greater
proportion of the 9 ft. lengths, should not be less than 13 centimeters
(5.11 ins.) This round pitwood is received chiefly at the Bristol
Channel ports, to serve the South Wales coal-mining industry; at
the Tyne ports, Sunderland and West Hartlepool, to serve the in-

dustry in Durham
; at Hull or Goole, to serve the Yorkshire collier-

ies; at Liverpool, for the South Lancashire collieries; and at White-
haven or Maryport, for the Cumberland collieries; while the Staf-
fordshire, the North Wales, the Somerset, the Dean Forest, the
Warwickshire and others of the inland coal fields obtain supplies of
pitwood, by rail or canal, from some of the ports named, or from
other ports which may be geographically more convenient as ports-
of-discharge for consignments of pitwood for particular districts.

There are 15 different coal fields in England and Wales, the coal-
mining industry being, as has just been proved, the parent industry
of all the great industries and the most important of all. This wide-
spread coal-mining industry makes a continuous demand for pitwood
and uses up enormous quantities of the wood. The round fir wood
spoken of is almost wholly used below ground in the mines, as
props and roof-supports for the "drifts" or workings. These are
being extended hourly, and changes are being made in the "shoring"
and in the roof supports of the drifts daily; all of which extensions
and changes make their demands for pitwood. When the collieries
were closed on the coal strike taking place, this consumption of pit-

wood was stopped for the time. Cargoes of pitwood continued to
arrive at the different ports. The stoppage of the conveyance of
timber by rail, which occurred when the strike had continued for a
fortnight, prevented the movement of timber of all kinds, inland, so
that importers could only stock and hold, for the time, all pitwood
which arrived by ship. Stocks of the wood accordingly increased
and became conspicuous on dock-quays, in importers' yards and on
railway sidings. As soon as work was resumed, on the termination
of the strike, these stocks of pitwood began to move again, and they
have been moving briskly since. This particular class of wood has
probably moved the most actively of any, since the coal strike came
to an end.

Editor's Note: In connection with the above it will be noted that there
is a great market in the Old Country for pitwood. This wood is mostly the
product of thinning operations in European forests and can be sold at a
very low price, which would probably prevent Canadian products from com-
peting to any great extent. It is possible however, that in the Maritime
Provinces, pitwood could be produced and shipped to England cheaply
enough to get some of the trade. The matter is one which it might pay
Maritime lumbermen to investigate.

Federation Helps Traders
An example has just been furnished of the way in which a trade

organization may help its members when some trade question or dif-
ficulty arises. At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the Tim-
ber Trade Federation of Great Britain, held in London on April 16,
it was reported that the Port of London Authority, as the result of
a petition addressed to it through the Federation, by the tenants of
the Grand Surrey Canal, had agreed to withdraw the 7 l/2 per cent, in-
crease on the canal dues of which it had given notice. It was also
reported that following correspondence which had taken place be-
tween the committee and the railway clearing-house, with regard to
the carriage of sawn timber in short lengths, the railway managers
would arrange for a meeting with members of the section, in order
that points in question and others, might be fully discussed. In
each of the cases named concessions were secured for traders
through the good offices of the Federation.

Personal News of Interest to Lumbermen
After a service of 22 years in Montreal, Mr. John A. Hardisty,

local manager of the E. B. Eddy Co., has retired, and is succeeded
by C. E. O'Neill, of the company's headquarters staff.

J. R. Martin, Assistant Timber Inspector for British Columbia,
who was recently promoted to take charge of the Fort George dis-
trict, returned recently from a trip to Tete Jaune Cache and reports
that between the Cache and the Divide there is very little merchant-
able timber.

Mr. A. E. Millington, general manager of the Spanish River
Pulp and Paper Company, has resigned, and Mr. Joseph Slater, up
to the present in charge of the Ontario Pulp and Paper Company's
plant at Sturgeon Falls, has been appointed general superintendent
and operating head of the two companies.

Professor R. B. Miller, Chief of the Faculty of Forestry at the
University of New Brunswick, is supervising the planting of 20,-
000 Norway spruce trees and some ornamental trees for Mr. N.
Curry^of the Canada Car and Foundry Company, Amherst, N.S. Mr.
Curry's purpose is to reforest a large lumber area owned by the
company at Little Forks about twelve miles from Amherst.
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Wll C. Young.

Specializing1 in Lumber Insurance

The Lumbermen's Eire In-

demnity Contract which com-
menced business on June 1, 1911,

has appointed Mr. Will C. Young
whose portrait is published here-

with as manager. The organiza-
tion of this company is a matter
of much interest to lumbermen
both in Canada and the United
States. For some years follow-

ing the growth of specialization

in insurance, the companies mak-
ing a specialty of insurance of

lumber plants have found it ne-
cessary to make a further dis-

crimination between those which
^ore well constructed and ade-
quately protected and those
which lack these essentials. Act-
ing on the idea that a risk on a

selected group of lumber plants
conforming to the highest insur-

ance standards regarding the

moral and physical hazard can be
insured for a less cost than the stock companies are obliged to charge
on account of the absence of any close discrimination in the selec-

tion of their risks, a group of lumber and insurance men conceived
the idea of insuring each other, after having selected a necessary

number of risks of the same standard of perfection.

The principle back of this insurance is mutual in the highest

sense as all profits from the insurance, over and above the expense
of operation, which i> fixed at 20 per cent, of the annual premiums,
is placed to the credit of the subscriber or policy holder. The busi-

ness of the company is under the direct supervision of an executive

committee composed of three members, all of whom are practical

lumbermen and also interested in a company making a specialty

of lumber insurance.

There is also an advisory board consisting of twelve lumbermen
representing each district in C anada and the United States in which
the organization is in operation. Mr. Cordon C. Edwards of the

W. C. Edwards Lumber Company, Limited, Ottawa, is a member
of the advisory committee for Ontario, and Mr. Angus McLean a

well known lumberman both in Canada and the United States, is a

member of the advisory committee for the province of Ouebec. Al-

ready a number of policy holders have been secured in Canada and
it is expected that this form of indemnity will induce many Cana-
dian lumbermen to take insurance of this class and to make the ne-

cessary improvements in their risks.

As the organization follows the character of inter-insurance,

the association is not licensed either in Canada or in any State of

the United States. All its business is conducted through the head
office of the organization at New York.

Mr. Will C. Young the newly appointed manager has been en-

gaged in the tire insurance business for fifteen years and for several

years past through his official connection with companies specializ-

ing in lumber insurance has gained a wide experience in the de-

velopment of this special class of business. It is interesting to note
that since the Lumbermen's Eire Indemnity Contract began busi-

ness in June 1911 not a single loss has been incurred, a fact which
speaks well for the careful selection of risks and efficient inspection

service maintained. The Pacific Coast Branch of the business will

continue to be handled by Mr. H. C. Huntington, 609 Corbett
Building, Portland, Ore.

Strike at J. R. Booth's Paper Mill

The beaters employed in the paper mill of J. R. Booth at Ot-
tawa went on strike recently, being discontented with the hours
they are obliged to work. The strikers number about forty and be-

long to both the day and night shifts. As a result two hundred men
in the news print paper department were also thrown out of work.
The day shift in the mill, works eleven hours and the night shift

thirteen hours. Their desire is to have the time shortened to eight

hours and the day divided into three shifts. The men have no
grievance in regard to their pay.

In "The Canada Lumberman" of May 1st, an article regarding
the quantity of lumber which could be shipped upon a single car

contained an item regarding a shipment of 43,916 feet of yellow pine
flooring which had been shipped by The Harwood Lumber Company,
Cleveland, Ohio. By a typographical error this shipment was credit-

ed to The Hardwood Lumber Company of Cleveland, Ohio. This
large shipment still holds the record of all which have been reported
to "The Canada Lumberman."

Norwegian Lumber and Pulp Markets

The Department of Trade and Commerce in a recent weekly
report called attention to the changes which are taking place in the

lumber industry of Norway. "In earlier years," the report says, "it

was something unheard of that Norway should import lumber. On
the contrary lumber has been one of Norway's most important ex-

ports ; but now it is otherwise. The wood pulp mills increase in

number every year, and the demand for raw material consequently
also increases considerably, so that the Norwegian forests can no
longer furnish the necessary raw material for all these mills.

"The forests could, at least for some years yet, stand such an
increased cutting of lumber, but they would thereby be spoiled for

all future time. The result is that the lumber prices are at present

so high that it does not pay for Norwegian mills to take their supply
from Norwegian forest owners.

"The imports of lumber into Norway really commenced in 1908,

when 12.800 cubic metres were brought in; but since 1909 they have
gone rapidly up, as will be seen from the following figures:

—

From Finland and Russian Baltic ports there were imported:

—

In 1909 • 172,590 cubic metres
" 1910 • 294,530
" 1911 556,510

At the same time there was imported from Sweden:

—

In 1909 151,820 cubic metres
" 1910 178,784
" 1911 222,370

"In all there were thus in 1911 imported 778,880 cubic metres of

lumber to a value of about two and one-half million dollars."

Referring to the paper and wood pulp trade the Trade and Com-
merce reports quote from a trade paper called "Farmand" as follows:

"It appears that considerable quantities of mechanical wood
pulp have been sold during February on five-year contracts at a

parity of about Kr. 35.00=$9.33, or a little more net f.o.b. Swedish
West Coast. The sellers have been north of Sweden and some west
of Sweden mills. We hear also of a sale from Norway of a fair sized

prompt parcel at Kr. 36.00=$9.60 net f.o.b.

The Norwegian makers, who are fairly equally situated with
regard to cost of production, and who do not wish to take long con-
tracts at these prices, look upon it as rather an advantage than other-

wise that the mills which have made the above mentioned sales have
placed the whole or the greater part of their productions, as they
think that the market is now more likely to harden in the course of

the year.

"The situation in the market for mechanical pulp is certainly

puzzling, but there are some facts which should not be overlooked.
"In periods of high prices, such as were current in 1908, the

idea gets abroad that a pulp mill must necessarily yield an immense
profit, and many people who have no experience whatever in the
pulp trade start mills, while the existing mills are also enlarged.
The inevitable result is over-production, with falling prices.

"As long as the over-production lasts, makers are compelled to

accept the best price they can obtain without regard to the cost of

production. Logs have continued to advance in price, not only in

Norway but also in Sweden, since the new mills were started, as a

consequence of the increased consumption, and the pulp industry
must stagnate until the demand has again overtaken the supply, there
being now no inducement to start new mills."

The Richelieu Lumber Company have returned from their tem-
porary offices at 52 St. James street, Montreal, to a suite of offices

in the Dominion Express Building.

The Rat Portage Lumber Company, Winnipeg, Man., report
that a large amount of building is being started in Winnipeg and
neighboring districts and that the prospects for a big volume of
business are excellent. They also report that market conditions
have improved during the spring months.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company have moved their executive
office and New York show rooms from the old quarters at 100 Wil-
liam St., where they were located for the past fifteen years, to the
new twelve-storey "H. W. Johns-Manville Building," Madison Ave.
and 41st Street, New York. The company are well-known to readers
of the Canada Lumberman as manufacturers of asbestos, magnesia
and electrical supplies.

Robert Neville Limited has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $200,000 to carry on business as lumber merchant and man-
ufacturer and dealer in timber, wood products, &c, to build and
operate mills and to generate light, heat and power necessary for
such business. The head office is at Outremont and the incorporators
are W. W. Dunlop, Robt. Neville, Jr., of Outremont, and W. Thomas
Wilkinson, of Montreal, Que.
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United States Pulp Wood Consumption
An Increase of 23 per cent. Reported During 1910 — New York State
Leads in Consumption of Imported Spruce Wood Pulp Imports Decreased

The total consumption of pulp wood in the United States by
the 272 mills reporting in 1910 was 4,094,306 cords, which represents
an increase of 92,699 cords, or 2.3 per cent, over the quantity used
by the 253 mills reporting in 1909, and an increase of 131,646 cords,
or 3.3 per cent, over the quantity used' by the 258 mills reporting
in 1907. As compared with the quantity used by the 251 mills which
reported in 1908, a year of business depression, the increase was
747,353 cords, or 22.3 per cent. Of the wood used for pulp in 1910,
about one-fourth was furnished by Canada and the remainder was
grown in the United States. The average consumption of wood per
mill was 15,053 cords in 1910, compared with 15,817 cords in 1909

Consumption, by Kinds of Wood
Table 1 gives the quantity of wood used for pulp as reported in

each of the past four years, by kinds of wood. The decreased con-
sumption shown in 1908 is due to the unfavorable business conditions
prevailing in that year.

Although twenty kinds of wood were used in the manufacture
of pulp, two of these, spruce and hemlock, formed over 70 per cent
of the total quantity reported. The heaviest demand has always
fallen upon domestic spruce on account of its abundance and excel-
lent pulping qualities, but the proportion which this wood forms of
the total has been steadily decreasing. Spruce, domestic and import-
ed, constituted 58 per cent, of all pulpwood consumed in 1910 com-
pared with 60.5 per cent, in 1909, 64.5 per cent, in 1908, and 68.2
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The quantity of imported spruce used in 1910

902,407 cords, was 134,075 cords greater than that in 1908, while it
was 3,168 cords less than the quantity in 1907. Hemlock though
used to a greater extent in 1910 than in any previous year, shows
little change in relative importance, the proportion which it formed
of all pulp wood consumed being approximately 14 per cent in every
year except 1908, when it was 17 per cent.

Poplar, of which 361,076 cords were consumed in 1910, has ranked
third in importance as a pulp wood for several years. The quantity
used m 1910 was greater than that reported for any year except 1907
Imported poplar shows a rapid rate of increase, the gain since 1909m consumption being 77 per cent. About one-eighth of the poplar
used asjjulp wood in 1910 was imported, as compared with approxi-
mately / per cent, in 1909 and 1908 and about 5 per cent, in 1907.

The woods other than spruce, hemlock, and poplar are at present
of minor importance, as compared with the three leading woods in
the industry, but as a result of the constantly increasing demand
for paper, and the consequent heavy drain upon the most accessible
sources of supply for spruce and hemlock, as well as some other
economic causes, there is a tendency to use other species as far as
practicable.

The use of balsam fir as a pulp wood appears from the figures to
have increased materially during the past few years, the reported
consumption of this wood forming 1.1 per cent, of the total of all
woods in 1907, and 3.2 per cent, of that of 1910. In view of the fact
however, that the practice in New England of mixing this wood
with spruce and reporting it as such is somewhat less common than
in former years, it is probable that the percentage of balsam fir in the
total of all woods used has not changed materially during the four-
year period covered by the report.

Under the head "All other species" are comprised chestnut
maple, gum, and Douglas fir, and also, in smaller quantities bass-
wood, tamarack, elm, birch, ash, walnut, cucumber, and cherry'
Woods of this class are sometimes used as a filler in connection with
standard pulp woods, and are likewise used experimentally The
slight increase in the consumption of slabs and other mill waste a
class of pulp material which appears to be used principally by the
smaller mills, indicates a closer utilization of material.

Consumption, by States

The number of pulp mills in the United States in 1910 shows an
increase of 19 over the number in 1909. The gain in the number of
plants was most marked in New York and Wisconsin. In the major-
ity of the states there has been little change in this respect from year
to year, and in two, Ohio and West Virginia, the number of mills has
remained the same throughout the period shown.

The leading states in the consumption of pulp wood are New
York and Maine, which together use nearly one-half of all the wood
required annually for the manufacture of pulp in the United States
Wisconsin, New Hampshire, and Pennsylvania follow in the order
named. Of these five states, all except Wisconsin consumed more
wood in 1910 than in the preceding year. In the latter state there

was a decrease of about 52,000 cords of wood in spile of the fact that
five more mills were reported in operation. Decreases in the con-
sumption of pulp wood, ranging between 1,000 and 17,000 cords oc-
curred in Ohio, Minnesota, Massachusetts, -Virginia, Vermont, 'and
West Virginia, and increases, ranging between 4,000 and 7,500 cords
in Michigan, North Carolina, and Oregon.

During 1910 the mills in New York state consumed 956,916 cords
of wood as pulp material, which was 23.4 per cent, of the total con-
sumption in the United States. This was an increase of 35,000 cords
over the quantity reported in 1909, but nearly 34,000 cords less than
that reported in 1907. About 45 per cent, of the pulp wood con-
sumed in this state during 1910 was imported. The consumption in
Maine during the same year was 917,029 cords, or 22.4 per cent of
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cords 1,1 exces« of that consumed in 1909, but about
^,000 cords less than the reported consumption in 1907. Less than
one-fifth of the pulp wood used in Maine during 1910 was imported
I he state third in rank was Wisconsin, with 523,924 cords or 12 8
per cent, of the total. Almost the entire amount used in this' state in

10 was domestic wood. In New Hampshire, which ranked fourth
4-^,A51 cords, or 10.4 per cent, of the total, were consumed in 1910
J his quantity, more than one-half of which was imported, was less
by about 5,000 cords than that used in 1907. Pennsylvania was the
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the/ than those mentioned, which consumed more than
300,000 cords of pulp wood in 1910. The combined consumption of
these five states was 3,143,961 cords in 1910, or 76.8 per cent of the
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tal q"antity of PuIP P™d»ced in 1910, 2,533,976 tons ofAUOU pounds each, exceeded that produced in 1909 by 42,570 tons or
}' Pf cent

-> DU* ]t was less than the quantity produced in 1907' by
13,903 tons, or 0.5 per cent., despite the fact that over 3 per centmore wood was used in 1910 than in 1907.

The quantity of pulp secured per cord of wood varies in the dif-
ferent states and in the same state in different years according to
the kind and quality of wood used and the process of manufacture
In the majority of the states shown separately, an increase in the
quantity of pulp produced in 1910, as compared with 1909 accom-
panied an increase in the quantity of wood used or decreases oc-
curred in both items, while in some, like Massachusetts, Vermont
and Virginia, a greater quantity of pulp was produced from a smaller
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W°° In ° reg°n more wood was used in 1910 than in

ly09, but less pulp was produced.
The average yield per cord of pulp wood, without distinction as

to kind ot wood or process used, was 1,238 pounds in 1907. The yield
of pulp per cord of wood is approximately 2,000 pounds by the
mechanical or ground-wood process, and about 1,000 pounds by the
sulphite, soda, and sulphate processes.

Canadian spruce and poplar were, with the exception of a smallamount of basswood, the only woods imported in 1910, spruce supply-
ing over 95 per cent, of all the material imported in that year. Pulpwood was brought from Canada into every state touching the inter-
national line from Maine to Minnesota, but New York, New Hamp-
shire, and Maine used by far the largest quantities of wood from this
source. Massachusetts is the only state which does not lie on thenorthern boundary that used imported wood in 1910.

Of the spruce imported in 1910, New York used more than anyother state, over one-half of its supply of spruce being imported.New \ork was also the leading state in the consumption of imported
poplar. Of the total quantity of wood consumed in this statedomestic spruce constituted 38,6 per cent., and imported spruce 41 9
Per cent., while hemlock, balsam fir, and domestic poplar each formed
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domestic spruce, reporting more than one-third
ol the total, about the same proportion as in 1909. when the Quantityused was nearly 52,000 cords greater. In 191o' this woodTrmed
54.6 pei cent, of all wood consumed in Maine, while imported spruceand domestic poplar formed 17.8 and 14.2 per cent./ respect velyMore domestic poplar was used in Maine than in any other stateBalsam fir, as well as slab wood and other mill waste, were used inmuch larger quantities in this state in 1910 than in 1909

Wisconsin reported nearly one-half of the hemlock used for pulpm the United States in 1910. This wood constituted 58.2 per cent
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of the total quantity of wood consumed in the state, and domestic
spruce 34.5 per cent.

Of the wood used for pulp in New Hampshire, 92.3 per cent, was
spruce and of this more than one-half was imported.

All the beech reported was consumed in Pennsylvania, while the

use of white fir (abies concolor) was confined to Oregon and Cali-

fornia. A large quantity of chestnut used in North Carolina is in-

cluded under the head of "All other species." The prinicpal woods
included under this read for Pennsylvania are maple and gum.

Consumption, by Process of Manufacture

Of the wood used in the manufacture of pulp in 1910, 54.9 per
cent, was reduced by the sulphite process, 28.8 per cent, by the mech-
anical process, and 16 per cent, by the soda process, while the per-

centage reduced by the sulphate process, for which detailed statistics

are given for the first time, was only 0.2. As compared with 1909,

increases are shown in the proportions reduced by the sulphite and
soda processes and decreases in the proportions reduced by the

mechanical process and the relatively unimportant sulphate process.

Hemlock and balsam fir are the only woods for which the mechanical
process was more extensively used in 1910 than in 1909.

Of the domestic spruce consumed in 1910, 49.9 per cent, was re-

duced by the mechanical process and 49.8 per cent, by the sulphite

process, the amounts reduced by the other processes being negligible.

Somewhat less than two-thirds of the imported spruce was reduced
by the sulphite process and all the remainder by the mechanical pro-

cess. For 94 per cent, of the hemlock the sulphite process was em-
ployed, while 96.1 per cent, of the poplar was reduced by the soda
process.

In the reduction of balsam fir, white fir, and slabs and other mill

waste, the sulphite process was the principal method used. For
cottonwood the mechanical process was more extensively employed
than any other.

The total quantity of pulp imported into the United States dur-
ing the fiscal year ending June 30, 1910, was 423,721 tons, while for

the year ending June 30, 1911, the quantity was 550,898 tons. In
both years more than one-half of the quantity imported was ground
pulp. The imports were principally from Canada, Germany, Sweden,
and Norway. The exports of wood pulp are very small and have
been decreasing for several years. In the fiscal year 1910 only about
9,000 tons were exported.

Poles Purchased in United States During* 1910

The total number of poles purchased in the United States dur-
ing 1910 was 3,870,694. Although this is the largest total ever
recorded, it is only 131,954 greater than in 1909. The increase re-

ported for 1909 over 1908 was much greater, amounting to 489,586
poles.

The demand for wooden poles, now amounting to nearly 4,000,-

000 annually, is supplied principally from three different sections

of the United States, the northern white cedar region of the Lake
states, the chestnut region of the eastern portion of the United
States, and the western red cedar region of the Northwest, in-

cluding Idaho, Washington, and Oregon. Southern white cedar,

or juniper, is found mainly in North Carolina, Virginia, and New
Jersey. At present the largest part of the cedar used is cut in the
Lake states, but the indications are that the Northwest will be
called upon to supply a constantly increasing proportion.

The qualities most desired in a pole timber are durability,

strength, lightness, straightness, and a surface which will take climb-
ing irons easily. The various species of cedar combine these qual-

ities in a high degree.

Next to cedar, chestnut, oak, and pine were the leading woods
drawn upon. The demand for these four species grows greater
each year. Over 80 per cent, of all poles reported were of cedar
or chestnut, cedar alone supplying nearly 63 per cent, of the total.

The number of cedar poles increased slowly during the last few
years up to 1909, but shows a slight decrease in 1910. The use of

chestnut poles fell off considerably from 1907 to 1908, but since the

latter date has again increased.

The number of oak poles purchased shows a heavy increase
throughout the period covered by the table, the number purchased
in 1910 being more than three times that reported in 1907. Var-
ious species of oak are utilized in different parts of the country,
the more durable varieties of the white-oak group being preferred.

The number of pine poles has shown a slight increase for each year
except 1908. Several species of southern yellow pine are used to

considerable extent, principally in the Southern states. In the West
another species, the western yellow pine, is reported. The latter is

seldom used for poles without preservative treatment.
The number of cypress poles purchased seems to be falling off,

the number reported for 1910 being only about three-fourths as great
as in 1907. The use of Douglas fir in the Northwest is growing
rapidly. Over 56,000 Douglas-fir poles were reported in 1910, as

compared with about half this number in 1909 and less than 16,000
in 1907.

The telephone and telegraph companies, which are the principal

consumers of poles, reporting 73.2 per cent, of the total number used,
purchased 84,195 fewer poles in 1910 than in 1909. The electric rail-

road and electric light and power companies, on the other hand,
purchased 105,678 more poles than in 1909, while the steam-railroad
companies purchased 110,471 more poles than in the preceding year.

More than one-half of the poles purchased are from 20 to 30
feet long, this being the length most commonly used by telegraph
and telephone companies. About one-fifth are from 30 to 40 feet in

length and one-twentieth from 40 to 50 feet. Only about 1 per cent,

of the poles purchased exceed 50 feet in length. Cedar was the pre-
ferred wood for all lengths.

The increase from 1909 to 1910 in the total number of poles pur-
chased was 3.5 per cent. The largest increase for any of the several
classes was that for poles over 50 feet in length, 23.5 per cent., and
the next largest that for poles from 40 to 50 feet in length, 16.9 per
cent. A slight decrease is reported for poles from 20 to 30 feet long.

The great waste occasioned by the rapid decay of woods when in

contact with the soil is very apparent in the case of poles. For a
number of years past experiments have been carried on by private
parties and by the United States Forest Service with a view to

finding and perfecting methods of preventing such decay, and it may
be stated that it is possible, through the proper application of certain
preservatives, to increase the life of a pole from 50 to 100 per cent.

The practice has proven a success economically. Not only does it

lengthen the life of the pole, but it makes possible the utilization

of many cheap local woods which without preservative treatment
would be valueless for the purpose, thus reducing the cost of poles
and transportation charges. The economy of the process has been
so well established that as it becomes generally understood the
percentage of treated poles reported in the United States will no
doubt rapidly increase and the methods used become more effective

each year. The preservatives most commonly used are creosote oil,

a solution of zinc chloride, and various proprietary preparations,
usually antiseptic oils of low volatility.

Veneer Consumption in the United States

The total quantity of wood used by the 563 United States veneer
manufacturing establishments reporting in 1910 amounted to 477,-

479,000 feet, log scale, which was about 10 per cent, more than the
consumption in 1909.

The widening range of uses for veneer largely accounts for the
increased production. Formerly veneer making was confined to a
few hardwoods selected for beauty of grain and used as an exterior
finish for high-grade furniture and cabinet work. With the improve-
ment of veneer machinery and methods of drying there has developed
a large demand for veneers cut from cheap woods and used for pack-
ing boxes, berry cups, fruit baskets, veneer barrels, drawer bottoms,
filling in three-ply lumber, glass backing, and novelties, such as but-
ter dishes, wooden plates, and fancy confectionery packages.

On account of the constantly increasing price of hardwood lum-
ber used for making furniture, fixtures, and cabinets, built-up lum-
ber, which is usually made of three-ply veneer, is being extensively
substituted. For manufacturing this built-up material, it is possible
to use woods which heretofore have been but rarely used, owing to

their tendency to twist and warp when sawed into lumber.

The principal methods of manufacture are rotary cutting, slicing,

and sawing. The first named is the method most extensively used,
and by it the cheap veneers are cut. Although the highest grade
veneers are made by sawing, veneers made by the slicing and rotary
processes are more extensively used than the sawed product, as they
can be manufactured less expensively.

Out of the 18 principal domestic woods used in the manufacture
of veneer a consumption in excess of 10,000,000 feet each was reported
for 11 in 1910 and for 10 for each of the three previous years. The
aggregate consumption of the 11 species exceeding this figure in 1910
represented 90.2 per cent, of all wood consumed.

In 1910, as in the three previous years, red gum was much more
widely used for veneer than any other wood, and in each of the four
years constituted approximately 30 per cent, of all wood used. The
large increase in consumption over other woods is explained by the
fact that it is considered an ideal wood for the rotary machine and
that the stumpage is more easily obtained than that of any other
wood, except yellow pine. The tendency of red gum to check and
warp when used as lumber is overcome by converting it into veneer.
It cuts well, especially in the rotary process, and with improved driers
is easily kiln dried. Furthermore, for the manufacture of built-up
lumber red gum is especially adaptable because it takes glue readily
and because it can be used as either face wood or filler. More than
two-thirds of the total increase in the amount of wood used for
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veneers in 1910 over the amount used in 1909 is due to the greater
use of red gum.

Next to red gum, yellow pine is the most important wood in
respect to the quantity used in the manufacture of veneer it stood
second in 1910, 1909, and 1908, while in 1907 it stood third, cotton-
wood occupying the second place. The consumption of yellow pine
in 1910 was less than in 1909 or 1908. The. importance of yellow
pine and Cottonwood in the manufacture of veneers is explained by
the extensive demand for cheap veneer products. Yellow pine is
used for fruit and vegetahle packages, white Cottonwood is con-
verted into trunk boxes, veneer and cases, drawer bottoms, and
mirror backing.

Wood Distillation

In 1910 the quantity of wood used for distillation by the 147 estab-
lishments reporting in the United States was 1,450,439 cords, which
represents an increase of 14.6 per cent, over the quantity used in
1909 by the same number of establishments and an increase of 13 1

per cent, over the quantity used in 1907 by the 131 establishments
reporting in that year. In 1908 the number of establishments was
the same as in 1907, but owing to unfavorable business conditions
the consumption of wood was nearly one-fourth less. Of the wood
consumed in 1910, the hardwoods constituted 86.7 per cent., which
is somewhat less than the corresponding proportions in the three
earlier years shown.

The principal hardwoods used for distillation are beech, birch,
and maple, and the destructive process is most commonly employed.'
Charcoal, crude wood alcohol, and gray acetate of lime are the lead-
ing products. Usually a cord of wood furnishes from 45 to 52
bushels of charcoal and distillates yielding from 7 to 10 gallons of
wood alcohol and from 130 to 200 pounds of acetate of lime.

Softwood Distillation

In softwood distillation the southern pines are the most im-
portant woods. Longleaf pine forms the bulk of the wood consumed
in this branch of the industry, although shortleaf pine and Cuban
pine are used to some extent. The other coniferous woods used are
Norway pine and Douglas fir, the former being reported from the
Lake states and the latter from Oregon.

Of the softwoods consumed in distillation in 1910, body wood
constituted about one-half; sawdust, slabs, and other mill waste ap-
proximately one-fourth; and limbs, stumps, etc., the remainder.

In the distillation of softwoods both the destructive and steam
processes are used. The principal products secured by the former
process are turpentine, tar, and charcoal; and by the latter, turpen-
tine and heavy oils. Owing to the difference in the resinous con-
tent of pine wood, the yield per cord of the several products varies
greatly.

Tight Cooperage Production in United States
The production of tight cooperage stock in the United States

in 1910, as reported by 418 establishments, amounted to 355,660,000
staves and 26,073,754 sets of heading. Reports were received from 373
establishments in 1907, 406 in 1908, and 533 in 1909. The total
output of the staves reported in 1910 was 6.2 per cent, less than in
1909 and 7.7 per cent, less than in 1907, while it was greater than
the output reported for 1908 by 3 per cent.

Sawed staves, of which 304,060,000 were reported, formed 85.5
per cent, of the total stave production in 1910, a smaller proportion
than in either of the preceding years, while the proportion of bucked
and split staves showed an increase over 1909 and 1908, such staves
forming 6 per cent, of the total in 1910. The reported production of
bucked and split staves in 1909 was only exceeded by that of 1907.
The steady decrease in the production of hewed staves since 1907 is
noteworthy. There is much waste in the manufacture of this class
of stock, f ligh-grade white oak is required, and supplies of this wood
in requisite quantity are constantly becoming more difficult to secure.
I lie result is a tendency toward methods of manufacture less waste-
ful than hewing. In 1910 hewed staves formed only 1.4 per cent, of
the total as compared with 1.7 per cent, in 1909, 2.3 per cent, in
1908, and 3.3 per cent, in 1907. The decrease in the manufacture of
hewed staves is very marked in each class.

The quantity of heading reported in 1910, namely, 26,073,754 sets,
was only 1,619,240 sets below the heavy production recorded in 1907,'

and was only one-fourth larger than the totals reported in 1908 and
in 1909. The increase of sawed heading in 1910 over 1909 was nearly
4,607,000 sets, or 23.3 per cent., and the corresponding increase in
beer and ale heading was nearly 776,000 sets, or 81.2 per cent.

The production of tight cooperage stock is greatest in a group
of Southern states bordering the Ohio River and the lower "Mis-
sissippi. It is in this region that oak stumpage, the principal raw
material, is most available.

Sawed staves formed nearly seven-eights of the total of all staves

produced, and the states which led in total stave production led as
well in the production of sawed staves.

Owing to the fact that the entire supply of white oak is in the
United States and that no substitute wood of equal value has been
discovered, practically the entire western hemisphere depends upon
the United States for its supply of high-grade tight cooperage stock.
Of the sawed staves reported in 1910, 68.6 per cent, were of white
oak and 10.7 per cent, of red oak. The two kinds of oak together
furnished 241,164,000 staves, or about 6,500,000 less than in 1909.
I he relative proportion of oak staves, however, was greater in 1910
than in 1909, when these two varieties of oak furnished only 72.6 per
cent, of the sawed staves.

Sawed heading formed 93.4 per cent, of the total quantity of
heading produced in 1910, which is a slightly smaller proportion than
in the preceding year. The production of sawed heading is cen-
tered in the states of the lower Mississippi region.

White-oak heading formed 69.9 per cent, of the total quantity
of sawed heading produced in 1910 and 1908, and 59.3 per cent, in
1909. Red-oak heading, which in 1910 represented 10.8 per cent, of
all sawed heading, forms each year a constantly decreasing propor-
tion of the sawed heading made.

Slack Cooperage Stock in United States
The output of slack staves reported in the United States during

1910 decreased from 2,029,548,000 to 1,460,878,000, or 28 per cent. ; that
of heading, from 140,234,000 sets to 97,037,000 sets, or 30.8 per cent

;and that of hoops, from 375,793,000 to 295,712,000, or 21.3 per cent.'
These figures also constitute a decrease as compared with 1908. These
decreases no doubt represent to a considerable extent an actual fall-
ing off in the industry occasioned largely by the increasing use of
veneer barrels in place of slack barrels, and the consequent decrease
in the demand for slack stock.

A large majority of the manufacturers specialize in making one
of the parts of which a barrel or cask is composed. Thus one estab-
lishment will manufacture staves, another heading, and another
hoops. A few establishments make two of these parts, but rarely
are all three produced by the same concern. Cooperage stock is
manufactured according to standard sizes, the same establishment
often utilizing a number of different kinds of wood. In consequence,
the staves, heading, and hoops of the same barrel are frequently made
of different kinds of wood from widely separated localities.

The quantity of staves, heading, and hoops produced gives but
an indefinite idea of the amount of raw material required in the
cooperage industry. It is generally conceded that more waste re-
sults in the making of cooperage stock than in the manufacture of
any other forest product. Allowing for this large waste, it is esti-
mated that the drain on the forests in 1910 for slack cooperage stock
was over 192,561,000 cubic feet, or 2,310,732,000 board feet. Staves
and heading are, however, largely made from grades of timber ordi-
nary left behind by the lumbermen, such as cut-offs, short lengths,
and small timbers, so that the industry results in an economy of
timber by largely utilizing material of " low grade, much of which
would otherwise be left to decay in the woods.

The largest production of staves reported for any year was for
1909, when the number was 38.9 per cent, greater than in 1910, 30.3
per cent, greater than in 1908, and 72.6 per cent, greater than in 1907.
A comparison of the number of sets of heading produced during the
same years shows somewhat similar results. The number in 1909
was 44.5 per cent, greater than in 1910, 13.2 per cent, greater than in
1908, and 32.2 per cent, greater than in 1907. The production of
hoops was more irregular than that of either staves or heading. The
largest production was in 1907 and the smallest in 1910. The num-
ber produced in the year last named was 21.3 per cent, less than in
1909. 12.1 per cent, less than in 1908, and 39.7 per cent, less than
in 1907.

The four leading woods from which heading was sawed in each
of the several years mentioned were pine, beech, maple, and red
gum. These four woods combined furnished 61.3 per cent, of all
the heading produced in 1910.

Nearly 96 per cent, of the sawed hoops produced in 1910 were
made of elm. The proportion has been about the same in each of
the four years under discussion, indicating that no satisfactory sub-
stitute for elm has been found among any of the cheaper woods.
The increasing use of wire and metal hoops on slack barrels ex-
plains in part the decrease in production of wooden hooos since
1 on 7

A prominent firm of retail lumber dealers in Alberta report that
the great amount of United States lumber delivered to the Canadian
market during the last six months of 1911 so demoralized Canadian
mill conditions as to have made the lumber trade bad. When one
added to this the effects of an eight months' coal strike, the result-
ing conditions was one of which the less said the better. Thev
find, however, that the prospects for 1912 are exceedingly good



The Retail Dealer and His Problems
R. A. Rastall and Go.'s Toronto Yard—The Value of Salesmanship

New Toronto Retail Firm at an Old Stand
R. A. Rastall & Co., is the name of a new firm of lumber deal-

ers in Toronto, who have been conducting; a good business since the
beginning of the present year, and who, if ordinary signs are to be
trusted, will continue to do so for many years to come. The busi-
ness itself is not a new one, as on the same site, on Queen street
east near Rape avenue, Martin McKee & Sons were selling lumber
at retail for about thirty-rive years previous. Mr. McKee however
considered that he had been long enough in the business and that it

was time for him to step out and enjoy life more leisurely, at the
same time providing an opportunity for some younger man to go
into business for himself. Everyone in the Eastern section of Tor-
onto, located over the Don River, has known of the business of
Martin McKee & Sons for years back. It was a pioneer business
to a large extent and had much to do with the great expanse which
has taken place in that section of the city.

Of late years this growth has been most remarkable and it bids
fair in the future to continue even at a greater rate. This at least
is the conviction of those who are connected in a business way with
its growth and of these the new firm of R. A. Rastall & Co. is one
of the most active. The firm consists of Mr. R. A. Rastall, and Mr.

R. A. Rastall. Toronto, and his staff.

W. Iioake. Mr. Uoake is well known as a retail lumberman in Tor-
onto where lie conducts a most successful business in retail lumber
at the corner of Brunswick avenue and Bridgeman street. When the
firm of Martin McKee & Son was about to wind up its operations
Mr. Boake persuaded Mr. Rastall to join him and take over the busi-
ness. It is now being conducted by Mr. Rastall and his son Regi-
nald who occupies the position of accountant. Mr. Stanley Xixon
is order clerk. The firm carries about 1,500,000 feet of stock of
various kinds and does an extensive business not only in retail lum-
bering but in manufacturing the various planing mill products which
are so much in demand in a rapidly growing urban section. Inter-
ior finish, such as flooring, sash and doors, mantels, etc., are manu-
factured in large quantities.

Mr. Rastall, although still a young man has had wide exper-
ience in the lumber business. He was brought up on the farm and
at an early age joined the firm of Mickle, Dyment & Son as tally
boy. After occupying this position for a few years he went to the
company's office at Goderich where he remained for fourteen years.
Subsequent to this he was for eleven years in charge of the com-
pany's extensive business at Brantford, Out. This position he oc-
cupied for eleven years and left it last December in order to go into
business for himself at Toronto.

Mr. Rastall while in Brantford was one of its most highly re-
spected and progressive citizens. The people of Brantford took so
kindly to his business ability that for five years he occupied the
honorable position of member of the city council. During the con-
cluding year of his service in the council he occupied the position
of mayor. It is the custom in Brantford, when a mayor filled the

position with credit and satisfaction to the citizens, that he should
be given a second term and Mr. Rastall was in line for this honor
when he decided to leave Brantford and take up his residence in
Toronto. The people of Brantford will miss his advice and counsel,
but the people of Toronto will certainly be benefitted by his pres-
ence among them.

Mr. Rastall has not allowed any time to elapse before becom-
ing thoroughly acquainted with his new business and deciding to
make a number of important improvements. One of these which has
already been put under way is the installation of a fan blower sys-
tem for the collection of sawdust and shavings from the various
machines in the planing mill. Mr. Rastall has already let a contract
for this work and the equipment will be installed in the near future.
Alterations in the way of improving the roads in the yard alleys
and erecting more commodious accommodation for the storage of
stock, are now under consideration, and Mr. Rastall expects in the
near future to have a yard and plant which will be second to none
in the Eastern section of Toronto. One of the accompanying illus-
trations shows Mr. Rastall, his son Reginald and Mr. Stanley Nixon
at the door of their office.

Value of Salesmanship in the Retail Lumber Yard
By H. M. Yaw

Salesmanship—when we hear this term used we are quite apt
to think of it as referring to some undefinable, indescribable attribute
of an individual who calls around and after tactfully eliminating
every opposition advanced against his proposition, induces a purchase.

Let us consider as to how great an extent this qualification of
lus—and of every one of us to a greater or less extent—enters into
the every day transactions of a business man. The merchant em-
ploys it in disposing of his wares—the doctor, the lawyer and other
professional men in offering their services for public benefit—the
employee in proffering his services to the employer. In fact it is
difficult to bring to mind any attitude assumed in regard to a matter
of business where this element does not enter into it to a large degree.

A Salesman's Qualifications

Certainly so important a factor ought to be subject to analysis-
Let us see if it isn't. To illustrate, let us refer to some call which
may have been made upon you by a salesman : When he stepped into
your office, you admit that he was little, if any, short of bem<y the
personification of affability and enthusiasm; that he had a definite
purpose in mind, a real desire to serve was easily discernible He
manifested an individuality. You were willing to grant him sufficient-
ly of your time to learn who he was and what his business mightbe—in other words he succeeded in gaining your attention. In stat-
ing his business, he made early reference to some quality or pro-
perty possessed by his wares and he so stated it that you recognized
it as being rather out of the ordinary and perhaps as possessing ex-
ceptional merit. Your interest was aroused. Perhaps by emphasiz-
ing this particular attribute of his wares, beside which he may have
ottered other inducements, your desire was created. By further
demonstrating the benefits which would accrue by reason of you
handling his line he compelled action—you signed the order.We see, then, that he proceeded along defined lines. His know-
ledge of both his goods and of human nature was organized—he
gained your attention, aroused your interest, created a desire, brought
about action. &

Retailers Also Need Them
You say, perhaps, that as a retail lumberman, these four steps

do not apply in sales which you make. The only exception which
might be granted is in the supplying of the needs of an established
customer with whom the process has already been evolved They
do apply m every sale made to a new customer. The first two stepsmay have been established in the mind of the customer before yousaw him. Perhaps he may have seen some of your advertising which
had attracted his attention and aroused his desire. Accordingly hecame to your yard—you showed him desirable stock—explained tohim its particular adaptability for the use for which it was required
His desire prompted him to action and he bought. Every such sale
that is made follows closely along these lines.

As retail lumbermen, "you are perhaps more deeply interested
in salesmanship from the standpoint of what may be termed busi-
ness building or the gaining of permanent, profitable customers
^ oil have just sold a new customer; was the transaction consum-mated in such a manner that he will return to your yard when next
he is in need of building material? Did the sale net you a profit?
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These are the all important points to be considered for no business
can be perpetuated without both. Jt is these which determine be-
tween a balance in the bank or a notice of Sheriff's sale on the office

door.

How to Make Permanent Customers
What then are some of the qualifications for the making- of per-

manent customers? The most important requisite is a thorough
knowledge of one's business. Knowledge is power. It gives confi-
dence. Confidence in ourselves begets confidence in our customers.
Through a thorough understanding of the requirements of customers,
there are instances when, without lessening the profitableness of a
sale, a very considerable saving may be made for a customer. When
explained to him in this light, additional confidence is gained and a
permanent customer is acquired whose wagging tongue will ever be
an advertisement from which substantial returns will be realized.

Enthusiasm is another factor—belief in oneself—in one's busi-
ness—in the fact that a genuine service is being done.

We sometimes hear, although not frequently nowadays, the
statements made that "business is business," that "Business is a
coldblooded proposition." Such statements are made only by those
of the old school of business and the fact remains that friendship—
sentiment if you wish to term it so—enters extensively into business
building and he who does not reckon with it wisely is overlooking
an opportunity to make permanent patrons. Other things being
equal, we prefer to deal with those who worship the same God—who
belong to the same club, whose political inclinations are alike or
whose interests are in common in any line of endeavor. It has been
said: To have friends, be one. True friendship is born of a desire to
serve.

It matters little how many people we may induce to come to our
places of business or by what methods they have been induced to do
so, if an interest is not manifested in their affairs—if satisfactory
service is not rendered, we may not expect to gain permanent, profit-
able customers.

_

Business is the production and distribution of the world's wealth.
This is human service and he who serves best, sells best and builds
most soundly.

The Value of a Good Plant and Adequate Stock
By E. W. Brown

I believe in a good plant and equipment for various reasons-
first, it is more economical and there is less waste; second, you are
able to give better satisfaction to your customers, and get better
results from your men ; and third, it' is your best advertisement.

It is more economical and there is less waste where you have a
good plant and sheds, because, in the first place,- there is less depreci-
ation m warping, twisting, checking, etc., and your material goes
to the customer in much better shape, and in the second place, where
you have ample shed capacity you can keep much better tab on your
stock, thus enabling you to order more intelligently and eliminating,
to a certain extent, the probability of over-stocking or accumulating
undesirable or slow-selling stock. Besides, when you have good
sheds, you can arrange to pile your stock in order and where it is
so piled, it is easier to work off short lengths and other undesirable
stock. Further, where your shed facilities are ample, you can have
a place for each kind and grade of lumber you handle, thus reducing
the cost of handling from the car to the shed, and from the shed to
your trade. The same thing applies to your yard where you handle
the common lumber, dimension, timbers, etc. If your yard is roomy
and the different stocks are piled in rotation you can back up to the
different piles to load and unload and in this way you can, in most
cases, dispense with the services of one man, or in other words, one
man can load and unload, where if your alleys are not wide enough
so that you can back up to the piles, it takes one man to hand

&
it

down from the piles, while another loads in on the wagon.
It is more economical to have a good equipment because there

is less cost in the up-keep, you don't have any breakdowns, you can
haul larger loads and handle more material in a given time. Besides,
I find that if you furnish a man with a good outfit he takes pride in
keeping it up and that he has it in shape to do any kind of work at
any time.

Can Give Better Satisfaction

If you have good buildings and equipment you are able to give
better satisfaction to your trade. We all know that the most par-
ticular things we have to handle are tippers and mill work, and that
if we are not fixed to take care of them properly there is a large de-
preciation. If you have ample sheds and facilities you can keep your
finish lumber, etc., bright, clean and straight and it certainly pleases
your customers to have it come to them in this way and the same
grade of finish handled in this way will give entire satisfaction, where
if it is sent out dusty and dirty and with the grain raised, it will
probably be returned. Besides, if you have the facilities you can
store the special mill work you may order and deliver it to the job

as it is required and this is a great accommodation to the contractors
and builders. Besides, where you have a good outfit, good sheds
and a good complete stock well taken care of, you take more interest
in it, you feel proud of it and are able to make a more convincing
talk as to the advantage to be derived from buying of you, and you
are proud to refer to jobs you have sold. Your entire force gain con-
fidence in your stock, take an added interest in the business and gen-
erally become more efficient.

Advertising a Necessity
I believe that all retail lumbermen are agreed that advertising

is a necessity and I think there is nothing that advertises a business
so well as good sheds, office and equipment, a neat, well arranged,
well taken care of yard and a complete stock of good lumber. If
you have a large shed and enclosed yard, people going by cannot
help but notice it and if you have a conspicuous sign, they will re-
member you when they wish to place an order. I think there is

nothing that attracts the attention of more people than does a good
team and outfit and when we consider that our teams are in all parts
of the town almost every day, we must recognize what a good oppor-
tunity there is for good advertising in having the right kind of team
and outfit. My experience is that most prospective purchasers visit
the different yards in the town before placing their order and you
certainly have the advantage where you are able to show them a
complete stock of lumber well taken care of in a modern shed. If,

when you build your office, you take pains to select good material
in the different woods you carry and have them finished up nicely
and in different ways and you are able to show prospective purchasers
that you have the stock on hand and how it looks after being finished,
it aids you materially in making sales. Especially is this true when
you are located in a community that has been accustomed to a differ-
ent kind of material, of different patterns than you are introducing
or making a specialty of.

Stock Should be Complete
I believe in carrying a complete stock of all kinds of material

ordinarily used by the trade in the territory where you are located,
because if people learn that they can send to your yard and get any
ordinary material at any time, they will become accustomed to send-
ing their orders to you for anything that they may require and will
not be looking to catalog houses or to manufacturers who sell direct
to the trade for their supplies. I know that it requires a larger in-
vestment in stock, but my experience is that by being able to supply
your trade, you will sell lots of building material that would other-
wise be shipped in by the consumer. This applies especially where
you are located in a mining territory, as most mills consider smelters,
mines, etc., legitimate trade for wholesalers.

These are some of the reasons why I consider it a good invest-
ment to have good buildings and equipment and an adequate stock,
when you are located permanently in an established town.

Things the Retailer Should Know
It is not entirely wise to wholly avoid claims, as there are many

reasons why claims should come up; some of them not legitimate
from a manufacturers' view-point, but absolutely so from the view-
point of the party "initiating" them, says the Pioneer Western
Lumberman. You will notice that I use the work "initiating" rather
than "making," because the party who starts a claim on its road is
seldom the one who presents it to the shipper.

A claim is often started by a zealous yard foreman, anxious to
impress his employers with his zeal for the interest of the business,
and often by an ambitious man under the foreman, who is anxious
to bring himself into better notice, and is wise enough to select, as
a ladder by which to climb into the "lime light," something which
will not cost the yard anything, but the record of which will carry
his name and insure his being consulted in the further consideration
of the subject. Or, it is started by some employee who has been
negligent in the care of the shipment after it has arrived, whereby
the material has become wet, sun-tanned or roughly handled, split
or defaced, and the blame can be laid on the shipper with less in-
convenience than to shoulder it himself. And claims of this char-
acter there is no means of avoiding. It becomes a question of how
best to deal with them, and in dealing with such claims, the shipper
needs the honest co-operation of the consignee, and full answers to
necessary questions the shipper may propound in his efforts to de-
termine whether or not the fault is at his mill or if it occurred after
shipment was made.

An Example
To illustrate: We recently ordered a new set of grates for the

furnace heating our office, and a week later our colored porter asked
that we demand new grates, as those received were "entirely burned
out, and no good"—which was true so far as being burned out was
concerned; but an investigation developed that the porter was run-
ning a "pressing club" as a side line, and would fill the furnace with
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coal so as to be sure it would last until he could go to look after

his "pressing club," and had left the ashes to pile up under the
grates, so no cold air could get to them, which burned them out.

Needless to say, no claim was made, except on the porter's time for

better attention to the furnace.

Legitimate Claims

Now, as to how to avoid legitimate claims. The easiest answer
is, leave no legitimate grounds for such claims. It is right and
proper that the customer should accept in any grade shipped him
the defects naturally in the material, and allowed by the grading
rules to be put in that grade, but the shipper should see to it that
negligent methods do not add to the natural defects; that lumber is

not black and unsightly ; that in dressing it is not torn around knots
and curly places, and that it is milled true to gauge; that it is

loaded in or on cars so that it will stand the shocks and jars of
transportation without being split or defaced. It should be loaded
Mat, with the edges of no piece lapped up on the next adjoining board,
to be split later by the weight on the unsupported centre of its

width ; and material like base and casing should be loaded in the
top of the car, and not have much weight piled upon it. If the sur-
face of the load becomes uneven by reason of loading different thick-
nesses of lumber, it should be stripped across to give an even surface
for a new start with four or five strips, so too much weight will

not come upon any strip to mar the lumber under it.

Watch Your Tally

Be careful of your tally in self-defence. Lumber should be tal-

lied in the car, not on the truck, because if tallied on the trucks it

does not always get into the right car; but, in tally ing in the car,
the tally man can only count what is actually found if he tallies it

in its place in the car. Then make each tally man use different
colored crayon, marking each piece of dimension boards or strips,

and the end of each bundle of bundled stuff with it ; counting as he
marks, and keeping all cars checked up as fast as items, or even
truck loads of items, are put in the car (so far as possible), and not
interfere with the loading. Then the tally man can step back and
look his work over. If he has counted anything twice, two marks
of his color of crayon will appear on it; if he has not counted it,

it is not marked at all, and either condition can be located because
it is different. Then let the check tally man do the same. This
method does away with the check tally man taking the first tally
man's count of any item, as he must mark it, and as each has differ-

ent colored crayons, failure to count and mark either will show for
itself. 1 believe, too, each tally man should have his own tally
card, and that the tally card should never be tacked on' the car, as
it tends to make the first tally set down accepted bv the second
tally man if there is a difference in the Count, and the record is not
as complete.

You must grade your lumber by the rules, and dress it to
the standards provided ; and the pocket rule is the cause of much
mismanufacture, because if it is not held straight across the widtli
or thickness, it will not measure either correctly. Better take a
small piece of soft steel and have slots milled into it \

l/2 inches
deep for each thickness dressed, and measure thicknesses with that
gauge; and if it goes on too easily, the stuff is too thin; if it will
not go on, it is too thick—and you can determine this when it is

too dark to see the figures on a rule. A gauge for width can be made
in the same way, but out of thinner material ; and one of each such
gauges should hang behind every machine, and the rule should
never be used to determine thicknss or width after such gauges
are provided.

Good Grader a Great Help
A good head grader is a splendid help in avoiding claims; be

sure you have one, and then tell him how you want the stuff put
up, and then let him go from grader to grader all over the plant
continuously and keep each one grading a uniform grade. And do
not let any one else talk on this subject except to talk to the head
grader, and the head grader talk to the other graders; then when
the association inspector comes around, let him and your head grader
correct any errors that are being made.

Now, if you have done all this, and have kept a clear record by
your tally man of whether each item was "dry," "medium" or "green"
or "rain wet" as it went into the car, you are in a position to pre-
sent to the customer your record of the shipment ; and I have found
that a resume of such a record has been the means, when consecu-
tively presented, of many claims being withdrawn. But if they are
not withdrawn, and you wish to test the reliability of your record,
ask an association inspection to establish that your record is cor-
rect, even though you should allow the claim afterwards (which it

is sometimes wise to do, to show the customer, whose nerves may be
irritated by being put in the wrong by your record being more clear,
concise and consecutive than anything he is able to offer), it will
help to avoid claims with him on future shipments.

If you are sure your goods are right in quality, finish and quan-

tity, you can, with a confidence that will be impressive, present your
records and your proof so as to convince a customer that you know
of your own knowledge what was shipped; and unless he has abso-
lute proof of a just claim, he will not contend against you a second
time.

Don't Regard Minor Claims

Now, finally, I do not regard claims of a certain class—those
for small amounts on account of a few pieces of No. 1 dimension
looking bad to the retailer, and which he claims was No. 2, because
it is not as good as some he gets from Soft, Mark & Co.—as any-
thing but an indication that your grading is in a healthy condition.
Certainly if a man was shipping for me, and I never heard any of
these grumbly claims, 1 would not keep him as a shipper, because
1 would know he was giving more than value received. But serious
claims, those that break up happy trade relations, can be best avoided
by the policy outlined above.

The best guide to learn the actual condition of your shipments
as to grading and manufacture is not the report of your shipping
clerk, and often it is not your own conclusions, but it is the un-
biased report of the association inspector, who visits your mill with
no other interest than to find conditions as they actually are, and
to report them as they actually are found by him; and if he is able
to report you as 95 per cent, correct on grade, you will be able
to avoid all serious claims.

Prices in the Spring

In the first rush of trade in the spring there is a natural inclin-
ation to forget that the prices made at this time will have a strong
tendency to govern the prices during the rest of the year, says C. H.
Ketridge in the Mississippi Valley Lumberman. On a mixed "jag"
of lumber sold to a farmer now he will remember the prices quoted
him for the several items for the balance of the season and if per-
chance the dealer will be forced to raise his prices during the sum-
mer he will lie pretty apt to be reminded by that farmer when he
comes again in the fall, of the prices he paid for the same stuff in
the spring. Carpenters, too, will come in now and want to know if

there is any difference in the price of material from what it was last
fall. And the hunger for business prompts the dealer to "shade"
a little on some of the items he may happen to want in order to en-
courage him to get started on his spring work. And whatever the
prjees quoted him lie will expect to the same right along afterward
and resent the raising of them on him should there be an advance
in the market to the dealer.

A bill sold at this time in a farming neighborhood determines
the scale of cost for such buildings in that locality for some time to
come, for sooner or later every one of the farmer's neighbors will
be made acquainted with the details of the cost and the kind and
quality of the materials in it, and from what yard they were bought.
Such things as these soon become common property among the
farmers, and it is for this reason that retailers dread so much the
shipping in by a farmer of a bill he has bought from a mail order
dealer.

It is not so much the loss of such a sale that the local dealer
cares for, as it is the adverse effect it is sure to have on those of his
customers who will later on know all about what has been paid for
it. It is this sort of publicity that we don't want, because we know
of its detrimental tendencies to the business of the local yards.

A good many dealers scout at the idea that advertising in the
local paper will benefit them. They won't recognize the potency
at all. But let a bill be shipped from outside parties, or a load of
lumber be hauled into the place that has been bought in the next
town, and it will start his excitement at once, for he fears the ad-
vertising it will produce against his interests. When a dealer sells
a bill it is generally supposed by the people who learn of it that the
purchaser bought it of him because his was the lowest figures. That
is the prominent idea which prevails in the minds of the public in
such cases. People don't think of any of the other considerations
which may have entered into the causes of the sale that perhaps
determined it regardless of the lower figures which may have been
offered.

A Bad Way to Start

The prevalent idea with most dealers is that by selling the
spring bills at low figures it will serve them as a good advertise-
ment for the rest of the year. Of course, there is a chance of the
market prices going down and in such a case their anticipations may
be realized. As a rule, however, it is not good policy to start in
the spring by cutting prices, for it is bound to react before the year's
business is closed. I realize, though, from my memory of actual
experience along this line, that it is one thing to talk of what ought
to be done and quite another thing to do it, and besides there is the
added danger of the government's "big stick" in preventing any ap-
proach to an agreement on prices among lumbermen. So it would
be futile in me to advise the getting together of competing dealers
for this purpose. But there is no law, neither can there ever be one
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enacted, to prevent dealers from being on friendly terms with each
other. Being friendly there is nothing to debar them from dis-

cussing the best methods and the cost of doing business in the town
where they are, and when both have arrived at a definite knowledge
of this important thing the chances are greatly in favor of their

being governed by its application in their subsequent figuring on
bills that are on the market. They can be of the same mind, also,

relative to the percentage of profit above the cost that they ought
to have. There is no need in agreeing to get it, but if they are good
business men, with an ordinary amount of common sense, and friend-

ly with each other, it logically follows that they will conduct their
business on a paying basis.

You will, no doubt, readily see that the significant part of all

this is the being friendly with each other to the extent of being will-

ing to join in studying the business problems that are of equal
interest and common to both.

The general ignorance that prevails among business men regard-
ing what it costs them to run their business is largely responsible
for the unwise and ruinous competition which prevails in many places.
And in the majority of cases, too, it is needless. Take, for instance,
the beginning of business this spring. There is no need of slashing
prices to sell lumber to people who have made up their minds to
build, unless in cases where the parties are figuring with the mail
order people. The general public knows little about whether lum-
ber prices are high or low. If you quote the average man a price
$5 below cost he won't know whether it is or not. The probability
is he will think it high enough and that you are not foolish enough
to sell without a profit.

Prices Always Have Been High

From the time the first sawed lumber was ofifered for sale up
to the present the prices of lumber always have been high, in the
opinion of the general public, and they always will be regarded as
such as long as lumber is used for the wants of man. This attitude
of mind which the public holds towards the lumber dealer is largely
his own fault. He always has assumed the defensive in his ways
with people. He asks the favor of their trade, so that they in turn
have come to consider that they are doing him a favor in trading
with him, and therefore he is under obligation to them for their
patronage. The time has come when the retailer in every line of
business must change his attitude in this respect. He must educate
his trade to understand better the relations between the merchant
and his customer, that instead of a favor being granted by the pur-
chaser it is an exchange of values between them, and for the patron-
age given him the merchant requites the customer by the service of
delivery and credit given him. For all of this the retail merchant is

justly entitled to a fair compensation for his services and his invest-
ment of capital with all its attendant risks.

The old subservient, cringing attitude of retailers in the past is

giving way slowly before the more intelligent understanding of the
true nature of business that is characterizing the modern, up-to-date
merchant, and it is time that the lumber dealers cease their apologetic
attitude with the public and their immediate relations with custo-
mers, and stand squarely against the assumption that their position
in the economic system is a "necessary evil."

I have seen enough of the world to know that unless an indi-
vidual puts a high appraisal upon his attainments and ability no
one else is likely to do so, and that the public, in the great majority
of cases, takes one at his own valuation. This holds true with the
retail lumberman in his business relations with the public. If he
don't do anything toward asserting the true facts about the busi-
ness he is engaged in people will naturally accept as truth what is

said about him.

The Industry Must Be Set Right

The lumber industry is in need of being set right with the pub-
lic, but it will never be done except through the individual and col-
lective efforts of the lumbermen themselves. From this one the
retailer will have cause to give his attention to some essential things
affecting his business, other than that of the buying and selling of
lumber and collecting for it. The volume of public opinion is" set
against him, and it is necessary for his business salvation that he
set about it to carry on a definite and persistent system of educating
the public to a true understanding of his position and economic value
in the social order of things. And, let me tell you, my lumbermen
friends, this campaign of education rests largely upon the efforts of
the retailers Outside of the large cities. Their enemies are central-
ized in the large centres of trade and defence must be made by the
country retailers. They must get together and hang together, or
they are in danger of hanging separately.

1 have often thought in considering this matter that the basic-
cause and the beginning of this prejudice against the retail lumber-
man was the prevailing idea among the general public that the mar-
gin of profit that the retail dealer got was unreasonable and unjust
to the consumer. I have rarely known a man engaged in other

lines of business even but what was possessed with the same idea,
and this was strengthened, too, from the fact that numerous failures
were common among other classes of business men, but the lumber-
man seemed to be immune from bankruptcy. No other reason .could
be adduced than that they were getting a bigger profit out of their
business than any other class of retailers, and so this belief has gone
on and grown in the public mind until there lias developed a pre-
judice that is unreasonable because of the existence of a total ignor-
ance of the nature and fads of the retail lumber business. 1 con-
fess that this always was a source of concern and worry to me while
I was running a country lumber yard. I had it thrown up to me
so often, and in various ways, by all classes of people, that it got
on my nerves and I often felt that as 1 "had the name 1 might as
well have the game." We expect something of the kind from a
farmer because his training is along different lines, but we naturally
suppose that a brother business man would know better.

Showed the Banker

I call to mind an instance when one of our bankers was talking
to me about his building a good residence, for which the bill for ma-
terial would amount to $3,000. I remember his saying he wanted,
of course, to buy it at home, but that we fellows' asked such big
profits on our lumber that he was thinking of sending for an esti-
mate to a friend of his who was in the wholesale lumber business.
I saw that he meant it and knowing he was a fairly liberal sort of
fellow I asked him to come over to the office in the evening and I

would show him just what margin I would be making on his bill if

I sold it. lie did so and I showed him without reserve the amount
of the gross profit in the estimate. I saw in an instant that it was
so different from what his preconceived belief of it was, that he was
inclined to be a little suspicious that I was holding something back.
On my convincing him to the contrary he was perfectly willing to
concede that the profit was no more than what a business man was
entitled to on a sale of that amount and he cheerfully gave me the
bill to till, lie afterwards told me of his great surprise in ascertain-
ing the facts as I showed him, but that he had got his opinion of
the profits of the lumber business from the general talk around him
about the lumbermen.

A good deal of this erroneous opinion has been produced by
senselessly cutting down the prices on bills. One dealer will give an
estimate based on a fair profit. The bill is figured on by another
dealer and he cuts it $50. This difference causes the purchaser to
think that he may save some more money by giving another dealer
a chance at it. This fellow, maybe, is so greedy for business tha't he
shaves off another $50. Then perhaps it goe's back to the dealer
who first figured on it, and on learning the cut that has been made
he gets mad and sells it at $110 less than what he had previously
solemnly said were "very low figures." Now is it to be wondered at
that the farmer, ignorant of the lumber business, should think that
the business must be a mighty profitable one to stand such a large
cutting down from the first figures given him? With all this cutting
his common sense will make him believe, too, that he is paying a
good profit to the one who sold it, even though the facts may be that
the dealer is but trading dollars for dollars with him.

A few years ago I bought a hat at a bargain sale in one of
the large city stores. The price was a great reduction from the tag
price on it. And still I fully believed that though I was getting a
bargain I was paying the merchant a fair profit on what it had cost
him. Yet he might have been making a sacrifice for all I knew to
the contrary because of my ignorance of the hat business.

Must Do More Than Talk Back
While I believe that the lumber dealer in a town should be more

aggressive in standing up for his rights and refusing to hear unjust
aspersions cast on his business without giving "back talk" to 'the
parties making them. I think, however, "it would be well also to
adopt the policy of being willing to convince by other means than
talking back. Mere assertion against another assertion is like blow-
ing against the air.

Of course, the public community in which a dealer is doing busi-
ness cannot be educated to change an old opinion in a short time
Such a process requires a good deal of patience, also, as well as
time. He cannot reach every individual man to reason with and
therefore he must depend largely on the educating of the compara-
tively few and their influence will react on the rest, just in the
same way as the prejudice was formed in the first place. I think
before I left the old town where I had run a vard for over twenty
years there were more men in that community and neighborhood
who knew the cost and profits on lumber than 'in any similar place
At least, I though so when I was there. I know I choked off the at-
tempt to start a co-operative yard by getting two or three of the
"bell wethers" together and showing them the inside and the outside
of the business. 1 know my contractors and the leading men in o-en -

eral were willing to pay me my prices, after I had shown them that
they were in error in thinking that my margins were unduly lar^e
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What I did in this respect 1 know others can do if they get in the
same spirit.

There is nothing new under the sun, according to an old and
well authenicated saying, yet now and then something crops up
which bears on its face, if not the stamp of absolute novelty, at
least the merits of the same. Most people would not look for a
phenomenon of this sort in a retail lumber yard, yet it may some-
times be found, even in a most unexpected place, and in a retail
yard it has been shown by an enterprising dealer in a United States
town that a novel idea may be applied with most unexpected re-
sults. The dealer in question, according to the American Lumber-
man, decided to hold a spring opening in his vard. The event
extended over three days and was largely attended not only by
people of the town but by those of the surrounding territory. One
of the three days was devoted specially to the retail dealers in nearby
towns and its effect upon them is illustrated by the experience of
one of the visitors. This retailer who is a believer in expensive adver-
tising in the home papers was specially interested in a series of "home
builders" advertisements inserted by the company in the local news-
paper. The series was run through several weeks and dealt particu-
larly with the value of various building materials handled by the
company. The visiting retailer referring to this said:

"This dealer appears to have seme original ideas, to say the
least, and he puts them into advertising, but this spring opening
was unique and it was a great advertising scheme. During the
week of the opening lie ran his advertisements in a particularly at-

tractive style, commencing each paragraph with large three-line
initial letters, these letters spelling his name. The character of the
stock carried by the company was expressed in the sentence 'We are
more than a lumber yard, we are a department store in building
materials."

"

Over one of the alleys in the yard this dealer had put a plank
floor covered with a tent, in which lie displayed a large number of
exhibits. These exhibits were contributed by the various concerns
who had supplied him with their different lines of material. The
dealers, managers, clerks and stenographers were kept busy taking
orders and receiving money for cash sales for which special induce-
ments were offered. Each visitor was requested to register his name
and address and answer a number of questions which gave the com-
pany valuable information for future use. So successful was this
plan that other dealers who were present decided to adopt it in con-
nection with their own yards.. There is no doubt that this method
of securing the interest of customers is an excellent one and that it

could be developed profitably in practically every locality which is

served by a retail yard.

THE WOODWORKER
Cost-keeping System in Woodworking Plants

By F. R. Morse

Each employee has a number, and must use only one slip for
each job number. In other words, if he works two hours on job No.
600, then works two hours on job Xo. 700, then works balance of
day on Xo. 600, he must turn in two time slips for job No. 600. These
time checks must be made out when each job is finished, not waiting
until the day's work is done, but must be set down at the hour and
minute that he finished working on each job number. These checks

Itemized List

are taken up each morning at 7 o'clock by the timekeeper, figured
up and carried to time cards, then the time checks are taken to the
office, posted to their respective jobs, and filed for further reference.

You will note this time card is for two weeks' pay, and the
timekeeper keeps this on file in his office. On pay-day he totals up
the amount and puts same on card as below.

This card is for twenty-five pays, which will take care of one
year's work. Each pay-day the timekeeper brings this card to the

office and the checks are made out and checked off. It is then re-
turned to the timekeeper until another pay-day. At the end of the
year these cards are filed for future reference.

We keep two draftsmen and make full-sized shop drawings
for all work before it goes to the shop. These drawings are made
and all figures and measurements put on same. Then, when cutting
orders are made out, these figures are checked In- the man that makes

Job N<
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Musi be turned Into the office daily

Paint Slip

out the cutting orders, which makes one check on the measurements.
When the material is brought to the bench to be laid out, we get an-
other check, which eliminates all mistakes, providing the measure-
ments are taken right at the building.

The proper way in any shop is to have one or more men do all
the laying out. In our shop we have two men who do nothing but

Memorandum of Drawings

lay out all the work. We make blueprints for all work. These are
used by each department to machine the work and assemble same
at the benches. Each man knows just what he has to do. He must
follow the details, and he can put out more work than he could if he
only had a pencil sketch. All work is turned out of the shop in much
better shape by having full-sized details to work to.

We furnish each contractor with a set of floor plans, with each
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opening numbered and each room numbered

;
also, one sheet of each

shop drawing, which is numbered. If he should destroy a sheet and
ask for another, we would charge him 35c. for it.

On the details each molding is numbered. Starting with No. 1,

we number each and every frame for its respective opening, also the

sash. When we ship the interior finish we bundle each opening and
mark on the bundle the number of the opening. Such as base and
picture mold and beam ceiling arc bundled and marked for number
of room. The contractor is notified upon receipt of material to check
same from itemized list sent him with bill of lading, and place same
at its respective openings and room. By following these instructions
it saves trouble in completing a building. Right here I wish to say
that it is necessary to have an up-to-date shipping clerk, as he must

OIL CITY WOOD WORKING MANUFACTURING CO.
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Shipping Clerk's List

look after assembling the material as per his list, and check same off.

These lists are in duplicate. When the shipping clerk makes
shipment he checks off the items and brings list to office for an
itemized list to be made according to the items he has checked off,

the list is filed for future reference.

The foreman in the paint shop fills out paint slips for all paints
he uses each day, and returns same to office each day.

As fast as the details are made there is a copy of each detail

sent to the contractors, with memorandum, to be signed and returned.
These are in duplicate. The duplicate is filed, and upon return of

memorandum with contractor's signature, the same is filed.

In the drafting room they have a card system of keeping track
of all drawings, also of all classes of work, which has been improved
from time to time. At this time will not take up drafting room
system.

The itemized lists are in duplicate. With each shipment there
is an itemized list sent with the bill of lading to the contractor,
with a request that he check off each and every bundle, also re-

questing him to see that each bundle is put to its respective open-
ing. When placed in the building this eliminates all trouble.

If there should be an apron 2 in. short for opening No. 343,
the contractor reports one apron 2 in. short, mold No. 21, open-
ing No. 343. Upon receipt of same we have everything on file,

and in five minutes it can be billed off and into work.
Sometimes the carpenters will make a mistake in cutting, and

the mill man has to take the blame. No one but a mill man knows
how these troubles happen, but, just the same, they happen, and
the mill man must take the blame and make same good.

A system is practical—an education. It is practical to make
a success. It is education to the management, estimators and em-
ployees. Men get accustomed to the system, letters, etc. Each

Time Card

man has his place, knows there is a tab being kept on his work, how
much he does, and that he will have to do the best there is in him.

This puts every man on a level. He realizes his labor is his cap-

ital, and he will educate it to its highest efficiency. If he can earn

money for his employer he is earning money for himselr, and is

assured of a steady job.

"An estimator is entitled to know." It may be that some mill

men unconsciously misunderstand the function of" the estimator.

The estimator is not intended merely to get business, but primar-

ily to protect the mill from loss. There undoubtedly are estimators
who think their chief function is to land the bills, although they are
all careful to endeavor in doing so not to lose money. They are
pretty well informed by experience, and their employers, as to how
much lumber costs and how much labor costs, as well as the
probable waste, but this is not enough. The most effective esti-

mator is the one who lands less business, but makes the business
he gets cover cost of material, milling and all overhead expense.
This is more valuable to the mill than the man who, through in-

complete knowledge of extreme enthusiasm, lands bills that pay a
profit on the face, but are in fact a loss.

There is only one way the estimator can know, and that is to
be told. He is entitled to full information, not only for his own
justification, but that he may be in fact as well as in theory a pro-
tection to his employer. Therefore he must have privilege to all

cost-keeping and all data that is available. The estimator is an
important part of the proposition, and certainly everything that
increases his accuracy increases his value.

One of the main reasons for not getting a profit from the mill

is the underestimating or entirely ignoring of overhead expense. If

figured at all, usually it is put at about one-half the actual amount.
In order to get a proper conception of this item, we should take
salary of proprietors, bookkeepers, estimators, stenographers, super-
intendent, foremen, timekeeper, cost of machinery repairs/, tools
and belting, grease, repairing wagons, expense of teams, fuel, in-

surance and non-productive labor. In fact, it is a very hard matter
to enumerate all the large and small expenses connected with a plan-
ing mill. With this system, however, at the end of each month or
year you know to a cent what your overhead expense is, and you
will be very much surprised at the result. At first you will hardly
believe the figures, as they will be much larger than you anticipated.

Cost-keeping has for its main object the determination of the
efficiency of men. An efficient system tells you daily what each
workman or gang of men have accomplished. The system also re-

duces cost, increases production, and is the means of introducing
machines to do work hitherto done by hand. A cost system also
tells you who are your good men and who are your lazy ones. It

shows whom to discharge and whom tq promote. It tells you whose
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wages are too high and whose wages are not high enough. An ade-
quate staff of loyal men is one of the best assets that a factory can
have ; it is impossible to run any factory with a lot of disgruntled
employees.

How many manufacturers appreciate the immense power and
advantages derived, in these days of keen competition, from an
accurate knowledge of cost? There is certainly no information
placed before them that is more important than an accurate compu-
tation of the cost of manufacturing each separate article. Only by
this means can they safely quote a sales price that will at the same
time secure the fixed profit. A perfect system of cost, carried out
to the letter, is the only absolutely safe guide in tendering contracts.

To secure a profitable contract, a manufacturer whose goods have
a reputation for excellence, must draw up his tender on an abso-
lute basis of accurate facts and figures, brought up to date, and
not one by approximate figures. He should be in position to ascer-
tain the actual cost of production of any article manufactured, and
to check the cost of production on such articles, by a comparison
with previous cost.

It is of great importance that manufacturers in every line (and
this applies especially to the retail wood-working business) should
consider the question of an adequate and efficient system most ser-

iously. As soon as they do this there will be no such demoralization
of planing mill detail work as there is to-day.

If your competitor is in a position to produce goods cheaper
than you, it behooves you to turn the searchlight on each and every
department, studying equipment and men. Here is where the cost
system plays an important part. If every wood-working plant knew
the absolute cost of each piece of goods, it would show where the
profits were to be had, and where the losses were. It would even-
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tually put the whole wood-working business on a better competi-
tion basis, and leave the balance on the right side of the sheet.—The
Wood-Worker.

Filers Finding's

The following pertinent paragraphs are reprinted by the courtesy
of "Simonds Guide for Millmen," which is issued in the interests of

the Simonds Manufacturing Company.
Rust spots on a saw are signs of neglect, and burnt spots are a

sign of abuse.

One can test the metal of saws by running them into spikes,

but that is not the right way to do it. The real test is the amount
of good wood sawing it will do day after day.

The fewer sins the saws commit the lighter the burden for the
planer to carry.

A board thick at one end and thin at the other won't average up
right— it makes too much shavings and not enough lumber.

Remember that the mainstay of a saw tooth is its corners—and
keep them well braced up.

A good sawyer does the least complaining because there is less

to complain about—see?
All the honor is not in the work of the big saws, the little ones

cut wood, too.

Blessed is the filer that maintains a perfect tooth for he shall
save hammer marks and elbow grease.

Sometimes doctoring a hot journal will save hammering a con-
trary saw.

It may be the number of feet going through the mill that makes
the sawyer's tally, but it is the quantity and quality that he gets
from each 1,000 feet of logs that finally makes his reputation—and
is often a deciding factor in the mill's chance for profits.

When the sawyer and filer pull well together the pulling is easier
for both.

The cross-cut filer in the woods may not study the science of
filing like the man in the mills, but he nubs after the knack of making
his saw eat wood and pull light in a way that often delivers the goods.

The saw gummer gets its name from the fact that it is used to
dress down that part of the saw around the base of the teeth tha;
some facetious man might designate as gums. It's an old deriva-
tion, but there are many other things in this world that can give it

odds and beat it.

Safeguarding1 Machinery
By L. D. Burlingame

There have been in the past two general reasons for putting
safeguards on machinery. The one has been to protect the machine
from injury and the other has been to protect the workman. The
protection of the machine has been in the past one of the great
objects sought. For example, in grinding machinery the gearing and
working mechanisms have been more thoroughly guarded than sim-
ilar parts of other tools for the purpose of protecting them from
water and grit. The wheel guard, or hood, was originally provided
rather to prevent the machine from slopping and throwing water and
grit than to protect the workman. Latterly, however, pressure has
been brought to bear through accident insurance companies and em-
ployers' liability and compensation laws, to make it more worth
while financially for the manufacturer to guard the dangerous parts
of machinery than to leave them unprotected. It is perhaps too
much to expect that complete safeguarding will be adopted generally
by manufacturers without compulsion, but such a course would be
far preferable to a delay until compulsory legislation shall enforce
such a procedure.

Safeguarding, furthermore, means expense to the manufacturer
in two directions. There is, first, the direct cost of installing guards,
railings and other safety appliances; there is, second, the added cost
of doing work where the workman is hampered by the safety pro-
visions.

It is much better that the manufacturer of tools should provide
the safeguards than that the user should have to design special guards
for each make of machine that he happens to buy. Some investi-
gation of the claim that safety devices retard production has made
the writer feel that there is less in this argument than is often urged.
Ingenuity, a time study, and special training with proper readjust-
ment of piece work rates, will often not only insure absolute safety,
but even a higher rate of production than at present. A classifica-
tion of safeguarding devices to eliminate features of danger may be
grouped into ten classes.

1. Guards for gears. All running gears within a workman's
reach when standing on the floor should be guarded at least on the
intaking side of the gears.

2. Railing, or boxing for heavy and high speed belts, and for
pulleys which are near the floor. These guards may be either a com-

plete enclosure within boxing, or by railing around them, or by a

combination of railing and wire mesh. Even when the combination
seems unreasonably safe, there is danger of accident from slipping

or falling. An accident has often resulted in this latter case in the

workman being caught between belt and pulley.

3. Protecting set screws. All revolving projecting set screws
should be either guarded or replaced with a style which does not pro-

ject. This projection is most important in places within reach of

the workman, but is also present in overhead shafting where there
are parts requiring oiling or adjustment.

4. Securing overhead parts against falling. Any overhead parts
which may drop on a workman's head below should be so held as to
make this impossible. Traveling cranes, for example, should have a
cradle below them to catch any keys or gears which might work
loose. Sufficient space should also be left between pulleys them-
selves and between hanger and pulleys so that a belt which runs
off cannot become wedged and drag down the countershaft on work-
ers below. Counterweights which ma)' strike a workman in falling

should be boxed or encased in metal tubes. In overhead runways
in foundries which have switches, a safety guard should prevent the
trolley with its load of melted metal being run into an open switch
so that the melted metal can fall.

5. Safety stop for planers. All planers should be provided with
a safety pin to lock the shipper lever so that it cannot be accidentally
displaced.

6. Chains for hoists. Frequent inspection is the only safeguard
here. Some experiments in annealing chain to remove the tendency
to brittleness after service have not been convincing that this can
be depended on as respects ordinary chains not exposed to heat.

7. Fingers and hands between dies and shears. The only fully

safe rule is to forbid hand feeling and compel a mechanical feed,
or the handling of the work with tweezers, pliers, etc.

8. Safety appliances for wood working tools. Band saws can be
fully guarded by a hinged guard covering the upper wheel to catch
the saw if it breaks, and a head guard following the saw down to a
point near the work. A suction draught to carry away chips and
sawdust is also desirable. These help also to keep the floor clear
and less liable to become slippery. Padded leather aprons to be used
with circular, slitting or ripping saws are a protection to the work-
man against the throwing of the block against him if it should catch
in the saw.

9. Cleanliness, light and air. Adequate light not only keeps the
workman in better condition for work but more alert. Noxious fumes
also make him stupid, as well as being a menace to health.

10. Education and instruction to prevent accident. Many acci-
dents occur with new men just starting in. The foreman must ex-
ercise constant watchfulness over men showing a tendency to reck-
lessness.

It is not claimed that these ten headings exhaust the list of
avenues through which accidents occur, but if each shop were in-
spected, taking these items one at a time, a very large reduction in
the number of accidents would follow. Classification and specific
investigation followed by the adoption of thorough means of safe-
guarding, and maintained by periodic inspection to see that provi-
sions which have been adopted remain in use is perhaps, after all, the
most effective combination.

Cost Finding An Investment
By J. L. Maltby

It is not my intention to say very much to you about the theory
or desirability of keeping costs, for much has been said on previous
occasions and I do not think that we need any longer make excuses
for figuring costs.

In the first place I want to impress on your minds that I do know
something of unprofitableness of some cost systems. It has been
my work on several occasions to devise workable systems for plants
where through some means or other they had been oyer-systematized.
On the other hand it has happened to me to be thrown against a
set of records, costing perhaps $1,000 per year to maintain and to be
told that "these are cost records, but they are not right." Money can
be wasted both in spending too much and in spending too little.
Many a well-meant effort has gone astray, because there were not
proper men employed at the outset, or that there was incompetence
in the handling of them.

I wish to address myself to that class of employers who look
upon cost finding as an expense and will try to show that the only
way to look at the subject is from the standpoint of investment. The
first question should be, not how much will this cost me, but what
will I get out of it. Go to this subject just as you would if you were
buying a machine or any other appliance for doing work.' To say
that a knowledge of cost does not help you when making prices,-
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that you are controlled by the state of the market or some other
man's prices, is not answering the question in a way to do you any
lasting good; in fact, if knowledge of your costs were known, some
of you might cease to do business at once in a dignified manner be-

fore being forced out by the sheriff. The'fact that some competitor
through superior advantages of whatever nature may be able to make
a profit, is not a guarantee that you, with some handicap, are mak-
ing a profit.

Many people will spend money for plate glass and mahogany
offices and shrink from the cost of knowing what is going on in the
shop. The greatest care is exercised to know that every nickel is

accounted for by the cashier, and yet after that which is represented
by money is placed in the shops, it is assumed that no further effort

can avail to account for it. Should not the same care for $1,000
worth of material or labor receive the same care as the money itself?

A few days ago the proprietor of a factory asked us, "What shall

we do with all this product if the men work as they do since we have
put on the time system?"

"Fitting costs to a particular business is best put into the hands
of a specialist whose fee, like that of the architect or engineer, would
be balanced against losses almost sure to follow when the parts of
the home-made plans do not fit." One of our clients who boasts of
his 27 years in business, and has therefore "complete knowledge of
it," had to allow that an outsider could show him something about
shop accounting.

I said that I would address my remarks chiefly to the matters
of association costs. What is wanted now is a definite purpose and

a well-defined programme, and in this matter I will give you what
is going on in other industries. Groups of plants are made up by
the secretary of the association and a cost man makes a survey of
the plants in that group, collecting, summarizing, analyzing and ad-
apting the best that can be found in already existing systems. The
members of this group freely contribute of their experience for the
betterment of the whole. Forms are then devised and installed by
the cost man and cared for for a period of months during their in-
stallation. At the end of this time there is in each factory a uniform
method, a set of trained clerks to keep it up, and a proper outline of
the proper method for arriving at the total cost. The value of this
manner of taking up the work is two-fold. First— in giving uniform-
ity in cost finding. Second -in reducing expense per member.

First— Uniformity. The chief difficulty comes from the factory
where only guesswork is used and the expense of cost finding is

avoided. There are at present a number of systematized factories in
Chicago in another industry who are spending still more in order that
their competitor may have occasion to know his own costs and thus
stop ignorant competition, which can never be a permanent benefit
to any community.

Second— Economies of installation. Ik-fore being able to plan
for a long period ahead a systematizer is able to offer the most ad-
vantageous terms for his time. The expense of travelling from point
to point is reduced to a minimum and the purchase of books and
forms, saving up to 30 and 60 per cent. The continued visitation of
an uninterested person will bring into use all the experience insofar
as may be for the good of the whole.

CAMP DEPARTMENT
British Columbia's Important New Forestry Bill

The Forestry Bill recently passed by the Legislature of British
Columbia is one of the most complete and practical that has ever
been devised and enacted into law. Its provisions for the preven-
tion of fire are unusually comprehensive and radical, and are likely
to be used to a large extent as the basis of legislation passed by other
provinces or countries in the future. The fire prevention clauses are
as follows

:

Application to Railways.—The provisions of this part of this Act shall
apply to every railway company and every railway subject to the legislative
jurisdiction of the Legislature of the Province of British Columbia: Pro-
vided always that the provisions of this part of this Act shall be deemed to
be in extension of any existing statutory provisions applying to the railway
companies and railways aforesaid, and not to repeal, abrogate, or derogate
from any such other statutory provisions.

Application to Municipalities.—The provisions of this part of this Act
shall apply to every municipal corporation and shall have force and effect
in and throughout the limits of every municipality within the Province of
British Columbia; Provided always that the provisions of this part of this
Act shall be deemed to be in extension of any existing statutory provisions
applying to municipal corporations and to municipalities, and not to repeal,
abrogate, or derogate from any such other statutory provision or any muni-
cipal by-law passed or made pursuant to any such other statutory provisions.

Close Season.—The period from the first clay of May to the first day of
October in each year shall be known as the close season in respect to the
setting of fire; but when circumstances of unusual danger render it neces-
sary in the public interest, the Lieutenant-Governor in Council may, by
proclamation, extend the said season.

No Fires Allowed Except on Certain Conditions.—During the close sea-
son it shall be unlawful for any person to set out, or cause to be set out,
started, or kindled, any lire in or near any forests or woodlands except for
the purpose of clearing land, cooking, obtaining necessary warmth, or for
some necessary industrial purpose permitted by the Minister, and unless the
obligations and precautions imposed in the following sections shall be ob-
served.

Permits to be Obtained.—During the close season no person, firm, or
corporation shall set out, or cause to be set out, fires in or near slashings
or forest debris, standing or fallen timber, or brush land for the purpose
of burning slashing-,, brush, grass, or other inflammable material, or for
any industrial purpose, without first obtaining a permit therefor: Pro-
vided that no person shall be convicted who shall have set in good faith
and with reasonable care a back-fire for the purpose of stopping the pro-
gress of a fire then actually burning,

Permits for use of Fire—Special Conditions.—The Provincial Forest
Hoard is hereby empowered to issue and may issue permits authorizing the
use of fire for the purposes set forth in the preceding section. Every such
permit shall be subject to every regulation for the time being in force under
this Act, and also to every condition, provision, restriction, and regulation
which in the case of any permit the Provincial Forest Board may deem ne-
cessary or expedient and may incorporate in such permit. Any person ob-
taining or acting under any such permit and contravening or committing any
breach .of any condition, provision, restriction, or regulation incorporated
into such permit by the Provincial Forest Board shall be guilty of an
offence against this Act;

Provided that the Lieutenant-Governor in Council may, by order in
Council, prohibit the issuing of permits, and the setting of fires thereunder,
in any portion of the Province for such period as he may think fit.

Regulations Concerning Campers, Travellers, Etc.—The Provincial For-
est Board is hereby empowered to issue and may issue regulations govern-
ing the use of fire for the purpose of preparing food and affording neces-
sary warmth to travellers, campers, or workmen. Any person contravening
or committing any breach of such regulations shall be guilty of an offence
against this Act.

Precautions in the Case of Burning Substances.—During the close sea-
son every person who throws or drops any burning match, ashes of a pipe,
lighted cigarette or cigar, or any other burning substance, or who blasts
wood with any explosive in any forest or brush land, or at a distance of
less than half a mile therefrom, shall completely extinguish the fire of such
match, ashes of a pipe, or other burning substance before leaving the spot.

The Operation of Railways
Rights-of-Way to be Patrolled by Railway Companies.—When in the

judgment of the Minister there is danger of the setting and spreading of
fires from locomotive engines, the Minister may order any railway company
to provide such patrolmen for the following of trains and the prompt ex-
tinguishing of fires as he may deem necessary. When the Minister has
given any railway company notice to provide such patrol, the said company
shall immediately comply with such instructions throughout the territory
designated; and upon any failure to do so, the Minister may employ patrol-
men with the necessary equipment to patrol the right-of-way of said com-
pany, and the expense of the same shall be charged to said company, and
may be recovered at the suit of the Crown in any Court of competent juris-
diction: Provided that the Minister may appoint officers of the Department
to act as supervisors of railway patrols, and the expense of any such super-
vision shall be chargeable to the company concerned as aforesaid.

Fires to be Fought by Railway Companies.—Any fire burning within two
hundred feet of the right-of-way of any railway company operating within
the jurisdiction of the Province shall be presumed to have been caused by
said company, and all expenses incurred in preventing the spread of and
extinguishing said fire shall be chargeable to and shall be paid by said
company, and said company shall have the right to enter upon any lands ad-
joining its right-of-way for the purpose of extinguishing said fire: Provided
that if it can be proved to the satisfaction of the Provincial Forest Board
that any fire so burning was not caused by the railway company or its em-
ployees, then the company concerned shall be entitled to a refund from
the person responsible for said fire, or from the Crown, of any moneys paid
by it in accordance with this section.

Clearing of New Rights-of-Way.—Xo railway company completing the
construction of any line after the passage of this Act shall operate loco-
motives on said line for passenger or freight traffic until a certificate has
been obtained by said company from the Minister, to certify that the right-
of-way in question has been cleared of inflammable material, in accordance
with this Act. the "Railway Act," and the regulations issued thereunder
by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, and that all debris caused by con-
struction of said line on adjoining landf has been removed and destroyed to
the satisfaction of the Minister.

Railway Construction—For the enforcement of any provisions of the
Railway Act" or any regulations issued thereunder governing the con-

struction of railways in the matter of the prevention of fire, the Ministermay appoint such number of Fire Wardens as he may deem necessary, under
a Chief Warden, to supervise any railway construction.
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The railway company and their contractors shall at any time, upon de-
mand, place at the disposal of said Chief Warden as many of their employees
as he may need for the extinguishing of any fire or the protection from
(ire of any forest or woodland along or adjacent to the line under construc-
tion, and the expense incident to and connected with such appointment of
wardens and protection of the forests from tire shall be debt due to the
Crown from the person or company constructing such railway, payable upon
demand to the Minister, and may be recovered at the suit of the Crown
in any Court of competent jurisdiction.

Railway Companies Subject to Penalty for Negligence— For each and
every case in which a lire i- started by sparks or hot or burning material
from a railway locomotive or carriage, and either begins outside of the
right-of-way or spreads therefrom to the adjoining land, the company which
is operating the railway at the time >hall be liable to a fine not exceeding
one thousand dollar-, to be recovered by summary prosecution before a
Sttpendiary Magistrate or two Justices of the Peace; Provided that it shall
be sufficient defence against any such prosecution if it be shown by the
railway company

—

(a) That the company has used upon the locomotive the best available
modern appliance for the purpose of preventing sparks and burning material
spreading therefrom, and upon the carriage such appliance as the Minister
may have prescribed:

(b) That no negligence conducing to the starting or spreading of the
(ire has been shown by the engineer or fireman of the locomotive or by any
other servant of the company, and that the regulations issued by the Min-
ister and governing the actions of such persons have been obeyed:

(c) That the company has maintained in accordance with the require-
ments of the Minister an efficient staff of lire wardens properly equipped
with all suitable appliances for fighting lire-, and provided with proper and
efficient means of travelling from place to place along the line of railway,
and that said staff has been prompt and diligent in taking all possible
means to prevent the fire from spreading.

General Penalty for Infringement of Act by Railway Companies.— Except
as provided in the preceding section, any railway company committing an
offense again-t the Act. or violating any regulations governing the operation
of railways in the matter of prevention of fire issued by the Minister, shall
be liable, upon summary conviction before a Justice of the Peace, to a
penalty of two hundred dollar- for each offence. It shall not be necessary in
any such action for penalty or damages to prove the name or number of a
locomotive, or the name of the engineer or fireman in charge of the same.

Logging Railways.— Debris alongside the track of any logging railway
or other railway not under charter as a common carrier shall be piled and
burned or otherwise dealt with by the person or company operating such
railway in accordance with the orders of the Minister, and such patrol as
the Minister may deem necessary shall, at the expense of the person or
company aforesaid, be maintained after the passage of any locomotive along
such railway: Provided that, should any such person or company fail when
notified immediately to comply with the provisions of this section, the Min-
ister may by his officers deal with such debris or maintain such patrol,
and the expense of so doing -hall be a debt due to the Crown from the
person or company concerned, and may be recovered at the suit of the
Crown in any Court of competent jurisdiction.

Watchman for Stationary Engines, Etc.—During the close season a
watchman shall be maintained at the point where any stationary or portable
engine is located in or near any forest or woodland for at least two hours
following the time when -aid engine shall have ceased operation, to prevent
the escape of fire therefrom.

(1) Safety Appliances.—During the close season in each year it shall
be unlawful for any person or corporation

—

fa) To use or operate any locomotive, logging engine, portable engine,
traction, or stationary engine using fuel other than oil within a quarter of
a mile of any forest slashings or brush land which is not provided with a
practical and efficient dev ice for arresting sparks, together with an ade-
quate device for preventing the escape of fire or live coals from all ash-
pans and fire-boxes, and which does not comply in every respect with any
regulations for the time being made and in force under and by virtue of the
provisions of this Act:

(b) To operate any river steamboat using fuel other than oil on any
of the rivers or lakes within the Province of British Columbia which is
not provided with a safe and suitable device for the arrest of sparks from
the smokestack thereof, complying in all respects with any regulations for
the time being made and in force under and by virtue of the provisions of
this Act:

(c) To destroy any wood-waste material by lire within any burner or
destructor operated at or near any mill or manufactory, or to operate any
power-producing plant using in connection therewith any smokestack, chim-
ney, or other spark-emitting outlet, without installing and maintaining on
such burner or destroyer or on such smokestack, chimney, or other spark-
emitting outlet a safe and suitable device for arresting sparks, complying
in all respects with any regulations for the time being made and in force
under and by virtue of the provisions of this Act:

(d) Being engaged in the manufacture of lumber or shingles or other
forest products, to destroy wood waste material by burning the same at or
near any mill without properly confining the place of said burning, and
without further safeguarding the surrounding property against danger from
said burning by such additional devices as may be requisite in order to com-
ply in every respect with any regulations for the time being made and in
force under and by virtue of the provisions of this Act.

(2) Fire-Fighting Equipment.—It shall be the duty of every person
or corporation operating any engine referred to in this section to provide
equipment in the way of tools, hose, and other fire-fighting appliances in
accordance with any regulations for the time being made and in force under
and by virtue of the provision of this Act.

(3) Depositing Live Coals.—During the close season no deposit of fire
or live coals shall be made from any locomotive or engine within one-quar-
ter of a mile, of any forest, woodland, or hay land upon any railway right-
of-way outside of yard limits, unless said deposit be immediately extin-
guished.

(4) Any person or corporation committing any breach of any or either

of the provisions of this section of this Act shall be guilty of an offence
against this Act.

(5) Operation of Engine Can be Prohibited.—Upon proof thai any pro-
secution has been instituted under this section by any duly authorized officer
of the Department, any Court of competent jurisdiction shall enjoin the
further use of the locomotive, engine, steamboat, burner, or destructor in
question until the defendant has been acquitted of the charge preferred, un-
less said locomotive, engine, steamboat, burner, or destructor shall have
been equipped with safety appliances to the satisfaction of said officer.

Duty of Engineers.— It shall be the duty of every engineer in charge of
any locomotive, steamboat, or engine upon which safety appliances are re-
quired to be maintained under the preceding section to see that all such
appliances are properly used and supplied. Any person neglecting or re-
fusing to perform or fulfil any duty imposed upon him by this section of
this Act shall be guilty of an offence against this Act.

Disposition of Debris.—The Minister or the Provincial Forest Board shall
have power to declare any inflammable material which endangers life or prop-
erty a public nuisance, and upon receipt of notice to this effect the owner
or occupier of or the person conducting any operations for the cutting and
removal of forest material from the land upon which any such nuisance
exists shall immediately remove or abate such nuisance to the satisfaction of
the Minister or the Provincial Forest Board: Provided that due notice shall
be held to have been given to said owner or occupier when a copy of such
notice has been mailed to him at his last known place of address, and a
copy has been posted in a conspicuous position upon said land. Any per-
son neglecting or refusing to perform and fulfil any duty imposed upon him
by or pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be guilty of an offence
against this Act.

(1) Debris to be Protected by Fire Lines.—When the safety of any forest
or woodland or cut timber is endangered by the debris caused by any lum-
bering or other industrial operations, the Minister or the Provincial For-
est Board may require the person or corporation conducting such opera-
tions, or the owner or occupier of the land on which such debris exists, to
cut down dead trees and stubs within such area, and to establish a safe fire
line around the area or areas covered by such debris. Said fire line to be
cleared of inflammable material and to be of a width and character satis-
factory to the Minister or to the Provincial Forest Board. Any person
neglecting or refusing to perform and fulfil any duty imposed upon him by
or pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be guilty of an offence
against this Act.

i 2) Debris Around Camps, Mines, Mills, and Stationary Engines.—Every
camp, mine, sawmill, portable or stationary engine using any fuel other than
oil and located within a quarter of a mile of any forest or woodland shall,
by the person in charge thereof, have such space surrounding said camp, mine
sawmill, or engine cleared of inflammable material as the Minister or the
Provincial Forest Board may direct. Any person neglecting or refusing to
perform and fulfil any duty imposed upon him by or pursuant to the pro-
visions of this section shall be guilty of an offence against this Act.

(3) Debris from Roads, Right-of-Way, Etc.—Every person, persons, or
corporation clearing right-of-way from any road, trail, telephone telegraph
power, or pipe line, tote-road, ditch, or flume shall pile and burn on'such right-
of-way all refuse, timber, slashings, choppings and brush cut thereon as rapid-
ly as the clearing or cutting progresses and the weather conditions permit, or
at such other times as the Provincial Forest Board may direct, and during
the close season shall obtain .before burning said material, a permit from
said Board. Any person neglecting or refusing to perform and fulfil any
duty imposed upon him by or pursuant to the provisions of this section
shall be guilty of an offence against this Act.

(4) Debris Caused on the Land of Another—No one slashing brush or tim-
ber for the purpose of clearing land, or in the conduct of any lumbering
operation, or in the cutting of any road or right-of-way shall fell or permit
to be felled trees or brush in such a manner that said trees or brush shall
fall and remain on land not owned by the one felling or permitting the
felling of such trees or brush. Any person neglecting or refusing to per-
form and fulfil any duty imposed upon him by or pursuant to the provisions
of this section shall be guilty of an offence against this Act.

(5) Safety Zone Alongside Railway Right-of-Way —Any person who
within two hundred feet of the right-of-way of any railway causes any ac-
cumulation of inflammable debris shall immediately pile and. subject to the
requirements of this Act concerning permits, burn the same. Any person
neglecting or refusing to perform and fulfil any duty imposed upon him
by or pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be guilty of an of-
fence against this Act:

Provided that when, after sufficient notice, any person or persons shall
tail to carry out the requirements of this section to the satisfaction of the
Minister or any officers appointed by him for the purpose of this section
he shall be guilty of an offence against this Act. In addition to any penalty
the Minister may by his officers enter upon the land on which the debris'
dead trees, or stubs in question exist and carry out the requirements of
this section and the orders of the Minister issued thereunder; and the ex-
pense of conducting such work shall be a lien upon the said land or upon
the lease or license under which the timber on :-aid land is held, and suchexpense shall be a debt due to the Crown in right of the Province of Brit-
ish Columbia that may be recovered from the person or corporation who cutthe timber or wood from which the said slashings and debris were made

Forest Protection

(1) Levy for Forest Protection.—There shall be created a fund for the
protection of forests and woodland against fire. From the owner of any
land sought to be classified as timber land under section 25 of the "Taxa-
tion Act' there shall be payable and paid to His Majesty in ri<Wit of the
irovince of British Columbia, on the first day of February in each and
every year, upon demand by the Minister of Lands, an annual tax at the
rate of one cent for each and every acre of such land; and from the holder
of every timber, pulp, or tan-bark lease or special timber license one cent
tor each and every acre comprised in such lease or license

(2) To the amounts thus receivable by the Crown in any year there shall
be added equal amounts from "revenue" as defined in and by the "Revenue
Act, and the total sum thus obtained shall he placed to the credit of a
forest Protection Fund in the books of the Treasury Department of the
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Province of British Columbia, and, upon certification of the Minister of

Lands, the Minister of Finance may make payments out of the said fund.

(3) The Minister, through the Department, by means of said fund shall

maintain and equip a patrol and lire prevention force, the membership whereof

shall consist of such Fire Wardens, constables, and other officials as may
from time to time be fixed and appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor by Or-

der in Council; shall construct necessary trails, look-out stations, telephone

lines, and other permanent improvements; and shall authorize the employ-
ment of such assistance as the Department may require in the controlling

and extinguishing of fires: Provided that the expenses incurred in carrying

out the provisions of this subsection and those of section 26 shall be a

charge upon the Forest Protection Fund:
Provided that if in any year the total amount available by means of

said fund be less than the amount needed for the work required to be done,

then the deficiency so created shall be made by special warrant under direc-

tion of the Lieutenant-Governor in Council, refund of half such deficiency

being made to the Crown in the following year by a suitable pro rata in-

crease in the amount per acre, payable by the persons aforesaid and by the

Crown to the Forest Protection Fund:
Provided also that if any surplus shall at the end of any calendar year

have accumulated in said fund sufficient, in the opinion of the Lieutenant-

Governor in Council, to provide for all expenses in connection with said

fund during the ensuing twelve months, then the Lieutenant-Governor in

Council may, by Order in Council, relieve all persons and the Crown from
making any payment imposed by this section to said fund during the said

period of twelve months, or may authorize the collection, pro rata, of an

amount less than the amount otherwise payable under the provisions of this

section

:

Method of Sharing Cost of Fire Fighting.—When any fire other than a

fire set under permit under the provisions of this Act originates on any
land upon which any operation is being carried on for the cutting or re-

moval of forest material, brush, or debris, the person, persons, or corpora-

tion conducting such operation by themselves or their agents or contractors

shall diligently attend to the controlling and extinguishing of said fire, and
for that purpose shall employ the services of as many of the men em-
ployed by them, up to the total number of such men, as may be necessary,

and shall himself or themselves pay for the services of such men em-
ployed: Provided that if the land in question be certified as Crown-grant
timber land in accordance with the provisions of the "Assessment Act," or

be comprised in any timber, pulp, or tan-bark lease or special license, and
that all charges authorized by this Act in respect of said land and said

operation have been duly paid to the Forest Protection Fund; and

(a) That the provisions of this Act and the regulations of the Minister

in respect to the operation of spark-emitting engines, the disposal of debris,

and the maintenance of patrol and watch men have been complied with;

(b) That proof has been submitted showing that immediate notice of

the fire was dispatched to the nearest Fire Warden by the best available

means of communication;

(c) That proper proof sworn to by the person in charge of said oper-

ation has been submitted showing where the fire started, accompanied by a

tracing from a blue-print showing the lot number and location of the point

where the fire started;

(d) That a receipt has been produced from each man employed for the

amount paid him by the operator for fire-fighting;

(e) That the time-sheet showing the number of hours worked each
day by each man employed in fighting the fire has been produced, and that

both this time-sheet and an itemized statement of the expense of fighting

the fire has been sworn to by the man in charge of said operations;

(f) That one copy of each of the above documents has been mailed to

the Fire Warden, another copy to the Supervisor of Fire Wardens for that

section of the Province, and a third copy to the Minister, within fifteen days
of said fire having been brought under control,

—

then half of the total expense of controlling and extinguishing said fire shall

be borne by the Forest Protection Fund; and the Minister shall pay from
said fund to the person entitled to receive it, or shall receive from said per-
son, such amount as will cause the total expense aforesaid to be equally
divided between the said fund and the person in charge of the said opera-
tion. Any money due to the Forest Protection Fund under the provisions
of this section shall be payable upon demand to the Minister, and in de-
fault of payment shall be a lien on the land or leasehold on which said
fire occurred, and in the case of land included in any special timber license

shall be paid before the next renewal thereof, and may be recovered at the

suit of the Crown in any Court of competent jurisdiction.

Duty of Owners, Operators, Etc.—Any person who wilfully neglects to

do his utmost to prevent the spread of any fire or fires burning on his own
property or on property on which he is conducting any land-clearing or
lumbering operation, or who refuses to place at the disposal of a Fire
Warden, for the purpose of preventing such fire from spreading from said

property, and at his own expense, his services and those of any men em-
ployed by him, shall be guilty of an offence against this Act, and shall

be liable for all expenses incurred by the Department or by another in con-
trolling and extinguishing said fire should it spread beyond the boundaries
of said property, or should it threaten- so to do.

Board to Act on Provincial Forest Reports.—Where from any report
made to the Provincial Forest Board by any member of the patrol and fire-

prevention force it shall appear that there is danger of injury from fire by
reason of any failure, neglect, or refusal to comply with any statutory pro-
vision or any regulation for the prevention of fires, the Provincial Forest
Board may cause to be served upon any person or corporation a notice re-

quiring compliance, within such time as in and by such notice may be fixed

with any Statute, provision, or with any regulation for the prevention of

fires; and any person or corporation upon whom by such notice any duty
shall be imposed, who shall fail or neglect to perform or fulfil such duty
pursuant to the tenor of and within the time fixed in and by such notice,

shall be guilty of an offence against this Act.

Rights of Entry and Egress to Officials of Patrol and Fire Prevention)
Force.—Every person employed in any capacity in connection with the patrol

and fire-prevention force shall have iawful right, while in performance of his

duties in connection with said prevention of lire, to enter into and upon any
lands and premises other than dwelling or other houses.

AND WOODWORKER

The Indian a Good Forest Ranger
Archdeacon Renison's Appeal to the Gevernment to

Employ the Red Men for the Protection of the Forests

At the convention of the Canadian Forestry Association

which was held recently at Ottawa, one of the most interesting ad-

dresses delivered was by Archdeacon Robert J. Renison, who for

many years was in charge of the interests of the Church of England
in Northern Ontario and who has an intimate knowledge of the con-

ditions of the country and of the people who live in it. His re-

marks included a strong appeal on behalf of the Indians of that part

of the country and he urged upon the government the wisdom of

employing them in the work of forest protection. In the course of

his address he criticized the Ontario government on the score of

having sent out men as forest rangers who were not suited for the

work. The reports of this part of his address were unfortunately

distorted and it was made to appear that he had been criticizing

the Forestry Branch of the Department of the Interior. In order

to place the matter in its proper light the following extract from
the address of Archdeacon Renison is reproduced:

"It requires great temerity for a lonely missionary to venture

to address a great national convention such as this. But, after all,

I suppose, even forestry experts may be interested in altruism, and
I hope, on the other hand, that even a missionary may call himself

a Canadian. For the last fifteen years I have lived on the shores

of Hudson Bay, at Moose Fort, and from that central point have
had the privilege of roaming over hundreds and hundreds of miles

in every direction. We have only been discovered, comparatively
speaking, within the last two or three years; and one of the reasons

I have ventured to say a word to-day to this convention is that the

only scenery I have looked upon for fifteen years has been the scen-

ery of the forest. You can start from Moose Factory and travel to

Nitchigan, fifteen miles and see nothing but spruce and poplar and
pine. Up the Albany River for 800 miles you pass a great panorama
of trees. Every one of the mighty rivers that flows down into the

Bay drains a forest country, and these rivers come down over hun-
dreds of mighty cataracts only awaiting the touch of Aladdin's

wand to transform them into electric power.
But I wish to say something of the human equation in this prob-

lem. I have seen something of fires and fire rangers within the last

few years, and I hope that I may be allowed, as an outsider to

say a word. We know that it is only lately that the general public

has become interested in the subject of conservation of our natural

resources. In Northern Ontario—and I speak of that especially

but only as an example of the rest—we have a vast country which
is a perfect labyrinth of rivers and lakes,—a magnificent country.

But the ordinary traveller can hardly venture from one lake to the

other, of course, everything must have a beginning, and I am willing

to believe that the best intentions were at the back of the fire rang-

ing system as it has been carried out thus far. But let me tell you
what I have seen. You know that a fire ranger ought to be a man
who is not afraid to go away from the bank of the river. But I

have seen fire rangers—and I speak as a Canadian—men who did

not know the difference between a frying pan and a paddle, and
who could not tell you the difference between a birch and a spruce.

I used to be a University student at one time, and am sorry I never
had an opportunity in those days to go into the forest. And I do
not think a man should be barred from being a fire ranger simply
because he is a University student. But the fact that he is a student
ought not to be his only qualification. A man may be a post grad-
uate of a University, and yet know little besides his Algebra and
Euclid. I am here on behalf of my good friend the Indian. After
all, the Indians are the original Canadians."

In this connection it is of interest to publish a letter written by
Archdeacon Renison to the Editor of the Canada Lumberman, in

reply to a request for a statement regarding his remarks upon the

subject at Ottawa. Archdeacon Renison writes in part as follows:

—

For the last few years 1 have been deeply interested in the Canadian
Indians and the genuine desire of the Dominion Government to help them
and train them for the new environment of civilization. The ordinary

Canadian has taken for granted that the future of the Indian must be that

of a farmer or mechanic and that he is rapidly disappearing. I took the

census for the Dominion Government over the whole Hudson Bay coun-

try last year and found that the Indians were more numerous than they

were 10 years ago. The great forest lands of North Ontario and the pulp-

wood regions on the banks of the great rivers will offer a home for the
Indian in his natural environment for generations to come.

I have watched with interest the evolution of the idea of Forest con-

servation in North Ontario. I saw the first fire rangers sent out by tht

Ontario Government, mostly University students who were not as a rule

the athletic set. I saw with my own eyes one man get into a canoe with

his face to the steersman. In my address in Ottawa I did say what was
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substantially true— that the Ontario Government were sending out men
to fight fires who dared not leave the river banks for fear of getting lost,
who did not know the difference between a frying pan and a paddle, or be-
tween a birch and a poplar," while on the other hand they ignored the
finest natural genius in the world for this kind of work. The Indian boyknows the forest as the University student knows the bleachers of the
campus. I dont want to elaborate the obvious, but I would also suggest
that the Indians already cover the whole country as hunters. They never
invade their neighbors' grounds. All that would have to be done would
be to appoint really competent white men to organize them and supply the
initiative and vision required.

Interesting- Defiance Machine
The Defiance Machine Works, Defiance, Ohio, manufacture a

number of excellent wood-working machines and one of the most in-
teresting and useful of these is their Xo. 1 Patent Automatic Hub
I timing Machine, an illustration of which is published herewith.

The company claim that this is the largest and most powerful
machine of its class, designed especially for making carriage and
wagon hubs of different sizes and shapes up to 18 in. diameter 18
in. long at the largest, and having a capacity for finishing 600 heavy
hardwood hubs in ten hours, or roughing out 2,500 blocks.

The machine receives the block in its rough state, performs the
roughing, turning, cupping, finishing the ends, cutting beads and
shoulders for bands, making hubs any size or shape complete at
one operation, and the company state that the work is more uni-
form and perfect, and is performed at an immense saving as com-
pared with hand turning.

The frame is composed of iron, a massive casting in one piece
Of neat design and of sufficient weight to stand firm and perform the
heaviest turning without jar or injury to the working parts.

The carriage is built in two parts. The lower half is gibbed and
fitted to the frame in angular ways, with adjustment horizontally
in line with the mandrel by hand-wheel and screw to center the
knives with the turning. The upper table with the roughing and
finishing knives attached at either end is mounted upon and gibbed
to the lower table, and it slides from right to left at right angle with
the mandrel by turning the large hand-wheel to bring either the
roughing or the finishing knives up to the work to be turned

The roughing knife is 18 in. long and it is held in a stand at
the back of the sliding carriage with its cutting edge extending down-
ward, and when in operation removes the surplus material from the
hub block in the form of a veneer or ribbon f-g-in. thick, full length
of hub, at one cut, requiring no adjustment for length or diameter
of block. A gauge governs the depth of cut and the amount of feed.

The patent finishing knives are located at the opposite end of
the carriage from the rougher knife, with their cutting edges ex-
tending upward, consisting of a body knife with cutting edge shaped
to correspond with the style of hub to be turned, and flat knives at
either end for cutting the band seats and cutting off the hub to the
proper length.

The cupping attachment is gibbed to the tail stock and pro-
vided with a gauge to regulate the depth of cut. The shape of
knife governs the style of cup. A special back cupping attachment
can be furnished when so ordered, which attaches to the carriage of
the machine.

A powerful friction clutch, fitted upon a 3-in. steel spindle driven
by an 8-in. belt, communicates power to revolve the hub. The
frictions are engaged or disengaged by a convenient foot treadle.
A single movement of the operator's foot upon the treadle instantly
starts or stops the machine without changing the position of the
operator or shifting the belt. .

The operator has complete control over the machine from the
working side. As the material to be operated upon revolves, the
roughing knife is first presented to its action by turning the large
hand-wheel to the left, reducing the hub block to the proper diam-
eter for finishing knives. By a reverse movement, the roughing
knife retreats, and the finishing knives which shape the hub to the
desired form and length are brought into service. The diameter of
turning is regulated with graduating screws attached to the car-
nage, and when once adjusted for hubs of one diameter no further
adjustment is required, and all hubs will be turned to exact size
and shape at one starting and stopping of the machine.

The countershaft is 2 7/16 in. diameter, 56 in. long; two No.
3 hangers, 28 in. drop; one belt shifting apparatus, complete ; one
driving pulley, 40 in. x 8 in.; tight and loose pulleys, 20 in. x 8 in
speed, 400 rotations per minute.

The friction pulley is 20 in. x 8 in. and its speed is 800 rotations
per minute. Six horse power drives the machine and it occupies a
floor space of 48 in. x 84 in.

Defiance Machine Works' No. 1 Patent Automatic Hub Turning Machine
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WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

Basswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter

cut preferred. Apply Firstbrook Box Co.,

Ltd., Toronto, Ont. 7-tf

Oak Wanted
Five or ten cars 4/4 Plain Red, Ontario

Oak in good shipping condition. Reply Box
475, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 8-11

WANTED—1 million feet 1-in. log run
Black Ash. Name price and point of ship-

ment ; also quantity you have. Reply T.
Sullivan & Co., Buffalo, N.V. 10-12

White and Red Pine ' Wanted
3 in. x 6-in-7-in. IS ft. Tank Stock, also

Quarter Cut White Pine Pump Squares.

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Ont. t.f.

Lumber Wanted
Sap Birch—Basswood 4x4 inches 1st and

2nd. All 10 ft. lengths.

LUCAS E. MOORE,
11 Broadway,

9-12 New York, N.Y.

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

Telephone Poles For Sale
Telephone poles peeled ready for loading.

For p rices, etc., apply P. O. Box No. 213
Almonte, Ont. 9-10

For Sale
To the manufacturers: Birch, Maple, Bass-

wood and Elm in all thicknesses. Send us
your enquiry. The Meaforrl Lumber Company,
Meaford, Ont. 7-20

Long Piling For Sale
200 to 300 red pine piles for sale, 00 feet

long and up to 70 feet. Immediate ship-
ment.

J. SHEPPARD & SON,
10-11 Sorel, Oue.

For Sale
300 M. ft. 2 x 4 and up 6/16 ft. Dry Cull

Spruce. 50 M. ft. 2x4 and up 6/16 ft.

Mill Cull White Pine. Fred T, Smith, Board
of Trade Building, Montreal. 1-tf.

For Sale
SO M. feet 1-in. Basswood shorts, 2 to 5 ft.

One car 1%-in. Soft Maple, log run.
Three cars 1-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.
Two cars lj^-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.
Two cars 2-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.
Two cars 3-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.

GEO. C. GOODFELLOW,
Montreal. Que.

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
One horizontal boiler U x 10 ft. with all

liftings. Also one 50 h.p. saw mill complete.
Both nearly new. Address S. L. 1'urdy, Coe
Hill, Ont. 10-11

For Sale
Sawmill, in good condition, on Burford Lake,

six miles from Wiarton, equipped with 70 H.
P. boiler, 00 H.P. engine, new carriage by Long
Bias., Orillia, Ont., good trimmers and endless
chain attachment for hauling logs out of water
Terms, etc., apply Massey-Harris Com-

pany, Toronto. 4-T.F.

Relaying Rails For Sale
5 miles 50 lb. per yd. with fish plates.
6 miles 05 lb. per yd. with fish plates.
Also 12, 25 and 30 lb. per yard.
New, light rails, all sections, in stock.

JOHN I. GARTSHORE,
8-11 58 Front St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Tug For Sale
Canadian Tug for sale or charter, or will

contract tug and crew for towing. Engine
22 x 24 high pressure. Boiler allowed 140
pounds of steam, equipped with steam stecrer,
tug in good condition. For further informa-
tion, address Box 162, Amherstburg, Ont.

8-10

Machinery For Sale
A Waterous No. 4 Band Saw Mill, with

Carriage Saws, Live Rolls, and complete Fil-
ing Room equipment, also several Good
Woodworking Machines, in splendid condi-
tion.

J. S. FINDLAY,
2-TF Owen Sound, Ont.

For Sale
Sawmill machinery, consisting of one 100

H.P. Engine, one 57 H.P. Engine Four
Boilers, Three Block Carriage, Cunningham
Feed, Nigger, Log Kicker, Gang Edger, Lath
Machines, Pulleys, Shafting, etc. All in good
condition. Address:

Vigars-Shear Lumber Company, Limited,
9-10 Port Arthur, Ont.

Saw Mill For Sale
On Georgian Bay, adjacent to North Shore,

good two-storey circular mill in good run-
ning condition, double edger, trimmers, capa-
city about 12,000 feet per day; plenty timber
available and ready sale for slabs; splendid
opportunity for small millman ; will be sold
cheap as owners have other interests re-
quiring their attention. Box 444, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5-TF

Machinery For Sale
Carver, four spindle, Rohlman.
Cut-off saw, railway.
Dovetailer, Boults.
Engines and boilers.

Jointer, chair seat, Jenkins.
Jointer, 16-in., Clement.
Moulder, 2-side, 6-in. Smith.
Moulder, 3-side, 6-in. Smith.
Moulder, 4-side, 6-in. Houston.
Moulder, 4-side, 9-in. Fay.
Moulder, 4-side, 12-in., Woods, inside.

Mortiser, Smith.
Mortiser, Bit.
Planer, 20-in., Gem.
Planer, 24-in. Cincinnati.
Planer and matcher, 0 in. by 6 in., Berlin.

Resaw, band, American 4S-in. wheel.
Resaw, 42-in., circular.

Ripsaw, band, Berlin, 44-in. wheel.
Ripsaw, circular, self feed, Williamsport.
Sander, 24-in. Perry, power, two drum.
Saw guminer, Rogers.
Saw-mill, band, 03-in. wheel, carriage 18 ft.

Shaper, home made, wood frame, 2 spindle.

Shaper, iron frame, wood table, 2 spindle,

light.
.

Shaper, iron frame, wood table, 2 spindle,

heavy.
Swing saws, five and six feet.

O. L. PACKARD MACHINERY Co.

c Milwaukee, Wis.

Machinery For Sale
One 24-in. Timber Planer; one 15-in.

Heavy McOregorGourlay Matcher; two 12-
in. Cowan Stickers (new) ; one 20-in. Cowan
Double Sui facer; 1 Pipe Bender; 1 Rope
Olive Equipment complete; Dry Kiln Trucks;
Carpenter Benches; Knives, etc.; 1 Door
Cramp; 1 Veneer Press; 1 Sash Sticker;
2 Grand Rapids 4-bit Sash Pulley Borer; 1
hoot Power Mitre Machine; 1 D.C. 25 h.p.

Generator, 250 v.; 1 D.C. 15 h.p. Motor,
250 v. Apply Gold Medal Furniture Mfg.
Co., Ltd., Toronto, Out. 10-11.

Whitney Saw Mill For Sale
We offer the Whitney mill at $25,000 as it

stands. This mill is equipped with good
heavy machinery and is in good repair. Cost
when new $170,000.00. Has three single
cutting nine foot hand mills and one nine
foot band re-saw. Three edgers, trimmers,
lath and picket mill, shafting, pulleys, belt-

ing, etc. 750 horse-power Engine with bat-

tery of eight boilers, 6 ft. x 20 ft. Machine
shop, refuse burner, sprinklers, lighting plant,

etc.

THE MUNN LUMBER CO.,
7-tf Orillia, Ont.

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT
Advertisements under this heading one cent a

word per insertion. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 25 cents

An Ontario Commission Lumber Traveller
wishes to get lists from manufacturers who
are in a position to fill orders for Hem-
lock, Pine and Spruce. Box 488, Canada
Lumberman. 9t.f.

Timber Estimating
Roads and limits surveyed, water powers

examined. Any kind of Forest Engineering.
Many years experience. Know the West
well. Good references. Charges moderate.

E. B. NAGLE,
191 Augusta St.,

10-13 Ottawa, Ont.

Position Wanted
in Western Canada

Position as superintendent or general sup-
erintendent in Western Canada by an up-to-

date progressive lumberman who has the abil-

ity to organize and build up his organiza-
tion and get results. One who has been
through the big White Pine Mills in Wis-
consin but is now in the South. No ques-

tion as to ability and determination to make
a success. Reply Box 495, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 10-13

Position Wanted
A man speaking English and French

languages, with over six years' experience in

lumber business, wants a position as travel-

ler in a wholesale lumber company. Apply

to Daniel Plouffe, Cartierville, Que. S-ll

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Advertisements under this heading two cents a
word per insertion. Minimum charge 50 cents

WANTED—Lumber Salesman with good
references ; must know hardwood grading.
State experience. Good salary to right man.
Box 400, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

10

Buyer Wanted
Wanted -Hardwood Buyer and Shipper for

Ontario. Must have a knowledge of grades
and values and a knowledge of road work.
We want a good live practical man who will
guarantee to make good. No boozer need
apply. Will pay large salary to right man.
State age and experience. Must have highest
references. Strictly confidential. Reply Box
487, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. !lt.f.

Reporter
We want an energetic representative in

each town in Canada to report on building
and engineering work—to tell us where ma-
chinery, equipment, supplies or materials may
be sold. Reports are paid for on the per
item basis. It depends upon your own ef-

forts how much you make. This is a profit-
able side line and there is good money in it

for a hustler. Write to MacLean Daily Re-
ports Limited, 220 King Street West, To-
ronto.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale -Timber Limit
50 square miles, excellent quality of Spruce,

North Saskatchewan; driveable river divid-
ing limit. Address Box 464, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 7-10

For Sale
Heavy portable saw mill with single edger,

also Leonard Eclipse boiler and engine 35
h.p. Mill now running in first class order.
Situated near Delaware Village. For fur-

ther particulars apply Geo. A. Patrick, Dela-
ware, Ont. 5-tf

Timber Limits For Sale
Can be quickly and profitably disposed of

by advertising them on this page. This is

where buyers of timber property look for op-
portunities to invest, if your "ad" is here the

investor will see it. Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. tf.

For Sale
Established Lumber Business, with first-

class mill, now running full time. Timber
limits with 20 to 30 million feet of standing
pine timber conveniently located, and all

merchandise, etc. Price $55,000. This is

worthy of investigation. Address Box 332,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 19-22-t.f.

FOR SALE
Saw Mill and Timber

Lands
At Stirling Bay, St. Joseph Island, Al-

goma, Ont. Capacity of mill, 15 to 20 M.
ft. Full equipment of machinery, Lumber
Dock and Blacksmith Shop, Two Barns, five

dwellings and office.

About 2,000 acres of timber lands, prin-

cipally hardwood, hemlock, cedar and spruce.
To close out an estate.

For further particulars apply to E. Stubbs,
Box 1S9, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. 9-12

Timber Limits
Callieres Timber Limits and Saw Mill are

for sale. The Callieres Limits, Charlevoix
County, and Saw Mill at Port aux Quilles
near St. Simeon, about 100 miles below Que-
bec on the north shore of the St. Lawrence.
Apply to Herman Young, Quebec, Que. 9-12

Timber Limit and Mill For Sale
Saw Mill and Limit for sale ; situated on

Mary's Lake. Shipping point Huntsville
Station, G. T. R. Capacity of mill 15,000 ft.

per day. 2,000 acres timber. Timber is

large per cent, hemlock and hardwood. Will
be sold cheap, owners having other interests

requiring their attention.

For particulars apply to
PARKER BROS.,

8-11 Parkersville, Ont.

Canadian Timber Limits
E. STEWART (Forest Engineer)
Dealer in Timber Limits, Ontario and

Western farm lands and town property. Ex-
cellent investments now open. Correspond-
ence invited. 84 King Street East, Toronto.
Phone Main 5609. C
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For Sale
Mills, docks and trams at Fort River, Mich.

Call or write to, I. Stephenson Company,
Trustees, Wells, Michigan. 7-1U

Timber Limit For Sale
1,200 acres Hardwood, Hemlock and Cedar.
Some Pine ; 9 million feet for $5,000 cash.
Five miles from railroad ; two from river.
Box 431, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont

ti t.f.

FOR SALE
Saw Mill Property in Northern

New Brunswick
Completely equipped twelve machine shingle

mill; electric light equipment; heated by
Sturtevant blower system

; Lidgerwood log
piling equipment; two stables; one-third in-
terest in Boom Company ; all the Cedar Tim-
ber on about live hundred (500) square miles
Government limits; all the timber, Spruce,
Pine and Cedar (over one-third soft White
Pine) on about 140 square miles Govern-
ment limits. Nearly all timber being on
N'episiquit River and tributaries. Mill lo-
cated on Main line of Intercolonial Railway
at Bathurst, N.B. To be sold at auction in
front of the Court House in Bathurst, N.B.,
on Wednesday, June 2tith, at Twelve o'clock
noon.

For further particulars address W. H.
Harrison, Royal Bank Building, St. John,
MLB., or Fred S. Morse, Box 1(500, Spring-
field, Mass. 0-12

For Sale

Saw Mill situate in the heart of the City

of Brandon, and Timber Limits situated in

Duck Mountains, comprising 37J4 square

miles of Spruce Timber.

ALSO
The oldest established Retail Lumber Yard

and Sash and Door business in the West.

These propositions will be sacrificed by the

owner, owing to his leaving the country.

For full particulars apply to J. Hanbury,
Vancouver, B.C., or to J. H. Hines, Bran-

don, Manitoba. 810

Adjustment of Planers

When a planer pulls hard and
seems to take more power than
it should do not assume right off

the reel that the knives are dull

or that you have taken too heavy
a cut, but investigate and analyze
it.

If the knives are requiring too
much power this will generally
manifest itself in a strain on the

cutter-head belts. Even then,

though it may not be due to tight

journals or to any one of several

causes. The knives may not be
ground slender enough, and the
heel of the bevel may be striking.

They may be too close to the lip

for the kind of work they are do-
ing, thus making the cutting un-
necessarily heavy. In fact, there
are a number of things that may
use up power, and what have been
suggested are only a few of them.
There is really more of what

might be termed unnecessary
power used up in the feeding
mechanism of the average planer
than anywhere else. Sometimes
this is hard to avoid, because it is

essential to hold the stock firmly

as it passes through the machine
to get good work.

One can minimize the power
required, though, by a careful an-

alytical study of his machine and

its adjustment and by proper
lubrication. Sometimes the pres-
sure bar may be unnecessarily
tight, the feed rolls may be com-
ing down heavier than is really

necessary, or the stock may be
running so flat on the bedplate
that it drags hard. Possibly it

can be improved with a little lub-
rication on the bed. Anyway, all

the time there is room to study
these things carefully, every de-
tail of them. It will not only
help save power, but it is a great
aid to understanding thoroughly
the work of the machine ; and fre-

quently in the process of elimin-
ating waste power one will also
be led into doing better work
with the machine.

So, when your planer pulls

heavily, put on your thinking cap,
get your analytical powers to

working and go over it carefully
bit by bit. Take into considera-
tion every detail of the condition
and work of both the machine
and the knives.

—
"Simonds' Guide

for Millmen."

be for the machine and the saws.
Make your machines as steady as
possible; have the wheels true.

Don't strain the saws, but have
them sharp and finely set.

Why Bandsaws Break

One of the most fruitful

sources of annoyance in the aver-
age woodworking plant is un-
doubtedly the handsaw

;
especial-

ly Is this the case when light ma-
chines and small saws are used.
The heavier variety usually have
more care bestowed on them
from the first, i.e., choosing a

site and fixing them securely
down on a solid bed, so that they
naturally run much steadier and
cause less trouble. Their smaller
brethren, however, are often less

fortunate in this respect. They
are usually found on an upper
floor, which is often a very shaky
one, while the only fixing that is

possible is a short wood screw in

each corner of the base. Is it

then, any wonder that bandsaws
do break more or less frequently
under such trying conditions? I

often wonder (says a correspond-
ent) how such a thin band of

steel travels so quickly on an un-
steady machine with badly-cov-
ered wheels. It certainly speaks
well for the quality and temper
of the saws, but very little for the
management of any shop to al-

low such conditions to exist.

Bandsaws are like all other
high-speed machines. Rigidity
must be obtained and maintain-
ed. We cannot always have them
on the ground floor, unfortunate-
ly. But they can usually be shor-
ed up in some way to increase
their stability. It is a simple
matter to strut them from over-
head, or shore them from the
floor. The wheels should also re-

ceive attention from time to time,
to ensure steady running. It is

only a small matter to true the
wheels up and set them in line,

yet it makes all the difference be-
tween good and bad work. It is

a great mistake to put too much
strain on narrow saws. The less

you can do with the better will it

Motor-Driven Portable Saw
Bench for Yard

Where electric current is avail-

able at a moderate price an ex-
tremely useful adjunct to a yard
for jobbing, cross-cutting pur-
poses, etc., is a motor-driven
portable saw bench. This should
be of strong construction and
mounted on wide travelling
wheels to enable it to be readily
moved from place to place as oc-

casion may require, a locking ar-

rangement being fitted to the
front pair of wheels. The exact
form of motor will depend on
whether the current is direct or
alternating, but in any case it

should be strong and well pro-
tected from the weather; an en-
closed pipe-ventilated motor has
lately been introduced which
should be specially well suited
for this class of work.
The motor can be convenient-

ly placed on the travelling car-

riage beneath the bench, and
drive the saw spindle direct by
means of a pitch chain, of course,
a motor of a suitable speed being
selected. A starting switch fitted

with an automatic arrangement
for cutting off the current in case
of overloading should be fitted.

For long cross-cutting in the yard
a motor-driven, single-bladed
cross-cut saw will be found ex-
tremely useful and save a large
amount of labor.

Strain on Log Band Saw Blade

The following article on the
straining tension on a log band
saw blade appeared in a recent is-

sue of the London Timber Trades
Journal

:

" 'T. J. ].' writes: 'I should be
obliged if you would inform me
what would be the correct
amount of strain to put on a log
band saw blade 6 inches wide,
and is there any book which deals
fully with the working of these
machines ?'

"There appears to be consider-
able difference of opinion as to

the above, but supposing the
blade to be of good quality and
the machine working under or-

dinary conditions, we think the

following strains would be about
right

:

6-in. saw, 20 gauge . . 2,263 lbs.

6-in. saw, 19 gauge . . 2,718 lbs.

6-in. saw, 18 gauge . . 3,174 lbs.

6-in. saw, 17 gauge . . 3,756 lbs.

6-in. saw, 17 gauge . . 4,212 lbs.

LOG STAMPS
OUR SPECIALTY

SUPERIOR MFC. CO.U?
RUBBER & STEEL STAMPS

TORONTO, ONT.
St ND fOR CATALOGUE

Saddle Tank Locomotives
Geared Locomotives

Steel Rails

Flat Cars

All Secondhand

Correspo?idence solicited

SESSENWEIN BROS.
Montreal

WANTED
1 00 m ft. clear hard Maple
axles 4 in. x 5 in.-6ft. and 1

2

ft. long. Also all thicknesses

Common and Better Birch.

For Sale

All grades and thicknesses of

Cherry and Mahogany lumber.
A.lso Mahogany, Circassian Wal-
nut and Quartered White Oak
veneer all thicknesses. Please

let us hear from you.

WARREN ROSS LUMBER CO.
Jamestown, N. Y.

A Manual for Northern Woodsmen
By Austin Cary

A clear statement of the methods employed and the prin-
ciples involved in the survey and valuation of logs,
standing timber and forest land.

From a Northern Woodsman :
— "I feel that every owner

of forest land from the farmer up would own a copy il

it were brought to his attention. I keep a copy in my
grip all the time and would just as soon think of going
without my compass."

250 Pages Canvas Binding Illustrated $2.00

Published by HARVARD UNIVERSITY
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

The lumber trade throughout Ontario, although not quite as
active as the wholesalers would like to see it, is on a generally
satisfactory basis. In the larger centres especially, such as Toronto
Hamilton and Brantford there is a good trade in progress. In the
smaller places however, the trade is quiet as the farmers are verv
busy just at present. They have not time to devote either to buy-
ing or making- improvements. Travellers report that retail yards in
general are fairly well stocked and that retailers are expecting a
good season's business. 'Hie outlook for the building trade is mos1
promising and the number of permits issued in the larger centres is

in excess of previous years. Stocks of dry lumber have been pretty
well consumed and as soon as this year's cut can be placed upon the
market there will be a good demand for it. Lath are very scarce
and in splendid demand. The 1*^11 cut of lath lias practically dis-
appeared. There is a slight improvement in the market for shingles
and they are moving fairly well again. The price situation remains
unchanged. In regard to the outlook for stock for the coming sea-
son most of the mills in Ontario are now operating and it is not
long before new stock will commence to arrive. In the old stock
there is a shortage of several lines, especially in the low grades. The
demand continues strong both for low grades and good lumber.
Hardwoods continue to be in good demand and the outlook is for a
very active trade throughout the summer with a possibility of stiffen-
ing prices.

Eastern Canada

The lumber trade at Montreal is exceptionally active and prom-
ises to continue so for most of the present season.' The car shortage
has come to an end and wholesalers are busy catching up to their
arrears of business. It will still take some time for business to get
back upon a normal plane as there is now a congestion of traffic
at the freight terminals. The improvement in trade is noticeable
all around and prices continue strong. In some cases an advance
of about 5 per cent, is reported. The building trade is more active
than ever before and the building in progress is greater than at the
same time in any previous year. There is a good demand for dimen-
sion timber. Hardwoods are strong and common lumber is selling-
well. Lath and shingles are in good demand and shingles especiallv
are firm.

A firm market is reported at Boston for Eastern spruce. The
demand has been quite active during the past few weeks and is in-
creasing. Frames are selling at $25 and in some cases as high as
$26 has been secured. Random is firm and boards are selling better.
Hemlock at Boston is extremely firm. The supply of Eastern clipped
boards is small and they are selling at $22. A few sales are reported
at $21.50. Shingles continue firmer. Offerings are small and the
demand is improving. Cedar extras are held at $3.75 although one
Canadian manufacturer states that he is accepting nothing less than
$3.85. There is a fair demand for clears at firm prices. The best
are sold at $3.35. Lath are firm and active at $4.10 for IU. inch and
$3.60 to $3.65 for \y2 inch.

New York: There is a strong demand for eastern spruce. Ran-
dom is selling at $25 and 10 inch stock at $26.50 and $27.00. Hard-
woods are in good demand. Hemlock is moving plentifully al-
though business is extremely active. Boards are firm at a slightly
higher price. Wholesalers are expecting higher prices.

Great Britain

The West coast c.i.f. market for spruce deals has shown no al-
teration during the past fortnight. There is a little more stock to
offer, but on account of the high freight rates, prices are very stiff,
as a result of which, cargos, sold at the last reports, had brought
full prices. Under present conditions the market is dependent en-
tirely for its stability upon freight rates. Small liner parcels which
arrived recently sold at full prices and were taken rapidly into con-
sumption. A firm market is reported for birch with supplies some-
what more plentiful and arrivals passing direct into consumption.
Stocks are very low and it looks as though the demand can take
care of all arrivals.

1 lie spot market at London has improved somewhat since the
miners' strike came to an end. Consumption is gradually increas-
ing and the opening of navigation is expected to increase the trade
activity. The export trade of Great Britain in general is active and
packing requirements arc therefore large. The building demand how-
ever, is only moderate. Forward buying is not very active, largely
on account of the unsettled condition in connection with frcight
rates. Shippers are reported linn in their attitute regarding prices.
Deliveries at London docks for the week ending April 20th amounted

to 3270 standards, compared with 3747 during the corresponding week
of 1911.

B

At Messrs. Churchill & Sim's recent auction sale a lot of 3 x 11,
11 to 16 ft. 1st quality pine from Montreal was sold at £42, 5-.

Quebec spruce 3 x 9, 13 ft. 1st, was sold at £17, 10s. for 3 x V,

13 to 14 ft. 1st, the price was £17, 15s. and for 3 x 9, 6 to 12 ft.,

£16, 15s. For 3 x 8, 3 x 7, and 3 x 5, 10 to 14 ft., £14 was secured.
Liverpool reports indicate that business has improved mater-

ially of late. Stocks of the leading descriptions such as spruce
deals, sawn and hewn pitch pine timber, oak, both in logs and wagon
scantling are lower than they have been known for some time.
Spruce deals from St. John,' N.B., and Halifax, N.S., have sold
of late at £8, 17s., 6d. c.i.f. for Halifax shipments and at corres-
pondingly higher prices for the ordinary specifications of St. John
shipments. The advance in price is the result of the scarcity of
tonnage and increased ocean rates. There is a probability also that
insurance charges will increase in the near future. The result is a
belief on the part of those who are in close touch with the situation
that dealers ought to lay in slocks at present rather than await
i urther developments.

The spruce spot market prices are in harmony with c.i.f. prices.
The spot demand in general is fair although consumers seem to im-
agine that the present price w ill not hold, and are simply filling their
actual requirements. Stocks are extremely low, especially 3x9 and
scantlings are not too plentiful. There is a fair stock of imported
boards, but mostly of the narrow widths. A good demand is ex-
pected in the near future.

Birch timber from New Brunswick and Nova Scotia is arriving
plentifully at Liverpool on contract. A recent arrival of British
Columbia pine—to take the place of United States hewn pitch pine
—the importation of which has recently fallen off—has attracted some
attention. It is expected that importations of this nature will in-
crease. A feature in favor of British Columbia pine is the fact that
it is sawn die square and parallel from end to end, -whereas the ship-
ments from the Southern states are irregular and tapered. Freight
rates from Montreal to Liverpool to-day are 42s. 6d. per standard
and even at this price space is difficult to obtain.

At Manchester, trade conditions are improving with the arrival
of better weather. Labor troubles however, are threatening in con-
nection with the cabinet makers, the French polishers and the join-
ers. Chances for a peaceful solution were considered favorable at
the latest report. Prices in general are firm. There is a scarcity
of spruce deals, but new stuff was expected to arrive shortly at the
time of the latest writing. Reports intimate that it is difficult to
foretell the course of prices during the year, but that it is quite
certain that there will be no cheap spruce for some months. The
present prices are £8, 17s., 6d. to £9 ex stock for scantlings, £9,
10s. to £9, 15s. for 3x7 and so on.

At Glasgow there is nothing new of importance to report.
Prospects however, are fairly good, as most of the trades are quite
busy. Shipbuilding is unusually active with a certainty of full em-
ployment for a long time to come. House building is rather dull.
The demand for spruce continues and stocks are lower than they
have been for a long time. Only a few arrivals are reported and
they are immediately sold at full prices.

United States

General business conditions in the United States are extremely
satisfactory at present. Improvement has been steady and wide'-
spread during the last few weeks. This is intimated forcibly by the
bank clearings for the last month, which, it is estimated, are $1,000,-
000,000 heavier than for the corresponding month of 1911 and $1,500^-
000,000 heavier than during February of the present year. The 'total
clearings for the first three months of the present year were nearly $2,-
500,000,000 in excess of the corresponding period of 1911. In general,
the lumber market is strong as a result of the active demand for build-
ing lumber, car and railroad material and wood working material
generally. Lumbermen are taking a more cheerful view of existing
trade conditions and report favorably upon the prospects for die com-
ing season.

Chicago: Northern pine at Chicago is moving fairly activeiv.
Large quantities are going into consumption for manufacturing and
building operations. The country trade has eased off as farmers are
now busy. There is a good demand for pattern lumber. Common
stocks are selling actively. Prices in general are steadv and strong.
The upward movement in hardwood has continued with a marked im-
provement in the demand for the lower grades. Dry stock is short
in many of the upper grades. Plain red oak is quite scarce. The
northern stocks are firm particularly birch and maple. Basswood
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VIEW OF MILLS AT SARNIA, ONT.

SERVICE AND QUALITY
What you are interested in is prompt service, standard

quality and values that will enable you to squarely meet
legitimate competition.

Our quick shipments minimize the stock investments
required by our customers and permits them to turn their
capital more frequently.

Complete dry stocks of Norway and White Pine always
on hand.

We make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to order any
length up to 60 feet from Pine or B. C. Fir.

"RUSH ORDERS RUSHED

"

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO

A. F. Holden, Pres.
j. M . DlvERi GenX Mgr

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.
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is in good demand and soft elm and rock elm are selling extensively.
A brisk demand continues for hemlock, and dry lumber is scarce.

Prices in a few instances are a little better than the list, when prompt
delivery is required. A better demand is reported for red cedar shin-

gles and prices are a little higher. Clears are quoted at $3.05 to

$3.07 and stars at $2.61 Chicago basis. White cedar shingles are

moving plentifully. The market for lath is strong and all varieties

are scarce.

Buffalo: The higher grades of northern pine are rather dull.

The lower grades, particularly box lumber, are quite active and
scarce. Box manufacturers are rather doubtful as to where they
will secure stock for their business. Most of the available stocks
have been picked up and prices continue strong. The hardwood trade
is active and improvement is expected. The backward weather has
had something to do with the dull trade of the last few weeks.
Stocks of some woods are rather low, for instance maple and birch,
for which a fair demand is expected this season. Plain oak contin-
ues strong and active. Stocks of hemlock are rather broken. The
building demand is improving and the outlook in general is for a

good trade at strong prices. The trade in shingles and lath has been
fair and stocks are plentiful. More active business is expected in

the near future.

North Tonawanda : Extensive orders are being placed with deal-
ers of northern pine. Stocks, however, are badly broken and can-
not be replaced until shipments commence to arrive by vessel. The
general feeling is quite optimistic.

Market Correspondence

Excellent Trade at Montreal
Montreal, May 9th. (Special correspondence of the Canada Lum-

berman) :—So far as the car supply is concerned, matters are now
getting back into their usual condition. Some lumbermen however,
are having trouble over a congested state of freight at the termin-
als. Plenty of cars have reached Montreal, but owing to the accum-
ulation of traffic it is impossible to get the lumber delivered. As
fast as wholesalers can obtain their goods they are rushed out,
as the demand is exceedingly keen. Business, in fact, is satisfactory
all the way round, and prices keep high ; in some instances advances
of five per cent, are reported.

The dislocation which resulted from the car shortage will in-

volve a rushing business during the remainder of the season. Build-
ing was never more active than it is just now, and according to the
secretary of the Builders' Exchange the work contemplated and in

course of execution will approximate fifty million dollars. This will
indicate the satisfactory state of affairs, and it is certain to have its

influence on the lumber trade.

Dimension timber is in good request. Hardwoods continue
strong, while all kinds of common lumber maintain their values.
There is an especially good inquiry for lath and shingles, the latter
being very firm in price.

The Canadian Pacific, Grand Trunk and Canadian Northern
Railways have issued a fresh circular -embodying the new conditions
as to stop-off privileges which were agreed to by a committee of the
lumber section of the Board of Trade.

The general market for paper of all descriptions is good, par-
ticularly for news.

The tendency in ground wood is towards higher values, sulphite
having advanced $1 to $2 since our last report, owing to the growing
scarcity. The season thus far in Quebec is very dry, and it looks
as if the streams will not have high water for driving purposes much
longer unless rain comes very soon.

Riordon Company Makes a Change
Montreal, May 9th.: (Special correspondence of the Canada

Lumberman) :—The Riordon Paper & Pulp Company, Ltd., has been
formed with a capital of $6,000,000 to purchase the business of the
Riordon Paper Company, Ltd., of Montreal. The new sawmill of
the company which has been under construction at Calumet, Que.,
for six months, will be starting operations about May 15th. The
mill is one of the most substantially built in North America, being
of reinforced concrete, and is fitted with the most modern machin-
ery for manufacturing clapboards, &c. The company have also con-
structed a sawmill and a new log-cutting plant in connection with
their sulphite mill at llawkesbury, Ont. These will materially in-
crease their facilities for pulp wood. The company have now six
mills, two in Quebec, and four in Ontario, the latter turning out
over 160 tons of paper pulp per day.

Timber Trade in United Kingdom
Railways Manage to Provide a Fair Movement of Wood
Goods — Markets Quite Active Spruce Trade Good

By .1. ELanmer Quail

Liverpool, April 30th.: (Special correspondence of the Canada
Lumberman) :— Business has been rather slow in attaining its old
pace and volume since the ending of the coal strike. This has been
mainly due to the railway, heavy goods' traffic being suspended
through fully half the period of the strike, and to the delay in re-
starting the different railway services since the strike came to an
end. The number of goods trains which could be got to work was
small, as fuel was still scarce, and the quantity of goods waiting to
be forwarded was so great that the companies hardly knew where
to break into the mass. A start was made and though the railway
services are not yet working on their normal scales, they are work-
ing to an extent which is admitting of the conveyance of much
timber from the ports inland. This is accordingly permitting busi-
ness to go on with fair activity. The public sales give no indica-
tion of things being other than ordinary, and of trade being other
than healthy and active. At London and at Liverpool, interest in
the offerings has been well maintained. The attendance has been
good, and the bidding, for the most part, has been prompt and spir-
ited.

Good Demand for Pine Boards
Deliveries from yards have been on a fairly large scale. Pine

boards, rough and planed, have been in good demand. Deals have
had a moderate sale and stocks are now within a small compass.
Flooring boards, matchings and battens have sold freely.

The inquiry for builders' timber is only moderate. In the build-
ing trade, things are unsettled owing to the movement among joiners
for an advance in wages. This is restricting business, as builders and
master joiners hesitate to enter into new contracts while the wage
question remains unsettled. Whitewood is moving freely, plank;,
and boards of good quality, especially, being wanted.

Oak continues to sell steadily. Quartered oak, plain sawn, and
thin boards have been in satisfactory demand. Black walnut is in
improved demand and thin boards have practically been sold out.
Planks of prime quality are selling freely. Low grade sawn wood
has moved but slowly.

At Liverpool, business has been more active since the railway
companies began to move timber, on the termination of the coal
strike. The movement is still on a limited scale, as regards the con-
venience afforded by the railway companies, but merchants are do-
ing their best under the conditions and much timber is being sent
by rail. Interest now attaches to the opening of the direct St.
Lawrence steamship services. These have been inaugurated by the
sailing of the C.P.R. steamer Empress of Britain oil April 19, and
by the Allan liner Virginian, on April 26.

Spruce continues in good demand, and prices are higher. Recent
arrivals from St. John and Halifax have been taken up eagerly.
Stocks show no sign of increasing. Canadian pine goods generally
have sold freely, deals, boards and sidings being in request. An at-
tractive cargo of Canadian pine to hand lately, ex ship Quebec, was
quickly absorbed, leaving practically no trace on stocks. Oak con-
tinues to find a good and free market. Stocks of wagon wood have
been worked down and fresh supplies sell readily on coming to hand.
Walnut has been more inquired for. Log stuff of good quality is nowm short supply and higher prices are being asked for logs on hand.

Spruce Stocks Moving Freely at Manchester
At Manchester, spruce has been more in demand and stocks

have moved rather freely. Prices are hardening. The demand for
joiners' wood has improved, the building trade of the district being
now well astir for the season, and a good deal of constructional
work of a special kind, requiring spruce, deals, red pine and yellow
pine, being in progress. Floorings have sold more readilv, at about
£9, 15s. per standard, c.i.f.

The outlook in this branch is just now clouded by a demand from
joiners for an advance of Id. per hour, in their rate of pay. Apart
from this the timber trade is promised a good and prosperous time,
the demand being on the increase and prices being on the move up-
wards.

On the Tyne, trade has greatly improved since work was re-
sumed in the coal industry of the district. Spruce and pine deals
have been in good inquiry. Boards have been in more demand.

At West Hartlepool business in timber, has much improved.
Deals, red and white, have been in demand. Battens have been more
inquired for.

At Glasgow, more activity now prevails in the timber trade.
Spruce has been in request and quantities coming to hand are largely
bespoken. Oregon pine has been more called for. The outlook,

&
and

the tone of the market have decidedly improved.
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For Every Requirement
We are specialists in the manufacture of wire rope. We can

ship from stock any length or size of the wire ropes usually supplied

and can manufacture specially a rope exactly suitable for your

requirements. Perhaps you are having wire rope troubles— if so

—

drop us a line advising us your requirements and we will be pleased

to make suggestions as to the class and style of rope you should

u«e. We have had years of experience—and should know.

The Dominion WIRE ROPE Co., Limited
MONTREAL

The General Supply Company of Canada, Ltd., Agents for Manitoba

Richest and Purest Milk

EVAPORATED '

I'XSW KETKXK I)

from the choicest dairy-

sections of Canada. From

cows properly fed and

cared for.

Borden's

Peerless Brand

Evaporated Milk

Dilute with water to desired

consistency and use same
as "fresh" milk.

Convenient Economical Safe

Borden's Condensed Milk Co.
Originators of Condensed Milk and Largest Manufacturers of Milk

Products in the World.

"LEADERS OF QUALITY"

Wm. H. Dunn, Agent

ESTABLISHED 1857

MONTREAL

Jenckes Boilers
Tl/^E aim to keep on hand a well assorted
* * stock of Horizontal Tubular, Vertical

and Locomotive Type Boilers. Your en-
quiry will probably find us in a position to
ship the required boiler at once ; if not it

can quickly be built. Write us anyway.

The Jenckes Machine Co.
Limited

Sherbrooke - Montreal - St. Catharines - Cobalt - South Porcupine - Vancouver - Rossland
Works : Sherbrooke, Que., St. Catharines, Ont.
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ONEIDA STEEL PULLEYS

Increase

Your

Output

and

Reduce

Your

Operating

Expenses

If you are interested in ihe best pulley made and wish to know
how you can save two-thirds of the power now used to turn cum-
bersome cast iron pulleys, and if you wish to increase your output
at the same time by superior running qualities of the pulleys used,
write us for the full particulars regarding the "ONEIDA" steel
pulleys before ordering any other.

Write For Our Catalog

Oneida. Steel Pulley Co.
Oneida.. New York. U.S. A.

Everything

in Spruce
Dressed and in the Rough

Campbell - MacLaurin Lumber Co.
Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL

Timber Estimates

Logging Maps

Water Power

CLARK, LYFORD &
STERLING

1331 Real Estate Trust Bldg.

Philadelphia

Forest

Engineers

CLARK & LYFORD,
403 Crown Building

Vancouver

LYFORD, CLARK &
LYFORD

26 Board of Trade Bldg.

Montreal

EDGINGS
Ontario

A meeting of the Hemlock Manufacturers and Wholesalers of Ontario
will be held at the Queen's Hotel Toronto, on Wednesday, May 22nd, at
2 p. m. sharp.

Keenan Brothers, Owen Sound, did not operate their mill at Millar
Lake last winter, but drew logs to Georgian Bay with the intention of sawing
them at their Owen Sound Mill.

R. L. Graham, Silverwater, Out., has 200,000 ties and 100,000 posts to
deliver at Wiarton, Out., during the present summer. The freighting will
be done by the Lemcke Tug Co., Ltd.

The Northern Investments Limited have been incorporated with a cap-
ital of $20,000 to ileal in timber, real estate, timber limits, &c, with head
office at North Bay. Ont. The provisional directors are John Ferguson, A.
J Young and \V. \Y. Ferguson, all of North Bay.

Work has been commenced at Fort Frances, Ont., upon laying out the
Site for the paper mill of the Ontario and Minnesota Power Company. Mr.
T. I). McAnulty of St. Paul, Minn., a former Canadian, has been engaged
to superintend the construction of the plant. It is expected that six hun-
dred men will be at work upon the building in a few days.

The new paper mill at the plant of the Spanish River Pulp & Paper
Mills. Limited, is now completed, and producing paper. In order to inspect
the entire plant and see the new paper mill in operation, the Dominion Bond
Company, Limited, took a party to Espanola, on special trains leaving Tor-
onto and Montreal on Tuesday evening, May 14th, and returning on Thurs-
day morning.

The City of Toronto is calling for tenders for supply and delivery of
lumber for the Property and Street Cleaning Department for the period com-
mencing June 1, 1912, and ending May 31, 1913. Tenders will be received
until May 21st. Specifications may be seen and tender forms obtained, to-
gether with all necessary information at the offices of the Department of
Property and Street Cleaning. City Hall, Toronto.

The Eganville Pulp Milling and Manufacturing Company Limited has
been incorporated with a capital of $225,000 to operate pulp lumber and
other mills, to develop water powers or other motive powers and deal in
all kinds of lumber and wood products. The head office is at Eganville,
Ont.. and the provisional directors are Dr. M. J. Maloney, Henry Dover
and Alex. Mills, all of Eganville.

Schroeffer & Johnson, contractors of International Falls, are contem-
plating the erection of a large woodworking factory at Fort Frances, Ont.
They have purchased half an acre of land from the Mackenzie & Mann Town-
site Company and intend to build an up-to-date plant. They will manufac-
ture finishing material for buildings, sash and doors, etc., and will also
carry a full stock of builders' supplies. The plant will be operated by elec-
tric power and the intention is to make it thoroughly modern and com-
plete. Work is expected to start immediately.

R. Laidlaw & Co., Toronto, suffered a loss to the extent of about
$6,000 by a fire which recently occurred in their east end yard. The fire
is supposed to have commenced in a car load of lumber and before the night
watchman was able to send in an alarm the flames had spread to the
southwest corner of the yard. The stock destroyed included dressed lum-
ber and hardwood mouldings, flooring, etc. A lumber shed also was de-
stroyed. The loss was fully covered by insurance. The stock destroyed
amounted to about 10 per cent, of the stock in the yard. The lumber de-
stroyed was mostly hardwood of various kinds including a large quantity
of quartered oak. Fortunately at the time of the fire there was no wind,
otherwise it is more than likely that the loss would have been a great deal
larger.

Eastern Canada
Benoit Fils, 409 St. Lawrence Boulevard, Montreal, are erecting a sash

and door factory to cost $8,000 on St. Timothee street. The building is to
be three storeys, 88 x 72 feet, of brick encased construction, with concrete
foundation.

The capital stock of the Rolland Paper Co., Ltd.. Montreal has been
increased from $100,000 to $1,000,000. The powers of the company are also
extended to take over as a going concern the business, property, assets and
liabilities, including the good will, of "La Compagnie Des Moulins Du
Nord.

• i^ L
eP
i°

Tt fr°m Chatham
'
N B

-
^ ates that the mill belonging to the Mira-

michi Pulp and Paper Co. was sold by auction recently for $26,000 to F R
Taylor, of the firm of Weldon & McLean, St. John, acting for the Bank of
Montreal. The town of Chatham had a claim for $3,160 against the prop-
erty for taxes.

The Laurentide company at Grand Mere, which has been systematically
enlarging its plant and increasing its output for a number of years to meet
the phenomenal growth of the paper trade, is this year devoting special
attention to the sulphite mill. Work is now starting on the extensive ad-
dition to the sulphite plant planned earlier in the year and by the begin-
ning of 1913 the capacity of the mill will be about 100 tons a day an in-
crease of 25 per cent.

It is reported from Fredericton, N.B., that the firm of United States
capitalists headed by Senator Jones of Bangor, who are taking over the
Gibson Company's timber lands, intend to shut down the mills at Marys-
ville and saw all their logs at St. John. The Gibson Lumber Lands include
limits along the Nashwaak River, comprising several million acres and con-
tain some of the best lumber in the province. It is understood that the
purchase price was in the neighborhood of $5,000,000.

A report from Fredericton, N.B., states that the water in the St. John
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Kiver has recently heen falling. Bank logs were coming in plentifully at
Sprinshill and a large run of logs had entered the booms of the St. John
River Log Driving Co.. at Sugar Island. The prices paid at present are
reported to be a trifle lower than those of last year, ranging from $12 to
$13. The drive operated by Mr. John S. Scott on the North branch of the
Oromocto Kiver came out safely and totalled about 1.000.000 feet. Aitken's
drive on the Mactnaquac was al-o brought out safely, but it was feared that
the drive belonging to Messrs. Barr & Currie would be hung up unless a
sudden rise occurred in the water of Mactnaquac.

Western Canada
Stanley Y. Basley, lumber dealer. Grayson. Sasl<.. has been succeeded

by Lumber Manufacturers Yards. Limited.

The Central Lumber & Implement Company. Rapid City. Man., has been
incorporated with authorized capital of $100,000.

The lumber yard of Brown & Rutherford on Higgins avenue. W innipeg.
Man., was seriously damaged by lire recently.

Woodworkers Limited have received a permit from the city council of
Victoria, B. C. to erect a factory on Maple street.

Murray & Company. lumber dealers. Bredenburv. Sask., have been suc-
ceeded by the Lumber Manufacturers' Yards Limited.

The R. S. Crabb Lumber Company Limited has been incorporated in
B. C. with a capital of $2:>.ooo The head office is to be at Vancouver.

An interest in the Dickenson sash and door factory. Xorth Vancouver
has been acquired by W. R. Smith. Chicago. The plant is being enlarged.

The Doak Lumber and Manufacturing Co., Saskatoon. Sask., have pre-
pared plans for a planing mill. The building will be two storeys of frame
and brick.

It is reported that work will be started immediately upon the exten-
sion of the Howe Sound Railway line to Daisy Lake. Some of the finest
timber in British Columbia is to be found in that district.

The plant of the Red Fir Lumber Company. Limited, on Burrard Inlet
mx miles from Vancouver, will not be acquired by E. H. Heaps & Company
Limited, as seemed probable for a time. The creditors asked a price which
the latter firm deemed prohibitory for a short-log mill.

The National Land and Loan Company has been incorporated with a
capital of $500,000. to deal in timber limits, wood and lumber and forest
products, etc.. with head office at Winnipeg. The incorporators are J Led-
lngham. E. B. Eadie and Robt. Siderfin, all of Winnipeg.

The Canadian Xorth American Lumber Company, Limited has been in-
corporated with a capital of $60,000, to carry on a timber and lumber business
in all its branches, with head office at W innipeg. The incorporators are E
G. Hooper. Wm. Thorburn and L. E. MacGregor. all of Winnipeg.

The Park Lumber Company has been registered under the Companies'
Act of British Columbia, to carry on business within the province The
head office of the company is situated at St. Paul. Minn. The head office for
the province of British Columbia is at 504 Fort street. Victoria, B. C The
capital of the company amounts to $50,000.

The Canadian Pacific Railway are calling for tenders for various timber
.structures in Alberta. Tenders will be received until May 15th and include
tenders for timber structures and about one-half the area of the eastern sec-
tion of the company's irrigation block in Alberta. It is reported that about
4,250.000 feet B.M. of timber will be required.

t--
The Xevv'Port Timber Co.. controlled by Captain Magneson and Mac-

Kinnon & Norton, one of the largest operating companies in the HoweSound district, B.C.. are preparing to double their output. Their force in
the woods now amounts to 150 men and they are shipping from their mill
between 120,000 and 150,000 feet of lumber per day.

The railroads in the Kootenay District of British Columbia are reported
to be taking steps earlier than usual this year for the prevention of forest
hres along their right-of-way. Many miles have already been cleared of
brush and other debris and it is expected that the right-of-way of the var-
ious lines will be in much better condition than formerly.

A fire recently occurred in the planing mills of The Canadian PugetSound Lumber Mills, Rock Bay. Victoria harbor. B.C. The planing mills
sash and door factory and a part of the saw mill, together with a large amount
ot finished lumber were damaged, involving a loss of $100,000 covered by
insurance. Mr. Dclbert Hankin. manager of the company, announces thatimmediate steps will be taken to erect new buildings in the place of those
which have been destroyed. The intention is to make the new buildings
larger and better equipped. A new planing mill and box factory and sashand door factory will be erected upon the sites of the destroyed buildings.

J. C. Shields, president of the Dominion Lumber & Timber Company
Limited, \ancouver. has commenced the construction of a small electric
sawmill on the site of the Pitt River plant, about ten miles from New West-
minster, which was destroyed by fire about a year ago. The Campbell Con-
struction Company Vancouver, prepared the plant, and will superintend
the work. Ihe mill will have a capacity of about 35,000 feet per day and
will be in operation shortly. The plant will be replaced by a modern saw-
mill in the course of a couple of years' time, when the shipping facilities, andpresumably the freight rates, will offer a greater inducement than at present.

Mr. C. F. Lindmark, Superintendent of the Dominion Saw Mills Com-pany, announces officially on behalf of Sir William Plender, the receiver andmanager appointed by the court in England, that operations will start im-mediately at the saw mills and camps at Taft. Three Valley. Comaplixana cascade, it is expected to employ about two hundred men at eacho the mills, camps and logging railways at Taft. Three Valley and Coma-pnx. making ,„ all six hundred men. while at Cascade about one hundredmen will be employed at the mill. The intention is to operate this seasonso as to ascertain the real commercial value of the properties from a manu-facturing standpoint. If the results are satisfactory it is believed that anentire reorganization upon a permanent basis will be carried through

The Barnhart Log Loader
for twenty years and never caused aeomplaint. We are
now manufacturing a new Barnhart Loader known as
Model "12," which is specially designed for use in very
heavy timber. This loader is built on the same lines as
heavy timber. This loader is built on the same lines as the
old Barnhart Loader now known as Model "10" and which
we still continue to manufacture. We are operating lum-
bermen, producing 200,000,000 feet of lumber per annum
and we use the Barnhart Loader exclusively. Could we
afford to do so if it were not the best? Write us for
prices.

Goodyear Lumber Company,
bu
S
F

y
L0

We have a splendid stock of

WHITE PINE

RED PINE

SPRUCE
Enquiries solicited from the

wholesale trade.

Thos. Mackarell & Co.
Ottawa

49 Metcalfe Street

Montreal
Canadian Express Bldg.
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BERLIN "91" at a higher initial price than was
ever paid for a matcher establishes new standard

of efficiency in planing mills.

Buyers of this new machine have, however, considered this first cost only

from the standpoint of what they were getting for their money. And none
have regretted the outlay. Their belief in the 'best is the cheapest" has been
realized in each and every case.

The standard of efficiency in planing mills that have installed this new ma-
chine has been raised enormously and manufacturing costs reduced
40 per cent and 50 per cent.

We cannot say if this reduction of costs would warrant your investment in this high-priced tool. It

all depends on your conditions. Your present output might not require this high capacity "91." In that
case we propose a Berlin matcher of lower capacity. One that will guarantee the same high quality to

your product. And the price is within reach of everyone.

That element of efficiency is not lost either in comparison to what you are getting out of an old
style machine. In fact, no matter what Berlin machine you buy for any class of wood-work, the quality
of your product is everywhere considered the best.

No one knows your business better than you. Grant that we know ours as well and we may get
together for our mutual benefit.

Full data and information on the above machine and any others you
may be interested in will be sent free upon request

Berlin Machine Works Limited
Largest Manufacturers of Woodworking Machinery in the World

Hamilton, Canada - - Beloit, Wisconsin
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Detachable Lumber Trucks
with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

tor Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc.

Dump Carts for Saw Mills

with Wide Tire Steel. Wheels

In Y\ and i Cord Capacity—extra strong of thor-

oughly seasoned hardwood and bolted throughout.

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in trains or singly for platform work.

The Tudhope-Anderson Co., Limited
Successors to TUDHOPE-KNOX CO., LIMITED

ORILLIA - - ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

The result of CUMULATIVE EXPERIENCE of YEARS, SPECIALIZING
in the manufacture of "THE PLANERS OF WOODS"

Receding Table Patent Applied for

(Front View) Woods No. m High Speed Planer and Matcher with an Automatic Feed Table. Capacity 200 to 300 lineal feet per minute
This combination decrea.es your operating expense and produces in quality and quantity what it is recommended to do

ANY ONE FEEDER CAN DO IT
No mill man need hesitate to-day-an, one of "The Planers of Woods" (No. 400 series) equipped with an Automatic Feed-ing lable will eliminate the objections heretofore considered against the installation of fast feed planers.
Why this combination is so effective. 1. " The Planers of Woods " are built to stand 200 to 300 lineal
toot teeds. 2. Any feeder can take care of these feeds—advantageously. 3. By keeping- the boards
butting, manufacturing losses that occur when feeding by hand disappear. 4. The feeder can easily
maintain these feeds, and have time to turn the boards over or place them end for end. This meansmaximum production and raised grades. 5. The greatest factor is its simplicity. The board is just
dropped lengthwise on the table where it is automatically guided and fed into the machine. No difficulty
in keeping two, three or more boards ahead all the time. 6. In one mill this combination operating
at a 200 foot feed is averaging- within S/8 to 1 per cent of 100 per cent efficiency.

Specialization has meant progress for our customers and ourselves. WE ARE AT YOUR SERVICE

S A Woods Machine Co Boston USA
SEATTLE CHICAGO NORFOLK NEW ORLEANS SAN FRANCISCO (Eby Mchy Co.)
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METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
Manufacturers High Grade Cylinder, Engine and

Machine Oils, Lubricating Greases, Mill Supplies, Etc.

Canada's Greatest Grease Makers

We manufacture all grades of Lubricating Greases of the highest
quality .and are always the choice of discriminating buyers for all
kinds of Journals.

Admitted to save 50% in cost of Lubrication, and 75% in cost of
application, continuous Lubrication, economy and safety from over-
heated Journals are the results of its use.

Write us for Prices and Samples or if you wish our Repre-
sentative will call and advise you the most economical and best
suited grades for your plant.

METROPOLITAN OIL CO.
34 Atlantic Avenue, - - TORONTO, ONT.

MACDONALD
SHAKING GRATE

You can change the grade of coal without getting a new grate. Simply
take off the detachable tops and put on new tops having correct air openings.

You save in repair expense for you don't need to replace

the whole grate simply because a small part is burned out.

Ask for Bulletin No. 4

ROBB ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
AMHERST, N.S. SO. FRAMINGHAM, MASS.

DISTRICT OFFICES:
Canadian Express Building, Montreal, Que.
Traders Bank Building, Toronto
Union Bank Building, Winnipeg
Grain Exchange Building, Calgary, Alta.

R. W. Robb, Manager
Wm. McKay
W. F. Porter "

J. F. Porter
39—21

Are You Interested

in British Colum-

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few
years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

There is un-

doubtedly a big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let
us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & WUson Chambers
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg

President and General Manager Assistant General Manager
D. C. Cameron, Winnipeg Wm. Robertson, Vancouver

Secretary-Treasurer, Wilson Bell, Winnipeg

The Rat Portage

Lumber Co. Ltd.
-Manufacturers of-

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
Cedar Shingles, Fir and Cedar Lath

Car Sills and Sheathing, Cedar Siding

Large and Long Timbers
for heavy construction work

Vancouver, B.C., and Harrison River, B.C.

6 H.P. Heavy Duty Engine $175.00 Reversegear $36.00
Winch $30.00

River Driving Costs
will be decidedly lower this year if you
use Adams Gasoline Towing Machinery
in 25' punts for carrying supplies and
handling booms and logs. One man
does the work of ten. We have both
machinery and complete punts for
prompt shipment. Machinery $205.00.
Complete punts $375.00. It will pay you
to write us now. Gasoline engines all

sizes, 2 to 25 H.P.

Adams Launch and Engine Co.
Penetang, Ont.
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An Up-to-date Cross-cutting Machine

Made only by—

Send (or Descriptive Price List.

Butterworth & Lowe
221 Huron Street, Grand Rapids, Mich.

High Efficiency

Mill Supplies
The installation of efficient mill equipment will reduce the working
cost of any mill to a minimum.

We specialize in the very best

Mill Supplies

Here are a few of our lines:

Balata Belting—We sell only the best viz., " Vinco."
You cannot afford to buy anything else.

Flexible Metallic Hose—For conveying Steam, Gas,
Air, etc. All sizes kept in stock from £" to 2".

Steam Packings—To suit all conditions. Tell us your
requirements. We will ship you goods that will prove
a saving in trouble and cost.

Asbestos—Gaskets, Sheet, etc., we carry in large quan-
tities. Special sizes, gaskets, etc., made up on shortest
notice.

Prompt Delivery Highest Quality

Reasonable Price

The Asbestos & Rubber Goods Co.
Limited

Branch: 43 St. Francois Xavier St.

MONTREAL
141 King St. East

TORONTO

CAMP SUPPLIES
We offer something very good and substantial in

Tea which we have branded Camp blend and

which is exactly suited for the requirements of the

Camp, packed in Chests of about 1 00 * f%
pounds each. Price 1 OC#

H. P. Eckardt & Company
WHOLESALE GROCERS

Corner Front and Soott Streets, Toronto

<-i
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Amer. Woodworking Mach. Co. 70
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Atlantic Lumber Co 17
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Co 49

Can. Western Lumber Co 49
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Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co... 51

Clyde Iron Works 68
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Cutler Bay Lumber Co 6

Cutler, D. G 69

D
Davidson, James 15
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Defiance Machine Works 20

Disston & Sons, Henry 65
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Donald Fraser & Sons, Ltd 10
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Duhlmeier Brothers 18
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East Kootenay Lumber Co 12

Eby-BIain, Limited 22

Eckhardt Co., H. P 59

Edwards & Co., W. C 14

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co 11

Ellicott Co., A. M 20
Enterprise Foundry Co 74
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F
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Fasset Lumber Co., Ltd 13

Farnworth & Jardine 9

Fay & Egan Co., J. A 62

Fraser Bryson Lum. Co., Ltd. . . 4
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G
Garlock Packing Co 15

Gartshore, John J 8

Gendron-Penetang Shoepack Co. 71

General Supply Co. of Canada,
Limited 72

George Gordon & Co., Ltd 3

Georgian Bay Lumber Co., Ltd. 4

Gerlach, Peter 69

Gillies Bros., Ltd. ..*.. .. .. 4

Golden Lake Lumber Co., Ltd. 6

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of
Canada, Limited 21

Goodyear Lumber Co 55

Graves, Bigwood & Co 9

Greening Wire Co., B 75

Guilford & Sons 67

H
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Leonard & Sons, E 67

Long-Knight Lumber Co 19

Long Lumber Co 6

Long Mfg. Co., E -
. . 78

Lyford, Clark & Lyford 54

M
Maass Bros 9

Mackarell & Co.. Thos 55

MacLean Daily Reports 75

Madison Williams Mfg. Co 66

Maritime Lumber Co 8

Mason, Gordon & Co 10

McGibbon Lumber Co 7

McKinnon Chain Co 1

McLaren Belting Co., J. C 80

McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd. .. 7

McLennan Timber Lands & Lum-
ber Co., Ltd 8

Mereen-Johnston Machine Co. . . 66

Metropolitan Oil Co 58

Milne & Son, Ltd., Wm 10

Montreal Lumber Co 8

Mont. Locomotive Works, Ltd. . 72

Morse Lumber Co., Fred S. . . 10

Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co.,, Ltd. . . 6

Mowbray & Robinson 17

Mowry & Sons 77

N
Nicholson File Co l

North Channel Lumber Co 9

O
Ohio Veneer Co ig
Oneida Steel Pulley Co 54

P
Papineauville Lumber Co 9

Parry Sound Lumber Co., Ltd. . 5

Pate, D. S 12
Payette & Co., P 63

Pembroke Lumber Co 8

Pink Co., Thomas 67
Playfair & White 6

R
Rat Portage Lumber Co., Ltd. .. 58
Rideau Lumber Co., Ltd 6
Ritter Lumber Co., W. M 19

Robb Engineering Co 58

S
Sadler & Haworth 61

Sessenwein Bros 49

Sheldon's Limited 74

Shimer & Sons, Samuel J 13

Siemon Bros., Ltd 8

Silver Manufacturing Co 60

Sleeper & Akhurst 20

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Ltd... 22

Smart-Turner Mach. Co., Ltd. . . 1

Smith Co., R. H 63

Southern Lumber & Boom Co. .. 18

Spears & Lauder 11

Superior Hanufacturing Co.. .. 49

T
Todd, A. C. • • 69

Tudhope-Anderson & Knox ... 57

Victoria Harbor Lumber Co. .. 4

W
Warren Ross Lumber Co 49

Walters & Sons, H 80

Waterous Engine Works C">.,

Limited 79

Webster & Bro., Ltd., James.. 9

West & Peachy 69

Wells Lumber Co., R. A 18

White Co., W. H 18

Wickes Bros 20

Williams Lumber Co 7

Wilson Brothers, Ltd 12

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon .... 17

Woods Machine Co., S. A 57

Y
Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 17

Band Saws, Jointers, Saw Tables, and Swing Saws
Silver's New Wood-working Machines are Newest, most improved tools on the market The cutsg.ve a slight suggest.on of their neatness of design and construction. In rigidity, in ease and convemence of operation, in moderate price, they beat all others to a frazzle.

Silver's Machines are high-pressure machines
They will do your work to the limit and do it well

JOINTERS-8, 12. 16. 20 and 24-inch
BAND SAWS -20, 26, 32. and 36-inch

SWING SAWS-6M, 7, 7% and 8-foot
saw tables-Two styles

Send for 191 1 Machinery Catalogue
and Special Prices at once.

The Silver Mfg. Co.
5 Broadway - Salem, Ohio
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(WATERPROOF)

Leather Belting
costs you less per day of service

Now, just ponder on this fact for a moment
and ask yourself this question:

Isn't it better to pay a little

more at first, say 10 per cent, and
get a belt that will have a 25 per
cent longer life?

Our "AMPHIBIA" may cost
more to purchase because we put more into
it, but you get the benefit and you get a belt
which is cheaper in the long run; a belt

which causes no shutdowns; a belt which
gives no trouble and one which is as

absolutely water and oil proof as

mortal man can make it.

Tanners and Manufacturers

For over 35 years the makers
of the best leather belts.

MONTREAL TORONTO
511 William St. 27 Melinda St.

WINNIPEG

244 Princess St.

ST. JOHN, N.B. VANCOUVER
89 Prince William St. 27 Columbia Ave.

I
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As a Band Rip Saw As a Band Resaw

Ready in a moment to either Rip or Resaw—the "ughtning" No. 146

Combination Band Rip and Resaw is the machine you need.

If your combined ripping and resawing
does not exceed 50 to 60M lineal feet per day
on soft woods, or 20 to 25M feet on hard
woods, you do not need to put in two separ-

ate machines.

A Fay-Egan No. 146 will take care of all

this work in the most economical manner.

At the very beginning you save the price of

one machine.

You save the space occupied by one
machine.

You realize the highest return on your in-

vestment, as the one machine is kept busy
all the time.

By simply reversing the table and raising

or lowering the ripping rolls, the No. 146 is

changed from a rip to a resaw or from a resaw
to a rip saw—it takes but a moment to do this.

As a rip saw, it will handle material up to

24 in. wide.

As a resaw, it will cut to the center of 8 in.

and up to 18 in. under the guide.

The No. 146 has all of the advantages of
a separate band rip or resaw. And its value
is attested by hundreds of users in all parts of
the world—we'll be glad to refer you to one
in your vicinity— or write us for further

information.

Every type of Band Rip, Scroll, Edging and Resaw is shown in our catalog—Write for it to-day.

The World's Oldest

and Largest Manufacturers

of Woodworking

Machinery.

Established 1830.

J. A. FAY & EGAN CO.
Executive Office & Works:

465-485 W. Front St., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

SALES OFFICES

NEW YORK
NEW ORLEANS
ATLANTA
CHATTANOOGA
DENVER
EVANSVILLE
LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS
BALTIMORE
BUFFALO
DETROIT
MONTGOMERY
SAN FRANCISCO
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128,350 Laths in Ten Hours
Our Bolter and Lath

Mill have made a test cut
in ten hours of 128,350 four
foot Laths, 1 5^ in. x 3/g in.

counted, tied and piled.

We also make a full

line of Lath Mill and Pick-
et Mill Machinery for Mills
both large and small.

Ask for our new book-
lets, illustrations, etc., on
our new heavy No. 2 B
Three-head-block Carriage,
Gang Circulars and Edgers,
Set-works, Payette Patent
Mill Dogs, Log-Decking
Machinery and a general
line of Sawmill Machinery.

P. Payette & Co.

Four-Saw
Bolter

Engineers and Machinists

Penetanguishene, Ont., Canada

Buy Guaranteed Chisel Tooth Saws
You need have no doubt about the quality when you buy

SMITH'S CHISEL TOOTH SAWS
They are backed by a guarantee

as to their durability and will

stand up better than any saw
made. The shanks are made
from a special steel, and we use

only the GENUINE " HOE "

BITS which are uniform and

perfectly true.

Made in several sizes but the
following are specially recom-
mended.No. 24 Tooth

NO. 2^ TOOTH—Designed for heavy feeds. Suitable for mills where in-
dependent steam feeds are employed, and also for edger saws.

NO. 3—Principally for hardwoods. The best saw where both soft and hard
woods are to be cut.

NO. 4—Specially recommended for British Columbia, and for cutting soft,
pitchy lumber where more throat room is required.

Smith's inserted and solid Tooth Saws are specified by
the Largest Canadian Manufacturers of Mill Machinery.

No. 3 Tooth

R. H. Smith Company Limited St

8„\ari0
nes
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Car Lots

White Pine:

1 inch No. 1 cuts and better $60 00 05 00
l'A inch No. 1 cuts and better 64 00 68 00
2-in. No. 1 cuts and better.. 67 00 72 00
l}4-in. No. 2 C & B 50 00 52 00
2-in. No. 2 cuts and better . . 56 00 00 00
I'A-in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts .. 48 00 50 00
2-in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 50 00 52 00
1-in. Good Shorts 40 00 45 001x4 and 5 com. and dressing 23 00 25 001x6 common and dressing.. 26 00 28 001x8 common and dressing ..27 00 29 00
1 x 10 common and dressing ..30 00 32 00
1 x 12 common and dressing.. 39 00 41 00
1x10 and 12 mill cull stocks . . 20 00 21 00
1-in. mill cull sidings 17 00
2 x 10 common 27 00 28 00
2 and 3 x 12 common 30 00 32 001x8 box and common 21 00 22 00
1 x 10 inch box and common. 23 00 24 00
1 _x 12 box and common 27 00 29 00
1-in. mill run sidings 24 00 26 00
1-in. mill run shorts 18 00
1-in. dead cull sidings 12 50 14 00
lJ4-in. flooring 28 00
1-in. mill run Norway 22 00
2-in. mill run Norway 25 00
Norway, c and cf 1-in 33 00 34 00
Norway, c and cf 1^-in 35 00 38 00
Norway, c and cf 2-in 33 00 35 00
Spruce mill run

21

00 22 00
Spruce mill culls 15 00 10 00
Clear in. B.C. cedar, kiln dried 55 50 65 50
2 x 4 to 10 inch 18 ft 20 00
Douglas Fir
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet:
8, 10x10, 10x12, 1x14, 12x12,

12x014, 14x14, 14x16 34 00
8x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x12, 10x16,

12x16, 16x16, 14x18, 16x18
18x18, and 20x20 34 50

6x14, 8x14, 12x18, 18x20 35 00
6x16, 8x16, 10x18, 12r20, 14x20,
anh 16x20 35 00

io x 20 ao 00
6 x 18, 8 x 18 30 50
6 x 20, 8 x 20 37 50
Lengths over 32 ft. take the following ad-
vances: 33 to 35 ft., 50c; 36 to 40 ft $1 •

41 to 45 ft., $3; 46 to 50 ft., S5.
Fir flooring, eoge grain 44 50
No. 1 and 2 clear 1-in. Fir rough 45 10
No. 1 and 2 clear l'A, l'/2 and

2-in. Fir rough 47 JO
l'/i-in. No. 1 4 ft. pine lath.. 4 25
1^-in. No. 2 4-ft. lath 3 75
lj4-in. 32-in. pine 1 CO
lyi-'m. No. 1 4-ft. hemlock lath 3 25
lH-in. mill run hemlock lath 3 00
X pine or cedar shingles .... 1 05
XXpine or cedar shingles ... 2 25XXX pine or cedar shingles . . 3 30XX B. C. cedar shingles 2 40XXX 6 butts to 2-in 3 30XXXX 6 to 23-16-in 3 52XXXXX 3 75
Hemlock No. 1

:

1x4 & 5-in. x 9 to 16 ft. ... 14 50
1 x 6-in. x 9 to 16 ft 17 50
1 x 8-in. x 9 to 16 ft 17 50
1 x 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16-ft. 19 50
1x7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16-ft. 17 50
1-in. No. 2, 6-ft. to 16-ft. 2x4

to 12-in., 6-ft. to 16-ft 9 50
2x4 to 12-in., 12 and 14 ft. .. 18 50
2x4 to 12-in., 18 ft 21 50
2x4 to 12-in. 20 ft 23 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 22 ft 25 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 24 ft 28 00
2-in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width, 6 to 16 ft 12 50

Hardwoods—Per M. Feet, Car Lots

Ash white, lsts and 2nds, l'A and 2-in. 55 00
Ash, white, No. 1 common 45 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 48 00
Ash, brown, common and better .... 37 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 & 8/4. 55 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 35 00
Birch, No. 1, com. and bet., 4/4 30 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 and 8/4 . . 38 00
Birch, 1st and 2nds, 10/4 and 12/4 . . 42 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 16/4 44 00
Basswood, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 38 00
Basswood, No. 1, com. and bet., 4/4. 30 00
Basswood, No. 2 and 3, common ... 16 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds 40 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4, com. & bet. . . 35 00
Basswood, No. 2 common and better. 25 50
Soft elm, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 35 00
Soft elm, No. 1 com. and bet., 4/4 . . 29 00
Soft elm, No. 2 and 3, common 15 00
Soft elm, 6/4 and 8/4 1 and 2 38 00
Soft elm, 3-in. lsts and 2nds 42 00
Rock elm, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 x 8/4 . . 50 00
Rock elem, No. 2 com. & bet. 6/4
& 8/4 35 00

Soft maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 31 00
Soft maple, com. and better, 4/4 25 00
Soft maple, 6/4 & 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 34 00
Hard maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 34 00
Hard maple, common and better, 4/4. 27 00
Hard maple, 12/4 & 16/4, lsts & 2nds. 43 00
Red oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4... 52 00
Red oak, plain, lsts & 2nds, 6/4 & 8/4 00 00
Red oak, plain lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 16/4 65 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4.. 52 00
White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, l'A
and 2-in CO 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 16/4 70 00

White oak, 'A cut, lsts & 2nds, 4/4.. 83 00
White oak, '/A cut, 5/4 and 6/4, lsts

and 2nds 87 00
White oak, 'A cut No. 1 common ... 55 00
Hickory, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 70 00
Hickory, 6/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 75 00

OTTAWA, ONT.

Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings:
1- in. x 7-in. and up $5.3 00
l!4->n. & lj^-in. x 8-in. & up 56 00
2- in. x 7-in. and up 58 00
No. 2 cuts 2 x 8-in. and up . . 40 00
Pine good strips:

l-'n 40 00
l}4-in. and 1^-in 50 00
2m 50 00

line good shorts:
1-in. x 7-in. and up 38 00
1-in. x 4-in. to 6-in 30 00
lJ4-in. and 1^-in 45 00
2 in 48 00
7-in. to 9-in. A sidings 25 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings . . 33 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips . . 26 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts . . 22 00
Pine. 8 s.c. and better, 12 ft. to

16 ft 23 00
Pine, 7 up s. c. siding 1-in 22 00
Pine s. c. sidings l'/t & 2-in... 20 00
Pine, s. c. strips 1-in 17 00

l'A, l'A and 2-in 22 00
Pine, s.c. shorts, 1 x 4 20 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x5 21 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x6 23 50
Pine, box boards:
l"x4" and up 6 '-11' 13 00
l"x3" to 6", 12 '-16' 15 00
l"x7" and up 12 '-16' 16 00

Pine shorts 6' -11' l"xl0" 20 00
1x8 and 9 No. 1 barn 25 00

O. culls r & w p 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out, 1-in 14 00
mill culls out, 1%-in 16 00
mill culls out, l'/2 -in 17 00

Mill run Spruce:
l"x4" and up, 6'-ll 14 00
l"x4" and up, 12' -16' 1C 00
l"x9"-10", & up, 12'-16'... 18 00
l'A"xl" 8-9" & up, 12'-16' 18 00
l'A"xl0" and up, 12'-16' ..19 00
l'A" & 2"xl2" & up, 12 '-16' 24 00

Spruce 1-in. clear (fine dressing
and B) 24 00

Hemlock 1-in. call 10 00
Hemlock 1-in. log run 13 00
Hemlock 2x4, 6, 8, 10, 12/16' 14 00
Tamarac 13 00
Basswood log run, dead culls
out 20 00

Basswood log run mill culls out 24 00
Birch log run 19 00
Soft elm, common and better,

1, l'A, 2-in 20 00
Ash, black, log run 25 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x7 21 50
Pine, sc. and better, 1x8 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x9 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x10 ... 25 50
1 x 10 No. 1 barn 30 00
1 x 10 No. 2 barn 23 00
1x8 and 9 No. 2 barn 20 00
Pine mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. x 4-in. and up, 12-
ft. and up 14 00

Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.
and up, 6-ft. to 11-ft 11 00

Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine lj^-in. x 4-ft. 3 75
No. 2 White Pine 3 00
Mill run white pine 3 25
Spruce, mill run l'A-\r\ 2 75
Red pine mill run 2 75
Tamarac mill run 1 25
Basswood, mill run 2 00
Hemlock, mill run 1 75
32-in. lath 1 25
Pine Shingles
xxxx, 18-in 3 50
Clear butt 18-in 2 50
xx 1 50

White Clear Shingles

:

xxxx, 18-in 4 00
Clear butt, 18-in 2 50
18-in. xx 1 60

Spruce logs (pulp) 13 00

55 00
60 00
65 00
45 00

44 00
52 00
55 00

40 00
35 00
50 00
52 00
27 00
35 00
31 00
26 00

24 00
25 00
30 00
19 50
24 00
21 00
22 00
25 00

14 00
16 00
17 00
21 00
27 00
12 00

16 00
18 00
19 00

15 00
17 50
19 00
20 00
20 00
25 00

27 00
12 00
14 50
16 50
15 00

22 00
26 00
22 00

24 00
28 00
23 00
25 00
25 00
27 00
33 00
26 00
22 00

15 00

13 00

00
25
50
00
00
00
50
25
75

00
25
75

25
00
85

15 00

QUEBEC, QUE.

White Pine—In the Raft

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in. av-
erage, according to lineal 85

Oak—Michigan and Ohio

By the dram, according to average
and quality 62

Elm

By the dram, according to average
and quality, 40 to 45 feet 80

By the dram, according to average
and quality, 30 to 35 feet 60

Ash

13 inches and up, according to aver-

90

67

83

65

age and quality 25 30
Average 16 inch 80 40

Birch

14 inch is 20

;
5
,
inch 22 24

\\
?nch 20 28

18 >nch 32 30

Quebec Spruce Deals

Per M.
12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 18 00 19 00
Oddments 15 00 16 00
Boards, 1 and 2 in 15 00 10 00

Birch Planks

1 t0 4 in 10 00 17 00

SARNIA, ONT.

Fine, Common and Better

1x6 and 8 in 54 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 07 00
l'A and l'A in. and up wide 09 00
2 in. and up wide 72 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 55 00
6/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 65 00
8/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 67 00
6/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better 52 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better 54 00
6/4 x 0 and up No. 3 and better 46 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better 50 00

No. 1 Cuts

1 in., 8 in. and up wide 47 00
l'A, in., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
I'/i in., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
2 in., g-in. and up wide CO 00
2'/, and 3 ft., 8-in. and up wide 75 00
4 in., 8-in. and up wide 85 00

No. 2 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 31 00
l'A in., 6-in. and up wide 42 00
l'A-in-, 6-in. and up wide 44 00
2-in., Gin. and up wide 48 00
2'A, 3 and 4 in., 6-in. and
UP wide 62 00 65 00

No. 3 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 24 00
1}4 and l'A in., 6-in. and up wide... 33 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 33 00
2yi, 3 and 4-in., 6-in. and up

wide 43 00 48 00

Common and Dressing Mill Run

1-in. x 4-in 22 00
1 in. x 5-in 24 00
1-in. x 6-in 26 00
1-in. x 8-in 27 00
1-in. x 10-in 30 00
1-in. x 12-in 35 00
1-in. x 13-in. and up 35 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 32 00

No. 1 Barn

1 inch 31 00 45 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 36 00 45 00
2'A and 3-in 45 00
4 inch 50 00

No. 2 Barn

1 inch 28 00 36 00
l'A, IJ/2 and 2-in 30 00 36 00
2'/2 and 3-in 38 00

No. 3 Barn

1 inch 21 00 28 00
No. 1, 1, l'A, l'A, 2-in 20 00 25 00

Box

No. 1, 1, l'A, l'A, 2-in 20 00 22 00
No. 2, l'A, l'A, 2-in 17 00 21 00

Mill Culls

Mill run culls, 1-in 16 00
1, l'A, l'A and 2-in 18 00
No. 2 14 00 15 00

Lath

No. 1, 32-in. pine 1 50
No. 2, 48-in. pine 3 75
No. 3, 48-in. pine 3 00
No. 1, 48-in. pine 4 25
No. 1, 48-in. hemlock 3 25

WINNIPEG, MAN.

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC & LARCH
Mountain Stock

Dimensions

2 x 412 vo rj,

2 x 4-8-14-16
i 2 ,M

2 x 4-10-18-20 w £
2 x 6, 8 to 10 tnil
2 x 8, 8 to 10 20 00

No. 1 Common Boards

1
.' nc

.

h 118 60
" 21 008

,,

,nch
. 23 00

}2 23 00
12 ,nch 23 00

Flooring

4 or 6 inch No. 1 133 qq
4 or 0 inch No. 2 31 00
4 or 6 inch No. 3 24 50

Shiplap— Finished

*
!
nc '1 $20 00

6 inch 22 50
8, 10, 12 inch 23 60

Siding

2 !

nc '' N° 1 $33 00
6 inch No. 2 81 00
6 inch No. 3 , , 24 50

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 6 00
No. 2 cedar, pine, spruce 3 26

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
Less $2 per M. 12 ft. 14 and 16 ft3x6 and 3 x 8 21 00 21 00
3 x 10 23 00 22 00
3 x 12 ' 24 00 23 00
4 x 4 to 6 x 8 21 50 21 50
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 23 50 22 50
8 x 8 21 50 21 50
6 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 00

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR

Dimensions, S. 1 S. and E.

4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 8 to 16 ft $21 50
4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 18 to 32 ft 25 60

2 x 10, 2 x 12, 8 to 10 ft 22 50
18, 20, 22 ft 26 60
24, 26, 28, 30, 32 28 60
2 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 60
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 24 00
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft 29 00
6 x 6 to 6 x 12, up to 32 ft 24 00

27 00

FLOORING

No. 1 and 2 red pine, 4 in 34 00
E. G. No. 1 and 2 fir flooring o9 00
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 39 00
F. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 31 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 flooring 30 00

SHIPLAP

Pine or spruce 24 00
8 to 16 ft., 6 in 22 00
B. C. Fir 8", 10" and 12" shiplap
10/16 ft 23 60

B. C. Fir 6" shiplap 10/16 ft 23 50

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 common pine, 10 inch $31 00
No. 2 common pine, 10 inch 25 00
No. 3 common pine mixed widths 20 00
No. 4 common pine, mixed widths . . 14 60
No. 5 common pine, mixed widths . . 10 00

SHINGLES

XXX B. C. Cedar $2 90
XX B. C. Cedar 1 90
XXX Dimension 3 25

LATH

No. 1 Mixed W. & R. Pine $4 25
No. 1 B. C. Fir 3 65

No. 1 Pine, Sp ruce and Tamarac

Dimensions. Rough or S. 1 S. and 1 E.

G ft S ft 10 ft 14x16 ft

2 x 4 . . . . 14 00 17 00 20 50 18 50
2 x 6 . . . . 16 50 17 00 20 50 18 50
2 x 8 .. . . 18 00 18 50 22 00 20 00
2 x 10 . . . . 19 00 19 50 22 50 21 00
2 x 12 .. . . 19 00 20 00 24 50 22 50

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N.Y.

White Pine

Wholesale Selling Price

Uppers 4/4 $94 00
Uppers 5/4 to 8/4 92 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 97 00
Selects 4/4 84 00
Selects 5/4 to 8/4 82 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 92 00
Fine common 4/4 CI 00
Fine common 5/4 65 00
Fine common 6/4 65 00
Fine common 8/4 67 00
No. 1 Cuts 4/4 51 00
No. 1 Cuts 5/4 57 00
No. 1 Cuts 6/4 59 00
No. 1 Cuts 8/4 CI 00
No. 2 Cuts 4/4 32 00
No. 2 Cuts 5/4 43 00

(Continued on page 68)
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DISSTON SAWS
have been sold and used con-

tinuously for the past SEVENTY-
TWO YEARS in ever increasing

quantities.

This is the supreme test of

RELIABILITY.

HENRY DISSTON & SONS
INCORPORATED

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works

PHILADELPHIA, Pa,
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A Pair of Useful Machines
Our No. 420 Automatic Recessing Machine will cut recesses

with safety and dispatch.

Two boys will turn out more work than four men can accom-
plish of a similar kind on the ordinary cutter head most often used
for the purpose. Will handle stock 20 inches wide by 30 inches

long composed of one or more pieces, only occupies a floor space
of 2 ft. ii in. by 6 ft. 6 in.

NO. 420 RECESSING MACHINE

This No. 50 lath edger will enable you to use cheaper labor, less

men per thousand lath and get more lath out of every slab handled be-

sides getting number one lath out ot thin slabs that would be worthless

using any other system. The saws are spaced to rip one and one half

inches wide. The first saw cuts one and one half inches from the guide

so there is no waste on straight edge stock.

Send for complete catalogue of box mach-
inery, resaw and saw mill machinery.

Mereen-Johnson Machine Company

No. 5 LATH EDGER

Minneapolis, Minn.

JOHNSTON RE-SAW is a Lumber Saver and a Money Maker
t he advantages of this machine over all others are:—1st—As a lumber saver using
10 and 12 gauge saws ; 2nd-Can he set instantly to cut lumber from inch to any
thickness up to 4 inches: 3rd—Has screw adjustments so that thickness can be
varied 1-12 ofan inch under oroverstandard thickness, 1th—Automatic adjustment
to prevent saw burning by slivers catching; THE FRAME being heavy is very
rigid, so that saws can be run at high speed without vibration: THREE POINT
V>
r\\'e Trv

?.
e return hve Rolls 8 inch by 20 inch automatic feed; Two grooved

n?,V
lcn diameter; one 16 inch adjustable Roll grooved; all gear: Power required

20 to 30 h.p: \\ eight 6,o00 pounds: Floor space X feet bv 9 feet 3 inches:

MADISON WILLIAMS MFG; CO Limited
LINDSAY ONT.

THE MADISON WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Limited, Lindsay, Ontario
Builders of Sawmill Machinery and ' Triumph ' Turbine Water Wheels

Eastern Representative: H. E. Plant, 1790 St. James St., Montreal, Que. Western Representative: The Canadian Fairbanks Co., Vancouver, B.C.
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ENGINES and BOILERS
OF ALL TYPES AND SIZES

HEATERS, STACKS, RETORTS, TANKS
We cater specially to the lumbering industries

Write for Prices and Information

E. LEONARD <fe SONS
LONDON, CANADA

Agencies and Warehouses :—ST. JOHN. N'.B. MONTRHAL, QUE. TORONTO ONT
WINNIPEG, MAN. CALGARY. ALTA. VANCOUVER, B.C. Locomotive Boiler on Skids

International
Preparations for Horses are all

sold on a Spot Cash Guarantee

Let us figure on furnishing you the following supplies for the
coming season.

International Stock Food
We guarantee that your horses will do more work and
keep in better order on less feed if thev get International
regularly.

International Silver Pine Healing- Oil
Especially recommended for Sores, Bruises, Kicks, In-
flammation and all flesh wounds.

International Worm Powder
Will quickly expel all kinds of worms.

International Distemper Cure
For Coughs, Colds, and Distemper.

International Colic Cure
Guaranteed to cure Colic in ten minutes.

International Compound Absorbent
Greatest Curb cure on Earth.

International Gall Cure
Cures while horses work or rest.

International Foot Remedy
Cures Foot diseases, keeps the hoof soft, elastic and tough

International Harness Soap
Gives new life to old harness.

All our goods are guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Write for Special Prices

International Stock Food Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.

WE LEAD IN MILL SUPPLIES
IN THE MARITIME PROVINCES

We can equip your mill with everything you
require and at lowest prices.

Crane or Pipe

Fittings

Leather,

Rubber

and

Canvass

Belting

Steam

Packings

Our stock has been carefully selected and the qualitv is
guaranteed.
The manufacturers we represent are those whose names
are a guarantee of the quality of their output.
We carry a complete stock and can fill orders promptly.We are satisfied with a fair profit and give you the benefit.

GIVE US A TRIAL

GUILDFORD & SONS
HALIFAX, N. S.

When ordering- from your Jobber specify

Pink's Lumbering' Tools
and if they cannot supply them order direct, and you

will get the best tool made

The Thomas Pink Co.
Limited

PEMBROKE, Ont., Canada
Manufacturers of the best line of Lumbering Tools in Canada
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

No. 2 Cuts 6/4 45 00
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 50 00
No. 3 Cuts 5/4 33 00
No. 3 Cuts 6/4 34 00
No. 3 Cuts 8/4 36 00
Dressing 5/4 46 00
Dressing 5/4 x 10 51 00
Dressing 5/4 x 12 52 00
No. 1 Moulding 5/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 58 00
No. 2 Moulding 5/4 47 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 47 00
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 47 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 46 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 34 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 36 00
No. 2 Barn 1x6 and 8 30 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 32 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 23 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 10 25 00
Box 1 x 6 and up 22 00
Box 1 x 10 23 00
Box 1 x 12 25 00
Box 1 x 13 and up 30 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at BuAalo
and Tonawanda :

White Ash

1st and 2nd, 1 inch 40 00
ljjj to 2 inch 44 00
2H to 4 inch 48 00
Strips 22 00
Common and culls 14 00

Black and Brown

1st and 2nd, 6 inch up 40 00
Common good culls 14 00
1st and 2nd 6 inch and up, red 40 00
1st & 2nd, white, 6 in. & up.. 30 00
Common and good culls 10 00

Elm

1st and 2nd, rock, 6 in. and up 34 00
Common and culls 16 00
1st and 2nd, soft, 6 in. and up 2S 00
Common and culls 13 00

Maple

1st and 2nd hand 20 00
Common and culls 14 00
1st and 2nd, soft 26 00
Common and culls 14 00

42 00
4<; on
54 00
24 00
22 00

42 00
20 00
42 00
32 00
18 00

38 00
•2d nil

32 00
18 00

2S 00
22 00
28 00
22 00

THE ONLY LOG-LOADER

'IT HANDLES ANY SIZE LOGS!"

That allows emp-

ties to pass through

on the same track

without jacking up

the loader on spuds.

The
McGIFFERT

Steam
LOG

LOADER
It is self-propell-
ing, moves and
spots its own cars,

dispensing with
the services of a
road engine.

It cuts the cost of
logging some 66%:
We would like to
send you a book of

facsimile letters

thatPROVE this.

A beautifully illustrated book, fully describing the working

of the McGiffert and the immense savings it makes pos-

sible, awaits your request for " CATALOGUE M. "

CHICAGO NEW YORK
DULUTM , MINN.

BOSTON, MASS.

White pine uppers, 1 to 2 in. ..$99 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch
FilM common, 1 in

Vine common, 1% to 2 in. . . 14 00
No. 1 Cuts 1 in

No. 1 Cuts l'A to 2 in OS 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in 35 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1% to 2 in 45 00
Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 . . 50 00

No. 1, 1 x 10..
No. 1, 1 x 8 ...

No. 2, 1 x 12 ..

No. 2, 1 x 10 . . 35 00
No. 2, 1 x 8 . . . 34 00
No. 3, 1 x 12 . . 33 00

No. 3, 1 x 10, .. 28 00
No. 3, 1 x 8 . . 28 00

Canadian spruce boards 23 00
Spruce, 10 & 12 in. dimension 26 00
Spruce, 9 in. and under "

10 and 12 in. random lengths,

10 ft. and up 24 00

2x2, 2x4, 2x5, 2x6, 2x7
and 3x4 random lengths, 10
feet and up 20 00

100 00
90 00
72 00
75 00
45 00
60 00
37 00
4S 00
52 00
38 00
37 00
•l.-i on
37 00
35 00
34 00
29 00
29 00

24 00
27 00
25 00

25 00

'SI '"I

All other random lengths, 1"

and under, 10 ft. and up . . 21 00 22 00

5 inches and up merchantable
boards. 8 ft. and up, p Is.. 19 00

Vermont spruce boards..,
matched 22 00 23 00

1x2 and 1 x 3 furring, p 1 s

clipped and bundled 19 00 21 00
IH-'n- spruce laths 4 00 4 10
i'/i in. spruce laths 3 60

New Brunswick Cedar Shingles

Extras $3 00 $3 75
Clears 3 25 3 40
Second clears 2 76
Clear whites 2 30
Extra Is (Clear whites out) .. 1 45 2 25
Extra Is (Clear whites in) . . 1 50 1 60
Red Cedar Extras, 16 in. 5 butts

to 2 in 3 50 4 00
Bed Cedar Eurckas, 18-inch.

butts to 2 in 4 20
Red Cedar Perfection, 5 butts

to 2V4 4 75
Washington 10 in. 5 butts to 2-

in. extra red cedar 3 50

It will pay you to equip your

our special

Tram Cars with

Charcoal Chilled

Cast Iron Wheels

We will fit these to your old

axles, or furnish new axles and
wheels separately.

Price, quality and service con-

sidered, we can save you time and
money.

Further particulars on request.

St. Thomas, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

Plants at

Midland, Ont.

Fort William, Ont.

The

Londonderry, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.

Canada Iron Corporation
Limited

Head Office : Mark Fisher Building, Montreal, P.Q.

"MULE-HIDE " TOUGH, TIME-TRIED and TRUE
SOLD WITH A TEN-YEAR IRON CLAD GUARANTEE

When we are prepared to back up every foot of Roofing sold you with such a

guarantee, it surely is up to you, Mr. Lumber Dealer, to investigate. Dealers

handling our Roofing find it most profitable, because it means a satisfied

customer.

FOR THE RETAIL LUMBER DEALER
We have planned a local campaign for every dealer who handles our line. It is the most effective

aid ever given to dealers, and is entirely new and in advance of anything ever done in this line. It

is all planned at our office and done at our expense. It not only helps your Roofing sales but

advertises your other sales as well. You owe it to your business to investigate this proposition.

WRITE US. DELAYS DON'T PAY-OUR PROPOSITION DOES.

The DOMINION ROOFING COMPANY OF CANADA, Limited, Toronto, Can.
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JAMES D. LACEY WOOD BEAL VICTOR THRANE

James D. Lacey & Co.
TIMBER LAND FACTORS and TIMBER VALUATORS

We submit Detailed estimates with Topographical maps of all Timber Properties offered through our house.

Representations based upon our own Expert cruisers and loggers, whose Integrity and Experience have been

thoroughly tested over a period of many years.

We solicit correspondence with British Columbia timber owners and prospective purchasers.

1215 Old Colony Blk.

CHICAGO
1211 Whitney Central Bldg.

NEW ORLEANS

for t/ieyVamifacturti o/'//icJb/7on )i(y

STAVES
BARRELS
COOPERAGE
HOOPS
PAILS
CHURNS
CANDY PAILS
BOX BOARDS
CHAIR STOCK
CLOTHES PINS

HEADING
KEGS
WOODEN WARE
HANDLES
TUBS
FREEZERS
FISH KITS
BOTTOMS
SHINGLES
LUMBER

C
yO?TRLETi:y*J5mTJ

BARRELS.
KEGS, STAVES"flE^

TOR'.PRICES AND FURTH ERlPARTlC ULAR S ,

THEPETERGERIi\CH^^^»

HEISLER GEARED LOCOMOTIVES
Especially adapted

for heavy hauling

on steep grades,

sharp curves and
uneven tracks. For
logging, switching

and pulling on main
lines, mills, fur-

naces and indus-

trial purposes.

Just Off the Press—New Detailed Descriptive Catalog 108 G.C

Heisler Locomotive Works
ERIE, PA., U. S. A.

Whitney Engineering Co., Tacoma, Wash., North Western Sales Agent

1104 Spalding Bldg.

PORTLAND, Ore.

1009 White Bldg.

SEATTLE

The " Polar Bear " Shoepaeks

No. 31. "Fanners Delight"
for Harvesters; oil-tan or russett;

sizes 6 to 12

The only all oil-

tanned, hand sewed,

absolutely water-

tight pack manufac-

tured in Canada.

No. V'A, Regular 10 in. High Cut

The regular 10 in. "High Cut"
and the "Farmers Delight" are
over staple all season lines. They
find a ready sale at any time of the
year and are safe styles to stock.
Every shoepack is made of selected
oil-tanned leather in both leg and
foot, no splits. We tan all our
leather and our 20 years reputation
in the manufacture of oil-tanned
stock, stands back of every pair we
put out.

We make shoepaeks in any size or style
from customer's order. Send for our price list

A. C. Todd, Meaford, Ontario

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

• For free sample copy address

Hugh C. MacLean, Ltd.
220 King Street West.

TORONTO
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Sheep's Back to Dealer

( A
\ £

> A P H Pants
\S
\i 1

For Solid Substantial Wear, no Pants in
\a

1
Canada like them. Dealers if interested,

write us for terms, etc.

i
CLAYTON & SONS

Halifax, N. S.

LIMESTONE" Wood Split Pulleys
The Strongest Wood Pulley Made. NAILED and GLUED
We carry the largest stock of Wood Pulleys in the Country.

Also Lukenheimer
Valves, Lubricat-
ing Oils and Greas-
es, Packings, Hose,
Paints, etc.

ALLIGATOR BELT LACING

Rush Orders Promptly Filled. Belting in Stock 1-in. to 20-in.

LARGE BELTS A SPECIALTY

Crescent Oil Co., Hamilton, Ontario

PENATANG SHOEPACKS
Gendron Penatang Shoepack Mfg. Co.

Sole Manufacturers, Penetanguishene, Ontario

Two of Our Twenty Different Styles

Every Lumberman needs something to keep his feet dry
and warm. This Special Pack will do this for him. The
foot is of the best Oil Tan stock, pliable and waterproof.
The upper is of the finest soft Mennonite Grain and is

always a perfect fit.

Sample No. 5X
is the same stock

and style as No. 5

with hand sewn
sole sewn onto bot-

tom of pack. There

is no insole in this

pack, making- it

very pliable and
easy for walking,

at the same time

protecting the feet

from rocks and
frozen ground.

Send for Cata-

logue.

AUSTEN BROS. LIMITED
Are Headquarters for Lumbermen's Supplies

Such as

"Alligator" Belt Lacing, Axes, Babbitt Metals,
Belting (Rubber and Leather), Belt Laces, Blowers,
(Sawdust), Cant Hooks, Emery Wheels, Emery
Wheel Grinders, Files, Forges, Friction Board,
Hose (Cotton Mill), Injectors, "Lincona" Balata
Belting, Lubricating Oils (all kinds), Packing
(Spiral, Sheet, etc.), Pulleys, Pipe Cutters.

Pipe Vises, Pipe Wrenches, Saws (Inserted and
Solid Tooth), Saw Bits and Shanks, Tube Cleaners,
Tube Expanders, Taps and Dies, Valves (Brass
and Iron Body), Wrre Rope, Wrought Iron Pipe
Waste (Cotton and Wool), etc., etc.

Your orders will receive careful and
prompt attention.

The Banner Machinery and Supply House of the Maritime Provinces.

Halifax, N.S.
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Instead of Repairing That Old Belt

Buy a

VI-BALATA
Vast improvements have been made in recent years in

the manufacture of Balata belting. No old belt how-

ever good or however well repaired could possibly

give as much satisfaction as a new one of more recent

manufacture.

Vi-BALATA Belting embodies every improvement of

importance that has ever been made in Balata Belting

—

it is the evolution of scientific experiment— the finished

and perfect product of the most modern and complete

process.

Vi-Balata Belting is preminently the most suitable for

outdoor work or in any place where it is impossible to

keep the belt dry it is absolutely waterproof and

stretchless.

Send for particulars

The General Supply Co. of Canada, Limited
356-58-60 Sparks Street, OTTAWA, ONTARIO

Market and Louise Sts., WINNIPEG, MAN. 115-125 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO

INDUSTRIAL LOCOMOTIVES
It is important for you to know what a loco-

motive will do to justify its cost.

It must pull the required load, start it and keep

it going.

It must provide just the right amount of the

right material in the right place.

Each and every part must be sure to fit not

only the locomotive of which it is a part, but every

other locomotive of the same size and design. Every

operation must be made in fixtures or to templets

compelling accuracy of manufacture so that the

machine will not be idle at a critical time for necessary repairs or renewals. Spare parts must be instantly available, made so well as to go

into place without a machine shop.

Visit our works and see how all this is accomplished.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
BANK OF OTTAWA BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA
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Makes It's Mark Vivid and Lasting

LUMdLK CKA\ONS offer marvelous resistance to all kinds of weather condi-

Ind storm,™ ^ ^ "* m°nths of severe «PO»urV to sun

DIXON'S LUMBER CRAYONS
&L£m7" re

,^
aine<

i «.
he "cognized standard because of their one, uniform anddependable quality; the.r convenient and uniform shape and size and because of

fRAvnv
!etC,

'°V,n,a
!
trijlS USed in ,heir manufacture. DIXON'S LUMBERC

5 7,
S

"a.
mad

,

C
,

grades and colors, including black (six grades)
£l!J ° iF

rad
5
S)

-
b 'Ue (

J.

WO gradesl
'

8reen. white, yellow, brown, terra coua
more ,bom the! "rT' S°™ 5" made '° fi" P" r«icular needs-le't us tell youmore iDout tnem. Get acquainted.

Write for lithographed booklet No. 239. illustrated in colors.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
Jersey City, U. S. A.

Wear Like Iron

WE tan the leather these larrigans are made
from and know they will stand all kinds
of wet and rough usage when properly car-

ed for. We put a counter stiffener in our larrigans
and sew it in with the leg when soled and heeled—
a very durable feature in our goods.

Next time you buy larrigans see that you ask
for "John Bull."

'

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY, Ontario

Limited

HUTHER. BROS.
Hollow Ground Combination Tooth Mitre Saw Patent Groover or Dado Head

Si % \ iw

For either Rip or Cross Cutting Can be used on any Circular Saw Mandrel
Will cut equally as smooth in either Ripping, Cross- For cutting anv wiMth „mn„. «»

S5f°w
r

oS
tt,n

' " an an8rle ° f 45 d^refs
'

With /->^CV™^
».*•'•*.» Strain (Sent on approval).

HUTHER TOOs".'gg MFaCQ.XZ "7 SPCCia
'
M *"

^ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Our Caliper System Shows You

What Timber You Own
With the exact information we supply, vou can easil

KCt 10% more from your timber land.

c -

M

CD -

(0

Ourmaps show just the character and location of the Umber and the
general topography of your tract.

Send for "Applied Forestry." A valuable text book on how to obtain
greater returns from timber. Free on request.

Foresters & Surveyors
A., 156 fifth Ave., NEW YORKAppleton & Sewall Co., Inc. Dep t.

Not altogether what we
say but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug man-
ufactured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-
sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of
French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,
in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.

D. G. Cutler Co.
Duluth, Minnesota

Distributors of

Kelley Island Lime—(Lighthouse Brand)

Burned with WOOD, from selected Ohio bottom Rock,
and packed fresh from the Kilns, in new, tight, double-
headed barrels.

Can also ship you in Mixed Carloads

Hard Wall Plaster, Wood Fibre Plaster, Hydrated
Lime, Mortar Colors, Waterproofing.

Distributors of HURON PORTLAND CEMENT
Wire Us Your Orders for Prompt Shipment
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What is this Aloxite

Wheel Doing?

It is gumming a band

saw 23 feet long, grind-

ing faster, cleaner, cooler

than any wheel the filer

ever had before. The
wheel grinds one of these

saws in 1 8 minutes, and

lasts four months.

There is never any in-

dication of heating or

case hardening— just

quiet, easy cutting—and

it's a wheel that holds

it's shape.

You are delaying better saw
service—holding" up a saving of

hours and dollars— until your

filers get Aloxite Wheels.

HAVE YOU OUR WOOD-WORKING CATALOG?

The Carborundum Co.
Niagara Falls, N.Y.

New York, Chicago, Boston, Pittsburg, Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Milwaukee, London, Eng.

The Enterprise Camper
A Large Heavy Serviceable Steel Range, specially adapted

for Lumber, Mining, and Railway Construction Camps,
Boarding Houses, etc.

MADE IN TWO SIZES

The largest No. 10—90 has an oven 30 x 26 x 14 and six 10 inch covers.

The oven of the 0—21 measures 24 x 26 * 14. The Tops of both are made
of three heavy interchangeable Key plates. Both sizes can be fitted

with waterfronts and the 9—24 with a 15 gallon copper reservoir

tinned on the inside to prevent rust. Size of pipe collar l l/2 inches.

Length of wood fire box 31 inches. The body is of very heavy Besse-

mer Sheet Steel and is well hraced and strengthened. Castings are

made of the highest grade of pig iron

Burns Coal, Coke or Wood Send for Illustrated Circular

The Enterprise Foundry Co.,

Manufacturers of: Sackville, N. B.

High Grade Stoves, Ranges, Furnaces and Fire Place Fittings

Sold by : Fred J. C. Cox & Co.. Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton
Enterprise Hardware Co., Saskatoon W. T. McArthur & Co., Vancouver

Sheldon Slow Speed

Exhaust Fans

The fans that are revolutionizing the shaving exhaust business.

They will handle wet or dry, long or short shavings and saw-
dust, and will do this work with a guaranteed reduction in
speed of from 25 to 40 % less, and with a power consumption
of from 20 to 35 % less than any other exhaust fan.

Descriptive circulars sent on request.
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Building Reports
When you know definitely, clearly and in detail

just who is in the market for your product, you are in

a fair way to land the order.

MacLean Daily Reports will introduce you to

buyers in every Province every day at a trifling cost

when the results are considered.

May we submit our proposition ?

A POSTAL wu.r. BRING DBTAIU

MacLean Daily Reports, Limited
220 King St. West, Toronto

also Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver.

Bankrupt
Belting
Bargains

POSITIVELY 25% TO 75% SAVED

NEW AND SECOND HAND

ALL KINDS and SIZES—FOR EVERY PURPOSE

ALSO ENORMOUS STOCKS

Iron Piping, Pulleys, Shafting, Hang-

ers, New and Relaying Rails, Saws,

Chains and Cables, Roofing, etc.

Write Us for Prices and Tell Us What You Need

Catalog on Request

The

Imperial Waste and Metal Co.
150 Queen Street, Montreal

Wire Rope
Haulage and Hoisting Rope

Standard and Lang's Lay

MANUFACTURED BY

The B. Greening Wire Co., Limited
Hamilton, Ont. - Montreal, Que.

ROPE FITTINGS Write for Catalogue ROPE GREASE
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No. 122

MATCHER C.M.C No. 122

MATCHER

C.M.C. No. 122 Heavy Duty Fast Feed Planer and Matcher

CYLINDERS both top and bottom are of the round type equipped throughout
with high speed knives.

SIDE HEADS either of the round type or of the Shimer pattern can be supplied
as desired.

FEED consists of six 12 inch rolls under spring tension driven by accurately
machine cut gears carefully guarded.

ALL DRIVES are either by belt or gears no chains being used to give
constant trouble.

BELTS are all long and driven from a self contained counter shaft attached to
the main frame, and are all tightened by one lever.

WORKMANSHIP is of the highest class.

PERFECT WORK is guaranteed at a speed of 200 feet per minute.

PROFILING ATTACHMENT can be fitted at the delivery end of a machine
for making drop siding, casings, base board, etc.

JOINTING DEVICE can be supplied for truing irregular surfaces.

We Make the Most Complete Line of Woodworking Machinery in Canada

Canada Machinery Corporation, Limited

Gait, Ontario
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A Band Mill

Without a Peer
Best balanced and most symmetrical

band mill ever designed

The despair of imitators

Built with 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 foot wheels
Does not overhang its foundation

Is the heaviest band mill built

Also the perfection of simplicity

It holds all the cutting records

Has the greatest range of top wheel
Double spring cushion tension device

Steam straining engine when specified

Quick opening bottom guides
Bottom guide completely buried in husk frame
Safety upper guide
Steam controlled upper guide when wanted
Steel spoke V section bottom wheel
Chain oiling bearings
Hubs are longer than on any other brand
This insures a very rigid wheel
Wheels tilt from front and rear

Tbe standard of excellence

Every feature original with us
We build every machine required in an up-to-date mill

Ask for Catalogs

Clark Bros. Co., Belmont, N.Y.
6321 17th Ave. South, Seattle, Washington

Mowry's Model

Saw Mill Carriage

With wing knee. All three dogs

operated by one lever. Hammer
dogs easily applied. Wings spread

five feet. Very heavy and sub-

stantial. Style C. sets works.

This is a model Saw
Carriage and always

a great favorite among
lumbermen who ap-

preciate the best. It

is simple, easy to

operate, can't be

wrecked and will re-

duce your bill to noth-

ing.

Where will our cata-

logue and literature

find you?

MOWRY & SONS.
Our 46 inch Saw Carriage

Gravenhurst, Ontario
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Longs Quality Machinery

Here are a few

machines which

appeal to the

practical mill-

man.

We have others.

If you don't see

what you want
here, send us

your inquiry.

Steel Carriages

This style built with 36-in.. 40-in.. 44-in., 48-in.. 54-ln., 60-in.. 72-in.. opening from snw line

32-in. Edger

EDGERS

suitable for

Sawmill of

any

Capacity
This style built 54-in. 60-in.. Wi-in.. 72-in., 84-in.. !*>-in. between frames

Complete

Mills of any

Capacity

No. oo Portable Mill

3 Saw Lath Bolter

Our entire attention

is devoted to studying

the needs of the saw-

mill trade. Our ser-

vices are at your
disposal.

Mill plans and speci-

fications of complete

mills furnished.

Heavy Duty Lath Machine

2s E. LONG MANUFACTURING CO., LIMITED, Orillia, Ont
MONTREAL - Williams & Wilson, Ltd.

WINNIPEG— Stuart Machinery Co., Ltd.

AGENCIES :

EDMONTON and CALGARY— Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Ltd.
VANCOUVER— Robert Hamilton & Co.
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Waterous "Trouble-Proof"

Haulup Chains
The efficiency of your haulup depends directly on the strength and the wearing qualities

of your log chain. Waterous Chains have more than their share of both. They are
built of selected materials. The shop work on them is of the very best. They are
tested and inspected before shipment.
Next time you order chain—think of "Trouble Proof"—and specify "Waterous".

Waterous Forged Bull Chain
This chain is forged from the best re-

fined wrought iron. It is 6" pitch and
is built in seven sizes, ranging in weight
from 2^ lbs. to 15 lbs. per foot. Iron,

steel and wood specials of various forms
are supplied with this chain. It can be
used on all size Bull Wheels and is also

adapted for Rough Wood and Refuse
Conveyors.

Short Link and Long Link Coil Chain
For strength and general usefullness this

chain is hard to beat. Fifteen sizes are

built, ranging in weight from 150 lbs. to

2,335 lbs. per 100 feet. Only the best

chain iron is used in its manufacture,
welds are exceptionally long and carefully

made, and all links are tested for size

and uniformity before leaving the shops.

Waterous all Steel Haulup Chain
The heaviest, largest logs can be handled

on this chain. It is the longest lived and
cleanest chain we build. It is 8" pitch

throughout and carries a heavy cast steel

special spaced every 6'. Side bars, centre

links and connecting pins are all of steel,

the links and bars being drilled for the

reception of the pins.

We also build Malleable Log Chain, Roller Haulup Chain, Chain for Pulpwood and for

Saw Dust Conveyors.

Any length can be supplied.

Our list of Specials, Sprockets, Idlers and Spools is exceptionally complete. These

are illustrated and described in our Chain Catalogue No. 108, which we will be glad

to supply on request.

WRITE

The Waterous Engine Works Co. Ltd.

Brantford, Canada
AGENCY—H. B. Gilmour, Vancouver, B.C. BRANCH—Winnipeg, Man.
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#5,000,000.00
worth of mixed metals is what we market every year

PEERLESS metal is compounded specially for sawmills and is the best on the market for that purpose.

FAULTLESS metal is a high grade copper hardened alloy made for heavy duty work, sawmills and engines.

Our policy is large tonnage, perfect alloys, and absolutely fair and honest treatment of the trade.

We solicit your patronage

HOYT METAL CO., Toronto, Canada
New York, N. Y. London, England St. Louis, Mo.

DESIGN B. L. NC 3

BATTS LIMITED
WEST TORONTO

Manufacturers of

Staved Columns

Veneered Doors

Newel Posts

Sashes - Flooring

Trim

Pine Doors and

Frames

Turned Newel Posts and

Balusters

Cypress Greenhouse

Material

Write for our Catalogue

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS

WEST TORONTO - 0NT.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THATS
KNOWNOUR

EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

The J.C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

H. Walters & Sons
Limited

Head Office and Factory HULL, CANADA

The Largest Factory
for Lumbering Tools

in Canada. :: :: ::

"Send for New Illustrated Catalogue"

Manufacturers of all kinds of

VANCOUVER, B.C.
Corner Powell and McLean SU.

Branches

:

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Corner Market and Louise SU-

Saws, Axes, Axe Handles, Lumbering and Logging Tools, Machine Knives
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western
Globe - Kearney & Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Swell Weld Coil Chain

Made in Canada
25% 25

Sold by Jobbers
25%

More Weld More Strength More Wear
McKinnorv Chain Company

BUFFALO, N. Y. ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

SAW MILL SUPPLIES
There is not a jobber or manutacturer, or any other person employed by either, in an official position

who should miss the chance of looking over our new Catalogue on Transmission Supplies.

If you are looking for "Quality and Service" in your mill supplies we know you will be impressed
with the lines shown.

Send a post card for it to-day and you will have it by return mail.

DICK'S Balata Belting leather Belting Wood Split Pulleys Shafting Hangers Iron Pulleys

Steel Pulleys Clutches Babbitt Wood-Working Machinery Steam Goods

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines

Montreal

Fairbanks Scales

Toronto St. John, N. B. Winnipeg
Safes and Vaults

Calgary Vancouver

TURN INTO MONEY
Your slow and doubtful book accounts—HAND them to

the COLLECTION DEPARTMENT of the Mercantile Agency

R. G. Dun & Company
70 Bay Street, Toronto

The Collection Service, which has been proved most satis-

factory by all users of it, is open to Reference Book Subscrib-
ers. Subscription and Collection Rates on application.

Over Seventy Years Record of Efficiency

Power Pumps,
Steam Pumps,
Vacuum Pumps,

Centrifugal

Pumps,
Condensers

The Smart -Turner Machine Co., Limited
Hamilton, Canada

THE STRONGEST CHAIN IN THE WORLD
"Weldless

Steel Chain
Photograph of 7/16-inch Weldless Steel Chain broken with a test load of 9 tons, 3 cwts. (20,496 lbs.), or fully double the Admiralty

breaking load for iron chain of this size. Note the elongation and reduction of area at the fracture.

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

B. J. COGHLIN CO., Limited
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

MONTREAL
Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, page 6o
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Shingle Mill Machinery

The Grand Triumph Shingle Machine has a capacity of from
30 thousand to 60 thousand shingles in ten hours; the actual capacity
being dependent upon the special conditions that each machine has
to meet.

Ten to fifteen horse power is sufficient to drive it to its full

capacity.

It is the most economical machine to use, as it cuts every pos-
sible shingle out of the bolt—there is no large spalt left at the end.

_

We carry a large stock of these machines on hand and can
make immediate shipment.

Send for our catalogue which illustrates also

POWER DRIVEN SHINGLE MACHINES JOINTERS
PACKERS BOLT CUT-OFF MACHINES

DRAG SAWS, ETC.

William Hamilton Company, Limited
PETERBOROUGH - ONTARIO
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VIEW OF MILL PROPERTY AT CACHE BAY, ONT.

CROSS ARMS
We have on hand the following 3% in. x 4^ in. BONE DRY CROSS ARMS
which we wish to move. We will shape and bore them as required.

3 ft. 6 in,

4
6

1 o

4
6

Painted 2,300 arms

1,620
"

2,380
"

C <
.

it

700
Unpainted 12,500

10,693
"

Also Place Your Order Now for this Season's Dimension Stock in Red and

White Pine. :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::

George Gordon & Company
CACHE BAY

Limited

ONTARIO
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

i873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills ®. Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Yard <& Office CAPACITY 40.000.000

MOR.RISTOWN, N. Y.

New York City
Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co,
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Selling agents for Fraser & Co., Manufacturers

Mills at Deschenes, Que., near Ottawa

White Pine

Red Pine

Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Office, «Wt52fff" Ottawa, Can.

F. N. Waldib, President. R. S. Waldie, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The

Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Manufacturers of Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
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The Buzz of Saws Herald
the Start of New Activities

The mills are all running after the winter season. Better check up your needs in

WHITE PINE
We urge the importance of send

ing orders in promptly.

New stock will not be in before

July— and the present supply is

rapidly decreasing. —splendid stock, guaranteed well watered. We supply the finest grades only

v , ,
»n assorted sizes. RED PINE also.

You are better assured of your

order being filled as desired now

than later A RO I IT* m *^ There's satisfaction in ordering Quebec-grown Spruce, the kind we feature. Large
emem er, uni ormity of grade QDD I li^*T7 supply always ready for immediate shipment,

is our constant aim. And lowest %Jk f\. \J \ - * '

prices possible, consistent with

quality.

— Let Us Hear From You "^33

BARTRAM BROTHERS, Limited
Ed. T. Saxe, 1200 Clareraont Ave., MONTCLAIR, N.J. Hope Chambers, OTTAWA, CAN., Head Office

Timber Limits for Sale
on Georgian Bay

The undersigned offer for sale in large or small blocks all their remaining timber lands, mills and town prop-
erty situated in the Town of Parry Sound, Ont.

;
Tug Scow and other Lumber Equipment, including

boom chains, plows, sleighs, etc.

The Limits, part of which have recently been sold, include : 440 square miles of licensed and deeded Pine,
Hemlock, Spruce, Birch and other timber. The licenses from the Ontario Government include all timbers and
are not restricted for time. Government dues are as follows : Saw Logs, White Pine,$i.5o per M. ft., B.M.
Saw Logs, Hemlock, Tamarac and other woods 75c. per M. ft. The timber is situated in the Townships of
McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Monteith, Carling, Christie, Shawanaga, Burpee, McConkey, Mills, Allen,
Secord, Falconbridge and Street. The Canadian Pacific, Canadian Northern and Grand Trunk Railways
run through the limits, which makes some of the parcels offered for sale particularly desirable for small
mill owners.

A circular giving full information, maps, terms and conditions of sale will be furnished upon application to

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited
1315-20 Traders Bank Building, TORONTO, CANADA
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A <f»A A 1 jwF^> to the fact that
>'
ou SAVE DOLLARS by securing

JlaITIC I vU All VV your Lumber in advance on this RISING MARK H I' ?

We Can Sell You White Pine
the product of CHOICE LOGS, beautifully manufactured and properly graded at prices which you can't

duplicate Elsewhere. MAY WE QUOTE YOU on 191 1 stock, or on the coming Season's Cut ?

The Eyer Lumber Co., Limited, 34 Victoria St., Toronto, Out., are our Selling Agents.

Don't buy till you get our prices

The Cutler Bay Lumber Co., Limited, - Cutler, Ont.

The Rideau Lumber Co., Limited
Trafalgar Building, Ottawa, Ont.

We can offer nearly all sizes in Dry Spruce

Our 3" x 7 and up White Pine Mill Culls resaw

nicely.

Factory Strips and Sidings all thicknesses in

White Pine

18" Cedar Shingles

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Hochelaga BankBuilding- QliebeC, QuC
Correspondence Solicited.

JAS. PLAVFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber - Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT,
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

RED DEER'
Hardwood Flooring

is the flooring that is manufactured ex-

pressly to supply the demand for the best.

It is made by modern machinery, from carefully selected stock, and
every precaution is taken throughout our entire system to maKe it

fulfill in every particular the name we have built up for high quality
flooring.

We also manufacture Hemlock, Bill Stuff, Sprue* and Hardwood Lumber

IT e specialize in prompt shipments

The Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited

Huntsville, Ont.

TheGolden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers of •

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Offer at LOW FIGURE for QUICK (ale :

80,000' 2 x 4 & up 6/16' No. 1 White Pine Mill Cull
20,000' 2 x 4 & up 6/16' No. 2 White Pine Mill Cull
18,000' 1 x 4 & up 6/16' Log Run, Dead Culls out White Birch
125,000 pes. 1 y2 x x 32" Mill Run Hemlock Lath

All of above, shipment G. T. R. from Golden Lake, Ontario

Head Office: EGANVILLE, ONT.

Long Lumber Company
Hamilton, Canada

Our Specialty

Norway and Yellow Pine
BILLS STUFF TO ORDER

Ontario Agents for

A. Cotton's XXX B.C. Shingles
10 Cars in Transit
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Cameron & Co, Limited
Manufacturers

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, TIMBER,
POLES and POSTS
We have for quick shipment

— DRY —

1 WHITE PINE MILL CULLS
1 " " BOX

Mill and Yard Head Office
OPEONGO, ONT. OTTAWA, ONT.

Send your enquiries to our Head Office

Hurdman Lumber Co.
OTTAWA, CANADA Limited

EASTERN

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

WESTERN

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

Williams Lumber Company
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

For 1 x 4 and up x 6 11 ft dressing shorts.

For 5, 6 and 8 4 x 12 16 dressing strips.

For 5, 6, and 8 4 shipping cull shorts, strips and sidings.

Write us before placing your orders

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

WILLIAM H. BROMLEY
Wholesale Lumber

Aux Sable River Forest Reserve Timber Produces Best Lumber
in Ontario.

Every lumber dealer and consumer in Western Ontario, Buffalo, Detroit,
Central New York and Montreal knows what excellent lumber is produced
from Playfair & White's mills at Midland. Ont. I can offer you from that
point, all sizes of White Pine and Norway Pine; any quantity of the choicest
lumber in the Georgian Bay district. These mills will commence sawing
about May loth.

SPECIAL:—The best block of Basswood in Ontario, estimated 2,000,000 ft.

I am prepared to offer, sawn to any size required.

Other stocks of Pine. Hemlock and Spruce at Pembroke, Ottawa and
Collingwood.

Quotations promptly given and enquiries solicited

Pembroke - * Ontario

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited

Everything in Lumber
Rough and Dressed

Wholesale and Retail

Want to Purchase

Dry Ash, Birch, Basswood and Rock Elm

ADDRESS
21 Dorchester Street West, MONTREAL

Casey«Shaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Sudbury, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Lumber and Lath
Planing Mill Work

SAW MILLS GENERAL OFFICE
Long Lake, Ont. and Blezard, Ont. Sudbury, Ont.

Edward Hines Lumber Co.
(Branch Office)

Owen Sound, Ont.

- All grades of a

WHITE PINE
and

Norway Dimension Bill Stuffs

WHITE and RED PINE LATH

ESTABLISHED 1855

THE McGIBBON LUMBER CO.
OF PENETANGUISHENE

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Etc.

Hemlock Billstuff a Specialty of which we have
the Best Assortment on Georgian Bay.

Don't wait to write. Phone us your requirements.

All stock sized or matched if required.

Our Yards are Unequalled for Drying Lumber
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John McKergow, W. K. Ghakftkv,
President Managing-Director

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office : Montreal Office:

46 Elgin St. 759 Notre Dame Kt.,W

WHOLESALE DEALERS

SPRUCE
13 Foot and 16 Foot

Lath and
White Cedar Shingles

CHRISTY-MOIR CO.
149 Broadway. New York City

Thb

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Stuff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

McLennan Timber

Lands and Lumber Co.
Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

RAILS
F« Tramway*, SMin*», Etc.
New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W„ TORONTO

Hardwood Flooring

End Matched, Bored,
Polished and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation LifeBldg., Toronto

EADIE DOUGLAS CO.
14 University St. Montreal

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
i is Manning Chambers, Toronto, Ont.

Our Price* will Interest You

We Make the Best

Pine Doors
We Specialize in

No. 3 Pine Doors

These are produced from good sound kiln-dried

lumber by expert workmen with up-to-date

machinery.

Doors that will not sag warp or crack—every

one thoroughly well made and guaranteed.

With our new improved equipment and organ-

ization we can manufacture large and small

quantities of No. 3 Pine Doors at a price

which meets all competition.

Rush orders given prompt attention—Complete
shipments made on time. Try us with your
next order for No. 3 Pine Doors.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

Maritime Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office :

Saint John, N. B.

Branch Office :

180 St. James St. Montreal, P. Q

OFFER
For Rail or Water Shipment

:

1,500,000-ft. Merchantable

Spruce Side Boards 1 x 4

and up.

For Rail Shipment

:

600,000-ft. 3x7 and up 1st.,

2nd. and 3rd. White Pine.

The Harris Tie

& Timber Co.,

198 Sparks St., Ottawa, Ont.

Cedar Poles and Posts,

Piles and Bridge Timber

Track and Switch Ties

WE have 500 M ft. 8-4

Common and Better

and 250 M ft. 5-4 Common
and Better White Pine
that we want to move
quick at bargain prices.

Write us

Bruce Mines Saw Mill Co.
Limited

Bruce Mines, Ont.

\\TR Buy, Sell and deal in all kind.

" * of Lumber and Timber in Can-
ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,

Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,

Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short

and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Maple and Oak Floor-

ings, Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

^UGER & SON
QUEBEC

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pine, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.
Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.

Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia, Ont.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED
Toronto

Sarnia

Buffalo
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Imperial Timber

& Trading Co.
LIMITED

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Branch Office:

15 Cadogan Block,

CALGARY, ALTA.

Every Description of

DOUGLAS FIR,

RED CEDAR, SPRUCE,
HEMLOCK, LARCH and
PINE LUMBER and
RED CEDAR SHINGLES

Heavy Construction
Timbers a Specialty

Lengths up to 110 ft.

Try a cur of our Extra Quality
XXX RED CEDAR SHINGLES

Kail and Water Shipments.

FOR SALE

Piles and Poles

All sizes, all lengths

Apply to

PAPINEAUVILLE LUMBER CO.

Papineauville, P.Q.
Limited

The

North Channel Lumber Co.
Limited

Successors to

SAGINAW LUMBER & SALT CO.

MANUFACTURKRS OF

Pine Lumber
Saginaw, Mich. U.S.A.

Mills at Thessalon Ont.

"Well Bought is Half Sold"

STOCK OFFER;-

2 Cars 2x6 Com. W. P. $22.00

3 " 2x10 " " 25.00

2 " 4x 4 Sel. M. R.W. P. 28.00

1 " 6 x 6 " " 30.00

Ready for Quick Shipment

F.O.B. BYNG INLET

2 Cars 4 4 Crating Red Pine at $15.00

F.O.B. MIDLAND

3 Cars 5/4" x 4 & up No. 1 Com. & Btr.

Basswood.

Runs strong to ists and 2nds

Early 191 1 cut

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

730 Traders Bank Building, TorOntO,Ont.

Mills : Byng Inlet, Ont.

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves Hoops
Headings

JAMES WEBSTER & BR0., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office

:

Dashwood House 9 Broad St., E.C.

News Chambers, 57 Hope St., Glasgow

f|ant& Kemp
5a St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona, " Glasgow

A 1 and ABC Codes used

Louis Bamberger
Importer of

Pine, Spruce, and all Canadian

Wood Goods

2 Broad Street Buildings,

London, E.C.

TelegraphicAddress " Bellywood, London. '

Open to Contract for

Glued-up Basswood Keyboard*

F
ARNWORTH

& JARDINE
Cable Address : Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth Liverpool

England

We Specialize in

Saw Mill Repair Work
and castings of all descriptions
and machinery built to order.

Second hand machinery little used :

1 Northey gear drive pump
7" x 12

1 Northey 6 H. P. Stationary
Gasoline Engine

1 Autmobile 20 H. P. 2 cylinder
Suitable for truck

Maass Bros..
Irving Ave., Ottawa, Ont.

Advertise
in the

Wanted and for Sale

Department
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Mason, Gordon&Co.LtFr

sT
c

et Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
Car and Cargo lots only

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock, Spruce, Yellow Pine and Oak

Write, Wire or Phone for Prices - Western Office : — Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B. C.

Donald Fraser

& Sons, Limited
GABANO, QUEBEC

MANUFACTURERS OF

Long Lumber
Rough and Finished

Shingles, Clapboard,

Wm. Milne & Son, Ltd.

Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at North Bay, Sellwood Jet. and Spanish, Ont.

Head Office : North Bay, Ont.

North Bay Mill

White Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and
Birch Lumber, dressed flooring,

siding etc. Lath and Cedar Shingles.

Sellwood Jet. Mill

White and Norway Pine. Lumber
and Lath.

Spanish Mill

White and Norway Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock, Lumber and Lath.

Vessel shipment only.

The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Ltd.
(With Mills at Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B.C. Harrison River, B.C. Kenora, Ont. Rainy River, Ont. and Banning, Ont.)

Manufacturers of

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, SASH AND DOORS
And all kinds of Woodwork and Interior Finish. Also Box Shooks and Packing Cases. White and Red Pine Lumber, Maple
Flooring, Hardwood Lumber, Turned and Band Saw Work, Cedar Posts and Poles, Tamarac, Piling, etc.

heai)^ofvwe The Rat Portage Lumber Co., Limited - Winnipeg, Man.
D. C. CAMERON, President and General Manager.
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Full Stock Dry Pine and Hemlock

BILLS IN PINE AND HEMLOCK

Cut to Order

NEW TELEPHONE ADELAIDE 1783

The Fesserton Timber Co., Limited
15 Toronto St., TORONTO

Mills at FESSERTON, ONT.

JOHN DONOGH & CO.
Wholesale Dealers

—DRY STOCK—
WHITE PINE—

Inch Mill Cull Sidings. 2 x 8 & 2 x 1 2 Common and Dressing.

SPRUCE—
1 x 4-5-6-7, Common and better. Rough or Dressed.

1205 TRADERS BANK BUILDING, TORONTO

The Harwood Lumber Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

YELLOW PINE
Rough Timbers, Long Joists, Boards

both Long and Short Leaf
BE SURE TO GET OUR PRICES

Send Inquiries to us CLEVELAND, OHIO
OR

The Harwood Lumber Company Toronto, Ontario
Toronto phone Main 4089.

ROBERT BURY & CO.
Wholesale Hardwood Dealers

For Sale
Ready for Prompt Shipment

1 Car 4" Hard Maple, 80 per cent. I st & 2nds, Bal. No. 1 Com
2 " 3" " 75

"

3 " 2" " 70

100 to 150 M ft. I" Soft Elm, No. 1 Com. and Better

telephone, Adelaide 1467 79 Spadina Avenue, TORONTO

LEAK & CO., Limited
18 Aberdeen Chambers

TORONTO, ONT.

We are in the market for Hemlock,

Spruce and Hardwoods, also No. 1, 2

3 Lath.

Send us list of anything you have to offer.

Spears & Lauder
OFFER

One Million feet, Birch, Basswood,
Ash, Elm and Maple

now being cut from exceptionally choice logs.

Also during the Summer months 2)4 million feet of hemlock.

LET US QUOTE YOU ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

Head Office: 501 Kent BIdg., - TORONTO

The

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co,
18 Toronto St., TORONTO, ONT. Limited

Wc offer for prompt shipment,—
5 to 8 cars, 5 8 Pine or Spruce Grating
4 to 5 cars, 1% x 10 & 12 Selected White Pine
4 to 5 cars, 2 x 10, 10/16 No. 1 Spruce
10 to 15 cars, 1 x 10 & 12 No. 1 White Pine Mill Gull
2 cars, 2 x 4 & up, Clear and Clear Face Norway

Close prices for prompt shipment.

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.

WANTED
Mill Stocks of:—

HARDWOODS
PINE
SPRUCE
HEMLOCK

We are now buying for the 191 2 trade. Write us describ-
ing Stocks you have, or will have to sell. We pay CASH.

Manning Chambers, TORONTO
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E. H. Heaps & Co., Limited
Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, Finish,etc.

Specialties: AA1 BRAND HIGH GRADE SHINGLES
B. C. R. DOUGLAS FIR. TIMBER

Mills at

Vancouver and R.\iskin, B. C.
Head Office: Victoria Drive and Powell St.

VANCOUVER. B.C.

Send along your Orders
—FOR-

Doors, Sash, Wood Turning's

Interior Finish

Hardwood Flooring

Pine Flooring

EVERY ONE A GOOD SELLER

Wilson Brothers, Limited
COLLINGWOOD, ONTARIO

Pine Larch
Timbers

Yard Stock

Clears

and
Mouldings

The East Kootenay Lumber Co.

Selects

Shops

Commons
and

Mouldings Qu^N

Head Office: JAFFRAY, B.C.
Mill, at

:
CRANBROOK, B.C., RYAN, B.C., JAFFRAY, B.C.

Limited

We Can Deliver the Goods

That Sell

The easiest lumber to sell

is that kind for which there

is already a big- demand—our

Hemlock, Pine

and Hardwood

will always meet with a

ready sale because there is

always a demand for the

best.

We are the only firm to

dress and size all our hem-
lock lumber.

Remember this is a help
—freight is a big item.

We specialize in car lots—
Write us your requirements

Hocken Lumber

Co., Limited
Otter Lake Station, Ont.

D. S. PATE LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Yellow Pine
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Long Leaf Timbers and Implement Stock.

Short Leaf Finish.

Stock Exchange Bldg. - Chicago, 111.
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Lumber of Uniform Quality

Fassett Lumber Co.—General View (if Saw Mill

Standard uniform quality is the

Keystone of our success. If you
are not acquainted with the superior
merits of our lumber let us send you
a sample car of

PINE, HEMLOCK
SPRUCE or

HARDWOOD
We have also a splendidly

equipped planing mill and dress
lumber to order.

LONG TIMBERS
A Specialty.

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited
FASSETT, QUEBEC

The Shimer

Limited

Tongue Head

With

Expansion

The Shimer

Limited

Groove Head

with

Expansion

The ShimerLimited CutterHeads

are made especially for fast feed matching machines. They will do good
work at 150 to 170 lineal feet per minute.

By means of a chucking device they are self-centered on the spindles
and fastened securely without the aid of set screws. Besides being perfectly
centered, the Bits can be jointed on our Head Jointing Machine, insuring
smooth work.

The construction of the Bits in regard to areal seat surface and the
stronger holding bolts keep the Bits in correct cutting position on the seats,
while the acute angle of the cutting edge insures greater relief to the parts
coming into contact with the lumber.

These Heads are simple and strong throughout, have no delicate parts
to break down or get out of order, consequently they are safe and efficient
tools to match flooring at high speeds.

They are made either in solid section or with the expansion feature as
may be preferred. In solid section we are selling them for $67.00 the set
complete with Bits for making flooring, and all necessary wrenches,
gauges, etc. With the expansion feature at $72.46 the set complete.

If you have a machine that will swing these Heads and will feed 150
feet or more per minute, you should try a set and increase your output.

Send measurements today.

Samuel J, Shimer & Sons,

Milton, Pennsylvania
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FOR QUICK SHIPMENT
we offer the following stocks

A few cars left of

5/4 x 6/8/10 No. 1 and 2, Barn

6/4 x 6/8/10 No. 1 and 2, Barn

200M 1", xyi" and 2" x 12— 12/16 Spruce

100M 3 x 10— 10/16 Spruce
1" x 4", 5" and 6" No. 1 and 2, Barn

x 4", 6", 8" x 10" No. 2, Barn and Better

From Small Logs

1

1

, 1% and 2 x 4,— 10/16' Spruce, rough or dressed
" 2x5,

2x6,
2x7,
2x8,

" 2 x 10,
" 2x12

A choice lot of r" Ash and winter sawn 1" Bass-
wood ; also Birch Flooring in all grades and
thicknesses.

We can supply you all your wants in Pine.

DRESSED LUMBER OUR SPECIALTY
Write, wire or 'phone us for prices before placing your orders.

W. C. Edwards & Co., Limited
Ottawa, Ont.

Mills at Ottawa and Rockland Planing Mills and Factories at Ottawa

"EVERYTHING IN LUMBER"

Why not make 1912 the most profitable saw year in your history?

ATKINS STERLING BAND SAWS
Made in Canada

THESE Saws are celebrated on account of their exceed-

ingly tough temper and generally scientific construc-

tion. They will stand up to their work longer under the

most trying conditions. You will find fewer cracks in

ATKINS BAND SAWS than any other and they will

hold their teeth and points remarkably. Why not place a

trial order and make us prove these statements.

Write to-day

E. C. ATKINS & CO.,
Vancouver Branch, No. 109 Powell Street,

Makers of

STERLING SAWS HAMILTON, ONT.
U. S. Factory, Indianapolis, Ind.
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Pine Doors of All Kinds
KEPT IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

—

.

The above is a partial line of Doors carried in stock in all the standard sizes for quick shipmentsWe are the largest manufacturers of Doors in Canada and operate our own sawmill and timber limits.
We can save you Time and Money. Write us.

JAMES DAVIDSON, - OTTAWA, Ontario

GARLOCK PACKINGS
Garlock Regular Rings

For all general purposes outside of high pressure
work. This Packing is a special grade thoroughly lubri-
cated with the celebrated "Garlock" compound, and is
the perfected result of over thirty years experience in
manufacturing fibrous Packings.

Garlock Square Duck Packing
Made of good quality Cotton Ouck and friction for

cold water.

Garlock High Pressure Gaskets
Absolutely heat proof, will not vulcanize or blow out

under any steam pressure, being made of long fibre
Asbestos Brass Wire Insertion.

Garlock Red Sheet Packing
Made of high grade Rubber compounded in such a

way as to give it great strength and reliability.
This Packing has established wide reputation on its

own merits.

Garlock Cloth Insertion Sheet
Used on cold and warm water pipes. Is unexcelled

in pliability, smoothness of finish and strength of Cloth
Insertion.

Garlock Rubber Valves
Specially made to meet specific conditions—absolute-

ly unaffected by oils.

Hnw
before placing your next order for supplies get our prices on Leather, Rubber and Canvas BeltsHose, Brass Valves, Babbitt Metals, Saw Blades, Files, Emery Wheels, etc. Write for catalogue

THE GARLOCK PACKING CO.
Head Office and Factory: HAMILTON, ONT.

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG
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Place Your Dimension Orders Early

White and Red Pine, Spruce, etc., Bills, any Size, any Length

ROUGH OR DRESSED

East Entrance, No. 2 Yard

We still have a few cars each

dry ixi 2, i^xi2 and 2x12

x 12/16 for sale.

Fast Feed Planing Mill in

Connection

The Colonial Lumber Co.

Pembroke, Ont.

Patented IX L Bit Pat. No. ,3£42S

This Bit Will Not Slip Sideways

v\

//
/ /

See the Hey \5><? the /f<?y

Manufacture d Only By

The A. J. BURTDN SAW CO. Ltd.

Vancouver B. C.

Our Inserted Saws are Fitted with our

Patent I.X.L. Bits and Shanks, warran-

ted not to slip sideways, and to cut free

and easy, and have no equal in hard-

wood or any other timber.

CQWC Band
>
Gang>

UdWo Solid and Inserted

Tooth Circulars,

Bits and Shanks

Carried in Stock at our Ottawa Branch.

Special Attention given to all Saw Re-

pair Work.

The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY

VANCOUVER, B. C.

BOX 848

Phone 1748

EASTERN OFFICE, SALES-ROOMS AND
REPAIR WORKS

374 Sparks St., OTTAWA, ONT.
Phone 7458
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Phone Main 6386 Mills: Knoxville, Tenn.
Walland, Tenn.
Franklin, Va.

The Atlantic Lumber Co.
Incorporated

Head Office: BOSTON, MASS.

Manufacturers Southern Hardwood Lumber
Canadian Branch

211 Kent Building-, 156 Yonge Street, Toronto
Robert Vestal, Manager

ANYTHING IN OAK LUMBER

LET US QUOTE YOU ON THE FOLLOWING
2k in. lsts & 2ncls Unselected Wisconsin Birch
li " " " «
li «

1 " «« - «
10 & 12 ft. Birch Moulding Sti ips
40,000 ft. 1 in. No. 1 Coin. & Btr. Basswood
100,000 •' li " No. 2 ««

125,000 " 1 No. 2 " " Hard Maple
3 carloads 2 " No. 2 " " •«

Hardwood and Softwood Crating of All Kinds
200,000 ft. 2 in. No. 2 Com. & Btr. Rock Elm
175,000 " U " No. 2 " " "

WHAT DO YOU NEED?

BRADLEY TIMBER & RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.
Second Floor Palladio Bldg., DULUTH, MINN.

Mowbray & Robinson
Main Office: CINCINNATI, Ohio

Band Sawmills at: WEST IRVINE and QUICKSAND, Ky.

SPECIALTIES

Plain and Quartered

Oak, Poplar and Ash
Our lumber is all bandsawed, soft and even

colored. Oak Quarter Sawed for figure

Sawmill Capacity 125,000 ft. per Day

QUICK SHIPMENTS GUARANTEED

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

Cypress

Oak
Gum
Ash
Cottonwood
Elm

Setid for Complete Stock List and Delivered Prices

The Hyde Lumber Co.
Manufacturkks and Exporters

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

Yellow Poplar
MANUFACTURERS WATER
SEASONED, BAND SAWED

POPLAR LUMBER

All Grades Quick Shipments

COAL GROVE, Ohio, U.S.A. Lumber Co.
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Manufacturer of

SOFT OAK
Mills:(sK Cincinnati, O.

Canadian Representative, A. E. KL1PPERT, 11 Laxton Ave., TORONTO

Manufacturers of Foreign and Domestic Hardwood Lumber

and Veneers.

Ohio Veneer Company
Importers of

MAHOGANY AND FOREIGN WOODS

Office and Mills: 2624 to 2634 Colerain Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

R. A. Wells Lumber Co.
Wholesalers and Exporters of

Hardwood Lumber
of All Kinds

Special attention to Canadian trade. Prompt Shipments

Our speciality is 1" to 2" Gumwood, 1" to 2" Oak, both
plain and quartered stock, 1" to 2" Ash and 1" Cottonwood.

WRITE US BEFORE BUYING

230 S. LA SALLE STREET - CHICAGO, ILL.

THE SOUTHERN LUMBER and

BOOM GO.
SALES OFFICE, CINCINNATI

Band Mills: Valleyview, Ky., Glendora Miss.

Manufacturers

OAK GUM
POPLAR CHESTNUT
ASH CYPRESS

Lower Michigan Hardwoods

Rock Maple, Beech, Birch, Basswood and Ash, White

Rock Maple Flooring and Hardwood Dimension

We have four large mills, sawing the year round on Virgin Hardwood
Timber. We can furnish you any standard grade or thickness. We
own our own fleet of boats and can make water shipments. Send ua
a list of your wants. We can serve you best.

W H Wli.fa fnmnonv B°yne City Lumber Co '

TT • 11 V? fine V/OIIlpally Wholesal. Yard* at Buffalo. N.Y.
* * Mills at Boyne City, Michigan

Oiihlme.er Brothers Hardwood Lumber

MILLS { x£S±;.
M^ce

{ CINCINNATI, OHIOV Mississippi. Yard* v

We now have in stock dry and ready for prompt shipment 500,000 ft. of i-in., i^-in., 1 1/2 and 2-in.

plain Red Oak, nice soft texture, good widths, good lengths. Also a nice stock of Red and Sap Gum,
Plain and Quartered Cut Oak. Let us quote you delivered prices.

OUR LUMBER IS MANUFACTURED RIGHT AND GRADED RIGHT. WE CAN SHIP QUICK.

Eastern Representative \Jf\lTieS H. Wc\lsh f
95 W- Mohawk St., Buffalo, N. Y.
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Long-Knight Lumber Co.

Manufacturers Indiana and Southern

Hardwoods
OAK, ASH, CYPRESS Our Specialties

Adch-ess all Inquiries to the Main Office at

—

INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA

Theo. Fathaucr YV. M. Hopkins

Theo. Fathauer Co.
WHOLESALE HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Plain and Quartered Figured and Plain

White Oak. Red Gum

Southern Yard - Helena, Ark.
Address correspondence to

1428 Cherry Ave., Chicago

YARDS : ORLK.VNS.INI>.: FoKT H'.VYNK, INI).: I'AOLI. INli.

S. P. Coppock & Sons' Lumber Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Hardwood
Lumber

lllUlclllcl v^Ual LCI CU wctrv

Ash, Basswood, Poplar

Main Office FORT WAYNE, IND.

OUR SPECIALTY:

Anything in HICKORY LUMBER
Canadian Representative, MR. S. D. SMITH

W. M. Ritter Lumber Co.
Manufacturers - Columbus, Ohio

Let us quote you on your requirements in
any of the following West Virginia stock :

Soft Yellow Poplar, Plain and Quarter Sawed
Red and White Oak, Chestnut and Basswood

All Grades and Thicknesses in Stock Dry.

We especially want to move during next thirty days and will make
attractive prices on

—

."> Cars 4/4 1st and 2nds Quarter Sawed Poplar
•J *- wis *±j -t net i Lei Jet \\ cu. VVLilllly V^IlcoLIiUL
3 Cars 4/4 1st and 2nd Chestnut
1 Car 5/4 " " "

2 Cars 6/4
"

8 Cars 4/4 to 8/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut
5 Cars 4/4 1st and 2nd Sound Wormy Chestnut
3 Cars 4/4 Sound Wormy Chestnut Veneer Strips, 3 to 6-in.
4 Cars 10/4 and 12/4 Sound Wormy Chestnut.
6 Cars 5/4 No. 1 Common Basswood,
5 Cars 4/4 Poplar 1st & 2nds., Bright Sap no Defect, 7" & up.
3 Cars 5/8 Poplar Panel and No. 1, 18 to 36-in.

4 Cars 4/4 " " " 18 to 36-in.

3 Cars 4/4 High Grade No. 2 Common Quartered White Oak.

Our stock is all band sawed and we ship the product of our mills only.

Northern Office, 919 Fisher BIdg., Chicago, 111.

Ontario Representative, John Hall, 266 Huron St., Toronto
PHONE COLLEGE 907

W. O. King & Co.
HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Michigan Hard Maple,
Birch and Basswood

2452 S. Loomis St., CHICAGO, ILL.

DRY BEECH
We want to move 200,000 feet 5/4—No.
1 and better dry Beech. A Snap at

the Price.

Also quick deliveries on NORTHERN
HARDWOODS, YELLOW PINE,
OAK DIMENSION, FIR, HICK-
ORY, OAK, GAR STOCK and PIL-
ING.

Estabrook Skeele Lumber Co.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.
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WE BELIEVE AS
YOU DO THAT DEFIANCE
WOOD-WORKING MACHINES

are all and more than we claim for them.

24" Drum and Disk Sander

One DEFIANCE
tool in your plant
will turn out more
actual high class

work than three "Just as good as DEFIANCE ma-
chines" will produce. We advocate this statement hv-

cause of the expressions from customers who have
purchased our tools for over a quarter of a century.
And they will pr ove just as beneficial to you as they
have to hundreds of other DEFIANCE customers.

QUALITY TALKS—ARE YOU DOING YOUR PART

?

Patent Variety Lathe

Our catalog and
prices are at your
command.

No. 3 Power Feed Rip Saw

THE DEFIANCE MACHINE WORKS
426 Perry Street - DEFIANCE, OHIO, U.S.A.

"THE QUALITY LINE"
Canadian Agents:—The A. K. Williams Machinery Co.. Toronto
.
g

.

,
,'
n
,V:-,!!'

1 ' Williams & Wilson. Ltd., Montreal, Que'
;VJ. , V, .!l

,K M'lfhi'iery Co., Ltd.. St. John, N B. (New Brunswiek.
I*. K.I.) Guilford & Sons, Halifax. N.8. The Angel Kngineerinif &
Supply Co., St. John's. Newfoundland. W. L. Blake & Co., Portland
Me. (Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont.!

Thin Saws, PerfectWork

The Wickes Gang will make
good lumber all of the time.

There is never any problem

about getting perfectly manu-
factured stock from the gang.

The saws, while thin, are

stiff, being keyed tightly in a

stiff steel sash that moves in

perfect fitting vertical ways
allowing no side motion.

Gang saws do not waver,

snake or run as do band or

circular saws.

The legs or cants are fed

through the saws between
feed rolls that allow no vari-

ation from a straight line.

Hence ! smooth, true saw-
ing ; every board of exact

thickness from edge to edge
and end to end.

Superior Quality of Sawing

WICKES BROS. SAGINAW, MICH.
Seattle Office: 410 White BIdg.

YANKEE PATENT REMOVABLE
SPLIT -RIM SPROCKET

/ i M

!

The

SOMETHING NEW IN SPROCKETS
The removable rim does away with removing Sprocket

from Shaft. To renew, unbolt two halves of old rim, and
replace with two new halves. You only buy the Rim, at
one-third cost of new Wheel. Done in one-fifth the time
compared with Standard Sprocket.

A. M. ELLICOTT CO., Montreal

Diamond Shanty Steel Range—Six Holes. Length of fire box for wood 28 in.
Size of oven 24 x 27 x 15 in. Flush reservoir as cut or high reservoir.Made of extra heavy steel closely riveted. Malleable oven door frame

For the Camp
Camp Cooking and Baking

with our Diamond Shanty is an
absolute certainty, no guess
work, meals always on lime.

When you buy these goods
you get our 30 years manufact-
uring expetience.

A handsome Illustrated Catalogue is

yours for the Asking

Butterworth Foundry, Limited
Ottawa,

Canada.
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Power-Saving, High-Efficiency Belts

For Planers, Dynamos, Generators, Fan Work, Etc.

1

Make your power transmission an
asset instead of a liability—a money-
saver instead of a power-waster. Belt
your machinery with

A Few of the Lines We Manufacture

Imperial
High-Speed, Friction-Surface

BELTS
"The Belt That Clings"

Built the famous Goodyear way, for high-speed
pulleys where great tensile strength is demanded

The Imperial has the cling of rubber and the endurance of many plies of hard-twist, long-fibre cotton
fabric, rubberized, cured and vulcanized into one solid, enduring piece.

Earns Cost—Costs Less
The Imperial Belt is a power saver. It earns its cost by turning into increased production the power and

the time lost by slippery leather belting. And it costs less.

Wears Longest Without Stretching
Most economical because it wears longest.— First,

because it doesn't slip. Secondly, because it is made bv
a process that abolishes internal friction. This soon
wears the life out of the best leather belting and is

caused by internal grinding as the belt bends and
whizzes around small-high-speed pulleys.

Instead of a few plies of coarse fabric, we build up
the Imperial with many plies of fine fabric. After the

stretch has all been taken out, rubber is forced

through and all threads are separated from each other.

Thus they can't rub and chew themselves, and the cause

of internal friction is eliminated.

These belts are built to suit the purchaser. Let us

quote prices on this most durable and economical high-

speed, friction-surface, wear-resisting belting.

We also make other rubber products—Tires, Hose for all purposes, Sheet Rubber
Packing*, etc. Throughout, you get the same high quality materials, skillful
workmanship and years of experience that have built such famous service into
products of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, U. S. A. Our sales of the
last four months 5Q% greater than those of last year. Defective goods returned
only $23.93. Write us at once.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Canada, Ltd.
General Office— Toronto Factory—Bowmanville, Ont.

Write Our Nearest Branch

BRANCHES : Montreal—Winnipeg—St. John, N.B.—Vancouver—Calgary

I lot
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THE SIMONDS STEEL and SIMONDS METHODS used

in our Montreal factory are responsible for that especially

high grade Saw we are now furnishing the trade. This

applies equally to Solid Tooth and Inserted Tooth Saws.

Our factory facilities are good forgiving reasonable service

and on the basis of best value given for money received we
are soliciting additional orders for these saws. Buy them
through your Supply Dealers or send to us direct.

Simonds Canada Saw Co. Limited
VANCOUVER, B. C. MONTREAL, QUE. ST. JOHN, N. B.

J. P. EBY
Presideu t CAMP SUPPLIES HUGH BLAIN

Vice-President

If you are looking for QUALITY in your Camp Supplies,

you should specify :

44ANCHOR " brand
BAKING POWDER
JELLY POWDERS
EXTRACTS, SPICES
COFFEE TEA

(In sealed air tight packages)

Sweetened MILK Unsweetened

CANNED-
SALMON, FRUITS
and VEGETABLES

WE CARRY A FULL RANGE OF CAMP SUPPLIES

Wholesale Grocers

The

Quality

Is

Guaranteed

The

Best

It

Is

Possible

To

Produce

EBY-BLAIN, LIMITED ^ md Manufacturers

TORONTO
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A National Journal

(anadalumberman
Worker

Issued on the 1st and 15th of every month by

HUGH G. MACLEAN, LIMITED, Publishers
HUGH C. MacLEAN, Winnipeg, President.

THOS. S. YOUNG. Toronto, General Manager.

OFFICES AND BRANCHES:
TORONTO - - Telephone Main 2362 - 220 King Street West
VANCOUVER - Telephone Seymour 2013 - Hutchison Block
MONTREAL - - Telephone Main 2299 - B34 Board of Trade
WINNIPEG - Telephone Garry N5(> - Commercial Travellers' Bldg.

NEW YORK - Tel. 3108 Beekman - 931 Tribune Building

CHICAGO ----------- 4059 Perry Street

LONDON, ENG. -------- 3 Regent Street S.W.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
Canada, United States and Great Britain, $2.00 per year in advance; other

foreign countries embraced in the General Postal Union, $3.00.
Single copies 15 cents.

"The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is published in the interest
of, and reaches regularly, persons engaged in the lumber, woodworking and
allied industries in every part of Canada. It aims at giving full and timely
information on all subjects touching these interests, and invites free discus-
sion by its readers.

Special care is taken to secure for publication the latest and most trust-
worthy market quotations throughout the world, so as to afford to the trade
at home and abroad information on which it can rely in its operations.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment. For
manufacturing and supply firms wishing to bring their goods to the attention
of owners and operators of saw and planing mills, woodworking factories,
pulp mills, etc., "The Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" is undoubtedly
the most direct and profitable advertising medium. Special attention is direct-
ed to the "Wanted" and 'For Sale" advertisements.

Vol. 32 Toronto, June 1, 1912 No. 11

Is the Lumber Traffic a Local Issue?
In an article dealing with the duty upon lumber entering Can-

ada from the United States, the Mississippi Valley Lumberman dis-

cusses the question as follows:

"The tariff issue in the provinces of western Canada is largely a question
of longitude and in that respect it affects Canadians very much as a promi-
nent public man in this country said it affected the people of this country,
in that it is a local issue. It is also a class issue, longitudinalized by the fact

that the manufacturers are located chiefly in the section west of the eastern
boundary of British Columbia and the retailers and consumers are largely
east of that line. The chief issue arises over the provisions of the Canadian
custom laws and the method in which they have been interpreted. It is

stated by Canadian newspapers that during the Liberal administration which
went out of office on the reciprocity issue, the provision of the Canadian
law which permits the importation of lumber surfaced on one side only was
surfaced on one side and saw-sized on the edges. This, the manufacturers
claimed was a reading of the law which was broad enough to be considered
an evasion. Since the present Canadian administration came into power the
customs officers have been instructed to a more conservative and restricted
meaning, but this does not go far enough to satisfy the mill men, and they
want a law which will deliver the business of the prairie provinces to them
without the necessity of real competition with the mills south of the border.

"Dutiable lumber going into Canada pay a much higher duty than Can-
adian lumber, in any form, coming into the United States. Lumber which is

surfaced on more than one side or edge, immediately advances into a class
which makes its sale across the boundary practically prohibited. But even
in the face of a twenty-five per cent, ad valorem duty many manufacturers
of certain items of western stock state that they can still ship into Canada
and undersell the British Columbia manufacturers. It is this very fact, prob-
ably, which encourages such vigorous opposition to an increase in the Can-
adian customs. For, if the Canadian mills are inclined to hold prices on
finished stock at so high a point that the United States mill men can pay
one-fourth of the value of their stock in duty and still compete with the
mills of Canada, the retailer and the consumer can easily make a mental esti-
mate of what would happen to the prices of rough lumber were the duty
placed at a relatively high point.

"In connection with this discussion we cannot refrain from remark-

ing that the mill men of western Canada have as yet made no objection to
the free importation into Canada of United States farmers with United States
money. All classes in Canada are willing to have as many United States citi-

zens as possible help settle and develop the agricultural lands of the prairie
provinces, but having enticed them thither, the mill men object to their spend-
ing their American money for United States lumber. It is the very fact that
so many United States farmers have gone into Canada which has given rise
to the present situation. Had the states on our own side of the border been
as aggressive and have advertised their agricultural possibilities as widely
and persistently, many, if not most, of the emigrants to Canada would have
found their new homes in the United States and have purchased their build-
ing material from United States mills. This would have created trade con-
ditions in this country which would have rendered it unnecessary for our
manufacturers to seek outside markets for surplus products.

It must be plainly evident that our mill men would not sell lumber at
low prices in Canada if they could dispose of it at better or even equal prices
to customers in this country, and it is not impossible that the situation, so
far as the British Columbia mills are concerned, will right itself to some ex-
tent during the present year. Trade conditions in this country promise to
be much better and it may be that they will return to a point where we
shall be able to absorb a much larger proportion of the output of our own
nulls. In that case, the lumber manufacturers across the northern border
will be relieved of much of the competition which has influenced them in
their advocacy of a higher tariff on United States lumber."

We trust sincerely that the hopeful prophecy contained in the
last paragraph of the above article will come to pass without delay.
Conditions are pointing tiiat way at present and the prospects are
rosy. Nevertheless, with the present tariff arrangements, Canadian
manufacturers will always have a sword hanging over their heads
111 the shape of the possibility of the same economic conditions be-
ing repeated during the next period of commercial depression in
the United States, whenever it arrives. The lessons of the past year,
1! taken to heart, should lead the Canadian government to remove
all uncertainty of this nature from the tariff act. It was certainly
intended by the framers of this act that lumber surfaced on more
than one side or edge should pay a duty of 25 per cent, ad valorem
and until a new tariff is passed to supersede the present one, this
provision is entitled to be interpreted strictly in accordance with
the wording of the act and the intentions of its framers.

To say that "dutiable lumber coming into Canada, pays a much
higher duty than Canadian lumber in any form going into the United
States" is begging the question. The dispute has to do with free
lumber, of which, entering the United States there is unfortunately
none, as the tariff act of the United States makes all kinds of lum-
ber dutiable. Under the system of evading the Canadian tariff act
which has caused so much complaint by Canadian manufacturers of
lumber, United States products which should pay a duty of 25 per
cent, ad valorem, are entering Canada free, whereas similar lumber
from Canada entering the United States is subject to a duty of $1.25
per thousand feet. So far as duty is concerned, the United States
manufacturer has it all his own way, comparatively speaking, as he
has protection against every class of Canadian product, whereas the
important product of United States mills—rough lumber or lumber
planed or dressed on one side only—enters Canada free of duty.

As to the emigration matter, this also is something of a side
issue, though a most interesting one; one moreover which is capable
of being viewed in a very different light from that in which the
above article makes it to appear. The relative cheapness of good
farming land in Canada as compared with the United States has
a great deal to do with the decision of United States farmers who
move over into Canada. But how about the economic conditions of
the two countries? Has not the frequency of serious commercial
depression in the United States had much to do with this move-
ment? And in this depression is it not reasonable to argue that
the policy of lumber manufacturers of the United States in the direc-
tion of excessive over-production, at times when the demand does
not warrant it, has been an important factor in helping to reduce
prices for their own product, finally throwing many of their workmen
out of employment and in this way depressing the market for the
products of the soil upon the sale of which farmers depend for their
livelihood? Having assisted in no small manner in bringing about
this state of affairs the manufacturers of lumber in the United States
would like now, contrary to the provision of the Canadian tariff act,
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to extend their sinister influence to the markets of Canada. We are

not to be censured therefore in Canada, if we take to heart the les-

sons afforded by conditions in the United States, and by the large

emigration of good United States farmers from their country to

Canada, and do our utmost to prevent a like state of affairs from
being brought to pass in this country.

Finally, the matter of the tariff upon lumber is not local as

the Mississippi Lumberman says:
—

"At the last meeting of the Can-
adian Lumbermen's Association at Ottawa, representatives from all

parts of Canada were unanimous in their objection to the free im-

portation of United States lumber, which is properly liable to duty.
In the west, the situation is hardly more critical than in the east,

where large quantities of United Stales lumber are brought into

Canada annually. There are many classes of United States lumber
which we need in Canada—hardwood of various kinds for instance

—

and which we are glad to have free of duty, but when it comes to

dumping stock upon the Canadian markets at a sacrifice and com-
peting with Canadian lumber which can fill the requirements equally
well, Canadians will properly object to a loose interpretation of the
tariff act which permits this competition, contrary to the intention
of the framers of the act.

Ontario Lumber Trade in Healthy Condition
The lumber trade situation in Ontario to-day is admitted by

prominent manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers to be more sat-

isfactory and promising than it has been for many years back. A
number of causes are contributing to bring about this result. These
causes are such that it is reasonable to expect the satisfactory trade
to continue for some time. The most important cause is the great
expansion of trade which is in progress throughout Ontario and
throughout the whole of Canada as well. In this expansion an im-
portant factor is the steadily increasing inflow of immigrants. The
effect of the large amount of immigration upon the lumber trade
is direct and extensive. The new arrivals in Canada require houses
in which to live and the class of house which they occupy contains
a relatively large quantity of lumber. So long as the immigration
continues—and it promises to do so unchecked, throughout the
present year at least—the demand for lumber for this purpose may
be expected to continue.

Good crops and plentiful returns from the important industries
connected with the production of the natural products of the coun-
try, are other important factors in the present commercial pros-
perity of the country, which is reflected in the lumber trade. Re-
turns from industries of this nature have been exceptionally bounti-
ful during the past year. In general it may be said, that the people
of Canada have awakened to a much larger appreciation of the future
promise of growth in the country. Vast new sections of the country
are being opened up and settled. Railways are being built into the
new sections and branch lines are being multiplied in the other
parts of Canada to an extent which has never before been equalled.

All these developments bring about an increased demand for

lumber. The railway companies have been unable to keep up with
the demands made upon them by the manufacturers of the country,
for transportation of their products. The railway companies are
to-day consuming larger quantities of lumber for the manufacture
of rolling stock and the erection of terminals than ever before. The
general wood consuming industries of the country are prospering

in like measure. The various box consuming industries—one of the
most trustworthy of trade barometers—are calling for large quan-
tities of wooden packages, and at the same time the box lumber
stocks in Ontario are reported to have been practically sold out.

Several months remain before new stock can be put on the market
in condition for use, and there is certain to be a shortage of box
lumber before that time arrives.

So much has the demand for lumber in Ontario improved during
the past few months, that the competition of foreign lumber is not
felt to anything like the same extent as it was. Even hemlock, which
is one of the first to feel the effects of competition from other woods,
is to-day in splendid demand and the prices being secured for it

are from $1 to $2 higher than they were a year ago. Ontario manu-
facturers of hemlock believe that during the balance of the present
year they will be able to secure for their stocks an average price
not far from equal to $16 for their No. 1. This has been brought
about by the foresight of most of the manufacturers, who, having
learned a lesson from the over-production of previous years, have
produced this year probably not more than 50 per cent, of the aver-
age cut.

In white pine, the Ontario trade is also prospering. Mill culls,

dead culls and box lumber, are very scarce. Good sidings are in

the same condition, and are bringing prices higher than any which
have been secured in the past. The only unsatisfactory features of
the white pine trade are the Nos. 1, 2 and 3 cuts and the common
and dressing grades, which are feeling the competition of substi-

tute stocks. Spruce is in a remarkable strong condition selling on
an average at an advance of $2 over the prices of a year ago.

Taking trade conditions as a whole in Ontario to-day they prom-
ise exceedingly well for all the soft woods. So far as the hardwoods
are concerned they seem to continue in the same brisk demand
throughout the list. There is apparently no cloud upon the trade
horizon. Stocks are well sold up and the output of the last winter
has been regulated by a sane spirit of conservatism.

The Wholesaler and the Manufacturer
At the recent meeting of manufacturers and wholesalers of hem-

lock in Toronto one of the most noticeable features was the good
feeling existing between the wholesalers and the retailers. At the
same time nothing was more certain, as a result of the discussion
which took place, than that in the hemlock manufacturing industry
there is not the slightest chance in the world of fixing up an agree-
ment among manufacturers and wholesalers as to the prices of the

various grades and sizes, and then putting the agreement into effect.

No one present entertained the idea that it would be worth While
trying to make such an agreement, but everyone seemed more or

less impressed with the fact that supply and demand would have
more than anything else to do with prices and that under the pres-

ent conditions of a shortage in the immediate and prospective sup-
plies, there was splendid promise of a good season's trade.

The meeting of the wholesalers and manufacturers developed
quickly into a discussion of the market situation. Some of the
manufacturers present thought that the price of hemlock might be

raised a little beyond what was considered to be the prevailing
figure. The discussion developed the fact that so far as the pres-

ent demand for hemlock and the visible supply were concerned, con-
ditions seemed to justify higher prices. But the wdiolesalers present
were of the opinion that, if an increase were insisted upon, it would
result in the encouragement of the use of substitute woods, which
once used, might secure a foothold difficult to overcome. This dis-

cussion led to a consideration of just what price the present market
would stand. When this had been fairly well determined, the ques-
tion arose as to where the wholesaler would come in.

Should the wholesaler be given a cut of $1 on the price which
the manufacturer asked from the retailer? There was no difference

of opinion on this point. Every manufacturer realized that the

wholesaler was a useful factor in the trade and was entitled to the

best consideration of the manufacturers. The interesting part of this

question was as to the profit which the wholesaler makes. Could
the wholesaler make ends meet on a commission of one dollar a
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thousand and at the same time stand the competition of the manu-
facturer, who frequently sold to the wholesaler's customers? The
wholesalers who took part in the discussion had little hesitation in

declaring that they could not make a profit out of a commission of

$1 per thousand. But, with the present shortage of stocks and the
excellent demand existing for hemlock, it was possible to make a

larger margin than this. The wholesaler's principal usefulness to
the trade consisted in the fact, that he watched the market so closely
that he was frequently able to bring about sales which otherwise
would not occur, and in this way to move lumber which might have
been left in the manufacturers' yards for several months and finally

sold at a sacrifice. Though the price at which he bought might, on
the face of it, be only a dollar lower than the price at which the
manufacturer was willing to sell to the retailer, the wholesaler could
often get lumber cheaper and sell it at a higher price. It was the
wholesaler's thorough knowledge of market conditions which made
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him valuable to the trade and which enabled him to make a profit
which did not appear possible on the face of his transactions with
the manufacturer.

The wholesaler and the manufacturer in the hemlock industry
in Ontario are fortunately well acquainted with one another. They
have not formed an association. They know better than to waste
their time in trying to settle upon definite price lists. They are
affording an excellent example to others in the lumber trade, by
showing that by means of getting together every month or two and
talking over matters in general, it is possible to remove many of
the difficulties and misunderstandings which are so apt to develop,
and at the same time to prepare oneself, in advance, for either good
or bad times, thereby making a profit or avoiding a loss in a manner
which would be out of the question if each of the manufacturers and
wholesalers were to pursue the even tenor of his way, without taking
advantage of the experiences of his fellows in the trade.

United States Politics
The political situation in the United States is attracting a good

deal of attention among the lumber trade in Canada at present. The
lumher trade of Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime Provinces par-
ticularly, is closely concerned with the political situation across the
border, so far as it affects the large purchasers of Ontario white
pine, birch, elm and ash, and the spruce, pine, hemlock and hardwoods
of the eastern provinces. These products of the Canadian lumber
industry find an extensive sale in the markets of the northern States
and it is natural therefore, that the political situation, so far as it

concerns the course of trade, should be watched by Canadians with
a great deal of interest.

Canadian travellers visiting the United States to-day, find that

the lumber trade—in harmony with practically every other line of
business— is, in a sense, marking time. Speculative buying exists

only on a very narrow scale, as politics in the United States are
taken so seriously that many business men profess to be unable to
foresee the course of trade with anything like normal certainty. The
presidential election will take place in the Fall, and until then, there
will be sufficient uncertainty about the future of business to make
the important industries extremely cautions about stocking up heav-
ily in the expectation of a good market. The natural consumption
of the country is going ahead at about an average rate, but very-

few business men are inclined to take chances upon the future.

The present election is closely identified with the tariff situ-

ation. One of the possibilities is the election of a Democratic Presi-
dent with low tariff convictions. For this reason, it is considered
to be the part of wisdom to go slow about purchasing stocks which

Causing Quiet Trade
are subject to a possible tariff reduction. Lumber in particular
comes under this head, and it looks as though present conditions will
continue in the lumber trade until the election is over. As to the
outcome of the election, only a fool would attempt to make a pre-
diction, yet there seems to be a far greater opinion that a Demo-
cratic President has a good chance of election, than has been the
case for some time past. Canadians accordingly, who are familiar
with the trade situation believe that they will have to be content
with quiet trade and moderate prices for the present summer.

According to general reports the lumber trade of the United
States is in a better position to-day than it has been for some years
past. Were it not for the political situation, a much better trade
could be expected. Apparently, there has been some curtailment
in the production of lumber in the United States. This applies par-
ticularly to southern pine, which has been almost a controlling factor
in many of the important markets. Coincident with the curtailment
there has developed an improved demand for southern pine and for
many other important varieties of lumber, so that it looks as though
when the elections are over, a decided improvement in trade may
be expected unless some untoward commercial factor develops.

The unfortunate feature of the situation however, is that elec-
tion troubles seem to be perennial across the line. No sooner is

one election over, than people commence to consider the possible
effects, not only of the legislation which the newly elected powers
are likely to put into effect, but also, of the next election which is

due. It seems as if a condition of uncertainty, on account of elections,
was almost a normal condition of United States trade.

Editorial Short Leng
Despatches from Seattle state that extensive forest fires are

spreading in the Yukon Valley for two hundred miles between Big
Salmon and Stuart Cities and that millions of feet of timber have
been destroyed.

The Canadian Forestry Association has decided to hold its next
annual convention at Victoria, B. C, probably in the legislative

chambers. The date of the convention will be September 4th and
5th. It is likely that the British Columbia Lumbermen's Asso-
ciations will take an active part in the convention. Mr. John Hendry,
President of the Association, was active in securing the convention
for Victoria.

Mr. H. H. Stevens, M.P., recently addressed a meeting at Van-
couver, in the course of which he claimed that the Grand Trunk
Pacific in Western Canada and the Grand Trunk Railway in Eastern
Canada and also a number of contractors working for these roads
had been using United States lumber on their contracts. He claimed
that 11,000,000 feet of United States lumber had been used in Prince

hs for Busy Readers
Rupert and 5,000,000 feet at Vancouver and that in one month 220
cars had passed through Sumas alone, on their way to Edmonton.
The matter had been taken up with the Prime Minister, he said, who,
in turn had conferred with the late Mr. C. M. Hays with the result
that orders had been issued to use Canadian lumber.

The Forestry Act which was passed at the last session of the
British Columbia Legislature provided for the creation of a forest
protection fund to which owners, lessees and licensees of timber
limits were required to pay lc. per acre on their holdings. The gov-
ernment of the province will contribute an equal amount and the
combined sum is to be placed to the sole credit of the fund for the
prevention of forest fires. The Department of Lands has commenced
issuing notices calling upon owners, lessees and licensees to contri-
bute their lc. per acre to this fund. It is the intention of the De-
partment, having undertaken the work at this time of year, to with-
hold the issuance of new licenses or renewals until the contributions
to the fund have been made, so as to insure the inauguration of the
fire-fighting policy at the earliest possible moment.
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Good Demand in Hemlock Trade
Manufacturers and Wholesalers Report Advanced
Prices, Low Stocks and Reduced Gut in Ontario

An interesting meeting of Ontario manufacturers and whole-

salers of hemlock was held at the Queen's Hotel, Toronto, on Wed-
nesday, May 22nd. Mr. Charles McGibhon, Penetanguishcne, was
in the chair and among those in attendance were, Norman Hocken,

Otter Lake; John Donogh, Toronto; W. J. MacBeth, Toronto; A. E.

Eckhart, Toronto; R. Laidlaw, Jr., Toronto; 1'. W. T. Ross, Toronto;

James Lauder, Toronto; Herbert Brennan, Hamilton; William Lov-

ering, Toronto; J. D. Shier, Bracebridge; J. A. Detweiler, Toronto;

J. G. Cane, Toronto; R. B. Elgie, Toronto; J. W. Lankin, Utter-

son; J. K. Muir, Toronto; H. J. Terry, Toronto; W. J. Hetherington,

Toronto; H. Brooks, Toronto; W. J. Smith, Weston ; and Mr. Geddes,

of Geddes, Tyson & Co., Wiarton.

Exceptional Demand for Hemlock

Practically the sole business of the meeting was a discussion

upon trade conditions. There was a general opinion among those

present that the demand for hemlock was better now than it had been

for a long time and that the outlook for better prices was most prom-
ising. Some of the manufacturers at the meeting were strongly

of the opinion that it would be possible to secure $16 for No. 1

hemlock throughout the balance of the season. There was a con-

siderable difference of opinion, however, about the possibility of

insisting upon these prices in all cases. The wholesalers present

were doubtful about the possibility of securing such a price at pres-

ent, believing that it would tend to encourage the use of substitutes

such as spruce and southern pine, thereby causing a permanent in-

jury to the market for hemlock.
Mr. MacBeth stated that, according to his observations, the

visible supply of hemlock to-day was entirely in the log and that

the log output this year had been only about 50 per cent, of the

output of 1911. It seemed to him therefore, as if the chances were
very good for securing some advance over last year's prices for

hemlock. He would not advocate a heavy advance, but considered
that hemlock in the block should bring $15 to the manufacturer, or

a reasonable margin above this price for the man who paid $15.

Mr. Cane believed that the average price asked to-day was be-

tween $15 and $15.50. This was a substantial advance over last

year's price of $13.50.

Mr. Hocken stated that his company has been obliged to turn

down orders in large quantities, which they were unable to fill.

He believed that the time was favorable for an increase in prices.

Mr. McGibbon drew attention to the increased cost of opera-
tions. The average wage in the mills to-day was $2 whereas in

1907 it had been $1.50.

Mr. Cane urged the danger of creating a substitute. Hemlock
was cheap lumber and would be cheap so long as a substitute could
be secured when the price advanced.

Mr. MacBeth did not think that, if the price stiffened to $15
there would be any fear of a substitute injuring the trade.

Law of Supply and Demand Paramount
Mr. Eckhart reminded those present that they could not get

away from the law of supply and demand. It was completely out
of the question to think of settling upon a definite price. Hem-
lock was being offered to-day in blocks in Michigan and even in

the north at prices much below those they were discussing.
Mr. Donogh addressed the meeting at some length, paying par-

ticular attention to the fact that the law of supply and demand was
a ruling factor. He was impressed, however, with the fact that it

was possible to-day to get better prices than a year ago.
Mr. Hocken expressed his view of the market situation by say-

ing that he thought higher prices should be secured for 12 and 14
foot lengths. For the other lengths he thought the following prices
were about right

: $17 for 10-foot lengths
; $17.50 for 16-foot lengths

;

$19 for 18-foot lengths; $21 for 20-foot lengths. He thought that it

was easy to obtain this price to-day for sized stock.
No definite steps were taken by the meeting upon this subject.

It was the expressed opinion of several members in fact that it

would be impossible to try to establish a definite price.
Everybody was pleased with the improvement which had taken

place in market conditions, and it was generally believed that the
present season would witness an excellent trade in hemlock.

A brief discussion took place also upon the matter of rules for
the inspection and grading of hemlock which were adopted at a re-
cent meeting. The discussion developd the fact that these rules were
already adopted by the hemlock trade and were likely to bring about
a decided improvement in business methods.

It was decided to hold another meeting about the first of July,
Mr. Norman Hocken being appointed to call the meeting.

Death of Former Ontario Lumberman
The death is reported from Mt. Leh-

man, B.C., of Mr. Win. Cooke, president

of the Mount Lehman Lumber, Timber,
Trading Company. Mr. Cooke's death
was the result of an accident which oc-

curred in the woods where he was struck

by the cable of a steam donkey. Mr.
Cooke was well known among the lumber
trade in Ontario as he carried on a lum-
ber manufacturing business for a number
of years in Ontario.

Mr. Cooke commenced the lumbering
business with his father at Georgetown,
Out. Later, they bought a mill and limits

at Orr Lake, in Simcoe county. After
they had cut out these limits, Mr. Cooke
moved to St. Catharines, Ont., where he
conducted for several years, a retail yard

business, which to-day is operated by Henry Wise. Mr. Cooke
moved to Calgary and went in for farming. Subsequently he moved
to Mount Lehman, where he was engaged at the time of his death.
Mr. Cooke leaves three sons who were associated with him in busi-

ness, and three daughters. He was about 63 years of age at the
time of his death.

Tlpe Late Wm. Cooke

Active Operations in Rainy River District

A despatch from Fort Frances, Ont., says :—The steady and long
cold winter and few storms has been a boon to loggers and they have
made the most of it.

With the anticipation that the ice will go out of the lakes and
rivers soon, there is the anticipation of the greatest handling of

logs in the history of this northern country. Besides the millions

of feet of logs cut and hauled over the D. R. L. & W. Railway, by
the Virginia and Rainy Lake Lumber Company to their yards in

Virginia, Minn., during the winter, other timber cutting has been
going on on a large scale.

Private parties, settlers, all along the D. R. L. & W. Railway
have cut and delivered millions of feet of logs and thousands of

ties at the various railroad stations between Virginia and Canada
till all the railroad yards and town sites are gorged with logs all

along the line. Large logging operations have also been going on
in sections remote from the railroad.

In the Capatogama country the W. T. Bailey Lumber Company
cut timber off the thirty-six forties of state land they bought last

year. They have cut 3,000,000 square feet and have the same in Capa-
togama lake ready to drive it by the Kettle Falls—Rainy Lake route
to Ranier, Minn., wdiere it will be loaded on cars and shipped over the
D. R. L. & W. Railway to their yards in Virginia, Minn.

The Rat Portage Lumber Company under the supervision of P.

A. Smith, has landed 5,000,000 feet of logs in the lakes in the Crane
Lake country.

Camps numbers one to eight of the International Lumber Com-
pany have put in approximately 21,000,000 feet this past winter.

W'illiam Randolph put in 15,000 ties and 3,000,000 square feet of pine.

It is estimated that the other camps in the Kettle Falls-Capatogama-
Moose river region put in 15,000,000 feet.

A company, said to be headed by Backus & Brooks, are talking
of darning the American falls at Kettle falls to keep a reserve of

water for use in Rainy lake at low water times. This will insure the
better handling of logs and lumber from this section. Large saw-
mills are also to be erected at Fort Frances, Ont., and will likely

be duplicated on the American side in the near future.

Lumbering interests on the Canadian side in the Rainy Lake
country have also been busy this past winter.

The Western Construction Company had seven camps within
a radius of twenty miles of Mine Centre, Ont. Their work prin-

cipally was tie cutting. Their average employment throughout the

winter was about five hundred men. They got out about 600,000
ties and cut half a million feet of pine timber logs. Hines and Wey-
erhauser had two camps in the vicinity of Steep Rock on the C.N.R.
(one at Sturgeon river and the other on Turtle lake). They employed
about one hundred and fifty men daily at each camp and cut about
20,000,000 feet of logs. This latter company contemplates putting in

a mill at Banning to saw its lumber.

Gordon Grant & Co., Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, report under date
of April 29th as follows :—Lumber and cooperage materials—No
further arrivals in pitch pine have taken place and as dealers' yards
are almost bare a suitably assorted cargo or two of good quality
would find ready sale. The market is at present fairly well stocked
with both United States and N. S. Avhite pine but spruce boards are
saleable to a limited extent.
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Canadian Saw Mill Managers
W H Sh The J. D. Shier Lumber Co., Bracebridge, Ont.

W. H. Shier, Bracebridge, Ont.

"Brought up in the lumber
business from childhood," is a

description which fits many a

successful lumberman in Canada.
To no one does it apply with
more meaning than to Mr. W. H.
Shier, superintendent of the mill

of the J. D. Shier Lumber Co.,
Ltd.. of Bracebridge, Ont. In
addition to his position as super-
intendent, Mr. W. H. Shier is a
shareholder and director of the
company. His experience in con-
nection with the lumber business

'
ias a^ been obtained in the ser-

A ihS^. v'ce "' 'his company and as a

^^^m^ ^fl result lie has secured a training

W in the practical management of a

liarlv for the work.

'IH ^ The mill of the J. D. Shier
Lumber Company is one of the
few which has been operated suc-
cessfully night and day over a

long period . It has heen running double shift for the last thirteen
seasons. During the present year, however, the company have de-
cided to change their schedule and intend to run the mill in the day
time only. Mr. W. H. Shier will he in charge.

The J. D. Shier Company have always been among the first to
adopt important new innovations in the way of machinery which
assist a mill in turning out a better product. Not so many years
ago, they took kindly to the double cutting band mill, which was
then making its first bow to the saw-milling public, and they claim
to have been the first people in Canada to install one of these
mills. The mill they put in was one of the Allis telescope type
made by the Waterous Engine Works Company. When they took
this step many of their friends assured them that they were making
a mistake. They had foresight enough, however, to see that the
principle of the double cutting band was a good one and they stuck
to their guns in spite of criticism. The wisdom of their course has
been amply demonstrated since that time and nearly every large mill
in the country now operates a double cutting band mill.

The same business instinct which prompted the company to
adopt the double cutting band, and which also enabled them to make
a success of the double shift schedule of operating their mill, in-

duced Mr. W. H. Shier to develop a system of keeping check upon
the stoppages of the mill. He devised a set of printed forms upon
which are entered the number of feet of lumber cut, the stoppages
of the mill and the length of time of the stoppage, as well as the
cause. These reports are made out by the man culling on the trim-
mers and put in to the office at the end of each day. In this way
the office knows how the mill is running each day and at the end of
the month the foreman is presented with a report of the month's run,
showing the stops as reported on the daily reports and the cost of
the lost time, and he is asked to improve upon this, if possible, next
month.

A capacity for taking care of . details is one of Mr. Shier's strong
points. The most important thing in connection with saw-milling,
according to his judgment, is to keep the mill running all the time.
In the spring, therefore, he devotes a large amount of attention to
fixing up and repairing, seeing that everything is in ship-shape so
that when the - time comes to commence sawing, the mill will go
ahead with its work with a minimum of interference from causes
which can be prevented ahead of time. These may seem like small
matters to those who are accustomed to looking after them pro-
perly, but there is a multitude of such matters to be looked after in
connection with a sawmill and the man who manages to attend to
them all, has his hands full. Mr. Shier, however, is just one of these
men, and his success as a mill manager is due to this one character-
istic of looking after the details, more than to anything else.

Mr. Shier, however, does not by any means devote the whole
of his attention to the mechanical equipment of the mill. It follows
in a matter of course that a man who appreciates the importance of
having none but the most efficient class of machinery should at the
same time be keenly alive to the necessity for having good men to
manage the machines. Mr. W. H. Shier pays as much attention to
the selection of the men as to any other feature of his work. The

position of filer in particular is one which he watches closely, lie
believes in securing for this work the best man available. The work
of a filer, he believes, requires a man of great skill, as his work is
of a very high order and the saws must be kept in perfect condition
if the mill is to turn out good lumber. The filer, sawyer, edger and
culler, in fact, are all men of the utmost importance to a mill and
Mr. Shier makes it a practice to secure for these positions the best
men he can find, and not to be content with a man who can do the
work only fairly well if a better man is available. Good workmen,
good machinery and incessant care in the oversight of all the opera-
tions of the mill, are the three essentials in connection with a mill
and by attending to these three features Mr. Shier has been suc-
cessful in producing a class of lumber which amply proves the wis-
dom of his business policy.

Graves Bigwood & Co s. Mills at Byng Inlet Burned
The two saw mills and the power plant of Graves, Bigwood &

Co., at Byng Inlet, Ont., were destroyed by fire on May 20th. The
box factory, the stock of lumber and the tramways were saved. The

Graves Bigwood & Co's. Mills, Destroyed by Fire, May, 20th

Graves Bigwood & Co's. Box Factory which Escaped the Flames

loss to the town will be severe as it was dependent entirely upon
the saw-milling industry. The company manufactured anmially in
the neighborhood of 55,000,000 feet of lumber and 5,000,000 lath, in
addition to the product of the box factory. The plant was one of
the most up-to-date upon the Georgian Bay. The company had not
reported their plans in regard to rebuilding, at the time' of going
to press, though it was regarded as more than probable that no
time would be lost in the erection of a new plant.

The Knight Lumber Company, Cochrane, Ont., are erecting a
warehouse south of the railway tracks, for general purposes.
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St. John River Log Driving Operations
Description of Methods in Use for Sorting, Booming and Raft-
ing the Logs Belonging to Different Companies on the River

By G. Skiff Grimmer*

Tl I E St. John river driving industry is incorporated in two
sections, each under the control of a separate company: (1)

The Madawaska Log Driving Company, whose rights ex-

tend from the mouth of the Allegash to Grand Ealls, and (2)

The St. John River Log Driving Company, whose rights extend from
Grand Falls on the St. John River and from the boundary line be-

tween Maine and New Brunswick on the Aroostook river to the foot

of their rafting booms eight miles below the city of Fredericton.

According to the charter of the St. John River Log Driving
Company it is composed of all lumbermen who have 100,000 super-

ficial feet and upwards of logs to be driven down the St. John River,

inside the company's limits. Before becoming a member of the com-
pany, the applicant must submit to the secretary of the company a

LOGS
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statement of all logs, the driving limits, and the marks used on his

logs. Upon handing in this statement he becomes a member and
is entitled to one vote for every 100,000 superficial feet of logs that
he owns.

The officers of the company consist of five directors, with the
manager, secretary, treasurer and accountant. The company is

obliged to drive all logs within their limits as stated above, from
the opening of the river in the spring until its closing in the fall.

They can also construct any shear booms that are necessary and re-

move all obstacles that might interfere with the driving of the river.

The company has the right to let the contract for driving for

any term of years. The expenses of driving and of the company are
borne proportionately to the amount of logs owned and driven by
each member. The contractor must make clean drives, and must
see that the first drive starts before the 20th of May and the last

not later than September 10th, and in no case shall the drives be
more frequent than every ten days.

In booming the river the company must not interfere in any
with the navigation of steamers, boats, scows, etc. Nor are they
allowed to interfere with brows of logs or with the rafting opera-
tions of any persons not members of the company. They must also
keep all bridges free from logs. Persons owning land to which shear
booms or other booms are fixed are entitled to compensation for
them if they interfere with their rights in any way.

All unmarked or unplainly marked logs coming into the com-
pany's booms are rafted and sold at auction and the proceeds divided
among the company's members in proportion to the amount of logs
held by each member. A heavy fine is imposed on any person caught
marking unmarked logs or changing the marks on logs.

Any lumber owner can drive his logs into the company's lim-
its and through their booms after the date fixed for the last drive.
If he rafts his logs in their limits, he must pay them the same com-
pensation as if they had rafted them for him.

The_ company have to swing their booms into position as soon
as the river is free from ice. They raft in joints all logs found in
their booms and hold in their possession all logs, rafts, or joints car-
ried in by the wind till compensation has been paid for them.

Owners of logs coming down the Keswick River can secure and
raft them at or near its mouth, but they must hold their rafts until
it is convenient for the company to allow them to pass their booms
without interference with the company. The company is not liable
for less of logs from booms unless they are lost by the company's
negligence.

*ClasH I«10 Forestry, Univoixity of New Brunswick.

The company must give fifteen days' notice in at least two daily

papers before they can auction off any unmarked lo^s, and at the
time of sale, post up a statement of the quantity rafted to the date
of sale. They are not allowed to sell any logs that at the time of

the sale are under the custody of the law. All logs must be mea-
sured by competent surveyors employed by the company.

The company must pay reasonable and proper compensation for

use of all lands, tenements, etc., that are taken, used or occupied,
besides paying for alterations, damages, etc. They must keep and
maintain any works that will prevent any unnecessary encumbering
of any intervals or islands within the boom limits. Any logs ob-
structing these must be removed.

All disputes are settled by arbitrators, one picked from each
side, and these two pick a third party. They must be non-interested
parties.

The St. John River Log Driving Company receive the logs from
the Madawaska Log Driving Company after the logs come over the
Grand Ealls. It takes the former company about two weeks to

bring down their drive under ordinary conditions.

The Lower Corporation Drive

The drive this year is divided into three parts below Grand
Falls: (1) Erom Grand Falls to Presque Lsle

; (2) Presque Isle to

Woodstock; (3) Woodstock to Fredericton. The first and last

mentioned sections are in charge of a crew of seventy men, while
the middle section is in charge of a crew of ten men. It might be
noted that it took, in l')08, a crew of 50 to 75 men and 8 span of

horses to bring the drive in. In 1909 it took 19 men 9 days, with no
horses required. The crews are stationed at the worst places, while
the rear of the drive is following along in boats so as to pick off

the wings, i.e., the logs stranded on rocks in mid-river.
The waters of the St. John fall very rapidly and this, of course,

has much to do with the cost of the drive, for when logs are strand-
ed on sandbars or along the banks they must be hauled off with
horses. It is estimated that if a log were to start at the mouth of
the Allegash and meet with no obstruction, it would be at the booms
above Fredericton in sixty hours.

Shear booms are erected along the river by the St. John River
Log Driving Company. They estimate that they have from 10 to
12 miles of log booms, 9,000 to 10,000 running feet of shear booms,
and 5,000 pieces of driving shear booms.

The chains used for the drift drives alone are valued at $1,500,
while their whole plant is valued at $100,000.

There are three sorting gaps on the St. John River—the Van
Buren gap, at Van Buren, Maine, and the Douglas and Mitchell sort-

Diagram Illustrating Use of Shear Booms

ing gaps, the former above, the latter below the city of Fredericton,

while a good many bank logs are scaled at Springhill. The largest

storage boom is at Sugar Island, above the city, with a capacity of

100,000,000 feet, and the Glasier boom, in which logs are held after

passing Fredericton. Most of the rafting is done at the Douglas
and the Mitchell booms, above and below the city respectively.

Sorting Gap at Van Buren

A description of the Van Buren sorting gap will give an idea

of the arrangement of the others. The mouth of the sorting gap at

this point is between two piers about 50 feet apart. A rope is
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stretched between these two piers for the men to hold to who turn
the logs to see the marks. Behind these piers are hung on each side
seven rafts of five logs each, forming five gaps. These rafts sup-
port bridges on which the men work. The bridges are four feet
w ide and made of plank. There are seven of them, the first thirty
feet from the piers, the second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth each
fifty feet apart, and the seventh twenty-five feet from the sixth. It

is at this point that the logs are finally assorted and distributed.
There are five openings into the river on each side of these gaps.
The American or Van Buren logs go out on the southern side, and
and the down river logs on the northeast side. These openings are
22 feet wide. At the end of the last bridge there is what is called
a division boom, which is made of logs hitched together by chains
and held in place by ropes running from the gap piers. It extends
down river about 2,000 feet and at its end are fastened two shear
booms, one shearing logs to the American the other to the Canadian
side. The opening at the lower gap is 35 feet on the Canadian and

The big surplus of logs, over and above what is required for
rafting, is turned into Sugar Island Boom. Very often at low water
the logs in it must be pulled out with engines and long lines so as
to feed the other booms. At high tide in the summer there is prac-
tically no current in the river at Eredericton. Thus, when there is
a southwest wind it is impossible for logs to run by force of the
current from the booms above Fredericton to the sorting booms be-
low, so in feeding these booms beiow advantage is taken of the eb-
bing tides and fair winds.

Method of Rafting

Every individual or company manufacturing lumber at St. John
or Eredericton have separate marks to identify their logs. They are
usually marked with paint on both ends in the woods and have axe
marks on the side. The marks must be recorded at Ottawa and at
the Boom company's office at St. Mary's. The paint marks become
pretty well obliterated with their travel down the river and are

Scaling Bank Logs. Springhill, above Fredericton Bottom Makers at Work, Douglas Boom

Two Scalers, Scaling Joint, Douglas Boom

15 feet on the American side of the river. About 75 men are em-
ployed at this gap and they sort over 150 million feet of logs, of
which forty million stay at Van Buren for the St. John Lumber Co.

St. John River Log Driving Company's Operations
The first shear booms are hung at Crock's Point, called the

Crock's Point Shears, which is the head of the works. It is not
like a single log boom, hung with the current, but is four logs
wide, with hinged fins and cables on the back of them so they can
be worked in and out by means of a winch, and men are stationed
there day and night to open and close them for navigation.

The upper boom is adjustable, shearing across the river into
Sugar Island or with a less slant across the river into Douglas boom
for sorting and rafting. These booms are arranged between two is-
lands on the eastern or channel side. The lower boom is below
Fredericton. It is not often necessary to feed these lower booms
directly by leaving the upper shears free so that logs may go down,
since there is such a passage of rafts, boats and steamers of different
kinds during the day that in the openings and closings enough logs
pass down river to supply the lower sorting booms.

In the first case the logs are all allowed to run in the open-
ings when the shears are open. Any logs that go through go down
below the city of Fredericton and with shears are turned into the
Mitchell, a rafting boom, but not of large capacity. If this boom
becomes more than full, its logs can be turned into the Gill or
Glacier boom which is a holding boom below Fredericton.

Putting on Loaders with Parbuckle, Douglas Boom

not always to be trusted. They are an assistance in sorting, but the
axe mark is the one by which the main work of sorting must be done.
The logs are passed through a rather narrow gap and a line is
stretched across the gap very taut, capable of holding a man. Two
men are usually standing on the logs in that gap, with their left
arms over the line. In their right hand they have a marking iron
and with the calks on their boots they turn the logs until the axe
marks are visible. When they see the marks, they reach down with
their marking iron and put on a "catch mark," which is a little hiero-
glyphic understood by the hitchers. This mark, while for the indi-
vidual, is more particularly for the men who pick up the logs and
put them into joints. The hitchers on the booms may not know
the owners of the logs but they must know that the 20's go to a
certain place, the V's to another, etc. The men who put the logs
into joints do not look for the log but the catch marks. When the
logs pass from the catch mark men they run down a channel on
each side of which are stationed men and boy's catching the logs.
Each is intent on looking after a certain mark and when the logs
come along each catches those bearing his own mark until they
get to the foot of the passage-way! Usually at the upper boom, at
the foot of the passage way, there is what is called the "graball," a
place for logs for which there are no "rat-lines" .in the outfit, or of
which no large number with that mark are coming. Such logs are
put in the "grab-all," to be sorted later. The "rat-line" is a small
line with a pin or sharp wedge to drive into each log and when thev
have about thirty logs in the bottom after tightening up ,they let
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the nil-line go and il passes down through ihe gap and is swung
around and comes to the men called the "bottom makers." They
put two boom poles across it and pin the ends of these to the out-

side logs. This is known as a "joint," going in to form the bigger

rafts. This bottom passes along under a bridge and the rat-lines are

taken off. Logs called "loaders" are sometimes put on top of the

joint by means of a "parbuckle" (see illustration), which is simply
a chain doubled, passed under the log and pulled by an overhead
trolley, similar to the manner of loading logs on a wagon. The
joint then goes on down to the scalers and this completes the work
of the Log Driving Company. Two scalers work together on a joint,

with a tallyman located some distance away. Scalers are provided
with a tape and short dip rod and all numbers called out by them

View of Douglas Boom, above Fredericton

are recorded by the tally man and later entered upon the books of

the company for the various owners.

The freighters then bracket the logs, that is, they fasten the

joints together by means of short pieces of poles called "brackets,"
having a pin in each end, which are driven into the boom poles. A
joint of logs will average 2,000 board feet and 500 to 600 constitute
a raft for towing to the mills. A raft from Douglas to Mitchell boom
is made up of 40 to 60 joints, while rafts from up river brought down
by farmers contain only 4 to 7 joints. The large rafts are towed to

St. John by tugs, the two freighting, firms being Tapley Brothers
and D. D. Glasier & Sons. Some of the St. John operators, such as
Randolph and Baker, have their own tugs for this purpose. Each
joint is tallied separately and, when finished, is marked with the
initials of the boom and the number of pieces in it. From 300 to
400 joints of logs are rafted daily at each boom and employment
is given to from 300 to 400 men. From 80 to 100 million feet are
rafted annually by the two booms together.

The Drift Drive

Each year the Log Driving Company prepares for what is known

as the "drift drive," to prevent logs from getting out to sea. They
maintain a scow at St. John fitted up with berths and equipment for

men, and several hundred links of boom, with the necessary peavies,
dogs, boats, etc. This floating camp is put into commission early in

the spring, just as the ice is breaking up in the river, and if there
are any logs in the river that have gone past Fredericton they go
out from St. John and move up into the Long Reach (which opens
earlier in the spring than the other parts of the river) in time to

meet the breaking ice and logs coming down. Then by telephone
and telegraph they keep track of the condition of the river, where
the logs are, and what is running.

A tug boat is used and a long spar swung across the stern, to
the ends of which is fastened a large boom. This tug moves quietly
back and forth in the river among the logs and floating ice and culch
that is in the river, wherever the logs seem to be thickest. Men in

small boats are also digging the logs out of the ice and drawing
them towards the steamer, they are slipped down her sides into the
bag boom. While this is being done residents along the river pick
up and hold all the logs they can find and are paid a certain price
apiece for them. When the run is finished, the outfit moves up to
the Mitchell boom and then starts down again picking up the logs
held by the farmers along the river. These are towed to South Bay
or Milledgeville where they are sorted out for the different owners.
The quantity of logs in the drift drive varies from 500 M. to 5 mil-
lion feet. The percentage of logs that escape to sea is very small,
something like 1/10 of 1 per cent.

Costs of Operations

The following tables give particulars of the cost, etc., of the vari-

ous driving operations.

Tolls paid above Grand Falls:

Madawaska Log Driving Tolls, 1907, 21c
Madawaska Log Driving Tolls, 1908, 21c.

Madawaska Log Driving Tolls, 1909, 20c.

Shear Boom Tolls (upper), 1907, 19c.

Shear Boom Tolls (corporation), 1908, 17c.

Shear Boom Tolls (corporation), 1909, 16c.

Cost of Driving Lower Corporation :

—

1901-1904, 14c; 1904-1907, 18c; 1907-1910, 26c.

Cost per M. for logs driven, boomed and rafted:

—

1906, $1,80; 1907, $1.90; 1908, $2.00; 1909, $2.07.

Cost per M. of logs in drift drive :

—

1906, $4.25; 1907, $6.65; 1908, $5.85; 1909, $9.34.
The rates of toll for driving logs in the St. John River Log

Driving Company's limits are as follows :

—

From the head of Grand Falls and the boundary line on the
Aroostook river, to their booms, 26c. ; from Salmon river
to their booms, 24c; from Tobique river to their booms,
20c. ; from Big Presque Isle and Becaquimic, 16c. ; from
all other points below, 14c

The mileage on St. John River is as follows:

—

St. John to Fredericton, 84 miles; Fredericton to Woodstock,
62 miles ; Woodstock to Falls, 68 miles ; Grand Falls to
Edmundston, 40 miles.

The Proposed St. John River Improvements

The New York Lumberman's Review, dealing with the pro-

posed improvements on the St. John River, N.B., says editorially:

"After two years of persistent investigation the International Joint
Commission has worked out a plan for the regulation of the use of

the St. John river as a log-driving stream, a river which annually
sends down from 140,000,000 to 180,000,000 feet of logs to the big
sawmills which mark its course from Fort Kent, on the west, to

St. John, N.B., its eastern outlet. The St. John river finds most
of its origin in the lakes and rivers in Northern Maine, and is an
international stream along the northern border of Maine and strictly

a Canadian stream from Grand Falls to St. John. In bringing down
the immense drive of logs each year there has been delay in the
movement, due to the fact that big mills in Northern Maine were
obliged to hold the logs some time while sorting them through. The
friction reached such a point a few years ago that a Canadian lum-
berman—Pond by name—used dynamite to blow out the booms at

Van Buren, hoping thereby to release the logs for the downstream
mills. Feeling al that time ran so high that a Joint International

Commission was formed to consider the entire question. Since that

Commission took up its work the American Congress has annulled
the Pike law, making it less desirable than formerly to drive logs

cut on the American side of the river down to the Canadian mills

below Grand Falls, for the product can no longer be brought into the
States duty free, being assessable at the regular tariff rate. The
capacity of mills at points above Grand Falls has been so materially
increased in recent years as to make it easily possible to bring it

up to a point capable of handling all logs cut annually at the head-
quarters. The Joint Commission has, however, decided to propose
the construction of a series of storage dams and reservoirs to regu-
late the stream flow, on much the same lines as are now being
carried out on the Ottawa river. The spring freshets will in this
way be conserved so that the water may be released gradually, hold-
ing the river's flow at a uniform level. In the Commission's report
it is estimated that it will be necessary to construct at least twenty
dams upon the upper river, though the cost will be under $1,000,000.
It should be noted that in the earlier days of lumbering on the St.

John river most of the logs were driven to the Canadian mills at

lower river points; there were neither mill nor railroad facilities in

Northern Maine. To-day the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad taps the
St. John river at both Van Buren and Fort Kent, and soon will open
a third one, to run 125 miles through the wilderness, tapping the
river again at St. Francis; and as most of the logs for the St. John
river drives originate in Northwestern Maine, it is quite natural that
a sufficient battery of mills will eventually be located near the head-
waters capable of sawing the entire annual cut of logs and with
ample railroad facilities to haul the product southward to the con-
suming markets. Much progress toward this end has already been
made."

The paper and pulp mills on the old Welland Canal are being
shut down for a week or ten days while the government makes its

spring repairs to the canal locks.
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Changes Developing in N.S. Trade
! ocal Demand for Dimension Stock and
Boards Increasing— Unfavorble British Trade

Pictou, N.S., May 21st.

Editor Canada Lumberman :—Our business is, and has been for

years, almost exclusively confined to the export of deals to the Brit-
ish market. Of late however, we have noticed a growing demand
for dimension stock and boards from local contractors and builders
and during the last two years our sales of this class of material
have increased very considerably, and as a general rule the prices
obtained are much better than can be realized from the British
market. This, we think, speaks well for the general prosperity of
the country.

Lumbering operations in this part of the province are nearly
entirely confined to sawing with portable mills, which are placed
at convenient points in the woods, and nothing but the sawn lumber
hauled out. The stream-driving of logs is largely confined to the
southern shore of Nova Scotia, where there are a number of large
steam and water mills.

Last winter with us was a most favorable one for lumbering
operations, the frost getting well into the ground before the snow
came, so that it was possible to work to advantage on swampy land.
Later on heavy snow somewhat interfered with operations, but this
did not last very long. The cut throughout Nova Scotia, we un-
derstand, is a heavy one, although we would not undertake to give
any figures, as we consider that they would be at the best but mis-
leading, and largely guess work. The only way an idea of the cut
can be obtained is at the end of the shipping season when the ex-
ports from the various ports can be added together and a guess made
at the local consumption. The result may possibly be fairly accur-
ate if allowance is made for any stocks held over.

With regard to the British market, the outlook is anything but
favorable at present. The trouble is not so much that prices are
low, but that they are really up to a figure at which our Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick spruce comes into competition with the
Riga white-wood, so that it is almost impossible to put the price
any higher, while ocean freights have simply soared, so that they
are now anywhere from 20s. to 25s. per standard higher than last
year. We have heard of one company in New Brunswick who last
year refused $16 per M. for their deal, demanding $16.50, and, not
getting it, held it over winter, only to sell it recently together with
their this season's cut for $13.00 per M. This will give you some
idea of the present condition of affairs in this business. We are
sorry the prospect is not more favorable.

Yours truly, Primrose Bros.

Freight Market Still High
Albert, N.B., May 23rd.

Editor Canada Lumberman :—The present situation of the lum-
ber trade in the Maritime Provinces is not at all satisfactory, from
the manufacturer's view point.

Prices for deals in the English market are very good, but the
freight market still keeps high. We paid last year at this time 35
shillings per standard, freight, and this year we are paying 55 shil-
lings per standard, which means a difference of about $2.50 per M.
sup. feet.

Brokers who think they know the market pretty well, advise
the manufacturers that the early shipments will probably bring the
best prices. Some brokers say that the Russian deals are crowding
the Canadian product out of the English market.

The United States market seems to be brightening up a bit,
and the prices are stiffening some.

The stocks of logs on hand for this year's sawing are about the
same as last year, and the probable output of the mills will be about
the same. Prices, on the whole, are not as good as they were last
year, although the domestic market is holding its own. The results
of this year's drives are better than last year. Considerable lumber
was held up last year on account of the low water. These logs will
all come out this year.

Yours truly, I. C. Prescott.

Nova Scotia Stocks Normal
Annapolis Royal, N.S., May 22nd.

Editor, Canada Lumberman :—Stocks of lumber on hand in Nova
Scotia are normal, owing to restrictions in the cut of last year.
\\ est Indian spruce boards and white pine boards have been well
cleaned up with this spring's shipments. A feature is the decreasem the cut of pine. The probable output this year will not vary
from last year's, except that it may run somewhat shorter. While
the lumber trade is not active, prices are maintained in all lines.

Conditions at present are characterized by a dullness in the South
American market and a slow English market. Buyers are evidently
expecting lower prices, but this is offset by a smart rise in freight
rates. Freights to South America are now $9.50 and $11.50 and West
Indian freights are $5.50 to $6.75.

Although we had abundant snow last winter, it was of a light
quality and dry, so that the lakes and streams are not showing as
much water as they should. Without June rains, logs which have
to be driven on long waters, may stick before reaching their des-
tination.

>j( ¥ j
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There are no changes to report in manufacturing conditions.
Most firms are pegging away conservatively, taking more interest
than formerly in the growth of their limits and being more careful
about their cuttings. Timber is not being cut on speculation, but
carefully sized up, and operations are generally confined to what
are known to be paying propositions. At this time of the year,
manufacturers are preparing to cut to best advantage into boards,
scantling, or deals, and are devoting their attention also to a con-
sideration of the particular market for which it will be most pro-
fitable to cut.

The special feature last year was the demand for barrel stock,
staves and heading. Everything that could be used to make an
apple barrel was marketed, to supply the demand resulting from
a 1,500,000 barrel apple crop and 150,000 to 200,000 barrel potato
crop. It is possible that there will be the same demand this sea-
son if the crops are favorable. Last season, a very large quantity
of staves and heading were brought in from New Brunswick and
Ontario.

Yours truly, F. C. Whitman.

Barbados Imports of Canadian Lumber Increasing
The weekly Trade and Commerce reports published by the De-

partment at Ottawa, contain in the issue for May 13th an interesting
report upon the lumber trade of Barbados, British West Indies,
and the share of it which Canadian exporters enjoy. According to
this report the trade in lumber has been constantly growing during
the last decade, as the tabulation below will indicate. An increase
has occurred in white pine, spruce and pitch pine. At the present
nearly the entire import of the two former is from Canada, and of the
last mentioned from the United States.
The following statement shows the value of the imports since 1906:

White Pine Pitch Pine
and Spruce

• £30,633 £10,861
1907 40,034 4,234
1908 39,539 15,647
1909 30,443 12,570
lyl0 31,471 8,978
1911 44,040 17,462
The quantity required from year to year remains fairly steady,

fluctuating each year as the demands of the crop rise or fall. Last
year the total quantity of staves and hoops entered was of the value
of about £36,000. It is noteworthy that Canada is now supplying an
increasing number of staves. It is found that birch will answer the
purpose and is lower in price than oak. An effort might also be
made by those interested in the lumber trade to supply hoops. At
present the entire quantity is credited to France, Holland and Great
Britain, probably all of French origin. There has also been an in-
crease in the quantity of spars imported.

Better Outlook for New Brunswick Trade
The general outlook in the province of New Brunswick con-

tinues to be of a most encouraging character, says the Maritime
Merchant. The lumber operators have been much more successful
that last year with their stream driving operations. In the smaller
streams in the southern part of the province the logs are practically
all m safe waters, while on the big rivers, excellent progress is
being made, with considerable snow still in the woods to keep the
streams up to a good driving pitch. Logs that were hung up last
year have come out this spring, and it is probable that very little
of last winter's cut will be hung up. The chief disadvantage in
connection with the lumber industry at the present time is the hi°h
rate of ocean and coastwise freights.

The Canadian exploration party on Captain Bernier's steamship
"Arctic" recently returned from a trip to Baffin Island and report
that discovery by one of the party of an immense forest twenty-five
feet underground, in a state of perfect preservation. The trees are
pointing about due east and west and have the appearance of having
been laid flat by a cyclone. The timber is reported to be in perfect
condition, with even the cones on the tree tops as fresh as on the
day they fell. At the present day there is said to be not a tree grow-
ing for one thousand miles around the buried forest.
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Canadian and U.S. Outputs Compared
Statistics of Forest Services Show that Our Neigh-
bors Make Eight Times more Lumber than we

The statistics which have recently been made public by the
forest services in Canada and the United States, giving details of

the production of lumber and other products of the forest, are pre-
pared in similar manner and it is possible to make interesting com-
parisons of the industry in the two countries. The following table
shows the production in the two countries:

—

Forest Products Reported in 1910

Average Value
United States Canada United States Canada

Lumber, M. feet . . . 40,018,282 4,901,649 $15.38 $16.41
Shingles, thousands. . 12,976,362 1,976,640 2.03 1.86
Lath, thousands . . . 3,494,718 851,953 2.69 2.46

148,231,000 9,214,000 .49 .37
Poles 3,870,694 782,841 1.89 1 .36

Slack cooperage

:

1,460,878 104,821 5.66 7-03
Heading, sets .... 97,037 9,860 43.78 33 . 52

295,712 38,244 6.86 8.58
Tight cooperage

:

Staves 355,660 8,739 24.26 32.60
Heading, sets . . . 26,074,000 337,000 .18 .21
Pulpwood, cords . • 3,146,540 1,541,628 7.73 6.00

The quantities given in the foregoing table represent the 1910
production, while the values are for 1909, since the Forest Service
reports for 1910 do not give the values for the United States forest
products. It will be seen that, roughly, the United States produces
eight times as much lumber, six times as many shingles, four times
as many lath, sixteen times as many cross-ties, five times as many
poles, twelve times as much cooperage stock and twice as much pulp-
wood as Canada, while, on the other hand, values average fully as
high in Canada as in the United States.

Mr. R. S. Kellogg, Wausau, Wisconsin, commenting upon the
comparisons, in an article in the Lumber World Review, of Chicago,
says: "In only two kinds of lumber does the Canadian output sur-
pass that of the United States. These are cedar and balsam fir. In
1909, the mill value of white pine, Douglas fir, tamarack, birch, maple,
basswood, beech and oak lumber was decidedly higher in Canada
than in the United States, and this condition explains why the Can-
adian lumber manufacturers are asking for a tariff against lumber
from the United States. The total value of the hardwoods and hard
pine (often substituted for Canadian hardwood), imported into Can-
ada in 1910 was 50 per cent, greater than the value of the hardwoods
produced in Canada in that year. Moreover, very large importations
of soft-wood lumber from Idaho and Washington into the prairie
provinces are not considered in the Canadian report.

"Railroad ties average cheaper in Canada than in the United
States, because 64 per cent, of the Canadian ties are cedar and jack
pine, while in the United States, 64 per cent, are of oak and southern
yellow pine—much more valuable species. Ties of the same kind
produced in both countries show little difference in value.

"Although the output has not been large, the manufacture of
cooperage stock is one of Canada's oldest industries. In fact, it is

claimed that this industry flourished in Canada before it was develop-
ed in the United States, because a large quantity of oak and other
cooperage timber originally grew in the region between the St. Law-
rence valley and Lake Huron. Much of this was hewed into bolts,
staves and heading, and exported to England, France and Spain.'
The exhaustion of suitable timber for the export trade has gone so
far, however, that at present exports of stave and heading material
are only one-fifth of what they were fifteen years ago. At present,
the slack cooperage industry is much more flourishing in Canada
than the tight cooperage manufacture, since there is a greater abun-
dance of timber suitable for making slack staves, hoops and heading.
Canada now finds it necessary to import from the United States a
great deal of cooperage material.

"In many ways the most interesting Canadian report is that
upon pulpwood. In round numbers, the United States produces
3,100,000 cords of pulpwood and uses 4,000,000 cords, while Canada
produces 1,500,000 cords and uses only 600,000 cords. The annual
exportation to the United States amounts to approximately 900,000
cords.

"There is no disputing the conclusions from the Canadian view-
point, if the premise upon which they are founded is sound—that is,
that the United States must have either Canadian pulpwood or Can-
adian pulp and paper. However, there are pulp makers and foresters
in the United States who believe that out of our great variety of

woods, American ingenuity will eventually manufacture pulp of a
quality and at a cost -which will make us independent of Canadian
spruce, and experiments now being conducted by the government and
by private firms, give much promise of ultimate success along these
lines. Should our Canadian friends either put a heavy export duty
on pulpwood or prohibit its exportation entirely, they might he sadly
disappointed in their expectation of being able to ship pulp and
paper to us for very long. While a sudden shutting off of nearly
25 per cent, of our supply of pulpwood might work hardships, it

would do more than anything else eventually to make us independent
of foreign supplies."

Tenders Called for Abitibi Limit
Ontario Government Seeking for Lessee for Large
Pulpwood Area Pulp and Paper Mills Must be Built

The Ontario Government is calling for tenders by August 15th
for the lease of the Abitibi pulp limit. The terms are similar to
those fixed in 1910, when lessees were unsuccessfully sought for the
Abitibi and Nepigon limits, with the exception that the lessees will
not be required to manufacture all the pulpwood into paper on the
limit. The terms require that the lessees must erect a pulp mill
with a capacity of 100 tons a day at a cost of not less than half a
million dollars. They will also be required to erect a hundred-ton
paper mill at the direction of the government.

If the government is successful in disposing of the lease a pulp
industry will be established which will afford a convenient market
to the settlers of northern Temiskaming. The logs will be manu-
factured into pulp on the limits and the pulp will be shipped to paper
mills further south for conversion into paper.

The terms of the lease require the successful tenderer to em-
ploy 250 hands for ten months of every year. The half-million dol-
lars for the mill must be expended within three years. $100,000 the
first year, $200,000 the second year and the rest within the third
year. The lessees will be entitled to cut pulp after expending
$100,000.

The tenderer must agree to erect, at the direction of the govern-
ment, a paper mill of 100 tons capacity, and operate it continuously
with an output of not less than 75 tons daily.

In addition to the bonus to be named in the tender the lessee
will be required to pay 40 cents a cord for spruce "subject to increase
by order-in-Council."

The Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines retains the right to
say in what parts of the limit, and in what manner the wood shall
be cut. No wood cut on the limit can be exported. Failure to erect
a mill within the time specified will entail the forfeiture of the bonus
and the cancelling of the lease.

Power Privileges Included
The successful tenderer will be entitled to obtain Iroquois and

Couchiching Falls, on the Abitibi, with the right to hold and control
them, as well as Lake Abitibi, for power purposes, subject to such
conditions as the Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines may deem
expedient. Plans and specifications for the storage and regulation
of any of these waters must be approved by the Minister, while the
Crown reserves the right to erect dams and maintain works for the
storage of water for power purposes, to regulate and control the
same, and to charge the owners or lessees benefited thereby a fair
and reasonable sum. The lease contains provision for the develop-
of the water powers to the fullest extent according to plans and
specifications approved by the Hydro-Electric Commission.

The Government has had in view the possible electrifying of
the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway line, which has
been discussed at various times, and a provision of the lease provides
for entitling the road to 10,000 horse power over and above that re-
quired for the operation of the mills. Prices and terms will be left
to the Hydro-Electric Commission. The lease contains a saving
clause giving the Crown the right to hold and improve all other
water powers in the territory.

Comparative Values of Sawdust and Coal
Editor Canada Lumberman:—Would you kindly give us some idea about

how many tons of sawdust from newly sawed lumber containing the ordin-
ary percentage of turpentine would equal one ton of run of mine coal.

According to statistics furnished by an authority upon this sub-
ject, one cord of spruce weighs 2,325 lbs. and its value in tons of bi-
tuminous coal is .293. One cord of white pine weighs about 1,868
lbs. and its value in tons of bituminous coal is .254. The heating
value of sawdust is the same as that of the wood from which the
sawdust originates; or 2,325 lbs. of spruce sawdust would equal
.293 tons of bituminous coal and 1,868 lbs. of white pine would equal
.254 tons of bituminous coal.
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Quebec Limit Holders Annual Meeting
Stricter Enforcement of Regulations Against Speculation in Lands—Increased
Stumpage and Rents a Serious Burden—Fire Protection System Improved

At the ninth annual meeting of the Province of Quebec Limit

Holders' Association, which was held recently at Quebec, the Presi-

dent, Mr. Alexander MacLaurin, of Montreal, delivered an interest-

ing address. His opening remarks dealt with the onerous nature of

the judgment in force in the case of the St. Anne Fish and Game
Club versus The River Ouelle Pulp and Lumber Company. The
verdict of the court, which had been upheld by the refusal of an
application for leave to appeal to the Privy Council, gave the River
Ouelle Pulp and Lumber Company the right to maintain their dam
and store water for use at any time, but the company is liable for

damages.
As such damages could vary considerably and could only be for

what the members of the Club might imagine to be interference with
the fishing and hunting, it was considered too hazardous to leave

the question as it then stood. The amount of damages asked, while
being at all times vexatious, might assume such proportions as to

become a financial burden; consequently, the government was re-

quested by the association to embody in the law, an amendment,
which reads as follows

:

"Provided always that the lessee shall not have recourse against

any person who may dam the waters of any lake or river

and utilize such waters for driving logs or for any other
purpose at any season of the year."

This amendment was prepared at the request of the Minister
of Colonization, Mines, and Fisheries, who expressed himself as

perfectly in accord with the wishes of the association. A bill was
drafted for the purpose of amending the forest and game laws with
this clause included. It was expected that the next session would
see the necessary amendments put through.

A resolution had been passed at the last annual meeting which
resulted in the secretary-treasurer furnishing all members with lists

of lots sold, patented and cancelled each month and this had proved
most useful to the members.

The diameter for the cutting of swamp spruce had been reduced
from 8 to 7 inches and the stump limit on balsam had been abolished
altogether, as a result of representations made by the association.

Continued improvement was noted regarding the decrease in

the sales of lots within limits. From the high-water mark of 1908,

when 29,200 acres had been sold, a decrease had been brought about
and the figures for 1911 was 11,900 acres, which was also 5,000 acres
less than the total for 1910.

Punishing Speculation in Land
The President noted with pleasure that the government, while

encouraging bona fide settlers, had become much stricter in follow-

ing up and punishing speculators in land, as was shown by the large

number of sales which had been cancelled. In general, there had
been a great improvement in this respect and public opinion seemed
to support the government.

The question of extending the time over ten years, during which
stumpage dues would not be increased for wood cut on lands under
license for pulp and paper mills, was still in abeyance. The presi-

dent, however, was hopeful that a favorable decision would soon be
reached by the government and he believed it would be of great
benefit to the province as it might encourage the investment of capital

in these districts.

A decrease was noted in the amount of friction between the
foresters, sent out by the government to overlook lumber opera-
tions, and contractors and operators. The instructions which the
government had given to their foresters and the experience which
they had gained had been the cause of great improvement and their

work, as a result was far more satisfactory. The president called

attention to the fact that the School of Forestry had a certain num-
ber of students each year who were free to work for limit holders
during the winter. By employing these men, limit holders would do
a good work for the school and give practical experience to the
students.

The increased stumpage rates and ground rents, established by
the government a year ago, had proved a heavy burden for limit

holders. In some cases operations had been run at a loss. In other
cases it had been deemed more profitable not to operate at all. It

was hoped that the government would make some concession in this

connection.

The president remarked that he hoped the government would
take some steps towards making forest reserves statutory, as the
depletion in some of the forests in subdivided lands had gone on so

rapidly that it was now of great importance that the remaining
forest, at the head of rivers and along watercourses .should be
rigidly preserved.

The present system of fire protection had proved itself far

superior to the old system, but it called for favorable co-operation
of limit holders in keeping their limits carefull patrolled. This could
be better executed by joint action of the limit holders in various sec-
tions, as the good effect of well-organized patrolling and other pre-
cautions, taken by an individual limit holder, could very well be
nullified by the negligence of his neighbor. The action taken by
the limit holders of the St. Maurice Valley in forming an association
for the protection of their limits from fire, was commended by the
president, who expressed the hope that this example would be fol-

lowed by all the other districts in the province. It was astonishing
but gratifying to note that this body of men had undertaken to

spend for the protection of the comparatively small area (as compared
to the whole area of the province) comprised in their district for
the coming year, as much as, if not more than, the government paid
for fire protection in the whole province last year. The government
should take note of this example and assist this organization, both
witli funds atid judicious regulation, in order to encourage other dis-

tricts to organize in the same way. In this way they might obtain
complete organization for the whole province.

The Year's Changes in the Law
The only changes made in the law during the past season were

three, viz.

:

(1) Allowing of the disposal of lots by the settlers on receiv-
ing their letters-patent. The regulation was still in force, however,
w hich stated that no patents should be issued before five years from
the date of the letters-patent, except those issued in Abitibi district.

(2) Allowing the Minister to permit of fire being set during
the prohibited season, when he was convinced that necessary pre-
cautions had been taken.

(3) Fixing the fine at $50 and costs for setting fire during the
prohibited season without the Minister's permission.

In conclusion the president made a feeling reference to the death
of E. E. Tache, who for forty years had been Deputy Minister of
Crown Lands for the Province.

A resolution was passed at the meeting, drawing the attention
of the Prime Minister of the Province to the necessity for the crea-
tion of forest reserves in surveyed and subdivided lands, on account
of the alarming decrease in the regular flow of water in the various
districts. An amendment had been passed by the legislature in
1906 to the law governing the administration of lands and forests,
giving the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council, upon recommendation of
the Minister, power to set aside certain. vacant tracts of forest lands
of the Crown as forest reserves. This amendment had been ap-
proved by all parties, but unfortunately so far as forest reserves in
surveyed and subdivided lands were concerned the expectations of
those interested had not been realized as most of the forest reserves
organized in subdivided territory had been considerably reduced by
the sales of lots out of them, ostensibly for the purpose of coloniza-
tion.

The resolution passed by the association noted that the Depart-
ment of Crown Lands had sufficient evidence before it to establish
a belief that by far the largest number of lots granted since the pass-
ing of this act within the boundaries of these reserves, as well as out-
side, had not been used for bona fide colonization. Lots granted to
bona fide settlers did not suffer to the same extent from the cutting
of the timber as those granted to the speculator, because the bona
fide settler was* generally anxious to preserve some portion of his
lots in forests for his own use and for those coming after him. The
speculator, however, had no other object than the immediate gain
to be obtained from the largest amount of timber he could cut on
his lot and consequently cleared absolutely all the timber upon it.

The result was a rapid decrease in the flow of water and an increase
in the danger from fire, on account of the quantity of debris caused
by this indiscriminate slashing.

The resolution concluded by requesting the Prime Minister to
preserve intact the forest reserves as at present organized. It was
not believed that this would be detrimental to colonization, as large
areas of land were still available outside of the forest reserves as
well as a considerable number of lots which were now in the hands
of speculators, the sales of which should be cancelled and the lots
devoted to the same purpose.
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Lumber Matters in the Law Courts
Court of Appeal Quashes Judgment Regarding Agree-
ment for Measurement of Logs Cut under Contract

Disputed Measurement of Logs.—The Court of Appeal, Mont-
real, has given judgment in the case of Church et al vs Racicot, which
was an appeal from the judgment of the Court of Review quashing
a judgment of the Superior Court by which the action of Racicot,

the plaintiff, was dismissed. The Court of Review had condemned
the defendants, Church et al, to pay the sum of $1,429.13. Racicot
had undertaken to cut from fifty to sixty thousand logs in the timber
limits of the defendants. The price had been fixed at the sum of

$6.50 per thousand feet, board measure.
A large quantity of timber was cut during the months of Novem-

ber, December, January, February and March, 1908-0'.*. In the
month of March Racicot began to complain that the statements of

measurement furnished by the culler, Leary, who had been chosen
by the defendants for measuring operations, were not correct and
did not do him justice, and on April 7th he notified the defendants
by notarial protest calling on them to recommence the measurement
of the timber conjointly with him. This, he alleged, the defendants
neglected or refused to accept, and Racicot proceeded alone to have
all the logs which were then in Lac Clinq Doigts measured by six

cullers. This work was begun on April 17th and was only finished
on April 26th, and it was necessary to do the work quickly as the
ice was on the eve of breaking up. For this reason the work had
to be divided up into three parts—to each part two men being assign-
ed—so that in view of this division of measurement operations the
measurements were verified by only two cullers per log. The mea-
surements of the defendants were made in exactly the same way,
Leary having measured the logs with the help of one Fee, the son
of one of the defendants.

The latter measured 66,926 logs giving, according to their, calcu-
lations, 2,213,821 feet, board measure, which at $6.50 per thousand
amounted to $14,389.89. This amount was paid to Racicot. The
cullers employed by Racicot counted only 56,431 logs. They were
unable to measure the remaining 10,000 logs because, as they claim,
they were under water. According to them, these 56,431 logs mea-
sured 2,111,322 feet, board measure. Thev found an average of 35,
36 and 38 feet per log and the Court of Review, striking an average
between the figure of 33 feet per log, as found by Leary, and the
average found by Racicot's cullers, came to the conclusion that the
latter was entitled to be paid for 2,392,604 feet—a difference to his
credit in round figures of 170,000 feet. In order to arrive at this
figure it was inferred that the 10,000 logs which were not measured
would give the same average as those which had. The Superior
Court dismissed the action for two reasons, one being on law and
the other on fact. The Court agreed with the Court of Review that
the reasons of law were not well founded. The clause in the contract
which allows the defendants 'to appoint the culler or measurer was
not final and conclusive on the parties and Racicot might allege and
prove an error of calculation. The first court declared that Racicot
could not plead error, because he relied on the contract to establish
his claim to payment. What he really relied on was the error in
calculation made by the measure of the other party, and not an
error in the contract itself. He did not pray for the cancellation of
the contract, on the contrary, as stated by Mr. Justice Charbonneau
in Review, he asked for the full and complete execution thereof. On
the question of fact, however, the Court of Appeal was of opinion
that the first court was right. Not only had the plaintiff not proven
sufficiently the error alleged to have been made by Leary, but he
had not made any proof at all on this point.

Evidently the Court of Review, which found the proof contra-
dictory on this point, had allowed itself to be influenced by Racicot's
offer to proceed to a measurement jointly with the defendants and
by the refusal of the latter to accede to this proposition. But they
should not forget that the defendants, interpreting the clause of the
contract relative to the culler and being of the belief that Leary's
measurements were final and without appeal relied on what they
considered their strict rights.

It was true, the court remarked, that Racicot offered to measure
the logs at the outlet of the lake but this offer could not be carried
into practical effect because the high waters lasted a couple of weeks,
and the witness Draper stated that such an operation would have
lasted one or two years. Even admitting this statement to be ex-
aggerated, common sense convinced that this operation could not be
carried on during the high water period. Racicot therefore proceeded
to an ex parte measurement. In the court's opinion Leary was in a
far better position to make his calculations than the other cullers.
His measurements were taken each month as the timber was cut into
logs and piled up, and they were placed so that they could be mea-
sured with accuracy, the piling up having been made specially for

this purpose. The other cullers had to proceed hurriedly with their
work at the end of April as the ice was about to break up. The logs
were in the lake and had not been put there so as to allow of another
measurement. It was proven that the measurements were made
partly in the water, and that there was one foot of water at least
over the ice at many places. How could they, in such a juncture,
measure at least the bottom row of the logs? For it is admitted
that measurements are impossible unless a log emerge sufficiently
from the water to allow its diameter to be ascertained.

And as the merchantable timber only is to be taken into account,
how could these useless portions be discovered in the slush and
water? The evidence showed that these measurements could not be
satisfactory, and, even if they had no positive proof thereof, common
sense would warn them that such measurements were unreliable. But
there is more than this. The clause in the contract allowing the
defendants to choose the culler must not be illusory. They should
place more reliance in Leary's operations seeing that he was acting
by consent of the parties. Prima facie his evidence must have more
weight than that of the others. Otherwise this clause would be
meaningless.

The court concluded, therefore, that the plaintiff had failed in

his action, that the judgment of the Court of Review should be
quashed and that Of the Superior C ourt restored.

Exchequer Court to Settle Tariff Problems
The reference to the duty upon lumber entering Canada when

planed on one side and further manufactured (the further manufac-
ture having been obliterated subsequently) was set down for hear-
ing by Mr. Justice Cassells in the Exchequer Court at Ottawa on
May .30th. It is understood that there will be no appeal from the
decision of Mr. Justice Cassells to the Supreme Court and that his
decision will he final. The reason for refusing an appeal is, that
the sum involved in the reference is only $77 and therefore not large
enough to warant the granting of right to appeal. The case is based
upon a reference to the Customs Department in connection with a
claim entered by the Foss Company, Winnipeg lumber merchants,
protesting against the imposition of a duty of 25 per cent, ad valorem
on a car of fir lumber, and demanding a refund of $77, the amount
collected. The company claim that the lumber in question was en-
titled to free entry under the Customs Act. The principal object
of the reference is to bring up the whole question and have it set-

tled by the Exchequer Court.

Pulp Problem Still Unsettled

The international commercial question, involving the right of

entry of wool pulp and paper into the United States from all countries
with which the United States is connected with treaties of commerce,
has been appealed to the United States Court of Customs Appeals.
The privilege is claimed under the "favored nation" clause because
free wood pulp and paper is granted to Canada by the only operative
section of the Canadian reciprocity agreement. The appeal was
from a decision of the Board of General Appraisers at New York,
which held that the "favored nation" clause could not be invoked
as Canada was a colony and not a "nation, state or country" within
the meaning of the treaties. The question probably will not be de-
cided for some time. The government asked the Customs Court,
which intended to hear the issue on May 21st, to postpone its con-
sideration indefinitely. The government is not yet prepared to an-
nounce its attitude on the paramount national and international
questions involved. The course of the government will be the sub-
ject of cabinet discussion.

Visited Spanish River Pulp and Paper Plant

Special trains carrying a number of Toronto and Montreal
brokers and others interested in the Spanish River Pulp and Paper
Company, Limited, made a trip to Espanola, Ont., on May 14th,

returning on May 16th. The visitors were given an opportunity
to inspect the company's plant and its operation. The complete
process of manufacture was inspected so that the visitors were able
to see the arrival of the logs and the output of paper. The first of

the company's paper machines was started on May 13th and con-
tinued to run without a hitch. It is reported that the product is

fully up to expectation. Practically all the parts of the second
Foundrinier machine are assembled and the present output of fifty

tons a day will shortly be doubled. The output of mechanical pulp
is about 170 tons a day.

The Montreal Chamber of Commerce has applied to the Board
of Railway Commissioners at Ottawa for an order requiring railway
companies to substitute freight tariffs for the carriage of lumber and
firewood based on measurements, instead of those based on weight,
as at present in force.
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W. A. Anstic Explains the Tariff Situation
Mr. \\ A. Anstie. Secretary of the Mountain Mills Association,

in a recent interview, spoke as follows, regarding the dutv upon
lumher entering Canada from the Cnited States:—

"The practice of preparing dimension lumher such as 2 x 4, 2 x 6,
2 x 8, 2 x 10 and 2 x12 for the Canadian and United States markets
is by dressing it on one side and one edge, but the United States
mills instead of dressing, or what is technically termed "sizing,"
their dimension lumher intended for the Canadian market with a
planer, are doing the work with a fine saw.

"In some instances they are reducing this class of stock to a
uniform thickness with saws and to a uniform width by planing one
edge. Both processes are obviously for the purpose of evading the
payment of duty provided by the Canadian tariff and the Canadian
manufacturers heing desirous of ohtaining the full protection pro-
vided by the laws have frequently urged upon the authorities the
necessity for investigating the matter and enforcing the law. As
the question involves some technical knowledge the government,
probably being anxious to he strictly fair to manufacturers and im-
porters alike, has declined to rule in the matter. But, to hring it

to a focus a test case has been ordered.
"It is a well-known fact that the original rough sawing process

in most modern sawmills does not produce lumher of sufficient uni-
formity of width to permit of its use for the purpose to which di-
mension lumher is put. Therefore, it is necessary that that class of
material he joined or sized on the edge, either with a planer or a
saw. It is the contention of Canadian manufacturers that this sec-
ond process should be done in Canadian mills and with Canadian
labor. They claim, further, that they can show that such was the
intention of the government at the time the tariff was framed.

"Recently a car of the disputed material was assessed dutv at
Winnipeg and an appeal was taken by the importer affected to' the
Exchequer Court against the action of the customs. The case will
he heard early in May and in the interim all collectors of customs
have been notified to inform importers that further shipments will
be subject to the determination of the court.

"Lumber manufacturers from British Columbia, Alberta, Sas-
katchewan, Manitoba, Ontario. Quehec and the Maritime Provinces
will he represented at the trial. Importers from the western pro-
vinces will also attend and United States manufacturers have stated
they are prepared to expend considerable money to defeat the con-
tention of the Canadian manufacturers. They have found the Can-
adian market a convenient dumping ground for their surplus product."

U. S. Capitalists Buying B. C. Timber
One of the most important developments of late years in the

lumher industry of British Columhia has heen the increase in the
interest taken by United States capital in the timber lands of the
province. An instance of this is afforded by the case of the Western
Timber Holding Company (incorporated in Maine) with capital con-
sisting of $2,500,000 preferred stock and $500,000 common ; the par
value of the shares being $100. fully paid and non-assessable. This
company are now offering to the public $156,000 of six per cent,
cumulative preferred stock, which in addition to the six per cent.,
carries with it one-half of the profits. This $156,000 is to provide
payment for 9,100 acres of timber limits in British Columbia, located
on Vancouver Island and the adjacent mainland, containing, accord-
ing to the report of the cruisers, 155,855.000 feet of merchantable
and accessible timber. The officers of the company are Fred W\
Browne. Chicago, president; H. D. Cone, Cedar Rapids, secretary;
Leonard Hillis, Peoria, vice-president, and H. T. Skillin, Chicago,
treasurer. The executive board consists of Daniel Wells, Detroit;
Percy D. Hillis, Victoria, B.C. ; Leonard Hillis, Peoria, and Frank Y.'

Locke, St. Paul, Minn.

Railway Commission Approves of Fire Prevention Plans
A conference was recently held at Ottawa between members of

the Board of Railway Commissioners, representatives of the railway
companies, the Commission of Conservation, the Forestry Branch of
the Department of the Interior, and counsel for the British Col-
umbia Government, at which practically all of the regulations for
the protection of forests from fire, which had been drafted by the
Commission of Conservation, were agreed to after a few amend-
ments had been made. After hearing the representations of Mr.
Clyde Pringle, counsel for the British Columbia Government, it

was agreed not to bring into effect the proposed regulation calling
upon railways operating in British Columbia to use only oil-burning
engines. Mr. Pringle said that these regulations would cause great
injury to the mining industries of British Columbia, which depended
entirely upon the sale of coal to the railways. These industries
would have to close down if the railways ceased to take their out-
put. The regulation which proposed to prevent railways from using
lignite coal was not agreed to. It was held over to give the railways

an opportunity to make their representations, and also to give the
Commission an opportunity to look into the local aspect of the mat-
ter, as the jurisdiction of the Hoard was challenged by counsel for
the railways.

The regulations adopted include a provision that all engines
must be fitted with netting to prevent the escape of sparks and that
every railway company must provide inspectors at terminal points
whose duty it shall he to examine from April 1 to November 1 each
year all locomotives in tise. The proposed regulations give the chief
fire inspector or any authorized officers of the branch power to in-
spect locomotives at all times and to reject those found to be defect-
ive in regard to fire arrangements.

One of the most important provisions calls upon all railway com
parties to maintain a staff of fire rangers for patrol and fire fighting
duty exclusively from April 1 to November 1. The size of this
specially organized force is to be fixed for each railway by the chief
inspector of the board. Section men and other employees, including
contractors, shall constitute an emergency fire fighting staff.

Will Locate New Forest Reserves
Mr. R. H. Campbell, Director of Forestry, is making arrange-

ments to send out a large number of surveying parties through the
West to locate non-agricultural and timber belts so as to define their
boundary and locate new forest reserves. One party will work in
southeastern Manitoba and another in northern Manitoba. A third
party will be sent north from Prince Albert towards Big River,
where a large amount of heavy timber exists. A fourth party will
work from Battleford towards the surveyors in the Big River
distrist. A fifth party will explore the country south of Lesser Slave
Lake. The Department is spending a great deal of money this sum-
mer in organizing the new 13,000,000-acre forest reserve on the
eastern slopes of the Rockies. Trails will be laid out, telephone lines
installed and extensive preparations made to prevent fires.

Extensive Operations Near Grand Forks, B. C.

A despatch from Grand Forks, B. C, states that 30,000,000 feet
of lumber will be cut by sawmills in that district during the coming
season. Large drives of logs are being brought down both the
main Kettle River and the North Fork. "These will supply the Do-
minion Sawmills Company's plant at Cascade, the Robinson and
Le Quime Mill and the Danville Lumber Company's mill at Dan-
ville, Washington. The Big Cascade mill commenced operations
early in May when it had 5,000,000 feet of logs already at the mill
and between 12,000,000 and 13,000,000 in the river. The mill was
started with one shift, but the intention was to start another shift
as soon as possible so that the mill could operate to full capacity
throughout the season, cutting out 80,000 feet of lumber per day
and 30,000 laths. The Robinson and Le Quime mill has been thor-
oughly overhauled and equipped with new boilers. It also com-
menced operations early in May, cutting about 60,000 feet per day.

Rainfall Extinguishes B. C. Fires
The heavy rainfall in the Province of British Columbia during

the month of May was most welcome to those who are engaged in
protecting the forest from fire. For a time it looked as though serious
forest fires would occur, as a number of incipient blazes had de-
veloped and it only wanted a strong wind to increase them to danger-
ous conflagrations. It is reported that extensive land clearing opera-
tions were responsible for the fires which started. In the Howe
Sound district a good-sized fire had commenced. Fortunately the
rainfall practically put an end to all these fires.

Overton W. Price Arrives at Victoria
Mr. Overton W. Price, of Washington, D.C., vice-president of

the National Conservation Association of the United States, who is a
pre-eminent authority upon all matters pertaining to forestry, has
arrived at Victoria, B.C., where he will act in an advisory capacity
to the Government of the Province, in connection with the organiza-
tion of the proposed forest and general conservation department,
which was provided for by legislation at the last session. The first
necessity in connection with the working out of a forestry policy
will be the gathering of facts and data as to the variety, extent,
conditions and circumstances of the province's timber area'. Expert
foresters have already been employed by the provincial government
in a preliminary study of the forested 'areas and their reports are
now being laid before Mr. Price. Upon the foundation of these facts
Mr. Price will be able to develop his policv. It is expected also
that Mr. Gifford Pinchot, President of the 'National Conservation
Association of the United States, will visit the province during the
summer, and give Mr. Price and those in his department the benefit
of his assistance.
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Leaks in the Sawmill
Written Specially for

the Canada Lumberman
by Hapsburg Liebe.

These are the little factors that send mill owners to the wall

with far greater frequency than one would at first suppose. One
leak will perhaps amount to next to nothing, particularly if it is

small; but several of these holes, of varying sizes, sometimes amount
to enough to drown the profits and eat into the principal.

ft fell to my lot to work with a small mill that went down after

a struggle of three years—and, to my credit or not, 1 will add that 1

"went down with the ship" to the extent that I lost two months'
salary. The sinking of this business was solely on account of leaks,

big and little, a dozen of them, that f had no power to Stop because
I was then a young man and only the filer, thus having no govern-
ing hand in the management.

Naturally, lack or judicious managing was responsible for these

losses by leakage. The mill owner had had no experience in the

milling business; he had been drawn into it with the roseate hope
of making for himself a fortune within a few years, as it had been
made plain to him that others had done. And the thing that scuttled

him was the principle that led him to adopt the following slogan,

which we heard every day.

"This is a little concern; we've got to economize."
And we did economize; but it was the most expensive economy

in the world.

Expensive Economy
ft began with the erection of the mill. The man who secured

the contract for the building was a common, everyday carpenter

—

because his figures were much lower than those of the few competent
millwrights who entered bids for the work. It did not occur to the

mill owner's mind that the building should be staunch and steady,

that it might be used for a number of years with the least possible

repair.

In one thing, however, good judgment was brought to bear:
The machines and equipment were all new, and of the best make
procurable; the filing- room was splendidly fitted; the engine was
strong and of a good and simple type ; there was a convenient method
of bringing the logs to the mill from the siding.

But that expensive economy had thrown a card that killed all

this fruit of sound reasoning: There was but one boiler, and it was
much to small to furnish sufficient steam except in the event of the
fuel being of the best kind, and with a good fireman, at that. Here
was leak number one in the operating of this ill-fated mill. And it

is by no means an uncommon class of leak. While it may safely be
asserted that it prevails more among the smaller mills, it is an evil

very frequently found in the bigger plants—lack of sufficient steam-
ing capacity under adverse conditions, such as fouled flues, the wrong
kind of bridgewalls and furnaces, sappy, soggy wood, and wet saw-
dust because of the stream of water that runs on the saw to keep it

cool in very hard timber. I believe I can say truthfully that of

every four small mills with which I have been acquained, three of

them did not have enough boiler power—and not one of them all

had too much.
The result is too well known to need elaboration here ; but I

will mention the prime fault.

If the mill waits for steam thirty minutes each day for a month,
counting twenty-six work days to the month, then there have been
thirteen hours lost totally and irreparably. To say nothing of the
other standing expenses that must be paid whether the mill runs or
not, nothing of the amount invested lying idle and even declining in

a degree, let us look at the loss occasioned by wages alone.
The mill owner has paid for thirteen hours'work that he did not

get, which is an undeniable fact. If it will amount to less than $40
it is a very small mill, indeed—else the employees are very poortly
paid for their services. This is a leak that of itself might not sink
the ship

;
but couple it with a few others, and its importance is grave.

"In union there is strength."

Cheap Labor an Extravagance

Unfortunately, this little concern, of which I am writing, prac-
tised its expensive economy in the matter of wages and men, with
the possible exception of the wages of the filer and sawyer.

The fireman was engineer, or vice versa, as you please. It was
a rare occurrence for this mill to run ten hours without a stop of
thirty minutes for engine repair, or to cool down an overheated part,
all of which was due to the fireman's being over-worked and to his

limited knowledge of an engine. To leave out entirely the cost of

parts broken and worn out too soon, wasted oil, and such like, here

was another $40 gone at the end of each month and no lumber what-
ever to show for its expenditure. Perhaps the men were cleaning
about their machines, removing sawdust, and doing little jobs of that

order; but the fact remains that they were not sawing lumber. For
my part, it came in rather well: For in addition to keeping up the

saws I had to look after the belting, shafting, bearings, anc1 attend to

the lubricators on the steam feed and nigger.

"Why don't you get an engineer?" a visiting mill man once ven-
tured to ask my employer. "Surely, he would have enough to do,

with looking after the engine, the lubricators, oiling the shafting and
caring for the machinery. This would allow your filer and your fire-

man to stay where they belong."

There came the same old answer, the answer that I had heard
until it was positively sickening:

" This is a little concern ; we've got to economize."
And he kept on economizing, while the leaks kept on leaking,

and his money drifted to the wrong pages on the ledger.

A man was lacking in this mill, a man who could have paid his

wages many times over each day. This was a capable foreman.
There was none.

The man who did the trimming also sorted the lumber from the
edgings, at the rear of the edger, carrying the strips to the slab-saw
man. which did not allow him sufficient time in which to cut off

the boards to the best advantage, lie had to hurry the board to
the chains, and there was seldom time to spare to cut away a rotted
end, or a hollow knot, or a nest of wormholes, and thereby raise the
grade of the board thus affected. Of course such lumber could be
brought back and trimmed again ; but the profit in lumber goes with
very much handling. And—even if the trimmerman found a few
seconds in which to look over a board and thereby determine to his

own satisfaction whether it should be cut away two feet or four feet,

he did not know enough about grades to judge correctly. Many a

board, already a cull, was still a cull with a goodly percentage of its

length gone by a trimmerman who did not know his business; just as
many a sound board went over with only two feet of defect on one
end.

It has always been a favorite contention of mine that the men
who operate the trimmer and edger should be able to judge fairly of
the grades of lumber. If such services cannot be had for the usual
wage, it will prove a paying investment to the man who owns the
mill if he will add a little to the pay envelope in such cases, thus
engaging more interest from the present operatives, else procuring
men who are more competent.

The Edger as a Money Loser

The edger is a machine that generally gets too little attention,
both in its operation and in its upkeep. There is clearly a loss when
the lumber goes through improperly. Besides the incompetent edger-
man, the edger not in good condition is blameworthy in this class of
leakage. If the guides are not in

;
line with the rolls, if the saws

are of differing sizes and gauges and thus have a tendency to pull

the board faster on one side than on the other, then badly edged
lumber will result. Wr herever the blame may have lain, we have all

seen the edging with its sound inch, the inch of good stock that

should have been on the other side of the saw and in the board

—

and I dare say we have all seen the edging with much more than
its sound inch. Suppose a hundred such edgings go to the wood-
pile each day ; the only conclusion possible is that more than a hun-
dred inches of good sound board have been wasted. Add this up,
and multiply it by the number of work days in the month, and . see
if it isn't surprising.

As to the trimmer, injudicious work may cause havoc with the
lumber here. Many a good board with one bad edge has taken a

lower grade because of this
;
and, on the other hand but still to the

same effect, many a cull board has gone through a narrower cull, but
still a cull, because the edgerman casually thought to raise the grade
by taking off a big percentage of the width. These are real leaks,

and they are big ones. Though by no means of marked prevalence
in all mills, they exist to the extent that the matter is well worth the
bringing up. I will venture to state right here, that if one man pos-
sessed all the good, hard money that the edger and trimmer have lost

since the edger and trimmer have been in use, he would be the richest
man in the world to-day.

Economy is a very pliable thing, and most of us have our own
ideas concerning its true meaning. I know a mill man who ran a
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lumber plant more because he had inherited the lumberman instinct

and wished to be employed than for any other reason—he was worth
more money than he knew how to spend comfortably. His mill was
the best, in the matter of construction and in equipment, that money
could buy ; he employed the best, most capable men that money would
hire. He made a bigger profit out of the lumber industry than any-
one else I have ever known ; and he would have explained his suc-
cess in the one word, "Economy."

But what a different form of economy to that practised by the
well-meaning but narrowly seeing man whose slogan was "we've got
to economize; this is a little concern."

I believe I have already made it plain that it remained "A little

concern."

Inefficient Equipment

There is within a mile of me as I now write, a mill that has lost
on an average of three-quarters of an hour each day for the last

eight years in turning its logs by hand and canthook' instead of by
means of a steam nigger. To figure up the losses occasioned by that
one insidious leak would wring tears from the eyes of a stone god.
The idea for this lack of the use of one of the most important agents
in the maximum of a mill's capacity is not based on any so-called
economic plan; the mill owners make a specialty of very fine quar-
tered oak, and they will tell you that they have no wish whatever
to get out a big cut, that they only want what they saw sawn well.

It is a brilliant idea, without a doubt; but they have allowed
themselves to become hide-bound by it. Surely the steam nigger
would have enhanced in a remarkable degree the output of that
mill; and in no way. if care were used in turning the quartered
flitches in order that they might not be marred, could have done
the slightest harm to their pet idea of super-excellence. True, they
have prospered in a measure; still it is appalling to think of how
much more money they would have made had they not lost that
time each day for a period of eight years. This, however, to the
best of my knowledge—and I filed that mill once—is the only leak
they have; everything else is at par.

The overthin handsaw is another source of loss to the harbor-
ers of such. One may sit down and figure the amount he will save
in kerf by using a thin saw in preference to a thicker one, and he
will have a vision of himself growing immediatelv rich—it is as

illusive as to figure up the profits of a poultry yard started on one
hen. This brings to my memory the recollection of another mill
that had a single leak, that of the overthin saw. They used 17-gauge
saws for three years, the while congratulating themselves upon their
success because of the small kerf, not taking into consideration the
following facts: That the cut must be reduced in quantity because
the thin blade will not take the amount of feed taken by the thicker
one; that the quality must be lower on account of the thin saw's
proclivities to dodge in hard knots and when slightly warm, thus
making the miscut boards more frequent ; that the thin saw requires
more clearance than its thicker brother because it is weaker and will
not remain level for so long.

After three years, however, this mill moved to a point many
miles from the railroads, where timber was plentiful and the width
of kerf therefore not so much an object. A set of saws a gage
thicker were installed, and the cut went up in quality and three
thousand feet more in quantity per day.

And the set works were not changed to allow for the thicker
blade. As with another instance I mentioned, it would wring tears
from stone images to figure up the total of the daily loss of three
thousand feet in the output for three years.

Economical Expenses

Another source of leakage lies in the matter of supplies. A good
rule to adopt in this connection is that "The best is the cheapest."
A thin canvas belt costs less than a good belt of rubber or of leather,
it is true ; but when one takes into account the time lost in lacing
the cheaper article, the while considering the fact that it is a thing
of short life and much aggravation, it is not the belt to buy. Low
grade bearing metal in high speed bearings is another expensive
bit of economy; so too is thin, cheap oil that has no body and runs
out of the bearing the same minute it has been applied. As a safe-
guard to the little things, it is well to place them in somebody's
charge and hold that person responsible for them. The packing, the
files, the belting, the lacing leather, all last longer when kept in
the cupboard of the man who has charge of them.

Not that 1 believe in a system that is clogged and harried by
endless red tape

;
but I do believe in a system that is sensible, and

equally fair to both employer and employee.

THE WOODWORKER
Lumber -Working1

it Too Wet or Too Dry
By Chas. Cloukey

It may sound strange to some people to hear anybody talk about
lumber being too dry to work well. But it is a fact that is becom-
ing better known of late, although it is still far behind the troubles
arising from lumber being too wet to work well.

There are a few cases in which the lumber to be worked should
be wet. These are mostly comprised of items to be be used in the
wet state after they are finished. For instance, any flat piece of wood
to be turned round, as for a plunger, must be soaked up before being
turned or it will swell out of shape when put in the water.

Some kinds of wood run much better moldings if not too dry,
such as hemlock, but the majority of the woods work better if good
and dry. Birch, for instance, works the very best while hot and dry
from the kiln, as far as smooth moldings are concerned.

But it is not of moldings but of cabinet work I wish to speak
especially, and it surely behooves the wood-craftsman to get an inti-

mate knowledge of the peculiarities of dry wood, and also of the
automatic and artificial ways in which it changes from one condi-
tion to the other, and then changes back again, and so on.

All ''air-seasoned" wood has its advocates, but the general prac-
tice of mill work in this day makes it imperative that a dry-kiln of
some kind be used, even if the lumber has been on sticks for years.
You may be skeptical and ask me to prove to you that this is true.
Mind you, I do not say that every piece or even every lot of lumber
should be put through the kiln before going into cabinet work, but
I do say that the lumber should be tested before starting in to
work it up.

Suppose you have a pile of lumber which you know to be thor-
oughly air-dried, or else some stock that was dried perfectly in the
kiln last year and has been under cover ever since ; does it not seem
reasonable to suppose that this lumber should be in an ideal condi-
tion to work up?

Tests of Wood for Machining
To test the matter we will take a board or plank as the case

may be, about 8 or 10 inches wide, and resaw it into two boards of
equal thickness. If the two parts remain flat, the wood is in proper
condition to go into the work if it is known to be dry.

But if the boards turn out, making the resawed side the round
side, then the middle of the plank is not so dry as the outside;
but if the boards cup next to the resaw, then the plank is drier
on the inside. This test is thus in reality one of distribution of mois-
ture rather than a test for humidity alone.

Now, if the boards will stay flat after resawing, it may be safe
to go ahead with the work. For if they are wetter than the atmos-
phere the freshly sawn side will shrink much more rapidK than the
other and so cup the pieces on this side. So after all, we find that
this simple test will give us the two salient points of information for
which we are looking.

However, suppose the resawn boards cup in and pinch the saw
at the edges, showing that there is an excess of moisture in the
outside parts of the plank, what can we do but put the material
in the kiln until the surplus is evaporated? In case we want to re-
saw this stock, this would be the proper thing to do, but if it is
lumber but recently taken from the kiln, and does not need to be
split, the work may go on, but slowly enough to allow the wood to
temper in the natural atmosphere of the shop.

You may say that if it is necessary to have some moisture in
the wood, how are we going to tell when it is dry enough to use?
It would appear that the easiest and most practical way is to take
out all the moisture we possibly can, and then give the air a chance
to put some back into it, and do it before the lumber is tied up in
the work so tight that it cannot have the room to swell without dis-
arranging the whole fabric.

I have seen newel posts made up of lumber taken directly from
the kilns. They were finished and molded before the wood had time
to swell up to the natural conditions of the weather. The result was
that every molding miter was forced open, and some of them nearly
one-eighth of an inch apart.

It has been the custom of many mills in the East and Middle
West to buy cut up panel stock from the Western mills and resaw
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it as needed. This stock has all been kiln-dried in the West, and
in most cases it is taken directly from the kilns and shipped. So it

is not at all surprising that this stock nearly always cups badly in

the resawing, on account of the outside having absorbed a certain

amount of moisture after coining from the kiln, but not enough
to be distributed clear through the thick pieces before they had to

be worked up.

Remedy for Troubles in Resawing

The sure remedy for this trouble is to pile the panel stock into

the hot box or dry-kiln until the outside is as dry as the inside.

Then plane both sides of the resawed stock as soon as it comes
from the saw. If the lumber is to swell or shrink after the saw,

it will do it the quicker on the freshly cut side.

To straighten cupped panels, the only practical way I have ever

heard of, or practised, is to wet the hollow side enough SO that it

will swell out even with the other side. There is some danger of

going too far with this corrective measure, but if the panels are placed

between sticks close enough to hold them straight and allowed to

dry before taking out, they will stay straight as long as they get

the same amount of water on both sides. But we can easily see

that the best way is to make the correction before doing the resaw-
ing, for it generally means not more than two or three hours in the

hot box.

One of the remarkable things about handling the various woods,
is the way some of them act with glue. For instance, all of the oak
woods require a ' very thorough drying before glue joints may be
guaranteed as permanent. The least circulation of sap or sappy
moisture will cause the glue to crystallize and look like line frost,

and the joints will open up.

The common test for dryness in oak lumber is in the odor,

and is rather of a negative quality. It consists of the absence of

the sour, rank smell of the green or wet lumber. If the workman
does not know the difference in the smell of dry oak and wet oak,

he can learn it very quickly by smelling of the two varieties.

Characteristic Odor of Oak
Now, it is not a sufficient test to take a board right out of the

kiln and smell of it, for it stands to reason that the outside of the

lumber may be dry and smell all right, while the middle of the

piece is somewhat damp. So to be sure, we take two or more re-

spective pieces and rip them the whole length, and test the fresh

cut all along the cut. If it is sweet and fragrant with the smell of

the seasoned wood, we know it is all right. If it smells even a little

sour, back it must go into the kiln, especially if it must go into

glued work.
I have seen fine quartered oak work go all to pieces thirty to

sixty days after the work was installed in the building. Joints which
were apparently perfect began to show a fine line of shrinkage and
these increased until they were about 1/16 inch wide in some places,

and in other places more or less according to the size of the pieces
that are joined together.

In another job a lot of 3-inch oak balusters were rushed out
without giving the stock a sufficient time to dry. The balusters were
made out of two thicknesses glued together and when turned were
veritable beauties. But before the shipment could be made, the inner
portions of the turnings began to show the fine line of separation.

Accordingly the shipment was held for a few days to see what would
happen. Of course they went from bad "to worse, and in the course
of thirty days all fell apart.

Careful observations of glued oak work extending over a period
of some 15 years have convinced me that any considerable moisture
at the center of a piece of oak will be diffused throughout the piece
in the course of time and when it comes to the glue joint, will

open it up. This accounts for the fine appearance of the work when
it is first put up and the glue joint is made in the dry parts of

the wood, and for its subsequent failure as the moisture gets into

the joint.

Yellow pine is something like oak with respect to the gluing,
but cypress is entirely different. I have seen cypress-staved col-

umns glued up so wet that the sap from the wood would fiy out into
the turner's face and the joints would not come open. White pine
is not so particular as oak, either, along this line, and the mention
of it brings to mind a little story told me by one of my wood-craft
friends a good many years ago.

Humor in Gluing Pine Columns
He was working in a factory in Iowa, and one of the rush orders

-oming to the glue-room of which he had charge was a batch of white
pine columns. The only available lumber was very wet. But the
job could not wait, so the wet lumber was put through. While
my friend had the stock on his trestles, the customer who was in

such a hurry came around to sec if his work was being done, and
noticed the condition of the lumber.

"Can you make columns out of lumber like that?" he asked with
evident anxiety.

"Sin e," says my friend, ' "that is the best white pine we can
buy."

"lint it is so wet," the other persisted, "can you glue such wet
lumber?"

"Oh, we do that right along, and it's easy if you know how,"
and the glue man beamed upon him with the utmost cordiality.

J 1 1 i I the customer wasn't satisfied, being an agnostic, or else-

having his curiosity aroused, so he asked how it was done.
"Well, you see it's like this," my friend explained, "you can't

soak water into wood as wet as this. I use pulverized glue and
sprinkle it on dry. Then I put my columns in the clamps and stack
them in the hot box to dry!"

I may state positively right here that the above story is offered

as an anecdote and not recommended as a method!
Another instance of too much moisture in wood without a proper

reckoning, is the moisture from glue. It has damaged many a job
of the" costliest woods and finest workmanship, by the work being
hurried to completion before this moisture had time to evaporate.

I well recall a beautiful rake panel in mahogany which had the

mullions mortised into the rails in the usual manner, but had been
dressed, scraped, stained, and given one coat of varnish within a
very few days. It was a beautv, but it had to wait about two months
before shipment could be made, so we noticed after 10 days or so,

a sunken place appearing over each tenon. Of course, the process
was slower in this case on account of the varnish on the face of the

panel and the coat of paint on the back, but it would have been no
loss to the mill to have let the panel-work stand until it had dried
out before dressing it up.

Depressions at Glue Joints

You have all seen the little ditch or depression which shows
up under the varnish at the glue joints in table and counter tops
which have been leveled down and finished while the wood just next
to the joint was swelled up with the moisture from the glue. There
is no way to avoid these defects if the work cannot be given time
to dry after gluing.

Perhaps the most puzzling problems in humidity arise when we
attempt to unite two or more woods of radically different character-
istics. For instance, we want to fill a specification for window sash
having white pine outside and quartered oak inside.

A regular veneered stile is not considered good construction for

sash and therefore we are forced to choose a two-ply combination.
The construction of this is unquestionable if we make our glue joint

a little way inside of the rabbet, and the narrow line of pine which
shows on the inside may be stained to match the oak, and will not
be noticed unless someone knows it is there and is looking for it.

The real problem is to join the oak and the pine so they will stay
straight.

I'll never forget the first experience I had with a job of this

kind, and fortunately it was not a very expensive one. The win-
dows were 1^4 inches thick, and the pine member was 13/16 of an
inch. The oak was the thicker piece to make up the difference. 1

put both lots of material in the hot box until 1 was sure that they
were as dry as they could be. Then I took them out and glued them
up and they looked fine. Not being just ready to put them through
the machines, the stock was piled on the floor of the machine room
and left for several days, after which I looked the pile over, and found
about a half dozen straight pieces in a lot of some 150!

Window Sash of Pine and Oak
The pieces were all bent with the oak on the hollow side, and

it didn't take long for a bright idea to filter in. I put a few of them
back into the hot box and in 24 hours they were straight again.
When I left them out, they sprung again.

So I took all the bent ones and ripped off the pine, saving the
oak, and got out a new lot of pine. This pine was treated like

the first lot, to make sure that it was dry to start with.
Then I took it out and racked it up in the shop for a couple of

weeks before gluing it onto the oak. The result this time was as
fine as could be asked for and as good as if veneered.

The important lesson which I learned from the above exper-
ience is that pine will naturally swell more and quicker than oak
under the same atmospheric conditions. The same is true of other
woods, and when a man has to work different woods together with
which he is not well acquainted, he should make experiments along
this line until he knows just how each variety will act under the con-
ditions governing his particular piece of work.

I once saw another mahogany job in which was used a lot of base
made up of a 34~mch pine backing. The mahogany lumber was dry
when it was received, but in spite of the fact, it was put in the kiln

and given two weeks' more time. The pine backing used on this base
was taken from on air-dried pile, and all the extra drying it got
was while heating up to be glued.

Now you can guess, the first time, what happened to that base!
The pine got smaller and the mahogany larger! The old hands said
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the mahogany sprung the pine because it was the stronger wood of
the two. But I know now, that if it had been treated as the sash
stock I have told about, and stacked Mat, and weighted with sticks
between each course until the moisture from the glue was evenly dis-
tributed, it would have stayed flat forever unless by some misfor-
tune, not its own fault, it got wet on one side more than on the
other.

When gluing two wide boards of different woods together rlat-

wi.-c, it should be remembered that one of them may take in more
moisture than the other. Some provision should be made to hold
the work straight until it has seasoned sufficiently. For the same
reason, as little moisture should be used as is consistent with proper
>I>reading of the glue. (Juick work with the clamps is a great help.
The quicker the pressure is applied, the less time the water will
have to soak in before it is squeezed out.

Perhaps these hints, which are really but a few suggestions in
regard to a great topic, may arouse the spirit of investigation and
study in some capable contemporary workman, and then from others
we may get some of the solutions of problems which make portions
of our work vexatious and uncertain.—Wood Craft.

Relation of Depreciation to Box Machinery
The question of the proper percentage to figure as depreciation

of equipment is one which the box man is confronted with every
time he goes to make up an annual statement, says a writer in The
Barrel and Box. He wants to put in his machinery at a fair valua-
tion, and reaching a decision as to what constitutes this is a task
which many manufacturers have given up in despair and are now
leaving to their bookkeepers without trying to fix upon any practical
method themselves.

Yet it is of considerable importance that the equipment of a
box factory have a definite book value, which will correspond pretty
closely to the actual value. It is not safe to put it in at too high a
figure, for the reason that the business is not then permitted to
make as good a showing, in respect to results from the investment,
as it otherwise would. Nor is it wise to get enthusiastic, try to
charge off the machinery in a few years, and then wake up some
morning to find that the lire underwriters want to pay for the mach-
inery burned in the unexpected fire on the basis indicated in the in-
ventory valuation of the equipment. Going into the open market and
replacing the machinery is a much more expensive job than that of
paying for it, from the insurance man's standpoint, and this lesson
has been learned by more than one box man, as well as other wood-
workers.

It will be conceded, then, that the factory operator should know
at about what rate his machinery is depreciating. In the absence of
extended experience, which in the final analysis is the best guide on
this subject, it is necessary to use an arbitrary figure. It is well,
then, to know what would be regarded as a fair depreciation charge
to use.

Charge Off Ten Per Cent. Annually

Many box manufacturers charge off ten per cent, a vear, and
find that this just about takes care of the proposition. This does
not mean, however, that the equipment is entirely charged off in ten
years, but that ten per cent, of the current value is charged off at

the end of each year. In other words, a ten per cent, charge is made
against a $500 machine at the conclusion of the first year of its use

;

ten per cent, of $450 at the end of the second ; ten per cent, of $405
at the end of the third, and so forth.

"It takes about twenty years to get the book valuation of
. a

machine down to the vanishing point," said a box man who has used
this system ever since he has been in business. ""I think that the
usefulness of any machine is about gone by that time. On the other
hand, my figures have been pretty well verified by the manufacturers
of equipment, who have allowed me, in my purchases of new equip-
ment, about what I had estimated as the value of the old machines,
which were turned in as part payment for the new."

Of course it should be borne in mind that an allowance of this
kind is always more liberal than would be made under other cir-

cumstances. It would not be safe to assume that because the maker
of wood-working machinery allows $50 for a practically wornout or
obsolete tool that the market value of it is $50. As a matter of fact,

the chances are that it would not bring much more than scrap, and
that the maker, unless the base of the machine is in good condition,
requiring only the replacement of the old or wornout parts in order
to put out either a good rebuilt or a practically new tool, would not
get $50 of value out of it. On the other hand, the market price of a

machine and its value to the user may be far from coinciding.

Improvements in Equipment
The depreciation of wood-working machinery is probably not as

rapid because of improvements made in equipment by the makers as
in the cases of some other classes of machinery, notably iron and
steel-working tools. It is almost an axiom in the machine tool in-

dustry that five years is a good while for equipment of that kind to
last

;
not so much because of the actual deterioration in the machine

as on account of the improved models which are put out, making it

poor economy to continue to use the old equipment. Of course one
finds in machine shops which are of small proportions lots of tools
which have been in use for decades; but in the big shops, where
metal-working machinery is manufactured or iron and steel products
turned out, the old equipment has to be kept moving in order to get
the maximum results.

Sifted down, this means that the box manufacturer need not
add a particularly large charge to take care of any possible deteriora-
tion in value due to the prospective necessity of substituting a more
up-to-date machine.

It was stated that some progressive box men have found 10
per cent, a fair charge to make. On the other hand, there are box
manufacturers included in the list of the first live in the country who
have no fixed charge of this kind and who do not attempt to arrive
at a conclusion as to what the depreciation of their equipment has
been. If they have one, they keep it to themselves; and for the
public information at least they are entirely in the dark as to what
is the correct charge for depreciation. *-*

Determines Its Efficiency

'it stands to reason," said one of the manufacturers referred to,
"that the use of a machine determines its efficiency and its length of
life. A careful operator will get fifteen years out of one tool, while
under hard usage in the hands of another it might break down in
five. On t he other hand, the well-treated machine will cost you little
or nothing for repairs; the badly managed one will be a constant
source of expense, owing to the necessity of replacing parts which
have been broken because of the rough treatment of the operator.

"For theoretical purposes it may be all very well to adopt a fixed
or average charge to be used in making up a bookkeeping statement
and for inventory purposes. In fact, however, such a factor is bound
to be in error, for the reason that no two machines will depreciate
equally. You will be charging off too much against this one and
not enough against that. It might be said that these errors will
balance each other, but it does not necessarily follow that this will
be the case.

"Our method is to create an expense fund, to which appropria-
tions of varying amounts are made from time to time. Repairs of
machinery, as well as additions to our equipment, are taken care of
out of this fund. We find this a convenient way of handling the
proposition, and we are not compelled to use a system which might
possibly lead to serious error."

Easy to Figure
In spite of the fact that this box man has a number of good rea-

sons in favor of his system, it nevertheless appears that it would
be easy for him to determine what the depreciation or maintenance
expense has actually been. He has been making boxes for twenty
years; the records of his plant are sufficiently complete to enable him
to determine how long a machine has lasted, and how much expense
has been required to keep it in condition. He is, therefore, in a posi-
tion to figure down to the last decimal what the actual—not theo-
retical—depreciation has been, and what the right factor to use in his
plant w-ould be. He has a big advantage over others whose experi-
ence is not so complete, and who are determined to use their judg-
ment in order to arrive at the correct figures.

The point referred to above is worth bearing in mind. Repairs
are expenses, and are usually included in the general expense ac-
count of the factory, and included in figuring up overhead expense.
As a matter of fact, however, they should be considered, as a ques-
tion of accounting, as expense due to depreciation, and should be in-
cluded in the general charge of that kind. If a machine remains in
good condition and depreciates 10 per cent, during the year, and
another in order to keep its depreciation to 10 per cent., has 'to be
repaired, the repairs amounting to three per cent, of its current
value, the actual depreciation during the year has been 13 per cent.

Of course, the actual value of the machine has been maintained,
and the expenditure has resulted in lessening the depreciation of the
equipment. The market value of the machine has been in-
creased by reason of the repairs which have been made,
and this should be shown in the valuation at which the equipment is
carried. But the cost of maintenance should be so handled as to
indicate the percentage of expense needed to keep equipment in
good running order, whether it is figured into depreciation or not.

The whole question of depreciation is one of bookkeeping. As
a practical proposition, it is simply up to the manufacturer to buy
whatever additional parts are needed to keep his machinery in good
order, and to discard his old equipment when it will no longer do
the work. But the accounting end of the box business, as well as
others, is getting to be of such recognized importance that the ques-
tion should not be dismissed as purely academic, but should be work-
ed out with practical as well as theoretical considerations in mind.
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Linderman Automati
and Universe

Wide Lumber at Narrow

Width Prices

HOW much would it be worth to you, if you could buy narrow lumber, make it

into sides, ends, tops and bottoms that would sell for one piece stock ? It

would be worth just this much—you would be able to increase your business

and profits by giving your old and new customers a better box. You could save two
to eight dollars a thousand on your lumber purchases. The conditions in the packing

box business are different than they were. You need improved methods to meet
competition and the quality of boxes now offered.

Linderman Automatic
Dovetail Glue Matcher

is an improved method for box makers. It offers you a way of building up wide

widths from narrow lumber with Taper Wedge Dovetail Joints that are so perfect in

appearance and strength that the consumer who is particular about the looks of his

package and has used one piece stock, accepts dovetailed sides, ends, tops and

bottoms willingly. With the " Linderman " in your factory, you would have a method
that will hold your trade because it produces a better box.

CANADIAN LINDERMi
MUSKEGON, MICH. I
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Dovetail Glue Jointer
Vood Worker

How do you straighten and joint your

stock? With a Rip Saw and

Buzz Planer?

The modern way is on a Linderman Jointer.

One operation instead of two.

Two men instead of three, four or more.

Ninety feet a minute instead of Hand Pushing.

One machine instead of three, four or more.

Saving in edging waste :

—

To straighten by the Linderman method means removing the crooked edge
and 1/32" for a perfect joint.

To straighten by ordinary method means removing the crooked edge, 1/8"

saw kerf, leaving frequently a crooked edge to be removed by the Jointer as

well as the 1/32 " or more finishing cut.

All stock jointed after leaving the cut-off saws, eliminating bench hands running

Hand Jointers, loss of time etc.,

Known saving in Lumber from 2% to 5%, now lost in edging and saw dust pile at the

rip saw and shaving waste at Hand Jointer.

Known saving in Labor, one, two or more men.

Known saving recognized by all, to do by power, work heretofore done mostly by hand.

r COMPANY, LIMITED
:s at WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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Timber Wealth of British Columbia

By H. J. Black, Vancouver

Much as has been written and said concerning the timber wealth
of British Columbia, the real facts of the matter are hard to realize

for an Eastern bom until he has actually been and seen for himself.

There are still enormous areas where the defiling axe of the logger
has not enme—enormous areas indeed, especially on the island, on
which the eyes of the white man have never rested. There is the
forest in all the accumulated majesty of its countless centuries and to

go and stand in its midst, is itself, a memorable experience.

Through the dim stillness, wherever the eye is turned, looms
the giant base of some ancient of days, four, eight even fifteen feel

in thickness, covered it may be, with the dark brown, deep-gnarled
bark of the Douglas fir, or the furrowed grey of the red cedar, or the

pinkish Makes of the spruce, for these three are found everywhere in

almost equal magnificence. The eye follows along the giant trunks,

up, up, to where, at dizzy heights, the masses of evergreen foliage

stand dark against the sky. Two hundred, three hundred feel they
tower and a crow flying around their tops looks no bigger than a

sparrow. When the wind comes they do not sway to and fro like

the short stemmed trees of the East but bend slowly over as the

pressure increases and bend as slowly back when the gust has passed.

Patriarchs like these, which have watched the centuries march by,

are not startled out of their dignity by a mere breath of wind. Truly
enough,

"This is the forest primeval."

Besides the size of the trees, the eye is struck by two other
characteristics, their remarkable straightness and the Smallness of

taper from butt to top. The value of such characteristics, from tin-

lumberman's viewpoint, need not be dwelt upon. Closer investigation

would reveal the fact that all are sound clear through except, per-

haps, some of the largest cedars. Here is material to rejoice the

heart of the logger, and, as may be imagined, no ordinary logging
is required to bring that material to the sawmills.

The vast majority of the logs are brought to the mills (located

mostly on tide-water) in large rafts moved by tugs. It is one of

the commonest sights around Vancouver or in the coast waters to

see these rafts, each with its attendant tug, pushing slowly along.

Of course Vancouver is the lumbering centre and the great mills

there turn out an enormous amount of lumber in a year, but every-
where along the coast you will find saw and shingle mills, worked
unfortunately, by Oriental labor, almost exclusively.

The question, then, before the logger is to get his timber to

the water where the rafts are made. A lumber camp usually consists

of some thirty or forty men, all divided into groups with their special

lines of work. Operations usually are commenced by "skid-road"
men, skillful "fellers" who throw down trees in a long line inland,

three or four abreast, forming a sort of trough or "skid" along which
the logs are hauled from the scene of operations to the water.

When the gang goes into the bush, two "fellers" go first to fell

the trees. They must know their business, not only for the actual
cutting of such large timber but for felling without breaking or
laying them across and tangling them up with others. With such
heavy logs, a small hindrance might make a vast deal of trouble.

The "fellers" are compelled to make their cut some feet from the

ground, above the swell of the base, which they accomplish by stand-
ing on "spring-boards" fixed in notches cut into the tree. These two
are followed by the "swampers" who cut off the branches, and they
by the "buckers," usually two, with a saw apiece, who cut the logs.

Then comes into play that great servant of the logger, as all

those clearing land on a large scale know, the donkey engine. This
is a stationary engine winding up huge lengths of steel cable on its

drums and able to avert tremendous tractive force. When one con-
siders that the logs are seldom cut shorter than twenty-four feet

or less than eighteen inches in diameter, and sometimes contain over
five thousand feet of lumber apiece, the necessity for this tremendous
force can be understood. One "donkey" is put at the head of the skid
road to haul the logs out of the bush, and requires besides an engi-
neer and fireman, with an assistant to cut wood, a crew of some half-

dozen "rigging" men who handle the cable and hooks. Steering the
logs through the stumps and rough ground is rather a ticklish busi-
ness and these men must also be specialists in their line.

Once rolled into the skid road, the logs are fastened in a string
and a second engine stationed at the foot waltzes them merrily to
the water, where other men are busy building a boom to hold the
rails together. That is the usual procedure, although the necessity
for going farther and farther back from the water as the timber is

cleared off, is leading here and there, to the introduction of logging
railroads for bringing out the logs.

Besides the men I have mentioned th ere are others doing minor
jobs about the camps and of course, most important of all, the cook
and his helpers. A good cook is paid well, coming next in camp after
the foreman and the "donkey" engineer. The wages are good, run-
ning from about three dollars a day up to six, according to the work

the man does, with board charged for at the rate of live or six dol-
lars a week. As there is nothing to spend money on, a logger soon
accumulates quite a stake which, however, is wont to melt like the
snow in springtime when he comes to town. Life in these camps is

certainly healthful, but rough in the extreme and a school for al-
most incredible profanity.

Trade News and Personal Briefs

Ralph Loveland, of Loveland & Stone, Cutler, Out., was in
Toronto for a few days recently on business.

Herman II. Hettler, of the Merman II. Hettler Lumber Com-
pany, Chicago, was in Toronto on business for a few days, during
the third week in May.

A report from Newcastle, N.B., states that the prices of lumber
to-day are about $2.50 lower than they were a year ago and that the
lumbermen would have difficulty in clearing their expenses.

C 11. Holt of the Holt Timber Company, Chicago, was in
Toronto on business recently. The Holt Timber Co. have been
logging in Mackenzie township, Out., during the past winter.

The Rolland Paper Company, Ltd., Montreal, who recently
added to their capital, have decided to enlarge the mill of La Com-
pagnie des Moulins du Nord, which has been acquired. The cost
of this work and installing new machinery will be $200,000.

'The excessive rains of the past fortnight will probably be a
great benefit to the lumbermen of Ontario. Reports from most of
the northern districts of the province state that the rivers have all

risen greatly and that the drives are coming out in splendid shape.

M. Haines, Limited, Nashwaaksis, N.B., have been incorporated
with various power which include carrying on a general lumbering
business. The capital stock of the company is $49,000 and the pro-
visional directors are M. Haines, Douglas, N.B. ; D. C. Burpee, Gib-
son, N.B.; Henry A. Peters, Gibson, N.B.

Mr. Arthur Rushforth, of Liverpool, England, is now in Mont-
real in connection with the Dominion Mahogany & Veneer Com-
pany, Limited, of which he is vice-president. The company's fac-
tory, on the banks of the Lachine Canal, will be ready in about two
months. The machinery is now being installed.

William Allen Hickson, Newcastle, N.B., one of the best-known
lumber operators on the Miramichi River, died recently at Montreal
in the Mount Royal Sanitorium. Mr. Hickson had manufactured
lumber for many years at Newcastle and had disposed of it in Euro-
pean and United States markets. He is survived by a wife and two
daughters.

The Campbell-Mac Laurin Lumber Co., Ltd., held their annual
meeting on May 21st, at the offices, Board of Trade building, Mon-
treal, when a very successful year was reported. The following offi-

cers were elected: Mr. Alex. MacLaurin, president; Mr. De Witt
C. Culver, general manager of the Skillings, Whitneys, & Barnes
Lumber Co., Ogdensburg, N.Y., vice-president ; Mr. Arthur H.
Campbell, managing director; Mr. Geo. L. Ryon, of Ogdensburg, N.
Y., and Mr. J. Maurice Welsh, of Toronto, directors. The officers
afterwards visited the company's yards and planing mills at Drum-
mondville, P.O.

Mexican Lumber Imports
According to the weekly reports of the Department of Trade and

Commerce, Canada's share of the lumber trade of Mexico is small,
compared with that of the United States. The quantity of Canadian
lumber imported has fluctuated greatly of late years.' In 1906 the
total value was £1,014. In 1907 it jumped to £19,645. In 1908 the
total was £12,356 and in 1909 it fell back to £1,158. During the
fiscal year of 1909-10 the total was £7,527. The trade in lumber
shows a yearly average of £602,852, which is (outside of the small
amount purchased from Canada) supplied in its entirety by the
United States.

Wooden articles other than furniture, i.e., such articles as pack-
ing cases, roughly-finished articles, barrels, etc., which are supplied
entirely by the United States; wood articles, whose weight is under
1 kilo, were imported as follows:

—

V)05-06 61,583 3,287 17,135 6,097 31,438
PX36-07 ..... 54,367 3,501 18,239 5,754 22,402
1907-08 62,427 3,105 21,781 8,532 23.531
1908-09 37,832 2,124 12,788 5,011 15,350
1909-10 43,789 2,142 15,105 6,019 17,198
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The Story of the Maples

The I. Stephenson Co., Wells, Mich., have issued a most attrac-

tive illustrated book entitled "The Story of the Maples," which they
have sent to a number of their friends in the trade. The book is

a splendid example of the printer's art and will be a welcome sou-
venir in the offices of all who are fortunate enough to secure a

copy. It is most attractively designed and is illustrated in colors,

while the printing has been carried out in a manner which reflects

the greatest credit upon those who have had charge of the work.
The book gives a most interesting account of the history of the use
of maple flooring and explains clearly how the company has been
able to secure and maintain a foremost place in the industry of

flooring manufacturing. For the interest of our readers who are con-
nected with the handling and the laying of hardwood flooring we
reproduce, from this book, an article upon the laying and finish of a

hardwood floor and an article also upon the grading of maple
flooring.

How to Lay and Finish a Hardwood Floor

To get the best results hardwood floors should be laid when
the building is thoroughly dry and in as dry weather as possible.

Care should be taken that the surface upon which the floor is laid

is clean and smooth. Drive the flooring up well, both side and
end, being careful not to break the tongue.

Nails—nail 13-16 in. thick flooring with an eight-penny flooring

brad. For 3-8 in. thick flooring 1'4 in. finishing brad. No. 15 is

recommended.
Maple flooring for ordinary purposes should be left as it comes

from the factory. Even for kitchen floors it is not well to fill it.

for the oil tends to make it look dirty and greasy. If, however, a

finish on a maple floor is desired, omit the filler. By doing this the
natural color of the wood is preserved.

After being laid, if it is needed, scrape until perfectly smooth.
If a wax finish is desired, apply two light coats of wood alcohol
shellac. Let the first coat stand one hour, before putting on the
second. W hen the second coat stands about two hours, sandpaper
with No. 0 sand-paper and the floor is ready for the wax, an article

made expressly for this purpose and ready for use. Put on this

wax as thin as possible and let it stand half an hour. Then with
a weighted brush (made especially for the purpose) brush first

across the grain of the wood and again lengthwise until the brush
slips easily over the floor. When this result is effected, place a

piece of soft carpet under the brush and rub until the desired polish
is derived. This finish, when complete, is very desirable, but it re-

quires quite an amount of labor to keep properly. When there are
many and large rooms and sufficient help to do the work, it is

doubtless the best. However, to those whose dwellings are not
large and spacious and who desire a modern floor, we recommend the
following as a convenient and durable finish. Apply two coats of

good floor varnish, and the floor is complete. Should the gloss, which
is the result of a varnish finish, be not desirable, rub the floor with
a good rubbing oil and pumice stone, with a piece of burlap, lightly;
wipe dry and the gloss will disappear. The last coat of varnish
should stand forty-eight hours before rubbing.

Floors that have been finished in shellac should be kept clean
by thoroughly brushing off the dust with a soft hair or feather brush,
or by wiping with a cloth of soft texture. If the cloth is slightly
moist, the dust will adhere to it more readily, but wipe with a dry
cloth afterward. If any dirt that will not wipe off with a moist
cloth should be deposited on the floor, wash it off thoroughly with
clean water, not hot, using soap, if necessary, which also cleanse off
with water as quickly as possible and wipe dry.

When the face of the floor begins to look worn and shabby, after
cleansing off the dirt and wiping dry, if water has been used, rub
the surface all over nicely with a mixture two-thirds turpentine and
one-third raw linseed oil. To do this, saturate a soft cloth of any
kind with the mixture, wring out half dry and rub the floor with
it evenly. Do not use the oil so freely as to leave it standing on
the surface to catch dust. To prevent this wipe off with a clean
dry cloth. After the shellac is worn down to the surface of the
wood, sandpaper it all over evenly with No. 1 sandpaper and give
it another coat of shellac, after which continue to keep as before.

Floors finished in plain oil only should be kept in the same man-
ner as above, more soap and water being required and more fre-

quent rubbing with the mixture of turpentine and linseed oil spoken
of above.

Waxed floors can be cleansed by washing off thoroughly with
turpentine and benzine. After which they can be re-waxed if de-
sired.

Floors finished in "hard oil" should be kept like floors finished
with shellac. A maple floor for a kitchen that has not been finished
in wax or oil, is best taken care of by being scrubbed or rubbed
with any of the scouring preparations now in the market, for that
purpose.

So far as the labor of taking care of the hardwood floor is con-

cerned, as compared witli the taking care of carpets, it will be
seen at a glance that many advantages are gained by having these
floors.

Rules for Grading Maple Flooring

Clear—Shall have one face free of all defects, but the question
of color shall not be considered. Standard lengths in all widths in

this grade shall be trimmed 2 to 16 feet, inclusive; the proportion
of lengths 2 to feet shall be what the stock will produce up
to 10 per cent.

No. 1—Will admit of tight, sound knots and slight imperfec-
tions in dressing, but must lay without waste. Standard lengths
in all widths in this grade shall be trimmed \

l/2 to 16 feet inclusive;

the proportion of lengths l/> to 3j/> feet shall be what the stock
will produce up to 25 per cent.

Factory—Must be of such character as will lay and give a good
serviceable floor, with some cutting. Standard lengths in all widths
in this grade shall be trimmed 1 to 16 feet, inclusive; the proportion
of lengths 1 to Zy* feet shall be what the stock will produce up to

50 per cent.

Modern perfected methods of manufacturing hardwood flooring

produce a larger percentage of shorter lengths but practical use has
demonstrated that the combined lengths made a floor equally as

good as all long lengths.

As the 2>Y> feet and under can be used to advantage in closets

and other small spaces the standard lengths will be found satis-

factorv and cost less.

Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Cut

The following statement of the cut and shipments by the same
61 firms in April, 1912, compared with April, 1911, is compiled from
the Northern Hemlock & Hardwood Association records:

Cut, M Feet Shipped, M Feet
1912 1911 1912 1911

Hemlock 26,860 24,952 35,395 26,024
Ash 543 885 762 580
liasswood 4,098 5,200 2,398 2,764

Birch 8,599 11,117 5,802 3,095
Elm 2,799 2,728 1,912 1,730

Maple 5,908 5,436 3,564 2,395
Oak 195 572 402 118
Mixed 6,402 7,355 4,081 3,122

All Hardwoods 28,544 33,293 18,921 13,804

Total 55,404 58,245 54,316 39,828

Increase in Hemlock Cut, 8 per cent.

Increase in Hemlock Shipments, 36 per cent.

Decrease in Hardwood Cut, 14 per cent.

Increase in Hardwood Shipments, 37 per cent.

Decrease in Total Cut, 5 per cent.

Increase in Total Shipments, 36 per cent.

Hoo-Hoo Annual to be Held in Asheville, N. C.

The twenty-first annual convention of the Concatenated Order
of Hoo-Hoo will be held this year at Asheville, N.C., and the meet-
ing will probably take place July 18th to 20th inclusive, though the
exact date has not yet been decided upon by the Supreme Nine of
the Order.

Trade Enquiries
The Dominion Government Trade and Commerce reports contain the

following trade enquiries. Readers of the "Canada Lumberman" may obtain
the names of enquirers by writing to the Department of Trade and Commerce
and stating the number of the enquiry.

331. Box boards.—A Lancashire firm is open to receive prices from Can-
adian manufacturers of box boards in the following sizes: 3 ft. x % in. x 8
in. (sides); 1 ft. A]/2 in. x 1 in. x 8 in. (ends); 8 in. x l l/2 in. x l J/> in. (cor-
ners); 3 ft. x §4 in- x 6 in. (lids and bottoms); 1 ft. »> ii. x in. x 3 in. (bat-
tens across lid).

438. Barrel machinery.—One of the largest lumber (timber) mills in Aus-
tralia intends to install a complete equipment for making barrels. Manufac-
turers of such machinery in Canada are requested to send catalogues and
lowest quotations, upon a cash basis, and all particulars by an early mail.
Prices should be quoted f.o.b. steamer Montreal.

445. White oak staves.—A correspondent in South Wales has a market
for white oak staves, and would like to hear from Canadian exporters.

469. Boards suitable for picture backs.—A South African firm of wholesale
and retail merchants desires to get into communication with Canadian manu-
facturers and exporters of boards suitable for picture backs. Prices f.o.b.

seaboard.

470. Lumber.—A South African firm of hardware and general merchants
desires to get into communication with Canadian manufacturers and ex-
porters of 3-ply Venesta lumber, size 48-in. x 48 in. x ¥\-\n. Quotations should
be f.o.b. seaboard.
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PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate of
16 cents per agate line ($2.10 per inch) each
insertion, payable in advance. Space measured
from rule to rule. When four or more con-
secutive insertions of the same advertisement
are ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be
allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be Inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order. If

Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-
close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a
word net. Cash must accompany the order.
Minimum charge 50 cents.

Advertisement must be received not later
than the 10th and 26th of each month to
insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

Oak Wanted
Five or ten cars 4/4 Plain Red, Ontario

Oak in good shipping condition. Reply Box
475, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 8-11

WANTED—1 million feet 1-in. log run
Black Ash. Name price and point of ship-
ment; also quantity you have. Reply T.
Sullivan & Co., Buffalo, N.Y. 10-12

White and Red Pine Wanted
3 in. x 6-in-7-in. IS ft. Tank Stock, also

Quarter Cut White Pine Pump Squares.

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Ont. t.f.

Lumber Wanted
Wanted, the lumber output of one or two

Hardwood Mills for factory use for summer
and fall delivery. Easy inspection. Send ap-
proximate specifications of your cut to Box
499, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 11-12

Lumber Wanted
Sap Birch— Basswood 4x4 inches 1st and

2nd. All 10 ft. lengths.

LUCAS E. MOORE,
11 Broadway,

9-12 New York, N.Y.

Basswood Lumber
We will purchase Basswood Lumber, 1-in.

and i'/i-in. thick, white stock by car or en-
tire stock. White us what you have and
what you want for it.

Box 498. Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont
11-15

Trimmer Ends Wanted
Price and freight rate permitting we will

contract to take your White Pine Trimmer
Ends, rotten pieces thrown out, fresh stock
and not colored. Write price per cord on
car and state shipping point.

The Wm. Cane & Sons Company, Ltd.,
11-17 Newmarket, Ont.

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

For Sale
To the manufacturers: Birch. Maple, Bass-

wood and Elm in all thicknesses. Send us
your enquiry. The .Me;, lord Lumber Company,
Meafonl. Out. jM

For Sale
10 cars 2-in. No. 1 C. & B. Birch and

Maple at $25.
2 cars 2-in. No. 2 Common Birch at $12.
2 cars 1-in. Crating Ash and Elm at $12.
10 cars 1-in. and 2-in. Hemlock, good, at

$14.
3 cars 3-in. 'No. 1 C. & B. soft Elm at $2X.

For June shipment, all F.O.B. cars.

HALL BROS.,
174 Mutual Street,

11 Toronto, Ont.

Basswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Winter

cut preferred. Apply Firstbrook Box Co..

Ltd., Toronto. Ont. 7-tf

For Sale
100 M. ft. 2-in. Cull Spruce. 300 M. ft.

1-in. Cull Spruce. 15 M. ft. l^ in. M. C.
White Pine. 50 M. ft. 2-in. M. C. White
Pine. Fred T. Smith, 310 Board of Trade
Bldg., Montreal, Que. 1 t f

Long Piling For Sale
200 to 300 red pine piles for sale, 50 feet

long and up to 70 feet. Immediate ship-
ment.

J. SHEPPARD & SON.
10-13 Sorel, Que.

For Sale
80 M. feet 1-in. Basswood shorts, 2 to 5 ft.

One car lj^-in. Soft Maple, log run.
Three cars 1-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.
Two cars l}4-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.
Two cars 2-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.
Two cars 3-in. Com. and Bet. White Ash.

GEO. C. GOOHFELLOW,
Montreal, Que.

For Sale Lumber
We are now sorting near Renfrew, Ont.,

and can take orders for prompt shipment for
the following (guaranteed not been in the
water) :

50,000 ft ljjj in. Winter Sawn Basswood,
mill run.

150,000 ft. 1-in. Winter Sawn Basswood,
No. 1 C. and B.
We are now sorting near Toronto:

—

1 Car 4-in. H. Maple, 80 per cent. 1st and
2nd, balance No. 1 C.

2 Cars 3-in. H. Maple, 75 per cent. 1st
and 2nd, balance No. 1 C.

3 Cars 2-in. H. Maple, 70 per cent. 1st and
2nd, balance No. 1 C.

All for prompt shipment. Apply Robert
Bury & Co., 79 Spadina Avenue, Toronto.
Phone Adelaide 1407. 11

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
Sawmill, in good condition, on Burford Lake,

six miles from Wiarton, equipped with 70 H.
P. boiler, BO H.P. engine, new carriage by Long
Bros., Orillia, Ont., good trimmers and endless
chain attachment for hauling logs out of water
Terms, etc., apply Massey-Harris Com-

pany, Toronto. 4-T.F.

Relaying Rails For Sale
8 miles 56 lb. per yd. with fish plates.
6 miles 65 lb. per yd. with fish plates.
Also 12, 25 and 30 lb. per yard.
New, light rails, all sections, in stock.

JOHN J. GARTSHORE,
8-1 58 Front St. W., Toronto, Ont.

Machinery For Sale
Carver, 4 spindles, Rohlman.
Cut-off saw, railway.
Dovetailer, Boults.
Engines and boilers.
Jointer, chair seat, Jenkins.
Jointer, 16 in. ("lenient.
Moulder, 2 side, 6-in. Smith.
Moulder, 3 side, 6-in. Smith.
Moulder, 4 side, 6-in. Houston.
Moulder, 4 side, 9-in. Fay.
Moulder, 4 side, 12-in. Woods, inside.
Mortiser, Smith.
Morliser, Bit.

Planer, 20-in., Gem.
Planer, 24-in., Cincinnati.
Planer and matcher, 9 by 6 in., Berlin.
Resaw, hand, American, 48-in. wheel.
Resaw, 42-in. circular.

Ripsaw, band, Berlin, 44-in. wheel.
Ripsaw, circular, self feed, Williamsport.
Saw glimmer, Rogers.
Saw-mill, band, 63-in. wheel, carriage 18 ft.

Shaper, home made, wood frame, 2 spindles.
Shaper, iron frame, wood table, 2 spindle,

light.

Shaper, iron frame, wood table, 2 spindle,
heavy.

Swing saw, 6 ft.

O. L. Packard Machinery Company,
c Milwaukee, Wis.

For Sale
One horizontal boiler 6 x 16 ft. with all

fittings. Also one 50 h.p. saw mill complete.

Both nearly new. Address S. L. Purdy, Coe
Hill, Ont. 10-11

Belting For Sale
1,000,000 ft., all makes and sizes. Pulleys,

Shafting, Saws, Iron Pipe, Roofing, Steel

Cables, 200 tons Relaying rails, etc. Write
us for prices, stating requirements.

Imperial Waste Metal Company,
11 14 150 Queen Street, Montreal.

Machinery For Sale

A Waterous No. 4 Band Saw Mill, with
Carriage Saws, Live Rolls, and complete Fil-

ing Room equipment, also several Good
Woodworking Machines, in splendid condi-

tion.

J. S. FINDLAY,
2 TF Owen Sound, Ont.

Saw Mill For Sale
On Georgian Bay, adjacent to North Shore,

good two storey circular mill in good run-
ning condition, double edger, trimmers, capa-
city about 12,000 feet per day; plenty timber
available and ready sale for slabs; splendid
opportunity for small millman; will be sold
cheap as owners have other interests re-

quiring their attention. Box 444, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5-TF

Machinery for Sale
1 24-in. Timber Planer; 1 15-in. Heavy

McGregor Gourlay Matcher; 1 12-in. Cowan
sticker (new) ; 1 20-in. Cowan Double Sur-
facer; 1 Pipe Bender; 1 Rope Drive Equip-
ment complete ; Dry Kiln Trucks ; Carpenter
Benches; Knives, etc.; 1 Veneer Press; 1
Grand Rapids 4-bit Sash Pulley Borer; 1
D.C. 25 h.p. Generator, 250 V.; 1 D.C. 15
h.p. Motor, 250 V.

Gold Medal Furniture Manufacturing Co.,
11-12 Toronto, Ont.

Whitney Saw Mill For Sale
We offer the Whitney mill at $25,000 as it

stands. This mill is equipped with good
heavy machinery and is in good repair. Cost
when new $170,000.00. Has three single
cutting nine foot band mills and one nine
foot band re-saw. Three edgers, trimmers,
lath and picket mill, shafting, pulleys, belt-
ing, etc. 750 horse-power Engine with bat-
tery of eight boilers, 6 ft. x 20 ft. Machine
shop, refuse burner, sprinklers, lighting plant,
etc.

THE MUNN LUMBER CO.,
7-tf Orillia, Ont.

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT
Advertisements under this heading one cent a
word per insertion. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 25 cents

An Ontario Commission Lumber Traveller
wishes to get lists from manufacturers who
are in a position to fill orders for Hem-
lock, Pine and Spruce. Box 488, Canada
Lumberman. 9t.f.

Position Wanted
A man speaking English and French

languages, with over six years' experience in

lumber business, wants a position as travel-

ler in a wholesale lumber company. Apply
to Daniel Plouffe, Cartierville, Que. 8-11

Position Wanted
in Western Canada

Position as superintendent or general sup-
erintendent in Western Canada by. an up-to-
date progressive lumberman who has the abil-
ity to organize and build up his organiza-
tion and get results. One who has been
through the big White Pine Mills in Wis-
consin but is now in the South. No ques-
tion as to ability and determination to make
a success. Reply Box 495, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 10-13

WANTED- Situation, by experienced lum-
ber buyer and inspector. Reply Box 502,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 11-12

Wanted by young man, position as yard
manager Best references. Capable of hand-
ling set of books. Reply Box 500, Canada
Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 11

WANTED Position as Manager, or would
buy or sell for lumber firm. Last position
buying for large American lumber corpora-
tion. Large experience in all kinds of Can-
adian timber from woods to finished planing
mill product. Box 504, Canada Lumberman.
Toronto, Ont. 11

Timber Estimating
Roads and limits surveyed, water powers

examined. Any kind of Forest Engineering.
Many years experience. Know the West
well. Good references. Charges moderate.

E. B. NAGLE,
191 Augusta St.,

10-13 Ottawa, Ont.

WANTED EMPLOYEES

Advertisements under this heading two cents a
word per insertion. Minimum charge 60 cents

Wanted
Thoroughly competent saw filer for ma-

hogany and hardwood mill, experienced man
for slicing and rotary veneer machines.

Circular sawer for edger.

Apply 119 Board of Trade Bldg., Mont-
real, Que.

Timber Contractor Wanted
To clear the ties, timber, etc., off 1,500

acres, commencing August. Camp built; ad-
vances made as work progresses ; six or eight
months' operation.

Great Lakes Lumber Company, Ltd.,
11 Owen Sound, Ont.

Buyer Wanted
Wanted—Hardwood Buyer and Shipper for

Ontario. Must have a knowledge of grades
and values and a knowledge of road work.
We want a good live practical man who will
guarantee to make good. No boozer need
apply. Will pay large salary to right man.
State age and experience. Must have highest
references. Strictly confidential. Reply Box
487, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 9t.f.

Reporter
We want an energetic representative in

each town in Canada to report on building
and engineering work—to tell us where ma-
chinery, equipment, supplies or materials may
be sold. Reports are paid for on the per
item basis. It depends upon your own ef-

forts how much you make. This is a profit-
able side line and there is good money in it

for a hustler. Write to MacLean Daily Re-
ports Limited, 220 King Street West, To-
ronto.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Timber Limits For Sale
Can be quickly and profitably disposed of

by advertising them on this page. This is

where buyers of timber property look for op-
portunities to invest, if your "ad" is here the
investor will see it. Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. tf.

Timber Limits
Callieres Timber Limits and Saw Mill are

for sale. The Callieres Limits, Charlevoix
County, and Saw Mill at Port aux Quilles
near St. Simeon, about 100 miles below Que-
bec on the north shore of the St. Lawrence.
Apply to Herman Young, Quebec, Que. 9-12

For Sale
Established Lumber Business, with first-

class mill, now running full time. Timber
limits with 20 to 30 million feet of standing
pine timber conveniently located, and all

merchandise, etc. Price $55,000. This is

worthy of investigation. Address Box 332,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 19-22-t.f.
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Timber Limit and Mill For Sale
Saw Mill and Limit for sale; situated on

Mary's Lake. Shipping point Huntsville
Station, C. T. R. Capacity of mill 15,000 ft.

per day. 2,000 acres timber. Timber is

large per cent, hemlock and hardwood. Will
be sold cheap, owners having other interests

requiring their attention.

For particulars apply to

PARKER BROS.,
S-H Parkersville, Ont.

Tenders for Pulpwood
Limit

Tenders will be received by the under-
signed up to and including the 15th day of
August next, for the right to cut pulpwood
on a certain area, situated on the Abitibi
Lakes and River, tributary to the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway, and the Tcmiskam-
ing and Northern Ontario Railway, in the
District of Teniiskaming.

Tenderers shall state the amount they are
prepared to pay as a bonus in addition to
dues of 4' > cents per cord for spruce, and
20 cents per cord for other pulpwoods, or
such other rates as may be from time to
time be fixed by the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, for the right to operate a pulp mill
and a paper mill on or near the area referred

Such tenderers shall be required to erect
a mill or mills on or near the territory and
to manufacture the wood into pulp and
paper in the Province of Ontario the paper
mill to be erected when directed by the Min-
ister of Lands. Forests and Mines.

Parties making tender will be required to

deposit ith their tender a marked cheque
payable .•> the Honorable the Treasuier of
the Province of Ontaiio for ten per cent, of

the amount of their tender, to be forfeited
in the event of their not entering into agree-
ment to carry out conditions, etc.

The highest or any tender not necessarily
accepted.

For particulars as to description of terri-

tory, capital to be invested, etc., apply to
the undersigned.

W. H. HEARST,
Minister of Lands, Forests and .Mines.

Toronto, Ont.. May 15th, 1912. 11-15

TENDERS
Tenders are called for up to the 20th day

of July, 1912, for the sale of the following
property as a going concern:— Forty (40)
square miles of Crown Leased Lands, located
on tributaries of the St. John River, be-
tween Woodstock and Grand Falls, in the
Province of New Brunswick, being heavily
timbered with Spruce, Fir, Pulpwood and
Hardwood with some Cedar, conveniently
situated to the accompanying mill and con-
taining approximately sixty (60 M.) Million
superficial feet of Spruce and Fir lumber

;

eighty (80 M.) Million feet Pulpwood; ninety
(fXl M.) Million feet of Hardwood; two
thousand (2,000) acres freehold lumber land,
heavily timbered with Spruce, Fir, Pulpwood
and Hardwood lumber and conveniently situ-

ated to a railroad; containing four (4 M.)
Million feet Spruce and Fir, six (6 M.) Mil-
lion feet of Pulpwood. and four (4 M.) Mil-
lion feet of Hardwood. One stationary Saw
Mill located on the St. John River, equipped
with Rotary having Steam Feed, Edger,
Trimmers, Lath Machine, Planer; one 120
horse power engine; two large Robb Arm-
strong Boilers; Separate Engine Room; lo-

cated with convenient switches on the line

of the C. P. R., having this railroad on one
side and the Main St. John River on the
other side of the mill.

One portable Saw Mill, containing one 60
xl2 Standard, returning tubular boiler ; one 05
horse power Robb Armstrong Engine ; one
Rotary Saw Mill, rope feed ; one portable
trimmer; one Edger; one Lath Machine with
belting and everything complete.
One Hardwood Factory 40 x 70. with sep-

arate Dry House fully equipped with Bolters,
Trimmers; four Rod Machines, three Point-
ing Machines; 100 light dynamo; one 85
horse power Steam Engine, with belting and
shafting complete. The Factory can be used
to manufacture small Hardwood Squares of

any dimension or Meat Skewers. The Mill
and Factory are lighted by electricity.

Five Dwelling Houses, including a Fore-
man's and Engineer's dwellings; one gen-
eral store with goods, fully equipped with
Camping Supplies with several Camps already
built and two teams fully equipped.

Offers for the entire property, including
above Timber Limits, Stationary Saw Mill,

Hardwood Factory, Portable Saw Mill or any
part thereof will be received.

Full information regarding the above pro-
perty can be obtained from W. P. Jones, K.C..
Woodstock, N.B. No tender need necessarily

be accepted,
11

Timber Limit For Sale
1,200 acres Hardwood, Hemlock and Cedar.
Some Pine; 9 million feet for $5,000' cash.
Five miles from railroad; two from river.

Box 431, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.
6 t.f.

Canadian Timber Limits
E. STEWART (Forest Engineer)
Dealer in Timber Limits, Ontario and

Western farm lands and town property. Ex-
cellent investments now open. Correspond-
ence invited. 84 King Street East, Toronto
Phone Main 5609. C

FOR SALE
Saw Mill and Timber

Lands
At Stirling Bay. St. Joseph Island, Al-

goma, Ont. Capacity of mill, 15 to 20 M.
ft. Full equipment of machinery. Lumber
Dock and Blacksmith Shop, Two Barns, five
dwellings and office.

About 2,000 acres of timber lands, prin-
cipally hardwood, hemlock, cedar and spruce.
To close out an estate.
For further particulars apply to E. Stubbs,

Box 189, Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. 9 12

FOR SALE
Saw Mill Property in Northern

New Brunswick
Completely equipped twelve machine shingle

mill; electric light equipment; heated by
Sturtevant blow er system ; Lidgerwood log
piling equipment; two stables; one-third in-
terest in Boom Company; all the Cedar Tim-
ber on about five hundred (500) square miles
Ciovernnient limits; all the timber, Spruce,
Pine and Cedar (over one-third soft White
Pine) on about 140 square miles Govern-
ment limits. Nearly all timber being on
Nepisiquit River and tributaries. Mill lo-

cated on Main line of Intercolonial Railway
at Bathurst, N.B. To be sold at auction in
front of the Court House in Bathurst, N.B.,
on Wednesday, June 26th, at Twelve o'clock
noon.

For further particulars address W. H.
Harrison, Royal Bank Building, St. John,
N.B., or Fred S. Morse, Box 1600, Spring-
field, Mass. 9-12

"Direction of Knives"

In answer to various inquiries

for information on the above sub-
ject, perhaps the following lines

will help to convince that there

can only be one answer, and that

is: All planer cylinders, cutter-

heads, or cutter-blocks must ro-

tate or revolve against the feed,

for many reasons, which are ob-
vious to many of us who have
handled machinery for years.

There are many, however, who
fancy that better results may be
obtained by reversing the direc-

tion of travel of the cylinder, so
that it revolves in the same direc-

tion as the feed. And why not?
It sounds all right. It looks as

though it would work well

enough. But appearances are de-

ceitful. In theory it's all to the
good. In practice it is a snare
and a delusion : 1 will endeavor
to explain for the benefit of the

younger men, whose experience
is less ripe than the older hands.

Firstly, if our cutter-blocks

were to revolve in the same direc-

tion as the timber was being fed

through, we should have a very
irregular feed, as the cutters

would naturally pull harder in

some places than others. For in-

stance, when tlie cutters strike a

hard knot, there is no resistance

against them (i.e., feed), they

simply carry the timber along
(assisted by the feed) until

the cutter becomes released, per-

haps before it cuts the wood, sim-

ply because the cutters helped the

feed to carry the wood past the

cutting circle of the cutters.

Secondly, we will now take an
entirely fresh view of the case,

still keeping in mind we have our
cutter-block or cylinder running
with the feed. Now, what is the

finished surface likely to repre-

sent (a nice, smooth sheet of

glass, or the waves of the ocean?
In the ordinary way our cutters

start to cut on the finished sur-

face, and chip off roughly where
the cut finishes. Now, with the

head revolving with the feed, we
have the cutters leaving the wood
on the finished surface. What
breaks the grain just where the

cutter leaves off cutting? No-
thing; it tears because there is

nothing to prevent it doing so.

Then there is the shavings
question. They are not thrown
out clear of the cutters ; rather

arc they battered into the wood
or chewed up again by the cut-

ters, which by now are develop-

ing a fine set of teeth, caused by
their coming into direct contact

with the dirt and grit on the out-

side of the boards. Perhaps P.

II. \Y. and others have not reck-

oned f>n the grit nuisance, but I

fancy it is worth mentioning. Sav
we are running our cylinder at

4,000 r.p.m. and feeding at 40 ft.

per minute (nothing unusual in

those figures), but they mean
that the cylinder revolves eight

times while every inch is passing
under or over it, as the case may
be ; so with two cutters on our

block, we must have 16 cuts to

the inch, each knife doing eight
cuts and removing 1-16 in. at

each cut, which on a feed of 40
ft. per minute means that the cut-
ters, must strike the wood and cut
through the grit and dust 7,680
times every minute, or 3,840 times
for each cutter. Now I venture
to say that no steel ever made,
high-speed or otherwise, can re-

tain a keen edge under such con-
ditions. Why, before 1 ft. of dirty

lumber was through they would
look more like a hack-saw on the

cutting edge than a planer knife.

All timber, especially imported
boards or air-dried boards, are

more or less grittv on the sur-

face, so for that reason alone we
cannot afford to change the di-

rection in which our planer cylin-

ders or cutter-block travel. We
must cut into the wood and let

the chips fly off upwards and out-

wards, with the grit on them.

Smith &Tyrer Ltd.

Agents for Shippers of

SPRUCE, PINE, HARD-
WOODS AND OTHER
WOOD GOODS.

Please Offer Stocks on hand.

26 Chapel St., LIVERPOOL

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shingles
White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingles

North Tonawanda, N. Y.

Measure Your Lumber With the

Barkey Lumber Register
The most accurate measure on the market.
Can be instantly adjusted.
Capacity 60,000 feet.

Measures any width and length.
Can be used on any moulding or match-

ing machine.
Will work backward as well as forward, and

will not slip on smooth or icy boards.

SENT ON 30 DAYS' TRIAL. RETURN AT
OUR EXPENSE IF NOT SATIFACTORY.

BARKEY BROS.
Sole Manufacturers

STOUFFVILLE - ONTARIO



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

An important feature of the lumber trade in Ontario to-day is

the excellent demand for dead culls, mill culls and box lumber in

white pine. These grades are growing stronger every day. The
fact that the demand for box lumber is increasing steadily is taken
as an important indication that the general trade of the country is

on a sound basis. Stocks of dry lumber in the above grades are
practically sold up and by the time the new stock is ready for use
the dry stock will practically have disappeared from the market.
There seems to be little question, in fact, that before this time comes
a decided shortage will have developed in box lumber. The demand
for white pine, good sidings, is also very strong. 1 'rices are firm
with a tendency to advance. The present prices are higher than they
have been at any time in the history of the white pine trade.

The price of cutting up grades—numbers 1, 2 and 3 cuts— is

falling off a little owing to the importation of California!! white
and sugar pine and Mexican white pine which are being largely
used at the present time by prominent door manufacturers in the
Province of Ontario.

The intermediate grade—common and dressing— is not worth any
more than it was a year ago. The reason for this is that this grade
meets with substitution from spruce, Norway pine and yellow pine
at prices which apparently make them a safe proposition for the
user. Spruce is very strong, being worth $2 a thousand more than
a year ago. Laths are quite scarce and firm and shingles are steady.

Generally speaking the trade in white pine is active and stocks
are pretty well broken. Most of the yardmen, as a rule, stock up
pretty early expecting an early spring trade. There is not SO much
trade for the manufacturer and wholesaler at this time therefore, as
during the months of March and April. This has been the case (lur-

ing the present year, more than in former years. The demand, how-
ever, is fairly active and steady.

Stocks of hemlock are very scarce. There is no dry hemlock
on the market and business is better than it has been for a long
time.

In regard to the spruce market the general opinion is that it

has stiffened up in sympathy with the hemlock market. Some of
the large eastern firms are refusing to take orders because they
have more spruce sold than they can deliver for some months.

Shorts and mill culls in white pine are reported to be selling
at $1.50 to $2 above the prices of a year ago. A number of the
largest firms in Ontario have sold their entire cuts of mill culls
and shorts for the present year. The absence of dry stock makes
it appear unquestionable that a further increase in 'prices is due.
Firms which two years ago had an accumulation of two years' cut
of dead culls and mill culls, now have none in their yards and have
sold their stocks this year at an advance of from $1 to $2.

Eastern Canada
The lumber situation at Montreal shows little change of im-

portance. Trade is reported to be brisk locally and the indications
are that there will be a continuance of the good demand for lum-
ber. The activity applies to all varieties, though the demand for
birch is exceptionally strong. Shingles are scarce and strong in
price. The building outlook is excellent and the quantity of building
in progress is greater than it has ever been at this time of year be-
fore. The railway companies continue unable to move all the freight
offering with as much expedition as is necessary. The congestion
seems to be largely at the terminals. Many Montreal lumber firms
report that they have a large number of cars on the sidings ready
to be moved, but that the railways are unable to attend to them.
This has interfered with all classes of trade and has even extended
to the export trade to Great Britain. As a result this section of the
trade is opening up slowly, although the demand seems to be good.
Canadian paper and pulp are in good demand. The demand for news
paper from the United States is strong. United States firms are also
buying large quantities of Canadian ground wood and sulphite. Re-
ports from the Maritime Provinces state that the drives have been
coming out splendidly this year, as a result of the heavy rains and
the consequent high water in all the rivers and streams.

Eastern spruce at Boston is strong, though an easier feeling in
prices is reported, as a result of increased production. Frames con-
tinue to sell at $25, and $26 is sometimes obtained for special orders.
Random is in fairly active demand and steady. There is a better
demand for spruce covering boards. The demand for shingles at
Boston is strong and manufacturers of the best cedars are asking
for higher prices. Cedar extras are bringing from $3.80 to $3.85 and
clears from $3.40 to $3.45. Lath is in better demand and firmer. For
lfi-inch the price asked is from $4 to $4.10 and for 1^-inch from
$3.60 to $3.65.

At New York there is a good enough demand for eastern spruce
to take care of all the stock that is arriving. Random offerings are
scarce. Prices are well held. Boards are quite firm. Hardwoods
are in good demand and wholesalers are looking for a good summer's
trade. Stocks are low. The best demand is for plain oak. There
is no difficulty about selling stock.

Great Britain

No change is reported in the c.i.f. market for spruce deals in
Great Britain. Quotations are very firm and no indication is noticed
of any immediate decline in prices. Arrivals by liners are still small
and it may be that prices will be a little firmer as the season for
liner shipments is nearly over. Freight rates are still firm. Prices
being quoted at present are practically at their highest.

The spot market at London continues unsatisfactory, with de-
deliveries shrinking and consumers buying only for their immediate
requirements. The general feeling among consumers is that they
are not likely to lose anything by waiting. There seems to be little

prospect at present for an improved demand. Deliveries at London
docks for the week ending May 4th amounted to 3,534 standards
as compared with 4,598 during the corresponding week of 1911. At
Messrs. Churchill & Sim's recent auction sale first-class dry Quebec
birch brought Is. 3^d. per eft. for 3 x 5/17, 6/16. For St. John
pine 3 x 6/8, 9/21 the price was £7 15s. and the same price was
secured for 2 x 5/11, 8/20.

The timber trade at Liverpool continues quiet and there is a
slight indication of want of confidence as to future values, result-
ing from the continued unrest in the labor market. Liverpool com-
panies, however, are not apprehensive regarding the labor situation,
as they have a good class of employees who receive high wages. The
price asked to-day for New Brunswick and Nova Scotia shipments,
on the usual specifications (65 to 70 per cent, of 3 x 7 x 8, balance
3 x 9, 10 and 11 in.) is about £11 17s. 6d. c.i.f. Liverpool and Man-
chester, other parts in proportion. Most of the recent arrivals have
gone direct to consumers. The prices prevailing in the spruce spot
market arc firm, in harmony with c.i.f. values. The demand, how-
ever, is not as extensive as was expected. The consumers seem to
be buying for immediate use only and apparently expect prices to

decline within a few weeks. Some uncertainty is expressed regard-
ing the course of f.o.b. prices and freights in the near future. Stocks
are exceptionally low but fresh arrivals were expected according to
recent reports. Birch planks and logs are still firm with no indica-
tion of change. Arrivals are light and are bringing full prices. The
demand continues steady. Logs are not over-plentiful but prices are
high and speculation is almost non-existent.

At Manchester, some improvement is noted in the trade, but
uncertainty continues regarding future business on account of the
labor unrest. Pine goods, best quality sidings especially, are in

good demand. The quality of a number of parcels recently arriving
has fortunately been considerably lower than the classification. Gen-
uine first-quality is easy to sell.

At Glasgow, the timber market shows a slight improvement and
the indications are that the summer trade will be fairly satisfactory.

The uncertainty in the labor situation, however, is causing consider-
able concern at this centre. Spruce continues strong as fresh arrivals

have been light. Prices are firm and the market is practically bare
of stock. Canadian pine goods are selling steadily though the im-
provement is of a somewhat modest nature. Stocks are much re-

duced and in some cases quite exhausted. First quality deals, for

instance, are very low in stock and it is almost impossible to obtain
11 in. x 3 in. seconds and thirds. Sidings are a little more plentiful,

but not sufficient to meet the demand very long. Latest reports

stated that new season's goods should be along in the near future,

but it was expected that consignments of Canadian pine would be
on a restricted scale.

United States

One of the most noticeable features of the lumber trade in the

United States at present, is the increasing demand for lumber for

immediate use in building operations. This applies particularly to

the northern and western interior. According to statistics, there is

a larger amount of construction in progress than at the corresponding
period of last year. A seasonable demand is reported for white pine,

especially for low grade stock. The hemlock trade at all of the

Great Lake points and points to which they ship is active. Manu-
facturers at Michigan and Wisconsin points report that their trade

is satisfactory. The demand for hemlock in the New England States

is active. A noticeable feature of the trade at present is the good
demand for dry hardwoods. Stocks are very scarce. The markets
for yellow pine are strong and prices have an upward tendency.

Rain and' flood have gone far this season to restrict the supply and,
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VIEW OF MILLS AT SARNIA, ONT.

SERVICE AND QUALITY
What you are interested in is prompt service, standard

quality and values that will enable you to squarely meet
legitimate competition.

Our quick shipments minimize the stock investments
required by our customers and permits them to turn their
capital more frequently.

Complete dry stocks of Norway and White Pine always
on hand.

We make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to order any
length up to 60 feet from Pine or B. C. Fir.

"RUSH ORDERS RUSHED"

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO

A. F. Holden, Pres.
J. M . Diver, Gen'I. Mgr.

F. H. Goff, Vice-Pres. E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.
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with the building season in progress, the result is good markets.

Chicago.—There is a great scarcity of all low grades of northern
pine and even the higher grades are none to plentiful. Dealers at

local and adjacent points report a good trade. Prices are well main-
tained. There is very little box or lower northern pine in jobbers'
hands. Hardwoods are in excellent demand and sales are plentiful.

Prices show an upward tendency. It is difficult for wholesalers to
secure sufficient stocks to make shipments to the trade. Plain oak
is the most active factor in the market and it seems probable that
prices will advance before the new stock comes on the market. Quar-
tered white oak is also in strong demand and the prices are stiff-

ening. Prices on all northern woods are stiffening. Hard maple is

steady. Birch, ash, elm and basswood are active. Hemlock is in

good demand and prices are firm. There is an active demand for
southern pine on account of the extensive building operations.

Buffalo.—The demand for northern pine for building purposes
is more active and retail yards report increased business. The de-
mand is mostly for the low grades and stocks are low. The hard-
wood trade is active but shows no change of importance. Maple
and birch are in good demand at firm prices. Quartered oak is es-
pecially firm. Hemlock is getting a good share of the trade in cheap
building lumber. Prices of Pennsylvania stock have advanced 50
cents during the last fortnight. Yellow pine is feeling the benefit
of the increased demand for building materials. Shingles are more
active. Prices are a little firmer and seem likely to continue so.

Market Correspondence

North Shore Trade Prospering-
Thessalon, May 22nd.; (Special correspondence of the Canada

Lumberman) :—Things are going along well on the Shore at pres-
ent. The mills are all running full blast. Every dock has from one
to five boats loading timber. The lumber is all sold all along the
Shore and at an advance over last year's prices. The drives are
coming along well, and the logs will all come out with the excep-
tion of some on the Sauble River where the dams went out. The
mouth of the Spanish River is a busy place at present, about 250
men being engaged there sorting logs. At present they are sorting
about 50,000 pieces every day. There are about 150 millions to be
sorted this season and by the way they are going at present they
will be through early.

Peter Wallace, a well-known figure and one time large operator,
has made his appearance again in Blind River and is having logs
rafted out and towed tc Thessalon for sawing. Mr. Wallace has
been in the west and has made large investments out there, pur-
chasing town sites and farm lands to a large extent. He still holds
about 80 square miles of timber lands on the Blind River.

It looks as though Thessalon would have a boom this season.
Some very large operators are coming there, their limits being di-
rectly north of the town.

Guy Moulthrop of the Moulthrop Lumber Co., one of the largest
operators on the Shore, with mills at John Island, is here for the
summer. He has sold all his stock at a good price, the red pine par-
ticularly bringing a record price. Algoma

Montreal Trade Active—Freight Movement Slow
Montreal, May 25th

; (Special correspondence of the Canada
Lumberman).—There is practically no change to report in the lum-
ber situation. Most of the local firms state that business is very
brisk, and that everything points to a continuance of the excep-
tionally good local demand. All classes of lumber are in request,
and some companies report a strong run on birch. Shingles are
very hard to find and prices are strong.

The outlook is still satisfactory. Building continues at a good
rate, while as an indication of the activity in this direction, it may
be stated that during a recent period of ten days, the building per-
mits exceeded in value those of any previous similar period.

The only unfavorable feature—one of a temporary nature—is

the continuance of the congested condition of the railway terminals.
The yards of the companies are packed to the limit with freight
of all descriptions, and it is reported that one of the lines has put
an embargo on cars coming to Montreal. Many lumber firms have
a very large number of cars on the sidings waiting to be moved,
but owing to the immense amount of freight in the same position
it will be some time before substantial relief can be given. This
involves delay and consequent loss; in fact, it has to some extent
delayed exports to Great Britain. That section of the trade has open-
ed slowly, for, although there is a good call, it has been difficult to
obtain the lumber for shipment to the other side.

A report from the district of Baie des Chaleurs states that all

the rivers there are higher than for twenty-five years.
The prospect for Canadian paper and pulp is excellent; notwith-

standing the increase in production this year, its absorption at re-
munerative prices is said to be already assured, as the United States
are needing a much larger quantity of news paper, ground wood,
and sulphite over and above that which their pulp wood and water-
power conditions enable them to produce.

Market conditions have not varied greatly, since the last issue.
Ground wood is rather slow in movement as the United States mills
are producing heavily owing to the good water power. Manufactur-
ers of Canadian news paper arc shipping out hot from the machines,
and there are no stocks on hand.

Sulphite is very strong, from $44 to $45 delivered in the United
States being now an established price; while in Canada the quota-
tion is $42 to $44 delivered, according to freight rates.

The Laurentide Company and the Riordon Paper and Pulp Com-
pany (the latter at Hawkesbury, Ont.), are making important addi-
tions to their sulphite plants, the production of which will be avail-
able on the 1st of January next.

Owing to the coal strike in the United States there is a great
scarcity of canal boats in Montreal for the transportation of lumber.
Nearly all the boats are on the United States side, and the Cham-
plain Barge Canal Transportation Company report that they have
no available boats in C anada, and do not expect any until some time
in June.

Farnworth & Jardine's Liverpool Report
Farnworth and Jardine, Liverpool, Eng., report under date of

May 1st, as follows: The business of the past month has been some-
what disappointing with regard to the volume of deliveries, which
are about 12 per cent, below the figures for the same month last
year, probably attributable to a large extent to the disorganized
state of the transport service following the coal strike. The arrivals
have been light. Stocks generally are moderate, and values firm.

Canadian woods—Pine timber—Waney 1st class: Deliveries
from the small Liverpool stock have been nominal. Tn Manchester,
however, where the bulk of the stock is held, there has been more
activity, and stocks on hand are moderate ; values remain high. Of
2nd class timber the stock is light, and values well maintained.
Square pine—There lias been very little demand, the small stock
is firmly held. St. John, N.B.—There has been a small import of
2,000 c. ft., which is still on the quay. Oak has not been imported;
deliveries have been fair, and the small stock is further reduced;
values firm. Elm—There has been more enquiry; the stock is al-
most exhausted, and values rule high. Pine deals—A very light
import. The demand has been disappointing; values are unchanged.
Red pine deals—Stocks are moderate, values firm. Siberian pine has
not been imported during the past month, further progress has been
made with deliveries from the cargo recently imported.

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia spruce and pine deals—The
import to the Mersey (including Manchester) amounted to 3,890
stds., compared with 4,780 stds. during the corresponding period last
year, about equally divided between the two ports; deliveries ex-
ceeded the import, and the stock on hand is light, amounting to
only 8,210 stds. in both ports, but s-everal cargoes are shortly due;
values are maintained. Pine deals have been in fair request.

Birch—Logs—The import of 34,000 c. ft. has been entirely to
Liverpool. There has been a fair demand throughout the month.
Stocks are low, and values firm. Planks have been imported more
freely; there has been a fair consumption; values are unchanged.

British Columbia and Oregon pine—There has been a small
import of 13,000 c. ft. Considerable progress has been made with
deliveries from the cargo imported in March last, the consumption
amounting to 76,000 c. ft.—values are unchanged. Stocks adequate.

The sales during the past month have been as follows, viz.:—
Birch timber—Logs on contract only. Planks at from about £8
15s. to £9 per standard, c.i.f. Spruce deals—St. John, N.B., &c—
Liner parcels at from about £8 5s. to £8 15s. per standard, c.i.f.,

according to specification. Scantlings and boards—With the cargo
at the usual reductions.

The "Chicago Tribune" is erecting a newspaper mill at Thorold,
Ont., which will be in operation next year.

Alfred Dobell & Co.'s Report
Alfred Dobell & Co., Liverpool, Eng., report under date of May

1st, as follows: The arrivals during April were light. A good gen-
eral demand prevailed, but the consumption was restricted by paucity
of supplies and continued curtailment of railway facilities' Values
ruled firm.

Canadian, &c.J woods—Waney board and square pine—There
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were no arrivals. Stocks are limited and prices very firm. Oak

—

There was an improved enquiry at firm figures. Rock elm—Small
parcels of round wood continue to arrive, but no square logs have
come forward. Birch—Logs—The moderate import consisted of
Quebec, St. John, and Halifax wood, which realized good prices.
Planks—There was a steady consumption and prices were well main-
tained. Pine deals and boards—The consumption was moderate and
prices have a slightly firmer tendency. New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia Spruce Deals—The consumption, although below the average,
exceeded the import by 630 standards. Stocks are now within very
limited compass. Prices steady.

Liverpool & Manchester Stocks
H. W. Lightburne and Co., Liverpool, Eng., furnish the follow-

ing report of stocks in Manchester and Liverpool combined on
May 1st:

SPRUCE— 1908
Manchester 7,670
Liverpool 6,020

Stds. 13,690

BIRCH LOGS—
Manchester ... 240
Liverpool 1,000

Loads 1,240

BIRCH PLANKS—
Manchester 515
Liverpool 455

Stds. 970

1909

7,230

5,190

1910

6,760

5,640

1911

5,450

4,050

1912

5,130

3,080

12,420 12,400 9,500 8,210

50

1,220

120

500
180

600
40

560

1,270 620 780 600

376
388

812
376

36
188

194

170

764 1,188 224 364

London Imports of Canadian Woods
Churchill and Sim, London, Eng., in their monthly wood cir-

cular, under date of May 3rd, report as follows: There is no impor-
tation yet from the St. Lawrence.

From New Brunswick, &c, the importation has been

—

Pine deals ... 20,000 pieces .. against .. 17,000 pieces in 1911
Spruce deals ..111,000 pieces .. against .. 129,000
Birch planks .147,000 pieces .. against .. 119,000
There has been no change in the London market for pine deals

during April, but the demand is entirely lacking in energy. The re-

tail London market for 'spruce on the other hand has quite brisked
up during the month even to the extent of a firmness in local prices.
The shipping quotations also continue firm, being still under the
influence of scarce and costly freights. There is no Canadian oak
timber in London at the end of April, a fact probably without pre-
cedent, though also now without significance. Birch and elm timber
are firmer in price from the running down of the stocks. Birch
planks are without change since March.

Fall in Ocean Freight Rates Helping Trade
Smith and Tyer, Liverpool, Eng., report under date of May 1st,

as follows : Spruce deals—Liner parcels have maintained their value
and steamer cargoes for early shipment have changed hands at full

prices. The fall in freights has stimulated chartering and cargoes
are now offering rather freely. The tendency is towards easier
values. Birch continues in demand but buyers are now not so eager
for planks or logs ; sellers are not pressing. Pine deals—We have
no change to report. Hemlock is in better demand but shippers
seem disinclined to operate in this wood at buyers' ideas.

Attracting U. S. Farmers to Canada
The movement of United States farmers of recent years to Can-

ada is commented upon by the Mississippi Valley Lumberman edi-
torially as follows:

During the past few years Canada has drawn very many of our
farmers to its prairie provinces. It will continue to attract many
others, as the movement is but a natural one, that of realizing on
their high priced lands and reinvesting in a larger tract of cheaper
land. New land in that country can be bought at low prices and
every reasonable inducement is being made to attract new settlers
by the owners of the land. Canada wants more of the types already
taken and is just as anxious to get them as we should be to keep
them. Canada is now calling with added inducements. One of the
Dominion's leading railway companies has land in the northwest
to sell and it wants to get revenue producers along its lines and to
obtain the desired results is to lend a helping hand to all married men
who desire to become actual settlers. This is done by making indi-

vidual loans of $2,000 at 6 per cent, to a certain number who will
migrate to Canada, the loan to mature in ten years. The applicant
must make personal selection, must own free and clear sufficient
furniture, live stock and farm implements to begin active cultivation
and in addition must have enough money to pay 10 per cent, of
the purchase price of the land selected, as well as sufficient to main-
tain his family for at least one year. The $2,000 loan is added to
the purchase price of the land, but its expenditure is confined to
the improvement of the land such as the erection of a house, barn,
fencing and other essentials, as well as for the cultivation and crop-
ping of at least fifty acres. This proposition rings clear, and it will
no doubt bring in many farmers. Most of the husbandmen who have
gone forth from our own country to that of our northern neighbor
have not left this country empty handed. They have gone with
sufficient funds to begin anew in a country of promise, and there is
one thing certain that such a plan must appeal to this character of
settlers. The example set by this Canadian road should certainly
stir up United States roads to offer an equally attractive proposition.

Timber Trade in United Kingdom
Railway Companies Still Unable to Keep Up to
Trade Requirements—Good Demand General

Liverpool, Eng., May 16: (Special correspondence of the Can-
ada Lumberman)—The railway companies of England and Scotland
are still carrying on the heavy goods' traffic under conditions of
great difficulty, owing to the congestion of traffic caused by the
recent coal strike. This is interfering much with the movement of
timber from the ports of arrival, to merchants and large buyers
inland. Quantities of timber can not, consequently, be sent from
the ports by rail with nearly the expedition which the present ex-
tent of trade requires. The consumption of timber in England and
Wales is now on a large scale and spot and country orders are com-
ing to hand freely. Of late, the prices of hard and soft woods have
ruled high, and for good reason. Stocks have been small and have
been contracting. The economic position has been a strong one and
one which causes prices to harden. At no time, of late, has con-
sumption been stopped or even very dull and slow. The joinery
trade, despite the winter lull in its building branch, makes a very
fair, continuous demand for spruce and pine deals, and for boards
and squared wood for floor and roof supports. Railway-carriage
building is now maintaining a continuous demand for oak, ash and
mahogany and other ornamental woods, while railway-wagon build-
ing has for a year past gone on continuously and with extraordinary
activity. Taking Great Britain as a whole, it can be truly said
that the consumption of sawn timber, hard and soft, is now on a
large scale and is proceeding actively. '

At London the public sales have been, in every way, brisk and
well attended. The numerous lots offered have been taken up
freely, some at low prices; most at high prices. The spruce-deal
market is very firm and liner consignments on coming to hand
have been taken up eagerly at full prices. Floorings are spoken of
as being quiet, but have sold more freely. British Columbia pine
has been more inquired for and has sold freely. Logs in pond,
14 to 16 ins., have brought 2s. to 2s. 6d. per cubic foot; and wood of
Ay2 ins. and 5 ins., of 12/17, have sold at Is. 7d. per cubic foot.
Birch has been in good demand and late arrivals have eased the
strain which has latterly been experienced to meet requirements.
Stocks are still very light and full prices are obtained for sound
wood.

At Liverpool, inquiries have been on a satisfactory scale but
stocks of softwood are very small. Canadian pine deals sell readily
and prices are hardening. Boards have a free sale, prices having
a slight upward tendency. Spruce deals have been in very fair
demand, deliveries of late being in excess of the importation. Que-
bec square and waney pine has had a moderate sale, but is very
firm in price. Oak has sold more freely, inquiries being more num-
erous. Canadian has had a large sale for this class of wood. Planks
have sold largely and stocks have been much reduced. Boards of
all sound kinds have sold freely. Prices of oak are very firm and

ttend to harden. Birch continues to meet with a good inquiry and
Canadian wood has been taken up promptly on arrival. Logs and
planks alike meet with a ready sale at full prices.

The demand for ships' boats which has arisen since the main
facts of the Titanic tragedy became known, has caused great activity
among boat builders and staffs are working night and day to meet the
urgent wants of shipping companies. This has caused an active de-
mand for ash, elm, teak and redwood, cut to the small sizes required
for keels, sterns, stern blocks, posts and frames, gunwales, thwarts,
chocks, strakes, stringers, flooring, boxing-in, and other purposes. All
of this is comparatively thin and narrow stuff, but the new demand

\
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for wood for boats which has arisen, represents, in the aggregate, a
goodly quantity of lumber.

At Manchester, business in the timber trade lias improved.
Spruce deals have been more called for and are now scarce. Values
are about £8 17s. 6d. to £9 per standard, and are firm. Scantlings
have sold more freely, at about £9 10s. to £9 15s. per standard.
Quebec board pine has been in good demand but stocks of this wood
are ample for requirements. Quebec square pine lias had a moder-
ate sale. The worst feature of the timber trade at Manchester, is

the unrest which prevails among wood-workers of almost every
grade, and which has culminated in demands for increases in

wages and rates of payment. At present there is every likelihood

Retail Yard Managers—A Character Sketch
Men at the head of lumber yard affairs, next to the proprietors,

have it in their power largely to make or mar the success of their
respective concerns. Upon them rests the burden of responsibility
in every department of the work of conducting the business, and
for the intelligent and efficient performance of their duties they must
possess much more than mere business instinct, or commercial acute-
ness. They must be students of human nature and diplomats as well.
That they must possess a thorough knowledge of the materials they
handle is a matter of course, and in this respect, to build up and re-
tain trade, they must be closely in touch with the constantly varying
phases of the market and the requirements of the people.

Illustrative of the vicissitudes of life in the lumber yard a char-
acter of peculiar interest is here presented, and his name—in singular
conformity with his nature—was Wolf. "Jake" was his first name,
among a certain few of his friends in the trade and some of his cus-
tomers, but among those under him in his yard he was "He Wolf,"
and "thereby hangs the tale."

The line yard company for which Mr. Wolf worked was strict
in its rule that neatness and order should be a first consideration in
the keeping of its yards, and the managers thereof were instructed
to make this rule explicit to their men. Severity was not enjoined,
unless in cases of wilful neglect, and abuse of 'its men would not
be tolerated. As a result of this regime the yards of the company
were manned by a very good class of lumber shovers, among which
almost all nationalities were represented.

In his treatment of his men Mr. Wolf was not at all times as
considerate of their feelings as they deemed was their due. He was
a hustler from the hustler country and correspondingly forceful in
his procedure. Were it a projecting board-end or a stray fragment
of lath or shingle on the driveway, he went at it rip-zip-slam ! and the
first man at hand was "jacked-up" with a whirl for permitting "dirt
and disorder" to run riot under his very nose. "Neat and tidy! That's
the ticket, cull," he would yip. "Keep your eye peeled for kindling
wood under your feet, and don't let the loose ends gouge your eyes
out." As a consequence, wrath and indignation at times broke loose
among the lumber piles, as in the following instance, when Mr. Wolf
got after one of his yard hands

:

"Hey, you Chris, wake up and load out that wagon there, you
slab-sided son of a sawhorse, what do you think this is, a hobo's
rest ? Get a glide on you now !" Chris wasn't built for gliding, but
lie gave a near-example of alacrity as he proceeded to the alotted
task, mumbling gruffly into his grizzled mustache: "I aind no saw-
horse, anyways not, you grazy humpug. By golly ! I show you yet
something once." After he had finished this job his next one brought
him into play upon a bill of planks with his fellow workman Cassidy
to whom he uncorked his wrath in this wise:

"Say, Dinny, I like to gif dat tarn Wolf a swift kick in der
schlats! He is fer sure a wolf,"

"Sure he is!" agreed Cassidy, grinning appreciatively. "Kick
him m th slats, an' give 'im a rattlin' good wan fer me. Oi think
it s what s coming to 'im, th' scallywag."

The kick was always on the way, of course, but Wolf was safe
from such ruffianly remonstrance and continued tempestuously to
' ss

V
e Lorders regardless of the glowering glances of his inferiors

and indifferent to everything save promptness in performance of ser-
vice and orderliness in the keeping of his yard.

Toward his customers Mr. Wolf preserved a very decorous and
amiable demeanor, never by the slightest infraction transgressing the
amenities of all well regulated lumber vards, but once in a while he
stubbed his toe" when he got up against a cantankerous old cor-
mudgeon who used to stroll in for "five cents worth of slivers" or a
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of matters being settled amicably, but for the time, the condition
is one of unrest.

At the Tyne ports, business has improved. Shipbuilders and
boatbuilders woods are in more demand, and joiners, in the district
are calling for more spruce and pine wood. At West Hartlepool,
also, business in timber is more active. The sawmills are busier
and more work is being done in joiners' shops. Shipbuilders and
boatbuilders are actively employed and demands for wood are com-
ing to hand freely from them.

At Glasgow, inquiries for spruce and pine have come in more
freely. A fairly satisfactory movement of hard and soft, woods for
local and inland use is now in progress.

Problems

"bunch of toothpicks" to patch up something. This one got him on
edge and he put himself to no effort to conceal his inborn antipathy
toward any and all five-cent counter buyers of lumber. Jt came fo
a very ripe head and broke out one busy day when old "Pillgarlic"
dropped in for four bits worth of strips to batten up his hen house:

"Hallo, Jake, how's yer liver this a.m.?" bawled the princely
purchaser of wood products.

"On the ice!" snapped Wolf.
"I know what's good fer it," snickered the amiable old gimlet,

"hev it pulled, Jake; yank 'er out, you old gazooker, yank 'er out!"
"Say, Mr. Sinzwester, are you in the market for many carloads

of lumber this a. m.?"
"W all, no; not many. 1 jest blowed into get a mouthful of year

delightful society. But if you're not overly busy you might wrap
up a few thousand feet of stuff to start in with on that new barn I'm
goin' ter build. No hurry, you know ; take yer time to it, but I'm goin'
to get 'er roofed 'fore snow flies, you bet!"

Instantly a change came o'er the spirit of the lumberman and
the fleece was on—the fangs o'erlipped, (just out of the mint). "Ah,
you jolly old scout, you must have been dallying with your Joe
Miller this morning. Going to build a barn, are you, well well!
Walk right in and examine the goods. We have everything that
goes into a barn except the hay, but we can get you a fine job-lot of
hay if you want it."

"Nuh, I got th' hay. I'm not comin' to a lumber yard fer hay,
Jacob. Didn't know you carried it as a side line. But say, Jake,
I might buy a load of year breakfast sawdust or a bushel of knot-
holes, if you have any right fresh ones, haw ! haw !"

"You're there with the come-back, I see, old bud. Now how
about this barn noise, is it on the level ?"

"Nuh, not yet, an' it ain' goin' to be. I'm goin' to build it on
the slope 'longside th' pasture lot. But I want this lumber, Jake,
an' you can rigger on material fer a two-storey an' basement struc-
tyer with an el fer th' auto I jest bought an' a cupola fer th' pigins
an' dicky birds to roost in."

"Some class, eh, Monty? Well, I'll fix you out all right. Come
on in and I'll book your bill." And Montgomery made it a good one.

When occasion arose Mr. Wolf could be affability in the capsule.
A business proposition upon the instant called forth, the best that
was in him, and as a salesman he was a gallant and glittering suc-
cess. Also, he made a hit with his employers in the keeping of his
stock—on the yard and in the stable—and his nickname should have
been "Economy." The one blemish in his make-up was his "Legree"
tendency to drive his help, and to such an extreme that he became
widely known as a "grinder."

A singular if not a saving grace in the nature of this actual lum-
ber yard manager was his intense admiration of physical courage.
This was brought out one day in the following incident, in which
figured very prominently a Swedish yard hand named Nels Wick-
strom, a sturdy son of the north, gray of head and taciturn as any
of his race.

A load of two-by-fours was on the way to the gate in one of
the alleys drawn by a pair of young and frisky horses. A trace
snapped and the team started a grand-right-and-left which scattered
scantlings like jack-straws along the alley, and the signs began to
look right for a mix-up of sorts all down the line. Sweden had fur-
nished the answer. Nels sprang into the breach and saved not only
the beautiful piles of lumber but the pair of beautiful horses as well.
With surprising agility he thrust a scantling through the front
wheels, scotching them completely, and the jolt that followed gave
him a chance to put through the same trick on the rear wheels. He
then clunked to the front and shaking a gnarled and knotty fore-

The Retail Dealer and His
An Object Lesson In the Effect of Character
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finger at the prancing team, as though remonstrating with a pair of
fractious children, he said:

"Ay bane tank Ay skall have tue give yue lickin'! Yue bane qvitt
das monka bisness" ! Taking their bits in hand Nels in a trice had
the youngsters fully in hand, and when quieted he began unhooking
them. At that point the manager came upon the scene, and before
getting particulars started in to jacket the teamster, who had "lost
his head" and stood pale and trembling while the Swede took com-
mand of the situation. What "fie Wolf" said was pretty many and
left no room for argument, but Nels felt called upon to remark in

molifying tones:

"Mister Wolve, Ay ban tank te tarn colts ban fulish. Yue skold
'em an' not te boy. He bane scared to det an' he banc tarn good boy."

That settled it. Wolf slapped the Swede on the shoulder and
said: "All right, old boss, you win. Straighten out the wreck and
get the stuff going as quick as you can and we'll call all kicks off,

and say, Jack"—to the teamster
—"You keep your best eye on your

harness hereafter or there'll be a new boy hooking up this team
right away."

These and many similar instances might be related of this par-
ticular manager in which he appeared not altogether to advantage,
but it will be seen between the lines that although harsh in his

method of handling men he was a good man for the position. Fur-
thermore, he was keen after the bookkeeping department and prompt
with his deliveries, and if a customer found fault with a bill of lum-
ber after it was unloaded at the job he lost not time in rectifying
anything wrong that was in any way chargeable to his establish-
ment. In all, a very fair type of yard manager.

Another type of manager may be presented herewith by \va\ of
contrast which will at once strike the reader as lacking in the prin-
cipal essential of an all-round business man, and although a genial,
easy-going fellow who never failed to win friends, he was nearly al-

ways in trouble over his accounts and often put to the necessity of
making excuses for mistakes in orders and accounts. His men
thought he was about the best ever as a boss, and would w ork their
heads off for him voluntarily, and as a result of having their own
way in running the yard they were not always at hand when wanted
for a rush job of loading out. Their shortcomings were too often
overlooked, and things often went awry among the piles.—Timber
World Review.

Successful Convention of Retail Employees
A movement has been spreading of late among retail lumber

companies, which conduct a number of yards, in the direction of
holding conventions of their employees at which they are able to
come into personal contact with one another and to discuss matters
of business which cannot otherwise be taken up to advantage. The
Rogers Lumber Company, Minneapolis, Minn., have made a prac-
tice of this for some years and a short time ago held a convention
at Moose Jaw, Sask., which was the subject of much favorable com-
ment in the press. In a letter to the Canada Lumberman upon the
subject, Mr. A. R. Rogers, president of the company, says:

Our company has for some time past held an annual convention of its

employees in the district where the work is being performed. It started
with our Minneapolis office a number of years ago and the scheme was so
successful that we put it into effect in North Dakota, and the idea growing
on us we held our convention in Moose Jaw this year. This was in our
judgment, one of the most successful conventions which we have ever held.
These conventions bring our men closer together and give them an acquaint-
ance with the officers of the company which they would never have other-
wise. We have the idea that the best results can always be obtained by
a close contact between the employer and the employee, particularly where
employees are men of such high grade and of such fine degree of intelligence
as our employees are.

We always try to teach our representatives to take an active interest in

everything that speaks for the up-building of their communities and make
them a part of the community.

New B. C. Lumber Incorporation
The Canadian United Lumber Company recently obtained let-

ters patent from the -Dominion Government to carry on business in
British Columbia and upon the prairies. The capital of the company
is $7,000,000, which is practically all British capital. It is reported
that the company comprises a merger of the Pitt River Lumber Com-
pany, at Pitt River, the Monarch Lumber Company, at Savona ; the
Sovereign Lumber Company, at Sicamous Junction, and the Mc-
Bryan Lumber Company, at Shuswap, owning four sawmills and ex-
tensive limits in addition to forty-two lumber yards on the prairies.
A new shingle mill is being built at Pitt River and it and the other
plants will be greatly enlarged so as to be capable of doing twice
as much business next year, when the company expects to have at
least one hundred line yards on the prairies. The company have

\ also acquired timber limits on the west coast of Vancouver Island

and it is reported that they will erect two large sawmills to engage
in the export trade following the opening of the Panama Canal. The
timber limits owned by the company are reported to be in the neigh-
borhood of two hundred square miles. The head office of the com-
pany is to be in Vancouver with a branch office at Calgary. The
capital stock is divided into $4,000,000 of preference shares and
$3,000,000 of common stock.

Machinery and Equipment

New Smart-Turner Steam Pump Catalogue
The Smart-Turner Machine Co. Limited, Hamilton, (hit., have

issued a catalogue, No. X, covering their steam pumps. It deals
with all the designs and sizes of steam pumps ordinarily called for.
The company also manufacture a large number of special pumps
with different combinations of steam and water end, to suit the
varied conditions under which they are to operate. The catalogue
gives the capacities of the pumps at what the company consider suit-
able speeds; not at the maximum speeds as is customary with many
makers. They also have issued another catalogue of their "power"
pumps which is known as catalogue No. 7. The steam pump cata-
logue is conveniently arranged with an excellent index and numerous
good illustrations. It is certain to be a useful adjunct in any in-
dustry which has use for steam pumps.

The Smart-Turner Machine Company, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.,
recently received an order from the Keewatin Lumber Company,'
Keewatin, Out., for a duplex pump.

A Reliable Lumber Register
The accompanying illustration shows a lumber register which

has been successfully used by a number of planing mills in Canada.
It is manufactured by Barkey Bros., of Stouffville, who will send
it on thirty days' trial to any Canadian manufacturer. If not satis-
factory it may be returned without any expense to the user.

The register can be attached to any moulder or matcher. It

The S. George Lumber Register

is claimed to be absolutely accurate and to measure any width and
length. It works backward as well as forward and will not slip on
smooth or icy boards.

Other strong points in its favor are that it is simple in con-
struction and can be easily adjusted. It measures every inch of
lumber planed. Judging from terms on which it is sold every plan-
ing mill and woodworking plant should give it a trial.

Serious Fire at Clark Bros.' Belmont, N.Y.
The plant of Clark Bros., Belmont, N.Y., was recently visited

by a disastrous fire which destroyed their modern and well-equipped
machine shop, foundry and office buildings. Fortunately, the store
rooms with all their contents of rough and finished parts, completed
machines, and the stock of patterns, which is of inestimable value
to the company, were saved. The total loss is estimated at $150,-
000 which is only partly covered by insurance. The company intend
to rebuild at once and they announce that, on account of having
been able to save their patterns and a large stock of rough and fin-
ished parts as well as many completed machines, they are able to con-
tinue their business, with practically no interruption as far as their
customers are concerned. Mr. Charles Clark, vice-president of the
company, has a modern machine shop at Wellsville only nine miles
away and orders were at once given to this company to supply the
necessary machinery for the new plant.
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Canadian Headquarters for Lumber Insurance

security Lumber Insurance Co. of New York

Dominion License

42 Central Chambers, Ottawa, Ont.

E. D. Hardy, Canadian Manager
Ontario and Quebec

Economy

Canadian Deposit

Agents for Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

J. A. CHRISTIE & CO., Winnipeg, Man.
For British Columbia, address : Pacific Coast Agent for Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland
Department, Lumber Insurers General Agency

j, G RAINNIE, Halifax, N. S.
609 Corbett Bldg., Portland, Ore.

ARE YOU SUFFICIENTLY INSURED?
SPECIAL RATES TO LUMBERMEN

CAMP SUPPLIES
We offer something very good and substantial in

Tea which we have branded Camp blend and

which is exactly suited for the requirements of the

Camp, packed in Chests of about 1 00
pounds each. Price 16c.

H. P. Eckardt & Company
WHOLESALE GROCERS

Corner Front and Scott Streets, Toronto

Excelsior

Cutting Machinery

Manufactured by

The Elmira Machinery
and Transmission Co.

Elmira, Ont.

Write for Circular and Prices

The Peter Hay Knife Co., Limited
GALT, ONTARIO

jffllMittWit

MANUFACTURING WOODWORKING

Machine Knives, Circular Cutters

and Mortise Chisel
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ONEIDA STEEL PULLEYS

Increase

Your

Output

and

Reduce

Your

Operating

Expenses

If you are interested in the best pulley made and wish to know
how you can save two-thirds of the power now used lo turn cum-
bersome cast iron pulleys, and if you wish to increase j our output
at the same time by superior running qualities of the pulleys used,
write us for the full particulars regarding the "ONEIDA" steel
pulleys before ordering any other.

Write For Our Catalog

Oneida. Steel Pulley Co.
Oneida,. New York. U. S A.

CEDAR

Shingles
Campbell - MacLaurin Lumber Co.

Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL

Timber Estimates

Logging Maps

Water Power

CLARK, LYFORD &
STERLING

1331 Real Estate Trust Bldg.

Philadelphia

Forest

Engineers

CLARK & LYFORD,
403 Crown Building

Vancouver

LYFORD, CLARK &
LYFORD

26 Board of Trade Bldg.

Montreal

EDGINGS
Ontario

The Charles Neilson Mill & Lumber Company, Stratford, Out., are re-
ported to have sold out their business.

The Minnis Saw and Shingle Mil! at Markdale, Ont., which was recently
destroyed by fire has been rebuilt and is now being operated.

The Siemon Company, Confederation Life Building, Toronto intend
shortly to erect a new mill to replace the one which was recently destroyed
by fire at Lakefield, Ont.

The sawmill owned by Messrs. Grieve & Leslie at Parkhill Ont was
recently destroyed by fire. A new building will be erected at once andnew machinery will be required.

J. R. Booth, Ottawa, Ont., has prepared plans for a sulphite mill to cost
$16,000; I he building will be of solid brick construction, with concrete found-
ation and gravel roofing. New machinery will be required.

Reports from Fort Frances, Ont., indicate that the Ontario and Minne-
sota Power Company have everything in readiness for commencing the work
of construction for their new paper mill as soon as the revised plans are
accepted.

The Ontario Government will shortly invite tenders for the Abitibi pulp
limits as the first step in its development policy for Northern Ontario, for
which $5,000,000 was appropriated at last session. A provision of the lease
of the limit will be the construction of a mill at Iroquois Falls.

H. F. Bailey, Gait, Ont., formerly foreman of the carpenter shop of
the Goldie & McCulloch works, has purchased the Scott Planing Mill from
W. R. Osborne. It is reported that Mr. Bailey will completely overhaul
the building and machinery, putting the plant in first-class condition.

The planing mill of Messrs. Gibson, McCormack and Irving at West
Toronto was recently visited by lire and a frame building in the yard con-
taining a large stock of finished doors was destroyed. It is believed that
a spark from a passing engine started the blaze. The damage amounted to
about $2,800.

The Wickens Lumber Company Limited has been incorporated with a
capital of $10,000 to carry on business as lumberers, saw and planing millers
and manufacturers of lumber and woodenware, with head office at Wallace-
burg, Out. The provisional directors are Andrew Wickens, Geo. Robert-
son and A. B. Carscallen, all of Wallaceburg.

The Ontario Paper Mill Company, Limited, Thorold, Ont., have called
for tenders in connection with their paper mill. The finishing room is to
be 130 x 144 ft.; the machine room 90 x 268 ft.; the grinder room 62 x 130 ft

;

the motor room 20 x 132 ft.; the boiler house 66 x 87^ ft., and the machine
room 90 x 132 ft. Mr. Jas. Battle. Thorold, Ont., is trustee.

The Glengarry Lumber Company Limited has been incorporated with
a capital of $25,000 to manufacture and deal in pulp, paper and other sim-
ilar products, to carry on business as timber merchants, saw mill proprie-
tors. &c, with head office at Berlin. Ont. The provisional directors are
P. E. Heeney. C. McDermid of Berlin, and G. C. Goodfellow of Montreal.

The Interlake Paper Company, Merriton, Ont.. have given a contract to
the Bishop Construction Company, Toronto, Ont., for the construction of
their paper mill which is to be two storeys, 208 x 70 feet, of reinforced con-
crete and steel. They have also given a contract to Chambers and Simpson,
Canadian agents for Bertram's Limited. Edinborough, Scotland, for a paper
machine and steam engine.

The strike in the paper mill of J. R. Booth at Ottawa was short-lived.
The men went out for an eight-hour shift and recognition of the union. Mr.
Booth consented to an eight-hour shift and sent an ultimatum to the men,
stipulating that they should do their own trucking of sulphite and other pulp.
Special men have hitherto done this. Mr. Booth announced that if the strikers
would not consent to this he would fill their places with others. It is under-
stood that an amicable agreement was reached.

The Tolton factory, Stratford. Ont., was recently destroyed by fire.
The company manufactured a miscellaneous variety of products, including
chairs, benches, ironing boards, step-ladders, etc. The business is conducted
by Messrs. F. J. Walker and Chas. Tolton and had been running only about
six months. The loss to the machinery and goods will amount to over
$4,000, which is insured for $2,500. The loss to the building is $500 without
any insurance. The company intend to lose no time in arranging for the
continuation of their business.

A disastrous fire occurred at Owen Sound, Ont.. on May 18th, when at
an early hour in the morning the large sawmill of the Carney Lumber Com-
pany was destroyed by fire, the loss amounting to $150,000. All that re-
mains of the mill is the refuse burner and one smoke stack. Fortunately
the firemen and a number of the company's employees were able to prevent
the flames from spreading among the tramways leading to the lumber piles.
I he Carney Lumber Mills were erected in 1905 by Messrs. Fred and Frank
Carney, of Marinette, Wis. The site of eleven acres was granted by the
town for $1,500, and the firm was exempted from all taxes except school
taxes for ten years. The plant was one of the most modern and thoroughly
equipped on the Georgian Bay and special attention had been paid to fire
protection, hydrants and several stands of hose being installed in the build-
ing, in addition to a complete sprinkler system. The origin of the fire is
a mystery as the night watchman had been round the mill a few minutes
previous and had discovered nothing wrong. The insurance will cover only
part of the loss.

Eastern Canada
.

P"" Bros, are said to contemplate building another large pulp and paper
mill at Chicoutimi as soon as the one under construction at Tonquiere is
finished.

The Crowe Lumber Company, Brooklyn, Hants County, N.S., will cut
about four million feet of lumber this summer, which will be largely spruce
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and hemlock, for the United States markets, and will be shipped from Wind-
sor, N.S. They succeeded in getting in all of their drive and started their
band mill on May 6th.

The Baie St. Paul Lumber Company recently lost a boom containing
100,000 logs as a result of a violent south wind. It is not expected that
more than half the logs will be saved.

The Rolland Paper Company has increased its capital stock from $100,000
to $1,000,000 and has taken over La Compagnie des Moulins du Xord, which
concern had been practically controlled by the same interests.

The paper mills of Crabtree & Sons, Limited, Joliette, P.Q., have been
completely destroyed by tire, the damage being about $70,000, fully covered
by insurance. \\ ork has been commenced on the construction of a new mill.

The Oyamel Company, of which Col. B. A. Scott, Quebec, is general
manager, contemplates building a 400-ton pulp mill on the Grande Discharge,
where they have an immense water-power. Their limits at Lake St. John
comprise 1,500 square miles.

Jos. X. Bullivant, Windsor, X.S., recently started his saw and stave mills
at Mosherville. He will cut at these mills 1,000,000 feet of lumber and
1,500,000 apple barrel staves. He also operates a stave and .sawmill at Still-
water, .VS., where he will cut about the same amount.

The Brompton Pulp and Paper Company purchased 5,200 acres of wood-
land in the Weedon district, Quebec, from the George Van Dyke estate.
The price is understood to have been $150,000 cash. 1 his is said to be the
best and dearest tract of land ever sold in the Eastern Townships for timber
purposes.

For some time the Laurentide Paper Company, of Grand Mere. Que.,
have been systematically enlarging their plant and increasing the output to
meet the growth of the paper trade. This year special attention is being
devoted to the sulphite mill, and work has started on an extensive addition"
By the beginning of 1913 the capacity of the plant will be brought up to 100
tons daily, an increase of 25 per cent.

P. H. Mitchell, former secretary of the Canadian Electric Company at
Amherst, X.S., has purchased s.ooo acres of valuable forest lands in Hants
County near Windsor, X.S. The property is known as the Chappell Bros
limits; it was recently acquired by \\ . \\ . Black, of Amherst. Mr. Mitchell
intends to commence operations on the property at once and will probably
be associated in the undertaking with his father, Mr. David Mitchell, former
manager of the Maritime Coal, Railway & Power Company.

A meeting of the directors of the Partington Pulp & Paper Company
was recently held at St. John, X.B., at which Mr. H. W. Schotield made
a report upon his recent visit to England in connection with the transfer
of the plant and the Gibson Lumber properties to the Consolidated Pulp &
Paper Company. At the conclusion of the meeting it was announced that
the transfer was still in process of negotiation and that no definite report
could yet be made.' The capital of the Consolidated Pulp & Paper Company,
whose headquarters are at Predericton, N.B., is $5,000,000, and Mr. Scho-
field, who is secretary-treasurer of the Partington Company, is one of those
interested in the incorporation of the Consolidated Company.

One of the largest transfers of lumber properties that has been made in
Canada in many years was completed a few days ago when the St Maurice
Lumber Company, of Portland, Me., bought several hundred square miles
of spruce timber land, which insures to the Berlin company an almost in-
exhaustible supply of timber and pulp for its great mills at Berlin. X.H.. and
La Tague, P.Q. This company is reported to be the largest producer of
sulphite pulp in the world, putting out over four hundred tons daily, and
it has two large paper mills at Berlin which have four of the largest machines
in the world. The Berlin Mills Company are said to be negotiating for 13,000
acres more from the Chaudiere Lumber Company in Quebec Province.

Western Canada
Recent reports stated that Cushing Bros. Company, Limited Saskatoon

Sask., intend to enlarge their plant this year. The company report that they
do not expect to make any additions this year, though they will probably
have to do so next year.

A pulp and paper company is being organized to erect a mill at Groh-
man Creek, B. C. The share capital will be half a million dollars \mon^
those interested in the enterprise are H. Hall, of Spokane Wash.; C B
Pride and others. A sawmill will be built near the pulp mill.

The Seymour Lumber Company, Xorth Vancouver, B. C, iost their
sawmill and shingle mill by fire recently. Latest reports stated that the
planing mill had escaped. The loss was estimated at $50,000, which included
a large quantity of sawn lumber. The destruction of the mill will throw
one hundred and twenty men out of employment for some time.

The Western Paper Company expected to start their new plant at Sap-
perton, B. C, towards the end of the month of May. Practically all the
machinery was in position early in May. The company will at first manu-
facture building paper, roofing paper and bag paper, and later will extend
their operations to the making of pasteboard boxes. The output of the
plant is expected to reach fifteen tons a day. Xo wood pulp will be used by
this plant, old papers and rags being utilized.

The main factory of the Royal City Mills, together with two boiler
houses, landing platforms and docks at Xew Westminster B C were
destroyed by fire recently, the loss amounting to about $100,000,' fully covered
by insurance. The fire started in the main sawmill near the boiler room
and spread with great rapidity. The Royal City Mills were, with the excep-
tion of the Fraser Mills, said to be the largest upon the coast. They were
the oldest mills in their vicinity, having been founded over forty years ago.

A deputation from Athabasca Landing recently waited upon the govern-ment at Ottawa with the object of securing pulp-wood timber lands along
the r.yer north of Athabasca Landing. It is proposed to establish a pulp
mill at that point. A syndicate has been organized to construct the mill and
it is reported that the power for the mill will be provided by natural -as
I he deputation consisted of Mayor J. H. Wood, Isaac Gagnon, Dr Olivierand Mr. inlto. In addition to presenting their case relating to the pulp
mill the deputation complained that private sawmills, not connected with atimber limit were being forced out of business owing to the enforcement
ot the regulation prevent, ng such mills from selling lumber to the townand obliging them to confine their trade to the farms in the vicinity

The Barnhart Log Loade
lor twenty years and never caused a complaint. We are
now manufacturing a new Barnhart Loader known as
Model "12," which is .specially designed for use in very
heavy timber. This loader is built oil tlie same lines as the
old Barnhart Loader now known as Model "10" and which
we still continue to manufacture. We are operating lum-
bermen, producing 200,000,000 feet of lumber per annum
and we use the Barnhart Loader exclusively. Could we
afford to do so if it were not the best? Write us for
prices.

Goodyear Lumber Company,
BUFFALO,

N. Y.

We have a splendid stock of

WHITE PINE

RED PINE

SPRUCE
Enquiries solicited from the

wholesale trade.

Thos. Mackarell & Co.
Ottawa

49 Metcalfe Street

Montreal
Canadian Express BIdg.
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Detachable Lumber Trucks
with

Wide Tire Steel Wheels

tor Saw Mills, Planing

Mills, Lumber Yards, etc.

Dump Carts for Saw Mills

with Wide Tire Steel . Wheels

?n Y?, % and i Cord Capacity—extra strong of thor-

oughly seasoned hardwood and bolted throughout.

DominionWrought Iron Wheel Co &

Three Wheel Lumber Cart
with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in trains or singly for platform work.

The Tudhope-Anderson Co., Limited
Successors to TUDHOPE-KNOX CO., LIMITED

ORILLIA - - ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

200 to 300 FOOT PLANERS and MATCHERS
No. 404 High Speed Planer
and Matcher. Front View.

CHICAGO
SEATTLE
NORFOLK

JBAtH MABX RtG.

Woods' 400 Series High Speed Machines
in your mill give you something to grow up to. They are reserve force tools that will
maintain grades at fast or slow rates. These machines reduce your manufacturing
losses and produce dressed lumber economically. Economy in the manufacture of
lumber today demands consideration, you get it in

"THE PLANERS OF WOODS"

S A Woods Machine Co Boston USA
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An Up-to-date Cross-cutting Machine

Made only by

Send for Descriptive Price Li»t.

Butterworth & Lowe
221 Huron Street. Grand Rapid<, Mich.

High Efficiency

Mill Supplies
The installation of efficient mill equipment will reduce the working
cost of any mill to a minimum.

We specialize in the very best

Mill Supplies

Here are a few of our lines:

Balata Belting—We sell only the best viz., " Vinco."
You cannot afford to buy anything else.

Flexible Metallic Hose -For conveying Steam, Gas,
Air, etc. All sizes kept in stock from £" to 2".

Steam Packings—To suit all conditions. Tell us your
requirements. We will ship you goods that will prove
a saving in trouble and cost.

Asbestos—Gaskets, Sheet, etc., we carry in large quan-
tities. Special sizes, gaskets, etc., made up on shortest
notice.

Prompt Delivery Highest Quality-

Reasonable Price

The Asbestos & Rubber Goods Co.

141 King St. East

TORONTO

Limited

Branch: 43 St. Francois Xavier St.

MONTREAL

MAPLE LEAF SAWS
The Improved Racer Cross Cut Saw, by Actual Test, is the Fastest and Easiest Cutting Saw Made

The Maple Leaf saw is higher priced
than the ordinary saw because it costs
more to make it. It is made of the
very highest quality of steel and tem-
pered by a secret process which tough-
ens and refines the steel. The Maple
Leaf trade mark on the saw means
that it is the equal, if not superior to
any saw made. It also means that
you are privileged to test it against
any other make and if not found equal
or superior in quality you can return
it and have your money refunded.

The ambition of the manufacturers of
the Maple Leaf Saws has always been
to produce the best tempered saw in
the world and they are constantly in-
vestigating and experimenting with
this end in view. They have recently
made some valuable discoveries in
evenness of temper. It has always
been difficult to get a perfectly even
temper on long and thin sheets of steel,
such as saws are made of. Our recent
discoveries make this an absohite cer-
tainty. Every user of saws should
bear in mind that the temper of the saw
is its most valuable quality. High fin-

ish and attractive appearance amount
to nothing if the temper is not right.

AH Maple Leaf Saws are Guaranteed to be Perfect in Temper

Shurly-Dietrich Co., Limited Gait, Ontario
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

A
Adams Launch & Engine Go. . . (is

Anier. Woodworking Mach. Co. 70

Anderson & Co., C. G 11

Appleton & Sewall Co 7:s

Asbestos & Rubber Goods Co. ..59

Atkins Co., E. C 14

Atlantic Lumber Co 17

Auger & Son 8

Austin Bros 71

B
Bamberger, Louis ..' 9

Banning, Leland G 18

Batts Limited 80

Beal Leather Co., R. M 73

Bartram Brothers, Limited .... 5

Berlin Machine Works .. .. ..

Borden Condensed Milk Co. .. 51

Bradley Timber & Lumber Co.. 17

Brockville Lumber Co., Ltd. . . 8

Bromley, William H 7

Bruce Mines Sawmill Co 8

Burton Saw Co., Ltd., A. J 16

Bury Co., Robt 11

Butterworth Foundry 20

Butterworth & Lowe 59

C
Cameron & Company 7

Campbell-MacLaurin Lum. Co. . 56

Canada Wood Specialty Co., Ltd. 8

Canada Iron Corporation . . . . 68

Can. Mach. Corporation, Ltd. . . 76

Canadian Failbanks Co., Ltd. . . 1

Can. H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. 61

Can. Linderman Company.. .. 40-41

Canadian Office & School Furniture
Co

Can. Western Lumber Co 49

Cant & Kemp 9

Carborundum Co
Casey-Shaw Lumber Co 7

Christy-Moir Company 8

Cleveland-Sarnia Saw Mills Co. . 47

Clyde Iron Works 68

Coghlin Co., B. J 1

Colonial Lumber Co 16

Coppock & Sons Lum. Co., S. P. 19

Crescent Oil Company 71

Cutler Bay Lumber Co 6

Cutler, D. G. .^ 73

D
Davidson, James 15

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos 71!

Defiance Machine Works 20

Disston & Sons, Henry 65

Dominion Belting Co., Ltd 9

Dominion Roofing Co 77

Dom. Wire Rope Co., Ltd 51

Donald Eraser & Sons, Ltd 10

Donogh & Co., John 11

Duhlmeier Brothers 18

Dun & Company, l\. (i 1

E
East Kootenay Lumber Co 13

Eby-Blain, Limited 22

Eck'hardt Co., H. P 55

Edwards & Co., W. C. .. '.. .. 14

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co II

Ellicott Co., A. M 20

Elmira Transmission & Machin-
ery Company 59

Enterprise Foundry Co
Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co. .. 19

F
Eauthauer Co., Theo 19

Fasset Lumber Co., Ltd 13

Farnworth & Jardine 9

Fay & Egan Co., J. A. .. .'. .. 63

Eraser Bryson Lum. Co., Lid. .. 4

Fesserton Timber Co 11

G
Garlock Packing Co 15

Gartshore, John J 8

Gendron-Penetang Shoepack Co. 71

General Supply Co. of Canada,
Limited 72

George Gordon & Co., Ltd 3

Georgian Bay Lumber Co., Ltd. 4

Gerlach, Peter 69

Gillies Bros., Ltd 4

Golden Lake Lumber Co., Ltd. 6

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of

Canada, Limited 21

Goodyear Lumber Co 57

Graves, Bigwood & Co 9

Grand Rapids Veneer Works . . 61

Guilford & Sons 67

Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co. 75

H
Haeberle 'Lumber Co 8

Hall, Adam 66

Hamilton Co., Ltd., William .... 2

Hanchett Swage Works 75

Harding Bros

Harris Tie & Timber Co 8

Harwood Lumber Co 11

Hay, Peter 59

Heaps & Co., Ltd., E. H 12

Heisler Locomotive Works .... 7:!

Hines Lumber Co., Edward .... 7

Hocken Lumber Co., Ltd 12

Hoyt Metal Co 80

llurdman Lumber Co., Ltd 7

Iluther Bros., Saw Mfg. Co., Inc. 69

Jlyde Lumber Company 17

I

Imperial Timber & Trading Co. 9

International Stock hood Co.. Lid. 07

Inglis Company, John 80

J

Jenckes Machine Co., Eld 51

Johnson, A. H 66

K
King & Co., W. 0 19

Knowles & O'Neill 6

L

Lacey, Jas. D 69

Laidlaw Lumber Co., R 8

Leak & Co 11

Leonard & Sons, E 67

Long-Knight Lumber Co 19

Long Lumber Co 6

Long Mfg. Co., E 78

Lumber Insurance Co. of N. Y. 55

Lyford, Clark & Lyford 56

M
Maass Bros 9

Mackarell & Co., Thos 57

Madison Williams Mfg. Co 74

Maritime Lumber Co 8

Mason, Gordon & Co 10

McGibbon Lumber Co 7

McKinnon Chain Co 1

McLaren Belting Co., J. C 80

McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd. .. 7

McLennan Timber Lands & Lum-
ber Co., Ltd 8

Mereen-Johnston Machine Co. . . 74

Milne & Son, Ltd., Wm 10

Montreal Lumber Co 8

Mont. Locomotive Works, Ltd. . 72

Morse Lumber Co.. Fred S. . . 66

Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Ltd. .. 6

Mowbray & Robinson 17

Mowry & Sons 77

N
Nicholson File Co 1

North Channel Lumber Co 9

O
Ohio Veneer Co is

Oneida Steel Pulley Co 56

P
Papineauville Lumber Co «

Parry Sound Lumber Co., Ltd. . 5

Pate, D. S 12

Payette & Co., P
Pembroke Lumber Co 8

Pink Co., Thomas 67

I'layfair & White 6

R
Rat I'ortage Lumber Co., Ltd. .. 10

Rideau Lumber Co., Ltd 6

Ritter Lumber Co., W. M 19

Robb Engineering Co
Roth fuss Howard Iron Works .. 61

S

Sadler & llaworth 53

Sessenwein Bros

Shinier & Sons, Samuel J 62

Shurly-Dietriecli Company . . . . 59

Siemon Bros., Ltd 8

Silver Manufacturing Co 60

Simonds Canada Saw Co., Ltd... 22

Smart-Turner Mach. Co., Ltd. .. 1

Smith Co.. R. H
Southern Lumber & Boom Co. .. 18

Spears & Lauder It

Superior Manufacturing Co

T
Todd, A. C. 69

Tucketts, '.
. . . 61

Tudhope-Anderson & Knox ... 58

V
Victoria H.irbor Lumber Co .. 4

W
Warren Ross Lumber Co
Walters & Sons, H
Waterous Engine Works C~,
Limited 79

Webster & Bro., Ltd., James.. 9

West & Peachy 73

Wells Lumber Co., R. A 18

White Co., W. H 18

Wickes Bros 20

Williams Lumber Co 7

Wilson Brothers, Ltd 12

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon .... 71

Woods Machine Co., S. A 58

Y
Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 17

Silver's New Woodworking Machines
Saw Tables, Jointers, Swing Saws, Band Saws—tools of good,

honest constitution, newest improvements and conveniences ;

patterns fresh from the designers.

JOINTERS-8, 12, 16, 20, and 24-inch.
BAND SAWS—20, (foot or belt power) 26, 32, and 36-inch.
SWING SAWS-6M. 7, 7<A and 8-foot lengths
saw tables-two styles

Silver's machines are high pressure machines. They will do
your work and do it well, save you money and labor, suit yon in
sizes and in prices too.

Post up on these tools. Ask for our 1911 catalogue and special
prices a-t once.

THE SILVER MFG. CO.
375 BROADWAY SALEM, OHIO.
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Two or
Three-Saw

Keystone

Double Edgers
are in a class by themselves

Henry, Solid

well propor-

tioned frame

Built with

Driving Pulleys

Set-Works,

etc.

2 or 3 Saw Double Edger

The above cut represents the most up-to date and accurately constructed

edger on the market to-day.

THE KEYSTONE
The arbor is made of forged steel and runs in long self-oiling boxes, is double

key seated and cames two saws. Feed works are very simple. Wheel-set

works. Spiked rolls on tables and fluted on the machine always keeps the

lumber in place.

Rothfuss-Howard Iron Works
Williamsport Pennsylvania

WE CAN

DOUBLE
THE CAPACITY OF YOUR

DRY KILN
GRAND RAPIDS VENEER WORKS

SAVE
60% Cutting Waste 35% on Machining

50% Fuel

made into

J-M Asbestos Roofing is literally a pliable
rock. It consists of several layers of solid

Asbestos rock fibres cemented firmly togeth-
er with genuine Trinidad Lake Asphalt. It

is all mineral. No perishable
material in it.

This roofing contains nothing
that can rot, melt, crack or be
affected by
water. And fire

that will melt
iron won't ig-

J-Mi'A'SBESTOS RSOFING
is still in service, without any coating or graveling,
after more than a quarter of a century of wear.

Sample of the curious Asbestos Rock sent tree, if

you write our nearest branch for CATALOG No.
303, also ask for our special proposition to dealers.

THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED
U'.H Manufacturer, of ^.^©.ECTfi € Asbestos Roofing..

Asbe.tos anH Magnesia Packing.. Electrical
Products Supplies. Etc.

PRONTO, ONT. MONTREAL QUE. WINNIPEG1

. MAN. VANCOUVER. B C

Suppose you have been accustomed
to smoking a certain brand of cigar-
ettes, why not give Tuckett's a trial

anyway? If for nothing else than
these reasons : the tobacco is the
purest and finest selected leaf ; the
methods employed throughout are
strictly modern and cleanly— and
back of it all is 50 years of "know
how " and experience.

•^fucKetts

'

Cigarettes
THREE VARIETIES

Tuckett's Special Turkish 15c. for 10.

Tuckett's Club Virginias 15c. for 10.

Tuckett's T. & B. 10c. for 10.
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The

"Shimer Limited"

Cutter Head

Is a strong, substantial tool made especially for the Fast Feed Matcher and designed

to give reliable service for years without interruption, as well as for safety to the operator.

They are made to suit any and ever)' variety of matcher or moulder with a feeding

capacity exceeding i 50 feet per minute. They have a chucking device that is self-cen-

tering on the spindle, and which also provides a perfectly secure means of fastening the
Head to the spindle without using set screws. They have also a special construction of the bit seats, a bit

designed for faster cutting and have holding bolts of great power and strength.

These Heads have every adjustment and convenience required for the production of the finest work

—

features absolutely essential in the economical production of high class flooring, ceiling, etc.

The Cutters are circular in form and have in their contour the exact counterpart of the shape of the

mould, saving all the hand fitting and affording great convenience in maintaining uniform patterns. They
work with a SHEARING OR SHAVE CUT, and the manner of dividing the cut increases the efficiency and
insures easy and fast cutting in any kind of material.

The Long Life of the Circular Bits.
is due to the fact that the entire circle of the Bit is cutting' edge as it wears back by use and repeated sharpen-

ings—that the cutting edge is protected from unnecessary wear and friction by the inclined seats to which the

Bits are fastened, and that the edge outlines only come into contact with the lumber and shape it correctly.

All that portion of the Cutter back of the cutting edge is brought into service as the Cutter is sharpened and
brought round upon its holding bolt to again fit the gauge.

THE GREAT AMOUNT OF CUTTING EDGE
which is held in reserve (from 3 to 5 inches) gives to the purchaser the cheapest of tools, aside from the

convenience their use affords in maintaining uniform patterns.

We offer the Shimer Limited Cutter Heads to the mill man who is willing to pay a fair price for fast

feed heads and who expects an amount of service which will justify him in making his expenditure as an

investment, not a running- expense.

We want the desirable features of these Heads to impress you in a practical way, hence we offer to

send them on trial for 30 days.

Price net, in solid section, complete for making flooring, only $67.00. With expansion, $72.46 per

set complete.

Send measurements today. Address

SAMUEL J. SHIMER & SONS,
Milton, Pa., U. S. A. GALT, Ontario* Can.
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Small Mills and Lumber Yards find theS No. 40

Planer, Matcher and Molder an Investment That Pays

—

Holds Orders

That order for 25 M feet of floor-

ing that you had to. pass up today
—you had the lumber, but it was
not planed and matched, and quick
delivery was wanted. If you had
had a No. 40, you could have
made delivery of the entire bill by
the next morning".

The same thing applies to ceil-

ing, siding, casing,—You can
make any of this stock in a hurry,

in fact you can make up anything
to these limits on a No. 40—

Double surfacing, 24" x 6"

—

Matching, 14" wide— Mouldings,

Y±" deep.

Economical

With a No. 40 in your mill or

yard you can greatly decrease the

size ofyour stock, saving the inter-

est on the investment, insurance
costs, and rent value of excess yard-
age required to carry a complete
stock.

Weather-worn stock can be re-

surfaced and sold at full market
value—Low grade stock can be
reworked and the grade raised at

a good profit. The great value of

this machine is proved by the hun-
dreds of mills and yards, not only
in the United States, but through-
out the world, who are using it.

A Paying Investment

The cost of installing and oper-

ating a No. 40 places it within the

reach and makes it a paying invest-

ment for a small mill or lumber
yard.

It don't take up much space

and a small gasoline engine or

motor will furnish operating pow-
er at a low cost.

It does not -require an expert to

operate it—all adjustments are

easy and simple to make.

The construction throughout is

such that the No. 40 will stand up
to the hardest kind of service and
lots of it for many years.

Remember—there's a big advantage for you to buy your Planer from the

Fay-Egan complete line — You get the size and style of machine best

suited to your individual needs — Write for Planer Catalog to-day.

ATLANTA
BUFFALO
BALTIMORE
CHATTANOOGA
CHICAGO, DENVER
DETROIT, EVANSVILLE

J. A. FAY & EGAN CO.
Manufacturers of Woodworking Machinery

The "Lightning" Line

Established 1830

465-485 W. Front Street

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

LOS ANGELES
MONTGOMERY
SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK CITY

ST. LOUIS, VANCOUVER
NEW ORLEANS. PITTSBURGH
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Car Lots

White Pine:

1 inch No. 1 cuts and better $G0 00
l'A inch No. 1 cuts and better 04 00
2-in. No. 1 cuts and better.. 07 00
lJ/S-in. No. 2 C & B 50 00
2-in. No. 2 cuts and better .. 50 00
lj^-in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts .. 48 00
2-in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 50 00
1-in. Good Shorts 40 001x4 and 5 com. and dressing 23 001x6 common and dressing. . 20 001x8 common and dressing ..27 00
1 x 10 common and dressing ..30 00
1 x 12 common and dressing.. 39 00
1x10 and 12 mill cull stocks . . 20 00
1-in. mill cull sidings
2 x 10 common 27 00
2 and 3 x 12 common 30 001x8 box and common 21 00
1 x 10 inch box and common. 23 00
1 x 12 box and common 27 00
1-in. mill run sidings 24 00
1-in. mill run shorts
1-in. dead cull sidings 12 50
lj^-in. flooring
1-in. mill run Norway
2-in. mill run Norway
Norway, c and cf 1-in 33 00
Norway, c and cf l l/2 -in 35 00
Norway, c and cf 2-in 33 00
Spruce mill run 21 Ot)

Spruce mill culls 15 00
Clear in. B.C. cedar, kiln dried 55 50
2 x 4 to 10 inch 18 ft

Douglas Fir
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet

:

8, 10x10, 10x12, 1x14, 12x12,
12x014, 14x14, 14x16

8x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x12, 10x16,
12x16, 16x16, 14x18, 16x18
18x18, and 20x20

6x14, 8x14, 12x18, 18x20
6x16, 8x16, 10x18, 12r20, 14x20,

anli 16x20
10 x 20
6 x 18, 8 x 18
6 x 20, 8 x 20
Lengths over 32 ft. take the followin
vances: 33 to 35 ft., 50c; C6 to 40 ft

41 to 45 ft., $3; 46 to 50 ft., $5.
Fir flooring, eoge grain
No. 1 and 2 clear 1-in. Fir rough
No. 1 and 2 clear l'A, l'/2 and

2-in. Fir rough
Ij4-in. No. 1 4 ft. pine lath..
l'A-\n. No. 2 4-ft. lath
154-in. 32-in. pine
l'A'm. No. 1 4-ft. hemlock lath
lk-in. mill run hemlock lath
X pine or cedar shingles .

XXpine or cedar shingles . .

.

XXX pine or cedar shingles .

.

XX B. C. cedar shingles ....
XXX 6 butts to 2-in
XXXX 6 to 23-16-in
XXXXX
Hemlock No. 1

:

1x4 & 5-in. x 9 to 16 ft. ...
1 x 6-in. x 9 to 16-ft

1 x 8-in. x 9 to 16-ft

1 x 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 16-ft.

1x7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16-ft.
1-in. No. 2, 6 ft. to 16-ft. 2x4

to 12-in., 6-ft. to 16-ft
2x4 to 12-in., 12 and 14 ft. ..

2x4 to 12-in., 18 ft

2x4 to 12-in. 20 ft

2 x 4 to 12-in., 22 ft

2x4 to 12-in., 24 ft

2- in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in
width, G to 16 ft

65 0U
68 00
72 00
52 00
60 00
50 00
52 00
45 00
25 00
25 00
29 00
32 00
41 00
21 00
17 00
28 00
32 00
22 00
24 00
29 00
26 00
18 00
14 00
28 00
22 00
25 00
34 00
38 00
35 00
22 00
16 00
05 50
20 00

34 00

34 50
35 00

35 00
36 00
36 50
37 50
S ad-

., $i;

44 50
45 10

3 00

14 50
17 50
17 50
19 50
17 50

9 50
18 50
21 50
23 50
25 50
28 00

12 50

Hardwoods—Per M. Feet, Car Lots

Ash white, lsts and 2n<Ls, iy2 and 2-in. 55 00
Ash, white, No. 1 common 45 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 48 00
Ash, brown, common and better .... 37 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 & 8/4. 55 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 35 00
Birch, No. 1, com. and bet., 4/4 30 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 and 8/4 .. 38 00
Bireb., 1st and 2nds, 10/4 and 12/4 . . 42 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 16/4 44 00
Basswood, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 38 00
Basswood, No. 1, com. and bet., 4/4. 30 00
Basswood, No. 2 and 3, common ... 16 00
Basswood, 6/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds 40 00
Basswood, ?/4 and 8/4, com. & bet... 35 00
Basswood, No. 2 common and better. 25 50
Soft elm, lsts And 2nds, 4/4 35 00
Soft elm, No. 1 com. and bet., 4/4 . . 29 00
Soft elm, No. 2 and 3, common 15 00
Soft elm, 6/4 and 8/4 1 and 2 38 00
Soft elm, 3 in. lsts and 2nds 42 00
Rock elm, lsts and 2nds, 6'4 x 8/4 .. 50 00
Rock elem, No. 2 com. & bet. 6/4
& 8/4 35 00

Soft maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 31 00
Soft maple, com. and better, 4/4 25 00
Soft maple, 6/4 & 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 34 00
Hard maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 34 00
Hard maple, common and better, 4/4. 27 00
Hard maple, 12/4 & 16/4, lsts & 2nds. 43 00
Red oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4... 52 00
Red oak, plain, lsts & 2nds, 6/4 & 8/4 00 00
Red oak, plain lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 16/4 65 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4.. 52 00
White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, l'A
and 2-in 00 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 16/4 70 00

White oak, 'A cut, lsts & 2nds, 4/4.. 83 00
White oak, >A cut, 5/4 and 6/4, lsts

and 2nds 87 00
White oak, 'A cut No. 1 common ... 55 00
Hickory, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 70 00
Hickory, 6/4 and S/4, lsts and 2nds. 75 00

OTTAWA, ONT.

Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings:
1-in, x 7-in. and up $53 00
lJ4-in. & lj^-in. x S in. & up 50 00
2- in. x 7-in. and up 58 00
No. 2 cuts 2 x S in. and up . . 40 00
Pine good strips:

40 oo
l'A-in. and lj^-in 50 00

p .

2 ln
- 50 00

Pine good shorts:
1-in. x 7-in. and up 38 00
1-in. x 4-in. to 6-in 30 00
1'4-in. and l'/2 -in 45 00
2

!
n 48 00

7-in. to 9-in. A sidings 25 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings . . 33 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips . . 26 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts . . 22 00
Pine. 8 s.c. and better, 12 ft. to

1G ft 23 00
Pine, 7 up s. c. siding 1-in 22 00
Pine s. c. sidings l'/2 & 2 in... 20 00
Pine, s. c. strips 1-in 17 00

l'A, iy2 and 2-in 22 00
Pine, s.c. shorts, 1 x 4 20 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x5 21 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x6 23 50
Pine, box boards:
l"x4" and up 6' -11' 13 00
l"x3" to 6", 12' -16' 15 00
l"x7" and up 12 '-16' 16 00

Pine shorts 6' -11' l"xl0" 20 00
1x8 and 9 No. 1 barn 25 00

O. culls r & w p 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out, 1-in 14 00
mill culls out, 1)4 -in 16 00
mill culls out, l'/2 \n 17 00

Mill run Spruce

:

l"x4" and up, 6'- 11 14 00
l"x4" and up, 12 '-16' 16 00
l"x9"-10", & up, 12'-16'... 18 00
1J4"x7" 8-9" & up, 12 '-16' 18 00
l'A"xW" and up, 12'-16' ..19 00
l'A" & 2"xl2" & up, 12 '-16' 24 00

Spruce 1-in. clear (fine dressing
and B) 24 00

Hemlock 1-in. tall 10 00
Hemlock 1-in. log run 13 00
Hemlock 2x4, 6, 8, 10, 12/16' 14 00
Tamarac 13 00
Basswood log run, dead culls
out 20 00

Basswood log run mill culls out 24 00
Birch log run 19 00
Soft elm, common and better,

1, l'/2 , 2-in 20 00
Ash, black, log run 25 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x7 21 50
Pine, sc. and better, 1x8 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x9 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x10 ... 25 50
1 x 10 No. 1 barn 30 00
1 x 10 No. 2 barn 23 001x8 and 9 No. 2 barn 20 00
Pine mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. x 4-in. and up, 12-
ft. and up 14 00

Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.
and up, 6-ft. to li ft 11 00

Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine 1^-in. x 4-ft. 3 75
No. 2 White Pine 3 00
Mill Tun white pine 3 25
Spruce, mill run lj£-in 2 75
Red pine mill run 2 75
Tamarac mill run 1 25
Basswood, mill run 2 00
Hemlock, mill run .' 1 75
32-in. lath 1 25
Pine Shingles
xxxx, 18-in 3 50
Clear butt 18-in 2 50
xx 1 50

White Clear Shingles:
xxxx, 18-in 4 00
Clear butt, 18-in 2 50
18-in. xx 1 60

Spruce logs (pulp) 13 00

55 00
60 00
65 00
45 00

44 00
52 00
55 00

40 00
35 00
50 00
52 00
27 00
35 00
31 00
26 00

24 00
25 00
30 00
19 50
24 00
21 00
22 00
25 00

14 00
16 00
17 00
21 00
27 00
12 00

16 00
18 00
19 00

15 00
17 50
19 00
20 00
20 00
25 00

27 00
12 00
14 50
16 50
15 00

22 00
26 00
22 00

24 00
28 00
23 00
25 00
25 00
27 00
33 00
26 00
22 00

15 00

13 00

4 00
3 25
1 75

4 25
3 00
1 85

15 00

QUEBEC, QUE.

White Pine—In the Raft

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in. av-
erage, according to lineal 85

Oak—Michigan and Ohio

By the dram, according to average
and quality 62

Elm

By the dram, according to average -

and quality, 40 to 45 feet 80
By the dram, according to average
and quality, 30 to 35 feet 00

Ash

13 inches and up, according to aver-

90

83

65

age and quality 25 30
Average 16 inch 40

Birch

14 inch 18 20
15 inch 2'i 24
16 inch 26 2S
18 "icn 32 30

Quebec Spruce Deals

12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 18 00 19 00
Oddments 15 00 16 00
Boards, 1 and 2 in 15 00 10 00

Birch Planks

1 to 4 in 16 00 17 00

SARNIA, ONT.

Fine, Common and Better

1x6 and 8 in 54 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 67 00
l'A and \y2 in. and up wide 69 00
2 in. and up wide 72 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 x S and up No. 1 and better 55 00
6/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 65 00
8/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 67 00
6/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better 52 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better 54 00
6/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better 40 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better 50 00

No. 1 Cuts

1 in., 8 in. and up wide 47 00
l'A in., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
l'A in., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
2 in., 8-in. and up wide 60 00
2'/2 and 3 ft., 8-in. and up wide 75 00
4 in., 8-in. and up wide 85 00

No. 2 Cuts

1 In., 6 in. and up wide 31 00
l'A .in., 6-in. and up wide 42 00
l'/2 -in., 6-in. and up wide 44 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 48 00
2y2 , 3 and 4 in., 6-in. and
»P wide 62 00 65 00

No. 3 Cuts

1 in., G in. and up wide 24 00
l'A and l'/2 in., 6-in. and up wide... 33 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 33 00
2</2 , 3 and 4-in., 6-in. and up

wide 43 00 48 00

Common and Dressing Mill Run

1-in. x 4-in 22 00
1-in. x 5-in 24 00
1-in. x 6-in 26 00
1-in. x 8-in 27 00
1-in. x 10-in 30 00
1-in. x 12-in 35 00
1-in. x 13-in. and up 35 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 32 00

No. 1 Barn

1 inch 31 00 45 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 36 00 45 00
2y2 and 3-in 45 00
4 inch 50 00

No. 2 Barn

1 inch 28 00 36 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 30 00 36 00
2'A and 3-in 38 00

No. 3 Barn

1 inch 21 00 28 00
No. 1, 1, l'A, lyi, 2-in 20 00 25 00

Box

No. 1, 1, l'A, l'A, 2-in 20 00 22 00
No. 2, l'A, l'A, 2-in 17 00 21 00

Mill Culls

Mill run culls, 1-in 16 00
1, l'A, l'A- and 2-in 18 00
No. 2 14 00 15 00

Lath

No. 1, 32-in. pine 1 50
No. 2, 48-in. pine 3 75
No. 3, 48-in. pine 3 00
No. 1, 48-in. pine 4 25
No. 1, 48-in. hemlock 3 25

WINNIPEG, MAN.

No. 1 Pine, Spruce and Tamarac

Dimensions, Rough or S. 1 S. and 1 E.

6 ft 8 ft 10 ft 14x10 ft
0 x 4 .. .. 14 00 17 00 20 50 18 50
2 x 6 .. .. 16 50 17 00 20 50 18 50
2 x 8 .. .. 18 00 18 50 22 00 20 00
2 x 10 .. .. 19 00 19 50 22 50 21 00
2 x 12 .. .. 19 00 20 00 24 50 22 50

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC & LARCH
Mountain Stock

Dimensions

2 x 4 12 2( .

2 x 4 8-14 10 Zt\
2 x 4 10 18 20 22 »
2 x 0, 8 to 10 "1 ,Ji

2 x 8, 8 to 10 20 50

No. 1 Common Boards

* inc
," $18 60

" !"c 1 21 00
* ,nch

,
23 00

\% !
nc 1 23 00

12 ,nch 23 00

Flooring

4 or 6 inch No. 1 $33 00
4 or 0 inch No. 2 31 00
4 or 6 inch No. 3 24 50

Shiplap—Finished

*
j
nc

f» $20 00
0 inch 22 50
8. 10, 12 inch 23 60

Siding

6 inch No. 1 $33 00
6 inch No. 2 81 00
6 inch No. 3 24 50

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 5 00
No. 2 cedar, pine, spruce 3 25

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
Less $2 per M. 12 ft. 14 and 16 ft3x6 and 3 x 8 21 00 21 00
3 x 10

23

00 22 00
3 x 12 * 24 00 23 00
4 x 4 to 6 x 8 21 50 21 50
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 23 50 22 508x 8

21

50 21 50
6 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 00

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR

Dimensions, S. 1 S. and E.

4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 8 to 16 ft $21 60
4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 18 to 32 ft 25 50

2 x 10, 2 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 22 50
18, 20, 22 ft 26 50
24, 26, 28, 30, 32 28 50
2 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 50
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 24 00
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft 29 00
6 x 6 to 6 x 12, up to 32 ft 24 00

27 00

FLOORING

No. 1 and 2 red pine, 4 in 34 00
E. G. No. 1 and 2 fir flooring W4 00
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 39 00
F. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 31 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 flooring 30 00

SHIPLAP

Pine or spruce 24 00
8 to 16 ft., 6 in 22 00
B. C. Fir 8", 10" and 12" shiplap
10/16 ft 23 60

B. C. Fir 6" shiplap 10/16 ft 23 50

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 common pine, 10 inch $31 00
No. 2 common pine, 10 inch 25 00
No. 3 common pine mixed widths 20 00
No. 4 common pine, mixed widths . . 14 50
No. 5 common pine, mixed widths . . 10 00

SHINGLES

XXX B. C. Cedar $2 90
XX B. C. Cedar 1 90
XXX Dimension 3 25

LATH

No. 1 Mixed W. & R.
No. 1 B. C. Fir ...

Pine $4 25
3 65

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N.V.

White Pine

Wholesale Selling Price

Uppers 4/4 $94 00
Uppers 5/4 to 8/4 92 00
Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 97 00
Selects 4/4 S4 00
Selects 5/4 to 8/4 82 00
Selects 10/4 to 12/4 92 00
Fine common 4/4 61 00
Fine common 5/4 65 00
Fine common 6/4 65 00
Fine common S/4 67 00

No. 1 Cuts 4/4 51 00

No. 1 Cuts 5/4 57 00

No. 1 Cuts 0/4 59 00
No. 1 Cuts S/4 61 00

No. 2 Cuts 4/4 32 00

No. 2 Cuts 5/4 43 00

(Continued on page 68)
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The Brand that stands for

Highest Efficiency. Has main-

tained its Prestige for Seventy-

two years.

SAWS
TOOLS

AND

FILES

HENRY DISSTON & SONS
INCORPORATED

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel, and File Works

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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For low prices and prompt shipment of

Yellow Pine Timbers
Short Leaf Finish

Chestnut — Oak — Ash
Cypress

New Brunswick Shingles

TRY

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
Box 1600 SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Are You Interested

in British Colum

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

ion.

There is un-

doubtedly a big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

vice. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg

Are your horses of use to you?
This seems an absurd question—and the answer is always

"Of course they are" —In which case provide your stables with:

Johnson's Reliable
Veterinary Remedies

(Alcoholic)

$4.50 gal.
8.00 do/..

15.00 doz.

(an oil liniment)
3.00 gal.
6.00 doz.
11.00 doz.

Johnson's Horse Liniment, No. 1

1 gal. jugs (Imperial)
1 lb. bottles
2 lb. bottles

Johnson's Horse Liniment, No. 2
1 gal. jugs (Imperial)
1 lb. bottles
2 lb. bottles

Johnson's Horse Colic Remedy
A sure and speedy cure for all kinds of Colic
1 f?al jutfs (Imperial) 40 doses 5.00 gal.
1 lb. bottles 4 doses 8.00 doz.
2 lb. bottles 8 doses 15.00 doz,

Johnson's Veterinary Healing Ointment (Gall Cure)
2 Ib

- 2.25 per tin
4 oz - tins 3.50 doz.

Johnson's Condition Powders (Concentrated)
1 lb. Packages 3.6O doz.

Johnson's Camp and Household Remedies, such
as Cough Syrup, Healing Ointment, Headache
Powders, Big 4 Liniment, Stomach Bitters, Cathar-
tic Pills, etc., etc., have stood the test of twenty-
five years and are in use all over Canada, from the
Atlantic to the Pacific. Prices are lower than
those of all other manufacturers. Letter orders
receive prompt attention.

A. H. Johnson, Druggist, Collingwood, Ont.

Lumber Camp Ranges and Heaters
Our stoves are specially designed

to meet all requirements of camp

work.

Ws know exactly what is neces-

sary and desirable in this class of

stove.

We put into all our stoves the

best ot material and workmanship

coupled with the best of expert

experience.

The 'Leader Range' for coal and

wood, shown in this cut is specially

adapted to Lumberman Camps,

Boarding Houses, Hotels and Rail-

road Construction Camp Work.

We also make this Range with side

hinge doors.

It is large, heavy and strongly

built. Has good oven space and

large heating surface. When a

good, solid, reliable stove is wanted

the 'Leader' will give satisfaction.

Write for our catalogue.

ADAM HALL, Limited

All Kinds of Stoves for

Large or Small Camps

NO. 10-36A SIX HOLE LEADER RANGE AND RESERVOIR

Peterborough, Ontario
Manufacturers of Ranges, Heaters, etc., for Lumber Camps, Hotels, and Railway Construction
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ENGINES and BOILERS
OF ALL TYPES AND SIZES

HEATERS, STACKS, RETORTS, TANKS

We cater specially to the lumbering industries

Write for Prices and Information

E. LEONARD <fc SONS
LONDON, CANADA

Agencies and Warehouses :—ST. JOHN. N'.B. MONTREAL, QUE. TORONTO, OXT.
winnipkl;. man. calgary. alta. Vancouver, b.c. Locomotive Boiler on Skids

International
Preparations for Horses are all

sold on a Spot Cash Guarantee

Let us figure on furnishing you the following supplies for the
coming season.

International Stock Food
We guarantee that your horses will do more work and
keep in better order on less feed if they get International
regularly.

International Silver Pine Healing* Oil
Especially recommended for Sores, Bruises, Kicks, In-
flammation and all flesh wounds.

International Worm Powder
Will quickly expel all kinds of worms.

International Distemper Cure
For Coughs, Colds, and Distemper.

International Colic Cure
Guaranteed to cure Colic in ten minutes.

International Compound Absorbent
Greatest Curb cure on Earth.

International Gall Cure
Cures while horses work or rest.

International Foot Remedy
Cures Foot diseases, keeps the hoof soft, elastic and tough

International Harness Soap
Gives new life to old harness.

All our goods are guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Write for Special Pricet

International Stock Food Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.

WE LEAD IN MILL SUPPLIES
IN THE MARITIME PROVINCES

We can equip your mill with everything you
require and at lowest prices.

Transmission

Goods

:

Pulleys,

Hangers,

Shaftings,

Etc.

Crane or Pipe

Fittings

Leather,

Rubber

and

Canvass

Belting

Steam

Packings

Our stock has been carefully selected and the quality is
guaranteed.
The manufacturers we represent are those whose names
are a guarantee of the quality of their output.
We carry a complete stock and can fill orders promptly.We are satisfied with a fair profit and give you the benefit.

GIVE US A TRIAL

GUILDFORD & SONS
HALIFAX, N. S.

When ordering from your Jobber specify

Pink's Lumbering' Tools
and if they cannot supply them order direct, and you

will get the best tool made

The Thomas Pink Co.
Limited

PEMBROKE, Ont., Canada
Manufacturers of the best line of Lumbering1 Tools in Canada
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

No. 2 Cuts 6/4 45 00
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 50 00
No. 3 Cuts 5/4 33 00
No. 3 Cuts 6/4 34 00
No. 3 Cuts 8/4 36 00
Dressing 5/4 46 00
Dressing 5/4 x 10 51 00
Dressing 5/4 x 12 52 00
No. 1 Moulding 5/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 58 00
No. 2 Moulding 5/4 47 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 47 00
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 47 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 46 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 34 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 36 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 6 and 8 30 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 32 00
No. 3 Barn 1x6 and 8 23 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 10 25 00
Box 1x6 and up 22 00
Box 1 x 10 23 00
Box 1 x 12 25 00
Box 1 x 13 and up 30 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Buffalo

and Tonawanda :

White Ash

/st and 2nd, 1 inch 40 00
1<4 to 2 inch 44 00
2</2 to 4 inch 48 00
Strips 22 00
Common and culls 14 00

Black and Brown

1st and 2nd, 6 inch up 40 00
Common good culls 14 00
1st and 2nd 6 inch and up, red 40 00
1st & 2nd, white, 0 in. & up.. 30 00
Common and good culls 16 00

Elm

1st and 2nd, rock, 6 in. and up 34 00
Common and culls 10 00
1st and 2nd, soft, 6 in. and up 28 00
Common and culls 13 00

Maple

1st and 2nd hand 26 00
Common and culls 14 00
1st and 2nd, soft 26 00
Common and culls 14 00

42 00
40 00
54 00
24 00
Tl mi

42 00
20 00
42 00
32 00
18 00

38 00
L'lP 00
32 00
1S no

28 00
22 00
28 00
22 00

THE ONLY LOG-LOADER

'IT HANDLES ANY SIZE LOGS!"

That allows emp-

ties to pass through

on the same track

without jacking up

the loader on spuds.

The
McGIFFERT

Steam
LOG

LOADER
It is self-propell-
ing, moves and
spots its own cars,

dispensing with
the services of a
road engine.

It cuts the cost of
logging some 66%:
We would like to
send youa book of
facsimile letters
thatPROVE this.

A beautifully illustrated book, fully describing the working

of the McGiffert and the immense savings it makes pos-

sible, awaits your request for " CATALOGUE M. "

CHICAGO
DULUTH, MINN.

NEW YORK

BOSTON, MASS.

White pine uppers, 1 to 2 in... $09 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch
Fine common, 1 in

Fine common, 1J4 to 2 in. . . 74 00
No. 1 Cuts 1 in

No. 1 Cuts 1^ to 2 in 58 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in 35 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1% to 2 in 45 00
Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 . . 50 00

No. 1, 1 x 10..
No. 1, 1 x 8 ...
No. 2, 1 x 12 ..

No. 2, 1 x 10 . . 35 00
No. 2, 1 x 8 ... 34 00
No. 3, 1 x 12 . . 33 00

No. 3, 1 x 10, . . 28 00
No. 3, 1 x 8 . . 28 00

Canadian spruce boards 23 00
Spruce, 10 & 12 in. dimension 26 00
Spruce, 9 in. and under "

10 and 12 in. random lengths,
10 ft. and up 24 00

2x2, 2x4, 2x5, 2x6, 2x7
and 3x4 random lengths, 10
feet and up 20 00

100 00
90 00
72 00
75 00
45 00
GO 00
.37 00
48 00
52 00
38 00
37 00
43 00
37 00
::r, oo
34 00
29 00
29 00

24 00
27 00
25 00

25 00

22 00

All other random lengths, 7"
and under, 10 ft. and up . . 21 00

5 inches and up merchantable
boards, 8 ft. and up, p Is..

Vermont spruce boards..,
matched . 22 00

1x2 and 1x3 furring, pis
clipped and bundled 19 00

l^ in. spruce laths 4 00
lj^-in. spruce laths

New Brunswick Cedar Shingles

Extras $3 60
Clears 3 25
Second clears
Clear whites
Extra Is (Clear whites out) .. 1 45
Extra Is (Clear whites in) .. 1 50
Red Cedar Extras, 16 in. 5 butts

to 2 in 3 50
Red Cedar Eurekas, 18-inch.

butts to 2-in

Bed Cedar Perfection, 5 butts
to 2*4

Washington 16 in. 5 butts to 2-

in. extra red cedar

22 00

19 00

23 00

21 00
4 10

3 60

$3 75
3 40
2 75
2 30
2 25
1 00

4 00

4 20

4 75

3 50

The "Midland" Band Wheel
Grinder

After this machine has
been attached to the

Frame of the mill it can be

adjusted and put to work
in twenty minutes.

One Setting Grinds Both
heels.

The whole operation done
before you can get enough
timbers together to rig up
any of the Grinders now on
the market. Ever y Sawmill
man knows that Band
Wheels should be ground

oftener than they are, but with the heretofore existing appliances this

operation meant a shut-down for two or three days. With THE
MIDLAND you can grind up at any time, and by keeping your wheels
in shape make and save money.

Further particulars on request.

St. Thomas, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

Plants at

Midland, Ont.

Fort William, Ont.

Londonderry, N.S.

Three Rivers, P.Q.

The Canada Iron Corporation
Limited

Head Office : Mark Fisher Building, Montreal, P. Q.

HI
J . -4 \

*

•Mil*, -
4

Heavy Duty Engine $175.00
Winch $30.00

Reversegear $36.00

River Driving Costs

will be decidedly lower this year if you
use Adams Gasoline Towing Machinery
in 25' punts for carrying supplies and
handling booms and logs. One man
does the work of ten. We have both

machinery and complete punts for

prompt shipment. Machinery $205.00.

Complete punts $375.00. It will pay you

to write us now. Gasoline engines all

sizes, 2 to 25 H.P.

Adams Launch and Engine Co.

Penetang, Ont.
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JAMES D. LACEY WOOD BEAL VICTOR THRANE

James D. Lacey & Co.
TIMBER LAND FACTORS and TIMBER VALUATORS

We submit Detailed estimates with Topographical maps of all Timbei Properties offered through our house

Representations based upon our own Expert cruisers and loggers, whose Integrity and Experience have been

thoroughly tested over a period of many years.

We solicit correspondence with British Columbia timber owners and prospective purchasers.

1215 Old Colony Blk. 121 1 Whitney Central Bldg. 1 104 Spalding Bldg. 1009 White Bldg.

CHICAGO NEW ORLEANS PORTLAND, Ore. SEATTLE

•j Yanu/jicture 'f/icIbTtoujuy.

HEADING
KEGS
WOODEN WARE
HANDLES
TUBS
FREEZERS
FISH KITS
BOTTOMS
SHINGLES
LUMBER

STAVES
BARRELS
COOPERAGE
HOOPS
PAILS
CHURNS
CANDY PAILS
BOX BOARDS
CHAIR STOCK
CLOTHES PINS
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HUTHER. BROS. PATENT GROOVER. OR DADO HEAD
For cutting: any width groove from one quarter inch to 2 inches or over

Can be used on any Circular Saw Material. Will cut a perfect groove with or across the grain,
irnsis the only Dado Head on the market that gives entire satisfaction on all classes of work. NoSCr
f
W a<*J ustment - Fot different width grooves, simply remove or add inside cutters. Sold by buildersand dealers of wood working machinery in all parts of the United States. Will send on approval, in

S?
m
5e

,VJi2.
n Wlth an y other make on the market; if not the best return at our expense.HLTHER BROS!., SAW MFG. CO., Inc., .170 University Ave., Rochester, N.Y., manufacturer

ot Circular Saws, Morgan Pattern Lock-Corner Box Cutters, Concave Saws, etc.

The " Polar Bear " Shoepacks

The only all oil-tanned, hand

sewed, absolutely water-tight

pack manufactured in Canada.
Youths Shin-puck

14 in. Oil (Jrain
sizi-s 11. 12. la

These youths shoepacks are made

from selected oil-tanned leather, both

leg and foot are perfect pieces— no

splits. The sewing is strong and

secure. Every pair is guaranteed to

be the best that up-to-date manufac-

turers can produce. We make quick

shipments of large or small orders of

any styles of shoepacks on shortest

notice.

No. -24'~ Youths Shoepack
High ( in.

We make shoepacks in any size or style

from customer's order. Send for our price list

A. C. Todd, Meaford, Ontario

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

r free sample copy address

Hugh C. MacLean, Ltd.

220 King Street West,
TORONTO
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American 36-inch Band Saw

vi S In : .

i

1
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American Ball Bearing 36-inch

Band Saw

The American 36-inch Band Saw fitted up as
shown in the cuts on the preceding pages, makes a
most perfect and efficient equipment.

The wire guard for the upper wheel and the closed
doors for the lower, eliminate the possibility of

danger.

B ill-bearings of the most approved type applied to

both wheels, insure a remarkably easy running saw
—a thing very essential in a tool of this kind.

Direct connected motor with rheostat mounted on
the machine itself, provides, the most efficient

method of driving a Band Saw—no belts, no lost

motion, very little power in comparison.

Patent weighing strain to upper wheel with indi-

cator for adjusting weight to different widths of

blades relieves the operator from guesswork in

adjusting, and saw blades from cracking or

breaking.

Micrometer adjustment to the table with accurately

graduated scale insures the proper tilt in either

direction—45 degrees to right, 5 degrees to left.

The celebrated " Mohawk Dutchman" saw guide

insures operation without friction and is a guard

against injury to the blade.

We have a little booklet—just out—fully describing this

machine. Send us your address and we will mail you a copy

SALES OFFICES :

New York
90 West Street

Chicago
917 Fisher Bldg.

New Orleans
Canal-La. Bank Bldg.

American Woodworking Machinery Co.

Executive and General Sales Office:

Rochester, N.Y.

SALES OFFICES:

Portland, Ore.
First and Pine Sts.

Spokane, Wash.
314 W. Pacific Ave.

San Francisco
46 Fremont Street
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LOUISIANA RED CYPRESS
QUARTERED OAK PLAIN OAK

POPLAR ASH
Yards at Nashville, Tenn.

Wc can ship you promptly any of the above
Stock, Carefully Inspected

WE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU

Wistar Underhill & Nixorv
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Rep. - W. J. Anderson, 288 South St., London, Ont.

i6

LIMESTONE" Wood Split Pulleys
The Strongest Wood Pulley Made. NAILED and GLUED

We carry the largest stock of Wood Pulleys in the Country.

Also Lukenheimer
Valves, Lubricat-

ing Oils and Greas-
es, Packings, Hose,

Paints, etc.

ALLIGATOR BELT LACING

Rush Orders Promptly Filled. Belting in Stock 1-in. to 20-in.

LARGE BELTS A SPECIALTY

Crescent Oil Co., Hamilton, Ontario

FENATANG SHOEPACKS
Gendron Penatang Shoepack Mfg. Co.

Sole Manufacturers, Penetanguishene, Ontario

Two of Our Twenty Different Styles

Our Temiscaming Shoepack is made with a good waterproof Oil Tan foot, soft Mennonite Grain or light Oil Tan leg,

large eyelets, and with or without hooks, as desired. This pack is suitable for all

seasons, but is especially adapted for hard-freezing weather. It will not freeze.

The Lumber King, with sole running through to

heel, is more

early season,

every sort of

such as is met

fall or in the

Both styles

without soles

to be worn in

Will stand

rough usage,

w i t h in the

spring.

made with or

and heels.

Send for Catalogue

AUSTEN BROS. LIMITED
Are Headquarters for Lumbermen's Supplies

Such as

"Alligator" Belt Lacing, Axes, Babbitt Metals,
Belting (Rubber and Leather), Belt Laces, Blowers,
(Sawdust), Cant Hooks, Emery Wheels, Emery
Wheel Grinders, Files, Forges, Friction Board,
Hose (Cotton Mill), Injectors, "Lincona" Balata
Belting, Lubricating Oils (all kinds), Packing
(Spiral, Sheet, etc.), Pulleys, Pipe Cutters.

Pipe Vises, Pipe Wrenches, Saws (Inserted and
Solid Tooth), Saw Bits and Shanks, Tube Cleaners,
Tube Expanders, Taps and Dies, Valves (Brass
and Iron Body), Wire Rope, Wrought Iron Pipe,

Waste (Cotton and Wool), etc., etc.

Your orders will receive careful and
prompt attention.

The Banner Machinery and Supply House of the Maritime Provinces.

Halifax, N.S.
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Don't Tie the Dead Weight of a Cheap

Belt to your Plant
<J When you install a cheap belt in your plant you are led to expect it to

last as long as a good belt— if you thought it would not, you would obvi-
ously have installed a good belt in the first place.

q You know the advantage of reliable and efficient power transmission in
your plant-do not hope to effect this by poor equipment—cheap belts
will stretch and slip and cause a shut-down, with its consequent loss ot
time and money, for shortening and repairs. The good belt saves its
slightly additional cost in its reliability.

q Every Brand of Beardmore Belting receives the same care and attention
and goes through the same process.

<J AH brands are uniform in the possession of the highest quality possible
in leather belting.

q You are in the market for leather belting— let us demonstrate the ad-
vantage of buying the best on the market.

The General Supply Co., of Canada, Ltd.
356-58-60 Sparks Street, OTTAWA, ONT.

Market and Louise Streets, WINN IPEG, MAN. 1 15-125 Adelaide Street West, TORONTO

INDUSTRIAL LOCOMOTIVES
It is important for you to know what a loco-

motive will do to justify its cost.

It must pull the required load, start it and keep

it going.

It must provide just the right amount of the

right material in the right place.

Each and every part must be sure to fit not

only the locomotive of which it is a part, but every

other locomotive of the same size and design. Every

operation must be made in fixtures or to templets

compelling accuracy of manufacture so that the

machine will not be idle at a critical time for necessary, repairs or renewals. Spare parts must be instantly available, made so well as to go
into place without a machine shop.

Visit our works and see how all this is accomplished.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, LIMITED
BANK OF OTTAWA BUILDING, MONTREAL, CANADA
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Makes It's Mark Vivid and Lasting
Marks that remain vivid and wear like iron are a real satisfaction to the

man who handles lumber. The metallic pigments, like graphite, of DIXON'S
LUMBER CRAYONS offer marvelous resistance to all kinds of weather condi-

tions. Their marks are often visible after six months of severe exposure to sun
and storms.

DIXON'S LUMBER CRAYONS
have always remained the recognized standard because of their one, uniform and
dependable quality; their convenient and uniform shape and size and because of

the careful selection of materials used in their manufacture. DIXON'S LUMBER
CRAYONS are made in nineteen grades and colors, including black (six grades),

red (two grades), blue (two gradesi. green, white, yellow, brown, terra cotta,

violet, pink and orange. Some are made to fill particular needs—let us tell you
more about them. Get acquainted.

Write for lithographed booklet No. '239. illustrated in colors.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
Jersey City, U. S. A.

"John
Bull"

Larrigans
Wear Like Iron

WE tan the leather these larrigans are made
from and know they will stand all kinds

of wet and rough usage when properly car-

ed for. We put a counter stiffener in our larrigans

and sew it in with the leg when soled and heeled

—

a very durable feature in our goods.

Next time vou buy larrigans see that you ask

for "John Bull."

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
Limited

LINDSAY, Ontario

HEISLER GEARED LOCOMOTIVES
Especially adapted

for heavy hauling

on steep grades,

sharp curves and

uneven tracks. For

logging, switching

and pulling on main

lines, mills, fur-

naces and indus-

trial purposes.

Just Off the Press—New Detailed Descriptive Catalog 108 G.C.

Heisler Locomotive Works
ERIE, PA., U. S. A.

Whitney Engineering Co., Tacoma, Wash., North Western Sales Agent

Get 10% More from Your

Timber Land

With true knowledge of your limber, you could easily get
10% more every year and you'd avoid a lot of waste. How
mueh limber was left in the woods by your cuttings of last

year, whieh is unav ailable now. and will blow down before
a new operation will reach it?

That is why you need our services—to show you just where
the timber is, what its character and amount. We will
map your land so you do not need to go there to direct
every operation. We do not guess at it. We use methods
which give exact knowledge. Our appraisals and surveys
are trustworthy.

Send for our book "Applied Forestry
"

A valuable text book on how to get greater returns from your timber
at once and in the future. Tells you also how we work and what we have
done for others during our long forestry experience. Free on request.

Rit^rs anaAPPLETON & SEWALL CO., Inc. Fo
sTry

s

o»
d

Dept. A 156 Fifth Avenue, New York

1
111

Not altogether what we
say but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug man-
ufactured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-

sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of

French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,

in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.

D. G. Cutler Co.
Duluth, Minnesota

Distributors of

Kelley Island Lime—(Lighthouse Brand)

Burned with WOOD, from selected Ohio bottom Rock,

and packed fresh from the Kilns, in new, tight, double-

headed barrels.

Can also ship you in Mixed Carloads

Hard Wall Plaster, Wood Fibre Plaster, Hydrated

Lime, Mortar Colors, Waterprpofing.

Distributors of HURON PORTLAND CEMENT
Wire Us Your Orders for Prompt Shipment
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A Pair of Useful Machines
Our No. 420 Automatic Recessing Machine will cut recesses

with safety and dispatch.

Two boys will turn out more work than four men can accom-
plish of a similar kind on the ordinary cutter head most often used
for the purpose. Will handle stock 20 inches wide by 30 inches
long composed of one or more pieces, only occupies a floor space
of 2 ft. 11 in. by 6 ft. 6 in.

NO. 420 RECESSING MACHINE

This No. 50 lath edger will enable you to use cheaper labor, less

men per thousand lath and get more lath out of every slab handled be-

sides getting number one lath out ot thin slabs that would be worthless
using any other system. The saws are spaced to rip one and one half
inches wide. The first saw cuts one and one half inches from the guide
so there is no waste on straight edge stock.

Send for complete catalogue of box mach-
inery, resaw and saw mill machinery.

Mereen-Johnson Machine Company

No. 5 LATH EDGEK

Minneapolis, Minn.

JOHNSTON RE-SAW is a Lumber Saver and a Money Maker
1 ' ,1

1

\"" ta&es ot this machine over all others are;-lst-A8 a lumber saver using
1U and 12 gauge saivs

; 2nd -Can be set instantly to cut lumber from 'A inch to any
thickness up to 4 inches: 3rd~Has screw adjustments so that thickness can bevaried 1-12 ot an inch under oroverstandard thickness, Ith-Automatic adjustment
to prevent saw burning by slivers catching; THE tUAME "b^ingTeavyhTvery

high speed without vibration; THREE POINT
O i .» *.U U. r i»A J U t w . m _

rigid, so that saws can be run at n ! • •

,

o 1Xe o
;
* u ?.

e return live Rolls 8 inch by 20 inch automatic feed: Two grooved
5ft onu

Ch ^."'."eter; one 16 inch adjustable Roll grooved; all gear: Power required
20 to 30 h.p: \\ eight 6,d(ki pounds: Floor space 8 feet by 9 feet 3 inches:

THE MADISON WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Limited, Lindsay, Ontario
p . D . , , „ _ Builders of Sawmill Machinery and ' Triumph ' Turbine Water Wheelstastern Representat.ve

: H. E. Pant, 179& St. James St., Montreal, Que. Western Representative: The Canadian Fairbanks Co., Vancouver, B.C.
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RUBBER GOODS
FOR LUMBERMEN

Rdting—Q"r long experience in the making- of Rubber Belts enables us to specialize

B on this line. " Monarch," " Red Strip " and lk Lion " are our leading brands

for power transmission. (Write for Booklet B-i.)

Packings- " Redstone Hi r̂h Pressure Sheet Packing has proved by test that it

IL- will outlast any other similar packing on the market. We make Spiral

and Ring Packings, etc., that are equally reliable. (Booklet P-i.)

Hose Steam, Water, etc., etc., in various grades, made especially to give satis-

factor) and economical service under different conditions. (Booklet H-i.)

Fire Hose ^ nc or more °* our twenty brands of Fire Hose will be found, not only

in the best equipped Factories, Mills, etc., but in almost every Fire

Department in the Dominion. (Booklet H-i.)

The Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co. of Toronto, Limited

TORONTO MONTREAL HALIFAX WINNIPEG CALGARY VANCOUVER

The

Filing Room
Something New
For nearly 20 years the

Hanchett Band Saw Swage
has been on the market.

There are today nearly three

times as many Hanchett
swages on the market as

any other swage. There are over i4,ooo of them in use up to this date. They
are long lived too, for many of the very first ones made are still in daily use. We
have now made an attachment or die lever stop whereby the eccentric die may be

adjusted to not turn past the anvil or to turn past the anvil as desired. This

attachment will fit on any of the older Hanchett Swages. It is neat, solid and

compact. Send for Catalog No. 2.

HANCHETT SWAGE WORKS, Big Rapids, Mich. U.S.A.
"HANCHETT SWAGES DO GOOD WORK."



No. 122

MATCHER C.M.C.
No. 122

MATCHER

C.M.C. No. 122 Heavy Duty Fast Feed Planer and Matcher

CYLINDERS both top and bottom are of the round type equipped throughout
with high speed knives.

SIDE HEADS either of the round type or of the Shimer pattern can be supplied
as desired.

FEED consists of six 12 inch rolls under spring tension driven by accurately
machine cut gears carefully guarded.

ALL DRIVES are either by belt or gears no chains being used to give
constant trouble.

BELTS are all long and driven from a self contained counter shaft attached to
the main frame, and are all tightened by one lever.

WORKMANSHIP is of the highest class.

PERFECT WORK is guaranteed at a speed of 200 feet per minute.

PROFILING ATTACHMENT can be fitted at the delivery end of a machine
for making drop siding, casings, base board, etc.

JOINTING DEVICE can be supplied for truing irregular surfaces.

We Make the Most Complete Line of Woodworking Machinery in Canada

Canada Machinery Corporation, Limited

Gait, Ontario
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Stung

But

Not

With

is the way any man feels after he has used a

cheap, trashy roofing- which he bought
throug-h a mail order house.

if his local dealer should sell

grade of material he would lose

trade.

him the

the

same
man's

a howl would be made to the mail order
house when the consumer was stung, but

—

the local dealer it would be different. He
would lose his old friends and it would be
hard to make new ones. The dependable
kind of roofing for any dealer to sell is

Mule-Hide Roofing
'Not a Kick in a Million Feet'

For it is made of good wool felt and high grade asphalt, and is sold at usable pi ices.

Ml'LK-HIDK is never bought by mail-order concerns—There's a reason. But we have
a "GET ACTION ' Selling Service which is helning the dealers get the trade which
rightfully belongs to him. We will give you particulars if you want them.

We get business for you

The
DOMINION ROOFING COMPANY OF CANADA

Limited, Toronto, Can.

Mowry's Model

Saw Mill Carriage

With wing knee. All three dogs
operated by one lever. Hammer
dogs easily applied. Wings spread

five feet. Very heavy and sub-

stantial. Style C. sets works.

This is a model Saw
Carriage and always

a great favorite among
lumbermen who ap-

preciate the best

is simple, easy

operate, can't

wrecked and will re

duce your bill to noth

ing.

Where will our cata

logue and literatun

find you ?

It

to

be

MOWRY & SONS,
Our 46 inch Saw Carriage

Gravenhurst, Ontario
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Long's Quality Machinery

Here are a few

machines which

appeal to the

practical mill-

man.

We have others.

If you don't see

what you want
here, send us

your inquiry.

Steel Carriages

rhis style built with 8Mn., W-in.. M-ih., tt-in., 54-in., BO-in., TMn., opening from saw line

32-in. Edger

EDGERS

suitable for

Sawmill of

any

Capacity
This style built 54-in. Win.. 66-in.. 72-in., 84-in... 96-in. between frame*

Complete

Mills of any

Capacity

3 Saw Lath Bolter

Our entire attention

is devoted to studying

the needs of the saw-

mill trade. Our ser-

vices are at your
disposal.

Mill plans and speci-

fications of complete

mills furnished.

Heavy Duty Lath Machine

The
E. LONG MANUFACTURING CO., LIMITED, Orillia, Ont.

MONTREAL — Williams & Wilson, Ltd.

WINNIPEG — Stuart Machinery Co., Ltd.

AGENCIES :

EDMONTON and CALGARY— Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Ltd.

VANCOUVER— Robert Hamilton & Co.
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Waterous "Trouble-Proof"

Haulup Chains
The efficiency of your haulup depends directly on the strength and the wearing qualities
of your log chain. Waterous Chains have more than their share of both. They are
built of selected materials. The shop work on them is of the very best. They are
tested and inspected before shipment.
Next time you order chain think of "Trouble Proof"—and specify "Waterous".

Waterous Forged Bull Chain
This chain is forged from the best re-

fined wrought iron. It is 6" pitch and
is built in seven sizes, ranging" in weight
from 2y2 lbs. to 15 lbs. per foot. Iron,

steel and wood specials of various forms
are supplied with this chain. It can be
used on all size Bull Wheels and is also

adapted for Rough Wood and Refuse
Conveyors.

Short Link and Long Link Coil Chain
For strength and general usefullness this

chain is hard to beat. Fifteen sizes are
built, ranging in weight from 150 lbs. to

2»335 l°s - Per 100 feet. Only the best
chain iron is used in its manufacture,
welds are exceptionally long and carefully
made, and all links are tested for size

and uniformity before leaving the shops.

Waterous all Steel Haulup Chain
The heaviest, largest logs can be handled
on this chain. It is the longest lived and
cleanest chain we build. It is 8" pitch

throughout and carries a heavy cast steel

special spaced every 6'. Side bars, centre

links and connecting pins are all of steel,

the links and bars being drilled for the

reception of the pins.

We also build Malleable Log Chain, Roller Haulup Chain, Chain for Pulpwood and for

Saw Dust Conveyors.

Any length can be supplied.

Our list of Specials, Sprockets, Idlers and Spools is exceptionally complete. These
are illustrated and described in our Chain Catalogue No. 108, which we will be glad
to supply on request.

WRITE

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.

Brantford, Canada
AGENCY—H. B. Gilmour, Vancouver, B.C. BRANCH—Winnipeg, Man.
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35,000,000.00
worth of mixed metals is what we market every year

PEERLESS metal is compounded specially for sawmills and is the best on the market for that purpose.
FAULTLESS metal is a high grade copper hardened alloy made for heavy duty work, sawmills and enginesUur policy is large tonnage, perfect alloys, and absolutely fair and honest treatment of the trade."

We solicit your patronage

New York, N. Y.
HOYT METAL CO., Toronto, Canada

London. England St. Louis, Mo.

DESIGN B. L. NC 3

BATTS LIMITED
WEST TORONTO

Manufacturers of

Staved Columns

Veneered Doors

Newel Posts

Sashes - Flooring

Trim

Pine Doors and

Frames

Turned Newel Posts and

Balusters

Cypress Greenhouse

Material

Write for our Catalogue

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS

WEST TORONTO - 0NT.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

that's

our KNOWN

EXTRA
/£' oak y\
H EXTRAS
\ ^> TANNED OJ
\4y EST .0/

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

The J.C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

The John Inglis Company, Limited
Engineers & Boiler Makers

"Inglis" Boilers

are the Best

Write us for quotations

14 Strachan Ave.

BOILERS
We Make

Return Tubular, Scotch

Marine, Fitzgibbon,

Scotch Dryback, Loco-
motive, Water Tube.

Toronto, Canada
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Time is Money
The rapid cutting File is the economical File

Files Branded

American - Arcade - Eagle - Great Western
Globe - Kearney& Foot - McClellan - J. B. Smith

are rapid cutters made by

NICHOLSON FILE COMPANY
Port Hope, Ont.

Swell Weld Coil Chain

Made in Canada Sold by Jobbers
25% 25% 25%

More Weld More Strength More Wear
McKinnorv Chain Company

BUFFALO, N. Y. ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

SAW MILL SUPPLIES
There is not a jobber or manufacturer, or any other person employed by either, in an official position

who should miss the chance of looking over our new Catalogue on Transmission Supplies.
If you are looking for "Quality and Service" in your mill supplies we know you will be impressed

with the lines shown.

Send a post card for it to-day and you will have it by return mail.

DICK'S f^S6"
Meel rulleys

Leather Belting Wood Split Pulleys Shafting Hangers Iron Pulleys
Clutches Babbitt Wood-Working Machinery Steam Goods

THE CANADIAN FAIRBANKS-MORSE CO., LIMITED
Fairbanks Scales Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines Safes and Vaults

Montreal Toronto St. John, N. B. Winnipeg Calgary Vancouver

What arc You Paying
Your Watchman for ?

THE HARDINGE
WATCHMAN'S CLOCK
can best answer this question.

Write for Circular M-48.
CLOCK STATION

HARDINGE BROS., 3133-3141 Lincoln Ave., Chicago, III.

Triplex

Power

Pumps,

Vacuum
Pumps,

Condensers

The Smart -Turner Machine Co., Limited
Hamilton, Canada

THE STRONGEST CHAIN IN THE WORLD
"Weldless

Steel Chain" m
Photograph of 7/16-inch Weldle.. Steel Chain broken with a test load of 9 tons, 3 cwts. (20,496 lbs.), or fully double the Admiraltybreaking load for iron chain of this size. Note the elongation and reduction of area at the fracture.

Aamiraicy

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

B. J. COGHLIN CO., Limited
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

MONTREAL
Alphabetical Index to Advertisers, page 6o
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Did you ever really figure what it

means to you to increase your cut

2,000 feet per day?

That is, increase it 2,000 feet per day without adding to your cost of sawing.

Or, in other words, what effect will it have on your profits if you can distribute your overhead
charges and wages over an output 2,000 feet per day greater than it is now ?

If you haven't figured it out, take your pencil and try it now.

You know how much it costs you to run your mill every day—divide that amount by the num-
ber of thousand feet per day in your present output—add 2,000 feet to your present output and
divide your daily cost by that amount—and the difference between the two results represents

the saving per thousand feet in your operating cost.

Then multiply that figure by your total output per season—and we think the result will surprise

you, if you have never looked into this before.

This is just one of the ways in which our FOUR INCH STEAM SET WORKS will make
money for you, and it will do just this because the users themselves have written us stating

that they have increased their cut upwards of 2,000 feet per day.

May we send you further information about this Steam Set works?

William Hamilton Company, Limited
PETERBOROUGH - ONTARIO
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VIEW OF MILL PROPERTY AT CACHE BAY, ONT.

CROSS ARMS
We have on hand the following 3 % in. x 4^ in. BONE DRY CROSS ARMS
which we wish to move. We will shape and bore them as required.

3 ft. 6 in,

4
6

10

4
6

Painted 2,300 arms

1,620

2,380

700
Unpainted 12,500

10,693

Also Place Your Order Now for this Season's Dimension Stock in Red and
White Pine. :: :: ::

* **
• * ••

George Gordon & Company
CACHE BAY

Limited

ONTARIO
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JOHN GILLIES
President

Established

1873

DAVID GILLIES
Vice-President

GILLIES BROS.
Manufacturers of

Limited

WHITE PINE

J. S. GILLIES
Sec.-Treas

Mills (St Head Office

BRAESIDE, ONT.

Cedar Shingles and

Railway Ties

RED PINE, SPRUCE, HEMLOCK, CEDAR

Planing Mill. Yard ©. Office CAPACITY 40.000.000

MORRISTOWN. N. Y.

New York City

Gviy E. Robinson, 1123 Broadway

Th

Georgian Bay

Lumber Co,
Limited

Waubaushene, Ontario

Manufacturers of High Grade

Lumber
and Laths

Fraser Bryson
Lumber Co., Ltd.

Wholesale Lumber Dealers

Selling agents for Fraser & Co., Manufacturers

Mills at Deschenes, Que., near Ottawa

White
Red Pine

Spruce
Lumber and Lath

Office,
Ca

5f9
c
»e^s5°

g Ottawa, Can.

F. N. Waldib, President. R. S. Waldib, Vice-President. W. E. Harper, Secretary.

The

Victoria Harbor Lumber Company
Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Manufacturers of

Limited

Mills at Victoria Harbor, Ont. Head Office, 12-14 Wellington Street East, TORONTO, ONT.
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The Buzz of Saws Herald
the Start of New Activities

We urge the importance of send-

ing orders in promptly.

New stock will not be in before

July— and the present supply is

rapidly decreasing.

You are better assured of your

order being filled as desired now

than later.

Remember, uniformity of grade

is our constant aim. And lowest

prices possible, consistent with

quality.

The mills are all running after the winter season. Better check up your needs in

WHITE PINE
splendid stock, guaranteed well watered. We supply the finest grades only,

in assorted sizes. RED PINE also.

There's satisfaction in ordering Quebec-grown Spruce, the kind we feature. Large

supp 'y a 'wa 3's ready for immediate shipment.

SKF" Let Us Hear From You

BARTRAM BROTHERS, Limited
Ed. T. Saxe, 1200 Claremont Ave., MONTCLAIR, N.J. Hope Chambers, OTTAWA, CAN., Head Office

Timber Limits for Sale
on Georgian Bay

The undersigned offer for sale in large or small blocks all their remaining timber lands, mills and town prop-
erty situated in the Town of Parry Sound, Ont.

;
Tug Scow and other Lumber Equipment, including

boom chains, plows, sleighs, etc.

The Limits, part of which have recently been sold, include : 440 square miles of licensed and deeded Pine,
Hemlock, Spruce, Birch and other timber. The licenses from the Ontario Government include all timbers and
are not restricted for time. Government dues are as follows : Saw Logs, White Pine,$i.5o per M. ft., B.M.
Saw Logs, Hemlock, Tamarac and other woods 75c. per M. ft. The timber is situated in the Townships of
McDougall, Foley, McKellar, Monteith, Carling, Christie, Shawanaga, Burpee, McConkey, Mills, Allen,
Secord, Falconbridge and Street. The Canadian Pacific, Canadian Northern and Grand Trunk Railways
run through the limits, which makes some of the parcels offered for sale particularly desirable for small
mill owners.

A circular giving full information, maps, terms and conditions of sale will be furnished upon application to

The Parry Sound Lumber Co., Limited
1315-20 Traders Bank Building, TORONTO, CANADA
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THE trend of trade is now towards

our CUTLER Mills, when customers want

anything at BAY ports for water or rail

delivery, and our LUMBER, is selling itself

by repeat orders from anyCOMPANY to whom
we make a shipment. Our stock is LIMITED
but we still have a goodly quantity to dispose of at

prices worth while considering.

DON'T BUY TILL
YOU GET OUR

PRICES

The Eyer Lumber Co.
34 Victoria Street, Toronto

are Selling Agents

The Rideau Lumber Co., Limited
Trafalgar Building, Ottawa, Ont.

We can offer nearly all sizes in Dry Spruce

Our 3" x 7 and up White Pine Mill Culls resaw

nicely.

Factory Strips and Sidings all thicknesses in

White Pine

18" Cedar Shingles

Knowles & O'Neill
WHOLESALE

Lumber, Ties, Pulpwood
Etc.

Complete Stock of

Quebec Spruce and Pine Lumber
Always on Hand

An exceptionally nice lot of 2" Pine, well seasoned, for sale,

also 1", 2", 3" Spruce, Square and Waney Spruce and Cedar.

Correspondence Solicited. Room 4, « >^
Hochelaga Bank Building l^lieDeC, V£Ue.

JAS. PLAYFAIR D. L. WHITE

PLAYFAIR & WHITE
Manufacturers and
Wholesale Dealers

Lumber Lath Shingles

MIDLAND, ONT,
Contractors for Railway Supplies

BILL TIMBER a Specialty

RED DEER*
Hardwood Flooring

is the flooring that is manufactured ex-

pressly to supply the demand for the beet.

It is made by modern machinery, from carefully selected stock, and
every precaution is taken throughout our entire system to mane it

fulfill in every particular the name we have built up for high quality

flooring.

We also manufacture Hemlock, Bill Stuff, Sprue* and Hardwood Lumber

We specialize in prompt shipments

The Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Limited

Huntsville, Ont.

TheGolden Lake Lumber Co.
Limited

Manufacturers of

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Offer at LOW FIGURE for QUICK tale :

80,000' 2 x 4 & up 6/16' No. 1 White Pine Mill Cull

20,000' 2 x 4 & up 6/16' No. 2 White Pine Mill Cull

18,000' 1 x 4 & up 6/16' Log Run, Dead Culls out White Birch

125,000 pes. 1% x y% X32" Mill Run Hemlock Lath

All of above, shipment G. T. R. from Golden Lake, Ontario

Head Office: - EGANVILLE, ONT.

Long Lumber Company
Hamilton, Canada

Our Specialty

Norway and Yellow Pine
BILLS STUFF TO ORDER

Ontario Agents for

A. Cotton's XXX B.C. Shingles

10 Cars in Transit
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Cameron & Co. Limited
Manufacturers

LUMBER, LATH, SHINGLES, TIMBER,
POLES and POSTS
We have for quick shipment

— DRY —
1 WHITE PINE MILL CULLS
1 " " BOX

Mill and Yard Head Office
OPEONGO, ONT. OTTAWA, ONT.

Send your enquiries to our Head Office

The
Hurdman Lumber Co.

OTTAWA, CANADA Limited

EASTERN

Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Hardwoods,

Timber, Lath and Shingles

WESTERN

British Columbia Timber
at Lowest Prices and any Sizes.

Williams Lumber Company
Wholesale Dealers in

White and Red Pine, Spruce and Lath
ROUGH OR DRESSED

For 1 x 4 and up x 6 11 ft dressing shorts.

For 5, 6 and 8/4 x 12/16 dressing strips.

For 5, 6, and 8 4 shipping cull shorts, strips and sidings.

Write us before placing your orders

18 CENTRAL CHAMBERS OTTAWA, ONT.

WILLIAM H. BROMLEY
Wholesale Lumber

Aux Sable River Forest Reserve Timber Produces Best Lumber
in Ontario.

Every lumber dealer and consumer in .Western Ontario, Buffalo, Detroit,
Central Xew York and Montreal knows what excellent lumber is produced
from Playfair & White's mills at Midland, Ont. I can offer you from that
point, all sizes of White Pine and Norway Pine; any quantity of the choicest
lumber in the Georgian Bay district. These mills will commence sawing
about May 15th.

SPECIAL:—The best block of Basswood in Ontario, estimated 2,000.000 ft.

I am prepared to offer, sawn to any size required.

Other stocks of Pine, Hemlock and Spruce at Pembroke, Ottawa and
Collingwood.

Quotations promptly given and enquiries solicited

Pembroke - - Ontario

The McLennan Lumber Co., Limited

Everything in Lumber
Rough and Dressed

Wholesale and Retail

Want to Purchase

Dry Ash, Birch, Basswood and Rock Elm

ADDRESS
21 Dorchester Street West, MONTREAL

Casey«Shaw Lumber Co.
Limited

Sudbury, Ontario

Manufacturers of

Lumber and Lath
Planing Mill Work

SAW MILLS GENERAL OFFICE
Long Lake, Ont. and Blezard, Ont. Sudbury, Ont.

Edward Hines Lumber Co.
(Branch Office)

Owen Sound, Ont.

= All grades of -

WHITE PINE
and

Norway Dimension Bill Stuffs
WHITE and RED PINE LATH

ESTABLISHED 18S5

THE McGIBBON LUMBER CO.
OF PENETANGUISHENE

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Etc.

Hemlock Billstuff a Specialty of which we have
the Best Assortment on Georgian Bay.

Don't wait to write. Phone us your requirements.

All stock sized or matched if required.

Our Yards are Unequalled for Drying Lumber
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JOHN McKKIWOW, W. K. Ghakkthv,
President Mannf>-iiiK-I)ireclor

The Montreal Lumber
Co. Limited

Wholesale Lumber

Ottawa Office : Montreal Office:

46 Elgin St. 769 Noire Dame St.,W

WHOLESALE DEALERS

SPRUCE
13 Foot and 16 Foot

Lath and
White Cedar Shingles

CHRISTY-MOIR CO.
149 Broadway. New York City

Thb

Brockville

Lumber

Company
LIMITED

Brockville, Ont.

Morristown, N.Y.

Wholesale and Retail

Lumber,

Lath,

Shingles,

Bill Stuff

And all kinds of SASH FACTORY and

PLANING MILL GOODS.

McLennan Timber

Lands and Lumber Co.
Limited

Selling Agency and Dealers in

all kinds of

Timber Lands
Offices: Gazetteville, N.Y.

Quebec, 138 St. Peter St.

J|j

ft
[1_§

'
r°r Tramways, Sidingi, Etc.
New and Second Hand

YARD LOCOMOTIVES

John J.Gartshore
58 Front St. W., TORONTO

Hardwood Flooring

End Matched, Bored,
Polished and Bundled

Siemon Bros., Ltd.
WIARTON, Ont.

Office : 309 Confederation LiteBldg., Toronto

EADIE DOUGLAS CO.
14 University St. Montreal

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.,
112 Manning Chambers, Toronto, Ont.

Our Prices will Interest You

We Make the Best

Pine Doors
We Specialize in

No. 3 Pine Doors

These are produced from good sound kiln-dried

lumber by expert workmen with up-to-date
machinery.

Doors that will not sag" warp or crack-—every
one thoroughly well made and guaranteed.

With our new improved equipment and organ-
ization we can manufacture large and small
quantities of No. 3 Pine Doors at a price

which meets all competition.

Rush orders given prompt attention—Complete
shipments made on time. Try us with your
next order for No. 3 Pine Doors.

THE

Pembroke Lumber Co.
Pembroke, Ontario

We Can Deliver the Goods

That Sell

The easiest lumber to sell

is that kind for which there

is already a big demand—our

Hemlock, Pine

and Hardwood

will always meet with a

ready sale because there is

always a demand for the

best.

We are the only firm to

dress and size all our hem-
lock lumber.

Remember this is a help

—freight is a big item.

We specialize in car lots—
Write us your requirements

Hocken Lumber

Co., Limited
Otter Lake Station, Ont.

The Harris Tie

& Timber Co.,

198 Sparks St., Ottawa, Ont.

Cedar Poles and Posts,

Piles and Bridge Timber

Track and Switch Ties

TLTK have 500 M ft. 8-4

* » Common and Better
and 250 M ft. 5-4 Common
and Better White Pine
that we want to move
quick at bargain prices.

Write us

Bruce Mines Saw Mill Co.
Limited

Bruce Mines, Ont.

"\1TB Buy, Sell and deal in all kinds
* * ot Lumber and Timber in Can-

ada and United States : Spruce,

White Pine, White and Basswood, Ash,
Cedar, Douglas Fir, Beech, Birch, Wal-
nut, Cherry, Chestnut, Cottonwood,
Hemlock, Maple, Norway Pine, Short
and Long Leaf Yellow Pine. Oak. Red-
wood; Birch, Mapls and Oak Floor-

ings. Pulpwood Ties, and Cedar Poles.

^UGER & SON
QUEBEC

HAEBERLE LUMBER CO.
LUMBER AND TIMBER

White Pins, Norway Yellow Pine, Hemlock
Oak Mouldings, Doors, Sashes and

Blinds, Cedar Poles and Ties.
Yellow Pine Timber a Specialty.

Interior Trim Mill Work.

NIACARA FALLS, N.Y.

The Canada Wood
Specialty Co., Limited

Manufacturers:

Lumber, Hardwood Flooring
Handles, Poles, Bed Frame
Stock, Cheese Box Hoops,
Heading, Baskets, Etc.

Write, Telegraph or Telephone
your orders

Orillia, Ont.

R. LAIDLAW
LUMBER CO.

LIMITED
Toronto

Sarnia

Buffalo
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Imperial Timber

& Trading Co.
LIMITED

VANCOUVER, B.C.

Branch Office:

15 Cadogan Block,

CALGARY, ALTA.

Every Description of

DOUGLAS FIR,

RED CEDAR, SPRUCE,
HEMLOCK, LARCH and
PINE LUMBER and
RED CEDAR SHINGLES

Heavy Construction
Timbers a Specialty

Lengths up to 110 ft.

Try a oar of our Extra Quality
XXX KKI) CEDAR SHINGLES

Kail ami Water Shipments.

The

North Channel Lumber Co.
Limited

Successors to

SAGINAW LUMBER & SALT CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine Lumber
Saginaw, Mich. U.S.A.

Mills at Thessalon Ont.

COURT HOUSE &^ ĤUnCH&"?^"J!!Il»ibr^^^
wu6ST0R£nnmcs.^^telND FOR CATj^fijf

FINE

BANK.OFflCE

1L0G STAMPS
OUR SPECIALTY

11
SUPERIOR MFC. CO.L™

|
RUBBER &. STEEL STAMPS

' TORONTO. ONT.
SENO FOR C*T* LOGuE

SPECIALTIES
Sawed Hemlock
Red Cedar Shingles
White Pine Lath
Bass and Poplar Siding

James Gillespie

Pine and Hardwood

Lumber
Lath and Shingles

North Tonawanda, N. Y.

"Well Bought is Half Sold"

STOCK OFFER;-

2 Cars 2x6 Com. W. P. $22.00

3 " 2x10 " " 25.00

2 " 4x 4 Sel. M. R.W. P. 28.00

1 " 6 x 6 " " 30.00

Ready for Quick Shipment

F.O.B. BYNG INLET

2 Cars 4 4" Crating Red Pine at $15.00

F.O.B. MIDLAND

3 Cars 5 4 x 4 & up No. 1 Com. & Btr.

Basswood.

Runs strong to ists and 2nds

Early 191 1 cut

Graves,
Bigwood
& Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pine and Hemlock
Lumber

730 Traders Bank Building, TorOlltO,0nt.

Mills : Bynff Inlet, Ont.

We are Buyers of

Hardwood Lumber
Pine and Spruce

Veneers Handles
(3 or more ply) (all descriptions)

Staves Hoops
Headings

JAMES WEBSTER & BR0., Ltd.
Bootle, Liverpool, England

London Office :

Dashwood House 9 Broad St., E.C.

News Chambers, 57 Hope St., Glasgow

Pant& Kemp
5a St. Enoch Square

GLASGOW

Timber Brokers
Cable Address, "Tectona," Glasgow

A i and ABC Codes used

Smith &Tyrer Ltd.

Agents for Shippers of

SPRUE, PINE, HARD-
WOODS AND OTHER
WOOD GOODS.

Please Offer Stocks on hand.

26 Chapel St., LIVERPOOL

F
ARNWORTH

& JAROINE
Cable Address: Farnworth, Liverpool

WOOD BROKERS
and MEASURERS
2 Dale Street, Liverpool, and

Seaforth Road, Seaforth Liverpool

England

We Specialize in

Saw Mill Repair Work
and castings of all descriptions
and machinery built to order.

Second hand machinery little used :

1 Northey gear drive pump
7" x 12'

1 Northey 6 H. P. Stationary
Gasoline Engine

1 Autmobile 20 H. P. 2 cylinder
Suitable for truck

Maass Bros..
Irving Ave., Ottawa, Ont.

Advertise
in the

Wanted and for Sale

Department
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Mason, Gordon&Co. 80 St. Francois

Xavier Street, Montreal,Que.

Everything in Timber
-Car and Cargo lots only-

Douglas Fir, Pine, Hemlock, Spruce,Yellow Pine and Oak

Write, Wire or 'Phone for Prices Western Office : — Pacific Building, VANCOUVER, B. C.

Send along your Orders
-FOR-

Doors, Sash, Wood Turnings

Interior Finish

Hardwood Flooring

Pine Flooring

EVERY ONE A GOOD SELLER

Wilson Brothers, Limited
COLLINGWOOD, ONTARIO

The Fernie Lumber
Co., Limited

Manufacturers and Dealers in all kinds of

Fir, Cedar, Spruce and Larch
Rough and Dressed Lumber

Dimensions and Bridge Timber
a specialty

Cedar Telegraph and
Telephone Poles

We have a Special Stock on hand for immediate Shipment

FERNIE, B. C.

Wm. Milne & Son, Ltd.
Manufacturers

:

Lumber, Lath and Shingles

Mills at North Bay, Sell wood Jet. and Spanish, Ont.

Head Office : North Bay, Ont.

North Bay Mill

White Pine, Spruce, Hemlock and
Birch Lumber, dressed flooring,

siding etc. Lath and Cedar Shingles.

Sellwood Jet. Mill

White and Norway Pine. Lumber
and Lath.

Spanish Mill

White and Norway Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock, Lumber and Lath.

Vessel shipment only.

For low prices and prompt shipment of

Yellow Pine Timbers
Short Leaf Finish

Chestnut — Oak — Ash
Cypress

New Brunswick Shingles

TRY

Fred S. Morse Lumber Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.Box 1600
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1

Full Stock Dry Pine and Hemlock

BILLS IN PINE AND HEMLOCK

Cut to Order

NEW TELEPHONE ADELAIDE 1783

The Fesserton Timber Co., Limited
15 Toronto St., TORONTO

Mills at FESSERTON, ONT.

JOHN DONOGH & CO.
Wholesale Dealers

—DRY STOCK—
WHITE PINE—

Inch Mill Cull Sidings. 2 x 8 & 2 x 12 Common and Dressing.

SPRUCE—
1 x 4-5-6-7, Common and better. Rough or Dressed.

1205 TRADERS BANK BUILDING, TORONTO

The Harwood Lumber Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

YELLOW PINE
Rough Timbers, Long Joists, Boards

both Long and Short Leaf
BE SURE TO GET OUR PRICES

Send Inquiries to us CLEVELAND, OHIO
OR

The Harwood Lumber Company Toronto, Ontario
Toronto phone Main 4089.

LEAK & CO., Limited
18 Aberdeen Chambers

TORONTO, ONT.

We are in the market for Hemlock,

Spruce and Hardwoods, also No. 1, 2

3 Lath.

Send us list of anything you have to offer.

ROBERT BURY & CO.
Wholesale Hardwood Dealers

For Sale
Ready for Prompt Shipment

1 Car 4 n Hard Maple, 80 per cent. 1st & 2nds, Bal. No. 1 Com
2 " 3" ~" *U % -75 " " " g&]
3 " 2" " 70

"

100 to 150 M ft. I" Soft Elm, No. 1 Com. and Better

telephone, Adelaide 1467 79 Spadina Avenue, TORONTO

Spears & Lauder
OFFER

One Million feet, Birch, Basswood,
Ash, Elm and Maple

now being cut from exceptionally choice logs.

Also during the Summer months 2}4 million feet of hemlock.

LET US QUOTE YOU ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

Head Office: 501 Kent Bldg., - TORONTO

The

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co.
18 Toronto St., TORONTO, ONT. Limited

Wc offer for prompt shipment,—
5 to 8 cars, 5 8 Pine or Spruce Crating
4 to 5 cars, V/2 x 10 & 12 Selected White Pine
4 to 5 cars, 2 x 10, 10 16 No. 1 Spruce
10 to 15 cars, 1 x 10 & 12 No. 1 White Pine Mill Gull
2 cars, 2x4 & up, Clear and Clear Face Norway

Close prices for prompt shipment.

C. G. ANDERSON LUMBER CO.

WANTED
Mill Stocks of

HARDWOODS
PINE
SPRUCE
HEMLOCK

We are now buying for the 191 2 trade. Write us describ-
ing Stocks you have, or will have to sell. We pay CASH.

Manning Chambers TORONTO
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E. H Heaps & Co., Limited

Lumber, Shingles, Doors, Mouldings, Finish,etc.

Specialties: AA1 BRAND HIGH GRADE SHINGLES
B. C. R. DOUGLAS FIR. TIMBER

Mills at

Vancouver and R.\jskin, B. C.

Head Office: Victoria Drive and Powell St.

VANCOUVER. B.C.

President and General Manager Assistant General Manager

D. C. Cameron, Winnipeg Wm. Robertson, Vancouver

Secretary-Treasurer, Wilson Bell, Winnipeg

The Rat Portage

Lumber Co. Ltd.

Manufacturers of

Fir, Cedar and Spruce

LUMBER
Cedar Shingles, Fir and Cedar Lath

Car Sills and Sheathing, Cedar Siding

Large and Long Timbers

for heavy construction work

Vancouver, B.C., and Harrison River, B.C.

Pine
Selects

(

Shops

Commons
and
Mouldings QUP>N

Larch
Timbers
Yard Stock

Clears

and
Mouldings

The East Kootenay Lumber Co.
Head Office: JAFFRAY. B.C.

Mill, at
: CRANBROOK. B.C., RYAN, B.C., JAFFRAY B.C.

Limited

High Efficiency

Mill Supplies
The installation of efficient mill equipment will reduce the working
cost of any mill to a minimum.

We specialize in the very best

Mill Supplies

Here are a few of our lines:

Batata Belting—We sell only the best viz., " Vinco."
You cannot afford to buy anything else.

Flexible Metallic Hose—For conveying Steam, Gas,
Air, etc. All sizes kept in stock from \" to 2".

Steam Packings—To suit all conditions. Tell us your
requirements. We will ship you goods that will prove
a saving in trouble and cost.

Asbestos—Gaskets, Sheet, etc., we carry in large quan-
tities. Special sizes, gaskets, etc., made up on shortest
notice.

Prompt Delivery Highest Quality

Reasonable Price

The Asbestos & Rubber Goods Co.

141 King St. East

TORONTO

Limited

Branch: 43 St. Francois Xavier St.

MONTREAL

D. S. PATE LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Yellow Pine
OUR SPECIALTIES:

Long Leaf Timbers and Implement Stock.

Short Leaf Finish.

Stock Exchange Bldg. - Chicag'O, 111.
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Lumber of Uniform Quality

Fassett Lumber Co.^General View of Saw Mill

Standard uniform quality is the
Keystone of our success. If you
are not acquainted with the superior
merits of our lumber let us send you
a sample car of

PINE, HEMLOCK
SPRUCE or

HARDWOOD
We have also a splendidly

equipped planing mill and dress
lumber to order.

LONG TIMBERS
A Specialty.

Fassett Lumber Company, Limited
FASSETT, QUEBEC

FENATANG SHOEPACKS
Gendron Penatang Shoepack Mfg. Co.

Sole Manufacturers, Penetanguishene, Ontario

Two of Our Twenty Different Styles

Our Temiscaming Shoepack is made with a good waterproof Oil Tan foot, soft Mennonite Grain or light Oil Tan leg,

large eyelets, and with or without hooks, as desired. This pack is suitable for all

seasons, but is especially adapted for hard-freezing weather. It will not freeze.

The Lumber King, with sole running through to

heel, is more

early season,

every sort of

such as is met

fall or in the

Both styles

without soles

Send for Catalogue

to be worn in

Will stand
rough usage,

with in the

spring.

made with or

and heels.
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FOR QUICK SHIPMENT
we offer the following stocks

A few cars left of

5/4 x 6/8/10 No. 1 and 2, Barn

6/4 x 6/8/10 No. 1 and 2, Barn

200M i", lyi" and 2" x 12— 12/16 Spruce

100M 3 x 10— 10/16 Spruce
1" x 4", 5" and 6" No. 1 and 2, Barn

iyi" x 4", 6", 8" x 10" No. 2, Barn and Better

From Small Logs

4 and 2 x 4,— 10/16' Spruce, rough or dressed
2x5,
2x6,
2x7,
2 x 8,

2 x 10,

2x12
A choice lot of 1" Ash and winter sawn 1" Bass-

wood ; also Birch Flooring in all grades and
thicknesses.

We can supply you all your wants in Pine.

DRESSED LUMBER OUR SPECIALTY
Write, wire or 'phone us for prices before placing your orders.

W. C. Edwards & Co., Limited
Ottawa, Ont.

Mills at Ottawa and Rockland Planing Mills and Factories at Ottawa

"EVERYTHING IN LUMBER"

Why not make 1912 the most profitable saw year in your history ?

ATKINS STERLING BAND SAWS
Made in Canada

THESE Saws are celebrated on account of their exceed-

ingly tough temper and generally scientific construc-

tion. They will stand up to their work longer under the

most trying conditions. You will find fewer cracks in

ATKINS BAND SAWS than any other and they will

hold their teeth and points remarkably. Why not place a

trial order and make us prove these statements.

Write to-day

E. C. ATKINS & CO.,
Vancouver Branch, No. 109 Powell Street,

Makers of

STERLING SAWS HAMILTON, ONT.
U. S. Factory, Indianapolis, Ind.
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Pine Doors of All Kinds
KEPT IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

The above is a partial line of Doors carried in stock in all the standard sizes for quick shipments.We are the largest manufacturers of Doors in Canada and operate our own sawmill and timber limits.

We can save you Time and Money. Write us.

JAMES DAVIDSON, - OTTAWA, Ontario

GARLOCK PACKINGS
Garlock Regular Rings

For all general purposes outside of high pressure
work. This Packing is a special grade thoroughly lubri-
cated with the celebrated "Garlock " compound, and is

the perfected result of over thirty years experience in
manufacturing fibrous Packings.

Garlock Square Duck Packing
Made of good quality Cotton Duck and friction for

cold water.

Garlock High Pressure Gaskets
Absolutely heat proof, will not vulcanize or blow out

under any steam pressure, being made of long fibre
Asbestos Brass Wire Insertion.

Garlock Red Sheet Packing
Made of high grade Rubber compounded in such a

way as to give it great strength and reliability.

This Packing has established wide reputation on its
own merits.

Garlock Cloth Insertion Sheet
Used on cold and warm water pipes. Is unexcelled

in pliability, smoothness of finish and strength of Cloth
Insertion.

Garlock Rubber Valves
Specially made to meet specific conditions—absolute-

ly unaffected by oils.

Before placing your next order for supplies get our prices on Leather, Rubber and Canvas Belts,
Hose, Brass Valves, Babbitt Metals, Saw Blades, Files, Emery Wheels, etc. Write for catalogue.

THE GARLOCK PACKING CO.
Head Office and Factory: HAMILTON, ONT.

MONTREAL TORONTO WINNIPEG

-
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Maritime Lumber Co.
Limited

Head Office

:

Saint John, N. B.

Branch Office :

180 St. James St. Montreal, P. Q

OFFER

For Rail or Water Shipment:

1,500,000-ft. Merchantable

Spruce Side Boards 1x4
and up.

For Rail Shipment

:

600,000-ft. 3x7 and up I st.,

2nd. and 3rd. White Pine.

Donald Fraser

& Sons, Limited
CABANO, QUEBEC

MANUFACTURERS OF

Long Lumber
Rough and Finished

Shingles, Clapboard,
etc.

To Reach More
Lumber Buyers
Canadian lumber manufacturers and whole-

salers should advertise regularly and prominently
in the

(anadajpberman
Worker

This paper reaches all the principal buyers
of Canadian lumber at home and in Great Brit-
ain, United States, Europe, South America.

Rates on application to the hend office.

220 King Street West

TORONTO - ONTARIO

Selling Mill Stock
If you desire to get beyond the retail dealer

and reach the builder and the architect it will pay
you to advertise in the

_^ I 1 J ESTABLISHED ISS6

(ontract Record
^Engineering Review

the only weekly paper in Canada for builders,
architects, etc.

Send for sample copies and rates

to the publishers

Hugh C. MacLean, Limited
Toronto, Ontario
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AUSTEN BROS. LIMITED
The Banner Machinery and Supply House of the Maritime Provinces

Axes Babbitt Metals
Car Movers Emery Grinders

Wood Split Pulleys

P. T. Saws Cant-Hooks
Peaveys Lumbermen's Calks

Are Headquarters for

HALIFAX,

Gauge Glasses
Scotch Yill Board Packings

Send us your orders, we will

do the rest.

NOVA SCOTIA

Lower Repair Bill
You don't need to replace the whole grate, just because a
small part is burnt out. Macdonald tops are removable.

MacDonald Shaking Grate

Ask for Bulletin No. 4

ROBB ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
SO. FRAMINGHAM, Ma°ss!T AMHERST, N.S., Can.

Manufacturers of Engines, Water-tube Boilers, Horizontal

Return Tube Boilers, Vertical Boilers, Shaking Grates, etc.
39—22

WE LEAD IN MILL SUPPLIES

IN THE MARITIME PROVINCES
We can equip your mill with everything you
require and at lowest prices.

Crane or Pipe

Fittings

Leather,

Rubber

and

Canvass

Belting

Steam

Packings

Our stock has been carefully selected and the quality is

guaranteed.
The manufacturers we represent are those whose names
are a guarantee of the quality of their output.
We carry a complete stock and can fill orders promptly.
We are satisfied with a fair profit and give you the benefit.

GIVE US A TRIAL

GUILDFORD & SONS, Halifax, N. S.

The Enterprise Lumber Camp Range
A Large Heavy Serviceable Steel Range, specially adapted for Lum-

ber, Mining, and Railway Construction Camps, Boarding Houses, etc.

MADE IN TWO SIZES
The largest No. 10—30 has an oven 30 x 26 x 14 and six 10 inch covers. The

oven of the 9—24 measures 24 x 26 x 14. The Tops of both are made of three
heavy interchangeable Key plates. Both sizes can be fitted with water-
fronts and the 9—24 with a 15 gallon copper reservoir tinned on the inside
to prevent rust. Size of pipe collar 1% inches. Length of wood fire box 31
inches. The body is of very heavy Bessemer Sheet Steel and is well braced
and strengthened. Castings are made of the highest grade of pig iron.

Burns Coal, Coke or Wood Send for Illustrated Circular

The Enterprise Foundry Co., Sackviiie, n. b.

Mfrs. of High Grade Stoves, Ranges, Furnaces and Fire Place Fittings
Sold by : Fred J. C. Cox & Co., Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton. Enterprise Hardware Co.,

Saskatoon. W. T. McArthur & Co., Vancouver
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Place Your Dimension Orders Early
White and Red Pine, Spruce, etc., Bills, any Size, any Length

ROUGH OR DRESSED

East Entrance, No. 2 Yard

We still have a few cars each

dry [ x I 2, I Yz x I 2 and 2x12

x 1 2/1 6 for sale.

Fast Feed Planing Mill in

Connection

The Colonial Lumber Co.

Pembroke, Ont.

Patented IXL Bit • Pat. No. Se4CB

This Bit Will Not Slip Sideways

><?<?' the Key "See the> /fey

Manufactured Only By

The A. J. BURTON SAW CO. Ltd.

Vancouver B. C.

Our Inserted Saws are Fitted with our

Patent I.X.L. Bits and Shanks, warran-

ted not to slip sideways, and to cut free

and easy, and have no equal in hard-

wood or any other timber.

Saws
Band, Gang,

Solid and Inserted

Tooth Circulars,

Bits and Shanks

Carried in Stock at our Ottawa Branch.

Special Attention given to all Saw Re-

pair Work.

The A. J. Burton Saw Co., Ltd.
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY

VANCOUVER, B. C.

BOX 848

Phone 1748

EASTERN OFFICE, SALES-ROOMS AND
REPAIR WORKS

374 Sparks St., OTTAWA, ONT.

Phone 7458
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Phone Main 6386 MilU: Knoxville, Tenn.
Walland, Tenn.
Franklin, Va.

The Atlantic Lumber Co.
Incorporated

Head Office: BOSTON, MASS.

Manufacturers Southern Hardwood Lumber
Canadian Branch

211 Kent Building1

, 156 Yonge Street, Toronto
Robert Vestal, Manager

ANYTHING IN OAK LUMBER

We have the following stock we are anxious

to move, let us quote you on it

:

250,000 ft. 1 in. No. 2 Com. and Btr. Basswood
1,000,000 ft. 1 in. No. 2 " " Hard Maple

40,000 ft. 1 x4 in. 1 face and 2 faces Clear Birch Strips
50,000 ft. 2 in. Ists and 2nds Unselected Birch
400,000 ft. 1 in. No. 1 Com. Unselected Birch
50,000 ft. 1 in. No. 2 Com. Unselected Birch
100,000 ft. 1 in., 10 and 12 ft. Moulding Birch

Other Northern Hardwoods in complete assortments

BRADLEY TIMBER & RAILWAY SUPPLY CO.
Second Floor Palladio Bldg., DULUTH, MINN.

QUARTERED OAK
POPLAR

LOUISIANA RED CYPRESS
PLAIN OAK
ASH

Yards at Nashville, Tenn.

We can ship you promptly any of the above
Stock, Carefully Inspected

WE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU

Wistar Underhill & Nixon
Real Estate Trust Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian Rep. - W. J. Anderson, 288 South St., London, Ont.

HARDWOOD
LUMBER

Do You Want a Salesman?

<H Every live lumber salesman in Can-
ada reads the Canada Lumberman
and Woodworker.

•Jf You can get the man you want
through a small advertisement in the

"Wanted and For Sale" department
of this paper.

Cypress

Oak
Gum
Ash
Cottonwood
Elm

Send for Complete Stock List and Delivered Prices

The Hyde Lumber Co.
Manufacturers and Exporters

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA

Yellow Poplar
MANUFACTURERS WATER
SEASONED, BAND SAWED

POPLAR LUMBER

All Grades Quick Shipments

COAL GROVE, Ohio, U.S.A. Lumber Co
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

LELAND G. BANNING
Manufacturer of

SOFT OAK
(WILMINGTON, 0. • • n m ~±

mns
- \SSSSSSS- Cincinnati, O.

Canadian Representative, A. E. KL1PPERT, 11 Laxton Ave., TORONTO

Manufacturers or roreign and Domestic Hardwood Lumber

and Veneers.

Ohio Veneer Company
Importers of

MAHOGANY AND FOREIGN WOODS

Office and Mills: 2624 to 2634 Colerain Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

R. A. Wells Lumber Co.
Wholesalers and Exporters of

Hardwood Lumber
of All Kinds

Special attention to Canadian trade. Prompt Shipments
Our speciality is 1" to 2" Gumwood, 1" to 2" Oak, both
plain and quartered stock, 1" to 2" Ash and 1" Cottonwood.

WRITE US BEFORE BUYING

230 S. LA SALLE STREET - CHICAGO, ILL.

THE SOUTHERN LUMBER and

BOOM GO.
SALES OFFICE, CINCINNATI

Band Mills: Valleyview, Ky., Glendora, Miss.

Manufacturers

OAK GUM
POPLAR CHESTNUT
ASH CYPRESS

Lower Michigan Hardwoods

Rock Maple, Beech, Birch, Basswood and Ash, White

Rock Maple Flooring and Hardwood Dimension

We have four large mills, sawing the year round on Virgin Hardwood
Timber. We can furnish you any standard grade or thickness. We
own our own fleet of boats and can make water shipments. Send us
a list of your wants. We can serve you best.

Vi^« H» ^VhltC OOHlDclliy Wholesale Yards at Buffalo. N.Y.
* * Mill* at Boyne City, Michigan

Duhlmeier Brothers Hardwood Lumber

MILLS {

Ml^e

{ CINCINNATI, OHIOv Mississippi. Yards

We now have in stock dry and ready for prompt shipment 500,000 ft. of i-in., i^-in., 1 1/2 and 2-in.

plain Red Oak, nice soft texture, good widths, good lengths. Also a nice stock of Red and Sap Gum,
Plain and Quartered Cut Oak. Let us quote you delivered prices.

OUR LUMBER IS MANUFACTURED RIGHT AND GRADED RIGHT. WE CAN SHIP QUICK.

Eastern Representative <Jc\llflGS H« \Vc\lsll, 95 W - Mohawk St -> Buffalo, N. Y.
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HARDWOOD LUMBER
United States Manufacturers and Wholesalers seeking Canadian Business

Long-Knight Lumber Co.

Manufacturers Indiana and Southern

Hardwoods
OAK, ASH, CYPRESS Our Specialtie.

Address all inquiries to the Main Office at—

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

xiieu. ruuiauei \y. ]yj Hopkins

Theo. Fathauer Co.
WHALESALE HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Plain and Quartered Figured and Plain

White Oak. Red Gum

Southern Yard - Helena, Ark.
Address correspondence to

1428 Cherry Ave., Chicago

YARDS: ORLEANS, IND.; FORT WATNK, IND.; FAOLI END

S. P. Coppock & Sons' Lumber Co.

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Hardwood
Lumber

Indiana Quartered Oak
Ash, Basswood, Poplar

Main Office • FORT WAYNE, IND.

OUR SPECIALTY:

Anything in HICKORY LUMBER
Canadian Representative, MR. S. D. SMITH

W. M. Ritter Lumber Co.
Manufacturers - Columbus, Ohio

Let us quote you on your requirements in
any of the following West Virginia stock :

Soft Yellow Poplar, Plain and Quarter Sawed
Red and White Oak, Chestnut and Basswood

All Grades and Thicknesses in Stock Dry.

We especially want to move during next thirty days and will make
attractive prices on

—

5 Cars 4/4 1st and 2nds Quarter Sawed Poplar
5 Cars 4/4 Quarter Sawed Sound Wormy Chestnut
3 Cars 4/4 1st and 2nd Chestnut
1 Car 5/4 " " "

2 Cars 6/4
"

8 Cars 4/4 to 8/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut
5 Cars 4/4 1st and 2nd Sound Wormy Chestnut
3 Cars 4/4 Sound Wormy Chestnut Veneer Strips, 3 to 6-in.
4 Cars 10/4 and 12/4 Sound Wormy Chestnut.
6 Cars 5/4 No. 1 Common Basswood,
5 Cars 4/4 Poplar 1st & 2nds., Bright Sap no Defect, 7" & up
3 Cars 5/8 Poplar Panel and No. 1, 18 to 36-in.
4 Cars 4/4 " " " 18 to 36-in.
3 Cars 4/4 High Grade No. 2 Common Quartered White Oak.

Our stock is all band sawed and we ship the product of our mills only.

Ontario Representative, John Hall, 266 Huron St., Toronto
PHONE COLLEGE 907

W. 0. King & Co.
HARDWOOD LUMBER

Our Specialties

Michigan Hard Maple,
Birch and Basswood

2452 S. Loomis St., CHICAGO, ILL.

DRY BEECH
We want to move 200,000 feet 5/4—No.
1 and better dry Beech. A Snap at
the Price.

Also quick deliveries on NORTHERN
HARDWOODS, YELLOW PINE,
OAK DIMENSION, FIR, HICK-
ORY, OAK, GAR STOCK and PIL-
ING.

Estabrook Skeele Lumber Co.
Manufacturers and Wholesalers

CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.
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DEFIANCETHE WORLD IS

TURNED ON

WOOD-WORKING MACHINES

No. 1 Hub Lathe

The first re-

quirement of
every modern

wood-working- plant is high-grade tools.

DEFIANCE machines represent "natures"
only solvent for the successful production of

your output.

DEFIANCE quality means service and longlivity in

every detail. No modern plant will be without them.

The Imprint of Satisfaction

No. 6 Bolting Saw

Write us for full par-

ticulars and prices. Neck Yoke and Single Tree Lmtke

The Defiance Machine Works
426 Perry Street - DEFIANCE, OHIO, U.S.A.

Canadian Agents:—The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Toronto.
Agents for Ontario. Williams & Wilson, Ltd., Montreal, Que.
A.R.Williams Machinery Co., Ltd., St. John, N H. (New Brunswick,
P.E.I.) Guilford & Sons, Halifax, N. S. The Angel Kngineering &
Supply Co., St. John's, Newfoundland. W. L. Blake & Co., Portland.
Me. (Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont.)

Smooth, True Sawing

to contend with.

If your boards from the

carriage or resaw are sawed

i" you can cut them 31 38"

on a Wickes Gang. Many
cut as thin as 151 6" and

yet have sufficient stock for

the planers.

Because of the smooth,

true sawing of the gang,

the planer will dress both

sides clean the entire length

on a very light shaving.

No miscuts due to loose

carriage or resaw joints to

allow for. No wavering,

snaking or running of saws

This is actual practicable Conservation of Resources.

It meansIt is a marked saving of timber

More Boards from the Log

WICKES BROS. SAGINAW, MICH.
Seattle Office: 410 White Bldg.

YANKEE PATENT REMOVABLE
SPLIT -RIM SPROCKET

The

SOMETHING NEW IN SPROCKETS
The removable rim does away with removing Sprocket

from Shaft. To renew, unbolt two halves of old rim, and
replace with two new halves. You only buy the Rim, at
one-third cost of new Wheel. Done in one-fifth the time
compared with Standard Sprocket.

A. M. ELLICOTT CO., Montreal

Look Here-
Mr. Millman

You can get better results out of
this little mill than any other on
the market.

It can be made portable or stationary.

It reduces the Cost of Manufacturing.

It Increases your mill Output.

It Produces boards of Uniform Thick-
ness.

It is Indestructible, Light and never
' in the Repair Shop.

Write for our prices

Sleeper 6 Akhurst
Coaticook, Que.
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How This Rubber Belting

Cuts Production Cost
Don't let slipping belts waste power—drain away profits. Plug up the

leaks—save time, money, power, by investigating—installing Goodyear
Rubber Belting.

Goodyear Rubber Belting stands for saved energy—economy. Built up
of plies of rubberized fabric, cured and vulcanized into the solid piece. Neither
slips nor stretches. Has the cohesiveness of rubber with the enduring
strength of a specially woven cotton duck fabric from which all stretch has
been taken out. It is steam, water, weather and rot proof.

The same high grade materials, the same skillful workmanship and the
same years of experience that have built such famous service into the pro-
ducts of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., U.S.A., is doing the same for
Goodyear Rubber Belting and our many other rubber products.

GOOD^?EAR Rubber Belting

High Efficiency Belting
Every size for every purpose— 1 inch to 60 inches wide—2 plies

to 8 plies thick.

Goodyear Quality Belting
The highest grade made. Heaviest duck, best rubber, seamless,

tough, durable. The saving main-drive belt for Paper, Pulp and
Lumber Mills—for all mills where the horse-power transmitted is

large and the demand tor tensile strength is great.

Black Diamond Belting
Lighter in weight, lower in price than above, but same in quality.

Great quantities sold to Sawmill trade. Hundreds of mill owners
say it gives better service than any other belt ever used.

Red Cross Belting
The ideal belt for Thresher, Small Sawmill and Flour Mill use.

Built to* meet competition, yet is far superior to all other third-

grade belts because made of tougher rubber, heavier fabric (which
means better friction) and better wearing service and cover.

Stitched Rubber Belting
We make this belting in Quality, Black Diamond and Red Cross

weights for those preferring this type of belting.

Elevator Belts
We make a specialty of Elevator Belts. Our Leg and Lofter

Belts used in hundreds of elevators. Give superior service because
of greater strength. Buckets never pull out. Plies never separate.

Long efficient service guaranteed.

Conveyor Belts
For conveying crushed stone, grain, coal, ore, etc. Made in all

thicknesses of face to suit requirements. Great toughness of rubber
face prevents cutting and chipping; insures longest service.

IMPERIAL HIGH-SPEED FRICTION SURFACE BELT

Specially designed* for planer, dynamo, generator or fan work where pulleys are small and high-
speeded. If we haven't what you want in stock, we'll make it—and remember

Goodyear Rubber Belts quickly earn their cost in pains and power saved—yet they cost less than the common kind.
Let our expert solve your problem. Send requirements or write for catalog to-night.

Our sales of the last four months 50% greater than those of last year. Defective goods returned only $23.93.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company of Canada, Ltd.
Factory—Bowmanville, Ont.

Write Our Nearest Branch

BRANCHES : Victoria, B. C—Vancouver, B. C—Calgary, Alta. —Regina, Sask.—Winnipeg, Man.—London, Ont.—Hamilton, Ont.-
Toronto, Ont.—Montreal, Que.—St. John, N. B.
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SIMONDS
Crescent-Ground Cross-Cut Saws

This is the identical Crescent-Ground Cross-Cut Saw which has for years been
recognized as the best made or used in the United States. Since beginning the manu-
facture of these saws at our Canadian factories, we have found and are supplying a greatly
increased demand throughout the Dominion. The saws are made of Simonds Steel, and
Simonds Steel is the best saw steel made. They run easy, cut fast, and give good
results. Sold by the hardware trade or direct from our offices.

Every Saw Covered with an Absolute Guarantee.

SIMONDS CANADA SAW CO., LIMITED
Montreal, Que. Vancouver, B. C. St. John, N. B.

J. P. EBY
President CAMP SUPPLIES HUGH BLAIN

Vice-President

If you are. looking for QUALITY in your Camp Supplies,

you should specify :

"ANCHOR " brand
BAKING POWDER
JELLY POWDERS
EXTRACTS, SPICES
COFFEE TEA

(In sealed air tight packages)

Sweetened MILK Unsweetened

CANNED-
SALMON, FRUITS
and VEGETABLES

WE CARRY A FULL RANGE OF CAMP SUPPLIES

Wholesale Grocers

The

Quality

Is

Guaranteed

The

Best

It

Is

Possible

To

Produce

EBY-BLAIN, LIMITED ^ nj Manufacturers

TORONTO
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Canada's Foreign Trade
Statistics of Canada's foreign trade in forest products which are

published elsewhere in this issue, include some exceptionally inter-

esting features. In the first place the tables show that during the
fiscal year ending March 31st, 1912, the exports of forest products
fell off in value by $4,500,000 as compared with the previous fiscal

year; the total value being $41,104,887. In connection with the ex-

ports of forest products, one of the most interesting features is the
fact that exports of planks and boards included $13,634,108 to the

United States, $1,965,224 to Great Britain, and $3,742,758 to other

countries, the total being $19,342,090. In the four preceding years
the totals under these headings were as follows: 1911, $21,535,086;

1910, $23,253,219; 1909, $19,178,091 ; 1908, $21,092,297. It will be seen
therefore, that the exports for the last fiscal year have declined to

about the same figure as the exports for the fiscal year ending March
31st, 1909, and that the falling off as compared with the fiscal year
ending March 31st, 1911, amounts to nearly $2,225,000. This fact

is a concrete illustration of the difficulty which was experienced in

disposing of lumber last year in the markets of the United States.

Looking at the monthly table of exports of the forest products
it will be seen that the present year has started out in a rather en-

couraging manner. The month of January showed an increase of al-

most one hundred per cent. The increase for the month of Febru-
ary amounted to about fifty per cent. During the month of March
although the total was fairly heavy it was some $400,000 less than
during March, 1911. For the three months of January, February
and March, the total exports of forest products during 1912 were
valued at $6,887,609, as compared with $5,398,033 during the cor-

responding period of 1911, and $6,939,265 during the corresponding
period of 1910.

Probably the most interesting feature of the report is found in

the total of free imports. From this it will be seen that Canada's
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imports of planks, boards, etc., from the United States under the free

list during the fiscal year ending March 31st, 1912, were valued at

$4,984,733, as compared with $3,500,066 during the fiscal year imme-
diately preceding; $1,852,542 during the fiscal year ending March
31st, 1910, and $1,107,184 during the fiscal year ending March 31st,

1909. During the last three fiscal years the quantities imported un-
der the heading of planks and boards free of duty have been as fol-

lows : 1912, 378,202,000 feet; 1911, 193,523,000 feet; 1910, 85,053,000

feet. During the
-

last fiscal year, therefore, it will be seen that the

imports have been more than four times as great as they were during
the fiscal year of two years ago. At the same time the value of the

planks and boards imported from the United States has rapidly de-

clined. In 1910 the average value was $21.77 per M. feet; in 1911 it

fell to $18.08 per M. feet, and in 1912 it reached the remarkably low
figure of $13.18 per M. feet. This exceptionally low figure is to be

accounted for only in one manner, viz., that the imports from the

United States during the past fiscal year included large quantities

of low grade lumber from the Southern States and higher grades
which were being sold at sacrifice prices in order to prevent the accu-

mulation of stocks at manufacturing points and to avoid exclusive

depression of the United States markets. In the face of figures

of this sort it looks as though those who have been claiming
that United States lumber was not being dumped in Canadian mar-
kets at sacrifice prices will have an impossible task to prove their

case.

The exports of wood-pulp and pulpwood for the fiscal year also

show some interesting features. Exports of mechanical wood pulp
fell off in value by over $1,000,000 as compared with 1911, and were
almost identical in value with the exports for 1910. The exports of

chemical wood-pulp showed a fair increase as compared with 1911,

but they are still somewhat less than they were during 1909 and 1910.

Taking the total exports of wood pulp, the value is over $600,000 less

than during 1911, very nearly the same as during 1910, and some
$700,000 greater than during 1909. The exports of pulpwood show a

decrease of about $400,000 in value as compared with 1911 and also

as compared with 1910, although there are still some $1,300,000

greater in value than during 1909.

In connection with the statistics given in the annual report of

Canada's foreign trade, it is interesting to note some of the features

of the report of the foreign commerce of the United States for the

ten months ending April, 1912. According to this report the exports of

timber both hewn and sawed to Canada for the ten months were valued
at $856,535 as compared with $1,330,534 for the corresponding period of

1911, and at $1,183,114 for the corresponding period of 1910. During
the month of April exports from the United States to Canada under
this heading were valued as follows: 1912, $150,890; 1911, $140,895.

Boards, planks, deals, joists, and scantling exported from the

United States to Canada during the ten months ending April, 1912,

were valued at $9,099,323, the quantity being 426,672,000 feet, making
the average price $21.32 per M. feet. During the corresponding period

of 1911 the value of exports from the United States to Canada under
this heading was $7,286,327, the quantity being 306,433,000 feet,

making the average value $23.77 per M. feet. During the correspond-

ing period of 1910 the total value of exports from the United States

to Canada under this heading was $3,859,980, the quantity being

136,157,000 feet, making the average value $28.35. It will thus be
seen that during the past two years the exports under this heading
have increased by over two hundred per cent, and the average price

has declined from $28 to $21. Under this heading are included, of

course, both the products which enter Canada free of duty and upon
payment of duty.

United States exports of wood pulp during the ten months were
valued at $315,166, as compared with $304,077 during the correspond-

ing period of 1911 and $290,424 during the corresponding period of
1910.

United States imports of boards, planks, deals and other sawed
lumber from Canada during the ten months ending April, 1912, were
valued at $11,652,376, the quantity being 677,863,000 feet, making the

average value $17.19 per M. feet. During the corresponding period

of 1911 the imports under this heading from Canada were valued at

$12,941,539, the quantity being 697,494,000 feet, making the average
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value $18.55 per M. feet. For the corresponding period of 1910 the
imports from Canada under this heading were valued at $15,628,794,
the quantity being 855,787,000 feet, making the average value $18.26
per M. feet. It will thus be seen that during the past few years the
imports of boards, planks, etc., to the United States from Canada
have declined both in value and quantity.

Imports of mechanically ground wood pulp for the ten months
ending April, 1912, into the United States were valued at $4,825,634,
as compared with $4,491,467 during the corresponding ten 'months'
of the previous year, and $3,593,613 during the corresponding period
of 1910. The imports of pulpwood for the ten months were valued
as- follows: 1912, $4,556,708; 1911, $4,446,513; 1910, $4,934,323.

Yellow Pine Trad
It seems at last as though a measure of relief will be forthcoming

to those who have felt the competition of yellow pine so strongly
during the last year or two. A change seems to be coming over
market conditions in connection with this class of lumber, which
will be welcomed both by the trade in general and the yellow pine
manufacturers. The change, moreover, is not in the nature of any
weakening in the general appreciation of yellow pine. The public
fancy for this lumber has been so thoroughly developed that it is

doubtful if it will ever wane, so long as the lumber can be pro-
duced. The change is rather one which has resulted from a marked
curtailment in the output, coupled with an increase in the demand
for lumber in general throughout the United States and Canada.
In the yellow pine manufacturing business reports all indicate that
there has been a decided lessening of output, resulting from definite

conclusions on the part of the manufacturers that a reduced out-
put was a necessary policy and also resulting from climatic and
trade conditions, all of which have combined to bring about a con-
dition which cannot fail to cause a stronger market in the near
future. So far as the demand for yellow pine is concerned in the
United States, the most noticeable feature of late has been a de-
mand for assorted stocks which has become keenly active. At the
same time there has arisen a remarkable demand for railroad and
car building varieties and sizes in addition to special orders for

manufacturers' and export requirements.

This demand has come on top of a winter during which the rain-

fall was excessive and which was followed by extensive spring
floods. Such a combination of remarkable circumstances has put
most of the manufacturers to the pins of their collars to meet the
business which has been offering. These circumstances alone were
sufficient to make trade unusually brisk, but as if it were not enough,
the farmers of the country have suddenly awakened to the fact that
they need a lot of lumber and have commenced to add their quota
to the general demand. At first there was some hesitation about

j on the Up Grade
the demand from the farmers because of the early crop scares. These
have now been well laid to rest, as the outlook for winter wheat is

fairly promising, while the other crop prospects are also much
brighter.

It is a bit of the irony of fate that the good demand for yellow
pine should arise when the mills are scarcely able to cope with
an ordinary demand. This is one of the irregularities which the
lumber trade seems fated to face continually. It is better late than
never, however, and it makes those in the business feel that they will

be able during the approaching months to make up for some of the
losses which they have been suffering for a few years past. With
dry stocks badly broken and an exceptional demand in force, it

seems unquestionable that prices will have to advance. Further-
more, the wet spring having curtailed the output, the possibility

of replenishing depleted stocks is now seriously diminished. Ap-
parently there will be a good demand for assorted stocks througn-
out the season and the cutting of prices, wdiich has been so trouble-
some to the trade, is likely to become a thing of the past.

All this is of especial interest to the lumber manufacturers oi

Ontario as it means that the excessive shipment of yellow pine into

Ontario is likely to be greatly lessened, for there will not be so much
stock, to be sacrificed on the Canadian markets as there has been
of late. It is gratifying also to note that the conditions which apply
to the yellow pine business in the United States also apply in almost
equal measure to the other branches of the lumber manufacturing
industry, so that the chances are that the reports of "a dull market
in the United States," will not be a depressing feature of trade con-
ditions this summer. The only factor which seems likely to militate

against a general improvement is the uncertainty prevailing as a re-

sult of the campaign for the election of President. This always
has a bad effect upon trade, but if it is the only adverse condition
among a number of favorable ones its depressing effect will be
greatly weakened.

Good Crop Conditions on the Prairies
Crop conditions on the Canadian prairies are exceptionally

favorable up to date. Reports from various sources state that the
seeding operations were favored with practically ideal weather
conditions and that the indications for a splendid crop were never
better. It is always well to take these early predictions of crop
results with a grain of salt. At the same time it is admissable to

accept any encouraging news which comes from a really authentic
source. There is now no question that the seeding operations were
most successful and since seeding time the growing weather has also

been unusually favorable. Professor Elliott, of the Experimental
Farm at Strathmore, reports that "this has been the best seeding
season in the history of Alberta." Other equally encouraging reports
come from different parts of the country. In many sections it was
reported during the first week in June that fall wheat was already
six inches above the ground and that its appearance was most en-

couraging. It is also worth noting that the crops of the last two
years were in some respects disappointing. It is generally consider-

ed that the possibility of having three off seasons in succession is

very slight and for this reason the optimistically inclined section of

the business public expect that the present year will be a good one.

Whatever the result of the year's farming operations may turn
out to be there is no question that among the farmers of the prairies

there is to-day a wide-spread feeling of encouragement and that the

farmers are making arrangements for a record season. With the

farmers in this frame of mind the effect upon business in general is

already noticeable. Financial conditions are improving and are al-

ready very satisfactory. Money is reported to be plentiful and the

bank clearings in the large cities show exceptionally large increases.

Real estate transactions, though in many cases of a speculative na-

ture, continue on a large scale and indicate continued confidence

in the future development of the country. Inasmuch as the real

estate movement depends so largely upon the general business and
financial conditions of the country, the fact that sales are numerous
and at good prices must be taken as corroboration of the general

belief that the country has a long period of expansion ahead.

Taking all these conditions into consideration there is ample

reason to hope that the present season will be a good one for trade.

Whether the manufacturer of Canadian lumber will profit greatlv

from these conditions remains to be seen and depends to a large

extent upon two conditions which are closely connected with the

situation in the lumber markets in the northern and western United

States. The first of these conditions has to do with the interpreta-

tion which will be placed by the Exchequer Court upon the question

of admitting lumber which has been dressed on two sides, to enter

the country without paying the duty of twenty-five per cent, which
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the tariff act calls for. The other condition is the state of the lum-
ber trade in the United States. It begins to seem hopeful that the
demand for lumber in the United States this year will take care
of much more of the product of United States mills than has been
the case for some years past. If this should come about, it would
make less difference to the Canadian lumber manufacturer whether
the duty is payable or not on lumber which has been dressed on
two sides. At the same time the indications are that lumber of
this class will always be a serious detriment to Canadian trade if it
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is allowed to enter Canada free of duty. During the present year,
with good business conditions prevailing in all parts of Canada
and with the lumber tariff interpreted strictly in accordance with
the wording of the act, it should be possible for the Canadian manu-
facturers of lumber to regain a great deal of the trade which they
have recently lost and to look forward with confidence to a continua-
tion of prosperous business. The whole matter is wrapped up in
the tariff issue, which seems to be the only reason for uneasiness on
the part of the Canadian manufacturer of lumber.

Proposed Exhibition of Wood Products
Lumbermen in Canada will be interested in a proposition which

has made considerable headway in the United States and which has
for its object the holding of a wood products exhibition in some
central city of the United States. The idea has grown out of the
success which has attended similar exhibitions promoted by new
industries such as the cement industry, which has held unique and
largely-attended exhibitions for some years past. So successful has
the cement industry been in this direction in fact, that the manufac-
turers of lumber in the United States feel that to a great extent
the trade has been injured by the use of cement in cases where lum-
ber could be used to equal advantage. The use of cement has in

a large measure stimulated the consumption of lumber which is

used for forms, but it has also taken the place of lumber as a per-
manent structural material and much of the success of the cement
industry in this direction may be traced to. the excellent publicity
methods adopted by the manufacturers. The most important factor
in this publicity has been the holding of great cement shows at

Chicago and elsewhere which have attracted the public to such an
extent that information regarding the qualities and uses of cement
is now far more general than it was a few years ago. In fact the
industry and its product have been brought home to the consuming
public in a manner more productive of results than any others.

Under these conditions the lumber manufacturers and whole-
salers, and even the retailers to some extent, in the United States,

have been brought face to face with the question of publicity and
definite plans are being considered for a wide-spread advertising
campaign. The only outcome of this awakening on the part of the

lumber industry is the appearance of a further plan for promoting
public interest in wood products. The Lumber World Review of Chi-
cago is largely responsible for the new movement, as it brought the
proposal to the attention of the lumber industry by means of editorial
articles and circular letters which have shown that the members of
the lumber industry are appreciative of the advantage of such a plan
and can be counted upon to work it out to a successful conclusion.
The lumber industry and the lumber trade press of the United States
are practically a unit in favor of the plan. Much will haVe to be
done in the way of studying the best methods for putting the plan
into operation, but it seems an assured thing now, that a wood pro-
ducts exhibition will be held some time within the next year or two
and that it will cause a gratifying increase in the public appreciation
of wood products as building material and as raw material for many
of the most important industries of the country.

An exhibition of this character will be valuable to the lumber
industry and it will be of great interest to the public. It is safe
to predict that one of the most essential features will be the wide
variety of use which will be shown for wood products. Even lum-
bermen who fancy they know a great deal about the uses of wood
will perhaps be surprised at the extensive possibilities of wood
consumption which will be brought to light. Everyone connected
with the lumber industry will receive benefit and instruction from
an exhibition of this nature and lumbermen in Canada will be cer-
tain to approve of this excellent idea for promoting the use of their
products and overcoming the ingenious activities of the manufac-
turers of substitutes.

Editorial Short Lengths for Busy Readers
It is a little difficult at present to forecast the results of this

year's lumber operations. There will be plenty of logs for the mills,

and the markets are said to be in a fairly good condition, but freights

are so very high and tonnage is said to be so scarce that it looks
as if there would be some difficulty in getting goods to the markets.
The sawmills generally are now in operation.—Maritime Merchant.

A Bay City lumberman operating in the Georgian Bay district

of Ontario states that the quantity of logs handled in that district

this season will be about 100,000,000 feet short of the output last year.

He says lumber carried over there on mill docks is well sold up.
There is a shortage of mill culls and low grade lumber used for

the box trade, and this is $1 and $2 a thousand feet higher than last

season. Conditions are reported favorable for the spring drives. The
mills are expected to begin the sawing season about May 1st.

A sensational report from Chatham, N.B., of June 3rd, stated that
on account of the high water in the northwest branch of the Miramichi
River, the large boom of the North West Boom Company at Redbank
had had a very narrow escape from destruction. The water in the
river was said to have risen in two days to the height of one foot
above the mark of the spring freshet, causing great danger of the
boom going out under the enormous strain which was put upon it.

A jam was reported to have fortunately formed at the Redbank
bridge, a short distance above the boom, causing the logs to pile up
there instead of adding to the strain in the boom. The jam became

so extensive, according to the report, that fears were felt for the
safety of the bridge. The latest reports indicate that with the clear
weather the high water had commenced to recede, and that the danger
was believed to have passed. Similar fears were felt in connection
with the drives on the St. John River and its branches. At the boom
of the St. John River Log Driving Company, upwards of eighty mil-
lion feet of logs had already arrived and the high water made the
pressure upon the boom enormous. The water was reported to have
risen nearly five feet during the course of a couple of days. The
rainfall during the month of May, according to the report of the
Meteorological Station showed a total of 7.21 inches, as compared
with 2.27 during the month of April. The rainfall for the month of
May was said to have been the heaviest in the history of the province
for that month. Latest reports indicate that the exceptional pre-
cautions taken to prevent a disaster have been successful.

Mr. Jas. Lawler, secretary of the Canadian Forestry Association,
is on a visit of about three weeks to British Columbia in connection
with the approaching convention of the Canadian Forestry Asso-
ciation at Victoria. The convention is to be held on September 4th,
5th and 6th and Mr. John Hendry, the well-known British Columbia
lumberman, who is president of the association, will preside. The
convention will have the hearty support of Premier McBride of
British Columbia, and it is expected that it will be one of the largest
and most successful conventions of the association which has ever
been held. Mr. Hendry has returned from Europe in greatly im-
proved health.
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Foreign Trade in Products of Forest
Statistics Show a Decrease in Exports for the Fiscal Year

—

Free Imports Greatly Increased While Average Price Declined

Canada's foreign trade for the year ending March 31st, 1912,

amounted in value to $862,699,832—which is an increase of about
$103,000,000 over 1911, during which year the total was $759,094,389.

Imports of all classes, excepting bullion, amounted in value to $521,-

348,701 as compared with $451,691,814 during the fiscal year ending
March 31st, 1911. The importations of free goods during the year

were as follows: 1912, $186,144,249; 1911, $169,021,296. The im-
ports of free goods under the heading of forest products were valued
at $14,459,027 during the fiscal year ending March 31, 1912.

Exports of forest products during the fiscal year ending March
31, 1912, were valued at $41,104,887, which is a decrease of nearly

$4,500,000, as compared with the total of $45,597,599 in the preced-

ing year. Canada's total exports, excluding bullion, were valued as

follows: 1912, $315,317,250; 1911, $297,196,365.

Monthly Table of Exports

Canada's exports of forest products for the separate months from
January, 1912, to March, 1912, were valued as follows:

1910 1911 1912

January $2,232,787 $1,408,407 $2,697,123
February 1,508,960 1,312,581 1,960,404

March 3,197,518 2,677,045 2,230,082
April 1,900,903 1,653,526

May 3,260,782 2,192,585

June 4,881,490 4,272,662

Julv 5,657,822 5,135,419

August 5,830,989 5,342,823

September 5,735,042 4,210,057
October 4,508,896 4,325,403

November 4,363,759 4,222,573

December 3,901,341 2,650,017

Exports of Forest Products

Exports of lumber, etc., from Canada during the fiscal year end-
ing March 31st, 1912, included the following:

—

Exports

Planks and boards
Pine deals

Spruce and other deals

Logs, Laths
Shingles '.

.

Wood pulp, chemical
Wood pulp, mechanical
Pulp wood
Shooks
Tanbark
Firewood
Cedar logs for shingle bolts

Elm logs

Hemlock logs

Pine logs

Spruce logs

Battens
Basswood
Deal ends
Pailings

Pickets

Scantlings
Match blocks
Masts and spars
Tiling

Poles
Posts ..

Shingle bolts, pine or cedar
Sleepers and ties

Stave bolts

Ash timber, square
Birch timber, square
Elm timber, square
Oak timber, square
Red pine timber, square
White pine timber, square
All other timber, square

*Argentina, $2,258,451.
tBritish West Indies, $26,801.

$

To U. S.

13,634,108

46,248

491,544

1,654,822

1,451,878

1,585,615

2,834,329

5,697,901

12,388

46,768

57,936

15,830

6,999

1,733

69,287

72,708

3,713

33,361

19,567

12,016

154,680

641,156

2,263

1,881

202,374

74,209

30,229

31,875

232,167

679

'

1 ,928

90
774

To Gt. Br.

$
1,965,224

1,342,589

5,309,113

58,285

1,920

672,441

'

Yl6,881

5,940

"l38

24,303

281,978

604
18,211

358,009

364

To Other
Countries

3,742,758*

39,655

212,394

19,187

29,610t

113,834

697

13,912

5,224

12,550

'

11,356

181,740

100

4,257

380

10,890

1,067

156,395

225,442

187,756

39,758

811,800

16,806

4,334

5,524

105

1,342

85

From Other
Countries

$
3,842

600

Exports of chemically prepared wood pulp during the fiscal year
ending March 31st, 1912, and preceding years were valued as follows:

1912: $1,587,535 1910: $1,658,846 1908: $1,385,754
1911: $1,308,101 1909: $1,603,006

Exports of mechanically ground wood pulp during the fiscal year
ending March 31st, 1912, were valued as follows:

—

To United States To Great Britain
Mechanical wood pulp $2,834,329 $672,441

The total exports of mechanical wood pulp for the fiscal year
ending March 31st, 1912, and preceding years, were valued as follows:

1912: $3,506,770 1910: $3,545,751 1908: $2,652,098
1911: 4,407,431 1909 : 2,703,923

The total exports of wood pulp, both mechanically and chemical-
ly prepared, to all countries during the fiscal year ending March 31st,

1912, and preceding years, were valued as follows:

1912: $5,094,305 1910: $5,204,597 1908: $4,037,852
1911: 5,715,532 1909: 4,306,929

Exports of pulp wood during the fiscal year ending March 31st,

1912, and preceding years, to the United States, were valued as fol-

lows :

1912: $5,697,901 1910: $6,076,628 1908: $4,656,721
1911: 6,092,715 1909: 4,356,391

Free Imports

Imports of forest products under the heading of "free goods"
during the fiscal year ending March 31st, 1912, include the following

From From
Free Goods U. S. Gt. Br.

$ $
Planks, boards, etc 4,984,727

Timber, hewn, sawed, etc 366,079

Oak or hickory felloes 112,883

Handle, heading, stave and shingle bolts 158,006

Hickory billets 93,556
Hickory and oak spokes 234,828

Fence posts and railroad ties 1,115,132

Logs and round timber 786,423

Mahogany 280,991

Cherry, chestnut, etc 650,953

Oak 2,411,766

Pitch pine 1,929,923

White ash 152,990

Walnut 27,677

Spanish cedar 71,160

Laths 155,726

Shingles 123,102

Oak staves 215,482

Sawdust 29,603 4,579 1,186

Fuel wood 108,321

Rosewood 2,771 404

Redwood 4,935

Wood blocks, etc 142,924

Hop poles 23,624 •

Dutiable Imports

Under the heading of imports an interesting entry during 1912

shows the importation of three portable sawmills from the United
States, valued at $626.

Imports of dutiable goods included the following :

—

From From
Dutiable Goods U. S. Gt. Br.

$ $
Wooden "D" handles for shovels 54,517

Handles of all kinds, ash 32,296 145

Handles of all kinds, hickory 72,463 363

Wooden matches 46,087 935

Pails and tubs 7,511

Sawed boards, planks, etc 687,659 305

Veneers of oak, rosewood, etc 251,522 54

Veneers of wood, N.O.P 44,067 184

Wood pulp 49,991 14,861

News print paper 146,233 25

Printed paper, N.O.P 344,313 264,766

Mouldings 72,240 165

Headings, stave bolts and staves, poplar 48

Lasts of wood : . . 117,493 30

*Sweden $22,736.

3,407

31,900

36,800

31,343

1,518

976

5,943

From Other
Countries

$

2,137

13

25,449*

'

7,293

89
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The imports of news print paper from the United States to the
value of $1-16,233, shown above, represented 7,202,753 lbs.

Planks and boards imported from the United States free of duty
during the fiscal year ending March 31st, 1912, and preceding vears
were valued as follows :

—

1912 1911 1910 1909
Planks and boards, duty-

free $4,984,733 $3,500,066 $1,852,542 $1,107,180
Quantity of above in M. ft. 378,202 193,523 85,053
Average value of above

per M. ft $13.18 $18.08 $21.77

British Columbia's New Chief Forester
H. R. MacMillan

Mr. H. R. MacMillan, who has
been in charge of the statistical

work for the Forestry Branch of
the Department of the Interior at

Ottawa, has been appointed Chief
Forester for the Province of Brit-
ish Columbia. Mr. MacMillan is

the foremost Canadian forester of
the present day who is in govern-
mental employ. He is an Ontario
man by birth and a graduate of
the Ontario Agricultural College.
He received his training in for-

estry at Yale University Forest
School, under Professor H. S.

Graves, now Chief of the United
States Forest Service. In the
opinion of Mr. Graves, Mr. Mac-
Millan is one of the most brilliant

students in forestry ever turned
out by the Yale Forestry School.
It was largely upon the recom-
mendation of Mr. Graves that the
Hon. \Y. R. Ross, Minister of

Lands and Forests for British Columbia, selected Mr. MacMillan for
the important position of Chief Forester for the province. Since his
graduation Mr. MacMillan has been employed for eight years by the
Forestry Branch of the Department of the Interior, and has estab-
lished a remarkable reputation for ability, energy and administrative
capacity. He had charge of the first forest survey party in Canada
and started the survey of the Rocky Mountain Forest Reserve. He
also inaugurated the collection of statistics of the lumber industry
in Canada. Mr. MacMillan is an interesting writer upon forestry and
lumbering subjects. He has written about fifteen Forestry Branch
bulletins and has been a frequent contributor to the columns of the
Canada Lumberman and other journals. For the past year he has
filled the position of assistant to the Director of Forestry. Durin°-
his course at Yale Mr. MacMillan was president of the Yale Forest
Club. He is also a member of the executive committee of the Society
of Canadian Forest Engineers. Mr. MacMillan will not go to British
Columbia until he has taken a holiday. His work at Ottawa has
been most exacting and a well-earned rest is necessary before he
attempts to take up the arduous and extremely important duties of
his new position in the West.

H. R. MacMillan. Chief Forester for
British Columbia

Additional Fire Patrols for B. C.

Mr. Clyde Leavitt, Chief Fire Inspector for the Dominion Rail-
way Commission, and Forester for the Commission of Conservation,
is in \ ictoria, B.C., conferring with the Provincial Government re-
garding the necessity for additional fire patrols along the railway
hues throughout the province. Mr. Leavitt is a United States for-
ester who was drafted into the Canadian service at the beginnin°-
of the present year, and his presence in British Columbia is closely
connected with the inauguration of the new Forestry Branch. Al-
though he has no direct connection with the Provincial Forestry
service, the interests of the service and of the Commission of Con-
servation coincide so largely that much co-operation will be neces-
sary between the two bodies.

In a recent interview upon his work Mr. Leavitt said
—

"If there
is no fire protection, there need be nothing else, for without it there
will speedily be nothing else. Forest conservation without fire pro-
tection is impossible, and it is because the government of British
Columbia recognizes that important truth that I am here. I am the
chief fire inspector under the Railway Commission and my business

is to enquire from your government what protection is necessary and
to enforce it, as under the recent railway act the various companies
operating in this province or elsewhere must comply with the re°-u -

lations specified.
&

"The new law, together with my presence here, signifies that
there has not been enough protection in the past, and with that I
agree. I have not yet seen the timber areas of British Columbia but
1 am told that they are the best in the world, and my experience
teaches me that if the estimate is anywhere near the truth they re-
quire protection, for it is generally admitted that timber is one of
the best assets any country can have. It is the business of the coun-
try, not merely to preserve it, in the ordinary sense, but to protect
it as well. I am here to protect it. And while I am here I may say
that British Columbia, which is now the most important timber-
growing province in the Dominion, was responsible for the regula-
tions which govern the protection of forests throughout the country
In the year 1909 British Columbia made an application to the govern-
ment for fire protection from the railway services, and while the
matter has been under discussion from time to time, it was only last
year that action was taken in the form of legislation."

Mr. Leavitt is a graduate of the University of Michigan, having
taken his B.A. degree in 1902. Shortly thereafter he entered the ser-
vice of the United States Government in the Forestry Department
serving in various capacities until last year, when he received an
appointment under the Dominion Government. He has served both
in the department and in the field, and consequently his experience-
is wide and comprehensive. He is a close student of his work and
while he has never been in British Columbia before he is confident
that his consultations with the government officials will result in
more adequaie protection of the forests of British Columbia

Dr. Gilford Pinchot in British Columbia
Dr. Gilford Pinchot, President of the National Conservation

Association, and who for several years was chief of the United States
Department of Forestry, is on a visit to Victoria, B.C., where he is
fulfilling a promise made earlier in the season to give Mr. Overton
I rice, the new head of the Forestry Department, the benefit of his
experience m preparing the plan for the organization of the Forest
branch for the Province. Speaking of the organization of a depart-
ment for the work of forest conservation Mr. Pinchot in an interview
at \ ictoria said, "This work is to be organized just as you would
organize any other large business. After ascertaining what duties
are to be discharged and how the responsibility should be distributed
the next thing is to begin building up your personnel. This is per-
haps the most important part of it all. The service in the United
States which began with eleven persons now has over thirty-five
hundred and spends over five million dollars a year. That means
an expenditure of two cents per acre per annum, which I understand
is the same rate as has been provided for by legislation in this pro-
vince.

"

"We have managed to keep the United States forest service singu-
larly free from politics. So far as I know, while Mr. Price or myself
were connected with it, there was never an appointment or dismissal
or a promotion or a demotion on account of politics. When we be°-an
our work in the United States we did not have anything like the ad-
vantage you have here in the public recognition of the value of the
forest and the importance of preserving it. In this country, I under-
stand, this is a very popular part of the government's work, whereas
when we began, the general impression in the United States was that
a forest fire was an act of God and it was not altogether a pious thing-
to try to stop it."

s

A United States View on the Tariff Issue
The Farmers of the western Canadian provinces are dishing up

a pretty kettle of fish for the Dominion Government and the politi-
cians to struggle over. Many of the settlers are from the United
States and do not care much for the prejudice, traditions and policies
of the older provinces. Many others are from Northern Europe, and
want as much for their money as do the American immigrants. They
want cheap, duty free lumber, agricultural implements and other
manufactures from the United States, and they want free markets
for their farm product on this side the border. In other words, they
want reciprocity, while the eastern provinces do not. How such a
division 111 the fiscal and commercial policy of Canada—the old and
the new—will result, as affecting the progress and prosperity of the
Dominion, remains to be seen. Meantime, the lumber producers of
our own Northwest will put over into Canada all the lumber they
can in order to keep down their surplus—sometimes at small profit
or none at all.—Mississippi Valley Lumberman.

Encouraging progress is reported from Dryden in the erection of
the pulp and paper mill of the Dryden Timber and Power Co.
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Unique Ontario Sawmilling Operation
Rosedale Sawmill Company Bringing Logs from Selwood to

its Mill at Toronto—Interesting Importation of Mahogany Logs

A Train Load of Mahogany Timbers

The erection of a sawmill a

few years ago at Toronto was a
subject of much interest among
the lumber industry of Ontario.
So accustomed had they become
to considering the sawmilling
business as one which pertains
especially to the backwoods or to

the frontier towns, that when the
Rosedale Sawmill Company Lim-
ited, of which Mr. T. I [. I Ian-

cock, Toronto, is the moving
spirit, announced that they would
draw their logs from Selwood to

Toronto by train and do the saw-
ing at a mill in the Don Valley
near the north-east limits of the
city, there was much interested
comment upon the venture and
opinions pro and con, as to the
probable success of the venture,
were numerous. Mr. Hancock's
well known business enterprise
however, was taken by all who
venture would work out all right.knew him as a guarantee that the

The history of the company has justified the confidence which Mi
Hancock and his friends had in regard to its outcome.

The mill, which is now so well known to the people of Toronto,
was erected in 1909 and has been working all the year round since
that time. Mr. T. H. Hancock is the President of the company and
the General Manager is Mr. J. W. Jacobson, who has been in charge
of the operations during the past two years. The product of the
company's limits is an excellent quality of white pine which they
have found it an easy matter to dispose of, practically aJl of it being-
sold to wholesale lumber companies in Toronto. Some of the pro^
duct is also disposed of to the T. H. Hancock Company on Bloor
street west, Toronto, where Mr. Hancock conducts a successful plan-
ing mill business. In addition to the white pine secured from the
company's own limits, the mill cuts a large quantity of hemlock
and hardwoods which comes from lots situated near the line of the
Canadian Northern Railway.

Equipment of the Mill

The sawmill of the company is equipped with a double cutting
band saw, a resaw and the usual lath mill. Its capacity is about
50,000 feet per day and a year's cut amounts to about ten million
feet. From the first of July until December in the present year
the company intends to run its mill both night and day, employing
about 60 men on the day shift and about 35 on the night shift. In
connection with the mill the company has a piling yard with a
capacity of about five or six million feet which will be increased
this year, as it is intended to build a new siding from the railway
into the yard.

Rosedale Sawmill Company,"Toronto—View of the Mill

In establishing t he mill at Toronto, two considerations were
chiefly borne in mind. In the first place, a considerable saving was
rendered possible by taking all the logs from the woods to the mill

by rail. The usual loss of logs during driving operations has thus
been avoided and the company is able to depend upon every log
which is felled reaching the mill and being turned into lumber. In
the second place a consideration of the utmost importance was the
vicinity of a good market, not only for the usual output of the mill,

but also for the slabs, edgings and sawdust which are so difficult

to dispose of, without a loss, at mills which are differently situated.
It is thus seen that the company is able to count upon marketing
practically everything which is cut in the woods.

Another consideration of almost equal importance is the fact

that the company is able to run its mill all the year round. Both
winter and summer the togging operations are kept up on the com-
pany's limits and the mill at Toronto is seldom permitted to remain
idle. In the winter time, sawing operations at Toronto are made
possible by the fact that the company is able to dump the logs from
the railway cars into the Don River at the foot of the jack ladder.
It is a simple matter to keep the ice broken sufficiently to permit
of the logs being carried up the jack ladder. Occasionally, when the
weather is especially severe, exhaust steam is turned into the log
pond and no difficulty is experienced in keeping it open.

Sixteen Mahogany Logs Imported
Mr. T. H. Hancock, the President of the Rosedale Sawmills Com-

pany, seems to have a habit of doing things successfully which other
people do not often attempt. Recently he made an experiment in

the purchasing of mahogany logs which will be turned into lumber
at the mill. The usual method of importing mahogany into Toronto
is in the form of the manufactured lumber or veneer. Mr. Hancock

Splendid Mahogany Timber Imported by Ro$dale Sawmill Co., Toronto
/

Rosedale Sawmill Company, Toronto—How Logs are Brought to the Mill
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however, thought he would like to have a try at making a little
more profit out of the lumber than is possible by simply buying
and selling it. Accordingly, when he was recently in England', he
attended one of the important auction sales of mahogany timber and
came away the owner of sixteen attractive mahogajiy logs which
he shipped to Toronto. The logs are now at the company's mill
and will soon be turned into lumber. It is the intention of the com-
pany to cut these logs into lumber according to the orders of those
who wish to buy. From the accompanying illustrations of the logs
it will be seen that Mr. Hancock has secured something especially
choice and it will be no matter of surprise to his friends if he
makes a nice profit out of this venture. The logs contain
about 12,000 superficial feet of lumber and they cost Mr. Hancock
$1,680, so that the average cost of the logs was about $100 each and
the cost of the lumber per superficial foot was about 14 cents. This
is the cost of the logs delivered at Toronto. The logs come from
the west coast of Africa which is celebrated for the excellent quality
of timber which is there to be found. One of the reasons which
induced Mr. Hancock to import this timber was the fact that of
late there has been a steadily increasing demand for mahogany in
Toronto. It is being used largely for interior trim and furniture
and also is in large demand by the railwav companies, which use it

for the interior finish of their parlor cars.

Personal News of the Trade and Industry

Air. Frank Hawkins, secretary of the Canadian Lumbermen's
Association, is on a visit to Winnipeg and other points in Manitoba
Mr. Hawkins is enjoying the first holiday he has had since his ap-
pointment to the position which he now occupies, some four years
ago.

Nineteen members of the Montreal Branch of the Canadian
Manulacturers Association have been nominated for the twelve
places on the executive committee. Among these are Mr Geo
Esphn, of G. & J. Esplin; Mr. W illiam Rutherford, of W illiam
Ruthertord ,v Sons Co.. Ltd.. and Mr. W. |. Sadler, of Sadler &
I laworth.

The committees of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers As-
sociation, to serve for the current year have been appointed by the
president. The following Canadians are included in the committees
executive committee, Gordon C. Edwards, Ottawa; Fire Insurance
Committee, Walter C. Laidlaw, Toronto; Forestry Committee, J. MDiver, Sarnia. The Forestry Committee also includes Mr 'Ralph
Loveland, Saginaw. Mich., well-known to the lumbermen of Canada
as one of the members of the firm of Loveland & Stone, Cutler, Ont.

The many friends of Mr. Herbert Timms. the well-know and
popular manager of the Imperial Timber and Trading Company
Limited, \ ancouver, will learn with interest of his recent marriao-e
to Miss Alice \ lolet. Kendall, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John N
Kendall, of \ ancouver. The ceremony took place at Holv Trinity
Church in this city, and a reception was held afterwards at thehome ot the bride's parents, Sixth avenue west. Mr. and Mrs Timms
spent their honeymoon on a three weeks' trip to Puget Sound points.

Mr. Frank C. Cheston, who occupied the position of sales man-
ager of the Canadian Linderman Companv. Limited, of Woodstock
Ont., for the past year, has just been appointed General Manager of
the company. Mr. Cheston is probably one of the best known men
in the woodworking trade on this continent, having for a number of
years been publicity manager of the American Woodworking Ma-
chinery Company at Rochester. The Canadian Linderman Company
is making rapid headway in Canada. Twenty Linderman Automatic
Ulue-Jointing Machines were sold in this countrv during their first
year. Mr Cheston returned a few days ago' from a successful trip
through the Maritime Provinces.

Death of a Pioneer Lumberman
William Allen Hickson, a well known lumberman who was born

at Batnurst, N B, in .1841, passed away recentlv at the Mount Royal
Sanatorium, Montreal, Que. Mr. Hickson was of Irish descent his
grandfather, James Palmer Hickson, having moved to New Bruns-
wick from County Down Ireland in the early part of last century
Mr. Hickson began his career with the well known lumber firm ofUuy Bevan & Co. About 25 years ago he left them to engage in
he lumbering business and became one of the largest and best known
lumber operators on the Miramichi, where for many years he manu-
factured lumber for both the European and United States markets
His plant was located at Newcastle, N,B. Mr. Hickson was uni-
versally respected for his exceptionally honorable business methods

and sterling qualities of character. He is survived by a wife, daugh-
ter of the late Colin Maclennan of Prince Edward Island, and two
daughters.

Canadian Saw Mill Managers
J, W. Jacobson, Rosedale Sawmill Company, Toronto

J. W. Jacobson, Toronto

When a sawmilling opera-
ion of a unique character is es-

tablished it requires a man of pe-
culiar adaptability to the work
to carry it out with success. The
instance of the Rosedale Sawmill
Company, Toronto, and its cap-
able General Manager, Mr. J. W.
Jacobson, is a case in point. This
company, as will be learned from
a perusal of the descriptive ar-
ticle published elsewhere in this
issue, conducts one of the most
unique sawmilling operations in
Ontario, conveying its logs from
Northern Ontario by the Cana-
dian Northern Railway and saw-
ing them at its mill in Toronto,
on the banks of the Don River.

For the past two years Mr.
J. W. Jacobson has been the gen-
eral manager of the company and
has been, to a large extent, re-
sponsible for the success of its

operations. Mr. Jacobson came to Canada from London, England,
in PJ03. In the Old Country he had been engaged in the antique
furniture business. In Canada he secured his first position with the
Fesserton Timber Company, being employed at their mill at Fesser-
ton, where for four years, he had experience in all branches of the
manufacturing business, being engaged at different times, in the
woods operations, the sawmill end of the work, and in shipping, in-
specting, etc. When he left the company to join the staff of J. R.
Eaton & Sons at Orillia, Ont., he was an experienced lumberman
w ho had taken splendid advantage of his four hard years of appren-
ticeship and was ready for a good step up the business ladder.

Two years of experience at the J. R. Eaton & Sons' plant equip-
ped him still further with an excellent knowledge of the conversion
of the rough lumber into the finished material. Then he moved to
Toronto and entered the service of the C. A. Larkin Company forwhom he went on the road and learned how to sell lumber. He
continued at this work for a year and secured a splendid acquaint-
ance with the lumber trade of Ontario. Then Mr. Jacobson took his
present position as General Manager of the Rosedale Sawmill Com-
pany, a position which he was amply qualified to fill by reason of
the experience which he had secured in every branch of the lumber
business. Since taking the position he has added to his reputation
as a successful lumberman and those who come in contact with himm their business have no hesitation in foretelling for him a success-
ful future.

A Well Known Lumberman's Death
The death occurred recently of Mr. J. M. Smith, a well-known

lumberman of Toronto and Callander, Ont., where he had charge of
the manufacturing operations of John B. Smith & Sons. Mr. Smith
had spent all of his life in the "lumber business and had been en-
gaged practically all the time at the manufacturing end. He was
63 years of age at the time of his death and he leaves a wife two
daughters and one son. The late Mr. Smith was the eldest son of
the late John B. Smith and is survived also by three half brothers,
all of whom are engaged in the lumber business.

Another Large Carload
Mr. George C. Goodfellow, wholesale dealer in hardwood lum-

ber, o28 Board of Trade Building, Montreal, Que., sends to the Canada
Lumberman a report of a car load of lumber which he recently re-
ceived from the Fassett Lumber Company, Fassett, Oue., and which
he believes is the largest car load ever came into the city of Mon-
treal. On April 17th, car number 10822 B. & O. reached him with
a load of 35326 feet of two-inch hemlock. If any other Montreal deal-
ers can exceed this quantity, the Canada Lumberman will be glad to
hear from them.
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Another Pulp Mill Completed in Quebec
East Canada Power and Pulp Company, Limited, now Producing High-
Grade Pulp at Murray Bay — Interesting Features of the new plant

Montreal, June 6th, 1912; (Special correspondence of the Canada
Lumberman).—The completion of the mill of the East Canada
Power Pulp Company, Limited, at Nairns Falls, on the Malbaic
River, near Murray Pay, adds another to many new plants recently

The main features of the contract for the plant, carried out by
the Bishop Construction Company, of Montreal and Toronto, are a
solid dam, 51 feet high; a concrete lined canal leading to the head-
gates of the penstocks, and the mill buildings, consisting of wet ma-

General View of the Plant of The East Canada Power and Pulp Company, Limited

erected in the province of Quebec. The mill is now in operation, and
is turning out pulp which is pronounced by experts to be of a special-
ly fine quality. The company possess over 392 square miles of tim-
ber limits, heavily wooded, it is stated, with very superior timber,
largely the best black spruce. These limits are situated near the
mill, and the wood can be floated down at a minimum cost.

chine room, generator room, wood preparing room, pump house,
grinder room, wheel pit, block bin, engine room and boiler house.
From the west end of the dam, a core-wall, 50 feet deep, runs
through a small projection into the solid bank. The dam contains
6,500 cubic yards of concrete; in addition, the headgates, bulkheads,
dam abutments, etc., contain 11,500 cubic yards. There are also 2,000

View showing Cutting-up Mill and Concrete Gravity Dam, 55 feet high, under construction
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yards of superstructure concrete and 2,000 yards of reinforced con-
crete. There were 20,000 cubic yards of rock excavation. On the
west side of the dam is the cutting-up mill, from which the wood
is conveyed across a steel bridge and a cedar trestle to the mill.
Considerable difficulty was experienced in the excavation of the
wheel-pit as the original bottom was of running sand, with about
four feet of boulders on the top and with the Malbaie River running
close alongside. An excellent jagged rock foundation disclosed it-

self for the dam, as for the headgate. A portion of the canal was
through rock cut.

The original idea was to erect a mill of 100 tons per dav capa-
city, but the directors believed that there was ample room for a
larger output and during the course of construction enlarged the
plans so as to obtain 120 tons daily. Over 12.000 cords of pulp wood
are already in store and last winter's operations will insure a full
year of work at the mill. The cost of the pulp wood in store has
kept below the estimates and should remain so for at least four
years more, on account of advantageous contracts made by the com-
pany with responsible jobbers.

The Bishop Construction Company also built last season eight
miles of railway, this being the section' of the Quebec and Saguenay
Railway between Pointe au Pic and Xairns Falls. The building of
this line will permit shipments to be made to the Murray Bay
wharf, previous to the final completion of the road through to Que-
bec. The work on "the entire line is well advanced, being ahead of
their schedule, and it is to be ready for hauling freight trains by
the close of navigation. This gives the East Canada Company the
benefit of water shipments for a large part of the year and rail ship-
ments during the closed season. The extension of the road to the
Saguenay will doubtless give a freight port at that point from which
the East Canada Company can ship their product to Europe, any
month in the year.

The present eastern terminus of the road is the East Canada
pulp mill. The road runs a branch the entire length of the long
press room and the product of the mill is loaded directly from the
bailers on to the cars. Thus a trainload of eight cars is loaded sim-
ultaneously as stock comes from the machines without handling.

The mill was laid out by Mr. Geo. F. I tardy, architect and en-
gineer, who had embodied many labor-saving devices in the plans.

The company have an issued capital of $1,500,000 in six per cent,
bonds and an equal amount of common stock. Thev made a profit
for the year ending December 31st last of $86,382, after paying in-
terest on the bonds. This amount, derived from operations on lum-
ber, was carried forward. The officers of the company are Sir Ro-
dolphe Forget, president; Mr. C. W. Tooke, vice-president; Messrs.
M. F. Stoddard, L. G. Morin, Edward Pope, II. G. Matthews, and
the Hon. X. Perodeau, directors. The general manager is Mr. Wil-
liam White, Murray Bay.

Consolidated Pulp and Paper Company's Plans
Ex-Senator N. M. Jones who has organized the Consolidated

Pulp & Paper Company reports that the St. John River Log Driving
Company have declined to accept the company's proposition to handle
the rafting out of about 7,000.000 superficial feet of the company's
logs on the Nashwaak River, which the Consolidated Pulp & Paper
Company wish to have sent to their Partington mills at St. John for
pulp material. The Consolidated Pulp & Paper Company have there-
fore arranged to do the rafting themselves. Driving operations are
to be commenced at once and the logs will be driven to the mouth
of the Nashwaak where they will be caught in booms and rafted.
The Hon. Mr. Jones also states that arrangements have been made
to commence operations at the Marysville sawmills at once.

Mr. Alex. G. Robinson of Marysville who has been in charge
of the lumbering and driving operations on the Nashwaak for the
Gibson Company for some years will remain in the same position for
the new owners. It is not yet known how much lumber will be manu-
factured at Marysville this year although it will probably be 10,000,-
000 feet or more. Hon. Mr. Jones is also reported to have said that
the company is thinking seriously of establishing pulp mills at Marys-
ville. They would also in all probability look into the question of
starting a paper mill. Nothing will be done in the way of increas-
ing the Partington mill at St. John until contemplated changes have
been made in the present plant.

Pulp and Paper Plant for Western Newfoundland
The American Newfoundland Pulp & Paper Company, which

was incorporated in the State of Michigan recently, have been grant-
ed power by the legislature of Newfoundland to raise the levels of
certain lakes in order to secure the needed water power to carry
on an extensive pulp and paper making plant, which they propose to
establish on the west shore of Newfoundland. The company have
purchased over six hundred square miles of timber lands extending
up both sides of Deer Lake and the Humber River almost con-
tinuously from Bay of Islands to the bottom of White Bay. These

lands have been carefully inspected and, according to a report, are
said to contain large quantities of excellent pulp wood. The pro-
perty was acquired at an expenditure of a little over $300,000. Even-
tually, it is believed, that the company will establish an industry
which will be on nearly as large a scale as that of the Harmsworth
Company at Grand Falls.

Pulp and Paper Trade News

Reports from Vancouver state that an advance is likely in the
price of paper to the extent of at least 10 per cent, within the near
future.

Arrangements have been made for the shipment of 2000 tons of
paper a month by the Powell River pulp mills of Seattle, Wash.
When completed it is expected the mills will turn out 400 tons of
paper a day.

\\ ork was recently commenced upon the erection of the lar^e
pulp and paper mill which is to be built at Fort Frances, Out. It
is estimated that the erection of this plant will mean an expenditure
of about $1,500,000 and the employment of nearly 600 men.

The directors of the Spanish River Pulp and Paper and the On-
tario Pulp and Paper Companies held a meeting recently, and the
absorption of the latter company by the larger concern was decided
upon. A meeting of the shareholders of the two companies was called
for June 14 to ratify the proposals.

A despatch from Portland, Maine, states that the International
Paper Company are planning to do a record business at that port
during the present season in the receipts of wood pulp and pulpwood.
Four large vessels have already been chartered to run between Port-
land and Chatham and Dalhousie, N.B.

A report from Cobalt, Ontario, states that M. J. O'Brien will
in all probability erect a four hundred ton per day "pulp mill near
Quinze Lake. Quinze Lake is in Quebec province not far from the
Ontario boundary. Mr. O'Brien has acquired a large tract of timber
limits near Quinze Lake and Lake Expanse from which pulpwood
will be secured for the mill.

Reports from Bromptonville, Que., state that considerable anx-
iety was felt there during the first week in June on account of high
water in the St. Francis river. Between 20',000 and 30,000 cords of
pulp wood had collected in the boom of the Bromptonville Pulp and
Paper Company and it was greatly feared that the boom might break
and allow the logs to pass out. Latest reports indicated that the
danger period had passed without any serious accident.

The contract for the erection of the Ontario Pulp and Paper
Mills at Thorold, Ont., has been let to the Lackawanna Bridge Co.,
of Buffalo, and work will be started on the industry at once. The
mills, when completed, will manufacture news print paper exclusively.
They will turn out from 129 to 130 tons every twenty-four hours.
The machines are to be the largest ever built and are now well under
construction by the Husey and Jones Company of Wilmington, Del.
The mill will be operated entirely by electricity, requiring about ten
thousand horse power, which will' be'secured from the Ontario Power
Company at Niagara Falls.

The Western Paper Mill Limited, whose plant is located near
Sapperton, B.C., commenced producing paper recently. The com-
pany began its operations upon the production of building paper,
having a large order for this class of product already on hand. It
is the intention in the near future to manufacture also sheeting and
deadening felts, chip board, box material, and wood pulp board,
butchers' manila, craft wrapping paper and fibre wrapping paper. The
company now report that they have orders on hand sufficient to keep
them running for many months. They will use for raw material in
addition to wood pulp and sulphite pulp, waste paper, rags, etc.,"
gathered from the office buildings, warehouses, etc., in the cities of
British Columbia. The plant is operated by electric power and there
is also a steam plant capable of developing 150 h.p., which uses oil
fuel.

Troublesome Floods at Scotstown, P. Q.
Considerable damage was recently caused at Scotstown, Ouebec,

by the high waters in the river. The Emberton Lumber Company's
dam was broken and the electric power house was washed away. The
Emberton Lumber Company's boom was also broken and the logs
went out with the flood. An elevator which had been used by the
Emberton Lumber Company was also destroyed. The damage to the
dam is estimated at about $5,000 and the damage to the electric power
house at about $3,000. The flood will also mean the closing down
of the Caswell saw mill.
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St. John River Lumber Happenings
Mill Owners Increase Wages Ten Per Cent.—United
States Trade Fairly lirisk— Driving Operations Successful

St. John, N.I!., June 6th; (Special correspondence of the Canada
Lumberman).— Lumber manufacturers at St. John have been having
their own troubles during the past week, all the mills on the tide-
water being forced to shut down owing to the men demanding an
advance of 15 per cent, in wages, but the matter has now been set-
tled by the millowners granting an increase in wages of 10 per cent.
This will be a severe blow to the owners as the outlook for future
sales is none too promising. At the present time nearly all the mills
are cutting for the American market with the exception of Messrs.
Murray & Gregory and Chas. Miller. This market is very firm but
no inducements are held out by the buyers that it will continue so.

The feeling seems to be that when all the slock now being sawn and
on the water arrives at the market, a slump will occur. A new de-
velopment which promises to some extent to sustain the market is

the demand developing in New York, where for the past three or
four seasons very little stock has been sold, compared with previous
years. Last year practically all the stock sold from St. John to
American buyers went into consumption in eastern New England.

Good Prices for American Stock

For prompt delivery good prices are being paid for American
stock, the demand for which is nearly all for two inch plank, viz., 2x4-
6-8-10, with some 2 x 9, also a small cptantity of four inch. Practically
no three inch is being asked for. For short average stock, say 14 to
15 feet, 2x4 and up, as high as $22.50 delivered, New York or Sound
ports, has been paid, which leaves the seller about $16 to $16.50
f.o.b. St. John, but the majority of this stock has been sold on the
wharves at St. John, N.B., to net from $14.50 to $15. For long
average stock, cut from American logs, $17.50 to $18 at St. John,
N.B., is being paid for a specification of 55 per cent. 2x8 and up,
to average 17 to 18 feet long. It is to be hoped that this business
will continue as there seems to be entirely no chance to do any Eng-
lish deal business, as the buyers are standing oft', it is said, awaiting
developments in ocean freight rates and will therefore make no offers
which would allow for a profit to the sellers. The mills at St. John
and vicinity usually sell their year's output during February or
March to the English buyers but this year, as near as can be told, no
mills on the river have sold. One mill, it is reported, has sold about
two million English deal at about $14 per M. feet, for a specification
running 50 per cent. 7 and 8 x 3, balance 9x3 and up ; ends and
fourths at the usual reduction of $2.50 per M. ft. This will not leave
any profit whatever, as logs have cost as much to cut and haul, etc.,

this year as in the previous years, but it is understood that this con-
tract was made to take care of some small stock of what is called
"bank logs," which have been sold at a reduction. Freight rates for
English'and Irish ports are very stiff. In fact it is said "that no ton-
nage is being offered. One buyer is said to have offered of late 52s.
6d. and the offer was refused by the steamship owners, this is about
20 shillings over the freight rates of previous years. It looks at the
present time as if very little business will be done with the English
buyers, unless they pay the prices asked by the sellers, which would
be about $15.50 to $16 for a specification of deals to run 50 per cent.
7 and 8x3, balance 9x3 and up.

Local Demand Active

Local demand for low grade or refuse spruce boards, deals, etc.,

is very good. Fair prices are being realized for this stock, viz., about
$9 per M. ft. at mill yards, in fact, the demand seems ahead of sup-
ply. Large quantities of this low grade stock are being used for
general house building, the cost of logs and manufacturing being
so high, that the seller must get a good price for merchantable. The
house builders in many cases are not able to pay it and therefore
take the lower grade stock. No great amount of building is in pro-
gress at the present time in the city or outlying districts'; the T. S.
Simms Company are erecting a large building in Fairville to cost in
the vicinity of $125,000, but this will be entirely of reinforced con-
crete, to be ready about January 1st, 1913. This' is the largest build-
ing of any kind going up in the city or county; of course, the govern-
ment is moving slowly with work at Courtenay Bay. The Norton
Griffiths people are just beginning preliminary work and it will be
some time before the work is in full swing, probably a year from
this time. Messrs. Connelly are erecting wharves at West St. John
for the C. P. R., but no timber outside of squared birch and hem-
lock is being used.

Driving Operations Successful

The log drives are all in safe waters and the corporation drivers
are moving logs along in good shape. In fact it has been an ideal
spring for driving, the water remaining high until the end of May.
About ninety million of logs will come into the St. John River Log

Driving Company's booms this season, of which twenty to twenty-
five million were old hung-up logs. The drive will be made up about
as follows :

—

F. Cheouinard, for Murray & Gregory and Stetson Cutter
C
T
°-. 15,000,000

John Kilburn, for Murray & Gregory and Stetson Cutter
Company 15,000,000

J. A. Morrison, for his own account and Stetson Cutter
Company 13,000,000

W. J. Noble, for Royal Bank and Stetson Cutter Company 9,000,000
Cunliffe Bros., for Stetson Cutter Company 10,000^000
A. M. Currier, for Stetson Cutter Company 5,'000,'000

Randolph & Baker, their own account 8,000,000
Other operators IsioOO.'oOO

90,000,000
J hese drives are all out and coming along well.
Bank logs are almost unsaleable as the millowners are over-

stocked with logs and prospects not being too good, do not feel like
overloading with logs. These logs, which for the last three years
have sold around $14.50 per M. feet for merchantable deal logs and
$10 to $11 for battens, delivered St. John, are now almost impossible
to sell, a few being purchased in early season at about $12 per M.s. ft.

for deal logs 2/3 of $12 for battens delivered St. John.
Laths have been largely sold for season's cut at about $2.50 per

M. on wharves at St. John, but at present, for immediate delivery,
are worth $2.75 or thereabouts, largely \ji inch. Cedar shingles
are in fair demand with stocks very low, prices being firm.

Staves arc in great demand, many of the mills being unable to fill

their orders.

St. John Lumber Trade Notes

The Consolidated Pulp & Paper Company have acquired the pro-
perty of the E. Partington Pulp & Paper Company at St. John, N.B.,
and have also purchased the limits of the Alex. Gibson Manufactur-
ing Company at St. Mary's, N.B. It is said on good authority that
the mills at St. Mary's will continue to cut the larger logs into deal,
and that the smaller logs or pulpwood will be sorted out and turned
over the dam, to be rafted at the mouth of the Nashwaak River and,
towed to St. John to be used by their pulp mills. It is also stated
that the company will start immediately to erect a paper mill in con-
nection with their pulp mill at St. John, N.B. This company has a
capital of $5,000,000, and is headed by Mr. N. M. Jones, of Bangor,
Me., H. W. Schofield, Thos. McAvity and others, of St. John, N.B.
The above deal was completed recently and the new owners are now
in charge.

It is reported that J. E. Moore, of St. John, who has lately ac-
quired the property and factory of the Canada Woodenware Com-
pany at South Bay, will soon begin the erection of a band mill on
this property to be run in connection with the factory, in which
many alterations will be made. The idea is to manufacture all the
waste from the band mill into boxes, pails, staves, etc.

It is also reported that the Messrs. Geo. McKean will erect a
small mill on a site at Grand Bay to manufacture about two.million
of logs purchased from settlers along the river.

At the booms of the St. John River Log Driving Company,
Fredericton, rafting operations were begun about the third week in
May. Full crews were not then at work, but it was hoped in a few
days that everything would be running full swing, as it will take until
fall to finish rafting logs now in the booms, which total between
eighty-five and one hundred million.

Normal Trade at Montreal
Montreal, June 8th; (Special correspondence of the Canada

Lumberman).—Business has now settled down to its normal condi-
tion for this time of the year. Inquiries show that trade is excellent,
the demands being on a satisfactory scale, but there is one unsettling
feature in the inability of lumbermen to get shipments promptly by
the railway companies. The car trouble is not yet over. Lumber is

still not transported as quickly as it ought to be, and the yards here
remain blocked with freight of all kinds. The main cause of the
trouble now appears to be the deficiency in cartage facilities, which
is putting some firms to considerable expense.

There is a general enquiry for all descriptions of lumber, with
birch in particular call, and prices have an upward tendency.

As far as can be seen, there should be no let-up in the demand
for building purposes. Many more schemes for substantial structures
are being promoted, and as evidence of the boom that is now on, the
figures of the permits for the past month may be quoted. The total
value for Montreal alone, not counting the suburbs, was $2,602,308,
which is a gain of $899,105 as compared with the corresponding
period of 1911.

Export business to Great Britain is good, there having been a
slight improvement in the quantity of lumber that is coming forward.
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Sulphite pulp in the United States is reported to be in very
short supply, especially in bleached and easy bleaching descriptions,
prices ruling very high. B leached brings from $57 to $62 delivered
and easy bleaching front $45 to $48. In Canada the mills are sold
up to their production, and are obtaining $41 at the mill.

W ith regard to ground wood, the water powers are very good,
and the mills are making all they can, but there is no disposition to
lower prices, as later the demand will absorb all the production.

Peeled wood is bringing from $7.50 to $8.50 in the province of
Ouebec.

A meeting has just been held in Montreal to consider a pro-
posed advance in the freight rates on pulpwood from the province of
Quebec to United States mills, the railway companies claiming that
the rates are too low. Several of the most important United States
mills were represented and fought the proposed increase very hard.
The railway companies promised to consider the arguments of the
mill interest -. who threatened reprisals should the increase go into
force. The idea is to bring the matter before the Inter-State Com-
merce Commission, in order as, the mill owners say, to get fair treat-
ment.

Timber Trade in United Kingdom
Good Demand for White Pine for Joiners and Case-Making
— Oak Consumption Increasing — The Labor Situation.

Liverpool, June 3rd; (Special correspondence to the Canada
Lumberman.—The consumption of white pine in joinery and case-
making shops in the United Kingdom continues steadily and on a
large scale. Case-making is a more continuous operation than, per-
haps, any other which consumes timber. The demand for packing
cases increases as trade expands. Latterly, poplar, hemlock and larch
have come rather freely into use for case-making, but the use of
these woods has not interfered greatly with the use of white pine.
This wood continues in large and steady consumption. It is used
chiefly in one of three thicknesses; \]/2 ins. "down"; 1 in. "down",
and ;4 in. " down," and is useful in practically any width above 6 ins.
Xine ins. and 11 ins. are very common widths, but a narrower width
such as 7 ins. is freely used to make up a particular width.

The consumption of pic props is large and continuous. The
props reach some half-dozen ports, almost by the shipload, and
stocks, though at times large, would quickly disappear if they were
not continuously replenished. At present, supplies are got mostly
from countries of north-west Europe and are shipped chiefly from the
Baltic.

Of late, supplies of oak have been very light owing to the activity
in railway wagon and truck building which has existed since the
block of railway traffic which followed the transport workers' strike
in August last. Coffin oak is always in good demand; boards 1-in.

thick being wanted chiefly. Mahogany still continues to be the more
important of the furniture woods and it is amazing what a quantity
of this wood, from the plainest to the most richly figured, passes
steadily into consumption. The costliest and most finely figured
mahogany, walnut and bird's-eye maple, is taken out of the ordinary
consumptive field and carefully cut into veneer. Everything, in
any of these woods, which promises any richness of figure, is eagerly
taken up and at a price which is usually regarded as a high one.
Mahogany, of course, is not a Canadian wood. Walnut and bird's-
eye maple, Canada might supply. Of late, the plainer maples-
sycamore is the common term for them, in the workshops here—have
sold more freely. The U. K. offers a large scope for this wood, for
table and "dresser" tops. One of the pines, chiefly yellow, and next
to that, white pine, have, in the past, been most used for tables,
dressers and the cheaper chests of drawers. Sycamore is more suit-
able for the tops of such articles than either of the pines named. It
is harder and has a closer texture and works up to a firmer and
whiter surface, which may be kept beautifully clean, and be attrac-
tive as an article of furniture. One would like to see sycamore used
much more freely than it has been in the past, though there is no
doubt that it has come more largely into use of late.

Birch and ash have always a good and open market in the
United Kingdom. Birch for some time past has been in small sup-
ply. It has been used freely to make "rosewood" and "ebony" cases
for pianos, being darkened and polished to give the desired effect.
Birch has been in much use to form bed-room suites of furniture
and has shared with ash, the privilege of being used to make chairs
of the stronger and plainer kinds, for kitchen, shop and office use.

All the woods named are in good demand in the United King-
dom at the present time and not a single one of them could be truth-
fully said to be a drug-in-the-market or so low in price as not to be
worth handling. Anyone who could supply timber of any of the
kinds named, would find, on sending such timber to the United

Kingdom, that it was good, saleable stock. 1 'rices generally have
been very firm and are hardening so that a shipper might feel fairly
safe as regards price.

Labor and the Timber Trade

The most disturbing factor of the timber trade of the United
Kingdom at the present time is the labor situation. Wood-workers
of almost every branch are demanding an advance of about a penny
an hour in the rate of pay, and shorter hours of work. Joiners, cab-
inet-makers and case-makers are making demands of this nature.
Members of eighteen wood-working trade-unions joined in the middle
of May in a great demonstration in Trafalgar Square, in support of
demands for shorter hours and increased pay. The meeting was or-
ganized by the Woodworking Joint Trade Movement Committee, and
about 7,000 persons attended. Mr. S. Stennett, general, secretary of
the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters & Joiners, stated that on
account o_f the increased cost of living the members of his union were,
roughly, 7s. 9d. per week worse off than they were ten years ago when
they had their last increase in wages. The success of the coal work-
ers in their recent strike, has however, led to a determination among
many skilled workers to ask for more money and reduced hours.
Hence the present movement among the woodworkers.

Reports from New Westminster, B.C., state, that the sawmilling
industry at present is in a satisfactory condition as most mills are
working full time. A brisk demand is experienced from prairie
points. Latest reports state that United States mills are withdrawing
a considerable amount of their stock from the Canadian market, on
account of the excellent demand in the United States markets.

Planing- Mill Door-Making
Door-making by the jobbing planing mill is a growing business,

says The Wood-Worker. Indeed, it has already grown to greater
proportions than one is likely to realize till he canvasses the subject
carefully. It is gaining ground, too, in a sort of contradiction to the
time-honored idea that it is impossible for the small maker to com-
pete with the big institutions specializing and making enormous quan-
tities. One reason for this is claimed to be that the cost of trans-
portation and handling of stock doors partly offsets the advantage
of manufacturing in large quantities. But there are a couple of more
reasons of more interest and importance. One of these is that ihe
jobbing planing mill is using more up-to-date machinery than for-
merly. It is necessary to have glue room machinery, for example,
to make the panels for special mill work

;
and, having it, it is compar-

atively easy to make veneered doors to order, and to follow this up
by making stock sizes now and then to fill in and keep the men and
machines at work. The same is true of other machinery and equip-
ment. And, then, here is the other important point: people are using
better doors, as a rule, and paying more for them. This is what gives
the planing mill man his chance. The place where the big door
factories used to shine was in cheap doors, but these are not the
only item in trade these days, not by any means. There are probably
more of such doors sold now than formerly, because the population
is much greater and much more building is being done, but the ratio
to the number of better and more expensive doors is smaller. These
high-grade doors can often be made by the planing mill man in com-
petition with the factory, and it is these better doors that are mak-
ing a better business for the planing mill.

Pulleys that Pull Away
It is a usual thing to put two pulleys in line if they are to be

belted together and it is a safe rule to follow. But there are times
and things that go by contraries.

I have a machine that is one of the "contraries." The bottom
cylinder is belted from a pulley on the countershaft and runs with
a twisted belt, from which fact I guess that the machine is not of a
late pattern.

The belt designed for this pulley should be 6 inches wide. If

the twist is turned toward the body of the machine the belt will
run up on the flange and spoil one edge in a short time, and if turned
with the twist toward the drive belt, or outward from the machine,
the belt will run on the outer half of the pulley. That increases
the strain on a part of the drive shaft or journal of the lower cylinder
that is least able to carry it.

This belt had been run a long time with the twist outward in

order to get a 6-inch belt on the lower cylinder, notwithstanding it

had only half the pulley to drive on, and the journal had been sprung
at some time. The combination is interesting as you can see.

One of the difficulties I got over by using a 4-inch belt and
turning the twist toward the machine, a twist which brings it nicely
in line for tracking, but the weak place in the journal, from having
been sprung, is put of my reach for remedies.—J. W. in Wood-Craft.
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Tariff Issue Discussed in Court
Evidence Taken in Important Case Regarding Duty
Upon United States Lumber Judgment Expected Soon

Judge Cassels, in the Exchequer Court at Ottawa, recently heard
evidence and arguments in connection with the case brought by the
Foss Lumber Company for interpretation of the Tariff Act regarding
the duty upon lumber entering Canada. Lumbermen in all parts of
Canada are pretty well acquainted with the details of this important
case, and are awaiting with much interest for the Court's decision,
upon which will depend whether lumber which lias been dressed on
one side and reduced to a uniform width by means of a sawing ma-
chine which is known as a "Duly Evader," shall be allowed to enter
Canada free of duty, or only after payment of a charge of 25 per cent,
ad valorem. During the taking of evidence before Judge Cassels
the question as to the actual method of manufacturing this class of
lumber was minutely discussed. Several samples of the lumber in
question were produced and the opinions of lumbermen, both manu-
facturers and retailers were secured. Needless to say these opinions
were of widely different natures, depending apparently to a large ex-
tent upon the nature of the witness' lumbering interests. Witnesses
on behalf of the lumber manufacturers of Canada, however, were able
to show that this class of lumber can only be produced by a process
of ''further manufacturing," entirely additional to the ordinary pro-
cess of producing lumber in a sawmill.

Judge Cassels did not entirely take this particular view of the
case, however, as was to some extent indicated by a remark which
he made during the taking of evidence. Questioning Mr. George
Cowan, K.C., of Vancouver, who represented the manufacturers,
Judge Cassels asked if he proposed to contend that a second process
of manufacture outside of an ordinary sawmill was necessary in or-
der to produce this class of lumber.

Mr. Cowan replied that this was absolutely the case.
Judge Cassels is reported to have said in reply, "1 have seen

thousands of feet of lumber of a uniform size come from an ordinary
sawmill."

In reply to this Mr. Cowan said, "It cannot be done. We will
show that no plank, board or deal, such as shown, was ever sized in
a sawmill."

Mr. H. H. Alexander, Secretary of the British Columbia Manu-
facturers' Association, stated that he had recently visited the mill
in Washington where this lumber had been produced and was satis-
fied that it had been "further manufactured" to an extent that would
justify the collection of the duty. He stated that more than one saw
was used in the process.

To this statement Judge Cassels is reported to have said, "Jf
you used two brushes to brush your hair it would not make any dif-
ference, would it

?"

Mr. J. B. McCormick, Golden, B.C., stated that the lumber in
question had been sawn with a rotary saw, then with an edger, and
finally with a fine saw run at low rate of speed, the final process
taking place in a planing mill.

After the evidence had been presented judge Cassels stated that
in giving his decision upon the case, the point which he would have
to decide would be whether the sawing contemplated in the tariff
meant only one process, or more than one process. It is expected that
Judge Cassels' decision will be forthcoming in the near future.

More Haste Less Speed
Over haste on the part of a plaintiff in two Qui Tarn actions

was responsible for the dismissal of both suits with costs at Mont-
real on May 21st. The cases were those of F. Hurtubise vs. G. W.
Faust

;
and vs. G. W. Faust, Limited, lumbermen, plaintiff seeking

recovery of a penalty of $100 from the first defendant, and $200 from
the second, on the grounds that the G. W. Faust, Limited, and Mr.
G. W. Faust, the president of the concern, had failed to file with
the Prothonotary within the legal delay of sixty days statements
showing the date of incorporation, place of head office, names of
officials, etc. It was proved that at the time of the institution of
the action the company had not been sixty days in existence. Hence
the suit was premature, and was dismissed, with costs.

Increased Output at Weymouth, U.S.
The Campbell Lumber Company, Weymouth, N.S., report that

their stock of logs for this year's sawing 'is about fifteen per cent,
greater than their stock at this time last year. The output of their
mills will probably be about twenty-five per cent, greater during
1912 than during 1911. Regarding trade conditions the company
writes as follows

:

"Conditions in the South American market are not quite so
active but we think a good demand will mature by fall in this line
particularly for Cuban stock. The United States markets are a lit-
tle better.

"This year's driving has been very successful and we succeededm getting out practically all our logs by the third week in May
Last year, at the same time, half the drives were left in the lakes and
streams. The result of this is an extra stock of raw material on
hand for this year's sawing."

A despatch from London, England, states that the Privy Council
has reversed the judgment in the case of Swift and others vs. David,
an action which recently attracted a great deal of attention among
lumbermen in British Columbia and which related to an agreement
for the sale of shares in a lumber company.

The R. Laidlaw Lumber Company will hold their annual picnic
at Queenston, Ont., on July 20th.

Lumbermen's Freight Actuary
The Pacific Coast Shippers' Association, Seattle, Wash., have

favored the Canada Lumberman with a copy of their "Lumbermen's
Freight Actuary." This is an excellent and very useful booklet con-
taining a series of tables from which one may learn at a glance the
freight on forest products of any weight from 160 to 3,300 lbs., de-
livered on various rates from 3 cents to $1 a hundred. The booklet
is sold by the association at the price of $1, and may be secured from
the Secretary, Air. F. I). Becker, Seattle, Wash/ The association
also publishes a very useful booklet showing the freight rates and
routings on forest products from all Pacific coast points to all sta-
tions in the United States and Canada. This tariff can be furnished
either in whole or in part books, taking in any group of States
required.

Forest Fires Make An Early Start
Reports From Many Parts of Canada Tell of Se-
rious Fires During Month of May and Early June

Rapidly spreading forest fires were reported in Newfoundland
during the last week in May over extensive areas near the pulp mills
of the A. E. Reid Company. Later reports told of the destruction of
five villages along the north coast, where dwellings and outhouses
on farm properties, fishing rooms and their contents were totalh
destroyed. Several small lumber mills were also destroyed, and it is
estimated that one hundred thousand logs were burned, including
the destruction of standing timber. The property loss was then estT-
mated at $250,000. Rain fell early in rune and checked the progress
of the flames.

Extensive forest fires were raging at Steeves Mills near Hillsboro,
Albert County, early in June. Fire originated at Stenstone and in a
gale that raged swept the country distant for several miles. There
was very little valuable timber on the burned area, as it was most
scrub and small trees, the country being rough and mountainous.

Despatches from Dawson, Yukon Territory, on June 1st, stated
that the forest fires were still burning north and south of Dawson
and the standing timber was being destroyed. Hundreds of square
miles were barren and thousands of cords of wood piled along the
river bank for use of boats and mining camps were burned, accordin<>
to the reports.

A Prince Albert, "Sask., despatch of Tune 1st reported that dis-
astrous bush fires had swept the country north of the Saskatchewan
for two weeks. The fires were the fiercest that have occurred in the
district foryearc.

A Seattle, Wash., despatch recentlv reported that heavy clouds
of smoke, blown from the burning forests of British Columbia, had
formed a maze on the inside passage to Alaska, making navigation
extremely dangerous.

From six to eight square miles of logged-off territory within the
hmits of the Michigan Pacific Lumber Company, at Jordan Rover.
B.C., were swept by a forest fire recently which raged with unabated
fury for several days. Latest reports indicated that the fire was under
control.

. nnisl
I

fires
.
starting apparently at two points, swept through

10,000,000 feet of lumber in the Dominion railway belt between Ar-
rowhead and' Revelstoke recently, but probably did not destroy more
than about ten per cent, of the merchantable trees, according to W.
F. Loveland, acting supervisor of fire wardens. The burned-over
area is the property of the Dominion Sawmills, Limited. One hun-
derd C. P. R. men, 35 employees of the lumber company and the Do-
minion fire protection service secured control of the blaze after a
stern fight, which lasted nearly two days.

Other reports from the State of Washington and from Rock
Bar, B.C., tell of serious forest fires, including the loss of several
lives.



THE WOODWORKER
A Little Machinery Talk

By C. Hapsburg Liebe

A certain lazy tiler—whose name I cannot call without much
personal discomfort—once had occasion to return to his filing room
at the hour of midnight. As he entered, he heard voices. He paused,
then shrank into the darkness behind his cupboard and listened. The
machines were actually talking.

"I've got a kind of rheumatism," said the Big Grinder, giving
a subdued sigh. "I'm very much ashamed of the way my joints
creak when I'm at work. But that poor, wooden-heade'd filer can't
get away from his box seat long enough to oil me.*'

The Roll smiled broadly. "Misery loves company, one well
knows."

"And have you noticed how my gear wheels rattle?" it said.
"They haven't had a thing but a little thin oil for a year. If the filer

knew that cupgrease and stiff oil is the thing I need, perhaps he'd
open his heart and give me a doping every now and then. And he
lets my adjustments—the shearing adjustment in particular—get out
of place, then gives me a good cussin' out when I dish his saws. Be-
sides, I'm so dusty I'm sure people won't recognize me for what 1

am."

. The filer drew his brows in a frown.
"And have you noticed," said the Emery Wheel on the Big

Grinder, "That he isn't smart enough to put a little dripping-pan
under the bearing nearest me to keep oil from dropping on me?
Some of these fine days I'm going to bu'st, and when I do I'm going
to fix that lazy filer."

"For heaven's sake bu'st as soon as possible!" exclaimed a
coarse voice from the opposite side of the filing room. It was the
automatic planer Knife Grinder. "The filer lets the grindings stack
up until they fall over on my slides," it continued. "They're all cut
up and wearing out. Then he cusses me for not grinding a straight
line. Besides, he lets dust accumulate all over me, and some day a
spark from the wheel is going to smoulder in that dust until night.
And then—lookout for this shebang to go up in smoke."

Another voice joined the ghostlike conversation at this point.
It was that of the handsaw Swage. "The trouble," remarked the
Swage, thoughtfully, "is that we'll all have to be burned up while
that lazy filer will have only to hunt another job."

From the darkness behind the cupboard the filer groaned and
murmured "Et tu, Brute!"

"You see," the Swage resumed, "he won't take my anvil out and
face it up, and then I get a blessing out because I don't give, satis-
faction. When he has a new anvil in, he doesn't give me the proper
adjustment, and then I am forced to either bite off the points of the
teeth or crook them. Then he cusses the Swage Shaper because it

isn't human enough to straighten the teeth, or draw them out, as the
case may be."

"If he had sense enough to cut my feed belt instead of packing-
it full of belt dressing," said the Knife' Grinder, "I should be a most
happy machine."

At this all the other machines said the same thing concerning
their belts. The filer shrank a little farther into the shadows be-
hind the cupboard. He feared the saws—the handsaws—themselves
might talk. Rather, he was afraid of what the band saws would
say in the event they did talk.

A long, low miserable groan came from within the cupboard.
At this all the machines cried out, asking what was wrong.

"It was the filing room broom groaning from having sunk into
decay from disuse, sort of inocuous desuetude," explained the Level-
ing Block, which, having an iron constitution, was never afraid to
speak its thoughts. "And I'm thinking strongly that I'm going to
meet the same fate."

Still the filer wondered why the saws were silent.

"I've got a pain in my left jaw," said the Swage Shaper. "The
filer keeps one of my jaws out of place all the time trying to keep
his unlevel saws from leading toward the machine. He ought to
work his saws on the bench for that. I'm not to blame, by gar

!"

' When you fellows are through," said the Little Grinder, "I
want to register a few kicks of my own."

"Go ahead !" urged the Roll.

"Well," said the Little Grinder, "he lets the grindings pack up
between my feed finger and my feed finger stop, and I just can't
leave every tooth in the same place, which causes me to burn some
of the points off. Then he gets up on his tiptoes and tears his hair
and swears if he could only find the man who invented me he'd

—

he'd but I become faint at the memory of it, and can't say it."

"What else?" inquired the Big Grinder.

"He lets my grinding wheel glaze over for lack of dressing, and
then swears at me if I burn the throats of the saws."

"That's one of my troubles, little one," said the Big Grinder.
"If I could get to you easily, I'd shake hands with you. I burn

teeth myself. Sometimes it's because he keeps the saw so low that
my feed finger lifts a tooth a little now and then. Does he let the
oil spill from the bearings on your wheel?"

"Oil?" queried the Little Grinder. "Please explain what you
mean. 1 don't know that 1 ever heard of anything like that."

Just then some very small voices were heard coming from be-
hind a pile of rubbish. They were too small to be understood. They
were a bunch of swage anvils that the filer had thrown away be-
cause he didn't care to take time to grind them.

"He cusses me every time I chip off at the edge," said the leader
of the Planer Knives. "He gets in a hurry, and grinds me until I

turn blue. I can't help crumbling."
"If any of you fellows know what's good for toothache," said

a ripsaw hanging upon the iioor in the dust of ages, "I wish you'd
tell me. The filer hits my teeth so hard with the upset that away
goes a side of the point on about every fourth tooth. And then he
will go and tell that I'm so hard. It's his head that's too hard. He
ought to use a light hammer."

The filer still wondered why the handsaw didn't speak.
"I've got a kick coming, too," added the Brazing Clamp, "He

won't dress his irons true, and I get the blame for flaws in the
brazes."

"He drags me on the tooth on the backward stroke," said the
File, "and then says I wear out too soon,"

Then came the voices of the long suffering handsaws in a sepul-
chral, steely chorus, "We're tired—in fact half of us is tire. Our
crown is gone. Our middles are filled with colics and appendixes.
Our teeth have crumbled. Our throats are cracked—

"

Hark! Ssst
!
Aha! What is yon fleeting form? Tut-tut, 'tis but

the filer.—Berlin Quality.

Small Bandsaws
By W. J. B.

In the days of our youth we were placed in charge of a bandsaw,
without anyone to warn us what to do and what not to do. All went
well until we had to sharpen the saw three times; then it wanted
setting. It was a ^-in. saw. and it was held in a wooden vice while
it was sharpened. The vice was worn and did not fit the blade tight-
ly. We set the saw with an ordinary saw set, then found when we
put the saw on that instead of running in a straight line it wobbled
to and fro, making a coarse cut and being difficult to work. In set-
ting the saw we had bent the blade in many places. This is men-
tioned in case there may be a young machinist who may have to set
a bandsaw under similar conditions. He will know that unless the
blade is held firmly while the teeth are being bent the possibility is
that the blade will be bent also. It is so simplv done that we are
now averse to any small bandsaws being set in this way. As soon
as we found out that it was possible to bend the blade while setting
it we, on the advice of an old machinist, made a bevel plate out of
an old file and ground a hammer to hammer the set on the teeth.
With a little practice we found it was very easy to set the teeth in
this way, but we do not recommend hand setting or sharpening of
bandsaws. There are several machines which will sharpen and* set
handsaws with very little attention on the part of the machinistW e know that there are many sawyers who can sharpen a bandsaw
as well as the machine, and we know that there are many sawyerswho cannot. At the best, sharpening a bandsaw is a tedious job
setting one is worse, and there are few machinists who will not wel-come as a good addition to the plant an efficient bandsaw sharpening
and setting machine. We are aware that there are a few men who
look upon saw-sharpening machines as devices which will dispense
with their skill and experience. But the man who objects to a band-
saw sharpening machine is objecting to the use of a good tool Not
only does it sharpen the saws well, but the ease with which the saws
can be sharpened means that they are worked under better conditionsAs soon as the keen edge is off, and the saw works a trifle dull'
then the saw is replaced by a sharp one. If the saw had to be sharp-
ened by hand, then it would have been worked until it was quite
dull, and a dull saw has such a strain upon it that it often breaksWhere there are two or three band saws at work, a machine for
sharpening them is installed as a matter of course; it is where there
is only one saw that the mill owner is dubious about putting i n amachine for sharpening the saw. If the machinist has a lot of spare
time, during which he can sharpen the saws, the arguments which we
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have put forward will not count, but may we plead for a saw-setting
machine for the band saws? Even where the machinist has ample
leisure, it will be found that one of these simple and inexpensive
machines will soon pay for itself in reducing the number of brazes
required for the small band saws.

\f An Interesting Box Factory Layout
The profit to be derived from a box factory depends to a great

extent upon the arrangement of the various buildings together with
the means for handling the material from its raw form to the
finished product and the disposal of the waste. These matters should
receive the closest study of architects and engineers before any ar-
rangement is adopted.

An example, of what can be done in the way of an efficient plant
arrangement for a box factory where the space was of irregular
shape and limited, is afforded by the layout of the box factory
shown in the accompanying sketch. Here the owners had to make
use of a triangular piece of property, bordered on two sides by
streets, with the long side running along the railroad. The plan
drawn up by the engineers Lockwood, Greene & Co., Boston, Mass.,
and adopted by the company in question, consisted in erecting brick
and timber buildings, the receiving building being located adjacent
to the railroad with the three conveyors leading from it to the main
shop.

_
The arrangement has effected the simplest movement of ma-

terial from the receiving building on the railroad line through themam shop and out to teams which make the major portion of de-
livery. The raw material is transported from the receiving build-
ings to the. main shop by three roller type convevors which deliver

\
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Layout of an Interesting Box Factory

the material directly into the feed rolls of the heavy planers located
on the top floor of the main mill.

The cut-off machines, feeders, trimmers, and matchers all pro-
duce a considerable amount of sawdust as well as end clippings.
Under each machine is a hopper through which this waste material
is delivered to a conveyor located overhead on the story below.
These conveyors deliver to a common conveyor running at right-
angles. This latter feeds a hopper provided with a screen of s*uch
mesh that the sawdust drops through, while the end clippings pass
over the screen and on to another conveyor which runs outside of
the main building and delivers the end clippings into the upper part
of the shaving bin in the boiler house. This material is then shovelled
by hand from the bottom of the bin hopper into the boiler for fuel.

For handling the sawdust there is a blower system by which the
material is carried to the roof of the main building where it is de-
livered into a bin.

For collecting the shavings there is a second blower system
independent of the sawdust system. There are connections from the
heavy planers to the fan whence two pipes lead to the shavings
bm on the top floor of the kindling building and to a collector on
the top of the boiler house respectively. From the latter five dis-
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charge pipes lead, one to the shavings bin already mentioned, and
one to each of the four boilers. At the point where the delivery
pipe from the fan branches so as to go to either the boiler house
or the shaving bin, a switch and percentage valve are located. This
is to permit the boiler tender to keep an even air pressure on the
lire beneath his boilers. The switch is connected up for operation
directly from the boiler room floor.

A fourth system is in use for handling kindling wood. Strips
are collected from the trimmers in boxes and wheeled to the kindling
saws which are located near the end of the main mill opposite the
kindling building. These saws cut the wood into proper lengths
for kindling, the pieces dropping into hoppers under the machines
and then onto an inclined conveyor which delivers to a horizontal
conveyor located overhead in the first storey. The latter drops
onto a belt conveyor which delivers the kindling into a large bin at
the top of the kindling wood building. This bin is of sufficient
height so that carts may be driven in on the lower floor and be filled
directly from the bin above.

As the power in this plant is entirely mechanical, all these con-
veyors and fans are operated by belts from the various line shafts.
Wherever - conveyors traverse open spaces between the buildings
they are carefully housed in against the weather. The entire con-
veying system is so arranged that it will be a matter of little diffi-

culty to add one-third to the equipment when the final six sets are
installed in the main factory.

Memoranda Compiled by a Machine Woodworker
By M. Wright

Did you ever, after putting your circular-saw in good order and
starting to resaw, find your saw inclined to "run" or snake, and
wonder what the trouble was? Perhaps your feed rools are a little

too close together and pinch the board too tightly. Try easing up
on them a little.

The wood-split pulley is a very convenient thing, and is just
as good as any other in transmission power. It is always as nearly
in balance as any of the home-made pulleys are, and some' of the cast-
iron ones, too, for that matter, even though you do happen to leave
a couple of the bolts out of one side, or what is equally bad, use
some cast washers and some cut, with the cast washers all on one
side.

I do not recommend this as good practice, though observation
leads to the conclusion that the man who is associated with this state
of affairs is often lighter-hearted than the man who is painstaking
in the minutest details. The weight of responsibility does not rest
as heavy upon him. He has one advantage, though he has worked
in more mills than has the painstaking man.

Labor Costs More Than Cutters
Cutters are cheaper than labor. When a man has to grind cut-

ters, first to one outline, then to alter to another, and alf the time
the moldings required are stock sizes, it is at once a penny-wise and
pound-foolish policy, for not only is there a waste of cutter, loss of
tune, reduction in the size of the emery wheel, but a machine is
lying idle which should be at work coining money for the owner.
Buy cutters! It is one of the best investments.

I heard a man utter a warning against a mill owner buying a
machine where the feed is controlled by a binder system, calling
particular attention to the fact that a belt running over and under
the small pulleys of the binder will wear out so fast that it is a good
deal of trouble. He admired the endless belt idea, and the variable
feed, Verily, man born of woman is full of notions. He raileth at
that which is of no moment and yearneth for that which would
make him tear his shirt.

It is sometimes contended that the fault lies in the steel when
we get these flat spots on our journals. I don't believe that is often
true, for machines are not built that way now-a-days. No builder
will chance his reputation on such a thing, and the fault lies in allow-
ing the journals to run a little loose for a time, and to poor balancing
and kindred causes.

We are almost always in a hurry to get the work through and
leave the adjusting until a more convenient time. Next thing we
know there is a machine-shop job, and the man at the lathe may or
may not know how to true up a journal for a high-speed machine,
and its last condition may be worse than its first.

Repairs and Worthless Work
I had one cylinder that had been through that process so often

that it had been reduced from 1 15/16 to 1 5/16 inch, and it was as
much trouble at last as it was the first time it was put in the lathe,
for all the work was done on a lathe in which the centres were out
enough to make it impossible to do a correct job. And a fast-running
cylinder 26 inches long is something that does not stand any fooling
when it is running over the 4,000 mark.

Writing of the adjusting screws in the .cap of a box recalls the
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fact that we had an engine that was bought second-hand, and in

shipping it in the liners for the main journal came with it, but all in

a bunch. Here was a problem. Which of these two Dromios was
the one for the right side or how were we going to tell them apart?
".Measure," I hear some one say. But life around a mill is too short

to spend time figuring out a sixteen puzzle, so the other thing was
done.

The cap was taken to the drill press and in each of the four cor-
ners a hole was drilled, then tapped clear through for a long j^-inch
stud-bolt. When the engine was ready the cap was placed in posi-
tion and screwed down with the nuts so that the lap fitted snugly
on the shaft, then these four stud-bolts were screwed down hard,
making a perfect tit without any measuring or trying. This is the
sort of tiling that would help us out on some of the planers we have
to handle, and just now I am lucky enough to have just this sort of
machine, and I appreciate a good thing.

Foresight and Band-sawing

An employer in a western city has such thought for his em-
ployees that he has boxed in all parts of machinery where there is

any possibility of one getting caught. Both the upper and lower
wheels of his band-saw are completely inclosed, with swinging doors
in front. Such precautions seem superfluous to an old woodworker;
but, where green hands are constantly coming and going, they doubt-
less have value. They certainly show a commendable amount of
thoughttulness on the part of the employer.

We have to do things to and with machinery and its accessories
that the builders may not think of nor provide for. Recently I in-

stalled a heavy band-resaw, and it is driven by a quarter-turn belt.

At best this is a rather unsatisfactory drive, and in this case it showed
up trouble very quickly. The machine has a clutch pulley to start
and stop it, and in a few moments after starting up the pulley was
drawn along the shaft with its key until the hub of the clutch could
not be disengaged, running the saw all the time, despite the clutch
pulley.

After trying in vain to get the key tight enough with the set-
screw, the hub of the spider was drilled in two places, letting the drill

go }i inch into the shaft, and the hole tapped out with a ^5-inch
tap, and the two set-screws put in through the hub and into the shaft.
My helper remarked, •Guess that will hold her for a while," and it

did. Despite the heavy side draft of the belt, the pulley has held its

position since the set-screws were put in.

Planing Smoothly on Cypress
I note a question as to why the grain rises on cypress. There

are at least two reasons, and these are, the lumber is very wet or the
planer knives are too dull. I do not believe, judging from some of
the cypress that I have seen, that anyone could produce a smooth
surface on it by running against the grain for the way it would chip
in would raise whiskers on profanity.

The only remedy I know of—and I have found it to be very
good—is to sharpen the knives as keenly as possible and not to plane
a single board after they show signs of getting dull. The dull edge
of a planer knife literally pounds down the grain of the cypress, and
when the board has passed through, the hard grain, being elastic,
rises above the soft grain, making the board rough. A sharp knife
will not pound down the grain and I have yet to run across a variety
of cypress that cannot be planed smoothly.

Some people seem to think that it is one of the inevitables that
a heavy machine will jam small moldings or small work on a planer,
while a small machine will not. The pressure required to drive a
small piece of molding through a small machine is just as much as
through a large one and no more. If the work jams, lighten up the
rolls till it does not jam, and put it through a small or large machine*
One of our twenty-ton steam hammers wall strike a blow just hard
enough to drive a ten-penny nail, or a blow' of many tons. The force
of the blow depends on the man running the hammer. So the jam-
ming is regulated by the operator.

When there is to be but one machine of a kind in a mill, as one
planer, one matcher, one molder, get each one of its kind to cover
all the work you expect to do. If you are to have 24-inch stock to
plane, get a planer to cut this width surely, and a little over. If you
will cut stock 12 inches wide on a molder, get one that will cut that
much, for a 6-inch molder will cut only 6-inch stock, and hardly that.

I need hardly say that the sending of work to the other fellow
because your machines are too small will not pay very large interest
in the long run. Don't look too long at the first cost, because you
may lose sight of results. When people learn that your equipment
is not up to requirements, and that you are sending your work to the
firm around the corner, they will find the way around the corner first

after a while. Only another illustration of the "early bird."

Peculiarities of Journal Bearings

In the field of woodworking machinery there must have been de-
veloped many interesting cases of peculiar behavior of journal bear-
ings, but does anyone know of their ever having been reduced to a

scientific basis, or even recorded? These journals run at extremely
high speeds, and all the conditions under which they work are about
as variable as they well could be. Where could you find a more
promising field for useful and interesting research?

Some make of machines are heavy and massive, others light and
springy ; some stand on rigid foundations, others are little better
than suspended in the air ; some bearings get copious lubrication with
considerable regularity, others get very little, and at any old time
that is handy ; some are well cared for generally, others shamefully
neglected ; some are driven by narrow belts much overworked and
over-strained, others by wide belts with a moderate degree of ten-
sion ; some are lengthy and of small diameter, others short and oi

such diameter that the rubbing speeds are excessive.

And if all this were not enough, there are those subject to end
thrust, from the rapidly-reversing drum shafts of the sanding ma-
chines to the continued pressure on molding and shaping machine
spindles, which are upright and often fitted with bearings more or
less conical in shape. Planer cylinders furnish still another class,

for added to their great speeds are hammer-like blows which they
have to withstand from knives in a deep cut. On the whole, it seems
as if there were here lying fallow' a field broad and wide enough
to keep quite a number of scientific observers fussy for some time to
come.—Wood-Craft.

Sanders and Sander Feed Roll Adjustments
The sander is often though of as a machine of minor importance

in factories and planing mills. That is probably why sanders do not
give the efficient service the manufacturer claims for them and
which they are capable of if properly handled.

By "properly handled" we do not mean that experts are required
to get good work on the average sander; but we do mean that as
much attention should be given the sander in operation, as is given
the seemingly more important planers, matchers, stickers or jointers.

It seems hard to get a mill or factory superintendent to pay as
much attention to his sanders as to other machines. But neverthe-
less he would find his efforts richly repaid by higher quality of sand-
ing, if he should turn his attention occasionally to problems of the
sander operator.

As much, if not more is expected of the sander than of any other
machine, because it is supposed to finish properly even the defective
work done by other machines. If the sander falls down the ma-
chine is usually blamed and an expert sent for because the sander has
not been studied thoroughly.

Most sanders are capable of fine adjustments, but these fine
adjustments require very careful handling because of the work to
be done by the machine. But it is just as true that fine work re-
quires fine adjustments, and the combination demands an operator
capable of handling the whole matter in a very careful manner.

It is not possible in a small space to give even an outline of
points necessary in careful sander operation ; but here are a few notes
that may help.

Keep the feed belts in first class condition. Take up any slack
that appears in them at once, and then turn your attention to the
feed rolls. Remember that the feed determines to a large degree the
evenness of the sanded surface.

The feed should carry stock over the sander drums fast enough
so that the sand paper does not cut to its full depth. If the feed
stops, or even slacks up noticeably, the cut is deeper in places than
it should be. These of course, show up very plainly on the finished
stock.

Other waves may appear in the work which are not so easy to
correct, but they almost invariably come from poor adjustment of
the feed or pressure rolls.

If the feed rolls are too high, it will be necessary to raise the
sand drums higher than they really ought to be, in order to get an
adequate cut. Then the ends of the stock are liable to be pressed
down against the sand paper, so that a heavier cut is taken until the
end of the piece strikes the next feed roll, when it raises and so
lessens the cut until the last end of the board comes along, and drops
off the first roll when it is cut deeper than the main part. This is

repeated at each roll, and when the piece comes out it is found to
be thinner at each end than in the middle.

The lower feed rolls should be set barely the thickness of writing
paper above the level of the bed, and the upper driven rolls should
be set firmly enough on the work to insure a feed as sure as the
belt accommodations will warrant. This may be determined by the
amount the spring bolts rise when the stock feeds under the roll, and
should be enough so that one may see a clear space between the
machine frame and the lock-nuts.

By watching the upper feed rolls when the boards start under
them, the bolts may be seen to rise against the tension of the springs
accordingly as they are set. If there is no elevation then the lock
nuts should be backed off until the desired play has been secured.

The sand drums should be backed down until they do not cut
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and the pressure rolls adjusted so that they may he stopped by a
strong grasp when working under full load. Now, feed in a pieee
of stock and turn up the drums beginning with the first or coarser
one, until it cuts to sufficient depth; adjust all three in a similar way,
after which correct the pressure rolls over the second and third drums
to suit the new condition.

Some operators are so careless as to start to feeding before they
have made the adjstment of the feed rolls, with the result that the
rolls are choked down, the paper torn and some of the stock spoiled
before the operator can loosen up.

The proper way to set the machine for a new thickness is to raise
the roll frame plenty high, introduce a piece of the stock to be run
just between the first two feed rolls, then lower the frame until the
pressure will drag the work away from a good strong pull. If the
adjustments of the drums and roll are made right, the cutting and
polishing will go forward without further adjustment.

The pressure rolls should not be too tight to stop with a strong
grip of the hand; the upper feed rolls should show a little slack
between the lock-nuts and the frame of the machine, and the finished
work should ride smoothly and evenly upon the bed all the way
across the machine.

With proper adjustment of the feed rolls very little fault will
be found with the work of any first class sander. That is, providing
always that the drums are covered with the proper grade of sand
for the wood to be polished, that the feed is correct and also that
the operator is not trying to make his sander do the work of a first
class surfacer as well as the polishing of a Sander.—Berlin Quality.

The Modern Commercial Planing- Mill
By M. C. Cantrell

Too many good things cannot be said about any legitimate busi-
ness, but too few good things, it seems to me, are being said about
one of the greatest factors in the lumber world, the modern commer-
cial planing mill. The local, general mill-work planing mill is fully
deserving of all the attention it gets; hut the big one, with a whole
side or end, or both, wide open toward the saw mill and the other
end open to the world, is the one of which 1 would speak.

Many who are spending their lives in the manufacture of lumber
products have only a faint idea of what one of these big fellows
means. There are others, who actually have charge of some good-
sized ones, that seem to have few ideas different from those of twenty-
five years ago, except that of a greater number of machines. Saw
mills having a capacity of 300,000, 400,000 or even 500,000 ft. in ten
hours are not uncommon now, and the planing mill adjunct is keep-
ing fully abreast with them, if not a little ahead. Neither the
quality, quantity or range of work is taking second place. The qual-
ity is practically perfection. The quantity is limited only by the
capacity of the feeder. The range is from a strip of lattice to a
32 x 32, s.4s.

There are some mighty good planing mills of the old type, mind
you, but some of the new ones are better. Neither does it follow,
by any means, that a mill recently built is "modern." The dry-kiln
is not only an adjunct of the planing mill, but may be considered a
part of the equipment, and will here be taken into account. We
will also assume that long and heavy timbers are a part of the
product. In any event, the foundations should be the best. All
heavy-duty machines, such as resaws, timber sizers and flooring ma-
chines, should have concrete foundations.

The timber-sizer and all planers and matchers should have a
pit beneath, extending from just back of the countershaft back to a
point beneath the out-feeding apron, at least 3 ft. deep, and provided
with a floor sweep from the shaving exhaust, for keeping it clean.
This pit is very necessary for making repairs and adjustments be-
neath the machine.

The superstructure, as regards elevation plans and strength, de-
pends upon the kind of power to be used, whether electric or 'belt
transmission; and, if belt transmission, whether the lineshafting is
to be located overhead or beneath the main floor. If the shafting or
motors are above, requiring belting down to the machines, the build-
ing must be much more substantial than if shafting is beneath, or
motors are direct-connected.

The ideal power is individual motors direct-connected, as the
motor and countershaft are relieved from any belt strain and 'the per-
petual belt expense is avoided. The installation will in this instance
be heavier, as low-speed motors must be provided at a substantial
advance, and if commercial current is used it will cost more than if

a number of machines are grouped on a shaft and driven by a sino-le
motor. But taking into account the increased efficiency of each ma-
chine, providing and maintaining belting, shafting, etc., the indi-
vidual motor again takes the lead.

As locating the timber planer must be governed by the facilities
for getting Mock to it from the mill, it is often located away from the
main planing mill building. If located in the main operating room,
it should be next to the wall and have "room to spare." And it may-

be said here that the modern mill requires as much more room than
the old, as its capacity is greater. General utility machines, such as
surfacers and four-side machines, should be located in the same part
Of the room and on the opposite side from the entrance from the
dry-kiln.

Though trucks should not be used for tending machines at either
end, sufficient space should be left between machines to stand atruck or its equivalent on each side of the feeder at the same time
l.y this arrangement no time is lost in exchanging empty trucks or
unit clamps for full ones.

Following the "general work" machines, should come the high-
speed floorers, the siding machine or machines and molders in the
order named. A heavy band resaw and band rip saw should be inhue with, or in front of, the "heavy-duty" machines, according to
other surroundings. If belt transmission is used, the machine counter-
shaft should be directly beneath or directly over the lineshaft allow-
ing the use of tighteners in place of loose pulleys and shifters for
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G 've none of the machines a 'greater speed than

I was about to say that every machine should be the latest im-
proved type, but as some manufacturers are not making the strides
that some others are, buyers may be deceived as to the genuine article
unless thoroughly practical and up-to-date themselves. At any rate'buy machines fitted with individual tighteners on top, bottom and
side head belts, profile attachments, automobile transmission in place
of so many gears for feed rolls; reversible feed, so that a board may
be backed out as readily as fed into the machine; automatic adjust-
able bearings, round heads for high-speed machines, band resaw
attachments for the siding machines, heavy arbors and long bearings-
different parts made to template, so that perfectly-fitting extras may
be quickly procured, and power grinders for grinding the knives with-
out removing them from the head.

Barring the heavy timber machines, have all the side arbors thesame size and projection above the platen, so that all side heads are
interchangeable. Have all side heads made to execute the same cut-
ting circle, regardless of the make or kind of work they are to do
1 his is very important, as it does away with changing the rail and
guideblock adjustments every time a different set of heads is to be
used, which is no small item. Have a full quota of good trim saws
for rough stock. Sorting chains of a length in keeping with the
quantity of lumber to be handled, must be properly located for taking-
all kiln stock. h

I said that no trucks should be used. What, then 5 The mon-
orail and car. Now don't get the "jiggers," for the monorail for
handling lumber is no more in the experimental stage than the high-
speed, thin steel knife, and its economic value is firmly established
It does away with a yard full of trucks, that are not only expensive
but in the way of each other, and usually everything else Horses'
drivers, stables, stablemen and feed bills' are wiped off the expense
account. As the loads are carried overhead entirely, nothing is inter-
fered with on the main floor or yard docks. Loads may be picked
up at any point and delivered to anv point, without "going around "—
The Wood-Worker.

Encourages the End Matching of Flooring
End matching of flooring, where properly done at the mill, is one

oi the greatest conveniences for the carpenter when laying the floor
and also it is one of the greatest savers of material.

Where flooring is carefully end matched there is practically no
waste, because there is no need for the carpenter cutting his floor-
ing except at the end of a run at the wall of the room or something
or other of that kind, and even then he can use the end cut off as a
starter in the next course.

Supports of the End Joists
Where the end matching is properly done and narrow stock is

used, it is immaterial ordinarily whether the end joint comes over a
joist or between the joists. In the late practice of using narrow
stock trom V/2 to 2 l/2 inches face the tongue and groove on the sides
and ends will support the joints so that they are practically as firm
whether they come over a joist or not.

This saves the carpenter from having to cut and make joints at
the joists. It saves him wasting the timber and makes the laying
of the floor much easier. So much easier is it, in fact, that the wonder
is that people have not made a practice of end matching- practically
all flooring.

3

Oak and other hardwood flooring is generally end matched, but
it is seldom that end matching is resorted to in pine, yet the pine
people could eliminate in their flooring- trade all the wrangling and
worry over odd lengths and short pieces if they would simply end
match them. There is seldom much objection to short pieces in hard-
wood yet there are one hundred times more short pieces in a hard-
wood flooring than there are in pine. If the short pieces in pine
were end matched it is doubtful if there would ever be any objec-
tion to short stock in a pine floor, even though the mill men would
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work up lots of short stock into flooring that heretofore lias ^one
to waste. It would make for economy at the sawmill and planing-
mill as well as at the building where the flooring is laid and the sav-
ing in material itself should well repay the trouble and expense it

involves in end matching.

Improper Practice and its Results
Take note, however, that end matching properlv done has been

specified. Where end matching is not properly done', where the joint
it not scpiare and the tongue and groove do not fit together as thev
should, it is very annoying and is really a waste of°time, because
to cut the joint off square means to elim'inate the end matching and
go back to the old problem of making a square joint at the joist.

What it looks like both the manufacturers of flooring and the
machinery people need to do is to give more attention To the de-
veloping of this idea of end matching, to machines, to meet the var-
ious requirements and to pushing the idea among the builders. It
is a pretty safe prediction that the yellow pine man, for example,
who first institutes an innovation of this kind, if he does his work
well, and advertises it as he should, will get a standing in the trade
that will give him a preference on lots of business.

Reduction of Waste in Fitting

It is simply a matter of getting both the dealer and carpenter
to realize the advantage of end matching and to doing the matching
properly. For where it is properly done, it saves time for the car^
penter in laying it and it will save lumber. Instead of from 10 to
20 per cent, of waste there need not be more than 5 per cent, of
waste in laying flooring that is properlv end matched.

Repairs of Woodworking' Machinery
An old machine will often give so many troubles that the main

cause of it will be overlooked in the anxiety for some specific ex-
planation for a difficulty we do not understand.

I have an old machine that has given its share of bother from
bad handling, and the old man who was the feeder in its former
location fell to my lot. along with the machine. One part of the
work done on the machine is to S. 4 S. timbers from 6 by 6 to 8
by 8. It had been a good deal of trouble to "buck" them through,
owing to the plates and lower carrying-out roll being out of line with
the traveling bed.

These minor defects were remedied, when the timber fed through
without any trouble. The old man was so tickled with the change that
he could not refrain from saying. "By gum. it does spew them out
now, shore enough !"

Almost any machine will work right when you know how to work
it. This machine was no exception to many others I have seen that
got a bad name from bad handling. It was regarded as an unavoidable
worry and was dreaded instead of being "mended. Sometimes a
man will cuss his luck for getting hold of such a machine, but of
course they can be made to do better than the worst they have been
doing. There is not such thing as ill fortune in a deal of this kind;
if we fail to do any better with the machine, we do so of our own
fault and not of that of the machine.

The ways to do this may be devious, but, like Rockhaven in the
hands of the sharpers, while I would be slow in advising anybody
to go crooked, when you are in the hands of sharpers or up against
a difficulty of this kind it mav be the onlv wav.—Chas. A R in Wood-
Craft.

Imitation Veneer Not Popular
There is evidence among the critical writings of people who study

furniture and decorations, that imitation veneer, which made quite
a furore a few years ago, is not popular, and will never be much of
a competitor with the real article. At the same time there is a dis-
tinction between what is called imitation and what is recognized as
veneering. At one time veneering itself was classed as a means of
imitation. To-day, however, it is recognized as a means of decorat-
ing that improves the quality of the work as well as its appearance.

It is the imitation of something that is not really supplied that
is losing favor now. For example, in the veneering world the imi-
tating of mahogany with some other wood is not as popular as it
was some time ago, because the discriminating public is realizing
that imitation in woodwork, whether in furniture or in house decor-
ations, is like paste jewels. It may give the appearance of the real
article for a time, but, when the ethical side of the question is con-
sidered, there is no satisfaction attached to its use.

For this reason, imitation oak tables made on gum should not
be popular, and it wo*uld be much better for the manufacturers, as
well as for the trade in general, if instead of imitating oak the manu-
facturers of such furniture would seek for some stain or color scheme
that would give beauty without trying to imitate something else.
Often the natural color tone of gum furnishes more real beauty than
is obtained by trying to imitate quartered oak—and it relieves it of
the stigma of imitation.

Wall paper and interior decorations were made in imitation of

quartered oak and various other kinds of wood some time ago and
seemed to have quite a run for a while. Now, however, they are
losing favor and the prediction, made in these columns heretofore,
that the imitation would simply turn attention to the beauty of the
wood and finally the discriminating people would want the real
wood, is being fulfilled and there is a better demand for veneered
panels for interior decorations. In this may much good is being done
for the veneer trade and the sentiment against imitations is so strong
now that there is no fear of anything of the kind seriously affecting
the veneer industry.—Hardwood Record.

Weeding" Out Useless Sizes in Machine Woodworking
Commendable is the tendency in the woodworking trade now,

all the way from the sawmill down to the cabinet-shop^ to eliminate
some of the useless sizes and shapes. In certain lines the multiplicity
of sizes and patterns is so confusing that it lias really handicapped the
trade, and especially is it a bar to cutting and carrying stock against
future needs.

One example of how this sentiment has expressed itself is fur-
nished by the shingle people of the West Coast among whom there
is a movement now for shingles of only one thickness and two grades.

Heretofore there has been such a multiplicity of thicknesses and
grades in shingles that it has been very confusing, has made difficult
the cutting and carrying in stock against customers' needs because
no man could tell just what some man would ask for and there never
was any excuse for this variety.

There is no need for such a great variety of thicknesses in
shingles and a great number of grades, and both the shingle manu-
facturer and users will be in better shape if they can establish the
general practice of one thickness and two grades.

With the hardwood flooring manufacturers there has been a
movement of practically the same kind of going on now for some
time. They advocate only two thicknesses of flooring, the standard
13/16 and 3/8. These two thicknesses really cover all the essential
needs of the trade and to add more is simply to multiply the variety
until it discourages the average dealer from carrying stock.

Patterns for Moldings
In the making of moldings the number of patterns grew so con-

fusing that they finally became burdensome and practically useless
so far as putting a man in shape to cut and carry in stock against
future needs. Many of the patterns were standardized—too many of
them, that was the trouble. Obviously only a few of them could be
made and carried in stock in any quantity without making a man's
molding stock burdensome, and the result lias been that only a few
have been made use of and these with more or less fear always as
to whether or not they would be demanded or whether the prospec-
tive customer would ask for some other pattern nearly like what
they had made up, but different from it.

What the molding trade needs is some such overhauling as the
shingle men are proposing to do. It means the eliminating of useless
sizes and patterns, or at least the relegating of them to the rear and
a general use of only a few distinctive patterns that appeal. Then
the manufacturer can carry in stock a supply against future needs
and the user can be served promptly all times and be sure of °-ettin°-
his pattern duplicated easily.

It is the same way in casing and base and we might say in shop
work around every planing-mill and furniture factory. They de-
velop in the course of time many sizes and patterns that from a prac-
tical standpoint are really useless. We have reached the time when
it is in order to eliminate these, to weed them out.

Figuratively, go through the plant with a pruning-knife and cut
off all the useless limbs and branches so that we may have more
thrifty development of the others and better fruits generally from
our labors.—C. R. M., in Wood-Craft

New Wholesale Lumber Firm for Rochester
The Amos & Whiffen Company has been organized at Rochester,

office at No. 916 Granite Building. The officers of the company are
N.Y., for a general wholesale lumber business, and has opened an
Harry J. Amos, for many years identified with Nellis, Amos & Swift
at Utica, N.Y., secretary and treasurer, and Harry I. Whiffen lon^
identified with the trade of New York State as a salesman. Both men
are well and favorably known in the State. H. I. Whiffen is presi-
dent of the company. They will handle a general line of lumber
lath and shingles from the east, west and south, also from Canada'
and will have a general line of Pacific coast stock to offer.
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16 ComPany' Limited, has been incorporated
in British Columbia with head ofhce at Pine Grove. The capital stock of thecompany is $10,000 and its charter permits it to carry on business as timbermerchants, sawmill proprietors, timber growers, etc.



The Retail Dealer and His Problems
An Object Lesson In the Effect of Character

Keeping Up Stock in the Yard
One of the continuous problems in the running of ;i retail lum-

ber yard is that of keeping up stock, and having it so well balanced
in quantity, grades and varieties needed as to be able to meet the
normal demands of the trade. This is perhaps not so hard a job for
the individual dealer as it used to be when he was running on a
much smaller capital than now, and was obliged frequently to call

on the assistance of the bank for his extra needs. Under those cir-

cumstances, he had to study closely his stock on hand and the prob-
able demand for items that were not in constant demand. To a
man with small capital it was a serious thing to get caught late in

the fall with a lot of stuff that he would probably have to carry over
the winter months and not sell much of it till another crop was as-

sured because he needed the money tied up in it, to put in his coal
business.

For many years I was manager of one of a line of yards, and I

was fortunate in working for a concern that gave me the liberty
of ordering what stock I wanted when my judgment prompted. ]

presume though, this freedom was given me because I did not abuse
it, and that my judgment was better than theirs when it came to
knowing what the needs of my trade were. I have always considered
that this was one of the most important things in my business train-
ing and second only to the training received in the knowledge of
the "dickering" humans I came in contact with, f think it developed
my judgment on a broader scale because of the fact that 1 had to
take a good many things into account that were associated with mat-
ters which 1 could not control. And in those years when almost every-
thing in business depended on the crops and the immigration com-
ing in, it was no small matter to keep stock in the yard well balanced
without any unnecessary tie-up of working capital. As long as I

conducted the business on this basis I had a degree of freedom which
few managers had at that time. If there is anything in my business
life that I will remember longer than anything else, it will be the
time when one of the owners told me after invoicing time, that I

had done more business, and with an average of less stock during
that year, than had been done at any of the other yards. Some of
the boys were better collectors than I was, but they carried a third
more stock than I did and didn't do as much business.

An Unusual Combination
It is pretty difficult to find any one with a combination of all

the best of business qualities, just as it is with men in everything
else. When I got worked up so I was mad I was a good collector,
for the money had to come, or the "fur would fly," though I knew at
the time I was working under the wrong kind of pressure. But
collecting is not what I started out to talk about.

In these days when the average individual dealer has enough
capital to carry on his business without recourse to the bank, he
can afford to take advantage of the market and buy certain items
that are offered at a reduction in price, pile them up in his yard and
let them stay there without in any wise crippling his working capital.
This is all right, provided he don't let the stuff lie there too long,
or give away the fruits of his price concession to the figuring bill

peddler, as is too often the case where the desire is strong to "put
it over" a competitor.

This is a great temptation to men who are able to put in and
carry large stock. They think at the time of buying that the price
will make them some money. So it will, if the demand happens to
be good for those items and the sales made at the regular prices.
But unused stock, like unemployed capital, is eating up interest all

the time, and lumber, as a general proposition, don't improve any in
quality while lying in the pile, especially yellow pine that has come in
with the black stain on. There are times, of course, when a few
items, such as shingles, and lath, are so very low in price, that it

will pay to speculate on them by buying larger than usual and the
same may be said with sash and doors. But stocking up merely for
speculation is not, as a rule, a paying proposition. Turning the dol-
lar over as many times as possible during the year, is true business
policy and pays better in the long run. This is the guiding principle
of all the great successful business concerns in merchandising.

You don't see any old stock in the great retail stores in Chicago.
When stock comes in it stays only through the season and then it

is removed to make way for the new that is coming. "But where
does it go to?" I asked a floor manager the other day. "We sell it,"

was the reply. When a stock of dress goods comes in it is tagged
at a certain price, which holds for a few days, then a lower price is put
on it, and it is advertised. What is left of it goes down in the basement,

and one price and another is put on it till it is all sold. If there
should happen to be a little of it left it goes in a "remnant sale" and
somebody buys it.

Small Margins on Large Sales

At the trial of the big packers here in Chicago a few weeks ago,
the evidence was given to the jury that only 2y2 cents was the mar-
gin of profit made on the sale of a dollar's worth of meat, no doubt
this was as much a surprise to that jury as is was to the public
who read the account of it. But the presumption is that they turned
over that dollar so often that the small margin bore no resemblance
to the large interest made on the invested capital. It is the number
of times that stock is turned over during the year that counts up
in the profit column.

\ remember the time when we thought Andy Bloomer was crazy
when he was advertising to sell lime at a price that netted him but
ten cents profit on a barrel. lie would get in several carloads at a
time in the fall when lime was in great demand and by letting every
plasterer in four counties know of it he would dispose of it by un-
loading from the car into the customers' wagons. Lime had no
chance to slack on his hands. He kept his dollars moving and this
is what every good business man aims to do.

The shifting of the sources of supply within the past twenty
years has compelled the larger majority of dealers to carry larger
stocks than formerly, because of the longer time necessary in trans-
portation, where we used to get a car in from two to three weeks
from the time of ordering. It usually requires now from one to three
months, and frequently longer, when shipped from the coast. And
in the busy season, if a dealer is not well stocked up with the staple
items, he is liable to suffer loss in trade, and, if he has to buy from
his competitor, a loss in profits also. But, even with the markets so
far away, if he studies closely the conditions and the probable needs
of his trade, he can so arrange to have stock coming on the road that
he will not be seriously inconvenienced in filling his orders.

I know there is a prejudice existing with some dealers against
buying stock from the nearest wholesale market, because they have
to pay a little more for it, but this is not reasonable nor good business
policy. If a dealer can get a mixed car of stuff that will fill several
vacant spaces on his "dunnage," and get it within a week's time or
less, the difference in cost will be more than made up through his
being able to sell it again quickly, and prevent his losing trade by
being out of items that may be his customers are waiting for. I have
several times gotten in crib stuff from a near-by point in four days'
time, and sold it again before a car with it in had arrived that had
been shipped weeks before, and if I had waited for it I would have
lost considerable trade.

You Want It When You Need It

When you need lumber you want it bad, and in a busy time,
quick service in getting stock means quick profits in turning it over.
I think if I was where I was handling chiefly coast stock, I should
buy a good deal from the large stocks at the "transfer" in Minne-
apolis because I would know to a reasonable certainty when I was
going to get it. I don't like the idea of sending an order two thous-
and miles away to be filled, and then forgetting it, till it is put in on
the side track. But then I know it makes a showing of a good stock
on hand, but there are many such stocks that are not as well bal-
lanced as a much smaller one that has all the requirements of the
trade in it without the showing of a great quantity. It makes no
difference to the customer whether all his wants are supplied from
several low piles or from piles that require a ladder to get on the
top of them. The main thing is to keep those low piles from showing
the bare "dunnage" of all sold out. Careful buying prevents this,

and to insure having a supply, one must not "go it blind" and stock
up indiscriminately on things that the demand for is likely to be light.

He should make extensive inquiries among the farmers and find out
what class of improvements they are thinking of making this year.
In a good crop season farmers do more house building than when
the crops are light. In the newer sections, one year may see a great
run on material for granaries. The next year perhaps, everyone
seems to take the notion to build corn cribs and another may run
principally to barns and other things for the»care of stock. So it

frequently happens that a yard may be well stocked up on house
material and still be low in the items for the class of buildings there
is a predominating demand for. I know this is not an easy thing
to do. One can, of course, get some idea of it through talking with
his customers who come in.

I have thought it would be a good plan to prepare a circular let-

ter with suitable questions as to what kind of buildings and other
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improvements were intended tor the coming year, and enclose with
it a stamped addressed envelope. If such a letter were sent to every
farmer in the surrounding territory a dealer could have a better
comprehensive idea of what was likely to be the demand for certain
items of stock and make out his list of "wanted" and send in his or-

ders accordingly. A few dollars would cover the expense of this

but it would be nothing compared with the importance of the know-
ledge and information he would gain, to say nothing of the personal
touch and the advertising it would give him.

While 1 was in business here, 1 made it a practice of calling on
the real estate agents and the architects in the early spring to get
information concerning the prospects of building. From the con-
tractors and the jobbing carpenters I would learn about the contracts
and the little jobs they were figuring on, and from it all I could
gather a pretty good idea of what kind of stock was more likely to

be needed in the near future of demand. If a wet spell of weather
set in I knew there would be many leaky roofs and therefore I aimed
to have a supply of shingles coming on the road. Of course, busi-
ness here is somewhat different than in the country towns but the
principle of looking ahead for stock needs is just the same and can
be exercised in much the same way.

Every line yard concern has a systematic stock record, which
is practically a necessity in the economy of their business. Too
often though, they think they know the needs of a yard better than
the resident manager does, and the consequence is that he is apt
to have shipped to him a lot of stuff that he knows very well will
have to lie in the yard a long time. Everybody has the privilege to
do with his money as he sees fit, but in a case of this kind it not only
is poor business judgment, but it is treating the manager hardlv
right if they expect him to make interest on a lot of slow selling-

stock that he had no hand in ordering. This is taken for granted,
however, that the manager knows his business and is competent to
order for the needs of his yard. Some managers like to show off
a good big stock in their yard even though they don't need one-half
of it. All the same, however, it is bound to show up against them
if the profits of the business done are not in keeping with the average
amount invested in that yard. I'm not criticising any concern as to
the methods of conducting their business. I'm merely speaking on
general principles when I say that any good competent manager
knows more about the kind and amount of the stock he needs than
anyone else does. Let him have full swing to run the yard his own
way and when this is done, hold him strictly to account for favor-
able results. If there is any business ability in such a man, this kind
of confidence placed in him will bring it out, if it don't, he is not the
man for that kind of a job.

Keeping Stock Records
In the matter of stock records, I would say further, that no mat-

ter if the manager knows that one is kept at the home office, it is a
great convenience for him to keep one of his own also and not only
is it a convenience but it is a source of satisfaction also to have such
knowledge at your fingers' ends, so to speak. If you are your own
bookkeeper you probably think it is enough work to send in a daily
account of your stock to headquarters. It is not necessary, however,
to have your own stock account covering everything in the yard, but
only that part of your stock you are selling from every day. You can
study out your own system of keeping it, and this will create an
interest in the work and further improvements will suggest them-
selves as you go along. When once you get interested in it you will
wonder how you got along without such a system.

"Snaps" in stock are something of a temptation to an individual
dealer who has the capital to put into them, but as a general rule,
stock that is not needed at the time is a poor investment, even
though bought at temptingly reduced prices. The dealer who is in
the habit of buying stock in this way usually has his stock dis-
figured with a number of old weather-beaten piles that give a "black
eye" to the yard, and the chances are that by the time he gets down
to the bottom of such piles, there will be a lot of stuff that is not
marketable except at give-away prices. A nice clean looking stock is

always the most attractive to the buyer and when it is kept well bal-
anced in the several items it is the most profitable.—C. H. Ketridge
in the Mississippi Valley Lumberman.

Increasing1 Sales Cost
Five years ago, according to a recent statement of one of the

largest lumber manufacturing concerns in the country, it was able to
sell its product for less than one per cent.

;
to-day, the cost is from

two and one-half to three per cent., and is going up right along.
This, be it noted, is a strictly selling cost, and does not include any
of the general or overhead expense, part of which is connected with
selling. It refers to the actual expenses of the man who is on the
road getting orders; of the advertising department, and of special
work w^hich may be done with a view to promoting the sale of lumber.

Everybody has probably realized during the last few years, with
the after-effects of the depression of 1907 and 1908 prominently in

mind, that it takes more effort to dispose of lumber than it formerly
did. Many, however, have not understood fully to what extent extra

effort had resulted in an added sales expense. ' The two are directly

connected, and one inevitably produces the other. If a salesman has
to call on a buyer three times to make a sale, whereas he formerly
sold him on every trip ; if purchases are made by cars instead of lots

of 100,000 feet at a time, and if better terms have to be given to get
orders, it does not take much analysis to understand why selling

expense has increased. The cost of doing business has grown all

along the line for the lumberman, and though he has been more im-
pressed, perhaps, with the advance in the cost of timber and the in-

crease in labor expense, the sales department is one which is re-

sponsible for a considerable amount of this increased burden.
This means that lumbermen must pay more attention to proper

selling methods if they are to continue to make a fair profit and to
hold the selling expense down to its present figures. The association
of sales managers, which is doing good work in the exchange of ideas,

calls attention to the need of better methods, and the promotion of

sales is beginning to get the consideration which it deserves. Con-
tinued attention to this problem is needed in order to bring that
department of the business up to its maximum efficiency.

The head of a big company used to find enjoyment in selling the
output of his mill. He sat in his office, dictated a few letters to big
consumers, whom he knew personally, in which he offered certain
choice lots of stock. Usually a reply was forthcoming, accepting the
offer, and the lumber was moved within a reasonable time after it

was manufactured. This lumberman had the idea that there was no
selling expense attached to his business. He figured that it took
about two cents' worth of postage and ten or fifteen cents' worth of
the time of his stenographer and a trifling amount of stationery to
land an order for about 50,000 feet, and he believed that this was the
proper way to handle the selling department.

When buying slowed up a few years ago, the manufacturer con-
tinued to solicit business from his customers by mail. He found,
however, that the amount of postage required to land an order was
considerably more than it used to be, and that a good many of his
'"steadies" wrote polite notes stating that they had plenty of lumber
in stock, and could use nothing additional at that time; also that
they were getting quotations elsewhere which were considerably low-
er than his own. With lumber piling up on his yards, the sawmill
operator saw that it was necessary to discontinue the old easy-going
methods, and he employed a man who had devoted much attention to
sales work. This man is now at the head of the selling end of the
business. He is getting $4,000 a year to handle this part of the
business, and his travelling expenses amount to fully that much. With
the services of his stenographer and the other incidentals which
accumulate about such a position, the selling department costs the
business easily $10,000 a year, compared with the negligible amount
which was formerly charged to it.

Here is just one concrete example of the change in conditions,
and one definite reason why the cost of doing business has advanced.'
Many other lumbermen who found it unnecessary to employ sales-
men now have men on the road regularly, and concerns which
thought that the same man who could see that the sawmill was run-
ning properly could also attend to the minor detail of moving the
stock after it was piled, have changed their minds and gotten experts
for the selling work, allowing the manufacturing department to re-
main in the hands of those whose chief business and skill are con-
cerned with the sawing of lumber and not the selling of it.

A reference was made to the fact that advertising expenses are
charged to the selling department. This is of course proper, as ad-
vertising is strictly sales work. However, it must be confessed that
much of the advertising done by lumber concerns hardly deserves the
name, and it is burdening the head of the sales end unjustly to compel
his department to undertake that load. The main reason is that
lumber advertising has not been taught to work as it can and should
do. The lumber trade papers ought to be the direct medium of many
more sales than are accomplished at present, and they would' un-
doubtedly be if copy were changed frequently and interesting and
convincing arguments presented. Part of the movement for the
greater efficiency of selling efforts in the lumber business is having
to do with improving the character of lumber advertising, and espe-
cially advertising in the lumber trade journals.

This kind of exploitation should be followed up with more care-
ful attention to the mailing-list. In every line which must rely upon
aggressive selling effort to get business, and this is true of practical-
ly all industries, the mailing-lists are among the most important aids
to the sales departments. In the lumber business few concerns use
this system as freely as they should. There should be a consistent
and permanent effort made to develop a list which will be not only
complete but thoroughly organized. There should be divisions made
according to woods, so that it will not be found that the concern is
offering oak to a consumer who uses nothing but poplar, or that ash
is being advertised to a consumer of oak alone.

Sales letters should be written regularly to the concerns on these
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lists, and each letter should contain a definite proposition such as
the salesman of the concern would make were he to meet the buyer
face to face. Merely announcing that you have certain items of
lumber in stock is not presenting a sales argument. There should be
some distinctive point brought out, such as will give the purchaser
a reason why he should buy it rather than any other lot which hap-
pens to be offered him. If selling points can be made for every-
thing from alarm clocks to socks, it certainly looks as if lumber, which
has a wide variety of qualities, and which, in the same grade, can
vary all the way from very good to very bad or indifferent, lias a few
desirable points which are worth developing in a sales letter.

While individually typewritten letters are usually much more-
effective in selling goods than circulars, letters of this kind can be
prepared in such a way as to be almost as good. Letters properly
multigraphed, with the address filled in carefully and the signature
written with ink, and mailed, of course, under first-class postage,
can go to one thousand prospective purchasers and have little lost
efficiency because an individual letter was not written to each one.
The danger of this kind of letter, however, is that the personal note
will be lost sight of. The writer will think of a thousand people
instead of one, whereas, in order to make the argument effective, the
letter should be written just as though one person only were to
receive it. This gives it simplicity, naturalness and effectiveness,
which is entirely absent from the conscious circular style.

Careful records are kept by many lumber concerns which dis-
covered that their weak point lay in their sales department, as to
the work being done by each salesman. These have had definitely as-
signed territory, and their own sales, together with business which
could be ascribed to their calls, are figured frequently. This gave the
house information as to which men are delivering the goods and
who are falling down. The various salesmen are also kept informed
as to whether their cost of selling lumber is increasing or not.

The analysis of sales by individual solicitors goes a step further,
also. The kind of business put on the books by each man is closely
watched, and the value of the particular trade secured is considered.
In other words, the firm realizes that mere volume of sales is no just
criterion of the ability of the salesman. At one time the desire of the
concern may be to sell low grades, so as to reduce a surplus in that
direction; at another firs! and seconds may be the items which are to
be pushed, so that it is the general efficiency of the salesman in
adapting his efforts to the special needs of the house at any par-
ticular time which makes him valuable to his employers.

In this connection, too, it may be worth while to point out that
the work of the salesman can be greatly increased by keeping him
informed as closely as possible of market conditions and of the "slow
sellers." The salesman who is provided with only a stock-list and
price quotations is very illy equipped, and the plan referred to some
time ago in Hardwood Record, of sending out a weekly letter to the
men on the road,, giving them information of the trend of values
during the preceding week, and the items on which the firm is lon°-
and desires rapid sale of, is undoubtedly in line with proper conduct
of the selling department. G. D. C, Jr., in Hardwood Record.

Gathering- Them In
By the Lumber Doctor

A great many dealers will think quite a few subjects that we
pen pushers choose to write upon as quite unworthy of the time it
takes to read them. Yes they do now, but Oh ! how soon they may
be searching for just such information that is in these subjects. In
towns where there is no competition or where there is all harmony
now, there may be all discord some time—and may be sometime soon
too.

Now a pretty good campaign to make once a year is to get the
names of all those fellows who you know are against you and go
after them and "gather them in." Find out why they are against
you; see if you are wrong; make good, and if they are wrong show
them where they are wrong and get them right. Get those who are
against you under some kind of obligations to you so that they are
not in a position to fail to do you a favor if you ask it, or at least
give you a chance to get their business, for we all have our busi-
ness enemies, whether we know it or not. We may have to °-e t
some of our friends to find out who they are, but we have 'em just
the same. There are a hundred ways to get them under obligations
to you if you will try and try.

Grading Lumber
How many retailers really follow the grading rules in checking

up a car of yellow pine lumber? Very few, I believe. I have graded
very few cars according to the rules, and none exactly according
to them except where I have made a decided reduction and know that
the inspector will go over the job after me. Take, for instance, a
car of No. dimension. How few of us would be foolish enough tomake a kick on a small amount of stuff that is No. 2; because in
the first place, we know that we get enough frame joists, out of

the car to make up for the few No. 2 that are in it. Besides there
is too much expense leaving it lay out in the driveway and then
going over it with the inspector, and then putting it away again-
and then the inspector comes along and grades the whole car and
puts you to a lot of trouble and expense so that the loss is far
greater than the gain. With a car of shingle or flooring it is differ-
ent. 1 he worst thing I have ever found so far is B edge grain floor-
ing, especially. You buy a car and never find out it won't match
until several months afterwards. One of the worst cases the "Doc-
tor" has had lately was a "hurry up" call to see a car of B and bet-
ter edge grain flooring that we had sold about four months before
and had gotten our money for it three months before. When I
reached the job they told me it did not match up, and I guess it
didn't, it was tine flooring otherwise, but had been milled by two
different machines, and they had laid about ten thousand feet of it
all mixed up, and I could hardly remember who I bought it from'
for it was on a scrappy job and the low man got it. I sold it at a
profit of 50c. per thousand feet and took it from the car to the job
and it had laid in the open building for nearly four months. I don't
know what the outcome will be, but there won't be much of my 50c
profit left when the job is done with, I guess. Then the same thine
in selling lumber. If a fellow comes in and says "How do you sell
flooring.'"' it isn't policy any more in our town to say, "We will
sell you Star flooring for so much, No. 1 for so much and No 2 for
so much. 1 here are too many kinds of No. 1 and No. 2 flooring now-
adays, and you had better show him the flooring and sell him some-
thing that will suit him.

Signs on Lumber Yards
There are few attractively worded signs on lumber sheds and

it is rather a little hard to find one that will command more than a
passing glance. At a little town far out on the plains, years ago
the following sign was put up on a little frame hotel just behind
the railroad depot, in front of which little restaurant or hotel the
railroad company had erected a high fence. "This fence was put
here to keep a poor man from making an honest living." Sandwiches
10c, pie 5c, coffee 5c—and you ought to see the people rush around
that railroad hash house to patronize the "poor man" and help him
"make an honest living," so when I had finished remodelling our lum-
ber yard, or rather long before I was done, I was thinking what to
put on there besides, Ott—Lumber, Paint, etc. I finally decided to
put on the end towards town, "Dr. Ott—Here is a German with a
green front—Come in and see him;" and over the gate which I had
painted with gold, I put in place of where I had "Drive right in

"

"Enter the Golden Gate." Well, I often sit at my desk and watch
the people look up at those signs and say something to some one
about it, and they all, when they come in, comment on it—and I

guess I'll have to buy the Green Vest, so as to have the "Green
Front."

It would surprise you the things that my friends tell me about
that sign—which goes to show that they are talking about it ,and
it all helps to make them ring No. 58 and No. 805, the 'phones that
make me happy when the orders come in on them. I have the firm
name in letters, five feet high on the centre of the building, and no
one can fail to get convinced that we don't hide our light under a
bushel. After you have the outside of your place neat, you know
the spirit moves you to improve the inside—and it ought to, for as
a

:

friend oi mine said, "People do not buy breeding stock from
Gypsies." I can notice the surprise that my customers express when
they get in our new paint store. It strikes them forcibly, and I know
that they go out and tell their friends about it.

Best Way to Buy
It has been a question in my mind what is the best way to fol-

low in regard to buying stock. Where there are so many lines car-
ried, hke there is in our business, there is a tendencv to tie to certain
firms for certain reasons, for instance, in the hardware line or sash
and door line, or any other line where there is no special brand like
there is in a paint agency. Is it policy to buy from any one coming
along and at times offering you a cut price on some article to make
you think that they sell cheaper, or is it better to tie to a firm that
will sell you on the market and rebate you at the end of the month
or the year a certain per cent, on all your sales. You can then have
your regular order blanks, your addressed envelopes and can remit
once a month and take your 2 per cent, for cash. It often amounts
to a great deal at the end of the year. It is awful nice to not have to
write for prices, but feel that your extra per cent, will take care of

'

you on all the specials that are offered you by the occasional fellow.
Not every firm gets the extra per cent, offered them, I suppose, but
those who do ought to appreciate it and keep the fact under their
hat, for I received a cheque at one time from one of my firms for
$360; which made our profit look just that much better when the
books were balanced. There are a whole lot more little things that
I would like to talk to you about, but it is talking out of school
and I'll let you get all the extras you can.
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I have been noticing here of late how the up-to-date manufac-
turers are co-operating with the retailers to push their goods. It is

remarkable and the results are sure to be wonderful.

The manufacturers of one of the leading wood dyes, in order to
push the sales of their goods, or rather in order that their customers
will not lose any sales by not having the goods on hand (as they put
it to the retailers), are guaranteeing to take back any or all of the
goods they have at any time. That has made me keep a full stock
where before this I avoided the slow selling numbers and lost many
a sale. It simply shows that they have confidence in their goods,
that is all. And I have a stock dip that a stock remedy company in

St. Louis sold me that they won't help me sell or won't take back
at any price; so do you think 1 could have any faith in it? Not by
a bushel.

I put in a stock of tools and the salesman said, "Keep your stock
in shape and at any time you want to send any of it back, we will
allow you to send it back at full price." I then got confidence in

their goods and now when 1 hold up a chisel to a customer I don't
hesitate to dwell upon the virtues of it.

Then talk about the co-operation of the travelling salesman.
Why he can do a whole lot to help you sell his goods. Not long ago
a customer said to me: "Your competitor tried to play one on me,
but I saw the game." He told him that as he would not buy his
sash and doors from him, he could go up to the hotel on a certain
day and a traveling salesman would be there and he could buy his
stuff direct. Well, this gave me a cue, or rather put me on one of
those doubtful tracks that we run across when there is a fight on in

a town. The next day a pretty bright sash and door salesman hit

the town and I did to him a tale unfold. He 'phoned for a horse and
buggy and I sent my "boy" with him and they kept going for two
days, and when they turned in they had seventeen jobs of sasli and
doors and different kinds of millwork sold, and all on a prettv nice

profit for me. My competitor held the sack; so did Mr. Catalogue
House man in a couple of cases. It kind of took the breath of the
low-price fellows for a w hile, for the orders were taken and sent in

when the "below" prices were offered, and 1 felt pretty good over
one bad act. But it is all in a lifetime, and even an old dog can learn
bad tricks. Hut why don't more manufacturers co-operate with their

agents, as it is for their own good, for the more stuff the retailer sells

the more the retailer will have to buy from the manufacturer. On
the other hand, I just stopped buying from a Chicago paint firm
because the salesman never had time to help me go and sell some-
thing, or give me "ideas" how to push his goods, because lie was
always so busy trying to sell my customers just the things I was
trying to sell, so I could buy more from him. 1 cut him out

; and
to show you how ungrateful we are, he went to St. Louis and dined
with a friend of mine at lunch and said all kinds of real good things
about me and seemed to think better of me for doing it.

A Good Combination . .

! just picked up the statement of one of our five banks, and was
astonished to find that this one bank had nearly a half million dollars
on time deposits. This means that our little city of 12,000 people
has about two and a half million dollars laid up in our banks earn-
ing only a measly 3 per cent. Now then why not let the real estate
men, the architects, contractors and lumbermen get together and
induce these people to invest this much money in buildings in our
town. It must be an awful poor talker who has an investment that
he can't show a better interest paying proposition than 3 per cent.
Now we all ought to follow up these lines and make these dollars
work while we sleep. I get 6 per cent, on my outstanding accounts
and still am not satisfied and would rather have them in and at work
in my business. I want all my capital at work. I don't want to boast
of a big bank account, but I do feel proud of a full, well assorted
stock of lumber and a good credit rating.—St. Louis Lumberman.

What the Retailer Wants to Know
By G. E. S. in the Pioneer Western Lumberman

Getting Lumber from Woods to Consumer
I have been requested to prepare an article on "The Best Method

of Getting Lumber from Tree to Car," and while this subject is rather
broad to be covered by a necessarily brief review of one's observa-
tions, I will, nevertheless, attempt to outline some of the ideas that
have occurred to me along this line.

This subject should really be subdivided into "Logging," or
from the time the tree is felled by the woodsmen until it is delivered
to the sawmill; and "Milling Operations,"' or from the mill through
the various stages of preparation into merchantable lumber until it

is finally loaded upon vessels or into cars to be shipped to the con-
sumers.

Methods of logging and milling depend entirely on the character
of the timber, and especially is this true in the logging operations;
but there are many things in common which are worthy of considera-
tion. Certain general rules necessarily apply to all operations, but
the greater number must be worked out for individual cases. That
which may prove valuable in certain districts, under their condi-
tions, would not apply in other localities, hence it is extremely difficult

to follow any set rules ; but after understanding the peculiar condi-
tions surrounding these operations, it is important to first select the
very best men obtainable and to apply a well regulated system to
govern the general operations ; but it is very necessary to secure the
services of a thoroughly competent and well informed woods super-
intendent, and especially is this true because that department cannot
always receive as close attention of the manager as does the milling-

end of the business. In selecting a woods superintendent the nature
of the operations must be carefully considered, as a successful woods-
man in one locality will sometimes make a failure under conditions
with which he has no special experience. One finds, however, that
if the work is conducted along systematic lines, carefully watching
all the details, the knowledge obtained will go a long way toward
making a successful operation. The most difficult problem in some
timber districts has been the securing of competent foremen and
labor to handle the departments necessary for the successful opera-
tion of the various branches of both the logging and milling, and
these foremen should be, of course, under competent and wide-awake
woods and mill superintendents.

After perfecting the organization and beginning at the camps,
it is very necessary to provide good camp and boarding house accom-
modation. It also requires the continual weeding out of the "whiskey

fighters" to insure a good and orderly camp and mill town. Certain
large concerns have found that furnishing good school accommoda-
tions at both the woods and mills, even to the extent of providing
buildings and proper equipment, will insure the best of help by at-
tracting the better class of labor with their families, and in the end
will pay large returns in the way of loyalty and better work by the
employees.

The present price of lumber demands the closest cutting of tim-
ber in the woods and observations show that most companies require
the cutting of the timber down as low as possible at the stump, even
though cost is not always received for some of the trees that really
should be left standing in the woods, but this rule is often enforced
to prevent some trees being left in the woods which should come to
the mill, but the proper conservation of the forests is a question be-
fore the public, and the logging superintendents and managers of the
plants should assist in working this out. Its importance should not
be overlooked; but it is my opinion that lumbermen generally will
be glad to conserve when the public can afford to pay increased prices
for lumber to offset this extra cost to them.

Log Train Equipment
The log train equipment will depend on conditions and the size

of the operations, but both skeleton and flat cars can be successfully
used. The size of the rail for spur tracks will depend on the equip-
ment, but we have found that rails lighter than 40 to 60 pounds can-
not be economically used ; in fact, we are laying 56-pound for spurs
and find there are a number of advantages in using this heavier steel,
as it gives a more rigid track, requires less ties, and with heavy equip-
ment we can haul out the loads with less expense per thousand feet
than with the lighter rails. During wet weather these heavier rails
have a decided advantage over the lighter ones. I realize that the
cost of taking up and laying down the lighter rail is considerably
less, but believe it has been the experience of those who have had an
opportunity to make the comparison, that the repair expense to the
equipment, the smaller number of wrecks and the increased tonnage
will more than offset the saving in handling the lighter rail. Themam line should always be of the heavier rail to insure minimum cost
of operations. When two or more locomotives are required for spur
work, many companies prefer at least one geared engine and the
others to be rod engines, but the rod engines are preferred for main
line work.

After the logs have been delivered to the mill, or log pond, com-
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petition has forced the mill man, in the past, to run the logs through
the sawmill at the lowest possible cost, and this, hurry-up arrange-
ment has caused the mill operator not always to observe the best
methods of sawing the log to get the greatest amount of upper
grades, but the increased cost of stumpage has caused most opera-
tors to install band, gang, or resaws for the sawmill equipment. This
competition has encouraged the building, in some cases, of very ex-
pensive mills for the purpose of attempting to save a few cents a
thousand feet over their neighbors, but when the depreciation and
increased repair expense is considered, they have not always been
successful. In my opinion, a mill employing more than two bands
and a gang, under one roof, or the substitution of the resaw for the
gang has not always proved an economical mill for low average cost.
A band and a gang or resaw, or a two-band mill has usually proved
to be the ideal equipment for economically sawing pine, but when a
larger capacity is needed, two bands and a gang or resaw give very
satisfactory results.

Character and Handling of Logs in Mill

The cutting of logs close down on the stump in the woods neces-
sarily gives the sawmill an assortment of logs from clear to a low
grade common, but the constant hammering down of the cost of
operation does not encourage the foreman and sawyer always to use
the best judgment in the turning of the logs to get the highest grades.
In times past when coast stumpage was of little value, the upper
grades did not command a proper range of prices and the importance
of getting all the uppers and edge grain possible was not always
brought forcibly to the attention of the mill man, but on the other
hand, the foreman was urged to get the logs through the sawmill
at the lowest possible cost, regardless of grades. While to-day these
conditions have greatly improved, largely because of the advance in
the price of stumpage and a wider range of prices between the up-
per and lower grades, yet there are many improvements to be made.
The proper turning of the log would necessarily mean greatly re-
duced capacities for a majority of the mills, but during these days
of over-production it would certainly be highly desirable, if generally
practised. The price per thousand received for the lumber should be
considered in connection with the cost to properly ascertain whether
the best results are being obtained. Where the sales department is

separate from the mill operations, the closest possible co-operation
should be had in order to bring about these results. The edging of
the lumber should be carefully watched to secure a large percentage
of edge grain, and as wide boards as the log will permit in the upper
grades, after removing the vertical strips.

Trimming, Dipping and Drying
The trimming of the lumber is very important in connection with

its proper manufacture, as a retailer always prefers well trimmed
lumber. The importance of trimming has not always been given the
attention that it should, and the crowding of too much lumber over
one trimmer sometimes gives fir, even in some of the larger mills, a
bad appearance.

It might be wise to follow the Southern pine practice. Then
when the lumber reaches the sorting table or room, before being
stacked, it is dipped in a solution of bicarbonate of soda, with say, 20
pounds of soda to each 50 gallons of water during the winter and
increased to 25 pounds for the summer months to prevent stain.
The lumber to go to the dry kilns can be taken from the sorting room
before reaching the soda tank, or it may pass over the tank and be-
yond to the dry kilns.

A great many papers have been written on the subject, "The
Best System for Kiln Drying Lumber," some claiming that lumber
can be dried in 24 hours, but most mills have never found it practic-
able to dry a full kiln of lumber in less than 60 to 72 hours. Not to
exceed 50 to 60 per cent, of the mill cut should go through the dry
kiln, as there is too great a reduction in grades in kiln drying No. 2
and No. 3 common, but we believe in the prompt handling of all or-
ders and kiln dried shortages in order to insure prompt shipments.
These shortages should be kiln dried rather than to be loaded green.
This not only saves freight, but will insure shipping the customer
the second time, as the green lumber will blue en route and will not
only lose the freight, but probably the customer as well because of
his receiving badly stained stock. Too great care cannot be exercised
in regard to this, not only as an economy to the shipper, but also in
pleasing the customer and thereby encouraging a greater demand.

New and Old Methods of Handling Lumber
A great number of mechanical devices for the handling of lum-

ber from the mill to the dry kilns, sheds and planer can usually be
employed at quite a saving over the old method, but owing to the
greater distance from the mill to the yard, the more expensive devices
have not always proved to be as great labor savers as was estimated
before their installation. Each year's depreciation should be added
to i he operating expense as well as the cost of maintenance of these
mechanical devices, and a reasonable per cent, for the money in-
vested, before a fair comparison can be made between the new and

old methods of handling lumber. The necessary power, usually to
come from the sawmill, is an item not to be overlooked in this con-
nection.

The late developments in the utilization of the wood wastes
which are about to be installed in some of the large plants, and also
the construction of one or two plants for the manufacture of by-
products, may prove to be the source of an income sufficient to war-
rant the saving of all the by-products of the mill instead of their
being consumed in the refuse burner or slab pile.

In Relation to the Planing Mill

Suitable sheds should be constructed for the storing of all lum-
ber after it has passed through the dry kilns.

Where planing mills are operated at the manufacturing plants,
marked improvements have been made in this machinery in the last
few years, and great reductions in expense can be effected by operat-
ing fast feed machines; in fact, operators of planing mills have been
able to greatly reduce the expense per thousand feet as well as the
raising of the grades in a large per cent, of the lumber manufactured,
and no up-to-date mill can be without at least a few of these ma-
chines.

The handling of the lumber from the mill to the car demands the
closest supervision in its manufacture and grading and requires an
almost constant attention by the various foremen and their assist-
ants to insure the lowest possible cost to the mill company and to
have the product reach the customer properly manufactured and
graded.

The Jobber, the Retailer and the High Cost of Living
The old saying, "There is nothing new under the sun," which

has long since established its place as a universal truth finds a happy
application in a consideration of this question. Mind moves in
cycles and this accounts perhaps for the periodical recurring of many
of the questions which have agitated the minds of the people for
centuries. There is a great deal of loose talk in regard to the middle-
wan who is charged with making exorbitant profits and having
much to do with the increased cost of living, says E. B. Moon in the
Lumber World Review. The cry is for the marketing of goods
through fewer hands, getting them to the ultimate consumer by a
shorter route and saving the profits of those who handle them along
the present established paths of distribution. Perhaps in some de-
partments of trade there is an opportunity to eliminate expense, and
reduce the cost of goods to the ultimate consumer.

Commission merchants in some lines seem to add unduly to the
price of the article in which they deal. The jobber and the retailer
are not middlemen. The jobber is here because the retail merchant
is here. The retail merchant has ever been and is now a necessary
factor in the field of distribution. His methods of selling goods has
been handed down through the ages. It has withstood the test of
time and has survived the business revolutions of centuries only be-
cause it is the best system for supplying the wants of the people that
human wisdom has so far devised. The retail merchant is a neces-
sary factor in production and distribution.

The well known economist, Professor Ely, of Wisconsin Univer-
sity, says: "It has seemed to some, even among economists of an
earlier time, that the farmer is more truly a producer than the manu-
facturer, and the manufacturer than the merchant ; but careful thought
discloses the fallacy of such a view. All industrial classes alike pro-
duce one or more of the four sorts of utility, and they do so by
changing relations of things in time or space. The farmer changes
the position of grains of corn by dropping them into the earth. Then
he removes weeds and throws earth about the rising stalks. Thus
man's acts in changing the relations and position of things, aided
by nature's materials and forces, result in more corn for human con-
sumption. The manufacturer in the same w^ay changes the position
of pieces of matter, and, aided by natural forces within and without
the object of production, he causes matter to assume a form which
fits it, or better fits it, for human needs. So, too, the merchant
changes the places of things from where they are less useful to where
they are more useful, or holds them in one place until a change of
external circumstances gives them greater time utility. He is pro-
ducing utility as truly as is the farmer or the manufacturer."

Capital of the Retailer

Adam Smith in his "Wealth of Nations" says: "The capital of
the retailer replaces, together with its profits, that of the jobber of
whom he purchases goods, and thereby enables him to continue his
business. The retailer himself is the only productive laborer whom
it immediately employs. In his profits consists the whole value which
its employment adds to the annual produce of the land and labor of
society."

In times of advancing prices the retail merchant always has come
in for more than his share of criticism. Many years ago the retail
merchants of England were criticised in much the same way as the
retail merchants of the United States are criticised to-day, and Adam
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Smith answered those charges then in these words: "Besides possess-
ing a little capital, the retail merchant must be able to read, write
and account, and must be a tolerable judge, too, of perhaps fifty or
sixty different sorts of goods, their prices, qualities and the markets
where they are to be had cheapest. He must have all the knowledge,
in short, that is necessary for a great merchant, which nothing hinders
him from becoming but the want of a sufficient capital. Thirty or
forty pounds a year cannot be considered as too great a recompense
for the labor of a person so accomplished. Deduct this from the seem-
ingly great profits of his capital and little more will remain, perhaps,
than the ordinary profits of stock. The greater part of the apparent
profit is, in this case, too, real wages."

Perhaps many elements enter into the increased cost of living,

but there is much in the statement of President Hill of the Great
XOrthern railroad that it is not so much a question of the high cost

of living as it is "the cost of high living."

It must be clear to any student of the subject that the increased
cost of production on farm and in factory and not the method of

distribution is one of the important factors in the increased cost of

living.

The retail merchant is an essential—a necessary factor in produc-
tion and distribution and yet he could not serve to the best advantage
his trade and conduct his business at profit without the jobber.

Success in retailing depends upon the ability of the merchants
to keep the dollars working all of the time, to give the dollar its

highest working power, in giving every dollar in the capital stock its

highest efficiency. When a merchant buys twelve dozen of an item
(a usual minimum factory quantity) he has invested in the twelve
dozen several round hard dollars, he has lost the use of several of

these dollars which might be put into other goods. In other words,
several of these dollars are resting on the shelf and bringing him
nothing. They swell investments, but they do not swell the sales.

On the other hand, he could invest the same number of dollars in

perhaps six different items, five of which would sell on a par with
one which he has purchased. He has then six items yielding him a
net profit rather than one; and when he sells the twelve dozen he
has turned his stock six times instead of once. This is why the job-
ber plays an essential and important part in the field of distribution.

It is the jobbers' place to carry the surplus stock, to make the risk,

to make possible for the retailer the highest number of turns for his

stock.

The Field of Distribution

It is the retailer's business to buy his goods in small quantities

and often, and to look to the jobber's stocked warehouses for his fre-

quent needs, and he must do so if he is enabled to sell his goods to

his customers at the right price, for his profit depends not on a single

sale but on the frequent turning of stock, and it is in this way with
the aid of the jobber that he is enabled to serve his customers to

the best advantage and to make sufficient net profit to stay in

business.

Adam Smith recognized the necessity of the jobber in these
words : "The capital of the jobber replaces, together with their pro-
fits, the capitals of the farmers and manufacturers of whom he pur-
chases the rule and manufactured produce which he deals in, and
thereby enables them to continue their respective trades. It is by
this service that he contributes indirectly to support the productive
labor of society, and to increase the value of its annual produce."

The retailer and the jobber are essential factors in the field of

distribution and this old and recognized method of distribution

through the retailer and the jobber is serving well the people of the
United States ; it is supplying their wants on a very close and fair

basis of profit. The present method of distribution is in no wise a
factor in the high cost of living, but on the other hand the increased
cost of living has been brought about largely by the increased cost of

production on farm, and in factory, by a higher standard of living,

and more than all the other forces combined by the increased produc-
tion of gold.

The Gold Output
During the last twenty years the supply of gold has been in-

creasing very rapidly. The increase has been much greater than the
increase of the volume of commodities which are bought and sold in

the markets. This means that gold in its relation to the things we
buy has become more plentiful ; that an ounce of gold will not ex-
change for so much as formerly. The annual output of the earth's

gold mines is now more than one-half billion dollars, which is more
than four times what it was a few years ago.

An Irrational Charge

The general condemnation of the wholesaler and the retailer as
being the cause of the high cost of living is irrational and baseless.
They were in business twenty-five years ago just as vigorously as
now and prices steadily fell for years. The retailer and wholesaler
are selling goods to-day closer than they were ten years ago—there

is absolutely no evidence that their present profit is now larger than
it was in 1896. On the contrary, many retailers are in serious dis-

tress because their trade in many articles is declining and customers
are criticising high prices.

That the rise of prices cannot be due to the retailers and whole-
salers—to the present method of distribution—must be evident to any
man when he considers that the rise of prices is a world wide phe-
nomenon. The people of Canada, of England and of all other coun-
tries where gold is used as money are suffering as we do in the United
States from the increase in cost of living, and the great majority of
the people in those countries like the majority of the American people
are blaming the local tradesmen and local conditions rather than
the real cause—the unprecedented increase in the supply of gold.

The Necessity of the Jobber
Another element in the conduct of commerce that has received

unthinking attack is the jobber. Theorists have attempted to elim-
inate him as a necessary factor in the distribution of goods, forget-
ting that concentration of widely different classes of goods is ne-
cessary in order that the dealer, and ultimately the consumer, may
have complete selection. The general sales manager of the General
Electric Co. recently wrote to the Chicago Tribune:

"It is about time that the attack on the middleman or jobber
be restricted to those who have laid themselves open to censure so
that those who have not offended will not be tainted or misjudged.

"Many newspaper serio-comics are doing their best generally or
specifically to discredit the middleman in spite of the proved need for
their services in the most important lines of business, and also re-
gardless of the fact that they are high up among the financial and
commercial factors.

"In the electrical supply business the jobbing house is an un-
deniable necessity. There are assembled in jobbers' warehouses the
thousands of items made by almost as many factories, and without
these warehouses, from which may be shipped complete miscellan-
eous orders, including all of the material required for electrical in-
stallation, the cost to the consumer for electrical material and equip-
ment will be increased to a greater extent.

"Eliminate the jobber from the electrical or almost any other
business and instead of the middleman's profit, which the newspapers
are condemning so generally, and without qualification, there would
have to be paid to each manufacturer a greater profit to cover ex-
pense of selling and distributing goods. This expense the jobber
now assumes. There would also be the additional expense atten-
dant upon ordering many items from many points, transportation,
cartage, delays, the difficulty of returning goods for exchange or
credit—all of these and a multitude more, would each carry their
percentage of cost.

"So far as building trades and electrical material jobbers are
concerned, every word or act suggesting the elimination of the legit-
imate middleman is ridiculous and the inspiration therefor based
either on ignorance or self-interest, and is discreditable to the source
that inspires or utters them.

"Newspapers should be concerned as to whether their criticisms
are necessary or wise. They should be particularly careful not to
take with one hand the advertising consideration of the middleman
and with the other to extend an unwarranted injury.

"Perhaps the middlemen for the distribution of some goods are
unnecessary. There are a lot of other unnecessary things in this
world, but it is certainly not sensible or equitable to criticise or con-
demn all existing things because we are pin pricked at times by a
few unnecessary or unsatisfactory ones. Remove the middleman
from Chicago, or any other city, and a financial and commercial
vacuum will be created that will be most expensive and disastrous,
not only to certain classes but to the community at large."

The lumber industry of the Georgian Bay and the North Shore of
Lake Huron district, has suffered serious losses from fire during the
past year. The latest serious fires coming within a few weeks of one
another have destroyed three large and important mills. The Carney
Lumber Company at Owen Sound, the C. Beck Lumber Company at
Penetariguishene, and Graves Bigwood & Company at Byng Inlet,
have all lost their mills in the space of about a month. The Byng
Inlet fire destroyed the two mills at that place. To the four mills
mentioned, should be added the mill of the White Pine Lumber
Company at Blind River, which was destroyed at the close of last
sawing season. Five large mills have thus been destroyed and their
output will be missing from this year's production. Added to this
shortage will be that of the Waldie Brothers' mill at Spragge, Ont.,
which is not being operated this year. The Georgian Bay cut this
year will probably therefore be greatly reduced.
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CAMP DEPARTMENT
Modern Methods of Timber Estimating

By Taft Read .

A great deal of timber estimating has been done in the past by
methods by which the board feet in a tree or on an acre, or on a
whole tract of land are guessed at without any measurements at all.
These methods are entirely dependent on the good judgment of the
estimator. Judgment is too variable a quantity to be always de-
pendable. A man estimating in this way may do well for a time
then "fall down" on an estimate. There cannot be as certain ac-
curacy, estimating in this way, as when some measurements are
taken. If a man buys a deck of logs he does not pay a man to guess
how many feet they will total. He employs a man to measure them.
This kind of a timber estimate has beet) used a great deal and we
have every respect for many able estimators who work on this line.We believe, however, that with the advent of high priced stumpage
lumbermen generally are demanding an estimate based on some
definite measurements.

The usual way to make an estimate which is based on measur •-

ments is to use a log rule of some kind. The matter of log rules
and their defects, that is, the difference between the theory on
which they are constructed and the way they actually work out in
practice is a complicated subject, but very interesting from a prac-
tical standpoint and well worth looking into carefully.

There can be no doubt that the cubic foot would in many ways
be a more natural unit of log measure than the board foot. But
since the board foot is the unit used by lumbermen in this country,
the use of some kind of a log rule which will give a result in board
feet is a necessity in any practical system of timber measurements.
A system of measurement in cubic feet gives what is actually in the
log. On the other hand, the board foot loo- rule only claims to give
what it will saw out.

As a matter of fact no log rule has been, or can be, devised
which will do this accurately for all kinds of timber and all sorts
of mills. In the first place, every rule has theoretical defects. Doyle's
Rule, for instance, allows four inches for loss in slab, and this 'will
not, of course, hold good for all diameters. But what we wish to
bring out is that standing timber, even of the same species, is so
variable, especially in regard to defects, and mills are of so' many
different kinds and grades of efficiency, that there can be no log rule
which will be very satisfactory for all kinds of mills and timber no
matter how scientifically it is constructed.

Here are some of the reasons for variation between different mills
and timber: (1) The amount of loss through saw kerf. This de-
pends not only upon the gauge of the saw and whether band or cir-
cular, but upon the proper adjustment of the saw. (2) The loss in
slabs. This depends upon the method of sawing, i.e., how the log
is turned and whether gangsawed or not, upon the ability and good
judgment of the sawyer, as, for instance, in yellow poplar, where
the sap has to be put in the right boards, upon the taper of the log
and the absence or presence of crooks, and finally upon the kind
of lumber sawed from the log. (3) The general efficiency of the
mill and mill crew, especially in edging and trimming. (4) The re-
quirements of the grading rules and how much wane, odd lengths,
etc., they will permit to be counted in measuring. And finally, and
perhaps most important of all, (5) the local amount of defects in
the timber, which are so variable in kind and amount that it would
be impossible to even list them here.

Local Rule is Best
The logical conclusion from all these facts as applied to timber

estimating is that a strictly local log rule will give more satisfac-
tory results than a general log rule of wide application such as Doyle's.
A universal, or at least, widely used log rule may be used to good
advantage as a foundation for local rules or as a standard basis of
comparison of scientific volume tables and yield tables constructed
by foresters or where the parties dealing in timber are used to buy-
ing or selling by a certain rule. But whenever a local rule can be
made and used, the chances of an accurate estimate are greatly in-
creased. In other words, a timber estimator should be expert
enough to construct a special log rule for any tract of timber on
which it would be of advantage and should not blindly apply Doyle's
or any other rule, simply because it has been widely used and has
in some cases given good results. On the other hand, we do not
wish to be understood to advocate the discarding of all the old log
rules entirely in timber estimating. Our purpose is to show why
a local log rule is better whenever it can be used by pointing out
what we realize are the shortcomings of the ordinary rules.

Mill-Tallies at Local Mills
The best chance for the construction of a local log rule is af-

forded by mill tallies at local mills which are sawing the same kind
of timber, and especially in case the mills are already in operation
at which the timber is to be sawn. There is only one way to make
such a local rule of practical value, and that is to construct it by
means of mill tallies of the actual amount of lumber sawed out of
a large number of logs of different diameters. The results should
be equalized in some way, which may be done by plotting the re-
sults in a curve, the aim being to correct any irregularity which may
show up in some of the diameters. Such a local log rule constructed
by the aid of local mill tallies by a man who understands what he
is doing, should give, not what the timber might saw out according
to a certain rule like Doyle's, but what it will actually saw out at
that local point. Allowance for all the different losses by saw kerf,
slabs, defects, etc., is thus made automatically and not arbitrarily
as in the ordinary log rule.

Some lumbermen, however, prefer the use of a rule like Doyle's
or some other standard ule, which they have found works out wellm the timber of their region. Since the very aim of a local log
rule is to obtain a rule which fits local conditions, if there is a rule
in local use which gives satisfactory results, it should by all means
be made use of, although perhaps not adopted entirely. The reason
that many lumbermen find Doyle's rule, for instance, satisfactory
is because the local defects of the timber happen just to balance the
inaccuracies and inconsistencies of the rule, and while the rule re-
mains always the same, the timber may not.

A convenient way of working up a mill tally and at the same
time providing a check on the work is by means of tables constructed
on the basis of what have been called' "mill factors." In a cubic
foot there are twelve board feet. If every bit of a cubic foot of wood
in the log could be obtained it would yield the twelve board feet.
But owing to losses in saw kerf, slabs, etc., only six or seven or
eight board feet are obtained, depending on the mill and the tim-
ber, and six, seven or eight are thus the mill factors. Tables have
been worked out which show at a glance the product of logs and
trees of the different diameters if sawed under conditions represented
by mill factors of six, of seven and of eight. The mill tally will
show what mill factor should correspond with and fairly represent
the local conditions.

Of equal importance with the measurement of the* log are the
measurements of the tree. There are three: diameter, number of
logs and taper.

Getting the Diameter of Trees

The diameter of the tree is measured by means of calipers, and
some experience is necessary in order to use them properly. The
measurement is taken at breast height, or about four and one-half
feet from the ground, rather than at stump height, not only be-
cause it is easier and quicker to measure at this height, but because
this brings the measurement above the bulge of the tree at the roots,
this bulge being very irregular making stump height measure un-
reliable. Even at breast height very few trees have a cross sec-
tion which is a perfect circle, but are more or less elliptical. In
general the diameter is larger east and west than it is north and
south, and in trees standing on a slope, larger with the slope than
up and down hill. The larger the tree the more pronounced is the
difference. The caliper should be so placed, therefore, as to read
the average diameter. Within half an inch is about as exact a
measure as is practicable or necessary under ordinary conditions for
trees of small diameter, and for larger trees a greater interval is

permissible.

The number of logs in the tree in most practical work has to be
judged by the eye. An experienced cruiser can do this without
difficulty.

Getting the Taper

The only accurate way to judge taper is by instruments on the
standing tree or calipers on the felled tree. It is a factor which is so
variable that it can only be obtained with certainty by the average
of a large number of local measurements.

The above is a brief outline of the principles underlying accurate
measurement of single trees. The next question is whether the
whole of a tract or only a part shall be gone over in a timber esti-
mate. Our answer to this is, that at the present high value of stump-
age in the South it will usually pay, when it comes to purchasing
timber to log or parting with timber already owned, to have every
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tree on a tract measured, because the difference in cost between
such an estimate and one covering enough of ground to be of value
at all, is at most small compared with the value of the timber in-

volved. A man who has partial estimate made merely to save this

small percentage is making the risky supposition that his timber
estimator, after having seen only a part of the timber, will not miss
the total value of the tract by more than the amount he has thus
saved by false economy.

Various Substitutes for Minute Survey

There have been various substitutes for the survey of the entire

area invented, for instance, the sample acre method of timber esti-

mating. It is true, theoretically, that could we divide a tract of tim-
ber according to the different types, as, for instance, ridge type,

slope type and cove type, and then decide on and measure certain

acres representing the average of each in order to get the total

board feet for the tract. We say theoretically, this can be done,
practically speaking it is an impossibility, and a man who is really

competent to pick acres which will represent a pretty good average
is competent to make an off-hand guess at the whole, which will be
fully as accurate. Furthermore, about as much ground will be cov-
ered and as much time taken hunting for sample acres as would have
been required to go ahead and estimate the whole tract.

Hardly anything can be said for any of the methods of esti-

mating less than the total stand of trees that will justify them on
grounds of true economy alone. There are cases, however, where
for other reasons an estimate based on partial survey is indicated.

In some pine, particularly second growth, the stand is so uniform
that a good estimate can be made from actual measurements of only
a small part of the trees. Again, time may be an object, as is the
case when a sale has been worked up and can be closed as soon as
a satisfactory estimate has been filed. In such cases what is known
as the strip method of timber estimating is about the most satis-

factory substitute for an estimate of every tree. The common form
of this method is to lay off narrow strips, say four rods wide, parallel

to each other and perhaps one-eighth or one-quarter of a mile apart.
An ordinary staff compass and surveyor's chain are used and the
cruiser calipers the diameter and estimates the number of logs of
the trees up to two rods' distance on each side of the chain as it

moves along, of course looking out for defects, on from five to
twenty per cent, of the whole area according to how far apart the
strips are run, and from these figures the total stand is computed.
The advantage of the strip method over other methods in which only
a part of the timber is looked at, is that the strips are laid straight
through the timber and include whatever may be in their course,
whereas if sample plots are taken here and there, there is always a
tendency to select samples which are really better than the average.
In planning the work the strips are laid out so that they will cross
the natural topographical features such as mountains, valleys and
streams, instead of running parallel to them. This gives a better
average of the timber, but is particularly hard on the cruiser, as
anyone who has followed a chain in a straight line all day long in

rough country will testify. On the other hand, when running strips,

distances and directions or streams, etc., are easily jotted down and
can be used afterwards to construct a logging map of the region at

practically no extra cost. Such a map showing the principal topo-
graphical features and the location of the timber is invaluable in

many cases, as, for instance, in planning logging operations, in ne-
gotiating a loan or a sale of the timber, or when there is a change
in management and a new man comes in who has to familiarize him-
self with the company's holdings.

We have not attempted to describe in detail any system of tim-
ber estimating. A good timber estimator will combine sound woods
knowledge and good judgment with an ability to adapt his methods
to the local conditions and will treat each new tract of timber as a
strictly local proposition, and will base his judgment on what he
can find out about it. If an accurate timber estimate is wanted, it

cannot be had by blindly applying a "rule of thumb" or using
one method for every character of timber. Valuable stumpage re-

quires careful and intelligent measurement.—Southern Lumberman.

Birch as a Door Material
Birch is being used extensively by the northern millwork fac-

tories, and it is hard to distinguish cause from effect, says the Amer-
ican Lumberman. Whether birch has been a factor in spreading
the fame and use of the veneered door, or whether the veneered door
has been the greatest factor for providing a market for birch, is

hard to say. People who want a mahogany interior without buying
mahogany have found that they can buy birch and get a very likely

substitute. One of the chief consumers of birch has been the hotel
architect, and many a "mahogany" interior is due to the use of this
wood. The laity is not able to distinguish between the imitation
and the real, so far as mahogany is concerned, and, taking in a hotel

interior at a glance, assumes that it is mahogany, when as a matter

of fact it is only birch cleverly manipulated and artistically finished.

One thing in favor of birch and other mahogany substitutes is the

fact that they can be used in connection with actual mahogany fur-

niture without the millwork and the furnishings appearing incon-

gruous.
Among men who design interiors it is a rather notable fact that

green seems to be the color most popularly in use for carpets, draper-

ies, etc., where mahogany or imitation mahogany is employed. Birch

millwork, mahogany furniture and green carpets and curtains present

a sumptuous effect that is quiet and charming to the eye.

Birch is, of course, not only wood that is being employed in

imitation of mahogany, for gum also is being used for some fine

effects. Birch, however, is the pioneer of this finish. In hotels

built a decade ago one will find birch with a mahogany stain, while

hotels now being erected will use birch or gum in mahogany imita-

tion, and it takes an expert eye to tell the difference.

Birch also is being used extensively in painted doors. A door
which is gaining ground is one with fir stiles and rails and birch

panels. With this combination it is possible to produce a light and
strong door for painting which can boast of very high quality. As
a door and millwork material birch has certainly made place for

itself, and a place that it shows every indication of maintaining.

Log Shrinkage on the Yard
It is not only possible but highly probable that many hardwood

millmen have been overlooking opportunities to administer the pro-

verbial ounce of prevention on the log yard and thus save the pound
of cure.

Not long ago at a convention, the somewhat startling assertion

was made by a veneer man, when explaining that he figured Lis

log cost at $20 per M feet On the yard, that the original cost was only
$16.50, but considering the shrinkage in scale from the yard to the
mill, the deterioration as the summer advanced amounting to fully

a third, the final average cost came up to $20.

W hen we consider this fact in the light of the general efforts of

the country toward conservation, it looks rather startling and seem-
ingly should have had serious attention before now. Certainly thirty-

three and one-third per cent, of waste between the time of receiving
and measuring logs that come to the yard and the time of cutting
them up in the mill is a startling proposition to contemplate. Possi-
bly it is here that the excessive waste which the trade has been trying
to locate for several years can be found. There may be opportun-
ities to save this waste and thus get more out of the sawmill and at

the same time have a better product.

Probably this waste does not amount to thirty-three and one-
third per cent, in many instances. It is not likely to be as heavy
in the average sawmill log yard receiving its logs by rail and by
wagon as at the average veneer plant where logs are often banked
and piled back and stand through a whole year before being worked
up. The sawmill that keeps only enough in piles to run a day or
two surely has no shrinkage on the log yard, if the scaling is prop-
erly done.

It is a different story, however, with yards that bank heavy runs
of logs whether they get them in by rail or by water. If they are
brought in by water during high tides in the spring and then are
banked in the mud high and dry, they may deteriorate considerably
in the course of the summer months both from sun cracks on the
ends and top, and from decay on the bottom. Even if they are kept
in booms or in ponds, that part exposed above the water will decay
somewhat, but the shrinkage loss here is seldom as great as when
logs are piled out on the dry ground and are left there throughout
the summer.

Where it is part of the order of business to pile up a season's
run of logs it certainly should be worth while to take all practical
measures of precaution against damage and shrinkage while they are
in stock. It should be worth' while to build suitable skidways and
get the«kup off of the ground and then either protect the ends of
the logs with paint or shelter them in some way. It also often be-
comes necessary to protect logs against insects. This is difficult at
times, especially where the bark is left on, which is imperative with
the veneer log. While peeling the bark off of raw logs when they
are yarded often prevents the ravages of insects, it does not prevent
season checks—in fact often encourages them.

It is impossible to give an offhand general prescription for this
case of log shrinkage on the yard, because conditions vary so with
different mills and with different kinds of timber, But once the
attention of millmen is properly turned to this point and there is

brought home to them a full realization of its magnitude, some rea-
sonable remedy will suggest itself in nearly every case. It is simply
a matter of keeping the thing in mind and doing that which sug-
gests itself as the most practical to relieve this loss in a great mea-
sure.—J. C. T., in HardAvood Record.
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PUBLISHERS' NOTICE

Advertisements other than "Employment
Wanted" or "Employees Wanted" will be
inserted in this department at the rate of
16 cents per agate line ($2.10 per inch) each
insertion, payable in advance. Space measured
from rule to rule. When four or more con-
secutive insertions of the same advertisement
are ordered a discount of 26 per cent, will be
allowed.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employment"
will be inserted at the rate of one cent a
word, net. Cash must accompany order. If
Canada Lumberman box number is used, en-
close ten cents extra for postage in forward-
ing replies. Minimum charge 25 cents.

Advertisements of "Wanted Employees"
will be inserted at the rate of two cents a
word net. Cash must accompany the order.
Minimum charge 50 cents.

Advertisement must be received not later
than the 10th and 26th of each month to
insure insertion in the subsequent issue.

WANTED-LUMBER, ETC.

WANTED—1 million feet 1-in. log run
Black Ash. Name price and point of ship-
ment; also quantity you have. Reply T
Sullivan & Co., Buffalo, N.Y. 10-12

Wanted
For delivery beginning in three weeks,

finishing in six months, 3(10,000 feet .'{-in.

sound square edge beech, f.o.b. Montreal.
Reply "G" Builders Exchange, Montreal.

12-13

White and Red Pine Wanted
3 in. x 6-in-7-in. 18 ft. Tank Stock, also

Quarter Cut White Pine Pump Squares.

Ontario Wind Engine & Pump Co., Ltd.
Toronto, Ont. t.f.

Lumber Wanted
Wanted, the lumber output of one or two

Hardwood Mills for factory use for summer
and fall delivery. Easy inspection. Send ap-
proximate specifications of your cut to Box
499, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 11-12

WANTED—A few cars each Pine, Spruce
and Hemlock Lath lJ^-48 in. Quote on
both No. 1 and No. 2 for Rochester, N.Y.
delivery, or on cars mill with freight rate to
Rochester, ami guaranteed weight.

AMOS & WHIFFEN Co.,
12 Rochester, N.Y.

Lumber Wanted
Sap Birch—Basswood 4x4 inches 1st and

2nd. All 10 ft. lengths.

LUCAS E. MOORE,
11 Broadway,

9-12 New York, N.Y.

Basswood Lumber
We will purchase Basswood Lumber, 1-in.

and l'/Z-in. thick, white stock by car or en-
tire stock. White us what you have and
what you want for it.

Box 498, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont
11-15

Trimmer Ends Wanted
Price and freight rate permitting we will

contract to take your White Pine Trimmer
Ends, rotten pieces thrown out, fresh stock
and not colored. Write price per cord on
car and state shipping point.

The Wm. Cane & Sons Company, Ltd.,
11-17 Newmarket, Ont.

FOR SALE-LUMBER, ETC.

Basswood Wanted
No. 2 Common and Mill Cull. Wintei

cut preferred. Apply Firstbrook Box Co.,
Ltd., Toronto, Ont. 7-tf

For Sale
To the manufacturers: Birch, Maple, Bass-

wood and Elm in all thicknesses. Send us
your enquiry. The Meaford Lumber Company.
Meaford, Ont. 7 .20

For Sale
100 M. ft. 2-in. Cull Spruce. 300 M. ft.

1-in. Cull Spruce. 15 M. ft. 1^-in. M. C.
White Pine. 50 M. ft. 2-in. M. C. White
Pine. Fred T. Smith, 310 Board of Trade
Bldg., Montreal, Que. l.t.f.

Long Piling For Sale
200 to 300 red pine piles for sale, 50 feet

long and up to 70 feet. Immediate ship-
ment.

J. SHEPPARD & SON,
10-W Sorel. Que.

Lumber For Sale
We are now sorting near Renirew, Out.,

and can take orders for prompt shipment for
the following (guaranteed not been in the
water) :

50,001) ft. l|4-in. Winter Sawn Basswood
mill run.

150,000 ft. 1-in. Winter Sawn Basswood
No. 1 Com. and Better.
We are now sorting near Toronto, Ont.
One car l'A-in. White Maple, No. 1 Com.

and Better.
One car 1-in. White Maple No. 1 Com.

and Better.
One car l"4-in. Quarter-sawn Hard Maple

No. 1 Com. and Better.
One car l'/2 -in. and 2-in. Rock Elm, bone-

dry, No. 2 Com. and Better.
All for prompt shipment. Apply Robert

Bury & Co., 79 Spadina Avenue, Toronto.
Phone Adelaide 1407. 12

FOR SALE-MACHINERY, ETC.

For Sale
Sawmill, in good condition, on Burford Lake,

six miles from Wiarton, equipped with 70 H.
P. boiler, 60 H.P. engine, new carriage by Long
Bros., Orillia, Ont., good trimmers and endless
chain attachment for hauling logs out of water
Terms, etc., apply Massey-Harris Com-

pany, Toronto. 4-T.F.

Lumber For Sale
4 cars 1-in. good cedar for boat building.
100,000 ft. 2 x 0 mill run hemlock.
100,000 ft. 2 x 8 mill run hemlock.
4 cars 2-in. white oak, sound and square

edge. Apply to Geo. C. Goodfellow.

Machinery for Sale
1 24-in. Timber Planer; 1 15-in. Heavy

McGregor Gourlay Matcher; 1 12-in. Cowan
sticker (new) ; 1 26-in. Cowan Double Sur-
facer; 1 Pipe Bender; 1 Rope Drive Equip-
ment complete

; Dry Kiln Trucks
;
Carpenter

Benches
; Knives, etc.; 1 Veneer Press; 1

Grand Rapids 4-bit Sash Pulley Borer; 1
D.C. 25 h.p. Generator, 250 V.; 1 D.C. 15
h.p. Motor, 250 V.

Gold Medal Furniture Manufacturing Co.,
11-12 Toronto, Ont.

Machinery For Sale
Carver, 4 spindles, Rohlman.
Cut-off saw, railway.
Dovetaile'r, Boults.
Engines and boilers.
Jointer, chair seat, Jenkins.
Jointer, 16 in. Clement.
Moulder, 2 side, 6-in. Smith.
Moulder, 3 side, 6-in. Smith.
Moulder, 4 side, 6-in. Houston.
Moulder, 4 side, 9-in. Fay.
Moulder, 4 side, 12-in. Woods, inside.
Mortiser, Smith.
Mortiser, Bit.

Planer, 20-in., Gem.
Planer, 24-in., Cincinnati.
Planer and matcher, 9 by 6 in., Berlin.
Resaw, band, American, 48-in. wheel.
Resaw, 42-in. circular.

Ripsaw, band, Berlin, 44-in. wheel.
Ripsaw, circular, self feed, Williamsport.
Saw guinmer, Rogers.
Saw-mill, band, 63-in. wheel, carriage 18 ft.

Shaper, home made, wood frame, 2 spindles.
Shaper, iron frame, wood table, 2 spindle,

light.

Shaper, iron frame, wood table, 2 spindle,
heavy.

Swing saw, 6 ft.

O. L. Packard Machinery Company,
c Milwaukee, Wis.

Belting For Sale
1,1)00,000 ft., all makes and sizes. Pulleys

bhafting. Saw., Iron Pipe, Roofing, Steel
Laoies, 200 tons Relaying rails, etc. Write
us for prices, stating requirements.

Imperial Waste Metal Company,
1114 160 Queen Street, Montreal

Machinery For Sale
A Waterous No. 4 Band Saw Mill, with

Carriage Saws, Live Rolls, and complete Fil-lng Boom equipment, also several GoodWoodworking Machines, in splendid condi
lion.

J. S. FINDLAY.
Owen Sound, Ont.

2 TF

Saw Mill For Sale
On Georgian Bay, adjacent to North Shore,good two storey circular mill in good run-ning condition, double edger, trimmers, capa

city about 12,000 feet per day; plenty timber
available and ready sale for slabs; splendid
opportunity for small millman; will be soldcheap as owners have other interests re-
quiring their attention. Box 444, CanadaLumberman, Toronto, Ont. 5 TF

Whitney Saw Mill For Sale
We offer the Whitney mill at $25,000 as it

stands. This mill is equipped with goodheavy machinery and is in good repair. Costwhen new $170,000.00. Has three single
cutting nine foot band mills and one nine
foot band resaw. Three edgers, trimmers,
lath and picket mill, shafting, pulleys, belt-
ing, etc. 750 horse power Engine with bat-
tery of eight boilers, 6 ft. x 20 ft. Machine
shop, refuse burner, sprinklers, lighting plant,

_ THE MUNN LUMBER CO,
''U Orillia, Ont.

Machinery For Sale
One 10-in. moulder on base Hespeler Ma-

chinery Co.; one 26-in. divided roll Balian-
tine ilaner; one power feed rip saw Ballan-
tine; one 16-in. buzz planer with Jones
guard; one 30-in. bracket band saw; one
shaper; one roll top cut-off saw; one wood
frame cut-off saw and groover with two
patented groover heads; one wood frame rip
saw with boring attachment; one mortiser;
one tennoner; one sash and door sticker with
Jive heads; one door clamp; one 16-in. swing
lathe; one sand drum; one 30-in. x 30-in. x
36-in. safe; one 35 h.p. engine and boiler-
one emery with three wheels; one swing saw;
a large quantity of sprocket wheels and
chains

; one automatic saw gummer ; twelve
roller bearing factory trucks; one rope feed
saw mill

; large number of wood split pul-
leys; quantity of used belting; quantity of
shafting hangers, boxings, etc. Will sell any
of the above cheap for quick sale.
Write to Box 576, Canada Lumberman,

Toronto, Ont. 12-tf

WANTED-EMPLOYMENT
Advertisements under this heading one cent a
word per insertion. Box No. 10 cents extra.

Minimum charge 25 cents

WANTED—Situation, by experienced lum-
ber buyer and inspector. Reply Box 502,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 11-12

An Ontario Commission Lumber Traveller
wishes to get lists from manufacturers who
are in a position to fill orders for Hem-
lock, Pine and Spruce. Box 488, Canada
Lumberman. 9t.f.

Bookkeeper—thoroughly competent and ag-
gressive desires position with lumber firm in
Ontario as accountant or manager; 18 years
experience and acquainted with all depart-
ments lumber and woodworking business; at
present engaged, age 40, married, best of
references. Apply Box 508, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 12

Position Wanted
in Western Canada

Position as superintendent or general sup-
erintendent in Western Canada by an up-to-
date progressive lumberman who has the abil-
ity to organize and build up his organiza-
tion and get results. One who has been
through the big White Pine Mills in Wis-
consin but is now in the South. No ques-
tion as to ability and determination to make
a success. Reply Box 495, Canada Lum-
berman, Toronto, Ont. 10-13

Timber Estimating
Roads and limits surveyed, water powersexamined. Any kind of Forest EngineeringMany years experience. Know the West

well. Good references. Charges moderate.
E. B. NAGLE,
191 Augusta St.,

Ottawa, Ont.
10 13

WANTED-EMPLOYEES

Advertisements under this heading two cents aword per insertion. Minimum charge 60 cents

Millwright wanted at once. Must be pre-
pared to come quick. Wire or write. Holt
limber Company, Whitestone Post Office
Ont. ^

Saw Mill Help Wanted
Entire saw mill gang wanted for night

Mutt to run five months from July 1st
Double cutting band saw. Apply Rosedale
*awnull ( o., Limited, Toronto. ]2

Wanted quick engineer to operate log
jack and loading hoist. Steady work for
good man. Holt Timber Company White-
stone Post Office, Ont. y> 13

Wanted a man, competent and reliable, to
oversee the manufacture and grading of lum-
ber. Saw mill at Toronto. Holt Timber
C ompany, Whitestone Post Office, Ont. 12-13

Wanted
Thoroughly competent saw filer" for ma-

hogany and hardwood mill, experienced man
for slicing and rotary veneer machines.

Circular sawer for edger.

Apply 119 Board of Trade Bldg., Mont-
real, Que.

Buyer Wanted
Wanted—Hardwood Buyer and Shipper for

Ontario. Must have a knowledge of grades
and values and a knowledge of road work.We want a good live practical man who will
guarantee to make good. No boozer need
apply. Will pay large salary to right man.
State age and experience. Must have highest
references. Strictly confidential. Reply Box
48", Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 9C

Reporter
We want an energetic representative in

each town in Canada to report on building
and engineering work—to tell us where ma-
chinery, equipment, supplies or materials may
be sold. Reports are paid for on the per
item basis. It depends upon your own ef-
forts how much you make. This is a profit-
able side line and there is good money in it

for a hustler. Write to MacLean Daily Re-
ports Limited, 220 King Street West, To-
ronto.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

For Sale
Planing mill, well equipped with modern

machinery, doing good business. Ill health
only reason for selling. Reply J. S. Richard-
son, Tillbury, Ont. 12-15

Timber Limits For Sale
Can be quickly and profitably disposed of
by advertising them on this page. This is

where buyers of timber property look for op-
portunities to invest, if your "ad" is here the
investor will see it. Canada Lumberman, To-
ronto, Ont. tf.

Timber Limits
Callieres Timber Limits and Saw Mill are

for sale. The Callieres Limits, Charlevoix
County, and Saw Mill at Port aux Quilles
near St. Simeon, about 100 miles below Que-
bec on the north shore of the St. Lawrence.
Apply to Herman Young, Quebec, Que. 9-12

For Sale
Established Lumber Business, with first-

class mill, now running full time. Timber
limits with 20 to 30 million feet of standing
pine timber conveniently located, and all

merchandise, etc. Price $55,000. This is

worthy of investigation. Address Box 332,
Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont. 19-22-t.f.
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Jobber wanted, to peel, swamp and de-
liver lut»> cords oi bark. 1,500.1X50 soft wood
and hardwood timber; bark haul two trip;

log haul three trip.

12 K J. Ilutcheson, Huntsville, Ont.

Advertiser owning small mill well equipped
cutting hardwood, wishes to meet party will-

ing to furnish sufficient capital to operate
same on per cent, of profit or otherwise.
Reply in first instance to Jiox olo, Canada
l.umbei man, Toronto. 12

1
m 9

Tenders for Pulpwood
Limit

Tenders will be received by the under-
signed up to and including the 15th day of
August next, for the right to cut pulpwood
on a certain area, situated on the Abitibi
Lakes and River, tributary to the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway, and the Temiskam-
ing and Northern Ontario Railway, in the
District of Temiskaming.

Tenderers shall state the amount they are
prepared to pay as a bonus in addition to
dues of 40 cents per cord for spruce, and
20 cents per cord for other pulpwoods, or
such other rates as may be from time to
time be fixed by the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council, for the right to operate a pulp mill
and a paper mill on or near the area referred
to.

Such tenderers shall be required to erect
a mill or mills on or near the territory and
to manufacture the wood into pulp and
paper in the Province of Ontario—the paper
mill to be erected when directed by the Min-
ister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

Parties making tender will be required to
deposit vith their tender a marked cheque
payable ,o the Honorable the Treasurer of
the Province of Ontaiio for ten per cent, of
the amount of their tender, to be forfeited
in the event of their not entering into agree-
ment to carry out conditions, etc.

The highest or any tender not necessarily
accepted.

For particulars as to description of terri-

tory, capital to be invested, etc., apply to
the undersigned.

\V. H. HEARST,
Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

Toronto, Ont., May 15th, 1912. 11-15

TENDERS
Tenders are called for up to the 20th day

of July, 1912, for the sale of the following
property as a going concern:—Forty (40)
square miles of Crown Leased Lands, located
on tributaries of the St. John River, be-
tween Woodstock and Grand Falls, in the
Province of New Brunswick, being heavily
timbered with Spruce, Fir, Pulpwood and
Hardwood with some Cedar, conveniently
situated to the accompanying mill and con-
taining approximately sixty (60 M.) Million
superficial feet of Spruce and Fir lumber

;

eighty (80 M.) Million feet Pulpwood; ninety
(90 M.) Million feet of Hardwood; two
thousand (2,000) acres freehold lumber land,
heavily timbered with Spruce, Fir, Pulpwood
and Hardwood lumber and conveniently situ-
ated to a railroad; containing four (4 M.)
Million feet Spruce and Fir, six (6 M.) Mil-
lion feet of Pulpwood, and four (4 M.) Mil-
lion feet of Hardwood. One stationary Saw
Mill located on the St. John River, equipped
with Rotary having Steam Feed, Edger,
Trimmers, Lath Machine, PlaneT; one 120
horse power engine; two large Robb Arm-
strong Boilers; Separate Engine Room; lo-

cated with convenient switches on the line
of the C. P. R-, having this railroad on one
side and the Main St. John River on the
other side of the mill.
One portable Saw Mill, containing one 60

xl2 Standard, returning tubular boiler ; one 65
horse power Robb Armstrong Engine; one
Rotary Saw Mill, rope feed ; one portable
trimmer; one Edger; one Lath Machine with
belting and everything complete.
One Hardwood Factory 40 x 70, with sep-

arate Dry House fully equipped with Bolters,
Trimmers; four Rod Machines, three Point-
ing Machines; 100 light dynamo; one 85
horse power Steam Engine, with belting and
shafting complete. The Factory can be used
to manufacture small Hardwood Squares of

any dimension or Meat Skewers. The Mill
and Factory are lighted by electricity.

Five Dwelling Houses, including a Fore-
man's and Engineer's dwellings ; one gen-
eral store with goods, fully equipped with
Camping Supplies with several Camps already
built and two teams fully equipped.

Offers for the entire property, including
above Timber Limits, Stationary Saw Mill,

Hardwood Factory, Portable Saw Mill or any
part thereof will be received.

Full information regarding the above pro-
perty can be obtained from W. P. Jones, K.C.,
Woodstock, N.B. No tender need necessarily
be accepted.

11

Timber Limit For Sale
1,200 acres Hardwood, Hemlock and Cedar.
Some Pine; 9 million feet for $5,000 cash.
Five miles from railroad ; two from river.
Box 431, Canada Lumberman, Toronto, Ont.

6-t.f.

Canadian Timber Limits
E. STEWART (Forest Engineer)
Dealer in Timber Limits, Ontario and

Western farm lands and town property. Ex-
cellent investments now open. Correspond-
ence invited. 84 King Street East, Toronto.
Phone Main 5609. C

yard or mill, in many cases at a

very considerable saving over
hand labor.

FOR SALE
Saw Mill and Timber

Lands
At Stirling Bay, St. Joseph Island, Al-

goma, Ont. Capacity of mill, 15 to 20 M.
ft. Full equipment of machinery, Lumber
Dock and Blacksmith Shop, Two Barns, five
dwellings and office.

About 2,000 acres of timber lands, prin-
cipally hardwood, hemlock, cedar and spruce.
To close out an estate.
For further particulars apply to E. Stubbs,

Box 189. Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. 9-12

FOR SALE
Saw Mill Property in Northern

New Brunswick
Completely equipped twelve machine shingle

mill; electric light equipment; heated by
Sturtevant blower system; Lidgerwood log
piling equipment ; two stables ; one-third in-
terest in Boom Company; all the Cedar Tim-
ber on about five hundred (500) square miles
Government limits; all the timber, Spruce,
Pine and Cedar (over one-third soft White
Pine) on about 140 square miles Govern-
ment limits. Nearly all timber being on
Nepisiquit River and tributaries. Mill lo-

cated on Main line of Intercolonial Railway
at Bathurst, N.B. To be sold at auction in
front of the Court House in Bathurst, N.B.,
on Wednesday, June 26th, at Twelve o'clock
noon.

For further particulars address W. H.
Harrison, Roval Bank Building, St. John,
N.B., or Fred S. Morse, Box 1600, Spring-
field, Mass. 9-12

Overhead Track System for

Sawmills, Etc.

In studying to reduce the dead
expenses of wood conversion to

the lowest possible level the ad-
vantages that may accrue from
the utilization of the overhead
tram rail system should not be
lost sight of, as in some cases the
cost of handling material can be
considerably reduced by its em-
ployment.
Not only is it valuable for use

in buildings, but it can be readily

extended by a series of switches
to various parts of a yard or
stores. The overhead system can
be worked by hand or electricity,

but the latter is, of course, by far

the most rapid and efficient. The
hoists are usually made to lift

from 1 to 5 tons, and the trollies

^re arranged to run on steel tee

girders or for light loads on steel

bars, suitable switches and curves
being provided for turning cor-

ners.

Direct or alternating current
can be used, and the trollies can
be controlled either direct or from
the floor, as may be most conveni-
ent. We look for a considerable
development of this system, es-

pecially in cases where it is neces-
sary to carry light loads for some
distance. Where goods are de-
livered by water this system can
be readily adapted to receive the
load directly from the barge and
land it at any desired point in the

Grinding Machine Cutters

In grinding machine cutters

—

flat ones especially—such as are

used on shapers and stickers, the

knives are frequently damaged
by having the temper drawn in

spots by heating, often red-hot,

on the emery-wheel, says a writer
in Wood Craft. Whenever the

temper is disturbed in this man-
ner, a soft spot is formed in the

cutter.

Some men have an idea that if

a cutter be thrust instantly into

water, when it is discovered that

the temper has been drawn local-

ly, the soft place will be harden-

ed again.

This may actually happen, but

not very often. It is more than
an even chance that the steel will

still be found too soft at the

"burned" spot. And, if not too

soft, the spot will probably be too

hard and a chunk of steel will

break out the first time the cut-

ter strikes a heavy knot.

Steel, in order to be tempered,
must first be hardened and then
"drawn" down to the required de-

gree of hardness which we call

"temper." 1 know of no practical

way whereby steel may be hard-

ened to the exact decree required,

without first hardening too much
and drawing the "temper" as

stated above. Therefore it is much

better, in grinding, to keep tra-

versing the tool sidewise so that

local spots cannot be heated
enough to draw the temper of the

steel.

Saddle Tank Locomotives
Geared Locomotives

Steel Rails

Flat Cars

All Secondhand

Correspondence solicited

SESSENWEIN BROS.
Montreal

WANTED
1 00 m ft. clear hard Maple
axles 4 in. x 5 in.-6ft. and 1

2

ft. long. Also all thicknesses

Common and Better Birch.

For Sale

All grades and thicknesses of

Cherry and Mahogany lumber.

Also Mahogany, Circassian Wal-
nut and Quartered White Oak
veneer all thicknesses. Please

let us hear from you.

WARREN ROSS LUMBER CO.
Jamestown, N. Y.

THE

M. BRENNEN & SONS MFG. CO.

HAMILTON, ONT.

MATCHING, DRESSING AND RE-SAWING

done in transit at lowest prices. We are equipped to

dress and bore heavy Georgia Pine Timbers.

Measure Your Lumber With the

Barkey Lumber Register

The most accurate 'measure on the market-
Can be instantly adjusted.
Capacity 60,000 feet.

Measures any width and length.
Can be used on any moulding or match-

ing machine.
Will work backward as well as forward, and

will not slip on smooth or icy boards.

SENT ON 30 DAYS' TRIAL. RETURN AT
OUR EXPENSE IF NOT SATISFACTORY.

BARKEY BROS.
Sole Manufacturers

STOUFFVILLE - ONTARIO



Review of Current Trade Conditions
Ontario

The lumber trade in Ontario continues on an excellent basis
with a good demand from all the important consuming points. The
most noticeable feature is the strength of hemlock. Stocks of dry
hemlock are scarcer than they have ever been for years. It will be
another couple of months before good dry stock can be placed on
the market and it looks therefore as though prices will go still
higher. During the last fortnight the price has been advanced about
a dollar a thousand. In addition to the absence of dry stocks the
market is feeling the benefit of a good demand so that the situation
is exceptionally strong and promises well for the sale of the dry
stocks when they arrive on the market. White pine and spruce con-
tinue steady and firm, witli a good demand.

The market for lath is steady and promises to continue so.

Shingles are also firm and steady. New Brunswick shingles are very
strong and prices have .advanced. Retailers at Toronto are now pay-
ing the following prices: Extras, $3.25 to $3.30; clears, $2.95 to $3;
second clears, $2.40; clear whites, $2.10 to $2.20; extra no. ones, $1.65
to $1.80. The improvement in the market for New Brunswick
shingles is the result of a good demand and of the fact that a good
many of the mills are sold ahead for about two months.

Eastern Canada
The lumber trade at Montreal is in about a normal condition

for this time of year, so far as the demand is concerned. The num-
ber of enquiries received indicate an active trade, but there is still a
great deal of difficulty about making shipments. Railway companies
are unable to keep their yards clear of freight, the difficulty appar-
ently being lack of cartage facilities. The demand for lumber is good
for all lines, with birch leading. The building demand at Montreal is

very active. The export trade with Great Britain also shows signs
of improvement. Pulpwood and pulp are moving well.

In New Brunswick trouble developed recently in the form of a
strike on the part of the employees at tidewater mills at St. John
for an advance of 15 per cent, in their wages. The difficulty was
settled by the mill owners making an advance of 10 per cent.' This
is rather a serious matter for the mill owners, as the outlook for
future sales is not very satisfactory. The demand from the United
States has been fairly active but buyers from across the line do not
expect the market to continue firm. A better demand, however, is

reported from New York, where the trade for three or four seasons
past has been slow. Good prices are being secured for prompt de-
livery for United States markets. For short average stock, 14 to
15 ft., 2x4 and up, as high as $22.50 is being secured delivered New
York or Sound ports. This leaves the seller about $16 to $16.50
f.o.b. St. John. Most of this class of stock, however, has been sold
at $14.50 to $15 on the wharf at St. John. Long average stock from
American logs is bringing $17.50 to $18 at St. John for a specification
of 55 per cent. 2x8 and up, to average 17 to 18 feet long.

English deal buyers are not making any signs of giving orders.
The ocean freights are still high. One mill is reported to have sold
about 2,000,000 of English deal at about $14 per M. feet, for a speci-
fication running fifty per cent. 7 and 8x3, balance 9x3 and up, ends
and fourths at the usual reduction of $2.50 per M. feet.

Stocks of Eastern spruce are reported scarce at New York. Re-
tailers are in the market with an encouraging variety of enquiries
and June buying is expected to show an improvement over previous
months. Wholesalers report that a large part of the output of the
mills is taken care of at points outside of New York, making less
stock available for the Metropolitan market. Prices continue firm
and yards which have waited until the present to replenish their
stock realize that they have made a mistake. Manufacturers seem
to be" disposed to hold out for higher prices and nothing less than
$2o seems to be acceptable for frames. Fair lots of random have
been selling at steady prices. Stocks of dry spruce boards are short
and holders are able to secure full prices. Dealers report that
offerings are smaller than at any time within their memory. Hem-
lock boards at Boston are stronger than they have been for some
months. Manufacturers who formerly were satisfied with sales of
car lots are now inclined to sell in small lots at full prices. East-
ern clipped boards are quoted at $21.50 to $22, the latter price being
the prevailing one.

Great Britain

London reports indicate that nothing of an important nature
has transpired during the past fortnight in connection with the tim-
ber industry. The volume of business remains much smaller than
it should be for this time of the year. Spot goods are rather weak
particularly the 3 in. and 4 in. deals, although the 2 in. sizes are
scarce and dear. Boards of good description are also strong. The
packing trade is fairly active and there is a moderate amount of

business in progress in wood paving. The building trades however
are rather dull. Deliveries at London docks for the week endingMay 18th amounted to 77S7 standards as compared with 9003 dur-
ing the corresponding week of 1911. A fairly active trade occurred
at Churchill & Sim's recent auction sale. A lot of 4 in to 6 inprime Oregon unsorted plank was sold at Is. 7y2 d. and Is 6 lAdA parcel of 3x8 and 9, 6/19 feet hemlock from Halifax was sold
at £5, 10s., and 3 x 9, 3/14 feet brought £4, 10s. Some fourth
quality 3 x 11, 11 feet pine from Montreal was sold at £10 15s
Another lot of 3 x 1 1 pine from Montreal brought £8, 15s. for 14/16
feet lengths and a third lot brought £8, 10s.

A much better feeling is reported by the trade in Liverpool
than has been noticeable for some time. Travellers are securing
orders far more rapidly than they were a short time ago. This it
is thought is the result of business having settled down somewhat
of late and the outlook for the immediate future having improved
Buyers who have held oil hitherto, expecting a drop in prices have
commenced to come into the market. A decline in prices does
not seem possible now as a further advance in freight was recently
reported. The rate from St. John, New Brunswick, to the East
coast of Ireland or the West coast of Great Britain was formerly
quoted at 47s. 6d. per standard for large steamers. Since then an
advance of half a crown has occurred and a steamer of large size
recently took spruce deals from St. John for the West coast of
Britain, probably Liverpool or some Mersey port, at 50s. per stan-
dard. Even at this increased rate it is difficult to secure tonnage
as the steamships are in strong demand at various coal ports to
transfer stocks of coal to points where they have been greatly re-
duced.

The spruce market at Liverpool continues fairly firm in all re-
gards. The spot demand however is not quite up to expectation and
some price cutting is reported in order to secure business. Cus-
tomers seem to be playing a waiting game and buying only for actual
requirements. There is a scarcity of large orders although the ag-
gregate consumption is about normal. A noticeable feature is the
absence of selling ahead. Birch conditions are strong at Liverpool
with the exception of logs and planks and no change is reported
as likely in the near future. Arrivals are moderate but quite suffi-

'

cient. Stocks are not heavy and consumption is fairly steady.
At Manchester a considerable improvement is reported in the

timber trade. The building trade is busier than usual and several
speculative undertakings have been commenced. At Southampton
trade is only moderate.

United States
With the advance of the season, the lumber business in the

United States is increasing both in volume and activity. Compara-
tively speaking, local yards and large consumers in practically all
the important centers have short stocks. Most of the mills are
rather slow in making deliveries and the result is that there is quite
an active demand, a feature which is in marked contrast with the
situation of a year ago. This feature applies to practically all im-
portant classes of lumber, including the hardwoods of the north as
well as the pines and hardwoods of the south, even Pacific Coast
lumber is in strong demand. Three causes are probably responsible
for this situation viz.: the reduction of stocks in the hands of re-
tailers which has been in progress during most of 1911 and 1912;
the severe winter weather which reduced the production and the
deliveries, and the extreme wetness of the spring of the present
year. A late spring also contributed by delaying the buying season.
Indications are that the active movement of lumber will continue
at least until the fall. The railroad companies have been contribut-
ing extensively to the demand. Their increased requirements com-
menced to be felt last winter and have continued in large volume
up to the present. As a result, many of the southern and Pacific
Coast mills have been employed exclusively upon orders for rail-
road and car material. Orders on the books of southern firms a
fortnight ago showed sufficient business to keep their saws going •

for 60 days or more and fresh orders were continually arriving.^ The
yellow pine trade in fact is experiencing a demand much in excess
of its ability to make prompt deliveries. The situation has been
relieved considerably of late by the subsidence of floods and the
restoration of traffic facilities on the leading southern roads.

Reports from the Pacific Coast indicate that most of the mills
have orders on hand sufficient to keep them operating for some time.
At Minneapolis the trade in northern pine is only moderate and the
yard trade seems to be waiting for definite crop results. All the
mills are reported to be running. Receipts at the Tonawandas for
the present season have been in excess of those of last year for the
corresponding period.

The hardwood trade is apparently as strong as ever. There is
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Lumber You Can Sell With

Satisfaction

TOWING A LARGE RAFT OF LOGS TO NEW MILL AT SARNIA

You want to tie up with a Company that can supply
your lumber quickly and cut your bills to order the year
round.

Besides there is great satisfaction in selling' to your
trade lumber that is carefully cut and always strictly

up to grade.

Complete dry stocks of Norway and White Pine always
on hand for prompt shipment.

We also make a specialty of heavy timbers cut to order
any length up to 60 feet from Pine or B.C. Fir.

" RUSH ORDERS RUSHED"

Cleveland-Sarnia Sawmills Co., Limited
SARNIA, ONTARIO

A. F. Holden, Pres. J. M. Diver, Vice Pres. and Gen'l. Mgr. E. C. Barre, Ass't. Mgr.
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extensive enquiry for dry lumber and very little to he had. Sales
of oak are in the lead and the demand for plain sawed stock is ex-
cellent. Gum, cottonwood, ash, and all the important woods used
in manufacturing are in demand sufficient to use up all the dry
lumber available. Coarse and upper grades of poplar are active but
the medium qualities are rather quiet. Among the northern hard-
woods, good birch is apparently scarce and there is a good demand
in all the low grades. Supplies of hardwood lumber in Michigan
and Wisconsin are short and the outlook is for an active market
throughout the season. Large quantities of maple flooring are being
consumed and the demand for beech flooring is increasing. A strong
situation is reported from Pittsburg, in the market for spruce, with
dry stocks scarce and low grades sold well ahead. The demand at
Boston is reported as steady. Reports from the hemlock trade are
all encouraging, the demand for dry lumber being strong and much
in excess of the supply at the mill.

In Chicago the demand for white and Norway pine is steady
with prices firm and showing little indication of fluctuation. The
best demand is in the coarse grades which are scarce and stiff in
price. Hemlock at Chicago is in splendid demand on account of
the activity in the building trade. It is being used largely for in-
terior work of ordinary flat buildings and detached houses in the
outlying districts of the city and in the suburbs. Hemlock joists
studding, etc., are also in good demand. Dry stocks are reduced
and prices on green stock are expected to be strong.

At Buffalo, the demand for northern pine box lumber is ex-
cellent and stocks are difficult to secure. Higher prices are ex-
pected in the near future. No. 4 boards at Duluth are reported to
have been quoted as high as $16.00 and No. 5 at $12.50, which is
a. good increase over prices of a short time ago. At North Tona-
wanda, northern pine is in better demand every day. Retailers are
in the market for supplies for immediate delivery. Collections are
reported to be better than at any previous time during the present
year. Present conditions are extremely encouraging. Hemlock is
in good demand at Buffalo, in spite of the recent advance The
country trade is strong. At North Tonawanda a good demand for
hemlock is also reported and Michigan and Wisconsin stocks are
quoted at $1 higher. In some cases better prices than this are ob-
tained.

Shingles and lath are improving slightly at Chicago. There is
a fair volume of trade in red cedar shingles and prices have advanced
clears bringing $3.12 and stars $2.69 Chicago basis. Stocks of clears
are scarce. White cedars are strong and lath are a little more ac-
tive. At Buffalo, an advance of about 5c. in red cedars is reported
from the mills. The market is firm with trade about on an average

The shingle market at Boston is firm, some manufacturers ^de-manding at least $3.85 for cedar extras and $3.50 for clears if quick
shipment is required. Others report that the prevailing prices are

r u % CXtraS and $3 '35 for clears
-

There is a firm market for
lath. The asking price for ls/8 m . ranges from $4 to $4.10 and for
\ lA in. from $3.60 to $3.65.

Handling Veneer Log's
Modern methods are finding their way into the logging woods

as well as the sawmill and veneer plant, but it takes some modi-
fications to apply the modern methods of mill logging to veneer
logs, says Hardwood Record. As veneer logs are the select few inmany woods operations, it is not generally practical to handle themm the same manner as mill logs where the stumpage is taken clean
Especially is this true of fine oak logs, which are only to be had
in small numbers. Some millman may get them out with saw timber
and thus justify tram roads and power loaders. On the other hand'many of the finest oak veneer logs are gathered one or two at a time'
and must be handled in the primary stages by main strength.

In handling the veneer logs on the yard and in the factory
every veneer manufacturer should make it his business to study
modern methods. Many a veneer manufacturer is diligent in his
efforts at mechanical manipulation from the time he begins cut-
ting his veneer blocks until the finished product is bundled for ship-
ment, and also to minimize his waste, but at the same time neglects
bigger items of the same nature in the log yard.

The trade is gradually getting away from this and learning that
there is room for effective saving of both time and timber by givinemore attention to the careful handling of logs on the yard In
rambling about the country one comes across evidences of thisand often instances of men grasping one point and missing another'
1 here is a case on record where one concern for years had beendumping logs from barges into the river by hand, then pulling them
out up the slip a ways and rolling and banking them on the yardby hand, to be afterward rolled on again by hand to be brought into
the factory. A big power derrick, with a long boom, was put in thatwould swing logs from the barge and pile them on the bank and
pick them from either the barge or the bank and swing them onto

the truck for the factory. The original installation cost quite a sum

of handling
11 Pa ' d itSdf aiUl materially educed the cost

On another yard was found something else that this one hadneglected, and something neglected that this one had. The other

f,

ai
'd had "° derrick, not even a truck for running the logs in tothe mill. hey were handled by main strength, and cut into blockengths with a cross-cut saw, instead of being run on a truck underthe regulation drag saw. But here due thought was exercised forthe care of the logs to prevent damage and waste. The ends werecarefully painted, and the logs as a rule were of high quality so

plants
Uttle WaStC aS comPared to that of some other

The instance given might be termed two cases of hobby ridineIn one instance the hobby was power log handling appliances- inthe other ,t was the care of logs, and that it paid in eachcase there
is not much room for doubt. Each concern is successful, and is mak-ing a fair share of money. Looking at the two, however, one cannot help but speculate on what the advantages might be if each would
ride both hobbies instead of only one.

Cost of handling and timber saving are just as important on thelog yard as ins.de the factory. There has been enough develop-ment in log handling appliances to enable one to get something
practical to fit any yard needs or conditions. It is a subject worthtaking up, for it is on the log yard that a great deal .of the veneerfactory cost is piled up, and it is here, too, where much of the waste
starts.

Gordon Hollow Blast Publications
The well-known products of the Gordon Hollow Blast GrateCompany, Greenville, Michigan, are splendidly described and illus-

trated in their excellent series of catalogues and other publications,
which may be had by all who are interested if they will write tothe company. One of the most interesting of these publications is
their catalogue No. 10, describing the "Tower" line of edgers. This
catalogue is replete with splendid illustrations and definite informa-
tion regarding the construction and capabilities of this well-knownhue of edgers. Among their publications is also a series of book-
lets containing a great number of letters from satisfied users of thecompany s various products. These letters are an eloquent argument
in favor of the excellence of the Gordon Hollow Blast produtcs Aseparate book is devoted to letters from users of the Gordon Hollow
blast Grate. A perusal of these letters ought to settle the mind oiany who are in doubt regarding the purchase of a grate. Readers
of the Canada Lumberman will be serving their own interests if thev
write to the company for copies of their publications.

No Need for a Change
Wm. B. Mershon & Co., manufacturers of band sawing machin-

ery, Saginaw, Mich., recently wrote to the Stearns Salt & LumberCo Ludington, Mich., suggesting that they would like to replace the
old feed works of the company's resaw with a modern and improved
type, embodying features and adjustments which were not thought
of at the time the old machinery was designed. In reply they re-
ceived the following letter, which speaks for itself:

Ludington, Mich, May 25, 1912.Wm. B. Mershon & Company,
Saginaw, Mich.

Gentlemen :

—

Your favor of May 22nd regarding our resaw is at hand.
We have been using this machine for so many years that the writer

is not sure of the exact number. It is ancient history when we try to
think back to a time when the machine was purchased.

Our mill has been running continuously since the machine was pur-
chased and we have made an average cut of at least 30 million feet per
year. A good percentage of this entire cut has been put through the
resaw. Barring the natural wear, the machine is in excellent shape to-day
and is doing as good work at it did at the beginning. If we keep the work-
ing parts repaired from time to time there is no reason why the machine
would not last until the end of our cut. which would be about 15 yearsWe are operating two single band mills and the resaw easily cares for all
of the lumber that is suitable for resawing.

Very truly yours,

THE STEARNS SALT & LUMBER CO.
W. T. Culver, V.P.

All lines of paper are in good demand and the mills have all the
orders they can handle.

Mr
- W. F. Loveland, Acting Supervisor of Firewardens, Nelson

B.C., has been hurriedly ordered north to organize a forest protection
patrol along the line of the G. T. P. construction between Fort George
and I ete laune Cache. -
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I

Wire Rope
We manufacture and carry a complete stock of wire rope

for all requirements.

Alligator Ropes Haulage Ropes— Ballast and Wrecking Ropes

Wire Rope Fittings of all Descriptions

Blocks — Clips Thimbles — Shackles, Etc.

The Dominion WIRE ROPE Co., Limited
MONTREAL

General Supply Company of Canada Ltd.—Winnipeg Agent*

MAPLE LEAF
BELTING

Strong

Waterproof

True

Running

MAPLE

For

Indoor or

Outdoor

Work

Iff Maple Leaf is the most economic
and efficient belting for power trans-
mission and conveying, etc.

€j| It costs only half as much as
leather and 25 per cent less than good
rubber belting.

Write for sample and prices to the sole manufacturers

DOMINION BELTING CO.
HAMILTON, CANADA

Jenckes Boilers
YV^E aim to keep on hand a well assorted™ stock of Horizontal Tubular, Vertical
and Locomotive Type Boilers. Your en-

quiry will probably find us in a position to
ship the required boiler at once ; if not it

can quickly be built. Write us anyway.

The Jenckes Machine Co.
Limited

Sherbrooke - Montreal - St. Catharines - Cobalt - South Porcupine - Vancouver - Rossland
Works : Sherbrooke, Que., St. Catharines, Ont.
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Richest and Purest Milk

EVAPORATED M y

UNSWEETENED

from the choicest dairy

sections of Canada. From

cows properly fed and

cared for.

Borden's

Peerless Brand

Evaporated Milk

Dilute with water to desired

consistency and use same

as " fresh " milk.

Convenient Economical Safe

Borden's Condensed Milk Co.
Originators of Condensed Milk and Largest Manufacturers of Milk

Products in the World.
" LEADERS OF QUALITY "

Wm. H. Dunn, Agent

ESTABLISHED 1857

MONTREAL

LATH
Campbell - MacLaurin Lumber Co.

Limited

Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL

Timber Estimates

Logging Maps
Water Power

CLARK, LYFORD &
STERLING

1331 Real Estate Trust Bldg.

Philadelphia

Forest

Engineers

CLARK & LYFORD,
403 Crown Building

Vancouver

LYFORD, CLARK &
LYFORD

26 Board of Trade Bldg.

Montreal

EDGINGS
Ontario

M. Woodbridge, Palmerston, Ontario, is negotiating for the sale of hissaw and planing mill.

The Parkhill Planing Mill Company suffered by fire on June .'Jrd when
their plant at London, Ontario, was destroyed, the loss amounting to about
$20,000.

h

A report from Fenelon Falls, Ontario, states that work has been started
by Mickle, Dyment & Sons, who intend to erect a sawmill at that place and
they may also put up a brick box factory.

The Barber Paper and Coating Mills Limited have been incorporated
with a capital of $1,500,000 to manufacture and deal in all kinds of pulp
and paper with head office at Toronto. The provisional directors are G H
Sedgewick, A. G. Ross and E. V. Macmillan, all of Toronto.

Boyle Concessions Limited have been incorporated with a capital stock
of $750,000 to deal in timber, timber lands, &c, and carry on business as
electricians and mechanical engineers, &c, with head office at Windsor OntHie incorporators are N. A. Bartlet, W. G. Bartlet and A. R. Bartlet all
of Windsor, Ont.

Fire destroyed the sawmill of the C. Beck Manufacturing Company at
1 enetanguishene on May 31st. The building and plant were completely
destroyed and 75 men thrown out of work. The fire originated at about :j

p.m. in the engine room, a brick building, and spread rapidly to the sawmill
which was a frame structure.

The Edward Hines Lumber Company, Owen Sound, Ontario, report that
the Carney Lumber Company, whose mill at Owen Sound was recently de-
stroyed by fire, will have their logs manufactured during the present sum-
mer at the Conger Mill at Parry Sound. They have not yet decided definite-
ly upon their plans for the future.

An extra-provincial license has been granted to the Hewitt-Allen Com-
pany to carry on business in the province of Ontario. The company which
is incorporated in the state of New York, will conduct a general wholesale
and retail business in coal, lumber, machinery, etc. P. K. Halpin, Prescott,
Ontario, is attorney for the company.

The Continental Box Board Company, Limited, has been incorporated
with head office at Toronto, and capital stock of $500,000, to manufacture and
deal in all kinds of paper and paper products. The incorporators include
E. C. DeWitt, L. Darr, J. G. MacGonigle, and W. J. Alford, of New York
and W. J. Alford, Jr., of Anderson, Indiana.

The McRae Manufacturing Company. Limited, has been incorporated
with a capital of $100,000 to carry on business as lumberers saw and plan-
ing mill proprietors, manufacturers of all kinds of wood products, &c,
with head office at Port Arthur. The provisional directors are A J Mc-
Comber, D. E. Poole and Walter S. Ruttan, all of Port Arthur.

The British Empire Land Company of Canada, Limited, with capital
stock of fifty thousand dollars and head office at Toronto, has been incor-
porated. Among the objects of the company are the purchase and sale of
timber and manufacture of lumber. The incorporators include J. M. Ander-
son, North Gwillimbury, J. A. Madill, Toronto, and J. Haffner, Winnipeg

Eastern Canada
The Richelieu Lumber Company, Limited, Montreal, has been register-

ed to carry on business in the Province of Quebec.
M. Haines, Limited, have been incorporated with head office at Nash-

waaksis, New Brunswick, and capital stock of $49,000 to carry on a general
lumber business.

Oullet & St. Pierre, St. Lambert, Quebec, suffered a loss by fire recently
when their sash and door factory was partially burned out. The loss is
covered by insurance.

The sawmill belonging to Mr. Robt. Westgate, Cookshire, Quebec, was
recently destroyed by fire, involving a loss of about $7,000. Both mill and
machinery were destroyel.

Jas. Burgess & Sons' sawmill at Grand Falls, N.B., was recently destroyed
by fire. The loss amounted to about $20,000. The plant will be rebuilt
and new machinery will be required.

The saw mills of R. & R. J. Westgate at Cookshire, Que., were recently
destroyed by fire. The lumber in the yards was saved. The loss is esti-
mated at about $5,000 which was partially covered by insurance.

Mr. M. Haines, who is erecting a new saw mill near the mouth of the
Nashwaaksis River, N.B., expects to have the new mill running soon and
that not more than 2000 pieces of his timber cut last winter would be held
over.

The Allan Munro Color Company, Limited, has been incorporated with
aa capital stock of $50,000, to deal in timber lands and limits, construct and
operate wood and lumber mills, factories, etc. The head office is at Mont-
real and the incorporators are A. J. Munro, L. J. Beique and Pierre Charton,
of Montreal.

The Quebec and St. John Construction Company Limited has been in-
corporated with a capital stock of $1,000,000 to carry on business as archi-
tects, engineers, builders, &c, to acquire timber limits, develop mineral lands,
&c, with head office at Montreal. The incorporators are C. A. Barnard, K.
C. Leo. Barry and E. D. Maguire, all of Montreal.

The General Improvement and Contracting Company, Limited, has been
incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000 to carry on business as con-
tractors and dealers in timber, brick, stone, cement and other building sup-
plies with head office at Montreal. The incorporators are J. O. Gagnon,
L. H. Anderson and Ernest Rainville, all of Montreal.

La Compagnie Manufacture de Saint Anselme Limitee has been incor-
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porated with a capital of $4i>,000 to produce electricity for lighting and heat-
ing, to construct sawmills, lumber mills, etc., and deal in timber of all kinds,
the head office is at Saint Anselme and the incorporators are A. O. Bour-
bonnais, J. B. Cadrin and C. M. Roy, all of. Saint Anselme. Que.

The Albert J. Smith Lumber Company. Limited, has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $23,000 to carry on business as general contractors,
manufacturers and dealers in timber, lumber, sashes, doors, etc., to acquire
limits and cut standing timber, etc. The head office is at Montreal, Que.,
and the incorporators are A. J. Smith, E. E. Howard and D. H. Howard, of
Montreal.

The Kenogami Sa*h & Door Factory, Limited, has been incorporated
in the Province of Quebec with capital stock of $10,000 and head office at
Kenogami, Que., to manufacture doors, windows, furniture, and all other
joiners' work in general, and to conduct the business of buying and selling
lumber. The incorporators include H. Loudin, Kenogami; H. C. Hick, Jon-
quieres; C. E. Eortier, Jonquieres; J. G. Verreault, of Jonquieres; M. Gagne.
Jonquieres; J. B. Ligori. Kenogami, and F. Angers, Jonquieres.

An auction sale of the shingle mill at Bathurst, New Brunswick, together
with the timber on 640 square miles of Government limits situated on the
Nepisiguit River and its tributaries will be held at the Court House, Bath-
urst, N.B., on Wednesday, June 26th, at noon. The sale will also include
the electric light equipment, log piling equipment, etc.. and a one-third in-

terest in the Boom Company. Particulars may be had from W. H. Mar-
rison, Royal Bank Building, St. John. N.B., or Fred S. Morse. Box 1600,
Springfield, Mass.

Western Canada
Sanderson & McGregor, Rosthern, Saskatchewan, lumber dealers, have

been succeeded by Sanderson & Thompson.
W. C. Thorburn, grain and lumber dealer, Broadview, Sask., has been

succeeded by the Security Lumber Company.
The O. M. Akers Lumber Company, Limited, has been incorporated

in the Province of Saskatchewan with head office at Moose Jaw and capital
stock of $25,000.

The Kerrisdale Lumber Company, Limited, has been incorporated in
British Columbia with head office at Vancouver, to carry on business as
timber merchants, sawmill proprietors, etc., with capital stock of $50,000.

The Riverside Lumber Company, Limited, Fernie, B.C., has been granted
an extra-provincial license for the Province of British Columbia. The head
office of the company is at Calgary, Alta. Mr. H. W. Herchmer, Fernie,
B.C., is provincial attorney for the company. The capital stock is $500,000.

The Atlas Financial Corporation Limited has been incorporated in
British Columbia with head office at Vancouver. Among the objects of the
company are carrying on business as timber merchants, sawmill proprietors,
lumbermen, etc. The head office is at Vancouver and the capital stock is

$250,000.

The Port Nelson Company Limited has been incorporated with a cap-
ital stock of $1,000,000 to manufacture and deal in lumber, pulp, paper, &c,
to operate lumber and other mills, &c, with head office at Winnipeg. The
incorporators are W. J. Johnston, P. J. Dixson, G. H. Dutton and others
of Winnipeg.

The Canadian United Lumber Company, Limited, has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $4,000,000 to carry on business as loggers, lumbermen,
timber merchants, sawmill proprietors, etc., with head office at Vancouver,
B.C. The incorporators are W. T. Coleman, B. W. Bawden, of Seattle, and
R. D. Craig, of Vancouver, B.C.

A despatch from Nelson, B.C., states that the Dominion Sawmills com-
pany are arranging to erect in the near future an extensive plant to take
the place of the Yale-Columbia mill which was destroyed by fire in March
last. The new plant will be modern in every respect and more extensive
than the one it will replace.

A dispatch from Victoria, B.C., says that the Empire Lumber Com-
pany whose capital is $7,500,000 are preparing to develop their 53,000 acres
of timber land in the Cowichan district. The headquarters of the operation
will be at Victoria. Orders for machinery have been placed and develop-
ment work will commence at once.

The Wiest Logging Company has secured an extra-provincial charter
to carry on business in the Province of British Columbia. The head office
of the business is at Portland, Oregon, and the head office for British Col-
umbia is at Seymour Arm. Mr. J. W. Wiest is attorney for the company.
The capital stock of the company is $30,000.

The "Tudhope Anderson Company, Limited," Winnipeg, Manitoba, have
been granted an extra-provincial license to carry on business in the Province
of British Columbia, with head office at Victoria, and F. J. Stacpoole, Vic-
toria, as attorney. The capital stock of the company is $3,000,000, and its

objects include manufacturing, buying and selling timber, lumber, etc.

The Lindsley Bros. Company, of Spokane, Washington, have secured
an extra-provincial charter to carry on business in the Province of British
Columbia, with provincial headquarters at Nakusp, and Mr. A. C. Yoder,
Nakusp, as their attorney. The charter permits the company to engage in
all branches of business for the sale and manufacture of lumber and forest
products.

The Wheeler Osgood Company of Tacoma, Wash., has secured an
extra-provincial charter to carry on a lumber business in the Province of
British Columbia, with provincial head office at Vancouver. The capital
stock of the company is $500,000 and Mr. A. G. Wilcken, sales agent for
the company at Vancouver, is its attorney. The company will carry on a
sash and door business as well as a general lumber business.

The Canadian Puget Sound Lumber Company are preparing plans for
the new planing mill and sash and door factory which will replace the plant
which was recently destroyed by fire. As soon as the plans have been
approved by the directors of the company the building operations will be
commenced. Mr. Delbert Henkin, manager of the company, reports that
the new buildings will be larger and better than the former ones and that
the machinery to be installed will be of the most modern type. In the
meantime the company have installed a number of machines at various
points in the mill yards and with the assistance of other local mills is suc-
cessfully supplying its customers with materials.

The Barnhart Log Loader
has been in successful operation in all parts of the country
for twenty years and never caused a complaint. We are
now manufacturing a new Barnhart Loader known as
Model "12," which is specially designed for use in very
heavy timber. This loader is built ou the same lines as the
old Barnhart Loader now known as Model "10" and which
we still continue to manufacture. We are operating lum-
bermen, producing 200,000,000 feet of lumber per annum
and we use the Barnhart Loader exclusively. Could we
afford to do so if it were not the best? Write us for
prices.

Goodyear Lumber Company,
b
Ty

L0 '

Dry Mill Cull and Box Lumber
Are Going to be Scarce

These grades are being rapidly

picked up. We have still a nice

stock of last season's cut.

White Pine for the

Wholesale Trade

We advise you to

write, wire, or 'phone

without delay and
get the benefit of

our low prices.

Thos. Mackarell & Co.
Ottawa

49 Metcalfe Street

Montreal
Canadian Express 81dg.
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A GRADE RAISER
THUS
A PROFIT MAKER

WOODS AUTOMATIC FEEDING TABLE enables the mill man to get the most out of his stock With this tableany feeder can keep boards butted at rates of 200 to 300 lineal ft. per minute, also have ample time to grade his

vnh w that passes through your planers belongs to you, also the just profits on that lumber belongs to

I u'a u
SCan

i
a"d

,

wane «lged stock aPP^r, turn it don't allow it to finish a grade lower than it should have

a"pROFIT MAKER—WOOD^AUT
friend you have, bu« acquaint yourse.f with

A Necessary Accessory

to

High Speed Planers

THE PLANERS OF WOODS"
S A WOODS MACHINE CO

Chicago

Norfolk
BOSTON USA
San Francisco (Eby Mchy. Co.)

Seattle

New Orleans

Three Wheel Lumber

Cart

with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

Used in trains or singly for platform

work.

Dump Carts for Saw Mills

with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

In J4> %i and 1 Cord Capacity—extra strong of thor-

oughly seasoned hardwood and bolted throughout. Detachable

Lumber Trucks

with Wide Tire Steel Wheels

tor Saw Mills, Planing Mills,

Lumber Yards, etc.

The Tudhope-Anderson Co., Limited
Successors to TUDHOPE-KNOX CO., LIMITED

ORILLIA - - ONT.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
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LIMESTONE" Wood Split Pulleys
The Strongest Wood Pulley Made. NAILED and GLUED

We carry the largest stock of Wood Pulleys in the Country.

Also Lukenheimer
Valves, Lubricat-
ing Oils and Greas-
es, Packings, Hose,
Paints, etc.

ALLIGATOR BELT LACING

Rush Orders Promptly Filled. Belting in Stock 1-in. to 20-in.

LARGE BELTS A SPECIALTY

Crescent Oil Co., Hamilton, Ontario

Are You Interested

in British Colum

bia Trade?

The immensity

of the Lumber
Industry will

within a few

years make
this Province

the most im-

portant in the

whole Domin-

There is un-

doubtedly a big

market for Mill

Equipment of

all kinds. Let

us Demons-
trate our Ad-
vertising ser-

v i c e. We
please others,

we can please

you.

Western
Lumberman

Crowe & Wilson Chambers
Vancouver, B. C.

Branch at Winnipeg

CAMP SUPPLIES
We offer something very good and substantial in

Tea which we have branded Camp blend and

which is exactly suited for the requirements of the

Camp, packed in Chests of about 1 00
pounds each. Price

H. P. Eckardt & Company
WHOLESALE GROCERS

Corner Front and Scott Streets, Toronto

16c.

Heavy Duty Engine $175.00
Winch $30.00

Reversegear $36.00

River Driving Costs
will be decidedly lower this year if you
use Adams Gasoline Towing Machinery
in 25' punts for carrying supplies and
handling booms and logs. One man
does the work of ten. We have both
machinery and complete punts for
prompt shipment. Machinery $205.00.
Complete punts $375.00. It will pay you
to write us now. Gasoline engines all

sizes, 2 to 25 H.P.

Adams Launch and Engine Co.
Penetang, Ont.
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Adams Launch & Engine Co. . . 59

Amer. Woodworking Mach. Co.. 70

Anderson & Co., C. G 11

Appleton & Sewall Co 73
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Atlantic Lumber Co 19
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Canada Iron Corporation . . . . 68
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Carborundum Co 74
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Christy-Moir Company 8
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Clyde Iron Works 68
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Dominion Roofing Co 68
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Eastbrook-Steele Lumber Co. .. 21

Eckhart Co., H. P 59

Edwards & Co., W. C 14

Elgie & Jarvis Lumber Co 11

Ellicott Co., A. M 22

Elmira Transmission & Machin-
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Enterprise Foundry Co 17

F
Fauthauer Co., Theo 21

Fasset Lumber Co., Ltd in

Farnworth & Jardine 9

Fay & Egan Co., J. A 62

Fesserton Timber Co 1

1

Fernie Lumber Co 10

Fraser Bryson Lum. Co., Ltd. . . 4

G
Garlock Packing Co 15

Gartshore, John J 8

Gendron-Penetang Shoepack Co. 13

General Supply Co. of Canada,
Limited 72

George Gordon & Co.. Ltd 3

Georgian Bay Lumber Co. Ltd. 4

Gerlach, Peter 69

Gillies Bros., Ltd 4

Gillespie, Jas 9

Golden Lake Lumber Co., Ltd. . 6

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of
Canada, Limited 23

Goodyear Lumber Co 57

Graves, Bigwood Co 9

Greening Wire Co., B 77

Grand Rapids Veneer Works ..

Guilford & Sons 17

Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co.

H
Haeberle Lumber Co 8

Hall, Adam
Hamilton Co. Ltd., William .... 2

Hanchett Swage Works
Harding Bros 1

Harris Tie & Timber Co 8

Hardwood Lumber Co 11

Hay, Peter

Heaps & Co. Ltd., E. H 12

Heislcr Locomotive Works .. .. 09

Hines Lumber Co., Edward .... 7

Hocken Lumber Co., Ltd 8

Hoyt Metal Co 80

Hurdman Lumber Co., Ltd 7

lluther Bros., Saw Mfg. Co., Inc. 73

Hyde Lumber Company 19

I

Imperial Timber & Trading Co. 9

International Stock Food Co. Ltd. 67

Inglis Company, John

Jenckes Machine Co., Ltd 55

Johnson, A. H

K
Kink & Co., W. 0 21

Knowles & O'Neill 6

L
Lacey, Jas. D 69

Laidlaw Lumber Co., R 8

Leak & Co n
Leonard & Sons, E 67

Long-Knight Lumber Co 21

Long Lumber Co 6

Long Mfg. Co., E 78

Lumber Insurance Co. of N. Y.

Lyford, Clark & Lyford 56

M
Maass Bros 9

Mackarell & Co., Thos 57

Madison Williams Mfg. Co 66

Maritime Lumber Co 16

Mason. Gordon & Co 10

McGibbon Lumber Co 7

McKinnon Chain Co 1

McLaren Belting Co., J. C 80

McLennan Lumber Co., Ltd. .. 7

McLennan Timber Lands & Lum-
ber Co., Limited 8

Mereen-Johnston Machine Co. . . 66

Milne & Son, Ltd., Wm 10

Montreal Lumber Co. 8

Mont. Locomotive Works, Ltd. . 72

Morgan Machine Co 74

Morse Lumber Co., Fred S. . . 10

Mowry & Sons 77

Muskoka Wood Mfg. Co., Ltd. .. 6

N
Nicholson File Co 1

North Channel Lumber Co 9

Ohio Veneer Co.

Papineauville Lumber Co. ..

Parry Sound Lumber Co.. Ltd.
Pate, D. S
Payette & Co., P
Pembroke Lumber Co
Pink Co., Thomas
Playfair & White

R
Rat Portage Lumber Co., Ltd.
Kideau Lumber Co., Ltd. ..

Ritter Lumber Co., W. M. ..

Robb Engineering Co
Rothfuss Howard Iron Works

Sadler & Haworth .." .. ..

Sessenwein Bros
Shimer & Sons, Samuel J. ..

Shurly-Dietriech Company .

.

Sheldons Limited

Siemon Bros., Ltd
Silver Manufacturing Co
Simonds Canada Saw Co., Ltd.

Sleeper & Akhurst
Smart-Turner Mach. Co., Ltd.

Smith & Tyer
Smith Co., R. H
Southern Lumber & Boom Co.

Spears & Lauder
Superior Manufacturing Co. .

Tucketts

Tudhope-Anderson & Knox.. .

V
Victoria Harbor Lumber Co. ..

W
w arren Ross Lumber Co
Walters & Sons, H
Waterous Engine Works Co.,

Limited

Webster & Bro., Ltd., James .

.

West & Peachy
Wells Lumber Co., R. A
White Co., W. H
Wickes Bros

Williams Lumber Co
Wilson Brothers, Ltd
Wistar, Underhill & Nixon .

.

Woods Machine Co., S. A

Y
Yellow Poplar Lumber Co
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SILVER S NEW JOINTERS
Band Saws, Saw Tables, Swing Saws
Thousands;of Silver's Machines are earning big money in all parts of the

world. Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and India are heavy buyers.
Silver's machines are designed for convenience and ease of operationand tor rapid efficient service. Their moderate price recommends them

to all wood workers.
Strong durable, high pressure machines that will save you time and

labor. Mad-1 in sizes to suit any need or any purse.
Ask for 1911 Machinery Catalog and special Canadian prices.

THE SILVER MFG. CO.
375 BROADWAY SALEM, OHIO
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Be Satisfied

—

Leather Belting
and thereby reduce your belting expenses
to a minimum, because " AMPHIBIA"
costs less per day of service than any other belt. It is, there-

fore, the least expensive to use.

Also:—
It is as absolutely waterproof as mortal man can
make it— therefore, best for use with wet lumber.

Tanners and Manufacturers

For Over 35 Years the Makers of the Best Leather Belts

TORONTO
27 Melinda Street

WINNIPEG
244 Princess Street

VANCOUVER
27 Columbia Avenue

MONTREAL
511 William Street

ST. JOHN.N.B.
89 Prince William St.

S0t~ To Insure Satisfac-
tion—State Where Belt

is to Run
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A New Fast Feed Inside Molder that will reduce your
manufacturing costs and raise the grades of your formed
stock

—

FAY-EGAN ^ TAP
"LIGHTNING" 0 # sJxJD

Fast feed matchers gave progressive

mill men a taste of what could be

accomplished in the way of getting

the most out of their lumber at the

lowest manufacturing costs.

This led to a demand for a molder

built on the same lines—The de-

mand has been satisfied by the new
Fay-Egan No. 305— new in its

many features of advanced molder

construction, but thoroughly tried

and tested in every respect, not only

in our own shops, but in actual

service as well. The No. 305 will

effect as big a saving on your form-

ed stock as you have already effect-

ed on your flooring and planing

with the Fast Feed Matchers. And
the grades will be raised as well,

because the No. 305 with profile

jointing attachment positively will

not tear out on knotty or crossed-

grained stock. The 305 will take

care of the heaviest classes ofwork,—
it is built with lots of reserve power.

Here is a proposition that you can-

not afford to ignore. Send us some
samples of work you are now doing,

tell us how many feet per minute
you are running, and let us figure

how much a 305 will save for

you,— It won't obligate you to

buy.

have some large photos and a detailed description of the 305 which
we'll be glad to send you upon application.

World's oldest and W A f\ W"*

lr:;w^:r J. A. Fay & Egan Co. "™
... CHICAGO,

mg Machinery. ESTABLISHED 1830 NEW Orleans,
ST. LOUIS

SEATTLE
Th« "Lightning" iin, 465-485 W. Front St. Cincinnati, Ohio
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The Importance of

Efficient Mill Machinery
In Millwork, where every portion of the equipment has to undergo the severest treat-

ment with unusually hard conditions only the best machinery will serve. No mill can be run at

a profit with inferior equipment. This is an expression of the opinion of men of wide and varied
experience in the business.

P. Payette's Improved Mill Machinery,
is built to stand all the strain and hard usage
of mill work. This machinery is ot the spec-

ial Payette design and embodies many im-
provements, which add considerably to the

efficiency of mill equipment.

The New Patent Saw Mill Dog
which operates in soft or hardwood timber
of any kind will do good even work in sum-
mer or winter with perfect safety.

Payette's Improved Set Works
will set even thickness of lumber in all class

of timber and will set any size log with per-

fect ease, Can be changed instantly so as

to make either thick cr thin lumber and can
be put on any make of carriage.

We want to prove to you the ad vantage of this set works in your mill and we are
prepared to demonstrate its efficiency and soperiority. Full information sent on appli-

cation. Ask for our booklet on set works.

o—

P. Payette & Co.
E

Mach
e

inists

&
Penetanguishene, Ont.

Buy Guaranteed Chisel Tooth Saws
You need have no doubt about the quality when you buy

SMITH'S CHISEL TOOTH SAWS
They are backed by a guarantee

as to their durability and will

stand up better than any saw
made. The shanks are made
from a special steel, and we use

only the GENUINE " HOE "

BITS which are uniform and

perfectly true.

Made in several sizes but the
following are specially recom-

No. 2i Tooth mended.

NO. 2}4 TOOTH—Designed for heavy feeds. Suitable for mills where in-

dependent steam feeds are employed, and also for edger saws.

NO. 3—Principally for hardwoods. The best saw where both soft and hard
woods are to be cut.

NO. 4— Specially recommended for British Columbia, and for cutting soft,
pitchy lumber where more throat room is required.

Smith's inserted and solid Tooth Saws are specified by
the Largest Canadian Manufacturers of Mill Machinery.

r

No. 3 Tooth

R. H. Smith Company Limited St

%Sz£r*
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES-WHOLESALE
TORONTO, ONT.

Car Lots

White I'ine:

1 inch No. 1 cuts and better $00 00 05 00
l'A inch No. 1 cuts and better 04 00 08 00
2-in. No. 1 cuts and better.. 07 00 72 00
lj^ in. No. 2 C & B 50 00 52 00
2-in. No. 2 cuts and better . . 50 00 00 00
l'A'm. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts .. 48 00 50 00
2-in. No. 1, 2 and 3 Cuts 50 00 52 00
1-in. Good Shorts 40 00 45 001x4 and 5 com. and dressing 23 00 25 001x6 common and dressing.. 26 00 28 001x8 common and dressing . .27 00 29 00
1 x 10 common and dressing . .30 00 32 00
1 x 12 common and dressing.. 39 00 41 00
1x10 and 12 mill cull stocks .. L»] {10 22 00
1-in. mill cull sidings IS 50
2 x 10 common 27 00 28 00
2 and 3 x 12 common 30 00 32 001x8 box and common 22 50 23 50
1 x 10 inch box and common. 24 00 25 00
1 x 12 box and common 27 00 29 00
1-in. mill run sidings 24 00 26 00
1-in. mill run shorts 18 00
1-in. dead cull sidings 14 00
l'A-in. flooring 28 00
1- in. mill run Norway 22 00
2-in. mill run Norway 25 00
Norway, c and cf 1-in 33 00 34 00
Norway, c and cf l'/2 -in 35 00 38 00
Norway, c and cf 2-in 33 00 35 00
Spruce mill run

21

00 22 00
Spruce mill culls 15 00 16 00
Clear in. B.C. cedar, kiln dried 55 50 05 50
Douglas Fir
Dimension Timber up to 32 feet:

8, 10x10, 10x12, 1x14, 12x12,
12x014, 14x14, 14x16 34 00

8x10, 6x12, 8x10, 8x12, 10x16,
12x16, 16x16, 14x18, 16x18
18x18, and 20x20 34 50

6x14, 8x14, 12x18, 18x20 ' 35 00
6x16, 8x16, 10x18, 12r20, 14x20,
anh 16x20 35 00

10 x 20 36 00
6 x 18, 8 x 18 36 50
6 x 20, 8 x 20 37 50
Lengths over 32 ft. take the following ad-
vances: 33 to 35 ft., 50c; 36 to 40 ft., $1;
41 to 45 ft., $3; 46 to 50 ft., $5.

Fir flooring, eoge grain 44 50
No. 1 and 2 clear 1-in. Fir rough 45 JO
No. 1 and 2 clear 1%, l'A and

2-in. Fir rough 47 JO
l'A-in. No. 1 4-ft. pine lath . . 4 50
l'A-in. No. 2 4-ft. lath 4 00
lJ4-in. 32-in. pine I 60
l'A-in. No. 1 4-ft. hemlock lath 3 75
l'A -in. mill run hemlock lath. 3 50
X pine or cedar shingles . 1 05
XXpine or cedar shingles ... 2 25
XXX pine or cedar shingles . . 3 20
XX B. C. cedar shingles 2 40
XXX 6 butts to 2 in 3 30
XXXX 6 to 23-16-in 3 52
XXXXX 3 75
Hemlock No. 1:
1x4 & 5-in. x 9 to 16 ft. ... 14 50
1 x 6-in. x 9 to 16-ft 18 00
1 x S in. x 9 to 16-ft 19 00
1 x 10 and 12 in. x 9 to 10 ft. 21 00
1x7, 9 and 11 in. x 9 to 16-ft. 17 50
1- in. No. 2, 6-ft. to 16-ft. 2x4

to 12-in., 6-ft. to 16-ft 12 00
2x4 to 12-in., 12 and 14 ft. .. 18 50
2x4 to 12-in., 18 ft 21 50
2x4 to 12-in. 20 ft 23 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 22 ft 25 50
2 x 4 to 12-in., 24 ft 28 00
2-in. No. 2, 4-in. and up in

width, 6 to 10 ft 13 50

Hardwoods—Per M. Feet, Car Lots

Ash white, lsts and 2nd3, l'A and 2-in. 55 00
Ash, white. No. 1 common 45 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 48 00
Ash, brown, common and better .... 37 00
Ash, brown, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 & 8/4. 55 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 35 00
Birch, No. 1, com. and bet., 4/4 30 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 and 8/4 . . 38 00
Bireb., 1st and 2nds, 10/4 and 12/4 . . 42 00
Birch, lsts and 2nds, 16/4 44 00
Basswood, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 38 00
Basswood, No. 1, com. and bet., 4/4. 30 00
Basswood, No. 2 and 3, common — 16 00
Basjwood, 6/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds 40 00
Basswood, 3/4 and 8/4, com. & bet... 35 00
Basswood, No. 2 common and better. 25 50
Soft elm, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 35 00
Soft elm, No. 1 rom. and bet., 4/4 . . 29 00
Soft elm, No. 2 and 3, common 15 00
Soft elm, 6/4 and 8/4 1 and 2 38 00
Soft elm, 3-in. lsts and 2nds 42 00
Rock elm, lsts and 2nds, 6/4 x 8/4 . . 50 00
Rock elem, No. 2 com. & bet. 6/4
& 8/4 35 00

Soft maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 31 00
Soft maple, com. and better, 4/4 25 00
Soft maple, 6/4 & 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 34 00
Hard maple, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 34 00
Hard maple, common and better, 4/4. 27 00
Hard maple, 12/4 & 16/4, lsts & 2nds. 43 00
Red oak, plain, lsts & 2nds, 4/4... 55 00
Red oak, plain, lsts & 2nds, 6/4 & 8/4 00 00
Red oak, plain lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 16/4 65 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 4/4.. 55 00
White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, l'A
and 2-in 60 00

White oak, plain, lsts and 2nds, 12/4
and 16/4 70 00

White oak, 'A cut, lsts & 2nds, 4/4.. 83 00
White oak. % cut, 5/4 and 6/4, lsts

and 2nds 87 00

White oak, 'A cut No. 1 common ... 55 00
llickoiy, lsts and 2nds, 4/4 70 00
Hickory, 6/4 and 8/4, lsts and 2nds. 75 00

OTTAWA, ONT.

Manufacturers' Prices

Pine good sidings:
1- in. x 7-in. and up $53 00
l'A-in. & l'A-in. x 8-in. & up 56 00
2- in. x 7-in. and up 58 00
No. 2 cuts 2 x 8-in. and up . . 40 00
Pine good strips:

40 00
l!4-in. and lj^-in 50 00
2-in 50 00

Pine good shorts:
1-in. x 7-in. and up 38 00
1- in. x 4-in. to 6-in 30 00
l'A-in. and l'A-in 45 00
2- in 48 00
7-in. to 9-in. A sidings 25 00

Pine, No. 1 dressing sidings . . 33 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing strips . . 26 00
Pine, No. 1 dressing shorts . . 22 00
Pine. 8 s.c. and better, 12 ft. to

16 ft 23 00
Pine, 7 up s. c. siding 1-in 22 00
Pine s. c. sidings l'/2 & 2-in... 26 00
Pine, s. c. strips 1-in 17 00

l'A, l'A and 2 in 22 00
Pine, s.c. shorts, 1 x 4 20 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x5 21 00
Pine, s.c. and bet. 1x6 23 50
Pine, box boards:
l"x4" and up 6' -11' 13 00
l"x3" to 6", 12 '-16' 15 00
l"x7" and up 12 '-16' 16 00

Pine shorts 6' -11' l"xl0" 20 00
lxS and 9 No. 1 barn 25 00

O. culls r & w p 10 00
Red Pine log run,

mill culls out, 1-in 14 00
mill culls out, lJ4-in 16 00
mill culls out, l'A-in 17 00

Mill run Spruce:
l"x4" and up, 6'- 11 14 00
l"x4" and up, 12'-16' 16 00
l"x9"-10", & up, 12 '-16'... 18 00
l'A"xl" 8-9" & up, 12' -16' 18 00
1J4"x10" and up, 12'-16' ..19 00
l'A" & 2"xl2" & up, 12 '-16' 24 00

Spruce 1-in. clear (fine dressing
and B) 24 00

Hemlock 1-in. cull 10 00
Hemlock 1-in. log run 13 00
Hemlock 2x4, 6, 8, 10, 12/16' 14 00
Tamarac 13 00
Basswood log run, dead culls

out 20 00
Basswood log run mill culls out 24 00
Birch log run 19 00
Soft elm, common and better,

1, iy2 , 2-in 20 00
Ash, black, log run 25 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x7 21 50
Pine, sc. and better, 1x8 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x9 23 00
Pine, s.c. and better, 1x10 ... 25 50
1 x 10 No. 1 barn 30 00
1 x 10 No. 2 barn 23 00
1 x 8 and 9 No. 2 barn 20 00
Pine mill culls, strips and sid-

ings, 1-in. x 4-in. and up, 12-

ft. and up 14 00
Mill cull shorts, 1-in. x 4-in.

and up, 6-ft. to li ft 11 00
Lath per M

:

No. 1 white pine lH-in. x 4-ft. 3 75
No. 2 White Pine 3 00
Mill run white pine 3 25
Spruce, mill run l'A-in 2 75
Red pine mill run 2 75
Tamarac mill run 1 25
Basswood, mill run 2 00
Hemlock, mill run 1 75
32-in. lath 1 25
Pine Shingles
xxxx, 18-in 3 50
Clear butt 18-in 2 50
xx 1 50

White Clear Shingles:
xxxx, 18-in 4 00
Clear butt, 18-in 2 50
18-in. xx 1 60

Spruce logs (pulp) 13 00

55 00
60 00
65 00
45 00

44 00
52 00
55 00

40 00
35 00
50 00
52 00
27 00
35 00
31 00
26 00

24 00
25 00
30 00
19 50
24 00
21 00
22 00
25 00

14 00
16 00
17 00
21 00
27 00
12 00

10 00
18 00
19 00

15 00
17 50
19 00
20 00
20 00
25 00

27 00
12 00
14 50
16 50
15 00

22 00
26 00
22 00

24 00
28 00
23 00
25 00
25 00
27 00
33 00
26 00
22 00

15 00

13 00

15 00

QUEBEC, QUE.

White Pine—In the Raft
cts.

First class Ottawa waney, 18-in. av-

erage, according to lineal 85 90

Oak—Michigan and Ohio

By the dram, according to average
and quality 62 67

Elm

By the dram, according to average
and quality, 40 to 45 feet 80 83

By the dram, according to average
and quality, 30 to 35 feet 60 65

Ash

13 inches and up, according to aver-

age and quality 25
Average 16 inch 80

Birch

14 inch 18
15 inch 22
16 inch 26
18 inch 32

Quebec Spruce Deals

30
40

20
24
28
30

Per M.
12 feet and up x 3 x 9 and up 18 00 19 0C
Oddments 15 00 16 00
Boards, 1 and 2 in 15 00 16 00

Birch Planks

1 to 4 in 16 00 17 00

SARNIA, ONT.

Fine, Common and Better

1x6 and 8 in 54 00
1 in., 8 in. and up wide 67 00
l'A and l'A in. and up wide 69 00
2 in. and up wide 72 00

Cuts and Better
4/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 55 00
6/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 65 00
8/4 x 8 and up No. 1 and better 67 00
0/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better 52 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 2 and better 54 00
6/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better 46 00
8/4 x 6 and up No. 3 and better 50 00

No. 1 Cuts

1 in., 8 in. and up wide 47 00
l'A in., 8-in. and up wide 57 00
l'A in., 8-in. and up wide 67 00
2 in., 8-in. and up wide 60 00
2'A and 3 ft., 8-in. and up wide 75 00
4 in., 8-in. and up wide 85 00

No. 2 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 31 00
l'A in., 6-in. and up wide 42 00
lA-in., 6-in. and up wide 44 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 48 00
2'A, 3 and 4 in., 6-in. and
up wide 62 00 65 00

No. 3 Cuts

1 in., 6-in. and up wide 24 00
l'A and l'/2 in., 6-in. and up wide... 33 00
2-in., 6-in. and up wide 33 00
2'A, 3 and 4-in., 6-in. and up

wide 43 00 48 00

Common and Dressing Mill Run

1-in. x 4 in 22 00
1-in. x 5-in 24 00
1-in. x 6-in 26 00
1-in. x 8-in 27 00
1-in. x 10-in 30 00
1-in. x 12-in 35 00
1-in. x 13-in. and up 35 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 32 00

No. 1 Barn

1 inch 31 00 45 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 36 00 45 00
2'/2 and 3-in 45 00
4 inch 50 00

No. 2 Barn

1 inch

28

00 36 00
l'A, l'A and 2-in 30 00 36 00
2'A and 3-in 38 00

No. 3 Barn

1 inch 21 00 28 00
No. 1, 1, 154, iy2 , 2-in 20 00 25 00

Box

No. 1, 1, l'A, l'A, 2-in 20 00 22 00
No. 2, l'A, l'A, 2-in 17 00 21 00

Mill Culls

Mill run culls, 1-in 16 00
1, l'A, l'A and 2-in 18 00
No. 2 14 00 15 00

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Lath

32-in. pine 1 50
48-in. pine 3 75
48-in. pine 3 00
48-in. pine 4 25

48-in. hemlock 3 25

WINNIPEG, MAN.

No. 1 Pine, Spruce and Tamarac

Dimensions, Rough or S. 1 S. and 1 E.

PINE, SPRUCE, TAMARAC & LARCH
Mountain Stock

Dimensions

2 x 4 1''

2 x 4-8-I4.I0"::.'.'.'.'::::::::;:::
20 50*

2 x 4 10 18-20 t\ )~

- x 8, 8 to 16 20 w
No. 1 Common Boards

* inc
." «8 50

£
,nc 1

21 00
?ft

Inch
. 23 00

!
nc '' 23 0012 Inch 23 00

Flooring

4 or 0 inch No. 1 Ma
4 or 6 inch No. 2 3? 00
4 or 0 inch No. 3 .' 24 50

Shiplap— Finished

* !
nc

i}
$20 00

6 inch 2*> 50
8. 10, 12 inch 23 60

Siding

6 inch No. 1 $33 00
6 inch No. 2 81 00
6 inch No. 3 24 60

Lath

No. 1 Cedar, Pine, Spruce 6 00
No. 2 cedar, pine, spruce 3 26

PINE—ROUGH TIMBER
I ess $2 per M. 12 ft. 14 and 10 ft

3 x 6 and 3x8 . . 21 00 21 00
3 x 10
3 . . 24 00 23 00
4 x4to6x8 . . 21 50 21 50
4 x 10 to 10 x 10 . . 23 50 22 50
s x 8 . . 21 50 21 50
6 x 14 up to 32 ft. .. 29 00

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR

Dimensions, S. 1 S. and E.

4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 8 to 16 ft $21 60
4, 2 x 6, 4 x 8, 18 to 32 ft 25 60

2 x 10, 2 x 12, 8 to 16 ft 22 50
18, 20, 22 ft 26 50
24, 20, 28, 30, 32 28 60
2 x 14 up to 32 ft 29 50
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 8 to 10 ft 24 00
3 x 4 to 4 x 12, 18 to 32 ft 29 00
0 x 6 to 6 x 12, up to 32 ft 24 00

27 00

FLOORING

No. 1 and 2 red pine, 4 in 34 00
E. G. No. 1 and 2 fir flooring I>9 00
B. C. Fir E. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 39 00
F. G. No. 1 and 2 flooring 31 00
E. and F. G. No. 3 flooring 30 00

SHIPLAP

Pine or spruce 24 00
8 to 16 ft., 6 in 22 00
B. C. Fir 8", 10" and 12" shiplap

10/16 ft 23 50
B. C. Fir 6" shiplap 10/16 ft 23 50

BOARDS—ROUGH OR S. 1 S.

No. 1 common pine, 10 inch $31 00
No. 2 common pine, 10 inch 25 O0

No. 3 common pine mixed widths 20 00

No. 4 common pine, mixed widths . . 14 50

No. 5 common pine, mixed widths . . 10 00

SHINGLES

XXX B. C. Cedar $2 90

XX B. C. Cedar 1 90

XXX Dimension 3 25

LATH

No.
No.

1 Mixed W. & R.
1 B. C. Fir ...

Pine $4 25
3 65

2x4
2x62x8
2 x 10
2 x 12

6 ft

. 14 00
. 16 50
. i s 00
. 19 00
. 19 00

8 ft

17 00
17 00
18 50
19 50
20 00

10 ft 14x16 ft

20 50 18 50
20 50
22 00
22 50
24 50

18 50
20 00
21 00
22 50

BUFFALO AND TONAWANDA, N.Y.

White Pine

Wholesale Selling Price

Uppers 4/4 $94 00
Uppers 5/4 to 8/4 92 00

Uppers 10/4 to 12/4 97 00
Selects 4/4 84 00

Selects 5/4 to 8/4 82 00

Selects 10/4 to 12/4 92 00

Fine common 4/4 ;
61 00

Fine common 5/4 65 00

Fine common 6/4 65 00

Fine common 8/4 67 00

No. 1 Cuts 4/4 51 00

No. 1 Cuts 5/4 57 00

No. 1 Cuts 6/4 o9 00

No. 1 Cuts 8/4 61 00

No. 2 Cuts 4/4 32 00

No. 2 Cuts 5/4 43 00

(Continued on page 68)
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The Disston Brand SAWS,

TOOLS and FILES, by their

efficiency and lasting quali-

ties soon repay their cost

and become profit earners.

Henry Disston & Sons
INCORPORATED

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works

ESTABLISHED 1840

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.
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A Pair of Useful Machines
Our No. 420 Automatic Recessing Machine will cut recesses

with safety and dispatch.

Two boys will turn out more work than four men can accom-
plish of a similar kind on the ordinary cutter head most often used
for the purpose. Will handle stock 20 inches wide by 30 inches
long composed of one or more pieces, only occupies a floor space
of 2 ft. 11 in. by 6 ft. 6 in.

NO. 420 RECESSING MACHINE

This No. 50 lath edger will enable you to use cheaper labor, less

men per thousand lath and get more lath out of every slab handled be-

sides getting number one lath out ot thin slabs that would be worthless
using any other system. The saws are spaced to rip one and one half

inches wide. The first saw cuts one and one half inches from the guide
so there is no waste on straight edge stock.

Send for complete catalogue of box mach-
inery, resaw and saw mill machinery.

Mereen-Johnson Machine Company

No. 5 LATH EDGER

Minneapolis, Minn.

JOHNSTON RE-SAW is a Lumber Saver and a Money Maker
The advantages of this machine over all others are;—1st—As a lumber saver using
10 and 12 gauge saws

; 2nd-Can be set instantly to cut lumber from ft inch to any
thickness up to 4 inches: 3rd—Has screw adjustments so that chickness can be

Vl
0 ™ IP** ?>ameter; one 16 inch adjustable Roll grooved; all gear: Power requi

20 to 30 h.p: \\ eight 6..i00 pounds: Floor space 8 feet by 9 feet 3 inches:
ired

THE MADISON WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Limited, Lindsay, Ontario
_ Builders of Sawmill Machinery and ' Triumph ' Turbine Water Wheels
Eastern Representative: H. E. Plant, 1790 St. James St., Montreal, Que. Western Representative: The Canadian Fairbanks Co., Vancouver, B.C.
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ENGINES and BOILERS
OF ALL TYPES AND SIZES

HEATERS, STACKS, RETORTS, TANKS

We cater specially to the lumbering industries

Write for Prices and Information

E. LEONARD & SONS
LONDON, CANADA j

_ _ _ ___ ___:
•

Agencies and Warehouses :—ST. JOHN. X.B. MONTREAL, QUE. TORONTO, ONT.
WINNIPEG. MAN. CALGARY. ALTA. VANCOUVER, B.C. Locomotive Boiler on Skids

International
Preparations for Horses are all

sold on a Spot Cash Guarantee

Let \\s figure on furnishing you the following supplies for the
coming season.

International Stock Food
We guarantee that your horses will do more work and
keep in hetter order on less feed if they get International
regularly.

International Silver Pine Healing Oil
Especially recommended for Sores, Bruises, Kicks, In-
flammation and all flesh wounds.

International Worm Powder
Will quickly expel all kinds of worms.

International Distemper Cure
For Coughs, Colds, and Distemper.

International Colic Cure
Guaranteed to cure Colic in ten minutes.

International Compound Absorbent
Greatest Curb cure on Earth.

International Gall Cure
Cures while horses work or rest.

International Foot Remedy
Cures Foot diseases, keeps the hoof soft, elastic and tough

International Harness Soap
Gives new life to old harness.

All our goods are guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Write for Special Prices

International Stock Food Co., Limited

Toronto, Ont.

Building Reports
When you know definitely, clearly and in detail

just who is in the market for your product, you are in

a fair way to land the order.

MacLean Daily Reports will introduce you to

buyers in every Province every day at a trifling cost

when the results are considered.

May we submit our proposition ?

A POSTAL WILL BRING DETAILS

MacLean Daily Reports, Limited
220 King St. West, Toronto

also Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver.

When ordering from your Jobber specify

Pink's Lumbering' Tools
and if they cannot supply them order direct, and you

will get the best tool made

The Thomas Pink Co.
Limited

PEMBROKE, Ont., Canada
Manufacturers of the best line of Lumbering Tools in Canada
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CURRENT LUMBER PRICES— Continued

No. 2 Cuts 6/4 45 00
No. 2 Cuts 8/4 .'

; 50 00
No. 3 Cuts 5/4 88 00
No. 3 Cuts 6/4 34 00
No. 3 Cuts 8/4 36 00
Dressing 5/4 46 00
Dressing 5/4 x 10 51 00
Dressing 5/4 x 12 52 00
No. 1 Moulding 5/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 6/4 58 00
No. 1 Moulding 8/4 , . 58 00
No. 2 Moulding 5/4 47 00
No. 2 Moulding 6/4 , 47 00
No. 2 Moulding 8/4 47 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 12 46 00
No. 1 Barn 1x6 and 8 34 00
No. 1 Barn 1 x 10 36 00
No. 2 Barn 1x6 and 8 30 00
No. 2 Barn 1 x 10 32 00
No. 3 Barn 1x6 and 8 23 00
No. 3 Barn 1 x 10 25 00
Box 1x6 and up 22 00
Box 1 x 10 23 00
Box 1 x 12 25 00
Box 1 x 13 and up 30 00
The following quotations on hardwoods re-

present the jobber buying price at Buflalo
and Tonawanda:

White Ash

1st and 2nd, 1 inch 40 00VA to 2 inch 44 00
%n. to 4 inch 48 00
Strips 22 00
Common and culls 14 00

Black and Brown

1st and 2nd, 6 inch up 40 00
Common good culls 14 00
1st and 2nd 6 inch and up, red 40 00
1st & 2nd, white, 6 in. & up.. 30 00
Common and good culls 16 00

Elm
1st and 2nd, rock, 6 in. and up 34 00
Common and culls 16 00
1st and 2nd, soft, 6 in. and up 28 00
Common and culls 13 00

Maple

1st and 2nd hand 26 00
Common and culls 14 00
1st and 2nd, soft 26 00
Common and culls 14 00

42 00
46 00
54 00
24 00
22 00

42 00
20 00
42 00
32 00
18 00

38 00
20 00
32 00
18 00

28 00
22 00
28 00
22 00

THE ONLY LOG-LOADER

"IT HANDLES ANY SIZE LOGS!'

That allows emp-
ties to pass through

on the same track

without jacking up
the loader on spuds.

The
McGIFFERT

Steam
LOG

LOADER
It is self-propell-
ing, moves and
spots its own cars,
dispensing with
the services of a
road engine.

It cuts the cost of
logging some 66%:
We would like to
send you a book of
facsimile letters
thatPROVE this.

A beautifully illustrated book, fully describing the working
of the McGiffert and the immense savings it makes pos-
sible, awaits your request for " CATALOGUE M. "

CHICAGO NEW YORK
DULUTH, MINN.

BOSTON, MASS.

White pine uppers, 1 to 2 in... $99 00
Selects, 1 to 2 inch
Fine common, 1 in
Fine common, 1% to 2 in. , 74 00
No. 1 Cuts 1 in
No. 1 Cuts l>/4 to 2 in. . .

.'

. . . 58 00
No. 2 Cuts, 1 in 35 00
No. 2 Cuts, l(i to 2 in 45 00
Barn Boards, No. 1, 1 x 12 . . 50 00

No. 1, 1 x 10. .

No. 1, 1 x 8 ...
No. 2, 1 x 12 ..

No. 2, 1 x 10 . . 85 00
No. 2, 1 x 8 ... 34 00
No. 3, 1 x 12 . . 33 00

No. 3, 1 x 10, .. 28 00
No. 3, 1 x 8 . . 28 00

Canadian spruce boards 23 00
Spruce, 10 & 12 in. dimension 26 00
Spruce, 9 in. and under "

10 and 12 in. random lengths,
10 ft. and up 24 00

2x2, 2x4, 2x5, 2x6, 2x7
and 3x4 random lengths, 10
feet and up 20 00

on
9(1 OO
72 00
7.
r
j 00

45 00
60 00
37 00
48 00
52 00
38 00
37 00
43 00
37 00
35 00
34 00
2U 00
29 00

24 00
27 00
25 00

25 00

22 00

All other random lengths, 7"
and under, 10 ft. and up . . 21 00

5 inches and up merchantable
boards, 8 ft. and up, p Is..

Vermont spruce boards..
matched ....... 22 001x2 and 1x3 furring, pis
clipped and bundled 19 00

lH-jn. spruce laths 4 00
l'A-in. spruce laths

New Brunswick Cedar Shingles

J?JrtrM $3 60
Clears 3 25
Second clears
Clear whites

,

Extra Is (Clear whites out) '.. 1 45
Extra Is (Clear whites in) . . 1 50
Red Cedar Extras, 16-in. 5 butts

to 2-in 3 50
Red Cedar Eurekas, 18-inch.

butts to 2-in
Red Cedar Perfection, 5 butts

to

Washington 16-in. 5 butts to 2-
in. extra red cedar

22 00

19 00

23 00

21 00
4 10
3 60

$3 75
3 40
2 75
2 30
2 25
1 60

4 00

4 20

4 75

3 50

It will pay you to equip your Tram Cars with
our special

Charcoal Chilled

Cast Iron Wheels

We will fit these to your old
axles, or furnish new axles and
wheels separately.

Price, quality and service con-
sidered, we can save you time and
money.

Further particulars on request.

St. Thomas, Ont.

Hamilton, Ont.

Plants at

Midland, Ont.

Fort William, Ont.

The

Londonderry, N.S.
Three Rivers, P.Q.

Canada Iron Corporation
Limited

Head Office
: Mark Fisher Building, Montreal, P.Q.

"MULE-HIDE" TOUGH, TIME-TRIED and TRUE
SOLD WITH A TEN-YEAR IRON CLAD GUARANTEE

When we are prepared to back up every foot of Roofing sold you with such a
guarantee, it surely is up to you, Mr. Lumber Dealer, to investigate. Dealers
handling our Roofing find it most profitable, because it means a satisfied
customer.

FOR THE RETAIL LUMBER DEALER
We have planned a local campaign for every dealer who handles our line. It is the most effectiveaid ever g.ven to dealers, and is entirely new and in advance of anything ever done it"this line Itis all planned at our office and done at our expense. It not only helps your Roofing sales butadvertises your other sales as well. You owe it to your business to investigate this proposition

WRITE US. DELAYS DON'T PAY-OUR PROPOSITION DOES.

The DOMINION ROOFING COMPANY OF CANADA, Limited, Toronto, Can
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JAMES D. LACEY WOOD BEAL VICTOR THRANE

James D. Lacey & Co.
TIMBER LAND FACTORS and TIMBER VALUATORS

We submit Detailed estimates with Topographical maps of all Timbei Properties offered through our house

Representations based upon our own Expert cruisers and loggers, whose Integrity and Experience have been

thoroughly tested over a period of many years.

We solicit correspondence with British Columbia timber owners and prospective purchaser

1215 Old Colony Blk.

CHICAGO
1211 Whitney Central Bldg.

NEW ORLEANS
1104 Spalding Bldg.

PORTLAND, Ore.

1009 White Bldg.

SEATTLE

J

'/'or l/icjVtjmi/'dcture of'/Ac/often '//ry

STAVES
Barrels
cooperage
MOO PS
PAILS
CHURNS
CANDY PAILS
BOX BOARDS
CHAIR STOCK
CLOTHES PINS

HEADING
KEGS
WOODEN WARE
HANDLES
TUBS
FREE Z ERS
FISH KITS
BOTTOMS
SHINGLES
LUMBER

fOf* TTfE MA.\IT.ACTUIU: OF

RRE
LS,KECS,STAVES„H{A

1)BA OURJTECIAI^Y. Q

TOR.PRICES.AND FURTH ERJPART1C U1AR S
,

THEPETERCERliVCH^^uANDO. \J.SJK.'

HEISLER GEARED LOCOMOTIVES
Especially adapted

for heavy hauling

on steep grades,

sharp curves and

uneven tracks. For

logging, switching

and pulling on main

lines, mills, fur-

naces and indus-

trial purposes.

Just Off the Press—New Detailed Descriptive Catalog 108 G.C

Heisler Locomotive Works
ERIE, PA., U. S. A.

Whitney Engineering Co., Tacoma, Wash., North Western Sales Agent

An Up-to-date Cross-cutting Machine

Made only by—

Send for Descriptive Price Lilt.

Butterworth & Lowe
221 Huron Street, Grand Rapids, Mich.

A National Journal

for

Managers
Superintendents
Electricians

and

Engineers

of

Electric

Light
Plants

and Everybody

Interested in

Electricity

The Only
Electrical

Paper in

Canada

Useful to

Subscribers

Profitable to

Advertisers

For free sample copy address

Hugh C. Maclean, Ltd.

220 King Street West,
TORONTO
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American 36-inch Band Saw
The American 36-inch Band Saw fitted up as
shown in the cuts makes a most perfect and efficient
equipment.

The wire guard for the upper wheel and the closed
doors for the lower, eliminate the possibility of
danger.

Ball-bearings of the most approved type applied to
both wheels, insure a remarkably easy running saw
—a thing very essential in a tool of this kind.

Direct connected motor with rheostat mounted on
the machine itself, provides, the most efficient
method of driving a Band Saw—no belts, no lost
motion, very little power in comparison.

American Ball Bearing 36-inch

Band Saw

Patent weighing strain to upper wheel with indi-

cator for adjusting weight to different widths of

blades relieves the operator from guesswork in

adjusting, and saw blades from cracking or
breaking.

Micrometer adjustment to the table with accurately
graduated scale insures the proper tilt in either

direction—45 degrees to right, 5 degrees to left.

The celebrated " Mohawk Dutchman" saw guide
insures operation without friction and is a guard
against injury to the blade.

We have a little booklet—just out—fully describing this

machine. Send us your address and we will mail you a copy

SALES OFFICES :

New York
90 West Street

Chicago
917 Fisher Bldg.

New Orleans
Canal-La. Bank Bldg.

American Woodworking Machinery

Executive and General Sales Office:

Rochester, N.Y.

Co.
SALES OFFICES :

Portland, Ore.
First and Pine Sts.

Spokane, Wash.
314 W. Pacific Ave.

San Francisco
46 Fremont Street
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Berlin Engineers Build a

New High - Efficiency Matcher
BERLIN Engineers have built their master machine— a matcher in construction and appearance like a

battleship or "Dreadnaugfht."
The height of perfection has been reached in matcher-building. And all as a result of these men knowing

conditions and practising the highest engineering principles known to the world.
Although Berlin matchers have always been leaders in the industry, these men have gone further to realize

their ideals—to lead the way and assist lumber manufacturers to produce efficiency and most economically.
The achievement of these skilled engineers is the new Berlin High-Efficiency Matcher.

Will Replace 2 or 3 Old Style

Machines
This new machine ha* the highest capacity

of any matcher ever built.
It will handle the stock as fast as it can be

brought to it—either by the feeder or special
feeding mechanism.
Matchers running at less than 100 lineal

feet a minute will no longer have a place in
the planing mill, because one new Berlin will
do the work of 2 or 3 other machines, and at
40% to 60% less cost.

Under these conditions a new Berlin match-
er will pay for itself in less than a year's time.

Capacity Plus Efficiency

A fast-feed matcher cannot be judged by its

capacity alone. And there's where this new
Berlin is years ahead of other machines— it

gives you a new view-point from which to
judge the greatest value in a matjher.
In time, similar features will be adopted on

other matchers to come up to the Berlin high
standard of efficiency.

It will not be long before evidence of Berlin
construction can be recognized in other tools.
A higher standard of efficiency in the plan-

ing mill has been looked for by the lumber
manufacturers for some time.

Capacity has been supplied by nearly all
makes of machines.
Now with the new Berlin, a higher stand-

ard of efficiency has been established. And yet
the capacity has been further increased.

More Automatic and Labor-Saving

Features

Operators will marvel at the coveniences
provided for them. Less effort is required to
operate it than any machine ever built.
Adjustments and features that heretofore

required his attention are now done auto-
matically.

Saving in time, labor and physical effort
means greater efficiency—more and better
work at least cost.

The new Berlin is simple in construction

—

simple to operate—and simply so far ahead
of anything you have ever seen in a matcher
that it's hard to believe your eyes.
But soon you will see them in every section

of the country—more mills need them than
you could imagine.
Berlin Engineers knew this when they

built such a machine. Some placed their
order immediately when the first machine
was completed. Hundreds are investigating
how it will accomplish the enormous saving
we mention.
Let us send the data that will prove our

claims.

The Berlin Machine Works, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.
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The Economy of
Vi-Balata Belting

is the economy of the "best in the long-

run " systems—the choice of every long-

sighted policy.

Vi-Balata is distinguishable from every

other Balata Belting nominally by the

prefix "Vi" and materially by the vast

superiority of quality.

Vi-Balata Belting is absolutely waterproof

and steamproof and will not stretch or con-

tract with any alteration of atmospheric

conditions.

Every belt guaranteed.

Sole Canadian Agents

:

The General Supply Co. of Canada, Limited
356-58-60 Sparks Street, OTTAWA, ONTARIO

Market and Louise Sts., WINNIPEG, MAN. - . i 15.125 Adelaide St. West, TORONTO

INDUSTRIAL LOCOMOTIVES
FOR BURNING COAL, WOOD OR OIL

Our locomotives are not built for one job only. They
are built to last for years in the hardest service with a

minimum expense for upkeep. This is the only proper

way to build them.

Facility for making repairs when parts wear out was

carefully considered in the design of our standard loco-

motives. Every detail is made with a view to securing

the greatest possible reduction in the expense of repairs.

Interchangeability reduces the time the locomotive is

idle when repairs are necessary, as like parts will fit any other locomotive of the same size and design.

Consider the reduction in your profits when your locomotives are waiting for repairs.

Interchangeable parts, sure to fit, are kept in stock at all times and can be shipped at short notice.

MONTREAL LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
Dominion Express Building, MONTREAL, CANADA
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Makes It's Mark Vivid and Lasting
Marks that remain vivid and wear like iron are a real satisfaction to the

man who handles lumber. The metallic pigments, like graphite, of DIXON'S
LUMBER CRAYONS offer marvelous resistance to all kinds of weather condi-
tions. Their marks are often visible after six months of severe exposure to sun
and storms.

DIXON'S LUMBER CRAYONS
have always remained the recognized standard because of their one, uniform and
dependable quality ; their convenient and uniform shape and size and because of
the careful selection of materials used in their manufacture. DIXON'S LUMBER
CRAYONS are made in nineteen grades and colors, including black (six grades),
red (two grades), blue (two grades:, green, white, yellow, brown, terra cotta,
violet, pink and orange. Some are made to fill particular needs— let us tell you
more about them. Get acquainted.

Write for lithographed booklet No. j:S), illustrated in colors.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company
Jersey City, U. S. A.

"John
Bull"

Larrigans
Wear Like Iron

WE tan the leather these larrigans are made
from and know they will stand all kinds
of wet and rough usage when properly car-

ed for. We put a counter stiffener in our larrigans
and sew it in with the leg when soled and heeled

—

a very durable feature in our goods.

Next time you buy larrigans see that you ask
for "John Bull."

R. M. Beal Leather Co.
LINDSAY, Ontario

Limited

HUTHER. BROS.
Hollow Ground Combination Tooth Mitre Saw Patent Groover or Dado Head

4 **

For either Rip or Cross Cutting Can be used on any Circular Saw Mandrel
Will cut equally as smooth in either Ripping, Cross- For cutting any width groove from i/8"

cutting or cutting at an angle of 45 degrees, with to 2" wide. Will cut either with or across
grain of wood. the grain (Sent on approval).

Allow us to quote Prices on Saws for any special work that you wish to do.
HUTHER BROS. SAW MFG. CO;, Inc., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

• ——— «—j

Sit in your Office and See

Your Land as ifon the Spot
With one ot our forest maps before you, you

can know exact ly the amount, character and loca-
tion of your timber. The knowledge will he exact,
not what some cruiser has guessed at. This infor-
mation will enable you to get at least 10% more
from your timber yearly.

Our service to your business will cut out a
big waste and give you data of great value.

We appraise new lands, and survey wild lands for re-
newal of lines or to get actual acreage.

Let vis prove to you the value of the services which our skill and ex-
perience can otter.

SEND FOR OUR BOOK "APPLIED FORESTRY"
A valuable text book on how to gret greater returns from your timber

at once and in the future. Tells you also how we work and what we have
done for others during our long forestry experience. Free on request.

APPLETON & SEWALL CO., Inc.
Foresters and Surveyors Dept. A, 156 Fifth Ave., NEW YORK.

Not altogether what we
say but what users say

"We have used the Alligator or Warping Tug man-
ufactured by you for the last 7 or 8 years, and con-
sider them indispensable to lumbermen on waters of
French River or similar streams."

Will move a bag containing 60,000 logs,
in calm weather, 30,000 in a head wind.

West & Peachey - Simcoe, Ont.

D. G. Cutler Co.
Duluth, Minnesota

Distributors of

Kelley Island Lime—(Lighthouse Brand)

Burned with WOOD, from selected Ohio bottom Rock,
and packed fresh from the Kilns, in new, tight, double-

headed barrels.

Can also ship you in Mixed Carloads

Hard Wall Plaster, Wood Fibre Plaster, Hydrated
Lime, Mortar Colors, Waterproofing.

Distributors of HURON PORTLAND CEMENT
Wire Us Your Orders for Prompt Shipment
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What is this Aloxite

Wheel Doing?

It is gumming a band
saw 23 feet long, grind-

ing faster, cleaner, cooler

than any wheel the filer

ever had before. The
wheel grinds one of these

saws in 1 8 minutes, and
lasts four months.

There is never any in-

dication of heating or

case hardening- just

quiet, easy cutting—and
it's a wheel that holds

it's shape.

You are delaying better saw
service—holding up a saving of
hours and dollars— until your
filers get Aloxite Wheels.

HAVE YOU OUR WOOD-WORKING CATALOG?

The Carborundum Co.
Niagara Falls, N.Y.

New York, Chicago, Boston, Pittsburg, Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Milwaukee, London, Eng.

Morgan Machine

Company

ROCHESTER, N.Y

Manufacturers

of-

Nailing

Machines,

Lock Cor-

ner Box
Machinery,

Box Board
Matchers,

Box Board
Printing

Machines.

Every manufacturer of boxes
; every manufacturer who has nails to drive in

any article, or packages of any kind to manufacture, should write the Mor-
gan Machine Company for latest developments in machinery for the Box
Industry.

Morgan Machine Company
ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Sheldon Slow Speed

Exhaust Fans

The fans that are revolutionizing the shaving exhaust business.

They will handle wet or dry, long or short shavings and saw-
dust, and will do this work with a guaranteed reduction in
speed of from 25 to 40% less, and with a power consumption
of from 20 to 36 % less than any other exhaust fan.

Descriptive circulars sent on request.

$lttli>0n0, Exmtob - Salt, Ontario
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The

"Shimer Limited"

Cutter Head

Is a strong, substantial tool made especially for the Fast Feed Matcher and designed

to give reliable service for years without interruption, as well as for safety to the operator.

They are made to suit any and every variety of matcher or moulder with a feeding

capacity exceeding i 50 feet per minute. They have a chucking device that is self-cen-

tering on the spindle, and which also provides a perfectly secure means of fastening the

Head to the spindle without using set screws. They have also a special construction of the bit seats, a bit

designed for faster cutting and have holding bolts of great power and strength.

These Heads have every adjustment and convenience required for the production of the finest work

—

features absolutely essential in the economical production of high class flooring, ceiling, etc.

The Cutters are circular in form and have in their contour the exact counterpart of the shape of the

mould, saving all the hand fitting and affording great convenience in maintaining uniform patterns. They

work with a SHEARING OR SHAVE CUT, and the manner of dividing the cut increases the efficiency and

insures easy and fast cutting in any kind of material.

The Long Life of the Circular Bits
is due to the fact that the entire circle of the Bit is cutting edge as it wears back by use and repeated sharpen-

ings—that the cutting edge is protected from unnecessary wear and friction by the inclined seats to which the

Bits are fastened, and that the edge outlines only come into contact with the lumber and shape it correctly.

All that portion of the Cutter back of the cutting edge is brought into service as the Cutter is sharpened and

brought round upon its holding bolt to again fit the gauge.

THE GREAT AMOUNT OF CUTTING EDGE *

which is held in reserve (from 3 to 5 inches) gives to the purchaser the cheapest of tools, aside from the

convenience their use affords in maintaining uniform patterns.

We offer the Shimer Limited Cutter Heads to the mill man who is willing to pay a fair price for fast

feed heads and who expects an amount of service which will justify him in making his expenditure as an

investment, not a running expense.

We want the desirable features of these Heads to impress you in a practical way, hence we offer to

send them on trial for 30 days.

Price net, in solid section, complete for making flooring, only $67.00. With expansion, $72.46 per

set complete.

Send measurements today. Address

SAMUEL J. SHIMER G SONS,
Milton, Pa., U. S. A. GALT, Ontario* Can,
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No. 122

MATCHER C.M.C. No. 122

MATCHER

C.M.C. No. 122 Heavy Duty Fast Feed Planer and Matcher

CYLIND
w^h hth iXd kniv""

111

°
f r°Und ™«d thr°^ho-

SIDE HEAD'S either of the round type or of the Shimer pattern can be suppliedas desired. ^
FEED consists of six 12 inch rolls under spring tension driven by accuratelymachine cut gears carefully guarded.

J }

ALL DRIVES are either by belt or gears no chains being used to ^iveconstant trouble. 8 g

BELTS are all long and driven from a self contained counter shaft attached tothe main frame, and are all tightened by one lever.

WORKMANSHIP is of the highest class.

PERFECT WORK is guaranteed at a speed of 200 feet per minute.

PROFILING ATTACHMENT can be fitted at the delivery end of a machine formaking drop siding, casings, base board, etc.

JOINTING DEVICE can be supplied for truing irregular surfaces.

Full Details with Bulletins and Prices Supplied on Application

We Make the Most Complete Line of
Wood -Working Machinery in Canada

Canada Machinery Corporation, L*j
Gait, Ontario
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STEEL WIRE CLOTH

FOR REFUSE BURNERS
Write for sample and full particulars

Alligator Ropes Saw Mill Carriage Ropes

1M b # Greening Wire Co., Limited
Hamilton, Ont. - Montreal, Que.

Mowry's Model

Saw Mill Carriage

With wing knee. All three dogs

operated by one lever. Hammer
dogs easily applied. Wings spread

five feet. Very heavy and sub-

stantial. Style C. set works.

This is a model Saw
Carriage and always

a great favorite among
lumbermen who ap-

preciate the best. It

is simple, easy to

operate, can't be

wrecked and will re-

duce your bill to noth-

ing.

Where will our cata-

logue and literature

find you?

MOWRY & SONS,
Our 46 inch Saw Carriage

Gravenhurst, Ontario
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Long's Quality Machinery

Here are a few

machines which
appeal to the

practical mill-

man.

We have others.

If you don't see

what you want
here, send us

your inquiry.

Steel Carriages
This style built with :«Mn.. 10-in.. li-in.. 48-in.. 64-in., 6()-in.. 72-in.. opening from «nw line

32-in. Edger

EDGERS

suitable for

Sawmill of

any

Capacity
This style built 54-in. 80-in., 86-in.. 72-in.. Sl-in.. 96-in. between frames

Complete

Mills of any

Capacity

No. oo Portable Mill

3 Saw Lath Bolter

Our entire attention

is devoted to studying

the needs of the saw-
mill trade. Our ser-

vices are at your
disposal.

Mill plans and speci-

fications of complete

mills furnished.

Heavy Duty Lath Machine

The
E. LONG MANUFACTURING CO., LIMITED, Orillia, Ont.

MONTREAL — Williams & Wilson, Ltd.
WINNIPEG — Stuart Machinery Co., Ltd.

AGENCIES :

EDMONTON and CALGARY — Gorman, Clancey & Grindley, Ltd.
VANCOUVER— Robert Hamilton & Co.



WATEROUS LOG JACKS
For Light and Heavy Mills

We build a Log Jack to suit

every mill size—single and
double geared—for Band
and Circular Mills.

Every one is built of the

best materials only, to a de-

sign that has been tested out

and has made good under

Canadian Mill conditions.

In point of efficiency, in

strength and in long wear-

ing qualities we back our

Log Jacks against any make
on the market.

P fk„ Heaviest Work »c recommend the No. O Log jack shown above. This is a double geared

iTjt SttlTe, 60' in diameter, has a sH' main shaft and is built throughout to these pro

™
rtions: It can be arranged to drive lengthwise or crosswise of mill for band or crcular null work, and

is the heaviest Jack we bu ild. Weight about 5700 lbs.

For Light Mills cutting from 15,000 to 20,000 feet

per day,the No. 2 Log Jack, as shown in the smaller cut,

is the best buy. The full web bull wheel is 35^" in

diameter, y/2 " wide; main shaft 3^" in diameter. Can

be supplied in double or single geared machines, to drive

lengthwise or crosswise of mill. Weight about 900

to 1500 lbs.

We build our Log Jacks in sizes intermediate

and lighter than these shown.

For both Sawmill and Pulpmill use.

Full description in Bull Wheel Bulletin No. 109

The Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.

• Brantford, Canada
AGENT—H. B. Gilmour, Vancouver, B.C.

BRANCH—Winnipeg, Man.
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#5,000,000.00
worth of mixed metals is what we market every year

PEERLESS metal is compounded specially for sawmills and is the best on the market for that purpose
FAIT! TI _ , • , ...FAULTLESS metal is a high grade copper hardened alloy made for heavy duty work, sawmills and enginesUur policy is large tonnage, perfect alloys, and absolutely fair and honest treatment of the trade.'

New York, N. Y.

We solicit your patronage

HOYT METAL CO., Toronto, Canada
London. England St. Louis, Mo.

DESIGN B. L. NC 3

BATTS LIMITED
WEST TORONTO

Manufacturers of

Staved Columns

Veneered Doors

Newel Posts

Sashes - Flooring

Trim

Pine Doors and

Frames

Turned Newel Posts and
Balusters

Cypress Greenhouse

Material

Write for our Catalogue

BATTS LIMITED
MANUFACTURERS

WEST TORONTO - 0NT.

THE

LEATHER
BELT

THAT'S

KNOWNOUR
ft —
EXTRA

MONTREAL

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

VANCOUVER

The J.C. McLaren Belting Co.
Limited

General Mill Supplies MONTREAL

H. Walters & Sons
Limited

Head Office and Factory HULL, CANADA

VANCOUVER, B.C.
Corner Powell and McLean St*.

Branches

:

WINNIPEG, MAN.
Corner Market and LouUe St*.

The Largest Factory
for Lumbering Tools
IN Canada. :: :: ::

"Send for New Illustrated Catalogue"

Manufacturers of all kinds of

Saws, Axes, Axe Handles, Lumbering and Logging Tools, Machine Knives














